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Foreword by Alexander (Sami) Kardos-Nyheim, Founder and Editor-in-Chief
We live in a time of great diversity of opinions and voices. I wanted to capture this in a single publication, an intellectual and creative
‘barometer’ of such a time. The pieces range from ferocious to dispassionate, warm to technical. All are bold, brilliant, and timely.
The articles are arranged in a particular order so as to contrast them and make them talk to each other, as we want our readers to
talk to each other. Students appear alongside artists, lawyers, politicians, judges, scientists, journalists, and directors of national
museums. Indeed, this issue will sit in universities, artists’ studios, law firms, parliaments, courts, scientific institutions, media hubs,
and national cultural institutions. Our writers come not only from Cambridge but from around the world: from free countries, and
from countries where basic freedoms are at risk.
I started the Journal for another reason too. I was deeply concerned about academic integrity and the quality of public debate,
particularly in the humanities. It seemed that the basic principle of freedom of reasoned expression was at risk of erosion at the
hands of dangerously all-encompassing political movements. I wanted the Journal to be a place where, away from all the noise, people
with unique and important things to say could say them. The rich tapestry of views from across cultures, political orientations, and
academic disciplines in this volume is reassuring. In an era seemingly devoid of nuance, there are bright flickers of expression which
are beautiful in their reflectiveness and humility.
This has been a project defined by its honesty and ambition. We have not shied away from difficult conversations or made
compromises to powerful institutions for the sake of convenience or avoiding pain—and believe me, there have been opportunities.
The value of the Journal is in its strength of character.
The choice of law, politics, and art as the Journal’s three fields deserves explanation. I read Law at university, but since the age of 15
have been involved in legal struggles to protect heritage assets against demolition and replacement with luxury housing. There is
an urge to replace quiet, thoughtful beauty and craftsmanship with the unthinking, loud glitz of glass and bright lights. Perhaps this
urge dictates not only how we build our cities, but also the art we value and the way we run our society. Seeing my mother in her
studio throughout my childhood, I learned that creative expression is beautiful and powerful. However, the world around me has
shown that it is rare and delicate, and can easily lose its shape to the bluntness, or sharpness, of politics and law. Art can authentically
express the issues at their heart. Placing law, politics, and art together has made the Journal a wealth of lateral, cross-disciplinary,
creative thinking.
Titian’s Allegory of Prudence across the page depicts three moments in a person’s life: old age, middle age, and youth. The face of each
is filled with the regret, heaviness, and hubris of age. Or perhaps each lives in his own separate world. The contributors to this issue
are united by the wish to find new links between the world’s issues, as well as new solutions for them. This is perhaps what Titian
was encouraging when he inscribed on the Allegory: ‘From the experience of the past, the present acts prudently, so as not to put the
future at risk.’
My grandfather once told me: ‘There are times when you should think in straight lines, see the world simply, and act firmly. But
there are other times when the world’s sheer complexity, hilarity, and contradiction demand that you just sit down, breathe, and
think.’ I encourage you to do the same as you read this issue.
Personal acknowledgements
Elliot Wright, Toby Noskwith, and Louisa Stuart-Smith have displayed great precision and creativity as Section Editors. Atiya
Kanji has distinguished herself for her devoted resilience; David Edwardes-Ker for his wit and leadership; Kitty Mant for her
organisational talent; Sophie West for her personal guidance; and Nathalie Edwardes-Ker for her constant kindness, trustworthiness,
and commercial creativity. Sienna James, Uma-Johanna Shah, and Jana Lulovska have together created a beautiful design that will
last us long into the future. I thank Sir Quentin Blake, who came out of retirement to draw our front cover. I thank all those listed on
the previous page, without whom this issue simply would not exist. I thank every single writer, interviewee, and editor for making
the Journal better than I could possibly have imagined, and I dare say a work of cultural significance.
Lastly, I thank Joseph Court, the Managing Editor, who has had a truly formative role in the Journal’s development and ensured
its excellence in all aspects.
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An Allegory of Prudence (Titian c 1550, oil on canvas, 75.5 x 68.4cm). © 2021 The National Gallery, London.
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All the Law’s a Stage!
Shakespearean Insights and
their Resonance Today
T h e Rt Hon La d y Ard en

Mary Arden, The Rt Hon Lady Arden of Heswall, is a UK Supreme Court Justice. She was the first female High Court judge assigned to the Chancery
Division, and is also President of the Trinity Hall Law Society, Cambridge.
Lady Arden gave the Denning Lecture at an event organized by the Honourable Society of Lincoln’s Inn in London on 25 November 2020 and this article is
based on the text of that lecture. Lady Arden thanks the Denning Trustees for their generous invitation to her to give the lecture.
Lady Arden retains the copyright to this article.

S

hakespeare understood much about the role of law in society,
possibly thanks to his direct links with London’s Inns of Court.
The Inns were primarily places of learning, but between All
Saints’ Day and February they regularly had revels. The students
enjoyed these, and they were probably as thespian as young
barristers today. They cut their teeth on the great speeches in drama.

England and yet his works are surprisingly European. Venice
had a particular fascination for the English because of its trading
reputation and multicultural community, and it is there that
Shakespeare develops themes based on religious and racial identity
and the status of immigrants and strangers. As we shall see, all these
issues have legal overtones.

Up to 1587, the plays performed were written by members of the
Inns, but after that date professional players were hired and one of
the groups engaged was a company of players known first as the
Lord Chamberlain’s men and then as the King’s’ Men, for whom
Shakespeare wrote plays. Twelfth Night was famously first performed
in the Middle Temple and The Comedy of Errors was probably
premiered in Gray’s Inn. Some of the lines that Shakespeare wrote
might have been intended to provoke reactions from those he knew
in his audience. There are famous scenes set in the Inns, such as
the Temple Gardens scene in Henry V, which set the scene for the
commencement of the Wars of the Roses.

Shakespeare was a person of genius. He wrote some 37 plays,
many of which are regularly read and performed 450 years after
the playwright’s birth, not just in the land of his birth but in many
countries across the globe, in English and in translation.

Despite his considerable understanding of the law, Shakespeare’s
knowledge was not perfect. Nor was his knowledge of history. For
instance, he wrote a play about King John which does not mention
Magna Carta. But Shakespeare was certainly worldly-wise and,
however he gained his knowledge, he certainly knew a thing or two
about the law.

Shakespeare had experience of the plagues that beset London
between 1560 and 1603. Romeo and Juliet is one of the plays where he
writes about searching for plague victims and in it he introduces into
the English language the expression ‘a plague on both your houses’.1
He must have known what a real threat that was, because his landlady
in London, Miss Mountjoy, is thought to have died of the plague, and
he had to leave quickly if only to avoid the fleas and the quarantine.
The year 2020 was a surreal experience for many of us, and
anyone who has missed the theatre during the pandemic might
enjoy knowing more about the law during Shakespeare’s day, and
discovering that his plays raise numerous legal issues that remain
relevant today.

*

What was the legal system like in Shakespeare’s day?

We know little about Shakespeare’s life in general. He lived from
1564 to 1616, was brought up in Stratford-upon-Avon, and spent
much of his working life in London. He never travelled outside

By modern standards, the legal system in Shakespeare’s day left
1 See William Shakespeare, Romeo and Juliet Act 3, scene 1, line 91.
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much to be desired. The concept of justice had become secondary in
a system preoccupied by form rather than substance.
Civil wrongs were often denied justice and criminal offenders
frequently received punishments wholly out of proportion to
the offence committed. Claimants who were unable to fit their
complaint within one of the established writs simply went without
a remedy. Still others obtained unenforceable judgments because
of the jurisdictional disputes between the courts. For example,
the Court of the King’s Bench originally could only hear cases
between the King and his subjects, leaving many without recourse.
Sometimes claimants failed to get any remedy because they filed
their complaint in the wrong court.
To combat this evil, the Courts of Exchequer and Chancery sought
to extend their jurisdiction, but many used the courts as a place to
participate in an elaborate intellectual game. Court proceedings were
not a means to an end but an end in themselves. Legal procedure was
often pedantic and inflexible, and pleadings used an impenetrable
mix of Latin, French, and English expressions.
Criminal law was pretty uncompromising too. It was an offence to
live with someone as husband and wife without having obtained
the sanction of the church. That is a point to remember when we
come to Measure for Measure. In the case of some serious offences,
such as treason and murder, the penalty was always death. London
had record numbers of hangings. The Star Chamber used torture to
extract confessions.
The Court of Chancery, which was in full swing by Shakespeare’s
time, was very influential among lawyers. It set the pace in producing
documents in a legal form of English, rather than Norman French.
In due course, the legal terminology developed by the Court of
Chancery became standard.
Even non-lawyers would have been conscious of the disputes at this
time between the Chancery Court and the Courts of the King’s Bench.
In particular, Lord Ellesmere, the Lord Chancellor, strove to maintain
Chancery’s ability to override the common law courts. The common
law judges took the view that Chancery did not have the power to
override their decisions. But litigants continued to flock to the Court
of Chancery. Sir Edward Coke, Chief Justice of the King’s Bench from
1613 to 1616, tried to stop the Chancery Court from overruling his
decisions, but Lord Ellesmere did not agree. In 1614 he heard the case
of Courtney v Glanvil.2 Ellesmere ordered Glanvil to be imprisoned
for contempt of court for failing to perform a decree granting relief
to Courtney on the ground of Glanvil’s deceit. Sir Edward Coke
overruled him in the Court of King’s Bench by issuing a writ of habeas
corpus. Lord Ellesmere tried to intervene again in the Earl of Oxford’s
case two years later, but Sir Edward Coke was able to reverse him once
more. Ellesmere then appealed to the King, who upheld him.
Sir Edward Coke was one of the great figures of English legal history.
He raised the importance of the common law and held that it controlled
the other sources of law, a view that was in due course eclipsed by the
doctrine of Parliamentary sovereignty. Coke developed the concept of
judicial independence and Professor Maitland3 called him the ‘dividing
line’ between the mediaeval and the modern.4
2 [1614] Cro Jac 343.
3 Professor Frederick William Maitland was Downing Professor of the
Laws of England from 1888 to 1906, and he is widely regarded as one of
the ablest legal historians of modern times.
4 See William Holdsworth, Some Lessons from Our Legal History (Macmillan
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To get a sense of what Shakespeare was saying from a legal point of
view and what resonance it has for today’s Britain, it is worth looking
at a selection of his great plays, four of which are featured here: The
Merchant of Venice (1596–98), Measure for Measure (1603), Coriolanus
(1607–08), and Henry VI Part 2 (1591–92). In these plays, Shakespeare
dealt with a range of legal topics, from relatively specific ones such
as penalties for the non-payment of debt, to the obligations of those
who administer justice, and wider constitutional issues such as the
power and responsibility of government to the people.

Recovery of debt: The Merchant of Venice
One theme in The Merchant of Venice is how contracts should be
interpreted, in particular contracts related to lending and debt. This was
the subject of much jurisprudential debate in Shakespeare’s day, and the
contract of a loan in The Merchant of Venice is a parody on that debate.
The action takes place in sixteenth-century Venice. A merchant
called Bassanio hopes to marry Portia, a rich heiress. But to have a
chance at winning her hand in marriage, he needs to have money.
Bassanio’s rich friend, Antonio, is unable to help. His wealth is
tied up in ships, and the ships either have been lost or are far from
Venice. So, out of friendship with Bassanio, Antonio makes a deal
with a moneylender, Shylock, and it is material to the plot that
Shylock was not himself a Venetian and moreover was Jewish, and
not a Christian. Antonio will get his money and will not have to
pay interest. But if he does not repay the loan on time, he will owe
Shylock a pound of his flesh, to be taken near the heart.
Antonio is not able to repay on time, and Shylock sues Antonio to
enforce the obligation to allow Shylock a pound of flesh. Bassanio,
funded by Portia, offers late payment on Antonio’s behalf of an
increased sum. Shylock refuses that too.
The human flesh condition surely ought to have meant that
the contract was invalid and unenforceable. The reason why
Shakespeare thought of a bond of this nature is not known, but it
is possible he had in mind an unpopular practice of moneylenders
at that time to exact conditional bonds which provided for penalties
in the event of late repayment. There was no relief for late payment
and, if the borrower failed to repay the loan on time, whether in
whole or in part, the common law could not offer relief. There were
no regulated banks engaged in the business of lending money, so
moneylenders could seek to impose the terms they wished.
The common law courts tended to enforce conditional bonds
blindly, but in civil cases a party could petition the King to intervene.
By the sixteenth century, this meant that a person could apply to the
Court of Chancery presided over by the Lord Chancellor. The Court
of Chancery developed rules for intervening in cases where in the
judgment of the Lord Chancellor the outcome in the common law
courts was unconscionable.
Back in Shakespeare’s Venice, however, there was no Court of
Chancery, and Shakespeare has to find another means to produce a
result whereby this horrendous contract is rendered unenforceable.
1928) 31, citing a letter he had received from Maitland. ‘Of Coke perhaps
the truest thing ever said was said by Maitland in a letter which he wrote
to me: “Coke’s books are the great dividing line, and we are hardly out
of the Middle Ages till he has dogmatized its results.” … [He] assured
the continuity of the development of the common law in this century
of change—the century of Renaissance, Reformation, and Reception of
Roman Law. He was the founder of the modern common law …’
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The scene shifts to the trial of Shylock’s suit, which takes place
before the Duke of Venice. Shylock makes his argument that Venice
would suffer if contracts were not strictly enforced. He submits to
the Duke: ‘If you deny me, fie upon your law! / There is no force in
the decrees of Venice.’5 Strict adherence to the law allowed for the
routine consummation of commercial transactions, and Shakespeare
highlighted the dilemma Shylock’s bond presented to Venetian law.
Commercial lawyers down the ages would recognise the force of
the argument that commercial law has to be certain and predictable.
It must be remembered, however, that the law that Shylock was
trying to enforce was deeply objectionable, mirroring the deeply
objectionable law which in turn treated Shylock as unequal because
he was an alien in Venice.

Modern resonance of The Merchant of Venice

Bassanio’s betrothed, Portia, dressed up as a man, pretends to be a
lawyer representing Antonio. She urges Shylock to show mercy:

2. Mitigating the effect of conditional bonds

The quality of mercy is not strained.
It droppeth as the gentle rain from heaven
Upon the place beneath. It is twice blest;
It blesseth him that gives, and him that takes.
‘Tis mightiest in the mightiest. It becomes
The thronèd monarch better than his crown …
It is enthroned in the hearts of kings …6
Shylock, who nurses a long-standing grudge against Antonio,
who has made a habit of berating Jews for their usury, declines to
be merciful. But Portia then points out that the contract does not
provide for him to take any blood, only flesh. Shylock changes his
mind and offers to take the amount of his loan, but Portia makes
it clear that he can only have what is due to him under the bond.
Shylock then decides to withdraw from the courtroom.
Before Shylock can leave, his position is completely upended by
Portia, who relies on another Venetian law, one that makes it
illegal for a foreigner such as Shylock to attempt to kill a Venetian
who follows the Christian religion. One penalty for the offence,
if the Duke so orders, is execution of the offender, but the Duke
immediately pardons Shylock. The other penalty is confiscation
of the offender’s goods, with half going to the victim, in this case
Antonio, and the other half to the state. Antonio agrees to give up
his share of Shylock’s goods on two conditions, to which Shylock
agrees. On his death, Shylock must give his property to his daughter
Jessica, who has eloped with Lorenzo, a friend of Antonio and
Bassanio. Shylock must also become a Christian. Shylock feels ill but
agrees to sign the necessary deed. Antonio’s ships eventually arrive
in port laden with precious cargo but there is no suggestion that he
is going to repay Shylock what is due to him. The trial ends happily
for everyone but Shylock.
There are many great lines in The Merchant of Venice. One is
especially worth mentioning because it speaks to lawyers: the Prince
of Morocco, another suitor for Portia’s hand in marriage, says: ‘A
golden mind stoops not to shows of dross’7 (or, great minds are not
distracted by things of little worth). This is a phrase which comes
to mind when advocates indulge in flowery language to say little of
relevance or consequence (dross).

5 Act 4, scene 1, lines 105–06.
6 Act 4, scene 1, lines 181–86. The quotations and citations in this article
are taken from William Shakespeare, The Complete Works (Stanley Wells
and Gary Taylor eds, Oxford University Press 1986).
7 Act 2, scene 7, line 20.

1. The pound of flesh issue
The debate as to how contracts should be interpreted has flourished
until quite recently in the Supreme Court of the United Kingdom.
Should they be interpreted liberally so as to produce a just solution?
Or should they be interpreted strictly to enable parties to be certain
in advance about their rights and obligations, so that people bear
responsibility for what they have agreed, whether knowingly or not?
This question has always been particularly important in commercial
law: pacta sunt servanda (agreements must be kept), and views about
how to interpret contracts have varied over time.8

In The Merchant of Venice, Shakespeare exposed shortcomings in the
law, particularly with respect to penalties and the lack of protection
for the lender, in this case Shylock. In the fullness of time the common
law addressed the problems of penalties in its own characteristic way.
The courts refused to enforce penalties, and only enforced clauses
which provided for an amount that was a genuine pre-estimate of the
loss which the lender suffered through late payment. The common
law settled on this distinction between penalties and contract terms
which the courts were prepared to enforce.
In due course that rule also proved unsatisfactory, and it has now been
seamlessly replaced by proportionality. The present position is that a
term of a contract which imposes a detriment on a party if that party
breaches a term of the contract, is a penalty if the detriment is out of
all proportion to any legitimate interest that the other party might
have in that term being performed.9 This is a more nuanced test than
the distinction that used to be drawn between genuine pre-estimates
of damage and penalties. Many more factors are now considered.
Proportionality has been introduced into English law over the last
50 years under the influence of European Union law and human
rights, which probably adopted the concept from German law. All
the developments in the law of penalties were brought about by
the courts. The courts were left to develop the law as they thought
appropriate and incorporated it into various aspects of the common
law. There was no need for a code or legislation. The adoption of
the concept of proportionality in the context of contractual penalties
is a good example of how EU law, if applicable, may continue to
influence English law even though the UK has left the EU.
8 There is a similar debate about whether equitable obligations should
be implied into contracts. I referred to this in in the context of quasipartnership companies in Lau v Chu [2020] 1 WLR 4656 [4630–31] (PC):
‘92. In short, in quasi-partnership companies, deadlock often covers
some of the same territory as failure to observe the equitable obligations
which are not written into the articles but which are owed by one quasipartner to another. A quasi-partnership is not a commercial transaction
in which, to borrow the words of Judge Learned Hand, “it does not in
the end promote justice to seek strained interpretations in aid of those
who do not protect themselves”’ (James Baird and Co v Gimbel Bros Inc
[1933] 64 F 2d [344] and [346]). The implication of equitable obligations
in a quasi-partnership is the way in which the courts secure that justice
is done between quasi-partners who have not taken every contractual
protection that they might have done to prevent the misuse of corporate
powers. The contest between law and equity in this type of situation has
been fought over many years and is graphically illustrated by the contest
between Shylock and Portia in Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice.
9 See Cavendish Square Holding BV v El Makdessi and ParkingEye Ltd v Beavis
[2016] AC 1162.
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3. The Shylock dilemma
By leaving Shylock in the position where he is deprived of his religion
and his wealth, Shakespeare exposes a legal void in the then law: first
the lack of any judicial protection against the arbitrary actions of
the state in relation to an obnoxious banking transaction, and then
the lack of any proportionate response to the events in contention.
Shakespeare did not portray any solution to this. He simply points
out that such voids exist. In a well-organised legal system, such
voids should clearly not be present, and there is nothing to suggest
Shakespeare approved of these voids. It was simply part of the role
of the playwright to point them out.
4. Party-based requests for mercy may be rejected for personal
motive
Portia’s timeless lines about the quality of mercy are directed not to
the Duke (the judge), who plays a nominal role. They are aimed at
Shylock, and they fall on stony ground. He wants his revenge on all
those people who have belittled him in the Rialto.
The point to note is that when it comes to showing mercy Shakespeare
did not invoke the common law. In this play, it was not his expectation
of the law that it would show mercy. In the Elizabethan age, the law
was seen as having a relatively formal role and rules were inflexible.
To save Antonio, Portia relies on statute law, which she pulls out
of her papers like a rabbit out of a hat. Despite Portia’s great lines,
mercy has no impact on the result whatever.

Judicial independence and integrity: Measure for
Measure
In Measure for Measure, the story starts when Duke Vincentio,
the Duke of Vienna, decides to take leave of the city for a period
of time. For several years, he has neglected to enforce the laws of
Vienna. This has led to the city’s becoming a lawless place, and he
has fallen down on his duty to adjudicate on offences. The Duke
makes arrangements for his deputy, Angelo, to enforce the laws in
his absence. He confers on Angelo his ‘scope ... to enforce or qualify
the laws As to your soul seems good’.10
One of the citizens of Vienna, Claudio, is then found to have
committed an offence by making his fiancée, Juliet, pregnant. It is
apparently no defence that Juliet is his fiancée and that they will be
married as soon as her dowry arrives. The only punishment provided
for this offence is execution. Claudio is sentenced to be executed and
Angelo refuses to mitigate the penalty. It may be that Shakespeare
was here parodying the law I mentioned earlier which made it an
offence in Elizabethan England to live with someone as husband and
wife without having obtained the sanction of the church.
Claudio then asks his sister, Isabella, who is about to enter a
nunnery, to plead with Angelo on his behalf. She does this but
Angelo rejects her plea: ‘It is the law, not I, condemn your brother’.11
Angelo explains that the law has not been enforced recently but this
was only because it ‘hath slept’.12 Isabella continues to plead for her
brother, saying ‘O, it is excellent / To have a giant’s strength, but it
is tyrannous / To use it like a giant’.13
10 Act 1, scene 1, lines 64–65.
11 Act 2, scene 2, line 83.
12 Act 2, scene 2, line 92.
13 Act 2, scene 2, lines 109–11.
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Eventually Angelo offers Isabella a bargain. If she agrees to have sex
with him in his garden at night, he will release and pardon Claudio.
(Angelo clearly did not live in an age of the free press and kiss and
tell!) Angelo gives Isabella overnight to make her decision. Isabella
is dismayed because that would be contrary to her principles and
prevent her from entering the nunnery. (What, one wonders, would
she have said to the Mother Superior if she had become pregnant?)
Isabella meets a Friar (the Duke in disguise), who explains that
Angelo was himself formerly engaged to be married to a woman
called Mariana but that the engagement was broken off when the
ship bearing Mariana’s dowry was lost. Mariana is assured by the
Duke that, while it may be a crime under the laws of Vienna to have
sex while unmarried, it is not a sin to do so in the circumstances:
Nor, gentle daughter, fear you not at all,
He is your husband on a pre-contract.
To bring you thus together ‘tis no sin …14
Mariana agrees to take Isabella’s place, with the result that Angelo has
sex not with Isabella but with Mariana, although rather surprisingly
he does not realise it. But he still refuses to stop the execution of
Claudio. Meanwhile, however, the Friar/Duke prevents it from
taking place and arranges instead for the similar head of another
person in the prison—someone who has died from a fever—to be
sent to Angelo. The Duke changes his plans, makes an early return
to Vienna, discovers what Angelo has done, and requires him to
marry Mariana and then return to his presence. After the marriage,
Angelo returns with his new wife, and the Duke then condemns him
to death for having ordered the death of Claudio:
The very mercy of the law cries out
Most audible, even from his proper tongue,
‘An Angelo for Claudio, death for death’.
Haste still pays haste, and leisure answers leisure;
Like doth quit like, and measure still for measure.
Then, Angelo, thy fault’s thus manifested,
Which, though thou wouldst deny, denies thee vantage.15
In these famous lines, the Duke as judge says that Angelo must be
treated like anyone else—a person in authority is not above the law.
Quite so. That is a very important aspect of the Rule of Law, and
Shakespeare here reflected its importance. Angelo acted with haste,
and without deliberation. And ‘Like doth quit like’, so there must be
the like penalty for the like actions. In the phrase ‘measure still for
measure’, the word ‘measure’ is being used in its sense of treatment
meted out to someone. So, Angelo should receive the same
punishment as he imposed on Claudio. The law, as the Duke sees
it at this point and perhaps as many contemporaries of Shakespeare
saw it, is about retaliation.
The newly wed Mariana is horrified at this turn of events and is
not consoled by the fact that she will as Angelo’s widow inherit his
assets. She and Isabella seek mercy for Angelo.
But then the keeper of the jail where Claudio was held reveals that
Claudio was not executed after all. He is alive and is brought before
the Duke with Juliet. So, at the end of the play Angelo is not executed
but is disgraced. The Duke offers to marry Isabella.
The story can be summed up in this way. The play starts with the
14 Act 4, scene 1, lines 69–71.
15 Act 5, scene 4, lines 404–09.
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problems caused by the Duke who had neglected to enforce the
laws so that people broke them. But Angelo enforces them without
exercising judgment and does so corruptly. He must be punished,
but when it turns out that Claudio was not executed, the Duke
exercises his judgment. It is no longer a case, as in the old code of
Hammurabi of Babylon, of an eye for an eye, or a tooth for a tooth,
or measure still for measure.

Modern resonance of Measure for Measure
1. The power to grant mercy is not party-based but an aspect
of the judicial function
We saw that, in The Merchant of Venice, Portia’s plea of mercy was
directed to Shylock and it was he who rejected it. Shakespeare
gave him the right to refuse to give mercy. The judge stood on
the side-lines.
In Measure for Measure, we see Shakespeare returning to this issue
and picking up where he left off in his earlier play. How does he
resolve the issue? He gives the power to grant mercy not to any
party but to the judge, the Duke, and he gives him discretion as to
how to administer the law. The Duke is able to grant mercy on the
particular facts of the case because Claudio comes to no harm.
It follows that there are dangers when judges do not respect the
obligations of their office, for example because they are corrupt
or act for personal motive. Judges must not act in this way. The
obligations of judges performing a judicial role constitute their
responsibility when they are asked to adjudicate on disputes.
They must enforce the law appropriately and disinterestedly and
not allow society to become lawless. They are the servants of the
law. In that capacity, their function includes dispensing mercy in
appropriate cases. Shakespeare rightly showed that the role of judges
was important in all these respects.
There are lessons here for every modern judge. The message is about
what has become known as judicial independence. Judges must be
completely independent and objective. This doctrine was starting to
emerge in the writings and judgments of Coke when Shakespeare
was writing his plays.
So we find that the resolution in Measure for Measure comes in the
final scene, when the Duke uses his judicial discretion to produce a
solution. It is by no means a perfect solution. I for one have some
sympathy with Isabella, faced with the proposal of marriage which
she would not have sought. But the resolution of the play is probably
as good as the Elizabethan age could hope to produce. It is the judge
who pronounces the sanctions and he does so on his own authority
and good judgment, not the supernatural power of Prospero in The
Tempest or the powers of darkness in Macbeth.
The idea that the legal system should produce solutions that were
moderated to the individuals involved was relatively revolutionary
for Elizabethan times. Shakespeare’s thinking had evolved from
mercy to statute law and then to judges and the law they create in
individual cases. The end objective for Shakespeare was thus that
the law should produce a just solution.
2. The problem of the dysfunctional legal system
The play starts with the problems caused by the Duke, who has
neglected to enforce the laws. No wonder the citizens of Vienna
were caught out when Angelo started enforcing them to the letter.

He stands at the opposite extreme to the Duke. He enforces the laws
without exercising judgment and does so corruptly.
Shakespeare compares unenforced law with headstrong horses who
had shaken off their bridles, and overgrown lions in caves. Such law
is unruly, arbitrary, and unpredictable. The problem is resolved by
restoring a properly working legal system, in which judges perform
the essential and independent role of dispensing mercy.
3. The role of lawyers in a properly functioning legal system
You cannot have a system of justice that functions well unless you
have lawyers who are well trained and mindful of their obligations
and judges who have independent judgement and the freedom
to produce just solutions. The late Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg
of the United States Supreme Court beautifully described the
vocation of lawyers in a passage that I recently cited in a tribute in
memory of her:
To me the highest obligation of someone in the legal
profession is to recognise that you have training and
talent … that equips you to make things a little better in
your local community, your nation and your world, that
is, to devote your talent not just to being the counterpart
of an artisan or bricklayer who does a day’s work for a
day’s pay but with someone who sees himself or herself
as a true citizen of the community.
Angelo was not such a lawyer, but we saw in The Merchant of Venice
the role that Portia played in bringing the Venetian law that saved
Antonio’s life to the judge’s attention.

Sovereign power: Coriolanus
Here we find that an idea that animated Shakespeare was how the
ordinary people curbed sovereign power. Coriolanus is one of the
plays which Shakespeare wrote about classical times.16 The plot
revolves around a Roman general called Caius Martius, who has
defeated a Latin tribe called the Volsces at Corioli and earned the
new name Coriolanus.
The question arises of how the state is going to reward him. The
usual method was for the general to be taken back in honour to
Rome and then to be placed in front of the people, to explain how he
had won the battle and how he would look after them. The people of
Rome would then elect him a consul. The whole process was started
by the patricians—that is, the existing senators.
In the play, the patricians initiate the process on Coriolanus’ behalf,
but he is reluctant to waste any time on talking to the people. He is
after all a great doer of battles. In the play, he speaks to the citizens in
scornful terms and threatens to sell or to kill them. Not surprisingly,
the people then turn against Coriolanus, deciding they do not
want him as a consul after all. The situation is unprecedented. But
Coriolanus is proud, and he simply cannot see the problem.
The Tribune says, ‘What is the city but the people?’,17 and the citizens
shout, ‘True, / The people are the city.’18 Coriolanus’ mother, the
16 Others included Titus Andronicus, Pericles, and Timon of Athens.
Shakespeare’s classical knowledge was limited. Nonetheless there is
plenty of detail in Coriolanus.
17 Act 3, scene 1, line 197.
18 Act 3, scene 1, line 199.
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strong-minded Volumnia, tries to persuade him to apologise to the
people and to seek their forgiveness, but he absolutely refuses. He
is angry at the charges the people have made against him and he
declines to apologise. In the end, the people change their mind about
his being a consul and banish him from Rome. He is banished as
‘enemy to the people’.19 Coriolanus calls back: ‘You common cry of
curs’20 and goes into exile.
The tale then takes a remarkable twist. Coriolanus goes to find his
old enemy, Aufidius. Together they start on a succession of acts
hostile to Rome and they end up besieging the city. The inhabitants
try to get Coriolanus to change his mind about this, but even
Coriolanus’ father cannot persuade him otherwise. In the end it is
his wife, mother, and young son who come to visit him in the camp
and win him over. They persuade him to go to Rome to negotiate a
peaceful conclusion to the war.
There is then yet another twist in the story. Aufidius does not accept
this chain of events and he arranges for Coriolanus to be lynched
and killed. Thus ends the story of someone who tried to ignore and
reject the peoples’ wishes.

Modern resonance of Coriolanus
1. The rights of the people against sovereign power
Shakespeare had far-sighted views about the rights of the people.
In the sixteenth century, absolutism was the general theory. Sir
John Fortescue, one of the early legal writers, wrote that whatever
the Prince wished was lex, or law. In England, this theory changed
shortly after Shakespeare’s time. The seventeenth century saw
a rapid growth of parliamentary powers, and the Glorious
Revolution of 1688, when King James II, having suspended
Parliament, was forced to flee from the country, and his protestant
daughter Mary and her husband William of Orange became the
King and Queen of England.
2. The role of the ordinary citizen
Coriolanus is particularly revealing on the role of the ordinary
citizen in the governance of society. Considering that the British
constitution had not yet really developed, Shakespeare was before
his time in his attitudes. He felt that power should be responsive to
people and not that the Prince’s word was law. Shakespeare had a
touching faith in the people.
In all his plays, Shakespeare wrote about common people who enter
on to the scene and provide enormous enlightenment against all
the odds. Thus, in A Midsummer Night’s Dream, King Theseus is to
be married to Queen Hippolyta and local people decide to put on a
play for them as part of the celebrations. The Queen considers that
as the play has been arranged by working men from Athens it will
probably not be much good.21 But when the play starts it becomes
clear that the actors are literate. They have learnt their lines and
they know about classical mythology (the play tells a love story
from Ovid’s Metamorphoses). They also know how a theatre should
operate. Here, as with the gravediggers in Hamlet, Shakespeare was
holding up the wisdom of the common person.
19 Act 3, scene 3, lines 121–22.
20 Act 3, scene 3, line 124.
21 William Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream Act 5, scene 1, lines
85–88.
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Autocracy: Henry VI Part 2
Henry VI Part 2 is another example of Shakespeare working out
the theme of the relationship between the ordinary person and
the sovereign in the state. In the play, there are rival claims to the
throne. The Earl of Suffolk organises a rebellion in England against
the King. The leader of the rebellion is a man called Jack Cade.
Shakespeare portrays Cade, when he gets power, as an absolute
and arbitrary ruler. As soon as he becomes the leader, he sees to
it that he is appointed as a Lord. This is a somewhat strange thing
for someone who is an ordinary citizen to demand. Besides, the real
grievance motivating the common citizens to get together is that
they distrust the ruling class.
Jack Cade is full of his own importance. He states: ‘My mouth shall
be the Parliament of England.’22 He fully expects his rebellion to be
successful and, when it is, to be anointed King. And he intends to be
an autocratic king.
Cade has to set out the list of things that will change when he gets
to power. One of his supporters, Dick the Butcher, says: ‘The first
thing we do, let’s kill all the lawyers.’23 This is a well-known passage
that always causes a wry smile when it is quoted to lawyers, but its
meaning is far from clear. No doubt lawyers were linked with the
nobility and caught up with grievances against the nobility. It is
also possible that all Shakespeare was trying to do was to get some
reaction from his audience. As mentioned, his plays were performed
in the Inns of Court, of which the members were barristers, and
where legal education was provided.
Not surprisingly, Jack Cade does not come to a happy end. He is
ultimately deprived of all his supporters when one of the members
of the nobility urges the people to support the King.
Several references are made to Parliament. The Earl of Warwick
states that: ‘The commons, like an angry hive of bees that want
their leader, scatter up and down and care not who they sting in his
revenge.’24 Anyone who has seen or heard UK Parliamentary debates
may think that this was particularly insightful of Shakespeare.
Jack Cade was a historical figure. His rebellion in 1450 against Henry
VI did not last long, and England returned to a feudal society in
which the power was vested in the nobles and the poor had to obey.
In Shakespeare’s eyes, that was the natural order of things. The
poor accepted that the nobility should rule. What they expected,
however, as appears in Coriolanus, was that the rulers would respond
to their requests and seek to uphold their wishes.

Modern resonance of Coriolanus and Henry VI Part 2
Shakespeare examined sovereign power in both these plays. He lived
under an absolute monarch and foresaw that this had to change, and
in these plays he suggested the direction in which it had to evolve.
Coriolanus seeks to become a consul of Rome, and the people turn
him down because he refuses to acknowledge that he has to look after
them and attend to their needs. In Henry VI Part 2, the rebel Jack Cade
seeks to challenge the nobility on the grounds that they have done
nothing for the common man. But his plans for taking power include
22 Act 4, scene 7, lines 13–14.
23 Act 4, scene 2, line 78.
24 Act 3, scene 2, lines 125–27.
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making himself a Lord and making arbitrary decisions about executing
people and so on. Both Coriolanus and Jack Cade come to grief.
Shakespeare lived in a time of absolute monarchs, but his insight
was to recognise that there was a bargain made between the citizens
and the sovereign as to how the sovereign’s power should be used.
It is this bargain that drives the evolution of the constitution from
absolute monarchy to the present-day Parliamentary democracy.
Shakespeare saw the corrupting effect of power politics—what
happens when those in power seek to serve themselves rather than
the community from which they are appointed. The citizenry loses
out and the legal system is endangered. When Dick the Butcher
says that the first thing to do is to kill all the lawyers, Shakespeare
is underlining the point that, for an autocrat to have control of the
state, the rule of law must be set aside, and that this places judicial
independence and the role of judges and lawyers in jeopardy. The
words of Dick the Butcher are not said just for theatrical effect.
Shakespeare knew that society needs a properly working system
of justice, with judges and lawyers performing their special roles.
Those who exercise power have to accept that the law is above
them, and that sometimes the decision will go against them. They
then have the power to alter the law if it is right to do so.

Conclusion: A legal system that evolves
The matters of law addressed in the four plays discussed here
all remain worthy of consideration today—repayment of debt,
the obligations of those who administer justice, and the wider
constitutional issue of the power and responsibility of the
government to the people.
What shines out most from the legal issues that intrigued
Shakespeare in his plays is the ability of our system to continue
evolving. By relying on precedent, the courts can modify the law
gradually in a way that avoids abrupt or ideological change. The
common law is not like a civil code imposed on the people. We all
own it and it belongs to us all.
Similarly, with our constitution, its unwritten nature means that it
has the capacity to continue and yet change in the light of experience.
Since Shakespeare’s day, the country has evolved organically from
absolute monarchy to constitutional monarchy with Parliamentary
sovereignty. It has also been able to embrace international law
and (during membership) the laws of the EU, and to draw on the
European Convention on Human Rights. It has progressed from the
legalistic system that Shakespeare knew to one that is more focussed
on justice.
It was part of Shakespeare’s genius that through the dramatic
medium he could capture the depth and diversity of humankind. But
his genius was far greater than that. As I have sought to show in this
article, he could also provide thoughtful insights into the evolution
of the law of England and its constitution.
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Introduction

F

rans Hals was a mildly successful seventeenth-century Dutch
old master who specialised in portraits. Few of his works have
persisted in popular cultural consciousness in the intervening
400 years. One exception is the Laughing Cavalier, painted in 1624,
which remains on display in the Wallace Collection in London. The
Laughing Cavalier was once described by the Harvard art historian
Seymour Slive as ‘one of the most brilliant of all Baroque portraits’.1
But interest in Hals’ work since has been limited mostly to fine art
specialists and investors.2 This year saw the fruits of that interest in a
claim against the auction house Sotheby’s. The subject matter was Hals’
Portrait of a Gentleman, half-length, wearing Black, believed to have been
painted around 1650. It is a rather boring work. The subject matter
is a grim, wealthy Dutch aristocrat, whose only redeeming aesthetic
quality seems to be the fine robe he can afford. Beyond that there is
little to spark one’s interest. But luckily the artwork has generated an
interesting case, engaging, in an art law context, principles of agency,
partnership, witnesses of fact, and contractual construction of state
of scholarship clauses. The case also provides a key moment to reevaluate whether there are any unique or common principles which
animate this area of the law. I argue that there are such principles in the
final section. First, however, it is necessary to begin with the historical
context of Mark Weiss and auction house claims more broadly.

Historic auction house claims
The vast majority of claims before English courts against auction
1 Seymour Slive, Dutch Painting: 1600–1800 (Yale University Press 1995) 38.
2 One anonymous member of the art world, after reading this, commented
that this aesthetic view is rather heretical. Only such a claim could have
come from someone with that professional background.
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houses have taken place in the last 30 years.3 This has corresponded
with the growing commercialisation of the fine art market
internationally. In the 1990s there was a movement from the culture
of gentlemanly handshakes to one of increasing legal formalisation.
Martin Wilson, previously Co-Head of Legal and Compliance
at Christie’s, noted that in 1998 Christie’s had only three people
working in its legal department. ‘By the time I left Christie’s in 2017’,
he recently wrote, ‘the legal department numbered 40 employees’.4
Since the mid-1990s, claims against auction houses have involved
mixed allegations of breach of contract and tort.5 A useful mixed
example is the 1995 case of De Balkany v Christie Manson and
Woods.6 This case was about a work by Egon Schiele, an Austrian
Expressionist protégé of Gustav Klimt, purchased in 1987 for the
reserve sale price of £500,000 plus the hammer price and buyer’s
premium. By 1991 the buyer believed that it was a forgery, and
contacted Christie’s requesting a refund. Christie’s’ terms and
conditions generally excluded liability. There was only a limited
right to obtain a refund if the item was a forgery, defined with the
classic term of being a piece created with an ‘intention to deceive as
to authorship, origin, date, age, period, culture, or source’. But that
3 The earliest recorded cases stem from the mid-nineteenth to early
twentieth centuries: Saxon v Blake [1861] 29 Beav 438; Benton v Campbell
Parker and Co [1925] 2 KB 410; McManus v Fortescue [1907] 2 KB 1.
4 Martin Wilson, Art Law and the Business of Art (Elgar Practical Guides
2019) xvii.
5 A further distinction between claims concerning public auctions and
private sales of art can be made, but for a comprehensive view here I do
not do so.
6 Wilson (n 4) 98–100. The description of the case here is indebted to
Wilson. The case is reported at [1997] 16 Tr LR 163. See also Norman
Palmer, ‘Misattribution and the Meaning of Forgery: the De Balkany
Litigation’ (1996) 1(1) Art, Antiquity and Law 49.
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right was further limited by the requirement that, if the sale had been
in line with general scholarship at the time of sale, no refund would
be possible. Christie’s argued that there had not been an intention
to deceive, nor was it contrary to the state of scholarship when sold.
The judge disagreed. He found that 94% of the painting had been
overlaid by someone other than Schiele, with ‘E’ and ‘S’ initials
being added ex post as part of that conservation. He rejected
Christie’s’ argument that no amount of overpainting could turn
it into a forgery, and held that whoever had overpainted clearly
intended to deceive, otherwise they would not have added the
monogram. The judge also held that irrespective of the state of
scholarship, the detrimental overpainting and intended forgery
of Schiele’s signature would have been clear to Christie’s on
inspection, hence the ‘state of scholarship’ clause could not prevent
liability from attaching. Beyond just these contractual provisions,
in tort, the judge went on to apply Hedley Byrne v Heller7 to find that
there had been an assumption of responsibility from the catalogue
preparations by Christie’s. In effect, Christie’s comprehensively lost
in both contract and tort.
Subsequent challenges on grounds of the auction house’s liability in
tort have, however, had muted success. In Avrora,8 concerning Boris
Kustodiev’s Odalisque (a rather sumptuous Russian nude painting),
the negligence claim was unsuccessful. But in Thomson,9 Christie’s’
‘technical advisory service’ to high-net-worth buyers was said to
have given a general duty to bidders using their catalogues. Thomson
concerned two potentially fake urns auctioned by Christie’s as ‘a pair
of Louis XV porphyry and gilt-bronze two-handled vases’. Two final
cases on tort claims bear mentioning. First, Coleridge v Sotheby’s10
concerned a valuation and private sale of a gold Tudor judicial collar.
Originally the collar was sold to a private buyer for £35,000. The
buyers then re-sold shortly thereafter at a Christie’s auction for
£260,000.11 Pelling HHJ QC (sitting as a High Court judge) held that
an assumption of responsibility had been made, but the real issue was
whether the valuation had breached that duty. On the facts no breach
of duty was found. Secondly, in Thwaytes v Sotheby’s12 a ‘sleeper’
Caravaggio was sold as a copy at auction for £42,000 following an
expert review by Sotheby’s. It then was re-sold and announced by the
buyer to be an original replica of The Cardsharps. In a claim against
Sotheby’s for negligence, Rose J held that she was bound by a prior
Court of Appeal decision where the standard of care was that of a
competent valuer. This was analogous to the distinction between a
medical GP and a specialist consultant in Bolam:13 a higher standard
was expected of Sotheby’s as an international auction house. The
outcome in Thwaytes was the claim’s dismissal because Sotheby’s had
discharged its duty of skill and care, thus had not been negligent. The
general academic consensus is now that The Cardsharps was a copy
after Caravaggio, not an original.

v International Galleries14 to be precluded for forgeries. Rescission
was not an available remedy because the mistake was one of quality,
not related to the underlying article. The dispute in Leaf was over
a purported piece by John Constable, titled Cathedral of Salisbury.15
Moreover, terms implied by law, such as the correspondence with
description by the Sale of Goods Act 1979 s 13(1), have been held
to require specific reliance to be engaged: Harlingdon and Leinster
Enterprises Ltd v Christopher Hull Fine Art Ltd.16 In Harlingdon, because
the buyer of a Münter painting had not relied on the description of
the artwork as an issue of fact, he was not entitled to rely on these
provisions to reject the painting as a forgery subsequently. Similarly,
in Drake v Thos Agnew and Sons Ltd,17 Buckley J held that statements
made by London’s Agnews Gallery, which specialises in Old Masters,
in the context of uncertainty caused by divided scholars’ opinions,
meant that a sale of a purported £2m Anthony van Dyke, James Stuart,
4th Duke of Lennox, did not amount to a sale by description under the
1979 Act. These implied terms would powerfully give rise to a right
to rescission, if effective, but are frequently contracted out of now.
There is also some security in the form of the ‘reasonableness’ test of
exclusion clauses in the Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977 s 2. It was
held in Avrora by Newey J that these statutory strictures did indeed
apply, but that, on the facts, the contractual terms were reasonable.18
Avrora also concerned a claim of breach of warranty, and a
misrepresentation claim under the Misrepresentation Act 1967.
Whether the warranty clause was engaged required resolving if the
Odalisque by Kustodiev was in fact authentic. Newey J placed reliance
on the technical evidence about records kept of Kustodiev’s oeuvre
by two contemporaneous academics, Vsevolod Voinov and Fedor
Notgaft, and concluded that Kustodiev did not paint the artwork.
It followed that the claim under the warranty succeeded, letting the
buyer cancel the purchase and receive their money back. Conversely,
for the misrepresentation claim, the 1967 Act s 2(1) would give rise
to damages equivalent to fraud where a misrepresentation was made
to party A by party B. Newey J gave the example of warranting that
it would snow next Christmas: that required no subjective belief,
and instead represented ‘a bet’.19 He found Christie’s had made such
representations in the case, but the prior holding of the UCTA
being reasonable barred the misrepresentation claim succeeding.20
Similarly, there was a misrepresentation claim in Drake v Thos Agnew
over the purported van Dyke. Here, however, Buckley J was not even
prepared to find that there had been a misrepresentation because the
appropriate context for communications passing between the seller
and buyer, regarding letters sent to the latter saying he had received
‘all information’, had to be construed before the background of
differing scholarly opinion over authenticity.

On the whole, claims in contract against auction houses have fared
differently. As early as 1950, attempts to rescind a contract under
the law of mistake were held by Denning LJ (as he then was) in Leaf

All these claims have undoubtedly provided valuable experience
for the major auction houses, honing and delineating the amount
of acceptable risk where the attribution of an artwork is called
into question. Militating against that is the continued pressure
to perform in outstanding works, as internationalism makes the
market more competitive, and also more lucrative.21

7 [1964] AC 465 (HL).
8 Avrora Fine Arts Investment Ltd v Christie Manson & Woods Ltd [2012]
EWHC 2198 (Ch).
9 Thomson v Christie Manson & Woods Ltd [2005] EWCA Civ 555.
10 William Duke Coleridge, 5th Baron Coleridge of Ottery St Mary v Sotheby’s
[2012] EWHC 370 (Ch).
11 See Paul Stevenson, ‘The Mystery of the Coleridge Collar William Duke
Coleridge, 5th Baron Coleridge of Ottery St Mary v Sotheby’s’ (2013) 18
Art Antiquity and Law 77.
12 [2016] 1 All ER 423.
13 [1957] 1 WLR 582.

14 [1950] 2 KB 86.
15 Wilson (n 4) 158.
16 [1990] 1 All ER 737.
17 [2002] EWHC 294 (QB).
18 Avrora (n 8) [152].
19 ibid [133].
20 See also Spriggs v Sotheby’s Parke Bernet and Co (1968) 1 Lloyd’s Rep 487
(diamonds valued at £22,000 were stolen during Sotheby’s pre-sale
viewing. Held: actioner owed duty of care as bailee, but contractual
exclusion clauses precluded the claim).
21 The intersection between art and the conflict of laws is also beyond
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Underlying facts in Sotheby’s v Mark Weiss
The events of the case took place over a five-year period. There was
an initially successful sale of Frans Hals’ painting in 2011 by two
corporate sellers: Mark Weiss Ltd (‘MWL’) and Fairlight. As is usual
with auction house sales, Sotheby’s facilitated the matter as the seller’s
agent via a private treaty to the buyer at a sale price of $10.75m plus
buyer’s premium. However, in 2016 the attribution of the piece was
called into question. Sotheby’s made a formal determination, after
a number of expert reports, that the painting was a forgery. The
buyer, another corporate entity called Nevada, exercised its right of
rescission under an authenticity guarantee and Sotheby’s returned
the sale price to it. Thereafter, Sotheby’s sought to reclaim the sum
lost against the original sellers. Unsurprisingly, the sellers decided to
vigorously defend the matter. MWL settled shortly before trial for
$4.2m, but Fairlight pressed its defence. In resolving the question
of liability, several interlocking contracts and agreements, with
common terms used in the art world, had to be determined.

High Court judgment
The trial was heard by Knowles J in late December 2019.22 The
dispute really fell into two halves. The first half concerned attempts
by Fairlight, one of the sellers, to establish that it was not bound by
any of the contracts agreed. It ran an argument that there was no
privity of contract because Sotheby’s was only sub-agent to MWL,
so there was no authority to enter agreements on Fairlight’s behalf.
Further, Fairlight argued that there was no partnership with MWL,
so the latter had no authority to enter an agreement on Fairlight’s
behalf. In essence, it had never been party to the sale.
The second half of the dispute concerned Sotheby’s’ interaction with
the buyer. Here the arguments run by Fairlight and MWL were that
Sotheby’s had acted in breach of an implied term of reasonableness
in making its determination of authenticity, did not have a factual
basis for doing so with the view of general scholarship, and also
breached its fiduciary duties.
Knowles J made short work of both halves. As to the first point on
agency, the copious authorities on sub-agency were not engaged as
the facts did not give rise to any serious argument that Sotheby’s was
the sub-agent to MWL. Fairlight had consented to the sale of the
painting jointly. In response, Fairlight tried to rely on an internal
Sotheby’s email where employees referred to a singular seller,
suggesting MWL. But the judge stated clearly that the email was
not a document to which legal incidence would attach. Equally, it
did not matter that Fairlight had not seen, in advance, the text of the
primary contract. That was its choice not to do so.
Next the judge determined the issue of partnership between the
sellers. Sotheby’s argument that there was a partnership succeeded.
This was because the language of ‘partner’ had been used by the
sellers in the evidence. Moreover, a draft contractual agreement
which explicitly stated that there was not a partnership between the
sellers had never been signed.
the ambit of this paper. However, the two leading cases regarding rules
on choice of law characterisation are Winkworth v Christie, Manson and
Woods [1980] 1 Ch 496, and City of Gotha v Sotheby’s (The Times, 9
September 1998); [1997] EWCA Civ 1897.
22 [2019] EWHC 3146 (Comm). The judge distinguished between the
consignment agreement, which he called ‘Contract A’, and the purchase
agreement, ‘Contract B’. For simplicity of analysis, I have not followed
that distinction.
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The judge then turned to the determination by Sotheby’s. The auction
house agreed that it had to be a rational and reasonable conclusion.
On the facts the judge found it was so: there were numerous sources
it had used to reach the view. The judge was particularly impressed
with the evidence of Mr. James Martin, who had found particles of
phthalocyanine blue on the ground layer of the painting which dated
from well after Frans Hals’ death. Michael Goss, Sotheby’s’ CFO,
and the person with whom the final determination rested, had been
honest about the fact that Sotheby’s lost its commission and made
the decision against its own financial interests. Therefore, there was
also no implied term by reason of business efficacy: the parties had
produced an elaborate contractual structure to resolve disputes.
Further, the contractual term giving the buyer a remedy of rescission
had stated: ‘This offer to rescind does not apply if, at the date of this
Agreement, the Property description in this Agreement accords with
generally accepted views of scholars and experts or indicates that there is
a divergence of such views’ (emphasis added). That was the general
scholarship clause. Fairlight noted that two scholars, Professor Slive
and Dr Pieter Biesboer had attributed the painting to Frans Hals;
Professor Claus Grimm dissented from that view. Fairlight thus
contended for a majoritarian view to the words ‘generally accepted’.
The vote had been 2–1. The judge rejected that contention: a more
detailed analysis was required, and he noted how neither Slive nor
Grimm had seen the painting in person. But the judge was persuaded
by Professor Grimm’s evidence in chief.
Finally, Knowles J was unconvinced that there was a duty of care
at common law. Nor had Sotheby’s breached any duty of care to
Fairlight: the judge did not think Sotheby’s repayment of $10.75m of
the purchase price and buyer’s premium was extra-contractually done
for business reasons. In any event no fiduciary duty arose because
(i) Sotheby’s was evenly placed between the seller and the buyer
in making a determination, and (ii) the contractual arrangements,
containing specific penalties and reputational consequences, were
comprehensive. In short, Fairlight lost on every point.

Court of Appeal judgment
Before the Court of Appeal (Carr, Henderson, and Peter Jackson
LJJ),23 Fairlight advanced its central attack on the law applied by
the judge on sub-agency and partnership. Carr LJ gave the only
reasoned judgment. She agreed with the judge that the fact Fairlight
had not been named in the contract of sale did not matter: it is
often the case ‘particularly in the art world, that parties are keen to
remain anonymous’.24 Thus Fairlight’s attempt to characterise one
of the contracts as the ‘main agency agreement’ was considered by
Carr LJ to be ‘an ... artificial construct’. And even if Sotheby’s had
been Fairlight’s sub-agent, because Fairlight and MWL were coowners of the painting, each had to be privy to the contract with
Sotheby’s. As to the partnership point, Carr LJ noted that she was
less certain than the judge that a partnership existed. In particular,
the statutory requirement by the Partnership Act 1890 s 1 of a
‘business in common’ between the parties was doubtful, in her
view, on the evidence. But this did not amount to a demonstrable
misdirection on law which it would be right for an appellate court
to disturb.
Next, Carr LJ also rejected Fairlight’s proposed ‘majority’ test of
scholarly views to give rise to the buyer’s right to rescind. The
wording of the clause required a more penetrating analysis: the
23 [2020] EWCA Civ 1570.
24 ibid [79].
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strength and precision of the expert’s view, the scholar’s status,
and the contextual background for the view given, were all more
important. An exercise of judgment could not be reduced to the
‘mechanical process’ Fairlight argued for.25 Hence the appeal was
comprehensively dismissed.

Discussion
There are five points which should be made about the Mark Weiss
litigation.
The first is the regrettable observation that neither the High Court
nor the Court of Appeal was required to determine the authenticity
of the painting in this case. At first instance Knowles J said ‘[i]t is
positively desirable that I do not [reach a view on the question of
authenticity] where to do so is not necessary, as that could have
collateral impact on the value of the Painting’.26 In this respect Mark
Weiss avoided the attribution arguments run in both Avrora and
Drake, which the misrepresentation claims necessitated. But there
is little doubt given Knowles J’s acceptance of particular forms of
scholarly evidence, that the only reasonable conclusion one could
draw is that the artwork was incorrectly attributed.27
The second point is broader. The purpose of the rather elaborate
contractual scheme in this case has a single aim: that the buyer
and seller do not know the identity of one another via the sale
medium alone.28 The protracted nature of the litigation in this case
thus shows how expensive that decision is. But it surely must be a
premium Sotheby’s is willing to facilitate.
Third, Sotheby’s comes off well for its professionalism in both
judgments. There was, however, an odd point that it alone
commissioned the first report by Mr Martin, its expert witness at
trial, which it then passed on to the buyer. The risk is that Sotheby’s
might be seen to be jumping the gun in raising doubts about an
artwork the sale of which it had facilitated. Knowles J held that
because there was no limitation on the origin of this written evidence,
what mattered was the subordinate clause where authenticity doubts
arose.29 That purposive interpretation, in my view, is incorrect. The
object of the provision is clearly that the buyer is to initiate such
doubts in writing. There is not to be a safeguard or mutual checking
by both the auction house and the buyer. Literally, too, ‘to provide’
means as a transitive verb ‘[t]o supply (something) for use; to make
available; to yield, afford’.30 Sotheby’s was not being supplied Mr
Martin’s report for its use; it already had it.
Related to this is a fourth point about fiduciary duties. As might
have been inferred from Section 2 above, fiduciary duty arguments
have seldom historically been run in claims against auction houses.
This is not surprising. The general position is likely because the
unique remedies against a fiduciary, including no unauthorised
profit and no secret commissions/bribes, will not frequently be in
issue for large international auction houses. A recorded example
of where a smaller auctioneer was found to have breached his
25 ibid [102].
26 Mark Weiss (n 22) [41].
27 It must be recalled, of course, that this conclusion was reached on the
civil standard of proof: the balance of the probabilities, which de facto
attribution cannot rely on.
28 Mark Weiss (n 22) [14].
29 ibid.
30 ‘provide, v.’ (Oxford English Dictionary Online) <www.oed.com/view/
Entry/153448> accessed 4 June 2021.

fiduciary duty is Hippisley v Knee Bros.31 Here an auctioneer pocketed
a 10% discount offered by the printer of the sale catalogue, whilst
charging the buyer at full rate. It was held that the auctioneer had to
repay the secret profit. Similarly, in the context of an agent, Accidia
Foundation v Simon C Dickinson Ltd32 concerned whether an art dealer
who arranged the sale of Leonardo da Vinci’s drawing Madonna and
Child with St Anne and a Lamb could retain a $1m commission. That
commission had been the difference between an amount agreed
by the buyer and the amount the seller unknowingly expected to
be paid. Vos J (as he then was) found no difficulty holding that the
commission could be disgorged.
Therefore, in Mark Weiss it was surprising how little consideration
of the duty of utmost good faith owed by an agent to his principal33
was given by both the High Court and the Court of Appeal. That is
likely to be a function of the narrowing issues between the parties
as they argued the case in court. Indeed, the lengthy contractual
documentation will be given preference to narrow the issues over
a more open-textured analysis in equity. That is especially so in the
context of private sales of art. But given that it was Sotheby’s which
initiated the correspondence leading to the buyer exercising its right
of termination, it is in my view at least questionable whether doing
so was in the sellers’ best interests at that time (ie before the buyer
had independently become aware).
Fifth, and finally, it is surprising that permission to appeal was given
(although it is unclear by which court) in this case. But, now it has
been given, it is appropriate to analyse whether Mark Weiss sits in
a body of legal principles which applies commonly in these auction
house cases over the last 30 years. The authorities, in my view, can
be said to throw up the following propositions:
a.

There is a presumption that auction houses are experts on
attribution: Thwaytes.34 A higher duty of care is thus expected
of large international auction houses. This presumption does
not however mean that internal correspondence (including
emails) displaces the contractual agreed terms: Mark Weiss.

b.

In the context of an elaborate and professional relationship in
public auctions and private sales, claims in contract and tort
are generally given greater attention by the court than that of
fiduciary duties: De Balkany. General ‘best interests’ claims are
seldom entertained when the auction house is agent: Mark Weiss;
cf Accidia. The usual legal principles and objective analysis a court
is required to undertake of the meaning of a contract apply.

c.

‘State of scholarship’ clauses will not be resolved on a ‘majority’
basis but require a more penetrating analysis by the judge,
involving issues of weight and balance: Mark Weiss. The
conclusion which the judge draws must be afforded due weight
itself based on the principle (e) below.

d.

Misrepresentation claims should be run as a last resort. They
risk both requiring the judge to decide the issue of authenticity,
Drake, and might end up being barred by a reasonable exclusion
clause in the contract, Avrora. Mistake claims in contract are
generally futile: Leaf.

31 [1905] 1 KB 1.
32 [2010] EWHC 3058 (Ch); Wilson (n 4) 198–99.
33 Parker v McKenna [1874–75] LR 10 Ch App 96.
34 (n 12). Here the auction house relied on its own expertise of the
Caravaggio and it was found that nothing could have counteracted the
view reached by Sotheby’s. See also Wilson (n 4) 103.
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e.

However, a significant degree of deference will be given to
the first instance judge required to resolve a claim against an
auction house. An appellate court will hesitate to intervene:
Mark Weiss; Simonis.35 Attribution disputes are frequently
mixed issues of fact and law. The appropriate weight of expert
evidence thus remains paramount, even where the court is not
required to resolve the ultimate question of authenticity.

Conclusion
‘Beauty is as summer fruits, which are easy to corrupt and cannot
last’, wrote Francis Bacon in his 1612 essay ‘Of Beauty’.36 English
law will continue to both shine and blush as it grapples with the
intricate problems thrown up by sales of art, corrupting the beauty
that others would have seen once before. But that the courts have
developed a body of law (however small) relating to auction house
claims, and art law more broadly, is now shown by Mark Weiss and
its forebears beyond doubt.

35 R (Simonis) v Arts Council England (Rev 2) [2020] EWCA Civ 37. This
case was a judicial review of an export licence decision by Arts Council
England. The underlying piece was Giotto’s Madonna con Bambino, worth
c £10m. Carr LJ’s reasoning mirrored this outcome.
36 Francis Bacon, Essays (first published 1597; Oliphant Smeaton ed,
Everyman’s Library 1943) 130.
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In Conversation with
Christopher Marinello
Ale x C h arilaou

Christopher A Marinello is an expert in recovering stolen, looted, and missing works of art. A lawyer for over 28 years, Marinello began his legal career
as a litigator, negotiating complex title disputes between collectors, dealers, museums, and insurance companies. In 2013, he founded Art Recovery Group,
a specialist practice providing due diligence, dispute resolution, and recovery services for the art market and the cultural heritage sector. Marinello has
overseen the development of the ArtClaim Database, the most technologically advanced system in existence for identifying and recording issues and claims
attached to works of art. Marinello has recovered over $400 million of stolen and looted artwork, and has worked on some of the most important recoveries
of Nazi-looted art.

CJLPA: I thought we could start with a bit about your career.
How did you start off as an art lawyer?

sold, and they want the art market to feel comfortable that a title
dispute has been resolved.

Christopher Marinello: I started off a while ago at art school,
but I wasn’t particularly talented and was encouraged by others to
try the law instead—with a law degree you can always go back to
painting. So I went to law school and became a litigator, and worked
in the courts of New York City for almost 20 years, and I developed
my love for keeping my clients. I worked for artists, for galleries,
collectors, museums, and whatnot. And then, in around 2013, I
founded Arts Recovery International.

CJLPA: Can the fame or hype around a piece affect those
determining the provenance of the piece? Especially, for
instance, art historians. Especially when there’s a lot of
money involved. We might think of the Salvator Mundi.

CJLPA: How did you come about doing that?
CM: I was working for the Art Loss Register as their General
Counsel, and I started in New York and, at their request, moved to
London. Then I left to start my own business. Of course, it’s very
hard to tell a British businessman how to run their business when
you’re an Italian American lawyer.
CJLPA: You’ve worked on the cases of some highly famous
works of art. Would it be fair to say that fame and public
intrigue around some of the cases you’ve worked on have
been impediments to objective investigation?
CM: I don’t think so at all. In fact, some of the high-profile cases I
have handled will never be disclosed publicly. The cases that we do
disclose are for a reason: either because we are trying to publicly
pressure a government or a certain party to resolve the matter
in some fashion, or because we are trying to put pressure on the
public to tell us the whereabouts of a stolen or looted painting.
As lawyers, we do what our clients ask us to do. If they want the
publicity we go forward. If not we remain confidential. If clients do
decide to go forward publicly, it’s to apply pressure to somebody,
or so the public knows that the painting is no longer subject to a
title dispute, because they want to sell it or the painting has to be

CM: I try to divert attention away from that aspect of a case, and I
don’t allow it to happen. For example, we’re currently involved in a
case regarding a copy of La Joconde, or the Mona Lisa, and every single
story that’s come out about the case has been like, ‘Is this a copy?
Is it another version, an earlier version by Leonardo? Is it worth
500 million?’, and I keep saying, ‘Look, I don’t care if it’s painted
on velvet, it’s not about whether it’s a significant earlier version of
the Mona Lisa, it’s about my client owning 25% of whatever this is
and the 75% owners refusing to acknowledge that despite a written
contract.’ So, I won’t let the press turn that around, as much as they
try to create an attribution. We don’t do that, create something out
of thin air, and I completely state emphatically that we don’t know
or care what it is, but we own 25% of it! But we can’t keep the press,
as you said, from their salacious bits they want to chomp on.
CJLPA: What’s the role of AI and machine learning going to
be in all this?
CM: Well now you’re getting into attribution areas which I don’t
feel comfortable discussing. It’s just not our thing. We recover what
it is, we resolve the title dispute, and we turn it over to the experts
in attribution for that kind of thing.
CJLPA: Something a little more in your ballpark: what is the
state of regulation in the art market at the moment? Is there
too little? Too much?
CM: People want to say that the art market is the Wild West,
13
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with no regulation, but it isn’t true. There are plenty of
regulations covering art transactions. The main problems are in
enforcement. Getting the art market to behave and comply with
the laws that are on the books has always been a problem, and
getting law enforcement to enforce activities in the art world is
extremely difficult. There are many challenges, especially in the
middle of a pandemic. There are so many times where I’ve called
law enforcement about a crime in the art world, and they’ve
responded to me with, ‘We’re dealing with international terrorism
issues, we can’t deal with this, it isn’t something we handle.’ It’s a
regulated industry. Compliance and enforcement are the problem.
However, those in the art market have been given an opportunity
to police themselves in the last few years, where law enforcement
has been backing off. They had a choice between enforcing
themselves or committing crimes with reckless abandon, and
they’ve unfortunately decided on the latter. So, there’s a lack of
due diligence, a lack of complying with regulations, and so now
things are starting to tighten. We have new money laundering
laws requiring due diligence, where it was voluntary before. Now
it’s coming into effect. And they’re upset about it, but too bad.
You had the opportunity for years, and you failed. Now you have
to deal with the heavy-handed government regulations that are
overly broad. Look what happened with the ivory trade. Those
in the art market had decades of opportunity to sort themselves
out, and they didn’t. Then the government came in and imposed
an overwhelming ban, and now they’re all screaming about it
being heavy-handed. Too bad. You had a chance, and now the
government is going to screw it up.
CJLPA: You work across the world, with different legal
systems and enforcement systems. How do they compare?
And what challenges does the global nature of art regulation
pose for somebody like yourself?
CM: Well, of course the first thing to consider is civil law
jurisdictions versus common law jurisdictions. I love to deal with
cases in common law systems, because the theft or looting victim
has the upper hand. It’s always frustrating working in civil law
jurisdictions, where the alleged ‘good faith’ buyer has the upper
hand. I’ve a case going on right now in Canada, which is a common
law jurisdiction apart from bloody Quebec province. Of course that’s
where my stolen painting is! The dealer’s saying he bought it under
the civil law jurisdiction of Quebec province, and of course he’s
right, so I have to make a deal with the guy now. One of the first
things we do is look at the various jurisdictions we’re dealing with
and sort that out. I’ve another case in Serbia where I have to sort out
the different laws of the different countries, and obviously we have
partner attorneys in different countries because we don’t know the
legal system of every country we operate in. What was the second
part of your question?
CJLPA: What challenges does the global nature of your
work bring?
CM: OK, challenges are easy. Firstly, jurisdiction issues. Statute of
limitations issues change from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. We have
law enforcement willing to engage in some countries, like Italy,
which has a good-size cultural heritage team, as opposed to the
UK, and London, which has maybe two full-time officers and one
part-time officer in their art crime team. They’re overwhelmed,
and quick to dismiss anything that isn’t going to be a major case.
So, law enforcement issues, funding, enforcement problems. In
many cases, we need that law enforcement backup, I need a police
report, I need to let the possessor know that if they don’t cooperate
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there might be a criminal investigation, so there’s some challenges.
And then you have gangs of criminals operating internationally,
which poses a problem, and I guess other issues can be sorted out,
like language problems. One of the biggest hurdles we’ve come
across is cultural differences. I find a lot of these six-figure watches
lately, Patek Phillippe or something, for over £100,000, which get
stolen from the wrists of collectors in the UK and end up in Hong
Kong or the Middle East. When I confront someone in the UAE
about it, they’ll be like, ‘The fact I have it on my wrist doesn’t mean
it’s mine.’ I’m like, ‘Well, no, “finders keepers” isn’t the law!’ But
culturally they believe this. There was a Joshua Reynolds painting
stolen from a country home in Sussex, and then it’s there on the
wall of the Tokyo Fuji art museum, and the Japanese are like,
‘That’s nice, but we bought it.’ And that’s just not acceptable! It
was on the cover of the Sussex Times in, like, 1988 as stolen, and
you bought it from a dealer without asking questions, and they’re
like, ‘Well under Japanese law it’s not stolen.’ These are some of the
many challenges we have.
CJLPA: What are the specific challenges legally and culturally,
especially with our unique press, in Britain?
CM: Law enforcement is the biggest challenge. They’re overwhelmed
and underfunded, and they’re told to deal with matters of terrorism,
which is a reality of today’s world. When I find there’s a big book
heist in Mayfair, and they show up in Italy, I’ll find them, and the
Italian police will ask for a copy of the British police report. I’ll
contact the UK police, and they’re like, ‘We’ve closed the case, we
can’t give it to you.’ ‘Why did you close the case? The books have
shown up in Italy.’ ‘Once they left the UK it’s no longer a UK
matter, so we’re closing the file.’ It’s absurd, all I need is a copy
of the report so I can get a result to the victim. It’s just that ‘get it
off my desk’ mentality that’s so frustrating. It’s not the fault of the
extremely hardworking and talented individual British officers. It’s
because they’re told to focus on other things, and they’re funded for
terrorism issues and the reality of life in London, and they couldn’t
care less about manuscripts that have shown up in Italy. Eventually I
got them back, but boy, not without pulling some strings and some
teeth. That’s one of the challenges. One of the pleasures, believe it or
not, is working with the press. They love art stories, and we are able
to work with the press, they’ve assisted us. I was working pro bono
for a church in the city, and BBC was following the case closely. I
had to go to the Netherlands to meet the possessor of this stolen
sculpture, and I was like, ‘I’ve got the BBC on the phone, do you
want to speak to them about this?’, and he’s like, ‘Wait, no, I don’t
want any press on this!’ He had to strike a deal with me, and I was
able to return the piece unconditionally to the church. The press has
always been very helpful to us.
CJLPA: In your analysis, has the marketisation of artworks,
especially those of cultural or historical value, gone too far?
CM: There are people who say cultural property should never be in
private hands, it should only be in museums. That’s one extreme.
On the other hand, people say it should be a wild free-for-all where
everything has its price and we should empty out our museums,
spend the money on education. Both extremes are ridiculous. Not
every piece is a museum piece. We’re now seeing issues around
the world of museums deaccessioning works of art, and people are
screaming and yelling. But honestly, if a painting spends its entire
life in the basement of a museum, I support the museum’s right to
deaccession it, either to bring in new works of art for display, or, I
don’t know, to fix their roof. There must be some happy medium.
I’m sorry, but not everything belongs in a museum.
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CJLPA: Tell me about the processes behind investigating Nazilooted art.
CM: I have researchers that I work with who find works of art—in
museums, or private collections, or auction houses—that had been
looted by the Nazis. The first step is to prepare the documentation,
then put it into a claim letter, then write to the museum or to
the auction house. We’re very transparent. We produce all our
documentation, then we request a sit-down, according to the
Washington Principles, and say, ‘We want to resolve this’, show
them our proof, ask them for the provenance of their piece, and
discuss it. These cases take years. It took me four years to pull
something out of the Gurlitt hoard, and a few years for a restitution
for something from Norway. I’ve been battling the German
authorities for four years now over a Nazi-looted piece in a private
collection in Germany. I actually had to file a criminal case against
the art dealer who tried to extort my client into paying three and
a half million Swiss francs before he told them where it was. I’m
not, as usual, getting much cooperation out of Germany, and even
Austria isn’t particularly cooperative. It’s shocking that 75, 80 years
after the war, we’re dealing with Nazi-looted art issues. I get letters
from lawyers all over the world like, ‘Oh, why are we still talking
about Nazi-looted art? Shouldn’t there be some sort of deadline
where we stop talking about this?’ No, there shouldn’t be, until
you actually deal with it! If we’d begun dealing with it straight after
the war, maybe you could begin to say, ‘Enough is enough’. When
we’re still fighting the Germans and the Austrians and museums and
collectors and people who don’t want to cooperate or be transparent,
then we’re not dealing with the situation. They have no right to say,
‘Enough is enough’, when they have never dealt with the situation or
complied with international norms with respect to Nazi-looted art.

Alex Charilaou is a writer, artist, and second-year
undergraduate in English and Drama at the University
of Kent, interested in radical political theatre. Alex is
an organiser with the Progressive International and has
bylines in several publications, writing on the intersections
between politics, economics, and theatre.
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Private Collectors and the Public Institution:
In Conversation with Philip Hoffman
Olli e G e r la ch

Philip Hoffman is Founder and CEO of the Fine Art Group, which focusses on art advisory, investment, and philanthropy. At 33 he became the youngest
member of KPMG’s Management Board and later served as its Deputy CEO of Europe. He also worked for Christie’s for 12 years. He regularly comments
on the art market in the international press.

T

he Frick Collection is widely regarded as one of New York’s
finest galleries. From the interiors of Vermeer to the forests
of Fragonard, any enthusiast, collector or museumgoer
would envy its collection. Around 300,000 people visit the collection
each year, and in 2019 they saw shows on Giambattista Tiepolo’s
Milanese frescoes and on French faience masterpieces.1 It is easy to
forget, though, that the Frick has depended on private collectors
since its inception. There would be no Frick Museum without Mr
and Mrs Frick, just as there would be no Courtauld Gallery without
Samuel Courtauld, and no Kettle’s Yard without Jim and Helen Ede.
Museums should remember that private collectors will facilitate
their survival in times of trial and tribulation.
In conversation with Philip Hoffman, founder and CEO of the
Fine Art Group, this article explores the ways in which the private
collector supports the public institution.2 Hoffman recalls how his
clients work with public institutions: they send art around the globe,
fund exhibitions, and make gifts to their beloved galleries. Although
the idea is counterintuitive, public museums must continue to
connect, engage, and communicate with private collectors. Loaning
and philanthropy have never been more imperative for ensuring
the permanency of our institutions. Collectors and museums are
not ‘Romulus and Remus’, as the art world has come to believe.
There are, it appears, two spaces on the Capitoline Hill. Our culture
benefits from the presence of both collector and institution.
The Fine Art Group manages 140 different collections in 28
countries. From ‘Australia to Chile’ and from ‘New York to London’
its collectors invest in, assemble and donate art. Naturally, some
1 The Frick Collection, ‘The Frick Collection: Annual Report July 2018–
2019’ <https://www. frick.org/sites/default/files/2020/2018-2019-frickannual-report.pdf> accessed 1 March 2021. Mr Henry Clay Frick also
left an endowment of £15 million for the preservation of the collection.
The collection has continued to receive donations. In the fiscal year July
2018–July 2019, donations surpassed £1 million.
2 I am very grateful to Philip Hoffman for his time and expertise. I also
thank The Fine Art Group (<https://www.fineartgroup.com/en/>),
along with Sophie Jefford and Cynthia Zabel for their help in setting up
the interview.
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motivations and ambitions are unique to the collector. Personal
collections are a store of both monetary and social capital. Moreover,
for many, buying art is an investment strategy, since art assets
generally rise in value. It is tempting to believe that these objectives
go against the public interest. The collector’s ambition to own seems
at odds with the institution’s ambition to exhibit, display, and educate.
Private collections seem covert rather than overt, isolated rather than
accessible. Private is consistently considered ‘versus’ the public.
The social life of private collections, however, generally extends into
the public realm, since their artworks are loaned and exhibited to
the public. ‘We have lent major paintings from our own collections
or art investments to museums’, Hoffman notes. Recently, they lent
a Canaletto and a Cindy Sherman to shows about their respective
artists. Collectors furnish exhibitions with artworks that museums
could not afford, and the works they loan are integral to retrospective
exhibitions. Collectors, then, participate with and enable public
intentions—they facilitate in educating and exhibiting.
‘We’ve had a Francis Bacon work that went to a show at Oxford’
and a Bellotto sent to Germany, Hoffman remarks. ‘If people ask,
we facilitate…we’ve moved exhibitions to China, Paris, Versailles,
the UK’. Though this is often overlooked, collectors mostly want to
be ‘as helpful as [they] can’. Hoffman stresses that 90% of The Fine
Art Group’s clients remain interested and engaged in working with
public galleries.
We discuss the remarkable collections of François Pinault, Leonard
Lauder, and Steven Cohen. Hoffman mentions how willing his
clients are to develop museum exhibitions. ‘Any show where
museums need artworks from these private clients, they get lent,
sometimes given ... and museums are using collectors for their own
aims to say, “we’re doing a show of Bridget Riley, Frank Auerbach.
Would you lend it to me?”’
In 2018, the Fine Art Group facilitated the lending of the Al Thani
Collection to the Palace Museum in Beijing’s Forbidden City.
Mughal jewels, ancient Egyptian relics, 54 Fabergé pieces, and
hundreds of other artefacts were displayed to the Chinese public
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for the first time.3 Previously, the family’s collection had travelled to
institutions in Venice, London and New York. In autumn 2021, the
collection will arrive at the Hôtel de la Marine, Paris, where it will
remain for 20 years. Collectors’ intentions, then, far from conflicting
with public objectives, facilitate, provide and enable institutions and
their exhibitions.
Collectors are also making their art accessible to the public by
setting up ‘private museums’. Independent institutions let collectors
display their collections as they choose. Many of these collections
are pivotal for the display and production of contemporary art.
They are appearing all over the world, from the pioneering Saatchi
Gallery in London’s Chelsea to the Museo Soumaya in Mexico City.
Miami remains an influential city in the field of private museums. The
‘Miami model’ sees local collectors exhibit their work permanently
to the public. Hoffman draws particular attention to Don and Mera
Rubell, who have a museum in Miami. ‘Having built a huge personal
collection, and then started museum number one, they’ve moved
onto a new museum “number two” … an incredible collection’.
The Rubells have been ‘extremely philanthropic in sharing all their
artworks’. They have also consistently supported the development
of young contemporary artists. Their foundation displays over 7,200
works by over 1,000 artists. It works with the schools of MiamiDade County, funds curatorial training internships and sponsors
travelling exhibitions.4 Private museums support their communities
and benefit young contemporary artists.
By displaying the collections of living collectors, private museums
serve as competition and counterpoint to public museums. They
put pressure on public galleries to keep up with trends in collecting,
curating and exhibiting. Some would argue that giving wealthy
collectors the agency to influence the curation and exhibition of
art collections risks shifting the preservation and construction
of art history into the hands of an elite. Lovers of art worry that
artistic movements, favoured artists, and popular narratives will be
determined by private museums and their patrons. However, public
museums are subject to these same influences. Public museums
have collected a history, determined by a pre-written museological
canon. They are as susceptible to ‘selection’ as are private museums.
Judgments of aesthetic value must not be cartelised by public
institutions. After all, the Frick Collection presents the taste of
Henry Clay Frick and such galleries offer interesting perspectives of
the ‘palate of the past’. Public museums should not retain complete
authority over art history, and private galleries capture the tastes
that exist outside public institutions. Public display by private
collectors provides an alternative space for viewing art, untouched
by the strictures of the institutions.
Collectors provide vital financial support to public institutions. The
Fine Art Group itself supports the National Portrait Gallery, and
recently raised over half a million pounds for it through a charity
dinner. Hoffman himself helps oversee the diverse collection
of young artists’ work owned by the Chelsea and Westminster
Hospital, where funds have been raised to support the hospital’s
baby intensive care unit. Hoffman suggests that UK institutions
could benefit from a change in charitable tax deduction. ‘I would
argue that it would be in the interest of museums to introduce an
3 The Al Thani Collection, ‘Exhibitions’ <https://www.
thealthanicollection.com/exhibitions> accessed 3 March 2021.
4 Rubell Museum, ‘Travelling Exhibitions’ <https://rubellmuseum.org/
exhibitions/traveling-exhibitions> accessed 1 March 2021; Mary Rozell,
The Art Collector’s Handbook: The Definitive Guide to Acquiring and Owning
Art (Lund Humphries 2020) 151.

American style philanthropic tax subsidy for wealthy donors to gift
to these ailing museums’. In the US, individual giving as a proportion
of GDP is 1.45% compared to 0.4% in the UK.5 The US culture of
philanthropy incentivises individuals to donate to museums as they
can straightforwardly claim their donations against taxable income.
Changing the UK tax deduction system would result in lower tax
revenue, but ‘the net gains to culture versus the taxman would be
massively weighted towards the helping of public institutions’.
Museums are struggling with declining visitors due to the pandemic.
Revising the tax system to encourage donations could significantly
help UK museums and culture survive. Wealthy collectors are more
inclined to give when the agency of philanthropy is in their hands.
Nonetheless, collectors have made significant donations for these
causes. ‘Wealthy individuals are critical to the success of funding
some of these institutions’. Hoffman gives the example of David
Ross, chairman of the Royal Opera House (ROH). The ROH suffered
when the COVID-19 pandemic forced it to close. The Royal Opera
House Covent Garden Foundation auctioned off its David Hockney
portrait of Sir David Webster, the late chief executive of the ROH.
However, David Ross bought it and returned it on long-term loan to
the ROH to ensure its public display.6 Ultimately, the ROH received
£11 million to help it recover, and the painting remained on the
wall. Hoffman asks, ‘What better philanthropy could you imagine?’
Private collectors are not necessarily at odds with public institutions
and the public interest. Public museums need to engage with private
collectors. Suspicion over conflicting aims must be replaced with
communication and collaboration. Loaning artworks, setting up
private museums, and supplying funds are integral to the survival of
museums and culture, especially in times of hardship. The collectors
represented by The Fine Art Group are supportive and valuable to
institutions. The private collector works with the public, not, as is so
often perceived, ‘versus’ it.

Ollie Gerlach is a second-year undergraduate in History of
Art at Churchill College, Cambridge, interested in pursuing
graduate studies on the social life and semiotic capabilities
of decorative art. He has previously been an intern at
Christie’s, the Financial Times, and AVM, a virtual gallery
firm based in Somerset House. He will work at Evercore in
summer 2021. He is proud to be the digital curator of the
Queens’ Arts Festival, the Visual Arts Sizar for his college,
and a bass in Pembroke College Chapel Choir.

5 Charities Aid Foundation, ‘Charitable Giving in the US vs. the
UK’ <https://www.cafonline.org/docs/default-source/about-uspublications/caf-us-vs-uk-giving-infographic.pdf> accessed 1 March
2021.
6 Taylor Dafoe, ‘The Secret Buyer of the Royal Opera House’s £13 Million
David Hockney Is Its Own Board Chair—and He’s Lending It Back’
(Artnet: News, 20 November 2020) <https://news.artnet.com/market/
royal-opera-house-david-hockeny-1925471> accessed 4 March 2021.
David Ross bought the painting for £12.8 million with buyer’s fees.
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Fatal Fabergé Eggs:
Ruinous Symbols of the
Russian Empire
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Danielle Jump is a first-year undergraduate in History of Art at St John's College, Cambridge, interested in Russian art of the eighteenth–twentieth
centuries. She is pursuing a career in the arts and curatorial industry alongside her studies at Cambridge. She is an Assistant Art Editor at CJLPA.

T

he Russian jeweller Peter Karl Fabergé achieved enduring
fame under the last Czar of the Russian Empire, Nicholas II.
Fabergé is best known for his eggs, which are better described
as objects of opulence and fantaisie than as pieces of jewellery. In the
form of small pendant eggs, these Easter gifts were adorned with
gemstones, chromatic porcelain, and Imperial monograms.
Although Fabergé eggs represent only a fraction of the magnificent
jewellery the house produced for the Romanovs, they are key
symbols of the Russian Empire. Peter Fabergé was appointed
jeweller to the Imperial Court in 1886. He was at the heart of
Imperial production, and described as the ‘reinventor of Russian
jewellery’.1 In celebration of Easter, Nicholas II’s Czarina and mother
would receive a Fabergé egg each year. 52 Imperial Fabergé eggs
were produced between 1885–1917. They often took more than a
year to complete, and are now exceptionally rare. These Imperial
treasures were therefore incredible displays of affluence. However,
the significance of Fabergé eggs extends beyond their glittering
façade. They were to become symbols of the schism between the
Russian people and the Romanov dynasty.
After almost 300 years of Romanov rule, Fabergé eggs came to symbolise
the extravagance of the Russian Empire. They were polyvalent,
simultaneously reminders of Christ’s death and of his revolutionary
resurrection.2 They would become emblematic of the attempts to
uphold the artificial, luxurious façade of the Romanov Empire in
Russia, which concealed the discontentment permeating through
society. The contrast between actual events in Russia and these lavish
gifts is one between violence and beauty, destitution and extravagance.
By exploring Fabergé eggs as an insight into the watershed of the 1917
Revolution, I intend to highlight the stark disconnect between the last
Romanov Imperial family and their country’s people.
1 ‘Carl Faberge’ <https://biography.yourdictionary.com/carl-faberge>
accessed 14 February 2021.
2 ibid.
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Fig 1. The Danish Palaces Egg (House of Fabergé 1890). James Petts,
Wikimedia Commons. <https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Faberge_
egg_-_49571636897.jpg>.
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Blinding glory and magnificence
The memory of a previously magnificent Russia would distort
the reign of Nicholas II, who was both a deeply religious and
absolutist. The Romanovs saw themselves as irreplaceable, each of
them being a gift of revelation by God to Russia. Their privilege
was perceived as a rightful consequence of their God-given status.
Although the jewelled eggs were gifted through an annual tradition,
commemorating Easter festivities, they had the political aim of
illustrating Nicholas II’s transcendent power, unique to the Czar.
Nicholas II’s coronation of 1897 was marked by the ‘greatest’ and
most significant Fabergé egg, the ‘Coronation Fabergé Egg’.3 As
Malcolm Forbes put it, ‘one man’s decadence is another man’s
creative art’. Forbes characterises the Romanovs’ lifestyle as both
excessive and artistically enriching, illustrative of the growing moral
and cultural severance of the Imperial court from its nation.4

become a tainted symbol of Nicholas II’s ascension to the throne.
The concepts of the Fabergé egg were leveraged from the Empire’s
traditional past, characteristic of state ideology under the fatal rule
of Nicholas II. Alla Bychkova further encapsulates the significance
of historicity for Fabergé: the jewellery house was ‘breaking through
all the barriers between the past and the future, between myth and
reality’.8 Although the Empire was founded in ruthlessness and
ruin, both jeweller and Czar developed their image by invoking
historical power.
The growing divide between Czar and subject was embedded in this
dynastic flamboyance. Although they shimmered, the Fabergé eggs
also blinded the dynasty to its true situation: a ticking time-bomb
which culminated in revolution.

Reality and the dynasty

Made of red gold, the egg was covered in yellow enamel, and
encrusted in a lattice pattern of black Romanov eagles. Drawing
inspiration directly from Czarina Alexandrovna’s coronation attire,
the colours of the Fabergé egg were intended to evoke power,
succession, and the extreme luxury of celebration.5 The egg opens to
reveal an exact replica of the coronation chariot, constructed with
remarkable delicacy. The main frame of the carriage is encrusted
in diamonds and red enamel. The chariot’s detailing extends to the
windows, made of rock crystals, and to the tyres, made of platinum.
The chariot alone took 15 months to complete. The jeweller did
not spare on materials—these objects were of astounding luxury.
This projection of power and expressive visual opulence seems
incongruous with the actual events of the coronation in 1897, which
the Romanovs may have preferred to forget.

The contrast between dynastic majesty and harsh reality in Russia
was concealed by the scalding grip of Nicholas II. Transfers of power
were initially straightforward in the Romanov Empire. However,
the throne changed nine times during the nineteenth century,
much more often than in any other European state.9 Following the
shooting of Alexander II, initial reforms towards a more democratic
Russia were upturned.10 The Duma had broken down into a
number of warring factions. Nicholas II reverted to conservative
reform, considering it to be more successful at maintaining social
order. The normal ‘metamorphosis from absolute monarchy to
democracy’ did not occur. This was one of the many consequences
of Romanov rule.11 Those who celebrated absolute monarchy and
political stability were misguided, as revolutions do not simply erupt
unexpectedly.

Ambitions to secure a smooth transition of monarchical power from
Alexander III were crushed at Nicholas II’s coronation. Whilst an
elaborate coronation ritual was orchestrated to reinforce the notions of
a positive ‘consensus of a new monarch’, events transpired that became
known as the ‘Khodynka Tragedy’. As authorities failed to maintain
civic order, a rush to acquire celebratory gifts resulted in a catastrophic
crowd crush following the coronation.6 The repercussions of the
event caused approximately 5,000 deaths.7 Despite the number of lives
lost, festivities continued as soon as the Czar and Czarina appeared,
suggesting a dismissive element to the Czar’s early governance.
Nonetheless, the ubiquity of deprivation—with citizens desperate to
receive edible gifts—is symbolic of the dichotomy in Russia at this
time. Despite fabricating opulence with the Fabergé traditions, the
system of dynastic power was not representative of contemporary
life. The precursors of revolution were already occurring in the newly
anointed Czar’s Empire. While the Romanovs continued to fund their
lavish lifestyles, the Czar was turning a blind eye to the mass poverty
and deprivation in his country. Thus, the glorious tradition of the
coronation ended up as a blood-stained reminder of the beginning of
the end for Russian dynastic rule.

The tercentenary of the Romanov dynasty was marked by
celebration across Russia. Culminating in the grand entry of
Nicholas II to Moscow—upon his return across the Volga river from
Kostroma—the Imperial family were greeted by immense crowds of
people wanting to get a glimpse of the Romanov Czar and Czarina.12
The events of 1897 seemed to have been safely overlooked and
cloistered. This momentous event was independently celebrated
with the commission of the ‘Tercentenary Egg’ by Fabergé. The
jewelled Easter egg’s surface incorporates 18 separate miniatures,
one for each Romanov Czar, from Michael I to Nicholas II. Within
the Fabergé egg is the surprise of a rotating globe of the Earth.
One hemisphere shows the original Empire inherited by Michael
Romanov in 1613. The other hemisphere shows the Romanov
Empire in 1913, which had grown to a vast 6.2 million square miles.13
The messages of the egg are Imperial strength, power and, notably,
continuity of expansion. The materials of enamel, gold, and precious
stones are mimetic of sovereign affirmation, having been extracted
from the lands of Romanov Russia. For the Czarina, that there were
personal and national celebrations upon their return to Moscow
signalled that the rumours of revolution were false. Remarkably,
she told her lady-in-waiting, ‘We only need to show ourselves, and

Although these events were not known to the jewellery house at
the time of the gifts’ conception, the ‘Coronation Fabergé Egg’ had
3 ‘Fabergé Imperial Egg Chronology’ (Fabergé Research Site) <https://
fabergeresearch.com/eggs-faberge-imperial-egg-chronology/> accessed
12 February 2021.
4 Toby Faber, Fabergé’s Eggs (Random House 2008) 206.
5 ibid 46.
6 Richard Wortman, Scenarios of Power: Myth and Ceremony in Russian
Monarchy, vol 1 (Peter the Great to the Death of Nicholas I, Princeton
University Press 1995) 89–90.
7 Faber (n 4) 47.

8 Alla Bychkova, ‘Peter Carl Fabergé, Biography, History of the Fabergé
House in Russia’ (La belle epoque) <https://www.liveinternet.ru/users/
la_belle_epoque/post73433488/> accessed 14 February 2021.
9 Cynthia Hyla Whittaker, ‘The Idea of an Elected Monarch in the 18th
century’ (2001) 18 Acta Slavica Iaponica 1.
10 ibid.
11 Daniel Gordon, ‘“Public Opinion” and the Civilizing Process in France:
The Example of Morellet’ (1989) 22 Eighteenth-Century Studies 302.
12 ‘Fabergé Imperial Egg Chronology’ (n 3).
13 Faber (n 4) 95.
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at once their hearts are ours.’14 As usual, the Romanovs perceived
their dynasty as the jewel of the Empire. They did not even attempt
to understand the real situation of Russia.
The corollaries of the 1912 famine, and increased demonstrations
for workers’ rights, were more indicative of the reality of the
Empire on the ground. Whilst the Romanovs squandered the
nation’s wealth on Fabergé eggs—the ‘Tercentenary Egg’ was
valued at 175,000 rubles in 1927—their country lived in poverty.15
The causes of the 1905 Revolution continued to affect the lives
of radicals, trade unionists, and ordinary people. Disastrously, two
million deaths followed the 1912 famine, and three million workers
came out on strike between 1912 and 1914.16 A morbid awareness
of extreme poverty became widespread as the endemic deprivation
created a sense that life was fleeting. Education was seen as the
best means to increase the workforce’s productivity, but it had
uncomfortable political consequences—literacy rates remained at
only 24% at the start of Nicholas II’s reign.17 This highlights that
the regime was more concerned with self-preservation than with
promoting education, especially since education could increase
actions against their absolutism. Lenin’s vision of a communist
Russia was becoming more appealing by comparison with the
deeply flawed and archaic actual system. Revolution was in the air
and it seemed only a matter of time before the business of 1905
was completed.
The duality of Romanov Russia is manifest in the Imperial jeweller’s
creations. The dynasty was resistant to recognise the constant
hunger and the dire conditions of their nation’s workers. Fabergé
eggs were still produced in the First World War, and even in 1917
epitomised the extreme naivety of the Romanovs. The jewels of
the Empire, which seem to speak of eternal life, would come to
emblematise death.

Converted symbols of revolution
On the brink of revolution in 1917, these works were still being
created. The volatility of the situation did not diminish the
extravagant tradition. The production of the ‘Steel Military Egg’ by
Fabergé would come to symbolise the destructive force of war and
Romanov misfortune. Intended to have a finish of dull blackened
steel, with minimal decoration, the Easter egg is supported on
four small artillery shells. Hidden inside is a surprise miniature of
Nicholas II and his son. The humility of father and son, and the bond
between them, are captured in the miniature surprise. However,
both were trapped in a politically volatile situation, inside and
outside the image. The Czar was unable to uphold his sovereignty
and Romanov rule. His son, Alexei Nikolayevich, would never
succeed to the throne, because of his haemophilia. In the image,
father and son are surrounded by soldiers, who are a poignant
reminder of the imminent revolution. Kenneth Snowman described
the egg as a ‘banal kitsch’, as its black finish has gradually degraded,
symbolising the breakdown of the dynasty.18
14 ibid 96.
15 ‘Fabergé Imperial Egg Chronology’ (n 3).
16 Fuyuki Kurasawa, ‘The Making of Humanitarian Visual Icons: On
the 1921–1923 Russian Famine as Foundational Event’ in Jeffrey C
Alexander, Dominik Bartmański, and Bernhard Giesen (eds) Iconic Power:
Materiality and Meaning in Social Life (Palgrave Macmillan 2012) 68;
Faber (n 4) 96.
17 Lenore A Grenoble, Language Policy in the Soviet Union (Kluwer Academic
Publishers 2003) 46.
18 A Kenneth Snowman, ‘Carl Fabergé Goldsmith to the Imperial Court of
Russia’ (Debrett’s 1979, as cited in Faber (n 4) 112).
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Eventually, this breakdown was completed. The way forward for
Russia, following the 1917 revolution, was the formation of Vladimir
Lenin’s communist government. As Tatiana Muntian argues, the
Fabergé eggs were a ‘tangible symbol of the destruction of the Russian
monarchy’.19 This interpretation evokes the Romanovs’ ignorance
to the Russian people’s plight. The fragile nation and Imperial family
became subverted upon revolution, just as the polishing away of the
egg’s black finish revealed an artificially glistening metal shell. This
destruction is epitomised by the abandonment of the jewels in the
wake of the forced abdication and exile of the Romanov family.20
Fabergé eggs were confiscated and nationalised. Such was the
denouement of the jewelled dynastic symbol of Imperial Russia. The
remaining Fabergé eggs are a nexus to the times of the Romanovs, a
reminder of previous, opulent suppression. As substitutes, pluralist
experience and commonality came to the forefront of political
symbolism in the new socialist Russia.
The Romanovs were sentenced to death by communist
revolutionaries. Thus, the Fabergé traditions of splendour vanished,
never to return.

Loose ends of Fabergé
Today, Fabergé eggs are objects of Russian cultural heritage,
exhibited around the world. Several Fabergé eggs disappeared
during the pillaging of palaces, and 12 are still missing. However,
Tatiana Muntian and Marianna Chistyakova have solved the
intriguing mystery surrounding a 1917 Easter egg, the unfinished
‘Blue Tsarevich Constellation Egg’, discovered in 2003. This egg
represents the final struggle of the Romanovs, who refused to
entertain the possibility that their Imperial opulence may have
sparked revolution. It represents ‘a scattered [and] incomplete’
façade of the Romanovs, cracking under revolutionary force.21 The
fragments left over from the Easter egg’s construction by Fabergé
likewise ‘epitomiz[e] the collapse of the illustrious firm’.22
Nevertheless, the eggs originally had a religious purpose: to reflect
the resurrection of Christ. These decorative objects remain an
insight for the contemporary viewer into the turbulence of the
Romanov dynasty. Even though the dynasty collapsed, Fabergé
eggs have been revived for the contemporary viewer on view in
museums, in keeping with the Easter egg’s religious connotations
of revival.

19 ‘Fabergé Imperial Egg Chronology’ (n 3).
20 Faber (n 4) 129.
21 ‘Fabergé Imperial Egg Chronology’ (n 3).
22 ibid.
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Introduction

T

he nineteenth century was a period of imperialist expansion.
Powerful countries in Europe like Great Britain, Germany,
and Russia recognized the potential of countries in the near
and far East—potential for travel, for tourism, for the advancement
of scientific knowledge, for trade, and perhaps most important of all,
resources with which to fuel their own domestic economies.
The British came to India as equals and stayed as victors. By the
1840s, after having dominated most of the Indian peninsula, they
turned westwards, annexing first Sindh in 1843, then extending into
the Punjab following the First Anglo-Sikh war of 1845–46, and then
with finality after Punjab’s annexation in 1849. As one historian
of the British Raj has put it, the subcontinent of India thereafter
became ‘a manageable entity, brought to order by British method;
on the ground, first to last, it was a pungent virile and gigantic
muddle, kept in hand by British bluff.’1
When the winter of 1845 began, the Sikh Maharaja Ranjit Singh
had been dead for less than ten years. The kingdom he had put
together with stratagem and guile was left in the inept hands of
his successors, each less memorable than the last. The army that he
had so assiduously trained with the help of French mercenaries like
General Jean Francois Allard and Charles Court, the artillery he had
manufactured and assembled at his fort at Govindgarh, the cavalry
that rode on horses many of whom he knew by name had all been
pitted against the forces of the East India Company in a reckless
challenge of misplaced bravado. The irascible Sikh darbar dared to
do what the canny maharaja had avoided. It crossed the Sutlej river
which served as the border between the Sikh empire and the incipient
British one. Had the Sikh darbar read Roman history, they would
have understood what the phrase ‘crossing the Rubicon’ meant. They
crossed their own Rubicon, except that it resulted not in victory but
1 Jan Morris, Stones of Empire: The Buildings of the Raj (Oxford University
Press 1983).

a humiliating defeat. The Sikh army had to return to its side of the
river. With more impulsiveness than reason, the Sikh Khalsa fought
the troops of the East India Company. Again, they lost. The Sikh
kingdom of the Punjab forfeited both sovereignty and independence.
Before this debacle, in the early part of the nineteenth century,
numerous British and European visitors had come to the Punjab to
marvel at the court of the fabled Maharaja Ranjit Singh. After the
annexation of his kingdom in 1849, the subjects of their curiosity
became Queen Victoria’s loyal subjects.
Nothing typifies this more, for example, than an image that appeared
in the Illustrated London News of the preparations for the visit of
Albert Edward, Prince of Wales, in 1876. It shows local workmen
lifting a crown to form the apex of their decorations. The caption
ends with a condescending but telling pun: ‘Supporting the Crown’.
His and other such tours by British royalty were to become benign
affirmations of an irreversible conquest—the clamp of a crested yoke
that would not be lifted until 1947.
*
Common to each of the narratives included in this volume is that
they record participation in military campaigns or visits in pursuit
of the picturesque. They fall into two groups. Six have been included
under the heading ‘Martial Curiosity’. They include the young
Charles Hardinge who, in his early twenties, found himself fighting
alongside his father the Governor General Henry Hardinge in the
first Anglo-Sikh war of 1845–46. With him, riding by his side, was
the slightly older Prince Waldemar of Prussia, who came to India to
sight-see but instead fought as a combatant on the side of the British
forces against the Sikhs (whom he hardly knew) at the three battles of
Mudki, Ferozeshah, and Sobraon. The third—the reticent Dr Henry
A Oldfield who preferred to speak with his brush and palette—came
to the Punjab as part of the British force that occupied it after the
unequal treaty of 1846. The fourth is the most prolific of them all—
the professional illustrator William Simpson, who travelled to India
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three times in the 20 years between 1860 and 1879. Alfred Harcourt,
a military officer, spent a short time in the Punjab in the 1870s. Few
paintings by him of the Punjab have survived. He was more active
in the Himalayan state of Kulu where he spent the final years of his
career and is now better known for his book on Kulu. The last in
this group is the American artist, Edwin Lord Weeks. An orientalist
by training, Weeks came to India in the 1890s to sketch and paint.
He added a touch of spice to whatever he saw, and where colour
existed already in profusion—for example, on the walls and minarets
of the Wazir Khan Mosque in Lahore—he felt inordinately inspired.
He made as at least six (if not more) views of this mosque and its
environs, and also some vignette portraits of the local tradesmen
who eked a living in the shadow of the mosque’s minarets.
The second group in this volume are four visitors, shaded under
the royal umbrella of ‘Imperial Curiosity’, Three are members of the
British royal family: Prince Albert Edward of Wales, who visited in
1876; his eldest son Prince Albert Victor, who toured in 1890–91;
and Prince George and Princess Mary of Wales, who spent seven
months travelling across India and Burma in 1905–06.2 The fourth
royal visitor was a Russian Romanov—the Czarevitch Nicholas
Alexandrovitch. He was related to the British royal family through
his mother the Empress Maria Feodorovna, who was the younger
sister of Princess Alexandra of Wales. That made him a first cousin
to Prince George of Wales. In time, Nicholas would marry another
Alexandra, of Hesse-Darmstadt, a granddaughter of Queen Victoria.
These royal visits or tours were more than sight-seeing expeditions.
They had a serious political purpose—the affirmation of empire. At
a personal level it was educational—to broaden the minds of hothouse reared royals.
To provide a permanent textbook for their successors, royals ensured
that an official would be included in the entourage. He would
maintain a record of their journeys and the numerous activities the
royals were called upon to perform. Prince Albert Edward employed
WH Russell; Prince Albert Victor had JD Rees; Czarevitch Nicholas
took with him Count Ookhtomsky; and Prince George and Princess
Mary relied upon the services of Sir Stanley Reed. Each served as a
Herodotus of these royal journeys.
Prince George and Princess Mary preferred to be their own
Herodotuses. Habitual diarists, they maintained a personal record
of their daily doings. She in particular assembled at least 29 albums
containing photographs, mementoes, and ephemera such as
timetables of the royal train, banquet menus, etc. Anything that
would remind them of a visit they wished never to forget.
*
This book is admittedly selective. Its scope is limited. It deals with
only nine visits by those who had an imperial or martial curiosity
about the areas that constitute modern Pakistan. A feature common
to all of them, though, is that they provide a pictorial record of
their travels in this part of an undivided subcontinent. There were
of course, thousands of others who may have left diaries, letters,
sketches or photographs of their sojourn here. To have attempted
to retrieve them or even some of them would have required a
Leviathan force, akin to a whale scooping up a shoal of krill.
When approaching the assembly of a collage like this, one is reminded
of the advice given by a writer to authors who struggle to make their
2 Burma was still a British colony. After 1937 it became a British Dominion.
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books as comprehensive as possible: ‘Writing a book is the art of
the possible.’ During the COVID-19 lockdown, mobility has been
necessarily restricted. Such forced incarceration has been compensated,
however, by the enormous range of material available on the internet.
The age of internet has made the inconceivable possible. At the click
of a cursor, out of print books are available online in PDF versions. It
is such a pleasure to enjoy, from the comfort of one’s own armchair,
leafing through Prince Waldemar’s sumptuous set of lithographs, or
to flip the pages of out-of-print works by WH Russell, JD Rees, Count
Ookhtomsky, William Simpson, or Edwin Lord Weeks.
I realise that the very title of this book has imperial connotations
which are no longer fashionable. The Raj is out of season. The
objective of this book is not to defend imperialism or to provoke
anti-imperial resentments. There are many others who have done
that already, with sterile passion. The narratives assembled here are
primarily to recall the impressions created in the minds of visitors
to this part of the world, to our part of the subcontinent. It is at the
same time to pay tribute to those who wrote or painted for their
time, for posterity, and for us.
One hopes that these words and images recreate an age which
can never return, nor be relived for whatever reasons. They do,
however, provide a priceless record of a world that once existed—a
world of historic sights not yet vandalised by hoardings or electricity
poles, of bejewelled rajas and regalia-laden maharajas, of courtiers
to whom protocol was a parallel religion, of banquets for hundreds
who vied for the privilege to appear in full dress, of liveried staff
who had no other vocation than dedicated service, of caparisoned
elephants with sumptuous howdahs, of hunts in the wild (no visit
was considered complete without at least one big game trophy), and
of royal trains that followed the timetable to the minute.
That age for better or for worse has gone. What remains of it is the
residue of memory, images of a martial and imperial curiosity that
relives through these pages.
*
Czarevitch Nicholas Alexandrovitch’s visit to Lahore in January
1891 followed the pattern of his British royal relations Prince Albert
Edward (later King Edward VII) in 1876 and the short-lived Prince
Albert Victor of Wales in 1890.
In 1890, Czarevitch Nicholas (1868–1918),3 as heir to his father Czar
Alexander III,4 was deputed to tour the East. After Peter the Great’s
seminal visit to Europe in 1698, travel for educational purposes
became a part of the imperial Romanov curriculum. Nicholas left
Russia on 4 November 1890 and spent the next six months until May
1891 travelling across Egypt, India, Ceylon, and Japan. He returned
to St Petersburg on 16 August 1891, via Vladivostok where he laid
the foundation stone of the Trans-Siberian railway line that would
connect Vladivostok to Moscow, over 9,000 kilometres away.
For companionship, he took with him his younger brother George5
and his cousin Prince George of Greece.6 ‘Greek’ George would
3 Later Czar Nicholas II (r 1894–1918).
4 Czar Alexander Alexandrovitch (b 1845, r 1881–94).
5 Grand Duke George Alexandrovitch (1871–99). He returned midway
during the tour from India to Athens where he was diagnosed with
bronchitis. He died at the early age of 28.
6 Prince George of Greece and Denmark (1869–1957) was the second son
of King George I of Greece. He helped save the life of Czarevitch Nicolas
during an attack on Nicholas near Kyoto (Japan) in August 1891.
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Fig 2. Czarevitch Nicholas, his cousin Prince George of Greece
(both in white), and their party in India. Prince Esper Ookhtomsky
stands second on the right in the back row. RCIN 1142852.

Fig 1. Czarevitch Nicholas at the age of 22 years, at the time of his tour.

Fig 3. Prince Esper Ookhtomsky,
who wrote the account of the Czarevitch’s tour.

Fig 4. The arms display, Shish Mahal, Lahore Fort.
Postcard from a photograph by Fred Bremner.
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later save Nicholas’s life during an attack on him near Kyoto (Japan)
on 11 May 1891. The Imperial party landed at Bombay [Mumbai]
on 23 December 1890. From there, they travelled up country via
Ahmedabad, Jodhpur, Jaipur, Alwar, Delhi, and then Lahore. After a
48-hour stay at Lahore (1–3 January 1891), they returned eastwards,
sightseeing in Amritsar, travelling along the Ganges, down to South
India, and then to Ceylon.
The Czarevitch’s entourage included Prince Esper Ookhtomsky
[Ukhtomsky], the man who would chronicle the entire tour.
Nicholas took a liking to him, describing him as ‘such a jolly fellow’.
After their return to Russia, Ookhtomsky spent six years finalising
his book on the tour, published under the title Travels in the East of
Nicholas II, Emperor of Russia, when Cesarewitch, 1890–1891. It appeared
in three volumes between 1893 and 1897.
Although Nicholas became Czar in 1894, he took a keen interest
in the book and personally approved each chapter. An opening
observation by Ookhtomsky one can regard reasonably as being
Nicholas’s own sentiments expressed through his scribe’s pen:
Nothing gives so much breadth to the intellectual horizon,
nothing has so much influence on the character, as
immediate and living contact with the life of other lands;
and what marvellous and scenes awaited the Imperial
traveller! All the past life of humanity is bound up with
them. All that ever gave wings to the human spirit is
preserved to the present day in their antique monuments,
and discourses eloquently on the never-ceasing victory of
reason and artistic creation over impersonal and formless
matter. One may affirm, without exaggeration, that there
is nothing worthy of note in Oriental sociology, religion,
and architecture, from which His Imperial Highness,
during his journey, did not carry away a clear and deeply
instructive impression. The strange and mighty ideas
which created and animated Egypt, Asia, and Greece,
appeared at every step, in stone and speech, unshaken
and unconquered by the chaos of the ages.
Nicholas had received instruction, as had most royalty of his
generation, in painting. The rigorous programme of the tour with
stops every second day precluded any opportunity of Nicholas
finding the time to sketch. A painter whom Ookhtomsky identifies
as ‘N. N. Gritsenko,7 water-colour painter, a pupil of Bogoliuboff’s’8
was included as a member of the party. Unofficially, Vladimir
Mendeleyev—9a crew member of the Imperial Russian Navy cruiser
Pamiat Azova (Memory of Azov)—took over 2,000 photographs
during the tour. This may explain the extraordinary fidelity of the
engravings Ookhtomsky used as illustrations in his published work.
It is clear that, however much Ookhtomsky might have gleaned
during his stay in different places, the detailed information he
included in his book was derived from the extensive reading he
must have done after his return to Russia. His description of the
various religious practices he sees—the Brahmins, the Muslims,
the Sikhs, the Parsees—are in faultless detail, too accurate to
have been absorbed from chance notes taken on a trot. Take, for
example, this observant account of the exhibition of wares brought
7 Nikolay Nikolayevich Gritsenko (1856–1900), a landscape artist. He
joined the imperial party at Trieste.
8 Alexey Petrovich Bogolyubov (1824–96), skilled as landscape painter.
9 Son of the noted Russian scientist Dimitry Mendeleyev (1834–1907),
who reputedly introduced the metric system in Russia.
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to the Czarevitch by the traders of Delhi. Ookhtomsky notices the
miniatures painted on ivory:
Next, the miniatures on ivory deserve mention. The
natives who carefully paint on it scenes and men of the age
of the Moguls are the descendants of artists, who, at one
time, worked at the Imperial court, and have inherited
their art from their ancestors of three hundred years ago.
There is but little demand now for such articles. Foreign
travellers are unwilling to spend their money on trifles,
which, for them, have no historical meaning, and, as the
art of the master passes on from father to son, often being
a trade and family secret, it is quite possible that some
of these trades may soon become quite extinct in the
absence of encouragement and purchasers.10
After a two-day stay in Delhi, the Czarevitch and his party left on
31 December by overnight train to Lahore. Prince E. Ookhtomsky’s
narrative of their sojourn in Lahore reads:
Tuesday, January, 1/13, 1891.
The Cesarewitch meets the New Year in the train, on his
way to Lahore. Before the train left the station of Meerut
(where the Mutiny of 1857 broke out, and the birthplace of
most of our Mussulman servants—Raimbakas and others),
the Russian suite, Sir Mackenzie Wallace,11 and Hardinge12
gathered in their Highnesses’ saloon compartment, and
here, glasses in hand, amidst the rattle of the wheels,
offered their congratulations to the guests of H.M. the
Queen-Empress. The night train rushes northward across
the plains of the Punjab, bearing the Grand Duke to the
land of the conquered Sikhs. Can there be any better proof
of the mutual confidence of two mighty European nations,
and of the peaceful disposition of Russia?13
Lahore at midday. The Lieutenant-Governor, Sir John
[James] Lyall,14 the commander of the troops, Sir Hugh
Gough, several Roman Catholic prelates, a number of
officials and ladies, await H.I. Highness on the station
platform, decked out with flags and wreaths, where a
large guard of honour stands, furnished by the Wiltshire
Regiment and the Punjab Volunteers.
Before entering his carriage, the Cesarewitch passes
down the ranks of the guard, to the strains of the Russian
anthem. The capital of the Punjab greets the arrival of
the Grand Duke in the North-West of India with a salute
10 Esper Ukhtomsky, Travels in the East of Nicholas II, Emperor of Russia, when
Cesarewitch, 1890-1891, vol 1 (George Birdwood ed, A Constable & Co
1896) 337.
11 Sir Donald Mackenzie Wallace (1841–1919), a Russophile and author of
Russia (1877). Seconded by the Viceroy in India as Political Officer to the
Czarevitch for the duration of his tour of India. Ookhtomsky introduces
Wallace as ‘well known to us’ and as the author of Russia, an able
diplomatist, whilom [former] secretary to the former Viceroy of India,
Lord Dufferin, and possessing a thorough knowledge of the Russian
language.
12 Arthur H Hardinge (1859–1933), grandson of Sir Henry Hardinge. He
had served in St Petersburg and spoke fluent Russian.
13 Interesting sentiments, given the ongoing Great Game between Russia
and Great Britain.
14 Sir James Broadwood Lyall (1838–1916), then Lieutenant Governor of
the Punjab (1887–92).
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of twenty-one guns. The way to the fortress and thence
to Government House is lined by Goorkhas and Sikhs,
considered by the English themselves as one of the strongest
bulwarks of British power in the land. The former come
from Nepaul: short, but sturdy and remarkably enduring,
insanely daring and devoted to war, these mountaineers
of Mongolian stock remind us Russians wonderfully of
exactly similar types in the ranks of our army.
That remarkable ruler of the Sikhs, Runjeet Singh, some
ninety years ago made use of the Goorkhas as splendid
material for soldiers, and it was this same sovereign who
(by the advice of French instructors, who had served
under Bonaparte) formed his own countrymen into
battalions, the former methods of warfare with bodies
of light cavalry being justly acknowledged to be obsolete
and unpractical, when the steadiness of the Punjab footsoldier in the ranks came to be known.
The British administrators only took advantage of these
ideas, and of other men’s experience, when they began
to enlist excellent soldiers, in larger and larger numbers,
from among the native population.
Lahore, of course, is picturesque enough with its
Oriental colouring, but to say anything special about it
in our series of descriptions of different Asiatic cities
is somewhat difficult, unless we note that the streets
are narrow, while the lanes seem to be simply an
impassable wilderness. The inhabitants are identical
with our Trans-Caspian natives and Sarts [Uighurs],
and, as one moves through the Black Town, one
might well fancy oneself back in one’s native land.
And how, indeed, are the townsfolk, among whom
one often sees the characteristic figures of Bokhara
merchants and Turcomen, not to resemble the people
of our Central Asia? Since Lahore (or rather Lohawar,
the Sanscrit Lohawarana) was founded, according
to tradition, by Loha, the son of Rama, a current of
Iranian and Turanian racial influence and culture has
been steadily flowing, for ages, through the Punjab
into India. Is there anything wonderful, then, in the
visible results of this tide of foreign Turanian life,
which, it may be remarked, acted at that time with
equal force upon Russia?
The ‘palace of mirrors’ (Shishmahal), founded here
under the Moguls, and still retaining its interest in
the days of Runjeet Singh, that wise leader of the Sikh
communities, dissociated, yet so powerful when united,
is now deserted. Some two or three generations ago
Southern Afghanistan trembled before this sovereign,
Cashmere did homage to him, and the English, in all
seriousness, sought for his friendship, hearing about
a fantastic expedition, planned by Napoleon I and the
Emperor Paul I against India.
In these gloomy halls the destinies of the Punjab hung
for a short while in the balance. Far-seeing Brahmins
and Mohammedans, the favourite counsellors of a Sikh
sovereign, assisted him to carry out his clever foreign
policy. Chief among them was the talented fakir, Aziz-

ud-deen,15 a native of Bokhara, where members of his
family are said to dwell to the present day.
Before the former royal palace is a small arsenal, where
their Highnesses examine the helmets and the chainmail, which were in use among the Punjabis at the end
of the last century and even later. The eagles still remain
on the cuirasses of the regiments which were trained
by French generals (Allard, Ventura, and Court).16
Little camel-guns are exhibited side by side with some
relics regarded as sacred by the warlike natives, viz.
the rhinoceros-hide shield and the sharp battle-axe of
Govind Singh, the tenth and last guru (master, teacher)
of the faithful Sikhs, who flourished about the end of the
seventeenth century.
Next, the illustrious travellers descend from the upper
platform of the citadel to a walled-in court, on the left
side of which lies the tomb of Arjun,17 another teacher
of the Sikhs, who preached three hundred years ago,
and was tortured to death here in prison, leaving to
his countrymen the Adi Granth, a religious book of a
very peculiar character. It seems to embody an ethical
protest—which, from the days of Mahavira and Buddha,
was always present in the Indian spirit against the
claims of Brahminism, which drew a clearly marked line
between the domains of religion and those of knowledge,
in consequence of which, the people, burdened with
ceremonies, but kept away from the ‘springs of living
water,’ groaned under the yoke of caste prejudice
and strict soulless laws, regulating their thoughts,
their occupations, and their hopes. Daring reformers
constantly sprang up (and still do so) among the sullen
malcontents. Groups of followers gathered round them,
and temporarily stood apart; but sooner or later the
latter were inevitably reabsorbed into the majority, and
sank in the flood of comparative indifference and blind
devotion to the will of the ancient priesthood.
Kabir, Nanak, and many more passed through mediaeval
India, preaching a fiery pantheism, expounded to the
people in their native tongue. Arjun gathered into a
uniform whole (written in the Gurmukhi) both his
own mystical sayings and the deeply significant poetical
fragments of his predecessors of the same school (among
others, the Adi Granth contains the verses of two
Maratha poets of the Dekkan).
The work of their guru took the Sikhs by storm. They
saw in it a revelation from on high, surrounded the book
and the precious copies taken of it with regal splendour,
and even offered up divine honours to it.
We are taken into the mausoleum of Runjeet Singh,
erected on the spot where his body was burnt. Its marble
15 Fakir Azizuddin (1780–1845), a trusted adviser and diplomatic
mouthpiece of the Sikh Maharaja Ranjit Singh (1780–1839).
16 Jean-Francois Allard (1785–1839), a refugee from Napoleonic France
who organised and trained dragoons and lancers for Ranjit Singh; JeanBaptiste Ventura (1794–1858), an Italian mercenary who served at the
Sikh court of Lahore from 1822 until 1843; and Claude Auguste Court
(1793–1880), a French artillery officer who served under Napoleon and
later at the Sikh court of Lahore from 1827 to 1843.
17 Guru Arjan (1563–1606) was the fifth of the Sikh Gurus.
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arches do not impart a trace of beauty to this sullen
building, where, on a raised platform of stone (opposite
the entrance) lies a covered slab, on which (as we are told)
twelve lotuses are represented, signifying that beneath it
lie the ashes of the king himself and of eleven women
who mounted the funeral pyre with his body (fig 6).
Here, also, on an unsightly couch, lies the Adi Granth,
carefully wrapped up in a cloth. The porter drives the
flies off it with a fan. Three Sikh divines, sitting on the
floor, chant a gloomy, warlike hymn to the strains of
melancholy music. But one’s attention is absorbed, not
by the surroundings, but by the palpable fact that, on this
very spot, some fifty years ago, several human beings in
the prime of their life became the victims of a terrible
fate. The satis of Runjeet Singh did not die with their
lord of their own free will. Soldiers dragged them from
the palace to his body, roughly denuded them of their
ornaments, tore the rings of gold from their nostrils, and
brutally forced the unfortunate creatures into the flames.
There was literally nothing here to recall the courage
of the Rajpoot heroines, who voluntarily followed
their adored husbands into another world. Those were
worthy of admiration, not of pity. Each of them was a
personified aspiration to the heaven of Indra and the
pagan realms of bliss.
Dying fearlessly as they did, the widows of the great
rajahs seemed to bathe in the flames, ‘As sinful gods in
the sacred lakes of Thibet.’
Fig 5. A view from the roof of the Shish Mahal of the Badshahi
Mosque, commissioned by the Mughal emperor Aurangzeb
and completed in 1673–74. On the right is the white samadhi
of Maharaja Ranjit Singh, built over 10 years from 1839
until 1849. Ukhtomsky (n 10) 341.

After a full day of sight-seeing, Nicholas and his party were taken
the following day for a shoot at a forest in Changa Manga. Reading
between the lines of Ookhtomsky’s account of the expedition, it
must have been a tame battue after the more dramatic shoots a week
earlier when, on 23 December, at Jodhpur Nicholas shot wild boar
and at Jaipur bagged his first tiger.
Wednesday, January 2/14.
The day is devoted to a fatiguing excursion to ChangaManga, some fifty-two miles from Lahore. The party
goes another shooting expedition on elephants into a
jungle swarming with game, large and small. The wise
beasts make their way even more cautiously than usual
through the undergrowth and past rough places.
About 10 p.m., after dining at the LieutenantGovernor’s,whose residence is a former Mussulman
mausoleum adapted for a dwelling-house,18 the illustrious
travellers proceeded to Montgomery Hall, a large building
erected in memory of a well-known administrator of
the Punjab,19 and intended for meetings of an official
character. A number of richly attired rajahs and natives
stand in groups in the fine, brilliantly illuminated hall.
Some of them are presented to H.I. Highness, who is
received with the strains of the Russian anthem. The
most prominent among the native chiefs is the chief of the

Fig 6. The samadhi of Maharaja Ranjit Singh, completed in 1849.
Photograph: Bourne & Shepherd, 1876.
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18 Formerly the tomb of Muhammad Qasim Khan, a contemporary of the
Mughal emperor Akbar.
19 Sir Robert Montgomery (1809–87), Lieutenant Governor of the Punjab
(1859–65).
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Fig 8. Montgomery Hall, Lahore. Photograph: Bourne & Shepherd, 1876. From
the album presented to Alexandra, Princess of Wales, by her husband Albert
Edward, Prince of Wales, at Sandringham, Christmas 1876. RCT:
RCIN 2114142.

Fig 7. A hunt at Changa Manga forest, near
Lahore. Plate in Ukhtomsky (n 10) 344.

Kapurtala district, who, for services rendered to the British
authorities, rules over nearly half a million subjects.
We are to witness the wild Afghan ‘Khattak’ dance. The open air
is both damp and cold. A lawn is set apart in the gardens, with a
fire burning in the midst: a number of stern, bearded soldiers of the
Afridi tribe, armed with sharp swords, form round it in a circle of
demoniacal figures, slowly revolving with their glittering weapons.
They burst into shouts as the dance grows wilder; the blades shine
and whirl with exceeding swiftness in the strange purple gloom.
There is much in this unique picture to remind us of our far-off
home in the North.
Ookhtomsky’s account of the Czarevitch’s visit to Lahore concludes:
In the morning [3 January 1891] the illustrious travellers
leave Lahore, accompanied by Sir John Lyall and Sir
Hugh Gough, a salute being fired at their departure. At
11 p.m. they arrive at the station of Amritsar.
The Czarevitch’s tour of the East was cut short after the assassination
attempt made on him by a Japanese security guard near Kyoto
in August 1891. His parents recalled him. He was reunited with
them at Krasnoye Selo (near St Petersburg). After an exhausting
journey in which he covered 51,000 kilometres, following a predetermined schedule, and having slept in innumerable beds of
varying comfort, he confided to his diary: ‘Strange not to have to

Fig 9. Pathan sword dance before Prince Albert Victor of Wales
at the Cavalry Camp, Muridke (woodcut engraving). The
Illustrated London News (8 March 1890) 96(2655).

go anywhere or have any more night lodgings with late arrivals
and early departures’.20
In October 1894, Nicholas succeeded his father as Czar of All the
Russias. In the same year, he married Princess Alexandra of HesseDarmstadt (a granddaughter of Queen Victoria). During his 23 yearlong reign, Nicholas, well-intentioned but weak, proved incapable
of managing his vast country. After the Bolshevik revolution
deposed him in 1917, he and Alexandra and their five children
were murdered on 17 July 1918 at Yekaterinburg. In 2015, their
remains were traced and unearthed. They have been reburied in St
Petersburg’s Peter and Paul Cathedral.
After the revolution, Ookhtomsky’s extensive collection of Oriental
artefacts were confiscated by the Bolsheviks and dispersed among
various museums. It forms the core of the East Asia holdings in
the State Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg. Ookhtomsky died in
comparative obscurity in 1921.
20 Edvard Radzinsky, The Last Tsar: the life and death of Nicholas II (Marian
Schwartz tr, Hodder & Stoughton 1992) 31.
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T

he recent upsurge of interest in the history of the British
Empire has produced a wealth of literature that often
presents empire and imperialism in a hegemonic light,
couched in a dichotomy that sets the ‘oppressor’ against the
‘oppressed’, the ‘coloniser’ against the ‘colonised’, and so on.
Underpinning fashionable postcolonial discourse, this binary
terminology can obscure important nuances of political thought
in its proper historical context, such as how prominent figures
who were governing the Empire yet at the same time opposed
imperialism could articulate their ideas. In this article I consider the
case of John Morley, a lifelong anti-imperialist who had pursued a
career in journalism before entering politics in 1883 as a radical MP.
His appointment as Secretary of State for India in the new Liberal
government of December 1905 presents an apparent paradox, for
as one of Irish Home Rule’s staunchest advocates he had built a
reputation as a committed opponent of unjust British rule. Drawing
on archival manuscripts and published writings, I argue that
Morley’s five-year tenure at the India Office towards the end of his
active life was not, as has often been seen, an aberrant postscript to
an otherwise principled career in politics but was consistent with a
coherent political philosophy he had developed over his lifetime.1
Morley was first and foremost an intellectual. He wrote extensively:
in addition to his editorship of the Fortnightly Review and the
Pall Mall Gazette, he compiled biographies of philosophers and
politicians in an oeuvre that encompassed Cromwell, the major
figures of the French Revolution, Burke, Cobden, and finally
Gladstone. In doing so, he was a rare example of someone who had
expounded a developed critique of imperialism who then had the
opportunity to put it into practice in holding political office. It is a
truism that he compromised his position as an anti-imperialist in its
strictest sense by agreeing to participate in imperial government.
Yet this is not the criterion against which he should be measured. A
comparison with John Stuart Mill is instructive. Like Morley, albeit
to a far greater extent, Mill had set out his theory before entering
politics. Renowned as an exceptionally principled politician, he was
1
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For this traditional interpretation, see Stephen E Koss, John Morley at
the India Office, 1905–1910 (Yale University Press 1969).

nevertheless able and willing to compromise, justifying doing so
on the grounds of utility and progress.2 So too with Morley, often
labelled as a ‘disciple’ of Mill, who inherited these ideas from him
and recognised similarly that short-term expediency and long-term
progress were not incompatible priorities.3
Furthermore, it is important to draw a distinction between
imperialism and empire. Opposing the former entailed a criticism
of ‘mis-rule’: a phenomenon that primarily manifested itself in
despotism, militarism, and unchecked bureaucracy. Opposing the
latter, however, necessitated a deeply held belief in its inherent
illegitimacy. Few, save a small band of radicals, were prepared to go
this far in this period. I therefore suggest that Morley was not antiempire, for he accepted its continued existence as a fact—one that
was ultimately compatible with his liberal ideals. He was, however,
anti-imperialist in the sense that that connoted at the time—directly
opposing the imperialist conduct of his Conservative predecessors
in government.
The lack of a detailed study within the last 50 years of this important
figure in Liberal politics has led to a certain amount of scholarly
oversight. Passing mentions of Morley often dismiss him as an
anachronistic intellectual cul-de-sac of Gladstonianism or, in one
bizarre assessment, as a ‘New Liberal’.4 I seek to remedy this by
giving prominence to Morley’s biographies and historical studies,
which reveal much about the workings of his mind and the themes
he prioritised. When Morley concluded of Gladstone ‘always let
us remember that his literary life was part of the rest of his life, as
literature ought to be’, he could just as easily have been referring
to himself, such was the apparent centrality of a literary-historical
2

3
4

Dennis F Thompson, ‘Mill in Parliament: When Should a Philosopher
Compromise?’ in Nadia Urbinati and Alex Zakaras (eds), J.S. Mill’s
Political Thought: A Bicentennial Reassessment (Cambridge University
Press 2007) 167–68.
John Burrow, Whigs and Liberals: Continuity and Change in English
Political Thought (Oxford University Press 1988) 22.
David Boucher, ‘“Sane” and “insane” imperialism: British idealism, new
liberalism and liberal imperialism’ (2018) 44 History of European Ideas
1189, 1192.
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mindset to his way of thinking.5 As he agonised over the decision
to exchange his literary career for politics, so too, he mused, must
it ‘sometimes have occurred to Burke to wonder whether he had
made the right choice when he locked away the fragments of his
history, and plunged into the torment of party and Parliament.’6
The transition from a man of letters to a man of action was a rare
one. Morley therefore presents a unique opportunity among antiimperialist politicians because of the volume of his literary output
before his time as India Secretary, much of which was written
before he was even contemplating a career in politics. It gives us
crucial insight into Morley’s underlying philosophy and principles,
shows his consistency of thought, and lays bare the ambiguities of
liberalism’s compatibility with empire.

Morley’s anti-imperialist philosophy
John Morley’s views on imperialism developed over the course of his
distinguished literary and political career, the product of sustained
engagement with a wide range of notable intellectuals. Positivism, a
philosophy to which Morley subscribed for a period around the late
1860s, was an important influence on his writings, for it emphasised
the importance of individuals as forces that shaped general progress.7
While he sought to distinguish between history and biography,
the two became inevitably commingled.8 For Morley, the study of
‘great men’ was the study of history, and thus a key determinant of
his worldview. His early works in particular are in part attempts to
construct a coherent system of thought for himself after a personal
crisis surrounding his loss of faith.9 Morley was therefore selective
in the ideas he chose to highlight in, and adopt from, his subjects.10
Nevertheless, his writings are indispensable to understanding the
development of his philosophy. Of these, for the topic at hand the
most important of his subjects are Burke, Cobden, and Gladstone.
Together with Morley’s close friend John Stuart Mill, these three
figures were the greatest influences in shaping Morley’s thought on
imperialism and India.
Morley was actively engaged in the question of Indian
government as early as 1867, when he published his Historical
Study of Edmund Burke. In it, Morley ponders two fundamental
questions: whether rule by a European power over India can be
justified, and the extent to which the governing empire is obliged
to uphold moral standards. While his focus is on the iniquities
of East India Company rule, ‘stained with every vice which can
lower and deprave human character’, he recognises these are
to a considerable extent counterbalanced by the noble ideal of
spreading Enlightenment values.11 Crucially, he argues, a hasty
departure from India regardless of motive would ‘leav[e] the
country and its inhabitants to disaster and confusion far worse
than any we have ever inflicted upon it’.12 If Burke formed the
sole basis of Morley’s thought on India, then it was not antiimperialist in the strict sense of the term.13 Burke offered perhaps
a more incisive critique of empire than all Morley’s liberal
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

John Morley, The Life of William Ewart Gladstone, vol 3 (Macmillan
1903) 550.
John Morley, Burke (Macmillan 1879) 207.
David Hamer, John Morley: Liberal Intellectual in Politics (second edn,
Edward Everett Root 2019) 17, 43.
John Morley, Edmund Burke: A Historical Study (Macmillan 1867) v–vi.
Hamer (n 7) 45.
Koss (n 1) 129.
Morley (n 8) 197–99.
ibid 199–200.
Daniel I O’Neill, ‘Rethinking Burke and India’ (2009) 30 History of
Political Thought 492, 493.

forebears.14 However, his criticisms focused on the conduct of
Warren Hastings – imperialism in practice – not the legitimacy
of the entire enterprise, as conceived theoretically.15 Morley
recognised that it was ‘a noble and philosophic conservatism
rather than philanthropy’ that underpinned Burke’s tirade
against Hastings.16 The desire to preserve underpinned Morley’s
view too: that of upholding the supremacy of Parliament to guard
against unencumbered despotism.17 Morley’s anti-imperialism,
in so far as he derived it from Burke, was therefore not a blanket
rejection of empire per se but rather a strongly articulated
opposition to misrule.
Morley also valued Burke’s pragmatism. He took to heart Burke’s
famous maxim that ‘nothing universal can be rationally affirmed on
any moral or any political subject’, proclaiming that ‘politics is not
a science of abstract ideas, but an empirical art’.18 As he wrestled
with his desire to construct a coherent set of ideas for himself in
On Compromise (1874), it was Burke’s conclusions that he was
drawn to: ‘all government … is founded on compromise’, for ‘man
acts from motives relative to his interests; and not on metaphysical
speculation.’19 His Historical Study of Burke, written at a time when
he was attracted to positivism, duly reflects Comte’s progressive
view of history.20 But by his later, more strictly biographical,
study of Burke in 1879, Morley had retreated from the positivist
position, which encompassed a comprehensive and doctrinaire antiimperialism.21 Instead, he credited a greater understanding of the
Indian situation ‘to the seeds of justice and humanity which were
sown by Burke and his associates.’22 Despite his radical streak he
was, like Burke, inherently suspicious of sudden or revolutionary
change.23 It was the ‘desperate absurdity’ of Rousseau’s social
contract, he opined, that turned men into revolutionary ‘fanatics’,
with all the disastrous consequences that entailed.24 Morley’s version
of anti-imperialism did not mean the repudiation of British rule over
any dependency, if the alternative was worse. ‘Practical morality’
took precedence over ‘abstract truth’, ‘duties’ over ‘barren rights’.25
Both Morley and Burke felt a responsibility to reconcile themselves
to the circumstances, however unfavourable, of British rule in India
and to act accordingly.26 Praising Burke for putting anti-imperial
principles above party interests, Morley held fast his view regardless
of the prevailing current of thought within the Liberal party.27 Yet
his anti-imperialism was always pragmatic, tempered by the reality
of British rule in India and an aversion to revolution.
Although Morley never wrote a biography of Mill, his association
with Mill is nevertheless key to understanding Morley’s views on the
relationship between liberalism and imperialism. In Considerations on
14 Uday Singh Mehta, Liberalism and Empire: A Study in Nineteenth-Century
British Liberal Thought (University of Chicago Press 1999) 155.
15 O’Neill (n 13) 522–23.
16 Morley (n 6) 131.
17 Koss (n 1) 84.
18 Morley (n 8) 20.
19 Edmund Burke, ‘Speech on Conciliation with America’ (as cited in John
Morley, On Compromise (Chapman and Hall 1874) 174–75).
20 Christopher Kent, Brains and Numbers: Elitism, Comtism, and Democracy
in Mid-Victorian England (University of Toronto Press 1978) 118.
21 Gregory Claeys, Imperial Sceptics: British Critics of Empire, 1850–1920
(Cambridge University Press 2010) 61–63.
22 Morley (n 6) 135.
23 Emily Jones, Edmund Burke and the Invention of Modern Conservatism,
1830–1914: An Intellectual History (Oxford University Press 2017) 91.
24 John Morley, Rousseau, vol 2 (Macmillan 1886) 137.
25 Morley (n 8) 22–23.
26 ibid 200.
27 ibid 27.
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Representative Government (1861), Mill had asserted that India was a
long way from being ready for representative government and had
justified enlightened despotism as the best means of governing the
country until it had matured politically.28 In 1865 Morley met Mill
for the first time and soon found himself a part of his literary circle.
By 1874, he had turned Comte aside and was instead more attuned
to ‘Millism’, placing intellectual nonconformity and liberty at the
heart of On Compromise.29 Morley was much more in accord with
Mill than with Burke in general political sentiments. On the subject
of British government of India, however, Mill’s preparedness not
only to sanction empire in the name of progress but also to defend
the East India Company was a step too far for Morley.30 He had
excoriated it in Burke, for ‘commercial transactions’ were ‘as ruinous
for the natives as it is possible to conceive’; ‘the courts were more
terrible to the native than the worst wrongs which they pretended
to redress’; and the overall venture was characterised by a policy of
‘oppression and corruption’.31 While Mill’s contrary viewpoint can
be partially explained as a result of his background as a civil servant
in the East India Company, this demonstrates that Millism did not
provide Morley with the complete set of ideas he was searching for.
Instead, considering Mill highlights Morley’s selectivity in forming
his own, independent view of imperialism.
The theme of selectivity continues when one considers the influence
of Richard Cobden on Morley. A leading figure in the transition
of the radical movement from Chartism to its more moderate
parliamentary form in the Liberal party, his arguments in favour
of free trade and in opposition to state interference in both
domestic and foreign policy resonated with Morley.32 His laissezfaire worldview spawned a following that reanimated in the era of
New Imperialism—notably Hobson’s Imperialism (1902). Cobden’s
critique of empire was economic rather than moral: his opposition
to imperial defence spending and foreign intervention was always
viewed through the lens of domestic wellbeing.33 Morley was
indeed concerned with practicalities—particularly the diversion of
government expenditure from domestic affairs and the effect this
might have in allowing the state to grow to a size unpalatable for
liberals such as himself.34 It has been suggested that by 1880 Morley’s
political philosophy was nothing more than ‘Cobdenism’. However,
this elides the complexities of Morley’s thought, particularly given
the extent to which the politics of free trade permeated Liberal
discourse in this period.35 As Morley himself noted at the time, he
did not fully subscribe to Cobden’s all-encompassing laissez-faire
worldview.36 He was also less of an ideologue than Cobden: in the
aftermath of the Indian Mutiny, Cobden rejected the idea that India
could ever be successfully ruled from Westminster, arguing that selfgovernment was preferable even if the quality of governance itself
was worse.37 Morley, on the other hand, saw a moral responsibility
28 JS Mill, Considerations on Representative Government (Parker, Son, and
Bourn 1861) 320–21, 329–30.
29 Hamer (n 7) 24.
30 Mill (n 28) 339.
31 Morley (n 8) 211–14.
32 Miles Taylor, The Decline of British Radicalism, 1847–1860 (Clarendon
Press 1995) 341–42; Hamer (n 7) 309–10.
33 Bernard Porter, Critics of Empire: British Radical Attitudes to Colonialism in
Africa, 1895–1914 (Macmillan 1968) 10–13.
34 Hamer (n 7) 311.
35 Stanley A Wolpert, Morley and India, 1906–1910 (University of
California Press 1967) 20; Anthony Howe, Free Trade and Liberal
England, 1846–1946 (Oxford University Press 1997) 111.
36 John Morley, The Life of Richard Cobden, vol 1 (Chapman and Hall 1881)
vii.
37 Morley (n 36) vol 2, 207.
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in providing India with good governance, overriding the view of
Cobden in favour of Gladstone’s more pragmatic approach.38
Gladstone emerged as the dominant figure in Morley’s mind in
the latter half of his career. United in their determination to enact
Home Rule for Ireland, the pair held firm in their views as the
imperialist faction of the Liberal Party came into the ascendancy in
the 1890s. Morley’s 1903 Life of Gladstone, considered his magnum
opus, was an attempt to monumentalise his hero and cement his
intellectual legacy.39 Gladstone had imparted to Morley a sense of
constitutional duty in preserving the existing empire, a disapproval
of unnecessary expenditure and a phlegmatic acceptance that ideals
are rarely realised.40 In return, Morley approved of Gladstone as
‘in substantial accord’ with Cobden on colonial policy.41 If the two
shared an ideological taproot in the form of Cobden, Gladstone
was more influential on Morley in practice as a result of the close
personal relationship they developed.42 It is therefore through
the lens of ‘Gladstonianism’ that we should understand Morley’s
support for Home Rule and the Boers.43 It is possible to overstate
Gladstone’s influence: Christianity was central to Gladstone’s views
on empire, for he perceived imperial policy in terms of what could
be defended as ‘moral’ within Christian values. By contrast, Morley,
who experienced an intense personal crisis after losing his faith
while at Oxford, was an agnostic and was forever after mistrustful
of the role of religion.44 Nevertheless, this did not stop Morley from
taking Gladstone as his political role model.
Thus, Morley’s nuanced views on imperialism were indebted
to a rich and varied intellectual heritage. He admired Burke’s
pragmatic attitude and zealous critique of bad governance, while
Mill taught him that as long as it was in the best interests of the
governed, ruling over another nation was not incompatible with
liberalism. His study of Cobden reinforced his opposition to
expansion and annexation, and a sense of constitutional duty and
responsible government he gained from Gladstone tempered his
earlier radicalism. He nonetheless shared Gladstone’s abhorrence
of militarism and financial profligacy. His anti-imperialism,
therefore, was not a negative philosophy purely concerned with
opposing British rule over parts of the world, but a set of beliefs
encompassing the justification of government, liberty, pacifism, and
political expediency. Morley’s strongest convictions were those of
non-interventionism and opposition to any form of rule that could
be considered militarist or despotic. These were principles that ran
throughout his literary and political career.

Morley at the India Office
Morley’s appointment to the India Office tested his willingness
to sustain these principles. Gokhale, the President of the Indian
Congress, acknowledged this when he laid down the following
challenge to Morley as he took office:

38 Koss (n 1) 128.
39 Michael Bentley, The Climax of Liberal Politics: British Liberalism in Theory
and Practice, 1868–1918 (Edward Arnold 1987) 129.
40 Morley (n 5) vol 3, 539; Koss (n 1) 22.
41 ibid.
42 See, for example, Morley’s candid account of their holiday together in
Biarritz: Morley (n 5) vol 3, 463–89.
43 Koss (n 1) 11.
44 Theodore Koditschek, Liberalism, Imperialism and the Historical
Imagination: Nineteenth-Century Visions of Greater Britain (Cambridge
University Press 2011) 314–16; Hamer (n 7) 1–4.
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He, the reverent student of Burke, the disciple of
Mill, the friend and biographer of Gladstone, will he
courageously apply their principles and his own to the
Government of this country or will he too succumb to
the influences of the India Office around him, and thus
cast a cruel blight on hopes, which his own writings
have done so much to foster?45
Morley’s writings had clearly raised hopes among the Indian
intellectual elite that his arrival in the India Office could pave
the way for self-government. Yet if one takes Morley as an ‘antiimperialist’ at face value, then his position in charge of the ‘jewel
in the crown of the empire’ presents an absurdity that he himself
recognised, lamenting on one occasion that ‘Curzon magnanimously
receives me into the bosom of the Imperialistic Church’.46 This
would seem to represent a disavowal of his influences. John
Bright, for example, Cobden’s Anti-Corn Law League partner, had
turned down Gladstone’s offer of a position at the India Office on
the basis that no Radical could accept it with good conscience.47
Morley criticised other Radicals’ dogmatic adherence to principles,
suggesting they often committed the ‘fatal error’ of ‘tak[ing] some
single general principle of liberalism … without regarding the
whole case of Indian rule’.48 Morley at the India Office was not,
however, a completely new man who cast aside his earlier beliefs, to
be viewed as entirely separate from the man who had championed
Irish self-government so vehemently. Instead, his decision to focus
on overseeing incremental reform was consistent with Mill’s views
on compromise, for it emphasised the goal of long-term progress.49
Nevertheless, Morley had recognised the iniquity of attempting to
govern from halfway across the world, not least because it offered
no opportunity to gauge public opinion in India.50 The burden of
proof was on him to show—given that he decried the ‘familiar’ and
‘miserable failure of English statesmen to govern Ireland’, a long list
of which he was a part—why the government of India presented a
different proposition.51 When questioned in the Commons over his
motivation, his invocation of Mill’s approval of British rule over
India was a weak defence.52 He had, however, always taken after
Burke in holding that ‘we ought never to press our ideas up to their
remotest logical issues, without reference to the conditions in which
we are applying them’.53 With Gladstone’s ideas of duty foremost
in his mind, he recognised that the India Office offered him an
opportunity to make a significant contribution to politics, something
that had escaped him in his previous cabinet post as Chief Secretary
for Ireland with the defeat of Home Rule. Moreover, in his defence
of Liberal values amidst an increasingly imperialist party, he can be
seen as completing what Mill left unfinished in his time as an Indian
administrator.54 Accepting the post, therefore, was a compromise of
the principle of anti-imperialism in its strictest definition, but not a
betrayal of the system of values he had developed.
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53 Morley (n 19) 175.
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Once in office, Morley remained continually aware of the apparent
contradictions of his position as India Secretary. Anxious to
preserve the integrity of his Liberal principles, he was insecure
about the criticism his actions could draw from radical members of
the House of Commons.55 If his biographies were each a veneration
of political exemplars, then his of Cromwell was ultimately a
homage to the House of Commons, which at that time he believed
to possess the ‘best intellect of the country’.56 Yet as time wore on
in his secretaryship, he became increasingly exasperated with the
inability of the Commons to hold him properly to account. ‘If there
were only a single man of great capacity … in command of the
parliamentary forces on Indian questions’, he wrote to the viceroy,
Lord Minto, ‘they would produce a mighty different impression
from the dismal and ineffectual Cottonians, and it would do us more
good than harm, though the dose might be unpleasant.’57 Even the
role of the House of Commons itself presented contradictions. Its
essential function was the service of British, not Indian, interests,
and so the actions of a minister beholden to it alone could easily
be construed as despotism in India. Morley, however, accepted the
vagaries of Parliament as part and parcel of the liberal democracy he
strove to uphold.
Morley’s chief legacy as Secretary of State for India was the Indian
Councils Act 1909. Known as the ‘Morley–Minto reforms’, it
increased the representation of Indians on government councils
and introduced communal electorates in an attempt to conciliate
Hindu–Muslim divides. Morley’s exasperating failure to deliver an
Irish Home Rule Bill, to which he had devoted considerable time
in the 1880s and 1890s, undoubtedly caused him anxiety over
reform of political representation in India.58 This memory was, for
Morley, ‘enough to quench any futile ambition to play the part of
constitution-monger’ in India, causing him to be ‘sceptical about
political change’.59 He believed it to be important to ‘persevere with
liberal and substantial reforms’ but also recognised the practical
constraints on the scope of reform, arguing that ‘we shall have tried
the best experiment within our reach’ with the introduction of native
council members.60 By having Minto, whose preference was for an
aristocratic council, initiate the reform bill, Morley secured the
support of the conservative-minded House of Lords by presenting
it as the product of one of their own. Rather than as abandoning
principles to achieve limited, watered-down reform, therefore, it is
more constructive to see Morley as attempting political manoeuvres
to achieve his goals to the fullest extent possible.
Significant though the Morley–Minto reforms were, Morley did not
envisage them as part of a grand plan for Indian self-government.
His distaste for the Raj should certainly not be overlooked, as he
continued to see it as ‘intensely artificial and unnatural’: a ‘cast-iron
bureaucracy’ that he predicted simply ‘won’t go on for ever’.61 In
his ideal world, Britain would never have involved itself in Indian
government. When he wrote in his biography of Burke that Burke
felt ‘it would have been better for us and for India … if the battle of
Plassy [sic] had been a decisive defeat’, it is as much Morley’s own
55 Hamer (n 7) 346.
56 John Morley, Oliver Cromwell (Macmillan 1899) 271.
57 Morley Papers, MSS Eur D573/2, Morley to Minto, 12 April 1907.
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58 Morley (n 5) vol 3, 350–51.
59 Morley Papers, MSS Eur D573/3, Morley to Minto, 26 March 1908.
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sentiment that shines through—one which he echoed many years
later to Minto, ‘wish[ing] that the hero had got the worst of it at
Plassey. What trouble it would have saved us two!’62 Yet to argue
that the Morley–Minto reforms were a watershed moment is to
exaggerate their importance as well as to underestimate Morley’s
political pragmatism. His earlier idealism had been tempered by his
experience of political frustration.63 Morley was wary of looking
too far into the future; instead, he believed, ‘our only business
is to do what we can to make the next transition’.64 Any longterm intentions contained within the reforms were to gradually
increase the participation of educated Indians in administering
the government.65 Morley clearly saw this evolutionary path as
preferable to an Indian version of the Irish home rule policy.
Morley’s position highlights the tensions between various strands of
liberal thought over the issue of Indian self-rule. Historians such as
Moore have assumed that the ‘liberal objective of self-government’
was Morley’s ultimate aim.66 The essence of liberalism, after all, is
the pursuit of individual freedoms, including that of representative
government. Mill, however, had contended that the principles of
liberalism could only be successfully applied in countries where
civilisation had developed to a necessary extent that allowed rational
and free debate.67 Morley followed along these lines of distinction by
stating it was not ‘desirable or possible, or even conceivable to adapt
English political institutions to the Nations who inhabit India’.68 Yet
liberal intellectuals in India, educated in a canon of Burke, Macaulay,
and Mill, had interpreted the Liberal landslide in the 1906 election
as a decisive step towards self-government.69 Such radical change
was destined to be unfulfilled during Morley’s tenure. With a policy
founded on the Gladstonian tenets of ‘peace, retrenchment, and
reform’, Morley instead sought gradual, evolutionary progress by
allying with the moderates in Congress to advance their position
at the expense of the radical faction led by Bal Gangadhar Tilak.70
His overriding concern was to avoid revolution. In the mould of
Gladstone, he saw sudden and radical political change as a direct
threat to the interests of Indian prosperity and wellbeing.71 Indeed,
the underlying fear of many contemporary critics of imperialism
was that political and social unrest in the empire could be imported
back to England, where it would pose a threat to domestic liberties.72
Thus, Morley’s emphasis on orderly reform was predicated on the
prevention of political revolution.

Lytton viceroyalty demonstrated the need to augment the powers
of the India Secretary in order to make India properly accountable
to Parliament.73 Strengthening the government’s control over India
was not an autocratic measure but a natural consequence of his
beliefs in the supremacy of the House of Commons. Burke had taught
him that the deployment of able administration was of the utmost
importance and that accountability was fundamental to government
as he conceived it—as a trust.74 In these regards, Morley was to be
frustrated: he found the conduct of the Indian administration in
the deportation of the prominent nationalist Lajpat Rai to have
displayed an ‘indifference … to the rooted maxims, principles, and
traditions of home government’ that was ‘wholly indefensible’.75 He
thus transferred the prerogative to appoint lieutenant-governors
to the India Office in London, confirming Whitehall’s precedent
authority—constitutionally established only after a dispute between
Curzon and Kitchener that led to the former’s resignation and
replacement by Minto.76 Again Morley’s pragmatism comes to the
fore. When Minto invoked the principle of the ‘Free hand’ of men
on the spot, Morley deployed the trump card of Minto’s greatgrandfather, the first Earl of Minto, Governor-General of India
from 1807 to 1813, as a ‘friend and disciple of Burke’ who would
therefore rigidly oppose such a principle.77 The liberal justification
for this centralisation could be found in Mill, who suggested that
transferring powers from errant administrators to London could
effectively quarantine violence.78 While Morley was suspicious of
Whitehall’s tendencies towards mechanical bureaucracy, overly
cautious and lacking in imagination, there was no danger of it
lurching into despotism, given its immediate accountability to
the House of Commons.79 Paradoxically, by centralising it in
London, Morley was attempting to defend his conception of liberal
government.

The second major issue that preoccupied Morley during this time
was the balance of power between the Government of India at
Simla and the India Office at Whitehall. He had theorised about this
relationship as early as 1876, when he argued that the excesses of the

Morley’s most strongly held conviction through his time at the India
Office was his opposition to militarism. He was quick to warn Minto
against ‘anything with the savour of “militarism” about it’ in one of
his first letters to the viceroy.80 This was a deeply held principle,
rooted in early critiques of empire by figures such as Montesquieu
that presented Rome as a warning of moral decline directly resulting
from excessive militarism.81 Gladstone, Morley noted, had articulated
such ideas in colonial policy as early as the 1840s, railing against
the maintenance of ‘a great military expenditure’ as ‘the climax of
the evil’ of colonial misrule.82 It had taken on a greater significance
with the advent of New Imperialism, as anti-imperialists of all
shades became fearful that arbitrary rule in the colonies would be
imported into England.83 Morley agreed with Cobden that to ‘play
the part of despot and butcher’ in India would cause a deterioration
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of national character at home.84 Yet while he set about curtailing
military spending and dismantling the redistribution scheme set
up by the Commander in Chief, Lord Kitchener, the Whitehall–
Simla relationship continued to cause problems, causing Morley to
remonstrate that ‘this country cannot have two foreign policies’.85
Though Minto was no Curzon, he saw little reason to rein in the
growth of the empire. Morley, by contrast, believed firmly in the
principle of non-aggression. The policy of Lord Ripon, who had
been appointed by Gladstone as viceroy in 1880 and attempted to
halt further imperial annexations, served as a guiding principle, but
Morley’s beliefs had always gone further.86 In Egypt, where Morley
identified a dichotomy between the ‘oppression common to oriental
governments’ and higher ‘western standards’, Gladstone had seen
military force as necessary to prevent a ‘state of anarchy’ that both so
abhorred.87 Morley, by contrast, sought pacifism wherever possible:
his only act of aggression was to authorise two punitive expeditions
against the Zakka Khel and Mohmand tribes on the north-west
frontier, though with strict instructions against seizing territory or
advancing the frontier in any way.88 Despite these incursions, he
successfully avoided any formal expansion of Indian territory.
Morley was less successful in upholding certain principles of liberty.
He sanctioned a number of repressive measures in an attempt to
preserve law and order during a time of increasing unrest. Taking
‘Order plus Progress’ as his mantra, he sanctioned two press acts in
the wake of riots in Bengal, which implemented strict censorship
and suppressed basic freedoms.89 This bore faint echoes of Lord
Lytton’s 1878 Press Act, which Gladstone had found abhorrent and
made a priority to repeal when he re-entered office.90 Furthermore,
as Morley continued to uphold Curzon’s partition of Bengal as a
‘settled fact’, he approved the deportation of nine protesters under
a law of 1818 which had removed the right of habeas corpus.91
He sought to justify his actions in legal rather than moral terms,
for he drew a distinction between despotic acts of coercion and
proportionate legal measures.92 It is also clear that Morley wrestled
with his conscience over this issue. ‘Deportation’, he mused, ‘is an
ugly dose for Radicals to swallow’.93 As Morley had recognised in
Gladstone’s politics, ‘policy is mastered by events … the minister
finds he is fastened to an inexorable chain’.94 Such measures of
repression, by their very nature illiberal, represented Morley’s
greatest compromise of his principles.
Morley had justified accepting the position of India Secretary on the
grounds that it offered him a last opportunity to redeem his Irish
failure and enact meaningful reform. By taking the Gladstonian
triptych of ‘peace, retrenchment, and reform’ as his guiding maxim,
he aimed to halt expansion, reduce military expenditure, and
increase moderate participation in politics. Instead of an Indian
form of Home Rule he might once have pursued, Morley offered
to Minto an overarching policy of ‘Order plus Progress’ as a political
via media that could chart a sensible course between ‘two stupid
ideas, that we have nothing to do but to keep the sword sharp, or
on the other hand that we have nothing to do but to concede One
84
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Man One Vote’.95 His programme of reforms was limited, for he
perceived self-government as impracticable, and he saw upholding
partition and acts of repression as necessary for the survival of
Liberalism in government. As he was at pains to stress to Minto, he
was not planning the revolution in government that some expected.
In fact, the avoidance of revolution of any kind—whether that be
popular unrest on the streets of Calcutta, an overzealous Congress,
or domestic turmoil—was central to his pursuit of an orderly,
reforming administration.

Morley in context
Morley’s relationship to unresolved debates over empire highlights
the complexity of the intellectual inheritance that shaped his position
on India. Burke posited the existence of a universal law of nature
that obliged nations to uphold moral and political standards in
their interactions with each other.96 In so doing, he emphasised the
inherent ‘common humanity’ of European and Asian civilisations
alike.97 Yet Morley subscribed to the Whiggish distinction between
‘civilised’ and ‘barbarous’ peoples—the very theory that Hastings had
deployed to justify despotic rule in Asia.98 He saw the question of
Indian governance as intrinsically different from Irish governance,
arguing that principles could not be applied interchangeably
between the two.99 This distanced him from the positivist critique
of empire prevalent amongst radical MPs: Cotton was of the view
that the ‘Indian question and the Irish question are inseparable’, with
no difference in their situations other than Ireland being at that
time ‘riper’ for reform.100 Furthermore, Morley’s civilised–barbarian
distinction aligns him more with the nineteenth-century liberal
thinkers in the tradition of Locke, whose dismissal of the existence
of distinct native political societies vindicated support for empire.101
This ran counter to the idea of an ‘ancient constitution’ of India that
had prevailed in the eighteenth century and underpinned Burke’s
ideas of equality.102 Along with Cobden’s non-interventionism,
motivated by economic self-interest, and Gladstone’s moralism, these
were all positions that stemmed from different philosophical roots.
Therefore, to view Morley as the inheritor of a ‘liberal tradition’ of
thinkers that had developed in a linear fashion over the course of
the nineteenth century would be misleading.103 Nevertheless, having
synthesised these varied ideas into a cogent view on empire, he
continued to be guided by them during his time in office.
Translating a critique of empire into practice was not done only
by Morley. As Gladstone had found, it was easy to proclaim the
‘equal rights of all nations’, but more difficult to reconcile this with
maintaining a peaceful liberal international order.104 The competing
claims of foreign and domestic policy created particular tensions for
the Liberal party. Gladstone’s boldly reformist policy platform of
the 1870s had been part of a wider strategy to reorient the Liberal
party into a more electorally appealing prospect following the
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Second Reform Act.105 In this way, domestic concerns often came
to dictate aspects of imperial policy. This could work both ways: if
Gladstone’s approach stressed low government expenditure and the
preservation of law and order at home, Mill’s defence of colonisation
began from the benefits he saw it as offering to the British state and
to the working class in particular.106 Even critics of New Imperialism
who appeared primarily concerned about its economic impact, such
as Hobson, were driven by concerns over politics at home.107 They
self-consciously echoed Cobden and Bright, who, framing their noninterventionist approach to anti-imperialism in terms of domestic
stability, rejected the idea of a moral responsibility for improving
the condition of the Indian people.108 Morley, on the other hand,
sometimes accused of adopting the ‘Little Englander’ mentality,
in fact bridged the gap between anti-imperialists and colonial
reformers by achieving meaningful reform whilst subscribing to a
Cobdenite view.109
Morley’s tenure at the India Office can illuminate the relationship
between theory and practice in Edwardian liberalism more
generally. Morley liked to contrast the ‘loose free-and-easy way in
which politicians form their judgments, with the strict standards of
proof, evidence, fact, observed by a conscientious critic or historian’,
suggesting even Gladstone fell short of such standards.110 A spirit
of compromise was undoubtedly necessary, however, to ensure the
survival of a Liberal government in the aftermath of the Liberal
Imperialist split and the Boer War.111 During the preceding ten
years of Conservative government, the critics of New Imperialism—
Morley included—had been vociferous in their denunciation of
missteps such as the Jameson Raid, but they struggled to turn this
into concrete policy.112 The landslide Liberal victory in the 1906
election offered a turning point. For Morley, the ‘centre of gravity’
in politics was ‘utterly changed’.113 His reformist agenda at the India
Office, however, was an anomaly in Liberal foreign and imperial
policy, for elsewhere—under the supervision of Edward Grey at the
Foreign Office—little progress was made in rolling back ten years of
Conservative pro-imperialist policy.114 Edwardian liberalism marked
a turning point between the radical legacy of Cobden and Bright
and a more social-democratic conception of the state, which did not
augur well for Morley’s rather elitist form of progressivism.115
Morley’s approach must be understood in the context of the Indian
nationalist movement. It is easy to dismiss the influence of Indian
politicians on Morley on the basis that he never actually visited
India. Yet the British Committee of the Indian National Congress,
representing its interests in London, ensured its concerns could be
aired in Whitehall. The election of Congress co-founder Dadabhai
Naoroji as an MP in 1892 had created an explicit link between the
Liberals and the nationalist movement in India.116 Gokhale spent a
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great deal of time in London lobbying Morley in an attempt to give
impetus to proposals for self-government, to an extent that alarmed
Minto and the Whitehall civil servants.117 Armed with a liberal
university education, he approvingly cited Mill and Gladstone to
advance his arguments.118 With such moderate leaders at the helm, it
was only in 1906 that the formal goal of Swaraj (self-government) was
adopted by Congress.119 But the partition of Bengal—and Morley’s
steadfast support for that policy—caused a deepening rift within
Congress between the moderates and the radical faction led by Bal
Gangadhar Tilak, who increasingly viewed any form of British rule as
intolerable.120 Tilak was a dangerous threat to the government, as by
articulating a demotic nationalism grounded in Hinduism he could
appeal to popular discontent.121 This undoubtedly had an impact on
Morley’s policy, for the increasingly strident rhetoric emanating
from the nationalists stoked fears of a popular revolution. Morley
sought to placate the Indian intelligentsia but was apprehensive
about social issues and the wider Indian populace.122 Furthermore,
the prospect raised by Lajpat Rai of an alliance between Congress
and the Labour party alarmed Minto’s conservative sensibilities.123
The rift in Congress therefore handicapped Morley in the extent of
reform he was able to achieve.
Morley’s relationship with the development of Indian theories of
liberalism is important in understanding the results of his time in
office. He recognised the formative influence of Burke and Mill upon
the Indian intelligentsia, who, he warned, had become ‘intoxicated
with the ideas of freedom’ as a result.124 Yet Mill’s argument that
despotism was a legitimate means by which to raise mankind from
nature into a state of civilisation not only had been taken to heart by
the Liberal Imperialists but facilitated exactly the sort of ‘un-British’
despotism that Naoroji denounced.125 Many Indian liberals had
therefore always been suspicious of Mill’s utilitarian liberalism.126
This was problematic, for it was precisely as a utilitarian liberal
that Morley had tried to interpret Burke.127 Moderates such as
Gokhale instead argued that political representation was a necessary
precondition for social reform.128 Yet from the perspective of the
British Committee, representing the interests of Congress in
London, there was a ‘basic tension … between linked-up agitation
and sustaining a liberal in office’.129 This tension between revolution
and evolution in the differing strands of liberal thought helps
explain why Morley made so little headway with the Indian elite, for
his instincts lay with Burke. In prioritising order, Morley forewent
certain principles of liberty in favour of pragmatic political change,
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driven by a preoccupation for domestic stability rather than a
genuine concern for India.

Conclusion
Over the course of his life, John Morley had articulated an antiimperialist viewpoint that drew on the thought of several major
figures whom he profiled in biography. Viewing the study of
thinkers and their ideas as paramount preparation for politics, he
approached debates over empire from a literary perspective. He
combined Burke’s ideas of good governance with the free trade
and non-interventionism of Cobden and Gladstone’s practical
doctrine of peace, retrenchment, and reform to mount a critique
of imperialism. He rejected Mill’s defence of empire, but took after
him in other ways, such as in his defence of political compromise.
Grounding his policy in a record that stretched back to his Historical
Study of Burke in 1867 and his friendship with Mill, he modified
his views over time but never expunged these early formative
influences, for his historicist views were a foundational element
of his thought. Thus, his arrival at the India Office in 1905 was
not a volte-face in the changing political climate of the Edwardian
period. Instead, as with the major anti-imperialist figures of the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, Morley was chiefly concerned
with opposing militarism, despotism, and profligate spending.
In particular, it was Burke’s position that Morley most closely
resembled, for Burke recognised the deep injustices of empire while
at the same time avoiding proclaiming that imperial rule itself
was inherently illegitimate. Self-consciously radical in domestic
politics, Morley was nevertheless operating in the wider tradition of
liberalism and the ambiguous stance on empire this entailed. To this
end he approached Indian policy always with its potential effects on
domestic politics in England at the forefront of his mind.

the pervasiveness of Mill’s ideas amongst liberals on all sides of
debates on imperialism. Moreover, the extent to which Morley
was influenced by Burke suggests that the study of the latter’s
politically diffuse impact merits further consideration. Though he
departed from Burke in questions of civilisation, Burke’s principles
of evolution over revolution, constitutional traditionalism, and
practical moralism were not only at the heart of Morley’s philosophy
but were also the ideas to which he adhered most in office.
Liberal though he certainly was, his inclinations on the nature of
government in practice may have been more conservative than he
would have liked to admit.

The chief implication of this complex intellectual endowment
was that Morley was never fully aligned with the moderate Indian
liberals who looked to him to fulfil their wishes. During his time
as India Secretary, Morley was forced to compromise on important
tenets of liberal freedom. He prioritised maintaining law and order
above laissez-faire liberty, for his overriding concern was to avoid
a popular revolution. He successfully pursued a policy of economic
and military retrenchment and achieved measured yet meaningful
constitutional reform, though his failure to stick by the rights to a
free trial and a free press were out of keeping with his expressed
philosophy. Burke’s practical moralism could only guide him so far
in the complexities of political circumstance. He presented an easy
target for dogmatic radicals because of his earlier writings and public
position on Irish Home Rule. Yet even if self-government had been
his ultimate aim, the deck was stacked against him. Fulfilling the
expectations of a decisive shift away from the imperialist policy of
Curzon required a degree of control over the Indian Civil Service
that Morley simply did not have, and which a conservative viceroy
impeded. The complexity, size, and logistics of the bureaucracy
meant no one man could effect a revolution from the inside. The
alternative, revolution from the outside, was one of Morley’s
worst fears, for it would overturn the principles and institutions
he held dear: Gladstonian liberalism, the authority of the House of
Commons, and the rule of law. Imperial retrenchment, rather than
imperial dismemberment, was in actuality his overarching aim.
This in turn raises the question as to whether there was a theoretically
coherent alternative to Liberal Imperialism at this time within the
Liberal Party. I have suggested that the influence of Mill on Morley
at this time is greater than has previously been considered—likely
because he was not the subject of a Morley biography—indicating
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Bury [music] so deep under the earth that no sound or
echo of it may rise again.
—Attributed to the Mughal Emperor Aurangzeb1

O

ver 10,000 farmers in India committed suicide in 2019,
with indebtedness cited as the predominant factor leading
to the deaths. In certain states, a farmer is over 80% more
likely to take their own life compared with other members of the
population.2 And now, this agrarian crisis has been acutely pressured
by the hurried enacting of three new farm laws in September 2020,
opening up agricultural trade to private corporations and destroying
what little price protection the country’s small and marginal
farmers—who constitute 85% of the farmer populace—rely heavily
upon to survive market vagaries.3
The government’s decisions have been deemed’ ‘undemocratic’ by
those in India’s opposition party. Yet in the face of a seemingly
bleak prognosis, the response, especially from the Sikh-majority
state of Punjab, has been a remarkable exhibition of solidarity in
civil resistance. The six months from August 2020 to February
2021 have seen an estimated 300,000 farmers march from Punjab
to Delhi and erect settlements at its borders, besieging the city in
demonstration against the laws.4 What is striking about the images
1 Katherine Butler Brown, ‘Did Aurangzeb Ban Music? Questions for the
Historiography of his Reign’ (2007) 41(1) Modern Asian Studies 77, 77.
2 Dominic Merriott, ‘Factors associated with the farmer suicide crisis in
India’ (2016) 6(4) Journal of Epidemiology and Global Health 217, 218.
3 Department of Agriculture, Cooperation & Farmers Welfare, All India
Report on Agriculture Census 2015-16 (New Delhi: Ministry of Agriculture
& Farmers Welfare, 2021) 28 <http://agcensus.nic.in/document/
agcen1516/ac_1516_report_final-220221.pdf > accessed 20 March 2021.
4 Hannah Ellis-Petersen, ‘Indian farmers march on Delhi in protest
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from the borders of Singhu, Tikri, and others, is that the protest
sites are more resemblant of makeshift towns than rallies. Overhead
shots display a tessellation of tractor trollies scattered with marquees
offering 24-hour free hot meals, exercise facilities, and even a
school for underprivileged children led by volunteer protesters. It
is abundantly clear that the farmers are sat in for the long haul. And
amongst the array of media, one theme consistently pervades: music.
From the sound of Sikh devotional hymns, or keertan, ringing
through the tents, to the iconic figures of the Punjabi pop universe
singing to gatherings of thousands, music has served to not only
amplify the voice of the masses but also to let their spirits endure
during the harsh winter months spent sleeping out in the cold. And
it is no coincidence that musical expression has been a prominent
medium for harnessing this sentiment, as it is fundamentally
inseparable from both Sikh tradition and Punjabi culture.

The centrality of music to Sikh praxis
It is difficult to overstate the centrality of music to Sikh devotional
practice. The vast majority of its canonical scripture, the Guru
Granth Sahib, has been arranged in rāg. A melodic framework
designed for musical improvisation, rāg is akin, but not equivalent,
to the melodic modes found in Western music theory. Each
composition within the Granth Sahib is written in poetic measure
and assigned a rāg to which it should be sung. The founder of the
faith, Guru Nanak, goes so far as to identify himself as a minstrel,
against agriculture laws’ Guardian (30 November 2020) <https://www.
theguardian.com/world/2020/nov/30/indian-farmers-march-on-delhiin-protest-against-agriculture-laws> accessed 24 March 2021.
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whose message is to be sung, not simply preached.5 In a sense, Sikhi
embodies a sonic theology.
Importantly however, the place of music within the tradition extends
beyond mellifluous melody. One of the distinguishing features of Sikh
religious observation is a confluence of the meditative and the heroic,
with music acting as a thread to bind them together. Its significance
is as much temporal as it is spiritual, and nowhere is this epitomised
greater than in the flourishing of the dhādi tradition during the early
seventeenth century. The dhādis, literally ‘bards’, were originally
thought of as local amateur musicians who weren’t skilled enough
to warrant a place in the Mughal courts. Under the sixth Guru of the
Sikhs, Hargobind, a deliberate use of the same term was employed as
a resignification of the vocabulary. The dhādi was not only celebrated
in the Sikh tradition, but brought into courts and patronized by the
Guru, being referred to as his ‘beloved’.6 Although a little crude in
its periodisation, this time period is also argued to have been an
iconoclastic moment in Sikh history, transforming the psyche of
the population from one of sainthood to one of warriorhood, and
alongside it a more formal establishment of Sikh political authority.
The vārs (ballads) the dhādis sing consist of tales of valour and
heroism, intended to evoke a martial spirit and, as Joyce Pettigrew
succinctly puts it, ‘overwhelm the conditions of injustice and
oppression’.7 Sikh hagiography places the arising of the dhādi along
with a materialisation of militancy in the community. The theme
of sacrifice for greater good is all but ubiquitous in their renditions:
It is not given to everyone to be a martyr.
This position is the highest anyone can attain.
The names of those will never remain
Who fear death.
Great are those fighters who give their life for the nation,
Who give their life for the nation.8
The strength of the narrative was that it tugged at strings of sovereignty.
Martyrdom in the name of justice was to be valorised, not feared, and
by being expressed within melody was to increase its efficacy.

*
Fast forward a hundred years, and the place of music is reified again
during the milieu of Mughal India under the reign of the emperor
Aurangzeb. Italian writer Niccolao Manucci, who spent almost his
entire adulthood detailing the lives of the Mughal rulers first-hand,
recounts in his famous Storia do Mogor:
Not resting content with the above orders [prohibiting
alcohol, drugs, long bears, etc], Aurangzeb … ordered the
same official to stop music. If in any house or elsewhere
he heard the sound of singing and instruments, he
should forthwith hasten there and arrest as many as he
could, breaking the instruments.9
5 Guru Nanak, Guru Granth Sahib (first published 1604; Sant
Singh Khalsa tr) 151 <http://srigranth.org/servlet/gurbani.
gurbani?Action=Page&Param=468&g=1&h=0&r=0&t=1&p=1&k=0>
accessed 27 March 2021.
6 Michael Nijhawan, ‘From Divine Bliss to Ardent Passion: Exploring Sikh
Religious Aesthetics through the Ḍhāḍī Genre’ (2003) 42(4) History Of
Religions 359, 375.
7 Joyce Pettigrew, ‘Songs of the Sikh Resistance Movement’ (1991) 23(1)
Asian Music 85, 86.
8 ibid 101.
9 Niccolao Manucci, Storia del Mogol di Nicolò Manuzzi veneziano (first

Whilst the extent of Aurangzeb’s prohibition is debated by
musicologists and historians alike, the continuation of the various
musical traditions was now most certainly a vehicle of defiance of an
oppressive and at times tyrannical kingship. With this antecedent,
the use of music to amplify Sikh and Punjabi voices of resistance
during the largest mass mobilisation in India’s postcolonial history
should by no means come as a surprise.

The Punjabi music industry
A genre that in recent times has been largely typified by a
glorification of violence, the Punjabi music industry now resonates
with an entirely new flavour of rebellion. Since the start of the
protests, dozens of songs have been released by both native Punjabi
and diaspora artists in support of the demonstrations, characterised
not only by their messages of solidarity but their damning critiques
of the Indian polity. The same vibrations of the dhādi epics echo
through the lyrics that have been fuelled by, and given renewed
determination to, the movement.
Kanwar Grewal, a Sufi singer whose work has gained large
popularity within the commercial space, is a regular feature on
stages throughout the protest site. Crowds have gathered in their
tens of thousands to listen to his acapella performances, and he has
become something of a talisman for the effort. But his artistry has
not been without rebuttal.
Grewal, who hails from a farming family in rural Punjab, has
recently had one of his songs removed by Youtube in India. ‘Ailaan’
(‘Proclamation’) was confirmed to have been taken down by
Youtube’s headquarters in California after the Indian government
filed a complaint. None of the lyrics appear to breach the site’s
content guidelines themselves. Instead they violate ‘certain rules
and policies laid down by the Indian government’, noted the song’s
producer, Harjinder Laddi.10
Oh Delhi, you are going to be troubled by this gathering,
But only a farmer will have the final word about his
crops.11
—Kanwar Grewal, ‘Ailaan’
This is not the only instance of government retaliation. Singer and
lyricist Pawandeep Singh Mohali, more commonly known by his
alias Shree Brar, was arrested on 6 January 2021 under the Police
Incitement to Disaffection Act for his lyrics encouraging gun culture
and exalting lawlessness. The Senior Superintendent of Police,
Vikram Jeet Duggal, claimed that ‘[t]he lyrics of the song very much
encourage the youth to commit crimes and antisocial acts’.12 The
song in question, ‘Jaan’, was released just a week before the equally
provocative ‘Kisaan Anthem’ (‘Farmer Anthem’) which features
Brar and nine other Punjabi artists.
published 1708, Franco Maria Ricci 1986) 8.
10 Pawanjot Kaur, ‘YouTube Removes 2 Songs on Farmers’ Protest,
Producer Says HQ Cited “Govt Intervention”’ (The Wire, 8 February
2021) <https://thewire.in/agriculture/youtube-removes-farmersprotest-song-himmat-sandhu> accessed 24 March 2021.
11 Vari Rai, ‘Ailaan’ (Rubai Music, 2020, song recorded by Kawar Grewal)
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O1t91auJVnM> accessed 27
March 2021.
12 Express News Service, ‘Patiala police arrests singer, lyricist Shree Brar
for “glorifying” lawlessness’ The Indian Express (6 January 2021) <https://
indianexpress.com/article/cities/chandigarh/shree-brar-arrestedpunjab-7134659/> accessed 24 March 2021.
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‘Kisaan Anthem’ utilises an evocation of the Sikh Gurus to facilitate
an emotion of virtue and righteousness. Brar sings of Guru Nanak
blessing the Sikhs with a farming heritage, and implying that their
rights have been divinely bestowed. Music, religion, and political
resistance are deeply intertwined in these works. It is apparent in
Brar’s lyrics, as it is in those of numerous others, that these songs are
not designed to generate album sales or bolster fame. Instead, they
are saturated by a tangible essence of challenging the hegemony, the
source of which is is a long lineage of musical defiance.
O master of the hawk [the tenth Sikh Guru] place your
hand on our head and protect us,
As we walk alone and our enemy is the government.13
—Shree Brar, ‘Kisaan Anthem’
For the thousands of farmers who remain steadfast in their struggle,
these musicians and their artistic expression serve as much more
than entertainment. There is a deep-rooted sense of heritage and
dynasty that vibrates with every note. The lyrics, melody, and
rhythm that rang 500 years ago, whose resonance permeates the
protests today, are not simply just a chorus of sacred sound. Nor
are they merely demonstrations of political recalcitrance. These
songs, hymns, and ballads are articulations of a sovereignty, and
have become the anthems of a movement. And the orchestra that
played to defy injustice over half a millennium ago, appears to be
just as loud today.

13 Shree Brar, ‘Kisaan Anthem’ (PB Studios, 2020, song recorded by Shree
Brar et al) <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oNJiVuPmh9A>
accessed 27 March 2021.
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Composition as Political Action:
In Conversation with
Dr Laura Bowler
Filippo Tu rkh e ime r

As described by The Arts Desk, Dr Laura Bowler is 'a triple threat composer-performer-provocatrice'. She is the vocalist in Ensemble Lydenskab, and as a
composer she has been commissioned by orchestras and ensembles across the globe. She is a Tutor in Composition at the Royal Northern College of Music
and Lecturer in Composition at Guildhall School of Music and Drama.

I

interviewed Dr Laura Bowler on the evolving relationship
between music and politics through the captivating, yet sometimes
overlooked sphere of contemporary experimental music.

Bowler really is one of kind. Described by the Arts Desk as
a ‘triple threat composer-performer-provocatrice’1 she is a
renowned composer, vocalist and artistic director, specialising in
theatre, multidisciplinary work and opera. Her works have been
performed by some of the world’s leading ensembles, including the
BBC Symphony Orchestra, London Philharmonic Orchestra and
the Manchester Camerata. Bowler is also a Tutor in Composition
at the Royal Northern College of Music, where she invites
her students to also explore the unique fusion between music
and theatre in the realm of contemporary experimental music.
However, it is Bowler’s utilisation of pressing political topics as
central themes for her music—including climate change, social
media and political ‘slacktivism’—which were the prime sources
of intrigue in this illuminating dialogue. Indeed, by incorporating
brash and provocative theatrical techniques, Bowler urges her
audiences to subsequently reflect on the issues she presents
to them. In our discussion, I invited Bowler to consider the
mechanics by which compositional praxis and the production and
consumption of new music can act as political intervention. By
placing special emphasis on her two most notable works, Antarctica
and FFF (Freeze, Flight, Fight), Bowler addresses the complex
dialectic between content and form, unpicking the functions that
compositional intervention and dissemination can offer political
objectives. Especially in the realm of contemporary experimental
music, where her target audience may seem narrow, Bowler also
considers the limits and challenges faced when mobilising musical
material for social change.

1 Rayfield Allied, ‘Laura Bowler’ <http://www.rayfieldallied.com/artists/
laura-bowler> accessed 30 March 2021.

Before unpacking her music, I was intrigued to hear about Bowler’s
rather unique educational background. Born in Staffordshire,
Bowler first studied Saxophone at the Royal Northern College
of Music as an undergraduate, before switching to Composition
after a term because of stage fright. This is ironic, of course,
since she performs in all her musical projects. However, it was
not until her master’s studies at the Royal Academy of Music in
London that theatre started to play a central role in her work.
After coming across the provocative Theatre of Cruelty manifesto
by the French dramatist Antonin Artaud, she made the text
the focal point in her master’s thesis: ‘It made such an impact
on me because of Artaud’s desire to search for the real and the
raw in performers.’ Experiences outside of music college at the
time further fuelled her passion for the theatrical, including a
trip to the National Theatre in Warsaw to watch a production
of Sarah Kane’s 4.48 Psychosis. Language barrier notwithstanding
(the play was translated into Polish), it was the physicality of the
performance that moved Bowler above all else. Indeed, she ‘could
not believe the level of sacrifice of these performers, and what
they were giving and sharing.’
‘How can I find this in the western Classical music tradition?’ It
was this question, Bowler asserts, which became the focal point
of her doctoral work. Finding any solutions to this puzzle proved
challenging. Despite Bowler’s passion for theatre, she had not
received any formal training in theatre or drama. To overcome
this barrier, she embarked on a theatre master’s degree at the Royal
Academy of the Dramatic Arts (RADA), a move which, for Bowler,
was fundamental to where her work is now.
The wonderful thing about the course [at RADA] was
that not only did you get incredible training on how to
facilitate rehearsals and facilitate a room and a psychology
of a room, but you also got physical theatre training from
the Theatre Ensemble Course there. I studied Grotowski
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theatre—very much linked to my work on Artaud at
conservatoire—and focused on physicality and the ‘raw’
in performance and pushing my body to the extreme.
This passion for physicality is not only transferred to her work but
also in her composition teaching. At the Royal Northern College
of Music, Bowler leads a ‘Physicality and Performance’ course. By
introducing her students to ‘Jerzy Grotowski theatre’ (which aims
for complete integration of the actor’s mental and physical senses
to reveal the core substance of a character) and the ‘Stanislavski
Technique’ (a system comprising various techniques designed to
allow actors to create and embody believable characters), Bowler is
constantly questioning her students (an ‘interrogation’ method, she
jokes) to find their true ‘rawness’.
This approach is perhaps similar to how theatre directors
work today: Constantly questioning their actors, their
motivations within the character, so that they then can
reflect back on that, and find what it is they are ‘doing’
but not quite ‘doing accurately’.
It was after her ‘fundamental’ studies in the Dramatic Arts that
Bowler’s urge to write political works came about. She realised
that abstract music on its own terms was not a strong enough
vehicle to fully communicate the true human experience of the
world; a composition could, therefore, be ‘directed’ if it wants to be.
However, it was actually during her final years of her undergraduate
degree when she first gained an interest in moulding her works
around sociopolitical issues and, more importantly, in using her
unique compositional idiom to convey a fully human experience.
Bowler wrote a work on her experience of anorexia as part of a
collaboration with the BBC playwright Lavinia Murray. Bowler
toured this very human work round schools in her hometown
in Staffordshire where, before performing the piece, she would
also talk to students about her experiences of anorexia. This was
especially provocative at the time, because she was still ill. This
compositional ethos—that of writing music based on personal
experiences which, subsequently, invites her audiences to reflect on
their own actions—pervades her writing today.
I was very much doing it because this was my experience
of the world, and that was what I was using to create
this work. This certainly became the starting point for
this need to communicate about the human experience
in a more direct way than what was possible with
‘abstract music’.
This forms the crux of one of her most significant works,
Antarctica, an immersive multimedia work for orchestra and
vocalist which was co-commissioned by the Manchester Camerata
and BBC Radio 3. As suggested by the title, it is the pressing issue
of climate change which takes pride of place in this piece. Before
writing, Bowler realised that, like most people in privileged
populations, her view of climate change was too obscure,
preventing her from creating a truly personal, provocative work.
So, in order to overcome this limitation, she embarked upon a
voyage to Antarctica. While sailing, she recorded videos and took
audio samples which, upon writing the work, were manipulated
and juxtaposed to create an evocative ‘soundscape’ work. By
essentially bringing back her experience of this environment that
so few people get to experience first-hand, Bowler’s immersive
experience persuades her audiences to reflect on this beautiful,
fragile landscape, ‘so that it remains that way’. This is especially
the case with the work’s ‘dark turn’.
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The flipside of the work is the politics surrounding
climate change and the manipulation of governments,
the presentation and rejection of climate laws, and the
use of text from the media and politicians. That complete
juxtaposition with this beauty and landscape was
important. The point of it all was to allow audiences to
wallow in that beauty, only to be hit by the grotesqueness
of the reality and our ignorance.
What do audiences themselves think? For Bowler, discussions
with her listeners—or more accurately, ‘spectators’—are crucial
for understanding whether the messages conveyed were powerful
enough that they then felt the need to take action. These engagements
have clearly stuck with Bowler, and she seems surprised by the
things she has been told or asked. For example, after Antarctica, an
elderly couple approached her, since they had also visited Antarctica,
but on a cruise ship.
They were saying that ‘we did not see any rubbish when
we were there, and we didn’t see any of the things that
you described.’ I then told them that the areas a cruise
ship ventures in are obviously maintained for tourism,
thus explaining the differences of our own experiences.
Yet, because their experience of Antarctica was so pure
and untainted, they almost could not accept what I had
presented to them. It ruined their memory of it, which
was very interesting.
The question Bowler seems to be asked most often is this: what new
solutions is she presenting in her works? This question is certainly
relevant here, especially since we are exploring this work through the
lens of political action. Certainly, the theatrical elements embedded in
her work imbibe connotations of protest. However, Bowler simply sees
her unique musical idiom—her responsiveness to the ‘indirectness’ she
perceives in pure abstract music—as a vessel to encourage audiences to
simply reflect on the issues at hand and take action.
I don’t have the solutions. I’m not a scientist. Audiences
experiencing this piece should then go home and think a
little bit more about it. It takes them one step further on
their path to acknowledging climate change and doing their
individual bit towards it. That is what I see my role as here.
Bowler is excited to be addressing climate change again in a work
provocatively titled temperatures aren’t what they used to be, which
she is currently writing for the London Sinfonietta as part of a
collaboration with play-writer Cordelia Lynn, theatre director Katie
Mitchell, and documentary filmmaker Grant Gee. In stark contrast
to Antarctica, the work centers on the issues of climate denial and
climate psychology, inspired by responses she received on the
subject by people completing a questionnaire.
It is a very individual experience. It does not really concern
science or facts, but it’s about the process of going ‘OK,
climate change is a thing, what does that mean? What
can I maybe do as an individual?’ It is quite broad with
regards to the spectrum of responses I got. Some people
are activists, others do not do anything, and some recycle
but drive an SUV. As you can see, this is a hugely complex
topic, which is what I want to explore here.
Alongside her interest in global warming, Bowler’s works also
address the problems associated with political ‘slacktivism’. This
is an informal term which the Oxford Dictionary defines as ‘the
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practice of supporting a political or social cause by means such as
social media or online petitions, characterised as involving very little
effort or commitment’.2 Some of her frustrations are addressed by
her most physical work, FFF (Freeze, Flight and Fight) for ensemble
and vocalist, co-commissioned by BBC Radio 3 and the Huddersfield
Contemporary Music Festival.
I came to write this piece because, like everyone else,
I was on social media and sharing various things
that were making me angry, and I was getting very
involved in very heated conversations online, which
were generally not very helpful for either party. I
realised the physical impact it was having on me, that
although the existence of social media is one step
removed from reality, it was affecting me so much on
a really physical level.
What has this got to do with ‘Freeze, Flight, Fight’, a phrase which
describes our instinctive and physiological response to danger?
Well, while thinking about the physical effect on social media, she
came across an article concerning the relationship between ‘Freeze,
Flight, and Fight’ and politics, in relation to how one behaves in
relation to political news. Bowler was intrigued and decided to
write a work which conveyed this paralysing physical response to
social media.
Like most of her works, moulding these very physical ideas
into music comes with many challenges. One big obstacle to
overcome is the fact that Bowler herself performs all of her music.
Indeed, she sings through her pieces before writing them, which
substantially aids the compositional process. I asked Bowler a
question many have asked her before, namely whether she would
ever give her pieces to someone else to perform. She replied with
a firm ‘no’. Perhaps, Bowler states, she would consider it at some
point, but would want to be present in the rehearsal process. It is
clear how attached she is to her music, given that the messages
reflected emanate from her own experiences. Audiences,
therefore, are moved by such authentic, visceral projections of
these messages, and are perhaps inclined to reflect on what they
have just witnessed.
What about the players she works with? While watching FFF,
I was immediately struck by how physical the orchestra was.
Not only did the complexity of the instrumental texture lead
to extremely gestural playing, but the players themselves were
required to act at times and make various vocalisations. This is
all very demanding, but Bowler’s training in Theatre Directing
is a crucial asset here as she goes through all the actions in detail
to ease the players’s tension. Of course, while her ensemble
enthusiastically seeks to grasp and perform her ideas, Bowler is
willing to compromise because, at the end of the day, musicians
perform better if they are comfortable. Furthermore, Bowler’s
role as a performer here also helps because her passionate
demeanour in performance is very much absorbed and echoed by
the players. A sense of comradeship evolves here, which also fuels
the powerful messages of this work.
FFF is formed of three movements named ‘Freeze’, ‘Flight’, and
‘Fight’, with chaos and disorder emerging right from the work’s
outset. The first movement commences with Bowler announcing,
2 ‘Slacktivism, N.’ (Oxford English Dictionary Online)
<https://ezproxy-prd.bodleian.ox.ac.uk:2446/view/Entry/51394141?
redirectedFrom=slacktivism#eid> accessed 30 March 2021.

‘In the beginning’, words from the opening of Genesis: words which,
contrary to Bowler’s musical texture here, reflect stillness, serenity
and, more importantly, order. The connotations of immobility and
self-protection associated with the ‘Freeze’ are vividly captured in
this movement.
The conflict between music and text is exactly to do with
the passiveness with the experience of social media. It
addresses how ‘pervasive’ social media is becoming
in society and how it is slowly but surely affecting our
behaviour. The movement shows how incredibly violent
social media is, even if we do not know that it is. All of
these juxtapositions of how it behaves is what I am trying
to capture in some way in that first section.
The second movement ‘Flight’ sees Bowler appropriately embody
the role of an air stewardess. Anger is momentarily sidelined, as she
is seen signing sheets of paper, scrunching them up and throwing
them across the stage. This all represents the act of signing online
petitions, which Bowler considers to be emblematic of political
‘slacktivism’.
The movement functions as a commentary on our
privilege to not only want the internet, but to want the
internet to go ‘Yes, I can sign it, and then I’ll share it as
a good deed, because I’m a good person.’ But, how many
people would sign it had they not been exposed to it on
social media in the first place? I am certainly guilty of
this, but it is important to reflect on that, and notice this
process as ‘slacktivism’.
The chaos then resumes for the final movement ‘Fight’, where
Bowler puts on an ‘emoticon’ head mask, repeatedly shouting
the words ‘You capitalist! You socialist’. This represents a call to
arms demanding that, instead of sitting there, scrolling and doing
nothing, we take action. This is perhaps the most intense we see
Bowler, shouting and pushing her voice to breaking point. However,
Bowler then shuts down and a pre-recorded video of herself appears
playing for the remainder of the piece. At this point, the players are
spraying themselves with detergent and Bowler is passing round
disinfectant wipes to the audience, though this has nothing to do
with the current pandemic. While this is all happening, the virtual
Bowler tells the audience that they ‘all need to get into a great big
bath of disinfectant and we need to disinfect ourselves’. Bowler
explains: ‘This moment here the idea of “cleaning” ourselves before
we go out and take part in the “true and honest” fight, and not the
“slacktivist”, easy one.’
While these works engage provocatively with global issues,
challenges arise when presevnting them in the elitist world of
contemporary experimental music, let alone Western classical
music. Bowler is always aware that her music attracts a very niche
type of audience and, as a result, thinks a lot about what is presented
in her works and how. This is certainly an arduous task, since one
can never predict what her audience is going to think or whether
her ideas have come across in the way she intended. However,
what is vital for Bowler is that, when one makes political works,
regardless of what artistic medium one is working in, the formatting
which is presented has to be fundamental to the context in which it
is performed in. She unpacks this a little further:
With FFF, for example, the work was specifically designed
for that form of the contemporary music festival. It
wouldn’t work the same it if was presented at Bridgewater
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Hall for the Manchester Camerata, because the people
who go would not experience the piece with the same
kind of context of works that they know, and it would
mean very different things, and they may be drawn the
‘peculiarity’ of the work rather than what’s in the work.
However, despite the apparent solidity of her craft, Bowler
poignantly reveals that she is constantly learning, seeking new ways
to communicate the issues she is so passionate about, to ensure her
audiences feel that same ardour to take swift action and to reflect
on their own actions. It was inspiring to hear Bowler’s thoughts on
music’s multifaceted power to express pressing political issues.

Filippo Turkheimer is a postgraduate Music student at
New College, Oxford, where he holds a Senior Scholarship.
He previously read Music at New College, and sang in the
college's prestigious chapel choir and was president of the
music society.
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Callum Winstock is an MSc student in Energy and Environment at Lancaster University. He completed an undergraduate degree in Chemistry at
Durham University. He works alongside his studies as an analyst at CaliforniaCarbon.info, a US climate finance analysis company specialising in
North American carbon markets. He is excited to contribute to the new energy transition and will begin working in a graduate role at EDF Energy in
September 2021.

Introduction

T

he 2015 Paris Agreement was a pivotal moment in the struggle
against climate change. While previous climate agreements
had failed to unify the nations of the world in effecting
concerted emissions reductions policies, Paris marked a new era of
optimism. An unprecedented 196 nations signed a legally binding
treaty with the goal of preventing an average global temperature rise
of more than 2°C.1 Of particular significance was Article 6.2, which
detailed the use of ‘internationally transferred mitigation outcomes
towards nationally determined contributions’.2 In other words, this
referred to the implementation of international market-based carbon
pricing mechanisms to deliver emissions reductions.
The modus operandi behind carbon pricing is to account for the
external cost to society of producing emissions (externalities) by
internalising it into the price of conducting the polluting activity.3
The price of goods in an economy experiencing a carbon pricing
policy will therefore partially mirror the overall greenhouse gas
emissions embedded within the goods.4 There is a wealth of literature
concerning different carbon pricing strategies, but carbon taxes and
1 UNFCCC, The Paris Agreement (2021) <https://unfccc.int/process-andmeetings/the-paris-agreement/the-paris-agreement> accessed 20 May
2021.
2 United Nations, Paris Agreement (2015) <https://unfccc.int/sites/default/
files/english_paris_agreement.pdf> accessed 20 May 2021.
3 James K Boyce, ‘Carbon Pricing: Effectiveness and Equity’ (2018) 150
Ecological Economics 52.
4 Andrea Baranzini, Jeroen CJM van den Bergh, Stefano Carattini,
Richard B. Howarth, Emilio Padilla, and Jordi Roca, ‘Carbon pricing in
climate policy: seven reasons, complementary instruments, and political
economy considerations’ (2017) 8(4) Wiley Interdisciplinary Reviews:
Climate Change e462.

emissions trading schemes (ETSs) are by far the most prevalent.5
In both of these market-based systems, a price is imposed for each
tonne of carbon dioxide (CO2) emitted by polluters, to incentivise
emissions abatement at the lowest cost. More than 90 countries
have declared an intention to develop carbon pricing policies, and
the World Bank states that there are 64 existing pricing initiatives,
covering 22.3% of global emissions.6 However, the vast majority
of emissions remain unpriced, which can result in a phenomenon
known as carbon leakage.
Carbon (or emissions) leakage is the relocation of emissions from
one jurisdiction enforcing a carbon price to another in which there
is a lesser or no carbon price.7 Emissions leakage can occur via
two primary routes. a) A reduction in demand for fossil fuels in
emissions-abating countries may provoke an increased demand for
them in non-abating countries following a drop in fuel prices. b)
Energy-intensive and trade-exposed (EITE) industries may relocate
to non-abating jurisdictions because of competition from overseas
industries that face lower or no carbon prices.8 A border carbon
5 Joseph E Aldy and Robert Stavins, ‘The Promise and Problems of
Pricing Carbon: Theory and Experience’ (2012) 21(2) The Journal of
Environment & Development 26.
6 Kshama Harpankar, ‘Internal carbon pricing: rationale, promise and
limitations’ (2019) 10(2) Carbon Management 219; World Bank, ‘Carbon
Pricing Dashboard | Up-to-date overview of carbon pricing initiatives’
<https://carbonpricingdashboard.worldbank.org/map_data> accessed 19
April 2021.
7 Christoph Böhringer, Edward J Balistreri, and Thomas F Rutherford, ‘The
role of border carbon adjustment in unilateral climate policy: Overview of an
Energy Modeling Forum study (EMF 29)’ (2012) 34 Energy Economics S97.
8 Stefano F Verde, ‘The Impact of the EU Emissions Trading System on
Competitiveness and Carbon Leakage: The Econometric Evidence’
(2020) 34(2) Journal of Economic Surveys 320; Böhringer, Balistreri, and
Rutherford (n 7).
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adjustment (BCA) can be implemented to combat the latter, and
more indirectly, the former. A BCA taxes imports from non-abating
countries, offers rebates for exports to these countries based on the
emissions intensity of the products, or does both.9 A BCA strives
to level the international playing field by transferring the onus of
emissions abatement to non-abating countries while establishing
trade neutrality between taxed domestic and untaxed foreign goods.10
While BCAs may be well-intentioned, the process of implementing
them on the global stage is fraught with legal and political challenges
which may inhibit their development, or even undo the international
progress on climate that was achieved in Paris.

Border carbon adjustments
Besides BCAs, there are many other mechanisms with which to
counter emissions leakage. These include output-based rebates
(OBRs), free allocations of emissions credits, and specific industry
exemptions from carbon pricing. Modelling by Christoph Böhringer,
Jared C Carbone, and Thomas F Rutherford found that although all
of these instruments go some way to reduce leakage, BCAs were
the most effective.11 In the 2012 Stanford Energy Modelling Forum,
a consortium of a dozen models showed that BCAs could reduce
leakage by 2–12%, with an average value of 8%, by levying a fee on
the carbon content of imports.12 These results indicate that, although
effective, the fuel leakage channel and other economic drivers may
be more influential in steering emissions leakage.13
The efficacy of BCAs, therefore, must be balanced against the
complex and varied impacts that imposing them have. The key areas
to be considered are competitiveness, international trade relations,
and distributive impacts, although there are strong linkages between
these areas.
Competitiveness
The driving force behind the implementation of a BCA is to ensure
that domestic firms are not disadvantaged when competing against
international organisations that are not subject to equivalent
emissions regulations. As such, a BCA is considered by many to be a
form of protectionism, of disputed legality.
The WTO General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) Article
I (‘most favoured nation clause’) concerning national treatment
prohibits discrimination against ‘like’ products of different origins.14
Article III concerns whether process and production methods
(PPMs) affect the ‘like-ness’ of products created by processes of
different carbon emissions intensity, and whether different product

9 Justin Caron, ‘Estimating carbon leakage and the efficiency of border
adjustments in general equilibrium — Does sectoral aggregation matter?’
(2012) 34 Energy Economics S111.
10 Ludivine Tamiotti, ‘The legal interface between carbon border measures
and trade rules’ (2011) 11(5) Climate Policy 1202.
11 Christoph Böhringer, Jared C Carbone, and Thomas F Rutherford,
‘Unilateral climate policy design: Efficiency and equity implications
of alternative instruments to reduce carbon leakage’ (2012) 34 Energy
Economics S208.
12 Böhringer, Balistreri, and Rutherford (n 7).
13 Joseph E Aldy, ‘Frameworks for Evaluating Policy Approaches to
Address the Competitiveness Concerns of Mitigating Greenhouse Gas
Emissions’ (2017) 70(2) National Tax Journal 395.
14 WTO, ‘WTO | legal texts - Marrakesh Agreement’ (1947) <https://
www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/gatt47_01_e.htm#art3> accessed
26 May 2021.
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origins should be subject to this rule.15 It has subsequently been
argued that general discrimination based on PPMs would not be
valid without a GATT exception, although this is contested.16 GATT
Article XX permits exceptions to Article I to protect human, animal,
and plant life or to conserve finite natural resources.17 The validity
of this statement is likewise subject to heated debate, although many
feel that this is a legitimate exception.
Furthermore, GATT Article II(a) permits members to impose a
charge equivalent to an existing internal tax via an indirect tax.18
Only indirect taxes are permitted to be adjusted on the border. It
must therefore be established whether a BCA qualifies as direct or
indirect, as direct taxes would be viewed as a subsidy and not an
adjustment under the Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing
Measures (SCM).19 The major distinction between the two is that
indirect taxes are generally mirrored in the price of the product,
while direct taxes are not.20 The majority of scholars, then, do accept
that a BCA qualifies as an indirect tax, and that it would therefore be
allowed, in theory, under these regulations.21
Ultimately, these exceptions are not clear-cut, and the nuances
surrounding them are debated at length. It is uncertain exactly what
constitutes unfair treatment of international exporters, and whether
putting a higher fee on more emissions-intensive imported goods
than on cleaner domestic goods, contravenes these trade rules.22
WTO case law suggests that setting assumed emissions intensity
levels for specific countries would qualify as discrimination, but that
setting levels for the carbon content of specific foreign products
might be permissible.23 Here, though, there is a difficulty in
determining the embedded carbon content of foreign goods, as this
information is not always readily accessible. This adds another layer
of administrative complexity and cost to proceedings.24
It is also worth investigating whether climate policy adds a
significant burden to domestic producers which could result in
relocation to other jurisdictions. Currently almost half of carbon
pricing initiatives hold a value of carbon of below $10 per tonne,
which is often of lesser significance when compared with labour,
transportation, and energy costs of business.25 It is likely that these
15 Jason Potts and International Institute for Sustainable Development, The
legality of PPMs under the GATT (International Institute for Sustainable
Development 2008).
16 Christine Kaufmann and Rolf H Weber, ‘Carbon-related border tax
adjustment: mitigating climate change or restricting international trade?’
(2011) 10(4) World Trade Review 497.
17 Tamiotti (n 10); WTO (n 14).
18 WTO (n 14).
19 Kaufmann and Weber (n 16); Tamiotti (n 10); Aaron Cosbey, Susanne
Droege, Carolyn Fischer, and Clayton Munnings, ‘Developing Guidance
for Implementing Border Carbon Adjustments: Lessons, Cautions, and
Research Needs from the Literature’ (2019) 13(1) Review of Environmental
Economics and Policy 3; WTO Working Party, ‘Border Tax Adjustments’
(1970) <https://www.worldtradelaw.net/reports/gattpanels/bordertax.pdf.
download> accessed 26 May 2021.
20 Paul Demaret and Raoul Stewardson, ‘Border Tax Adjustments under
GATT and EC Law and General Implications for Environmental Taxes’
(1994) 28(4) Journal of World Trade; Kaufmann and Weber (n 16).
21 Joost Pauwelyn, ‘Carbon leakage measures and border tax adjustments
under WTO law’ in Geert Van Calster and Denise Prévost (eds), Research
Handbook on Environment, Health and the WTO (Edward Elgar Publishing
2013).
22 Cosbey, Droege, Fischer, and Munnings (n 19).
23 Pauwelyn (n 21).
24 Cosbey, Droege, Fischer, and Munnings (n 19).
25 World Bank, ‘State and Trends of Carbon Pricing 2020’ (2020) <https://
openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/33809>.
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other factors contribute more meaningfully in decisions for more
energy-intensive companies to relocate. However, some schemes
surging in price—the EU ETS and UK ETS have surpassed €50 and
£50 per tonne respectively—this factor may become more significant
in the coming decade.26
By contrast, Henrik Horn and Petros C Mavroidis argue that
promoting competitiveness of domestic firms is not a legitimate
rationale for BCAs.27 They state that the goals of competitiveness
stand in stark contrast to the objectives of climate mitigation,
for which a BCA would be implemented. Additionally, they
argue that the literature naively assumes that BCAs will not
serve protectionist purposes, whereas in the trade community
it is accepted that the majority of BCA policies are in some
way protectionistic. The fact that competitiveness and climate
mitigation are so closely intertwined in a BCA means that a poorly
designed policy may result in nothing more than a greenwashed
protectionist policy.28 Similarly, it may be challenging to extricate
the different motives behind this policy, which may hinder its
political and public acceptance. It is equally possible that a BCA
that could be seen as overly protective of domestic industry may
provoke an international political backlash that may impact trade
relations and climate agreements.
International relations
Inevitably, the implementation of a BCA in one jurisdiction or bloc
may cause tensions with other exporting nations depending on their
exposure to the effects of the policy. The share of fossil fuels in the
energy mix, the quantity of exports to the BCA-imposing region,
and the emissions intensity of the exports will all determine the
susceptibility of a nation’s trade.29 For instance, India, China and
OPEC nations—as large fossil fuel and manufacturing exporters—
would likely oppose any such policy and perhaps impose retaliatory
tariffs which could result in a trade war.30 The Paris Agreement has
always rested on unstable foundations, as demonstrated by the USA’s
withdrawal in 2017, so it is plausible that a BCA seen as targeting a
group of nations may result in a splintering, or even a reversal, of
the work Paris has achieved.
Moreover, in the absence of a global emissions pricing scheme,
different BCAs at different borders could result in a labyrinth of
complex border adjustments that would frustrate international
trade. North America illustrates the difficulties that this would entail
should BCAs be established in the US or Canada. Because the US
failed to ratify the Kyoto Protocol and rejected the 2009 Waxman26 Aldy (n 13); Camilla Hodgson and David Sheppard, ‘Cost of polluting in
EU soars as carbon price hits record €50’ Financial Times (4 May 2021)
<https://www.ft.com/content/2b965427-4fbc-4f2a-a14f-3be6019f0a7c>
accessed 21 May 2021; Camilla Hodgson and David Sheppard, ‘UK
carbon price trades at £50 as market opens for first time’ (19 May
2021) <https://www.ft.com/content/56e02d3d-8c31-4937-be5060d4bf9342f7> accessed 21 May 2021.
27 Henrik Horn and Petros C Mavroidis, ‘To B(TA) or Not to B(TA)? On
the Legality and Desirability of Border Tax Adjustments from a Trade
Perspective’ (2011) 34(11) The World Economy 1911.
28 Kaufmann and Weber (n 16).
29 Randolph Bell, Carbon border adjustment: a powerful tool if paired with a just
energy transition (2012)
<https://oecd-development-matters.org/2020/10/27/carbon-borderadjustment-a-powerful-tool-if-paired-with-a-just-energy-transition/>
accessed 17 May 2021.
30 Aldy (n 13); Matthias Weitzel, Michael Hübler, and Sonja Peterson, ‘Fair,
optimal or detrimental? Environmental vs. strategic use of border carbon
adjustment’ (2012) 34 Energy Economics S198.

Markey Bill, it has introduced no economy-wide carbon price or
emissions trading scheme.31 Instead, individual states have pushed
for specific mitigation options, such as the emissions trading scheme
established in California, in what has been described as a wave of ‘new
federalism’ by Dan Lashof, US President of the World Resources
Institute.32 By contrast, Canada has laid the plans for a progressive
carbon tax set to reach CA $170 by 2030, and has numerous extant
provincial sectoral policies. This does raise the question of how
these two nations could navigate new BCAs or equivalent emissions
abatement measures. With a myriad of different carbon pricing
structures, it seems likely that trade channels may develop that avoid
a BCA in states or provinces imposing such a high carbon price.
Indeed, the economic and political complexity of trade adjustments
that would arise between these two historically strong trading
partners could outweigh any environmental benefits that could be
had. Moreover, in no national jurisdiction is there one sole carbon
price in place. Instead there are rich tapestries of regulations and
climate policies. Should BCAs be implemented on a global scale,
questions of how to evaluate and compare other nations’ climate
policies will be asked and will undoubtedly lead to international
disputes over trade.33
On the other hand, there is a school of thought that BCAs, rather
than provoking division, might encourage non-abating countries
to impose similar carbon pricing structures, or even to join a
climate coalition of nations.34 Indeed, by transferring the burden of
emissions abatement to non-acting countries via a BCA, reductions
can be achieved at the lowest global cost through ‘where-flexibility’,
by increasing the global efficiency of abatement.35 Yet this might
also promote regional disparities.36
Distributive impacts
On shifting the onus of emissions reduction responsibility onto the
shoulders of non-abating nations, it is argued that this may defy
the ‘common but differentiated responsibility’ statement enshrined
into law.37 This UN declaration dictates that although all nations
share similar climate aims, historically less economically developed
countries should not bear equal responsibility for emissions
abatement to polluting nations. It is suggested that less economically
developed nations could be exempted from BCAs, although some
argue that this would violate the aforementioned ‘Most Favoured
Nation’ GATT principle.38 Although the WTO ‘Enabling Clause’
31 Noah Kaufman, John Larsen, Ben King, and Peter Marsters,
OUTPUT-BASED REBATES: AN ALTERNATIVE TO BORDER CARBON
ADJUSTMENTS FOR PRESERVING US COMPETITIVENESS (2020) 18.
32 Callum Winstock, ‘Exclusive Interview: Kevin Poloncarz (Part 2) on
State & Federal Regulatory Interplay, Cross-Border Carbon Equivalence,
and Voluntary Offsets’ (CaliforniaCarbon.info, 14 April 2021) <https://
www.californiacarbon.info/exclusive-interview-kevin-poloncarzpart-2-on-state-federal-regulatory-interplay-cross-border-carbonequivalence-and-voluntary-offsets/> accessed 13 May 2021.
33 Kaufman, Larsen, King, and Marsters (n 31); Aldy (n 13).
34 Christoph Böhringer, ‘Alternative designs for tariffs on embodied
carbon: A global cost-effectiveness analysis’ (2012) 34 Energy Economics
S143.
35 John P Weyant, ‘The costs of the Kyoto Protocol: a multi-model
evaluation’ (1999) 26 The Energy Journal 131.
36 Elisa Lanzi, Jean Chateau, and Rob Dellink, ‘Alternative approaches
for levelling carbon prices in a world with fragmented carbon markets’
(2012) 34 Energy Economics S240.
37 Christopher D Stone, ‘Common but Differentiated Responsibilities in
International Law’ (2004) 98(2) The American Journal of International
Law 276.
38 Bell (n 29).
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permits some favourable treatment to these nations through policies
aimed at advancing development, this is unlikely to fall within the
remit of a BCA.39
The design and structure of a BCA would determine which industries
and emissions were included within the policy’s bounds. Whether
all greenhouse gas emissions contribute to the embedded emissions
of goods, or only carbon dioxide, will disproportionately affect some
nations. Madanmohan Ghosh, Deming Luo, Muhammad Shahid
Siddiqui, and Yunfa Zhu demonstrated, using a general equilibrium
model taking into account both CO2 and non-CO2 emissions sources,
that nations with a strong agricultural contribution to GDP, such
as Brazil, are more acutely affected by BCAs—two thirds of Brazil’s
emissions stem from non-CO2 sources.40 Despite global gains in cost
efficiency, and reduced leakage rates, broad-based greenhouse gas
BCAs are perhaps unlikely given their tendency to increase welfare
disparity in large agricultural nations.
Given that a BCA’s raison d’être is to protect EITE industries,
for reasons of pragmatism it is likely that BCA policies will focus
solely on these sectors.41 Because these industries have strong
lobbying power, it is improbable that further manufacturing
industries and sectors would be included. As a BCA is expanded,
the benefits gained by a specific industry become smaller, because
the export rebates offered are reduced. This would therefore erode
the power base driving for the BCA.42 However, a strong incentive
for implementing carbon pricing policies such as ETSs or carbon
taxes must be remembered: the revenue stream, which can be used
to alleviate other distortionary taxes or in further low-carbon
investments.43 Indeed, there is a growing desire for this income to
benefit low-income communities that disproportionately experience
the effects of pollution.44 However, rebates would ensure that a
proportion of the finance generated by a BCA would support EITE
industries instead. This could be seen as politically divisive, and
could exacerbate welfare disparity in low-income communities.45

The EU Border Carbon Adjustment Mechanism
(CBAM)
Despite many scholars having expressed doubt that BCAs will be
established, we are now seeing the concept taking its first steps.
Ursula von der Leyen, President of the European Commission,
announced that the EU would set up a carbon border adjustment
mechanism (CBAM), which is now expected to commence in
2023.46 Initially, it will cover only EITE industries, but it will have
inbuilt flexibility to expand in the future should there be an appetite
39 Cosbey, Droege, Fischer, and Munnings (n 19).
40 Madanmohan Ghosh, Deming Luo, Muhammad Shahid Siddiqui,
and Yunfa Zhu, ‘Border tax adjustments in the climate policy context:
CO2 versus broad-based GHG emission targeting’ (2012) 34 Energy
Economics S154.
41 Lanzi, Chateau, and Dellink (n 36).
42 Aldy (n 13).
43 David Pearce, ‘The Role of Carbon Taxes in Adjusting to Global Warming’
(1991) 101(407) The Economic Journal 938; David Klenert, Linus
Mattauch, Emmanuel Combet, Ottmar Edenhofer, Cameron Hepburn,
Ryan Rafaty, and Nicholas Stern, ‘Making carbon pricing work for citizens’
(2018) 8(8) Nature Climate Change 669.
44 James B Bushnell, ‘(Overly) Great Expectations: Carbon Pricing and
Revenue Uncertainty in California’ (2017) 70(4) National Tax Journal 837.
45 Aldy (n 13).
46 Susanne Dröge, The EU’s CO2 Border Adjustment: Climate or Fiscal Policy?
(2020) <https://www.swp-berlin.org/en/publication/the-eus-co2-borderadjustment-climate-or-fiscal-policy/> accessed 26 May 2021.
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for this.47 Ahead of the COP26 (Conference of Parties) summit, and
with many countries increasing their climate ambition and drive
towards net zero, the establishment of the CBAM sends a clear
signal to non-abating nations. There is a wealth of discussion and
research on the topics covered in this article, on how to implement
a BCA while maximising the environmental benefit and minimising
the geopolitical, legal, and welfare-related backlash, and on how to
fine-tune policy to ensure this.48 Nevertheless, as might be expected,
the BRICS countries have condemned the EU’s move to implement
the CBAM. China, India, South Africa, and Brazil labelled the policy
as ‘discriminatory’ in a joint statement, while Russia has cast doubt
over the legality of the policy with respect to WTO rules.49
Additionally, for the CBAM to be permitted under WTO rules, a
restructuring of the EU ETS may be required. Currently, a certain
number of allowances is granted to EITE and other industries, free
of charge, to prevent leakage. This is known as ‘grandfathering’.50 It
may need to be re-evaluated in light of a new border carbon policy,
because of the preferential treatment EITE industries may receive
should both policies be present.
Despite its detractors, the implementation and performance of the
CBAM will be highly influential in guiding carbon pricing over the
coming decades. Time will tell whether it will be accepted under
WTO rules and whether this would bring a significant international
backlash. Whether the CBAM has the power to unite or divide the
nations of the world in fighting climate remains to be seen.

Conclusions
A BCA would be a novel weapon in the arsenal against climate
change. Its promises in reducing leakage, bringing in revenue,
and aligning global ambitions on climate make it an attractive
proposition.. However, its basis in WTO law, international
relations, and welfare distribution must be evaluated and resolved
lest it work against the very climate goals it is intended to achieve.
The recently developed EU CBAM is the first real test the BCA has
to endure. Its robustness and resolve will be scrutinised carefully on
the world stage.
Ultimately, however, a BCA is only a second-best instrument that
lies far from the potential that a global emissions trading scheme
47 Ewa Krukowska, ‘The World’s First Carbon Border Tariff, Explained’
(Bloomberg, 9 Apr 2021) <https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/
2021-04-09/how-to-understand-the-eu-s-carbon-import-levy> accessed
25 May 2021.
48 European Parliament, ‘Trade related aspects of a carbon border
adjustment mechanism: A legal assessment’ (2020); European
Commission, ‘Inception Impact Assessment’ (2020) <https://www.
euractiv.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2020/07/CBAM.pdf>
accessed 26 May 2021.
49 South African Government, ‘Joint Statement issued at the conclusion of
the 30th BASIC Ministerial Meeting on Climate Change hosted by India
on 8th April 2021’ (8 April 2021) <https://www.gov.za/nr/speeches/
joint-statement-issued-conclusion-30th-basic-ministerial-meetingclimate-change-hosted> accessed 26 May 2021; Sam Morgan, ‘Moscow
cries foul over EU’s planned carbon border tax’ (EURACTIV.com, 27
July 2020) <https://www.euractiv.com/section/economy-jobs/news/
moscow-cries-foul-over-eus-planned-carbon-border-tax/> accessed 26
May 2021.
50 European University Institute, ‘A WAY FORWARD FOR A CARBON
BORDER ADJUSTMENT MECHANISM BY THE EU’ (2020) <https://
cadmus.eui.eu/bitstream/handle/1814/69155/PB_2020_06_STG.pdf>
accessed 17 May 2021; Aldy and Stavins (n 5).
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might achieve.51 Given that this looks very unlikely, the EU CBAM
may set a precedent in emissions pricing. However, rather than using
a BCA to strong-arm international emissions reductions, many
believe that linkages between pricing mechanisms in ‘carbon clubs’
could be employed instead to encourage international abatement.52
Support is building for these clubs, but the variegated mosaic of
unique market structures that exists may make it challenging
to facilitate linkages in the coming years. The direction major
economies take on this road will be instrumental in determining
how the world addresses the climate crisis. The COP26 summit
set to be held in Glasgow in November 2021, therefore, will be
pivotal in outlining the roadmap for this target. It may be the most
important conference since Paris in guiding effective climate policy
towards a zero-emission global economy.

51 Böhringer, Balistreri, and Rutherford (n 7).
52 William D Nordhaus, ‘Climate Clubs: Overcoming Free-riding in
International Climate Policy’ (2015) 105(4) The American Economic
Review 1339; Nathaniel Keohane, Annie Petsonk, and Alex Hanafi,
‘Toward a club of carbon markets’ (2017) 144(1) Climatic Change 81.
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Figs 1–9. Postcards, in order of display in The Colony – Archive. Courtesy of Marvin Tang.
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his paper examines contemporary Singaporean artist
Marvin Tang’s project The Colony – Archive (2019), a part
of his ongoing research The Colony (2018–). The Colony –
Archive takes as its point of departure the homogeneity of botanical
landscapes across various colonies as observed from old postcards,
which evidences a deep-rooted colonial legacy in Singapore’s
national narrative. This essay investigates these artificial landscapes
and the power relations captured by three archival modes: botanical
gardens, photography, and postcards. Applying Michel Foucault’s
(1926–84) concept of ‘heterotopias’ to these archival modes, this
paper posits that they foreground the tension between human
intervention and natural history, instating the artist-archivist as an
authorial figure who produces new archival images rewriting the
social memory surrounding botanical gardens. Tang’s production,
(re)presentation, and dissemination of archival images is understood
as a subversion of the persistent structures of power and control
enacted by botanical gardens. Situating these ideas in relation to
Singapore’s nature-centric national identity, The Colony – Archive
engages with discussions charting the future of the independent
nation and reclaiming its agency through its natural landscape.

Fig 10. The Colony – Archive (2019–, Installation View). Courtesy of
Marvin Tang and Mizuma Gallery, Singapore.

*
The botanical gardens which proliferated in multiple British colonies
during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries brought together
specimens deemed profitable from all over the world, moving an
immense amount of plants across the former British Empire while
radically transforming ecological and geographical landscapes.
Native species were replaced and landscapes homogenised across
colonies, with imported specimens cultivated to fulfil the metropole’s
agendas. As colonial institutions of research, established for scientific
and economic gain, and subsequently represented as utopic, timeless
spaces in colonial-era postcards, botanical gardens are crucial archives
of the agendas of the former British Empire. They have also left an
indelible mark on the historical narratives of the former colonies
in which they were established. They are therefore sites which not
only enable the production of knowledge, but also reveal the power
relations inherent in this process. In botanical gardens, specimens
extracted from their native environments congregate with others
with they have little or nothing in common with. They therefore
demonstrate how colonial efforts co-opt temporal and geographical
boundaries to expand colonial power. The French philosopher
Michel Foucault identified gardens as ‘heterotopias’ in his essay ‘Of
Other Spaces’, as they juxtapose ‘several sites that are in themselves
incompatible’ and enclose a ‘perceptual and indefinite accumulation
of time in an immobile place’.1 Contemporary Singaporean artist
Marvin Tang’s ongoing project The Colony (2018–) explores the
power relations that underlie the production and circulation of, and
access to, knowledge of these botanical institutions. This essay will
focus on a constituent project: The Colony – Archive (2019, fig 10).
By investigating three modes of archival practice which inform the
work—botanical gardens, photography, and postcards—this paper
posits that The Colony – Archive comes to embody the function
and workings of an archive while rewriting the social memory
of colonialism. By setting off its own circulation of postcards and
taking an active part in knowledge production, this new archive of
the present recoups an agency lost under colonialism.
The Colony – Archive takes as its point of departure the
homogeneity of natural landscapes in botanical gardens across
1 Michel Foucault, ‘Of Other Spaces: Utopias and Heterotopias’ (Jay
Miskowiec tr, 1984) 5 Architecture/Movement/Continuité 1, 6 <web.
mit.edu/allanmc/www/foucault1.pdf>.

Fig 11. Framed image of botanical garden and framed list of ‘Establishments
at Home, and in India, and in the Colonies, in Correspondence with Kew’.
Courtesy of Marvin Tang and Mizuma Gallery, Singapore.

former British colonies, as observed from old postcards sold at
London postcard fairs.2 When collecting colonial-era postcards of
botanical gardens, Tang observed similarities regardless of their
locations, be they Singapore or Kandy, Sri Lanka. Specimens such
as hevea brasiliensis (para rubber tree) native to Brazil were found
throughout former colonies such as Indonesia and Singapore.3
The work consists of nine sets of postcards displayed on a large
canvas. Some are nineteenth-century postcards, and others are
created by Tang from photographs of the Singapore Botanical
Gardens and London’s Kew Gardens. The postcards are placed in
an arbitrary order, each of them numbered at the top corner (figs
1–9), with the exception of figs 3 and 5 which belong to the artist’s
personal collection.4 The canvas which forms the backdrop for
the postcards depicts a hilly tropical landscape—half plantation
and half forest—capturing the transition from dense, natural
forests on the right to neatly terraced plantations on the left,
likely cash crops. Beside this display of postcards are two frames
(fig 11), comprising an image of a botanical garden and a list of
gardens established by Kew, as evident from its title, ‘Established
at Home, and in India and in the Colonies’. This amalgamation
2 Adeline Chia, ‘Online Artist Talk: The Seeds We Sow’ (2020) <http://www.
mizuma.sg/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/MG-Conversations-TheSeeds-We-Sow-2020.pdf> accessed 5 December 2020.
3 ibid.
4 ‘[Image Copyright] The Colony – Archive’, email from Marvin Tang to
Constance Koh (10 March 2021) <marvin.wetellstories@gmail.com>
accessed 10 March 2021.
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Fig 12. Archival postcard from Marvin Tang’s personal collection (fig 3 enlarged).

of images, and the list of gardens, form an archive of colonial
agenda enacted through the establishment of botanical gardens
and environmental manipulation.

Botanical gardens as heterotopias
Botanical gardens are transnational archives of colonial ecological,
scientific, and economic efforts in agriculture and trade, charting
the global migration of plant specimens. These curated landscapes
were established to support the former British Empire’s scientific
research, and its commodification and exploitation of valuable
plants for crop cultivation. They were born out of a worldview
which regarded ‘the world as its plantation’ and amid efforts to
secure resources, profits, and trade monopolies.5 Singapore, for
example, was the optimal testing ground for cultivating nutmeg
from Indonesia’s Spice Islands, the Brazilian para rubber tree, and
Senegal mahogany trees from Africa, which today are the largest
evergreens lining Singapore’s parks and roads.6 As repositories
for a variety of plant specimens from around the world, botanical
gardens are, as Foucault called heterotopias, ‘contradictory sites’
which are simultaneously ‘the smallest parcel of the world and …
the totality of the world’.7 However, Tang uses the heterotopic
potential of botanical gardens as counter-sites, where real space
5 Ee Ming Toh, ‘How Geopolitics and History Shaped Singapore’s Natural
Landscape Over The Centuries’ A Magazine Singapore (2020) <https://
read-a.com/heres-how-geopolitics-and-history-shaped-singaporesnatural-landscape/> accessed 6 December 2020.
6 ibid.
7 Foucault (n 1) 6.
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is ‘simultaneously represented, contested, and inverted’ to expose
and counter established power relations inherent to colonial
ideology and institutions.8 At all times, viewers of The Colony –
Archive are confronted with the artificiality of these heavily curated
landscapes. The framed list of correspondences between Kew
and establishments in the colonies stands in stark contrast to the
utopic scene promised by the botanical gardens, foregrounding
the deliberate, economic motivations underlying the colonial
enterprise. The illusion of a timeless utopia, as perpetuated by
the curated compositions and images of the gardens, is shattered
against the backdrop of the plantation, alluding to the exploitative
nature of the colonial enterprise. Through such a display, a direct
relationship is drawn between the two colonial establishments,
highlighting their shared commercial purposes. Indeed, these
colonial institutions are what Tang calls ‘impossible landscapes:
[sites] that would not occur in the wild, in first-hand nature.’9 Thus,
botanical gardens are productions and re-productions of colonial
ideology which transcend geographical boundaries. They are
archives of the newfound research value attributed to specimens
upon entering the exploitative institution of colonialism.

Photographic perspectives
Having discussed the colonial motivations underlying the
establishment of botanical gardens and their archival function, we
can consider how Tang uses photography to counter the hegemonic
colonial narrative represented by botanical gardens. Tang ironically
8 ibid 3.
9 Chia (n 2).
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Fig 13. Archival postcard from Marvin Tang’s personal collection (fig 5 enlarged).

employs the archival value of photography as pictorial testimony
to problematise the supposed timelessness promised by botanical
gardens and their utopian reproduction in images. As William
Henry Fox Talbot speculated in his 1846 book The Pencil of Nature,
a photograph can be produced against a thief in court, underscoring
its unique potential as a visual document that relays legalistic
truth.10 Tang’s postcards are compositions entirely dominated by
an amalgamation of plant specimens, depicted with a deliberate
yellowing, ‘vintage’ effect and the addition of noise to the image
texture. They thus foreground the manipulative interventions
in the creation of the images and gardens, a quality made more
blatant by the lack of distinction between the colonial-era postcards.
The large canvas captures the liminal landscape in a moment of
transition and depletion, from a forested area to the bare, structured
terraces of a plantation, showing the symptoms of human intrusion
into nature. The staged naturality of botanical gardens presented
by the postcards stands in stark contrast to the violent reality of
colonialism through which these species came to coexist. Displayed
alongside colonial-era postcards, Tang’s postcards reject their
status as archives of socio-geographical memory, and instead form
a new archive which confronts the artificiality of this constructed
landscape. Unlike the ordered list of botanical gardens, which
presents a systematised, geographical categorisation, the arbitrary
ordering of the photographs, their unidentifiable locations, and
their mocking imitation of colonial-era postcards criticise the use
of gardens by colonial powers in order to implement systematic
10 William Henry Fox Talbot, The Pencil of Nature (Longman, Brown,
Green and Longmans 1844) 19–20 <http://www.gutenberg.org/
files/33447/33447-pdf.pdf> accessed 7 December 2020.

homogenisation and exploitation. Hence, through an examination
of the use of photography in The Colony – Archive, Tang produces a
counter-narrative which exposes and highlights the artificiality of
botanical gardens.

Postcards on the move
Moving beyond the subject matter depicted on the postcards, we
turn to the modes of dissemination which give postcards their
extensive mobility and ambiguous provenance, and how Tang
uses these to challenge the hegemonic colonial discourse built into
botanical gardens. In Tang’s words, ‘postcards became an easy and
accessible way for people to collect the world’ during the Victorian
age of exploration.11 This act of ‘[collecting] the world’ as supported
and represented by postcards reinforces a colonial worldview
which sought to subsume and assimilate others. This worldview is
mirrored in the heterotopias that are botanical gardens. Far from
being a democratic medium, then, postcards became a symbol
of the exotic. They perpetuated romanticised stereotypes of farflung lands in Southeast Asia and operated as oppressive symbols
affirming the extensive reach of the former British Empire. Indeed,
Tang sees the postcard as symptomatic of Ernst van Alphen’s
notion that photography and imperialism would meet and
collaborate.12 However, Tang also draws on the ease of transmission
of postcards—and hence, their potential as democratised modes of
dissemination—to counter the colonial narrative of Southeast Asia.
11 Chia (n 2).
12 ibid.
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This resonates with the notion of effective democratisation posed
by Jacques Derrida in ‘Archive Fever’, which states that ‘there
is no political power without control of the archive … Effective
democratization can always be measured by this essential criterion:
the participation in and the access to the archive, its constitution,
and its interpretation.’13 Tang uses his own postcards (participation
in the archive), provides free access to them in the gallery (access
to the archive), operates from the Southeast Asian perspective
(constitution), and problematises the colonial worldview which
created ‘impossible landscapes’ in the colonies (interpretation). He
also uses the ambiguity of postcards which ‘blur the line of where
the image was taken [and] the provenance’ to foreground the stillpowerful colonial ideology underlying the botanical gardens.14
Tang’s act of reproducing and numerically classifying the postcards
therefore reclaims the referential significance of botanical landscapes
as pictures in archival photographs. For Tang as artist-archivist, the
act of reproduction not only inserts his postcards into the physical
circulation of goods in the economy, but also (re)introduces colonial
postcards into the realm of collective social memory. By engaging
with social memory, The Colony – Archive effects a ground-up
movement that disrupts the still-pervasive effects of colonialism.
From ‘Garden City’ to ‘City in Nature’
Through the three archival modes of the botanical garden,
photography, and postcards, The Colony – Archive reveals and
subverts the structures of power and control as enacted by the
colonial institutions of botanical gardens in former British colonies.
Tang draws on the archive of the past to create a new archive of
the present. He replaces the former colonial power with the artistarchivist as the authorial figure and producer of archival images,
overturning the hierarchy embedded in the creation of these
botanical gardens. Elevating this analysis to a consideration of
Singapore’s national identity, the work questions Singapore’s ‘garden
city’ narrative so famously espoused by founding Prime Minister Lee
Kuan Yew, and its implications for collective identity. The Singapore
Botanical Gardens, nominated as a UNESCO World Heritage Site in
2015, have always played a key role in Singapore’s national narrative
and identity, especially in view of Singapore’s founding motto
‘Garden City’, established in 1967.15 This motto evolved into ‘City
in a Garden’ in 2014 and ‘City in Nature’ in 2020, corresponding
to more intensive greening and conservation efforts in the citystate.16 ‘City in a Garden’ evokes an image of Singapore encapsulated
by carefully curated nature, which is amplified by its colonial links.
The subsequent transition to ‘City in Nature’ not only indicates a
shift in Singapore’s greening objectives, but also charts its growing
independence from the colonial narrative so deeply embedded in
its natural master plan. Viewed collectively, this evolving discourse
surrounding Singapore’s greening journey illustrates how nature can
be, and historically has been, controlled to serve different agendas.
This essay has demonstrated the complex and amorphous quality of
13 Jacques Derrida, ‘Archive Fever: A Freudian Impression’ (Eric Prenowitz
tr, 1995) 25(2) Diacritics 9, 11.
14 Chia (n 2).
15 Lim Tin Seng, ‘Singapore Botanic Gardens’ (Singapore Infopedia, 27
August 2015) <https://eresources.nlb.gov.sg/infopedia/articles/
SIP_545_2005-01-24.html#:~:text=Although%20the%20Singapore%20
Botanic%20Gardens,Hill)%2C%20where%20he%20resided> accessed 15
December 2020.
16 Audrey Tan, David Fogarty, and Ernest Luis, ‘Desmond Lee on
transforming Singapore into a City in Nature’ The Straits Times
(Singapore, 22 Sep 2020) <https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/
environment/green-pulse-podcast-desmond-lee-on-transformingsingapore-into-a-city-in> accessed 31 Jan 2021.
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‘nature’, and its susceptibility to manipulation. How might we best
define ‘nature’ today? And since the Singapore story is so closely
intertwined with nature, how should we define Singapore’s national
identity? By raising questions which link collective identity to the
definition of ‘nature’, The Colony – Archive engages with discussions
charting the future of the independent nation, reclaiming its agency
through its natural landscape.

Something to Write Home about:
Postcards of Donbas,
Postcards as Donbas
A li c e Me e

Alice Mee is a third-year undergraduate in Modern and Medieval Languages (French, Spanish, and Ukrainian) at Queens' College, Cambridge. She has
spent the first eight months of her year abroad working at the Parliament of Ukraine, where she became very interested in matters surrounding the ongoing
conflict with Russia. Before returning to Cambridge for her final year, Alice is working with an NGO supporting smallholder coffee farmers in Costa Rica.

Fig 1. Lilya Nimenko postcard (Anastasia Taylor-Lind). 'Welcome to Donetsk' project. Courtesy of Anastasia Taylor-Lind.
<https://www.instagram.com/p/7LJFr6gD-3/?utm_medium=share_sheet>.
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ostcards have long been linked to memory formation, sold
primarily as ‘souvenirs’, a term itself deriving from the French
verb souvenir (to remember). The mnemonic role of postcards
is particularly worth discussing with regard to the cultural output
of places where memory is contested, and which have undergone
and continue to undergo upheaval resulting from conflict. This is
the case of parts of the Donetsk and Luhansk regions of eastern
Ukraine, often referred to collectively as ‘Donbas’.1 Although parts
of these regions have been occupied by or engaged in conflict with
Russia since 2014, their difficult relationship with memory and
trauma long predates that.
Not long after the start of the conflict, photojournalist Anastasia
Taylor-Lind came across a bundle of postcards in a post office
in Sloviansk, Donbas, with the words ‘Welcome to Donetsk’
emblazoned across idyllic images of the city. Moved by the
juxtaposition of the war surrounding her and the close resemblance
of the photographs to her British hometown, Taylor-Lind was
prompted to entirely reconsider how places at war should be
depicted. Together with Donbas-born Alisa Sopova, Taylor-Lind
set up a project entitled ‘Welcome to Donetsk’, in which they sent
thousands of postcards from Donbas to homes around the globe.
Each one bore a handwritten note stating the name of a victim of
the conflict, and the circumstances of their death. Their project
has led to the creation of a comprehensive list of victims from all
sides of the war, with Taylor-Lind stating her intention to continue
documenting these names until the end of the war.2

Turning to an entirely different medium, postcards also play a
significant role in prompting discussions of memory in Serhiy
Zhadan’s 2010 novel Voroshilovgrad, centred on Donbas after
independence. The novel’s protagonist, Herman, recalls speaking
about postcards of the city of Voroshilovgrad (now Luhansk) in
his German class during the Soviet era, but struggles to reconcile
that memory with a present in which it seems incongruous: ‘I
never went to Voroshilovgrad, either. And now there’s no such
thing as Voroshilovgrad.’3 Later in the novel, Olga, an accountant
from Herman’s hometown, echoes this sentiment of detachment
from one’s own past when her discovery of a collection of such
postcards brings back memories of sending them to German pen
pals. This prompts a reflection building on that of Herman. She
voices a struggle to believe one’s own memories: ‘there’s no such
city as Voroshilovgrad anymore, and the boy from Dresden doesn’t
write me anymore, and it’s like none of that even happened, or it
wasn’t even part of my life.’4
Despite the differences in genre—one draws on real-life events,
and the other is fiction—the approaches of the two projects to
postcards and their mnemonic value have significant parallels. It is
therefore worth exploring further how the two converge in their
visions of Donbas. They converge firstly regarding the interaction
between postcards, naming practices, and memory formation. They
also converge on the relationship of postcards to realities past and
present, and the perception of postcards as places.
1 The name ‘Donbas’ is used here for concision, although its usage remains
contested. Dmytro Krapyvenko, ‘Павло Жебрівський: «Донбас —
це совковий ідеологічний топонім»’ Український Тиждень (7
December 2017) <https://tyzhden.ua/Society/205344> accessed 9 March
2021.
2 Anastasia Taylor-Lind, ‘War is personal: how social media brings home
news of faraway conflicts’ (2015) 69(4) Nieman Reports 16, 23.
3 Serhiy Zhadan, Voroshilovgrad (Isaac Stackhouse and Reilly CostiganHumes trs, Deep Vellum Publishing 2016) 182.
4 ibid 434–35.
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One factor which contributed to starting ‘Welcome to Donetsk’
was Taylor-Lind’s increasing awareness of how conventional war
photography casts people living through conflict as ‘characters from
a war story’—5victims, war dead, combatants—rather than people
not so different from the viewer. ‘Welcome to Donetsk’ departs
from this convention, writing out the names of those who have died,
regardless of whether they were a civilian, combatant, or journalist,
and regardless of nationality or political views. The process of
naming creates a juxtaposition against the mass-produced postcard.
The impact of which is confirmed by the emotional reaction of
the postcards’ recipients, many of whom decided to commemorate
the person named in their postcard, for example by holding small
memorials.6 Uniting pre-war photos of the region with the names
of real people therefore challenges the ‘othering’ of places of war and
their inhabitants by underscoring the deeply personal impact of war.
For Zhadan, postcards also provide an opportunity to explore
the importance of naming in memory. Herman’s memory of
postcards depicting the Voroshilovgrad of his adolescence appears
to represent a dichotomy: ‘That city doesn’t even exist anymore.
It’s called Luhansk now.’7 This suggests that renaming a place is
tantamount to replacing it, in the most literal sense of the word:
re-placing. Memories are cut adrift, with no tangible referent. As
noted by Pavlo Shopin, ‘It is a signifier without a signified.’8 Indeed,
Luhansk has not had a linear history, instead experiencing multiple
repetitions: the city’s name was changed no fewer than four times
in the twentieth century, finally returning to ‘Luhansk’ in 1990.9
Herman therefore conveys the sense of illegitimacy and shame
accompanying memories from former regimes, a sentiment against
which the author appears to push back. Zhadan’s naming the novel
‘Voroshilovgrad’, despite it not being set there, reflects Herman’s
experience of having memories ‘of’ a place which he has never
visited. Zhadan’s focus on naming thus tackles the difficult line
between ‘denouncing a regime and devaluing the lives lived under
it’,10 suggesting that naming is significant not only in confirming
the existence of a place, but also in legitimising the existence and
memories of those who live in its vicinity.
The idea that a place ‘doesn’t exist anymore’, however, goes beyond
naming. Such assertions problematise the relationship between
past and present. Political changes can suddenly, prematurely
transform a postcard from a contemporary vision of a place, into
a piece of archive material. In ‘Welcome to Donetsk’, this clash in
perceptions is epitomised by the two sides of the postcard, which
represent two realities simultaneously—war and peace—but only one
place. In this way, the project does not simply tell the same story
twice on the two sides of the card, but instead suggests that radically
different perceptions of a place must be acknowledged as parts of
the same story. In Voroshilovgrad, in contrast, the postcards that
Olga finds are incomplete, never having been written or sent, and
therefore seemingly bear only one ‘side’ of the story. Prematurely
5 Taylor-Lind (n 2) 19.
6 HURI, ‘WelcomeToDonetsk: Photojournalist Anastasia TaylorLind Presents Her Work at HURI’ <https://huri.harvard.edu/news/
welcometodonetsk-photojournalist-anastasia-taylor-lind-presents-herwork-huri> accessed 22 February 2021.
7 Zhadan (n 3) 181.
8 Pavlo Shopin, ‘Voroshylovhrad Lost: Memory and Identity in a Novel by
Serhiy Zhadan’ (2013) 57(3) The Slavic and East European Journal 372,
377.
9 Tanya Zaharchenko, ‘While the Ox Is Still Alive: Memory and Emptiness
in Serhiy Zhadan’s Voroshylovhrad’ (2013) 55(1–2) Canadian Slavonic
Papers 45, 52.
10 ibid 66.
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Fig 2. Serhiy Feoktistov postcard (Anastasia Taylor-Lind). 'Welcome to Donetsk' project. Courtesy of Anastasia
Taylor-Lind. <https://www.instagram.com/p/BAw_jsmAD44/?utm_medium=share_sheet>.

cut off from fulfilling their purpose, these postcards share a certain
parallel with the sudden renaming of the city, and with Herman’s
sense of incompletion. Nevertheless, Zhadan subverts any sense of
unfulfilment, as the unwritten side of the postcard demonstrates that
the card is intended for its owner alone. The unwritten side can thus
be interpreted as symbolising the characters’ full ownership of their
memories, reaffirming the legitimacy of individual perceptions of the
past, without moulding them to the expectations of anyone else.
This is to say not that either use of postcards engages explicitly with
the reality of place, but quite the opposite. In Voroshilovgrad, for
example, characters admit to using postcards to project a desired
view of a place. Olga recalls how she would ‘pick out the ones with
tons of flowers because I wanted him [a German pen pal] to think
that Voroshilovgrad was a fun city.’11 This is by no means unusual.
Daniel Reynolds notes the tendency for postcards to depict ‘clichéd
scenic views in garishly enhanced colours.’12 It can therefore be
suggested that postcards create a certain complicity between sender
and recipient, with both being aware of their shared part-imagining
of place. It can therefore be useful to consider why postcards are

chosen over letters by both Taylor-Lind and Zhadan. Through the
medium of postcards, the sender brings the recipient within the
paradigms of a mutually imagined reality. Jacques Derrida observed
that in a postcard image ‘one does not know what is in front or
what is in back, here or there, near or far’,13 and this underlines how
the medium of postcards, with the intersection of decontextualised
images and a written message, lends itself to an almost floating,
quasi-imagining of place. Taylor-Lind’s project speaks to a blurring
of boundaries between the real and imagined since, although she
specifically chose postcards of pre-war Donbas, these too become
subject to imagination, as the basis of those images no longer
exists in the state in which it is depicted. Whereas Olga chose
postcards based on their novelty, Taylor-Lind chose them based
on their banality, in order to evoke greater empathy on the part of
the recipient. She explained: ‘In these cards Donetsk looks like an
ordinary, peaceful European city, like anyone’s hometown, like my
hometown.’14 This challenges the binaries of the imagined and real,
the pre-war and ‘war-torn’, emphasising that places designated as
‘warzones’ were not always so, and that those living in such places
are not so different from the postcards’ recipients. Thus, although

11 Zhadan (n 3) 434.
12 Daniel P Reynolds, Postcards from Auschwitz: Holocaust Tourism and the
Meaning of Remembrance (New York University Press 2018) 2.

13 Jacques Derrida, The Post Card: From Socrates to Freud and beyond (Alan
Bass tr, University of Chicago Press 1987) 13.
14 Taylor-Lind (n 2) 19.
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in both Taylor-Lind’s project and Zhadan’s novel, postcards are
reminders of the past, the images of the past on postcards engage
with the adaptation and part-imagination of reality, suggesting that
this is always part of the experience of a place, and that no single
perception of a place is more valid than another.
Yet postcards are not simply valued for their relation to memories
of a place. They become places in their own right. In Voroshilovgrad,
for instance, postcards are a mnemonic tool for recalling memories
associated with a place and time, rather than for remembering the
place itself. This is epitomised by Herman recollecting that he ‘never
went to Voroshilovgrad’,15 and yet that his memory of it stems
from the postcards which he ‘talked about … in German for years’,16
demonstrating that memories linked to postcards are only partially
connected to place. Olga similarly declares, ‘Maybe these pictures
are my past’,17 suggesting that postcards are valued more for the
memories they evoke and help to preserve than for the places they
depict. In this way, Zhadan’s depiction of postcards resonates with
Pierre Nora’s theory of ‘lieux de mémoire’ (‘sites of memory’), ‘where
memory crystallizes and secretes itself.’18 The memories contained
within postcards render them places themselves—sites of memory—
autonomous but not unrelated to history. This is echoed on the
metanarrative level, with the reader ‘remembering’ Voroshilovgrad
as a result of the book’s name despite never having been there, and
despite the novel not even being set there. Not dissimilarly, TaylorLind’s project of remembrance ultimately promotes the production
of memory for a recipient who did not experience that place or know
that person. Both Zhadan and Taylor-Lind arguably encourage the
creation, and not just the preservation, of what could be termed
‘vicarious memory’. Their works therefore portray postcards as an
aid not only against forgetting one’s own memories, but also against
forgetting the memories of others.
The communicative aspect of postcards differs between the two,
however. In ‘Welcome to Donetsk’, the reaction of the recipients
is arguably the most important element of the project, helping to
provoke empathy for those in faraway conflicts. As Taylor-Lind
notes, the postcards are only half of the story: ‘what they do is
provide a catalyst for research, engagement, and conversation within
foreign homes.’19 Zhadan, conversely, has a greater focus on unsent
postcards, illustrated when Olga notes, ‘I would just keep all the other
ones … And I just found them. A whole stack of them.’20 Kept almost
like an unintentional private archive, and found many years later,
they could be interpreted as being unfinished and abortive, telling a
story with no satisfactory ending, echoing the characters’ feeling of
sudden severance from their past at the fall of the Soviet Union. It
could appear that the postcards have been robbed of their purpose.
However, it soon becomes clear that, for Zhadan’s characters, not
only are postcards for their recipients, but their function as ‘lieux
de mémoire’ also aids their original owners. Olga’s discovery of
postcards from her past exemplifies this. It prompts not only
recollections, but also defiance, and determination to acknowledge
memories despite the pressures of collective memory. She states that
these memories are ‘Something they took away from me and forced
me to forget. But I haven’t forgotten.’21 In this way, postcards lend
tangibility to memory, and the way in which they can be found after
15 Zhadan (n 3) 182.
16 ibid 181.
17 ibid 435.
18 Pierre Nora, ‘Between Memory and History: Les Lieux de Mémoire’
(1989) 26 Representations 7, 7.
19 Taylor-Lind (n 2) 22.
20 Zhadan (n 3) 434.
21 ibid 435.
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many years, as happens in Olga’s case, provides a material parallel to
the process of remembering.
Taylor-Lind, on the other hand, emphasises that such ‘lieux de
mémoire’ are not only for those who hold memories related to that
past. The communicative aspect of postcards can transform postcards
into agents of vicarious memory for those detached from, for
example, Donbas. ‘Welcome to Donetsk’ therefore turns postcards
into mobile ‘lieux de mémoire’, sites of remembrance which are
almost tombstones for the victims of the war. Paradoxically, the
mobility of postcards makes them more permanent, when there is
both a physical and ontological threat to many parts of Donbas, and
thus also to cemeteries and sites of remembrance. The differing uses
of postcards as ‘lieux de mémoire’ between Taylor-Lind and Zhadan
therefore demonstrates that they are not only for those who battle
with their own memories, but also for those who wish to remember
something, or rather someone, that they never met.
Literature, real-life conflict, and memory intersect in these two
examples of cultural production from Donbas, to demonstrate
that postcards can be not only tools in remembering, but also in
remembrance, through their status as ‘lieux de mémoire’. These
representations and uses of postcards hint that the relationship
between postcard and place is highly complex. The ‘place’ depicted
is often more a result of desired projections of imagination than of
lived reality, and postcards become places of memory of their own,
independent from the unfolding of history. Comparing the two
projects demonstrates the value of postcards in memory, not only in
the conventional communicative form, but also for the owner of the
unsent postcard. Zhadan in particular suggests that detachment from
places and from one’s own memories that is due to sudden historical
divides does not have to result in forgetting such memories. TaylorLind goes beyond this, using postcards as places of remembrance,
creating forms of vicarious memory for the recipients.
Donbas is no stranger to changes in identity and in the status of
memories, and this is set to be the case at least for the near future.
However, Zhadan and Taylor-Lind use postcards to demonstrate a
defiance to the fragility of memory in the region, and to underscore
that inhabitants’ memories do not have to be tainted by the actions
of a regime. Therefore, although both projects problematise the
interplay of memory and place when place can no longer be relied
upon as a tangible mnemonic referent, they ultimately converge in
their shared use of postcards to represent possibilities for accepting
the past, and for empathising with the experiences of others.

First Crimea,
then Donbas,
now Borscht
Ie v g e n K lop o tenko

Ievgen Klopotenko is a Ukrainian chef, television presenter, and culinary expert. He has been recognized as one of the most promising leaders in the world
of gastronomy and entered 50 Next, a global list of 50 people under 35 who are shaping the future of gastronomy. He also founded a non-profit organization
to advance borscht as the national food of Ukraine worldwide. He is working on recognition of borscht as part of Ukraine’s cultural heritage by UNESCO.
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ussia annexed the Crimea and started a war in the Donbas
region of eastern Ukraine, but that wasn’t enough; now the
Kremlin intends to steal borscht from Ukraine.

I didn’t intend to start an Eastern European culinary clash. My
mission was to get borscht recognised as an aspect of Ukrainian
national culture by UNESCO, the United Nations cultural heritage
agency. Why? I was just fed up with restaurants around the world
calling borscht a Russian soup. The last straw was when the Russian
Foreign Ministry described borscht in a four-line tweet as one of the
‘most famous and popular dishes in Russia’.
Borscht is one of the most popular dishes of Ukrainian cuisine, but
it is more than just a dish. It’s not just about food, it’s about the
nation’s cultural identity. The world-famous Ukrainian poet Taras
Shevchenko ate borscht with dried carp. Also, there were Cossacks
in a special Cossack register with the second name Borscht and it is
rude not to refer to the villages Borschi, Borschiv, Borschivka that are
situated in Ukraine. What is more interesting, some people believe in
God and some don’t, but I’ve never seen a person that regrets tasting
Borscht. Most likely every Ukrainian had Borscht this week. Almost
500 million litres of borscht are eaten in Ukraine every year.

propaganda. The pro-Kremlin media uses terms such as ‘borscht
war’ and ‘battle of borscht’, while most Russians consider borscht
Ukrainian. Once I talked to a German journalist based in Moscow
who didn’t understand the fuss around borscht. He asked people on
the streets which country borscht is from, and they answered that it
is Ukrainian. ‘Then I went to a cafe’, he told me. ‘I asked cooks there:
whose is borscht? I was also told that I was Ukrainian. And what
is the problem?’ And here is the problem: people understand that
borscht is Ukrainian while propaganda claims it is not.
Borscht is Ukrainian, and this historical fact is indisputable.
Awkward fact: if you open an article about borscht on Ukrainian
Wikipedia and then on the Russian site, you will decide that these
are two different dishes. Russian propaganda tries to get its hands
on borscht, claiming that this dish comes from the name of the
plant borschivnik (Heracleum), which is supposed to be the main
ingredient in their variant. This version is absurdly awkward and
doesn’t withstand any criticism because borschivnik is a poisonous
plant, which is unacceptable for cooking.

During my ‘borscht expedition’, I’ve made a genuinely notable
discovery. There is no canonical recipe of borscht, nor is there
regional borscht. However, there are as many recipes for this dish
as many families are living here. When two people meet each
other and start a family, they give birth to a new Borscht recipe.
These recipes vary from region to region, from family to family,
from house to house, from apartment to apartment. As I told you
before, there are literally as many recipes as families. No doubt,
borscht is in our DNA.

Most likely, the name ‘borscht’ came from the Old Slavic ‘brsch’—beet
or beet kvass. The first mention of the dish ‘borscht’ dates back to
1584. German trader Martin Gruneweg, who was traveling from
Lviv to Moscow via Kyiv, wrote that he had stopped for the night
over the Borshchavka river—now the Borshchahivka, which gave its
name to Kyiv’s modern western outskirts. When Martin Gruneweg
inquired about the history of the river’s name, Kyiv citizens explained
that there was once a borscht bazaar in that area. But he didn’t believe
it, because according to him, it didn’t make sense for Kyiv people
to get so far from the city center for the sake of borscht. ‘Besides,
Ruthenians rarely or never buy borscht, because everyone cooks it at
home, it is their daily food and drink’, he wrote in his diary.

Perhaps that is the reason why borscht is an essential element of
Ukrainian identity. That is why it has become a key object of Russian

There are other mentions of borscht. In 1598, the famous Orthodox
polemicist Ivan Vyshensky wrote about the peasants who ‘sip
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water or borschik’ from one bowl. There are seven Borshchivs and
Borshchenkos in the register of the Zaporozhian Army of 1649
among the Cossacks. Moreover, in the history of the Razumovsky
family, researcher Kazimir Valishevsky mentions that the Russian
Tsarina Elizabeth fell in love with Alexei Razumovsky, ‘and after she
fell in love with Ukrainian borscht.’
Besides, we want to single out one more fact—the researcher of
USSR cuisines and the ‘father’ of Soviet cuisines William Pokhlobkin
wrote in his book ‘National Cuisines of our Peoples’ that borscht is a
Ukrainian dish that has gained wide popularity in the world.
There are not only historical arguments when it comes to questions
of the origin and affiliation of borscht—there are also the depth
of its roots in folk culture, regional distribution, and variety of
recipes. In particular, proverbs and sayings are of great importance.
For example, a children’s saying: ‘Go, go to the rain, I’ll cook you
a borscht.’ In the dictionary of the Ukrainian language of Borys
Hrinchenko from 1907, we find more than a dozen words derived
from the word ‘borscht’. There are various names of borscht among
them—borschik, borschichok, borschishche, borshchisko—and borschuvati
(to eat borscht) and borschivnitsa (trade in borscht).
So there are no facts that would deny the nationality of borscht to
Ukraine. But then how to explain the intensification of the Russian
propaganda machine?
Russia seeks to take away our values so that we don’t form a nation.
National identity consists of language, food, religion, and life. If you
take away all elements, the nation will be vulnerable to aggressive
manipulation. The Soviet Union ‘took’ the food from other nations.
When it collapsed, as an offspring of the Soviet Union, Russia
attributed all the food to themselves. They used the statement,
‘if it was in the Soviet Union, then the borscht is ours.’ As Taras
Shevchenko wrote, Russians with their imperialistic thinking are
sincerely convinced that ‘you are ours, and your things are ours.’
This propaganda was a crucial thing that forced me to legally
consolidate borscht’s status as a Ukrainian national dish. As it turned
out, borscht was never officially considered Ukrainian. The first
mention of borscht is recorded in Ukraine. It is prepared and eaten
by every Ukrainian, but borscht is not Ukrainian at the legislative
level. We just didn’t think it had to be documented.
Our team worked hard for a year. I created a public organization—
the Institute of Culture of Ukraine—with the support of the Сhumak
Company and sent my team on a ‘borscht expedition’ throughout
Ukraine. At the same time, we conducted a 12-stage preparation
task to collect and approve all documents. It was a complicated
process, but we managed to cope with it. Borscht is now on the
National List of Intangible Cultural Heritage of Ukraine. In March,
we are applying for the inclusion of the Ukrainian national dish in
the UNESCO list of intangible heritage, and I believe that we will
be successful.
For Ukrainians, borscht is more than just a dish. Borscht is a
part of Ukrainian identity and our national value. An influential
cultural phenomenon and the answer to the question: ‘What unites
Ukrainians?’ If it is not worth fighting for, then what is?
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These mechanisms were designed to influence our perceptions and
shape our ideas, about everything from the shoes and cars we want
to buy to the belief systems or political leaders we like to think we
have chosen for ourselves.

In the US, we have been horrified and perplexed by the huge
numbers of people who believed, without much evidence, that there
had been massive fraud in the 2020 presidential election, of whom
hundreds attacked the building housing Congress in Washington.

Most of us have known for some time now that the very choice
of what we clicked on in our Internet searches was guided by a
mechanism whose overriding principle was that the longer we
carried on clicking, the bigger the advertising revenue for the
platforms delivering the websites.

ince the detection of massive Russian interference in the 2016
American presidential election, there has been a morass of
studies analysing the manipulation, fakes, and distortions,
particularly on the Internet, which seem to assault the very notion
of truth.

Still others are convinced by conspiracy theories about the nation’s
elite being satanic paedophiles and cannibals swigging babies’ blood.
The world’s ability to achieve ‘herd immunity’ against the
coronavirus pandemic is threatened, because millions of people
across the planet believe vaccinations are a cunning cover to, among
other nefarious goals, inject microchips into humans, or cause
heterosexuals to become gay.
Numerous articles in publications ranging from the popular to the
academic have discussed information manipulation, fake news,
hybrid war—both classic black techniques used throughout history,
and modern variants adapted for the new technologies which
yielded ‘social media’.
That a significant proportion of the new range of technologies and
media has been exploited to transmit downright lies—in the way
every previous form of communication has also been subject to
abuse—should not have been a surprise.
Most of us—some sooner than others—became aware of the
previously secret techniques, such as sophisticated algorithms,
working like Avatar predators, luring or prodding us into
informational zones filled with traps.

They guided us to places that we cared to linger in because they
reinforced our existing beliefs, and prejudices resulted in bigger
profits.
Therefore, what troubles me is why, even when the deceptions and
machinations are revealed, so many people continue as before.
I am not talking about people who are mentally ill or suffer other
clinical handicaps. Or those we smilingly dismiss as eccentrics—
the flat-Earthers, or people who insist American astronauts never
reached the Moon.
What puzzles me is why millions of people who would previously
have been described as holding ‘conventional’, ‘objective’, ‘rational’,
‘traditional’, ‘reasonable’ (etc) beliefs have embraced views that, at
some level, prompt questions.
Perhaps young people who have throughout their lives acquired and
trusted knowledge via the Internet have fewer of the reference points
that previously led to commonly held truths, and are therefore more
susceptible to contrived, semi-fictional, ‘alt-reality’ interpretations
of their world.
But why are so many people whose formative years at least straddled
pre-Internet Earth life also buying into outlandish narratives? Why
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are they ignoring the signs that previously would have warned them
something was amiss?

a provocative political declaration which can lead to violent
altercations or actual violence.

Bizarre conspiracy theories have nourished gossip and cults for at
least as long as humans have been able to record their own histories.

The capacity of Internet users in Western countries to check the
facts is almost limitless, and restricted only by themselves. Mostly
they need not fear that a secret policeman, monitoring what they
click on or post, will visit them in the middle of the night.

It was easier in the past to rationally explain acceptance of lies or
misconceptions.
After all, until relatively recently means of mass communication—
several centuries of printed publications for a tiny minority who
could read, and the initial decades of radio and television—reached
relatively few, and were controlled by even fewer.
Mass susceptibility to propaganda was also easily explainable in, say,
the previous decades of Soviet and Chinese totalitarianism, because
populations could be almost totally isolated from the outside world.
In those circumstances, where all ‘news’ and information was
filtered, invented, and packaged by the government, it was simply
impossible for most inhabitants to independently check it.
Publications, radio and television programmes, phone calls, and
letters—any information from beyond the state’s borders—could be
completely blocked.
And if people persisted in trying to get forbidden information, they
could be jailed or killed.
But in today’s biggest authoritarian regimes, China and Russia, there
are vastly more connections to the outside world, and complete
isolation is impractical.
Despite the efforts of authoritarian regimes to obstruct it, the
Internet continues to function even in curbed, semi-controlled
form, and provides a means of communication with, and access to
information from, everyone on the planet.
And the citizens of those countries, who once could only dream of
travel beyond their own borders, now visit by the thousands the
countries vilified by Moscow and Beijing, and can see for themselves
the conditions there.
Scores of Russian President Vladimir Putin’s closest cronies own
luxury properties in the US. They have educated their children in
British and American schools, and they take their wives and mistresses
for shopping expeditions to London, New York, Paris, and Rome.
Yet they parrot Putin’s propaganda about Western amorality,
decadence, dishonesty, and overall rottenness. Some perhaps do so
merely in order to preserve their favour with Putin, but others do so
with relish and enthusiasm.
More perplexing, perhaps, is the willingness of people in Western
countries to buy into accusations, fake news, and conspiracy theories
generated abroad, or into the more insidious ones concocted and
sown by individuals or groups in their own countries.
Some of the most potent and harmful lies are produced by the
myriad US and other Western outfits and individuals bent on
fostering vicious divisions in their own societies.
In some parts of the US, the divisions are so deeply pronounced
that wearing or not wearing a pandemic face mask has become
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Yet in the West millions of people have embraced, with unnerving
passion, some of the most spectacular and absurd conspiracies that
previously seemed to dwell in the eccentric or troubled minds of a
tiny proportion of the population.
They believe the countless mendacious narratives that have
generated entire ‘alt-reality’ universes, unmoored from truth and
logic yet spreading no less fiercely than the coronavirus.
The lies range from the totally unhinged to the more plausible—
from baby-eating paedophiles running Washington DC, to untested
drugs or bleaches that can vanquish COVID-19.
For every one of these big lies infecting the Internet, there are scores
of smaller lies, carefully manufactured in the Kremlin-financed troll
farms of St Petersburg, by Chinese, North Korean, Iranian, and
other malevolent actors, for political aims or for money. They are
also manufactured by Western players.
The hundreds of pages of analysis I have read about fake information
explain how the ubiquity of computers, iPhones, and other personal
electronic communications devices has let the Internet vastly extend
its reach.
I may have been reading the wrong things—they too have mostly
come via the Internet—but this would not explain why people
abandon guidelines learned previously for navigating the truth, in
favour of ‘alt-reality’ and fantastical conspiracy theories.
One of the hallmarks of effective disinformation is a clever sprinkling
of some truth amidst the lies.
New twentieth-century technologies of film and television widened
the scope for blending truth and lies.
The Internet has greatly extended the reach of propaganda and
increased the ability to produce boutique lies skilfully tailored for
specific, sometimes niche, markets.
I had previously seen propaganda vilifying the enemy in conflict
zones in Afghanistan, the Middle East, and former Yugoslavia.
While reporting on Ukraine’s 2004 ‘Orange Revolution’, I saw the
Internet used effectively by young pro-democracy demonstrators.
They used it to communicate truthful news mocking and countering
the lies permeating the government-controlled media.
There were mass demonstrations, beginning in autumn 2013,
that culminated in bloody revolution in February 2014 and ousted
Ukraine’s pro-Kremlin and spectacularly corrupt president. During
these, the government and the protesters used the Internet to spread
‘conventional’ lies and truths.
During the confusion of the days following the revolution, Russian
dictator Vladimir Putin set in motion plans for an invasion of
Ukraine’s Crimean peninsula.

ISSUE 1

I flew to Crimea to report on growing unrest there for the UK’s
The Sunday Times newspaper, unaware I had arrived on the eve of
Russia’s invasion of the peninsula.

One man at a pro-Moscow demonstration in the center of the city of
Simferopol explained that he and his friends had just seen Ukrainian
nationalists with Nazi flags in their midst.

Crimea is the only area of Ukraine where members of a Russian
ethnic population outnumber the local Ukrainian (and Crimean)
inhabitants.

He was a taxi business owner, and was perfectly sober as he told
me they were preparing to fight against the invading German army.
I asked, ‘Surely you mean a fascist Ukrainian army?’ But he was
emphatic it was a Nazi German army.

The local authorities for years had been overwhelmingly Russianethnic and sympathetic to Moscow. Except for a tiny number of
schools, far smaller than the proportion of ethnic populations
should have dictated, education was conducted in Russian.
The Russian language was omnipresent in Crimea, as it was in
much of southern and eastern Ukraine, where the majority of the
population identified as ethnically Ukrainian.
Putin accused Ukrainian governments since the country’s 1991
independence of forbidding or obstructing the use of the Russian
language, and otherwise persecuting ethnic Russians living in Ukraine.
This was despite the fact that most of Ukraine’s presidents and prime
ministers primarily spoke Russian, with some only feebly learning
Ukrainian after they got their top jobs.
I met many Russian-ethnic inhabitants of Crimea who wanted
nothing to do with Putin’s Russia and joined pro-Ukrainian
demonstrations.
But many told me and other journalists that they had felt persecuted
because of using the Russian language.
When Hitler invaded the Soviet Union during World War Two,
Crimea was the last part of the area that is now Ukraine that the
Nazi forces captured.
The Soviet military held out on the peninsula in a prolonged,
vicious battle. It claimed tens of thousands of casualties and was
mythologised in scores of films, aired countless times every year,
even after the disintegration of the USSR.
These films were frequently shown in Crimea by pro-Moscow
authorities controlling TV channels after the pro-western and
pro-democracy revolution had kicked out Putin’s puppets in the
Ukrainian capital Kyiv, and in the run-up to the peninsula’s invasion
by Russian soldiers.
Stories in the Russian media and on the Internet warned—without
any basis in truth—that Ukrainians from the mass demonstrations in
mainland Ukraine, branded ‘fascists’, were preparing to march into
Crimea and slaughter ethnic Russians.
The narratives drummed in comparisons between the evolving
contemporary situation and the 1941 Nazi invasion of the USSR.
They blurred the borders between reality and fake in a way I had
not seen before.
People, especially older ones brought up on a diet of those Soviet
movies and myths, began to believe they were in imminent danger
from hostile forces advancing toward them.
There was real fear, verging on hysteria. People put up barricades
and tore sheets into strips as bandages for the battle they were
convinced was coming.

I also told him it was difficult to believe that any Ukrainians, however
fanatical, would walk into a fervently pro-Russian demonstration
waving Nazi flags. He was insistent that he had witnessed the scene,
though he and his friends could not explain what had subsequently
happened to the apparently suicidal Ukrainian nationalists.
The businessman and his friends had not been intentionally lying.
They accepted the blend of lies, fiction, history, and myths that had
been woven for them.
Under Putin, an aggressive, resurgent Russia worked to reimpose
itself on the former Soviet empire. In the subsequent years,
Ukrainians and others living in them experienced increasing
amounts of this new type of propaganda. It not only spread lies, but
contrived to construct an intricate fictional version of events and
the world.
The Internet was used not only to sow confusion about truth and
reality, but also to direct disruptive and potentially dangerous
cyberattacks on features of the ‘real world’ such as electricity grids,
nuclear power stations, and air traffic control towers.
Ukrainians had become accustomed to this new style of manipulating
truth, and learned that it was part of Russia’s formula for ‘hybrid
warfare’.
Those familiar with Russian hybrid warfare experienced a sense
of déjà vu when increasing volumes of ‘alternative facts’ and ‘altreality’ narratives surfaced during the 2016 US presidential election
campaign, and then during Donald Trump’s term as President.
Numerous US intelligence investigations concluded that the
Kremlin had used hybrid warfare disinformation techniques on a
massive scale to try to skew the election in Trump’s favour.
Although US agencies found that the Russians again tried to
manipulate information to benefit Trump in the election of
November 2020, domestic individuals and groups were held
responsible for the mushrooming of ‘alt-reality’.
The process was, of course, massively aided and magnified by
President Trump. Trump had never been averse to lying, and eagerly
embraced (or did not deny) the fake narratives that played into the
web of fake news and ‘alt-reality’ that he and his accomplices spun.
Trump asserted for months before and after the November ballot
that he could only lose the election if his opponents stole it from
him. This led to the violent assault on the Capitol on 6 January 2021.
There is some evidence that time spent on computers affects which
parts of the brain become active or dormant.
But new technologies and their accompanying media, although far
more varied and widespread than in previous decades, have not by
themselves erased our ability to distinguish truth from falsehood, or
reality from fiction.
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The overpowering reason may be that millions accept unfounded,
untrue, even extremely bizarre beliefs, not because they are forced to
but because such beliefs are more comfortable and pleasant than reality.
If you live in a country governed by a dictator—like Putin—whom
you are helpless to remove by election, and who is responsible for a
whole range of evils, then perhaps it is more comforting to accept
the state-manufactured version of reality.
The admission that you live in a society where your vote is
meaningless and where you are powerless to change anything must
lead to frustration and an unbearable misery.
But if you enthusiastically convince yourself of a narrative that
portrays your country as a beacon of noble values, perpetually
threatened by a decadent, corrupt Western enemy, then a lot of the
depression and feeling of powerlessness is lifted.
In the US, many from the European-origin population, which
used to be dominant, see others as competing for a greater share of
political and economic power. They fear that their traditions and
beliefs are threatened.
Some undoubtedly have good reason to feel they have been
neglected by successive governments, as their traditional industries
and livelihoods wither away and the gap between the poorest and
richest grows remorselessly.
Rather than address these complex problems, which require difficult
compromises, it is perhaps easier to blame for their misery a secret,
evil ‘deep state’ bent on global domination.
It is especially easy if it isn’t one random nutcase rambling about a
sinister secret society running the world, but authority figures such
as politicians, academics, journalists, pastors, and even the president
of the United States, in the person of Donald Trump.
Pervasive new technologies, Internet-dominated media weaponised
with lies, provide innovative and powerful ways to project illusions
offering seductively simple solutions.
But in essence they do not differ markedly from the old techniques
used by authoritarian regimes, whether communist or fascist, for
providing simple explanations to still fears and focus hatreds.
Some of social media’s algorithms, shunting us to sites reinforcing
our beliefs and prejudices, indeed have a whiff of a sinister, secret
society about them.
Once loosed on the Internet, any idea, however bizarre, can gain
a traction that propels it from what previously would have been
a short life in a tiny community to digital immortality within a
potentially huge audience.
But I do not believe, as some suggest, that the Internet has
irreversibly rewired humans to make them stupider or nastier.
Many malignant forces have used new technologies and immense
effort to persuade people that a comfortable perception of the truth
is as valid as the real thing.
But our main struggle is not against a Terminator-like, inexorable
technology. It is to stand our ground in the old battle between truth
and falsehood, which is, ultimately, a contest between life and death.
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auferre, trucidare, rapere, falsis nominibus imperium, atque,
ubi solitudinem faciunt, pacem appellant
(To ravage, to slaughter, to usurp under false titles, they
call empire, and where they make a desert, they call
it peace.)
—Tacitus, Agricola

D

espite having a democratic constitution, Belarus has
never been a democratic country, before or after the 2020
presidential elections. This has not stopped the authorities
stating otherwise.
Alyaksandr Lukashenka came to power amid post-Soviet nostalgia
and maintained the rhetoric of a ‘welfare state’, insisting that
prosperity is more important than respect for civil rights. Continuity
with the Belarusian Soviet Socialist Republic became a part of the
official discourse. After coming to power in 1994, he initiated the
restoration of Soviet symbols as the official symbols of the Republic
of Belarus—they replaced the historic white-red-white flag and the
‘Pahonya’ coat of arms, which have been state symbols since 1991.1
Soviet-style administrative and ideological structures, including the
KGB, continue to function in the country.
A period of press freedom began following the breakup of the Soviet
Union in 1991, but it ended in late 1994 when Lukashenka, who had
just come to power, began to interfere in the work of the media. At
that time, a lot of newspapers printed blank spaces instead of the
report of MP Siarhei Antonchyk on corruption in the circles of the
new president. The presidential administration banned the report’s
publication in state-owned media, which had previously enjoyed
fairly major editorial freedom.2 Since then, the government has aimed
1 Stephen M Norris, ‘History, Memory, and the Art of Protest in Belarus’
(Origins) <https://origins.osu.edu/article/history-memory-and-art-protestbelarus/page/0/0>.
2 ‘Lukashenka Was Sitting At Tribune And Really Crying’ (Charter 97%)

at limiting press freedom, constantly tightening legal restrictions on
the activities of journalists and the media. The Belarusian Association
of Journalists (BAJ) appeared in 1995 to address precisely these
government actions, since the Soviet-tradition Belarusian Union of
Journalists was unable to defend independent media representatives.
Belarus is sometimes called a ‘reservation of socialism’, and there is still
evidence of this in its media. Denationalisation and privatisation of the
media have not taken place in the country. The state system of Sovietstyle propaganda has been preserved, which is designed to spread
‘state ideology’. The Ministry of Information can block websites and
shut down media outlets to ensure that few alternatives to the state
propaganda can be heard.3 The media sphere in Belarus can be divided
into two sectors: state-run and independent. Media outlets in the
independent camp are either privately owned or funded from abroad.
Throughout Alyaksandr Lukashenka’s presidency, the authorities
have demonstrated all the attributes of ‘decorative democracy’. There
were periodical ‘warmings’ of relations with democratic countries,
so-called ‘liberalisation’ efforts, which were followed by periods
of tightening repression against the opposition and human rights
defenders, who were generally associated with election campaigns.
Belarus, to one degree or another, interacted with the UN and
the OSCE human rights mechanisms, and engaged in dialogue on
human rights with the EU. While it was criticised for human rights
violations, the government usually complied with domestic law as
well as with ‘national traditions’. Laws were formally respected.
There were certain ‘rules of the game’ in interaction with political
opponents. Mere dissent was not criminalised.
We cannot speak of the rule of law in Belarus, or of full observance
of human rights, as such notions are commonly understood. The
<https://charter97.org/en/news/2019/2/4/322376/>.
3 ‘On Mass Media’ (The Law of the Republic of Belarus)
<https://pravo.by/document/?guid=3871&p0=h10800427>.
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law was believed to be written domestic legal acts. These acts
were adopted by the puppet parliament in a form pleasing to
the presidential administration. One could hope for compliance
with some laws, even if these did not always correspond to the
internationally accepted principles of law and human rights.

On the same day, the deputies voted to adopt amendments to
the laws on large gatherings, on mass media, and on countering
extremism. They also passed a bill ostensibly preventing the
reemergence of Nazism. It is obvious that the government chose the
path of repression and of the suppression of free thought.

However, the situation surrounding the most recent presidential
elections, in August 2020, led to disastrous consequences. In the three
days following election day, the Belarusian people faced brutal violence
from the security forces, including torture and the use of weapons.
This was followed by massive outrages violating fundamental rights
and freedoms, which continue to this day. Since the elections, human
rights defenders have stated that the country has defaulted on its laws.
Crimes are not investigated and laws are generally not observed, at all
levels of the state apparatus. Tens of thousands of peaceful protesters
have been arrested and unfairly convicted. Hundreds have been
imprisoned and deemed political prisoners.4

Could this have been foreseen?

During the last session of the UN Human Rights Council, High
Commissioner for Human Rights Michelle Bachelet described
the post-election situation in Belarus as a ‘human rights crisis of
unprecedented dimension’.5
The status of the rule of law in post-election Belarus is most clearly
reflected in Lukashenka’s statement at a meeting in the General
Prosecutor’s Office.
I don’t urge you to save the state in violation of the law.
However, when ‘practically impudent intervention’,
as I call it, is being carried out from the outside, and it
is being roused from the inside and directed from the
outside: you know, sometimes there is no time for laws.6
The government asserted that the existing legal framework was too
liberal. After the elections, it actively transformed the legislation.
In particular, the laws of responsibility for participation in
unauthorised demonstrations were significantly tightened.7
To protect themselves, the authorities are trying to ban the symbols
of protest—recall the white-red-white flag—and completely
eradicate any manifestation of dissent, on the pretext of countering
extremism and fascist propaganda. Parliament Speaker Vladimir
Andreichenko has said:
The priority task today is to maintain security and protect
citizens from destructive forces striving to split the
Belarusian society and throw the country many decades
back in its development. Indeed, we have withstood
unprecedented pressure. However, as it turned out,
unlike in many countries, our legislation is too liberal to
allow symmetrical responses to new forms of extremism
and information aggression.8
4 (Viasna) <https://prisoners.spring96.org/en>.
5 ‘UN’s top human rights forum passes resolutions on Belarus, Myanmar’
(UN News) <https://news.un.org/en/story/2021/03/1088202#:~:text=
The%20UN’s%20top%20rights%20forum,rights%20situation%20in%20
both%20countries.&text=%F0%9F%94%B4The%2046th%20session%20
of%20the%20Human%20Rights%20Council%20has%20concluded>.
6 Лукашенко, ‘прокурорам: Знаете, иногда не до законов’ <https://
nn.by/?c=ar&i=258800&lang=ru>.
7 ‘В Беларуси ужесточены наказания за участие в протестах’ (DW)
<https://www.dw.com/ru/v-belarusi-uzhestocheny-nakazanija-zauchastie-v-protestah/a-56734374>.
8 ‘Call to protect Belarusians from destructive forces’ (Belta) https://eng
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It was clear from the beginnings of Lukashenka’s last election
campaign that he had lost the people’s confidence. For the first
time, the authorities had to deal not with a small circle of ‘official’
oppositionists, but with massive popular protests, attended by
those from all social classes. For the first time, potential presidential
candidates have found themselves behind bars on trumped-up
charges, without even being registered. There were peaceful
protests, but these were followed by mass arrests, mass trials, and
mass convictions.9 Social tension began to grow, even though not
long beforehand no one could have imagined that these elections
would differ from the previous. It was clear that the people’s
rejection of the regime was irreversible.
In the runup to the election, the rhetoric of the Belarusian
authorities suggested that they were allegedly preparing for violent
action against opponents of Lukashenka. The most popular rival
candidates were imprisoned at the beginning of the election
campaign, and the people prepared for a tough reaction to protests.
At this time, the authorities did not cooperate with international
organisations, blocking for example a mission from the OSCE’s
Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights intending to
observe the presidential election.
In the media sphere, the Belarusian Foreign Ministry ‘ignored’
accreditation applications from about 100 foreign journalists
by simply not responding to them on time. As a result, the
journalists could not work legally, because the Belarusian Law on
Mass Media prohibits the activities of foreign journalists unless
they are accredited. This happened for the first time in history at
Lukashenka’s reelection.
Before the 2020 presidential elections, no one doubted that
fraudulent count results would cause protests, and that these would
be met with government aggression. However, the reality surpassed
all expectations. Post-election events resulted in unprecedented
violations of free speech, and of press freedom in particular.
The scale of the persecution faced by journalists in Belarus has
historically depended on the electoral cycle and the level of protest
activity. Violent dispersals of post-election protests occurred
in 2006 and 2010. In 2017, protests against a so-called ‘social
parasites tax’ imposed on citizens not in full-time employment
were accompanied by restrictions on media freedom and by the
harassment of journalists.10 Belarus is ranked 158th out of 180
countries on RSF’s World Press Freedom Index, and the 2021 index
shows that it is Europe’s most dangerous country for journalists.11
belta.by/society/view/call-to-protect-belarusians-from-destructiveforces-138728-2021/
9 ‘BELARUS AFTER ELECTION: Report on the human rights
situation in Belarus in the post-election period’ <https://baj.by/sites/
default/files/analytics/files/2020/2020_elections_tortures_en.pdf>;
‘Amnesty International Report 2020/21: The State of the World`s
Human Rights’ <https://www.amnesty.org/download/Documents/
POL1032022021ENGLISH.PDF>.
10 <https://baj.by/en/analytics/45>.
11 ‘Belarus’ (Reporters Without Borders) <https://rsf.org/en/belarus>.

ISSUE 1

The same thing happened in 2020. The protests during the
presidential election campaign were of unprecedented scale, and
so too was the repression of journalists. Since May 2020, media
freedom has deteriorated dramatically, as the government has
cracked down on journalists to stop them doing their job.
Harassment, violent attacks, mass arrests, unfair trials, and
imprisonment have become routine for journalists working in
Belarus.
According to data from the Belarusian Association of Journalists,
Belarusian and foreign journalists were arrested more than 480
times in 2020 just for doing their job. In 62 cases, journalists, both
male and female, reported that they had been subjected to violence
as they carried out their work, during and after detention. In some
cases, this violence included torture. In Minsk, the capital, there
were at least three cases in which police injured journalists covering
protests through use of firearms.12 Journalists have a number of
rights under Belarusian law, but they are nonetheless targeted by
the police and special forces. When arrested, most journalists are
wearing press jackets and carrying badges and press cards.
The harassment of journalists, along with other human rights
violations, does not seem to be punishable by law in post-election
Belarus. There are no investigations into the arbitrary detention of
journalists. Not a single criminal case has been lodged in response to
journalists’ complaints about police violence.
Furthermore, journalistic reporting on protest rallies has
resulted in mass prosecutions. In 2020, Belarusian judges
sentenced journalists 97 times to short jail terms (3–15 days),
mainly for alleged participation in unauthorised mass gatherings
(Code of Administrative Offences art 23.34) or disobedience of
police officers (art 23.4). These court rulings were based on
the testimonies of police officers whose identities were usually
classified, their faces hidden.
Currently, the most pressing challenges facing media freedom in
Belarus are the criminal prosecution of journalists simply doing
their job, and the ongoing adoption of harsh laws threatening the
normal operation of the media.
17 journalists and media workers, including five Belarus Press Club
staff members, are currently being held under criminal charges. Three
journalists have already been convicted. The journalist Katsiaryna
Barysevich, of influential online outfit TUT.by, was tried along with
whistleblower doctor Artsyom Sarokin. Sarokin was given a fine
and a suspended sentence of two years’ imprisonment. Barysevich
was sentenced to six months’ imprisonment. In Barysevich’s case,
the reason given was alleged ‘disclosure of confidential medical
information causing grave consequences’ under Criminal Code
art 178(3). Barysevich had published information about the death
of peaceful protester Raman Bandarenka, who had been severely
beaten by masked individuals and driven to a police station in an
unmarked van. He then died in hospital. Barysevich’s publication of
the story on TUT.by exposed an official cover-up of his killing. The
other two journalists, Belsat TV journalists Katsiaryna Andreyeva
and Daria Chultsova, have been sentenced to two years in prison for
supposedly organising actions that grossly violate public order under

12 ‘Repressions against journalists in Belarus, 2020’
<https://baj.by/enanalytics/repressions-against-journalists-belarus2020-chart>.

Criminal Code art 342(1).13 Andreyeva and Chultsova conducted a
live broadcast of the violent dispersal of peaceful protesters paying
tribute to Bandarenka in his neighbourhood.
Never before in Belarus have so many media workers been made
political prisoners. 12 are being prosecuted for exercising their right
to free speech.
The government is also targeting media organisations. After the election,
state-owned printers refused to print four of the most influential
independent newspapers (Narodnaya Volya, Komsomolskaya Pravda
(in its Belarus edition), Svobodnye Novosti Plus, and Belgazeta) as well
as two regional newspapers. Their justifications were flimsy or nonexistent. When two of the newspapers printed their issues abroad,
the state-run postal service Belposhta and the newsstand monopoly
Belsayuzdruk blocked their distribution.
On 16 February 2021, the police raided the apartments of BAJ deputy
chairs Aleh Aheyeu and Barys Haretski, along with at least six more
BAJ members in different cities. They were investigating a criminal
offence under Criminal Code art 342, ‘organising and preparing
activities that grossly violate public order, or actively participating
in them’. The BAJ office was searched and then closed by the police
for almost a month after.14
Despite this, the independent media continue to do their job, and are
supported by the people of Belarus and other countries. Blocked news
websites are accessed through ‘mirrors’, Telegram channels, and
social networks. Print newspapers are published online. Journalists
manage to work despite the extremely difficult conditions. The BAJ
monitors violations of media freedom and helps at-risk journalists
however it can.
Belarusian post-election protesters are very creative. Their
creativity was first evident in street posters, made not by artists but
by ordinary people.15 However, artists, actors, and musicians fast got
involved in protest activities.
Protest art opposing the official artistic discourse was bound to
appear in the environment of the authoritarian regime in Belarus.16
Like press freedom, the freedom of creativity has depended on the
degree of ‘liberalism’ in the government’s mood. In recent years,
there were some private art spaces where alternative artworks of
any kind could be displayed.
Maria Kalesnikava, one of the most prominent figures of the
Belarusian protests, was the director of the Ok16 art space. She
fought for a long time for free art, along with theatre producer
Inna Kavalionak. However, because of their close cooperation
13 (Viasna) <https://spring96.org/en/news/100613>.
14 ‘The Belarusian Association of Journalists is under attack’ (European
Federation of Journalists)
<https://europeanjournalists.org/blog/2021/02/16/the-belarusianassociation-of-journalists-is-under-attack/?fbclid=IwAR18PKz114Cw16
7D9l5vokXnNVRcvcsnZKV6Zpts1TcThEUQ43Td2D26nOo>.
15 ‘Belarusian revolution in posters’ <https://en.newizv.ru/news/
politics/25-08-2020/belarusian-revolution-in-posters>; Сергей
Зеленко, ‘Хронотоп протестного плаката: карнавал без диалога’
<https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid= ZGVmYXVsd
GRvbWFpbnxhYmltcGVyaW9wb3J0YWxhcmNoaXZlfGd4OjVhMWJ
mNjdmYTFkNjUxZGM>.
16 ‘Online-exhibition Belarusian Protest Art’
<https://www.forumfreerussia.org/projects/belorusskoe-iskusstvoprotesta>.
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with potential presidential candidate Viktar Babaryka, they ended
up behind bars.17
During the election-related protests, art of any kind has shown itself
to be a vital element of civil society. Support for the protesters is
expressed through various creative actions and public statements.
‘Neighbourhood’ solidarity has given birth to ‘neighbourhood’
concerts, performances, and lectures, where artists and scientists
perform in front of local communities for free. Protest street art
is widespread, though the authorities constantly fight against it,
painting over graffiti and destroying other art objects.18
Like everyone in Belarus, creative people are subject to government
repression. Concerts, performances, and exhibitions whose content
the authorities consider dangerous to them, or those by disloyal
artists, are systematically banned. One unusual incident took place
in the western Belarusian city of Hrodna. A prosecutor de facto
banned the premiere of a play dedicated to the suffering of Jews
during the Second World War. Specifically, the play was set in
a concentration camp. Since some consider today’s Belarus to be
like a concentration camp, the play’s themes were undesirable for
the authorities. The actors were summoned to the prosecutor’s
office and warned that, if the performance were to proceed, a
criminal case could be lodged against them for the ‘inciting of racial,
national, religious, or other social hatred’.19 The authorities have
already arrested and prosecuted oppositionist painter Ales Pushkin,
accusing him of ‘rehabilitation and justification of Nazism’ through
his work.20 Many artists who have publicly condemned government
violence have had to abandon their jobs, or have been fired from
them, or have had to emigrate.
Belarus’ lack of respect for the freedom of expression, along with other
fundamental rights and freedoms, has been in the spotlight of the
international community. Democratic countries and international
human rights organisations do a lot to encourage democracy in
Belarus. After the brutal suppression of peaceful post-election
protests, they took a stand. They refused to recognise the election
results, they imposed sanctions, and they protected supporters of
democracy in Belarus. The Human Rights Council adopted two
resolutions concerning human rights in Belarus before and after the
2020 presidential election.21 Prompted by 17 states participating in
OSCE, the OSCE Rapporteur Professor Wolfgang Benedek prepared
a ‘Report under the Moscow Mechanism on Alleged Human Rights
Violations’. The Report concerned the Belarusian presidential
elections of 9 August 2020, and was released in late October 2020.22
The United Kingdom paid particular attention to the issue of media
freedom in Belarus. Last November, during the Global Conference
for Media Freedom 2020, the BAJ won the first Canada–United
17 (Viasna) <https://spring96.org/en/news/99460>.
Note that Inna Kavalionak is now free.
18 Raman Vasiukovich, ‘Paint It Again: Minsk Opposition Mural Becomes
Flash Point’ <https://www.rferl.org/a/belarus-minsk-opposition-muralflash-point-tsoi/30844323.html>.
19 ‘В Гродно не состоится спектакль, осуждающий фашизм.
Актеров вызвали в прокуратуру’ (TUT.by) <https://news.tut.by/
culture/723175.html>.
20 ‘Arrested artist Ales Pushkin recognised as political prisoner’ <https://
belsat.eu/en/news/06-04-2021-arrested-artist-ales-pushkin-recognisedas-political-prisoner/>.
21 <https://undocs.org/en/A/HRC/RES/45/1>.
22 ‘OSCE Rapporteur’s Report under the Moscow Mechanism on Alleged
Human Rights Violations related to the Presidential Elections of 9
August 2020 in Belarus’ <https://www.osce.org/odihr/469539>.
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Kingdom Media Freedom Award, for its ongoing commitment
to journalistic ethics and principles and for its perseverance and
self-sacrifice in the face of an emerging crackdown on media in
Belarus.23 On 4 December 2020, during the Human Rights Council’s
Interactive Dialogue on the High Commissioner’s report on Belarus,
42 states supported the Joint Statement on Media Freedom in
Belarus proposed by the UK.24
It is hoped that democratic countries will be consistent in their
support for democracy in Belarus, and respond to human rights
violations proportionally and by any available means. This would
prevent further escalation of the human rights crisis that has followed
the 2020 presidential election. In particular, they are expected to
take all necessary steps to facilitate a dialogue between the relevant
actors in Belarus. The ideal results of such a dialogue would be
a new presidential election, monitored internationally, and the
establishment of an independent international body for investigating
human rights violations. This body would assist individuals and civil
society organisations promoting and protecting human rights.
After the elections, the space for the realisation of democratic
freedoms narrowed, but the importance of society increased.
Government bodies can still impose their will on the people, but
they have lost their credibility in society. The prevailing opinion is
that the current government is unjust.
The Belarusian election protests were not a direct result of
opposition activities. They are a social movement. Their leader
has not been a politician, but an ordinary woman, Svetlana
Tikhanovskaya. Belarusian society ‘outgrew’ the Lukashenka
regime, a survival from the Soviet period. This is partly a result
of the steadily growing Internet access in Belarus, and also of
generational change.25 The younger generation does not accept the
irrelevant official ideology.
One of the important new characteristics of the protest movement
has been an unprecedented self-organisation of society. For
example, special online tools for community-building and solidarity
have been made by volunteers outside Belarus. The most famous are
#BY_help and BYSOL. These tools provide a stable way to collect
and distribute donations, and they give protesting Belarusians
confidence that, if they face reprisals by the authorities, they will
have support and a livelihood.26
Of course, many Belarusians fear for themselves and their loved
ones, but they do not fear totally for the future. Many have been, and
are still being, harassed. However, there is a feeling in society that
the demise of the current regime is a foregone conclusion. People
imagine that their future will be without fear and violence. There
is empathy in society, uniting people regardless of their political
23 ‘United Kingdom and Canada announce recipient of first Media
Freedom Award’ <https://www.gov.uk/government/news/unitedkingdom-and-canada-announce-recipient-of-first-media-freedomaward>.
24 ‘Human Rights Council Interactive Dialogue on Belarus: Joint Statement
on Media Freedom in Belarus’ <https://www.gov.uk/government/
speeches/human-rights-council-interactive-dialogue-on-belarus-jointstatement-on-media-freedom-in-belarus>.
25 For more on this issue, see Vol’ha Sjachovič, ‘Geknebelt von der groben
Macht Pressefreiheit und Medien in Belarus’ (2020) 10–1 Osteuropa 241.
26 In-depth treatment: Максим Руст, ‘Как интернет (почти) победил
режим’ <https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=ZGVm
YXVsdGRvbWFpbnxhYmltcGVyaW9wb3J0YWxhcmNoaXZlfGd4OjY
xYzBmZjk4ZTRhYzRmMzE>
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preference, social status, educational level, or anything else, in
support of those repressed.
In the post-election period, ‘neighbourhood’ and sectoral solidarity
emerged. Local community associations resist government
pressure. Among the athletes, artists, and other professionals
forced to flee the country, some have set up funds to support their
persecuted fellows in Belarus.
While many are frustrated by the lack of a quick victory, there
is not a sense of total futility. There is an understanding that
the active protests were not in vain. The Belarusians who voted
against Lukashenka have a feeling of belonging to the majority,
and this feeling cannot be erased. People feel that a transfer of
power is inevitable, though they do not feel it will happen soon,
or painlessly.

support independent media enjoy from society, and the huge growth
in the audience of Telegram protest channels, show that there is a
public demand for non-government information.
Chatham House conducted an opinion poll, released in February
2021, asking Belarusians: ‘To what extent do you trust or distrust the
institutions listed below?’28 Belarusians ranked independent media
as the most trustworthy. This shows that the state is not winning
the ‘information war’.
Is there still a long time to wait before democracy comes to Belarus?
No one today can answer this question, just as no one could foresee
the collapse of the Soviet Union, even a year before it occurred.

What is the power of the written word in modern
Belarus? Is the pen mightier than the sword?
If you consider the written word to be the word of truth, then its
power is too great to be suppressed. It is the word in the press, the
word on Telegram, the word on Facebook, and so on.
This is essentially admitted by the authorities. The authorities sought
to plunge Belarus into an information vacuum by shutting down the
Internet for three days after the election. Since then, access to more
than 70 independent information websites has been blocked by the
Ministry of Information.
The events that followed the presidential elections in 2020
revealed that the Belarusian government considers the free flow of
information via independent media and Telegram channels to be a
threat. All repression of independent journalists and media outlets is
the admission of the power of the written word.
It is obvious that the authorities are trying to silence the press. They
constantly increase their pressure, grossly violating their citizens’
right to information, and no one can predict when this will end. The
official discourse constantly references an ‘information war’ being
waged against the state. The state’s response to this is to wage war
on the truth. Every day brings new challenges to the independent
media community.
On 16 April 2021, a package of draconian laws was adopted,
including amendments to the Law on Mass Media. It consolidated
the emergency measures being applied in relation to protest
manifestations of any kind, being officially called ‘extremist
activities’. As he presented the bill, Belarusian Information Minister
Igor Lutsky said:
The information being spread over the Internet does not
always contribute to the development of the society and
the state. Internet [sic] has become a tool of information
wars aimed at destroying societal foundations and moral
values and at times entire countries.27
Despite extremely difficult and dangerous working conditions,
independent journalists continue to fulfil their professional duties
by telling the truth about what is happening in the country. The
27 ‘Concern over Internet impact on Belarusian population’ (Belta) <https://
eng.belta.by/society/view/concern-over-internet-impact-on-belarusianpopulation-138750-2021/>.

28 Chatham House, ‘Belarusians’ views on the political crisis’ <https://drive.
google.com/file/d/1f48Bx2saI1VpWDhSGPdqanfrqhddrw6x/view>.
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T

here are certain global issues that pay no attention to
national borders or natural barriers: climate change; the
COVID-19 pandemic; nuclear weapons proliferation; and
a migration and refugee crisis. These challenges can only be met by
collective action.
This demand binds every country to a multilateral system, but
the current global framework is showing its age 76 years after the
creation of the United Nations. To be sure, the network should
keep out no one: even authoritarian nations belong at the table
of universal membership bodies. Their role in potential solutions
to world threats often intermingles with their tragic record as the
source of many of the same challenges.
But democracies need to be at the global decision-making table
in force if the world is to confront the existential threats facing
humanity. These require coordinated solutions reflecting the
inclusion and diversity that self-correcting representative political
systems provide.
Nations unite and exert influence under regional banners like the
African Union, cultural/linguistic alliances like the Organisation
internationale de la Francophonie, or religion-based groupings like
the Organization of Islamic Cooperation. So, too, should there be
a coalition of countries acting as a bloc founded upon adherence to
explicitly stated human rights and democratic values.
Fortunately, there is momentum behind a new multilateral
structure for the world’s democracies. Whether it’s growing a
D-10, or Democracy-10, from the current G-7 as suggested by
Boris Johnson1 or hosting a Summit for Democracy as pledged by
President Joe Biden,2 or people movements like ‘NOW!’ building a
1 Erik Brattberg and Ben Judah, ‘Forget the G-7, Build the D-10’ (Foreign
Policy, 10 June 2020) <https://foreignpolicy.com/2020/06/10/g7-d10democracy-trump-europe/> accessed 7 June 2021.
2 Joseph R Biden Jr, ‘Why America Must Lead Again’ (Foreign Affairs,
March/April 2020) Affairs <https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/
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league of democracies,3 these are good steps in support of a valuesbased energizing of the global system.
21 years ago, driven by events of the twenty-first century, a group
of thinkers turned its attention to giving a new global framework to
the idea of democracy, which was rapidly becoming the dominant
form of governance. At the founding of the United Nations in
1945, there were only 30 countries, almost all Western, that
identified as democracies. With the swell of the ‘Third Wave of
Democratisation’ described by Samuel Huntington,4 by 2000, some
120 nations were considered democracies with representative and
elected governments. And in notable instances, as in Portugal’s
Carnation Revolution in 1974, the contribution of outside support
to indigenous democratic institutions, in that case by West German
foundations linked to the country’s political parties,5 showed the
importance of international democratic solidarity.
In his two terms of office (1993–2001), US President Bill Clinton
made good on his 1992 campaign promise of promoting democracy
around the world. In response to the increasing voices of ‘America
first’ following the end of the Cold War, Clinton stated that official
support for democracy was both in the national interest of the US
and reflected America’s values. Since 1993, significant government
funding increases for democracy-supporting NGOs joined
structural changes in US foreign policy. At the State Department,
the little-known Bureau of Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs
united-states/2020-01-23/why-america-must-lead-again> accessed 7
June 2021.
3 ‘Our Story’ (NOW!) <https://www.now.world/our_story> accessed 7
June 2021.
4 Samuel P Huntington, ‘Democracy’s Third Wave’ (1991) 2(2) Journal
of Democracy 12 <https://www.ned.org/docs/Samuel-P-HuntingtonDemocracy-Third-Wave.pdf>.
5 Soner Cagaptay, ‘Portuguese Lessons for Turkey’s Role in the Arab
Spring’ (The Washington Institute for Near East Policy, 15 December 2011)
<https://www.washingtoninstitute.org/policy-analysis/portugueselessons-turkeys-role-arab-spring> accessed 7 June 2021.
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was rebranded as Democracy, Human Rights, and Labour. The US
Agency for International Development’s stable of experts in global
health delivery and clean irrigation systems developed new skillsets
in elections and civil society support. And America’s diplomatic
missions were required to include information on democracy in
their country reports back to Washington.
As the Clinton Administration drew near its end, a new expression
was taking shape, a framework of cooperation to support
democracies ‘of every description to deepen and sustain their
liberty’.6 The largest-to-date gathering of established and young
democracies was planned for June 2000, in a meeting titled ‘Towards
a Community of Democracies’. Born as an initiative of Secretary of
State Madeleine Albright’s policy planning team, this convening for
democracy was in line with the president’s positions and policies, in
all ways seemingly an idea whose time had come.
But at its birth, the concept was met with near-unanimous resistance
by powerful elements within the State Department. Regional
bureaus were unsure which of their portfolio countries might
be invited or, of more significant concern, might not be invited.
Treaty and international agreement lawyers were concerned that a
summit-style discussion of ‘rights’ could bring new financial or legal
obligations or commitments. Half of Foggy Bottom’s power players
wanted to support the president’s agenda and supported a move
forward as long as it wasn’t a ‘one-off event, but a lasting legacy’, as
one of the initiative’s leading staff supporters said at the time. But
the other half said they would ‘grudgingly support a one-off event
but no resulting permanent structure’.
A memo to the Secretary of State seeking action undergoes ‘the
Line’:7 many intermediate stops of bureaucracy, with each level
revising the original document according to perceived equity in the
topic. At its worst, the process is a potential death of a thousand
cuts to any outside-the-box concept. The official memo route,
characterized by impactful rewrites, was deftly bypassed in this case,
allowing the concept to arrive unscathed to its receptive audience.
Secretary Madeleine Albright, in turn, employed her own nontraditional mechanism to deliver the idea to President Clinton, who
jotted down on the memo his approval (‘this is a good idea’) and his
support (‘please go ahead’).
‘Towards a Community of Democracies’ took visible shape in
1999 with the early partnership of Bronislaw Geremek, Poland’s
Foreign Minister and former Solidarity activist. Albright and
Geremek together were uniquely suited to host the gathering.
Albright brought her experience, stretching from a refugee from
authoritarianism to serve as the first woman Secretary of State.
Geremek’s personal story of freedom and its fragility began with
his decision to resist tyranny after the 1968 Warsaw Pact crushing
of the Prague Spring. Their partnership grew the conference into
more than an American enterprise.
International concerns at American control were softened by
expanding the partnership; still-important concerns at the State
Department about which countries would be invited were mollified
when a Convening Group of nations was assembled. Each region
of the world was represented by one of its democracies. Countries
6 Thomas Carothers, ‘The Clinton Record on Democracy Promotion’
(2000) 16 Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, Democracy
and Rule of Law Project, Global Policy Program <https://
carnegieendowment.org/files/16carothers.pdf>.
7 Ronan Farrow, War on Peace (Norton and Co 2018) 112.

received invitations according to the assessment of their Convening
Group neighbour.
Diplomatic gatherings need an outcome statement, a declaration,
or some other formal concluding measure of the meeting. In
preparation for the 2000 conference, the State Department policy
planning team was tasked with gathering several international norms
of democracy and human rights into a loose document shared with
invited countries with the understanding that they were explicitly
committing themselves to abide by them. The outcome document
was to be a non-binding political declaration, not a treaty, thereby
avoiding tendentious, lowest-common-denominator negotiations.
The starting point was the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
(UDHR), which states that all human beings are born free and equal
in dignity and rights. New rights and principles were inserted into
the draft concerning independent monitoring of elections open to
multiple parties and civilian control of the military.
New language on independent media quickly drew the attention
of the lawyers, who noted the proposed updated language was not
found in existing international treaties. Compromises were reached,
which said the press had a right to collect, report and disseminate
information, news, and opinions, subject only to restrictions
necessary in a democratic society and prescribed by law while
bearing in mind evolving international practices in the field.
Another fought-for and retained principle set expectations of elected
leaders in upholding the law and strictly following the country’s
constitution. The right of those duly elected to form a government,
assume office, and fulfil the term of office as legally established was
ground-breaking. The US State Department teams also secured
the inclusion of an elected government’s obligation to refrain
from extra-constitutional actions, allow the holding of periodic
elections and respect their results, and relinquish power when its
legal mandate ends. (It’s more than likely they were thinking of its
application to developing-world democracies, never expecting its
shocking relevance to their own country on 6 January 2021.)
Drafting the Declaration did not follow what was until then a standard
United Nations multilateral format. To avoid watering down the final
product, they largely discouraged efforts to negotiate its language—
invitees to the 2000 conference were informed no significant rewriting would occur. Countries attending ‘Towards a Community of
Democracies’ knew in advance what the document would say.
Even so, the Declaration wasn’t purely an American exercise. In the
internal State Department drafting group, career lawyers initially
insisted on deleting the principle of the right to an education until
drafters pointed out that it was part of the UDHR. Based on the
UDHR, another significant outside contribution came just days
before the actual gathering. A leading African democracy insisted
that language around poverty reduction and economic development
be included in the document.
The US foreign policy bureaucracy wasn’t alone in expressing legal
objections: another nation’s formal review of the draft principles
noted that some were not currently contained within then-existing
treaties and agreements, viewing that as a reason to limit the draft’s
scope. But instead, their newness became a strong motivation for
proceeding with the 19 principles at the 2000 gathering in Warsaw.
The draft’s Principle One stated that the will of the people was the
basis of the authority of government. The right of every person
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to freedom of thought, conscience, and religion formed Principle
Five. Principle Nine spoke to the universal right to freedom of
peaceful assembly and association. Other principles addressed
freedom from arbitrary detention and torture, equal protection
of the law for minorities or disadvantaged groups, independent
judiciaries, and civilian, democratic control over the military.
Eventually, 106 countries adopted the 19 principles, which became
known as the Warsaw Declaration, a symbolic overriding of the
Cold War-era Warsaw Pact.8
The Warsaw Declaration serves as the founding document for
the Community of Democracies, a coalition of democratic states
that coordinates action on human rights, democracy, and the
rule of law. For two decades, the Community of Democracies has
reflected the diversity of world democracy. At its second global
gathering, the 2002 Ministerial Conference in Seoul, 60 of the
115 participating countries were defined as ‘developing’ nations.
The diversity and inclusion of the Community of Democracies are
illustrated in the range of its two-year presidencies by the Republic
of Korea, Chile, Mali, Portugal, Lithuania, Mongolia, El Salvador,
the United States, and Romania. The Community of Democracies
also reflects the essential practices and norms necessary for a
political system to identify as a democracy. The principles of the
Warsaw Declaration have been used as a ‘checklist’ by established
democracies as to their performance and a baseline for invitation
to ministerial meetings. The Declaration is also a roadmap to
democracy for transitioning countries.
For a document that almost didn’t happen, it speaks to the
universality of democratic principles that June 2020 marked the
Warsaw Declaration’s twentieth anniversary, still used as a checklist
and roadmap. As official tributes to the Warsaw Declaration were
rendered and recorded, a desire to refresh its precepts’ expression
arose. Former Secretary of State Albright urged the two-decades old
Community of Democracies not to spend too much time looking
backward at aging global architecture but work at empowering
young people as they designed the framework of peace and
democracy for the next two decades and beyond. ‘Freedom’s saga
has just begun and I put my faith in you to write the next chapter
of that story’, said Dr Albright, in one of Time’s ‘Letters to Young
People who Inspire Us’.9
The Community of Democracies drew together a type of focus
group, 17 young adults who were children at the time of the
adoption of the Warsaw Declaration, and asked them ahead of
a Summer 2020 virtual conference to examine its 19 principles.
From South Africa to Haiti to the Philippines, the United Kingdom,
and The Gambia, young activists found the Warsaw Declaration’s
relevance to their lives. A Nigerian young man was drawn to the
importance of Principle 18, democratic control over the military,
recalling his father stumbling into the home after being beaten on
the streets by military government soldiers. Principle Six’s right to
equal access to education took on new meaning when the Nepalese
activist told the story of the mass kidnapping by separatists of him
and his classmates. All saw the Warsaw Declaration’s pledges as
empowering young people today, with its commitments to equal
access to public service, a seat at the table.
8 Final Warsaw Declaration: Toward a Community of Democracies (2000)
<https://community-democracies.org/app/uploads/2016/10/2000Warsaw-Declaration-ENG.pdf>.
9 Madeleine Albright, ‘Letters to Young People Who Inspire Us’ (Time,
16 January 2020) <https://time.com/5764511/open-letters-to-youthactivists/> accessed 7 June 2021.
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Other new statements were chosen to mark the twentieth
Anniversary. The idea of an artistic expression of the 19 principles
came from the Community of Democracies’ current Presidency,
Romania, and the host nation of the Permanent Secretariat of
the Community of Democracies, Poland. The Community of
Democracies turned to the historical legacy of Polish Poster Art to
communicate its ideas.
With Jules Cheret’s discovery of color lithography in late nineteenthcentury Paris,10 graphic art had long been a medium of impact in
Eastern Europe. From the beginning, Polish posters were ‘painterly
rather than graphic’. Their designs expressed a message as well as
an image.11 Polish poster art’s peak popularity was during times of
Communist censorship in the 1950s, 60s, and 70s, as authorities
sought to send messages while the people welcomed the injection
of poster art color into grey Communist life. Artists had to work
their way around state censors to present some degree of an antiauthoritarian message in a non-direct way, and theatre posters were
the primary face of poster art.
The role of graphic design in Poland’s eventual liberation burst
into the open in 1980, as Jerzy Janiszewski unveiled the Solidarity
logo, expressing the message of Polish unity against a foreignimposed dictatorship. The word Solidarity resembled a gathering of
individuals standing in a tightly packed display of collective action.
Solidarity’s globally recognizable logo was featured in the bold
expression of the High Noon poster of Tomasz Sarnecki in 1989. The
Gary Cooper–Grace Kelly Western film from 1952 had received a
broad airing in the former Soviet Union and Warsaw Pact, despite a
review by Pravda panning the work ‘as a glorification of the individual’.
The film’s underlying message against the Hollywood blacklist of the
McCarthy era persuaded Communist censors to allow the film’s airing.
As the critical 1989 elections neared, Sarnecki adapted the High
Noon movie poster, with the image of Gary Cooper’s character Will
Kane holding a ballot rather than a pistol.12 In place of the sheriff’s
badge, which featured so prominently in the movie’s climax, was
Janiszewki’s Solidarity logo. Sarnecki believed that, with this choice
of an easily recognizable character, a symbol of black and white
opposition in an individual situation, no words were needed to
further the message and the era’s social context.
Western films were highly popular in Poland. History shows that,
in this instance, Pravda had gotten it right: Polish people saw one
man, Will Kane, standing against evil and oppression, not a story of
Cold War persecution of artistic expression. Many people seemed to
identify themselves with a sheriff restoring justice. Printed abroad
and smuggled into the country just before the election, 10,000 High
Noon posters appeared on walls across the country. On election day,
Solidarity candidates won 160 of 161 seats in the parliament’s lower
house and 92 of 100 in the upper chamber.
The Warsaw Declaration’s 19 principles are complex, as attested to
by the lawyers who debated it 21 years previously. So, presenting
10 ‘Jules Chéret’ (Windsor Fine Art) <https://www.windsorfineart.com/
jules-cheret> accessed 7 June 2021.
11 Frederick Schneider, ‘Reflecting the Soul of a Nation: Polish Poster Art’
(Illustration History, 25 July 2015) <https://www.illustrationhistory.org/
essays/reflecting-the-soul-of-a-nation-polish-poster-art> accessed 7 June
2021.
12 Michal Kuz, ‘High Noon and Polish Freedom: A History of Mutual
Respect’ (VoegelinView, 5 January 2012) <https://voegelinview.com/
high-noon-and-polish-freedom-pt-1/> accessed 7 June 2021.
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Fig 1 (smaller images). Posters of the 19 principles of the Warsaw Declaration,
designed by Nikodem Pregowski on the occasion of the twentieth anniversary of the Community of Democracies in June 2020.
All rights reserved by the Permanent Secretariat of the Community of Democracies.
Fig 2 (bottom right). CoD SG Thomas E Garrett speaking to Ambassador of Canada to Poland Leslie Scanlon
at the exhibition of the Warsaw Declaration posters hosted by the Romanian Embassy in Warsaw, June 2020.
All rights reserved by the Permanent Secretariat of the Community of Democracies.
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each principle into basic yet engaging visuals presented a challenge
to Polish graphic artist Nikodem Pregowski. Pregowski’s work,
at its core, prioritizes simplicity as a crucial element in poster art.
Posters have to shorten and simplify communication with their
audience, sometimes bringing abstract ideas to people. But alongside
simplicity is often some intellectual engagement element. The visual
has a simple form, but the viewer still has to interpret or decode
the message. He settled upon the theme of a bird, as it connects to
the notion of freedom across many cultures. A bird felt appropriate
to a global coalition like the Community of Democracies. Designed
for public display, the posters bring the Warsaw Declaration’s
principles to new audiences.
This is more than a history of how a group of countries united
around a set of democratic values 21 years ago. Instead, it has
urgent significance today when Hong Kong is rolling back oncepromised freedoms, large parts of the Middle East remain unfree,
authoritarianism is on the rise globally, and populism has taken
root in the West. Any Google search or academic review of the
subject literature—even a passing glance at headlines—turns
up predictions of the decline of democracy, a recession, or even
democracy’s last breaths.
Yet, there are hopeful signs that democracy is pushing back.
Increasing numbers of citizens have taken to the streets worldwide,
calling for a more accountable government. Newer democracies
like The Gambia recently rejected a murdering despot at the ballot
box and swiftly re-entered the world community through the
Commonwealth. Small Timor-Leste is pressing its more affluent
Asian neighbours in ASEAN to adhere to democracy and human
rights standards. And the Maldives went quickly from isolation after
peacefully removing its authoritarian ruler to assuming a global
voice on climate change.
Since Brexit, the United Kingdom has pursued foreign policy
through an internationalist lens, prioritizing human rights,
democracy, and good governance. Canada, France, Luxembourg,
Mexico, Spain, and Sweden are pursuing a feminist foreign policy
of inclusion and problem-solving. The United States, under the
Biden Administration, is re-engaging multilaterally, as seen in the
decision to rejoin the Paris Accords, remain in the World Health
Organization, transition back onto the Human Rights Council in
Geneva, and doing all this in an attitude of much-needed humility,
seeking to erase the past four years of ‘America First as America
Alone’ policies.
Today, just like 21 years ago, democratic solidarity is an idea looking
for new expression, motivated by different pressures. A new model
likely to emerge will focus on preserving existing democracy,
tending to one’s backyard, as much as promoting it to others. The
new model will recognize that even established democracies like the
US and UK have much work to improve their governance. Moving
forward, the new or transformed democratic blocs should work
together on equal footing, bound together by the principles and
aspirations of the Warsaw Declaration.
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A

recent study in the United States indicated that the rate of
Americans identifying themselves using political terms has
almost doubled in the past five years.1 This article considers
whether this shift towards stronger political identities is indicative
of a wider polarisation in Western politics which is, in turn, creating
a space for more autocratic decision-making.
The study, carried out by Nick Rogers and Jason Jones, analysed
a random sample of Twitter bios (ie the 160 characters you use
to describe yourself) for explicit and implicit political keywords.
Explicit words included the terms ‘conservative’, ‘Democrat’, and
‘socialist’ and implicit political terms included ‘woke’ and ‘blue lives
matter’. The aim of the study was to measure the extent to which
Americans are defining themselves by political affiliations and
whether they are changing their identity in a way that saliently
incorporates their politics.
According to Rogers and Jones, an individual’s identity goes beyond
mere attitudes and behaviour: it is the all-encompassing sense of self
that informs attitudes and behaviour.
Whilst identity politics may be slightly less prevalent in the UK than
in the US, the rise of political engagement throughout the Western
world is undeniable. Despite the restrictions imposed on the
Presidential campaigns as a result of COVID-19, the US elections
saw the highest rate of voter turnout for 120 years. Similarly, for the
2019 UK elections, voter turnout was at its second highest rate since
the landslide 1997 election of Tony Blair.
Arguably, this rise in political engagement has brought with it a shift
towards increasingly polarised political groups. Jones and Rogers
explain this as tribalism: fostering ingroup pride and outgroup
1 Nick Rogers and Jason J Jones, ‘Using Twitter Bios to Measure Changes
in Self-Identity: Are Americans Defining Themselves More Politically
Over Time?’ (2021) 2(1) Journal of Social Computing <https://
ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9355032>.

animosity. In a political context, studies show that ‘deliberation
tends to move groups, and the individuals who compose them,
towards a more extreme point in the direction indicated by their
own predeliberation’.2 It was certainly true that in the aftermath
of the US election, which saw a swathe of Republican devotees
(accompanied by a number of alt-right political activists) march on
the Capitol, they demonstrated an almost cultish commitment to
their political ideals. Their actions marked an unprecedented assault
on modern US democracy and were indicative of the strength of
support held across America for its former autocratic leader.
As Jones and Rogers point out, if people define themselves
increasingly by their political allegiances, ‘their feelings towards
political “others” can be expected to become more negative, and
debate on matters of policy will become more emotional and
intractable’. Traditional methods of political persuasion may cease to
be of use as changing someone’s mind on a particular issue requires
‘an adjustment to an entire sense of group identity’.3

The rise in autocratic leadership
COVID-19
Arguably the polarisation of political views, most marked recently
in the US but also of course seen in the UK in relation to Brexit,
enables autocratic leadership to flourish.
The model of representative politics, adopted by liberal democracies,
generally requires the government of the day to place legislation
before an elected body of representatives for debate. In this way,
legislation has the opportunity to be shaped by representatives of
the broader electorate rather than purely the Party in power. This
model facilitates political oversight and encourages moderation
2 Cass R Sunstein, ‘The law of group polarization’ (2002) 10(2) Journal of
Political Philosophy 175 (as cited in ibid).
3 Rogers and Jones (n 1).
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through compromise. Political parties in the UK have often been
accused of all seeking to occupy the centre ground: all endeavouring
to strike the perfect balance between conservatism and liberalism.
This is no coincidence. Decision-making, in a liberal democracy
underpinned by representative politics, requires consensus.
As Lord Sumption notes elsewhere in this issue, there has been
a shift away from liberal democracy towards authoritarian
government. He identified the Brexit referendum as a turning point
for modern representative politics in the UK. Noting the use of
referendums by some of the notorious autocracts (including Putin,
Mussolini and Hitler) he explains that they undermine the system
of representative politics on which a liberal democracy is based by
preventing it from accommodating differences among the electorate
on incredibly divisive issues. The natural consequence of this,
according to Lord Sumption, is the election of a government with a
strong authoritarian streak.
Recent efforts by the government to expand the remits of executive
power can be viewed as a manifestation of this trait. It is widely
recognised that during periods of uncertainty the electorate looks
for strength and stability from its leadership. Indeed, a US study in
2016—in the run up to Donald Trump’s election—showed that 40%
of Americans favoured authority, obedience and uniformity over
freedom, independence and diversity.4 Similar trends are visible in
relation to the handling of Brexit and the pandemic in the UK. The
2019 Conservative Party manifesto depicted the UK as ‘paralysed by
a broken Parliament’ and one of the most commonly cited reasons
for supporting the Conservative Party was the promise that, by hook
or by crook, Boris Johnson would ‘Get Brexit Done’.5 Until recently
(with the rise of protests concerning the ongoing restrictions),
the public have willingly ceded their individual rights in favour
of decisive leadership and the government’s autocratic tactics for
handling this pandemic have largely gone unchallenged.
Since March 2020, the government has laid approximately 415
pieces of coronavirus-related legislation at an average rate of
seven statutory instruments per week.6 Only 26 of these statutory
instruments have been laid before Parliament in draft form.7 The
government has relied on the use of statutory instruments (rather
than primary legislation) to govern by Ministerial decree. The
primary legislation underpinning the coronavirus regulations is the
Public Health (Control of Disease) Act 1984. Under section 45R of
this Act, Government can dispense with the obligation to obtain
Parliamentary approval for regulations if the regulations ‘contain a
declaration that the person making it is of the opinion that, by reason
of urgency, it is necessary to make the order without a draft being
so laid and approved’.8 The advantage of this method of legislating is
that the regulations can be enacted without delay. In the early days
of the pandemic, Government scrambled to enact the Coronavirus
Act 2020. The legislation passed through Parliament at breakneck
speed but there was, at least, a forum for debate. The same does not
apply to the social distancing or lockdown regulations which have,
4 Matthew C MacWilliams, ‘Trump Is an Authoritarian. So Are Millions
of Americans’ (Politico, 23 September 2020) <https://www.politico.com/
news/magazine/2020/09/23/trump-america-authoritarianism-420681>.
5 Conservative Party, ‘Get Brexit Done: Unleash Britain’s Potential’
(2019) <5dda924905da587992a064ba_Conservative 2019 Manifesto.pdf
(website-files.com)>.
6 Hansard Society, ‘Coronavirus Statutory Instruments Dashboard’
<https://www.hansardsociety.org.uk/publications/data/coronavirusstatutory-instruments-dashboard>.
7 ibid.
8 Public Health (Control of Disease) Act 1984 s 45R.
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to date, been governed by statutory instruments. Whilst the section
45R urgency justification was entirely plausible at the outset of the
pandemic, its continued use undermines Parliamentary sovereignty.
Despite the fact that a number of these statutory instruments have
imposed unprecedented restrictions on our personal freedom, with
criminal sanctions for breaching the restrictions, the legislation
has regularly been published only hours before coming into force.9
On at least one occasion, legislation was laid after Parliament was
no longer in session, despite having been announced in the media
several weeks earlier. Legally curious fans of Channel 4’s It’s a Sin
might have noted that the same primary legislation used by that
government to issue decrees for the detention of young AIDS
sufferers is now enabling the imposition of urgent legislation
authorising our detention. Whilst generally the UK population
seems to accept the need for such unprecedented restrictions on their
freedoms given the health crisis, there remains significant unease
regarding Government’s dismissive attitude towards Parliament.
The Coronavirus regulations are detailed and complex statutory
instruments that warrant considered analysis and parliamentary
scrutiny. Parliamentary scrutiny has the dual advantage of requiring
the relevant Ministers to prepare for a debate, and in doing so often
alerting them to potential shortcomings with the legislation, as well
as providing Members of Parliament with the opportunity to point
out loopholes or potential consequences that were not immediately
apparent to the Minister responsible for drafting the legislation.
This process is widely believed to enhance legislation.
Curbing judicial powers
The barrister Adam Wagner recently noted that, ‘the easier it is
for freedoms to be taken away, the greater the temptation to limit
them again in the future’.10 This observation may in part explain
the gathering momentum behind the expansion of executive power
beyond pandemic related legislation.
During the course of the past six months, the government has
launched the Independent Review of Administrative Law (IRAL),
to conduct a review into the workings of judicial review, the
Independent Human Rights Act Review (IHRAR), to consider
whether the Act is working in practice and has also now hinted
that it will consider reviewing the judicial appointments process.
Whilst the decision to commission both the IRAL and IHRAR
already constituted red flags as to the government’s direction of
travel regarding constitutional law reform, its response to the IRAL
panel’s report (the Faulks Report) is even more concerning. It was
notable that Robert Buckland described the consultation launched in
response to the Faulks Report as a ‘once in a generation opportunity’
to broaden the conversation.11 This explanation seems a little farfetched given that the last government consultation of judicial
review was conducted in 2013. A more plausible explanation is that
the government is seeking to capitalise on the political momentum it
has gathered through its recent spate of autocratic decision-making.
Although both reviews were alluded to in the Conservative Party’s
9 Meg Russell and Lisa James, ‘MPs Are Right: Parliament Has Been
Sidelined’ (UK in a Changing Europe, 28 September 2020) <https://
ukandeu.ac.uk/mps-are-right-parliament-has-been-sidelined/>.
10 Adam Wagner, ‘Taking Liberties: Covid-19 and the Anatomy of a
Constitutional Catastrophe’ (Prospect Magazine, 26 March 2021) <https://
www.prospectmagazine.co.uk/essays/adam-wagner-covid-lockdownlaw-democracy-essay>.
11 Eduardo Reyes, ‘Buckland’s Judicial Power Project’ (Law Gazette, 29
March 2021) <https://www.lawgazette.co.uk/analysis/bucklandsjudicial-power-project/5107951.article>.
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election manifesto for the 2019 election, the government’s efforts
to push through reform at ‘breakneck speed’ have been widely
remarked upon.
The Foreword to the government’s consultation stated that
‘[t]he Panel’s analysis identified a growing tendency for the courts
in Judicial Review cases to edge away from a strictly supervisory
jurisdiction’ and that ‘the panel found courts were increasingly
considering the merits of government decisions themselves, instead
of how those decisions were made—moving beyond the remit of
judicial review.’12 Panel members have vocalised their concerns
regarding the government interpretation of the Faulks Report with
Lord Faulks himself confirming, on the Law in Action podcast,
that he did not believe this was an accurate representation of the
panel’s findings. He explained, ‘I think we found that there were
one or two cases which we particularly pointed out where there was
considerable tension between what was legitimate to be considered
by the courts and what was really a matter of politics. But those were
particular cases. We do not think that there was an overall trend that
you could extract from those cases’.13 The government consultation
goes well beyond the Faulks Report’s recommendations, proposing
reforms to the use of ouster clauses (to broaden their use and thereby
limit the justiciability of decisions by the courts) and mandatory
remedies that would significantly restrict the court’s ability to
declare a government decision null and void.
The IHRAR panel has been tasked with considering the application
of the European Convention of Human Rights (the Convention
Rights) under UK law and, amongst other things, whether the
courts should retain the power to interpret legislation compatibly
with Convention Rights under section 3 of the Human Rights Act
1998 (the HRA). The government’s position is that the courts have
a tendency to interpret legislation in a manner inconsistent with
the intentions of Parliament in enacting the legislation. If section 4
declarations of incompatibility were a first instance consideration,
rather than the interpretative powers used by the courts under
section 3 of the HRA, it would severely hamper an individual’s access
to a remedy. Mishcon de Reya’s data analysis of cases involving
the HRA indicates that the average lag between a declaration of
incompatibility being issued and the relevant legislation being
amended or repealed is 17 months.14 Any amendment, following
a declaration under section 4 of the HRA, relies on Government
making time for the issue to be considered in the legislative
agenda. This would impose a significant legislative burden whilst
hamstringing the court’s ability to provide individuals with a timely
remedy.
Whilst, as yet, no consultation has been officially announced,
Robert Buckland’s speech at Queen Mary University on 25
March 2021 gave some insight into the next administrative law
issue on the government’s agenda. In February, the think tank
Policy Exchange published a report titled ‘Reforming the Lord
Chancellor’s Role in Senior Judicial Appointments’ which proposes
reforms to the current judicial appointments system so as to grant
12 Ministry of Justice, ‘Judicial Review Reform: The Government Response
to the Independent Review of Administrative Law’ (2021) <https://
assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/975301/judicial-review-reform-consultationdocument.pdf>.
13 Joshua Rozenberg, Interview with Lord Faulks (BBC, 23 March 2021)
<https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m000td1g>.
14 Mishcon de Reya, ‘Response to IHRAR’ <https://www.mishcon.com/
assets/managed/docs/downloads/doc_3246/Response%20to%20IHRAR.
pdf>.

the Lord Chancellor a greater role in determining senior judicial
appointments.15 In his speech, Robert Buckland expressed his
intent to examine the role of Lord Chancellor in the context of the
Constitutional Reform Act 2005. He referred to strands of reform
surrounding judicial appointments that are worth examining to
ensure that they ‘continue to provide the appropriate framework
for the Lord Chancellor to exercise their duties in respect of our
constitutional arrangements.’16 This topic has been hotly debated in
the UK in the past, not least because of the very real fear of moving
towards a more political US-style system.
Following the 2018 Supreme Court decision concerning the
incompatibility of Northern Irish abortion laws with Convention
Rights, it was proposed that a parliamentary committee should play
a role in the appointment process for the Supreme Court. Under
the current judicial appointment process, judicial appointments are
made by a commission, chaired by the President of the Supreme
Court and including representatives of the Judicial Appointments
Commissions of England and Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland,
at least one of whom must be a lay member. In fact, the Judicial
Appointments Commission for England and Wales comprises
a 50/50 balance of judicial members and lay members. Rightly,
according to Lord Pannick, whilst ‘[s]ome candidates for Supreme
Court appointment take (in broad terms) a more expansive approach
to judicial protection of human rights, and others less so’ these
factors are not ‘the subject of public discussion’.17 The constitution
of the commission does, however, mean that those responsible
for approving appointments to our high courts have a diverse
professional background. Lord Pannick notes the potential perils
of a political system, reflected by the experiences of the US: ‘The
unsurprising reality, as Senate experience over the past 30 years has
shown, is that the involvement of politicians in the appointment of
Supreme Court judges results in political motives and considerations
playing the primary role in the process’.18 Any efforts to incorporate a
political element into this decision-making process has the potential
to disrupt the balance of the entire British constitution: removing
the guarantee of judicial political independence that is essential to
maintaining the separation of powers that protects the rule of law.

What can be learnt from the current political
situation in Poland?
Since the fall of Communism in Poland in 1989, the country has
shown impressive economic growth, record lows of unemployment
and strong wages. As a result, it has become an increasingly popular
prospect for international investment, with a number of US
companies establishing headquarters there during the past decade.
However, since the return to power of the Law and Justice party
(PiS) in 2015, the Polish judiciary has been the target of policy and
legislative amendments leaving it vulnerable to political influence.
15 Richard Ekins and Graham Gee, ‘Reforming the Lord Chancellor’s
Role in Senior Judicial Appointments’ (Policy Exchange, 2021) <https://
policyexchange.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/Reforming-the-LordChancellor’s-Role-in-Senior-Judicial-Appointments.pdf>.
16 Robert Buckland, ‘Law and Politics – the Nightmare and the Noble
Dream’ (Queen Mary University Conference, London, 25 March 2021)
<https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/lord-chancellors-speechlaw-and-politics-the-nightmare-and-the-noble-dream>.
17 David Pannick, ‘Brett Kavanaugh Scandal: a Supreme Case of Why
Politics Must Stay Out of Judicial Appointments’ The Times (London,
27 September 2018) <https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/brettkavanaugh-scandal-a-supreme-case-of-why-politics-must-stay-out-ofjudicial-appointments-bdz8m67k6>.
18 ibid.
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Reforms include politicising the appointment of the First President
of the Supreme Court (the equivalent of our President of the
Supreme Court) and restrictions on legal challenges to judicial and
constitutional bodies as well as law enforcement agencies. The Index
of Economic Freedom showed that judicial effectiveness had dropped
to 42.8 points in 2020 which places it in the ‘repressed’ category, over
15 points lower than its score in 2017. 19 This is severely impacting
on the country’s ability to attract foreign investment.
It is impossible not to note here that PiS was founded under the
banner of nationalism, populism and Euroscepticism: these are of
course all themes that have featured, to varying degrees, in recent
Conservative manifestos in the UK (and formed the basis of 2016’s
Leave campaign).
According to the European Commission, ‘effective judicial
institutions that uphold the rule of law have been identified as having
a positive economic impact. Where judicial systems guarantee the
enforcement of rights, creditors are more likely to lend, businesses
are dissuaded from opportunistic behaviour, transaction costs are
reduced and innovative businesses are more likely to invest’.20
Interestingly, this sentiment has been expressed repeatedly in
response to the IHRAR consultation. Respondents have expressed
concern in relation to the government’s efforts to row back from its
commitments to Convention Rights and limit the powers of the UK
judiciary, which is widely respected across the world, to interpret
legislation and provide adequate protection for Convention Rights.
The expansion of executive power in Poland has seen a surge in
the number of protests in the country, recently resulting in the
enactment of laws restricting freedom of assembly. Advocacy
groups have identified a trend amongst governments with
authoritarian tendencies using the pandemic to weaken democratic
standards: in particular, in relation to freedom of association and the
independence of the courts. According to a 2020 survey, only 34%
of the public and 27% of businesses trust the independence of the
Polish judiciary.21

past year we have accepted unprecedented restrictions on our
personal freedom and the current proposals, which seek to limit an
individual’s ability to challenge Government decisions, should be
viewed through this lens and with extreme caution.

Conclusion
The division fostered by autocratic decision-making has been
particularly evident in Poland, the US and the UK. Indeed, Mikołaj
Łoziński, a Polish author, observed last year that ‘No one is surprised
anymore by the sight of nationalists marching with torches,
throwing flares on the main streets of major Polish cities’.23 The
same is true in many cities across the US, and in recent months the
UK has seen a sharp rise in the number of violent protests, primarily
in relation to the ongoing lockdown restrictions.
The political situation in Poland demonstrates how quickly a liberal
democracy can slip towards authoritarian rule and the impact that
this instability has on foreign investment and the protection of
individual rights.
However, PiS’s transition towards autocratic governance has
not passed unnoticed. Concerns regarding the protection of
LGBTQ rights and the independence of its judiciary have been the
subject of significant media attention and the European Union is
considering steps to restrict Poland’s access to European funds until
an independent judiciary is restored. With a moderate President
in the White House, PiS (which counted Trump as an ally) will
doubtless be feeling more vulnerable in the face of the criticism of
its European neighbours. Equally, Trump’s appointment of two
Supreme Court justices during his single Presidential term shows
the potential peril in allowing too much political influence over
judicial appointments. In light of this we must all view attempts to
tinker with the constitutional arrangements here in the UK with
caution—particularly those aimed at providing more power to the
executive at the expense of the judiciary.

Indeed, only last year it was noted that ‘the surge of populist far-right
in central and eastern Europe has meant repression which seemed
unlikely just a few years ago is slowly appearing’.22 In Poland, this
has taken the form of the imposition of an outright ban on abortion
and political harassment of LGBTQ groups and individuals. In a
deeply concerning move towards the end of last year, the Polish
state-run oil company, PKN Orlen, purchased one of the country’s
private media outlets—Polska Press—with a readership of 11 million
Poles per day.
Clearly, the expansion of executive power, partly through proposed
judicial reforms, in the UK does not exactly align with the situation
in Poland. The UK remains politically and democratically stable.
However, the political situation in Poland gives cause to consider
the possible consequences of constitutional reforms. Over the
19 ‘Index of Economic Freedom’ (heritage.org) <https://www.heritage.org/
index/visualize?cnts=poland&type=11>.
20 Commission, ‘2020 EU Justice Scoreboard’ COM(2020) 306
final 5 <https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/
PDF/?uri=CELEX:52020DC0306&from=EN>.
21 Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) Country Forecasts, ‘Outlook for 20212025: Political Stability’ (2021).
22 Rima Marrouch, ‘Going Nowhere: Europe’s Right-wing Populists Will
Survive the End of Trump’ The Independent (29 December 2020) <https://
www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe-trump-populism-polandhungary-b1780027.html>.
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T

he United Kingdom has experienced two major political
crises in the last five years. Brexit and COVID-19 are crises
of very different kinds. But they have a significant feature in
common whose implications will live with us for a long time. They
are milestones in the demise of liberal democracy.
The model which will replace liberal democracy is already emerging.
It will be more authoritarian and less dependent on Parliamentary
deliberation. It will view our society as a great collective with a
single collective notion of the public good, and treat dissent as
antisocial, even treasonable. It will be less accepting of the idea that
there are islands of human life in which, extremes apart, individuals
are entitled to make their own decisions irrespective of the wishes of
the state. The defining feature of totalitarian societies is a model of
the relations between the state and the citizen in which individuals
are first and foremost instruments of collective policy. This once
distinguished them from democracies. The distinction will become
less important, as formerly liberal societies move closer to the
totalitarian model.
The first symptoms of this change were apparent well before anyone
had heard of either Brexit or COVID-19. The Pew Research Centre
has been tracking attitudes to democracy in different countries for
some 30 years. Dissatisfaction with democracy has been rising in
advanced democracies for most of that time, especially among the
young, and particularly in the oldest democracies: the United States,
the United Kingdom, and France. The UK has one of the highest
levels of dissatisfaction in the world, at 69%. Only in Bulgaria
and Greece is it higher. Dissatisfaction with democracy does not
necessarily imply a preference for some other system. But more
disturbing findings emerge from the regular surveys of political
engagement conducted in the UK by the Hansard Society. In the
2019 survey 54% of respondents agreed that ‘Britain needs a strong
leader willing to break the rules’, and only 23% disagreed. As many
as 42% thought that the government ‘shouldn’t have to worry so
much about votes in Parliament’.
These attitudes are closely correlated to economic performance.
People who are dissatisfied with the economy, people who feel
economically left behind or pessimistic about the future, are
more likely to reject democracy. This is not altogether surprising.
Historically, democracies have always been heavily dependent
on economic good fortune. Western democracy was born in the
nineteenth century, in an age of creative optimism, economic

expansion, and European supremacy. Except for two short periods,
the United States has enjoyed continuously rising levels of prosperity,
both absolutely and relative to other countries, until quite recently.
Britain’s economic history has been more chequered, but the
trajectory has generally been upward. In the life of any community,
the shattering of optimism is a dangerous moment. Disillusionment
with the promise of progress was a major factor in the 30-year crisis
of Europe which began in 1914 and ended in 1945. That crisis was
characterised by a resort to autocracy in much of Europe. Threequarters of a century have passed since 1945, years marked by rapid
economic growth and exponential improvements in standards of
living. But today, the outlook is darker. Most Western democracies
face problems of faltering growth and relative economic decline, of
redundant skills and capricious patterns of inequality, most of them
the legacy of past successes. These trends are likely to be aggravated
in the UK by Brexit, and nearly everywhere by COVID-19. Climate
change is a future challenge the implications of which are only
beginning to dawn on people. Most of the measures proposed for
dealing with it involve curtailing economic growth. Economic
pessimism generates feelings of disempowerment which tend to
discredit democratic institutions.
Against an unfavourable background like this, what will Brexit and
COVID-19 contribute to these trends?
The Brexit crisis proved to be a watershed moment for British
democracy. The first task of any political system is to accommodate
differences of interest and opinion among citizens, so that they can
live together in community without the systematic application of
force. Democracies operate on the basis that although the majority
has authorised policies which the minority rejects, these differences
are transcended by their common acceptance of the legitimacy of the
decision-making process. It is legally and constitutionally possible
for a bare majority to take all the political spoils without engaging
with the minority. But a democracy which persistently did that
would not accommodate differences, but brutalise them. It would
cease to be a political community, and could hardly function as a
democracy.
For this reason, thoughtful democrats have always recognised that
too much democracy is bad for democracy. They have been able to
avoid the self-destructive tendency of democracy by spurning the
direct decision of contentious issues by the electorate, and opting for
representative politics instead. Representative politics are essentially
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an institutionalised system of compromise. The rigidity of party
discipline in the House of Commons means that compromise is rare
across the House. But it happens indirectly because political parties
have to accommodate a broad spectrum of opinion and interests if
they want to be elected. People are naturally averse to compromise
about issues on which they feel strongly. They prefer not to engage
with the views of those with whom they profoundly disagree.
Parliamentary systems force them to do so. Although political
parties can exploit a single issue in a moment of national emotion
to carry them to power without compromise, in the medium and
long term they cannot afford to become ideological sects. If they
did, they would move to the margins of politics where they would
have limited influence and no prospect of power. This is what nearly
happened to the Labour Party in 1983 and again in 2019.
The Brexit referendum of 2016 was adopted as a way of
circumventing the Parliamentary process. The theory is that once
the answer has been supplied by the majority, it is the answer of
the entire community. This notion is both false and profoundly
damaging. It is false because the minority still exists and has no
reason to alter its opinion simply because it is a minority. It is
damaging because it creates a sense of entitlement in the majority,
which dispenses them from the need to engage with those who
disagree. Referenda have often been used as the tools of tyrants.
Napoleons I and III, Hitler, and Putin have all used them as a license
to institute authoritarian governments. In Britain, the effect of the
Brexit referendum was more subtle. It did not bring a tyrant to
power. What it did was to undermine representative politics and
prevent it from accommodating differences among our people on
one of the most contentious issues of modern times. Since an ability
to do that is essential to the long-term survival of a democratic
constitution, this has impoverished our politics and destroyed the
tolerant conventions by which we had previously been governed.
The natural consequence has been the election of a government
with a strong authoritarian streak, characterised by a resentment of
opposition and dissent. At what earlier stage in our history would
the Attorney General have told the House of Commons, as Geoffrey
Cox did in all seriousness in September 2019, that it was ‘unfit to sit’
because it would not allow the government to leave the European
Union until it had made satisfactory alternative arrangements? This
was not an isolated event, but part of a consistent pattern. Other
symptoms of the rejection of our pluralist traditions include: the
brutal political purge of the once-dominant Europhile element in
the Parliamentary Conservative Party; the threat of revenge against
the Supreme Court for its temerity in insisting, in the two Gina
Miller cases, on the constitutional authority of Parliament; the overt
hostility to the BBC for its alleged failure to share the government’s
outlook, coupled with a threat to destroy its financial model; the
insistence on filling positions in the government’s gift from the
Cabinet to the Trustees of the British Museum with loyalists and
placemen regardless of their qualifications for the job, or lack of
them; and the contempt for civil servants who dare to give expert
but unwelcome advice. These have all been attacks on national
institutions which stand for a plurality of opinion. They represent
something new and unwelcome in our political culture.
The constitutional baggage carried over from the Brexit debacle
proved to be the starting point for the government’s response to
the next crisis.
At the root of the problems generated by the pandemic was the
public’s attitude to the state and to risk. People have remarkable
confidence in the capacity of the state to contain risk and ward off
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misfortune. An earlier generation regarded natural catastrophes as
only marginally amenable to state action. The Spanish flu pandemic
of 1918–21 is the event most closely comparable to the COVID-19
pandemic of 2020. It is estimated to have killed 200,000 people in the
United Kingdom at a time when its population was about two thirds
what it is now. The UK government took no special steps to curtail
its transmission, apart from isolating the infected and the sick, which
had been the classic response to epidemics from time immemorial.
No one criticised it for this. COVID-19 is a somewhat more infectious
pathogen than Spanish flu, but it is significantly less mortal. It is also
easier to deal with because it mainly affects those with underlying
vulnerabilities due to age or certain underlying clinical conditions.
A high proportion of these people are economically inactive. By
comparison, Spanish flu had a particularly devastating impact on
healthy people aged under 50. Yet in 2020 Britain, in common with
most Western countries, ordered a general lockdown of the whole
population, healthy or sick, something which had never been done
before in response to any disease anywhere. These measures enjoyed
substantial public support.
In the intervening century, something has radically changed in our
collective outlook. Two things in particular have changed. One is
that we now expect more of the state, and are less inclined to accept
that there are limits to what it can do. The other is that we are no
longer willing to accept risks that have always been inherent in life
itself. Human beings have lived with epidemic disease from the
beginning of time. If one can imagine a hypothetical world in which
every community had a sterile space into which it could withdraw at
the onset of disease, humanity would have become extinct. It would
have no natural immunity and would simply be wiped out the next
time that a new pathogen struck too quickly or silently for flight.
COVID-19 is a relatively serious epidemic but historically it is
well within the range of health risks which are inseparable from
ordinary existence. In Britain, bubonic plague, smallpox, cholera
and tuberculosis were all worse in their time. Internationally, the
list of comparable or worse epidemics is substantially longer, even
if they did not happen to strike Europe and North America. The
average age at which people die with COVID-19 is 82.4, which is
not significantly different from the average age at which they die
without COVID-19. The change is in ourselves, not in the nature or
scale of the risks that we face.
In the first of my 2019 Reith lectures, I drew attention to the
implications of our aversion to risk for our relationship with
the state. I referred to what I have called, then and since, the
Hobbesian bargain. The seventeenth-century political philosopher
Thomas Hobbes argued that human beings surrendered their
liberty completely, unconditionally, and irrevocably to an absolute
ruler in return for security. Hobbes was an apologist for absolute
government. In his model of society, the state could do absolutely
anything for the purpose of reducing the risks that threaten our
wellbeing, other than deliberately kill us. Hobbes’s state was an
unpleasant thing, but he had grasped a profound truth. Most
despotisms come into being not because a despot has seized power,
but because people willingly surrender their freedoms for security.
To resist this tendency requires of us a collective restraint and selfdiscipline, an appreciation of the complexity and interconnectedness
of human affairs, and a willingness to resist the empire of fear. Our
culture has always rejected Hobbes’s model of society. Intellectually,
it still does. But in recent years it has increasingly tended to act on
it. The response to COVID-19 has taken that tendency a long way
further. I could not have imagined in 2019 that my concerns would
be so dramatically vindicated so quickly.

ISSUE 1

Until March 2020, it was unthinkable that liberal democracies
should confine healthy people in their homes indefinitely, with
limited exceptions at the discretion of ministers. It was unthinkable
that a whole population should be subject to criminal penalties for
associating with other human beings and answerable to the police
for the ordinary activities of daily life. In a now-notorious interview
in February 2021, Professor Neil Ferguson explained what changed.
It was the lockdown in China. ‘It’s a communist one-party state, we
said. We couldn’t get away with it in Europe, we thought … And then
Italy did it. And we realised we could.’ It is worth pausing to reflect
on what this means. It means that because a lockdown of the entire
population appeared to work in a country which was notoriously
indifferent to individual rights and traditionally treats human beings
as mere instruments of state policy, they could ‘get away with’ doing
the same thing here. As I write this, the British government has
published an ‘Integrated Review of Security, Defence, Development
and Foreign Policy’ which identifies China as presenting a ‘systemic
challenge to our values’. Liberty and personal autonomy are surely
among our most fundamental of those values. They are also essential
conditions for human happiness and creativity. Yet we have been
willing to jettison them in favour of the Chinese model. Entirely
absent from Professor Ferguson’s analysis was any conception of
the principled reasons why it had hitherto been unthinkable for
Western countries to do such a thing. It was unthinkable because
it was based on a conception of the state’s authority over its citizens
which was morally repellent even if it worked.

they operate. The use of political power as an instrument of mass
coercion fuelled by public fear, is corrosive. It is corrosive even,
perhaps especially, when it enjoys majority support. It tends to be
accompanied, as it has been in Britain, by manipulative government
propaganda and vociferous intolerance of the minority who
disagree. These are the authentic symptoms of totalitarianism.
There is no inevitability about the future course of any historical
trend. Social controls can become unpopular. There is an analogy
in the fate of food rationing after 1939. It was necessary during the
Second World War and enjoyed general public support. Belief in
the efficacy of social control was an important part of the appeal of
the Labour Party in the general election of 1945 which brought it to
power with a huge Parliamentary majority. But people wearied of
it over the following years. The insistence of the post-war Labour
government on retaining it indefinitely cost it its majority in the
general election of 1950 and put the Conservatives in power in
1951. Nevertheless, I am not optimistic about the future of my
country. The changes in our political culture seem to me to reflect
a profound change in the public mood, which has been many years
in the making and may be many years in the unmaking. We are
entering a Hobbesian world, the enormity of which has not yet
dawned on our people.

This is not, as many people appear to think, a phase which will
pass when COVID-19 disappears (if it ever does). Governments
rarely relinquish powers that they have once acquired. Wartime
controls were kept in being for years after the end of the war. Some
wartime powers continued to be exercised right up to the 1990s. But
the problem is more fundamental than that. The government has
immense powers, not just in the field of public health, but generally.
These powers have existed for many years. Their existence has
been tolerable in a liberal democracy only because of a culture of
restraint which made it unthinkable that they should be used in
the intrusive and abrasive manner in which the government has
used its public health powers. Before 2020, it was only culture and
convention which prevented us from adopting a totalitarian model.
If something is unthinkable until someone in authority thinks of
it, the psychological barriers which were once our only protection
against despotism have vanished.
In the circumstances, we can hardly be surprised that this fundamental
change has been accompanied by a deliberate and persistent attempt
on the part of the government to limit Parliamentary scrutiny or
any real political accountability. It has issued ‘guidance’ going well
beyond its legal powers, and issued ‘orders’ at press conferences
which had no legal basis. It has rammed complex legislation through
Parliament without serious debate. It has absolved itself from any
real Parliamentary control over public expenditure. It has evaded
statutory requirements for advance Parliamentary approval on
grounds of urgency which are difficult to justify. It has deliberately
waited before making supposedly urgent statutory orders until
Parliament was not in session. It has taken steps to prevent activities
which its own regulations expressly permit, such as visits to doctors
and dentists. In many respects, Parliament itself has not been willing
to live up to its high constitutional calling.
However, at least as serious as the implications for our relations
with the state are the implications for our relations with each
other. The pandemic has generated distrust, resentment and mutual
hostility. Authoritarian governments fracture the societies in which
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Crisis management
CJLPA: In March 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic forced many
states to implement national lockdowns, resulting in the
interruption of almost all economic activity. Whilst the
economic recovery from the 2007–08 subprime crisis was still
fragile in most Southern European states, it was crucial for
governments to intervene quickly and with sufficient means
to avoid mass unemployment, social unrest, and widespread
company bankruptcies. States are therefore borrowing at
unprecedented levels. But how long can this last?
Jean Tirole: How much debt can a country sustain? There is no
magic number; a 40% debt-to-GDP may be unsustainable for one
country, while another can sustain 200%. It all depends on a range
of factors: the country’s fiscal capacity (can it increase taxes further
if needed?), its rate of growth (a given debt burden is much lighter
in relative terms in a growing economy), the debt maturity (a shortterm debt creates more pressure on countries to disgorge money for
debt repayment than debt whose repayment is far into the future),
the countries’ dominant political constituencies (which shape
public policies, as was observed in the case of German exporting
industries), or the debt’s ‘home bias’ (the percentage of debt held
domestically. The higher this number, the lower the country’s
incentive to default: over 90% of Japanese debt is held in Japan, so
a sovereign default would amount to Japan’s shooting itself in the
foot. By contrast, over half of the French sovereign debt is held by
foreign investors).
Another lesson is that measuring debt is highly complex. Indeed,
countries (and also regions, municipalities) do their best to hide
new debt as ‘off-balance exposures’, despite improvements in
Europe in their accounting a few years ago. Off-balance exposures
are contingent liabilities which may or may not lead to a future
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disbursement: guarantees given to social security systems and
public enterprises, ECB guarantees though the European Stability
Mechanism, collective borrowing under joint and several liability
per the European 2020 stimulus package, the securitisation of
future revenue, and the use of derivatives (credit disguised as
swaps) to conceal indebtedness. Even unfunded pensions, a big
item in the pay-as-you-go pension systems of France and many
other European systems, are counted as a contingent liability, even
though citizens expect their pensions to be paid for sure … All
those items are not part of a country’s formal debt, but they are
certainly part of the debt.
CJLPA: Can governments keep borrowing?
JT: The pandemics have triggered an extraordinarily high increase
in public debt. No-one exactly knows how big this increase will be
in the end. This depends on how efficient we will be at ending the
pandemic, but it will also depend on the subsequent macroeconomic
crisis. In a country like France, many firms have taken on debt from
the government (loans, unpaid social security contributions…). This
debt, combined with the lost earnings during the pandemics, will
make it hard for firms to finance new investments or even to survive.
Some of it will just be forgone, adding to the state’s indebtedness.
Tax revenues will also decline in the recession relative to the preCovid situation. And austerity might kill the economic recovery.
The increase in the public debt burden is a concern not only for
emerging countries, but also for Southern Europe. The hard
question is whether it is sustainable. As we discussed earlier, this
depends in particular on whether countries will grow faster than
the rate of interest at which they borrow. Can they roll over their
debt or do they get in dire financial straits? The rate of growth
is likely to be low in the years to come, but so will the rate of
interest despite high public debt (high volumes of public debt in
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principle go together with high yields on them to attract enough
savings). Precautionary savings and low corporate investment
mean that savings will be high and the corporate demand for funds
low, so savers will receive low returns. In theory, therefore, this
large increase in public debt may be sustainable, but there are two
caveats as is clear from the previous argument. First, the rate of
growth must remain above the rate of interest for a substantial
amount of time. Second, trust must be maintained and there must
be no speculative attack. A country whose economic growth is at
1% can borrow very large amounts at a 0% rate of interest, but
if doubts about country repayment emerge, international markets
will demand a ‘spread’, say a rate of interest of 5%, and public
finances will quickly be drained. Such speculative attacks are
self-fulfilling phenomena and may (or may not) occur when the
country is highly indebted.

done for a while (almost 50 years in France) and would definitely
not be advisable in the forthcoming recession.

Although one cannot have certainties in the presence of self-fulfilling
phenomena, the situation is risky. One possible approach is to avoid
contracting output through tight budgetary policies, but assuage the
markets’ fear of profligacy by signalling intentions to better manage
public expenditures and reorient the latter toward more investment
and less consumption. Indeed, investment is what will create the
conditions for the sustainability of the debt in the future.

CJLPA: You are a specialist in behavioural economics. In
that regard, do you think economic agents will change their
habits of consumption and lifestyles?

CJLPA: An alternative might be to repudiate the debt…
JT: Two proposals are on the table. The first is to cancel the debts
held by the central bank. A letter recently circulated within the
Eurozone countries to call for the cancellation of debt held by the
European Central Bank (ECB). This makes no sense. We would
be defaulting on ourselves, because the ECB belongs to European
citizens. Indeed, the ECB’s profit, net of its day-to-day running
expenditures, is paid back to the member states’ treasuries. So what
we would gain on one side—the alleviation of debt repayment—we
would lose—exactly the same sum—on the other side. It is a mere
jeu d’écriture. Erasing the debt held by the ECB could alleviate the
disparities between member states but it would consist of a fiscal
transfer. Such a project would inevitably be opposed by Germany
and the Netherlands whose public finances are strong compared
with the rest of the EU, and would heighten the tensions between
member states even further.
Some economists make a parallel between ‘coronabonds’ and the
erasure of the debt held by the ECB, but the two are different.
Member states have agreed to borrow jointly by issuing treasury
bonds to cover the increase in public expenditures incurred during
and after the sanitary crisis, thus securing common interest rates on
the financial markets. But, except for the grants component of the
program (which de facto is a set of transfers among countries), each
member state in principle has to reimburse its own debt.
The second proposal is a broader default, euphemistically called
‘restructuring of the debt’, which would include among its victims
private investors, and not only the central bank. Some of the cost of
such a default of course would again be inflicted on the country itself.
Italian banks hold a lot of Italian government bonds. A repudiation
of the latter would weaken the Italian banks substantially and for
some of them would lead to a bailout by the Italian government …
But even if the default had no direct financial impact on the country
itself, it would still be problematic. Financial markets would lose
trust in the government and refuse to lend to it, or lend at very high
rates, for a number of years. This means that the government would
have to more or less balance its budget overnight, which it has not

CJLPA: What about inflation?
JT: Inflation is a concern when a crisis occurs: the glut created by
central bank injections of liquidity may in theory translate into
inflation, too much money chasing too few goods. However,
deflationary expectations and high precautionary savings by
households and banks may reduce the spending and counter this
natural trend. Indeed, the quantitative easing policies implemented
by the Federal Reserve (Fed) and the ECB in the last decade did not
lead to inflation and the jury is still out for what will happen this time.

Post-crisis management

JT: To be honest, we don’t have a good answer to this, only a few
hints. Ideally, having learnt about our collective fragility, we should
come out of the crisis more prone to solidarity and more eager to
substitute investment for consumption to prepare our common
future, which includes being more respectful of our environment.
But such a reckoning, such an embrace of a more forward-looking
society, is not a foregone conclusion.
Part of the reason is that our beliefs are motivated. To give some
analogy, we like to think that accidents and illnesses only afflict
others, not ourselves or those close to us. This can lead to harmful
behavior, such as driving carelessly or not looking after our health
(though this may not be entirely negative since worrying less also
improves our quality of life). We dream of a world in which the
law would not have to encourage or constrain people to behave
virtuously, a world in which companies would stop polluting and
avoiding their taxes, in which people would drive carefully even
without police officers around. That is why movie directors invent
endings that meet our expectations.
Just as in the case of driving and health behaviour, motivated
beliefs, by making us more optimistic about the future, may lead
to bad policies. Many people are (correctly) convinced that climate
change is an existential threat, but they repress these thoughts. Or
they believe that they should not have to incur a cost themselves
to reduce their emissions: it is up to the others to do so. Or else
they hope that the problem will solve itself thanks to phenomenal
technological progress. In a similar spirit, nations which have had
serious financial problems and have thereby lost their economic
independence to the markets and the international official lenders
and seen their growth vanish, most often have been oblivious of the
incoming threats.
Will we behave differently with others after the crisis? Whether
civil, international, or sanitary, wars leave their mark on society.
Faced with anxiety-provoking events, people may reconsider
their goals in life. Research in the social sciences shows that our
individualistic tendencies decline, and we display more empathy.
We behave more cooperatively and altruistically and are more
likely to join social groups. Much of this new altruism however
is parochial—it is directed toward those who are ‘on our side’. But
unlike internal wars, external warfare generates common interests
that bridge the gaps across groups. In the war against COVID-19,
the in-group extends to all mankind and there is no out-group other
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than the virus, provided that ‘every country for itself’ fails to prevail.
If this crisis exhibits the same gap-bridging pattern, this might be
good news given the recent trend toward populism, nationalism,
and ethnic and religious intolerance.

activities. In France, there are cases in which people prefer to be
unemployed and to receive social benefits rather than taking a job
which would, in the end, be less financially advantageous than not
working at all.

CJLPA: The current pandemic has resulted in an increased gap
between the globalised élites and the left-behinds. How could
these growing inequalities be managed?

AI is bringing new challenges and crucially, it is making the labour
market even less welcoming to unskilled people. Here, the universal
basic income is not the solution either because work is a source of
dignity, a means of social recognition, and a structuring occupation.
Places where unemployment rates are high exhibit more social
trouble and crime. That is why more governments should be eager
to develop continuing education programmes for the unskilled and
those whose jobs will be affected by the AI revolution.

JT: Inequality, which had already grown substantially (with
differences across countries: they have grown much more in the UK
and the US than in France), has been exacerbated by COVID. The
young and the workers in gig jobs in particular have suffered: many
self-employed workers in the service sector have been struggling to
make ends meet.
But inequality is not limited to income or labour market
inequality. One of the most detrimental forms of inequality is
the educational one, as it underlies the equality of opportunity—a
really fundamental one. Prior to the sanitary crisis, access to a
good education was already highly socially determined. Things
have gotten worse during COVID. In France or in the UK, top
schools, from primary schools to higher education, have overall
kept a relatively normal functioning, while pupils in disadvantaged
ones often lost proper access. Covid has reinforced the impact of
parents and housing conditions on school performance. This won’t
have immediate consequences, but does not bode well for future
growth rate and especially for a better access to good jobs, except
for the happy few.
CJLPA: What do you think of the idea to implement a
universal basic income? Could it be a solution to the growth
of inequalities and to the ongoing upheavals brought by
artificial intelligence (AI) to the job environment?
JT: Every country has some form of minimum income already,
although not for everyone (the RSA jeune in France for the under
25 has strict conditions). I find the debate rather confusing, in
part because of semantic issues. It is crucial to specify how the
tax structure would change in reaction to the introduction of a
universal basic income. There is no reason to give access to this
income to middle-class or well-to-do households, keeping the tax
schedule as it is. This would be as senseless as was, on a smaller
scale, Trump’s $2,000 COVID check for all. It would be extremely
expensive for public finances and would not serve the goal of
protecting citizens in dire financial straits. But if one offsets this
transfer by altering the tax structure, de facto taking the money
back from middle-class or well-to-do households, this is no longer
a universal basic income. I therefore imagine that advocates of a
universal basic income have in mind social protections and social
transfers rather than a universal basic income.
There are two potential issues with a sizable universal basic
income: its cost for public finances, that can crowd out other public
expenditures such as education or health; and a potential lack of
incentives to reenter the labour force. (There are other issues in the
case of very asymmetric incomes within the household—should the
state provide the spouse of a well-to-do individual with a minimum
income?—which can be solved by making the allowance meanstested.) One should preserve incentives to work. That may imply
a combination of a lower minimum wage and a more generous
negative income tax (la Prime d’activité in France, and the Universal
Credit scheme in the UK), because too-important social transfers at
the bottom discourage workers from taking poorly paid economic
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Finally, there is the issue of the youths—students, apprentices, etc.
There could be support measures that are conditioned on milestones,
such as passing the exams—in France university scholarships are too
often unconditional. One can also envision low-cost loans to be
reimbursed later on (up to some limits, to avoid over-indebtedness),
with again the money handed out conditional on progress in the
selected track. One of the major forms of inequality among students,
together with the lack of information about the skill premium
and the good tracks at school and university, is the need for poor
students to have a part-time job on top of their studies.
CJLPA: In the UK, there are calls to set up a wealth tax to
reimburse the COVID debt. In France, the wealth tax is a
recurring source of debate. What do you think of a wealth
tax and how effective is it in bringing new sources of revenue
for the states?
JT: I am not an expert on this, and will content myself with a couple
of remarks. First, regardless of one’s stance on the issue, there is
agreement that the recent abolition of the wealth tax in France
involved only small amounts of money: the cost of the switch to a
tax on real estate wealth is estimated at around 2 or 3bn € per year,
about a thousand times smaller than GDP. One may be in favour of
or against the wealth tax on symbolic grounds, but the economist
has little to say on that. Second, to have a better idea about the
implications of a wealth tax, other issues need to be discussed, such
as its relationship to other existing taxes such as capital taxation and
the inheritance tax, as well as the likely fraction of successful citizens
who emigrate to escape the wealth tax, a fraction on which we
don’t have good estimates. We don’t have international agreements
that would allow us to levy a uniform tax, say, in the West. Most
economists concur on the idea that taxing better would be facilitated
by international cooperation.
CJLPA: How has the COVID crisis impacted the gap between
the Souths and the Norths, within the EU and beyond? Do you
think the pandemic has accelerated the divergence between
China and the West?
JT: Like traditional wars, the pandemics will redistribute the cards,
although we have little knowledge on the magnitudes. So, if you are
willing to take the following with a grain of salt, I would expect
Germany to strengthen its economic role within the European
Union. It entered the pandemic with much stronger public finances
than most other member states, and so it could afford spending
much more money to protect its firms, which were already more
successful than European firms.
At the international level, the monetary and economic hegemon,
the US, has suffered a blow through its mismanagement of the
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pandemic, and a much higher blow still from the Trump years
more generally. The policies of the last four years have been very
short-termist: denial and inaction on the climate front, loss of
international credibility and undoing of the world multilateral
order, protectionism, high public spending, tolerance of high
inequality. The US has resources though, in particular access to the
world’s top universities and a flourishing innovation ecosystem. It
also has much leeway in raising taxes to stabilise public finances, and
its currency is still internationally dominant.
But China will probably emerge strengthened on the international
scene, and it has been massively investing in education and R&D so
as to become an innovation powerhouse. The times are long over
in which it focused on commodities. Emerging and less-developed
countries will be penalised if they don’t gain quick access to cheap
and easily deliverable vaccines. This is really a concern. China
and Russia have noted this and are using soft power by providing
vaccines (they had earlier provided medical supplies) to a number of
countries in Latin America, the Middle East, Turkey, Brazil, and the
Balkans. Vaccine diplomacy is also used by India with its neighbours.
In contrast, the WHO COVAX initiative of vaccine procurement
for poor nations has had a slow start.
CJLPA: This pandemic has shed light on the EU and the
UK industrial dependency on China and other emerging
economies, with all the consequences we know. Some
politicians have called for a targeted reindustrialisation. But
is it really possible in practice?
JT: Globalisation progressed very rapidly from the seventies
to the global financial crisis. This growth is due to a number of
factors: technological evolution (the ICT revolution, containers),
multilateral and especially regional trade agreements, and the
accrual of a new labour force from communist countries (China,
Eastern Europe…).
There have been many calls, especially since COVID, to re-localise
the value chain. I doubt that this will happen on a large scale. Indeed,
the fixed costs of offshoring have been incurred already. They are
in large part sunk: the value chains are in place and they are sticky.
Besides, the solutions to supply disruption can often be found abroad:
even in the health sector, French citizens benefit substantially from
their access to foreign vaccines. Relocation is not synonymous with
resilience: disruptions in France were linked to China in January
2020, to Europe in April 2020.
CJLPA: Are the benefits of globalisation worth the cost?
JT: There are two distinct issues that are often confounded. The
first relates to globalisation in general. Globalisation is overall
beneficial, but it creates winners and losers. It provides consumers
with access to the best the world has to offer; it frees them from
being captive to powerful domestic producers and distributors.
It creates jobs in exporting industries. But it also destroys jobs in
exposed sectors, as workers in the US, the UK, and Europe have
learnt the hard way with the ‘China trade shock’. The new jobs
that are being created often are not created in the same region, or
necessitate different skills. Furthermore, we have not been very
good at protecting workers after they lose their jobs, and also before
they do (by reskilling them), again with differences: continental
Europe has a more extensive welfare system than the UK and
especially the US. The problem, therefore, is that trade has major
distributional effects that are salient, more so than technological
progress, and lead to bad politics.

Advanced countries must move upmarket. They cannot compete
on wages, so they need to go for high-value-added segments, what
Germany has done better than anyone in Europe (or what the
US has done in the tech and pharmaceutical segments). But this
requires substantial R&D, worker training, a better education, top
universities, making industrial jobs more attractive in school…
The second issue is that of bringing back home a number of ‘essential
activities’ that were offshored in the last 40 years. The goal of such
‘reshoring’ is to protect ourselves from disruptions in the value
chain, geopolitically motivated or resulting from a natural disaster.
For me, ‘home’ means Europe, which has a more reasonable scale
than member countries. Production is often subject to high returns
to scale, and member states often do not have the required scale to
sustain a competitive industry.
We need to make a distinction between supplies that are essential
in times of crisis, and ordinary consumer goods. For the former,
the market just doesn’t work. It generates extremely high prices and
market power in periods of shortages. Those familiar with electricity
systems will note the analogy with power plants which are used for
a few hours—ultra peak—a year. For the latter, the diversification of
the supply chain is the prerogative of companies.
The issue for public policy will be to resist lobbies, which will seek
either protection or preferential treatment in public procurement,
claiming that their activity is ‘essential’. It is not clear to me for
example that food or supermarkets are part of countries’ sovereignty,
especially in Europe which has maintained its agriculture. But of
course, military equipment and critical healthcare resources may
allow our countries to be less subject to geopolitical blackmailing or
be more resilient in case of a world shortage of supplies. My point
here is that we need to be flexible. Do we need to relocate or simply
constitute stocks to protect ourselves against temporary shortages?
Is the supply chain sufficiently diversified across the world? Can we
use refitted equipment or 3D printing to make up for a temporary
shortage? There is no universal answer and a case-by-case approach
must be used.
CJLPA: Are economic activity and action against climate
change compatible?
JT: Almost 30 years after the Rio summit, we still have done little
to address the truly existential threat of global warming. Solutions
exist, and I do not believe in the end of growth, but we must accept
some temporary cost in our standards of living. At the opposite
end of the spectrum in the debate, I do not believe in the concept
of green growth, according to which we could have our cake and
eat it too, either. If such a win-win were to hold, why is almost
every country in the world concerned about reducing its carbon
imprint? Let’s have the courage to say that our planet is worth
some effort.
The solution will come primarily from incentives. A sizable carbon
tax will induce households, corporations, and administrations to do
something serious for the planet: even a relatively small carbon price
can have large effects in some cases, as the UK’s exit from highly
polluting coal since 2013 demonstrates. To be certain, some of these
actors have already started to act because they are afraid that their
assets end up stranded when carbon will be phased out totally. But
this is not sufficient.
And pricing carbon must be complemented with multiple measures.
These include compensation of households who lose from carbon
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pricing (the absence of compensation played a role in the ‘gilets
jaunes’ revolt in France), the use of standards whenever carbon
pricing is difficult to implement, a very intense R&D effort, and of
course a multilateral approach. ‘My country first’ is a sure recipe for
an ecological disaster.
CJLPA: How do you understand the role of the economist in
the polis?
JT: Economics is a deeply normative field. To produce a policy
framework and try to make this world a better place, it analyses
situations in which individual interests are in conflict with the
collective interest and how to set these individual interests to music
so that they work for the common good.
But public policies require voters’ support, and therefore information
about the tradeoffs involved in the choice of specific policies.
The second role of economists, and experts more generally, is as
conveyors of knowledge. This is not an easy task, as many policies
are complex and have unintended consequences. Most academic
economists spent their entire life in a research environment and,
with their jargon and caution in the presence of complex effects,
do not always communicate well. And because, like all scientists,
their DNA is doubt, they are not at ease with the soundbites and
certainties characteristic of much communication today. In any
case, a properly functioning democracy is one in which citizens have
sufficient knowledge of tradeoffs. There is a role for acculturation. It
is therefore important to make economics widely accessible and even
fun, for economics resembles any culture. Like music, literature, or
sports, the better we understand it, the more we like it.
Before the Nobel, I spoke to economists and experts in ministries,
regulatory authorities, companies. The Nobel was a tipping point.
I met quite a number of people, sometimes just unknown people
in the street, who simultaneously demonstrated a real interest, but
had many questions about what economists do, whether they are
useful, whether economics is a science, whether the key challenges
we face can be solved. This made me aware of my responsibility
to get out of my laboratory, explain my job, and share more of my
knowledge, not being a news commentator but simply talking about
what economic research has to say about our world.
CJLPA: But experts can also fail…
JT: Experts’ judgment may be impaired by money, friendships,
a desire to become a ‘public intellectual’ and occupy the media
space, a political agenda. A ‘neutral expert’ is of course a bit of an
idealisation. Transparency rules about financial conflicts of interest
are useful but necessarily imperfect, and the other forms of conflict
of interest are even harder to detect. So in the end, individual and
collective ethics—including the obligation of not saying in the public
space things one would not stand for in a seminar room in front of
peers—are needed. But experts are the best we can avail ourselves of
for our democracies to function well. Without them, any argument,
any narrative, goes.
In these times of populism, people with expert knowledge are
dismissed. Populists exploit the ignorance and prejudice of voters.
They fan widespread hostility to immigrants, distrust of free
trade, and xenophobia, and play on people’s fears. They excel at
exploiting real and justified anxieties about technological change
and employment, the financial crisis, the slowdown in economic
growth, rising debt, and increasing inequality. No wonder that all
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over the world their speech often echoes Michael Gove’s pre-Brexit
‘people in this country have had enough of experts’. And of course,
populist programmes have contempt for elementary economic
mechanisms. Hence, whatever their field of study, experts—
provided that they are humble and transparent about what they
know and don’t know, that they recognise they are not familiar
with everything but have a rather specialised knowledge—are more
valuable now than they have ever been.
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T

he UK’s National Health Service (NHS) was set up in 1948
following the 1942 Beveridge report, a cross-party report
which established its core principles. Since then, the two
main political parties in the UK, the Conservative and Labour
parties, have had differing approaches to how the NHS ought to be
managed and financed. Today, healthcare is the largest single item
of government expenditure, accounting for 24% of public spending
compared with only 7% in the 1950s. This article will map the UK’s
healthcare spending over the past 25 years, surveying the approaches
of the various governments during this time. It will soon be clear
why the NHS is struggling to meet its own performance criteria and
why it has battled to deliver much-needed elective care during the
coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic.

Fig 1 shows the share of gross domestic product (GDP) attributed
to healthcare expenditure between 1997 and 2018. Healthcare
spending has risen considerably over the last 24 years, starting out at
6.9% of GDP in 1997 before plateauing at 10% from 2009 onwards.
However, while UK health-related spending stagnated, the ratio of
healthcare expenditure to GDP rose over the same period for four
of the six other G7 countries. Simply looking at healthcare spending
as a percentage of GDP can, however, be a poor prognostic tool in
determining how successful a healthcare system is. For example, in
2017 the US outperformed all G7 nations in this metric, with a total
healthcare spend of 17.1% of GDP, but performed poorly in key
healthcare success metrics such as healthcare outcomes, equity, and
access. Instead of looking at this solely as a stand-alone percentage,
it is important to look at its growth over time.

Share of gross domestic product (GDP) attributed to healthcare expenditure, UK, 1997 to 2018
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Fig 1. The share of UK GDP attributed to healthcare expenditure,
1997–2018. Data: ONS.
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Annual average growth rates in UK public spending on health (1949 to 2018)
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Fig 2. Average annual growth rates in UK public spending on health,
1949–2018. Data: ONS.

Adjusting for economy-wide inflation, fig 2 shows the annual
average growth rates in UK public spending on health between
1949 and 2018. Growth in healthcare spending has fluctuated
over time, with peaks in spending over the past 40 years largely
attributed to Labour governments, as evident in fig 2. Under the
Labour governments of Tony Blair and Gordon Brown, UK public
spending on health averaged a real growth rate of 6%, six times the
rate of growth under the coalition government which followed.

The 2008 economic crash
The 2008 economic crash and the subsequent period of austerity
severely impacted the economy, contracting the UK’s GDP by
6.3% in Q1 2008. The continued impact of the crash resulted in a
Department of Health and Social Care budget that continued to
grow, only at a much slower pace than in previous years. Adjusting
for inflation, the healthcare budget rose by 1% each year on average
in the five years between 2009–10 and 2014–15, compared to the
average 3.6% rise since the NHS was established.

The NHS’ five-year deal
In June 2018, then-Prime Minister Theresa May announced a new
five-year funding deal that would see NHS funding rise by £20.5bn
in 2023–24 compared to 2018–19. An increase of around 3.3%, this
is closer to the long-term average of 3.6%, though still lower than
it. This long-term commitment to improving NHS funding only
applied to services within the mandate of NHS England, and was
only sufficient to let it meet its immediate demands. It excluded
important areas of the Department of Health and Social Care budget
such as capital investment, public health, and the education and
training of NHS staff. The government chose not to invest more
heavily in innovation, health promotion, and its workforce. This
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choice has worsened the NHS’ ability to keep up with increasing
demand and to adopt new medical technology, and it has contributed
to the NHS’ staffing crisis.
Using the lower bound of healthcare spending models means
that budgets are almost always increased by the government,
with predictions falling short of actual demand levels. This often
means making ad hoc budget announcements outside of the usual
budgetary process and redirecting money away from capital budgets
to fund day-to-day financing of the NHS. This leads to a cycle of poor
strategic planning, negatively impacting the quality of investment in
the health service.

The impact of the pandemic
The nation-wide lockdown aimed at curbing the impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic has caused significant harm to the UK
economy, contracting the UK’s GDP by over 20% in Q2 2020. The
government, in attempting to mitigate the economic impact of the
crisis, launched the largest public stimulus program in the post-war
period. Vast sums of money have been spent propping up businesses
across the country, furloughing staff, and making sure the public
sector meets its bottom line. However, the government’s public
spending spree, alongside reduced tax revenue and a contraction in
GDP, pushed the UK’s debt-to-GDP ratio to its highest in more than
50 years. Unsurprisingly, in less than a year, the eight years of fiscal
retrenching under the coalition and Conservative governments has
been undone.
The impact of the pandemic on future NHS funding is uncertain,
although there could well be an increase as the public becomes
more conscious of the importance of healthcare spending and a
well-functioning NHS. In the short term, the UK has attempted

ISSUE 1

The UK's Department of Health and Social Care's budget in real terms (£bn), 2019-2022
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Fig 3. Budget of the UK’s Department of Health and Social Care in
real terms (£bn), 2019–22. Data: ONS.

to manage the pandemic’s negative health outcomes by spending
an extra £63.4bn on health and social care. However, with the
Chancellor already speaking of the need for ‘hard decisions’,
it seems likely that the significantly worse position of the UK
government’s finances may cause NHS spending to grow at a
slower pace. This is already evident in the reduction of COVID-19
healthcare spending by 65% (from £63.4bn in 2020–21 to a
proposed spend of £22.4bn in 2021–22) despite uncertainty
surrounding whether the pandemic is likely to end soon. This
is without considering the long-term negative impacts of the
pandemic, such as the longer waiting lists for hospital treatment.
Concerningly, a large proportion of the patients facing longer
waiting times are those on waiting lists for elective surgery, such
as surgery relating to cancers and cardiovascular disease. The
number of people on these lists topped five million during the
pandemic, the highest since records began in 2007. This new data
suggests that over 9% of England’s population is waiting for care.
On top of core NHS spending, the proposed budget to tackle the
backlog drawn up by the Cabinet Office has proposed that the
government may have to commit anywhere between £2bn and
£10bn over the next four years on top of core spending. Recently,
core NHS spending has risen from £150.4bn in 2019–20 to £159bn
in 2021–22. This only represents a 3.3% annual average growth,
which fails to match historical growth of the NHS budget. This
is despite the NHS battling through an unprecedented pandemic
and recovering from a challenging year. Neither current nor
predicted growth matches the 6% average annual real growth

achieved during the 14 years of Labour government between
1996–97 and 2009–10.1
The rise in the waiting list for non-urgent NHS treatment and the
worsening mental health crisis underline the struggle the NHS faces
as it tries to return to normal following a year battling COVID-19
pandemic. Short-term increases in healthcare funding have been
used to meet new obligations, such as virology services to combat
virus mutations, an incredibly successful COVID-19 vaccination
campaign, and the ‘Track and Trace’ initiative. Improved funding
will make the NHS more resilient to surges in demand, and it is
likely to require pandemic-level spending to manage the long-term
pressures from COVID. However, with the worsening position of
the UK’s finances and the need to save money, it would be challenging
for any Chancellor to reduce spending without impacting the health
service, as the NHS accounts for 24% of government spending, a
figure which is predicted to rise.

1 Matt Hancock, ‘Secretary of State’s oral statement on the NHS Long
Term Plan’ (oral statement to Parliament, London, 7 January 2019)
<https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/secretary-of-statesoral-statement-on-the-nhs-long-term-plan--2>; HM Treasury,
‘GDP deflators at market prices, and money GDP December 2019
(Quarterly National Accounts)’ (7 January 2020) <https://www.gov.uk/
government/statistics/gdp-deflators-at-market-prices-and-money-gdpdecember-2019-quarterly-national-accounts>.
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T

he COVID-19 pandemic has led to more than 176 million
confirmed cases and over 3.8 million confirmed deaths.
These numbers are likely dwarfed by the true rates of
infection and death, which will remain unknown well into the
future and will likely never be fully elucidated.1 During this time,
several countries have vied for the unhappy honour of being the
worst affected by the pandemic, including Italy in early 2020, the
United States through 2020 and early 2021, and most recently India
in April and May of 2021.
The emergence of highly effective vaccines in late 2020 and early
2021 suggested some relief might be on the horizon. The optimism
proved to be somewhat short-lived, as questions of vaccination and
vaccine availability (not unanticipated, but now real) arose. India
provides perhaps the most dramatic example: despite the initiation
of vaccination programmes, India suffered a devastating second
wave of infection and death in 2021 that eclipsed the relatively mild
first wave of 2020.
With this second wave appearing to recede, and other parts of the
world cautiously reopening, one of the most pressing questions
related to the pandemic is surely whether we can exploit this respite
and vaccinate as many individuals as possible, to delay or dampen
future waves of SARS-CoV-2 infection. With this in mind, we
can consider the total human population as either vaccinated
or unvaccinated. Every individual whose status changes from
unvaccinated to vaccinated represents a further step in controlling
the pandemic. The unvaccinated group can in turn be divided into
subpopulations of individuals who are involuntarily unvaccinated
(for instance, because of being immunocompromised or lacking
access to vaccines) and individuals who remain unvaccinated
by choice. The latter group—comprising those unvaccinated by
choice—may shortly become the main barrier to achieving the
long-awaited herd immunity. The herd immunity threshold for any
infectious disease is usually substantially lower than 100% population
1 Infection and death rates are almost always greater than confirmed cases.
The best we can do is provide estimates for the true rates using information
from confirmed cases, transmission dynamics, and mortality data.
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immunity. If vaccine-hesitant individuals can be persuaded to
seek vaccination, it may be possible to acquire some form of herd
immunity without needing to engage in the vastly more daunting
task of persuading vaccine refusers to seek vaccination.2
In this essay I would like to examine some of the sources of vaccine
hesitation I have observed amongst friends, family, and acquaintances
in India. It would be preposterous to claim to speak ‘for Indians’ or
provide a view on ‘the Indian experience’. Rather, I relate some
instances—largely from my own experience of the pandemic in India—
to illustrate the types of vaccine hesitancy that might be operating in
India and elsewhere in the world. My hope is to frame my observations
in such a way that they may be amenable to more rigorous survey
studies that could elucidate the distribution of these attitudes. My
general point is that there are numerous types of vaccine hesitation,
and many of these differ quite dramatically (in kind and not just
degree) from the beliefs characterising the anti-vaccine movement.

Distinctions between vaccine hesitancy and antivaccine beliefs
Earlier, the phrase ‘vaccine hesitancy’ brought to my mind the image
of an angry, ill-informed, unreasonable individual whose refusal to
receive a vaccine put others at risk, delayed herd immunity at best,
and at worst allowed new and more virulent SARS-CoV-2 variants
to evolve. I have since found that such a stereotype is probably
fairly common amongst pro-vaccine individuals. Whilst vaccine
hesitancy may indeed increase the probability of these outcomes,
there is significantly more nuance to the matter of vaccine hesitation
than such a narrow stereotype can accommodate. Consequently, my
own views on vaccine hesitancy have been broadened by its (at first
alarming) frequency amongst friends and family.
2 I am not suggesting that vaccine refusers be ignored in public health
discussions. Anti-vaccine attitudes put significant numbers of individuals at
risk for several infectious diseases. Rather, my point is that addressing antivaccine beliefs is a longer-term project that goes beyond the administration
of any one vaccine. Therefore, as a temporary measure to acquire herd
immunity, it may be more fruitful to focus on the hesitant group.

ISSUE 1

Vaccine hesitancy itself is a rather slippery construct, and at the
outset I would like to distinguish vaccine hesitation from antivaccine beliefs and vaccine refusal. The two concepts are very
different, and may require very different policy solutions to
achieve vaccination levels sufficient for herd immunity. Yet despite
the enormous variation in attitude and motivation, all of these
individuals technically belong to the ‘unvaccinated’ group.

psychological antecedents differ. ‘Hesitation’ means uncertainty or
indecision between two courses of action, and vaccine hesitancy
entails precisely such uncertainty and indecision. In contrast to the
uncertainty that characterises vaccine hesitancy, vaccine refusal and
anti-vaccine beliefs typically entail high degrees of certainty.

Many Indians I know who reported hesitation over SARS-CoV-2
vaccines have readily accepted numerous vaccines for other
diseases. This in itself is interesting, because vaccine hesitancy
is typically studied in the context of attitudes toward vaccines
in general, rather than toward any one vaccine. Indeed, India
has experienced tremendous success with many of its previous
vaccination drives. Both polio and smallpox were eradicated in
India, and this has been aided by relatively low rates of vaccine
hesitancy. To that extent, I have always perceived India to be
a largely vaccine-accepting country. A school child with a cut
or graze from any kind of metal will be swiftly administered a
tetanus vaccine. Someone unfortunate enough to be bitten by
a stray dog—not uncommon in India, it has happened to me
and many others I know—will be administered the multi-dose,
multi-week schedule of the rabies vaccine. And yet, vaccine
hesitancy is occurring amongst individuals who are vaccinated
for other diseases and who were perfectly happy to vaccinate
their children. The hesitance therefore appears to be very
specifically tied to the features of the COVID-19 vaccine, as
opposed to a generalised distrust of vaccines. In contrast, antivaccine beliefs encompass all vaccines, and the SARS-CoV-2
vaccines are only the latest addition to a long list. Anti-vaccine
beliefs entail concerns about a very broad range of side effects,
including the widely held view that vaccines cause autism in
young children—a view roundly rejected by the scientific and
medical communities, and for which no rigorous scientific or
medical evidence has yet been offered. The anti-vaccine claims
pertaining to SARS-CoV-2 vaccines that have been receiving
media attention include suggestions that the vaccines cause
humans to become magnetised, that the vaccines contain tracking
devices (which may interact with 5G telecommunication
signals), that the vaccines will change human genes, and
that vaccinated individuals shed proteins that are harmful to
unvaccinated individuals. These beliefs are in turn frequently
accompanied by statements about the overarching roles of
the government and the pharmaceutical industry, including
statements that the virus was manufactured as a bioweapon,
that humans are being used as experimental animals, or that the
virus itself is some form of hoax perpetrated to justify increases
in state control, generate profits for pharmaceutical companies,
or both. In general, the beliefs underlying vaccine refusal and
the anti-vaccine movement are associated with a particularly
robust intellectual framework (I use ‘robust’ to indicate not
quality but resistance to change). If someone attempts to offer
evidence against these claims, or merely state that these claims
have limited or no evidence, the response is that the individual
has fallen prey to propaganda and believes what the government
wishes them to believe. In other words, the absence of evidence
becomes a type of evidence.

I will describe several different forms of vaccine hesitancy that
I have personally encountered from October and November
2020—just after India’s muted first wave, when discussions of
imminent vaccines appeared to become fairly widespread in India,
and individuals began contemplating whether or not they would
accept vaccination—to late April and early May 2021—at the peak
of India’s devastating second wave, when vaccine hesitancy began
crumbling in the face of the extraordinary numbers of cases and
deaths. The various forms of vaccine hesitancy I have encountered
are not mutually exclusive, and indeed, an individual may express
several of these beliefs simultaneously. Moreover, these beliefs can
interact with one another to produce complex vaccine hesitation
profiles. This list is not intended to be exhaustive, either of my
own experience or of the rather vast world of beliefs characterising
vaccine hesitancy. Rather, it is intended to indicate the diversity of
vaccine-hesitant beliefs, and how such beliefs might be formed or
questioned. They contribute to the delay in seeking vaccination,
but need not induce vaccine avoidance. In almost every case,
these beliefs can be altered via exposure to correct (or at least less
inaccurate) information.

What I have noticed amongst those who are unvaccinated in my
own social network is a high degree of vaccine hesitancy, but
very little anti-vaccine sentiment. Though vaccine refusers and
vaccine-hesitant individuals both belong to the unvaccinated
population, they are psychologically very different from each
other. The outcome is the same—a delay in vaccination—but the

Sources and types of vaccine hesitancy

Development time
In my experience, the most significant source of hesitancy
toward SARS-CoV-2 vaccines arises from the unusually rapid
development period. It normally takes at least a decade—usually
more—to develop a vaccine. The broad public perception is that
this vaccine was developed in just a few months. In general, it
is insufficient to simply say ‘trust the science’ to individuals
who express concern over the speed of vaccine development.
After all, so many of our metaphors and aphorisms urge us to
value the tortoise over the hare. This message is so ubiquitous
that if something happens too quickly, it is frequently believed
to have happened at the expense of quality. Psychologists refer
to the speed–accuracy tradeoff, in which the two aspects of
performance, speed and accuracy, are often inversely related.
Indeed, the inverse relationship between quality and speed may
run deeper than we realise. For instance, terms such as ‘fast
food’ imply cheap, palatable, but ultimately low-quality food.
An investment scheme that does too well too soon is suspected
of being fraudulent. Novels written too quickly are relegated
to ‘airport fiction’ and perceived to lack literary merit. Caffeine
connoisseurs disdain ‘instant’ coffee. Older spirits are more
expensive and prestigious than newer ones. Professors warn their
graduate students that obtaining a doctorate is ‘a marathon, not
a sprint’. All of these, to some extent, allude to the potentially
destructive or unhealthy effects of an emphasis on speed (or at
the very least suggest a lack of quality or care). My point here is
not that this general view is mistaken. I only wish to highlight
that there seems to be a cultural sense of an inverse speed–quality
relationship. I believe that this cultural sense has set the stage
for suspicions about a very rapidly developed vaccine. In other
words, given this cultural background, it was probably inevitable
that the speed of vaccine development would lead to a situation in
which the vaccines would contend with strong established beliefs
about the low quality of quickly developed products.
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These are all essentially concerns over quality and quality control.
Two strategies might have been helpful in alleviating them—in
addition to pointing out that none of the steps essential to measuring
and ensuring vaccine safety was compromised.
First, there were cases in which ‘base’ vaccines had already been
under development for many years. The development of the
COVID-19 vaccine was simply a final, relatively small step that
was taken after many years of research. This was the situation
with the Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccine (which is presently the most
widely administered vaccine in India). The researchers exploited an
existing, rigorously developed platform as the basis for the SARSCoV-2 vaccine.3 This approach can also be applied to vaccinating
against the new SARS-CoV-2 variants, as the appropriate viral
genetic information can simply be ‘edited’ into the existing platform
to produce a vaccine effective against that variant (though this has
not yet been deemed necessary). In other words, the vaccine was
not developed in just a few months, but was instead developed by
making relatively minor and straightforward changes to a platform
that had been developed over many years.
Second, it might have been helpful to highlight two features of viral
genetics. The first of these is that SARS-CoV-2 is a virus with a
relatively low rate of evolution, and only low to moderate genetic
diversity,4 even though RNA viruses do tend to have high mutation
rates.5 In contrast to this more nuanced view of the genetic diversity
of SARS-CoV-2, the (very strong) public impression of the virus
appears to be that it evolves extremely quickly and unpredictably.
It is likely that the media has produced this perception of a rapidly
evolving virus, in particular through its coverage of the emergence
of new variants.6 I suspect this belief will be borne out in any largescale survey about the public understanding of COVID-19 and
SARS-CoV-2. The second relevant feature of viral genetics is that
the SARS-CoV-2 genome is relatively simple—rather less complex
than those of many other viruses, including influenza viruses.7
The relatively low rate of the virus’ evolution and the relatively
straightforward nature of its genetic information have also let
scientists develop the vaccine quickly. Had these features of the
virus been widely discussed in the media, I believe hesitation over
the novel aspects of the vaccine would have been lower.
3 Specifically, researchers at the University of Oxford had modified an
adenovirus (a different respiratory virus). This adenovirus, known as
ChAdOx1, serves as the delivery mechanism, delivering specific genes
from the novel coronavirus that train the recipient’s immune system.
4 Bette Korber et al, ‘Tracking changes in SARS-CoV-2 Spike: evidence
that D614G increases infectivity of the COVID-19 virus’ (2020)
182 Cell 812; Lucy van Dorp, Damien Richard, Cedric CS Tan, Liam P
Shaw, Mislav Acman, and François Balloux, ‘No evidence for increased
transmissibility from recurrent mutations in SARS-CoV-2’ (2020)
11(1) Nature Communications 1; Erik Volz et al, ‘Evaluating the
effects of SARS-CoV-2 Spike mutation D614G on transmissibility and
pathogenicity’ (2021) 184 Cell 64.
5 Siobain Duffy, ‘Why are RNA virus mutation rates so damn high?’
(2018) 16 PLoS Biology e3000003.
6 I am not suggesting that this was intentional—rather, it is the sense that
has emerged from the nature of the media’s coverage of the pandemic.
7 SARS-CoV-2 has a relatively large genome, but it is organised into a
single segment of RNA. The present consensus is that there is currently
only a single strain of the virus (keeping in mind that variants are
not strains). In contrast, viruses such as the influenza virus are more
complex, with high genetic diversity. The influenza virus genome is
organised into eight distinct RNA segments, with four strains and
multiple subtypes. These genetic differences contribute to the greater
success of the SARS-CoV-2 vaccines compared to influenza vaccines,
even though the latter have existed for much longer.
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Adverse events
Unfortunately, there were some occurrences of fatal blood clotting
following vaccination with the Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccine in
Europe in early 2021.8 The intense public scrutiny of vaccine
development and distribution ensured immediate, widespread
international coverage of any adverse events, and administration of
the Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccine was suspended across Europe. This
also appears to have caused a wave of uncertainty in India about the
safety of the vaccine.
Concerns over blood clots reinforced concerns over the vaccine’s
rapid development. In other words, did the blood clots result from a
vaccine development and production process that was so excessively
ambitious and speedy that it overlooked a dangerous side-effect?
Statistical patterns are against such an interpretation: an adverse
event that occurs in only a handful of every few million cases will be
nearly impossible to detect in even the largest clinical trials of, say,
60,000–70,000 volunteers (and most trials are significantly smaller).
A vaccine trial involving some tens of thousands of volunteers would
have at best a minimal chance of detecting an adverse event that
occurs once or a few times per million doses. Alas, this type of dry
statistical discussion seems to do little to assuage any concerns, and
this is likely related to the human mind’s extraordinary sensitivity
to the likelihood of extremely unlikely events. This is precisely
the sensitivity that insurance companies and lotteries thrive on.
Conveying exactly how small the risk of clot formation is can be
difficult, because it entails capturing, in a reasonable way, how small
a probability one in a million actually is. I believe some examples
can highlight the low risk by comparison. For instance, anyone
would concede that one hour in an entire lifetime is very brief when
compared to the total number of hours in that lifetime. Yet there are
700,800 hours in a life of 80 years, and one hour out of 80 years is
still a larger number than one out of a million. Alternatively, simply
pointing out the risks (including risk of blood clots) from other
commonly used drugs could provide an illuminating comparison.
For instance, the risk of blood clots from consuming birth control
medication is significantly higher than any apparent risk of blood
clots from vaccination.
Post-vaccination infections
There is an abundance of stories of individuals dying of COVID-19
after being fully vaccinated. Many of these are simply hearsay of the
form ‘I heard of someone who knew someone in Dubai who died
after being fully vaccinated.’
Epidemiologically, breakthrough infections following SARS-CoV-2
vaccination are relatively rare, and deaths from breakthrough
infections are extremely rare (though they are expected with some
degree of predictability). However, their outsized coverage in
the media instead gives the impression that such cases are rather
common. Furthermore, there is often a lack of detail on the
circumstances of these post-vaccination infections. For instance,
knowledge of comorbidities is frequently absent from the frantic
retelling of the story. Or, if an individual is diagnosed with
COVID-19 one day after receiving the second dose of the vaccine,
they were likely already infected before they received the vaccine.
Vaccines do not kill virions that were previously present in the
body, and if an individual becomes ill before the vaccine is able to
sufficiently train the immune system to resist the virus, it is not even
8 Similar instances associated with the Johnson & Johnson vaccine also
occurred in the United States.
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a case of breakthrough infection. Unfortunately, such situations
are distilled into the incorrect statement ‘I heard of someone who
got COVID-19 after getting both shots.’ I wish I had counted the
number of times I had heard some or the other version of this tale.
The combination of fears over blood clots and stories of individuals
falling ill or dying despite full vaccination seem to have produced
an impression that the vaccines are both dangerous and ineffective.
This is hardly conducive to reducing vaccine hesitancy.
Advice from doctors
Doctors occupy a curious and potent social niche that appears to
guarantee them a sense of awe and reverence under many or most
circumstances. Because of the value given to a doctor’s opinion,
there is a great deal of movement to encourage doctors to encourage
their patients to seek vaccines. However, a doctor’s advice can also
fuel vaccine hesitancy to devastating effect, and I believe this has
happened in India and likely elsewhere. A friend of mine who
consulted no fewer than three doctors about whether she should
be vaccinated in April 2021 provides a telling example.9 Of the
three doctors she communicated with, one said he did not wish to
advise her either way and that it was her decision whether to seek
vaccination or not. When such a statement is made by a doctor, it
strikes me as equivalent to advice to avoid the vaccine. The other
two outright advised against vaccination and instead said it was safer
to wait. It is almost certain that these doctors have been consulted
by, and given this advice to, many others as well. A doctor—the
family physician, or a friend who happens to be a doctor—is
probably the most trusted source of medical information and advice
for a family, far more so than any national figure or government
message. If the person you called for medical advice when your child
swallowed kerosene tells you to avoid vaccination, it is not unlikely
that you will avoid vaccination. That is the nature of human trust
and prestige. If we are uncertain about a course of action, we seek
out information from high-trust, knowledgeable individuals to
help us resolve the uncertainty. Unlike many of the other sources
of vaccine hesitancy, there does not seem to be any sort of specific
informational antidote to a doctor’s advice. While a doctor’s advice
to seek vaccination can be an informational antidote to vaccine
hesitancy, there is little one can offer that will change someone’s
mind after a doctor has reinforced an initial hesitation. Because the
advice of a doctor (especially one’s own) is not lightly discarded, this
is likely one of the most dangerous sources of vaccine hesitancy.
Evolution toward reduced virulence
Some individuals seem to believe that the virus will gradually
evolve to become less virulent, and there is therefore no need
to seek vaccination. Evolution toward lower virulence is not
an unreasonable expectation. There are many circumstances in
which viruses are thought to have become less virulent in human
history. One area of medical and scientific opinion does hold that
as COVID-19 transitions from a pandemic to an endemic human
disease, the virulence of SARS-CoV-2 infection will decrease. At this
point, we do not know if this will indeed be the case. The difficulty
here is that of the effective population size (in this case, the size of
the population that the pathogen can access). In our evolutionary
past, populations were smaller, more dispersed, and less densely
connected, and a highly virulent pathogen might become less
virulent because of limited availability of hosts. If a pathogen killed
9 This is not unusual in India. If one has the benefit of economic privilege,
it is very easy to pick up the phone and call one or several doctors—many
of whom are family friends—for advice.

its host, there were simply fewer potential hosts available to infect,
and pathogen could face genetic extinction. Under circumstances
of small effective populations, it was in the pathogen’s ‘interest’ to
evolve to be less virulent. Today, human groups are both much
larger and much more connected. If a pathogen kills its hosts or
makes them extremely ill, it is still readily able to infect new hosts. In
other words, in a heavily populated and densely networked world,
a limited population of hosts is no longer necessarily a constraint
on virulence. Therefore, the same pressures of natural selection
on viruses to become less virulent may not be present or may not
operate as strongly. Indeed, where higher virulence is associated
with greater rates of pathogen transmission (which increases the
probability of infecting new hosts), there may even be an increase
in virulence.10 At this point, we simply do not know which of these
will occur. It may very well be the case that the virus will become
less virulent. However, waiting for several years in the hope that
SARS-CoV-2 will become less virulent—which may only happen
after COVID-19 has killed several million more individuals and left
many others with severe post-infection syndromes—is far from an
optimal strategy when vaccines are available.
Previous infection
Another source of vaccine hesitancy is having been previously
infected with SARS-CoV-2. The attitude here is along the
lines of, ‘I’ve already had it so I can’t get it again, so no point in
putting something foreign into my body.’ There is a grain of
scientific accuracy in such a statement. The results from a large
number of scientific studies leave little doubt that SARS-CoV-2
infection produces some form of immunity after recovery in
the vast majority of cases.11 12 However, the belief that infectioninduced immunity (‘natural immunity’) is sufficient to protect
against any future infection may not be entirely correct. It is true
that previously infected individuals should have relatively good
protection—at least against severe disease—for at least several
months after infection. The belief that this protection is permanent
relies on ‘chickenpox logic’. That is, once an individual contracts
and recovers from chickenpox, infection-induced immunity is
typically considered to be almost 100% for life, obviating the need
for future vaccination. However, following chickenpox logic takes
us far further afield than necessary. SARS-CoV-2 is a coronavirus
that primarily affects the respiratory tract, and it is probably rather
more sensible to ask if someone can be infected with multiple
respiratory viruses over time. In my own experience, it has been
sufficient simply to point out that individuals contract respiratory
viruses—including the common cold, which is also caused by a
coronavirus—fairly regularly, perhaps once or twice a year. In this
particular case, reminding an individual of their own experience
10 Graham AW Rook, Fredrik Bäckhed, Bruce R Levin, Margaret J McFallNgai, and Angela R McLean, ‘Evolution, human-microbe interactions,
and life history plasticity’ (2017) 390 The Lancet 521.
11 Jennifer M Dan et al, ‘Immunological memory to SARS-CoV-2 assessed
for up to 8 months after infection’ (2021) 371 Science; Deborah Cromer,
Jennifer A Juno, David Khoury, Arnold Reynaldi, Adam K Wheatley,
Stephen J Kent, and Miles P Davenport, ‘Prospects for durable immune
control of SARS-CoV-2 and prevention of reinfection’ (2021) 21 Nature
Reviews Immunology 395; Lauren B Rodda et al, ‘Functional SARSCoV-2-specific immune memory persists after mild COVID-19’ (2021)
184 Cell 169; Aurélien Sokal et al, ‘Maturation and persistence of the
anti-SARS-CoV-2 memory B cell response’ (2021) 184 Cell 1201; Adam
K Wheatley et al, ‘Evolution of immune responses to SARS-CoV-2 in
mild-moderate COVID-19’ (2021) 12 Nature Communications 1.
12 There are some instances, mercifully rare, in which individuals have
become reinfected shortly after the initial infection, shown severe
symptoms, and died.
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of multiple colds and other respiratory illnesses may be sufficient
to demonstrate that post-infection immunity against COVID-19
is more likely a matter of months than of years. Recently initiated
human challenge research will further elucidate the nature of
immune protection and reinfection in COVID-19.13
Related to this is the belief that India has achieved herd immunity
because of the number of individuals who have already been
infected, and therefore that uninfected individuals are no longer
in danger of infection and no longer need vaccination. This
argument seemed to be particularly appealing in late January
and mid-February of 2021, when the number of COVID-19
cases in India was falling steadily and swiftly, and vaccines were
on the horizon. A similar belief may re-emerge following India’s
(currently receding) second wave, in which some estimates suggest
that over 700 million individuals have been infected.14 Moreover,
vaccines are now available to the entire adult population, which
also hastens the attainment of herd immunity. The belief that
rapidly accumulating natural immunity (from the recent wave of
infections) and vaccinal immunity can exempt one from seeking
vaccination oneself may become widespread as vaccination rates
continue to increase and the number of COVID-19 cases in India
declines. However, as with the first wave, and as with individual
immunity, this follows chickenpox logic: even if herd immunity
is acquired through natural and vaccinal immunity, the natural
component of this herd immunity may be temporary and subject
to decay, with reinfections becoming possible several months later.
Upon the loss of herd immunity, unvaccinated individuals will
again become susceptible to infection.
Cold storage and site choice
Other sources of hesitation are more mundane. They include,
for instance, concerns over a site’s cold storage capacity. Many of
the urban vaccination sites are in government schools (my own
vaccination was at such a site). Several individuals I have spoken to
are worried that these centres do not have adequate refrigeration
to appropriately store the vaccine, and consequently, are potentially
administering vaccines rendered ineffective by insufficient cooling.
These individuals have repeatedly postponed vaccination. This is a
fairly sensible concern, but it can probably be alleviated by pointing
out that the vaccines can usually last for several hours after being
taken out of refrigeration. Moreover, even during administration
(when they are not refrigerated), the vials are kept on ice, which
should ensure sufficiently cool temperatures. More generally,
reassurance that these sites are following the recommended
procedures will likely help in overcoming bias against particular
sites for such reasons.
Nosocomial infection
There has also been a concern over nosocomial (hospital-acquired)
SARS-CoV-2 infection. If hospitals are hotbeds of SARS-CoV-2
13 Researchers in the United Kingdom have now received research ethics
approval to conduct human challenge studies in which researchers
will experimentally induce COVID-19 in patients with SARS-CoV-2
infection. Individuals who have recovered from COVID-19 will be
re-exposed to SARS-CoV-2 virions. This type of study will produce finegrained data about a range of variables, including the viral load necessary
to trigger infection and the body’s immune response. These types of data
will inform future development of vaccines and antiviral treatments, and
will also let us understand immune dynamics in cases of reinfection.
14 Lazaro Gamio and James Glanz, ‘Just how big could India’s true covid toll
be?’ The New York Times (2021).
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virions, is it not better to avoid visiting them, even for vaccination?
Nosocomial infections can be an important source of disease.
Avoiding hospitals for vaccination is probably not unwise, but it
could become harmful if the majority of vaccinations are offered at
hospitals (which has often been the case). I had mentioned earlier
that different types of hesitation can interact with one another:
one of my friends was concerned about nosocomial infection and
did not wish to be vaccinated at a hospital. At the same time, she
was concerned about cold storage capacity at non-hospital vaccine
centres, and did not wish to be vaccinated at a government school
(the main alternative to hospitals). Therefore, she was in the
unfortunate situation of wanting vaccination but rejecting the sites
at which vaccination was available.
The simplest route to vaccination may be to ensure that one is
appropriately shielded while at the hospital or clinic—for instance
by wearing two face masks and a face shield, not touching one’s face
during the visit, using ample hand sanitizer, and then bathing or
washing one’s hands and face vigorously after leaving the site.
Cost
Unlike in many other countries, private hospitals in India are
permitted to charge vaccine seekers. Therefore, vaccines in India
are available either free of cost at government schools and hospitals,
or at significant expense at private hospitals. For instance, New
Delhi’s private hospitals are charging between Rs 780 and Rs 900
for Covishield, and Rs 1,250 for Covaxin. Given that two doses
are required, individuals in New Delhi could pay anywhere from
Rs 1,560 for two doses of Covishield to Rs 2,500 for two doses of
Covaxin. Assuming a family of four or five, as well as some elderly
relatives, the cost for complete vaccination can run into several
thousand rupees per household, putting privatised vaccination
beyond the reach of many. These individuals must then rely on
the vaccines supplied free of charge. However, because the free
vaccines are in significantly higher demand, it takes longer to
secure a vaccination appointment, slowing down the entire process.
At the time of writing, there is an excess of vaccine slots (many
thousands) available across New Delhi’s private hospitals,15 but all
of the appointments for free vaccines are completely booked. This
suggests to me that anyone in New Delhi who can afford privatised
vaccination has been vaccinated, but that many who are unable to
afford privatised vaccination remain unvaccinated and searching for
the occasional appointment for free vaccines.
Vaccine preference
Some individuals prefer one vaccine to another. The two
most commonly available vaccines in India are the OxfordAstraZeneca vaccine (sold as Covishield), and the domestically
produced Covaxin (which uses a whole-virion approach to induce
immunity). Throughout this period, Covishield has been produced
and administered in far greater quantities than Covaxin. In the
early stages of the vaccination programme in India, I observed
that Covishield seemed to be preferred over Covaxin amongst
15The sight of numerous free slots is still something of a novelty to me.
I remember just a few weeks ago that it was nearly impossible to find
vaccine appointments of any kind in New Delhi, and everyone in my
family took turns trying to secure appointments on the centralised
booking portal at <Cowin.gov.in>. Obtaining an appointment was
considered a victory, and at any time thousands, or hundreds of
thousands, of individuals across New Delhi and the adjoining areas
would be competing for a handful of slots that would appear on the
website sporadically across the day.
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my acquaintances. There could be several reasons for this: the
imprimatur of the University of Oxford; the fact that Covishield
was approved by the World Health Organization and Covaxin was
not (which is still the case); and the fact that Covaxin was released
under emergency approval rather than full approval, with testing
still underway. However, the tables now appear to have turned, as
there are some reports that Covaxin may be more effective against
the new variants that presently characterise COVID-19 in India.
Moreover, the gap between doses for Covaxin is currently 4–6
weeks, whereas the gap between Covishield doses is now 12–16
weeks. The shorter time to full vaccination may have made Covaxin
more attractive to many. Therefore, several individuals are now
avoiding the amply available Covishield in order to wait for the
less available Covaxin. This is not an issue of hesitation per se, as
individuals are willing to be vaccinated, but it certainly contributes
to a delay in seeking vaccination.

Vaccine hesitancy in rural India and amongst the
poor
I have focussed on my own encounters of vaccine hesitancy amongst
an urban, English-speaking group that also has access to extensive
information from foreign sources. However, I would be remiss
if I did not at least mention the significant and rather different
counterpart of this urban vaccine hesitancy, which is the vaccine
hesitancy observed in some parts of rural India.
Rural Indians are hardly strangers to extensive vaccination campaigns.
In general, rural Indian communities appear to recognise the
importance of vaccines and readily accept vaccination. Historically,
these vaccination drives have mostly been extraordinarily successful,
and have controlled virulent diseases in even very remote parts of
the country. For example, as mentioned earlier, India eradicated
polio and smallpox, diseases that are both more transmissible and
more virulent than SARS-CoV-2. This success would have been
impossible without rapid and widespread vaccine uptake across
Indian communities, including rural communities.
The situation has been rather more grim with respect to the
COVID-19 vaccines in at least some parts of rural India. There are
now reports of individuals unwilling to take the vaccine because
they believe it will render them impotent or infertile, or that it will
kill them as part of a government population control measure. Some
individuals seek assurance from medical professionals that there will
be no long-term effects. Medical professionals are of course unable
to provide such reassurance, and this hesitation is likely interpreted
as evidence of the vaccine’s ill effects.
The sources of these beliefs appear to be, as usual, online
misinformation and the ever-churning rumour mill. I also suspect
that these fears may represent echoes of previous experiences
with government population control measures, notably the family
planning policies implemented in the 1970s, which entailed millions
of forced sterilisations. The poor were most severely affected, and
these policies have since been viewed as major human rights abuses.
I believe such attitudes resemble aspects of both the vaccine
hesitancy in urban, wealthy India, and American and British antivaccine movements. The resemblance to urban vaccine hesitancy
lies in the fact that rural communities are extremely likely to have
accepted other vaccines without incident or protest for other,
well-known diseases. In other words, they are not fundamentally
opposed to any and all vaccines, only to this particular vaccine.

The resemblance to American and British anti-vaccine movements
lies in the belief in some sort of government scheme intended to
eliminate large segments of the population or render them incapable
of reproducing. It is unclear what proportion of rural Indians
holds such beliefs. Mapping their extent will be crucial in ensuring
appropriate levels of vaccination.

The fate of vaccine hesitancy
Much of what I have described is now a thing of the past, since
the devastating second wave appears to have soundly extinguished
vaccine hesitancy (at least amongst wealthier, urban populations).
Everyone in my acquaintance who was hesitant is now either
partly or fully vaccinated. A small part of this movement away
from vaccine hesitation to active vaccine seeking may have been
triggered by exposure to high-quality information about the
vaccine itself.16 However, in my opinion, the vast majority of this
change is attributable to the glut of images and coverage of the
second wave in India. There are too many examples to enumerate,
but they include: the striking images of long rows of funeral pyres;
the loss of close family and friends; news about patients dying in
cars as their relatives drive from hospital to hospital searching for
oxygen; neighbourhood WhatsApp groups indicating the growing
number of proximate deaths; social media acquaintances reaching
out on their networks for a few doses of Remdesivir or an oxygen
concentrator; rumours of black fungus entering the lungs of patients
through ventilators; and doctors themselves dying in significant
numbers. These types of information were largely absent from
India’s first wave, or were present in far lower quantities. They
appear to have combined to create a sense of overwhelming dread
during the second wave, sufficient to transform vaccine hesitancy
into vaccine seeking. This too is a form of informational antidote,
but in this case the information speaks to one’s sense of fear, as
opposed to initiating a weighing up of the risks and rewards of
vaccination in which the latter eventually win. For a large segment
of the vaccine-hesitant population, the task is to reduce that
delay, and preferably at a lower social cost than the one paid in
India. It should not have taken a national catastrophe to convince
individuals that vaccination is the surest way to reduce personal risk
and transition out of the pandemic.
In sum, vaccine-hesitant individuals can be thought of as
information seekers looking to make a decision to accept or refuse
the vaccine. In India it so happened that the social costs and coverage
of the second wave pushed many vaccine-hesitant individuals to
seek vaccines. However, there is also research on Internet trends
that finds that pro-vaccine and anti-vaccine sources compete in
the informational space, and that vaccine-hesitant individuals
can rapidly become entangled with anti-vaccine beliefs.17 As the
unvaccinated population shrinks and the vaccinated population
grows and we inch toward herd immunity, vaccine-hesitant
individuals will play a critical role in determining whether we can
acquire herd immunity. Vaccine hesitancy may rise again as the
second wave recedes and the threat of disease becomes more of a
memory. However, if vaccine-hesitant individuals are categorised
as having anti-vaccine attitudes, and ridiculed and berated across
traditional and social media, it will only foster us–them divides.
16 For example, that the risk of harmful side effects is extraordinarily low,
that the risks of COVID-19 vastly outweigh any risks of the vaccine, that
the vaccines were tested for safety, and that the vaccines are in fact stored
in appropriate conditions.
17 Neil F Johnson et al, ‘The online competition between pro-and antivaccination views’ (2020) 582 Nature 230.
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These could lead to delays in vaccine seeking, or worse, contribute
to driving vaccine-hesitant individuals into accepting anti-vaccine
beliefs. As I hope to have illustrated here, there are numerous forms
of vaccine hesitancy, several arising from confusion over the vaccine
or logistical issues, and many of them can likely be addressed with
accurate information. Advertisements and information campaigns
are not necessary for individuals with pro-vaccine beliefs. However,
if herd immunity is to become a reality, vaccine-hesitant individuals
must be drawn in, not pushed out.
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Music in Times of COVID:
In Conversation with
William Christie and
Claire Roserot de Melin
Gabrie lle De salbre s

William Christie is an American-born French conductor and harpsichordist. He read History of Art at Harvard and then Music at Yale, where he specialised
in the baroque repertoire. Opposed to the Vietnam war, he moved to France in 1970 and pioneered the renewal of French baroque music by creating his
musical ensemble Les Arts Florissants in 1979. Since 1985, he has lived in his seventeenth-century manor in Thiré (Vendée) which hosts a yearly festival of
baroque music, Les Jardins de William Christie. A gifted pedagogue, in 2002 he founded the Jardin des Voix, a biennially-run academy for young singers,
and he regularly teaches at the Juilliard School and the Conservatoire National Supérieur in Paris.
Claire Roserot de Melin is General Manager of the Théâtre du Capitole de Toulouse in France. She previously worked as an artistic coordination director,
at the Opera of Rouen and for various companies and ensembles. She used to be an oboist.

I

n conversation with Gabrielle Desalbres, William Christie
and Claire Roserot de Melin discuss the challenges the music
industry and the performing arts have faced since March 2020,
and outline perspectives on the future.
CJLPA: What is the current situation for the music industry?
What sorts of scheme exist to protect musicians in these
troubled times?
Claire Roserot de Melin: There are two dimensions to the issue
of musicians’ social protections in this crisis. Even though some
gaps in social protection remain, musicians have been better
protected in France than anywhere else. Firstly, the existing
system of intermittents du spectacle has enabled artists to get social
benefits as any other employees. Paid for by employers and workers’
contributions, it allows performing artists to claim benefits for the
fallow periods between intermittent contracts, as long as they have
worked for at least 507 hours in ten and a half months. The second
aspect is the introduction of an année blanche which consists of the
extension of the intermittents entitlement to social benefits in line
with the 2019 fiscal year. This system is relatively effective but it
nonetheless excludes intermittent new entrants and non-national
artists. Trade unions and employers are asking for the prolongation
of the année blanche after 31 August, when they are supposed to come
to an end, and for more financial support for entities responsible
for artists’ day-to-day lives, such as artists’ health support groups,

which have been strongly impacted by the loss in revenue. But our
main priority remains to reopen concert halls, and we have been
in talks with the Ministry of Culture and the Prime Minister for
months. Major public cultural institutions such as the Théâtre du
Capitole de Toulouse have a leading role to play in protecting the
artistic ecosystem. We have fulfilled every work contract regardless
of nationality, and permanent artists have pursued rehearsals and
recordings as usual. In contrast, privately funded institutions have
been terribly hit, economically, by the closures of concert halls, and
some might unfortunately never reopen.
William Christie: I do not think there are such things as schemes
but, rather, less ambitious protocols focussing too much on sanitary
issues and leaving musicians aside with no prospects. Concert halls,
musical venues, and theatres have been closed since March 2020,
with the exception of Spain and Monaco in Europe, and musicians
have no other option than to play concerts without a public. Since
the beginning of the pandemic, I have had more than 100 concerts
and six opera productions cancelled, and the future is still very
unclear. France has nonetheless been good to us with the system of
‘chômage partiel’, but there is a difference between having a normal
professional life and one with no prospects. France takes great pride
in its culture, l’exception culturelle française, which is used as a political
weapon, and its showcase abroad, yet its political significance has
eroded domestically since the 2000s, and the time France had
visionary culture ministries seems gone.
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CJLPA: How would you see the longer-term effects of COVID
on the music industry, if any?

the orchestra plays 1–1.5m apart, the floor is dismantled… We are
ready to make every possible compromise to play!

WC: Concerts are at the heart of our job as musicians, but even
though we have had to adapt in the last year to strict health
restrictions, with livestreamed concerts, for example, the form of
concert will remain the same. In its classical form, the concert lies
on three essential pillars: performers who bring music to life and
offer it to the public; an audience to interact with performers and be
moved by music; and a place which is designed to make the concert a
special moment, with excellent acoustic qualities to enhance artistic
performances and make music more beautiful. Technology has
allowed us to record pieces of music with people across the globe,
yet I do not consider it to be music making: this is ‘tin-can music’.
Outdoor concerts are not a good alternative either, for nothing will
ever replace a great concert hall in terms of acoustics. During my
summer festival in the gardens of Thiré, I have to make concessions
both in terms of repertoire and quality, and bad weather is always a
significant worry.

CJLPA: How do you adapt your style of management?

Social distancing rules obviously affect opera staging and music
making, but they cannot continue for any longer. An orchestra
occupying the equivalent of a football stadium is extremely difficult
to conduct, both in terms of sound making and logistics. In those
conditions, playing together requires even more acute attention
and listening from the players and the conductor. I do not believe,
though, that downsizing music ensembles would solve the problem.
This path might be chosen for financial reasons, which are not
new, but it would impoverish the playable repertoire or void it of
its substance. Could we imagine listening to Beethoven’s Ninth
Symphony played by a string quartet?
CRM: I perceive three main positive longer-term effects on the
world of culture. First of all, it may have accelerated a philosophical
shift, from a society purely based on economic aspirations and greed
to a more humanist one, with a refocussing on the core values of
emotion, sharing, relationships, and exchanges of ideas. In no more
than a year, people have become aware of the importance of culture,
which was deemed nonessential for a time but now seems more
essential than ever because of the profound isolation we have felt
in the successive lockdowns. Then, we can expect a change in the
modes of consumption. Whilst people easily organise last-minute
movie nights or theatre outings, attending a concert or an opera
performance is something planned much earlier on. This may change
in the future for more flexible and gluttonous modes of cultural
consumption. Finally, this pandemic has incited us to develop online
content aimed at various audiences. It has prompted us to adopt an
ambitious new digital strategy which can be used to attract the 30–45
age group, relatively difficult to catch, and online content must aim
to breed in these people the desire to attend live performances.
On the supply side, big institutions may programme more ‘local’
artists. It is sometimes surprising to see regional artistic productions
only made up of foreign artists, while there are many outstanding
ones in France! With more than 200 permanent artists and fantastic
freelancers living in Occitanie, the Théâtre du Capitole already
employs a short-term work system, but it is also essential to hire
international musicians, conductors, opera singers, stage directors,
and so on, for mobility boosts creativity and brings new energy.
On a day-to-day basis, COVID strongly affects opera staging and
music making. Although artists are legally exempt from social
distancing rules on stage, we strictly follow guidance to be able to
undertake productions until the end. Artists are tested every week,
everyone wears a face mask (except woodwind and brass players),
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CRM: Management in times of COVID is indeed challenging.
Opera houses are places filled with emotions, where passionate
and very sensitive people work together and give their very best.
As managers or directors, we have to deal with a wide variety of
requests, and whatever the decision, it always seems the wrong
one. If we decide to cancel a concert, technicians and artists feel
demotivated by the lack of prospects. On the contrary, if we decide
to maintain and live stream a performance, administrative staff
have to constantly review and write new contracts, and are on the
verge of burnout. Steering an institution such as this one in the best
possible way requires humility, kindness, listening to individual
cases, and cooperation to find the best way to overcome this crisis.
CJLPA: How do you understand the public service mission of
opera houses?
CRM: Opera houses and other musical institutions are too often
perceived as elitist and inaccessible to the majority of citizens, and
too rich whilst other more urgent causes lack funding. But culture is
not something superficial or irrelevant to people in need. As André
Malraux beautifully puts it, ‘Culture is what answers man when he
asks himself what he is doing on earth.’1 The accounting logic that
would like to take funding away from some and give to others is not
tenable, because large institutions like ours are the locomotives that
pull the smaller ones along. It is because these institutions do well
that artists, ensembles, and companies also do well. On the contrary,
if they are weakened, everything collapses. The culture industry is a
fragile ecosystem whose balance should be protected, not threatened.
The Théâtre du Capitole has adopted an artistic and cultural policy
aimed at all audiences, from kindergartens to care homes, and from
neophytes to aficionados and connoisseurs. Reaching such a large
and varied audience can only be achieved through emotion. Opera
houses are also custodians of unique skills such as the manufacture
of show wigs, sets, and costumes, which are transmitted through
apprenticeship programmes in our historical workshops.
CJLPA: How do you envision the future of classical music?
WC: To all pessimistic classical musicians who wonder if they will
still have an audience to play to in the future: we are basically dealing
with something above the rest of the fray, we are dealing with
culture, we are appealing to emotions which are universal. Culture
can thrive. We will not forget things now that essentially have been
part of civilisation for the last 500 years, if not more. History has
already made its selection. If these artists and their works were not
worthwhile, they would already have been forgotten.
CJLPA: There have been substantial cuts in public funding
allocated to the arts in recent years, and these may continue
given the economic context. How do you deal with that?
CRM: Public subsidies are decreasing but Toulouse Métropole
has always provided a strong financial support to the Théâtre du
Capitole. Like any other public institution, we had to adapt, reinvent
ourselves, the way we work, and rethink the infrastructure, but we
1 André Malraux (1901–76), French writer and Minister of Culture during
the de Gaulle presidency.
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have now reached the bone. We are therefore turning more and
more to sponsorship, but the culture of companies in France is
quite different from that of the Anglo-Saxon world. Fundraising
requires constant work to renew the pool of donors, and although
we have two full-time people in charge of sponsorship, private
funding is far from being up to the task. The Orchestre du Capitole
de Toulouse and its conductor Tugan Sokhiev are internationally
renowned, and have therefore been able to attract private funding
through the charity Aïda. But otherwise, the overall financial
balances will remain the same. In our 2018–19 activity report,2
82% of revenues came from public subsidies (73% from Toulouse
Métropole, 8% from the State, 1% from the Occitanie region) and
our own revenues covered the remaining 18% (12% from ticket
sales, 2% from tours, 1% from private fundraising, 3% from other
sources of revenue).

Gabrielle Desalbres is a first-year undergraduate in History
at Trinity College, Cambridge, interested in politics, the
arts, and early modern history. She is a Choral Scholar in
the Choir of Trinity College, and a Senior Politics Editor
at CJLPA.

CJLPA: Does private funding affect your artistic programming?
CRM: Not really. Companies target their support to projects, mainly
educational, innovative, and social ones, for tax reasons, while
public funds finance the structure itself and the heart of artistic
projects. The artistic director Christophe Ghristi is therefore very
free in terms of artistic programming.
CJLPA: The UK is not part of the European Union anymore.
How does the EU support the music industry and how much
Brexit will affect it?
WC: I have worked in the UK since 1970. I brought my ensemble
to the Proms in the 1980s, I played at Glyndebourne for 25 years,
I conducted the Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment… and I
am extraordinarily impressed by British music-making. Before
settling in France, I spent an enormous amount of time in London
and Amsterdam and I think London was until recently the greatest
musical centre in the world. Brexit is a terrible thing for the arts and
it is going to be extremely difficult for British musicians to come to
Europe, with all the paperwork and visa issues. Mr Johnson and his
cronies have dealt a terrible blow to British music-making.
The EU has an indirect but crucial role in the blossoming of the
music industry in Europe. Freedom of movement is more efficient
than a grand scheme. My co-director Paul Agnew has been living in
France for years now and has applied for French citizenship. As a
direct result of Brexit, he had to cancel a concert at the Philharmonie
de Paris because British singers could not come to France.
CRM: We have not yet fully experienced the effects of Brexit
because of COVID, but we hope that it will not cause more
administrative complexity for the music industry. Quarantine
rules and sanitary restrictions associated with the UK have been
incredibly tough to deal with. On Brexit, we do not have enough
hindsight yet and this would require data, but at the moment
many British musicians are moving to Europe and applying for
citizenship on the continent.

2 Théâtre du Capitole, ‘Rapport d’activité 2018/2019’ <https://www.
theatreducapitole.fr/documents/5561745/5736311/ Rapport+d%27
acitivit%C3%A9+2018+2019/b6c789dd-60af-42b2-b40f-de2341fa8353>.
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Fig 1. Sacred and Profane Love (Titian 1514, oil on canvas). Wikimedia Commons.
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tiziano_-_Amor_Sacro_y_Amor_Profano_(Galer%C3%ADa_Borghese,_Roma,_1514).jpg>.

‘T

he sacred’ and ‘the profane’ might sound, at first, like the
sorts of technical terms intelligible only to theologians
and religious scholars. On closer inspection, however,
it appears that they mean vastly dissimilar things to people from
many different walks of life. Not only do the words ‘sacred’ and
‘profane’ appear in the titles of numerous paintings and orchestral
and choral compositions, showing that the relationship between
the two has been a topic of interest for artists and musicians alike,
but the dichotomy has also been the subject of lengthy written
treatments by anthropologists, sociologists, and philosophers. The
sacred–profane opposition is often considered to have its origins
in the work of Scottish orientalist and Old Testament scholar
William Robertson Smith, who lived during the second half of
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the nineteenth century.1 Marcel Mauss and Henri Hubert, both
students of Émile Durkheim, were among the earliest thinkers on
the continent to build upon Robertson Smith’s research into the
sacred and the profane, and indeed Durkheim’s ideas about how the
two were interrelated, a subject covered in his groundbreaking 1912
study The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life, were profoundly
influenced by the work his pupils had previously undertaken.
Since then, British anthropologists Jack Goody and Edward EvansPritchard, and the Romanian historian of religion Mircea Eliade
1 Jan N Bremmer, ‘“Religion”, “Ritual” and the Opposition “Sacred vs.
Profane”’ in Fritz Graf (ed), Ansichten griechischer Rituale: GeburtstagsSymposium für Walter Burkert (BG Teubner 1998) 25.
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have been some of the many academics to have investigated the
sacred–profane opposition.2 In more recent years, the phrase ‘sacred
and profane’ has occurred in the names of everything from podcasts
to documentaries on the Lakota Sioux.3
But although Robertson Smith may have been responsible for
popularizing the dichotomy, in no way should we suppose, as
Jan Bremmer does, that the opposition only originated around
1900. There is good evidence to suggest it had existed long before
that. Lindsay Mann observes that the sacred–profane opposition
underlies much of John Donne’s metaphysical poetry.4 Moreover,
Gregory Nagy has argued that, although the songs of Sappho and
Alcaeus might seem worlds apart, what unites them is the logic of
the sacred and profane.5 Perhaps we should regard Nagy’s arguments
with a degree of suspicion, however, since in neither Sappho’s nor
Alcaeus’ poetry is the opposition between the two made explicit.
It might be argued that such a distinction is implicit. But, even if
this were the case, one could object to this mode of interpretation
on the grounds that, rather than examining these poems in a
manner sympathetic to the contexts in which they were composed,
we are instead looking at them through the distorted lens of our
modern scholarly preoccupations. We have no idea as to how
residents of Archaic Lesbos conceived of sacredness or profaneness.
Furthermore, it seems inevitable that, whenever one undertakes
to reduce the content of a poem or other work of literature to a
straightforward binary opposition, one ends up overlooking much
of its richness of language, complexity, and profundity.
Literature aside, several paintings and musical compositions have also
made use of the sacred–profane dichotomy as a structuring device.
Amongst those artists and musicians to have taken inspiration from
the relationship between the sacred and profane are: Claude Debussy,
composer of the 1904 Danse sacrée et danse profane; Benjamin Britten,
whose last major choral composition, from 1974–75, was the Sacred
and Profane song cycle; and the Baroque painter Giovanni Baglione,
best known nowadays for his rivalry with Caravaggio and for his
painting Sacred Love and Profane Love, which exists in two versions,
exhibited in Berlin’s Gemäldegalerie and Rome’s Galleria Nazionale
d’Arte Antica respectively.

Britten
The question remains, what makes one piece of music more ‘sacred’
or ‘profane’ than the next? In the case of Britten’s song cycle, a lot of it
has to do with the lyrics. Britten selected and set to music eight short
medieval poems, dating from the twelfth to fourteenth centuries. It
is believed he discovered the texts in Reginald Thorne Davies’ 1963
book Medieval Lyrics: A Critical Anthology,6 which was published a
few years before Britten began work on Sacred and Profane. Scholars
have chosen to divide up the ‘lyrics’ (another word for song) into
two groups, the secular and the religious. This is because collections
2 ibid 28.
3 Jack Goody, ‘Ritual and Religion: The Definitional Problem’ (1961) 12(2)
The British Journal of Sociology 142; Edward Evan Evans-Pritchard,
Theories of Primitive Religion (Oxford University Press 1965); Mircea
Eliade, The Sacred and Profane: The Nature of Religion (Willard R Trask tr,
Harcourt 1959).
4 Lindsay A Mann, ‘Sacred and Profane Love in Donne’ (1986) 65(4)
Dalhousie Review 534.
5 Gregory Nagy, ‘Lyric and Greek Myth’ in R. Woodard (ed), The Cambridge
Companion to Greek Mythology (Cambridge University Press 2007).
6 Christian Damon Stirling, ‘A Study of Britten’s Unaccompanied Choral
Cycles’ (PhD dissertation, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
2015) 106ff.

of medieval lyrics, such as those housed in the Harleian Library, are
known to have included both secular and religious songs. Secular
lyrics frequently had an instrumental accompaniment and formed
the basis of many popular songs, including drinking tunes like the
‘Song of Lewes’. Religious lyrics, on the other hand, did not always
have an accompaniment and were generally written for liturgical
use. The ‘profane’ songs in the collection (nb here, ‘profane’ is being
treated as roughly synonymous with ‘secular’) discuss topics such as
love between man and woman, the joyousness of springtime, and
the arrival of winter, while the ‘religious’ songs (which we might,
in turn, call ‘sacred’ lyrics) concentrate on Christ’s Passion and, in
particular, his crucifixion; in fact, the seventh lyric, Ye that pasen by,
is written from the perspective of Christ as he gazes down from the
cross, and urges onlookers to contemplate his suffering and sacrifice.

Debussy
If, then, the poems that Britten uses provide the key to explaining
his collection’s title, what are we to make of Debussy’s Danse sacrée
et danse profane? The two dances are joined together to form a single
movement, lasting approximately ten minutes in total. Writing
to Manuel de Falla in 1907, Debussy referred to the distinctive
‘colour’ of each of the dances, comparing the ‘gravity’ of the one
with the ‘grace’ of the other. With the opening bars of the danse
sacrée, Debussy is said to be creating an atmosphere of ancient
religiosity, an effect he achieves through a combination of almost
medieval harmonies and chant-like phrases in the strings. It has
been suggested that he is endeavouring to reproduce the sounds and
character of Roman or Classical Greek music, and that he writes
the harp part in such a way as to deliberately evoke that instrument
from antique times, the lyre. The danse profane, on the other hand,
is of a decidedly exotic character. In French, the adjective ‘profane’
often comes with connotations of earthiness and sensuality, and
we cannot fail to be struck by the more ‘impressionistic’ and lush
style of the second dance. The harp line, here, is especially redolent
of Spanish music. It is also interesting to note in this context that
the cross-strung harp is believed to have originated in Renaissance
Spain. Along with the sea, Spain was one of Debussy’s great loves;
its bright colours and rich, expressive music intrigued him. Many
of the composer’s other works, as well, show signs of having been
influenced by Spanish music, such as the piano piece La puerta del
vino and the three movements of Ibéria (the second of Debussy’s
three Images pour orchestre).
But where did Debussy get the idea to write one dance which
was ‘sacred’ and another that was ‘profane’? Does his familiarity
with the sacred–profane dichotomy suggest that the opposition
was more widely known about than we might initially expect? Or
did the inspiration to write a piece about the ‘sacred and profane’
come from somewhere else, somewhere other than the intensely
academical works of Durkheim and Robertson Smith? Perhaps
Debussy was struck by a painting he had come across, maybe one
that was even in Rome at the same time as he was living at the Villa
Medici, where he stayed for a period of two years during the 1880s.
Ultimately, this is pure speculation—to my knowledge, there is no
evidence linking Debussy’s two dances with either Baglione’s Sacred
Love and Profane Love or Titian’s Sacred and Profane Love. What this
article aims to highlight is the possibility of a connection between
Debussy’s composition and one or both of these paintings. The
Galleria Borghese, where Titian’s work is displayed, did not open
until 1903, and the Galleria Nazionale d’Arte Antica, where one
version of Baglione’s painting is exhibited, did not start welcoming
visitors until 1893, so in both cases the establishment of the gallery
postdates Debussy’s residency at the French Academy in Rome.
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But perhaps—yet more conjecture—he found out about them some
other way. This is not impossible, nor is it inconceivable that
seeing the painting(s) inspired Debussy to write a composition to
do with the sacred and profane. In fact, we know for certain that
one piece of music Debussy wrote, the symphonic suite Printemps,
was inspired by his experience of seeing a painting by the Italian
Renaissance master, Sandro Botticelli. The painting in question,
Botticelli’s Primavera, graced the walls of the Villa Medici during
the years when Debussy lived there, and it made such an impact
upon the composer that he undertook to capture, using music, the
exuberance and vitality of the characters represented on Botticelli’s
canvas. Given Debussy had already used this painting as a source
of inspiration for one of his compositions, what was there to stop
him from using other paintings as further sources of inspiration?
Of course, what this thesis of mine fails to establish is that it was a
painting that provided the inspiration for the title of Debussy’s Danse
sacrée et danse profane.

Baglione
It remains for me in the concluding part of this article to sketch some
of the major interpretative theories about Titian’s and Baglione’s
‘sacred and profane’ paintings. Baglione was, in addition to being an
accomplished draughtsman and painter, an art historian. His 1642

book on the lives and times of artists of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, Le Vite de’ Pittori, Scultori et Architetti, which contains
biographies of Caravaggio, Carracci, and Orazio Gentileschi, among
others, also has an entry about Baglione himself. There he explains
how he made for Cardinal Giustiniani ‘two paintings of two Divine
Loves, holding under their feet the profane Love, the World, the
Devil, and the Flesh’.7 This might be taken as concrete proof that
the titles which the two paintings go by nowadays were the ones the
artist always intended his artworks to have. It is commonly believed
that Baglione meant Sacred Love and Profane Love to be a response
to Caravaggio’s Amor Vincit. Orazio Gentileschi’s deposition
from the libel suit that Baglione later brought against Caravaggio
certainly seems to suggest Baglione set out to rival Caravaggio so
as to curry favour with the Giustiniani. Although we are hardly
able to take Gentileschi’s testimony at face value8, not least because
the information he gives is often imprecise or categorically wrong,
we cannot doubt that Baglione was consciously imitating aspects of
Caravaggio’s style, such as his dramatic use of chiaroscuro and the
abruptness of presentation. Baglione’s painting has also been read as
a visual accusation of sodomy against Caravaggio. The devil in the
bottom left-hand corner of the Rome picture has frequently been
identified as a caricatured portrayal of Caravaggio (nb we might
observe how, by contrast, the face of the devil in the Berlin version
is turned away). It could be, therefore, that Baglione is drawing
attention to Caravaggio in more than one way, and in neither
instance is he being particularly subtle.

Titian
If we turn from Baglione’s to Titian’s painting, the difference could
not be more striking. While Baglione’s Sacred Love and Profane Love
is an agonistic painting, conceived as a retaliatory response by one
artist to the work of another artist, Titian’s Sacred and Profane Love
was commissioned to mark the occasion of a grand, aristocratic
marriage, that of Niccolò Aurelio, chancellor in the city government
of Venice, and Laura Bagarotto of Padua. An overview of some
of the different interpretations of Titian’s Sacred and Profane Love
will suffice to show the multiplicity of scholarly approaches to this
most enigmatic of paintings. Walter Friedlaender drew attention
to the connection between Titian’s work and the Hypnerotomachia
Poliphili,9 a romance by the fifteenth-century writer Francesco
Colonna. He hypothesized that the seated figure on the left of the
painting was Venus, and the standing one on the right was Polia,
a figure from Colonna’s narrative, who has recently joined the
service of the goddess of love. Erwin Panofsky argued that the two
women represent the Twin Venuses of Neoplatonic philosophy,10
who personify transient and eternal love respectively. Eugene B
Cantelupe, in turn, asserted that Titian’s painting is an exploration
of the dual nature of love in Platonic philosophy and Christian
doctrine. He believed Sacred and Profane Love to be ‘an allegory of
pagan-Biblical love’11 and highlighted the complex symbolism
of much of the painting’s iconography. For instance, Cantelupe
regarded Adonis, whose sarcophagus we see in the painting, as
a pagan prefiguration of Christ, in that just as Christ returned to

Fig 2. Sacred and Profane Love
(Baglione 1602–03, oil on canvas). Wikimedia Commons. <https://commons.
wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Giovanni_Baglione_-_The_Divine_Eros_Defeats_the_
Earthly_Eros_-_Google_Art_Project.jpg>.
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7 Maryvelma Smith O’Neil, ‘Giovanni Baglione - Seventeenth-Century
Painter, Draughtsman and Biographer of Artists’ (DPhil thesis, Oxford
1992) 42ff.
8 ibid 44.
9 Walter Friedlaender, ‘La Tintura Delle Rose (the Sacred and Profane Love)
by Titian’ (1938) 20(3) The Art Bulletin 320, 320–21 and 323–24.
10 Richard Brilliant, My Laocoön: Alternative Claims in the Interpretation of
Artworks (University of California Press 2000) 78.
11 Eugene B Cantelupe, ‘Titian’s Sacred and Profane Love Re-examined’
(1964) 46(2) The Art Bulletin 218, 224.
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life, so Adonis was resurrected, after having been killed whilst
out hunting. Both Christ and Adonis, therefore, can be viewed as
symbols of rebirth and eternal life.
The task of deciphering the meaning of Titian’s painting is made
infinitely harder, however, in view of the fact that Sacred and Profane
Love was not even the work’s original title, in all probability. The
first mention of the painting occurs in a poem of 1613, where it
is listed as ‘Beauty Adorned and Beauty Unadorned’.12 We cannot
even be certain whether this was the name Titian used to refer to his
work. What, then, is contained in the title of a painting? It is more
than just a label. It is a description of that painting’s subject matter.
Nor is it just that, for, as Paul Barolsky notes, ‘description is never
mere description’,13 it is also implicitly interpretation. So much of
our understanding of Titian’s painting hinges on the particular title
we use to describe the work. Not much is ultimately knowable or
definite about Sacred and Profane Love, apart from the circumstances
surrounding its creation. But in many respects this is what makes
it such a captivating artwork. We must try our best to make sense
of the painting’s complex imagery but, without the parameters of
interpretation suggested by the work’s original title, the title given
it by the artist, we can afford to be much freer in our ‘reading’ of the
picture than might otherwise be the case. Who the two women in
Titian’s painting are meant to be, no one knows. But what arguably
matters just as much is who people think they are. And the fact that
we are still asking these questions, and still discussing this painting
centuries after it was made, goes to show what a timeless and
fascinating work of art Titian’s Sacred and Profane Love really is.

12 Paul Barolsky, ‘Sacred and Profane Love’ (1998) 17(3) Notes in the
History of Art 25, 25.
13 ibid 25.
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The forging of a life in culture, economics, and
security
My formative years were marked by my parents’ hopes and dreams
that I would channel my vocal talents into a future where I would
perform as a lyrical tenor on an operatic stage.1
Musical talent and voice training had inspired these aspirations,
which were cruelly shattered when I joined a rock band to accompany
my academic studies. Gradually, my father’s disappointment subsided
as my career as an economist developed, gaining me recognition and
influence.
Eventually, he came to acknowledge that my lifelong commitment
to music, economics, and security had provided a fine platform
for success. Combining a career in economic analysis in the
twentieth century with economic security assessments for
NATO in the twenty-first created a richly varied, cultural, and
rewarding life.

‘Are you a professor of economics or a rock ’n’ roll
performer?’: The antecedents from wintry Illinois
The antecedents to this lifelong passion emerged one cold
winter’s morning in January 1979. The Dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences at the Illinois university I was visiting asked
1 Such hopes and dreams had been nurtured by my singing Bach to win a
major music festival.
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me this question in a withering voice.2 Memories of my father’s
disappointment came flooding back. The Dean had obviously
been made aware of the events of the previous night, and the
reckoning had arrived. I had made my debut as a singer/guitarist
at a popular pizza house/bar in town. While singing a wellknown contemporary ballad, a young woman emerged from the
shadows to stand behind the stool on which I was precariously
perched.
Swaying and holding me tight, her embrace threatened to dislodge
me and the guitar, and terminate the song. Somehow, the song was
finished and after a warm hug and a farewell flourish, she returned
to the shadows, never to be seen again. With compelling urgency,
the pizza house manager rushed up and insisted that I repeat the
song. Sales of pizza and beer had suddenly soared during the ballad
and gently erotic spectacle.
Confronted by the curious but faintly amused Dean the following
morning, there was no choice but to accede to her request that I
write a paper for the First International Conference of Cultural
Economics in Edinburgh later in the year (it transpired that the
Dean was one of the Editors of The Journal of Cultural Economics).3
My agreement drew inspiration from John Maynard Keynes’ dying
dictum that ‘economists are the trustees not of civilisation but of the
possibility of civilisation’.
2 Precipitated by a headline in the local newspaper announcing that a
British rock and roll singer would be performing at a well-known pizza
house/bar.
3 Published by Springer in Switzerland.
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From Edinburgh and culture to Bristol and defence

A sacred mission to the Russian Far East

Following Edinburgh, I returned to my home city, Bristol, and
increasingly undertook research into the understanding and
analytical foundations of defence economics, inspired by Bristol’s
regional, national, and international importance as a major centre of
the European aerospace and defence industry. This distinctive field
of enquiry led to many conference presentations and papers. These
achievements stimulated a unique invitation from the United States
Naval Academy to accept an endowed Chair in the Economics of the
Defense Industrial Base at Annapolis, Maryland (combined with a
semester at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, California).

Brighter news and a cautious sense of optimism appeared with the
historic NATO–Russia Summit in Rome in May 2002. The hope that
a constructive and mutually beneficial partnership between Russia
and NATO could be forged was represented by the formation of
the NATO–Russia Council. A few months later, the Office of the
Secretary General requested that I travel to Moscow and then to
Khabarovsk in the Russian Far East. A speaking engagement at an
international conference organised by the Khabarovsk State Academy
of Economics and Law, on the integration of the Russian Far East into
the Pacific Rim, provided an opportunity to stimulate comparisons
and contrasts with NATO’s origins and Euro-Atlantic identity.

This new transatlantic odyssey permitted once more a life combining
business with culture and the nurturing of my musical soul when
singing Monteverdi, Mozart, Motown, and the blues in Annapolis.
A fulfilling chapter of life ended when I crossed the Atlantic once
more to occupy a senior post at NATO in Brussels, heralding new
opportunities and contributions to security, economics, and culture.

The nexus of economic security and cultural
diplomacy
I arrived in Brussels in late August 2001. Within three weeks the
US was convulsed with anger, sorrow, and disbelief following the
devastating, extraordinary Al Qaeda attacks on the New York World
Trade Center and the Pentagon on 11 September 2001.
In the frenzied aftermath of 9/11, and as the fear of a similar attack
on NATO Headquarters receded, I was employed in an international
role as NATO’s principal Defence Economic Analyst, cooperating
with Allies and Partners in developing sustainable security. During
the 12 years of my NATO job, missions to numerous NATO member
and Partner countries and regions meant frequent presentations at
events and conferences, and a permanently packed suitcase.

The unstable unfolding of the twenty-first century
These missions took place in the complicated aftermath of the 9/11
attacks. A decade of retribution and conflict embodied in the socalled ‘War on Terror’ followed, enacted in the October 2001 US
invasion of Afghanistan and the calamitous and misconceived USled coalition invasion of Iraq in March 2003.
These actions inflamed antagonisms and discord among NATO
Allies—notably France and the US—and also with some Partner
countries. The antagonised states were notably from the Middle East
and the Gulf, including the seven members of the Mediterranean
Dialogue and the four members of the Istanbul Cooperation Initiative.
Such tensions built on the festering and continuing insecurities in
Southeast Europe, notably among Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia,
Slovenia, Serbia, and the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia.
These insecurities resulted from the fragile Dayton Peace Agreement
of 1995, at the end of the Yugoslav War, and NATO’s bombing of
targets in Serbia during the 1999 Kosovo crisis.
NATO membership granted to Slovenia in 2004, Croatia in 2010,
and the Republic of North Macedonia in 2020 has left a legacy of
smouldering ethnic, linguistic, religious, and economic instability
in other Southeastern European states, such as Serbia, Kosovo, and
Bosnia-Herzegovina.

The ten-hour journey from Brussels across nine time zones and the
seemingly endless Russian taiga provided an unforgettable prelude
to my visit to this remote region beyond Siberia. A note of sharp
realism emerged during a subsequent speech to the Khabarovsk
regional parliament. The Speaker was forced to take decisive action
to protect me from visceral and angry Deputies who insisted that I
be arrested as a NATO spy.
Escaping from Khabarovsk was accomplished by means of a
dramatic overnight train journey on the last leg of the TransSiberian Express. I arrived in the early morning at the menacing but
beautiful Vladivostok railway station. Vibrant, welcoming students
from the celebrated Far Eastern State University escorted me to the
campus. There followed a series of presentations on international
relations and security to a variety of enthusiastic students and
classes. Later, I held some conversations in—other than English and
Russian—French and German, and to my Scandinavian surprise,4
there was even a hybrid Swedish–Old Icelandic dialogue! Such
a linguistic mélange offered the perfect prelude to an impromptu
concert with caretaker Nikolai in the Vladivostok Children’s Home.
The spacious meeting room echoed to anthems from Santana and
the Beatles including, inevitably, ‘Back in the USSR’.
An eventful return journey from Vladivostok to Brussels was
followed by congratulations from Secretary General Robertson
on a successful diplomatic and musical mission. This affirmation
emboldened me to engage in further musical diplomacy at other
NATO conferences and events.

The return of the Cold War
Unfortunately, the positive vibrations from the NATO–Russia
partnership faded, and were fatally damaged in 2008. Georgia had
become increasingly vociferous and articulate in expressing its
desire to join NATO as a full member. This provoked the surprise
Russian invasion of Georgia’s South Ossetia and Abkhazia regions
in August 2008.
This disruption to the framework and programme of mutual
NATO–Russia cooperation was never fully restored. The death knell
was sounded as Russia became increasingly alarmed by Ukraine’s
own ambitions to join NATO. Unrest in Kiev preceded the Russian
occupation of Crimea in 2013, and the subsequent insurgency in
Russian-speaking Eastern Ukraine erupted when separatists were
backed by Russian militia.
The origins of this particular (ongoing) ‘Frozen Conflict’ were
4 Swedish mother and biological father.
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precipitated by the 2005–06 natural gas crisis between Russia and
Ukraine, which was manifested in unresolved financial and transit
disputes between Naftogaz Ukraine and Russia’s Gazprom. This
‘gas war’ greatly unnerved NATO member states, especially those
with a significant dependency on Russian natural gas and its transit
through Ukraine.
Russia’s continuing need for the security of hydrocarbon energy
demand and critical state revenues combines with Western Europe’s
dependency on Russian gas. This pas de deux continues to be played
out against the economic dislocations of COVID-19, and against the
alarming escalation in climate insecurity and international pressure
for radical reductions in hydrocarbons and energy substitution
through renewable energy sources.

Singing before the Orange Revolution
At the conclusion of a NATO–Ukraine Joint Working Group
on Economic Security in Kiev in 2004, the year of the Orange
Revolution, a reception took place in a stylish contemporary art
gallery in the Old Town of Kiev. A distinguished string quartet from
the Kiev National Symphony Orchestra had been asked to provide
music, but neither they nor I could have anticipated a request from
the Reception Host, the Deputy Minister for Economic Security, that
they should accompany me in some songs. With neither rehearsal
nor music, the quartet brilliantly improvised accompaniments to
Lennon–McCartney songs, which culminated in ecstatic dancing at
the reception. This experience imparted an indelible impact on the
folklore of NATO–Ukraine meetings that resonated throughout my
tenure at NATO.

Music has charms to soothe troubled breasts in the
South Caucasus
The most compelling example of the power of musical diplomacy
to transform an acrimonious and tense Euro-Atlantic Partnership
Council (EAPC) event took place in Tbilisi in the early summer
of 2004.
The EAPC conference on economic security in the Black Sea had
promised to be a difficult, uncooperative, and hostile event, with
the genial Georgians hosting Bulgaria, Romania, Turkey, Russia,
Armenia, and Azerbaijan.

and the new British Ambassador drank an initial toast. My NATO
boss then commented jokingly that my talents as an economist
were outweighed by my singing abilities. Shortly after, the aide-decamp to the Minister came over and whispered that the Minister
requested that I sing. Observing my incredulity, she pointed to the
band on the stage in the large imposing hall and returned to her seat.
While pondering what to do next, the personal assistant returned to
restate the Minister’s request more insistently.
This prompted the newly appointed British Ambassador to
announce that he liked to sing in the bath every day. As though in
a dream (or nightmare), I went with the Ambassador to the stage,
discovering en route that he had never previously sung in public.
Short conversations in Georgian, Russian, and English set the scene.
The band began to play, and to the astonishment of the hall we
began to sing ‘Johnny B. Goode’ followed by ‘Let It Be’.
The audience, electrified by this spectacle, flocked toward the
stage with chants of enthusiasm and encouragement. The evening
continued with a Georgian contingent performing animated
national dancing, followed by the rendition of beautiful national
folk songs, firstly and artistically by the Armenians and then by
the Azeris. Long after most guests had departed the dinner hall,
the restaurant manager begged me to persuade the vodka-inspired
Ambassador to stop singing and go home to the Embassy.
The consequence of this extraordinary evening was a reinvigorated
conference the next day, with frequent constructive exchanges
between Azeris, Armenians, and other participants. The conference
report that I submitted to the Office of the Secretary General was
applauded for the substantive discussions and proposals. Music
had won the day, and would do so many more times in many more
places before I retired from NATO in early 2014.
My retirement from NATO did not end regular participation
or contributions to NATO’s Building Integrity Programme,5 or
to NATO’s Strategic Foresight Analysis programme (including
virtual conversations through the pandemic). Retirement has not
diminished my enduring love for the benefits to soft cultural power
and security from music, economics, and security.

In autumn 2020, violent and tragic confrontations erupted between
the Azeris and Armenians in and around the enclave of NagornoKarabakh in the South Caucasus. The Azeris, supported by Turkish
and Syrian militias, sought to wrestle back control of this volatile
territory, which had been seized by Armenian forces during the
internecine conflict of the late 1980s and early 1990s. The secession
of predominantly Christian Armenia and predominantly Muslim
Azerbaijan from the Soviet Union reawakened deep historical
ethnic and religious wounds.
On the first day of the EAPC conference, the hostility and the
tensions between many of the participants were palpable, and
the NATO chairman of the conference called on me to sustain
fragmented and difficult discussions.
The Georgians hosted a large dinner that evening at a restaurant
just outside downtown Tbilisi. At the circular table, the Georgian
Minister of Economy, members of his ministry, NATO participants,
5 Including the composition and performance of ‘Building Integrity Blues’.
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1. Introduction
Music theory is white.
—Philip Ewell

T

hus begins Philip Ewell’s article ‘Music Theory and the White
Racial Frame’.1 His rigorous analysis of the systemic racism
and white supremacy in music theory, and his subsequent
lectures on assimilationism in music, have certainly created a
tidal wave in Western academic circles, with some institutions
responding by acknowledging ‘racism and bias in their program’ and
subsequently revising their curricula.2
The response to this impactful debate was rather different in
China—one might describe it as nearly nonexistent. A month after
an article on Ewell was published in The New Yorker, a schedule
appeared on the Chinese social media platform WeChat.3 Released
by one of the few elite conservatories in China, the schedule
detailed all upcoming lectures in the conservatoire’s ‘2020 Season
of Academic Music Studies’.4 5 There were 26 lectures in total on
the schedule: 22 on Beethoven, with the 4 remaining lectures on
1 Philip A Ewell, ‘Music Theory and The White Racial Frame’ (2020) 26
Music Theory Online <https://doi.org/10.30535/mto.26.2.4>.
2 ‘Cornish College of The Arts - Music Department’ <https://www.
facebook.com/CornishMusic/posts/3297682836937718> accessed 2021.
3 Alex Ross, ‘Black Scholars Confront White Supremacy In
Classical Music’ The New Yorker <https://www.newyorker.com/
magazine/2020/09/21/black-scholars-confront-white-supremacy-inclassical-music> accessed 2020.
4 ‘Upcoming Events | 2020 Music Academic Season: Autumn Fusion, 活动
预告 2020 音乐学术季秋融’ WeChat <https://archive.vn/H4x38>, saved
from <https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/CjuU82Wd2d90qUdF7KgdIQ>
accessed 2020.
5 All Chinese names and titles are rendered in the Romanised pinyin.
Unless otherwise specified, all translations from Chinese into English are
mine.

music and neuroscience, European philosophy and aesthetics,
musical semiotics, and ancient Chinese music. A pattern similar to
the one Ewell described in his article had emerged: a large emphasis
on European theories and disciplines dominated by white men,
a brief segment about Chinese music, next to nothing about the
music traditions and theories elsewhere in the world—and certainly
nothing about music and race. The brief segment about Chinese
music which was included was, incidentally, about the ancient
music of the Han people—the largest ethnic group in China—
and thereby excluded Chinese ethnic minorities. Therefore, one
naturally doubts whether Ewell’s ideas and the significant debate
around them have entered the horizons of academic music studies
in China at all.
A quick search on Baidu, the largest search engine legally accessible
in China, shows that no discussions in Chinese were made about
Ewell and his work except for one post on the zhihu.com, the
Chinese equivalent of the question and answer website Quora, by
a PhD student based in Canada whom I know personally.6 It was
at this point that I began to question whether the issue of race and
music is discussed at all in mainland Chinese academia. I entered
several different combinations of the keywords ‘music’ (yinyue, 音
乐), ‘race’ (zhongzu, 种族), ‘ethnicity’ (minzu, 民族) and ‘racism’
(zhongzuzhuyi, 种族主义) on the website of CNKI, a major research
and information publishing institution in China. However, the
search results contained mainly journal articles on blues and hiphop music written by researchers in cultural studies, and some on
the preservation of traditional music of ethnic minority groups in
China. This debate had been virtually overlooked by the Chinese
community of music scholars.
6 Patrick Huang, ‘Philip Ewell’s Musicology Lecture (Oct 27), Philip Ewel
的音乐学讲座 [10.27 的音乐学讲座]’ <https://web.archive.org/
web/20201104140239/https://zhuanlan.zhihu.com/p/267960072>
accessed 2020.
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2. Racism in Chinese culture: Nonexistent or
overlooked?
One might argue that Ewell’s analysis of the white racial frame and of
racism in music is ‘utterly irrelevant in the Chinese context’ because
racism ‘is a modern phenomenon which originated in Europe’.7 This
is the argument used by Xu Wei, who, writing for the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs of the People’s Republic of China (PRC), had
defended a song-and-dance number in China’s state-run Spring
Festival Gala against claims of racism. It featured a Chinese actress
‘wearing blackface and fake buttocks’ to portray an African mother
who gushes, ‘I love Chinese people. I love China.’8 Xu, referencing
Pierre-André Taguieff and Clifford Geertz, argues that the show was
not, in fact, racist in a Chinese context, for the following reasons.
1) Racist symbols depend heavily on cultural contexts. 2) Several
popular characters in Chinese traditional operas were often portrayed
with black faces (citing PRC premiers Zhou Enlai and Wen Jiabao).
3) Blackface portrayals of African characters by Chinese people show
that ‘African people and Chinese people are one family’.9
2.1. Chinese racial frames: Old and new, Eastern and Western
What Xu fails to acknowledge, however, is the supremacist
undertone of the show. China and Chinese people are portrayed
as the cultured forces which offer civilisation and generous help,
while African people remain subservient, singing their praises. This
undertone calls to mind the complex history of racism in Chinese
culture. The ancient Chinese concept of ‘Sinocentrism’, and the
‘Sino–barbarian’ dichotomy, would let one ‘regard all foreigners
as objectively inferior’ and view China as ‘the most advanced
civilisation in the world’. They were overwhelmed by the influx
of European culture in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.10
This drastic change meant that the Chinese ‘idea of “race” (zhong [
種], “seed”, “species”, “race”) transitioned from cultural exclusiveness
to racial exclusiveness’, but it also brought white supremacy—and
even anti-black racism—to China.11 The resulting modern Chinese
mindset regarding race and culture can therefore be interpreted as
a subversion of the ancient ‘Sinocentric’ model by the European
idea of white supremacy. It was further complicated by xenophobic,
anti-Western propaganda, as well as the regime’s ever-changing
relations with other communist states, which influenced the history
of communist China.
Another way to interpret this mindset would be to use Dr Ibram
X Kendi’s concept of non-white assimilationism, which Ewell drew
on profusely in his lectures, whereby people of colour express ‘the
racist idea that a racial group is culturally or behaviourally inferior
and is supporting cultural or behavioural enrichment programmes
to develop that racial group’.12
7 Wei Xu, ‘Do Not Use The Racism Label Randomly 不要把种族主义
的帽子随便乱戴’ (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of The People’s Republic Of
China, 2018) <https://archive.vn/H4x38>, saved from <https://www.
fmP.R.C.gov.cn/zflt/chn/jlydh/mtsy/t1536004.htm>.
8 'With Blackface And Monkey Suit, Chinese Gala On Africa Causes
Uproar’ The New York Times (New York, 2018) <https://www.nytimes.
com/2018/02/16/world/asia/china-africa-blackface-lunar-new-year.
html>.
9 ibid.
10 Guy G Ankerl, Global Communication Without Universal Civilization (INU
Press 2000).
11 Barry Sautman, ‘Anti-Black Racism In Post-Mao China’ (1994) 138 The
China Quarterly 413 <https://doi.org/10.1017/s0305741000035827>.
12 Ibram X Kendi, How to Be An Antiracist (Penguin Random House 2019).
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The overlaps and clashes between the two racial frames resulted in a
unique phenomenon. Chinese culture was often deemed ‘backwards’,
but it was also revered as a symbol of national pride, because of the
complex origins of China’s nationalism—a mixture of Westernisation,
iconoclasm, and Sinocentrism. Because of China’s major defeats at
the hands of European nations and Japan in the nineteenth century,
European and Japanese ideals gradually came to be perceived as
superior yet at the same time foreign and untrustworthy. Soviet/
Russian culture was at first revered because of the rise of the
Communist Party of China and the subsequent establishment of
the PRC. However, its influence later waned because of the SinoSoviet split and the post-Mao, reform-era influx of Western culture.
African and other Asian cultures, including those of ethnic minority
groups in China, stay at the bottom of the hierarchy, as they do in
the white racial frame. While some suggested that authorities in the
PRC tended to ‘portray racism as a Western phenomenon’, outbursts
of racist and Han-chauvinist sentiments still occur in modern China.
Exemplars are the 1988 Nanjing anti-African protests and the racist
actions against Africans in Guangzhou amid the COVID-19 crisis.13
One can therefore conclude this is solid proof that racism and a
unique duality of racial frames do indeed exist in modern China,
which overlap and clash with the European white racial framework.
2.2. Eurocentrism in Chinese music and the Chinese racial
frame
In the domain of music, especially of music academia, this Chinese
racial frame takes the form of a reluctant but futile acceptance of
assimilationism and, as a result, European supremacy. Shen Yang Yandi,
the deputy director of the China Association of Music Theory, admitted
in an interview that there is ‘no Chinese mother tongue in a musical
sense, or, to put it differently, we have lost our [musical] language’.14
He illustrated this by pointing out that ‘80% of what we teach in
conservatories is Western music (西方音乐, “music from the West”),
same with our concert life’, and that even ‘the concert itself’ and the
modern Chinese orchestra was developed in China by ‘copying
Western art’. This means that Western music is in a dominant
position in China, and is an unavoidable reality.15 Yang believed that
the reason for this reality was that Western music, a tradition of art
music, had no equivalent in classical Chinese culture, and that China
did not have a powerful tradition of art music in a Western sense,
causing profound confusions and clashes when Western music
was introduced in China. He furthered his argument by stating
that ‘we still understand it—“Western music”—insufficiently and
superficially’, which ‘made the destructive effect [of the introduction
of Western music] all the more violent’.16 While lamenting the
absence of ‘a reliable, comprehensive biography of Beethoven’
in Chinese and ‘a serious Chinese scholarship on Beethoven’s 9
symphonies’, Yang also fleetingly mentioned the ‘preservation of
Guqin, Kunqu, long song and Muqam as world heritages’.17

13 Hsiao-Hung Pai, ‘The Coronavirus Crisis Has Exposed China’s Long
History Of Racism’ Guardian (London, 2020) <https://www.theguardian.
com/commentisfree/2020/apr/25/coronavirus-exposed-china-historyracism-africans-guangzhou>.
14 Yang Yandi, ‘Yang Yandi: Western Music And Its Research In China,
杨燕迪：西方音乐及其研究在中国’ (Nanjing University Marxist Social
Theory Research Center, 南京大学马克思主义社会理论研究中心,
2008) <https://archive.vn/Sf0sI, saved from https://ptext.nju.edu.cn/
bf/33/c12245a245555/page.htm>.
15 ibid.
16 ibid.
17 ibid.
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However, Yang did not discuss any other musical traditions, such
as jazz, blues, rock, gamelan, or Indian classical music, except for
a fleeting acknowledgement of the ‘impingement we face from
[Western] popular music’, despite many of these traditions also
being ‘powerful and rich traditions of art music’ and some also
coming from the West.18 Here, Yang reveals not only the dominance
of ‘Western music’ in China, but also the underlying assumption that
the default ‘Western music’ (or, ‘music from the West’) for him and
his audience should be European classical music. This is precisely the
assumption attacked by Ewell in his articles, blog posts, and lectures.
Yang’s subtle dismissal of popular music, and the conspicuous
absence of other classical music traditions from his remarks, indicate
his own conforming to the aforementioned Chinese racial frame,
and possibly, to some extent, to assimilationism and the white racial
frame. Above all, Yang’s interview is a brutally honest depiction of the
systemic Eurocentrism which permeates the contemporary Chinese
music scene. Shen Qia’s comment should serve as an appropriate
conclusion to this section: ‘In China, Eurocentrism has made a more
profound impact on music than any other artistic fields.’19

3. Case study: Racial-Ethnic frames in Li
Chongguang’s Basic Music Theory
Ewell investigated the white racial frame of music theory by
examining widely used American music theory textbooks and looking
for patterns in their musical examples. I believe the same analysis
could be performed on Basic Music Theory by Li Chongguang, a
‘foundational music theory textbook’ which influenced ‘generations
of Chinese people who wished to enter the world of music’ and
is still widely used to this day.20 First published in 1962, the book
was based on Elementarnaya Teoriya Muzyki by Igor Vladimirovich
Sposobin’ with ‘additional sections on Chinese music’. It remains
one of the best-selling music textbooks on Chinese e-commerce
platforms.21 It is therefore plausible to use Basic Music Theory as the
Chinese counterpart to Ewell’s selection of American music theory
textbooks. I analysed musical examples in Basic Music Theory using
the same method as Ewell (fig 1).
Of the 333 musical examples in Basic Music Theory, 253 (roughly
76%) were written by composers who identified as Chinese, or
had been transcribed by formally trained Chinese composers from
‘folk tunes’ which originated in mainland China. 79 examples
(roughly 24%) were by composers who were mainly active in
Western and Eastern European countries (including Tsarist Russia
and the USSR). 1 (less than 1%) was supposedly transcribed from
a (North) Korean ‘folk tune’. None of these examples came from
outside China, Korea, or Europe. None of them was composed by a
person of African or American heritage, or indeed from any other
musical cultures. The book succeeded in introducing students to
key concepts in Western functional harmony, and to the Chinese
pentatonic scales, as well as the Chinese Gongche notation and the
numbered musical notation system which was popular in China

18 ibid.
19 Shen Qia, ‘The U-Shaped Journey Of The Idea Of Chinese Music
Through The 20th-Century, 二十世纪国乐思想的’, U ‘ 字之路’ (1994)
Music Studies, 字之路 67.
20 Li Yuhong, ‘Two Textbooks in The Development Of Basic Music
Theory As A Discipline’, 基本乐理’学科发展中的两本教材’ (2005)
Music Education In China, 中国音乐教育 33 <http://www.cqvip.com/
QK/82024X/20057/16031120.html>.
21Li Chongguang, Basic Music Theory, 音乐理论基础 (twenty-sixth edn,
People’s Music Publishing House 2001).

Fig 1. Racial/regional demographic data for musical examples
from Basic Music Theory.

at the time.22 However, it made no effort to introduce or even
mention any other musical traditions, let alone other theoretical
systems. Therefore, I share Ewell’s conclusion that these music
theory examples are ‘literally, from a critical-race perspective’,
Chinese or white, and ‘virtually nothing else’. 23
The stark racial and cultural imbalance illustrates how the duality of
Sinocentric and Eurocentric racial frames in China intertwined and
morphed into a complex cultural phenomenon, which influenced
the writing of Basic Music Theory, and by extension, the entire
discipline of academic studies of music in China. The book alone
was not enough to construct such a far-reaching racial frame;
instead, it was a product of precisely that racial frame, born out of
China’s unstable relationship with Western culture over the last 200
years—‘sometimes like the devil, but sometimes like a beauty’.24
This unique and complex fixation led Li Chongguang and other
Chinese music theorists at the time to focus solely on music from
China and Europe, ignoring vast traditions of music and music
theory from other parts of the world. Such a narrow, Eurocentric,
and Sinocentric perspective has already been acknowledged and
scrutinised by Chinese musicologists. Few have made a clearer
observation than Shen Qia, who commented in 1993 that the
so-called ‘openness’ of the Chinese music circle has often been a
fixation on ‘the West’ as the only frame of reference. This fixation
is in fact narrow-minded and conservative.25 His assessment of the
lamentably narrow perspective of musicology in China testifies to
the accuracy of my analysis above. Indeed, music scholars in China
have not taken up music theories from outside China and the West
as valid reference points.
Furthermore, Li Chongguang’s Basic Music Theory shows a tendency
to diminish the cultural identity of ethnic minority groups within
China. Of the 139 traditional Chinese musical examples in the book
(categorised as folk tunes rather than works of specific, identified
composers), only four are identified by ethnicity. The rest are
identified by province, despite many being important songs by
ethnic minority peoples. Perhaps to promote official narratives, the
book credits key Mongolian and Uyghur songs by their respective
22 ibid.
23 Ewell (n 1).
24 Shen (n 19).
25 ibid.
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provinces, not by their ethnicity. The epic folk song ‘Gada Meiren’,
for instance, is labelled an ‘Inner Mongolian folk song’, which
diminishes the ethnic tensions that the song reflects.26 Borjigin
Burensain, for instance, cast the events described by the lyrics of the
song as ‘an ethnic conflict between the Mongols and the Chinese
over Mongol land’ and a ‘campaign against Chinese colonisation’.27
This subtle suppression of ethnic minority identities, intertwining
with the Sinocentric and Eurocentric racial frames, forms a spectre
of racial-ethnic frames that haunts the book yet has often been
overlooked. One can therefore draw parallels between my analysis
of Basic Music Theory and Ewell’s analysis of American music theory
textbooks. While the American music theory classroom has been
shaped by the white racial frame, its counterpart in China has been
influenced by a different yet similarly oppressive racial-ethnic
frame born out of the clashes and the eventual fusion between
Sinocentrism, Eurocentrism, and Han chauvinism.

4. Conclusion and suggested revisions
In my analysis, I have attempted to reveal the far-reaching impact
of the white racial frame and Eurocentrism. The white racial frame
is not only a Euro-American problem but also, one can argue, a
significant component of the racial-ethnic frame behind modern
Chinese music. My analysis therefore calls on musicologists in
the West to re-evaluate the impact of the white racial frame and
Eurocentrism on music and theory, from a global perspective. The
discussions on race and music theory can therefore be conducted on
a global scale, expanding from Ewell’s America-centric perspective
to a true multicultural dialogue between music scholars from around
the world, in order to acknowledge, comprehend, and eventually
tackle this problem.
In the same interview where he admitted that China had ‘no
(musical) mother tongue’, Yang Yandi remarked that the trend
of globalisation has begun in China, and that ignorance of ‘other
worlds’, especially the West, is no longer defensible.28 His call for
a better musical understanding of ‘other worlds’ seems to suggest
his advocacy for diversity in China’s music theory classroom, but
what follows shows a more nuanced picture. Yang was advocating
for diversity, yet he insisted on selecting the ‘Western World’ as the
world out of all ‘other worlds’ for the Chinese music community
to understand.29 His call for diversity was thus still insinuating
the validity of China’s Eurocentric approach to music from ‘other
worlds’. Following Ewell’s recommendations for the American
music theory community, however, I believe that Yang’s call
for a more globalised approach could be expanded to address
the racial-ethnic frame in Chinese music theory. The racialethnic frame itself, along with its history and impact, needs to be
acknowledged and analysed by the community of music scholars
in China and, subsequently, taught as the historical component to
theory for music students in China. The music theory curriculum
itself can be expanded to cover more traditions—for instance, by
including music traditions and theoretical frameworks of Indian,
African, American, and South-East Asian peoples—rather than
focussing solely on China and the Western classical tradition.
Such a broadened scope, combined with a more comprehensive
26 Li (21).
27 Borjigin Burensain, ‘The Complex Structure of Ethnic Conflict In The
Frontier: Through The Debates Around The “Jindandao Incident” In
1891’ (2004) 6 Inner Asia 41 <https://doi.org/10.1163/1464817047936
47171>.
28 Yang (n 14).
29 ibid.
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understanding of the Western classical traditions, could arguably
act as a more inclusive approach to Yang’s problem.
Finally, it is vital that music scholars in China establish effective
means of communication with colleagues from across the world. A
good start would be introducing more accurate Chinese translations
of non-Chinese scholarly texts to music scholars in China, as well as
more accurate English translations of Chinese texts to non-Chinese
music scholars. Via this potential avenue of collaboration, along
with others, problems posed by racial frames in music and music
theory can be dissected to reimagine more diverse and inclusive
theoretical frameworks of global musical traditions, which in turn
could become a new source of musical innovation.
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A

bstract Expressionism emerged amid a tense post-war
climate, as a new genre of art that seemed so devoid of
representational form or meaning that it could not be
political. However, it was precisely this apparent apoliticality that
made it so intensely political. Historiography on the topic has
followed what I am inclined to call a ‘top-down’ trend. As outlined
by Eva Cockcroft and Frances Stonor Saunders, those in power
consciously used the art of the Abstract Expressionists as a means
of cultural diplomacy or propaganda to influence the opinions of
both Western and Russian intelligentsia. In this sense it provided
a riposte to Soviet Socialist Realism.1 It is important to note that
this view was precipitated by the 1967 exposé which revealed the
CIA’s political involvement in the Cultural Cold War, and it has
been supported since.2 By contrast, revisionist interpretations, such
as Kozloff’s Artforum piece, have sought to present the parallels
between ‘American Cold War rhetoric’ and the individualistic
philosophy of Abstract Expressionism as purely coincidental. They
cite the lack of evidence of political manoeuvres and agreements
between arts institutions—such as the Museum of Modern Art
(MoMA)—and the US government.3
To evaluate the extent to which Abstract Expressionism was an
ideological weapon, one must explore the intentions of the actors
involved in the structure of the cultural-diplomatic operation—
if that is how one characterises the movement. It is necessary to
analyse the objectives of artists within the movement, as well as
1 Eva Cockcroft, Abstract Expressionism: Weapon of the Cold War. Pollock and
After: The Critical Debate (Harper and Row 1985) 125–33; Frances Stonor
Saunders, Who Paid the Piper?: The CIA and the Cultural Cold War (Granta
1999).
2 In March 1967, Ramparts Magazine exposed links between the CIA and
the National Students’ Association (NSA), revealing the extent of the
alleged Operation Mockingbird. In May of that year, Thomas Braden’s
Saturday Evening Post article ‘I’m Glad the CIA is “Immoral”’ unveiled the
connections between the CIA and US cultural programs.
3 Max Kozloff, ‘American Painting during the Cold War’ in Francis
Frascina (ed), Pollock and After: The Critical Debate (Routledge 2000).

subsequent interpretations by critics and those at the forefront of
the American conservative backlash. It is more plausible that the
political significance of Abstract Expressionism was created by
those with influence—such as art critics and the heads of cultural
institutions, whose opinions carried intellectual weight—than by
artists. MoMA enthusiastically supported Abstract Expressionism
through exhibitions abroad, and there were suspicious links between
its leadership and that of the CIA, as highlighted by Louis Menand
and David and Cecile Shapiro. These facts further endorse this
view.4 Abstract Expressionism was in many ways a riposte to Soviet
Socialist Realism, but the discourse between these two movements
is beyond the scope of this essay, which instead interrogates the
institutional processes behind this politicisation of the American
art movement. Although individuals at all levels of influence had
the political agency to engender combative ideology, those in the
upper echelons of the political structure were markedly energetic
in their promotion of art as a tool of war. They ensured Abstract
Expressionism was rendered a weapon in the Cultural Cold War.
In many cases, artists did not produce work with a political purpose
in mind. Art critics were largely responsible for constructing
the combative personality of Abstract Expressionism. ‘Abstract
Expressionism’ encompassed such a wide range of abstract art that
those within it were reluctant to label themselves a collective. Yet,
a common feature of Abstract Expressionist works was the absence
of distinguishable or referential subject matter, and therefore any
apparent political leaning. However, if one were to emphasise
the significance of the artist’s agency, as Stonor Saunders does in
her view that it is ‘hard to sustain the argument that the Abstract
Expressionists merely “happened to be painting in the Cold War and
not for the Cold War”’, then the artist’s political affiliation would
become of interest to the historian.5
4 Louis Menand, ‘Unpopular Front: American Art and the Cold War’ The
New Yorker; David Shapiro and Cecile Shapiro, ‘Excerpt from “Abstract
Expressionism: The Politics of Apolitical Painting” Part 3’ in Reading
Abstract Expressionism: Context and Critique (Yale University Press 2005).
5 Stonor Saunders (n 1) (as quoted in David Caute, The Dancer Defects: The
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Harold Rosenberg, an influential art critic and outspoken
supporter of Abstract Expressionism, proposes an argument
from individualism for the artist’s personal agency. However, this
interpretation of Abstract Expressionism is flawed. Rosenberg
asserts that the new ‘American Action Painters’ were distinct
because of their ‘consciousness of a function for a painting’, tacitly
implying the possibility of the politicality of Abstract Expressionists.6
However, his argument that the ‘act-painting is of the same
metaphysical substance as the artist’s existence’ contradicts this.
It suggests that the artist’s work is inextricable from biographical
influences, and therefore that one is incapable of creating work
with a meaning or motive different from those of their artistic
upbringing.7 Furthermore, when applied to Abstract Expressionism
in the context of the Cold War, the argument invalidates that of
Stonor Saunders. The infamous Jackson Pollock had previously
worked in the workshops of Communist-sponsored artists. He had
also collaborated with Mexican muralist David Alfaro Siqueiros,
a Mexican Communist Party member and supporter of Stalinism.
Had Pollock’s artistic life been truly inseparable from his work,
his art could be read by Rosenberg as ‘communistic’. Cockcroft
believed that the alignment between American Cold War ideals and
‘the way many Abstract Expressionists phrased their existentialistindividualist credos’ was ‘consciously forged’. This is unconvincing,
yet so is Max Kozloff’s argument that it was coincidental.8 New York
School artists were more probably concerned with creating the first
internationally influential American artistic movement than with
using their art as a propaganda weapon. This was instead done by
those in power. We must therefore view the artist and the influencer
as working within individual yet intersecting spheres.
The compelling rhetoric of American freedom that critics and
officials applied to Abstract Expressionism engendered a pugnacious
artistic climate. There was debate between art critics such as Alfred
Barr and American conservatives on the movement’s ‘communistic’
leanings. This debate demonstrates how art was not merely ‘for
art’s sake’, but was viewed as a propagandistic battleground. Barr
countered conservative assertions, such as those of Representative
Dondero, in a 1952 New York Times piece. It exemplifies the rhetoric
of individualism that both critics and state figures repeatedly used
as a riposte to Socialist Realism and the oppressive nature of Soviet
totalitarianism.9 Barr stated that ‘the modern artist’s non-conformity
and love of freedom cannot be tolerated within a monolithic
tyranny and modern art is useless for the dictators’ propaganda’.
These statements dismiss the ‘communistic’ leanings of Abstract
Expressionism and reframe it as a symbol of political freedom.10
Moreover, Socialist Realism came to be included in the US artistic
sphere, for example with MoMA’s 1946 retrospective exhibition of
the Lithuanian-born American Socialist Realist artist Ben Shahn,
strengthening the US’s philosophy of freedom. Giants of capitalist
business, such as Rockefeller, appeared open to funding art like that
being displayed on the other side of the Iron Curtain. Although the
US government itself exported art, without critics such as Barr and
Rosenberg, as well as the actions of MoMA, Abstract Expressionism
would have been a futile and apolitical ‘weapon’.
Struggle for Cultural Supremacy during the Cold War (Oxford University
Press 2008) 546).
6 Harold Rosenberg, ‘The American Action Painters’ (first published 1952)
in Harold Rosenberg, The Tradition of the New (Horizon Press 1959) 24.
7 ibid 28.
8 Cockcroft (n 1) 126.
9 Alfred H Barr, ‘Is Modern Art Communistic?’ The New York Times (New
York, 14 December 1952).
10 ibid 22.
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MoMA’s economic connections exemplify how a Manhattan-based
oligarchy used Abstract Expressionism to further the political
interests of American capitalism. MoMA’s funding, leadership, and
very foundation were supported overtly by American financiers,
and covertly by the CIA. The establishment of MoMA in 1929 was
enabled by the support of Abby Aldrich Rockefeller, and Nelson
Rockefeller controlled it throughout the 1940s and 1950s—the peak
of its cultural-diplomatic ventures. Cockcroft compellingly asserts
that one must look to patronage and the ‘ideological needs of the
powerful’ when analysing the success of an artistic movement.11 It is
difficult to maintain that MoMA would have had free rein without
its Rockefeller benefactors. As giants of American capitalism,
the Rockefellers would surely have supported the exhibition of
a movement which advertised the US’ rhetoric of freedom. One
might disregard the connection between a person’s wealth and their
politics. Nonetheless, it is not a far-fetched possibility that Nelson
Rockefeller, a high-profile Republican and one-term Vice President,
would have supported US cultural-diplomatic ventures against the
Soviet intellectual threat. The US arts sector was privatised, unlike
its European counterparts. This let what David Caute describes
as ‘the pantheon of ever-ready demons of patronage’ influence
American psychological warfare, and thus Cold War politics.12
MoMA’s International Council energetically displayed Abstract
Expressionism abroad, demonstrating how the movement was used
as cultural propaganda directed at Western European intellectuals.
MoMA’s purchase of the US Pavilion at the Venice Biennale, and
subsequent curation of its exhibitions there between 1954 and 1962,
was the first time a Biennale pavilion had been autonomous from
government ownership and influence. However, much like for
Abstract Expressionism itself, the apparent apoliticality of this was
more likely a front. MoMA’s leaders had vested interests in the fight
against communism. Abstract Expressionism already had a support
base in Venice at Peggy Guggenheim’s palazzo—she had given
Pollock one-man shows in 1943, 1945, and 1947. MoMA exhibited
Willem De Kooning’s work in a US pavilion at an international
event in 1948. Cockcroft argues that its private ownership made this
pavilion free of ‘the kinds of pressure of unsubtle red-baiting and
super-jingoism applied to official governmental agencies’.13
MoMA aggressively exported Abstract Expressionism across
Europe through exhibitions in the late 1950s. ‘Modern Art in the
United States’ toured Europe in 1956. The largest of its five sections
dedicated to ‘Contemporary Abstract Art’ comprised 28 paintings
by 17 Abstract Expressionists. In 1959, ‘The New American
Painting’ was shown in eight European countries. The tour would
have exposed Western European intellectuals, many of whom
might have been Soviet travellers, to an artistic movement which
stylistically promoted American ideals of freedom of personal
expression. It ran contrary to the Socialist Realism of the USSR, an
explicit form of propaganda.
The US government passionately endorsed cultural diplomacy
through art, both covertly and overtly. As mentioned, there is
evidence, albeit dubious, of CIA influence on MoMA’s leadership.
Thomas Braden, executive secretary of MoMA in the late 1940s,
went on to join the CIA as Supervisor of Cultural Activities in
1951. Braden enthusiastically supported the export of Abstract
Expressionism as a weapon in the ‘propaganda war’.14 He defended
11 Cockcroft (n 1) 125.
12 Caute (n 5) 541.
13 Cockcroft (n 1) 129.
14 Shapiro and Shapiro (n 4) 441.
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this in his 1967 article ‘I’m Glad the CIA is “Immoral”’: given
that the Cold War was ‘fought with ideas instead of bombs’, ‘to
choose innocence [was] to choose defeat’.15 Furthermore, René
d’Harnoncourt and Porter A McCray, both from Roosevelt’s Center
of Inter-American Affairs, later joined MoMA. McCray, described
by Cockcroft as a key figure in the history of ‘cultural imperialism’,
joined as director of the museum’s international programmes.16
However, state intervention was more direct in some instances, with
open government sponsorship of exhibitions. In 1946, the Office of
International Information and Cultural Affairs curated ‘Advancing
American Art’, an exhibition which used $49,000 of government
money to purchase 79 paintings. Although its art was not exclusively
abstract, the collection was overwhelmingly Modernist, providing
an apt riposte to Soviet Socialist Realism.
The most explicit and successful example of Abstract Expressionism’s
deployment as a Cold War weapon was at the American National
Exhibition’s visit to Moscow’s Sokolniki Park in 1959. Its open
sponsorship by the USIA (United States Information Agency)
is significant. The USIA helped censor the work of ‘avowed
communists … or persons who publicly refuse to answer questions
of Congressional committees regarding connection with the
communist movement’.17 David and Cecile Shapiro assert that
almost anything was a potential target for ‘congressional pot-shots’.
This supports traditional interpretations that emphasise the role of
Abstract Expressionism as a weapon in the Cold War. Critics had so
successfully fostered a connection between Abstract Expressionism
and the ideals of the American psyche that the State was willing
to promote it. Marilyn S Kushner asserts that despite Pollock’s
Cathedral (1947) and Lachaise’s Standing Woman (1932) being seen
as ‘grotesque and mocking’, the art at the exhibition was seen as a
‘manifestation of a free society, much as was originally intended by
the USIA’.18 Pollock’s brash handling of paint, his cold colour palette,
and his non-representational subject matter may have contributed
to Soviet disdain. They were antithetical to the vibrant colours
used by artists such as Taslitzky, and the highly naturalistic scenes,
frequently of a political subject matter, painted by Gerasimov.19 This
display of American values in the heart of the Soviet world sparked
questions of political freedom, particularly from young Soviets who
were interested in what forbidden ideals they had been sheltered
from. It was an aggressive form of propaganda.

created the weapon through politicising the apolitical Abstract
Expressionism and aligning it with American ideals. Furthermore,
MoMA, allied with the state, physically exported and mobilised art
as propaganda, using the weapon created by critics. First came the
fashioning of a culture that was anti-communist, and thus antiSocialist Realist. Along with this came the dissemination of a belief
among US art critics that Abstract Expressionism was the superior
movement. Second came the aggressive physical exportation and
touring of the artworks across Europe, including to Moscow in
the late 1950s, in an attempt to woo Western intellectuals with the
‘benefits’ of capitalism. These currents were mutually supportive,
bolstering the idea that art could be political. Regardless of whether
the US government was successful in its psychological war against
the Soviet Union, the argument that Abstract Expressionism was
used as a weapon in the Cold War is persuasive.

Abstract Expressionist works were not, therefore, inherently
weapons of the cultural Cold War. Harold Rosenberg, in ‘American
Action Painters’, said that Abstract Expressionists created an
‘environment not of people but of functions’, that ‘his paintings are
employed not wanted’ (my italics).20 Abstract Expressionism was not
created with the purpose of being a psychological weapon against
communism, but those with intellectual influence politicised it
and made it such. It was this ‘middle stratum’ that engendered and
buttressed cultural diplomacy through art. I have taken a hierarchical
approach to analysing the impact of different strata within the
cultural-diplomatic structure—from the artists, to the critic, to
the museum, to the state. This approach demonstrates that critics
15 Thomas W Braden, ‘I’m Glad the CIA is “Immoral”’ The Saturday Evening
Post (20 May 1967) 14.
16 Cockcroft (n 1) 127.
17 As quoted in Shapiro and Shapiro (n 4) 339–40.
18 Marilyn S Kushner, ‘Exhibiting Art at the American National Exhibition
in Moscow, 1959’ (2002) 4(1) Journal of Cold War Studies 19.
19 See the paintings The Strikes of June, 1936 (Boris Taslitzky 1936), and
Stalin and Voroshilov in the Kremlin (Aleksandr Gerasimov 1938).
Gerasimov won the Stalin Prize in 1941 for this painting.
20 Rosenberg (n 6) 38.
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T

he origins and definition of the word ‘Americanitis’ are
opaque at best. It is generally believed to have appeared in
medical journals of the late nineteenth century, describing
a particular nervous ailment found in the inhabitants of the United
States of America. Thought to cause disease, heart attack, nervous
exhaustion, and even insanity, Americanitis was seen as a serious
threat to the American public. In fact, in 1925, Time Magazine
reported that Americanitis was responsible for claiming up to
240,000—white—lives a year.1 Nevertheless, with the passing of
the Great Depression, its position as a legitimate disease faded in
the public eye. Now virtually forgotten, I wish to resurrect it, and
propose that it be used to describe a disease that truly does claim
lives: white supremacy.
Currently, the Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines 'Americanitis'
as ‘excessive nervous tension’ and an ‘enthusiastic or aggressive
advocacy of Americanism’.2 In my reinterpretation, I would like to
expand upon this definition to describe Americanitis as a structural
disorder which plagues American society at large, as opposed
to a disease that merely infects individuals. I will argue it is an
entanglement of power, fear, and amnesia that writhes under the
surface of the American landscape. The foundation upon which
white supremacy stands is a polarised sense of white identity as
virtuous yet vulnerable to the supremacy of Black identity, which is
regarded as impure and violent. It reinforces hierarchies by instilling
a fear—indeed, an ‘excessive nervous tension’—of Black assault on
white structures, people, and spaces. It fabricates a link between
1 ‘Americanitis’ Time (27 April 1925) 17 32.
2 ‘Definition of Americanitis by Merriam-Webster’ (Merriam-Webster
Dictionary) <https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/
Americanitis> accessed 11 March 2021.
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the upward mobility achieved by Black Americans with the violent
invasion of white spaces.3 What belies its tactical purpose is that it
has been repeatedly harnessed by white supremacist hate groups—
‘aggressive advocates of Americanism’—to endorse racial violence as
a defence strategy. Paired with mass media and its falsified depictions
of Black violence, they seek to use this to justify attacks against Black
communities and their spaces.
Mutative expansions of Americanitis have cycled since
Reconstruction. In the twentieth century, cinema, television, and
the Internet have emerged as effective platforms to spread a fear
of encroaching Blackness through representations of architectural
destruction. Cinema’s maturation in the early 1910s transformed
the Neoclassical architecture of Southern plantations into a symbol
of white supremacy and confederate nostalgia. Half a century
later, at the height of the Cold War in the 1950s and 1960s, the
television was used to associate the Civil Rights Movement to
the dread of imminent nuclear annihilation of racially segregated
neighbourhoods by Soviet forces. Half a century after that, during
the Obama era and the Trump era, the Internet and its social media
platforms have allowed an association to be constructed between
increased diversity, as well as movements like Black Lives Matter,
with social discord and detriment to America’s structures. In this
essay, I will explore each of these expansions, and the resulting
white supremacist violence, in an effort to show how the throughline of Americanitis has been an essential tool for spreading and
maintaining white supremacy. I will conclude with the recent white
supremacist attack on the Capitol on 6 January 2021, to illustrate
how this ‘disease’ very much affects the nation to the present day.
3 ibid.
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Fig 1. Lincoln Memorial (Nicolas Canal Tinius 2021, from photograph by Martha Raddatz 2020).

Cinema, the First World War, the Great Migration
The 1910s and 1920s witnessed the mass migration of Black people
to Northern American states in search of an escape from the mass
lynchings and general lack of safety of the Jim Crow South. Jim
Crow laws began at the end of the nineteenth century, and had
enforced segregation based on race. During the First World War,
immigration from Europe had decreased drastically, but the demand
for unskilled labour exploded. Known as the Great Migration,
approximately six million African Americans fled the South over
the course of just a few decades.4 Hundreds of thousands of Black
Americans were able to find employment in Northern metropolitan
centres such as Detroit, Chicago, Philadelphia, and New York.
4 University of Washington, ‘Great Migration (African American)’
<https://depts.washington.edu/moving1/black_migration.shtml>
accessed 11 March 2021.

Harlem, which had originally been developed as a white-only area
of Manhattan in the nineteenth century, became the birthplace
of the Harlem Renaissance in the 1920s. It was transformed into
a metropolitan centre for Black culture, inspiring generations of
immense creativity and intellectual vigour. However, the Great
Migration provided a narrative which Americanitis could distort
and misconstrue to strike fear in white Americans, who, until then,
had lived in a predominantly white society. The narrative was of a
large-scale Black invasion of white spaces.
Cinema was surging in popularity in the 1910s, creating the ideal
conditions for an increase in Americanitis. DW Griffith, one of
its preeminent innovators, directed The Birth of a Nation (1915),
arguably one of the most racist films of all time yet one of the most
influential, pioneering, and successful. The film, which recounts a
historically inaccurate version of the Civil War and Reconstruction,
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relies primarily on architecture as a symbol of white supremacy. The
Birth of a Nation mythologised Neoclassical architecture and placed
it within a false historical narrative grounded in whitewashed and
amnestic confederate nostalgia. At the beginning of the film, the
wealthy inhabitants of a Neoclassical mansion sit on their front porch
among pristine, white columns. Each time the building appears,
while the Civil War rages throughout the film, the columns are
more blemished. After the end of the War, Northern troops of Black
soldiers march in front of the house. Behind them, the columns, once
pristine, are almost entirely charred black. As the film concludes, the
family which once inhabited the Neoclassical mansion is forced to
flee into a tiny log cabin similar to the dwellings which enslaved
labourers would have had to live in before the Civil War.
Griffith takes his narrative one step further by portraying an invasion
of the Capitol after Reconstruction. ‘The negro party in control in
the State House of Representatives, 101 blacks against 23 whites,
session of 1871’, reads a title card. The following card reads, ‘Historic
incidents from the first legislative session under Reconstruction’.
The politicians—primarily white actors in blackface—drink alcohol,
eat fried chicken, and place their bare feet on the tables. Meanwhile,
across the room is shown an obviously aggravated cluster of white
men, while the next card reads, ‘The helpless white minority’. This
scene signals the expansion from a fear grounded in the local and
domestic, to a fear of governmental structures having turned against
white people. In reality, however, only 17 Black representatives served
between 1870 and 1887.5 That number only decreased as the Jim
Crow laws emerged. In fact, when The Birth of a Nation was released,
there had not been a single Black office-holder for almost 15 years,
and that would continue to be the case until 1929. By creating an
entirely fictitious narrative, Griffith tapped into white fears that the
Black minority had suddenly become a vast majority in government
structures during Reconstruction and had only strengthened since.
For Griffith, gradually defaced spaces and structures—specifically, the
home with its intimacy, and the Capitol with its political power—were
crucial to constructing a narrative of a Black invasion, which terrified
and enraged white communities across the nation.
The sentiment of white loss grounded in the Great Migration,
exacerbated by The Birth of a Nation, led to the vast spread of
Americanitis. It inspired the revitalisation of the Ku Klux Klan,
which had faded since its establishment after the Civil War. It
provoked a wave of attacks targeting Black communities and their
homes, causing a massive loss of life and homelessness. One major
attack happened in 1917, in East St Louis, Illinois, where almost
12,000 Black workers had migrated to work in local factories
aiding the war effort. Tensions began to boil over, and a three-day
massacre ensued. Entire neighbourhoods were burnt down, leaving
around half of the Black population homeless and over one hundred
murdered.6 In 1919, a series of almost three dozen similar racerelated riots happened across America. This would become known
as the Red Summer.7 In Tulsa, Oklahoma, on 31 May 1921, one of
5 History, Art, and Archives: United States House of Representatives,
‘Black-American Members by Congress, 1870-Present’ <https://history.
house.gov/Exhibitions-and-Publications/BAIC/Historical-Data/BlackAmerican-Representatives-and-Senators-by-Congress/> accessed 11
March 2021.
6 Allison Keyes, ‘The East St. Louis Race Riot Left Dozens Dead,
Devastating a Community on the Rise’ Smithsonian Magazine (30 June
2017) <https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smithsonian-institution/
east-st-louis-race-riot-left-dozens-dead-devastating-community-on-therise-180963885/> accessed 11 March 2021.
7 National Archives: Rediscovering Black History, ‘Portal Spotlight: Civil
Unrest and the Red Summer’ <https://rediscovering-black-history.blogs.
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the most severe incidents of racial violence took place, leading to
the murder of approximately 300 Black people (the exact figure was
left unreported). Prosperous Black neighbourhoods were set ablaze,
including more than 1,400 homes and businesses.8 By the end of the
massacre, around 10,000 people were left homeless. Americanitis
had come full circle. White fear and anxiety of a Black invasion were
weaponised by cinema, resulting in brutal massacres and spatial
oppression committed against Black communities.

Cold War, Civil Rights, television
The wave of Americanitis in the 1910s and 1920s would
ultimately result in the establishment of segregationist policies
aimed at subjugating Black spaces. Examples are the National
Housing Act 1934, which was the beginning of redlining, and
the racially oppressive Federal Housing Administration.9 In the
two decades after the Second World War, racially segregated
suburban neighbourhoods—sanctioned by the Federal Housing
Administration—were built en masse across the USA to alleviate
the housing shortage that the government had been struggling with
since the Great Depression.10 Bland, unoriginal, and ubiquitous, the
suburban home let middle-class families not previously considered
white but not deemed Black either, such as Jewish and Italian
communities, forfeit their cultural heritage and blend into white
suburbia. Meanwhile, the Civil Rights Movement was gaining
momentum rapidly, and it was not long before challenges to
segregationist policies would gain national attention. Events such
as the Montgomery Bus Boycott in 1955, the Greensboro sit-ins
in 1960, the Freedom Riders bus tour in 1961, and Martin Luther
King’s March on Washington in 1963 all contributed to white
fears of Blackness encroaching on white spaces. The Civil Rights
Movement had made a point of occupying white spaces in order to
bring the conversation about inequality into the spotlight.
The core narrative of Americanitis, of an invading Blackness, stayed
the same in the post-war era. However, it became increasingly
abstract because associations were constructed between communism
and the upward mobility of the Black individual. Those associations
were being made since the early years of the Russian Revolution, but
in the 1950s they became virtually inseparable in white supremacist
rhetoric. For example, in 1954, whilst addressing his congregation
in Jackson, Mississippi, the prominent segregationist Reverend GT
Gillespie announced:
The problem of race relations is not new. It is as old as
civilization … The problem has also been complicated
by the worldwide spread of Karl Marx’s doctrine of
Internationalism and the Classless society … and the
breakdown of all national and racial distinctions and to
effect the complete amalgamation of all races.11
Gillespie exploited a white fear that Black and white people would
mix if Communism were to take hold. This would have been a direct
attack against the driving force of Americanitis.
archives.gov/2020/05/20/portal-spotlight-civil-unrest-and-the-redsummer/> accessed 11 March 2021.
8 Tulsa City-County Library, ‘Tulsa Race Riot of 1921’ <https://www.
tulsalibrary.org/tulsa-race-riot-1921> accessed 11 March 2021.
9 Richard Rothstein, The Color of Law: A Forgotten History of How Our
Government Segregated America (Liverlight Publishing Corporation 2017) 9.
10 ibid 13.
11 GT Gillespie, ‘A Christian View on Segregation’ (1954) 1 Pamphlets and
Broadsides <https://egrove.olemiss.edu/citizens_pamph/1/> accessed 31
March 2021.
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The link contrived between the perceived invasion by communist
forces and the advancement of Black people in society was codified
and extended to apocalyptic proportions by means of the television.
Television ownership rose from 9% of the population in 1950 to
almost 90% by 1961. It provided a new platform through which to
steer the collective consciousness of white Americans toward a fear
of Blackness.12 It brought into the suburban home images of the riots
and burning buildings resulting from resistance against the Civil
Rights Movement, as well as the threat of Soviet communism and
nuclear warfare. While the new suburban neighbourhoods were
becoming established in cities across the country, replica versions
of those same homes were being built in the desert of Nevada. The
homes were filled with white mannequins, and television cameras
were placed within them as well as outside them. One nuclear test
was documented in a ten-minute film made by the Federal Civil
Defense Administration, called Operation Doorstep (1953).13 A voice
introduces the film: ‘For the first time in our history, American
homes will be exposed to atomic blast’. Subsequently, there is a
flash—the detonation of the bomb—followed by a shock wave which
violently shatters and disintegrates a house. After the blast, footage
of the house exploding is played back and described frame by frame,
ending with, ‘Now the blast wave gets inside, the house, under
tremendous pressure, blows apart. Remember: what you have seen
here in detail happened in just two and one third second[s]’. The
film then inspects the aftermath. The narrator says, ‘In the cold light
of dawn, television cameras on “News Knob” make the threat of the
mushroom cloud a dark reality at homes across the nation … Will
you, like a mannequin, just sit and wait?’ The psychological anxiety
deriving from the possible random, violent, and instantaneous
destruction of white homes took advantage of associations being
made between communist invasions and the Civil Rights Movement.
It was made to be associated with the upward movement of Black
Americans in American society. By means of television, the white
collective consciousness was permeated with images of architectural
destruction designed to instil a deep, existential fear of Blackness.
Americanitis had succeeded in mutating white Americans’ mental
images of Black people pleading for peace and equality into mental
images of a communist revolution and the potential end of the world.
The 1960s witnessed widespread assaults against Black people,
similar to the wave of white violence resulting from the Great
Migration and cinema. George Wallace, governor of Alabama
between 1963 and 1983, was known for his staunch support of Jim
Crow laws and segregation. He used the television to broadcast
a narrative very similar to that of Reverend Gillespie one decade
prior: that the Civil Rights Movement was deeply infiltrated by
communists. His televised discourse bolstered serious racial tensions,
leading to the white supremacist bombing of the 16th Street Baptist
Church, a Black church in Birmingham, Alabama, which claimed
the lives of four young girls. The narrative broadcast by Wallace
provoked more white violence in Alabama in 1965, during the
marches from Selma to Montgomery, where hundreds of protesters
were met with extreme violence from the police force in an event
that would become known as Bloody Sunday. The explicit housing
discrimination that defined the Federal Housing Administration
was deemed unconstitutional and it was replaced with housing
policies that did not discriminate by race. This amendment came
12 United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization,
‘Statistics on Radio and Television, 1950–1960’ (1963) 23 Statistical
Reports and Studies 1.
13 The Federal Civil Defence Administration, Operation Doorstep (1953)
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uIWAs_avpbY> accessed 31
March 2021.

late enough, though, that the wealth gap—from the accumulated
wealth grounded in home ownership of the post-war era—separated
white and Black families to an irreparable degree. In other words,
Americanitis became systematic and no longer relied on explicit
policies to enforce segregation. Residential segregation persists to
this day as a result and forms the core of the most serious national
problems that Black Americans face: access to quality education,
proper healthcare, residential safety, and the fair possibility of
upward social mobility.14 In other words, Americanitis succeeded
in transforming the explicit racial landscape that existed before the
Civil Rights Movement into a systematic one veiled by seemingly
neutral laws.

Today, Black Lives Matter, social media
The election of Barack Obama as President in 2008, alongside
projections of a minority-majority America by the mid-twentyfirst century, signalled a significant shift toward a multicultural
America15. The combination of a Black national leader and a
perceived deprivation of the white population represented the core
propagator of Americanitis: a Black infiltration of government
structures, and the demotion of whiteness in society. Donald Trump,
a real estate tycoon and television executive, used his influence on
social media and the television to project himself into the political
spotlight, by questioning Obama’s birthplace and therefore his
legitimacy as president. Like DW Griffith before him, Trump
exploited new media to spread fear, anxiety, and ultimately distrust
in the government.16 By unifying his supporters under the narrative
of an infiltrated government, and by his promise to restore America
to how it supposedly once was, he garnered enough support to
become elected President himself.
Nearing the end of Trump’s administration, racial tensions boiled
over. On 25 May 2020, the murder of George Floyd, a Black man,
by two police officers sparked the resurgence of the Black Lives
Matter movement and a wave of racial unrest. This was similar in
scale to that of the Civil Rights Movement. Smashed windows and
plywood-covered storefronts quickly became emblematic of the
unrest, even though the vast majority of the protests were peaceful.
Anyone who experienced them on social media and television
would have been hard-pressed not to imagine entire cities looted
and in flames. There were two central topics of controversy. One
was demand for the removal of public monuments glorifying
enslavers. The other was the Defund the Police campaign, which
called for a large portion of the federal budget provided to the police
force to be redistributed to non-policing forms of public security.17
14 Rothstein (n 9) 195.
15 Sandra L Colby and Jennifer M Ortman, ‘Projections of the Size and
Composition of the U.S. Population: 2014-2060’ (US Census Bureau,
2015) <https://www.census.gov/content/dam/Census/library/
publications/2015/demo/p25-1143.pdf> accessed 11 March 2021.
16 Tim Elfrink, ‘Trump tweets videos of Black men attacking white people,
asks, “Where are the protesters?”’ The Seattle Times (23 June 2020)
<https://www.seattletimes.com/nation-world/trump-tweets-videosof-black-men-attacking-white-people-asks-where-are-the-protesters/>
accessed 25 March 2021; Maggie Haberman and Jonathan Martin, ‘With
Tweets, Videos and Rhetoric, Trump Pushes Anew to Divide Americans
by Race’ The New York Times (23 June 2020) <https://www.nytimes.
com/2020/06/23/us/politics/trump-race-racism-protests.html> accessed
25 March 2021.
17 Rashawn Ray, ‘What does “Defund the Police” mean and does it have
merit?’ (Brookings, 19 June 2020) <https://www.brookings.edu/blog/
fixgov/2020/06/19/what-does-defund-the-police-mean-and-does-ithave-merit/> accessed 11 March 2021.
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To many, the removal of public monuments represented the erasure
of American history and what they saw as their cultural heritage.
Defund the Police represented, to fearful white people, a removal
of safety and protection, and therefore presented, theoretically, a
threat to their homes and families. Both demands, alongside the
repeated depiction of burning cities on social media platforms,
resulted in a vast perceived assault on white space, and yet another
wave of Americanitis.
When Obama became president, the idea took hold that a postracial America was on the cusp of emerging. However, most of the
racist policies established throughout the twentieth century are still
very much present today. Violence against Black communities has
had long-lasting consequences. Mass incarceration of Black people,
continued racial segregation, police brutality, voter suppression,
and an immense wealth gap between white and Black families are
only a few of the persisting impacts of Americanitis. For example,
Black people are 5.6 times more likely to be incarcerated and 2.8
times more likely to have a fatal encounter with a police officer
than their white counterparts.18 Infant mortality for Black people
is double that of white people, and for Black women giving birth
the mortality rate is three times higher than for white women.19
The wealth gap, set in motion by the post-war redlining and
housing discrimination, significantly widened between 2013 and
2016. This resulted in white families having a net worth around ten
times greater than Black families.20 The subsequent geographical
segregation of Black people, a consequence of living in more
polluted areas, has also resulted in higher rates of asthma, diabetes,
heart disease, and hypertension.21 Even though the Black population
has not witnessed a fundamental improvement of their place in
society, online conversation-based platforms such as Parler, DLive,
4chan, and Reddit have given rise to a variety of violent alt-right
conspiracy theorist groups, ardent in their belief that whiteness is
under attack and that Blackness has taken over.

phase was leaked, which evidenced that Trump was focussing on
another symbol: neoclassical architecture. Entitled ‘Making Federal
Buildings Beautiful Again’, it argued for the reinstatement of the
neoclassical form as the predominant style for federal architecture.22
As it became apparent that his 2020 presidential campaign was
beginning to lose ground as a result of his handling of racial unrest
and the pandemic, Trump turned to a more reliable solution. Instead
of proposing the construction of new neoclassical buildings, he
turned to Americanitis and spread the idea that the existing federal
buildings had been infiltrated by an anti-white government. By the
time Joe Biden came into power, Trump’s narrative became one of
an illegitimate government attacking America. In his speech just
before the assault of white supremacists on the Capitol on 6 January
2021, Trump shouted to his spectators:
[Y]ou’re the real people. You’re the people that built this
nation. You’re not the people that tore down our nation
… Our country has been under siege for a long time. Far
longer than this four-year period … if you don’t fight like
hell you’re not going to have a country anymore.23
With these remarks, Trump had flawlessly summarised and
perpetuated Americanitis. A white supremacist mob subsequently
streamed itself invading the House of Representatives. Drenched in
irony, it produced images strikingly similar to the Capitol scene in
The Birth of a Nation. The members of the mob filmed themselves
placing their feet on tables, ransacking the building, and chasing
a Black police officer down a hallway. They were there, without a
doubt, to reclaim the country that they believed they had lost.

To conclude
As racial tensions have spiked in the Trump era, it is clear once more
that Americanitis remains a potent mechanism for upholding white
supremacy. Beginning with his ‘Make America Great Again’ slogan
leading up to his election, Trump’s central narrative was one of a
lost America in need of restoration. His emphasis on architectural
forms, designed to shield America from an influx of perceived
external impurity, garnered him considerable support. Throughout
his campaign and his first year in office, the primary architectural
symbol was the theoretical construction of a wall barring entry
from Mexico. In February 2020, an executive order in its draft
18 Sarah DeGue, Katherine A Fowler, and Cynthia Calkins, ‘Deaths due to
Lethal Force by Law Enforcement’ (US National Library of Medicine, 2012)
<https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6080222/> accessed
11 March 2021.
19 Bruce Mitchell and Juan Franco, ‘HOLC Redlining Maps: The Persistent
Structure of Segregation and Economic Inequality’ (National Community
Reinvestment Committee, 2018) <https://ncrc.org/wp-content/uploads/
dlm_uploads/2018/02/NCRC-Research-HOLC-10.pdf> accessed 11
March 2021.
20 Lisa J Dettling, Joanne W Hsu, Lindsay Jacobs, Kevin B Moore, Jeffrey
P Thompson, and Elizabeth Llanes, ‘Recent Trends in Wealth Holding
by Race and Ethnicity: Evidence from the Survey of Consumer Finances’
(Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 2017) <https://www.
federalreserve.gov/econres/notes/feds-notes/recent-trends-in-wealthholding-by-race-and-ethnicity-evidence-from-the-survey-of-consumerfinances-20170927.htm> accessed 11 March 2021.
21 Mitchell and Franco (n 19).
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22 ‘Executive Order: Making Federal Buildings Beautiful Again’, <https://
architexturez.net/system/files/Draft_of_Trump_White_House_
Executive_Order_on_Federal_Buildings.pdf> accessed March 11 2021.
23 ‘Transcript of Trump’s Speech at Rally Before US Capitol Riot’ (The
Associated Press) <https://apnews.com/article/election-2020-joe-bidendonald-trump-capitol-siege-media-e79eb5164613d6718e9f4502eb47
1f27> accessed 11 March 2021.
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I

dentity drives human agency. Who we consider ourselves and
the groups we are part of determines the choices we make. This
principle is most evident in the political context of democratic
elections. Failure to vote in line with rational interests, such as
economic gain, does not occur because people do not understand
what is best for themselves, but because rational interests are
secondary. People vote for their primary interests, but what these
primary interests are has been misunderstood. Understanding
that identity drives decision-making is essential to understanding
choices made. Two emotive responses determine which of the
plethora of identities an individual holds has the greatest salience
and therefore is acted upon. Titled colloquially for ease, the first
of these emotional responses is love: what aspect of ourselves, and
which group membership, is most highly valued. Completing the
pairing is fear: which identity is perceived to be under the greatest
threat. Together these determine the priority given to the multiple
identities held by each person. It is also important to note that,
in this, perception is reality. Who we consider ourselves and the
groups we are part of to be, as well as any threats, are determined
by perception. Choices are made based on what reality is believed
to be, regardless of whether this perception is accurate or not.
Therefore, perceptions of identity and circumstance are the most
important factors in human agency, past, present, and future.
This paper seeks to understand the roots of political polarisation
in the United States; division rooted in a perception of what is
considered to be America and American. In other words: what and
who is meant by the opening line of The Constitution, which states
‘We the People of the United States’? Fear amongst an influential
proportion of the electorate, over the loss of their nation and who
they are, to those not considered to be equally entitled or American,
has both driven and enabled political polarisation within the United
States. Whilst both political parties (Democrats and Republicans)

and traditional ideological groups (liberalism and conservatism)
have shifted further away from each other,1 it is from the ‘right’
that the extremities of polarisation have emerged.2 It is amongst the
adherents of what I term the ‘conservative national identity’ that fear
over the loss of ‘America’ is prevalent. The nomination of Donald
Trump and subsequent loyalty to him as President is prime evidence
for this identity at work and for the power that its adherents possess.
Other groups may hold similar sentiments, but they are not in
comparable positions of influence and therefore cannot drive and
enable polarisation on the scale seen today. This paper is divided into
three broad sections: first, highlighting the key components of the
conservative national identity; second, exploring how the adherents
of this identity enabled and drove political polarisation; and third,
briefly considering the identity’s future. Throughout, it argues that
human agency is fundamentally driven by identity, to which all else
is subservient. In the case of America, choices that have resulted in
polarisation stem from a conservative national identity, the adherents
of which have been driven by a fear for what they love.

The conservative national identity
Uniting the adherents of the conservative national identity is a
fear of the changes they perceive to have occurred to the country
they love. ‘Make America Great Again’ perfectly encapsulates the
sentiment of the conservative national identity. It places the issue
of contention (‘America’) front and centre, whilst appealing to those
who identify with it (‘Great’). The salience of this identity, what is it
1 Shanto Iyengar, Gaurav Sood, and Yphtach Lelkes, ‘Affect, Not Ideology:
A Social Identity Perspective On Polarisation’ (2012) 76(3) Public
Opinion Quarterly 405, 413.
2 Arlie Russell Hochschild, Strangers In Their Own Land: Anger And
Mourning On The American Right (The New Press 2016) 7.
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to be American and what is meant by America, is further increased
by evoking a sense of loss (‘Again’). Importantly for electoral appeal,
it combines this sense of loss with the hope of salvation (‘Make’).
In all, it increases the salience of an identity whilst capitalizing on
it. ‘Take Back Control’ had the same effect during the 2016 EU
referendum in the UK. Both of these slogans directly appealed
to powerful notions of identity that had remained largely hidden
from view. Donald Trump was the lightning rod for this group. He
allowed its members to feel morally righteous and generally superior
to those they considered ‘other’ or beneath them,3 affirming what
they already felt: that they were the true Americans.
Race plays a key, if subtle and coded, role in informing and motivating
the conservative national identity. Race has defined America and
American identity. It has defined the societal structure and the
distribution of benefits in the US since its inception.4 Yet perceived
changes to the racial hierarchy have induced ‘status anxiety’5 amongst
some elements of white America. Race no longer provides a backstop
to descending the social hierarchy.6 The growing belief that the push
for equal rights has ’gone too far’7 reflects the fear created by the
erosion of white entitlement. This anxiety is most strongly felt by
white working-class Americans, who are increasingly seeing their
social and political power decrease8 to the benefit of those they
do not perceive to be ‘real Americans’.9 There is evidence that the
strength with which a person identifies as American goes hand in
hand with the exclusion of minorities from their ideal of America.10
It is the perception that ‘minority groups are, in some way, taking
their country away’11 that has driven a proportion of the American
electorate to mobilise and polarise. For many, Barack Obama’s 2008
election was a manifestation of these changes they feared.12 It is
clear that the adherents of the conservative national identity are not
merely concerned with maintaining status and power, but are also,
perhaps more importantly, reacting against those perceived to be
gaining status and power within America—with whom they do not
identify and consequently distrust.
Religion is still prominent in American politics. Yet those who ‘vote
for candidates that put the Bible where it belongs’13 are all motivated
by the same emotive responses as the conservative national identity.
What they perceive to be America and American is under threat. If
polarisation solely stemmed from religious observance, then a wider
coalition, particularly as Christianity is increasingly diverse,14 would
be expected. Yet it is amongst white evangelicals that conservative

3 ibid 228.
4 Joel Aberbach, Understanding Contemporary American Conservatism
(Routledge 2017) 121.
5 Steven Levitsky and Daniel Ziblatt, How Democracies Die (Broadway
Books 2018) 173.
6 Matthew Desmond, ‘In Order To Understand The Brutality Of American
Capitalism, You Have To Start On The Plantation’ The New York Times
Magazine: 1619 Project (14 August 2019).
7 Aberbach (n 4) 68.
8 EJ Dionne Jr, Norman J Ornstein, and Thomas E Mann, One Nation After
Trump: A Guide For The Perplexed, The Disillusioned, The Desperate, And The
Not-Yet Deported (St Martin’s Press 2017) 26.
9 Levitsky and Ziblatt (n 5) 174.
10 Thierry Devos and Mahzarin R Banaji, ‘American = White?’ (2005) 88
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 447, 463.
11 Aberbach (n 4) 89.
12 ibid 90.
13 Hochschild (n 2) 47.
14 Clem Brooks and Jeff Manza, ‘A Great Divide? Religion And Political
Change In US National Elections, 1972–2000’ (2004) 45 The Sociological
Quarterly 421, 450.
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standpoints and Republican partisanship have been adopted.15
African Americans who regularly attend religious services vote
overwhelmingly for Democratic candidates.16 Polarising issues that
are seemingly based upon religious morality, such as abortion or
homosexuality, are made subject to the larger conservative national
identity. Social and religious conservatism are closely linked to racial
attitudes.17 It is because of this that similarly religiously observant
groups, such as African Americans, do not en masse support
candidates that espouse these positions. Polarisations supposedly
rooted in issues of morality are expressed more explicitly than those
concerned with race. This is because the ‘religious’ aspects are more
acceptable to the conservative national identity.
Notions of gender, particularly of masculinity, also have a place in
the conservative national identity. Trump, the emblem of this
identity, consistently enjoys higher support amongst men across all
ethnic groups.18 Robert Self points to efforts in the 1970s to change
traditional gender roles as the seminal moment for polarisation.19
Perceived threats to the traditional dynamic of men being
breadwinners have spurred people into action, in the same manner
as perceived racial and moral changes. It is the unity in fear for what
they consider America and American that has brought these facets
together to form the conservative national identity.
Economic insecurity has catalysed this fear. The growing ‘wait for the
American Dream’20 has made tangible these feelings of decline, loss,
and marginalisation. Amid this widespread economic insecurity,21
the government is viewed as aiding ‘line cutters’22 over the adherents
of the conservative national identity.23 Yet ‘honour’24 prevents
them from accepting the government aid available. Accepting
such support would be tantamount to confessing their fall from
grace. The government is therefore perceived as the agent of the
very change they fear. Simultaneously, as The Dream has become
increasingly unattainable, the importance of ‘being an American’
has become greater.25 Those who consider themselves to be losing
‘their country’ are the same as those for whom identifying with it is
increasingly important.

Enablers and drivers of political polarisation
Because of the perception that the state is no longer benefiting
people like them26 but benefiting undeserving line cutters,27 distrust
15 Janelle S Wong, ‘Race, Evangelicals And Immigration’ (2019) 17 The
Forum 403, 408.
16 EJ Dionne Jr, ‘Polarised By God? American Politic And The Religious
Divide’ in Pietro Niovla and David Brady (eds), Red And Blue Nation?
Characteristics And Causes Of American’s Polarised Politics (Brookings
Institution Press 2006) 185.
17 Aberbach (n 4) 121.
18 Erin B Logan, ‘A “man’s man”: Why some Black men are drawn to
Trump’s toxic masculinity’ Los Angeles Times (28 October 2020).
19 Robert O Self, All In The Family: The Realignment Of American Democracy
Since The 1960s (Hill and Wang 2012) 338.
20 Hochschild (n 2) 151.
21 Robert Reich, Saving Capitalism: For The Many, Not The Few (Icon Books
Ltd 2016)
22 Hochschild (n 2) 151.
23 ibid 114.
24 ibid 114.
25 ibid 140.
26 Katherine J Cramer, The Politics Of Resentment: Rural Consciousness In
Wisconsin And The Rise Of Scott Walker (University of Chicago Press
2016) 146.
27 Hochschild (n 2) 61.
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of the federal government has grown28 amongst the adherents of the
conservative national identity. In consequence, so has the desire to
see its role lessen.29 This opposition to government intervention is
the bond between the various constituents of the Republican Party.
The success of any constituent in reducing the scope of government
powers is perceived as beneficial to all. It is through groups operating
on this premise that political polarisation has been enabled. Political
and economic elites and adherents of the conservative national
identity can openly pursue their interests without compromising
their support from the others.
By letting conservative political and economic elite groups forgo
moderation and compromise when pursuing their interests, the
adherents of the conservative national identity have enabled political
polarisation. Such unbridled and intransigent pursuit of self-interest
is supported because of its perceived benefit: reducing the role of the
government. Motivating the adherents of the conservative national
identity is the perception that the government is responsible for
the changes they oppose. Elites pursuing such policies not only
gain support but through their success create a vicious cycle. As the
role of the government is reduced, through for example loosening
environmental or financial regulation, greater tangible insecurity
is created. When experienced, this insecurity compounds the
perception amongst adherents of the conservative national identity
that change is occurring that threatens their way of life, in turn
making this identity even more prominent.30 Because they place
blame for this change on the government, they continue to seek
to reduce its role, starting the cycle over again. Without such a
point of confluence around opposition to big government, political
polarisation would not have been able to occur to the extent seen
today. Elite groups would not be able to forsake moderation in
favour of polarising self-interest.31 Nor would the accomplishment
of these interests have resulted in entrenched electoral support.
The conservative national identity has driven polarisation within the
Republican Party, thereby within the political system as a whole,
because its adherents are the predominant electoral group at the
Party’s primaries. Following democratisation of the processes by
which Republican nominees for elected positions are selected,
power has shifted from party bosses to these ‘primary electorates’.
Those seeking nomination are therefore no longer selected for
their perceived appeal to the average voter,32 but on their actual
appeal to this more polarised base.33 Candidates must either reflect
or placate this more engaged and impassioned group. Ironically,
the Democratic party has a less democratic nomination process
which largely prevents this,34 as does the diversity of its members.35
The strict two-party system also polarises the primary electorate.
Extreme groups that in other countries would have a separate
political party36 are more likely to be engaged in the political
process. They are therefore less easily rejected and more able to
wield disproportionate influence. Donald Trump’s nomination
28 Cramer (n 26) 152.
29 Aberbach (n 4) 43.
30 Hochschild (n 2) 140.
31 Aberbach (n 4) 77.
32 Levitsky and Ziblatt (n 5) 51.
33 Morris P Fiorina and Matthew S Levendusky, ‘Disconnected: The
Political Class Versus The People’ in Niovla and Brady (eds, n 16) 71.
34 Levitsky and Ziblatt (n 5) 51.
35 Joel Aberbach, ‘The Future Of The American Right: Evidence and
Questions from the Bush Years’ in Joel Aberbach and Gillian Peele (eds),
Crisis Of Conservatism? The Republican Party, The Conservative Movement, &
American Politics After Bush (Oxford University Press 2011) 47.
36 Aberbach (n 4) 112.

for President is the most obvious example of this. Other aspects
of the Republican Party enable this polarisation. Partisan identity
is increasingly important.37 In recognition of the perceived mutual
benefit from electoral success, those who do not adhere to the
conservative national identity continue to support the party that its
adherents control. Trump’s victory in the 2016 presidential election
was due in no small part to the fact that ‘he was the Republican
nominee’.38 The conservative national identity can drive political
polarisation on a large scale because of its position of power within
the primary electorate of the Republican Party, as well as the
continued support of other factions within the party.
Attempts to reduce polarisation through a reform of the Republican
Party have failed or not been attempted for two reasons. First, the
party has not experienced a loss of political power serious enough to
prompt such a reform.39 Thanks in large part to the federal structure,
Republicans have multiple avenues through which power can be
acquired and maintained, making the loss of power less absolute
than in other democratic systems such as the UK. Republicans
also benefit from the non-majoritarian nature of the US political
system. In presidential elections ‘in which they narrowly lose the
popular vote’, the Republican nominee should be expected to win
65% of the time.40 Second, there is little incentive for elite groups
in the party to pursue reform. Self-serving political and economic
elites can openly pursue their interests in collaboration with the
adherents of the conservative national identity. Both sets continue
to support each other as long as there is perceived mutual benefit.
Seemingly inconsistent policies put forward by Republicans do not
matter to these groups as long as they do not encroach upon their
primary interests, preserving what they consider to be America and
American. In other words, why fix it if it works for you? Rather
than attempting to contain or reverse the influence of this polarised
group, Republicans have sought to accentuate its electoral power
through voter suppression and gerrymandering.

The future of the conservative national identity
It is overly optimistic to assume that the defeat of Trump marks the
end of the conservative national identity’s power, although hopefully,
it marks the passing of its zenith. There are four broad ways through
which the polarising power of this group may be reduced. Each of
the points outlined below deserves further consideration, but this
initial overview should provide a starting point.
1. Constructing an alternative national identity
Providing an alternative national identity means this conservative
variation is no longer the sole point of reference for the allimportant American narrative. This conservative notion of what
is America and American will continue to define the American
national identity as a whole if unchallenged. There are two forms an
alternative national identity can take. Either, a negative/reactionist
national identity, one that relies upon an ‘other’ against which an
identity can be defined. Easy to construct, its exclusionary nature
could have serious implications when applied to a democratic
multi-ethnic-cultural society. Or, a positive/proactive national
identity, one that defines itself by what it ‘is’ not what it ‘is not’.
Although significantly harder to construct, the principles it may
37 Dionne, Ornstein, and Mann (n 8) 32.
38 ibid 32.
39 Aberbach (n 4) 113.
40 Ezra Klein, ‘Why Democrats Still Have To Appeal To The Center, But
Republicans Don’t’ The New York Times (24 January 2020).
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be based upon already exist (the equal right to ‘life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness’).
2. Reducing the prominence of identity
Identity is the fundamental omnipresent driver of human agency,
but circumstances can act as catalysts for its prominence, or the
polarising nature of its different aspects. Removing these catalysts,
the most obvious being economic insecurity, would dampen the
extreme polarisation currently seen.
3. Reducing the power held by polarising groups
This may occur through a structural shift in the distribution of political
power. An increasingly democratised political system, free of partisan
manipulations, would offer such a structural change, but would also
face significant political obstacles. An alternative is a societal shift in
the acceptance of these groups and their beliefs. Either, it is perceived
that insufficient mutual benefit is derived from the success of these
polarising elements, thereby making support or toleration no longer
worthwhile. Or, this polarising expression of national identity reaches
such a point of extremism that it threatens the identities of those that
support or tolerate it. This may already have started occurring in light
of the storming of the Capitol on 6 January 2021.
4. Waiting it out
Demographic shifts and the growing political power of historically
marginalised groups mean it is only a matter of time before adherents
of the conservative national identity become such a minority that
even the non-majoritarian political system can no longer afford
them power. However, this strategy is not as well founded as
popularly believed.41 Furthermore, the danger of ‘waiting it out’
emerges when considering how much damage will be wrought to
the nation if polarising and exclusive identities continue to define it.

Conclusion
The conservative national identity is founded on the perception
that what is considered to be America and American is under threat.
Opposition to changes in racial, moral, and gender-based hierarchies
has been exacerbated by economic insecurity. Distrust of the
government and consequent desire to see it curtailed have provided
the basis for a mutually beneficial alliance between the constituent
parts of the Republican Party. Afforded disproportionate power
by the political system, the adherents of the conservative national
identity have enabled Republican economic and political elites to
engage in an uncompromising and polarising pursuit of self-interest.
In turn, they have found themselves in the driver’s seat of the party,
steering it to further extremism. Donald Trump exemplified the
power this group held, just as the Republican Party’s support for
him exemplified the reluctance of others to constrain polarisation
in light of mutual benefit. Resolution and reconciliation require the
recognition that it is not merely policy that divides America, but
the very identity of people as Americans. Who is meant by ‘We the
People’ remains highly contentious.

41 Thomas B Edsall, ‘Democrats Are Anxious About 2022 — and 2024’ The
New York Times (10 March 2021).
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or far too long, Ashutosh Gowariker’s Swades (2004) has
maintained its status as an Indian cinema cult classic. It is a
film about a non-resident Indian (NRI) from the USA who
visits India to reconnect with his foster nanny. Through his visit, he
becomes deeply involved in the socioeconomic issues of the village
of Charanpur and ultimately decides to return and settle there. It
owes its high status to several features but primarily to its frank
depiction and criticism of certain ills of Indian society.

focus on the NRI experience, Gowariker falls woefully short of
providing an enduringly meaningful critique of the caste system.
It stereotypes the characters of marginalised identities, something
that can be seen in current Indian cinema, arguably because no
lessons are learnt from Swades. This article concludes that there
is an important message within that resonates to this day, but
realising it is conditional on taking Swades off the pedestal on
which it has been placed.

Those ills persist to this day, and in light of this, it is pertinent that
Swades’ status and reputation be re-examined. Whilst Gowariker’s
film was certainly ahead of its time, not recognising its limitations
would be both a disservice to the aim of progressing Hindi cinema
as well as to the very real issues that the film delves into. Inevitably,
such a conversation will expose Swades as deeply hesitant and trifling
in its subversion and critical analysis.

Scholarship on Swades and its relevant themes must be recognised
for its contributions to the ongoing conversation about Hindi
cinema and the various social issues which are framed within it.
Kae Reynolds has recognised Swades for its use of servant leadership
in the characterisation of the protagonist, Mohan Bhargava.2
Relatedly, Amy Bhatt, Madhavi Murty, and Priti Ramamurthy
critique the film for operating within a neoliberal framework in
which caste (and other social justice issues) are treated merely as
barriers to the final aim of economic development,3 rather than
issues in and of themselves.4 Examination of late-1990s and early-

To expose Swades’ criticality as hesitant and trifling, this article
will begin by presenting two crucial ways in which the film does
engage in both filmic and cultural subversion. Firstly, Gowariker
successfully presents a uniquely nuanced depiction of the NRI,
forgoing the typical depictions. This novel conceptualisation
lets the narrative critique the caste system—an endogamous
system of social stratification unique to India—1and conceives of
an Indianness that can perhaps be detached from adherence to
such oppressive traditions. Unfortunately, because of the large
1 For detailed understanding of the caste system in India, it is crucial to
learn from oppressed-caste voices. Some of the most notable works
on the subject and experience are: BR Ambedkar, Annihilation of Caste
(seventh edn, Verso Books 2014); Meenakshi Moon and Urmila Pawar,
We Also Made History: Women in the Ambedkarite Movement (sixth edn,
Zubaan Books 2016); and Om Prakash Vālmīki, Joothan (third edn,
Columbia University Press 2008).

2 Kae Reynolds, ‘The Hindi language film Swades: We, the People: A
different kind of journey to the east’ (2013) 7(1) The International
Journal of Servant Leadership 279.
3 Near the end of the film, Mohan leads a bottom-up electricity generation
project, since the village was plagued with unreliable electricity. Making
the climax an economic development project has been criticised.
4 Amy Bhatt, Madhavi Murty, and Priti Ramamurthy, ‘Hegemonic
Developments: The New Indian Middle Class, Gendered Subalterns,
and Diasporic Returnees in the Event of Neoliberalism’ (2010) 36(1)
Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society 127 <https://doi.
org/10.1086/652916> accessed 14 February 2021; Prem Singh,
‘The Representation of the Dalit Body in Popular Hindi Cinema’
(2011, unpublished) <https://www.academia.edu/25943972/
The_Representation_of_the_Dalit_Body_in_Popular_Hindi_Cinema>
accessed 27 March 2021.
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2000s Hindi cinema suggests that Swades was distinct in its portrayal
of NRIs and the West and lacked a cultural superiority complex.
Nonetheless, the more simplistic portrayals have persisted.5 6
Furthermore, Swades is recognised for depicting oppressed-caste
people as passive and in need of rescuing and recent Hindi cinema
films have continued to reinforce the stereotypes of Brahminical
saviour complex).7 8 Most scholarship critical of Swades relates to
caste and neoliberalism, and tends to highlight similar films, rather
than critiquing it in isolation.
At the outset, it is essential to outline the Indian caste system as well
as the current realities of caste-based oppression. This is crucial to
evaluating Swades’ message. Caste is an endogamous system of social
stratification. It has a long and complex history, but throughout
various historical periods on the Indian subcontinent, caste-based
stratification has endured as part of the dominant religious culture
of Hinduism.9 Through the processes of bonded labour and or strict
segregation, those labelled ‘Brahmins’ and other privileged castes
have attained great generational wealth and power,10 and those
labelled ‘Dalits’11 have been made to experience untouchability,
violence and exclusion.12 One’s caste identity is virtually inescapable
and shapes every aspect of existence.13
According to Rajesh Sampath, caste oppression is comparable to
racial oppression to a certain extent. Police brutality, workplace
discrimination, and privilege blindness are but a few violations to
which oppressed-caste people are constantly subject.14 Caste has
endured perhaps because of its religious roots. Hindu epics and
the Manusmriti feature stark lessons against caste transgression.15
Eradication has been more difficult since the Modi administration
professed a desire to shape India into a Hindu-rashtra (state), with
5 Ravinder Kaur, ‘Viewing the West through Bollywood: a celluloid
Occident in the making’ (2002) 11(2) Contemporary South Asia
199 <https://doi.org/10.1080/0958493022000030168> accessed 14
February 2021.
6 Laya Maheshwari, ‘How Bollywood stereotypes the West’ (BBC
Culture, 2017) <https://www.bbc.com/culture/article/20170922-howbollywood-stereotypes-the-west> accessed 12 February 2021.
7 Vidushi, ‘Cinematic Narrative: The Construction of Dalit Identity
in Bollywood’ in Einar Thorsen, Heather Savigny, Jenny Alexander,
and Daniel Jackson (eds), Media, Margins and Popular Culture (Palgrave
Macmillan 2015) 123.
8 Khushi Gupta, ‘Stereotypes in Bollywood Cinema: Does Article 15
Reinforce the Dalit Narrative?’ (2021) 13(1) Inquiries Journal 1 <http://
www.inquiriesjournal.com/a?id=1868>.
9 Romila Thapar, The History of India, vol 1 (second edn, Penguin 1990) 28.
10 Rajorshi Das, ‘My Casteism & Privileges: A Test For Upper Caste
People In Academia’ (Feminism In India, 2020) <https://feminisminindia.
com/2020/06/10/casteism-privileges-test-upper-caste-peopleacademia/> accessed 14 February 2021.
11 Caste is hierarchical. Several groups are between Brahmins and Dalits on
the caste ladder.
12 Das (n 10); Adam Withnall, ‘Caste in India: What are Dalits and how
prevalent is casteism in modern-day society?’ The Independent (30
September 2020) <https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/asia/
india-caste-dalits-brahmins-hindu-society-b718984.html> accessed 14
February 2021.
13 Kaur (n 5); Varghese K George, ‘Caste is the constant’ The Hindu (2016)
<https://www.thehindu.com/sunday-anchor/conversion-confusioncaste-is-the-constant/article6711442.ece> accessed 27 March 2021
14 Rajesh Sampath, ‘Racial and caste oppression have many similarities’ (The
Conversation, 19 June 2015) <https://theconversation.com/racial-and-casteoppression-have-many-similarities-37710> accessed 12 February 2021.
15 Tejas Harad, ‘Why Manusmriti is the symbol of the caste system for
anti-caste reformers’ (The News Minute, 3 November 2020) <https://
www.thenewsminute.com/article/why-manusmriti-symbol-castesystem-anti-caste-reformers-136809> accessed 14 February 2021.
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caste politics being redefined as acceptable and defensible to suit
this agenda.16
Having outlined Swades and the caste system, the article can begin to
examine Swades for its subversiveness that facilitated its frank social
commentary.
To convey the depth of Gowariker’s subversion in the depiction of
the NRI protagonist, it is important to be aware of the socioeconomic
conditions in which Swades enters the Indian consciousness. At the
turn of the twenty-first century, the Indian economy had been
liberalised for over a decade, with it bringing rapid change. Huge
shopping centres materialised alongside the bazaars in major cities,
bringing foreign retailers into India. Migration opportunities
increased tenfold post-liberalisation because of the emergence of
an upwardly mobile middle class whose members took up work
placements and educational opportunities abroad, particularly to the
UK and USA. Whether one emigrated or not, for the middle-class,
this was a time of improving living standards and a sense that all
social issues have been, or will be imminently, resolved.
As Western media—from the Disney Channel to Comedy Central—
began to permeate the televised landscape, Indians became keenly
aware of the stark differences in lifestyle. Regardless of social class
and region, they were being exposed to the superior quality of life in
foreign countries, even as things were improving at home.
The yearning for a Western lifestyle of ease and prosperity began
to clash horribly with a sense of patriotic pride. After all, adulation
of the Occident is difficult to reconcile with a colonial past and the
contemporary realities of racism that the Indian diaspora faced. The
NRIs—with their theoretically split loyalties—became prime real
estate for Indian cinema to play out these clashing values in vivid
Technicolor.17 It would not be far-fetched to argue that an ‘Indian
identity’ was strengthened by Bollywood in careful opposition to
Western culture. At this time, many films featured overly patriotic
themes. The plots follow the model of ‘Indians in the Occident
realised India is just so much better’. NRIs were presented in binary
terms—those who ‘lost touch’ with their roots were villainised,18
and ‘good’ ones always felt alienated and yearned to be in their true
home.19 Indian authenticity was measured by checking how much
an NRI resisted the ‘Western mindset’ and maintained their sanskaar
aur parampara (cultural norms and tradition), even though ‘there is
no single opinion about what these values are’.20
In these vacuously patriotic times, Gowariker released Swades, which
had all the markers of a film that would deliver on contemporary
audiences’ nationalistic expectations.
Except, Swades ignored various Bollywood cinematic tropes,21 and
16 Avishek Jha, ‘BJP’s 2019 victory: How caste-based politics has been
redefined and reinvented’ (South Asia @LSE, 26 June 2019) <https://
blogs.lse.ac.uk/southasia/2019/06/26/bjps-2019-victory-how-castebased-politics-has-been-redefined-and-reinvented/> accessed 14
February 2021.
17 Laya Maheshwari, ‘How Bollywood stereotypes the West’ (BBC
Culture, 2017) <https://www.bbc.com/culture/article/20170922-howbollywood-stereotypes-the-west> accessed 12 February 2021.
18 As in Pardes (1997).
19 As in Dilwale Dulhaniya Le Jayenge (1995).
20 Kaur (n 5) 207.
21 Song lyrics featured the messages of the story and weren’t mere eye or
ear candy. The romance was not the focus of the narrative, and it lasted
three hours without much epic drama.

ISSUE 1

more importantly had a protagonist who turned a critical eye on
India, rather the West. The sheer beauty of Mohan’s character lies
in his genuine critique of the Indian government (the intertemporal
entity) and Indian society at large, whilst being attached to and
invested in it. The film begins with Mohan deciding to visit his foster
nanny—a personification of India—because he believes he has a duty
to not be so detached from her. His undeniable attachment does
not render him blind to the ills of Indian society, which he credibly
exposes in private, and when the village elders question him.
This realistic NRI character naturally allows for more meaningful
critique, and the most notable issue that Mohan condemns is the
Indian caste system. Mohan repeatedly mentions caste—not just
caste-based discrimination—in the list of issues that plague the
country, at a time when middle-class Indians hardly interrogated
their caste-based privileges at all. This would have been the first time
this generation of the audience was made to confront sociopolitical
issues, since themes ‘concerning class/caste oppression, workers’
rights … [had] been tucked away’ in the post-liberalisation Indian
cinematic landscape.22
In Swades, degrees of casteism are depicted through the characters.
First, there is Mela Ram, an entrepreneurial chef, who is not
allowed to sit in on the village elders’ meetings. Then, there is
Birsa, who is deeply afraid that the village school will not admit
his children. Finally, there is Haridas, a severely impoverished
farmer, kept poor by the refusal of the community to do business
with him because he is viewed as a caste traitor for abandoning the
‘prescribed’ occupation.
The lack of any obvious display of physical violence or verbal
abuse against these oppressed-caste characters stresses the extent
to which the caste system has been normalised under the guises
of peace and social harmony. Casual acceptance of caste-based
segregation marks some of the film’s most powerful sequences. In a
scene of an outdoor cinema, all the oppressed-caste people are made
to sit on the other side of the makeshift screen. After spending a
day helping with the task of enrolling children to the local school
alongside Mohan, Mela Ram pauses at the cinema divide, shakes
Mohan’s hand, and gestures to the fact that he cannot sit with the
privileged-caste protagonist.

montage. It features the people he met, rich farmland, traditional
architecture, and finally the very spices that come from the soil.
Thus, Gowariker fashioned a pathway towards an altered sense of
Indian identity at a time when cinema blindly mimicked the Indian
tendency to claim superiority based on adherence to centuries of
religious culture. This critique is not limited to Hindu religious
culture. One could question the merits of linking national identity
to a specific geographical region, but the attempt to shift the focus
away from vague and uncritically accepted social norms such as
caste is noteworthy.
The pathway from a critical protagonist—with whom the audience
must identify—to a vision of an inclusive Indian identity that has
divested itself from oppressive tradition bears further examination.
In fact, this examination of Swades’ messaging will reveal that the
pathway is broken, because it relies on an incomplete analysis of the
Indian caste system.
Gowariker’s method for creating a new Indian identity is to employ
caste-blindness. An entire song—‘Yeh Tara Woh Tara’ (‘Star Here,
Star There’)—is dedicated to this message, although it never uses the
word ‘caste’.23 When Mohan was asked by the village elders about his
own caste identifier, he simply says, ‘What difference does it make?’
Although this response is meant to challenge caste adherence, when
viewed in conjunction with the message of caste blindness, it suggests
a wilful apathy towards an issue that has lasted for centuries. Much
like race blindness, caste blindness does not rectify centuries of trauma
and injustice. In the aforementioned scene where Mohan displays an
initiative to discard his caste identity, he is sat in front of the village
elders and Mela Ram—one of the few oppressed-caste characters—is
pointedly excluded from the conversation. Mohan had made no effort
to have him included, which would have been far more meaningful
than claiming his own indifference to caste identity.
Furthermore, merely two seconds afterwards, Mohan volunteers
his caste identity and—to no surprise—he is a Brahmin. If it takes
a Brahmin man to convince the other privileged caste people to
not commit caste-based atrocities, has caste identity truly been
challenged? For Gowariker and other filmmakers like Anubhav
Sinha,24 to present an outcome where caste oppression ends on the
oppressor’s terms cheapens the message.

Mela Ram and the rest of his peers are forced to watch the entire
film, including the title, inverted. The cruelty of this is emphasised
by how one of Swades’ major themes is the way in which oppressedcaste people are excluded from their right to education, embodied
by Birsa’s struggles. One can easily envision a village elder character
remarking: ‘They can’t read, so how does it make a difference
whether they view the film from this side or the other side?’

The film might convince the audience that its project to display
the humanity of oppressed caste people is well executed. When
Mohan visits Haridas (Bachan Pachehra), Haridas narrates his story
of injustice with tears in his eyes. The camera pans slowly forward
as Pachehra’s voice and malnourished appearance become the focal
point, and the audience forgets all else. It is a deeply moving scene,
undoubtedly the emotional apex of the film.

In depicting the normalisation of caste, Gowariker acknowledged
casteism as essential to Indian society. After all, the fact that societal
structures are a central feature of Indianness forces the audience
to wonder what exactly they should be feeling any attachment
or loyalty to. Essentially, Swades asks, can one conceive of an
Indianness without social subjugation under the guise of sanskaar
aur parampara?

However, Haridas—like the other oppressed-caste characters—never
displays any anger at his oppressors. It is Mohan who exclaims, ‘This
is an injustice!’. Haridas, the man subjected to the injustice, is only
afforded some poetic dialogue intended to invoke the audience’s
pity. There is a privileged-caste saviour; the lower-caste people talk
about their plight politely and eloquently with a sense of resignation,

Gowariker’s answer is revealed when Mohan leaves Charanpur for
the USA. It is held in the parting-gift token. It is a wooden box with
compartments filled with spices essential to Indian cuisine. When
back in the USA, Mohan’s nostalgia for India is shown through a
22 Kaur (n 5) 206.

23 Although the song does not mention caste, the film alludes to caste by
playing it during the segregated outdoor cinema event scene. During
the song, the makeshift screen that divided the villagers is brought
down and all the children sing together about ignoring differences and
truly unifying.
24 The director of Article 15 (2019), a crime drama film about a police
investigation about the disappearance of three Dalit girls. The film is
inspired by several real-life incidents.
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never outrage; and the story itself ‘does not answer questions like
who created caste’.25

is widely interpreted as a sign of the devastating reach and influence
that the Indian government wields.29

The characterisation of Dalit people—especially as lacking in
anger—reveals the oppressor’s desire never to be harshly critiqued.
A Dalit (and oppressed-caste) identity has been fashioned by the
dominant caste to create boundaries and put conditions on Dalit
liberation. In doing so, any hint of anger is classed as a digression,
a reason to discredit the voice (and therefore the message) without
feeling guilty. This is evident in Indian media’s treatment of
Mayawati, a Dalit politician and leader of the Bahujan Samaj
Party (BSP). Her rise to mainstream politics has been praised by
prominent journalists for avoiding the ‘abuse of the upper castes’,
and she was later characterised as ‘raging again, on the warpath’.26
It is saddening, though unsurprising, that privileged-caste people
have their blindspots. This underscores the need to question and
dismantle each misguided fictional representation of oppressed caste
people. Lack of such examination has impoverished Swades’ legacy.
Storytellers and film-watchers continue to place it on a pedestal, and
they remain nostalgic about themes that did not shake them out of
their comfort zones.

That said, creative resistance is free to take root in any space it can. In
a thread on Twitter, Raghu Karnad, an Indian journalist, pointed out
the historical precedent of raising awareness and forming resistance
against previous Indian regimes through important institutions such
as The New York Times and Western governments.30 Promisingly,
the most recent iteration of resistance is the ‘younger generations
of Indian expats and diaspora’, which uses safer spaces such as social
media to profess support for issues back home.31

To give an idea of the current state of Hindi cinema, one can
consider Anubhav Sinha’s Article 15. The latest major film to depict
caste-based violence, it features all the aforementioned tropes.
The glaring difference is that the director does not shy away from
the darker themes of sexual violence. Whilst there was more
criticism of the Brahmin saviour complex, in a panel discussion
on NDTV, Sinha can be seen as deflecting from the criticism. He
says: ‘If it’s wrong to show a Brahmin, then we can re-cast with a
Dalit hero, but in today’s times this story is a humble beginning.’27
Rahul Sonpimple, a Dalit student activist, could be seen looking
unsatisfied with the director’s response. It is evident that a lack of
critical engagement with Swades has resulted in repeating patterns
of casteist storytelling, employing all the tropes that damage the
cause of caste eradication, and openly profiteering from uninspired
narratives of caste-based oppression.

However, the diasporic community is also dominated by privilegedcaste people. It therefore remains important that lending a critical
voice does not overshadow the ongoing efforts of oppressed-caste
people to create their art and provide their critique.32 Therefore,
questioning Swades’ elevated status is a small step towards making
space for better narratives, especially given that I am a part of the
community that largely holds Swades in very high esteem.
Ultimately, after re-evaluating the film, only one message from it
still resonates with me, as an NRI in 2021 looking at a fictional NRI
in 2004. Just like Mohan, voices like mine need to recognise their
own privilege and hold Indian institutions accountable.

Is there hope for more grounded social commentary, which centres
the voices of the oppressed? The current political climate does not
provide any reassurance. The Modi administration cannot tolerate
an iota of criticism) and routinely acts to subdue and threaten it.28
Its primary aim (besides maintaining power) is to continue to act on
a Hindu nationalist agenda. Any criticism that can be even vaguely
considered an attack on Hinduism—which anti-caste storytelling
would certainly be—is likely to receive strong pressure to be
rescinded, if it gets published at all.
The most recent behaviour of the Modi administration—attacking
public figures such as Rihanna and Greta Thunberg for their
opinions on the farmer protests—has already revealed its wild and
unhinged character to the world. Less known is the tendency of
Bollywood personalities to act as governmental mouthpieces. This
25 Khushi Gupta, ‘Stereotypes in Bollywood Cinema: Does Article 15
Reinforce the Dalit Narrative?’ (2021) 13(1) Inquiries Journal 1 <http://
www.inquiriesjournal.com/a?id=1868>.
26 Bhatt, Murty, and Ramamurthy (n 4) 139–40.
27 NDTV, ‘Does “Article 15” Have An Upper-Caste Gaze? Filmmaker
Anubhav Sinha Responds’ <https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=uIdZs7DbBfA> accessed 14 January 2021.
28 Meenakshi Ganguly, ‘Dissent is “anti-national” in Modi’s India – no
matter where it comes from’ (Scroll.in, 2019) <https://scroll.in/
article/946488/dissent-is-anti-national-in-modis-india-no-matterwhere-it-comes-from> accessed 14 February 2021.
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29 Geeta Pandey, ‘Farmers’ protest: Why did a Rihanna tweet prompt
Indian backlash?’ (BBC News, 2021) <https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/
world-asia-india-55931894> accessed 14 February 2021.
30 Ironically, the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS), the group that
rallied foreign bodies and lobbied them to put pressure on Indira Gandhi
in the mid-1970s, is closely associated with the Modi administration and
supports curbing dissent.
31 Raghu Karnad (Twitter, 3 February 2021) <https://mobile.twitter.com/
rkarnad/status/1356917930194202627> accessed 14 February 2021.
32 Satyajit Amin, ‘Dear Indian Diaspora, We Need to Talk About Caste’
(Varsity, 2020) <https://www.varsity.co.uk/opinion/19634> accessed 27
March 2021.
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ne of Adolf Hitler’s favorite musicians was Richard
Wagner. His thunderous compositions were meant to
instil a violent pride within the listener, with pieces like
the ‘Ride of the Valkyries’ roaring into one’s ears with bombastic
brass and screeching violins. It is fitting, then, that an anti-war
film like Francis Ford Coppola’s Apocalypse Now (1979) chose it to
accompany a horrific act of violence, in a scene that involves US
military helicopters launching rockets and firing machine guns at a
Vietnamese settlement. The scene is emblematic of much of the New
Hollywood movement of the 1970s. It is bleak, uncompromising,
and deeply cynical, but also indulgent and excessive, revelling in its
own glorification of stomach-churning violence.
In Jarhead, his memoir, former US marine Anthony Swofford
describes his experience watching the movie during the Gulf War.
His platoon would ‘concentrate on the Vietnam films because it’s the
most recent war, and the successes and failures of that war helped
write our training manuals’.1 In Sam Mendes’ 2005 film adaptation
of the book, Swofford and his platoon are depicted singing along
to the fascist anthem, cheering as Robert Duvall shoots down
Vietnamese people. It is important to note that, within Jarhead,
the Apocalypse Now clip is played out of context, separated from the
preceding or following scenes. It is through this lack of context that
the military can turn an ostensibly anti-war scene into a pro-war
experience. ‘Come get some, marines!’, the announcer says after the
clip finishes playing. Just like Coppola’s characters, Swofford and his
platoon cannot wait to smell napalm in the morning.
‘There’s no such thing as an anti-war film’, French director François
Truffaut once said.2 According to the New Wave pioneer, the camera
turns the world into a spectacle, the horrible into the voyeuristic,
reality into construction. It is, in fact, why he refused to adapt
81.490, a book comprising Alexandre Chambon’s recollections of a
concentration camp. ‘I couldn’t resolve to have characters weighing
30 kilos played by 60[-]kilo extras, for here, the physical, visual and
bodily reality [was] too important to be sacrificed.’3 Truffaut explains
the sacrificial aspect of narrative cinema, where one is forced to
1 Anthony Swofford, Jarhead: A Marine’s Chronicle of the Gulf War and Other
Battles (Scribner 2005) 6.
2 Tom Brook, ‘Is there any such thing as an “anti-war film”? ‘ (BBC, 10 July
2014) <https://www.bbc.com/culture/article/20140710-can-a-film-betruly-anti-war> accessed 19 February 2021.
3 Antoine De Baecque and Serge Toubiana, Truffaut: A Biography
(University of California Press 2000) 162.

create a representation of the ‘real’, sacrificing the actual ‘real’ in the
process. The concept of construction (or reconstruction) was very
much at the core French New Wave’s ethos. A movement focussed
on the noticeable arrangement of shots and edits, and spearheaded by
Truffaut himself, the French New Wave drew attention to cinema’s
artifice with the intention of revealing its hidden truth. When
Truffaut saw a film, he saw a beauty in its fakery, a reality within its
unreality. Though no match for personal experience, film represented
history and life in a manner that stood apart from other art forms.
This aspect of cinema collides with a tragedy as cosmic as war. How
does one reconstruct what it feels like to partake in legalised mass
murder when armed with nothing but a camera? The anti-war film is
nothing new. An early example is Westfront 1918 (1930), GW Pabst’s
study of PTSD. War, in its glory and horror, has long been a bedfellow
of the cinematic form. Edmund Burke suggested in A Philosophical
Enquiry into the Origin of our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful that there
was a perverse thrill in extricating beauty from violence. Misery is
more palatable when viewed through a well-composed camera lens
and perfectly positioned lighting. To say that cinema can’t have a
destructive aspect does a disservice to the medium. DW Griffith’s The
Birth of a Nation (1915) was more than just a movie. It was a javelin
aimed at the heart of Black America and must be remembered and
condemned as such. But this hate crime on celluloid had its intended
effect. What happens when the opposite is true? How can a director
contend with the possibility of their message being received not
indifferently, but with a rapturous wrongness?
Anthony Swofford contends with this inner turmoil with his
journalistic integrity. Sam Mendes does so with his reflexive visual
grammar. The opening of Jarhead, often accused of plagiarism, is
an intentional copy of Stanley Kubrick’s Full Metal Jacket (1987).
Swofford himself noted that the monstrous drill sergeant (R Lee
Ermey) inspired many real-life drill sergeants. This is another
example of the dangers of reappropriating art. Devoid of context, an
anti-war statement on dehumanisation and abuse produces a manner
to aspire to, complete with gendered and racialised jokes. However,
there is a contrast between Kubrick’s and Mendes’ shooting styles.
Kubrick emphasises the homogeneity of the military boot camp with
stable, static, centred framing. Mendes uses an unsteady handheld
camera. His intention differs greatly from Kubrick’s. Instead of
a portrait of a genericised collective, he makes a statement on the
unsteadiness of the drill sergeant in Jarhead. By literally destabilising
the camera, Mendes destabilises our perception of both the soldiers
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and the instructor. He thus calls attention to both the artifice of his
visual grammar and the artifice of the sergeant.
We use stories to make sense of our world.4 Therefore, the lack of
narratives around Swofford’s Gulf War turns his and his fellow
soldiers’ lives into nonsense. It denies the catharsis that comes with
making sense out of something as abstractly horrifying as war.
The Gulf War was not given the same preferential treatment by
cinema as the Vietnam War. This fact is referenced in Jarhead when
a helicopter passes overhead playing ‘Break On Through (To the
Other Side)’ (1962) by The Doors. ‘That’s Vietnam music. Can’t we
get our own music?’, moans Swofford in the film. Music is prevalent
not just in the Mendes film, but in the history of war itself. Take,
for instance, ‘Rock the Casbah’ (1982) by The Clash. The song was
written by Joe Strummer with an anti-war intention. However, ‘one
thing the pacifist anarchist Joe Strummer certainly never intended
was for “Rock the Casbah” to become the anthem of the Gulf War
soldiers during Operation “Desert Storm”’.5 This was a particularly
horrifying act of artistic reappropriation. It was more than just
an act of disrespect by American ‘imperialists’. It was a desperate
attempt to narrativise the unnarratable, using the sentiment of antiwar music to create the opportunity for the dramatic that Vietnam
presented. When the war ends and the soldiers celebrate, they
dance to ‘Fight the Power’ (1989) by the leftist hip-hop group Public
Enemy, oblivious to the irony that they represent that same power.
Art presents a catharsis by narrativising the absurdity of life. Is
it possible, then, to create ‘uncathartic’ art? It seems that this is
Mendes’s intention with Jarhead, a war film that presents very
little warfare, if any. Swofford, and by extension the audience,
feels ‘blue-balled’ by the Gulf War—promised adrenaline-fuelled
action but presented with monotony. The frustration and lack
of release are literalised in Swofford’s inability to masturbate to
a picture of his girlfriend. By relating the catharsis of violence to
the orgasm (or lack thereof), Mendes links death to pleasure. Boot
camp trained Swofford to treat the taking of life as a pleasurable
act, but his incomplete masturbation represents a refusal of pleasure.
It is a moment in which Mendes shows his intention to create an
‘uncathartic’ war film. Perhaps this is how Jarhead avoids Truffaut’s
trap. Can the war film avoid glamorisation by simply refusing to
show warfare? Perhaps the considerable loss Jarhead made at the box
office, despite its action-packed trailer, provides an answer. Perhaps
audiences were hit with the same frustrations Swofford and his
platoon felt. Tricked into expecting the indulgences of cinematic
violence, they were instead left with a version of Waiting for Godot
set in the blistering desert. It is through this very lack of release,
this intentional frustration, that audiences were taught to reject
cinematic depictions of violence. Nobody gets to take their shot.

4 Frank Rose, ‘The Art of Immersion: Why Do We Tell Stories?’ (WIRED,
3 August 2011) <http://www.wired.com/2011/03/why-do-we-tellstories/> accessed 19 February 2021.
5 Amin Farzanefar, ’25 Years of “Rock the Casbah”: Anthem of US
Marines’, (Qantara.de, 2007) <https://en.qantara.de/content/25-years-ofrock-the-casbah-anthem-of-us-marines> accessed 19 February 2021.
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It didn’t take long for the backlash against last summer’s enthralling
ESPN Michael Jordan documentary The Last Dance to arrive. Before
it was even over, Scottie Pippen—Jordan’s ever-present wingman
and a superb player in his own right—was apparently ‘livid’ to be
described as ‘selfish’ by his former teammate. Another teammate,
Horace Grant, part of the Chicago Bulls team that won the first
three-peat (three-in-a-row) NBA championships, described the
series, in part produced by Jordan’s media company, as a ‘lie, lie,
lie’, and a number of former players and journalists later joined the
chorus. Jordan didn’t exclude Isiah Thomas from the 1992 Olympic
‘Dream Team’: lie. Jordan was poisoned by a pizza during the 1997
finals in Utah: lie. The Bulls would have stayed together for another
year to try to win a seventh championship: lie.
The series ran during last year’s coronavirus-postponed NBA finals,
in which current star Lebron James shone. It was Jordan’s way of
weighing in on the ongoing GOAT debate: who is the Greatest Of
All Time. As it stands, thanks to his six championship wins, Jordan
is still number one (versus four for James), and the documentary
underlined his ultra-competitive nature. But it may have backfired
too, with a number of players coming out to say they didn’t like him,
and numerous commentators starting to wonder whether the more
team-oriented and socially conscious James was in fact a better role
model than the highly individualist and capitalist Jordan. Jordan
once famously declared that ‘Republicans wear sneakers too’—
although more recently he did come out strongly in favour of the
George Floyd protests.
In the documentary itself many of his former teammates described
Jordan as a ‘jerk’ or an ‘asshole’, and the series didn’t shy away from
Jordan’s confrontational and bullying leadership style, especially
towards team manager Jerry Krause. With everyone rounding on
Jordan, however, one might wonder whether this was a case of
sour grapes, or indeed of ressentiment towards one the of the most
successful sports stars of all time. A reader of Nietzsche would have
asked if it was an example of herd morality.
In his classic On the Genealogy of Morality, Nietzsche divided the
world into two moralities: ‘master morality’, which values strength,
beauty, courage, and success; and ‘slave’ or ‘herd’ morality, which
values kindness, empathy, and sympathy. The former he associated
with the ancient Homeric Greeks, the latter with early Christianity:

indeed, his whole point was that there had been a ‘slave revolt’ in
morality during the Roman Empire that led to ‘slave’, rather than
‘master’, morality being celebrated.
So is Jordan an example of master morality, selfishly driving those
around him so that he can succeed, against which others are now
revolting by saying he was mean, only interested in himself and his
own success? Is he even an example of the enigmatic Übermensch,
the superman Nietzsche announced in his philosophical-poetic
masterpiece Thus Spoke Zarathustra? Is ‘Air Jordan’ the ‘dancing star’
who will literally jump over modern man and the morality of the
day (über is German for ‘over’)? Is the ‘Black Jesus’, as Jordan once
called himself, the Antichrist Nietzsche called upon in his last book
before going mad? The analogy is worth pursuing, not least because
basketball, which is played so high in the sky, lends itself particularly
well to Nietzsche’s metaphors. (If the epithet of the ‘beautiful game’
is already taken, then perhaps basketball can be the most elegant.)
Jordan is in one sense clearly not the Übermensch. We learn of the
continuous personal slights and grudges (a form of ressentiment) he
held against players to fuel his game. But in another he is, at least
in terms of the game itself. He is described in the last episode of
the series as being essentially ‘present’, as not letting the failures of
the past get in the way of future success. In this he seems to have
achieved what Nietzsche was getting at with his idea of the ‘eternal
return’: the challenge of living in the moment by accepting to relive
every instant of your life an infinite number of times, exactly as it
was, so as to free yourself from past regrets. Nietzsche describes
Napoleon as a mixture of Übermensch and Unmensch (brute)—a sort
of ‘beauty and the beast’—and perhaps that’s the right figure to
compare Jordan with.
The most poignant moment of the series came at the end of episode
seven (out of ten). An emotional Jordan explained why he was
so tyrannical with his teammates (he once punched his smaller
teammate Steve Kerr in the face during practice), cutting off the
sequence with a ‘break’. That this sequence came 45 minutes into
his first filmed interview shows how much Jordan has been keeping
in for such a long time. In fact, Jordan seems to have internalised
much during his playing career, not least the murder of his father,
building a protective carapace around himself from which emotion
would only spill out uncontrollably upon the achievement of
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success. Witness the unforgettable scene of him crying on the
floor of the changing rooms on Father’s Day 1996 having won his
fourth championship. Since retiring, Jordan has become infamous
for crying at public events, so much so it has become a meme. But
here Jordan is being true (truthfulness is a characteristic of master
morality): true to himself, true to who he was and how he had to be
to win.
Thus Spoke Zarathustra is composed of four parts, but the last part
Nietzsche kept to himself, only distributing certain copies amongst
his friends. One can read it as a warning about the pitfalls ‘higher
men’ may fall into on their path towards the Übermensch. Jordan
is aware of the things he had to do to himself in order to succeed,
things he has to live with for the rest of his life. That drive, as the
closing scene of The Last Dance portrays, leaves him alone, smoking
his cigar on a bench looking out at the sea. Only he can tell if he’s
happy.
Basketball is my sport. I grew up watching recorded tapes of the
nineties finals: that Jordan should make it all the way to Dublin,
hardly a hotbed of budding ballers, is itself testament to his reach.
The apex for me came in captaining the Cambridge Blues Basketball
team. We lost to Oxford—I will never know that feeling of being on
top of the world—and the only thing worth remembering from that
game is a phrase uttered by an onlooking professor who knew my
affection for Nietzsche: ‘Thus Dunks Zarathustra’.
Jordan needs no defenders. Not everyone can—or indeed wants
to—‘be like Mike’. But that someone like Michael Jordan should be
able to exist, if not be celebrated, in today’s world still seems of the
utmost importance.
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In Conversation with
the Makers of BBC Four’s
African Renaissance
He le n Grant

Russell Barnes is a Director and Producer for the documentary production company ClearStory. Clare Burns has worked in television production for 20
years and is now Production Manager at the documentary production company ClearStory. ClearStory's series African Renaissance, on art in Ethiopia,
Senegal, and Kenya, aired in 2020.

I

n 2015, director and producer Russell Barnes pitched a
documentary to the BBC about the lucrative and sometimes
‘dodgy’ trade in indigenous art from Africa and Oceania, which
is often pejoratively termed ‘tribal art’. Barnes summarises his aims
when we speak over video call:
We were interested in looking at extraordinary things
that turn up in Britain and then tracing them back to
where they came from, back to their ancestral roots, if
you like. This idea of ‘tribal art’. Even that phrase is just...
it feels weird saying it. We were asking, ‘Why is it called
this?’, and thinking about how it’s been appropriated
over the years.
The original premise proved something of a non-starter with
commissioning editors, but it did lead to further conversations
about shifting the focus away from Britain and towards the artists
and cultures behind these works. The outcome was two separate
series exploring the relationships between art, colonialism, and
the postcolonial era. The first, Oceans Apart, was broadcast in 2018
and followed Cambridge academic Dr James Fox as he explored
the clash of European and Pacific art in the colonial period.
The second became African Renaissance: When Art Meets Power,
presented by journalist and cultural commentator Afua Hirsch and
broadcast in August 2020.
A joyful, unapologetic vision of what politically engaged art
documentaries can be, African Renaissance follows Hirsch
as she explores Ethiopia, Senegal, and Kenya through their
vibrant creative cultures. While the films’ geographical focus is
markedly different from that pitched five years earlier, the focus
is on confronting the same difficult questions about European
colonialism. The perspective, however, is rather different.
Barnes says:

Rather than approaching it as a kind of straightforward
art history from a western perspective, we wanted
to make it about a dialogue between cultures. Afua
is the perfect guide because she’s half Ghanaian
and has a real affinity with and interest in
pan-Africanism. So we had something that was very much
about now with somebody who’s got distinct and interesting
views about these things, but was also willing to explore.
At one point in the Senegal film, Hirsch interviews Germaine
Acogny, an internationally renowned choreographer who is often
described as the mother of contemporary African dance.1 ‘What is
the spirit here that makes our art so powerful?’, she asks Acogny.
Her use of ‘our’, not ‘your’, speaks volumes.
Days before I speak to Barnes and the series’ production manager
Clare Burns, African Renaissance receives a nomination for the RTS
Programme Awards. Barnes reflects:
I think what people really responded to was the fact that
this was a really positive vision of Africa, a continent
which is so often approached with this kind of handwringing ‘poor Africa’ attitude. It was just brilliant to be
able to tell the other side of the story. And you do feel,
when you’re there, this energy, extraordinary energy, a
place that’s really developing fast, and in fascinating ways.

*
Working on a modest BBC Four budget, most of the initial research
and planning had to take place in London. Only with the key artists,
themes, and stories all worked out could Barnes and fellow producer
1 ‘Germaine Acogny’ (École des sables) <https://ecoledessables.org/aboutus/our-team/germaine-acogny> accessed 13 March 2021.
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Fig 1. Afua Hirsch with four descendants of the Saint Louis signares. © ClearStory.

Alex Brisland approach local production managers with a list of
requests. Barnes flew out to Ethiopia to direct the first episode, and
Burns joined the team in Senegal. She jokes:
Because I’m managing the budget, it’s not really a very
good look to just send myself on shoots for the fun of
it. But because I can speak some French, I went out as
part of the crew and helped to liaise with local crew and
contributors. I think I earned my keep!
The team did need to be multilingual. Hirsch had lived in Senegal
and could build a rapport with her interviewees by speaking to
them in French, the official language of Senegal. However, Wolof,
Senegal’s real lingua franca, was also used widely. Burns adds:
One interview was in another local, lesser-known dialect,
which was a challenge when we later needed transcriptions
for the edit. The elderly mother of one of the local crew
helped with translating that one. I sent him clips over
WhatsApp which he played to his mum, and he sent back
voice messages in French, which I then translated. It was
a slightly long-winded process, but it worked!
Each episode was filmed in just ten days, partly because of staff
availability: one of the field producers for the Ethiopia episode,
Zablon Beyene, had to film an episode of Amazon’s The Grand Tour
immediately afterwards. Barnes tells me:
For our BBC Four arts travelogues, our rule of thumb
was always that you do a sequence every half day. If
you’ve got ten days, that’s potentially 20 sequences, and
then with a bit of archive, that will be enough to make
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you a 59-minute BBC Four film. What’s incredible, and
what we felt every single time our local producers came
back with lots of amazing options, was that there weren’t
any bad options. It was always, ‘What are we gonna not
do?’, and that was so much to do with logistics and really
working out travel times.
It may all sound rather mathematical, but events soon intervened.
Burns’ crew was not able to get an overhead shot of the African
Renaissance Monument in Dakar, because of difficulties sending up
a drone. Burns tells me of her disappointment:
It’s the tallest statue in Africa, so of course we were very
keen to do justice to the size and scale of the monument.
We wanted to start the sequence with some beautiful
sweeping drone shots. We had all the necessary permits,
but it was too windy on the day we were there to fly the
drone safely. I did carry on talking to one of the local
producers afterwards, but it was not to be. He went
back there later with his own drone but actually had it
confiscated by the police.
In Ethiopia, a planned visit to the remote fourth-century Church
of St John in Tigray was delayed when Hirsch went down with
food poisoning. The rest of the team spent a day taking aerial shots
of the local landscape while their presenter was ill in her hotel, and
it was touch and go whether they would be able to make the climb
up to the church the next day. Barnes remarks that this did add a
certain poignancy:
We did want to capture the inaccessibility, so strangely,
that sense of how hard it was—with Afua being ill,
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schlepping up the hill with lots of equipment—suited the
editorial theme. It really captured what an extraordinary
place it was and how hard it is to get there—an hour of
walking uphill.
One of the church elders, Melake Genet Adhana, had been making
that same journey for 85 years. ‘I’ve been coming here all my life’, he
says simply when Hirsch asks him about it in the film. ‘I will never
stop coming here and will finish my life in this place.’
The three episodes present various different ways of approaching
and coexisting with African history. In the Senegal episode we are
introduced to Diabel Cissokho, a musician who played at the Jazz
Cafe in London just before the pandemic. Cissokho is internationally
renowned for playing the kora, a traditional West African stringed
instrument. He was born into a long line of griots, a caste of people
tasked with keeping the community’s stories and traditions alive
through poetry and music. ‘Because of the nature of the oral history,
he straddles the past, the present and arguably the future in Senegal’,
Burns says. Elsewhere in the country, in the city of Saint Louis, we
meet four descendants of the nineteenth-century signares, affluent
biracial women who held influential roles in society. These modernday signares use their spare time to dress up in the bright silks and
filigree jewellery emblematic of their ancestors (fig 1). One, MarieMadeleine Diallo, is a famous actress in Senegal and attracts lots of
tourists wanting to take photographs. Another, Ariane Re’aux, runs
a hotel in Saint Louis where the team stayed.
Then there are also dark moments, when more painful histories
are confronted head on. We visit Gorée Island, a former base for
the transatlantic slave trade just two miles off the coast of Dakar,
Senegal’s capital. Hirsch comments in the film:
I think it’s so important that this island and the House
of Slaves that still stands here [have] been preserved as a
World Heritage Site, and it’s good to see people coming
here and engaging with that. At the same time, I can’t
help but feel a bit uneasy at the ways tourists have this
experience, seeing Gorée Island as a nice day out.
In the Kenya episode, Hirsch visits Mweru Girls’ School, which
shares its grounds with the former Mweru Works Camp set up by
the British colonial government in the mid-twentieth century to
hold suspected Mau Mau supporters. The British did not actually
construct the buildings themselves, historian Chao Tayiana tells
Hirsch: the detainees had to make the bricks for their own prison.
In the Ethiopia episode, the artist Eshetu Tiruneh gives us another
haunting moment. Tiruneh painted Ethiopia’s experience of famine.
In the West, as the film points out, what we generally remember
most about the famines is Live Aid, a charity concert at which not a
single African band was invited to play. We have seen the Church of
St John and been reminded that it, along with Ethiopian Orthodox
Christianity as a whole, predates the Vatican by centuries. It is
therefore particularly jarring to hear a clip from ‘Do They Know
It’s Christmas?’. In Tiruneh’s 1974 piece Victims of the Famine, there
are no white saviours to be seen: Ethiopians support and physically
carry each other through the suffering. Barnes recalls:
I was very moved by it, and I think Afua reacted to
it very strongly as well. And he’d had such a difficult
story. The Derg [the military junta that ruled Ethiopia
between 1974 and 1991] sent him off to Moscow to
be trained after Haile Selassie was toppled, so he had

this life that had been twisted and turned by events,
and by history, and it was fascinating talking to him,
a very quiet man, very softly spoken, very sensitive, a
man who’d had to kind of turn with the wind, in the
very harsh politics of Ethiopia. I just thought, ‘Actually,
this is exactly where the series needs to be’, this very
different conception of it, from the African perspective,
of who Ethiopians are, rather than how people like Bob
Geldof saw Ethiopia in the 80s...
When African Renaissance aired in late summer 2020, it did so in
the wake of months of Black Lives Matter demonstrations after
the death of George Floyd in Minneapolis. In June, protesters had
toppled the statue of Bristolian slave trader Edward Colston into
the Avon. It is difficult not to see the films as part of that broader
conversation about race, colonialism, and art, especially since their
release on the BBC coincided with a rerelease of historian David
Olusoga’s series Black and British: A Forgotten History. Barnes is keen
to emphasise that the African Renaissance was pitched long before
2020, but, he says, the change in attitude fits with the ‘zeitgeist’.
Colonialism, and the colonial attitude, dismisses this
art as ‘tribal art’ and as art that can be collected from all
round the world and brought into Western museums
and bought by collectors and just sold as a commodity,
without thinking through what that art means in the
context of where it’s made, and why it was made, and
who it was made by. This series was meant to be the
antidote to that, predicated on the idea that there’s this
amazing, lively, dynamic, powerful art scene in Africa
that’s not properly known and covered.

*
On 5 March 2021, the day Barnes, Burns, and I meet, the NGO
Human Rights Watch calls on the United Nations to establish an
independent inquiry into war crimes and possible crimes against
humanity in Tigray.2 It alleges that in November 2020, Eritrean
and Ethiopian armed forces massacred hundreds of civilians in the
town of Axum, and that the incumbent Ethiopian government has
kept this covered up. This appalling event, along with the many
other episodes of violence in the region that have occurred since
the start of the war between the Ethiopian government and Tigray
secessionists, casts a certain shadow on the central thesis of African
Renaissance. It is bitterly ironic that in autumn 2019, while the
production team was editing the film, Ethiopia’s prime minister
Abiy Ahmed had just been awarded the Nobel Peace Prize.
The crew had filmed in Axum, outside the The Church of Our Lady
Mary of Zion where the Ark of the Covenant is supposedly located.
The church was a particular target of the armed forces. I ask if this
changes how the team thought about that episode. Barnes replies:
Had we been aware of what was to come, I think we
would have covered things differently, but obviously it’s
impossible to see that future. It was completely weird
that we’d finished the series and it was about to go out.
And obviously that would have changed the nuance and
coloured our end conclusions, no doubt about it. We
2 ‘Ethiopia: Eritrean Forces Massacre Tigray Civilians’ (Human Rights
Watch, 5 March 2021) <https://www.hrw.org/news/2021/03/05/
ethiopia-eritrean-forces-massacre-tigray-civilians> accessed 13 March
2021.
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would have been much more circumspect, I think, but
at the time we had no sense of any imminent conflict. It
didn’t feel like that at all.
Ethiopia once again faces an uncertain future, proof enough that it
is impossible to squeeze Africa’s complexities into three 60-minute
episodes. In spite of the programme’s ambitious title, its makers
stress that they were only offering a snapshot. They hope to
make a second series, looking at Nigeria and South Africa. Barnes
explains: ‘It’s such a huge continent, so diverse, and we obviously
tried to suggest that at the beginning of each film: we can only do a
selection.’ If there is one thing to take from that initial selection, it
is the extraordinary boldness, creativity, and resilience of Africa and
its people: rebirth not just once, but continually.

Helen Grant is a fourth-year undergraduate in History
and Modern Languages at Murray Edwards College,
Cambridge. She is passionate about education, art, and
using humour and visual media to connect with people
and share ideas. She holds a number of roles with the
edtech organisation Write the World, and spent her year
abroad working as an editorial assistant for Hermès in
Paris. Alongside her role as a Senior Editor at CJLPA, she is
the Deputy Art Editor of The Mays Anthology.
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Performative Activism and the
Murder of George Floyd
C h at e r Paul Jo rd a n

Chater Paul Jordan is a third-year undergraduate in History of Art at Christ’s College, Cambridge, who has also taken a course in Fine Art at Central Saint
Martins, UAL. Chater’s interests lie in contemporary art, visual culture, and postcolonial cultural experiences, particularly focussing from the mid-twentieth
century to the present day. His final-year dissertation is titled ‘Performance and Performativity in Black Experiences of Britain’.
This piece was written in the direct aftermath of George Floyd’s murder on 25 May 2020. Since then, having also been selected as an article for CJLPA, it has
been carefully reflected on in response to the dynamic events that have unfolded since and, indeed, continue to unfold. Since its original editorial process in
March 2021, crucial events have followed that undoubtedly provide critical inflections on the article but could not have been included in its consideration. As
this article shall propose, works of such current and pressing subject matter must always be considered as ‘a continuous project that does not seek to assume
an authoritative final word on the matter’, and to this end, I hope you enjoy reading it.

T

he brutal and despicable murder of George Floyd on 25
May 2020 has sparked global outrage and mass protests. His
senseless death has raised the fundamental question: what
has changed? An edit of Time’s front cover from 2015, taking the
Baltimore Riots as its point of departure has challenged: ‘What has
changed. What hasn’t.’ The image, with 2015 crossed out and ‘2020’
hurriedly scribbled in, widely shared across social media, epitomises
this stasis. George Floyd’s death has also provoked a range of protest
and activism, particularly performative activism, which this article
seeks to explore.This piece will attempt to navigate the forms of
online awareness and activism that have proliferated social media in
the aftermath of Floyd’s death and the subsequent protests.
As someone who is trained, or training, in visual culture—studying
the history of art at university—my perspective comes exactly from
what I am trained and taught: observation. Thus, without the cliché
of claiming a virtuous empiricism to my understanding, this work
is based on what I have seen and therefore is a result of a certain
bubble I inhabit. It is empirically relative to that view, and eagerly
encourages discussion from those views that I have perhaps not
considered or not even been capable of considering.

Performative activism
In the wake of a prejudiced killing, the internet and social media took
to the task of not only raising awareness, but also seeking to educate
about forms of racial prejudice and privilege that may be overlooked
in society today—a popular infographic outlining the covert and
overt forms of white supremacy, comes to mind foremost .
It is encouraging to see that, in the wake of a primitive and perhaps
impulsive display of authority and power, education and knowledge
are being mobilised as a way to combat this. However, alongside these

sources of information, another form of education was being promoted,
perhaps more of a chastisement than an education. Countless pages,
shared documents, and posts have circulated that are largely written
by ‘white people’, exploring the ways in which one can educate and
rid oneself of these covert and overt privileges—almost like self-help
pages. I have seen these posts being shared and subsequently reposted
by said ‘white people’. I cannot help but think of the white person
who is appalled by the rampant racism and injustice highlighted by
Floyd’s murder but is left feeling a sense of shame and even hatred for
themselves by virtue of being ‘white people’. One might argue the selfhelping prognoses are at risk of falling into a melancholic apologia that
incidentally reinforces those racial differences and oppositions that
cause tensions and ultimately, unrest.
Sigmund Freud offers an interesting threshold which these pages
and guides ought to be aware of straddling. The complex character
of the melancholic is one who ‘represents his ego to us as worthless,
incapable of any achievement and morally despicable; he reproaches
himself, vilifies himself and expect[s] to be cast out and punished.’1
In this sense, one might understand acts of racial prejudice as truly
despicable. However, the melancholic ‘extends his self-criticism
back over the past; he declares that he was never any better.’2 It is
here that we might see the dangers of such scathing self-criticism.
If one declares they were never any better (‘What has changed?’)
then how can one progress and change? The potential danger of
these ‘educational’ articles, unfortunately, is that the phenomena
risks ‘white people’ falling into a self-indulgent and masochistic
melancholia and thus never really changing. Instead, they are,
1 Sigmund Freud, ‘Mourning and Melancholia’ (first published 1918) in
James Strachey (ed), The Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud
(standard edn, Hogarth Press 1964) 246.
2 ibid.
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gay male painter working after Modernism.3 His very practice,
painting, is a role defined by its history of entrenched privilege.
Darby English describes the profession as ‘largely filled by white
heterosexual men who enjoyed a kind of cultural neutrality as a
matter of social entitlement’.4 Negotiating this charged and sensitive
culture, Ligon’s work often critiques the socially constructed nature
of black identities. The 1991 painting appropriates the opening lines
of Ralph Ellison’s novel Invisible Man (1952) and is painted with
stencils in oil paint. In this work, Ligon meticulously brushes paint
through the stencil, using the methods of applied handiwork rather
than more industrially efficient processes such as using spray-paint
or a paint roller, purposefully complicating the manual nature of
his process. Ligon desecrates the privileged tradition of oil paint by
perverting its application. The frivolous act of painting, indulging in
the sumptuous material quality (and cost) of oil paint, is subverted
by Ligon’s obsessive and arduous process. Much of Ligon’s other
work exploits and manipulates text: as one begins to look at (or
read) the painting, viewers are able to discern the initial parts of the
opening before it descends into illegibility. Ligon frustrates our urge
to read the work, actively provoking it.
One might understand the cluster of indecipherable layers of each
#blacklivesmatter story to be a stencil, akin to the 1991 work,
slowly drowning the real meaning and intention of that original
post, amounting to the facilitation of the neoliberal bubble that
often carries such performance activists. Additionally, one worries
that, unless anything is to change, the edited Time front cover may
become an iterative ritual for performative activists, scrawling in yet
another year of social injustice until it too becomes indecipherable.

Fig 1. An instance of the #blacklivesmatter challenge.
Screenshot by author 2020.

perhaps subconsciously, happy to continue repeating this cycle of
self-hatred and performative activism and change.

These posts have since been denounced, being called out and
identified as acts of virtue signalling and performance. Performative
activists have been urged instead to take real action. Both of these
forms of activism and awareness, as well as so much online activity,
operate with the same outdated underlying principle. They operate
under the strong belief that politics are a means to change—real
action.

Furthermore, one might question these polemics to ask: which
‘white people’ are they addressing? In the strive for racial justice and
equality, it is worrying that people often regress to such essentialist
and normative concepts. A nuanced and more subtle approach is
needed. There is no doubt that any fundamental change needs to be
educated and informed, but it is the way we go about this.

The death of politics

Following the unravelling thread of performative activism, there has
emerged a more worrying trend on social media. As part of a spate
of ‘quarantine challenges’ initiated by the Instagram and TikTok
communities during the COVID-19 pandemic, a new ‘#blacklivesmatter’
challenge has taken to the stories of performative activists. Originating
from a single user, the post constituted a black background with the
‘challenge’ to tag ’10 people who won’t break the chain’. This post is
shared publicly, featuring the tags of those 10 people who are implored
to show their support, who then repost the story tagging another ten
people and so on—creating a chain of awareness for the Black Lives
Matter movement (fig 1). Whilst perhaps noble in its intentions, the
chain evolves into what can only be described as a mess. Countless tags
and graphics clutter the story until the black is crowded out by each
story competing to draw attention to itself above the layers.

Politics has become a system of managing what is understood as a
risk society, as proposed by Ulrich Beck.5 In his theory, the telos
of power is not necessarily to create change, but instead to keep a
steady and stable course. Power has been redistributed to forces such
as financiers and technologists whose job it is to manage and evade
such risk, while the purpose of politics is changed and its influence
eroded. These new structures not only manage risk but build
networks that guide and manipulate the risk. To take an example,
the ‘quality-adjusted life year’ (QALY) is a measurement used to
determine a perfect year in health, assessing the value of medical
intervention against disease burden. One QALY, one perfect year.
In the UK, that cost is £60,000.6 This is but one of many sinister

Seeing these Instagram stories, I could not help but think of the
work Untitled (I am an invisible man) by Glenn Ligon, 1991. Ligon is
a pivotal figure in the exploration of black identity, working from
a position he describes as his ‘permanent dislocation’ as a black
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As sensationalist a statement as this may sound, the frustration
and failure to comprehend how nothing has changed could not be
a starker indication of the tragic demise of politics. What, though,
does this actually mean?

3 Darby English, How to See A Work of Art in Total Darkness (The MIT
Press 2007) 205.
4 ibid.
5 Ulrich Beck, Risk Society: Towards a New Modernity (Sage Publications
1992).
6 David Glover and John Henderson, ‘Quantifying health impacts of
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calculations devised by the systems of economics to evade and
manage such risk.
Thus, instead of generating change and progress, this system assesses
the potential risks and manages the outcome for a safer option. The
result of this redistribution of power, is that power is now divested
amongst several Foucauldian microcosms of power that orchestrate
this outcome management, the risk. Therefore, for true change and
real action within the political system one must exploit the gaps in
these imbricated institutions of power.
Here we return to the protests ravaging the USA in the worst race
riots seen since the 1960s. Much of the criticism directed toward the
rioting points to the fact that shops are being needlessly looted—
what does looting have to do with racial inequality?
If we are to understand economic power as the mesh that binds
these imbricated structures, then it comes as no surprise to see
rioters looting shops and burning down institutions of economic
exploitation in order to gain economic participation, of which
looting is the most concentrated expression. Why should rioters
have political goals, when politics do not work, and change does
not happen? As many posts circulating social media have accurately
emphasised – to the ignorance of those criticising riots and belittling
the protests – riots and looting are legitimate and profound forms of
protest against a system that values goods and services over human
life—think back to the QALY.
Furthermore, there is the added complexity of the internet’s
entrenchment by these same economic systems of control,
precariously marshalling and guiding users through a series of
algorithms and personal data collection, into echo-chambers in
order to see what one wants to see. Social media platforms such
as Facebook, commercially harvesting and mining users’ data and
cookie preferences for advertising revenue and a supposedly seamless
user experience, facilitate and funnel users into these echo chambers
for commercial gain. In turn, they neutralise both the effective and
affective power of politics. The protests and riots that take place in
the real world, however, rather than the cyber-world—regardless of
whether one agrees with them or not—are stark indications of the
failure of politics to create change.
Continued occurrences of performative activism, which
fundamentally believe in the earnest power of politics to create
change, ensure the perpetual stasis remains. For as long as those
Instagram chains are sent to friends and like-minded people, and
self-help guides for ‘white people’ are offered as the sole means to
cleansing oneself of covert or overt racism, the structures of power
that facilitate this injustice will still exist. The liberals are placed
in one bubble, and the radicals placed in another, bouncing off
one another’s cry for change and wondering why nothing is any
different—imbuing them with a false sense of political mobilisation.
It is not all hopeless. There has been a slowly growing self-awareness
of these instances of performative activism. Counter-posts have
emerged, asking how people will ‘take it further’ beyond the veneer
of performance to an audience of followers. These have been what I
understand to be the braver and more progressive forms of activism.
We unfortunately live in an era of verbal paralysis, where views that
might even appear to softly critique the liberal bubble are often
denounced and shot down. Those in paralysis are often the ones
government policies: A how-to guide to quantifying the health impacts’
(Department of Health 2010) paras 5.21 and 5.24.

who, with nowhere to discuss and vary their views, get funnelled
into a strong yet silent individualism and take this to polls. For the
voices that shout in disbelief at how ridiculous and preposterous the
Trump administration is, just as many might be silently responding.
Real change can only happen by identifying instances of performative
activism, realising those acts and taking them further. Differences of
opinion ought to be resolved not by self-hatred and chastisement
and neither should they be vehemently denounced. Instead, we must
look to understanding through constructive discussion and critically
interrogate those layers and structures of power rather than resort
to essentialist discourse.
This might be too idealistic and naïve a conclusion to have, but it
is the best I can think, and I invite further discussion and opinion
on this.
I must stress the nuanced approach I have attempted to negotiate.
My focus is on the responses to the murder of George Floyd, and
some of the ways in which people are trying to raise awareness and
enact change. My conclusions are not by any means a simple way to
tackle the entrenched institutional racism that is evidently rife. Of
course, some of my concluding remarks and solutions can be applied
to how we might deal with such issues, but this is not my intention.
I have in essence taken Floyd’s murder as a point of departure to
discuss wider issues relating to methods of social change and protest,
just as one might argue the public have taken Floyd’s murder as a
point of departure to protest against the continuing racial inequality
and institutional discrimination that is rampant. I also hope to have
raised interesting perspectives, particularly a cynical insight as to
why change may not have occurred—yet.
The above section was to be my conclusion, yet it may seem disparaging
at this point to conclude the piece on such an unresolved note. Instead,
I would like to present a final concluding point that focuses on the
actual process of writing and formalising my understandings on such
sensitive issues and in turn, offer a resolved direction.
This piece was first written on 1 June 2020, exactly a week after
George Floyd was murdered amidst the exponential rise of protests
and rioting in the USA, the impetus of which was to rapidly spread
on a global scale. Reflecting on this piece: whilst its message is
as imperative as it was originally, I believe it is also important to
consider it within that taut sociopolitical context. In the editorial
process for its publication in this journal, it came to light that there
was an anxiety embedded within the original argument of the piece,
most palpable in its conclusion. I have chosen to include that section
within the body of the article and not revise it because I understand
this entire work to be a continuous project that does not seek to
assume an authoritative final word on the matter. I understand it
to be a project of continuous ‘interruption’ to keep the dialogue
going.7 Therefore, that very tentativeness forms not only an integral
part of my own understanding of performative activism and how
to respond to it, but I believe it also expresses a tentativeness more
widely within society.
At the time of writing, such an understanding of what I perceived as
performative activism was not yet fully, to use the language of social
media, trending. Balancing my personal views against the justified
tension of the resurging Black Lives Matter movement, I did not
want to further problematise this tension, but nonetheless it was
7 Kobena Mercer, ‘Black art and the burden of representation’ (1990) 4(10)
Third Text 74.
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an opinion I felt needed to be shared out of personal frustration.
Now, revising this piece in March 2021, as the initial tensions slowly
settle, I have come to understand my own journey as one that can be
reflexive of the wider attitude toward performative activism.
The movement and its forms of activism have come a long way,
and at the same time have not. Performative activism still pervades
Western political mobilisation and awareness. In the UK, the most
prevalent display can be seen in professional football players taking
the knee before kick-off, a metamorphosis, or even perversion, of
NFL player Colin Kaepernick’s display of protest in the USA, 2016.
However, awareness and action against such acts are becoming less
controversial as more people tackle displays of performative activism
directly, with Wilfried Zaha being the most recent and high-profile
footballer to speak out against the performativity of such acts,
refusing to take the knee any longer.8 This is an encouraging step
in the right direction and is evident of a dynamic and ongoing
development—it is still a trending matter ten months on.
Understanding this work within its own context, one that is still
constantly developing, provides a valuable point of retrospect,
reminding one of the importance to constantly reflect on the
immediacy of our times and providing a constructive marker of
progress in negotiating such complex and sensitive issues.
In this self-reflexive approach, I look to promote a more holistic
direction toward the issue of performative activism. As the farce
of performative activism is slowly becoming more exposed, it
becomes clear that such acts operate on the premise of difference
and othering. Explored originally, performative activism operates
on a framework of virtue signalling, distinguishing one from the
immoral and bad Other by displaying acts of superficial activism.
Thus, short of perpetuating this binary and constantly questioning,
‘What has changed, what hasn’t?’, political mobilisation must
be directed towards looking beyond this binary. It must stop
preoccupying itself with this fictitious Other, upholding the system
of difference and division. Rather than focusing on individuals,
mobilisation ought to be directed to the overarching frameworks
and structures that cause the illusionary difference in the first place.
In a sense, therefore, the frameworks that perpetuate division are
also those which should unite us.

8 Wilfried Zaha, ‘Why must I kneel to show you that black people
matter!’ (10 February 2021) <https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=mzYz5yzXCIo> accessed 20 February 2021.
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What does it mean to defend the dead? To tend to the
Black dead and dying: to tend to the Black person, to
Black people, always living in the push toward our death?
It means work. It is work: hard emotional, physical, and
intellectual work that demands vigilant attendance to
the needs of the dying, to ease their way, and also to the
needs of the living.
—Christina Sharpe1
A world divided into compartments, a motionless,
Manicheistic world, a world of statues: the statue of the
general who carried out the conquest, the statue of the
engineer who built the bridge; a world which is sure of
itself, which crushes with its stones the backs flayed by
whips: this is the colonial world.
—Frantz Fanon2

The fall

O

n 7 June 2020, amidst anger in the wake of the murder
of George Floyd (who suffocated under the knee of
Minneapolis police officer Derek Chauvin), the statue
of Bristol slave trader Edward Colston was pulled down by Black
Lives Matter (BLM) protesters before being unceremoniously
dragged through the streets and dumped in Bristol harbour.3 The
1 Christina Sharpe, In the Wake: On Blackness and Being (Duke University
Press 2016) 10.
2 Frantz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth, (first published 1961; Constance
Farrington tr, Grove Press 1963) 51.
3 On 20 April 2021, Chauvin was found guilty on three charges by a US
Jury: second-degree murder, third-degree murder and manslaughter. For
a transatlantic perspective on the fall of Colston, see Anna Russell, ‘How

statue was erected in 1895 to celebrate Colston’s philanthropic
contributions—donations to schools and hospitals—to the city of
Bristol. These were funded by his involvement in the Royal Africa
Company (RAC), which was responsible for shipping up to 84,500
slaves to the United Kingdom from West Africa, and for at least
19,300 fatalities.4 This monument to Colston was one of many lateVictorian attempts to, quite literally, cast the mythology of British
exceptionalism. It should be unsurprising that the commissioning
of Colston’s statue coincided with a period of violent corporatecolonial expansion. This was the ‘Scramble for Africa’, which
followed the partitioning of the continent during the 1884–85
Berlin Conference by European powers.5 Empire soldiers attacked
kings and chiefs who failed or refused to comply with the attempts
of the British Empire to establish commercial monopolies on raw
materials. They plundered villages, raped women, and looted
artefacts and regalia. In the years immediately before and after the
Statues in Britain Began to Fall’ The New Yorker (2020).
4 Mark Steeds and Roger Ball, From Wulfstan to Colston: Severing the Sinews
of Slavery in Bristol (Bristol Radical History Group 2020) (as cited in Saima
Nasar, ‘Remembering Edward Colston: Histories of Slavery, Memory, and
Black Globality’ (2020) 29(7) Women’s History Review 1218).
5 Chapters ‘World War Zero’, ‘Corporate-Militarist Colonialism’, and
‘The War on Terror’ in Dan Hicks, The Brutish Museums: The Benin
Bronzes, Colonial Violence and Cultural Restitution (Pluto Press 2020).
Hicks notes how the Brussels Anti-Slavery Conference of November
1889–90 ‘marked a new threshold in the suppression of the flave trade,
shifitng public opinion about the continued existence of slavery in
Africa ... giving new impetus to the military operations’ of the British
Empire protectorates and companies, namely the Royal Niger Company
(RNC). Hicks notes the focus in the language of the RNC’s GT Goldie
on ‘opening up’ and ‘breaking into’ Africa. Goldie said that slavery was
‘leveraged in the RNC’s commercial interests’. Hicks cites: GT Goldie,
‘The Niger Territories’ The Times (London, 21 December 1888) 14;
British and Foreign State Papers 87 (1894–95) 929.
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installation of Colston’s statue, the British Empire waged several
small wars and punitive expeditions across West Africa,6 notably the
Anglo-Ashanti war of 1895, which established the British Empire
protectorate over Ashanti, and the Benin Expedition of 1897, which
resulted in the sack of Benin City and theft of the Benin Bronzes.
This corporate-colonial expansion was undertaken on ostensibly
anti-slavery, humanitarian grounds. It purported to free enslaved
Africans from the fetish rule of ritual sacrifice and cannibalism and
to establish free trade. It therefore upheld the post-Wilberforce
myth that Britain stood for the progressive emancipation of slaves
the world over, whilst consolidating material dominance over Black
Africans through a racialised capitalism. It was a Victorian ‘war
on terror’ comparable to the liberal interventionism of the Major
and Blair governments.7 The paradoxes of post-slavery Britain
were thus, literally, and figuratively, embodied in the statue of
Colston from the moment it was erected. The statue projected to
future generations a euchronia in which colonial exploitation was
compatible with charitable goodwill. It stands as an index of the
hypocrisy of the British Empire, which, after slavery, cloaked its
expansion of imperial power abroad in the language of liberation
whilst continuing to celebrate slave owners at home. Therefore, we
can say that the end of slavery in 1833 had done nothing to halt
the implementation of a state-backed ideology of White supremacy
and imperialism. In 1895, three years before the Colston statue was
unveiled, this ideology was given a particularly theatrical expression,
to much fanfare. Incoming Secretary of State for the Colonies Joseph
Chamberlain, father of future prime minister Neville Chamberlain,
said the following:
My career as Secretary of State for the Colonies is given
yet to be made; but I will say that no one has ever been
wafted into office with more favorable gales. I will
venture to claim two qualifications for the great office
which I hold, and which, to my mind, without making
any invidious distinctions, is one of the most important
that can be held by any Englishman. These qualifications
are that, I believe in the British Empire and, in the
second place, I believe the British race is the greatest of
governing races that the world has ever seen. I say that
not merely as an idle boast, but as proved and evidenced
by the success which we have had in administering the
vast dominions which are connected with these small
island, and I believe accordingly that there are no limits
to its future.8
Colston’s statue is now in the Bristol Museum. However, that it
‘swam with the fishes’ is testament to a growing, populist antiracist
sentiment in Britain, and to the waning of imperial hagiographies
instantiated by Chamberlain and others. Such hagiographies would
sustain Frantz Fanon’s manicheistic ‘world of statues’, in which
Colston, Robert Milligan, and Cecil Rhodes tower over us, elevated
by seven feet of Portland stone. There is something like poetic justice
6 Hicks (n 5) describes how small wars were ostensibly waged as
humanitarian violence against pagan, slave-owning indigenous peoples,
but in fact cloaked a creeping, corporate-colonial extractivism. Hicks
specifically refers to the tactics of small wars as outlined in Colonel
CE Callwell, Small Wars Their Principles and Practice (1896). They were
commonly undertaken as a form of restitutive violence against kings
who failed to comply with the demands of the British Empire colonial
protectorates and companies.
7 We owe this formulation (and indeed the rhetorical impetus for this
piece as a whole) to the recent but indispensable Hicks (n 5).
8 Joseph Chamberlain, ‘Mr Chamberlain and the Colonies’ Glasgow Herald
(12 November 1895) (as cited in Hicks (n 5) 79).
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in the rippling of the water as Colston sinks into the harbour. It can
be watched and rewatched ad infinitum on the internet, as can the
(unfortunately memetic) murder of George Floyd, which sparked
the protests. Colston must have thought himself master of this
harbour, and his RAC ships, water foaming in their wake, would
have docked there. The poetry of Colston’s dememorialisation was
only enriched by the fact that, as Saima Nasar has noted in her study
of Colston and memory, Colston’s statue was drowned near Pero
Bridge. The bridge was named after Pero Jones, a slave transported
to Bristol from the Caribbean Island of Nevis by the merchant
John Pinney (1740–1818).9 The ghosts of Jones and slaves like him
have not so much been exorcised by the fall of Colston as put to
work again. This work is not the kind of work to which they were
accustomed hundreds of years ago. It is not kind of work that turns
bodies into flesh, it is not the kind of work that makes men and
women inhuman, and it is not the kind of work valued only by yield.
It is the work of the Black dead, it is the work of haunting which can
only be done by spirits, it is the work of the children of slaves, it is
the work of undoing the Whiteness of the world.

Wake work
We live, as Christina Sharpe’s analogy for the lives and afterlives
of slavery would have it, in ‘the wake’ of the slave ships that
Colston bought and paid for. We must deal in the present with
recurrences of (apparently historical) antiblack dispossession,
violence, and subjugation. Racism is not, as many have recently
claimed, a virus. Racism cannot be vaccinated against. Racism is a
duration, the haunting of Black lives in the present by an antiblack
past that is not yet past. ‘[I]n the wake, the past that is not past
reappears, always, to rupture the present’, writes Sharpe. ‘[T]o be
in the wake is to occupy and to be occupied by the continuous and
changing present of slavery’s as yet unresolved unfolding.’10 How,
then, to meet the ‘unresolved unfolding’ of slavery in the present?
That is the fundamental question to debates surrounding the
dememorialisation of individuals who, like Colston, are implicated
in the violent ideology of White supremacy. Sharpe situates the
concept of ‘the wake’ in relation to her personal experiences as a
Black woman in the aftermath of the death of Erica Garner, a
Black female activist who campaigned for police reform and was
killed by police in Staten Island, New York. Sharpe employs an
astute critical analysis of the antiblack, exclusionary logics of the
everyday processes of racialisation in America. She examines the
contemporary experiences of Black Americans in relation to the
materiality of the transatlantic slave ship, drawing parallels between
‘the hold’ of the ship, the area to which slaves were confined during
their journey, and America’s racialised prison structures.11 We
contend that Sharpe’s is precisely the kind of antiracist imaginary we
ought to adopt in the wake of Colston, rejecting the neat boundaries
between the historical and the contemporary that—typically but
not exclusively—reactionary conservatives have attempted to
redraw. They have done so to pardon the moral indiscretions of
memorialised British slave owners, on the grounds that historical
injustices are somehow ‘over there’, hypostasised, sealed off from
the present. Such an imaginary does not come easy, however. It
requires work. Sharpe calls this ‘wake work’: a Black praxis of being
that unveils and articulates the structural, discursive, and material
9 Nasar (n 4).
10 Sharpe (n 1) 13–14.
11 Chapter ‘The Hold’ in Sharpe (n 1). For a concise summary of Sharpe’s
work see Dana Horton, ‘Review of In the Wake: On Blackness and Being
by Christina Sharpe (Duke University Press)’ (2018) 7(1) Marxism and
Cultural Studies.

configurations of contemporary antiblack violence, with a view to
imagining a world, an episteme, in which the imminent loss of Black
life is no longer normative, no longer an everyday reality.
Although the concept of wake work has been formulated in the
specific and somewhat problematic context of North American
Afropessimist literature (a full assessment of which is beyond
the scope of this paper), it provides a useful theoretical starting
point for debates on the memorialisation of slavery in the United
Kingdom. This paper cannot claim to provide a comprehensive
overview of Sharpe’s concepts of ‘the wake’, ‘wakefulness’, and
‘wake work’. Instead, it takes the metaphor of the wake as a point
of departure for studying ‘the ‘woke’, ‘wokefulness’, and ‘woke
work’, with reference to the fall of Colston and subsequent social
media furore.
The thrust of our argument is as follows. The superficially antiracist
outpouring of White wokeness that followed the dememorialisation
of Colston is ultimately antithetical to the intellectual and practical
labour of antiracist wake work. Wokeness, whether employed for
leftist self-identification or alt-right invective, is fundamentally
unhelpful to authentically antiracist wake work. We view wokeness
as being unhelpful both to practical political organisation and to the
undoing of White onto-epistemological structures that make racism
possible. On the level of praxis, our critique of wokeness should
deter antiracists, particularly White antiracists, from perpetuating
the so-called ‘culture war’ stoked up in the United Kingdom by Priti
Patel and other conservative (‘small “c”’ and ‘big “c”’ conservative)
commentators.12 Our view is that the culture war does the work of
anti-antiracists by exacerbating identitarian struggles constructed
by neoliberal capitalism since the ‘last days of the working class’
under Thatcher and Reagan. These struggles have accelerated
since the 2008 financial crash, and they delimit a stolid, seemingly
unmoving space for a ‘radical politics’ that is neither radical nor
political. It is easily consumed and subsumed by and for capital,
with both academic and popular antiracism becoming reified
Internet commodities. Wokeness, we argue, fundamentally restricts
the development of an intersectional politics that could contend
with the structures of racial capitalism that wokeness purports
to counteract (but merely reproduces). Wokeness apprehends a
genuinely emancipatory ‘group-consciousness’—to borrow a term
from the late Mark Fisher’s unfinished Acid Communism—that unites
rather than divides various identity politics, and disarticulates the
category of race from the categories of class and gender.13 More
fatally, wokeness does not adequately tackle the epistemological—
historical, scientific, and metaphysical—foundations of the category
of race which ground White supremacy. It thereby substitutes the
revolutionary thinking of Black radical Marxism for—not to put too
fine a point on it—parody and farce. In our view, what is required
is not simple opposition to racism, but a split from the politics and
modes of knowledge production that sustain the category of race
and therefore racism.
12 Here, we refer to Priti Patel’s public rejection of the Black Lives Matter
movement and of the demonumentalisation of historical figures. See
Gabby Hinslif, ‘The Tories want a war on the woke – as if there’s
nothing better to do’ Guardian (15 February 2021).
13 The concept of ‘acid communism’, along with Mark Fisher’s nuanced
musings on identity politics, are shown in a new light in Matt
Culquhoun (ed), Mark Fisher: The Final Lectures (Repeater Books 2021).
Culquhoun elaborates on Fisher’s apparent rejection of identity politics
on the grounds that it serves to ‘do the work of capital’ by subordinating
class struggle. This was articulated in the controversial article Mark
Fisher, ‘Exiting the Vampire Castle’ (The North Star, 22 November 2013).

Woke work
Drawing on recent philosophical work on the epistemological
implications of internet ‘echo chambers’, we view wokeness as a
form of ‘epistemic dependency’. The woke systematically exclude and
distrust sources external to the immediate milieu of their chamber,
working to actively undermine the truth value of propositions which
contradict the beliefs of those within the chamber.14 Wokeness
promises the undeliverable promise of extrication from unconscious
racism. Wokeness, prescribed or self-described, is the apparent ability
to differentiate oneself from the dominant archetypal imperialist
culture of White supremacy. The problem is that woke politics does
the opposite, emboldening the structures of White supremacy that
it hopes to critique. Wokeness lets one superficially differentiate
oneself from antiblackness by posting antiracist imagery on social
media, by disseminating unread reading lists, and by substituting
White faces for Black squares. It thereby lets one ingratiate oneself
in a new and imaginary online community or politics. We use the
term ‘imaginary’—in the negative, pejorative sense—as opposed to
‘virtual’, because ‘virtual’ suggests possibility, whereas wokeness
is precisely the negation of possibility. What occurs in wokeness
is not ‘awakening’, but the identification of wokeness with the
object of woke critique. The woke need antiblackness to sustain a
commodifiable aesthetic of radicality and alterity. Need we point
out that major corporations have co-opted Black radicalism, or that
‘taking the knee’ has become a hollow gesture incommensurate with
fighting antiblackness? There can be no doubt that experiences of
racism are defined through the construction of Whiteness and are
reserved for those who are racialised. However, antiracism is not
only rejecting White supremacy at the ideological, superstructural
level—in the case of social media activists, at a superficial ideological
level. It is also working towards an understanding of the material
conditions, or materiality, which produced and were subsequently
reproduced by the category of Whiteness. By materiality we do
not only refer to the Marxian concept of a racist economic base
reflected in a necessarily racist ideological superstructure, but also to
an antiblack materiality which Sylvia Wynter called a ‘substance of
race’, or a substantialist metaphysics of race, whereby the category
of race ‘constitutes an ordering of the world through the image of
White supremacy as a precondition for the structuring of society’.15
Whiteness is a hyperstitional construct: White ways of being
become normative insofar as the idea of Whiteness causally brings
about its own White reality. From the emergence of chattel slavery,
a racialised equation of surplus value—which necessarily devalued
Blackness—was established by the concept of Whiteness.
Blackness was conceptualised as what Heidegger called a
‘standing reserve’ of material for extraction, exploitation, and
instrumentalisation by Whiteness.16 Whiteness, on the other
14 See eg C Thi Nguyen, ‘Echo Chambers and Epistemic Bubbles’ (2020)
17(2) Episteme 141.
15 Sylvia Wynter, Human Being as Noun? Or Being Human as Praxis? Towards
the Autopoetic Turn/Overturn: A Manifesto (Duke University Press
2015) (as cited in Ramon Amaro and Murad Khan, ‘Towards Black
Individuation and a Calculus of Variations’ (2020) 109 e-flux journal).
16 See Martin Heidegger, The Question Concerning Technology and Other
Essays (W Lovitt tr, Harper and Row 1977) 14–18 for the concept
of ‘standing reserve’ and its related concept of Gestell (enframing).
Heidegger describes a network of interrelated material exploitations in
which the possible instrumentalisation of Nature is revealed by modern
technological development. ‘A tract of land is challenged into the putting
out of coal and ore. The earth now reveals itself as a coal mining district,
the soil as a mineral deposit. The field the peasant formerly cultivated
and set in order [bestellte] appears differently than it did when to set in
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hand, became a set of normative ‘prototypical values’ against which
Blackness was measured, instantiating a colonial epistemology of
‘racial equivalency’ in which ‘the act of racism justifies the setting of
the White individual over and against the individual’.17 During the
Industrial Revolution in particular, Blackness was, as geographer
Kathryn Yusoff has influentially argued, conflated with convertible
raw materials such as gold, copper, manganese, lithium, and nickel,
and like these materials it was exploited to the ends of capital
accumulation and technological innovation.18 Blackness became
at once the energy reserves, labour power, and surplus value of
racial capitalism. Whiteness was, of course, the master of said racial
capitalism. To have value in the world of racial capitalism one must,
particularly if you are black- or brown-skinned, be White. One must
conform to the onto-political regime of Whiteness.
If we understand Sharpe’s concept of wake work to be the unveiling
of the residues of colonialism and slavery in the contemporary
world, we can say that wokeness is merely the appearance of an
unveiling. Wake work constitutes otherwise unconstituted logics
of antiblackness in order to undermine and disarticulate the
epistemological ground on which antiblackness stands. By contrast,
woke work conserves antiblackness by reifying it, fixing it in time as
an immutable social fact that, unable to be overcome, can only be
tweeted about.

What to do with Colston?
In the days and weeks following the fall of Colston’s statue, two
questions lingered. What to do with the statue? And what to
do with the plinth on which it stood? The former question was
quickly and (relatively) uncontroversially answered when the
Bristol Museum announced that it would collect the vandalised
Colston statue. The latter question is yet to be answered in any
meaningful way. First, we address the statue itself. Having been
musealised, Colston’s statue becomes, much like the critique
which saw it fall, a reified object, only this time as an artefact of
an ineffectual antiracist movement that—thus far at least—has
done little to change anything. This is not to discredit the palpable
sense of anger, exhaustion, and frustration at the continued
devaluation of Black lives felt in Bristol on that day, but instead
to take aim at the outpouring of weak antiracist sentiment—not
action, not work—that followed. Let us be clear: the fall of Colston
demonstrated the potential for an emancipatory politics grounded
in the problem of race. That much is undeniable. However, the
consumptive and compulsive desire to appear woke that framed
and aestheticised the fall of Colston was problematic, and remains
so. It fundamentally undermines a revolutionary praxis grounded
in race—a praxis that, to reiterate, would articulate rather than
disarticulate the categories of race, class, and gender. If the political
potential of the fall of Colston is to be realised, then the statue
cannot be allowed to return to the object world, to the world
of statues. It is not the material of the statue which needs to be
order still meant to take care of and to maintain. The work of the peasant
does not challenge the soil of the field. In the sowing of grain it places the
seed in the keeping of the forces of growth and watches over its increase.
But meanwhile even the cultivation of the field has come under the grip
of another kind of setting-in-order, which sets upon [stellt] nature. It sets
upon it in the sense of challenging it. Agriculture is now the mechanized
food industry. Air is now set upon to yield nitrogen, the earth to yield
ore, ore to yield uranium, for example uranium is set upon to yield
atomic energy.’
17 Amaro and Khan (n 15).
18 Kathryn Yusoff, A Billion Black Anthropocenes or None (University of
Minnesota Press 2018).
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conserved, but the event that led to the material destruction of the
statue, the sense that change is possible, not confined only to the
spectacle of short-lived protest. Marvin Rees, Mayor of Bristol,
has offered a useful diagnosis of post-Colston Bristol. He played
up the symbolic value of the fall for the city’s large Afro-Caribbean
population, whilst also being quick to recognise that substantive
political change ought to follow. (The tone of his arguments
strikes a disappointingly—but unsurprisingly—moderate chord,
the language of the piecemeal and not the revolutionary.) ‘It
was an iconic moment’, Rees told the Guardian, ‘[but] I think we
need to be careful with it. The danger is that iconic moments of
great symbolic value occupy the space that should be filled by
substantial action.’ Rees is right. The point is to change the world,
not to contemplate it, or to contemplate posting about changing
it. Unsurprisingly, after Black Lives Matter had evaporated from
our timelines, we found that nothing had changed. Rees correctly
noted that change takes work:
Symbols are important, but I didn’t get a memo on my desk
the next day or the next week telling me racial equalities
around mental health, school exclusions, criminal justice
systems and educational outcomes had changed. It’s very
important we make sure all symbolic acts are firmly
attached to real change, real policy change.19
To the plinth. Perhaps the most representative self-caricature of
wokeness that emerged from last year’s race protests was A Surge
of Power (2020), the statue undemocratically installed atop (and
swiftly removed from) Colston’s empty plinth by contemporary
artist Marc Quinn. The sculpture is cast from an image of Bristolian
Black Lives Matter protester Jen Reid, her arm aloft in the manner
of a Black Power salute. At first glance, it appears to be an image of
resistance, of the defiant stand of an ordinary Black woman against
a racist, patriarchal power structure, channeling the symbolic power
of the civil rights movement and the Black Panthers at once. To
paraphrase Adorno, the concept of antiracism is here incapable of
exhausting the object of racism conceived. Upon closer inspection,
this ostensibly antiracist anti-monument is but a thin veneer for a
lurking White supremacy. It is a monument to weak antiracism.
Let us begin with the most obvious objection to the work. Marc
Quinn is far from intimate with the struggles at hand. He is a White,
middle-class, Cambridge-educated artist belonging to that most
unwanted of art-historical categories, the Young British Artists
(YBAs). Critically undressed in the early noughties by the Marxist art
historian Julian Stallabrass and others, the YBAs stand for the worst
of neoliberal capitalist artistic production. Stallabrass calls them ‘Art
Incorporated’.20 They produce large, loud, loutish, expensive, and
opportunistic art for the ill-informed, and this work is no exception.
That Quinn is a White artist is not necessarily a problem. But that
his sculpture was, by his own admission, produced on a whim having
followed national television coverage of the event from a distance,
speaks volumes. It goes without saying that the decision to replace
or not replace the statue of Colston should be one for the people of
Bristol, not for Quinn. That he frames this work as ‘collaborative’
is insulting: as earnest as Reid’s antiracism is, her opinions do not
necessarily representative those of all Bristolians. The imposition
of the statue takes on a more sinister dimension when we consider
that Quinn’s former partner and muse, Jenny Bastet, a Black
19 As quoted in Steven Morris, ‘Marvin Rees, mayor of Bristol: “Symbolic
acts should be linked to change”’ Guardian (12 January 2021).
20 Julian Stallabrass, High Art Lite: The Rise and Fall of Young British Art (rev
and expanded edn, Verso Books 2006).
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woman, accused Quinn of being an ‘oppressor’ who ‘exploited’ and
‘objectified’ her body.21 Biographical disqualifications aside, A Surge
of Power is little more than Instagrammable antiracism in sculptural
form. It is a gimmick that does little to work for antiracist struggle,
and that is incommensurate with the real work that needs to be done
to ‘defend the dead’ or ‘tend to the Black dead and dying’.

Conclusions
How, then, to proceed? What alternatives do we suggest to popular
woke antiracism? We might attempt to answer these questions by
anticipating the inevitably hackneyed, decontextualised criticisms
that follow when wading into public debate on antiracism. These are
accusations of cynicism, class reductionism, and, worse still, racism.
Firstly, for cynicism. We reiterate here that we fully support the
outpouring of antiracist and anticapitalist desire that saw Colston
fall. The problem with antiracist activism at present is not its
inability to undertake symbolically meaningful direct action, but
rather to convert symbolically meaningful direct action to politically
and socially meaningful direct action. It must capitalise on the
momentum of the antiracist moment in order to force substantial,
structural change, as opposed to stultifying and hypostasising its
momentum through the reification of an aestheticised antiracist
position of wokeness. How we remember the fall of Colston is as
significant as the fall of Colston itself: if the moment is frozen, if it is
musealised or monumentalised as a heritage object that belongs only
to the past, its active political potential wanes.
Secondly, for class reductionism. We make no apologies for
suggesting that the question of race ought to be articulated in
concert with questions of class and gender, even if race, or White
onto-epistemology, is a priori to questions of class and gender.
There is space for a rearticulated intersectional politics that, rather
than atomising these categories, rather than compelling people to
identify with a set of positive identity characteristics and to let those
positive identity characteristics inform our political praxis, unites us
in the negative, that makes us ask: what do we hate in common? And
how do we get rid of it?
Finally, for racism, that which we hate. Accusations of racism could
be made on the grounds that we critique and therefore undermine
the political value of Black Lives Matter and popular antiracism.
However, these fall down as soon we understand that popular
antiracist activism distracts us from organising against the true object
of critique, racial capitalism. Such organisation must not be a simple
split from racial capitalism that only succeeds in buttressing the
structures of racial capitalism and, by extension, white supremacy.
Our readers might have one final, quite reasonable, objection.
Having undermined the political significance of the fall of Colston,
what do we suppose is next for the city of Bristol? For that question
we have no immediate answer. That is for Bristolians—not a single
Bristolian—to decide. We only hope that their decision captures the
spirit of the fall and not of the failed politics that followed.

21 Kadish Morris, ‘Marc Quinn’s Black Lives Matter Statue Is Not
Solidarity’ (Art Review, 21 July 2020). We share the views Morris
expresses in this article. The quotations are from Bastet’s Instagram
account, and were corroborated by the satirical social media account The
White Pube, which received a statement in support of Bastet from a group
of former employees of Marc Quinn.
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A

statue tumbles and, with an almighty splash, sinks below
the water. Those responsible cheer with joy. Onlookers are
captured in a range of emotions: confusion, rage, wonder.
What is taking place? Is this an anti-historical act of violent
vandalism, or the liberating removal of a relic of the colonial era, an
enduring reminder of oppression?
When Black Lives Matter protesters in Bristol toppled the statue
of the merchant and slave trader Edward Colston in June 2020, it
was not merely iconoclasm but an ‘iconoclash’, a concept discussed
by the French philosopher Bruno Latour. In cases of iconoclasm,
Latour notes, the act of breaking is unambiguous, its motivations
and contexts clear. In iconoclashes, on the other hand, ‘one does not
know, one hesitates, one is troubled by an action for which there is
no way to know, without further enquiry, whether it is destructive
or constructive’—or, for that matter, both.1
In the weeks following Colston’s felling, protests continued in cities
across the UK and the US. This clash played out over social media
and the periodical press as the world tried to work out what exactly
it had witnessed. No consensus emerged. At least on the surface, the
debates seemed to turn on the ambiguous axis of ‘history’. Following
damage to the statue of Winston Churchill in Parliament Square,
Prime Minister Boris Johnson condemned what he saw as attempts
to ‘edit or censor our past’ and ‘pretend to have a different history’.
Across the Channel, French President Emmanuel Macron promised
that ‘the Republic won’t erase any name from its history’.2

expressed its support for removing a statue of the slave-trader Robert
Milligan at London’s West India Docks, associating the monument
itself with an ‘ongoing problematic regime of white-washing history’.3
Similarly, the British journalist Ian Cobain pointed out that the
misrepresentation and erasure of historical reality has been a ‘habit of
the British state for decades’, most evident in the illegal concealment
and destruction of hundreds of thousands of records evidencing its
colonial barbarisms.4 Advocates for retention and for removal point
the finger at each other, trying each other for crimes against the past.
No surprise, then, that Professor Richard J Evans’ treatment of the
subject in the New Statesman was titled ‘The history wars’.5
Yet Clio, the Greek muse of history, stands to one side of this
symmetrical standoff, confused and, one imagines, more than a little
offended. In this conflict, the stakes are not historical but above
all iconographic, representational. These are not the history wars
but rather the image wars, into which the past has been hastily
and rather clumsily press-ganged. Only by recognising this and
dispelling the projection of ‘history’ can a path out of this impasse
be traced. Statues aim not to memorialise history but to escape from
it, striving to transcend contingency and reach the universal. Yet
under the conditions of secular modernity this attempt has become
futile. The logic on which it rests is riddled with contradictions and
incoherencies. Ultimately, if cultural memory is to regain legitimacy,
it will have to take the opposite approach, focusing on suffering
rather than ‘success’, the mass over the individual.

On the other side of the disagreement, the Museum of London

*

1 Bruno Latour and Peter Weibel (eds), Iconoclash: Beyond the Image Wars in
Science, Religion and Art (The MIT Press 2002) 16.
2 Boris Johnson, ‘It is absurd and shameful that this national monument
should today be at risk of attack…’ (Twitter, 12 June 2020) <https://
twitter.com/BorisJohnson/status/1271388181343145986> accessed 18
March 2021; Reuters Staff, ‘Macron says France won’t remove statues,
erase history’ (Reuters 14 June 2020) <https://www.reuters.com/article/
us-health-coronavirus-france-macron-stat/macron-says-france-wontremove-statues-erase-history-idUSKBN23L0QP> accessed 18 March 2021.

3 Museum of London, ‘Robert Milligan statue statement’ (9 June 2020)
<https://www.museumoflondon.org.uk/news-room/press-releases/
robert-milligan-statue-statement> accessed 18 March 2021.
4 Ian Cobain, ‘Lying about our history? Now that’s something Britain
excels at’ Guardian (London, 18 June 2020) <https://www.theguardian.
com/commentisfree/2020/jun/18/lying-history-britain-statues-slavetrade> accessed 18 March 2021.
5 Richard J Evans, ‘The history wars’ The New Statesman (London, 17 June
2020) <https://www.newstatesman.com/international/2020/06/historywars> accessed 18 March 2021.
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Statues are in and of themselves historical artefacts, but their subjects
are extrinsic to history. Historicity is not suddenly conferred if a
sculptor chooses to fashion Churchill’s face rather than any other
individual’s. Calls to take down statues therefore signify not an
assault on the past ‘itself’, as suggested by Johnson and Macron, but
justified opposition to a particular conception of it. Juggernauts of
Churchill, Colston, Milligan and the like stand as icons of a model of
the past which holds individual subjecthood and action in the highest
acclaim. The individuals elected as prime movers are elevated above
faceless socioeconomic forces. Overwhelmingly, they are white,
male, and upper-class. The Victorian essayist Thomas Carlyle
pioneered this approach in a series of lectures from 1840, grouped
together in print under the title On Heroes, Hero-Worship, and The
Heroic in History. Carlyle concluded that ‘the history of the world is
but the biography of great men’.6 Although the historical profession
has largely overturned this false and discriminatory view of the past,
the public are yet to do the same.
The literal concretisation of historical figures into statues epitomises
deceptive attempts to reduce history to a shallow agent of culture.
Statues do not preserve but annihilate the past. They remove their
objects from the course of history and enlist them as representatives
of an ahistorical culture. Change over time is the essence of history,
but culture aspires above all to stability and constancy, so that it
can entrench itself within individuals. As the German philosopher
Theodor Adorno repeatedly sought to show, this hunger for
permanence can have disturbing consequences. In the 1960s, he
diagnosed within the post-war German population an alarming
case of ‘verdinglichtes Bewusstsein’ (‘reified consciousness’). For
Adorno, this malaise is characterised by a blindness, intentional
or otherwise, to ‘all insight into one’s own contingency’ and to the
ultimate contingency—and therefore changeability—of the world at
large.7 In the earlier work Dialektik der Aufklärung (1947), written
with his friend Max Horkheimer, Adorno expressed this idea in an
unrelenting aphorism: ‘all reification is a forgetting’, an erasure of
history in the form of an unquestioning acceptance of the present.8
Recent insistence on the immutability of statues, along with
outlandish attempts to ensure it, strongly suggest that the symptoms
identified by Adorno persist today. June 2020 saw men in baggy
jeans and camouflage jackets gather around a statue of the writer
George Eliot in Nuneaton, ostensibly in its defence. One of these
‘defenders’, an army veteran, informed reporters without a hint of
irony that ‘I’m purely here to protect our history’.9 The content of
this undifferentiated ‘history’, its twisting and turning contingency,
is rendered utterly irrelevant. History becomes a scapegoat, a hollow
justification. The statue itself is exposed as a simulacrum, parading
the deceptive appearance of the historical but possessing nothing
of its substance. In a case yet stranger, Ashbourne in Derbyshire
saw a racist bust of a black man’s head moved under mysterious
circumstances from the town centre to a secret location, suspected
to be the garage of a local Conservative councillor.10
6 Thomas Carlyle, On Heroes, Hero-Worship, and The Heroic in History (first
published 1841, Yale University Press 2013) 41.
7 Theodor Adorno, Erziehung zur Mündigkeit, Vorträge und Gespräche mit
Hellmut Becker 1959 bis 1969 (Suhrkamp Verlag 1970) 104. Translation the
author’s.
8 Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer, Dialektik der Aufklärung (first
published 1947, Fischer Verlag 2007) 244. Translation the author’s.
9 Aaron Robertson, ‘Defenders of a George Eliot statue had no idea what
they were doing and I’m here for it’ (Literary Hub, 16 June 2020) <https://
lithub.com/defenders-of-a-george-eliot-statue-had-no-idea-what-theywere-doing-and-im-here-for-it> accessed 18 March 2021.
10 Archie Bland, ‘How “racist” bust “hidden by Tory councillor” divided

These cases are revealing precisely because of their absurdity, which
drags the cultural logic of reified consciousness to its perverse
and dangerous extremes. Here, a morbid fear of change reveals
itself, reminiscent of the underlying assumption of Christian
providentialism that ‘everything is as it should be’. Items of the
utmost insignificance are hastily made into religious icons whose
violation is a mortal sin. In particular, they come to resemble
secularised acheiropoieta. Acheiropoieta are Christian icons, generally
of Jesus or the Virgin Mary, believed to have come into being
miraculously, without human involvement. The corresponding
perception of statues as immaculate conceptions of history is quickly
shown to be inaccurate. After removing Colston’s statue from the
Avon, the museum M Shed discovered within it a furled 1895
edition of Tit-Bits magazine, with the scrawled names of the statue’s
fitters.11 It is hard to imagine a better illustration of appealing to the
bulwark of history whilst refusing to peer beneath its bronze façade.

*
Statues are problematic and contested for reasons that extend
far beyond the individuals they represent. Firstly, they attempt
to smuggle individuals out of history, allowing them to escape
their own time. Then, building on this, they contrive to ensure
reverence and hero-worship for them. As the Canadian media
theorist Marshall McLuhan famously observed, ‘the medium is
the message’. Reverence is not an emotion about which one hears
a great deal nowadays. It is associated above all with the religious,
with veneration and sanctity. Crucially, it is an emotional state
which functions only when it is unqueried and accepted as absolute,
without deconstruction or interrogation.
When it is undertaken, this interrogation delivers alarming results.
No coherent moral calculus or set of ‘rules and regulations’ can
justify reverence. No clear ethical boundary can be drawn which,
if overstepped, would prevent one’s memorialisation. Take the
example of Churchill. Much of the discussion around his ‘worthiness’
for preservation as a statue has concentrated on the extent of his
racism. Defenders argue that his undeniably racist views and actions
were justifiable in context, whilst critics like Professor Priyamvada
Gopal stress that Churchill’s stance on race was actually ‘deeply
retrograde even for his time’, such that ‘even his contemporaries
found his views on race shocking’.12
Professor Gopal is correct, but unfortunately this is irrelevant in
this context. Even engaging on the terms of retrospective moral
evaluation means being drawn into a dangerous and abyssal logic,
which presupposes a coherent moral calculus according to which
‘worthiness to remain’ might be established. Discussing the moral
facts of any individual’s life is only useful here if we believe there is
a genuine possibility of establishing whether they were a ‘good’ or
‘bad’ person. Framed in the most extreme terms, we could imagine
a tribunal aimed at determining whether a person’s opinions and
actions crossed a clear moral threshold, sorting the sheep from the
goats. Such thought experiments are, of course, absurd, and their
Derbyshire town’ Guardian (London, 12 June 2020) <https://www.
theguardian.com/uk-news/2020/jun/12/ashbourne-derbyshire-racistblack-bust-tory-councillor-petition> accessed 18 March 2021.
11 M Shed, ‘After careful cleaning and drying we found someone had
handwritten the names…’ (Twitter, 11 June 2020) <https://twitter.com/
mshedbristol/status/1271124618091401216> accessed 18 March 2021.
12 Priyamvada Gopal, ‘Why can’t Britain handle the truth about Winston
Churchill?’ Guardian (London, 17 March 2021) <https://www.
theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/mar/17/why-cant-britainhandle-the-truth-about-winston-churchill> accessed 19 March 2021.
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parallels with a kind of divine judgement are no coincidence. They
function only if the body making the judgement has both perfect
moral knowledge and complete access to a person’s life and thoughts.
Yet the fundamental prerequisites for this hypothetical tribunal
are the same as those that would be needed to indict Churchill’s
character. They are also the same as those necessary to sustain the
reverence for which the statue form calls.
The ideal of any society is that its moral structures remain constant
for such a long time, or are enforced with such completeness and
efficacy, that they begin to appear absolute and extrasocietal, their
contingent emergence having been masked and repressed. As this
takes place, morality is de-historicised, extricated from the skein of
time. Consciousness becomes reified, in line with the emphasis of
providentialism on preserving existing states of affairs. Only under
these conditions—in which an unquestionable transcendent standard
is established and allowed to reign—can reverence be deserved and
heroism possible. It is for this reason that Christian sainthood is
irrevocable. Nonetheless, the Catholic church did carefully vet all
candidates until the time of Pope John Paul II. It employed a genuine
‘Devil’s advocate’ and enforced a pre-sanctification waiting period
of 50 years after the individual’s death, during which any untoward
information about them ought to come to light.
Sainthood is, however, a decidedly pre-modern phenomenon. So too
is heroism, in the form of Herculean labours, military leadership, or
charismatic state formation. No longer can reverence be sustained
by religious or teleologically nationalistic metanarratives. The speed
and chaos of life in the twenty-first century does not admit of such
lasting simplicity. As early as 1967, the French thinker Guy Debord
argued that a decisive shift had occurred: social life in its authentic
form had been superseded by its virtual double, a spectacle of pure
representation.13 This shift obliterated any chance of heroism in its
established form, but the hero survived as an icon on the screen or
a series of pixels on the television, continuing to exist only as an
unreal representation. Building on Debord, the Italian philosopher
Franco Berardi in his text Heroes traced the consequences of this
disappearance into the virtual, finding them to be no less than
murderous. Berardi writes of school shootings and murder sprees
as tragic occurrences ‘at the threshold where illusion is mistaken for
reality’.14 Discussing 2011’s Utøya massacre, the Norwegian author
Karl Ove Knausgaard writes similarly that the perpetrator Anders
Behring Breivik ‘acted like a figure in a computer game, but the
act of heroism he thought he was performing, and the carnage he
brought about, did not belong to the world of images’.15
The world of images, connected with the world of numbers and
the world of profits, is also a means of transcending and escaping
historical reality, a world with neither past nor future. A statue
stands in a public square, an avatar floats on a screen. As the former
becomes impossible, the latter pervades society ever more deeply.
One can be toppled, the other cannot.

*
Despite all of this, the need for cultural memory to be represented
in some concrete form remains strong. Discussions are already
underway as to whose statue should replace that of Cecil Rhodes
13 See Guy Debord, Society of the Spectacle (first published 1967, Rebel Press
1994).
14 Franco Berardi, Heroes: Mass Murder and Suicide (Verso 2015) 5.
15 Karl Ove Knausgaard, The End (Vintage 2019) 839.
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in Oriel College, Oxford.16 The philosopher Alain LeRoy Locke,
the first African American elected to a Rhodes Scholarship, is an
understandable suggestion. Nonetheless, as we have seen, the
dangerous incoherence of statues is intrinsic to their form and
cannot be overcome simply by choosing a preferable subject. Is there
an alternative? Supplementing existing monuments with contextual
plaques enumerating the misdeeds of their subjects creates an
unbearably perverse tension. A critical statue is a contradiction in
terms. Rather, we must look towards a means of commemoration
which is not celebratory but fundamentally negative: the memorial
in its true form. Recognising that one person has suffered at the
hands of another presents its own challenges and complexities,
but is fundamentally legitimate. Its tether to reality is unbroken.
Pain and death bear a visceral authenticity which society, for all its
efforts, can never fully extinguish.
Where memorials are established, they must be porous, offering
the possibility of fluid interaction with the public. The German
conceptual artist Jochen Gerz is right to suggest that ultimately
‘the places of remembrance are people, not monuments’.17 The
Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, for example, is imbued with a
distinct, personal significance by each mourner who looks upon
it. Gerz’s Monument Against Fascism in Harburg, developed with
Esther Shalev-Gerz and initially erected in 1986, took a more
direct approach to interactivity. The Monument invited Harburg’s
residents and visitors to commit to opposing fascism by inscribing
their names on a 12-metre-high stele, which was then lowered into
the ground until it disappeared. In doing so, it embodied a concept of
remembrance in stark opposition to unchanging statues, embracing
and encoding its own violation and historicity. It served as mirror
and conduit, rather than opaque fortification.
Achieving real change in the symbolic representation of memory
will not be an easy task. A 1957 competition announced by the
International Auschwitz Committee to design a monument for the
end of the Auschwitz-Birkenau rail track led to such difficulties that
no memorial could be agreed upon. The English sculptor Henry
Moore, who chaired the competition’s jury, was forced to admit that
only ‘a very great sculptor—a new Michelangelo or a new Rodin—
might have achieved this’.18 This, as James E Young observes, is an
‘extraordinary statement’, since Moore ‘seems to concede that the
project was doomed from the start, that none on the jury could
imagine a winner, that, hypothetically, there might be no winner’.19
Jochen Gerz, striving for a way out of this apparent dead end, turns
Moore’s admission on its head. He invites the public to be the
architect of its own memory, constructively and destructively. At
the site of the now-sunken tower, a sign offers hopeful realism: ‘In
the end, it is only we ourselves who can rise up against injustice’.

16 See Ann Olivarius, ‘Rhodes must fall, but who should stand in his
place?’ Financial Times (London, 15 June 2020) <https://www.ft.com/
content/336d57a8-fb23-4ec8-8333-bb8e6bc36c98> accessed 18 March
2021.
17 Jochen Gerz, ‘Rede an die Jury des Denkmals für die ermordeten Juden
Europas’ (14 November 1997) <https://jochengerz.s3.eu-central-1.
amazonaws.com/Rede-an-die-Jury-des-Denkmals_Jochen_Gerz.pdf>
accessed 18 March 2021.
18 Henry Moore quoted in, for example, Jonathan Huener, Auschwitz,
Poland and the Politics of Commemoration, 1945–1979 (Ohio University
Press 2003) 157.
19 James E Young, The Texture of Memory: Holocaust Memorials and Meaning
(Yale University Press 1993) 135.
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n 9 April 2003, in the immediate aftermath of the fall of
Baghdad, in the first month of the invasion of Iraq, a crowd
assembled in Baghdad’s Firdos square and tore down a statue
of Saddam Hussein. The event was publicized widely, celebrated by
many as an authentic expression of popular revolt against tyranny.
Soon, however, it became embroiled in controversy as evidence
emerged that the event (ultimately accomplished by American
soldiers and equipment) was stage-managed by the American
military. In all the ensuing debate, to my knowledge, no voices were
raised to complain of the destruction of cultural heritage, nor of the
erasure of history.
In 2017, following a vote of the city council, a statue of the
Confederate general Robert E Lee was removed from Lee Park
in Dallas, Texas (the park’s name was also changed). The removal
was preceded—and followed—by vigorous debate, part of a broader
dispute in the United States over monuments to the Confederacy,
as well as those who owned or profited from slavery, or those
who, following Emancipation, perpetrated or profited from racial
violence. This ongoing conflict parallels similar arguments taking
place currently in Britain and other European countries.
The debate over Confederate monuments pits those who
frame their complaints over what they claim is the destruction
of heritage and the erasure of history against those who note
the historical inauthenticity of the monuments, which were
for the most part created not as memorials immediately after
the Civil War, but a generation or more later, following the
defeat of Reconstruction. They served as ideological and
emotional buttresses to the institutions of segregation and
disenfranchisement, and the ruthless exploitation then being
enforced against Black Americans (the Lee monument dates from
1936). In any case, opponents of the monuments note that these
objects portray individuals who fought to maintain an institution
that can only be considered one of history’s great crimes—they do
not deserve a place of public veneration.
As the debate proceeded in Dallas, one voice spoke in defense of
the Lee monument, but from a somewhat different perspective.
The art critic for the Dallas Morning News, also an eminent scholar
of Impressionist and Post-Impressionist painting, argued not
in support of Confederate monuments in general, but rather in

defense of the Lee monument in particular and of the artist who
created it. That artist, Alexander Phimister Proctor, the critic noted,
was a sculptor of public monuments of some significance, and his
autobiography and other works demonstrate that he was not a
racist. His reputation and his intentions for the Lee monument, the
critic argued, merited serious consideration.
Though this apology hardly represents the summit of this critic’s
scholarship or critical evaluation, the piece, in its mixing, if not
confusion, of categories, unwittingly points to contradictions in
the ways in which works that carry an ostensible public purpose
are differentiated from those evaluated as manifestations of
personal artistic expression. These contradictions now confront
the field of public art as well as art museums and other publicfacing art institutions.
Effectively, the critic asks us to consider the Lee monument as we
would a work of art in an art museum. Art museums (as opposed to
museums of history or those dedicated exclusively to portraiture)
are often filled with portraits, and many of those portraits represent
wholly despicable individuals. Until recently, very few people
cared. Even now, for the most part, this is still the case. And nor
are we supposed to care: it is generally understood that paintings
and sculptures and other works are displayed in an art museum
not because of who they represent, but because of who made
them. No doubt the identity of the sitter is of interest—and many
museums have begun the project of rewriting object labels and
other didactics to provide more extensive information about those
who commissioned works of art as well as those they portray—but
that is at best a secondary interest. Primary are the identity of the
artist (if known) and the cultural and aesthetic accomplishment of
the work. It is not that within an art museum the identity of the
subject is without importance. To offer a contemporary example,
it is impossible to understand a Warhol Marilyn without knowing
who Marilyn Monroe was, and the mythology surrounding her.
And yet, for the purposes of art history and of the art museum, the
painting’s significance lies not in the subject, but in how that subject
was leveraged, adapted, and transformed to create a work of art of
exceptional resonance and influence.
For monuments, traditionally the opposite has obtained. Here
the identity of the subject—whether person, deity, or allegory—
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Fig 1. Acción de Duelo (Doris Salcedo 2007, candles, approx. 267 x 350ft).
Ephemeral public project, Plaza de Bolívar, Bogotá 2007. Credit: Juan Fernando Castro.

is primary, while the identity of the artist (with a few notable
exceptions, such as Michelangelo’s David)—is held to be of interest
primarily to art aficionados. To put the matter bluntly, the categories
of monument and art, while overlapping, are not synonymous.
The public purpose of a monument overrides, if not overwhelms,
its artistic nature, whereas the aesthetic purpose of a work of art
integrates, if not overrides, whatever public message or purpose it
might have carried. The distinction, however, is not one of inherent
nature nor of artistic intention. It is entirely a matter of context.
Remove a monument from the public square to the precinct of a
museum, and it becomes a work of art. Transfer a work of art that
has any commemorative or allegorical iconography from a museum
to public space, and it becomes a monument.
It may be that this distinction between monument and artwork
represents an anachronism. If so, that anachronism is roughly coeval
with the period from the advent of Modernism to the present day. I
work in a museum, the Nasher Sculpture Center, that is devoted to
modern and contemporary sculpture. Our collection stretches from
works by Degas, Daumier, and Rodin, to the most recent expressions
of contemporary art, with works by artists such as Phyllida Barlow,
Melvin Edwards, and Simone Leigh. A number of works in our
collection are of sufficient scale to occupy public space. None were
created to be, nor would now be considered, monuments.
While the history of Modernism is dotted with monuments, a few—
like Rodin’s Burghers of Calais—quite famous, the production of
monuments and memorials generally did not represent the summit
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of Modernist sculptural ambition. It is perhaps telling that the most
influential of all Modernist monuments, Vladimir Tatlin’s Monument
to the Third International, was never built (and its talismanic
importance may be all the greater for that fact). Whether it is the
case that Modernist artists have largely abjured such commissions,
or that their work was not deemed appropriate for the purpose, or
both, the result has been the same.
But Modernist sculpture, and sculpture that derives from the
Modernist tradition, is hardly absent from public space. Often
such sculptures are not described as monuments but rather, as
belonging to another overlapping category, public sculpture. Public
sculpture certainly includes monuments, but it is not limited to
works that carry out a memorializing function. Indeed, a great
deal of public sculpture, whether figurative or abstract, serves no
public role other than to appear as itself, perhaps in relation to the
environment into which it is set. In effect, public art, as a category,
turns public space into the equivalent of museum space—one where
aesthetic contemplation is primary. We can think of it as a kind of
categorical workaround, allowing work to be produced for public
space that does not carry the traditional burdens and associations of
public representation.
The schema offered above is necessarily crude, and one can cite any
number of nuances and exceptions (for example, what twentiethcentury monument has proven more successful than Maya Lin’s
Vietnam Veterans Memorial, a sculpture that fits fully and resolutely
within the terms of Modernism?). I think it more important to
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note, however, that in recent years the schema has come under
pressure from two directions: from those who would question the
notion of the art museum as an otherwise value-free aesthetic space
(epitomized in the fictive framing of the so-called ‘white cube’), and
from those practitioners of public art who do not wish to cede the
memorializing or socially engaged role. In that latter group would be
those who work in the field of social sculpture or, as it is sometimes
called, ‘social practice’.
That last desire carries particular urgency for those artists who
choose to treat subjects and work in spaces and communities that
have heretofore gone largely without representation, or that have
only been represented by those outside their communities, with
interests inimical to their own. I speak most especially of art that
seeks to represent people of color, or that might be set within
communities of color. There is a legitimate longing for public art
that can speak to and about these communities, that can recover
histories that have been forgotten, neglected, or covered up, provide
common points of reference, and serve as a source of inspiration
and unification. None of this presupposes a single artistic language,
and the range of potential artistic response is vast, capacious enough
to include major works by three winners of the Nasher Sculpture
Center’s annual Nasher Prize—Doris Salcedo, Theaster Gates, and
Michael Rakowitz—along with numerous others.
At the Nasher Sculpture Center, we are working to respond to this
evolving understanding of public art through an ongoing project
launched last fall called Nasher Public. The project manifests both
inside the museum, and outside throughout the greater Dallas area.
Inside, we have converted our former shop to a storefront gallery,
fully visible from the street. Because of its unique placement, this

can be entered free of charge before accessing the main body of the
museum. For that space we commission artists working in North
Texas to create works which will be exhibited for brief, three-week
runs, allowing us to work with an unusually large number of artists.
Most of those commissions have been awarded to artists of color,
and a number of the works they’ve created have served a distinctly
memorializing function.
Outside the museum, we’re working with a number of partners,
private companies and individuals, as well as nonprofits—social
service agencies, arts organizations, churches, and public land
conservancies—to commission sculpture, either temporary or
permanent, by North Texas artists in publicly accessible sites around
the city. Many of those sites are located in neighborhoods from
which public art has heretofore been absent, and the artists selected
often hail from those neighborhoods, while their works may address
themes, topics, and histories specific to those locations. Just recently,
we helped launch the first of these outside projects, a collaboration
with the community-centered arts organization Artstillery, that
involves restoration and preservation of a shotgun house located in
a historically Black neighborhood, a community now threatened by
gentrification—as well as the staging of performances based upon
a recovered diary and other documentation. The primary goal of
Nasher Public is not to create a new generation of monuments. We
wish simply to enhance direct access to works of art at the Nasher
and throughout our region, while providing direct support to artists
working in it, even as we continue our national and international
programs. But responding to a changing understanding of public art
and the role it can play in enhancing civil discourse, Nasher Public
aspires to contribute to an international conversation about the
nature, role, and future of monuments.

Fig 2. Dorchester Projects (Theaster Gates 2009). Credit: Theaster Gates.
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Fig 3. The invisible enemy should not exist (Lamassu of Nineveh) (Michael Rakowitz 2018,
Middle Eastern food packaging and newspapers, glue, labels, sound, and drawings).
Installation view, Trafalgar Square, London 2018. Credit: Michael Rakowitz.
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Fig 4. Grit/Grind (Giovanni Valderas 2020). Nasher Public, Dallas, Texas 2020. Credit: Kevin Todora.

Fig 5. At the Artstillery shotgun houses. Credit: Nino G.
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In Conversation with
Sharon Ament
Jose ph Cou r t

Sharon Ament is the Director of the Museum of London, and inspiring passion in the capital and its museum is her goal. Sharon joined the Museum in
September 2012 to steer the world’s leading city museum through to the next phase of its development by inspiring a passion for London and reflecting the
capital’s energy and dynamism. Throughout her career Sharon has been driven by the simple aim of ‘turning people onto great ideas and causes’. This started
early with her work for a number of social causes in Liverpool. Thereafter she became involved in wildlife conservation and worked with the Wildfowl &
Wetlands Trust, moving from Lancashire to Slimbridge to oversee a national portfolio of wetland centres. In the 1990s she worked at the Zoological Society
of London and from there joined The Natural History Museum.

CJLPA: What role does the Museum of London play in London?
How do you want this to develop?
Sharon Ament: Putting it simply, the Museum of London tells
the story of what I consider to be the greatest city in the world
and its people. It’s also a complex city with a long and rich history
containing every positive and negative aspect of urban life and one
that lives with a legacy of being at the centre of an empire. Central
to our identity as a cultural institution is the idea of openness.
London has always been an open city—open to all people, faiths,
cultures, perspectives, and conversations—and it’s in that spirit that
we tell London’s story. In the next few years, we’re recreating the
Museum of London in West Smithfield, an old marketplace that
has lain untouched for 30 years and been an important trading
place for many centuries. We’re saving this remarkable building for
society and breathing a different sort of cultural life into the City of
London as a result. We will be London’s shared place: smack bang
in the middle of the story, open for all, and created with Londoners
who’ve joined us along the way. Post-pandemic our project has
more meaning than ever before.
CJLPA: Like all cultural institutions, the Museum has
struggled in the COVID-19 pandemic, having only been open
for 13 weeks between March 2020 and 2021. Do you see any
upsides to COVID-19?
SA: The past year has been a real struggle for the whole culture
sector in the UK, but what has been front of my mind is the impact
the museum and gallery closures are having on young people. In
my opinion, these young people have to be at the heart of our
efforts to rebuild cultural institutions. Creating a new museum in
the aftermath of the pandemic provides a special opportunity. It’s
a time when we can really step back and think about what social
history museums should be now and in the future. Who are they
for? Who should they represent? What stories should they tell?
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In terms of the area of the City that the new museum is located,
it’s also a great opportunity for cultural regeneration. The old
general market building has been derelict for some time. By
transforming this extraordinary heritage space, we’ve been able
to save the building from commercial development in the form
that is familiar with office buildings and give it to the people of
London. I want Londoners to feel that they belong here, that it’s
their space. The new museum will be a ‘museum wrapped in a
high street’ with space for independent businesses, restaurants,
and cafes. The museum itself will be like a marketplace: you’ll be
able to walk straight through it on your way to work, you’ll be able
to walk your dog through it—or stay and watch performances, see
community-curated exhibitions, or delve into the deep history of
London. It will truly be a new type of museum, built for the times
in which we live. And we have a train running through our Past
Time Galleries.
CJLPA: Do you think museums will be important in keeping
city centres thriving and lively after COVID-19?
SA: Museums have a huge role to play post-COVID in enlivening
city centres as well, of course, as being part of the cultural
infrastructure alongside libraries, parks, galleries, and other social
spaces. We may find that after the pandemic the pace of change
in city centres has increased dramatically. That might be because
people choose to work from home more often, or because retail
businesses that have struggled during COVID do not survive.
Museums don’t just give people a reason to visit their city, but
it also gives space to reflect, consider, and explore. Museums are
trusted places and the flow back after lockdown to our museums
and galleries shows that people want to visit.
The City of London, where we are based, has felt the effect of
the pandemic very harshly. Footfall has plummeted and will take
some time to recover. That is why the City of London Corporation
have put culture front and centre of their COVID recovery plans,
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announcing a Culture and Commerce Taskforce, as well as investing
in major cultural infrastructure including the Barbican and of course
the new Museum of London.  
CJLPA: You will have opened on 19 May 2021 with the
exhibition ‘Dub London: Bassline of a City’. Could you tell
us about the exhibition and how it fits into bigger plans for
the Museum?
SA: From its roots in Jamaican reggae to how it shaped communities
over the last 50 years, our new display explores not only dub music,
but also the cultural and social impact it has had on the identity of
London and its people.
Dub has had a far-reaching impact across the music industry and the
history of the capital. It has influenced multiple genres from drum
and bass, garage, and hip-hop to even mainstream pop, and played
an important role in the early days of the city’s punk scene with
bands such as The Clash and The Slits drawing on its unique sound.
The story of dub culture in London is a fascinating one and one that
hasn’t been told this widely in a museum setting before. Through
getting out into the places and speaking to the people who have been
instrumental in the dub scene, we’ve been able to hear stories of
how London was central for the emergence of dub in the UK. Even
though most of this music originated in the Caribbean and Jamaica,
London quickly became important to dub reggae: dub record labels
were started in London, and dub music was produced in London
and exported to the rest of the world. With London still being home
to one of the largest collections of dub reggae record shops outside
of Kingston, Jamaica, this display will be a unique and impressive
way to tell the story of how dub culture has shaped the identity of
the capital and us as Londoners.
The museum is passionate about connecting to Londoners, cutting
across multiple scenes, times, and genres. Our past experiences with
‘Punk London’, ‘The Clash: London Calling’, and now ‘Dub London:
Bassline of a City’, show us the music runs through London’s veins
and is crucial to a Londoner’s identity. It’s a theme we’re exploring
for our new Museum of London in West Smithfield.
CJLPA: The Museum recently produced a wide-ranging
report on the experiences of Generation Z Londoners. Did
this inform your plans for the Museum?
SA: Absolutely. We worked with the Partnership for Young London
on the largest survey of Gen Z Londoners of its kind. Over 3,000
young Londoners took part, and told us what mattered to them,
about their concerns and hopes for the future. I want young
Londoners to play an active role in the creation of the new museum
and to see their experiences reflected in its displays and ongoing
programming. Young people told us that they didn’t always feel
welcome in cultural institutions. I want the new museum to make
young Londoners feel comfortable, valued, and inspired. This
research will help us place young people front and centre of the new
museum and will inform our plans as they develop.
CJLPA: What prompted the move to West Smithfield, away
from the current Brutalist site on London Wall?
SA: The current site at London Wall is simply too small for our
ambitions to reach every schoolchild in the capital and tell the
stories of London and Londoners past, present, and future—no
longer a museum fit for twenty-first-century London. It’s also
very a tricky location, with access via highwalks and no ground-

level entrances. In fact, it would be fair to say we are invisible
behind the walls of the roundabout that shields us. The new
museum at West Smithfield will be situated at one end of the
City’s Culture Mile and is directly opposite the new Crossrail
station in Farringdon. We like to say that the new site is two stops
from Paris! Situated within beautiful, historic market buildings
designed by the inimitable Sir Horace Jones, they’re the perfect
new home for a museum for London: not shiny new buildings or
a grand old palace, but very special market structures grounded
in the working and trading history of the city. We are aiming
to attract two million visitors in the first year, compared to our
current footfall of around 800,000, and the project will be a key
part of London’s post-COVID recovery.
CJLPA: The new site has an interesting plan centred around
different types of ‘Time’. Could you tell us about this, and how
it came to be?
SA: The ground floor of the General Market, ‘Our Time’, will be
a hub for London events. With gatherings ranging from festivals,
markets, and performances to talks and discussions about urgent
local matters, it will become a new space for Londoners and visitors
to the city to come together. Even when no event is on, it will simply
be a new, welcoming space to meet friends or just spend time amid
displays and activities which explore London’s lived experience—the
London of our own living memories.
Beneath the General Market, ‘Past Time’ will be a spectacular
underground space, home to the rich historical galleries of
the museum. Here we will showcase the unrivalled breadth of
our London Collection, made up of some seven million items.
Content will range from skeletons to dresses, vehicles to art and
photography, and include the exquisite jewellery of the Cheapside
Hoard in the Goldsmiths’ Gallery. There will be theatrical, sensory,
and interactive displays, full of 10,000 years of human drama.
A live train line runs alongside this space, which was once a huge
goods depot for the Great Northern Railway. At the far end, in the
old salt store, visitors will be able to watch the trains rumble by as
passengers peer in—a visceral reminder of the connectedness of
these buildings to the city in which we are rooted.
CJLPA: You have spoken well on how you want the new
Museum to tell the stories of a wider range of Londoners.
What role do you see for the more traditional elements, like
the Tudor and Roman collections?
SA: Before London, there was Londinium. Our Roman story is
crucial in telling the story of our city and its people with, as we
know, remnants still around today. These iconic London ‘moments’,
including the Romans, the Great Fire, and the Suffragettes form
the foundation of our museum and city alike. These core pieces
of the narrative will be told in full in our new museum galleries,
in a space we’re currently calling ‘Past Time’. They’re also key
curriculum topics and, with our vision to reach every school child
in London, will form vital elements of our learning programmes.
In essence we will be illuminating London across time in a way
that is both familiar and very, very different. We can’t tell the story
of London and miss out the Great Fire, but we can draw out new
narratives, new voices, new insights that come from looking at
London from the perspective of 2021.
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CJLPA: How will you be growing your permanent collections?
SA: We are actively collecting in three ways, adding to our
collections through archaeological finds thus building an ever
more comprehensive London Archaeological Archive. Secondly,
we are adding to our collections through contemporary collecting
programmes such as ‘Collecting the Pandemic’. When a compelling
reason to record a moment that is happening now becomes
apparent, we get collecting. The last time we undertook such a
large-scale contemporary collecting programme was during the
war, when we collected what people were wearing—particularly
clothes that were designated as utility wear. Finally, we continue
to collect historic objects in the traditional ways from donations
to purchase. Some examples of these would be Daphne Hardy
Henrion’s Festival of Britain sculpture and Pierre Prévost’s 1815
Panorama of London, which came up for sale in 2018. These objects
become part of the London Collection, which is more than seven
million items strong.
CJLPA: You have plans to use digital technology to get people
around the world thinking about important cultural issues.
What exactly do these plans entail?
SA: Being truly 24/7, live-streaming data from London, broadcasting
from the Museum, just to name a few activities. But it would be fair
to say that this, as for every other cultural organisation, has become
a more significant focus. Watch this (digital) space!
CJLPA: How important do you consider it to see the Museum’s
collections in person versus digitally?
SA: More than ever, the last year has shown us that we cannot be
complacent and rely on physical visits alone (although we can’t
wait to welcome back our much-missed visitors!). How we’ve
developed our digital offer has been nothing short of incredible
and we must continue to build on this progress. We have seen the
appetite is there. From our Great Fire livestreams beaming directly
to thousands of school children in summer last year, through to our
digitising former exhibitions such as ‘Disease X’ and turning our
blockbuster exhibition ‘The Cheapside Hoard’ into the ‘Tweetside
Hoard’—just some of examples of our recent digital work—we have
a great foundation to build on. The story of London and Londoners
isn’t confined to within the M25; it transcends borders and has
national and international appeal as one of the greatest cities in the
world, so we have an obligation, as well as a passion, to share our
content as far as possible. We’re thinking hard about how to apply
this mentality to the new Museum of London where we have the
opportunity to shape our digital presence, both physically within
the buildings but also online, from the ground up. We’re adding to
our collections all the time; most recently we’ve acquired a host of
COVID-related objects to make sure this unreal time is captured—
we’ve collected people’s experiences of Ramadan in lockdown, the
sounds of London’s silent streets during the pandemic, posters,
flyers from protests, and much more.
Our role also extends beyond our collections and our ‘stuff’.
Museums are increasingly becoming spaces for important debate,
relearning, and exploration of hard-hitting subjects that affect us all.
Of course, our role will always be rooted in history, but we have a
voice and must use it.
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Joseph Court is an Archaeology graduate from Trinity
College, Cambridge, who placed first each year and
specialised in the ancient Near East. He is interested in
the very new as well as the very old: tech law and policy,
Wikipedia editing, and film. He is Managing Editor of
CJLPA.

In Conversation with
Manuel Rabaté and
Dr Souraya Noujaim
Alexa n de r (Sami) Kardos-Nyh e im

Manuel Rabaté is Director of Louvre Abu Dhabi. He has taught Arts & Cultural Management at Paris-Dauphine University and Paris-Sorbonne University
Abu Dhabi. He is a Knight of France’s National Order of Merit.
Dr Souraya Noujaim is Scientific, Curatorial & Collections Management Director of Louvre Abu Dhabi. She has studied the British Museum’s Arabic
weights and measures, and has been Islamic Art History Chair at the École du Louvre.

Louvre Abu Dhabi sits at a tense but enriching cultural crossroads. The
museum brings the name of France’s most treasured cultural institution to
the desert of the United Arab Emirates. The museum is innovative but its
geopolitical context is difficult: a background of continuous government
negotiations, and the cultural friction between East and West. The
institution’s Director, Manuel Rabaté, and Curatorial Director, Dr Souraya
Noujaim, discussed their creative vision and difficulties with honesty.

Manuel Rabaté, Director
CJLPA: Louvre Abu Dhabi arose in 2017 out of a 2007 agreement
between France and the UAE. What was the intention behind
the agreement?
Manuel Rabaté: This agreement was extraordinarily visionary. You
cannot read it in isolation. It was part of a master plan to make Abu
Dhabi an important international centre of knowledge, education,
sustainability, and tourism. It was made in tandem with other
agreements that led to Sorbonne Abu Dhabu, Berkley Abu Dhabi,
New York University Abu Dhabi, Zayed University and National
Museum, and Guggenheim Abu Dhabi. Tourism was undoubtedly an
important motive. The government of Abu Dhabi was keen to ensure
diversification of economic assets, and found that strong investment
in its educational and cultural fibre was an excellent way of achieving
this. The UAE federation dates only to 1971, but the place has a rich,
much older heritage. The UAE wants to preserve this and create a
cultural legacy. There is much more there than just the sun.
The community is built on other institutions and ideals too. Many
of the buildings in which Abu Dhabi’s cultural institutions sit have
been designed by Western architects, and many institutions bear
Western names. But they are not necessarily extensions of Western
points of view and ways of doing things. A key part of the vision

behind Louvre Abu Dhabi, as well as the wider cultural objectives
of the Abu Dhabi government, was to promote a universal story.
Much like the British Museum in London and the Louvre in Paris
are not museums of British art or French art, Louvre Abu Dhabi is
place where you invite the world to come and see how you perceive
human interconnectedness. We want to tell the story of the world
through artworks and objects of beauty, at the same time raising
points about Arab identity and the interaction of East and West.
This may sound like a cliché, but I mean it truly.
CJLPA: What are your goals as Director?
MR: My mission as Director can be structured around four pillars,
which chime with what my view of what a museum is.
First, I want to focus on the building itself and its surroundings. We
have an incredible, delicate building on the sea. It is a challenge to
maintain, but I take pride in being its custodian and improving its
health and accessibility.
Second, I want to be accountable for the contents of the building.
We are a museum of the twenty-first century. In its most basic form,
a museum must be a collection of artwork or artefacts. In our case,
you will see the collection of the government of Abu Dhabi, and
lent artworks from French museums. This latter part is a growing,
moving, semi-permanent collection, through which we seek to tell
a unique story of the world. Unlike the universal or encyclopaedic
conception of a museum, where eras and cultures are strictly
organised and segregated, we tell a story in pure chronological
order. As you walk through the rooms, you walk through time. You
begin with beauty in its most basic form, when men and women
first came to exist and gain consciousness. We can see ourselves in
them. As you move to other rooms, you see objects from different
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civilisations together, linked by their common chronological
connection. You are made to embrace what was happening in all
the world at a particular point in time. We have an anthropological,
not a scientific, base. Our collection is constantly supplemented also
by other regional museums, adding a strong Arab element which
other museums sometimes overlook. It is difficult to balance these
narratives, but we strive to do it at all times.
Third, I want to ensure a very memorable museum experience. We
need to cater to demand by striking a balance between business
and hospitality. We want to make the museum an inclusive place
for ‘people of determination’ and people of different cultures and
languages. Our key performance indicator is still the number of
visitors we get, but since the COVID-19 pandemic started our
digital footprint has become very important. We are working on
shifting the experience from a purely physical one to a meaningful
online one.
Fourth, I want to enable staff development. I want to create a new
generation of Emirati museum specialists. I do not want this to be
a purely French affair. I want to revisit what it means to be, for
example, a security guard, or indeed a museum curator.
CJLPA: You operate in a very complicated geopolitical
environment. There are scandals where loaned art disappears,
for example. How, as a museum, do you separate political and
diplomatic considerations from creative and intellectual
considerations?
MR: We don’t separate these considerations. Louvre Abu Dhabi
is born from an inter-governmental agreement, but it is an Abu
Dhabi entity. My chain of command goes to the Chairman of the
Department of Culture and Tourism of Abu Dhabi, but this does
not entail ‘political games’. Our very name represents what can be
framed as a political ambition: the fusion of a major city with a
major national institution. We are a new museum. We do not seek
to impose old or alien political ideals on our audiences here, unlike
some other institutions—though I will not drop names here.
CJLPA: What is the role of art, and the museums that contain
it, in a time of crisis?
MR: Developing a generation of Emirati art lovers and art specialists
will build long-term ‘resilience’—and I know this word is used a lot—
to societal challenges we will face in the future. But in the short term,
with regard to the COVID-19 crisis, there is a clear need for beauty,
reconstruction, social places, and aspirational thoughts. These, the
museum can provide. We want to create a mindful museum, or as
we call it in French, an institution à l’écoute. COVID-19 has assaulted
the connections between people. We are told it is dangerous to
speak with and be close to people! We offer a way to reconstruct
and reimagine being together, as our institution is itself a meeting of
cultures and thought. In far more practical terms, we have also held
events for front-line workers and vulnerable people. Naturally, we
are all vaccinated!
This period has obvious challenges, but they show that we have to
revisit the museum experience. How should it feel to look around?
Should visitors be guided by a digital usher? How do we ensure
that visitors can relax and meditate, should they choose to? It is
easy to reject digital solutions to what is clearly a very human
experience. However, we should not shy away from what I call
‘digital maturity’, which will bring more answers than one may
initially anticipate.
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Dr Souraya Noujaim, Scientific, Curatorial &
Collections Management Director
CJLPA: Some have said that the effort to make a museum a
‘visitor experience’ can come at the expense of integrity, or
‘dumb it down’. Do you agree?
Dr Souraya Noujaim: In a way I agree, and this is why a museum
needs a very careful curatorial and scientific team. We have to avoid
becoming an ‘exhibition hall’. This is why, within the curatorial
department I lead, we are setting up and developing a research group
to explore the question of cultural connection, through different
materials. We do work for an audience, but we want to give that
audience meaningful, deep content.
CJLPA: The Louvre is originally a French institution. But its
manifestation here in Abu Dhabi has a new identity. What
emerges from the interaction between an age-old French
institution and the surroundings of Abu Dhabi?
SN: Beyond the obvious institutional cooperation required by the
inter-governmental agreement that gave rise to Louvre Abu Dhabi,
what has emerged is the idea of a ‘semi-permanent collection’, a
shared display that rotates regularly with other institutions around
the world. This allows us to fine-tune our intuitions and thematic
tendencies. The act of collaboration also brings something very new
and rich to museum practice. When two parts of the world with
so many specialities are put together, the ensuing exploration and
development of shared forms and themes are very valuable. Right
before COVID-19 struck we had an exhibition on furūsiyya, the Arab
counterpart of the European ideal of chivalry. For this we discussed
thoroughly over a scientific council how we could pair the Arab and
European concepts. The discussion was probably unprecedented in
terms of museum practice. Another example is a recent exhibition
we opened in cooperation with Centre Pompidou, focussed on the
spiritual cleansing of communities after COVID-19. We sought to
trace the root of abstraction in non-Western art, particularly in
Arab calligraphy.
CJLPA: How much freedom do you have to explore new ideas
in your role? Are you constricted by museum policy, or by the
terms of the 2007 France–UAE agreement?
SN: The idea of creating a universal museum here really came from
the government of Abu Dhabi. We have built a narrative with as
wide a geographical and institutional spectrum as possible. My
curatorial objectives are based on the collection we have in this
museum and the artefact loans we have from other museums, both
in France and nearer the UAE.
CJLPA: Can your institution help society through a crisis like
COVID-19?
SN: I want us to have a soothing effect on society. Art has always been
a companion of human beings. We have been closed for some time.
The fact that we were able to share again the physical experience
with the public was very important for us. We want the public to
feel they can engage with us at a very profound level, and simply be
influenced and made ‘mindful’ by the extraordinary architecture of
this institution. We want the building, the surroundings, and the
contents to be rooted in a sense of the region’s nature and history.
In the COVID-19 situation, our museum has to be a companion to
those who want or need one.
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CJLPA: For a short period, the museum was online-only. This
brings obvious limitations. Has it brought opportunities?
SN: We updated and upgraded our online presence to provide
people with as close an experience to the ‘real thing’ as possible.
This included virtual guided tours of our exhibitions. This kept the
exhibitions alive and reachable to the wider community.
CJLPA: Do you have any special projects planned?
SN: We are in a state of constant motion. That is what I find most
fulfilling about this institution. Throughout the pandemic we have
been building our collection, especially of contemporary art. Three
years since the opening, it is time for contemporary artists to have
their faces shown in the institution. I want Louvre Abu Dhabi to
display the work of young and old contemporary artists very soon.
Contemporary art deserves a place like Louvre Abu Dhabi, and
Louvre Abu Dhabi deserves this new kind of dialogue and challenge.
I also want to see our scientific lab finalised. Ultimately, I want our
academic focus to shift and be developed.

Alexander (Sami) Kardos-Nyheim is a third-year
undergraduate in Law at Trinity College, Cambridge. He is
the Founder and Editor-in-Chief of CJLPA. He has played
an important role in efforts across London and Cambridge
to protect communities and heritage assets from luxury
redevelopment projects.
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Art in Exile at Home:
The National Palace Museum,
Taiwanese Identity, and
‘China’s’ Imperial Collection
Je a n-M i c h a ël M a ugüé

Jean-Michaël Maugüé is a second-year undergraduate in English at Christ’s College, Cambridge, interested in art and culture. He is a Specialised Art Editor
at CJLPA, and has worked at Christie’s and McMillan Fine Art, a commercial art gallery in London. In 2020, he co-founded Christ’s College Poetry Society
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B

etween December 1949 and February 1950, three shipments,
carrying a total of 3,824 crates of artefacts and artworks
from the Qing imperial collection, left ports on the Chinese
mainland for the island of Taiwan. Chiang Kai-shek was on
the losing side of a four-year civil war against Mao Ze-dong’s
communist forces, and was forced to relocate his Nationalist army to
Taiwan, where he set up a government in exile. It was on the island
that Chiang Kai-shek and his Nationalist Party, the Guomindang
(GMD), would continue the struggle for Chinese sovereignty
as the Republic of China (ROC). Back on the mainland, Mao Zedong consolidated political power under the Chinese Communist
Party in the new People’s Republic of China (PRC). The story of
the imperial collection closely intertwines with that of Taiwan’s
national development, and it is through these 3,824 crates of
imperial treasures, which became the core collection of the National
Palace Museum, that we can trace Taiwan’s fraught navigation of
political and cultural identity.
The PRC/ROC schism of Chinese sovereignty also split the imperial
collection of the Qing emperors, originally housed in the Forbidden
City in Beijing. In 1925, the Forbidden City was converted into
the National Palace Museum under Chiang Kai-shek’s Nationalist
government. The war with Japan and the subsequent civil war
saw the imperial treasures transported across the country to elude
Japanese and then communist capture. In this 15-year odyssey,
Nationalist forces moved the precious artefacts from Beijing to the
seat of central government in Nanjing, and then to Shanghai and
further inland to Chengchou, Changsha, and finally Chongqing,
where the wartime government resided. By 1947, most of the
treasures were back in Beijing and Nanjing, but when Mao’s People’s
Liberation Army (PLA) threatened the administrative capital of
Nanjing, the Executive Yuan (the executive branch of the Nationalist
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government) decided to urgently relocate the imperial treasures to
the island of Taiwan. Curator Na Chih-liang’s meticulous records
have preserved the details of the epic transfer: five shipments were
planned, but only three took place, not to mention the countless
artefacts that could not be packed and shipped from Beijing in time.1
The 3,824 crates that made it to Taiwan represented only one fifth
of the original cases moved south from Beijing in 1933, but these
crates included many of the best works.2 As a result, there are now
two ‘Palace Museums’, the National Palace Museum in Taipei and
the Palace Museum in Beijing (originally the Forbidden City), each
housing a substantial portion of the most important treasures from
the Qing imperial collection. The ‘One China’ of today’s politics
mirrors the ‘Two Palace Museums’ in simultaneous existence.
The National Palace Museum in Taipei is most certainly equal, if
not superior, to her estranged sister in Beijing, despite not being
in its original home of the Forbidden City. Opening in 1965, the
National Palace Museum houses some 650,000 items from across
Chinese history, ranging from Neolithic jade pieces through Zhou
bronze vessels to Tang (618–907) and Song (960–1279) painting
and calligraphy.3 The majority of the National Palace Museum’s
collection comes from the Qing imperial collection, accumulated
over the course of a thousand years by Chinese emperors and royal
families across four dynasties.4 It includes pivotal works by early
1 Na Chih-liang, The Past Thirty Years of National Palace Museum (Chinese
Book Series Committee 1957); Na Chih-Liang, Forty Years of National
Palace Museum (The Commercial Press 1966).
2 Jeanette Shambaugh Elliot and David Shambaugh, The Odyssey of China’s
Imperial Art Treasures (University of Washington Press 2005) 96.
3 Lin Chiu-fang (ed), National Palace Museum: National Palace Museum
Guidebook (eleventh edn, 2003) 13.
4 Helen White, ‘Protecting the Past to Preserve the Future: A Case for
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Fig 1. Immortal Blossoms in an Everlasting Spring (Giuseppe Castiglione c 1723 (album leaf), ink and colours on silk, 33.3 x 27.8cm). National Palace Museum,
Taipei. Wikimedia Commons. <https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Immortal_Blossoms_in_an_Everlasting_Spring#/media/File:Xian’e_Changchun_Album_13.jpg>.

painters from the Tang to the Song dynasties, such as the calligraphy
of artist, scholar-official, and poet Huang Tingjian (1045–1105) and
the Northern Song dynasty’s Emperor Huizong (1082–1135). The
museum certainly has a claim to being one of greatest repositories
of imperial Chinese art in the world, if not the greatest. Art scholars
have described the collection as ‘a major artistic legacy of China’s
cultural heritage’.5
Yet it is precisely as the keeper of ‘China’s cultural heritage’ that
the National Palace Museum finds itself deeply entwined with
Taiwanese political and cultural self-definition. The collection’s
composition and name identify it as the inheritor of China’s
‘National’ treasures, belonging to four successive millennia of
Chinese emperors. The ancient Chinese, in fact, regarded the
International Protection of the National Palace Museum of Taipei,
Taiwan’ (2009) 19(1) Kansas Journal of Law and Public Policy 148, 156.
5 Wen C Fong, ‘Chinese Art and Cross-Cultural Understanding’ in John
P O’Neill and Emily Walters (eds), Possessing the Past: Treasures from the
National Palace Museum (Dora CY Ching tr, The Metropolitan Museum
of Art and the National Palace Museum 1996) 27.

person who possessed the imperial collection as the heavenordained emperor with the mandate to rule.6 Chiang Kai-shek,
appropriating the imperial collection under the National Palace
Museum in 1925, and then relocating the collection to Taiwan in
1949, was therefore identifying himself and his Nationalist party,
the GMD, with the mandated seat of Chinese government. It was
culturally imperative to bring the imperial treasures with him from
the mainland. The exiled ‘China’, on the island of Taiwan, was
given legitimacy as protector, owner, and keeper of the imperial
collection of the Chinese emperors. This mythos was shared by
other officials in Chiang’s GMD. Na Chih-liang wrote several
romanticised retellings of the collection’s odyssey in exile. He
recounts how after surviving bombings, truck overturns, and even
uncontrolled speeding boats, no item of the collection was damaged
or lost on the perilous journey to Taiwan. His conclusion is equally
epic: the imperial collection is ‘protected by heaven’ under Chiang’s
GMD,7 and the Nationalists, guarding the treasures surrounded
6 White (n 4) 148.
7 Na Chih-liang, 70 Years in Guarding National Treasures of National Palace
Museum (National Palace Museum 1993) 198–203.
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with a ‘divine aura’, are the rightful inheritors of the Qing emperors’
mandate from heaven.8
Even the physical structure of the National Palace Museum reflects
both evolution from and continuity with the Chinese emperors. The
building’s architect, Huang Bao-yu, sought to create a psychological
connection between the spatial atmosphere of the National Palace
Museum and the imperial architecture of mainland China.
As the sunlight came out from the left-top of the
National Palace Museum, it would cause a 45-degree
angle shadow. When people stood in the shadow, they
would feel like standing in front of the Meridian Gate [of
the Forbidden City] in Beijing.9
The colour schemes of the museum actually deviate from those
of the Forbidden City. Instead of the reds and yellows of imperial
autocracy, the museum boasts brown walls and blue-tiled roofs
evoking the nationalist republic.10 Where form provides continuity
with the imperial regime, colour evokes a transition into the
republican order. This sense of historical connection was imperative
for Chiang’s Nationalist government in a land of ‘exile’. Even the
plan of the museum evokes traditional inheritance: the imperial
treasures come to rest in a space that shares the dimensions of the
grand mausoleums of Sun Yat-sen (founder of the Chinese republic
in 1911) in Nanjing and the Ming emperor Hongwu (expeller of the
Mongolian Yuan dynasty in 1368) in Xiaoling.
Chiang’s tenure as president of the ROC actually had more than
purely symbolic parallels with the autocratic Chinese emperors.
Upon landing in Taiwan, he initiated the island’s martial law
period (1949–87), where political censorship, imprisonments, and
executions were common. The saving grace for the National Palace
Museum’s collection is, perhaps, that Taiwan escaped the Cultural
Revolution (1969–79) that swept across mainland China. In Beijing
alone, some 4,922 of 6,843 sites of designated ‘historical interest’
were destroyed. Luckily enough, though, the premier Zhou Enlai
sealed the gates to the Forbidden City and prevented the Red Guard
from ransacking the imperial collection in Beijing.11
Following the decline in the GMD’s political hegemony, the
museum became the negotiating space for a rapidly changing
Taiwanese identity. Today, Taiwan is recognisably democratic,
with open elections and multiple credible political parties. In 2000,
Chen Shui-bian’s Democratic Progressive Party (DPP) was elected
to power. It brought an end to half a century of GMD control and
offered, for the first time since 1949, a definition of Taiwanese
identity that stressed independence from ‘China’. The National
Palace Museum’s charter was subsequently changed in 2007 to
reflect its mission to archive ‘domestic and foreign’ art, but the
museum is still the locus of heated political debate in a Taiwanese
landscape of changing cultural identity.12 In February 2021, the
8 Huang Yi-chih, ‘National Glory and Traumatism: National/Cultural
Identity Construction of National Palace Museum in Taiwan’ (2012)
14(3) National Identities 219.
9 Huang Baoyu, ‘The Architecture of the Chung-Shan Museum’ 1966 1(1)
National Palace Museum Quarterly 69, 72.
10 Huang (n 8) 215.
11 Roderick Macfarquhar and Michael Schoenhals, Mao’s Last Revolution
(Harvard University Press 2006) 32–52.
12 Chi Wang, ‘Why Taiwan’s National Palace Museum Controversy is
More than a Storm in a Teacup’ South China Morning Post (5 Jan 2021)
1–6 <https://www.scmp.com/comment/opinion/article/3115954/whytaiwans-national-palace-museum-controversy-more-storm-teacup>
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National Palace Museum faced a naming controversy. It was
reported that ‘it could be downgraded to fall under the jurisdiction
of the Ministry of Culture, and that its name could be changed as
part of a broader plot to ‘de-Sinicise’ it.’13 The museum is currently
under the direct jurisdiction of the Executive Yuan.14 Should this
change, the National Palace Museum, housing the Chinese imperial
collection, would no longer be ‘National’, in a Taiwan that no
longer explicitly considers itself ‘Chinese’.
The National Palace Museum’s collection has also been the locus
for negotiating Taiwanese political and cultural identity abroad.
The collection went on a landmark exhibition to the United States
between 1961 and 1962. At the time, Americans saw the exhibition
as ‘a reminder that the free Chinese are fighting to save their cultural
heritage as much as to recover lost territories’.15 Yet the UN expelled
the ROC from its ‘China’ seat in favour of the PRC in 1971, and
in 1979, as part of its diplomatic rapprochement with mainland
China, the United States ceased recognising the ROC government
in Taipei in favour of the PRC government in Beijing.16 The name
of the National Palace Museum’s next US exhibition, held in 1996,
could not therefore include the term ‘Republic of China’. The ROC
government eventually acquiesced to ‘Splendors of Imperial China:
Treasures from the National Palace Museum in Taipei'.17
Today, Taiwan holds official relations with only 15 nation states,
and international exhibitions are often inconceivable.18 The
National Palace Museum rarely lends its collection overseas, only
organising six big foreign loans since its opening in 1965.19 These
loans are only offered to countries that have passed laws granting
exhibits immunity from judicial seizures. The fear is, of course, that
the PRC government in Beijing would stake a legal claim to the
imperial treasures. These laws are not widespread, and even a loan
to Taiwan’s only diplomatic partner in Europe, the Vatican, has not
been possible because Italy does not offer artworks such immunity
from seizure.20 Mainland China has consistently and unambiguously
claimed sovereignty over the island as well as the collection, and
under Xi Jin-ping, PLA activity has increased in the Taiwan
Straits and the South China Sea.21 In the event of armed conflict,
the National Palace Museum’s treasures would be excluded from
international protection under the 1954 Hague Convention. The
PRC would ensure that any dispute is a ‘domestic’ one rather than an
‘international conflict’ that falls under the remit of the treaty.22 The
international tensions arising from the paradox of ‘One China’ can
be felt in the realm of art as well as anywhere. ‘China’s’ once-united
imperial collection exists dually, and the irreconciliation of the two
accessed 10 Feb 2021.
13 ibid 4.
14 National Palace Museum, ‘About the NPM: Tradition & Continuity’
<https://www.npm.gov.tw/en/Article.aspx?sNo=03001502> accessed 10
February 2021.
15 National Gallery of Art, ‘Introduction to Catalogue’ in National Gallery
of Art, Chinese Art Treasures (1960) 8.
16 White (n 4) 160.
17 Andrew Solomon, ‘Don’t Mess with Our Cultural Patrimony!’ New York
Times Magazine (7 April 1996) 10.
18 White (n 4) 160.
19 ‘Treasure Island: Taiwan’s National Palace Museum’ The Economist
(16 February 2008) 386(8567) <https://www.economist.com/
asia/2008/02/14/treasure-island> (accessed 10 February 2021).
20 ibid.
21 ‘PLA Aircraft Drills Near Taiwan No Threat to U.S., Navy Says’
(Bloomberg, 30 January 2021) <https://www.bloomberg.com/news/
articles/2021-01-30/pla-aircraft-drills-near-taiwan-no-threat-to-u-snavy-says?sref=HiTf60QO> accessed 10 February 2021.
22 White (n 4) 148.
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halves causes friction in the dissemination and study of traditional
Chinese culture and art.
A recent exhibition, however, could suggest a way forward. In
2015, to commemorate its ninetieth anniversary, the National
Palace Museum in Taipei hosted a landmark exhibition of Giuseppe
Castiglione’s (1688–1766) work: ‘Portrayals from a Brush Divine: A
Special Exhibition on the Tricentennial of Giuseppe Castiglione’s
Arrival in China’. The dates provide a pretty alignment. 250 years
before the National Palace Museum opened its doors in Taipei and
brought the imperial collection to the public’s shores in Taiwan,
Castiglione landed in Macau from his native Milan and brought
European painting techniques to the shores of China. Castiglione,
who was known by his adopted Chinese name Lang Shi-ning, came
to China as a Jesuit missionary, and served in the Qing court under
the Kangxi (r 1661–1723), Yongzheng (r 1723–35), and Qianlong (r
1736–95) reigns. His work, consolidated as the personal property
of the Qianlong emperor, was part of the imperial collection
that formed the National Palace Museum in 1925. It is now split
evenly between the Palace Museum in Beijing and the National
Palace Museum in Taipei. For the exhibition, though, Beijing lent
its collection of Castiglione’s paintings and sketches to Taipei. In
fact, since 2009, the Palace Museum in Beijing has been repeatedly
willing to lend and collaborate with Taipei, although the National
Palace Museum does not loan works to Beijing.23 This spirit of
collaboration has allowed a wonderfully comprehensive and popular
exhibition to go ahead.

Chinese identity, is split between the Palace Museum in Beijing and
the National Palace Museum in Taipei. However, a complex ‘One
China’ need not be so restrictive to the dissemination of Chinese
culture and art in the museum space. Collaboration between Beijing
and Taipei, such as that for the Castiglione exhibition in 2015, can
close, however momentarily, a stifling rift in what has always been an
inherently multi-‘National’ imperial collection—to the great benefit
of lovers of Chinese culture and art across the world. Though the
National Palace Museum is indissolubly linked to an ever-changing
Taiwanese identity, perhaps that change can be oriented towards a
more dispersive definition of the ‘National’—one for those looking
at Taiwan from both the inside and outside, at least in the realm of
art and in the spirit of wider dissemination.

It is noteworthy that a Qing, eighteenth-century European court
painter was chosen for this blockbuster exhibition commemorating
the ‘National’ Palace Museum. Castiglione’s work complicates the
binary distinctions of ‘Chinese’ and ‘European’ art. His is work not
of adherence to a ‘national’ identity, but of Early Modern global
exchange and fluidity. The painting above (fig 1) is from Castiglione’s
bird-and-flower album Immortal Blossoms in an Everlasting Spring,
a masterpiece of the Yongzheng reign. It shows how Castiglione
harmonised Western perspective and shading techniques with the
Chinese ink-and-colour-on-silk medium, achieving innovative and
striking compositions. Other paintings such as the monumental
Hongli Troating for Deer, which represents the Qianlong emperor
on an imperial hunt, are considered by scholars such as Yang Boda to be collaborative. Castiglione’s European-style portraits are set
in a traditionally Han Chinese ink-scroll landscape, likely painted
by Tangdai, a Manchu artist.24 The fluid blending of two modes of
representation in Castiglione’s work underlines the ethnocultural
syncretism of the Qing imperial polity.25 The Qianlong emperor’s
‘National’ collection was one of multi-ethnic diversity. His own
Qing dynasty was Manchurian, there were European artists working
in the Forbidden City, and court art had to synchronise with, yet
innovate from, the Han imperial academic models.
It is in this spirit of a distinctly un-‘National’ imperial collection
that I would like to conclude. The imperial collection, like much of
23 Kristina Kleutghen, ‘Castiglione and China: Marking Anniversaries’
(2016) Journal18: a journal of eighteenth-century art and culture
<https://www.journal18.org/nq/castiglione-and-china-markinganniversaries-by-kristina-kleutghen/> accessed 21 February 2021.
24 Yang Bo-da, ‘Lang Shining zai Qing neiting de chuangzuo huodong ji qi
yishu chengjiu (Lang Shining’s Creative Activities at the Qing Court and
his Artistic Achievement)’ in Qing dai yuanhua (Court Painting of the Qing
Dynasty) (Zijincheng chubanshe 1993) 49.
25 Dorothy Berinstein, ‘Hunts, Processions, and Telescopes: A Painting
of an Imperial Hunt by Lang Shining (Giuseppe Castiglione)’ (1999) 35
RES: Anthropology and Aesthetics 170, 177.
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In Conversation with
Rebecca Salter
Lily-Rose Morris-Zu min

Rebecca Salter is a painter. She is President of the Royal Academy of Arts, the first woman in the role. She has a strong interest in Japanese woodblock prints.

Past and present leaders of the Royal Academy of Arts come together here
to discuss the role and power of art in today’s world, and the difficulties
and responsibilities of running an institution seen as the country’s cultural
trendsetter. These conversations raise questions of ethics, artistic merit, and
political compromise.

*
CJLPA: What do you think about the current state of the
world, and art’s part in it?
Rebecca Salter: I think for quite some years the art world has been
becoming increasingly global and increasingly aware of its carbon
footprint. It is predicated on massive growth and prices going up and
up and up. I think what will happen now may change that—it will be
more difficult for art sellers, probably for a while. So I think the money
circus will slow down slightly. I hope it’s a good time to reassess.
CJLPA: Do you think that the pandemic will increase people’s
interest in seeing art in person?
RS: I think so, partly because it will increase people’s interest
in actually making, housing the made, and the whole process.
Because people have had a huge amount of time on their hands,
many have found themselves doing things which they never
thought they would—making things. So I think there will be more
of an interest in the physical object, and also that we will be so fed
up with online by the end of the pandemic that we will just want
to see the real thing.
I think we have realised there is a difference in seeing an object
online. It’s a substitute for now, but nothing can beat the actual
experiences of the object. In the object, you can feel the traces of the
artist’s hand and as a result of that you can, to some extent, enter
their head. I think we lose a lot of that when we look at things online.
There’s a Japanese term which translates to ‘your eyes sit’. It describes
the difference between actively looking, on the one hand, and seeing,
on the other. Your eyes relax so much that you almost disappear into
the artwork because you’re no longer actively scanning it, you’re just
‘being’ with it.
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CJLPA: Arts funding: a public or a private affair?
RS: As President of the Royal Academy—which of course gets no
government funding—I think it’s a combination. We’re quite lucky
in this country as we have a mixed model, wherein some places get
government funding and are topped up with private funding. What’s
going to happen after this I don’t know, because the government will
be looking to reduce its support in all sorts of areas of life. One worries
about the arts, because people always make the argument that they are
not important and we don’t need them in the way we need roads and
hospitals. I would argue that a country without any kind of cultural
sector would be so impoverished it wouldn’t be worth living in.
CJLPA: The arts make life worth living in lots of ways.
RS: Exactly. But when you’ve got very difficult decisions to make, it’s
not easy to make the case for arts funding when you’ve got schools,
and hospitals, and paying back all this money we’ve borrowed over
the pandemic. That’s going to be the crunch. Being more optimistic
about it, I think that—again, during lockdown—people have
recognised the value of the arts sector. So many arts organisations,
including the Royal Academy, put stuff online very, very quickly. You
could argue that by doing that—and by doing that for free—all the
arts organisations contributed to the mental wellbeing of the country.
Nobody has figured out how to monetise the online offerings,
because we’ve been effectively just giving them away for free. Just
asking people to donate? But if more of what you do goes online at
some point—and this is a question that comes up the whole time—
how do you monetise art? I’m not sure anybody’s got the answer
yet, but I also think that people who are fairly wealthy and are able
to support the arts have, again, realised the importance of the arts
during lockdown. One can start to have confident conversations
with philanthropists, or potential philanthropists, about how they
could support the arts. Because people during lockdown look to
values in life and in organisation more closely than they might have
done before, they want to support organisations that have values
they agree with and they think are important.
CJLPA: In a revolution, statues tumble. Are we witnessing a
revolution?
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RS: I’m not sure whether I’d call it a revolution, but I think it’s
always helpful to look at things again and reassess things. There are
some truly egregious examples where statues should be tumbled, but
in many cases I think it is much more important to have really good
conversation about objects and their interpretation. I think if you’re
not careful, the tumbling doesn’t actually achieve very much, except
for taking something away. What you really want to do is add to the
quality of the debate.
Look at how history has been interpreted. The Artemisia Gentileschi
exhibition that has just opened at the National Gallery is incredibly
interesting. For a long time, Gentileschi was sidelined almost
completely in art history. There were some concerns that she was
being exhibited at the National Gallery as a sort of token woman.
But there is no way you could go around that exhibition and think
she is a token woman. Her painting is unbelievably powerful, and by
rights should have been in the canon right from the beginning. The
exhibition wasn’t just run because she was a woman. She’s at last
taken her rightful place.
CJLPA: How do you feel, being a woman in the art world? I
know it’s a lot better recently, but I saw in Tate the posters
of the Guerrilla Girls, and I thought about how they were
making art not so long ago. I was always into art and drama.
They are always labelled as very feminine subjects, whereas
men are put towards maths and sciences. Some things have
changed, but the art world is still quite male-dominated, for
example in terms of salaries.
RS: There still are some very uncomfortable statistics about the art
world. All the highest-paid contemporary artists are male. When I
was at art school the gender split may have been close to 50–50, but
I was never taught by a woman. All the teachers were men, and this
applied to my cohort too. Courses with predominantly women are
emerging, but there are still fewer women teaching, fewer women
as career artists, and the statistics are very odd.
I fear it’s going to get worse. You need to spend some part of your
week working for money, and then you need to find time to work
on your art. The real pinch point is when you introduce children
into that mix. Then, it becomes almost impossible, unless you’ve got
an other half who is doing half the work. Quite a few of us older
women Academicians don’t have children. Some of the younger
ones do but it’s quite a struggle.
CJLPA: Planning your time is quite difficult as an artist,
because you have to be immersed in what you’re doing.
RS: Yes, it’s tricky and time consuming. You can’t shortcut it and
say, ‘I’ve only got an hour’. But there are more women, and we’ve
elected more women at the Royal Academy in the last ten or so
years, so the balance is changing.
CJLPA: You were the first female President. Congratulations!
RS: Thank you! It only took 252 years, but we got there in the
end. Shockingly, the Royal Academy had two female members
when it was founded in 1768, but then the next woman
was elected in 1936. That tells you what the nature is of the
organisation. Of course, the irony is that—as so often happens—
it’s a woman in post when all the sweeping up has to happen,
which of course is what’s happening with the pandemic. I get to
do all the hard work.

CJLPA: Institutions such as the Royal Academy are the shapers
of taste. How did you view this responsibility during your
time as President?
RS: I think the Royal Academy might be flattered to think it is
a shaper of taste, really! The wonderful thing about the Royal
Academy is that it is independent and can do what it wants, money
permitting. So even though it has ‘Royal’ over the door, and is in a
rather grand place on Piccadilly, there is room to be radical. But I
think taste is probably shaped virtually now. I suspect the real world
just piggybacks on.
CJLPA: Surely the Royal Academy has a big influence?
RS: Well, it depends on which bit of the Royal Academy. Is it the
exhibition we just had on Picasso, or is it the Summer Exhibition?
They are very different: one is a scholarly, curated exhibition and the
other is really a celebration of creativity. I don’t think the Summer
Exhibition shapes taste in any meaningful way now. I think it used
to. There’s a hilarious film on YouTube of the Summer Exhibition in
1976—everybody is chain smoking, the women are wearing hats and
pearls, and the men are all dressed up in tweeds. But a few hundred
yards away you’ve got the Sex Pistols. The Royal Academy really
lost touch around this time. But I would argue we’ve moved a long
way since then. You can look at the most recent artists we’ve elected,
people like Isaac Julien, John Akomfrah, and David Adjaye. It’s a
very different place.
CJLPA: So do you think it has become more ‘with the times’?
RS: Yes. One of the tricky bits was that when you’re elected as
an academician, you’re elected in a category: painting, sculpture,
printmaking, or architecture. For an awfully long time, people were
saying, ‘Well, what do we do with photographers?’, or, ‘We can’t
have photographers because we don’t know where to put them.’ But
now Isaac Julien can get elected as a Painter. It’s just a label.
CJLPA: In 1863, the Paris Salon rejected the works of Courbet,
Manet, Pissarro, Jongkind, and Whistler. Today’s great art
contests, such as the RA Summer Show, are sometimes viewed
not as competitions but as lotteries. Do you think there is a
risk of great works falling through the cracks? And might
there be scope, as there was in 1863, for a Salon des Refusés?
RS: I think the nature of the Summer Exhibition has changed
slightly. Back in the old days, there was a consensus about what
should be hanging in the Royal Academy, but now for the last six
years, maybe more, there’s been a curator coordinator. We’ve had
Michael Craig-Martin and Grayson Perry, and this year it was Jane
and Louise Wilson. Every year now the Exhibition has a slightly
different vision, because the coordinator and committee are
different each year. It’s just a reflection of the particular angle of that
year’s committee, so it’s not quite as black and white as ‘in’ or ‘out’
and those ‘out’ are cast into darkness. It just means, ‘Not this year
but maybe next year.’ Before I was elected, I submitted to the Royal
Academy and never got in once.
CJLPA: Was it the same when you applied—that they were
still changing curators?
RS: When I was putting in work, I think it was possibly still with
a fixed academy view, but it just goes to show that not getting into
the Royal Academy doesn’t mean very much if you end up as the
president! So it is very different, it’s not really a shaper of any great
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taste as it was in the past. Being refused I think is really just ‘try again
next year’ when it’s a different committee.
In the year that Grayson Perry did it, which was our anniversary
year, the fact that he was the coordinator shaped the kind of work
that was submitted. A huge number of people painted portraits of
him, which of course the next year wouldn’t get in at all. Whereas
Grayson took them all in because it was quite entertaining to have
a wall full of portraits of Grayson. So it’s a much more complex
relationship than it was before, because everybody looks at the
committee and thinks, ‘OK, I might get in this year because they
like the kind of work I do.’ It’s shaped by the committee that we put
together, really. It’s not monolithic as it was before.
CJLPA: How do you view your place in the discourse of
contemporary art?
RS: I’m in a slightly odd position. When I left art school, I went and
did my postgraduate in Japan. This was considered very eccentric
in 1979 because everybody wanted to go to New York. I’ve never
regretted going to Japan. It was extraordinarily valuable to look back
at your own culture, and European culture, through the eyes of a
very different culture. It taught me many lessons about one’s narrow
assumptions and interpretation of the world. Western perspective,
for example, is just the way we choose in the West to represent the
world on a flat surface. In Japan and China, they do it in a completely
different way. These different visions of the world have been hugely
enriching for me.
I was always fascinated by Japan and just wanted to go, though
I’m not quite sure why. I got a scholarship and went. Japanese art
was what I was drawn to, but I didn’t know much else about Japan,
because in those days you didn’t really. Partly it was that things were
economically really bad here in the early eighties, whereas Japan was
booming. Also, by then I’d learned the language, and once you’ve
done that it seems like a waste not to go back! I spent six years there
in the end, two in university, and I go back as often as I can.
CJLPA: Has Japan inspired your art?
RS: Yes. When I was there I thought about my work in Japanese,
because I lived with Japanese people and had mostly Japanese
friends. This was really powerful, and I still do it sometimes. For
much of my stay I hardly spoke English at all. When I came back
to England, I couldn’t really talk or think about my work in English
because it had been ‘created’ in Japanese. It’s like I’ve got two circuits
in my head: every now and again when I’m working, I think about
the work in Japanese because it can unlock things. My experience in
Japan was very valuable indeed.

Lily-Rose Morris-Zumin is a first-year undergraduate
in English at Wolfson College, Cambridge. She was a
scholarship student at Ashbourne College, London, and
received the CIFE Academic Award in Humanities in
2018. In spring 2021 she appeared in two online University
theatre productions, A Blown Job and The Medea. Next
term she will appear in a radio play Life before the Line and
will be a creative collaborator in the theatre production
Public House 4. She is a Senior Art Editor at CJLPA.
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Born in Portsmouth in 1951, Sir Christopher Le Brun is a painter, printmaker, and sculptor. As President of the Royal Academy 2011–19, he oversaw the
most significant redevelopment in its history, and is widely acknowledged as having revitalised its reputation. He served as a trustee of many major British
art institutions, including Tate and the National Gallery. He was knighted in 2021 for services to art.

CJLPA: What do you think about the current state of the
world, and art’s part in it?

of painting and sculpture—and they continue, and this is the important
point, to be loved not for the issues they raise, but for their own sake.

Sir Christopher Le Brun: The topic is so vast I’m sure you’ll
understand if I keep my remarks specific to art. Apart from the very
many of those bravely working to keep us safe, or overwhelmed
by misfortune or circumstances, our enforced isolation this year
has allowed for those moments of quiet observation or exercise of
imagination that have always characterised art. Many of us have
become uncoupled in this period from outside work or social
obligations as the circle shrank to family and home and we have
come to rely more on ourselves. By contrast, the cultural world in its
public aspect has been busy, seeming to queue up to embrace what
might be thought of as the opposite—art as an adjunct of social or
political activism.

There are surely sound reasons for the special regard in which they
are held and which the events we are living through have clarified.
Perhaps these reasons now deserve renewed respect. The so-called
‘plastic’ arts are all characterised by touch and presence—they are
personal—all qualities that people are naturally attracted to and
instinctively trust. Almost everyone feels what it is like to draw,
to write, to make something by hand. Isn’t it remarkable (and
literally ‘touching’) that in every infant’s drawing we find the least
technological and most innocent of beginnings sharing the very
same media that in other hands are miracles of sensibility?

CJLPA: Arts funding: a public or private affair?
CLB: One of the reasons I have been so committed to the Royal
Academy as a private institution follows my experience of the
practical difficulties faced by our publicly funded institutions.
Their funding comes with considerable and, to some extent
necessary, bureaucracy. The tension between these two is becoming
increasingly acute. I want to stress that my remarks concern the
visual arts specifically, without comment on the merit of any
causes. It is primarily about their effect on the training of young
artists and the practice and display of art. Those who have not sat
around the table when these funding and policy conversations take
place would be surprised to find that there is an almost universal
consensus amongst key decision makers for what deserves support.
That it renders silent a group normally so disposed to awkward
individualism and freedom of thought is a further puzzle.
But current issues are bringing rapid changes, to question which few
are brave or reckless enough to even try, so much so that there is now
a diminishing relation between what is said or thought privately and
in public. While this continues, the general understanding of what
art is and how people spend their own money, remains consistently
(stubbornly some might say) attached to the same few forms—primarily

It is perfectly reasonable for the income derived from popular
exhibitions to cross-subsidise the introduction to the public of new
things of real quality. However, it is unsettling, and unsustainable
in the long term, for the intellectual basis of public funding to be
tolerated in a passive sense, rather than welcomed.
CJLPA: In a revolution, statues tumble. Are we witnessing a
revolution?
CLB: No, this is more like a permanent tendency that is no longer
being resisted or at the least challenged properly. Art and its history
are a delicately balanced system that has suffered from the continual
chopping away at and clearing the ground of the larger trees, as it
were. What is needed is integration rather than substitution. As
the American poet Archie Ammons put it: ‘How many shocks of
enlightenment burn out a tradition!’
Groups and their leaders seek causes that unite them. It might be seen
to be a waste of time discussing and disagreeing over aesthetic merit
rather than demonstrating art’s subservience to meaning and message.
I’m distressed to see art’s essentially spiritual nature thus dismissed.
CJLPA: Institutions such as the Royal Academy are the shapers
of taste. How did you view this responsibility during your
time as President?
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CLB: I’m impressed that you think that is still the case! I would
like to think it’s true in the context of our exhibition and education
programmes. I certainly had an ambitious vision for what the
Academy could once more become, and I am proud to say we did
drive through and transform the Academy’s reputation utterly. My
aim was to consolidate the RA’s prestige and influence, so that artists
and architects would have their own strong platform and their
independent voices could contribute more fully to public policy. In
relation to contemporary art, I was absolutely focussed on getting
the very best artists and architects to become Academicians, not to
represent our time, which would turn us into mere delegates, but to
raise the quality of art—which in fact is our founding mission. We
were certainly getting there by the time of the 250th anniversary
celebrations in 2019, when we opened the new united campus on
Piccadilly at the heart of London… I wanted the Royal Academy to
be central again, both here and internationally.
But you ask an important question about the shaping of taste. If ever
you wanted instant controversy, then debating ‘taste’ is an ideal way
of getting it. If you are even able to agree broadly on terms (whose
taste?), then that nicely undisturbed green field would get instantly
trampled to mud, with all the participants and spectators too. It
would draw attention to division because we are living through a
time that is experiencing an accelerating form of ‘context collapse’.
Like all controversial things, taste is somehow central. In my mind
I associate it with what in German is called Bildung, the individual
soul’s journey of self-improvement. What could be more important?
CJLPA: In 1863, the Paris Salon rejected the works of Courbet,
Manet, Pissarro, Jongkind, and Whistler. Today’s great art
contests, such as the RA Summer Show, are sometimes viewed
not as competitions but as lotteries. Do you think there is a
risk of great works falling through the cracks? And might
there be scope, as there was in 1863, for a Salon des Refusés?
CLB: Of course, things are missed. To deal with the RA Summer
Exhibition first, we received over 18,000 submissions this year in all
categories, and we hang about 1,000 pieces in our very large galleries,
so apart from the purgatory it might inflict on spectators, the statistics
alone show how overwhelmed a Salon des Refusés would be. The
question I would put is rather different. What is the equivalent,
what has the authority of the Salon now? It is far more likely to
be state organisations and museums tasked with the collecting and
promotion of art on behalf of the public. Unquestionably over the
last ten or 20 years a majority of significant works will have been
uncollected. To be fair, without foresight and unlimited funds, this is
almost impossible to get right. But it is not helped by the increasing
tendency to make decisions based on the artists themselves, rather
than the quality of their works, on whether they do or do not fit the
officially acceptable progressive criteria. Another difficulty may be
because the already limited budget and time spent fundraising must
now, as a matter of policy, accommodate collecting representative
samples of art from across the entire world.
CJLPA: How do you view your place in the discourse of
contemporary art?
CLB: In the musing around words and phrases that can occasionally
come into the mind while painting, an imaginary essay title in the
form of a rhetorical question presented itself. Most of the time, the
sententious nature of these things doesn’t last five minutes, but in
this case, it stayed. ‘What is the responsibility of English painting?’
Surprisingly, the beginning of an answer came too: ‘Nature is the
simple responsibility of English painting...’
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I feel this is a way of answering your question—which is the most
difficult and that you have saved until last. The first surprise is
that I even mention responsibilities, since I strongly resist the
idea of burdening art with anything. The next is that the question
specified ‘English’ painting. Why should I put it that way? We are
definitely more reluctant to identify our art like this than many
other countries. We have grown used to art being removed from
any but the broadest of contexts, but there are few things that touch
us as much as a sense of belonging. Indisputably the word carries a
charge. Remove it and the question moves from major to minor, it
no longer seems to matter. It is the particularity in the phrase that
is striking and in fact forms the essential content. It is the lack of
particularity that increasingly characterises art now.
Expanding on this topic would take me further than this interview
allows. In the twentieth century, the presence of an avant-garde
was the sharpest indication of an active discourse. The last time this
was broadly recognised or even possible was in the late 1970s and
early 1980s, when the canon was essentially Western European,
and the cities of its sway in the contemporary art world could be
numbered on one’s fingers. Exhibitions such as ‘A New Spirit in
Painting’ in London and ‘Zeitgeist’ in Berlin, in which I participated,
are amongst the last examples of how a close argument based on an
uninterrupted history is shared from hand to hand. I have a place
in that continuing discourse. It could be said it has its limitations
(although that seems unduly negative for such a vast and rich field)
but that is the point—that is precisely what enables depth. Depth,
with its nuance and difficulty, preserves the imagination and the
rare individual accent within history. It forms an effective resistance
by pushing back at coercive (and frequently commercial or political)
visions of reality. The many positive virtues of an ever-widening
canon have to be balanced, sadly, against how much we can truly
understand or experience in person. As for Nature as an answer,
surely its importance is self-evident (hence the reinforcing ‘simple’
in the answer) and ‘a sense of nature’ ever more essential.

Alexander (Sami) Kardos-Nyheim is a third-year
undergraduate in Law at Trinity College, Cambridge. He
is the Founder and Editor-in-Chief of CJLPA. He has played
an important role in efforts across London and Cambridge
to protect communities and heritage assets from luxury
redevelopment projects.
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Axel Rüger is Secretary and Chief Executive of the Royal Academy of Arts. He is a former Director of the Van Gogh Museum in Amsterdam and the Mesdag
Collection in The Hague. He was educated at Cambridge as well as in Germany and Canada, and has written books on Chinese and Japanese art.

We live and die by our programme. If we don’t have
exhibitions we may as well close.
— Axel Rüger

A

xel Rüger, former Director of the Van Gogh Museum,
joined the Royal Academy of Arts (RA) as the CEO in
2019. What should have been a celebratory period for the
RA and a glorious time to be the man in charge, just after the RA’s
250th Anniversary in 2018, quickly descended into mayhem as the
COVID-19 pandemic took hold early last year. For the cultural
sector, the pandemic has been damning. Museums, galleries,
theatres, and concert halls alike have had to adapt swiftly to spare
themselves from financial collapse. The RA ‘tries to generate money
normally with exhibitions that appeal to a broad public’, and yet
it is an ‘eternal struggle to make money’, says Rüger. The greatest
public health crisis of our lifetimes has greatly worsened matters
for museums. National and international travel restrictions have
severely curtailed visitor numbers and, as Rüger explains, there is
‘not an exhibition in the world that can really make money with 20
percent of its visitors’. In response, the RA has had to reduce costs
of numerous kinds, and it has been forced to limit the ambition of
the exhibitions and events that would draw the public back to the
halls of Burlington House. Travel restrictions have also prevented
some paintings from being borrowed, such as for the Francis Bacon
exhibition (May 2021), which has consequently had to be scaled
back. Rüger has been forced to make decisions about ‘how long it is
viable’ to keep exhibitions open. ‘We are driven by the exhibitions
programme’, he says, and the challenge will be to ‘retain integrity’ as
the RA begins to ‘grow again’.
Fortunately, Rüger assures me that donations to the RA
have not changed much during the pandemic. ‘[M]any loyal
supporters have remained loyal and donated’, although some
have understandably had to say, ‘not right now’. Indeed, ‘friends
have been remarkably loyal’, and the RA is ‘still in a lucky
position from donors’. Despite these positive lifelines, Rüger
predicts, in our interview in October 2020, that the RA will lose
£12 million in 2020. The RA does not have a ‘regular grant or
funding agreement with the government’ but ‘has made use of
the job retention scheme’. Many staff have been furloughed to

cover some of the running costs of the institution while it waits
for renewed revenue from exhibitions. Rüger tells me how the
RA is ‘proud of its independence’ but had ‘applied to the cultural
recovery fund where you could apply for up to £3 million as a
one-off grant: help in the short term [to address the current] cash
calamity’. The RA’s application has since been successful.
Moving to discuss the exhibitions themselves, Rüger explains that
they are ‘always planned several years out’. Nonetheless, current
circumstances are prolonging the wait for some exhibitions which
have had to be ‘shunted along for next year and so on’, and two
have been cancelled entirely. Rüger is still hoping to present seven
exhibitions in the next year, ‘but none of them is really new. They
have been on the cards for some time.’ Regarding whether any
upcoming exhibitions will be inspired by the pandemic, Rüger feels
strongly that ‘it is too soon ... We need to distil what is good art
from the pandemic’, he says, adding that the RA is ‘here to offer
a place of aesthetic enjoyment, reflection, and solace. We are too
deep into it. We will need a little bit of time and some clear water
after the pandemic. What will that world look like? Some people
think we need to change fundamentally.’ On whether art produced
from the pandemic will reflect health, death, and dying, Rüger is
optimistic that it will ‘be more about how we live in our world’.
‘One of the worst things’, says Rüger, is that, during the pandemic,
‘we were banned from doing … what we as a cultural society do
best: providing a community, inspiration, and beauty’. So, he has
no current plans to devise exhibitions about the pandemic. Until
society has had enough time to heal, the RA will focus on its
opportunity to provide a space for escapism.
The RA is, however, certainly moving with current societal waves.
Rüger asserts that the RA is ‘trying to be more inclusive’ and that it
‘wants to try harder’. He adds that diversity ‘needs to be reflected by
who we are’ with a ‘more diverse body of Royal Academicians and
amongst our staff. We need to think and get more perspectives.’
Taking place in winter for the first time, last year’s Summer
Exhibition demonstrated the RA’s active efforts to be inclusive
and to showcase artists from a broad range of backgrounds. Rüger
highlights the rooms curated by Isaac Julien CBE of his own work.
I ask Rüger what he thinks are the most effective ways in which
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we can integrate the study and understanding of global art in the
Western canon of the history of art. His response is thoughtfully
engaged with the Decolonise Art History movement. ‘Northern
Europe’, he says, ‘has a great history of museums and galleries.
We in Europe and particularly Northern Europe, because of
our colonial past, have a certain paternalistic attitude.’ Looking
forwards, Rüger is keen to increase diversity at the RA. ‘We need
young art historians to go into the field who are from different
backgrounds, to look at art with different perspectives. As a
German, I have a different experience from my British colleagues,
but as a middle-aged white man I can only be open-minded, [and]
not bring those views.’
Our conversation then turns to discussion of the RA’s relationship
with politics more broadly. Rüger has a clear stance on the
institution’s position. He asserts that ‘the role of the Academy
should be a platform for allowing debate and exchange, rather
than taking a firm stance. Different opinions should be expressed
through the art on the walls.’ In other words, Rüger’s vision for
the RA is that the art speaks for itself and encourages viewers to
contemplate political ideas and debates. He tells me that it would
be futile to try to impose a political stance on the institution,
because ‘as a group of artists, [the Academicians] will never
agree on anything at the RA. The only area where I can see the
Academy taking a firmer stance is art education and art in the
curriculum.’ Rüger concludes, on this matter, that the role of the
museum is multi-purpose, with a responsibility to provide a space
where people can disconnect and enjoy the beauty of art, as well
as contemplate current affairs. Rüger highlights the power of the
museum, especially during the pandemic, and especially of artists,
whom he praises for being able to ‘help us express emotions that
we may not be able to express ourselves.’
Our interview comes to an end with Rüger revealing his vision for
the RA in the coming years. I ask him if he intends to push the RA
in a more modern direction, and what genres of exhibition he thinks
London audiences will gravitate towards when they open again. He
asserts, ‘I think the Academy should definitely be contemporary.
We have living artists after all.’ Acknowledging his audiences,
he continues: ‘[P]eople, as they become older, tend to be more
conservative. But we also have the schools.’ There is evidently a fine
balance to be struck between appealing to both the RA’s younger and
older demographics. Rüger is sensitive to this, and he explains that
the large-scale exhibitions that the RA produces do not make the
institution the place for ‘super cutting-edge art making ... We have a
certain status and a certain position. We might want to be a bit more
experimental, but that is more for places like the Serpentine.’
During the first ten months of the pandemic, the country’s primary
focus was on science, the development of vaccines, and economic
survival. However, as we pass the first anniversary since the
pandemic began, society is craving a return of culture and a revival of
the arts. The RA reopens on 18 May 2021, with an array of exciting
new exhibitions featuring David Hockney, Michael Armitage,
Tracey Emin, and Edvard Munch.
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This conversation took place at Clare Hall, Cambridge, on 25 February 2021.

Professor Frances Spalding: Our guest this evening is Mark Cazalet.
Mark is an artist who has pursued a very wide-ranging career. He
could be described as a latter-day John Piper, for, like Piper, he has
worked in a variety of media, received major public commissions,
has a strong sense of place and has travelled widely. Both Piper and
Cazalet remind me of Beethoven’s remark, ‘Art demands of us that we
do not stand still’, a challenging statement that refers to much more
than travel. Travel, however, is something which many of us have
greatly missed during the COVID crisis. Some years back I heard a
speaker at a conference in Cambridge say, ‘The most radical thing you
can do today is to stay at home.’ This was with reference to ecology,
but today we understand this command in relation to COVID, as well
as in relation to our carbon footprint. Yet the fact that a common
swift can stay in the air for ten months without touching ground
shows how innate within the natural world, including within us, is
the need to move, to migrate, to travel. Friedrich Nietzsche advised,
‘Never trust a thought that didn’t come by walking.’ And I want to
suggest that the current interest in reviving a habit that began seven
hundred years ago, namely that of pilgrimage, is further evidence
of our need to locate ourselves in place and time, and to realise that
remembrance is key to the continuing of life.

that my creativity has been subject to two forces: a centrifugal force,
and a gravitational force. Since the seventies, the opportunity to
propel ourselves out into the far corners of the world has been an
exciting liberation. But it has come at a cost. I think we are now
beginning to ask ourselves why we are travelling such big distances.
What do we really learn from these travels? And how might—in
this present time and after the pandemic—our notions of significant
travel change? That is what I call the gravitational aspect—what
matters to us here and now and within our environment, and which
calls on our need to stay still, the alternative to travel.

This evening Mark Cazalet will deliver a presentation on his work
and travels, and the understanding he has gained from the latter. So,
over to you, Mark.

Because I will start by showing you some of my early work, which I’m
frankly terrified to see again, I thought I’d jump ahead in this first slide
to a recent work from my Kyoto Zen gardens series which I’m pleased
with and excited by (fig 1). But I want to compare it with work from
my degree show (such as fig 2). The comparison makes me aware that,
as an artist, you don’t travel forward in a linear way, but are endlessly
bumping into old iterations of yourself. With creative work you travel
cyclically. Things you thought you had dealt with come up again.
While studying at Falmouth, in Cornwall, I imagined myself as another
Peter Lanyon, in a glider, flying over the countryside and becoming a
Cornish abstract painter. As so often happens on long journeys, you
end up doing the very opposite thing you thought you would do. I
ended up as a student hunting in charity shops collecting detritus and
creating strange, theatrical, mise-en-scène, dark cityscapes.

Mark Cazalet: Frances wrote the first important essay on my work
back in 1994, and since then has put her finger on the pressure points
in my work, consistently, sparingly but fiercely. This opportunity to
present the role that travel has had in my work has made me aware

The following year I was awarded a marvellous opportunity to
study in Paris by the French Government. As a Boursier du Monde,
I had a studio at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts and another in the Cité
Internationale des Arts. One great attribute of this latter French
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Fig 1. The stillness the dancing, Kyoto Zen garden collage (Mark Cazalet 2020, collage papers, inks, MT tape, pencils, and oil pastels, 46 x 130cm).

moment of youthful self-reflection: suddenly I was made aware that
in your work you are not actually talking about the landscape in front
of you but about an inner quest for the self. Marcel Proust wrote:
‘The only true voyage of discovery, the only fountain of youth, would
be not to visit strange lands but to possess other eyes, to behold the
universe through the eyes of another, of a hundred others, to behold
the hundred universes that each of them beholds, that each of them
is.’ This ability to develop ‘other eyes’ or at least to imagine how other
people see the universe and to sense the proliferation of imaginations
out there in the world, is, I think, one of the gifts of travel.
I was lucky to have early on two marvellous professors: Christian
Boltanski in Paris, and Professor Ghulam Mohammed Sheikh in
India, where I undertook further postgraduate study. Sheikhbhai
drew my attention to an unexpected connection. A lot of Indian
students felt that I was working in an idiomatic way that was
familiar to them. This was because I was then employing a style
much influenced by Italian quattrocento painting, a late-medieval or
early-Renaissance method in which the picture plane becomes this
flat surface onto which narratives are placed and which, as in Indian
art, there are overarching meta-mythologies (fig 4). This made
India a welcoming place in which to make connections between two
cultures, in a way that I had not predicted. But I think travel often
offers these unexpected moments of serendipity.

Fig 2. The apparition begins
(Mark Cazalet 1986, oil on canvas, 153 x 92cm).

institution is that it brings together artists from around the world
and puts them in a block on the Seine to work together. Not only
was the Australian writer Tim Winton my neighbour, but I had
chance meetings with Belgian ceramicists, Polish opera singers, and
others, and so I gained a real taste of what it is like to mix with other
minds from around the world. That image (fig 3) is a view from
my studio inside the Cité Internationale des Arts. It connects with
something that my professor Christian Boltanski, a playful conceptual
installation artist, said to me, which at the time I perhaps didn’t fully
understand. He said: ‘You’re not really painting a view of Paris, you’re
painting postcards of Paris to send back.’ This caused a very interesting
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Fig 3. Sunny day: view from 50 Rue De L’Hotel de Ville
(Mark Cazalet 1986, compressed charcoal on paper, 45 x 65cm).

ISSUE 1

Fig 4. Schooldays (Mark Cazalet 1989, oil on paper, 42 x 118cm).

Fig 5. Playtime 3 (Mark Cazalet 1992, conte pastel on paper, 45 x 92cm).

Fig 6. half light (Mark Cazalet 1993, oil on canvas, 25 x 40cm).

Fig 7. Sixth hour
(Mark Cazalet 1994, conte pastel on paper, 57 x 38cm).
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When I returned to London, my mother, who is listening, said quite
rightly, ‘You need to leave home and get a job’. I went and worked,
like many artists, in a school (fig 5). I had ten years of working with
children, and this too was a profound journey during which I learnt
that adulthood is not a state of closing down but of rediscovering, a
kind of Blake-ian journey back into a childhood immediacy. One of
the great writers on play is Donald Woods Winnicott, whom many
of you will know. He wrote in Playing and Reality: ‘It is in playing
and only in playing that the individual child or adult is able to be
creative and to use the whole personality, and it is only in being
creative that the individual discovers the self.’ Maybe this is the real
journey, this discovery of the self through creative play.
Back in London, like many travellers who have spent some time
abroad, you suffer from cultural estrangement. You’re not sure of
where you are, and you get these after-images from the places where
you’ve lived. To cope with this I started walking West London
during the night and during the day, with Charles Baudelaire and
Walter Benjamin as my invisible companions, engaging like them
with the habits of the flâneur (figs 6 and 7). The aim is to walk
anonymously but with your eyes open, waiting to be astonished.
I think that opening yourself to the possibility of astonishment,
which I will mention later in connection with Mary Oliver’s poetry,

is one of the hallmarks of the traveller. You realise constantly that
you have come to the end of your own knowledge and the place you
are in is propelling you into a new dimension.
I have learnt, as an artist, from Michael Samuelson, one of my
most supportive patrons, who commissioned a series of paintings
depicting the gasometers of London. Under the title ‘The Cathedrals
of Industry’, these were exhibited in 1998 at The Museum of London.
Michael ran a film industry lighting company. As a cameraman he
famously filmed the Mexico Olympics by digging a track alongside
the sprinting track, so that the camera could travel at the level of the
ankles of the athletes. You may think I am wandering from my travel
theme, but what Michael alerted me to was the importance of miseen-scène: that in order to communicate your travels, you have to give
the viewer a position that is unexpected and new. The gasometer
series gave me the opportunity to explore his advice, as can be seen
in this painting (fig 8) based on the great gasometer at Kensal Green,
known as ‘the General’. I portrayed this gasometer not only at four
different times of day, but also from different viewpoints, so the eye
or the eye of the camera moves to catch the changing perspective.
Now as I cannot fly, I did what the artist often must do, which is to
mimic different forms of journeying, be it the flight of a bird or the
passage of a fish. I think this imaginative travelling through space
is made easier by the experience of journeying and the business of
moving between different worlds.
If you walk out of your home or studio and you draw, as I do in
the metropolis of London most days, there is the danger that you
begin to fall into habits, into a rut. There is nothing sadder than
overhearing a traveller who complains that back home they don’t do
it like this or like that. I remember meeting a traveller complaining
loudly about the queues in India, unaware that he himself was
standing in the wrong one.
While travelling I have often turned to or lent on poetry, with
its remarkable ability to transfigure the familiar. It can alter your
awareness of things around you, and this is a gift, making one
feel a kind of world citizen of the arts. TS Eliot wrote the Four
Quartets in the lead-up to and during the cataclysm of the Second
World War. The familiar is repeatedly transfigured. In a famous
passage from The Dry Salvages, the third Quartet, he states: ‘I do

Fig 8. Kensal Green Gasholders, Midnight
(Mark Cazalet 1996, oil on canvas, 112 x 76cm).
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Fig 9. The river runs through us
(Mark Cazalet 2000, oil on canvas, 122 x 153cm).
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Figs 10 and 11. Ghana drawing book and Burkina Faso drawing book (Mark Cazalet 1991, watercolour on paper, 26.5 x 31cm).

not know much about gods; but I think that the river / Is a strong
brown god—sullen, untamed, and intractable, / Patient to some
degree, at first recognised as a frontier; / Useful, untrustworthy ...
Keeping his seasons and rages, destroyer, reminder / Of what men
choose to forget. Unhonoured, unpropitiated / By worshippers of
the machine, but waiting, watching and waiting.’ That is a very
prescient ecological message, but I think Eliot was also talking about
us as individuals—the great river that runs through us, and how it
could break its banks at any stage, I painted it as the Thames (fig
9). Although we throw bridges across our more perilous psychic
aspects, we are also subject to the great ebbs and flows that each of
us experiences. It is a different understanding of travelling, but one
that aligns self-development with place.

Further travel was made possible by two periods as artist-in-residence
with an organisation called Bible Lands. Both trips involved a mix
of tourism with challenging objectives involving charitable, medical
institutions. There were moments when I witnessed stark scenes for
which I was unprepared. But one of the things I managed to record
was Toldos Aharon (fig 12), a devout, insular, fervently anti-Zionist
Hasidic movement. Again, in one of those serendipities, while I
waited for the rabbi to come in to celebrate the Shabbat Tisch, the
Shabbat evening meal, all the men sang psalms together on these
rickety stands. It was an extraordinary event. Then of course the
Rabbi arrived, broke bread and gave wine, which was a further
shock for me, as a Christian, to realise something that I should have
known very well in terms of the historic roots of belief.

When I met my wife Harriet, we travelled to Ghana as a kind of test for
our early relationship. Now, I’m not sure that I recommend Burkina
Faso and Ghana as the ideal test for an early relationship. But when
you travel in company, for some unexplained reason, you find yourself
more open to what Cartier-Bresson called the ‘decisive moment’. This
is when you have an apprehension that in front of you something is
about to happen. If you draw while travelling, you begin to look for
these decisive moments, the sudden movement-crossing events that all
the time are around you. These concertina books were records of such
events (figs 10 and 11).

You will realise that this was obviously a drawing I could not make
on site, so it is the first of a series of memory drawings. I think the
link between travel and memory is an interesting subject, and I’m
sure there are academics who have written theses on this subject.
But drawing is a very powerful aid to memory. Leonardo stressed
its primacy to research, for when you draw you record far more
than the literal subject or event. You record an understanding.
Drawing is a definite aid to seeing. Here we have two scenes of
Zamalek—that’s the Anglican cathedral on the island in Cairo (figs
13 and 14). At night you are offered the typical traveller’s view,
owing to the seductive effects of artificial light. In the morning light
you see a completely different scene, more ragged in all its details.
When traveling through places quickly, very often you do no more
than skim them.
Cartography was one of the earliest and most necessary reasons to
employ a draughtsman, when there was of course no photography
or video. Even today, when you are travelling ad hoc and perhaps
surreptitiously recording, spy-like, the city in front of you, you
keep an eye on your route and make sense of a district, its scale and
atmosphere, through whatever means you have. Virginia Woolf
wrote tellingly when she said: ‘It is always an adventure to enter a
new room for the lives and characters of its owners have distilled
their atmosphere into it, and directly we enter it we breast some
new wave of emotion.’ I’d like to suggest that breasting new waves
of emotion can even be done in an armchair, for when map-reading
a city we also travel through streets and around buildings, imbibing
all the details and the happenstance of life.

Fig 12. Toldos Aron, Shabbat Tisch
(Mark Cazalet 2004, inks on marbled paper, 63 x 44cm).

Permit me a small anecdote, connected with a roof terrace in Baroda.
Wonderful friends had invited me back to Gujarat, 15 years after I’d
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Figs 13 and 14. Zamalek Island, Ramadan, evening and dawn (Mark Cazalet 2004, mixed media, 48 x 63cm and 48 x 55cm respectively).

left as a postgraduate, and given me a residency. While drawing on
this roof terrace, I became aware of a very fast movement of large
creatures. It was a pack of baboons. They had climbed up three storeys
of the building I was on and taken hold of my coloured pencils. That
was quite a moment. One of them got hold of all the pink pencils.
That’s a big no-no for me, so we had a standoff, until I was dragged
away from facing up this large male baboon in possession of my pink
pencils, thinking, ‘Only in India could this happen.’ It’s marvellous
and it’s ridiculous. He kept one Caran d’Ache pencil, so I rather hope
that somewhere out there, there are beautiful pink baboon drawings
being made (figs 15 and 16).

Often, while travelling, you need to adjust your modus operandi. It
is often not possible to set up an easel. This image, from a series of
Senegalese drawings, was made during a visit to Casamance in south
Senegal. I was accompanied by my wife and our children, Felix and
Freya, and it was unfortunately an instance of how travellers can
bumble into difficult situations. I don’t think we’d really thought
through what it means, on the ground, to visit a country that had a
few years before been engaged in a civil war (figs 15 and 16).
A lot of the drawing had to be ad hoc, improvised and done fast in a
very short space of time. I started using felt tip pens, which stain the

Figs 15 and 16. Supranika kite festival and Supranika monkey nights (Mark Cazalet 2009, coloured pencils on paper, 48 x 118cm).
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my recent drawings I have striven for a letting go of the self, and have
placed less emphasis on narrative, myth, detail, some of the engaging
things which had previously interested me. Instead, I have tried to
return to raw basics in drawings which act as ‘screens for meditation’,
a phrase Barnett Newman is said to have used. Drawings, such as
these, were intended for people to lose themselves in (figs 18 and 19).

Fig 17. Djenne mosque, Mali
(Mark Cazalet 2010, linocut print on paper, 44 x 56cm).

paper and are indelible. You might like to think about your travels,
and those moments when significant incidents happen. The brain,
spongelike, sucks them up, and what goes into the brain doesn’t
always come out. When you travel, some instances do change you.
They actually alter how you see the world (fig 17).
So, having spun us out to the far corners of the world, I’m now going
to draw us back, quite rapidly, into the last sequence of drawings.
They are about staying still and not travelling at all. Mary Oliver puts
this very beautifully in her poem The Messenger. I think that poem has
an aspect of prayer about it, of meditative absorption. Likewise, in

It seems relevant to mention here that another set of meditative
drawings were made during a residency at the Albers Foundation.
As is well known, Joseph and Annie Albers were leading figures in
the Bauhaus, and afterwards at Black Mountain College and then
Yale. As Modernists, they emphasised simplicity of means, economy
of form, and the need to let the material itself speak. One of the
most extraordinary events for me during these two residencies in
Connecticut took place in the woods (figs 20 and 21). I developed
a habit of running out in the middle of the night, then getting into
a canoe and drawing the darkness. That may sound strange for a
visual artist, but I wanted to get profoundly lost. This drawing (fig
22) shows reflections on the water. When you work in the dark,
after about 20 minutes the pupils expand and you realise that the
retina is generating the most marvellous patterns from its input
of information. Here too, in this diptych, of night-time drawings
remembered in the daytime, I was powerfully moved by the poem
The Night by Henry Vaughan, a beautiful Welsh visionary poet of
the seventeenth century (fig 23). The poem ends with these words:
‘There is in God, some say, / A deep but dazzling darkness, as men
here / Say it is late and dusky, because they / See not all clear. / O for
that night! where I in him / Might live invisible and dim!’ That idea
of inverting our dependence on illumined sight with the reassurance
of a different quality of vision, released my nocturnal graphic
investigations. We think of the blind Milton writing Paradise Lost,
that extraordinary gift that came with losing his senses.

Figs 18 and 19. Suffolk Summer 3 and Suffolk Summer 12 (Mark Cazalet 2011, chalk pastel on paper, 54 x 43 cm).
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Figs 20 and 21. Moonlit rhythms and Bethany (Mark Cazalet 2012, chalk pastels on paper, 42 x 52cm).

Fig 22. Night shift 1 and Night shift 5
(Mark Cazalet 2014, gold/bronze/copper markers,
oil pastels, and pencils on coloured paper, 25 x 50cm).

Fig 23. Dazzling Darkness
(Mark Cazalet 2014, diptychs, oil on board, 32 x 48cm).

Fig 24. LB Summer 4
(Mark Cazalet 2016, oil pastel on paper,
35 x 70cm).
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Figs 25 and 26. Dazzling darkness and Radiant light (Mark Cazalet 2017, oil on board, 63 x 38cm).

Most travellers prefer the challenge of the new to the known and
loved. But familiarity can be a great gift. You begin to believe
that you belong to the landscape. You recognise the smells, the
birdsong, the quality of light, that wetness that comes on at the
beginning of a damp day, or maybe the building up of barometric
pressure before a thunderstorm. You begin to belong. So here is a
work made in Provence (fig 24), where I’ve worked for a number
of years in the summer with friends, teaching. My pattern is to go
out early in the morning and record the first light of the day, sort
of setting the garrigue on fire—not literally but metaphorically.
The day then awakens. In contrast, I always think about the
evening as the nunc dimittis, the letting go of the light of day. The
birthing and, if you like, the dying of the day. The same is true
of my regular visits to Suffolk—to a very scruffy little wood and
a tiny pond in front of the cottage which my family and I share

with my brother (figs 25 and 26). Familiarity at times allows you
to forego looking, so as to concentrate on the abstract core of the
experience, the relational side.
In October 2019, I decided, again centrifugally, to spin out to Kyoto
and to look at 40 or so zen gardens. Ironically, as always, the first
thing that happens is what you don’t expect. Once inside a great
garden, I started to draw, and was told, ‘No, no, no. No drawing
here, no art’, which tipped me into a terrible pit of anxiety. Well,
what am I doing here? In the next garden I went to, a monk came
up to me and said, ‘What are you doing?’ I said, ‘I’m trying to make
contact. I’m trying to get lost and make contact with everything
that is not me.’ He smiled and said, ‘How long will you be?’ I said,
‘Well, it could be three hours, it might be a month, and it could be a
lifetime.’ He smiled and went away, which was very nice, as it meant

Figs 27 and 28. Kyoto Zen garden drawing books, 1–4
(Mark Cazalet 2019, ink pens, pastels, marker pens, and pencils, double pages 23 x 57cm, closed 24 x 29cm).
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Fig 29. The stillness the dancing, Bathhouse (Mark Cazalet 2020, collage papers, inks, MT tape, pencils, and oil pastels, 52 x 125cm).

I was welcomed. So these are the drawing books that I made in the
gardens (figs 27 and 28). Each page is really a performance, not a
recording of topography.

in hot water in silence at the end of the day with people who are not
at all interested in you whatsoever but companionable. A kind of
Japanese clubhouse, I suppose (fig 29).

One of the great texts—which, again, some of you may know—by
Shunryū Suzuki is Zen Mind, Beginner’s Mind, published in 1970.
Suzuki stresses that we have to keep holding onto the beginning.
As soon as you believe you have achieved or attained, you are
lost. The whole pedagogic ‘search for knowledge’ process is over.
As Pascal suggested, the more you believe you know, the greater
are the points of contact with the unknown. These little Buddhas
at the bottom of a garden remind me of TS Eliot’s reference to
‘the stillness, the dancing’, and the idea that to find the dancing,
the vital and energetic, you have to be very centred and very still,
and understand this balance, if you will. In Japan, for me, another
balance was achieved by spending time in the aestheticised, very
thinly oxygenated, rarefied environment of the zen gardens
during the day, and then in the evenings enjoying a much more
corporeal experience, spending time with naked Japanese men in
the bathhouse. They are super-discreet. There is no conversation.
It’s a kind of joy, a rather masculine joy, probably, just to sort of sit

I want to end by mentioning the place where I am at the moment and
with which I feel happy. I remain dependent on the observational
engagement of nature (figs 30 and 31), but the natural scene is once
again translated into a landscape where I am in search of self. I’m
indebted to an anonymous monk in Ryu, a Zen garden in Kyoto,
who advised me: ‘Don’t get obsessed about the age of our stones.
Please don’t get obsessed by the symbolism and the raking and
how we thin out the pine needles from our trees. We have made
everything for you as a model that you can take away, and when

Fig 30. Drawing books from Les Bassacs 2020 (Mark Cazalet 2020, inks,
coloured pencils, and crayons, open 30 x 42cm, closed 30 x 21cm).

Fig 31. LB 2021, 3 & 7 (Mark Cazalet 2021, collaged papers,
monoprint tissues, pencils, and crayons, 60 x 60cm).
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later you meditate, you will remember the quality of this garden.
That is what it’s for, when you leave.’ I think this explains why one
travels and makes art.
FS: Mark, thank you very much indeed. Let me point to some of
the things I particularly liked. I enjoyed Christian Boltanski’s
perceptive remark that you were sending postcards from Paris in
your drawings. And then your mention of the flâneur, whom we
associate with Baudelaire’s famous essay calling for a ‘painter of
modern life’. One of the great things about being a flâneur in Paris
in the nineteenth century must have been the ability to be part of the
crowd, mingling with people and yet retaining a kind of anonymity,
and therefore being able to examine dispassionately everyday life.
To be there, and yet not there—it’s a curious position, that of a
flâneur. It must be extremely difficult to be one in a foreign country.
Crucial to Baudelaire’s flâneur is intimate knowledge of Paris and
being part of a scene. In your position, as an Englishman in a foreign
country, it must have been more difficult to achieve the necessary
detachment. Would you like to comment on that?
MC: Yes, I’d love to. The last trip we made to Mali will probably
be the last I ever make to a society surviving perilously on the
edge. I became very uncomfortable with what I was doing, and
with my privileged position, looking in on lives very often hanging
by a thread. I stayed with a wonderful medic called Kaita, who
explained to me the blood diseases that were prevalent in the society
and why people looked so tired. It peeled back the skin, not of
misunderstandings but of things I’d completely missed. My ability
to walk in and buy food anywhere or buy somebody a drink actually
had a rather unpleasant edge of patronisation, although I didn’t
mean it to. I was welcomed, and people were very pleased I was
there spending money, but the transaction was in fact very one-way.
This became very apparent when some small children threw stones
at me. I said to Kaita, ‘What do I do?’, and he said, ‘Well, how hard
did you hit the child?’ And I looked horrified and said, ‘I would never
do that.’ And he said, ‘That’s the trouble with you people. You come
here and you don’t understand. You should’ve hit the child really
hard. Then you take the child to its mother who hits the child really
hard. Then the father comes home and really hits the child. And
this is how it learns.’ And I thought, I’ve exacerbated the situation.
I’m the typical kind of liberal who doesn’t want to cause offence and
instead gets it wrong.

MC: That story is also about waiting. Simeon and Anna wait a long
time in the temple, maybe even their whole lives. One of the sad
facts about modern travel is that we travel so far to have so little
time in each place, because our busy agendas make us rush on. Even
with 40 days in Kyoto, I was still far too rushed. The pandemic
has not been a gift, but it has brought us into contact with these
ideas of temporality and of slowing down. I think they are for our
betterment, or certainly could be.
FS: I want finally to ask you about the importance of return. I
heard somebody recently talking about a new pilgrimage path, the
Cuckmere pilgrimage path in Sussex. It links up seven churches in a
very beautiful part of the South Downs, either side of the Cuckmere
River. But it’s a circular pilgrimage path, so that, as the speaker
pointed out, when you think you’re setting out and going forward,
you are already on the return. With our journeys to other countries,
it often happens, usually after a longish trip, that anticipation builds
up around our return—that is, if we are fortunate enough to be able
to return to somewhere where we belong, be it a home or college,
a job or place. That finishing of the journey seems important to our
understanding of what the journey was about. Might you agree?
MC: Yes. I think there is a parabola when you travel. There’s this
sort of anticipation—trying to prepare yourself, learning the key
smattering of phrases—and then that sense of being profoundly
unsure when you get to a distant place, and having to think on your
feet very quickly. Then, often before you know it, the journey is
beginning to end. The emotional pull attached to distant journeying
has put me off wanting to take these exceptional journeys. I now find
it far more empathetic to be stiller, and travel in a smaller radius.

FS: A perfect example there of what you call being keen to know
more, of realising that travel actually leaves you needing to know
still more than what you have already learned.
MC: Such interaction can disturb the balance of things. We know
that global travel can do this. I think that the presence of the flâneur,
or the voyeur maybe, has unwanted consequences.
FS: I was fascinated, and I’m sure others were too, by this notion
of going out into the night and drawing in the darkness, until
patterns begin to emerge in a way that perhaps they don’t in
daylight. That wonderful quote from Henry Vaughan on ‘dazzling
darkness’ reminded me how Rembrandt cheated in his painting of
The Presentation in the Temple by making Simeon blind, a fact not
mentioned in Luke’s Gospel. This is made apparent by the way he
puts his arms out like rods for the Christ child, and when the child is
placed upon them, Simeon does not look at the child, as he can’t see,
but continues to look straight ahead while saying that famous line,
‘My eyes have seen your salvation’. I wonder if Rembrandt invented
the blindness to suggest another way of seeing or understanding that
goes beyond normal sight?
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On Feeling
Gab r i e lla K a rd o s

Gabriella Kardos is an artist and art historian. Her 35-year career spans painting, photography, and printmaking. Her works feature in national collections
across Europe and North America. ‘Her concerns are not at all matters of the tired conceptualizing and ironic simulacra that characterize much of current culture
and polity, but rather a fervent attempt to find a space again—even an imaginary one—for beautiful things and genuine human responses’ (Michael Joyce).
Gabriella writes on her distinctive artistic process.

Fig 1. Red Studio with Money Plant (Gabriella Kardos 2014, oil on linen, 170 x 170cm).
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very year a flower painting finds its way into my art. The
Sunflowers started with a creature I drew in charcoal straight
onto the unprimed linen surface of a large painting. The
rabbit-skin glue then fixed it into the fabric of the canvas and the
sunflowers evolved around this creature, but before I finished the
flowers in the vase were completely wilted. I took some of the petals
and pushed them into the paint and moved the painting from the
wall to the floor and then painted around the painting in a circular
fashion. During the process I took trips to the National Gallery
to examine Van Gogh’s sunflowers and carefully observed his
brushstrokes, which later found their way into my own movement
of the paint. I left areas of the canvas unpainted. I noticed that every
time I do that the painting retains something of its original feeling.
Its incompletion makes it breathe. A few years later, during the
Australian bushfires, the enigmatic charcoal creature in the centre
of the painting startled me. All of a sudden I saw a shrivelled, burned
animal hanging onto a branch, not unlike the images from the media
of little koala bears clasped onto trees in a landscape of devastation.
In March this year I picked up a bouquet of spring flowers, blue,
yellow, violet, and white. I wanted to paint an explosion of joy,
something akin to another painting I created the year before and
which I titled ‘Watteau’. But that didn’t happen. As soon as I started
painting the flowers a face found its way underneath them. When I
showed it to an old friend over a FaceTime call he said, ‘It’s you.’ I did
not look in the mirror. The face was something I knew from long
time ago, or rather it knew me. Now, every time I happen to catch a
glimpse of the painting, its gaze pulls me in. There is something bare
and honest about it, as if I’m starring into my own soul. This is one
thing I thank the lockdown for: paving the way for a slower pace,
less noise, more time to think and be alone. And as I’m thinking this
a song by Leonard Cohen goes through my head: ‘I’m slowing down
the tune / I’ve never liked it fast / You wanna get there soon / I wanna
get there last. / It’s not because I’m old / It’s not the life I led / I always
liked it slow / That’s what my Mamma said.’ Time stretched during
lockdown. It unleashed an internal valve to long-forgotten ways of
being human. I remember something Marcel Duchamp said in a late
interview with Calvin Tomkins when asked about artists like Robert
Rauschenberg and Jasper Johns who went on to work with ideas
he developed. His response was that he was pleased, but could not
understand the fast pace at which they were producing and showing
their work. His time was much slower, he said, 50 years before theirs,
and it was important to take time to think. It is that period of ‘not
doing’ which regenerates the work of an artist. I can say this forms
part of my process too, even though I agonise about it. Cy Twombly
would sometimes spend three months not painting at all, only to go
into his studio at the end of a summer and fill it up with paintings. I
know that verve of accumulated energy, it feels so liberating and you
can see it straight away in the work when it happens.
I can’t just look at the flowers and paint them. I lose interest looking
at where the shadow or the light falls. Rather, I need to embody the
flowers, dance them onto the surface of the canvas where they start
creating something else. This is how I painted Watteau, the large burst
of flowers I mentioned earlier. And taking the conversation back from
the inference that I am unable to recapture something from a painting
I’ve done before into a new one by mimicking a similar ethos, I totally
mean that. I don’t know how others do it—repeating something over
and over from one painting to another, what some call ‘branding’.
My only branding is the truth. I don’t hold a monopoly on truth,
but my creative process is steeped in the experience of openness in
the moment. It relies on a state of receptivity within a condition of
uncertainty, not knowing where the painting is going to take me. I
try to abandon my assumptions and rely solely on my intuition, yet of

course as I say this I’m also aware that, in a Bergsonian fashion, this
intuition is nothing but ‘instinct educated by the intellect’.
In the studio I leave the world behind—no radio station chatter,
no news. Here I can descend, or ‘ascend’, into vulnerability and let
myself feel my own mortality. The key word here is ‘feel’. I can’t
proclaim that I can do away with thought, but what I do has to be
felt. EE Cummings understood a poet’s absolute need to feel, which
I extend to being an artist:
A lot of people think or believe or know
they feel - but that’s thinking or
believing or knowing; not feeling. And
poetry is feeling - not knowing or
believing or thinking.
Almost anybody can learn to think or
believe or know, but not a single
human being can be taught to feel.
Why? Because whenever you think or
you believe or you know, you’re a lot of
other people: but the moment you feel,
you’re nobody-but-yourself.1
This process is valid not only in making art but also in looking at it.
So often we go to exhibitions and read the labels near the paintings
before we give them a chance to be experienced. It is as if we are
incapable of looking and experiencing something for ourselves, we
need to be informed, like everything else around us in this networked
age of distraction where our experiences consist of little snippets.
Do we need to know the recipe before enjoying a meal? I think it is
important to situate a work of art in its context, yet often what the
viewer leaves with is only that information, having looked at the work
only in passing.
And what is the purpose of an artist’s statement? We have to say
something which encapsulates us, in half a page. I find this quite
restrictive and dumbing-down, for both artist and audience. Yet
we all go along with it because it is expected of us. It is a form of
advertising. In a nutshell: if you identify yourself with your work,
who are you? What are you after? We don’t ask this of any other
profession. We somehow seem to know. But I don’t want to be
disgruntled. I want to concentrate not on what is lacking in life but
on the richness of life. I used to be down each time I got up in the
morning and spent the day trying to lift myself up. Over the past
couple of years I have started a gratefulness journal where I look
for things in my life I’m grateful for, simple things—the coffee on
the table, memories, books, the work I’m still planning on doing,
the people in my life. I place one foot in front of the other, and
in the space of an hour I traverse a bridge from pessimism to
looking forward to the things I’m going to accomplish in the day.
A long time ago I used to dump my feelings of hopelessness into
my paintings. But I also decided, a long time ago, that I didn’t wish
to stare those experiences in the face. A painting has to be the
truth. If it is a lie it remains on the surface like an ornament. So
I work with myself to get to a state of receptivity. This basically
involves making space within my head, creating an opening for
things to emerge. Because of this, I don’t produce a huge number
of works. But when a painting succeeds in showing me something
about myself I didn’t know, when it shines with an inner life of
its own, I know I’ve got somewhere. I’m asking that the painting
1 EE Cummings, A Miscellany Revised (as cited in Maria Popova, ‘The
Courage to Be Yourself: E.E. Cummings on Art, Life, and Being Unafraid
to Feel’ (brainpickings) <https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/09/25/ee-cummings-advice/>).
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Fig 2. The Bouquet (Gabriella Kardos 2021, oil on linen, 60 x 60cm).

transcend me, that it connect me to the past and to a deep humanity.
I took up etching only recently, after my father’s death. My etchings
are more planned, yet each plate has become a treasured moment
from my past. Drawing on a small scale, with delicate markings
while I sit at a table and try to recall my father, is not so different
from writing in a journal—something the flâneur in me has been
doing all my life, wandering into cafes in various cities I’ve lived
in. As I fish thorough disjointed memories—the emigration with
my parents and sister in 1976 (the séjour in Vienna, the arrival in
Montreal)—I rediscover a lost world I completely ignored for so
many years. Like small pieces of a puzzle these memories become
embodied in the images of my etchings, they become alive, they give
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substance to so much of my life I’ve forgotten or unwillingly shut
away by moving from country to country.
I would like to end with a quote from TS Eliot which made an
impression in my student days and which still resonates with me:
In order to arrive at what you are not
You must go through the way in which you are not.
And what you do not know is the only thing you know
And what you own is what you do not own
And where you are is where you are not.2
2 TS Eliot, ‘East Coker’ in Four Quartets (first published 1943, Faber and
Faber 1995) 18.
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Fig 3. Free (Gabriella Kardos 2018, oil on linen, 30 x 30 cm).
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Fig 4. My Father in his Bedroom as I Remember Him (Gabriella Kardos 2021, etching, 45 x 35cm).
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Mapping the Modern Sacred
in Federico Fellini’s La dolce vita
(1960) and Paolo Sorrentino’s La
grande bellezza (2013)
M a r i e -Lou i se Ja m es
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Fig 1. Illustration of the opening sequence of La dolce vita (Federico Fellini 1960) (the author 2021).
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I

The assumption we live in a secularized world is false.
The world today ... is as furiously religious as it ever was.
—Peter Berger1

n his seminal work The Desecularization of the World: Resurgent
Religion and World Politics (1999), Peter Berger challenges the
assumption that modernisation means secularisation. Following
Berger’s repudiation of the secularisation thesis, a ‘postsecular
turn’ has, in recent years, appeared in many fields of scholarship,
from political theory and sociology to religious studies and cultural
history. Largely popularised by Jürgen Habermas, ‘post-secularism’
seeks to accommodate the place of religion in modern society, rather
than occlude one in favour of the other. Although I cannot cover the
theoretical nuances of this elusive concept in the space of this article,
I wish to stage the question of the secular and the sacred using two
Italian films from very different time periods: Federico Fellini’s La
dolce vita (‘The Sweet Life’, 1960) and Paolo Sorrentino’s La grande
bellezza (‘The Great Beauty’, 2013).
La dolce vita chronicles the colourful spectacle of modern Rome
through the world of Marcello Rubini (Marcello Mastroianni),
a suave journalist-cum-gossip-columnist, whose aspirations as a
writer are ultimately drowned out by the glamorous spectacle of
Roman nightlife, Hollywood stars, declining aristocrats, and jaded
intellectuals. Marcello descends into bitter, Dionysian revelry and
self-serving hedonism.

Jep Gambardella (Toni Servillo), protagonist of La grande bellezza, is
not unlike an older version of Mastroianni’s charismatic journalist.
We meet Jep at his sixty-fifth birthday. Despite early success in
his career, Jep has only written one book. Since then, he too has
been seduced by ‘the sweet life’, living, like Marcello, between the
dizzying late hours of Roman nightclubs and the lonely, hungover
moments of clarity that accompany the light of dawn. Although both
characters never quite part ways with their cool cynicism—we may
think of La grande bellezza’s final words, ‘in fondo, è solo un trucco’
(‘after all, it’s just a trick’)—both films end with a possible glimmer of
hope. In La dolce vita, the angelic waitress Paola (Valeria Ciangottini)
waves on a beach to Marcello, who has just emerged from a night of
partying. Though he seemingly cannot understand her, she proceeds
to look directly into the camera. Even if she cannot reach Marcello,
she extends her mysterious, salvific gesture to us as spectators, and
the film fades to black. La grande bellezza similarly ends with a saintly
figure and a beach. In Rome Jep meets Sister Maria (Giusi Merli),
a missionary nun and proclaimed ‘Santa’ (‘Saint’), unambiguously
a parody of Mother Theresa. Jep then leaves Rome and returns to
the island where he consummated his first relationship, with a girl
named Elisa. In a direct evocation of Fellini’s final shot, Elisa now
looks into the camera. It is here, in turn, that we hear Jep read in
voiceover the opening of his new novel. As his words spill beyond
the film frame through his disembodied voice, they suggest the
genesis of a wholly new medium, yet to be written—yet to be told.
Produced during a period of unprecedented Italian economic growth
known as the ‘Economic Miracle’ (1958–63), La dolce vita juxtaposes
the secular with the sacred from its outset. In the opening sequence
(fig 1), a helicopter carries a statue of Jesus above the peripheral
ruins of a Roman aqueduct. It then turns towards the city centre. As
this buzzing emblem of modern technology heralds the arrival of the
sculpture, the effigy casts its shadow over awestruck construction
1 Peter Berger, ‘The Desecularization of the World: A Global Overview’ in
Peter Berger (ed), The Desecularization of the World: Resurgent Religion and
World Politics (Eermans Publishing 1999) 2.
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workers and glamorous sunbathers. When the flying statue finally
arrives at the Vatican, we witness, quite literally, a migration of the
religious icon into the modern city. Decades later—and arguably now
at a time that no longer grapples with the question of the modern
but dwells instead in the postmodern—Paolo Sorrentino alludes to
this moment in his television series The Young Pope (2016): in one
scene, the camera hovers over the dome of St Peter’s basilica, the
humming of a helicopter audible offscreen.
Throughout his works, Sorrentino sets himself in dialogue
with Fellini. Sorrentino’s intertextual playfulness is particularly
apparent with regards to Fellini’s thematic and formal penchant for
repositioning the sacred into the secular. Rather than opposing the
religious and mundane worlds as irreconcilable,2 both directors use
stylised tableaux, cityscapes, and panoramas to show how religious
icons and rites move into the everyday, urban landscape—how they
move, as it were, from the otherworldly sublime into the earthly
quotidian. This use of setting is especially evident in Sorrentino’s
La grande bellezza and Fellini’s La dolce vita. The backdrops of both
films, of which Rome is the central one, become the locus for the
shift between sacred and secular. Using the city as a metonym for
modernity, both Fellini and Sorrentino foreground the figure of the
flâneur through an urban, secularised landscape, mapping the shift
of religion in modernity through distinct, juxtaposed topologies.
By emphasising the geographies of the modern cityscape—and
its antithesis in the natural seascape—both Fellini and Sorrentino
trace the relocation, rather than the disappearance, of the sacred
into the secular.
The narratives of La dolce vita and La grande bellezza feature
protagonists who correspond to the Benjaminian/Baudelarian
model of the ‘flâneur’, the quintessentially secularised aesthetic
figure of the modern urban experience. As artist figures who have
become creatively impotent over time, Marcello and Jep wander
through Rome in a series of loosely connected vignettes. Even the
episodic structure reflects a kind of ‘flâneurship’: it is propelled by
the meandering movement between accumulative long takes and by
non-causal narratives. Aligning themselves with the camera, Jep and
Marcello tend to adopt a detached, passive viewership of the city.
Significantly, the flâneur is a product of modernity, pursuing ‘the
modern only through a fundamental passivity’.3
In Walter Benjamin’s terms, the Baudelairean flâneur receives
‘profane illumination’ and ‘materialistic, anthropological inspiration’
through his ‘overcoming of religious illumination’.4 I propose
that the flâneur is a modern-day foil to the pilgrim. Unlike the
flâneur, the pilgrim performs an ultimate act of ‘sacrifice’ through
movement, as Giorgio Agamben points out, reestablishing ‘the
right relationships between the divine and the human by moving
... into the sacred sphere’.5 Though Agamben contrasts this process
with the tourist’s ‘destruction of all possible use’, the flâneur—even
more so than the tourist, another recurring motif in Sorrentino’s
works—aestheticises the world around him in a way that is purely
self-serving.
Sequences from both La dolce vita and La grande bellezza echo
this idea. In La grande bellezza, Jep peruses some of Rome’s most
2 ‘Mundane’ derives from the Latin mundanus (worldly/earthly).
3 Dimitris Eleftheriotis, Cinematic Journeys: Film and Movement (Edinburgh
University Press 2012) 17.
4 Sigrid Weigel, Body and Image Space: Re-Reading Walter Benjamin
(Routledge 1996) 17.
5 Giorgio Agamben, ‘In Praise of Profanation’ (2007) 10 Log 23, 31.
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beautiful buildings with Ramona (Sabrina Ferilli), a stripper who
in fact offers a much more profound relationship than any of Jep’s
friendships with glamorous literati. After attending a grotesque
party at which a child prodigy is forced to perform action painting,
Jep and Ramona leave with a friend who is entrusted with ‘le chiavi
dei più bei palazzi di Roma’ (‘the keys of the most beautiful palaces
in Rome’). The three experience a kind of museum by night, and as
spectators we are led through a montage of oil paintings, sculptures,
and spectacular architectural works. While the wide-eyed Ramona
faces the galleries with childlike awe, Jep is more apathetic. He turns
away from the paintings with a cynical smile, retreating into the
dark shadows of the candlelit corridor. In La dolce vita, Marcello
visits a historic castle on an evening revel with the mysterious
heiress Maddalena, with whom he has one of several profound yet
melancholically doomed relationships. The two hold up a candle to
an array of portraits. Marcello comments to a tipsy Maddalena, ‘Che
bello, hanno tutti gli stessi occhi, hai visto?’ (‘How marvelous, they
all have the same eyes, did you notice?’). Maddalena, though, is more
interested in playing with her veil than in examining the paintings.
It is important to note the axial connotations of the flâneur as one
who moves horizontally. This meandering direction contrasts with
the verticality associated with religion. As S Brent Plate observes,
‘vertical sacred spaces aspire with their spires’, whereas ‘horizontal
landscapes are bodies, circuitries that circulate and foster social
communication’.6 Sorrentino juxtaposes Jep’s horizontal movement
across the social circles of Rome with the vertical acts of penance
performed by Sister Maria. Despite the caricatural vein that
inevitably accompanies this postmodern use of the cliché saint
figure, Sister Maria’s presence in the final sequence of the film is
striking. Sorrentino juxtaposes her penance with the opening of Jep’s
novel, spoken in voiceover. On her knees, the ‘Santa’ toils upwards,
ascending the stairs towards the altar. Whereas Jep frequently has
the advantage of looking down, surveying the convent courtyards
from his terrace, the ‘Santa’ looks up towards the final step in a
physically grueling act of humility. Furthermore, this verticalhorizontal axis undergoes a redemptory reversal in the flashback
to Jep’s ‘prima volta’ (‘first time’). He often nostalgically recalls the
event by looking up at the ceiling of his apartment in Rome. In a
flashback, Jep also looks up at Elisa, who stands a few steps above
him, filmed from a slightly low angle.
La dolce vita frames the reversal of religious, pilgrim-like ascension
even more clearly. The religious journey now transforms into
secularised sightseeing. One scene was deemed particularly
blasphemous by a reader of L’Osservatore Romano (The Roman
Observer),7 the Vatican’s daily newspaper. In the scene, the film star
Sylvia (Anita Ekberg) ascends the stairs of the Vatican. Dressed
in a couture version of priestly vestments, her costume further
emphasises the culture industry’s desecration of religion and
pilgrimage. Sylvia, as the figurehead of the ‘cult of the sex goddess’8
or ‘cult of the star’, replaces the saint as an object of reverence. She
becomes yet another character that, like the flâneur, has transformed
the acts of walking, aestheticising, and surveilling into a new modern
myth. The enraptured Marcello comments, ‘Tu sei tutto Sylvia! ...
Tu sei la prima donna del primo giorno della creazione’ (‘You are
6 S Brent Plate, Religion and Film: Cinema and the Re-Creation of the World
(Columbia University Press 2009) 68.
7 Tomaso Subini, ‘La lagrimetta negata nel finale di La dolce vita’ in Raffaele
De Berti (ed), Federico Fellini. Analisi di Film: possibile letture (McGrawHill 2006) 65.
8 Andrew McKenna, ‘Fellini’s Crowds and the Remains or Religion’ (2006)
12/13 Contagion: Journal of Violence, Mimesis, and Culture 159, 167.

everything, Sylvia! ... You are the first woman of the first day of
the creation of the world’). The flâneur is thereby attached to the
secular ‘cult of beauty’.9 La dolce vita’s Steiner (Alain Cuny) embodies
this kind of detached intellectualism. He touts the rhetoric of an
aesthetic avant-gardist but, as with Sorrentino’s performance artist
Talia Concept (Anita Kravos), this rhetoric masks emptiness. These
spatially grounded figures, led by the flâneur, use the city to stage the
shift between the religious cult and the modern ritual of secularised
aestheticisation, rather than wholly nullifying the former.
Georg Simmel linked the city to modern spiritual anxiety in the
early twentieth century, and many have followed suit. We can see
Rome as a metonym of modernisation. Zach Zimmermann notes
that, in La dolce vita, ‘Fellini presents an image of [a] new Rome in
which religion is absent and material and sexual impulses rule’.10
Yet this assertion overlooks the pervasiveness of religious symbols,
architecture, and rites. These still dominate Roman life, albeit in
a secular mode. As Michel de Certeau quips, ‘unlike Rome, New
York has never learned the art of growing old by playing on all its
pasts’.11 Rather than transforming into a wholly new, urbanised
metropolis, Rome preserves its iconographic identity as capital
of both Hellenism and Christianity. Jep’s apartment, for example,
is surrounded by the courtyards of a convent, but it also has a
spectacular view of the Colosseum. Though set in the twenty-first
century, Sorrentino’s production shuns modern transport and
urban movement in favour of the old model of the ambulatory
flâneur. Fellini, on the other hand, juxtaposes Rome’s new and
old. Modern transport, in fact, pervades the film. Characters ride
cars frequently, Sylvia flies in to the airport, and there is of course
the helicopter opening sequence. Yet while Fellini’s helicopter
symbolises modernisation, it moves towards a historic destination:
the Vatican. Thus, the opening sequence foregrounds the Vatican
within the modern-day cityscape. Despite the dwindling religious
participation brought by Italy’s 1958–63 ‘Economic Miracle’, the
dome of St Peter’s dominates the Roman skyline in La dolce vita.12
Even today, Rome, as capital of the Catholic Church, cannot
completely renounce its religious affiliations.
These religious symbols and institutions coexist with consumerdriven capitalism. This coexistence is the mode of survival for
a postmodern Rome that persists today, in which, as Pierpaolo
Antonello comments, ‘l’unico ancoraggio simbolico viene dato
da una estetica e dalle sopravvivenze del sacro nel contesto di un
processo continuo di “profanazioni”’ (‘a symbolic undercurrent only
appears through an aesthetic and perpetual process of “profanations”
that allow the sacred to survive’).13 In one episode in La dolce vita,
the debauched aristocrats wander through the ruins of a decaying
palazzo which, as the smarmy host explains, was originally built
for two popes. ‘Due papi!’ (‘Two popes!’) repeats his vapid German
girlfriend, seemingly amused by the sacral history of the nowderelict building. Though the architecture survives, it is now a site
9 Walter Benjamin, ‘The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical
Reproduction’ in Gerald Mast, Marshall Cohen, and Leo Braudy (eds),
Film Theory and Criticism (Oxford University Press 1992) 669.
10 Zach Zimmermann, ‘Film as History: Fellini’s La Dolce Vita as a Historical
Artifact’ (2010) 6(2) Elements 42, 49.
11 Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life (Steven Rendall tr,
University of California Press 1984) 91.
12 Peter Bondanella, The Films of Federico Fellini (Cambridge University
Press 2002) 66.
13 Pierpaolo Antonello, ‘Rivalità intermediali e destino della letteratura in
La grande bellezza di Paolo Sorrentino’ in Denis Brotto and Attilio Motta
(eds), Interferenze: scrittori/registi e registi/scrittori nella cultura italiana
(Padova University Press 2019) 163.
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for pagan séances and nighttime sexual escapades. Modern relics are
displaced, even defamiliarised, into mundane settings. In La grande
bellezza, ageing aristocratic ‘principesse’ (‘princesses’) are patrons of
some of Rome’s most beautiful buildings. However, surrounded by
Rome’s melancholy historicity, the ‘principesse’ spend their evenings
playing cards and drinking whisky. In La dolce vita, miracle trees
stand in a halo of cameras. In Sorrentino’s The Young Pope, popes
awaken under crucifixes to slip their feet into Havaiana flip-flops.
The mise-en-scène of each tableau ironically juxtaposes religious
symbols with secular, mundane objects of capitalist modernity.
While the city becomes the main site of modern secularisation, the
sea represents its antithesis, a possible site of redemption and true
spiritual experience. Andrew McKenna points out that in both La
strada (1954) and La dolce vita, Fellini makes the beach a ‘threshold
space’. It offers symbolic redemption to Zampanò (Anthony
Quinn) in La strada and to Marcello in La dolce vita.14 Similarly, Jep’s
nostalgic flashbacks to his ‘prima volta’ with Elisa take place on the
beach of a depopulated island. Jep returns to this site by way of an
oneiric ocean edited onto his apartment ceiling, a surrealist image
that blurs time—as both a flashback and a diegetically present-tense
daydream—and place—Jep’s bourgeois interior merges with the
faraway island. The simple horizons of these seascapes mark a formal
contrast to the decadent baroque textures featured in both films.
When Marcello first meets the angelic Paola at a seaside trattoria, he
asks her to turn her head in profile. As a few rays of sunlight form
a flat canvas-like background, she resembles a Cimabue cherub or
Umbrian angel, and Marcello comments on this resemblance. Paola,
as image, presents a stark contrast to the busy textures and depth of
field Fellini uses for the decaying Roman palazzi. It is no surprise,
then, that her reappearance at the end of the film occurs at the beach.
Sorrentino makes an intertextual reference to this scene with Elisa.
In a Caspar David Friedrich-like panorama, the sea aligns itself with
biblical references and with the figure of the spiritual wanderer, but
not with the flâneur. Rather than inviting secular aestheticisation,
the seascape solicits self-reflection. The empty horizon has religious
connotations and presents both Jep and Marcello with a chance
for redemption and ascetic natural contemplation. In Marcello’s
case, though, this is seemingly lost. The waterscape is thus a visual,
spatial, and (given its premodern simplicity) temporal foil to the
cityscape. Read symbolically, the sea is an embodied setting for the
Catholic ‘grace’ that Pier Paolo Pasolini criticised in Fellini’s film.15
As a result, Fellini and Sorrentino thematise the migratory,
modernised identity of religious symbolism through their formal
language. They use tableaux to reflect the totalising effect of their
modern worlds. Rather than being eliminated, the mystic ritual
migrates into empty forms of ‘pure art’ and ‘secular beauty’.16 Mythical
symbols survive in a modern setting by stripping themselves of
their spiritual value, becoming objects that offer themselves to the
secular aesthete and flâneur. For this reason, Jep Gambardella can
proudly declare himself ‘il re dei mondani’ (‘the king of high society’,
or ‘the worldly king’). Yet despite the superficial appearance of his
aesthetically opulent life, Jep has not found ‘the great beauty’ of the
film’s title. Thus, although Fellini and Sorrentino primarily adopt
a formal method of juxtaposed coexistence, they use a thematically
contrastive approach, mapping spiritual debasement—and rare
pockets of hope—through a progression of symbolically imbued
loci. Authentic spiritual enlightenment, on the other hand, peeks
14 McKenna (n 8) 171.
15 Pier Paolo Pasolini, ‘The Catholic Irrationalism of Fellini’ (Frank Demers
and Pina Demers trs, 1984) 9(1) Film Criticism 63, 70.
16 Benjamin (n 9) 669.
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through as a simple, silent, and uninhabited landscape. The words
of a priest in La dolce vita capture this irresolvable dichotomy,
exposing the mundane as cluttered, modernised chaos that occludes
possibilities of individual contemplation. ‘I miracoli nascono nel
raccoglimento, nel silenzio ... non in questa confusione’ (‘Miracles
are born in contemplation, in silence ... not in this chaos’).
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T

he family is often presented as an opponent to the state as the
location of power, or as an alternative to state institutions.
The 2004 law which banned French public school pupils
from wearing religious symbols, implicitly focusing on the veil,
exposed a ‘tension between abstract universalism and embodied
particularism’.1 That is to say, it centred the debate on laïcité
(secularism, roughly) onto the issue of an imagined conflict between
a universal French republican identity and a specific religious
identity which was embodied by the veil, taken as a synecdoche of
Islam. Family is significant to this, as the French doctrine of laïcité
essentially dictates that religious freedom is welcomed but only
so long as it remains in the private arena. Balibar (2007) perfectly
exemplifies the laïque (secularist) view by arguing that it is religion
which organises the private sphere, specifically family and sexuality.2
While a private–public binary is clearly artificial and religion does
in fact shape both, he demonstrates the French assumption of the
republican ideal of religion, as something that stays in the family.
Therefore, when we talk about the ‘religion versus the state’ debate
in a French context, we are exploring the ideas of private versus
public spheres, even when family is not explicitly mentioned. Bowen
argues that the foundation of laïcité is the existence of a public space
where there is freedom of expression. La croyance (belief) must
stay out of it, as a threat to free expression, while le culte, organised
religion, must be regulated within it.3
I propose that an anthropological exploration of French experiences
of family and religion would enable us to identify what is really at
stake in the French headscarf debate. I first explore Foucault’s theory
of biopolitics and discipline and how this interacts with ideas of the
private sphere and family. I then examine Iteanu’s theory of hierarchy
and values as inherently linked, suggesting that the veil debate centres
on a perceived hierarchisation of familial/religious values over state/
republican values. Finally, I critically discuss Abrams’ approach to
the state as an idea, which suggests that a reification of the state
1 Mayanthi Fernando, The Republic Unsettled: Muslim French and the
Contradicitions of Secularism (Duke University Press 2014) 7.
2 ibid 16.
3 John R Bowen, Why The French Don’t Like Headscarves: Islam, the State and
Public Space (first published 2006, Princeton University Press 2010) 21.

leads to essentialised categories of religious family and state, further
obscuring the fault lines in this debate. I prove that an ethnographic
focus on families sheds light on the insecurity of the French state,
and its reliance on the public/private dichotomy.
Firstly, Foucault suggests that as the modern state emerges with its
distinctive habits of biopolitics and discipline, the family as the main
unit of governance is forced to retreat. He argues that the modern
state makes the family into an instrument of governance, rather
than a model of the state, as information required to control the
population is gained through the family.4 Before the modern state
emerged, Foucault theorises, the state had had the power to make
die and let live—that is, to execute or not. In practice, this is a weak
form of power because the state ended up having little control over
the living.5 Killing someone may have been a power, but it was one
that was abruptly ended when that person actually died. Therefore, a
biopolitical shift to making live and letting die empowered the state by
creating the arena of power as one where the state could actually act—
the realm of the living.6 However, Foucault’s perspective on the state is
limited in its usefulness in a discussion of religion because it attributes
atheism to the citizens. It relies on them being focussed on life over
death, assuming they ultimately desire to stay alive as long as possible
and surrender up freedoms to the state so as to be made to live.
Talal Asad, an anthropologist of religion and secularism, highlights
that religion causes subjects to look to ‘other-worldly’ concerns,
meaning that the state needs to assert its place as a ‘worldly’ power.
7
This may explain why the French republican state is so concerned
with keeping acts of religious belief out of its public sphere. An
assertion of worldly power is evidenced in the discourses around
the alleged oppression of Muslim girls by their families, who
4 Michel Foucault, The Foucault Effect: Studies in Governmentality (University
of Chicago Press 1991) 100.
5 Michel Foucault, Society Must Be Defended: Lectures at the Collège de France,
1975–1976 (Mauro Bertani and Alessandro Fontana eds, David Macey tr,
Penguin 2004) 241.
6 ibid.
7 Talal Asad, ‘French Secularism and the “Islamic Veil Affair”’ (2006)
Spring/Summer 2006 The Hedgehog Review 94.
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boundary their sexuality by ‘forcing’ them to veil. For example, the
2003 Stasi commission argued that Islamism threatened secularism
and women’s rights in the banlieues (suburbs).8 The family and
its transcendent religious values infringe on state power in state
institutions such as schools, and in areas like the banlieues. They
limit state sovereignty within their territory. The French state
is essentially insecure about its grip on power, and transcendent
religious values highlight that its power of making live is only
relevant so long as people desire material life above all other things.
It is commonly argued that the French state’s choice of headscarves as
the religious symbol to target is born of racism and imperial mores.
Returning to Foucault, he argues that racism is a natural result of the
biopower of making live and letting die so far discussed.9 The state
racialises groups within the human ‘species’ which allows it to leave
some ‘inferior’ subspecies to die or be dominated, with the ultimate
aim of strengthening the overall population. I argue that this is not
the case in the veiling debate. Rather than dehumanising Muslim
girls so as to abandon them to oppression and subordination, the
French government is instead trying to force them up from the family
level of identity to a universal French republican level of identity. It is
trying to strengthen the republic as a whole by integrating everyone
rather than excluding some.
The anthropologist André Iteanu demonstrates that banlieue
Muslim girls, who are at the heart of the veiling discourse, actually
do better than the boys at school, losing their accent more easily
and integrating more into the urban world of work.10 He suggests
that their Islamic revival and return to veiling has arisen not
because they feel excluded from wider French society, but in fact
because they feel comfortable in this context and able to express
themselves and their religious identity. Another anthropologist of
secularism, Mayanthi Fernando, described Muslim French youth,
second- or third-generation immigrants committed to citizenship
and gaining academic qualifications beyond the Baccalauréat (taken
at the same age as A levels), in such a way as to support this picture.11
Iteanu suggests that the predominantly North African immigrant
communities of the banlieues, low-status as they may be in
mainstream French society, are relatively free from state influence,
as police are less present or effective with them than with other
groups. However, this freedom is reliant on the banlieusards (banlieuedwellers) accepting a subordinate position.12 The French state
banning headscarves in school may be an expression of discomfort
and insecurity at the fact that socially devalued girls are managing
to achieve by its own measure of success—the Baccalauréat—even as
they also embrace religious values in wearing the veil.

Muslim signs out of its institutions and to integrate Islam into its
institutions, for example by giving it a Sunday morning slot on the
French Two television station. The French state is trying not to force
out the banlieue Muslim population, but to force it into the ‘family’ of
the nation state. Muslim identity is acceptable when it is subordinate
to French identity, and so an institutionalised religion which one picks
up as a hobby, or listens to on the radio on Sundays, is no threat. What
is a threat is a hierarchy of values where one’s duty to (Muslim) family
comes first. The French state has read this prioritisation of values into
Muslim girls choosing to wear the headscarf to school.
Iteanu demonstrates this link between values and hierarchy by
proposing that values necessarily imply hierarchy, as one thing is
valorised over another.14 He argues that this idea of hierarchy is
unpopular in Euro-America and so the link between the two is
concealed in an ‘ideological twist’.15 In fact, there is an ideological
twist at the heart of laïcité, and this mystification explains why the
French mainstream appears incapable of seeing the ludicrousness
of the claim that children’s clothing threatens the nature of the
French state. Underlying the debate, I argue, is an assumption that
state values of secularism come into conflict with family values of
religious duty, along with state insecurity about the hierarchy of
values being established with state below family. Such insecurity
leads the state to assert itself by, for example, banning the veil in
public schools. All the while, it has to reject the idea that there is
a hierarchy or even an alternative source of identity for citizens to
itself, as this would threaten the claim of the unity of French society.
It is perhaps hard for a non-French person to understand how
deeply this desire for unity runs. As an example, the historian
Camille Robcis argues that both sides in the French debates over
legalising same-sex marriage drew on this ideological notion to
support their argument. The ‘anti’ side argued that writing into
law the legality of gay relationships reified difference, thus hurting
unity. The ‘pro’ side argued that not allowing gay marriage singled
out a group and reified difference thus hurting unity.16 The French
republican ideological project cannot openly acknowledge that
there is a threat to its internal one-ness.

The anthropologist Didier Fassin (2006) suggests that this is a kind of
racism without race. It culturalises biological difference so that it can
be presented in a form more palatable to a nation that thinks of itself
as egalitarian—a clash of Muslim family values versus laïque French
society, rather than brown versus white.13 While biopolitics’ racist
method of biologically constructing an Other is irreversible, ‘culture’ is
allegedly something one can be integrated into or out of. This explains
a French state policy which seems to be at best hypocritical and at
worst foolhardy. The state simultaneously legislates to keep individual

Iteanu draws parallels between the debate over giving the women
the vote and the headscarf debate. Formerly, the state argued that
women couldn’t have the vote, not because of a lesser humanity,
but because they were not as educated as men, which meant their
choice of their vote might be swayed by their husband or priest.17
The anxiety at the core of this position is that the private sphere
would invade the public sphere which people enter when they
vote, causing them to become ‘occasional politicians’, in Weber’s
words.18 In the case of the veil, the state’s argument is that Muslim
women are not rationally fit to be French citizens because they
subscribe to dogma and are spiritually and materially (in terms of
their clothes) controlled by their families. The state’s designation
of the headscarf as a religious symbol is about psychological as
well as visible differences. It assumes that Muslim women desire
to wear the headscarf and so to belong to a particular system of
values. The state conceals the fact that it is attempting to place
its own values higher in this perceived hierarchy by labelling

8 Bowen (n 3) 11.
9 Foucault (n 5) 254.
10 André Iteanu, ‘The Two Conceptions of Value’ (2013) 3(1) HAU Journal
of Ethnographic Theory 165.
11 Fernando (n 1) 13.
12 Iteanu (n 10) 166.
13 As cited in Fernando (n 1) 17.

14 Iteanu (n 10) 156.
15 ibid.
16 Camille Robcis, The Law of Kinship: Anthropology, Psychoanalysis, and the
Family in France (Cornell University Press 2013).
17 ibid 167.
18 Max Weber, The Vocation Lectures (David Owen and Tracy B Strong eds,
Rodney Livingstone tr, Hackett Publishing Company Inc 2004) 39.
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the debate as one about égalité (equality) and rescuing oppressed
women. Herein lies the ideological twist.

veiling debate reveals an interest in sexuality both at the level of the
individual body and in broader conceptions of French identity.

Why the veil particularly? As one anthropologist joked to me: when
in doubt, use Foucault. Foucault’s expansive theorising on state power
includes a version of power premised on discipline, which works on
the individual body and can coexist with a biopolitics focussed on
controlling the population.19 I argue this disciplinary kind of control
better explains the veil situation, a conflict in which the French state
has essentially taken against an embodied sign (the veil) and required
individuals to change how they use their body as a result.

A final remark is necessary on the risks of reifying the concept of
the ‘state’. I suggest that a more productive route is to follow the
sociologist Philip Abrams’ logic of the state being an incredibly
powerful idea, rather than a concrete object. Much discussion of
family in relation to the state assumes the existence of a state that
its values can clash with. In fact, the state is a ‘unified symbol of
actual disunity’, something very evident in the headscarf debate.26
For example, the argument that conflict over the veil emerges from
complex colonial relationships implies that, before colonialism,
the French Republic was unified in its identity. In fact, ‘France’ as
an imagined community is very new. In 1794, only 11% of people
living in its territory spoke French as a first language, which implies
provincial identity was a much more powerful source of belonging
than the nation.27 One was, say, Basque, rather than French. Even the
idea of laïcité, treated by the French as a cornerstone of their history,
was not legally enshrined as a term until the 1946 constitution.28 The
state considers itself ancient and unified, despite all the historical
evidence to the contrary. Bowen suggests that the French state idea
emphasises ‘continuity over rupture’, assuming universal, historical
French values such as laïcité so that so-called private—familial,
religious—values can be treated as new impositions on a unified
whole. The debate is therefore constructed as ‘Muslim communities
versus29 the State’—’State’, that is, with a capital ‘S’, reified in its
institutions, in this case the education sector. In fact, if the state
exists, it is as a series of interwoven ministries and people and ideas,
all of which cannot be expected to be ideologically cohesive. In the
case of the headscarf, for example, the Education League, the largest
teachers’ body, with two million members, opposed the 2004 law.30
Conversely, we cannot homogenise ‘Muslim community’ as holding
one driving ideology.

Fernando highlights the small scale of the issue at Jean Nouvel school,
where there were around 20 veiled girls in a school of a thousand
people. With only 20 bodies to remember and control, a girl called
Nawel was repeatedly targeted, with or without her veil, because
her name was remembered.20 Iteanu argues that as conversion is
treated by the state as an individual choice, the punishment can
be individual. Indeed, the state had to view the banning of the veil
in public schools as bodily discipline rather than spiritual control,
as the latter would breach the principles of laïcité.21 Asad builds
on this by suggesting that the debate essentially boiled down to a
misunderstanding of religious signs.22 The state saw wearing the veil
as merely a choice to demonstrate belonging to a community, while
Muslims saw it as a duty to God and to their families. The state took
a material sign and tried to assume a transcendent, familial meaning
behind it, a choice to belong to one community more than the
French national community.
Furthermore, Foucault argues that discipline and biopower as two
forms of power overlap in the case of sexuality, something highly
relevant in the case of the veil. Foucault suggests that sexuality
is the meeting of biopolitics and discipline because it combines
both population-wide focuses on fertility and reproduction, and
individual focuses on the body and its experience of pleasure.23
While the biological focus is not there in the case of the veil, there
is a combination of two different scales of approach. Sometimes the
state’s discourse zooms in on individual Muslim women’s bodies,
allegedly constrained in their sexuality by being forced to veil by
family. Sometimes it zooms out to the privatisation of sexuality
through the covering of hair and body, considering this a threat
to the concept of a sexually free, rational French citizenry. On the
one hand, Nawel was told by a teacher not to cover her ‘beautiful
hair’, in a comment on her individual beauty and attractiveness
perhaps intended to boost her confidence and empower her to free
her sexuality from her male family’s control (a caricature of Nawel’s
actual motivations for wearing the veil).24 On the other hand, we
can connect the conversation around sexuality, as does Iteanu, to a
broader pattern of French politicians being almost expected to have
affairs, and to chastity being distinctly un-French. Iteanu uses the
example of Rachida Dati, a highly significant French politician of
North African heritage. Dati garnered a frenzy of popular interest
when she announced her pregnancy but would not say who the
father was.25 Iteanu proposes that the French tabloids were ecstatic
to see Dati, a woman who grew up in a conservative Muslim home,
choosing a supposedly French ‘free’ sexuality over family rules. The
19 Foucault (n 5) 242.
20 Fernando (n 1) 3.
21 Iteanu (n 10) 166.
22 Asad (n 7) 98.
23 Foucault (n 5) 252.
24 Iteanu (n 10) 167.
25 ibid 167.

It may be too obvious a point that the three and a half million
Muslims living in France are not unified in their position on the
headscarf. First-generation immigrants encourage their children
and grandchildren to pursue integration and financial success,
while those in the younger generation criticise their parents for
being ‘bad’ Muslims.31 Bringing the family into an exploration of the
construction of a state idea lets us examine essentialised categories
and expose the lie of unity in the state. In this way, an ethnographic
focus on families allows a deeper examination of the public–
private sphere binary, and of the insecurities and falsities that such
distinctions attempt to cover up.

26 Philip Abrams, ‘Notes on the Difficulty of Studying the State’ in
Aradhana Sharma and Akhil Gupta (eds), The Anthropology of the State: A
Reader (Blackwell Publishing 2006) 124.
27 Fernando (n 1) 9.
28 Bowen (n 3) 31.
29 ibid 14.
30 Fernando (n 1) 8.
31 Iteanu (n 10) 165.
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The Ecclesiastical Mosaic
SYNTERESE
(Dedicated to the 520 Occupied
Churches of Cyprus)
Fat h e r D e m o sthenes Demo sthenou s

Father Demosthenes Demosthenous, Archpresbyter, is a theologian, conservator, and iconographer. He is Director of the Restoration Laboratory of Ancient
Icons of The Holy Archbishopric of Cyprus in Nicosia.

Fig 1. Returning (detail of SYNTERESE (Father Demosthenes Demosthenous 2020, mosaic)). Akropoli-Strovolos. Courtesy of Father Demosthenes Demosthenous.
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Fig 2. The occupied monastery of Apostle Barnabas, founder of the
Church of Cyprus (Father Demosthenes Demosthenous 2017). Nicosia.

T

he theologian serves the Church and, at the same time, he is
a teacher. He is an iconographer of the sanctity of the human
face.

Special importance is attached to his work in schools, as young souls
are prepared to become acquainted with the deeper relationship
between man and his fellow man and God. He focusses on the
shaping and development of the temperament of young people on
the basis of Christian virtue.
Up until half a century ago, there were only a few theologians in
Cyprus. Since then, there has been a significant increase in the
number of theologians in Cyprus, both in the clergy and in the
laity. Thus, our martyred island benefits from a more complete
service to the Church and pedagogy based on the modern spiritual
requirements and educational needs.
Around the middle of the last century, theologians in western
countries usually came from the clergy, while in Hellas and Cyprus
theologians came mainly from the laity. This is why the Theological
Schools of Hellas established the Department of Pastoral Theology,
as they aimed to provide clergymen with a theological education.
Respectively, the Theological School of Cyprus, ‘Apostolos
Barnabas’, which has operated since 1948, established a new
two-year Advanced Course in 1968, while in 2015 the Church of
Cyprus founded the Theological School of the Church of Cyprus
so as to provide both the clergy and the laity with university-level
theological training.
Orthodox theologians, whether clergy or laity, are considered as
primarily serving the Church, because their mission in both cases
is always to promote the purposes of the Church with regard to the
transmission of the Divine Word and the supremacy of Christian
ideals. In this sense, the theologian, either as a clergyman or layman,
as a preacher, as a missionary, or as a teacher, is the Church’s
instrument of teaching, the bearer of the Christian sermon, the
teacher and the educator, whose mission is sacred and high, and his
work is diverse and difficult.1
1 Nearchos Nearchou (ed), Άπαντα Αρχιεπ. Μακαρίου Γ (The Complete
Works of Archbishop Makarios III) vol 8 (1965) 127.

Fig 3. Saint Kassianos (Father Demosthenes Demosthenous 2016). Nicosia.

Theology is neither strictly a theoretical nor an exact science. In
fact, the theologian is not a scientist in the sense of having a lot
of knowledge that he will use to formally achieve his work. The
theologian is mainly an apostle. In addition to the encyclopaedic
knowledge, there are many other qualifications and qualities that
are actually required for the theologian to succeed in his mission.
For this reason, iconography par excellence explains the sanctity and
the inviolability of the person with an austerity that possesses the
richness of thousands of words.
‘Follow me and I will make you fishers of men’, Christ said, calling
His first disciples and apostles.2 Through these words of the calling
of the first apostles, we can define the work and the mission of
the theologians. They are ‘fishers of men’, ‘fishers of souls’ in the
stormy sea of life.3
Man, as a person, is a divine creation. The image of man is a primary
concern of the Church. After all, Christ lights the spark of Christian
life in our psychic world. However, the task of preserving the spiritual
life falls upon our shoulders as well, so that we may ensure that we
have preserved Grace and be glorified when the Lord calls us to depart
from this world, having kept the treasure of the ‘life in Christ’ safe and
2 Matthew 4:18–19 (English Standard Version 2007).
3 Nearchou (ed, n 1).
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Fig 4. Christ and the apostles Peter and Andrew (Father Demosthenes Demosthenous 2015) High School of Empa, Paphos.

sound.4 We always need the strengthening from the Grace of God,
which is faithfully reflected in the Holy Icons, and these have a very
rich theological content. The ancient icons are evidence of the piety
of our ancestors who, through struggles and often with sacrifices,
have bequeathed to us the faith and the path of salvation.
Moreover, the Holy Icons, in what the iconographer had in mind and
in what is accepted by faithful Christians, are a practical manifestation
of the inner experience of the Christian faith. Very often, they were
painted by anonymous iconographers and prove the artistic power
of the Christian religion, which has no equal in the entire history
of man, primarily because it possesses a spirituality enlightened
by the Triadic God. That is the reason why the Holy Icons have a
leading role, since through their spiritual teaching and theology they
constitute a testimony of faith and art at the same time. They are a
tangible proof of the piety of our ancestors here in Cyprus.
Since the Turkish invasion in 1974 to this very day, almost 37 per
cent of Cyprus has been occupied with the aid of the Turkish army.
There remained 23,000 ecclesiastical icons found in the 520 occupied
churches of Cyprus that date from the twelfth century to the
twentieth.5 The Greeks of the Republic of Cyprus became refugees
because of the primitive violation of the fundamental principles of
morality, clearly expressed with the violation of human dignity.
Almost all the ecclesiastical treasures were looted or destroyed,
while works of ecclesiastical art and of great spiritual value were
destroyed or crushed down to the size of a few centimetres.6

Fig 5. The occupied Metropolitan Church of Arhangelos in Kyrenia.
Photograph: Stavros Mihaelides.

The Church of Cyprus, through the peaceful diligence of its flock,
is fighting for the restoration of morality and justice, and is ready to
reconstitute artistically what was lost during the barbaric Turkish
invasion and the ongoing occupation.7
4 St Nicholas Cabasilas, Η Χριστιανική Ζωή (The Life in Christ) (Nicosia
2008) 56.
5 Father Dionysios Papachrystoforou, Report as Director of the Restoration
Centre of Ancient Icons, Holy Archdiocese of Cyprus in the Holy Monastery of
Saint Spyridon of Tremetousia (Archives of Holy Archdiocese of Cyprus,
March 1975).
6 Father Demosthenes Demosthenous (speech to the European
Parliament, April 2007).
7 8 Συντήρηση-Εικονογραφία-Τέχνη (Restoration-Iconography-Art) (2018) 8.
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Fig 6. The occupied Church of Agios Mamas, Syghari.
Photograph: Stavros Mihaelides.
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towards the work of restoration leading to the deeper recognition of
sanctity and the inviolability of the human face. Here, too, Byzantine
iconography is a pioneer; this was a century and a half even before
the Second Council of Nicaea.

With regard to the personal human being
The liberating character of Christianity is seen in liberation from
egocentrism through the observance of the Divine Law.
Vanity repels the wealth of justice, while humility
disperses the multitude of passions,
but if we lead our lives with humility, then, our Savior,
help us to have the fate of the Tax Collector.9

Fig 7. Detail of SYNTERESE (Father Demosthenes Demosthenous 2020,
mosaic). Akropoli-Strovolos. Courtesy of Father Demosthenes Demosthenous.

During the period of Great Lent, we experience the preparation
for the great Despotic Feast of the Passion, the Crucifixion, and
especially the Resurrection of our Christ. Drawing lessons from this
helps shape experience in favour of virtue, intertwined with law on
the basis of respect for ethics. We call upon our memory the parables
of the Tax Collector and the Pharisee, and of the Prodigal Son by
Luke the Evangelist, and we connect these with the difficulties of
daily life. Freedom is a gift from God and a natural right, which no
one can deprive us of in Cyprus, as it includes a moral spirit and
moral values, expressing the sound principles of our culture, which
is based on peace and the ancient tradition of the Cypriot craftsman.
In March 1983, the first exhibition of such icons was held at the Centro
Internazionale Giorgio La Pira, in Florence. 50 works and icons, painted
in the traditional style by Father Demosthenes Demosthenous, became
the first breath of the re-creation of those Holy Icons destroyed during
the Turkish invasion of Cyprus in 1974. As these are experiences of
modern religious and national life, this presupposes the ideals of justice
and freedom. It’s necessary that law and freedom are expressions of
harmony between man, his fellow man, and God.10 Furthermore,
political and spiritual life is developed based on the loving coexistence
and the uniqueness of each person as sacred.

Fig 8. Father Demosthenes Demosthenous pictured with his
ecclesiastical mosaic SYNTERESE (2020). Akropoli-Strovolos.
Courtesy of Father Demosthenes Demosthenous.

The ecclesiastical mosaic SYNTERESE depicts the theme of the 520
occupied Cypriot churches in a border area like Cyprus, but where
there has never been a religious confrontation or war, at any time in
the turbulent history of the island. The interpretation of the mosaic
titled ‘Theological Restoration in Memory of Andreas Mitsidis’,
which we made at the Second Technical and Vocational School of
Education and Training in Nicosia in 2018, is a key landmark for
theology in Cyprus’s struggle for survival.8

The art of charity
‘Τέχνη φιλανθρωπίας’ (the ‘art of charity’) is a theological
phrase especially loved by Saint Maximus the Confessor in his
correspondence to Marinos, a seventh-century Bishop of Cyprus.
Saint Maximus expresses himself in the triptych: Triadic God; man;
will. In this way he interprets the divine ingenuity with regard to
salvation, so that man, with his personality crushed by sin, may move
8 ‘Theological Restoration in Memory of Andreas Mitsidis’ (2020) 19
Συντήρηση-Εικονογραφία-Τέχνη (Restoration-Iconography-Art) 17.

Moral freedom liberates us from sin and takes on unimaginable
extensions in the world of knowledge and art in imitation of the
divine-human art of charity. In response to the universal request
of the moral man, we attest in the Church that the use of hymn and
psalm together with iconography is a real expression of recognition
of the image of God and His Grace as a unique original.
Any historic disturbance of equilibrium is temporary, because
equality between human persons (one person, one vote) is restored
through Christianity. Because, with the preaching of the Godman, the parallel pair, the twin pair of the principles of justice and
freedom is irrevocably placed on the basis of love. As a criterion and
guide of our actions, the God-man commands love.11
That is, love and respect for God and for man. In the spirit of
such consensus, the concepts of justice and freedom are inherent
as an anxious state of vigilance and struggle when these elements
are absent. Love without justice is inconceivable. Accordingly,
9 From the orthros for the Sunday of the Tax Collector and the Pharisee.
10 Nearchou (ed, n 1).
11 Konstantinos Sathas, Μεσαιωνική Βιβλιοθήκη (Medieval Library) 2
(Venice 1873) 1-2; Andreas Mitsidis, Σύντομη Ιστορία Εκκλησίας
Κύπρου (Short History of the Church of Cyprus), (Nicosia 1986) 43, citing
Neophytos the Recluse, ‘Περὶ τῶν κατὰ χώραν Κύπρον σκαιῶν’ (On the
shadows over Cyprus) in Ecclesiastical Letters during Francocracy.
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Fig 9. Ελευθερία ’38 (Freedom ’38) (Father Demosthenes Demosthenous
2016, mosaic). High School of Palouriotissa, Nicosia. Courtesy of Father
Demosthenes Demosthenous.

Fig 10. Painter-iconographer Andreas Chrysochos gives advice on
the realisation of a work. Second Technical School, Nicosia.
Courtesy of Father Demosthenes Demosthenous.

justice without freedom cannot exist. This is identified with the
character of Christianity in relation to the Orthodox life and
practice that extends between the Byzantine Orthodox culture and
the corresponding Russian.12

for freedom. Such a struggle has the vote of God and a lot of moral
support for the enslaved people by the spiritual people, who largely
guide the course of the stand for freedom, in a peaceful and peacemaking way. An example of this is the school of painting that was
developed in Cyprus, especially after the establishment of the Republic
of Cyprus in 1960, with one of the protagonists, Andreas Chrysochos,
who studied the art of painting in England.

As St John Chrysostom argued, God created man not to be a slave but
free.13 That explains the law of moral conscience and the Christian
ethos of peaceful restoration.
The Christian faith is primarily interested in freeing man from the
bondage of sin, in liberating him internally, but does not remain
indifferent to his overall freedom.
Therefore, the foundations of modern Greek society are divine
justice and human freedom.14 They maintain the intact and
immovable component in the universal consciousness, which does
not wish for the power of supremacy seen in the works of Machiavelli
and Nietzsche, but for the consistency in managing the challenge
for a clearer picture of the future, based on pure vigilance so as to
preserve the testimony of origin and its revitalization through art.15
Under conditions of blackmail, hostage-taking or captivity (as in the
consequences of the Turkish invasion of Cyprus in 1974), abandonment
of sought material goods may be understood. But the abandonment
of moral principles and rights is dishonourable and unacceptable.16
That explains the prestige of Byzantine iconography with its timeless
spiritual dimension. This is especially true under conditions of struggle
12 Arnold Toynbee, A Study of History (London 1934–54); Theodoros
Papadopoulos, Presentation (1958); Arnold Toynbee, ‘The Theory of
the Genesis of Civilizations’ in Tribute to Konstantinos Spyridakis (Nicosia
1964) 159.
13 St John Crysostom, Homilies on the Gospel of John (written fourth century,
John Henry Parker 1848).
14 ibid 160.
15 Marios Begzos, Δοκίμια Φιλοσοφίας της θρησκείας (Essays on Philosophy
of Religion) (Athens 1988) 21.
16 Andreas Mitsidis, Άπαντα Αρχιεπ. Μακ. Γ (The Complete Works of
Archbishop Makarios III) 8 643 (1965, Nicosia 1997)
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The dream retains as its characteristics the impossible and at the
same time the tangible, accessible reality. In a time of slavery or
incomplete freedom (such as the continuation of the invasion and
occupation from 1974 until today), the only option left to us is the
remembrance of the sacred and holy elements of our civilisation and
our 520 occupied churches.
Respect for our parents and ancestors alone is not enough. It
is urgent to practise at all times the customs, the morals, and the
traditions kept by our parents and our Holy Fathers with the
assistance of the Church and our language, in an unceasing and
uninterrupted continuity since the very last day of life before the
arrival of the invaders.
As an example, we state the case of the Diassorinos family, and especially
Iakovos Diassorinos (in the thirteenth–sixteenth centuries).17
The ideals remain active in the psychic world of those fighting,
especially when they are alive and cultured. They offer a clear and
critical look at the constant challenges posed by the invaders for
concessions and discounts from freedom and intimacy with one’s
own character, which are components that affirm the value of every
struggle for freedom. As long as they persist, blackmailing remains;
and the lack of freedom is oppressively extended towards darkness.
17 Fighters who maintained the Greek Byzantine Tradition, seen for
example in the frescoes of the Diassorinos in the Medieval Church of
Arhangelos in Pedoulas. See Theodoros Papadopoulos, Ιστορία της
Κύπρου-Μεσαιωνικό Βασίλειο (History of Cyprus-Medieval Kingdom)
D’–A’ (Nicosia 1995) 537.
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Fig 11. The Occupied Holy Monastery of Agios Paneleimonas, Myrtou
(Father Demosthenes Demosthenous 2018, mosaic). Second Technical School,
Nicosia. Courtesy of Father Demosthenes Demosthenous.

Fig 12. First page of the Gospel of the Cathedral of Cyprus
(Father Demosthenes Demosthenous 2020). Nicosia.
Courtesy of Father Demosthenes Demosthenous.

However, the human soul does not compromise with this, since the
lack of freedom is an insult to the unbreakable continuity of culture
and to the natural relationship with our parents and ancestors,
which is understood through the purity of soul, thought and mind.
Therefore, it is an indisputable destiny: first of all, it’s necessary to
believe in the moral principles given to us by the minds of those
who fought before us for the same purpose of freedom. The refugees
of Cyprus, during their exile within their own country, died and
were buried (without wishing for such a development) away from
their ancestral homes, the occupied cities of Kyrenia, Famagusta, or
Morphou. Most art and painting exhibitions after 1974 have dealt
with this tragic situation with representative icons.

of Cyprus, the Director, Father Demosthenes Demosthenous, DDr,
has witnessed the receipt of destroyed or irreparably damaged
ecclesiastical icons and sacred objects, which had remained intact
until the events of the 1974 Turkish invasion. These sacred objects,
although in poor condition, attest to the descriptive speech of
Archbishop Makarios III at the United Nations in October 1974.19
They include a Holy Chalice with cast metal handle from the occupied
area north of Nicosia and pieces of an iconostasis from the area of
Morphou. Unfortunately, the invaders never cooperated honestly
in the matter of the origin of the destroyed relics, which ended up
through various ways in hands of the Holy Archdiocese of Cyprus,
mainly with the assistance of the Police of the Republic.

It is an experience that constitutes a national heritage, which has
been threatened since the summer of 1974, when the Turkish
troops landed, violating all forms of law in Cyprus, along with
violating every principle of morality. This is clearly confirmed by
the deprivation of worship and any contact with the 520 occupied
churches of our parents and ancestors.18
Since the establishment in 1983 of the Laboratory for the Restoration
of Ancient Icons, Paintings, and Manuscripts of the Holy Archdiocese

The restoration and promotion of the ecclesiastical heritage of
Cyprus includes the following as well: calligraphy and miniature
iconographies, included in the art of the Gospel of the Cathedral, which
was made by Father Demosthenous and commissioned by the Blessed
Archbishop of Cyprus Chrysostom II. The manuscript, written on a
parchment measuring 50 x 70cm, with 80 miniature representations
and about 400 decorated chapters and chapter titles, was completed
in 2020 in memory of Father Spyridon Demosthenous—Good
Samaritan—and of the 520 occupied churches of Cyprus.

18 Reverend Demosthenes Demosthenous DDr, The Occupied Churches of
Cyprus (Nicosia 2000) 6.

19 Reverend Demosthenes Demosthenous DDr, The Occupied Churches of
Cyprus (Nicosia 2001).
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Fig 13. ‘The Calling of Matthew’, Folio 15 of the Gospel of the Cathedral of
Cyprus (Father Demosthenes Demosthenous 2020). Nicosia.
Courtesy of Father Demosthenes Demosthenous.

Fig 14. Iconography of the Dome (Father Demosthenes Demosthenous
1998). Church of Agios Makarios, Nairobi. Courtesy of Father Demosthenes
Demosthenous.

We, the refugees, in this long-term effort for the justification of
Cyprus and the completion of its freedom, keep as a model in our
minds the struggle of our saints and ascetics, such as that of Saint
Sozomenos in Potamia, an abandoned village located within the
Dead Zone, which in fact bears the name of the saint and in the past
was mixed (that is, it used to be inhabited both by Greeks and Turks
of Cyprus). In the kekragaria (ecclesiastic hymns) of the saint we read:

The hymn clearly reveals the inseparable relation of spirituality
to the national consciousness, together with the respect for moral
principles. The ancient frescoes, probably of the eighth century
AD, preserved in the cave of Saint Sozomenos, in the village having
the same name, are proof of the spiritual wealth that pilgrims
gain. Whether they are literate or illiterate, they all have the same
spiritual benefit and education. Such is the power of iconography—
an iconography that continues to serve in its mission up to this day.

[Y]ou lived in the cave, flying in the silence, defeating
the passion with the efforts of temperance and hard
work, showing patience against the temptations and
perseverance against the various circumstances.20
When the hymnographer mentions the word ‘circumstances’, he
means the adversities caused by the arbitrariness of the conquerors.
And elsewhere below, we read in the next troparion:
You shone like the sun in the cave, Saved (Sozomenos),
illuminating all those who ran to you and invoked your
help, oh Wise one.
The intercession of the saints of our Orthodox Church offers an
unexpected spiritual strength to the claim for restoration of the
occupied churches of Cyprus. Repentance on our part, along with
spiritual exercise, makes us follow Christ, having a warm mind, as
did Saint Sozomenos, who is now on the throne of the omnipotent
God and intercedes for all of us who invoke him, so that we may
receive help and assistance from God.
Kathisma (ecclesiastic hymn):
With your words you decorated the Church of Christ,
with your works you honoured the fact that you were
created as an image of God, oh Saint Sozomenos, as your
wisdom shone in the world with the grace of healing,
in the radiance of faith, and therefore we honour your
memory with much affection.

20 Holy Archdiocese of Cyprus, Κύπρια Μηναία (Monthly Cypriot News) 3
(Nicosia 1996) 192.
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In 12 missions of iconography and its teaching between 1995 and
2008, courses of theory and technique of Byzantine Iconography
were delivered at the Patriarchal School of Archbishop Makarios
III in Nairobi, Kenya. The iconographies in the Church of Agios
Makarios were painted by Father Demosthenous and students of
the School.
The true exponent of the truth is the one who serves it with
freedom and justice. It gives meaning to the words that in the
mouth of others, even orators, seem misguided and unrealisable,
when the latter are vested with neither bravery nor virtue, nor
spiritual power.
The proper exponent reaches up to the realisation of the restoration
work. Thus, his virtue and bravery are proven, as a continuator of
his origins and ancestry—that is, to be a servant of the moral spirit
and moral values.21
In fact, such virtue guarantees the natural continuity of the
spiritual civilization, and not only on the basis of the law of
origin; these are elements which need special preservation.22
What we say, in the moral law of the Gospel, is perfectly natural.
In the minds of the media, perhaps this is seen as simply normal.
The love for consistency with the ancestry of the Person on the
21 ‘And our King, those letters which they considered as dead, he himself
carries them out with strength and vitality, projecting through his own
power, the true and brave valour, not the false one … Virtue and valour
… was perhaps the father for his child and the child for the father, good
for the good’ in Paul Gautier (ed), The Letters of Theophylactus of Ochrida
(Thessalonica 1980) 217.
22 ‘[T]his state of good heart did they have and, thus, defeated not only the
enemies but also time’ Paul Gautier (ed), The Letters of Theophylactus of
Ochrida (Thessalonica 1980) 219.
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Fig 15. Christ Pantocrator (Father Demosthenes Demosthenous 1982). Church of Sant’Andrea (Via Sardegna 153), Rome.
Courtesy of Father Demosthenes Demosthenous.

basis of His origins is identified with the religious awe; while
the emotional superficial resemblance to beauty is subjective, a
preference that expresses the conquest of self-extension that is
being attempted is not.23
The iconographies that Father Demosthenous painted in Agios
Dimitrios of the Acropolis (1983–2021), in Agios Andreas, Via
Sardegna 153 in Rome (1981–96) and elsewhere, are just small
examples of the spiritual militancy and vigilance of the population
which is the Greek Orthodox Christians of Cyprus, waiting until
they can live freely in the 520 churches of their parents and ancestors,
which are occupied and date from the era of Constantine the Great.

23 Andreas Chrysochos, Κείμενα για την Τέχνη (Texts on Art) (Nicosia 2006)
51.
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Introduction

Canonical Penance at the time of Augustine

anonical Penance in the early Church and the modern concept
of prison, broadly construed, are both processes of exclusion,
reform, and reintegration in response to an infraction of
law. Augustine’s writings on Canonical Penance are some of the
most extensive, and consider a number of themes which might be
relevant to criminal justice. Specifically, I will consider: the role of
humility, both on the part of the authorities and the perpetrator,
and whether an appropriate response places more emphasis on the
nature of the infraction of the rules or of the person committing it.

The earliest Christian penance was baptism. When adult baptism
was the norm and Christianity was still a small sect, the act of
turning away from the sinful world was an enormous commitment.
Penance for one’s previous life was essential for a community that
defined itself in opposition to the rest of the world. This is where
the communal element of penance has its origins. Forgiveness of
an individual’s sins was relevant not just to that individual, but
also to the Church whose holiness in the face of an unholy world
depended on it. The Church was a community that had developed
a way to reintegrate those who had excluded themselves through
the most serious of sins, in the form of Canonical Penance. When
examining this reintegration, we must be careful not to lose sight
of the fact that it was at heart ‘a kind of communal examination of
conscience, rather than a way to bear down on individual sinners’.3
Sin was a harm done to and a stain on the whole community, and so
penitential processes, from baptism to canonical penance, aimed to
make the community whole again.4 Collective responsibility for sins
is emphasised in some of the earliest writings on Christian penance
in 1 Clement 2:6: ‘You used to grieve over the unlawful acts of your
neighbours and considered their shortcomings your own.’5

C

Augustine is conveniently historically situated for an effective
comparison. By the time of his birth, Canonical Penance was ‘an
established and easily recognisable ecclesiastical institution’.1 This
enables us to avoid the potential pitfalls that come with attempting
to compare the prison system with the more informal and hard-topin-down earliest forms of penance. North Africa was also at the
heart of many of the early controversies surrounding penance,2
meaning both that the historical setting is well documented and that
Augustine responded to a variety of pertinent debates.
In attempting to construct an Augustinian ethic, I am not asking
what Augustine would have thought of modern criminal sentencing,
an impossibly speculative task. Rather, I am applying some of his
ethical principles—which he expounded in relation to an institution
with some significant parallels—to a modern ethical question. The
value of this will vary depending on one’s starting point. For those
with a theological commitment to Augustine’s principles, it may
help to illuminate what criminal sentencing should look like. For
others concerned with the ethics of criminal sentencing, it may help
to reveal the assumptions underlying our discourse, and at least
one other way of approaching them. Finally, for the intellectual
historian, it may reveal something of how our approach to questions
of humility and justice have or have not changed.

1 James Dallen, The Reconciling Community: The Rite of Penance (Liturgical
Press 1992) 57.
2 ibid 70.

By the time of Augustine, Canonical Penance was an ‘established and
easily recognized ecclesiastical institution’.6 Entry into Canonical
Penance was a serious undertaking. Many were compelled to
3 Allan D Fitzgerald, ‘Penance’ in Susan Ashbrook Harvey and David G
Hunter (eds), The Oxford Handbook of Early Christian Studies (Oxford
University Press 2008) 787.
4 From the fourth and fifth centuries, the lived experience of penance
started to move away from its communal origins somewhat. See
Fitzgerald (n 3) 801. However, since we are examining the thought of
Augustine, who was writing before this process was complete and whose
ecclesiology emphasised a mixed community of saints and sinners who
bore one another’s burdens, it is nonetheless important to consider the
act of penance, in its restoration of sinners to a Church so defined, as
communal in nature.
5 In Bart D Ehrman (ed and tr), The Apostolic Fathers (Harvard University
Press 2014).
6 Dallen (n 1) 57.
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undergo it for acts of sin, though others chose to go through it: ‘Some
people have asked for a place among the penitents themselves; some
have been excommunicated by me and reduced to the penitents’
place’.7 Though one’s status as a penitent was public information,
the nature of the offence could be private. This is presumably a
result of the gravity of the sins involved: requiring public confession
would hardly encourage potential penitents to come forward.
One of Augustine’s sermons provides us with a description of the
sins that required Canonical Penance: ‘There is a serious wound
involved; perhaps adultery has been committed, perhaps murder,
perhaps some sacrilege, a grave matter, a grave wound, lethal,
deadly.’8 A further indication of the significance of Canonical
Penance was that it could only be undergone once, for fear of
lessening its gravity through repetition.9
Penance was characterised by exclusion from the Eucharist,
the result of estrangement from God following the breaking of
one’s baptismal vows through serious sin. Additional penitential
processes, including fasting and almsgiving, were used to enhance
the corrective effect of temporary exclusion from the Eucharist.10
This exclusion extended to praying separately from the rest of the
congregation: ‘Pray, penitents – and the penitents go out to pray.’11
Canonical Penance concluded with readmittance into the
congregation and the Eucharist. A ritual involving imposition of
hands by the bishop and public prayers signalled the end of the
process.12 Its effects did not cease there, however, since former
penitents could not be clerics, as Augustine discusses in one of his
letters: ‘the Church established the rule that after penance for some
crime no one should enter the clerical state or return to the clerical
state or remain in the clerical state.’13

Humility of the offender
The notion of humility in Augustine is rooted in its ultimate
manifestation, Christ humbling himself on the cross. Augustine
took this to be the cure to humanity’s pride and therefore the source
of humility: ‘So for the treatment of human beings God’s wisdom
– in itself both doctor and medicine – offered itself in a similar
way. Because human beings fell through pride it used humility in
healing them … We made bad use of immortality, and so we died;
Christ made good use of mortality, and so we live.’14 The sight of
God’s humiliation on the cross, when combined with God’s grace,
is what Augustine claims leads to humility, shifting our perspective
so that we can focus on matters of true importance. John Cavadini
explains the operation of this process as ‘arresting our limited and
7 Augustine, Sermons (230–272B) on the Liturgical Seasons (Edmund Hill tr,
John E Rotelle ed, New City Press 1993) Sermon 232 para 8.
8 Augustine, Sermons (341–400) on Various Subjects (Edmund Hill tr, John E
Rotelle ed, New City Press 1995) Sermon 352 para 8.
9 ‘And yet it was a cautious and salutary provision that a place for that
most humble penance be granted only once in the Church for fear that
cheap medicine might become less beneficial for the sick.’ Augustine,
Letter 153 para 7 (Roland J Teske tr).
10 Claudia Rapp, ‘Spiritual Guarantors at Penance, Baptism and Ordination
in the Late Antique East’ in Abigail Firey (ed), A New History of Penance
(Brill 2008) 123.
11 Augustine, Sermon 232 para 8 (Edmund Hill tr).
12 Rapp (n 10) 123.
13 Augustine, Letters 156–210 (Roland J Teske tr, Boniface Ramsey ed, New
City Press 2004) Letter 185 para 45.
14 Augustine, On Christian Teaching (Roger Green tr, Oxford University
Press 2008) Book 1 paras 28–29.
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empty vision on something real, the compassion of God, who was
unashamed to put aside the power and prestige of divinity.’15 We
can see this shift of attention from the self to God in Augustine’s
twenty-fifth homily on the Gospel of John, where the shift from
pride to humility lies in the fact that the humble man ‘does not do
his own will, but God’s’.16
The question for us remains how the process of Canonical Penance
contributed to humility. We see in Augustine a distinct concrete
aspect of, or contributing factor towards, humility—namely, being
humbled. In the case of Christ, being humbled constituted becoming
a man and dying on the cross. The penitent, on the other hand, is
humbled by the restriction of status, both because of the lack of status
associated with penitents17 and because of concrete restrictions on
their future ambitions, namely that they could not become clerics.
In his letters, Augustine describes the reasoning behind this latter
provision: ‘no one should be a cleric so that, without any hope of
temporal dignity, the remedy of humility might be greater and more
genuine.’18 The idea here is that the stripping of status made it harder
to take pride in one’s position, removing the barrier to refocusing on
God, as required for humility.
The value of humility to Canonical Penance lies in its healing
element. Penance and humility are both, for Augustine, processes
of healing.19 For Canonical Penance to be successful, one’s attitudes
must change such that future action is directed not towards one’s
own pride in status, but rather towards God. This is what Augustine’s
concept of humility achieved, and why it played so central a role in
his discussion of Canonical Penance.
Though humility is a central part of Augustine’s conception of
Canonical Penance, he by no means considered it an inevitable
consequence of the formal procedure of being humbled during
Canonical Penance. Many of the instances where he emphasised
the value of humility were descriptions of how it was lacking in
penitents, specifically those compelled to undergo the process (as
opposed to those undertaking it voluntarily): ‘those who have been
excommunicated20 by me and reduced to the penitents’ corner
don’t want to rise from there, as though penitents’ corner were a
really choice spot’ and, more explicitly, ‘it ought to be a place for
humility, and it becomes a place for iniquity.’21 Augustine is clear
here that Canonical Penance is not just an externally administered
process, such that it inevitably results in forgiveness and humility.
The proper attitude on the part of the penitent is essential, however
much the concrete removal of status might assist this.
We have from Augustine the idea that humility, constituting a
shift away from a focus on the self, can be driven by concrete
action to reform the individual, though the action can only assist
and not guarantee humility. The difficulty with this notion is that
15 John Cavadini, ‘Pride’ in Augustine through the ages: an encyclopedia (Allan
Fitzgerald ed, Eerdmans 1999) 682.
16 Augustine, Homilies on the Gospel of John 1–40 (Edmund Hill tr, Alan
Fitzgerald ed, New City Press 2009) Homily 23 para 16.
17 ‘It [the penitent’s corner] ought to be a place for humility’ Augustine
Sermon 232 para 8 (Edmund Hill tr).
18 Augustine, Letter 185 para 45 (Roland J Teske tr).
19 For an extensive comparison of the operation of humility with that
of medicine, see Augustine, Homily 23 on the Gospel of John para 16
(Edmund Hill tr).
20 ‘Excommunication’ here refers to temporary exclusion from the
Eucharist as part of penance rather than permanent exclusion from the
congregation.
21 Augustine, Sermon 232 para 8 (Edmund Hill tr).
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for Augustine, the goal shift was towards God, which cannot be
replicated in a secular state. Equally, we can’t provide an endpoint
which is an explicit alternative to God, since we would then
undermine the Augustinian notion of humility and any value the
insight might have. We require, then, a goal for this focus shift
which has value from the vantage point of a secular state without
displacing God.
We can find this goal in the good of loving others, concretely
manifested in serving our community. This certainly has a scriptural
foundation in John 13:34:22 ‘I give you a new commandment, that you
love one another. Just as I have loved you, you also should love one
another.’ In his analysis of this passage from John, Augustine links
the love of others to the love of God: ‘he who loves his neighbour
in a holy and spiritual way, what does he love in him except God?’23
We can therefore make the service of others the goal of the focus
shift when using humility in reform, since for Augustine it mediates
love of God.24 This also helps us relate the individual elements
of reforming the criminal or sinner to the communal elements
of crime or sin, since our response is directed at the community.
We can therefore go some way to synthesising the interests of the
individual and the community in our response to crime. In placing a
value on humility, we are helping to reform the individual through
shifting their focus, while also acknowledging the harm done to
the community and shifting the focus of the offender to positive
participation in that community.
In terms of concrete applications, such an Augustinian conception
of reforming through shifting the focus of the offender towards
their community might help us to construe the value of
interventions like restorative justice and community service. It
might also provide a reason to measure reform more broadly than
through reoffending rates, since this kind of reform is directed at
service of and being invested in the community, rather than just
not committing further crimes.25

Humility in the authorities
Humility is not just a tool of reform for the Canonical Penitents
themselves but also, according to Augustine, a necessary virtue of
those who hold authority over the process, namely bishops. While
his discussion of this in relation to Canonical Penance specifically
is limited, he is clear that in dealing with crimes against civil or
ecclesiastical law, humility is required in order to maintain the
necessary attitude of mercy.
Letter 153 is a useful example of this. It helpfully relates the civil
and ecclesiastical cases, as it is a response to Macedonius’ concerns
over bishops’ intercessions on behalf of criminals.26 In the process
of explaining to Macedonius why it is right to intercede on behalf
of the guilty, and how this does not make bishops complicit in their
22 New Revised Standard Version used henceforth.
23 Augustine, Tractate 65 on the Gospel of John, para 2 in The Fathers of the
Church: St Augustine Tractates on the Gospel of John, 55–111 (John W Rettig
tr, Catholic University of America Press 1994) 52.
24 This is a simple instance of the uti–frui distinction. For Augustine’s
explanation, see Book 1 of On Christian Teaching.
25 For example, see Christopher Stacey’s summary of the issues
surrounding poverty in those who have a criminal record but have
resisted reoffending: Christopher Stacey, ‘Looking beyond reoffending:
criminal records and poverty’ (2015) 99 Criminal Justice Matters 4–5.
26 For a discussion of humility as a civic virtue in contrast to the Roman
ideals, see Robert Dodaro, Christ and the Just Society in the Thought of
Augustine (Cambridge University Press 2004) ch 6.

crimes, Augustine draws a link between our own status as sinners
and our duty to be merciful towards others. Because we all require
forgiveness, so we must extend it to others: ‘The judgment of God
has filled them with fear so that they keep in mind that they need
God’s mercy on account of their own sins and do not suppose that
it counts as a failure in their office if they act mercifully in any way
toward those over whom they have the legitimate power of life and
death.’27 The other side to this is that a lack of humility, that being
in this case the failure to recognise our sinful nature and need for
forgiveness, results in a pride and arrogance which leads to excessive
severity. In discussing John 8:2–12, Augustine concludes that when
Jesus points out that none of the accusers who present the adulterous
woman to him to be stoned are sinless, ‘the pride of her pursuers
yielded.’28 There was pride in their judgement which, though within
the law, ignored the fact that the accusers were sinners as was the
accused. In forcing them into humility, Jesus forced them into
mercy: ‘After he had said to those who presented the adulteress to
him for punishment that the one who knew that he was without
sin should be the first to throw a stone at her, their anger collapsed
as their conscience trembled.’29 Violence and severity come with
arrogance, and are displaced by the mercy that comes with humility.
Robert Dodaro links this correlation between humility and mercy
with Augustine’s dispute with Pelagius. Put simply, the Pelagian
belief that human beings can be sinless and that the source of virtue
can come from man rather than God’s grace means that they are
not forced into humility by recognition of their sins.30 This contrast
with Pelagianism helps us to clarify how humility in authority is, as
we previously discussed in the case of humility in penitents, a focus
shift away from the self and towards God. For Augustine, humility
in authority is the recognition that we attain virtue and avoid sin
by the grace of God. The Pelagian arrogance is the assumption that
we can be the source of our own virtue. The focus shift of humility
in this case therefore lies in moving from identifying the source of
our virtue in ourselves to identifying it as being external, namely in
the grace of God.
We can take the following idea from Augustine’s discussion of the
relationship between humility, mercy, arrogance, and severity:
excessive severity can be a result of arrogance, while mercy can be
the result of humility. The reason for this is that humility comes
with the recognition of the role of external forces in shaping
human decisions, whereas arrogance is blind to this in its attempt
to claim individual credit for virtue. Severity which results from
this arrogance is therefore a blind spot, a failure to acknowledge
the origins of virtue and vice. We should therefore tend towards
humility, which will establish a presumption of mercy. Movement
away from this starting point of mercy towards severity should
require careful justification, to avoid decisions based on arrogance.
In discussing the applicability of these insights to the legal system,
we must address an immediate disparity. Augustine grounds
humility to authority in the fact that we are all sinners in need of
God’s forgiveness. There is no direct parallel in the legal case. In
fact, given the restrictions on who can become a judge or magistrate,
none of those deciding on sentences are convicted criminals in
need of the law’s forgiveness. What then, in a secular setting,
27 Augustine, Letters 100–155 (Roland J Teske tr, Boniface Ramsey ed, New
City Press 2003) Letter 153 para 8.
28 Augustine, Letter 153 para 11 (Roland J Teske tr).
29 ibid.
30 Dodaro (n 26) 186–87. The chapter as a whole also provides an
excellent elucidation of how Augustine places a penitential emphasis on
leadership.
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need sentencers be humble about? It turns out the answer to this
is not altogether different from the answer Augustine provides,
namely the role of external forces in determining which side of
the courtroom you find yourself on. For Augustine, virtue was to
be attributed to the grace of God. In the case of the legal system,
external forces, whether systematic privileges or simply luck of
circumstances, play a role in whether you find yourself a judge or
in need of a judge’s mercy.31 This is not to remove personal choice
from the equation. However, it would be an arrogant sentencer who
failed to acknowledge that of the many factors that contribute to
a crime, only some are the personal responsibility of the criminal.
Moreover, not all these factors will be obvious, and therefore they
may not be presented as mitigating circumstances. Humility will lead
to the acknowledgement of imperfect information and the influence
of external forces, and should therefore lead to an appropriate level
of mercy. An Augustinian ethic of criminal sentencing would be a
humble, and therefore merciful, one.

Sinner rather than sin
Reform is often portrayed, particularly in the popular press, as in
the interest of the individual, while punishment of the act is in the
interest of society. Therefore, in deciding how to treat an individual
and whether to emphasise reform or punishment, we are effectively
deciding between their interest and the interest of society.32
One potential resolution of the tension between these apparent
competing interests is to insist that reform is in both the individual’s
and society’s interests because it prevents reoffending and therefore
further societal damage.33 This construes the value of reform, at least
as far as society’s interests are concerned, as instrumental: reform is
beneficial to society because it prevents harm to society. Augustine,
however, places a non-instrumental value on reform.
Augustine makes clear that he desires reform of the individual
rather than punishment of the act. The end at which the instrument
of being humbled is aimed is to be discussed not in terms of what
the act committed demands in a natural justice sense, but rather in
terms of what most effectively reforms the agent. Being humbled
is therefore an instrument of agent-reform rather than actpunishment. In other words, the emphasis is on the sinner rather
than the sin. Being humbled is necessary for Canonical Penance, but
not sufficient to bring about the humility required: ‘What’s the use
of your humbling yourselves, if you don’t change your behaviour?’34
This quotation from Sermon 392 makes it clear that for Augustine
change of behaviour is a part of the aim of the process itself. Being
humbled serves the aim of changing one’s behaviour, refocusing
31 For one example of disproportionality in outcomes based on factors
outside the individual’s control, see the Lammy Review, which examines
the treatment of and outcomes for BAME individuals in the criminal
justice system. Government of the United Kingdom, The Lammy Review
(2017).
32 See, for example, the contrast Melanie Philips draws between the welfare
of the criminal and that of society: ‘the Council’s concern is directed
wholly at the welfare of the criminal rather than the welfare of society.’
Melanie Philips, ‘Why we must take the public’s lead… and jail ALL
drug dealers’ Daily Mail (6 April 2011). <https://www.dailymail.co.uk/
debate/article-1373071/Why-publics-lead--jail-ALL-drug-dealers.
html> accessed 26 September 2020. This was in response to a Sentencing
Council consultation paper which recommended avoiding custodial
sentences for more minor drug dealing offences in certain circumstances
in order to avoid overly punishing those exploited by higher-level
dealers.
33 See n 41 below for how recent government documents tend to construe
rehabilitation’s value in terms of the prevention of reoffending.
34 Augustine, Sermon 392 para 6 (Edmund Hill tr).
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attention from the self to God, and in the process reorienting one’s
actions from being directed towards the self, to being directed
towards God.
Augustine’s most illuminating discussion of the emphasis on reform
over punishment concerns the distinction between public and
private reproving, found in Sermon 82. He argues for rebuking
privately in the case of private sins and publicly in the case of public
sins. Augustine is unambiguous in his reasoning behind this: ‘what I
want to do is cure, not accuse.’35
Augustine is prepared, for the sake of private rebuke of private sins,
to avoid civil involvement:
A bishop, for example, knows someone or other is a
murderer, and nobody else knows he is. I want to rebuke
him publicly, while you are looking for a chance to bring
an indictment. Well of course, I will neither give him
away, nor ignore his sin. I will rebuke him privately, set
God’s judgement before his eyes, terrify his bloodstained
conscience, try to persuade him to repent.36
Augustine’s attitude creates a primacy of ecclesiastical authority over
civil equivalents. A bishop is to act not to facilitate an indictment—as
one might think a citizen convinced of guilt is required to—but rather
to maximise the curing effect, which Augustine argues is achieved
through private rebuke. It might seem that we could account for
Augustine not informing civil authorities as a simple application
of the seal of confession, but in the next paragraph Augustine
applies this principle to a case where the wife of an adulterer has
come forward with her husband’s sin. She is not confessing a sin,
so Augustine’s knowledge of the husband’s infidelity is not under
the seal of confession. Yet he chooses to keep this sin private. This
tells us that keeping sins private in the cases of the murderer and the
adulterer is motivated by more than simple respect for the seal of
confession. These cases show us that the emphasis is on the agent,
not the act and the natural justice of publicly holding the perpetrator
responsible, to the extent of keeping offences which are punishable
by civil courts private when this best serves reform.
One fairly natural reading of this would be that Augustine
has prioritised the individual sinner’s interest over that of the
community. This may be an appropriate response for one charged
with the pastoral care of that individual, but hardly seems applicable
in the case of a criminal justice system with obligations towards the
victims of crime and the public at large. However, to read Augustine
like this is to ignore the communal context of the penance he is
discussing. We have seen that in all forms of penance in the early
Church, the response to sin was deemed necessary not simply for
the sake of the individual sinner, but to make whole again the unity
of the Church.37
For Augustine, the Pauline command in Galatians 6:2 to ‘Bear one
another’s burdens and in this way you will fulfil the law of Christ’
includes the burden of committing sin. Since we bear the burden of
each other’s sins, in placing the emphasis on sinner rather than sin
by focussing on agent-reform over act-punishment, we are lifting
a burden off both the individual and the community. Augustine
here makes implicit use of the usus–fruitio distinction in arguing
35 Augustine, Sermons (51–94) on the Old Testament (Edmund Hill tr, John E
Rotelle ed, New City Press 1991) Sermon 82 para 11.
36 Augustine, Sermon 82 para 11 (Edmund Hill tr).
37 See the section ‘Canonical Penance at the Time of Augustine’ above.
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that if we neglect our responsibility to those who sin, then we fail
to love God fully:
Thus if we love a weak person less because of the vice
that made him weak, we should consider him in light
of the one who died on his behalf. Not to love Christ,
however, is not weakness but death. Hence we should
be very careful and implore God’s mercy lest we neglect
Christ because of a weak person, when we should love
the weak person because of Christ.38
Augustine links this bearing of burdens at an individual level to the
unity of the Church as a whole. In responding to the Donatists, who
emphasised the purity of the Church over its unity,39 Augustine
argued that sinners were the responsibility of the Church, and that
bearing their burdens was an essential part of maintaining its unity:
‘All of these catholic unity embraces in her motherly breast, bearing
each other’s burdens by turns, and endeavouring to keep the unity of
the Spirit in the bond of peace, till God should reveal to one or other
of them any error in their views.’40 In emphasising the reform of the
sinner rather than punishment of the sin, Augustine was therefore
not prioritising the individual over the group, but rather grounding
the reform of the individual through Canonical Penance in the unity
of the whole.
Put simply, when a member of the Church sins, the damage done
is twofold. Firstly, the damage caused by the specific sin itself (for
example a murder causes someone to die), and secondly, the burden
of committing a sin. These are both burdens which, according to
Augustine, we all bear. In emphasising the sinner over the sin,
Augustine is allowing for proper reform. This is an attempt to lift
the latter burden, in the process healing both the individual and the
community that bear it.
The question remains: how do we apply this Augustinian insight
to a criminal justice setting? In the case of Canonical Penance, the
failure to reform the flawed individual was a failure to bear the
burdens of others which, in the corpus permixtum, we all bear at some
point. More broadly, in seeking the unity and success of a group (in
Augustine’s case, the Church, in the modern case, wider society),
we must be prepared to bear the burdens of those who break
(canon or civil) law. Government documents of recent years41 tend
38 Augustine, Responses to Miscellaneous Questions: Miscellany of Eighty-Three
Questions (Boniface Ramsey tr, New City Press 2008) Question 71 para 7.
39 During the persecution of Diocletian’s reign, many bishops had lapsed
before, at the end of the persecution, repenting. Donatists argued that
repentance was not sufficient and that, having committed apostasy,
they could longer be considered to be legitimately administering
the sacraments. The resulting breakaway was the Donatist Schism.
Augustine took the position that schism was a serious sin which violated
the unity of the Church for the sake of unattainable purity. In doing so
he elaborated his idea that the Church on earth was a corpus Pprmixtum
rather than a society free from sin.
40 Augustine, On Baptism, Against the Donatists (JR King tr) in Marcus Dods
(ed), The Works of Aurelius Augustine, vol 3 (T & T Clark 1872) Book 2
para 8.
41 See, for example, the Coalition Government’s 2013 document,
Transforming Rehabilitation: ‘Whilst we continue to tolerate so many
offenders passing through the justice system and going on to commit
more crimes, we are in fact tolerating more victims, greater cost to
the taxpayer and further damage to communities.’ Ministry of Justice,
Transforming Rehabilitation: A Strategy for Reform (Cm 8619, 2013) 9
<https://consult.justice.gov.uk/digital-communications/transformingrehabilitation/results/transforming-rehabilitation-response.pdf >
accessed 30 July 2020. Notable for its absence is the effect on the

to conceive rehabilitation of prisoners as being valuable to society
because it prevents reoffending and therefore further damage to
the community. This treats prisoners as instruments of harm or
benefit to the rest of society, and not as a 92,500 strong part of it.
Augustine’s emphasis on reform of the individual recognises that
those subject to criminal justice proceedings are a part of society and
so society’s interests are intrinsically linked to theirs. If we are to bear
the burdens of those affected by crime because they are a part of a
society to which we have certain obligations, then we must bear the
burdens of those who, as a part of the same society, commit crimes.
Sentences that do not attempt reform (for example, whole-life
imprisonment on ground of public protection) must not be regarded
simply as ways to prioritise the interest of wider society over that
of the criminal. It is not within the scope of this article to comment
on whether they are ever necessary,42 but it must be acknowledged
that in Augustinian terms, in failing to bear the burden of the
individual, they fail the society of which the individual is a member.
Augustine’s insight here is essentially to add a dimension of value to
rehabilitation. In creating policy and handing down sentences, we
must recognise that proper rehabilitation is intrinsically (and not
just instrumentally) in the interest of society.

Conclusion
From Augustine we have drawn three central principles for
criminal justice based on his approach to Canonical Penance.
Firstly, rehabilitation should aim at the creation of humility,
constituting a goal shift towards service of the community. This is
not only a standard against which to hold efforts at reform, it also
helps synthesise the interests of the individual and the community.
Secondly, severity can result from arrogance, and mercy from
humility. Since arrogance is a blind spot, namely the failure to
acknowledge the role of external factors in driving crime, which
humility corrects, we should strive for a presumption of mercy,
and for humility in sentencing. Finally, effective rehabilitation is
intrinsically in society’s interests, independent of its instrumental
value in preventing reoffending, since those who commit crime
are members of society and the burden of a failure to rehabilitate is
therefore borne by society as a whole.
The above provides principles against which an Augustinian ethic
of criminal justice might be measured. A range of positions on
criminal justice reform, ranging from small changes to sentencing
processes right the way through to a complete overhaul of the
justice system, are consistent with these principles as stated. Which
changes one makes depends on both the empirical data on which
strategies best achieve compliance with these principles, and other
moral principles one holds which are relevant to the justice system.
Augustine’s writings alone, though extensive, cannot provide these.
However, we have found clear guidance in an Augustinian ethic:
reform is the starting point, and aims to create humility at all levels.

prisoners themselves. See also Robert Blakey, Rehabilitation in Prisons
(House of Lords Library Briefing 2017) <https://researchbriefings.
parliament.uk/ResearchBriefing/Summary/LLN-2017-0102#fullreport>
accessed 30 July 2020.
42 For example, it seems plausible that there is a situation in which they do
the least damage to society, if not none, of the options available.
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Peter McLaughlin is a third-year undergraduate in Politics at Downing College, Cambridge. He is interested in political liberalism and questions of ethics
and the self in political theory.

Can you draw out Leviathan with a fishhook,
or press down its tongue with a cord?
Can you put a rope in its nose,
or pierce its jaw with a hook?
Will it make many supplications to you?
Will it speak soft words to you?
Will it make a covenant with you
to be taken as your servant forever?1

T

*

he rich symbolic inner workings of Hobbes’ Leviathan
have been much commented on in the centuries since
its publication, with most attention being given to its
incomparable frontispiece. But fewer interpreters (especially today)
comment in detail on the reference to the Book of Job in Hobbes’
title, a reference that Hobbes mentions explicitly in the text.2 I want
to offer an interpretation of the image of Leviathan that connects
it directly with some of Hobbes’ central concerns (his ideas about
human nature, sovereignty, and covenant), and that helps us
understand the place of symbolism, metaphor, and literature in
Hobbes’ famously mechanistic politics.

1 Job 41:1–4. All quotations from the Bible are from the NRSV, unless
otherwise stated.
2 Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan, or The Matter, Forme, & Power of a Commonwealth Ecclesiasticall and Civill (first published 1651; rev student ed,
Cambridge University Press 1996) 28:27. For some exceptions to this
general trend, see: WH Greenleaf, ‘A Note on Hobbes and the Book
of Job’ (1974) 14 Anales de la Cátedra F. Súarez 9; Samuel I Mintz,
‘Leviathan as Metaphor’ (1989) 2 Hobbes Studies 3; Gordon Hull,
‘“Against this Empusa:” Hobbes’s Leviathan and the Book of Job’ (2002)
10(1) British Journal for the History of Philosophy 3.
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A brief synopsis of the book of Job. Job, a ‘blameless and upright’
man who ‘feared God and turned away from evil’,3 has been tested
by the Lord. Everything he owned has been taken from him, his
family have been killed, and his body is covered in painful sores, to
the point that he curses the day of his birth: ‘Let those curse it who
curse the Sea, / those who are skilled to rouse up Leviathan.’4 The
bulk of the text consists of verse dialogue between Job and three of
his friends about the problem of theodicy: how can Job, a blameless
man, be made to suffer by God? His friends argue that he cannot
have been truly blameless, that he must have acted so as to justify his
punishment. Job continues to insist on his innocence.
Hobbes’ reference is to the climax of the text, where the Lord
answers Job ‘out of the whirlwind’: ‘Who is this that darkens counsel
by words without knowledge?’5 The Lord’s (somewhat ironic)
response is not to prove that Job was deserving of suffering, but
merely to humble him, rhetorically—even sarcastically—asking:
Where were you when I laid the foundation of the earth?
Tell me, if you have understanding.
Who determined its measurements—surely you know!
Or who stretched the line upon it?6
The Lord does not answer Job, does not give his questioning the
reverence that human reason is often accorded today. He instead
seeks to put him in his place, with the aim of having Job answer:
‘I have uttered what I did not understand / … therefore I despise
myself, / and repent in dust and ashes.’7 He disparages (we might
want to say ‘ridicules’) Job—and thus humanity—for his ignorance of
3
4
5
6
7

Job 1:1.
Job 3:8.
Job 38:1-2.
Job 38:4-5.
Job 42:3, 6.
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nature and of the Lord’s mighty act of creation. He also reminds Job
of the Lord’s incredible power and Job’s powerlessness, especially
beside the two great monsters Behemoth and Leviathan. And it is the
sea monster Leviathan that receives the most detailed description,
taking up the entirety of chapter 41.8

*
Will you play with it as with a bird,
or will you put it on leash for your girls?
Will traders bargain over it?
Will they divide it up among the merchants?
Can you fill its skin with harpoons,
or its head with fishing spears?
Lay hands on it;
think of the battle; you will not do it again!
Any hope of capturing it will be disappointed;
were not even the gods overwhelmed at the sight of it?
No one is so fierce as to dare to stir it up.
Who can stand before it?
Who can confront it and be safe?
—under the whole heaven, who?9

*
The Lord describes Leviathan as ‘a creature without fear’.10 For
Hobbes, who once wrote that fear was his own twin,11 this idea
would have seemed almost oxymoronic. Perhaps this led him to his
fascination with this power that could live without fear because it
could overwhelm even the gods—a power that we might, without
apology, call a mortal god.
Hobbes was obsessed with fear, which he saw as central to human
nature itself. But in his mind, the complement of fear was pride.
It was human pride that had led to Parliament’s rebellion in the
English Civil War, human pride that had created the great anarchy
of the mid-seventeenth century, human pride that led to so much of
the worst violence and death of Hobbes’ era. Pride meant that the
individual has to fear the actions of others, and pride causes their
own desire for glory, that means they too must be feared. It is pride
that means fear is a constant part of the human condition, that we
are always glancing over our shoulders.
This twin pair of concepts is at the heart of so much of Hobbes’
originality that it can be somewhat shocking to see them paired
together in any earlier contexts. But it is exactly such a pairing we
find in the last verses of Job 41. Leviathan, this ‘creature without
fear’, ‘surveys everything that is lofty; / it is king over all that
are proud.’12 Leviathan’s incredible power—‘[o]n earth it has no
equal’—13 allows it to rule over proud man and to not fear. Perhaps
(Hobbes might have thought) the power of Leviathan could offer us
an escape from the natural condition of mankind, characterised by
universal fear joined with unbounded pride, leading to life that was
‘solitary, poore, nasty, brutish, and short.’14

8 Verses 40:35–41:26 in the Jewish division of the book.
9 Job 41:5–11.
10 Job 41:33.
11 Alex Schulman, ‘Hobbes, Thomas (1588–1679)’, The Encyclopedia of
Political Thought (Wiley 2015).
12 Job 41:33–34.
13 Job 41:33.
14 Hobbes (n 2) 13:9.

An important aspect of Leviathan’s power was expressed in the
Lord’s rhetorical question: ‘Will it make a covenant with you / to
be taken as your servant forever?’15 Leviathan could not be subject
in any way to the pressures of those it had power over, whether
by a contract or anything else. This would only leave it subject to
ordinary human pride, and it could no longer be a ‘creature without
fear’—it would have to fear the power that limited its own power.
No; Leviathan’s power must be absolute. The puzzle, for Hobbes, was
just where such absolute power could come from.

*
I will not keep silence concerning its limbs,
or its mighty strength, or its splendid frame.
Who can strip off its outer garment?
Who can penetrate its double coat of mail?
Who can open the doors of its face?
There is terror all around its teeth.
Its back is made of shields in rows,
shut up closely as with a seal.
One is so near to another
that no air can come between them.
They are joined one to another;
they clasp each other and cannot be separated.
Its sneezes flash forth light,
and its eyes are like the eyelids of the dawn.
From its mouth go flaming torches;
sparks of fire leap out.
Out of its nostrils comes smoke,
as from a boiling pot and burning rushes.
Its breath kindles coals,
and a flame comes out of its mouth.
In its neck abides strength,
and terror dances before it.16

*
In an article in Hobbes Studies from 1989, Samuel Mintz records some
mistaken seventeenth-century etymologies of the word ‘Leviathan’.17
Today, we know that the monster’s Hebrew name ‘Liwyātān’ is
cognate to the Ugaritic ‘Lītānu’, the name of another sea monster in
near-eastern mythology.18 But Ugaritic was an unknown language
in the West before the twentieth century. The best guess of Hobbes’
contemporaries was that Leviathan’s name came from the root LVH,
meaning ‘join’ or sometimes ‘connect’.19 ‘Leviathan, so is he called’,
says the Westminster Annotations, ‘because by his bignesse he seemes
not one single creature, but a coupling of divers together’.20
In the translation of the Book of Job that Hobbes used, Leviathan
‘is made so as not to be afraid’.21 Man, whose art imitates God’s
creation,22 must imitate God’s creation of Leviathan as a fearless
15 Job 41:4.
16 Job 41:12–22.
17 Mintz (n 2).
18 Christoph Uehlinger, ‘Leviathan’ in Karel van der Toorn, Bob Becking,
and Pieter W van der Horst (eds), Dictionary of Deities and Demons in the
Bible (second edn, Brill 1999) 511.
19 Mintz (n 2) 5.
20 Westminster Assembly, Annotations upon all the books of the Old and New
Testament: wherein the text is explained, doubts resolved, scriptures parallelled,
and various readings observed (John Legatt and John Raworth 1645) ch 1.
21 Hobbes (n 2) 28:27; emphasis added.
22 ibid Introduction 1.
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creature; and as God had made Leviathan by ‘a coupling of divers
together’, so too must man. No natural person, Hobbes knew, could
have the power of the great sea monster, could live without fear.
But where individuals ‘clasp each other and cannot be separated’,23 in
the union of a great multitude, such strength could be found. When
many individuals are joined together—by their fear—they can create
a creature without fear, called the commonwealth or state, ‘which
(to define it,) is One Person, of whose Acts a great Multitude, by mutuall
Covenants one with another, have made themselves every one the Author’
(italics my own).24 This great artificial person has enough power
over each of the natural persons that make it up as to keep them in
awe and terror. The joining together of many by a covenant, each
with each, is what produces the artificial Leviathan, and thus can
bring an end to man’s prideful striving—just as the Lord’s invocation
of the natural Leviathan caused Job to repent, to cease pridefully
demanding the justice of God.
We of course cannot know that reflecting on this false etymology
spurred on the development of Hobbes’ political theory. After all,
the image of Leviathan is entirely absent from earlier presentations
of Hobbes’ philosophy. But then again, also absent was the language
of artificial persons. Whatever the case, this etymology rendered
Leviathan an even more perfect image to exist at the heart of Hobbes’
political theory. And the most famous depiction of Leviathan ever
produced is a depiction of Hobbes’ version of the monster: the great
artificial man, his body made up of the bodies of his subjects joined
together, that dominates Abraham Bosse’s incredible frontispiece.
I want to linger on that frontispiece for a moment. The first thing to
observe is the great multitude that makes up the body of Leviathan.
All in it are all looking up, facing the sovereign head of the body
politic, but perhaps it is better to note where they are not facing—
over their shoulders. Their fear is focussed entirely on Leviathan,
and because of this they no longer need to fear each other. Indeed,
the subjects make up the ‘folds of its flesh’, and their common fear
of the ‘Power Sovereign’ causes them to ‘cling together’.25 This is
the mechanism that allows those in the multitude to join together
and form a union: their common fear of Leviathan. ‘[T]error
dances before it’;26 the subjects are bound together, by their fear,
into a creature without fear.
It is this paradoxical clinging together that gives Leviathan its great
power. In Hobbes’ theory, the sovereign has such power that ‘by
terror thereof, he is inabled to confirme the wills of them all, to
Peace at home, and mutuall ayd against their enemies abroad.’27 But
for Hobbes, the will was nothing particularly metaphysical. It was
essentially just the direction of motion of bodies. In conforming our
wills the sovereign conforms our bodies, and it is exactly this we
see in the frontispiece. The bodies of the subjects are conformed
into the body of Leviathan, as through terror they each move ‘so
near to another / that no air can come between them.’28 They become
the scales of Leviathan, and in the case of ‘mutuall ayd against their
enemies abroad’ it becomes literally true that ‘[i]ts back is made of
shields in rows, / shut up closely as with a seal.’29 The looming figure
of the commonwealth is not just like Leviathan; it maps directly onto
the description of Leviathan in scripture. The frontispiece, then,
23 Job 41:17.
24 Hobbes (n 2) 17:13.
25 Job 41:23.
26 Job 41:22.
27 Hobbes (n 2) 17:13.
28 Job 41:16.
29 Job 41:15.
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really is a depiction of Leviathan—that is, it is a depiction of the
subject of Job 41. It is a symbol, part of Hobbes’ elaborate extended
metaphor of state-as-sea-monster.

*
The folds of its flesh cling together;
it is firmly cast and immovable.
Its heart is as hard as stone,
as hard as the lower millstone.
When it raises itself up the gods are afraid;
at the crashing they are beside themselves.
Though the sword reaches it, it does not avail,
nor does the spear, the dart, or the javelin.
It counts iron as straw,
and bronze as rotten wood.
The arrow cannot make it flee;
slingstones, for it, are turned to chaff.
Clubs are counted as chaff;
it laughs at the rattle of javelins.
Its underparts are like sharp potsherds;
it spreads itself like a threshing sledge on the mire.
It makes the deep boil like a pot;
it makes the sea like a pot of ointment.
It leaves a shining wake behind it;
one would think the deep to be white-haired.
On earth it has no equal,
a creature without fear.
It surveys everything that is lofty;
it is king over all that are proud.30

*
Hobbes was not the biggest fan of metaphor. He listed ‘the use of
Metaphores, Tropes, and other Rhetoricall figures, in stead of
words proper’ as one of the causes of absurd reasoning in chapter
five of Leviathan: ‘in reckoning, and seeking of truth, such speeches
are not to be admitted.’31 Yet a dozen chapters later, what else was
Hobbes doing in calling the commonwealth ‘Leviathan’ except using
a metaphor? Can that be admitted?
Maybe not. We cannot forget that Hobbes’ methodological
imperatives of plain speech, defining your terms, and starting
from first principles all ultimately served a rhetorical and political
point: his criticism of metaphor in chapter five comes as part of a
wider attack on the scholastics. We should take his methodology
seriously, but we should also be wary of taking it too seriously, of
ignoring its rhetorical purposes. The notion that the way Hobbes
presented his ideas in books was the way he thought about them,
that the ideas were written down in the order they were thought up,
gives too much weight to his own self-description. And attempts to
reconcile Hobbes’ use of metaphor with his methodology through
(for example) a theory of different kinds of truth—imaginative
truth as well as literal truth—32seem to me to be fruitless. We should
feel free to say that in this case, Hobbes’ methodological rhetoric
contradicted what he was actually doing. At the centre of Leviathan
is a metaphor, wherein Hobbes understands the state in the terms
given by the Lord in Job 41. In working out this metaphor, Hobbes
felt the need to ridicule the scholastic philosophers whose work
was so far from his own. In doing so, he disguised his own use of
30 Job 41:23-34.
31 Hobbes (n 2) 5:13.
32 See Mintz (n 2) 8–9.
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metaphor so as to better attack theirs.
Of course, the content of Leviathan goes far beyond the image of
Leviathan—it would be fairly absurd if I tried to argue that the concept
of representation could be found in the Book of Job. But when we
are told to read Hobbes and other historical authors in their context,
we cannot forget that this includes their biblical context. Whatever
Hobbes’ religious beliefs, he clearly took scripture very seriously—
seriously enough to devote much of Part Three of Leviathan to the
topic, and to name the work after a scriptural reference. We today
tend to take scripture less seriously, and there has been a collapse in
general biblical literacy. Neither of these are inherently bad things;
but in the study of history, and particularly in the study of Western
intellectual history, they become bad things. The books of the Bible
have been the most important texts in Western history since there
has been such a thing as the West. Ignoring them is ignoring a
crucial part of the context for nearly everyone who thought or wrote
from the middle of the first millennium up until the late eighteenth
century. I hope that this article has gone some way towards showing
the richness of even a superficial biblical approach to classic texts,
and that it might encourage others to pursue a similar course.

*
This done, the Multitude so united in one Person, is
called a Common-wealth, in latine Civitas. This is the
Generation of that great Leviathan, or rather (to speak
more reverently) of that Mortall God, to which wee owe
under the Immortall God, our peace and defence. For by
this Authoritie, given him by every particular man in the
Common-Wealth, he hath the use of so much Power
and Strength conferred on him, that by terror thereof,
he is inabled to conforme the wills of them all, to Peace
at home, and mutuall ayd against their enemies abroad.33

33 Hobbes (n 2) 17:13. Italics my own.
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In Conversation with
Professor Elizabeth Anderson
Te re sa Tu rkh e ime r

John Dewey Distinguished University Professor and Arthur F. Thurnau Professor of Philosophy and Women’s Studies at the University of Michigan, Elizabeth
Anderson is famously redefining egalitarianism in the field of political philosophy. Conventionally, philosophical debate has imagined the two concepts of
equality and freedom to be polar opposites. Anderson has sought to challenge this perception by subordinating the popular egalitarian notion of distributive
equality to that of democratic equality, which brings the concepts of freedom and equality together. Anderson’s groundbreaking work extends beyond political
philosophy and engages in interdisciplinary research across fields and topics such as racial integration, the philosophy of economics, theories of value and rational
choice, and the history and philosophy of the work ethic. In this interview, Anderson reveals the importance of empirical analysis within philosophy, what we
can learn through an analysis of the history of egalitarianism and the role of social movements within its discourse, and how present inequalities have come about.

CJLPA: Could you perhaps tell us a bit about your trajectory to
becoming a philosopher?
Professor Elizabeth Anderson: I started off in college studying
economics, but there I noticed issues that I had at a very foundational
level. These were questions like: should we assume that preferences
are all in the person’s self-interest? We often choose to observe
social norms: for example, out of norms of etiquette, you don’t
take the last roll in the basket. But if the host offers it to you, you
would prefer that to not having it. I thought economics wasn’t
sorting out the distinctions well, and that was leading to mistakes
in welfare economics. If people are declining to do things just out of
social norms, it doesn’t necessarily mean that their welfare is being
advanced, even though they’re doing what they want in the sense
that they are choosing to do it. Such foundational questions moved
me into philosophy, because philosophers want to put pressure
on concepts that are used in the social sciences that maybe haven’t
been probed adequately, and to think about introducing other ideas
that could call into question some of the normative conclusions
that people are drawing from their social scientific research. So
that moved me into philosophy, but I have always been engaged in
the social sciences. I think economics would be enriched if it drew
distinctions that better tracked normatively important ideas.
CJLPA: Your current research interest is in the history of
egalitarianism. What was your motivation behind this
recent research interest?
EA: If you look in contemporary political philosophy, you see
that much is written about freedom, and what freedom means,
and why it is important. Equality is there, but I found it to be
under-theorised. In particular, there’s the dominance of a certain
distributive notion of equality that is kind of cosmic, which I think
makes no sense. It applies to situations like this: imagine there is a
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distant world out there with beings just like us, only they have half
the welfare levels that we do. Some conclude that there would be
this unfairness in the universe because there’s an inequality. I think
this notion of inequality has nothing to do with the inequality that
people care about in real society. What people care about is not just
some abstract difference between what I have and what you have.
It’s all about social relations and social processes. How did those rich
people get all that money? Did they get it at others’ expense? And
are they using that wealth to dominate others? Does society turn
wealth disparities into grounds for stigmatising the less advantaged?
If it’s just some cosmic inequality with some distant planet, there’s
no causal connection between our well-being and their well-being,
and there is no injustice in that.
What we care about in real societies—and it’s not just distribution—
are things like: the quality of social relations; who’s ordering who
around; who gets stigmatised and who is esteemed; who is expected
to beg for mercy; and who gets to dish out punishment arbitrarily.
Those are things we care about: the structure of social relations, how
we interact, and the norms through which we interact. I thought
that a lot of discussion in political philosophy about inequality had
this very abstract cosmic notion going on that really wasn’t picking
up on the concerns of egalitarian social movements, on the concerns
of real people who suffer from inequality, and that’s what I wanted
to get at. My work has been trying to help people understand
what egalitarian social movements are after and ground political
philosophy in the experience of inequality and what makes that so
bad.
CJLPA: Was there something perhaps shocking that you
found in the history of egalitarian discourse that relates to
today’s inequality or equality?
EA: One lesson you learn is that we have seen all this before. It’s
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a funny thing about human beings, but we do really repeat the
past. The way we think today is part of a whole history of thinking
and we haven’t been able to get outside those ways of thought to
critically examine them. My latest book—which I just submitted
to Cambridge University Press—looks at the history of the
Protestant work ethic, which was created by Puritan theologians
in the seventeenth century. I’m tracing its influence through the
history of classical political economy—figures like Locke, Smith,
Mill, and Marx—up to the present. I argue that contemporary
neoliberalism—an ideology that says that firms should maximise
profits, that we should expand the domain of the market to cover
most things and shrink the domain of the state, that we should
outsource public services to for-profit corporations and shrink the
welfare state, a whole collection of policies behind bolstering the
power of property—can be traced back to the Protestant work ethic
as it developed in the late eighteenth century. We’ve lost this other
tradition of developing the seventeenth-century work ethic, which
is very progressive and pro-worker. I am recovering this egalitarian
tradition of thinking about the work ethic that has been overlooked,
even though you can trace it straight through from Locke, Smith,
and Mill, to Marx and social democracy.
Why did the work ethic split into two radically different ideas,
one pro-worker and one all about empowering the rich? I argue
that, from the start, the Puritans who created the work ethic had
contradictory attitudes towards work. On the one hand, they saw
work as a kind of ascetic discipline: workers have to keep their
noses to the grindstone to prevent them from being distracted by
temptation. So, that can rationalise consigning workers to all kinds
of drudgery to suppress sin. But then there’s this other idea that
work is carrying out God’s will for human beings on Earth, which is
for us to promote the welfare of our fellow human beings. Work is
meaningful because it helps other people. This is a utilitarian ethic.
I have wonderful quotes from some of these Puritans which are
pure utilitarian doctrine: if you have a choice between doing more
good or less good, you have to do more good. Richard Baxter, a very
influential Puritan theologian, said that you should sacrifice your
children’s beautiful clothing if that is needed so that you can give
money to relieve the suffering of the poor. Peter Singer, our most
influential contemporary utilitarian, wrote a great essay back in the
1970s saying that if a child was drowning in a pond, you should be
willing to ruin your shoes to wade in there and rescue the child. So
if a child in Bangladesh is starving, you should also give up spending
on your fancy clothes so that you can send money. He is channelling
this seventeenth-century Puritan minister! Puritans reasoned that
if work is performing God’s will on Earth that means that ordinary
labour is sacred activity. This raises the status of workers, because
they’re doing sacred and honourable things. Puritans couldn’t stand
the monks: all that ritual is not doing anybody any good. Puritans
famously had very sparse churches and were not spending a lot of
time on art and finery. They were very practical minded. Puritan
theologians argued that because workers are doing God’s will, that
means you’ve got to respect them, pay them a living wage, give
them safe conditions, and not just boss them around tyrannically,
but treat them with love and respect. You can trace that tradition,
which is very pro-worker, all the way through the history of classical
political economy right up to social democracy. Everybody should
have a decent life, and everyone should do their part to make that
so. It’s a very egalitarian idea. It means that just as Baxter thought
that you should give up your fancy clothes to help the poor, the
rich don’t need all this fancy stuff. Institutions should be arranged
to ensure that everybody’s needs are fulfilled and that everyone can
fully participate in society as an equal.

CJLPA: Why do you think the neoliberal work ethic lasted so
long? Has it been embedded within society, or are we seeing a
change nowadays?
EA: I do think workers are rethinking work. The pandemic, to a
certain extent, has sparked this. In the United States, the pandemic
generated sharply contrasting outcomes for different workers.
Privileged workers, white collar workers, could generally take
their work home and we’re Zooming: we can fulfil our duties
without meeting face to face. But it’s different for working-class
people. They have to be at work in person, to deliver personal
services, manufacture things, and perform other tasks in contact
with other people. They’re exposed to danger as a result. Early in
the pandemic, people were saying that grocery workers and other
essential workers who have to be face to face should get hazard pay,
and a few corporations actually acceded to that demand. But then
they started cutting back and they started abusing workers. It’s like,
‘Oh, well, this is an opportunity, given their desperation, to increase
profits by making life even worse for them’. So in the United States,
workers in the meatpacking plants were crowded closer together so
they could speed up the lines. That meant that these places became
COVID hotspots, because they’re more crowded together and not
provided with personal protective equipment. These workers, and
others such as Amazon warehouse workers, are treated as disposable
even though they are called essential workers. So, we still have these
contradictory attitudes: should workers be given higher pay for
risking their lives, or should you just treat them as disposable? ‘Well,
we can always replace them; that’s what the market says; the market
dictates the wage and it’s low enough they’re willing to take it at
this horrible wage with high risk, so go right ahead, exploit them.’
And both ideas are there. But many people are thinking there’s no
justification for treating workers so horribly. They’re supporting
and supplying the means of life for everyone else! Shouldn’t they
be allowed to live? The National Health Service in the UK, for
example: only a one percent raise for nurses?! It’s appalling! They’ve
been risking their lives. They’re totally stressed out and exhausted.
Especially in the wake of the fact that in the UK nurses’ pay has been
declining over time. It’s shocking. The same thing is happening in the
United States. We have nurses on strike against inadequate staffing
levels. They’re overwhelmed and unable to provide necessary care
because staffing has been cut in many hospitals. That means patients
can’t get tended to when they need it.
CJLPA: Is this a wake-up call to change the work ethic, or will
things go back to normal?
EA: Part of my work is on social movements. Without a social
movement, nothing will change. Change doesn’t happen just
because people have the idea that something is wrong. People have
to be in the streets, they have to make demands and take political
action to change the system.
CJLPA: Talking about social movements, I was wondering if
we could talk about the recent Black Lives Matter protests—
it has been a year since the death of George Floyd. You have
heavily researched racial segregation, as well as integration,
and I wanted to ask: is there a difference between the Black
Lives Matter movement of the last year and the civil rights
movement of the 1960s, or even the abolitionist movement?
EA: I think they all are part of the social movement tradition.
Movements against racial inequality have been a powerful source of
egalitarian thought. Feminism and workers’ movements came out of
the abolitionist movement. It’s a very rich tradition. I do think that
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there’s something of a difference with Black Lives Matter today. If
you look at abolition, there were very precise demands: first, abolish
the slave trade; then, abolish slavery. Similarly, the US Civil Rights
Movement made specific legislative demands: to stop the segregation
of public accommodations like restaurants and public transport like
buses and trains, stop the segregation of schools, stop employment
and housing discrimination, protect the right to vote. Whereas
with Black Lives Matter, ‘defund the police’ is very inchoate. For
the vast majority of participants, it doesn’t literally mean abolishing
the police immediately. People know you can’t do that immediately
without alternatives ready to deal with crime. It’s more of a longterm aspiration to figure out how we could replace the militarised
policing that we have with a variety of other institutions, and
eventually shrink the police until it’s vestigial. Then if we have
creative enough alternatives, maybe we could eventually abolish
it. It’s more a call for a very intensive exploration of alternative
institutions for dealing with crime or preventing crime, as well
as dealing with the many other things we ask police now to do,
including helping people with mental health crises, traffic control,
loud parties, and wild animals. But it’s not as clear as, ‘Here’s a bill
that has to be passed’, the way previous movements demanded.
CJLPA: Has egalitarian discourse been able to capture the
inequalities faced in reality, or is it its own discourse? Is the
discourse in line with or parallel to the movements that are
happening at the same time?
EA: There has long been a very rich interchange between how
social movement activists are thinking about equality and what
theorists are saying. Indeed, a lot of my work has been to try to
bring those back together. However, with the rise of academic
philosophy, there is a bit of an ivory tower effect where theorists’
ideas can run independently of what’s happening in society and fail
to engage with the problems people face. Here’s another problem
with academic philosophy: philosophers tend to speak in the voice
of the ‘view from nowhere’, trying to make universal propositions
or speak as if making universal propositions that apply everywhere.
Yet in fact, if you read the canonical theorists closely, people such
as Hobbes, Locke, and other canonical thinkers, you see they are
absorbed with the political, economic, and social events of the day,
and are addressing those events. They might speak universally, but
really, they were focused on contemporary problems. It’s really
important to study the political context in which they’re writing
and the concerns that they had in order to understand what they’re
up to. Then what they say makes sense, whereas before it’s a little
mysterious sometimes.
CJLPA: Why do we continue to see a detachment between the
kind of people who actually make the decisions and dictate
the structure of society, and then the inequalities faced in
reality and the social movements who seek to remedy these
inequalities?
EA: This is all part of the historical dynamics of the struggle for
equality. You can see in history that there has been a very uneven
progress toward equality. It tends to leap ahead in bursts due to social
movements, democratic participation, and sometimes war – real
struggles on the ground. But it’s hard to keep up a movement: how
long can you be on the streets? Also, egalitarian movements are very
sharp on critique. They have very powerful critiques deeply rooted
in human experience and in a precise criticism of actually existing
institutions. But once the movement gets rid of what it diagnosed
as the source of the problem—for example, the universal franchise—
they figure, ‘OK, this is it, we have our equality.’ Time and again,
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the movement relaxes, and that gives space for people who want to
be on top to start clawing back. They’ll figure out ways to game the
new rules of the system, to restore their privilege. It’s always two
steps forward, one step back. If there’s any progress at all, it’s very
halting and partial, and you always have people who want to resist
and reverse that.
Now we’re at a local historical peak of inequality. In the twentieth
century, you had a huge surge forward, starting around World War
One, of more egalitarian institutions getting installed: women get the
right to vote, you get a welfare state, progressive taxation, all kinds
of egalitarian policies are implemented. That’s carried through after
World War Two, another leap forward: you had the Civil Rights
Movement in the United States, construction of advanced welfare
states and social democracy in Europe, the dismantling of colonial
empires. That progress stalls in the mid-1970s. You see massive
clawing back. Inequality has been skyrocketing, especially in the
United States and the UK. We share that work ethic tradition. All
these arguments we see about the work ethic today, go back and read
Malthus, it’s all there: the idea that we can’t have generous welfare
benefits because you’re just going to turn people into lazy slackers,
you have to make the poor work for their benefits. We’ve heard it
all before because we said this centuries ago. This is just brushing
the dust off these old arguments and erecting them again. Powerful
interests think like this. The difference is that in Malthus’ day, the
rich were idle. Today, they’re very busy. What they do may look like
work in the sense of adding net value to society. But in many cases
they are pursuing business models that merely extract wealth from
others. Maybe they’re engaged in predatory loans, or they package up
some worthless stuff as some fancy asset and everybody goes running
after the latest bogus tranches of credit default swaps and mortgagebacked securities that’s all just fancy fraud. This makes a lot of money
for some people and leaves a whole bunch of others in ruin.
CJLPA: What common misconceptions do people have of your
work as a philosopher?
EA: I have spent a lot of my career trying to reorient the way
philosophers think about political theory so that they get
grounded. There’s been at the heart of analytic philosophy an
aspiration towards this kind of universal theorising for all time,
in all contexts. I think that’s a deep mistake. We’re not capable of
figuring out useful normative principles for all time, in all contexts,
in all cultures. We just don’t have that, or if we came up with a
formula it would be so empty, it wouldn’t help us in any particular
day or problem. I want theory to be grounded. That means that
you have to engage empirical materials in the social sciences and
history. We have to understand ourselves. There’s a reason why
we’re thinking the way we do because we’ve inherited ideas that
can be pretty dysfunctional. Society has changed, yet we’re still
hooked on some Puritan ideas that don’t fit. Societies often have an
awful time overcoming their past. In France, they’re still arguing
bitterly over the Revolution. And America still hasn’t gotten over
slavery: it’s such a deeply scarring historical institution, which has
left pathological legacies that are passed down through generations
to the present.
CJLPA: And if we’re not making these big universal claims,
how wide should our claims be?
EA: They have to be tailored to the problem that we need to solve.
We have lots of problems and some of them are huge. Climate
change is the biggest problem humanity has ever faced. It involves
the whole globe. We have to figure out ways to cooperate on a
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global scale. That has never been tried before—all pulling together
around a solution to a single overwhelming problem that we all face.
I don’t know if human societies are up to it. But I do have to say that
one product of the work ethic, and it’s very deep in the history of
thinking about the work ethic, is the enormous power of the division
of labour. You can get far more done with a well-designed division
of labour. This is a very complex and sophisticated form of human
cooperation that can be scaled. That was always on the forefront of
the minds of the classical economists, just how stunning it was in the
Industrial Revolution that you could scale up production to levels
that were unimaginable before through a sophisticated division of
labour. We have to do something similar, because it’s a mistake to
think of climate change as just a matter of technology. In fact, we
have plenty of amazing technology that’s ready to roll. What we
really need to do is solve the political problem of getting our acts
together and implementing it: that’s much harder than actually
designing the technology. All praise to the engineers who are coming
up with this stuff, but the much harder problem is figuring out how
to bring everybody around to work together to solve this problem.
CJLPA: What would you recommend to students of
philosophy, law, political science, and the like, who want to
kind of keep one eye on the practicalities and the realities of
policy-making, and the other on the theory?
EA: This is why I think the history of classical political economy
should be studied closely. Read Adam Smith and you will see that
he had his eye on both. He was both one of the greatest moral
philosophers ever and also an amazingly creative economist
who had a deep knowledge of history, studied institutions, and
understood human psychology. He put it all together, and that’s
what we need. Academic specialisation has its role and the division
of labour is important there, but we still need people who are
synthesising findings across the disciplines, and we need to work
more collaboratively across the disciplines to solve the problems
that we face today.
CJLPA: Is this something that you see becoming evident in
your work as a professor and across academia?
EA: Oh, absolutely. One place where it’s happening is in PPE (Politics,
Philosophy, and Economics) programmes. They are exploding in
the United States. I established the program at the University of
Michigan and ever since then, there have just been more and more
and there’s an appetite for it. The students love it and it’s the place
where I think a lot of philosophical theorising needs to be.

Teresa Turkheimer is a final-year undergraduate in Politics
and International Studies at the University of Warwick,
working towards an MSc in European and International
Public Policy at the London School of Economics in the
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politics, European Union foreign and security policy, and
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In Conversation with
Sylvana Tomaselli
Ma ria Ste lla Se ndas Me nde s

Sylvana Tomaselli is a historian and lecturer in political philosophy at the University of Cambridge, where she is a fellow of St John’s College. Her work
concentrates on eighteenth-century philosophy and theory, and she has written extensively on Locke, Hume, Smith, and Wollstonecraft. She is Advisory
Editor for the Politics section of the first issue of CJLPA.

CJLPA: Please could you start by outlining the main premise
of your recent book Wollstonecraft: Philosophy, Passion and Politics
(2020) and the context in which you started writing it? What
key factors were involved in inspiring its argument?
Sylvana Tomaselli: I have been teaching and writing on
Wollstonecraft for many years, and one concern I have had is the extent
to which she is measured against conceptions of feminism—various
feminisms—depending on what predominant feminism at any one
time is. I’ve never felt happy about this because she wrote about other
topics, and it is conceivable that she might not have been as intensely
concerned with the condition of women, or at least not in a way that
would be subsequently understood as the focus on her thought.
One of the things that I objected to was that everything she said was
seen through the prism of ‘A Vindication of the Rights of Woman’
obscuring ‘A Vindication of the Rights of Men’, as well as her other
writings. What was most important to me was ensuring some of her
works didn’t obscure others. Then the question that I asked myself,
given that I didn’t want to apply any labels—I find them unhelpful, at
best—was how she would describe herself. Bless her, she does describe
herself at least once as a philosopher and a moralist. This seemed to me
an accurate representation of the way she thinks and the way she writes.
Having already written a great deal about her, with an emphasis on all
the things she criticised—she criticised almost everything—I was rather
bored with past ways of approaching her. I started asking myself, ‘What
did she approve of?’, and when I realised I did not know this as clearly
as I ought to have, I decided to explore what she liked in life. I started
with the positives, not the negatives as we often do, and followed the
format of her first publication ‘On the Education of Daughters’—a set of
short essays on various subjects—to look at the things she appreciated.
The book then followed this format, more or less.
CJLPA: The book is highly engaged in emphasising the
connection between Wollstonecraft’s own biography and her
philosophical interests and writings. What would you consider
to be some of the most formative aspects of her political
philosophy, and what themes were particularly recurring?
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ST: I think I’m trying to find terms that are not overly identified
with other thinkers, but she’s very much preoccupied by the fact that
human beings, male and female, young and old, are not educated in
a way which allows them to be what they ought to be. The question
is: what did she think human beings ought to be? Well, she thought
that they ought to be in a position to develop their bodies and their
minds to the maximum. There’s a strong emphasis on the idea of
potential. She thinks within a creationist perspective and, while it’s
difficult to know the extent to which she adhered to any aspect of
Christianity, it’s roughly a religious vision.
For Wollstonecraft, we are creatures with various potentials:
physical, mental, as well as emotional. We must be encouraged
to allow these potentials to flourish, to be realised. This might
be referred to somewhat as an Aristotelian conception—that life
is a project and one must have the requisite tools to deal with its
opportunities. Still, she likely wouldn’t have thought it directly in
these terms, and her focus was primarily directed at the challenges
presented to life, as well as the impact of resilience in overcoming
this. Wollstonecraft affirms that we have to be strong. We have to
be strong of body and mind because in her world—but one might say
in the world of most people today—life is very hard.
In relation to that, she argued that some people, particularly women,
were not educated to be strong of body and mind. In fact, they
were educated to be weak of body and mind—not at all resilient.
She regarded this as a contradiction, given society’s expectation of
women as mothers and wives. This combination of thoughts, that is,
the gap between social expectations and social provisions, provides
the foundations to her philosophy.
CJLPA: You highlight the impact of Burke, Rousseau, and
Smith in shaping Wollstonecraft’s philosophy. In what ways
was she influenced by them, and perhaps more significantly,
in what ways did she diverge from their ideas?
ST: Well, she was perhaps most influenced by Burke. By influence, I
do not mean that she adopted his views. She was deeply disappointed
by his reflection on the revolution in France, which indeed caused
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her and many others who thought Burke a friend of liberty to shift
their positions. Equally, because of his criticism of Richard Price,
the Dissenting Minister, whom she knew and was close to, she
engaged in a very extensive critique of Burke’s work. That shaped
her thinking, not because she adopted his views but because she was
so determined to undermine him and everything he believed in. So it
would be difficult to list all their divergences. That would simply be a
reiteration of the whole ‘Vindication of the Rights of Men’ and indeed,
‘of Woman’. Of these, one could say that she disagreed with what he
said on the sublime and the origins of ideas of the beautiful, in which
she saw it said that we identify beauty with smallness and weakness,
and that women therefore mimic the weak. She also disagreed with
his views about the relationship between church and state. Initially,
she disagreed with the praise he lavished on the English constitution,
though she later modified her views on that. So, one might say that
Burke’s thematic shaping of her work was commensurate to her
disagreement with him. Interestingly, though, she did use Burke’s
language of beauty and the beautiful in her letters from Scandinavia,
so one might say she was in conversation with his semantic choices.
With regard to Rousseau, she disagreed with his view of the history
of civilisation. She did not think that all had been well, and that the
history of mankind was simply one of decline. She certainly didn’t
think that the world was perfect at present, but she did think it could
be made better. She did disagree very, very strongly with the account
of education of Sophie—the protagonist’s female counterpart—
in ‘Emile’. The education given to Sophie, for Wollstonecraft,
is unsatisfactory in its own terms, but she similarly views it as a
contradiction of Rousseau’s own premise.
In contrast to Rousseau and Burke, I actually think she agreed with
Smith. What she took from him was that the intensification of the
division of labour had a very baneful effect on the human mind
and needed countering. Smith thought it should be countered by
providing a modicum of education to those who would be taking
part in menial repetitive work. I don’t think Wollstonecraft would
have agreed with this. And this is not a disagreement with Smith as
such, but its opposite. Rather than thinking that the intensification
of the division of labour was an inevitable feature of the future of
mankind, she thought that we should stop this process and ensure
that no one is part of an economy such that they are engaged in
tedious, repetitive work.
CJLPA: You highlight the importance of artistic performance
to Wollstonecraft’s work, notably the impact of creation
and the sense that the arts need some kind of ‘training or
conditioning’ in order to be fully appreciated. How was
this same strand of thought integrated into her political
philosophy? Would it be appropriate to characterise it as
an ‘Enlightened’ political philosophy, or would you say it is
something else entirely?
ST: I wouldn’t call it ‘Enlightened’. Again, it’s a label. There are so
many people who are called Enlightenment figures, but they’re very
different and it doesn’t really tell us anything. I wouldn’t resort to
that. Wollstonecraft did think about art a great deal, and this is
because she was worried about imitative behaviour, but on the other
hand she understood that education involves a degree of imitation.
This was particularly true in relation to nature. Should one imitate
nature? Is this possible? What is the relationship between art and
representation, and how is the viewer positioned in all of this?
Her position on this was that art should not just be slavishly
imitative. It mustn’t be affected or artificial, if you will. Her view

of sculpture illustrates this well. She didn’t think that a sculpture
of the human figure should be essentially a ‘photocopy’ of the
body, and drew instead from her vision of how Greek sculptures
were constructed: with a variety of angles and shapes taken from
different sides. Equally, there was a sense that sculptures should be
larger than life in quite a literal sense. The point of that is that art
should effectively convey something. Now, what it should convey
will obviously differ depending on the artist.
Wollstonecraft’s conversation on art is not by any means prescriptive.
She’s very critical and concerned with its relationship to education.
When it came to poetry, she sketched out the difficulties faced by
imposing and teaching some of its stricter forms, proposing instead a
more open-ended model of the arts in relation to individual growth.
CJLPA: Let’s turn to ‘A Vindication of the Rights of Woman’,
arguably Wollstonecraft’s magnum opus. How did this text
reconcile concerns with the legal status of women with a
broader vision of humanity and its passion? What roles did
imagination play in construing Wollstonecraft’s visions of
politics and law?
ST: The ‘Vindication of the Rights of Woman’ is notable in part
because it says relatively little about rights. At the beginning of the
text Wollstonecraft says that she will write a second volume which
will consider the rights of women. The hints we have towards this
volume contain even fewer, if any, references to law and to the rights
of women as legal persons. The notes are mostly about aesthetics
and moral philosophy. This is because this is simply what she liked
to think about. She liked to think about morality, moral philosophy,
and the origins of our ideas—more generally, epistemological
concerns. It’s not really a book that aims to reconcile concerns about
the legal status, because those concerns are not truly its focus. What
it essentially is, is a critique of a number of educational proposals for
women and, indeed, for men. It proposes some forms of education
and goes into some details about who should be taught when and
what, and proposes that schools should be mixed.
The way in which she tries to convince what might be a recalcitrant
readership is by showing the contradictions within society’s beliefs
about women and its constitution more generally. So as I said
earlier, there were strong expectations that women should fulfil
their duties as wives, mothers, and neighbours, and she points
to the way in which culture does everything it can to undermine
women actually fulfilling these duties, and fails to prepare them
for what these duties might actually be. Much of the text, then, is
essentially holding a mirror to society and saying, ‘Look at women’,
‘Look at men’, and the way in which they negotiate so many aspects
of social life. Look at the way people think about marriage, poverty,
motherhood, etc, the way they conceptualise these things versus
what they want effectively.
In turn, Wollstonecraft argues that if you really want women to be
all of this and fulfil their roles and duties, you’ve got to give them
their rights and the means to exercise them, and the means to this,
broadly speaking, was education. The implication is that, in order
for women to be as society expects them to be, men would have to be
different. In order for men—and women—to be different, we would
have to have a different culture and different conceptions of beauty
and the sublime, and virtually a different conception of life on Earth.
So how does that fit in with visions of humanity and passion?
Wollstonecraft argued that the current passion was to appear, to
shine, to outshine, as evidenced in young women competing for
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the best match on the marriage market. Her question was then
whether that should be the predominant passion when, even if
one were a winner in that kind of game, it could ultimately lead
to shallow unhappiness. Looks could fade, marriages would fail,
feelings change. Wollstonecraft saw women who were now
deeply unhappy and had no inner resources to contend with the
vicissitudes of life—death, illness, loneliness. So there’s a sense
in her work that the passions of her time needed to be changed.
Wollstonecraft’s aspirations for men and women could not be
remotely fulfilled if passions remained the same. In her view, men
and women should not be driven by the desires to be admired or
to project a certain appearance, of money or status. There was a
need for something more substantial to guide people, both men
and women.
CJLPA: Should we view ‘A Vindication of the Rights of
Woman’ as the starting point for feminist philosophy, or
should it be viewed as a continuation of all the ideas and
themes that came before it? In what ways can it serve as a
point of departure, and how did it perhaps lend itself to a
multitude of feminisms? Does it, in some ways, set the tone for
certain parts of Western feminism, and how has our present
context transformed the way in which it might be read?
ST: Different periods have emphasised different parts of
Wollstonecraft’s work, and academic and cultural concerns have
shaped which parts are highlighted or actively rejected. I think she
will always be an important thinker, but it will depend on what the
issues of the moment are. For example, it’s much easier to teach
Wollstonecraft now than it was in the eighties. We’re much happier
to talk about women’s bodies, the need to be physically strong,
issues, looks, and so forth, than we were in parts of the twentieth
century. We do not at present denigrate motherhood the way that it
was denigrated at earlier stages of the feminist movement. Equally,
there was some concern over her views of sexuality. It seemed to
some that she was for repressed sexuality. Many scholars looked
down on Wollstonecraft’s discussion of marriage and motherhood
because this did not fit with the main themes being explored at that
time. She is much more of the moment.
She’s also much more of the moment because of her emphasis on
resilience. COVID-19 has recentred the word ‘resilience’, whereas
just even a few years ago, discussions of it were taken as old-fashioned.
Wollstonecraft’s emphasis on that, along with education, are really
crucial and contemporary. Her visions are also quite compatible
with modern realistic utopian visions of a more decentralised, less
consumer-driven world. Her critique of the slave trade and slavery is
now very much integrated into debates on the relationship between
feminism and anti-slavery, and has been particularly reinvigorated
by our current context.
It’s very important to consider too what she reacted to herself. She
lived in a politically interesting time and was deeply responsive to
what she was seeing. It’s an interesting process: she responded to
the world she saw and we, in turn, respond to her based on what is
happening in our world. Nothing is independent.
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In Conversation with
Maggi Hambling
Alexa n de r (Sami) Kardos-Nyh e im

Maggi Hambling CBE is a painter and sculptor. Subjects for many of her paintings are the sea and the dead. Her sculptures are famous and controversial:
they include A Conversation with Oscar Wilde and A Sculpture for Mary Wollstonecraft. She has been awarded the Jerwood Painting Prize and the
Marsh Award for Excellence in Public Sculpture.
Hambling answers our questions with words and with a selection of her oil paintings.

CJLPA: There is a humanity in your work which is
uncompromising, with no sentimentality, which seems to
rise from the depth of things, whether your work depicts
a laughing face, the storm at sea, or a dying man. You say
you need to empty yourself of your baggage in order for the
subject matter to come through you onto the canvas or into
the sculpture. How difficult is it for you to achieve that state?
How do you do it?
Maggi Hambling: I live in constant doubt. When something
better happens in my work I cannot account for how or why, the
source is always mysterious. The muse is fickle and it is always after
desperation that I find courage.
CJLPA: Life, death, and love seem to be at the very core of
your work, arrived at through a creative process where
intuition plays a major role. One of your ‘paintings, which
has the word ‘certain’ written at the bottom, has’ started as an
attempt to paint something like the morning dew, and then
you turned it upside down, only to see the face of your father
emerge from the sea of brushstrokes. Can you elaborate on
this process and the issue of certainty/uncertainty?
MH: The whole business is uncertain, as every drawing, painting, or
sculpture must be an experiment… If not, there is only mannerism,
which is the death of art.
CJLPA: In your more recent work, you seem to be preoccupied
with the fragility of humankind, wars, refugees dying at
sea, the melting of the ice caps, and the mindless cruelty we

inflict on animals. Are these things which make you angry?
Can you comment on this?
MH: Yes, I feel anger and despair, but mostly at myself.
CJLPA: One of your sculptures—which started out as a found
object, and then you made into the head of a pig, hollow on
the inside—is meant to be the head of a politician. As an artist,
is there a piece of advice you would give to future politicians?
MH: Listen, without an agenda, and remember that actions speak
louder than words.
CJLPA: If you were to choose one thing to change in society or
law, what would it be?
MH: Intolerance.
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Fig 1. 2016 (Maggi Hambling 2016, oil on canvas, 84 x 72in).
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Fig 2. Aleppo IV (Maggi Hambling 2016–17, oil on canvas, 67 x 54in).
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Fig 3. Rhino without horn (Maggi Hambling 2019, oil on canvas, 48 x 36in).
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Fig 4. Victim II (Maggi Hambling 2013, oil on canvas, 12 x 17in).
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In Conversation with
Professor Cynthia Enloe
Te re sa Tu rkh e ime r

Well-known for her book Bananas, Beaches and Bases, exposing the embedded systemic and institutionalised patriarchy that is evident not only in global
politics, but in the political science and literature of international relations, Professor Cynthia Enloe is one of the most compelling feminist theorists and
political scientists of the twenty-first century. Currently a Research Professor of Political Science at Clark University in Worcester, Massachusetts, Professor
Enloe has written countless articles and books on the important role gender plays in the areas of militarism, war, and globalisation. In this interview, Professor
Enloe outlines the difficulties faced by feminist theorists and researchers, how to identify gender disparities during crises (with reference to the current
pandemic), and the questions one should ask in order to be able to expose patriarchy, as well as the importance of asking these gender-curious questions.

CJLPA: In your most recent book, The Big Push: Exposing
and Challenging the Persistence of Patriarchy, you write that,
contrary to common belief, patriarchy is not weakening, but
modernising and adapting to current times. Why has this
happened?
Professor Cynthia Enloe: First of all, I’m not a pessimist. I’m not
somebody who says that all the efforts of women around the world
in so many different countries that challenge patriarchal practices,
patriarchal beliefs, and patriarchal institutions are fruitless. That’s
not my message. But what I am more and more aware of is how those
people who are committed to patriarchy—even if they don’t call it
that; they call it ‘preserving normalcy’—constantly are updating their
ways of preserving their privileges. That’s what I mean. Here’s one
example: when a comics artist and a comics company, for example,
together created Wonder Woman in 1940, that looked then like a big
breakthrough: a woman could be a fictional superhero! But Wonder
Woman’s creators and marketers—she was created by a man and a
male-owned comics company—deliberately dressed her in a sexualised
costume. Wonder Woman didn’t look like most women in the world.
Opposition to her sexualised portrayal motivated dozens of UN staff
women dramatically to protest this comic book figure being named
(by a male-led UN department) the ‘ambassador for women and girls’
in 2016. To these hard-working international civil servants, that UN
choice looked like an updated version of patriarchy. So, on the one
hand, the creation of a woman superhero seemed to challenge the
patriarchal presentation of the usual masculinised superhero; on
the other hand, though, the creative innovation seemed designed
to perpetuate the sexualisation of women with power. Patriarchal
imagination was simultaneously being challenged and confirmed.
Here’s another example of patriarchy’s adaptability. There used to
be no women cabinet officers in virtually any government. I have a
friend whose mother was the first woman to be a cabinet minister
in Chile, becoming the Minister of Education back in the 1960s.
She was a Chilean feminist pioneer. Women’s breaking into the
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masculinised world of government cabinet officers has been indeed
a real gender achievement in any country. Nevertheless, while we
recognise that, we still have to keep asking when and how the male
political elite transformed their cabinets so as to feminise some
cabinet posts—for instance, now routinely appointing women to the
posts of Ministers of Environment, Culture, Health, and Education,
while carefully ensuring that the most powerful cabinet posts have
remained in the hands of male ministers (Defence, Interior, and
Finance today still are the most commonly masculinised).
You’ll notice that the ‘patriarchal sustainability formula’ relies on
masculinising some things, while feminising other things, and—this
is key to any patriarchy’s perpetuation—always acting as though the
things that are masculinised are more serious, more valuable, more
significant than the things that are feminised.
With this understanding in mind, we can take a fresh, feminist look
at the still-unfolding history of women and men in governments’
cabinet posts. Patriarchal people’s preferred scenario is: first, men
(and a few ‘Margaret Thatcher’s) with political power stubbornly
resist women being allowed to take up senior cabinet posts. But
then, though, when women begin to stick their collective feet in the
political door, thereby managing to gain a few senior cabinet offices,
the male political elite begin to appoint them to ministries that, in
their shrunken masculinised political imaginations, are deemed less
politically important.
Now is the point where you probably want to intervene and ask,
‘But nowadays, in our current era of climate crisis, how can even
patriarchal politically powerful men imagine that their own
government’s environment ministry is less important for their
country than, say, their defence ministry?’ Or, put another way, you
might ask, ‘With climate change threatening entire populations’
ways of life, how can patriarchal men kid themselves into thinking
that environmental policy-making can be feminised, that is, shoved
to the political margins?’
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These are exactly the sorts of questions feminists— as thinkers,
researchers, and activists— pose. So we have to stay on our toes.
Will ministries of environment today start to acquire more political
saliency? As they do, will the proportion of all of the world’s ministers
of environment who are women begin to drop? As climate change
acquires the precious mantle of a ‘state security issue’, will male
political elites begin to deem environmental policy ‘too important’
to be left in the hands of mere women? Stay tuned!
People who are invested in patriarchal ways of doing things, I’ve
learned, are always trying to update their strategies, trying to
convince the rest of us that their revised formulas amount to
‘progress’. Patriarchal people, in other words, are never just old
fusty men in pinstripe suits, smoking cigars in their private clubs.
Patriarchal people are now the hip Silicon Valley guys working out,
eating salads, and sporting black T-shirts. I think it’s a big mistake
for us ever to imagine that patriarchy is old-fashioned. It can be as
up-to-date as tomorrow.
CJLPA: In your opinion, what current challenges do feminist
thinkers like yourself face more generally, and more
specifically within the field of international relations?
CE: Lots of people who ask feminist questions about international
politics face not so much direct hostility as inattention. Feminist
questions—and their answers—about the gendered causes and
consequences of Brexit, Iran’s weaponry, Palestinian rights,
Myanmar’s military coup, the world trade in Xinjiang cotton,
implementing the Paris Climate Accord, the trials at the
International Crimes Court, too often are met with ‘Who cares?’
The scores (really scores!) of us who are seriously pursuing these
and many similar questions (nothing is out of bounds for feminist
international politics specialists!), have become convinced, as a result
of what we’ve uncovered in the workings of international politics,
that we can help citizens and policymakers be more effective by
helping them become more realistically informed about the complex
workings of power.
Our findings over the last 50 years of gender-curious research have
shown us, first, that there are a lot more wieldings of power in
more sites (especially efforts to control women—as mothers, wives,
girlfriends, daughters, sex workers, factory workers, plantation
workers, domestic workers, refugees, and widows) than nonfeminist commentators want to admit. Non-feminist commentators
constantly underestimate power. Second, our collective
investigations have revealed that power takes many more forms
than most commentators acknowledge. That’s one of the findings
that all the activists and their academic allies who’ve made #MeToo
into a genuinely global movement have lit up in neon.
In the academic field of what is called ‘IR’, gender-curious scholars
have made a lot of headway. There are now new books and whole
book series by publishers like Cambridge University Press, Oxford
University Press, Palgrave, and Routledge focused on gender and
international politics. That’s big. Major transnational NGOs such as
Human Rights Watch, The International Crisis Group, and Refugees
International now fund and publish gender-conscious investigatory
reports. In no small part that is due to there being a lot more feministinformed staff people inside those NGOs. We also have created or
transformed dozens of academic journals that publish very interesting
articles that explore the workings of gender and power—that explore
the relationships between diverse women, men, and power, as well
as the contests over the norms of masculinity, femininity, and those
contests’ implications for gaining, losing, and wielding power.

Furthermore, we’ve created academic associations and caucuses
within academic associations around the world. Both the US-based
International Studies Association and the British International
Studies Association have large and lively gender studies sections.
Just recently, I was talking with women who have created a Women
and Gender Caucus inside the Brazilian International Relations
Association. Last week, I was talking with a professor in Bucharest
who has launched a new network of South-eastern European
feminist security experts. There also are now at least two separate
Feminist Foreign Policy groups.
Still, it can be hard for feminist researchers to get a hearing in the
most prestigious media or most prominent international politics
academic forums. What oftentimes happens is that you look at
undergraduate and graduate course syllabuses and what do you see?
The faculty member teaching the course doesn’t think of themselves
as knowing much—or, frankly, caring much—about the workings
of gender in international politics, yet nowadays feels they’ve got to
give at least a token nod toward gender and IR (this is progress!).
So, they squeeze the topic of gender and international politics into
just one week. One week for the world’s workings of masculinities:
really? One week for exploring women’s resistances to abuse and
privilege: really? And, of course, this single week is put at the end
of the term. This means that by the time the faculty member gets to
the end of the term, she—or usually he—hasn’t covered everything
else they consider important and therefore zips over gender political
analysis without serious consideration.
That’s how patriarchy works. It was a big success to get most people
who teach international politics—especially in the introductory
undergrad or grad courses—at least to assign one reading on gender
in international politics, and to devote at least one week to the
topic, but neither in a way that might infuse the entire course and
its students with a deeper feminist curiosity. Despite tokenisms,
though, there are nowadays more and more graduate students in
more and more countries—South Korea, Japan, India, Sweden,
Poland, Argentina, Brazil, Romania, Turkey—who are really
serious about investigating and teaching about the multiple gender
dynamics shaping international politics. There’s where hope lies.
CJLPA: That’s exactly why I wanted to ask that question
because I have spoken about it quite a lot recently with
some of the female peers in my course. We have asked in
seminars, for example, why should feminist critiques not be
incorporated in other module topics?
CE: You are so right: ask ‘Why?’ See if you can get the instructor
in the course to be a little uneasy about their own segregating of
gender dynamics into a separate section, as if it had nothing to do
with everything else you all are investigating. I call this ‘patriarchal
siloing’. It’s a teaching practice that is designed to foster the risky
notion that most of international political life is pristinely ungendered—as if contests over manliness do not shape militarism, as
if practices of making women’s factory labour ‘cheap’ does not affect
international trade, as if efforts to control women’s reproduction do
not play roles in migration, development, or nationalism. You could
even suggest that the instructor reorganise the course. Everyone is
very possessive about their own course syllabuses. Still, you might
suggest, ‘Next term, couldn’t you place the gender-curious analytical
questions up in the second week of the course so that then we will
be prepared throughout the rest of the course to ask those probing
questions?’ That’s not asking the faculty member to completely
reorganise his or her thinking, though it might have that effect on
the students! Give it a try, and then tell me what happens!
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CJLPA: What has been the effect of COVID-19 on gender
inequalities across the world, and what are we likely to see
happen to these inequalities post-pandemic?
CE: This is so interesting. In recent months as the pandemic
lockdowns have rolled across diverse countries, I’ve been hearing
two things: first, that the ‘politics of care’ finally, after decades of
neglect as a mere ‘women’s issue’, might be taken seriously; second,
that what has happened in so much conventional (that is, not
gender-curious) political commentary is that a lot of people who
are treated as ‘experts’ because they presumably know how to talk
about budgets, balance of payments, and national security, but
haven’t a clue about the workings of child care, are having to move
over and give at least a bit of authoritative space to those feminist
economists, feminist sociologists, feminist historians, and feminist
labour researchers who do know the broad policy implications of
low-paid and unpaid gendered child and elder care.
One of the things I’m very hopeful about in the new Biden–Harris
administration here in the US is that both care and experts on
care are getting a lot of official attention. Joe Biden has appointed
specialists in the gendered political economies of care to senior
posts both in the White House and in several cabinet departments.
Women representatives in the House (for instance, Rosa DeLauro
of Connecticut) and the Senate (Patty Murray of Washington stands
out) are finally getting the legislative and executive backing their
childcare and family bills deserve.
Perhaps the biggest conceptual innovation in US politics today is that
‘infrastructure’ now includes not only the conventional bridges and
highways, but also family care provision. Talk of government funding
for bridges and childcare in the same policy sentence—that’s big!
Since eldercare and childcare in so many countries relies not only on
women’s unpaid labour but also on the low paid labour of migrant
women workers, of course, that means—as it has long meant—
that the political economy of care is an international political
phenomenon. This means that in the not-quite-yet-post-COVID
world, all of us who do international political analysis had better get
up to speed on the gendered international politics of care.
During my doctoral studies at the University of California,
Berkeley, nobody ever urged me to investigate the politics of
paid and unpaid care. But when I was researching what became
the first edition of Bananas, Beaches and Bases, it dawned on me
that I should look at the international migration of domestic
workers. It was Filipinas who stirred my curiosity. I’ve been
interested in Philippines politics for decades because of its
experience as an American colony, because of its serving as the
site of major US military bases, because of its vibrant electoral
politics, and because of its prominent women’s movement. So,
when researching Bananas, my attention was caught by the data
showing that remittances sent back home by thousands of Filipina
women and Filipino men working abroad was a significant factor
in the Philippines’s balance of payments. The men were working
especially as crew members on globalised cargo ships. The women
were working as nurses and as domestic workers. Suddenly I
realised, ‘I should pay attention to that’.
One reason that I think I was kind of ready—not an expert, but
intellectually ready—for the COVID-19 era was that I had already
been tutored by women in international domestic migration
networks (which now include Brazilian, Sri Lankan, Ecuadorian,
as well as Filipina women) to keep track of domestic work as
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an international political phenomenon, even if most political
commentators weren’t paying much attention.
As we haltingly, stunningly, unevenly move beyond COVID, what
will the gendered patterns of paid and unpaid work look like?
Will the economic inequalities between women and men in postpandemic UK, Brazil, US, India, and Australia gape even more
widely than they did before 2020? What will be the consequences
for both national and international politics? We had better start
paying attention now.
CJLPA: Do you think that we also need to keep an eye on the
kind of crisis management that goes on afterwards?
CE: What are the gender analytical skills required today by
employers of anybody who gets a crisis management job? My guess
is none. That likelihood is despite a burgeoning literature on the
gender differences in what happens in all sorts of natural disasters
and public health crises to men and to women.
For example, feminist geographers have investigated what happens
to men in earthquakes, hurricanes, and tsunamis and what happens
to women. Gender differences, they have found, loom large. Who
was taught to swim, who wasn’t? Whose customary attire enables
them to run fast? Who must rescue the children? Who fishes in
boats out the ocean, who harvests seafood close to shore? Who
in any household is responsible for collecting firewood and fresh
water? Who in a hastily assembled refugee camp is most likely to be
threatened with sexual assault? If crisis managers don’t know of these
findings or do not integrate their lessons into their organisations’
preparedness practices and their response practices, they will not
only fail to address the particular needs of women and men; their
gender-ignorant actions will deepen gender inequities.
CJLPA: Would you say you are quite hopeful in this instance?
CE: Wherever any gender analytical skills are being seriously taught
is a cause for hope. Any university that is making the acquisition of
gender analytical skills a degree requirement gives me even more
hope. We can’t wait until people are hired into policy-making or
crisis management jobs, and then imagine that they’ll suddenly
become gender-curious—though, thankfully, I’ve seen this happen
occasionally. Far more effective is to build gender curiosity
and gender analytical skills acquisition into the career-building
curriculum.
CJLPA: Do you have any recommendations on how to be a
conscious feminist?
CE: Each of us is most likely to see the value of a feminist curiosity
in our own lives as citizens and in our own work in any field if we
can grasp how gender dynamics of any sort shapes the thing we care
about. So, first, I’d suggest that everyone plunges into case studies.
In most of my writings I try to mix case studies with larger analytical
questions and patterns. The big picture and the small picture—I
never choose one over the other. It’s the relationships between the
two that I’ve found most revealing. I’m wary of those commentators
who imagine that their own badges of ‘intellectual sophistication’
are earned by talking only about the big picture.
I think we all learn lasting lessons from exploring grittily detailed case
studies. We learn to appreciate complexity; we learn to stay wide awake
to subtleties; we train ourselves to have long attention spans. We can
learn a lot too from delving into case studies of poor policy-making.
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Look, for instance, at the relationships between men and women
and the operations of masculinities and of femininities in London’s
Grenfell Tower fire disaster, in Flint, Michigan’s water contamination
tragedy. Investigate the workings of masculinities in the Boeing MAX
8 disasters. Explore the sexual abuse of local Congolese women by
international male health workers during the country’s recent Ebola
outbreak. Take a close look at the gender dynamics shaping responses
to COVID in New Zealand, India, and South Korea.
Second, I would suggest that we all pay attention to what data are
being collected and what data are not being collected—with what
consequences. It’s amazing how much feminist energy has been and
is still being spent trying to get national and international agencies
to collect gender-disaggregated data for the sake of making better,
fairer, more effective, more sustainable policies. For years, the UN
collected nutritional data by ungendered household caloric intake.
Households, though, do not eat! Men and women and boys and girls
eat—and, lo and behold, gender-smart data collectors found that,
even within poor households, adult men consume more calories and
especially more protein than do adult women.
Finally, data must be gender-collected and gender-disaggregated
on everything: illness, deaths, carers, students, teachers, paid work,
unpaid work, bankruptcies, arms manufacturing, policymakers,
budget expenditures, policing, market vendors, vaccinations,
contractors, detentions, weapons possession, mining, farming,
banking, peacekeepers, donors, sexual assault perpetrators, child
marriage… everything.
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working towards an MSc in European and International
Public Policy at the London School of Economics in the
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politics, European Union foreign and security policy, and
political philosophy.
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Installation Address,
26 August 2020
He r Hon our Sa l m a La k ha ni

Her Honour, the Honourable Salma Lakhani, was appointed Lieutenant Governor of Alberta in August 2020. This made her the first woman of South Asian
heritage and the first Muslim to hold a viceregal office in Canada.
This address was given in Edmonton, Alberta.

T

he months since my investiture have been remarkable in a number
of ways. First and foremost, the continuing pandemic has changed
the way my office engages with the public, replacing the in-person
contact of what is traditionally a highly social role with virtual gatherings.
At the same time, I find myself in a unique position to see and celebrate
the innovation and strength with which individuals and organizations
are responding to the challenges of the day. My goal, as we move through
the pandemic and beyond, is to bring all of my fellow citizens along with
me on the journey. I hope to shine a light on the heroes and community
leaders who are finding meaningful ways to make life better for others,
while honouring the traditions of service and the protection of democratic
principles that stand at the heart of the viceregal role in Canada.
*
Premier Kenney; Chief Justice Fraser; Mr Speaker; Honourable
Ministerial Colleagues; Honourable Daniel Vandal, Minister of
Northern Affairs; Members of the Legislative Assembly; British
Consul General Carolyn Saunders; Elder Cecil Crier and Indigenous
Leaders; Members of the Judiciary; Mr Alain Laurencelle, Chancellor
of the Order of St John; distinguished guests; my fellow Albertans;
friends and my dear family:
I regret that most of my close family members are unable to be here
today, but hopefully they are able to watch online.
I wish to begin by respectfully acknowledging that we are meeting
on Treaty 6 territory and a traditional meeting ground and home
for many Indigenous people. We pay our respect to the First nation
and Metis ancestors of this place and reaffirm our relationship
with them. I thank Elder Cecil Crier for Blessings as I begin this
extraordinary journey and I also thank Rocky Morin for the Honour
Song he will be so generously offering later today.
C’est un grand honneur pour moi de m’addresser à vous audjourd’hui en
tant que representante de l’Alberta de sa Majesté La Reine Elizabeth II.
I am both honoured and humbled to be addressing all of you today. I
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would like to begin by telling you a little about myself and by sharing
how so much of my life has been shaped by a sense of hope.
I grew up in a house full of family in Kampala, Uganda, a beautiful
place on the other side of the world. Indeed, there was a time when
there were 15 of us living together under the same roof. Extended
family and nuclear family were blended together. We didn’t know
the difference. We lived, we played, and we prayed together. We
were simply family, and family was always close, in every sense of
the word.
My father was a larger-than-life man and a spirited and industrious
entrepreneur. My mother was resilient. She was only three when
her own mother passed away and as a child. She often went to school
without shoes and would complete her homework by candlelight,
long after everyone was asleep.
Our Ismaili Muslim family was rooted in love and an unyielding set
of values. The value that everyone deserved an equal opportunity in
life and that serving the community was essential; the unshakeable
belief that if, in this life there was indeed a golden ticket, it was
education. My parents ensured that my two brothers and I studied
hard over the years. My father made efforts to get to know our
teachers and took the keenest interest in our academic progress,
ensuring that we were being supported as best we could be.
I began my university studies in England in the fall of 1971. The
following year, I returned to visit my parents in Kampala for the
summer holidays. On a lovely tropical evening we were enjoying
a family get-together when we heard the then Ugandan President
Idi Amin delivering his radio broadcast that was to forever alter the
trajectory of our lives. 90 days later, almost every single South Asian
had been expelled from Uganda. We were no longer welcome in the
only place we had ever known as home. In a matter of days, thousands
of families lost livelihoods that had taken entire generations to build.
My extremely worried parents put me back on the first available
flight out to England while I was still able to use my Ugandan
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passport to travel. Even so, I was now a stateless ex-Ugandan. I did
not know where my tuition fees or living expenses would come
from, as my family had lost everything.
The British government was exceedingly kind and waived the fees
for many of us in this situation, allowing us to complete our studies.
My now-husband, Zaheer, who also grew up in Kampala, was in
the same situation and he too was a beneficiary of this generosity.
Three years later, while the both of us remained stateless, with little
in the way of material means, we did have our education and hearts
full of hope.
In June of 1977, as newlyweds and with British Government-issued
travel documents instead of passports, my husband and I journeyed
across the ocean to Edmonton where he had been offered an
opportunity to pursue his postgraduate medical training. We landed
in Edmonton at midnight, exhausted and alone. There were few
streetlights and far fewer people than where we had just come from.
What we promised ourselves would be no more than two years in
Alberta, has turned into a 43-year stay in a province we have grown
to love deeply and are so grateful to call home. Every long and cold
winter we remind ourselves that we are not here for the weather…
but we are here for everything else!
I am incredibly proud to call myself a Canadian. Because Canada is
the only place in the world where I am not required to be a person
with only a single identity or a single story. I am the product of all
of my chapters: an ex-Ugandan Canadian Ismaili Muslim of South
Asian descent who came here with no country to call home.
Mine is the story of a person whose presence before you in this
capacity today is made possible, even probable, by a single fact: that
it happened in Canada. A place where the realization of unlikely
stories occurs not by accident, but by design.
While my story may sound unique, it is also the story of Alberta:
a place where individual stories are woven into our collective
tapestry, a province whose narrative is defined by the generations
of stories of hope.
Nellie McClung who championed women’s suffrage and Dr Thelma
Chalifoux, the first Indigenous woman to be appointed to the
Canadian Senate, are but two amongst so many amazing people who
have contributed to making us the province and the country that we
are today.
And in that illustrious group I would include the 18 extraordinary
Albertans who have preceded me as Lieutenant Governors for
the Province of Alberta. From the Honourable George Hedley
Vicars Bulyea, our very first Lieutenant Governor who assumed
this office in 1905, all the way to my immediate predecessor,
every one of them has left their distinctive stamp, enhancing our
Alberta story.
Our province has much to be grateful for to the Honourable
Lois Mitchell, including her many years of dedicated service and
her contributions in so many areas of human endeavour. The
initiatives that she has so thoughtfully championed, and which
I sincerely hope she will continue to remain engaged with, will
benefit Albertans for decades to come. On a personal note I want
thank her for her warm friendship and the wise counsel that she
has so graciously extended to me during the transition period. I
realise I have very big shoes to fill!

I am also deeply mindful that I am assuming this role during what
is undoubtedly a unique anc very difficult time. We are, individually
and collectively, dealing with the devastation that COVID-19 has
inflicted on us, as individuals and as communities, in many different
ways. So many of us are dealing with financial uncertainty, anxious
over what the future holds. Others of us have had to deal with
the pain of distancing ourselves from those near and dear to us. A
number of us have also suffered the loss of loved ones to COVID,
and to them I express deepest sympathies and prayers for courage.
But despite these significant challenges, if this cloud should have
any silver lining, it has taught us that in relying on the tight bonds
of community, like a large and resilient family, we can weather the
most difficult of storms. From the kindness of restaurant owners
delivering food to those in need, to the sacrifice of frontline workers
risking their health for the wellbeing of our communities from
Fort Vermillion to Fort Macleod, we have seen the depths of care
that exist within our communities and the capacity for that care to
sustain us all.
This challenging time has reminded us of our collective strength,
and we will need that resolve going forward. These events have
also reminded us, poignantly, that the richness of this province
and indeed this country lies in its diversity, from our indigenous
sisters and brothers to those who have come here from distant
shores seeking better lives. As Maya Angelou so beautifully put it,
‘Diversity makes for a rich tapestry, and we must understand that all
the threads of the tapestry are equal in value.’
As a Muslim Canadian, I share my faith with a billion and a half
others across the globe. As many of you will know, this part of
Canada has been home to Muslims since the late 1800s, when
immigrants from what is now Lebanon, Syria, and surrounding
areas settled here.
It says a lot about our Province that the very first mosque in all of
North America was built right here in Edmonton some 80 years
ago, close to today’s Royal Alexandra Hospital. Historical accounts
about this first mosque speak to the generosity and the coming
together of Albertans of all different faiths who worked with their
fellow Muslim Albertans to bring this building to life, reminding us
that wanting for one another what we want for ourselves serves to
enrich all of us.
I am constantly reminded of, and grateful for, the values of pluralism,
inclusion, and care that continue to guide our province and country.
Every time we proudly sing our national anthem and promise
Canada to ‘Stand on Guard for Thee’, we should reflect on the
fundamental principles of this great nation that are enshrined in our
Charter and Constitution. It is these very values we are promising to
stand on guard for, and in that context let us always remain vigilant
and call attention when we see these values being undermined.
My own voluntary efforts, which have largely been at the grassroots
over the past many years, have been deeply influenced by my own
life journey and my lasting gratitude to those who reached out to me
in my own desperate time of need.
I have been passionate about women’s health, education relating to
human rights and, in particular, making higher learning accessible
to newcomers and others who have been marginalised by life’s
unpredictable challenges. Helping those in need take that first step
up the ladder to better opportunities is one way of making a lasting
difference in the lives of so many. It ensures that these individuals
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become even more productive members of the community and
much better able to provide for their entire families going forward.
I have gained so much not only because of the substance of the work
I have been involved with, but because of the remarkable, resilient,
and inspiring individuals I have been privileged to meet along the
way. Many have been through far more horrific experiences than
the one my family had to endure, but all of them echo the sentiment
about the generosity and spirit of care that guide this province and
country. I am repeatedly reminded of the commitment of fellow
Albertans who give so generously of their resources, their time, and
their intellect – be it around boardroom tables, in the community,
or through simple everyday acts of care and kindness that raise our
collective spirits and our sense of hope.
Coming as I do from Uganda, let me share with you an African
expression that is worth remembering. It is the term ‘ubuntu’, which
very simply translated means ‘I am because we are.’ It speaks to the
ties that bind us as a community and reminds us that our futures and
our successes are closely intertwined.
We have much to be proud of, but our striving for justice and
equity does not end here. We must continue to work together to
make this province the best it can be, to ensure that all Albertans are
able to achieve their full potential and feel a sense of belonging and
promise, regardless of means or ability, regardless of gender identity
or sexual orientation, regardless of race or religion, regardless of
political affiliation. Let us commit to uphold the values of a province
that carries everyone forward.
As an urban dweller there is so much I have to learn about the
communities that make up our province and contribute to its
successes, including in particular our rural citizens. As well, during
my four decades in Alberta, I have come to share the greatest respect
for our women and men in uniform, from our first responders to
members of the military who put their own lives at risk as they
selflessly serve to protect us all.
I hope to meet with many people across the province in the
months and years to come, and to hear of their aspirations,
concerns, and stories.
I also sincerely believe that there is a need for many of us to
better educate ourselves about the rich history of our Indigenous
communities in order to better understand our present and collective
futures. The Lessons of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission
with recommendations, published five years ago, remind all of us of
the work that still needs to be done.
In my time in office I look forward to many opportunities to
connect with the diversity of people that make us the Alberta that
we are today.
As your nineteenth Lieutenant Governor, I want to share that on
this most significant and important occasion, steeped in tradition
and deeply linked to the history of our province and our country,
I promise my fellow Albertans that I will do my best to fulfil my
responsibilities and the trust that has been placed in me.
I have spent many days reflecting on the immense significance
and incredible privilege of being appointed as Her Majesty’s
representative in this great province, almost 50 years after the
British government graciously allowed us to complete an education
that brought us here to this remarkable country and extraordinary
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province, which opened its arms and became a home to a young
couple who arrived in the middle of the night, from a world away,
unsure of what the future would bring.  
It has been many lifetimes since I lived in Kampala with a family of
15, but what I learned then, and what I will carry with me every day,
is the enduring belief that we are all part of a bigger story. We are all
bound together in our successes and our setbacks, our trials and our
triumphs, and the measure of any society rests in its commitment
to lifting up even its most vulnerable in recognition of our shared
responsibility to one another and this place we call home.
It is my hope that as we begin this journey together, our generations,
and those that follow, will always strive to realize the very best of
what our province can be.
Thank you! Merci beaucoup!
God bless Alberta.
God bless Canada.
And God save the Queen.

Bronzino's Panciatichi
and the Petrarchan Ideal
Rua i r i Sm i th

In May 2021, Ruairi Smith completed her undergraduate degree in Contemporary Studies and French at the University of King’s College, on the shores of
the Atlantic Ocean in Nova Scotia, Canada. Next, she will study Art History at the University of St Andrew’s in Scotland. At the time of this publication, she
is tree-planting in northern British Columbia—spending her free moments reading MFK Fisher, playing euchre, and eagerly awaiting CJLPA’s first edition.

Fig 1. Portrait of Lucrezia Panciatichi (Bronzino 1545, oil on panel, 102 x 85cm). Uffizi, Florence. Wikimedia Commons. <https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Panciatichi.jpg?fbclid=IwAR1wbC6R-On5V-7Rks5RINnov7aPv_RFtBDp4CaopvB8FoxRxivXh7EJ7X0> accessed 14 June 2021.
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he Petrarchan ideal of beauty runs as a fortified vein
through art history’s marble foundation. In his sonnets,
the poet Petrarch idealises and idolises his object of desire,
the beautiful and moral Laura. It is precisely here, in our reading
of Petrarchan poetry, that we find the root of the blond and milkywhite female sitter—a European standard of beauty that haunts us
to this day. In his 1548 treatise On the Beauty of Women, Agnolo
Firenzuola endorses this narrowly particular vision of the ‘beautiful
woman’. Firenzuola’s writing stems from and contributes to the
apparatus of canonical art history, where our ideals and standards
are ratified in male-centric European societies and codified by malecentric European institutions. Agnolo di Cosimo, known to us by
his sobriquet Bronzino, paints a strikingly distinguished portrait of a
female sitter in his Lucrezia Panciatichi (c 1540). As I assess Bronzino’s
Panciatichi, I am convinced that the painter is under the influence of
Petrarchismo. I am equally convinced, however, that while Bronzino
may not break the conventions of ideal beauty, Panciatichi holds a
firm command over her viewership and rejects the role in which she
has been cast: object of desire.
In his dialogue, Firenzuola brandishes six essential qualities of ideal
beauty. He asserts: ‘When a woman is tall, well-shaped, carries
herself well, sits with grandeur, speaks with gravity, laughs with
modesty, and finally exudes the aura of a queen, then we say, “That
woman seems majestic; she has majesty.”’1 Although majesty is a
moral quality, rather than a bodily comportment, I am nevertheless
able to picture Panciatichi fulfilling these majestic criteria. Bronzino
paints Panciatichi centred and symmetrically upright—evenly lit
as she refuses to be swallowed up by her shadowed surroundings.
Along the balanced plane, to the sitter’s left and right, stand Roman
columns, a nod to the order and rationality of antiquity. Within
this grand setting, there is a certain grandeur in her posture and
the symbols of wealth she wears. Panciatichi is draped in rose satin
and burgundy velvet. The artist’s careful use of shadow creates
delicate textural folds and shapes a delightfully luxurious puff and
a fashionably rumpled sleeve. The manner in which she is dressed
reflects not only Panciatichi’s social status but also her moral virtue.
We gaze at an elegant, charming, and graceful sitter, imagining that
she does indeed speak with gravity and laugh with modesty.

fingers meets Firenzuola’s criteria: ‘Fingers are beautiful when they
are long, straight, delicate, and slightly tapering toward the end,
but so little as to be scarcely perceptible.’5 Panciatichi’s right hand
keeps her spot in a book, a gesture which reminds me of Sofonisba
Anguissola’s Self-Portrait, where Anguissola too paints herself
holding an open book. I am all too aware that Bronzino’s Panciatichi
is likely in the midst of reading a prayer book, and the painter wishes
to signal her religious piety. Still, I am happy for my Anguissola
association. For just a moment, the unintending Bronzino is
excluded from a secret that I hold with Anguissola and Panciatichi.
I keep returning to Panciatichi’s eyes. Bronzino opts to paint her
facing the viewer, instead of in profile. Painting in profile is a common
tool with which artists emphasise the female sitter’s modesty. Thus,
Bronzino initiates our intense and intimate relationship with
Panciatichi. There is a severity to her expression, an unflinching
stillness that demands our attention and respect. Although the
painting is a closed composition—Bronzino hems in his sitter on the
canvas—I have the unshakable feeling that she is gazing out from the
strictures of the ornate gold frame beyond me. In his privileging of
sight, Firenzuola unsurprisingly prizes the eyes above all else. He
writes that through the eyes ‘in which the noblest and most perfect of
all the sense resides, through which our intellect gathers, as through
windows of transparent glass, everything is visible.’6 Panciatichi’s eyes
are alert but she glazes past us viewers. If Bronzino’s goal is to render
his sitter’s eyes ‘windows of transparent glass’ where ‘everything is
visible’, he falls short. The beautiful Panciatichi does not shirk our
judgemental attention. Rather, she subtly eludes her viewership all
together. Her gaze incites a brief moment of insecurity: in our innate
introversion as viewers, we are left feeling uneasy.

Bronzino’s smooth brushstrokes lend a balance and clarity to
Panciatichi’s face. Her hair, tightly pulled back, is coloured in step
with Firenzuola’s decree that ‘the proper and true color of hair
should be blonde … tan, tending toward a darker hue, and two
brush-strokes of this will be enough for us.’ 2 The artist also matches
the litterateur’s colour palette in Panciatichi’s lips. Her mouth is
symmetrical, proportioned to the rest of her face and ‘hemmed by
Nature with two lips that seem to be of the finest coral, like the
edges of a most beautiful fountain.’3 Below stretches her ivory neck.
It is almost unimaginably long: ‘one likes a throat with very delicate
skin, slender, long rather than short.’4 Here, Bronzino inhabits
Firenzuola’s ‘one’, further universalising the arbitrary female ideal.
We travel down the rounded slope of Panciatichi’s shoulders, along
the contoured pleats of her dress, and our eyes rest finally on her
hands. Her left hand sits lightly at the rounded edge of the armrest
and discloses a wedding ring. Bronzino’s care in painting his sitter’s
1 Agnolo Firenzuola, On the Beauty of Women (first published 1548; Konrad
Eisenbichler and Jacqueline Murray trs, University of Pennsylvania Press
1992) 41.
2 ibid 41.
3 ibid 28.
4 ibid 60.
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5 ibid 67.
6 ibid 26.

The Retrial of Dante:
In Conversation with
Count Sperello Alighieri
and Antoine de Gabrielli
Alexa n de r (Sami) Kardos-Nyh e im

Count Sperello di Serego Alighieri is an astronomer descended from Dante Alighieri, author of the Divine Comedy.
Antoine de Gabrielli is a prominent French businessman descended from Cante dei Gabrielli, the judge who condemned Dante to exile.

D

ante Alighieri lived from 1265 to 1321. During his lifetime, he
was a pharmacist, a poet, and a politician. His study of medicines
nourished an already scientific mind and allowed him to stock
pharmacy shelves with his works. (Books were sold in pharmacies at the
time). Dante’s work as a poet led to the Divine Comedy, among other
masterpieces. The Comedy is regarded as one of the greatest works of
Western literature and the most significant in the Italian language. Dante’s
time as a politician, however, led to his undoing. He became embroiled
in the fractious Guelph–Ghibelline rifts of fourteenth-century Florence.
Whilst he was being held by the Pope in Rome on false pretences, Dante’s
native Florence was taken by a hostile element within his own faction,
the Guelphs. There he was tried in absentia on two politically motivated
charges of corruption. Cante dei Gabrielli, the mercenary captain, a master
of political manoeuvres and ad hoc judge, found Dante guilty on both
charges, sentencing him to exile for life. If Dante were ever to return to
Florence, he would be executed. Dante never returned. He died in Ravenna,
where his body remains—much to the dismay of successive generations of
politicians in Florence. This year is the 700th anniversary of Dante’s death.
To mark this anniversary, a leading Italian lawyer, Alessandro Traversi,
is holding a retrial, revisiting the events of 1302 to reassess the validity of
these convictions, both as a matter of law and principle. The most direct
descendants of the affronted Dante Alighieri and the judge who condemned
him, Cante dei Gabrielli, are Count Sperello Alighieri and Antoine de
Gabrielli. They will both be present at this trial. Count Alighieri is today one
of Italy’s most celebrated astronomers. de Gabrielli is a prominent French
businessman—in an amusing irony, the dei Gabrielli family, generations
after exiling Dante to another Italian state, themselves fled Italy altogether
and moved to France, modifying their name accordingly.

This retrial raises important points of law and justice and marks a
poignant moment in the seven-centuries-long lifetime of a perceived wrong.
Count Alighieri and de Gabrielli have more to say.
*
CJLPA: What exactly are the nature and purpose of this
‘retrial’? Has it been portrayed accurately by journalists
around the world?
Count Sperello Alighieri: This ‘retrial’ is, for me, an amusement.
It is not a formal legal process nor an officially sanctioned public
inquiry. I do not see it as anything serious, simply an interesting
event that will help preserve the memory of Dante. The original
trial occurred long ago. Whilst it is true that very few descendants
of Dante ever returned to Florence (in fact, I only went there
for the first time a few years ago), this is not part of a deliberate
attempt to avoid the place—there was simply no occasion for us to
visit! The Alighieri family have long stopped feeling the injustice
of the 1302 trial.
Traversi, the lawyer who proposed the 2021 retrial, falsely claimed
to the international press that I had initiated these proceedings. It
was Traversi who initiated them and who invited me to have a role.
His untrue claim to the contrary almost led me to resign from my
role in the trial. Alarmingly, the British press—in particular, the
Times and Guardian—did not question the Traversi press release
or the scant accounts of the retrial in Italian media. They did not
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Fig 1. La commedia illumina Firenze (Domenico di Michelino 1465), depicting Dante reflecting and lamenting his life’s work.
Courtesy of the Cattedrale di Santa Maria del Fiore.

check with me. This has significantly damaged my impression of the
British press, as well as the impression held by intellectual circles
within Italy of the British press. The Spanish press had the nous to
check—the Spanish!
Thankfully, both Traversi and the newspapers who unquestioningly
followed his narrative of the retrial have rectified their accounts.
Antoine de Gabrielli: A few years ago, I was invited, together
with Count Alighieri, to an event in Gubbio. Anna Buoninsegni,
then responsible for the city’s Festival of the Middle Ages, had
written a play titled ‘If Cante dei Gabrielli had not sentenced Dante to
exile, would the Supreme Poet have written the Divine Comedy?’. This
was a fascinating meeting and the start of a sincere friendship
between myself and Sperello. I then saw Sperello and his wife
Carla in 2017 in the same city, where I was greeted with exquisite
kindness. As a result of this friendship, Sperello proposed that I
participate in the revisiting of Dante’s trial. For Sperello, as for me,
it is a historical-legal amusement with no practical implications.
That the revision is for other people an opportunity to pursue
an honourable return of Dante’s remains to Florence is, for me,
another story.
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CJLPA: What is the significance of this retrial? Is it an
important moment in Italian culture, or an advertising
opportunity for an opportunistic criminal lawyer?
SA: I have made clear that I do not view this retrial with
particular seriousness. I have also outlined my suspicions about
the opportunism underlying Traversi’s motivation for the retrial.
However, I respect the decision by Traversi to go ahead with it. He is
more than entitled to showcase his legal skills in this way. Moreover,
the trial will provide a useful moment in Italian society to revisit
some of the important details of Dante’s achievements and lifetime.
There is also, undoubtedly, a sense that Florence wants forgiveness.
In 2015, on the 750th anniversary of Dante’s birth, I visited the city
to celebrate the anniversary with the Mayor. The mayor sincerely
apologised to me for ‘what Florence had done to Dante’. I told him
not to worry. There is still a feeling in Florence that they need to
be excused. This feeling emerged as soon as Dante gained his fame,
which was towards the end of his life. Two Popes of the Medici
family sent armed forces to recover Dante’s remains and bring
them to Florence. These attempts failed. 200 years ago, Florence
built a tomb for Dante that remains vacant to this day. They are
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Fig 3. Antoine de Gabrielli. Courtesy of Antoine de Gabrielli.

Fig 2. A Condotierre (Frederic Leighton 1872), picturing Cante dei Gabrielli.
Courtesy of Birmingham Museums Trust.

Fig 4. Count Sperello Alighieri. Courtesy of the Alighieri family.

still waiting. To that extent, this trial may provide an important
opportunity for a fresh start in the way that Florentine officials treat
the question of Dante’s 1302 conviction.

never admitted to the crimes of which he was found guilty. We
must understand that Dante was operating in the context of a deadly
struggle between two factions: the Guelphs and the Ghibellines. More
dangerous still, he was stuck in the internecine struggle between the
White and Black Guelphs. Dante belonged to the former, whereas
the man who found him guilty, my ancestor, Cante dei Gabrielli,
belonged to the latter. Cante is often portrayed as the villain, but
in my view he was a statesman. This is not because he found Dante
guilty, but because he had to make a number of difficult compromises
and navigate violent political forces—all when he was not actually
in charge. The true impetus behind the Black Guelph takeover was
Charles d’Anjou, the brother of the King of France. D’Anjou had
exiled 600 White Guelphs. The conviction of Dante in absentia by
Cante was an example of a statesman dealing with a ruthless superior
on the one hand and reducing harm to people on the other. Cante
had to get his hands dirty, but this was the least damaging way to do
so. Florence then and to this day recognises the service of Cante, who
served as Mayor of Florence on multiple occasions. This was one
unfortunate moment in a period of long and powerful leadership.

AG: Dante is one of the most famous citizens Florence has ever
produced. Florentines continue to be frustrated with the fact that
Dante is buried in Ravenna. Ravenna has always refused to return
Dante’s body to Florence. If the retrial finds Dante ‘innocent’, it will
be very satisfying for those who have never believed in his guilt.
But history has been written, and we cannot change this. Dante
occupies an eminent place in the history of European culture for his
art as a poet. Politics, then as now, has other rules. Should the retrial
find Dante to be innocent, this might lay the basis for a renewed
Florentine request to return his remains.
CJLPA (to AG): What is your view on the decision of your
ancestor to convict Dante?
AG: I am unable to assess whether Dante’s 1302 conviction was fair
or not. What I do know, however, is that the accusations against
Dante do not correspond to the personality of the poet we know.
Dante’s enforced exile caused unspeakable sadness for him. He

CJLPA (to SA): You are the direct descendant of one of Italy’s
greatest figures. What has this meant for you?
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SA: I recall this excerpt from Dante’s Comedy.
O poca nostra nobiltà di sangue,
se gloriar di te la gente fai
qua giù dove l’affetto nostro langue,
mirabil cosa non mi sarà mai:
ché là dove appetito non si torce,
dico nel cielo, io me ne gloriai.
Ben se’ tu manto che tosto raccorce:
Sì che, se non s’appon di dì in die,
lo tempo va dintorno con le force.1
O our poor nobility of blood, if thou makest men
glory in thee here below, where our affections
languish, it will never be a thing for me to wonder
at; for there, where appetite is not warped, in
Heaven itself, I gloried in thee. Truly thou art
a mantle that quickly shrinks, so that if we do not
add to it day by day time goes round it with the
shears.2
For me, what this means is that bloodlines, memories, principles,
concepts—they all require nurturing. Time has a scythe and it
dispenses of that which is not preserved, and believe you me, great
efforts have been made towards me personally to preserve the
memory and significance of Dante.
From a very young age, I got Dante like the milk of my mother.
As soon as I could read, my father gave me a beautifully painted
bookmark with those verses inscribed. Like all Italian schoolchildren,
I studied the three parts of the Comedy in the last three years of
high school, one year for the Inferno, then Purgatorio, and finally,
Paradiso. Dante forms part of any classical Italian education,
alongside Latin, Greek, and Mathematics. Whilst I never actively
publicised my relation to Dante, my teacher was well aware of my
connection. She would always tell me that because of my ancestry I
should be the best in the class. I found this repulsive as a matter of
principle. I told her all I want is the simple pass mark—6/10. Sure
enough, that is what she gave me.
CJLPA (to SA): You have just authored a book on astronomy
in the Divine Comedy called Il sole, la luna e l’altre stelle. Viaggio al
centro dell’universo dantesco (The Sun, the Moon and the Other Stars:
Journey to the Centre of Dante’s Universe). Discuss this.
SA: My decision to study astronomy at an advanced level was not
motivated by Dante. If anything, my career in astronomy was an
opportunity to leave Italy and the associated expectations of people
around me that I revere Dante. I worked for the European Space
Agency in the Netherlands and Germany. There I did not need to
hide my ancestry. However, at that stage, I had not taken a keen
interest in Dante, nor in his exploration of astronomy.

astronomy. His interests, combined with my disappointment with
the focus on particle physics at Pisa, my first alma mater, led to my
professional devotion to astronomy.
Only in the last decade have I started to gain an interest in the
astronomy in the Divine Comedy. Dante had a great passion for
astronomy. Dante is known to have said that science is the most
important thing for the mind, and among sciences, astronomy is the
highest because it deals with high things. The Comedy is the story
of a trip across the universe. In one respect, it is the first science
fiction book. Dante travels first to the centre of the earth, which
was at the time believed to be the centre of the universe. From there
Dante travels up to the other side of the earth, to the mountain of
purgatory, and then across the skies, to reach the moon, and then
the planets. At one point on his journey he looks back and sees all
planets behind him. He then looks to the other side and sees other
planets. At the centre he sees God.
In so doing Dante presents a symmetry between what he sees
looking back and what he sees looking forward. This is a vivid and
remarkable sight. Anybody who is an expert in general relativity
immediately sees in this the ‘curved universe’ principle described
by Albert Einstein. This is not my idea. It was first found by Swiss
relativists in the 1930s and then explored by Mark Peterson in his
1979 article in the American Journal of Physics.3
Dante could not have known about this, but it is interesting to
consider how he got to this view. The way geometry was studied
during Dante’s time was different. The focus then was on spherical
geometry, as prominently expounded by Dante’s own teacher,
Brunetto Latini. Latini had based this conception on the spherical
shape of the earth. Latini had said that if two horse riders travel in
opposite directions from the same starting point, they will meet on the
other side of the Earth. If you expand the two-dimensional spherical
surface of the earth, which sits in a three-dimensional space, and add
one dimension, you will get the view that Dante had. He could do
this by extending a further dimension to that which he already knew.
For modern audiences this is much more difficult to comprehend, as
our thinking tends to be based on Euclidean geometry which focuses
on planes and cubes rather than spheres, as in Dante’s time.
This shows, therefore, that Dante’s work can be additionally read
as propounding a unique astronomical perspective, both by the
standards of his time and the modern day. What I viewed during
my childhood as an at times oppressive connection with Dante, I
have come to view as a blessing: I feel much closer to him now. I can
finally see that even in the context of my own profession, his genius
was present.
My book will, I hope, be available for English audiences soon.

It was in fact my father who had more of a role in encouraging my
focus on astronomy. Born in 1917, he had lost the best years of his
life fighting for Mussolini in an elite Italian cavalry regiment, seeing
action in Albania and Russia. With Mussolini’s demise, so too ended
my father’s loyalty to that movement. My father came to focus instead
on agricultural methods, having gained a doctorate in agriculture
during the war. But my father also had an amateur interest in

Alexander (Sami) Kardos-Nyheim is a third-year
undergraduate in Law at Trinity College, Cambridge.
He is the Founder and Editor-in-Chief of CJLPA. He has
played an important role in efforts across London and
Cambridge to protect communities and heritage assets
from luxury redevelopment projects.

1 Dante Alighieri, The Divine Comedy: III. Paradiso (written early fourteenth
century; John D Sinclair tr, Oxford University Press 1939) 228.
2 ibid 229.

3 Mark Peterson, ‘Dante and the 3-Sphere’ (1979) 47 (12) American
Journal of Physics 1031.
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Traversing the Art Legal System in Early
Modern Venice:
The Case of Antonio Floriano’s
Mappamondo
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Researching the intersection of art and law for nearly a decade, Dr Sarah Alexis Rabinowe was awarded her PhD in History of Art under the Supervision of
Professor Deborah Howard at the University of Cambridge and her MSt in History of Art and Visual Culture from the University of Oxford. With the kind
support of numerous grants, most especially from the Gladys Krieble Delmas Foundation, her PhD Dissertation examines print privileges (ie pre-copyright)
and early intellectual property reasoning in relation to the production of artwork and cartography in Early Modern Venice and the Veneto. Following
completion of her doctoral thesis, Dr Rabinowe was a Postdoctoral Fellow at the University of Cambridge, Faculty of Law’s Centre for Intellectual Property
and Information Law (CIPIL) contributing to the ‘Primary Sources on Copyright History (1450–1900)’ digital archive. Dr Rabinowe currently works in the
private sector as a Consultant.

Fig 1. Mappamondo (Antonio Floriano c 1556 (1555 mv), copperplate engraving, 46 x 84cm).
Osher Map Library, University of Southern Maine, Portland; 263.
Courtesy of the Osher Map Library, University of Southern Maine.
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Fig 2. Orbis Imago (Gerard Mercator c 1538, copperplate engraving, 50.7 x 32.3cm).
John Carter Brown Library at Brown University, Providence; 2111.
Courtesy of the John Carter Brown Library at Brown University.

T

he application of print privilege (pre-copyright) legislation
to Venetian cartography came about by chance.1 While
the Venetian Republic was not the first state in Europe to
construct a system of printing privileges, it was the earliest to grant
limited monopolies for cartography and artwork. Intended originally
for bestowing printed book privileges, the wording of the sixteenth
century legislation and printing culture of Early Modern Venice
enabled the expansion of the privilegio from texts to cartography,
and, finally, to independent images. Print legislation decreed by the
Venetian government did not differentiate between print categories:
books, cartography and independent images. These classifications
have since been projected onto the then singular medium. The laws
only stipulated that compositions eligible for exclusive reproduction
rights must be ‘works on paper’. The broad phrasing enabled a legal
realist approach to requesting cartographical print privileges; a
linguistic loophole. Rather than remain within the confines of the
intended material—printed books—the government steadily began to
receive an influx of applications for 'works on paper' of other types.
1 My sincere gratitude to the Gladys Krieble Delmas Foundation, the
University of Cambridge Faculty of Architecture and Art Fieldwork
Fund and the Pembroke College Scholarship Trust Fund for funding my
research into Early Modern print privileges including Antonio Floriano’s
Mappamondo. In addition, many thanks to Professor Lionel Bently and
the Centre for Intellectual Property and Information Law (CIPIL) for
facilitating the further attention to this material that made this article
possible. Additional information on Antonio Floriano's privilege case
may be found on the ‘Primary Sources on Copyright History (1450–
1900)’ digital archive at 'Privilege Granted to Antonio Floriano, Venice
(1556 (1555 mv))', Primary Sources on Copyright (1450–1900), Lionel
Bently and Martin Kretschmer (eds) <www.copyrighthistory.org>.
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Throughout the sixteenth century, mappamondi (world maps) were
often proposed for special protection by the Venetian Republic. In
mid-1555, Floriano (d 1560/75) submitted a request to privilege
a circular world map.2 The Mappamondo (c 1556 or 1555 mv)
was greatly inspired by ancient mathematical philosophy and by
contemporaneous cartographical designs in an attempt to update
the mapping of the globe (fig 1).3 Although this map is far less well
2 Floriano’s application letter is located at ASVe, Senato Deliberazioni
Terra, filza 22. A full transcription of all primary documents relating to
this case has been included at the end of this article. For a brief survey
of the application and bestowal of Floriano’s 1556 (1555 mv) privilegio
see Rodolfo Gallo, ‘Antonio Florian and his Mappemonde’ (1949) 6
Imago Mundi 35 and 37; Christopher LCE Witcombe, Copyright in the
Renaissance: Prints and the Privilegio in Sixteenth-Century Venice and Rome
(Brill 2004) 237 and 303. Although Gallo’s article (1949) is useful overall,
sections of Floriano’s petition letter have been somewhat incorrectly
translated: Gallo (n 2) 35. Rather than ‘with so much drudgery and sweat,
with more heavy toil Your enlightened judgement can imagine’ (ibid 35),
the section should be interpreted ‘with so much assiduous labour and
sweat, under the strictest penalties that Your enlightened judgement will
see fit’. The partially inaccurate translation has been quoted and used
as a basis of scholarship in Witcombe (n 2) 237; Sotheby’s London, ‘2:
World—Antonio Floriano’ in The Benevento Collection: Important Sales and
Atlases, London 6 May 2010 (Sotheby’s London 2010) 15.
3 RV Tooley, ‘Maps in Italian Atlases of the Sixteenth Century, Being a
Comparative List of the Italian Maps Issued by Lafreri, Forlani, Duchetti,
Bertelli and Others, Found in Atlases’ (1939) 3 Imago Mundi. Tooley
does not provide a production date for Floriano’s Mappamondo, instead
writing ‘(n.d.)’: ibid 17, cat 23. For an example of how subsequent
academic scholarship dates the world map by means of the Venetian
Senate’s privilege decree see David Woodward, Maps as Prints in the Italian
Renaissance: Makers, Distributers & Consumers (The British Library 1996) 68.
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known than its primary source of inspiration, Gerard Mercator’s
(1512–94) Orbis Imago (c 1538, fig 2) printed in Rupelmonde near
Antwerp, Floriano’s Mappamondo is significant when examined in
the context of Venetian art legal history.4 Many privileged prints
are not currently considered the finest examples produced, nor
even the highlights of an individual’s oeuvre. Censorial licenses were
mandatory for print circulation, whereas privileges were optional,
costly legal procedures. Additional resources required in applying
for exclusive reproduction rights meant that printmakers and
publishers were selective in their requests for privileges. Mercator
did not seek a Venetian privilegio for Orbis Imago while Floriano
did obtain a limited monopoly for his Mappamondo.5 Applications
for the legally designated privilegio were based on the privilege
holder’s speculation regarding which multiples would be successful,
or in an effort to prevent others from copying designs from other
media that had proven worthwhile. As today, one could not predict
with certainty which map styles would sell or influence the next
generation of designers. For a privilege in Early Modern Venice,
authorship was less imperative than timely bureaucracy.

official decree eight days later, on 18 January, by a majority of 166
in favor, zero against, and one abstention.8 Floriano was permitted
his request that the entitlement should remain active for the
maximum period allowed under law, 20 years.9 Since Floriano did
not recommend penalties or beneficiaries for potential legal claims,
the Senators of Venice decided the terms for him. The punishment
levied for counterfeit prints was immediate forfeiture of the illicit
copies and a fine of ‘one-hundred ducats or thereabouts for each
world map, and every time that they counterfeit [them]’.10 Forgeries
could be confiscated from either the publisher, or any print shop
attempting to sell the counterfeits. Fines were imposed on not only
the producer, but also any retailer. For copies produced outside
the jurisdiction of Venice and its territories, a sanction could still
be incurred for all prints transported for sale within the city-state.
Fines were most often divided into three equal parts and dispensed
to individuals and institutions, as was the case with the privilegio
bestowed on Floriano. The financial remuneration would be
‘divided into thirds between the accuser, … [the] Arsenal, and the
Magistrate who will perform the court proceedings’.11

In defense of his mid-1555 request for special protection, Floriano
posited three main points: (1) the map would aid in the education
of cosmography as the entire world had been reduced to a single,
spherical plane; (2) the work was entirely new and innovative;
and (3) his arduous efforts in advancing cartographical study had
taken so much time and effort that he wished to ensure proper
recompense in the consumer market.6 Floriano’s justifications
simultaneously employed moral rights and economic arguments
to endorse his need for a privilegio. In his petition, Floriano did
not name the engraver commissioned to construct the plate, nor
stipulate the beneficiaries of successful fraud or counterfeit suits.
His sole proviso was that others should neither print, nor publish
the Mappamondo for a period of 20 years.7
When the petition letter was read before the Collegio on 10 January
1556 (1555 mv), the Senate of Venice granted Floriano’s appeal by
4 The practice in Early Modern Italy of reproducing German and French
map designs without accrediting the northern European creators is
discussed in Tooley (n 3) 13. Meanwhile, the connection between Gerard
Mercator’s Orbis Imago and Floriano’s Mappamondo has been noted in
previous scholarship: Gallo (n 2) 36–37; Rodney W Shirley, The Mapping
of The World: Early Printed World Maps 1472–1700 (The Holland Press
1983) 74; Witcombe (n 2) 237. While Floriano engages with select
elements of Mercator’s Orbis Imago, Salamanca’s map is nearly identical
apart from the omitted frame and modified information presented in
the cartouches: Gallo (n 2) 37. Most scholarship has advocated Gallo’s
viewpoint that Floriano’s Mappamondo takes inspiration from Antonio
Salamanca’s reproduction of Orbis Imago c 1550, given a list of minute
adjustments (mostly to place names) that only appear in Floriano’s and
Salamanca’s maps: Gallo (n 2) 37–38; Shirley (n 4) 91; Sotheby’s London
(n 2) 15. Two examples of these changes are ‘Malacha’ (Mercator) versus
‘Maracha’ (Salamanca and Floriano), and ‘Temististam’ (Mercator) versus
‘Temistista’ (Salamanca and Floriano). While there is strong evidence
to support this order of appropriation, it is important to note that many
similar alterations in Floriano’s Mappamondo are not represented in
either of the map’s predecessors. The altered place names may result
more from regional spelling differences than from the replication of one
map over another. Although it is uncertain whether Floriano consulted
the cartography of Mercator, Salamanca, or both, Mercator’s influence
on the Mappamondo remains apparent since the key content originates
with the Orbis Imago.
5 Publishers Salamanca and Lafréry similarly took advantage of Mercator’s
unprivileged content to reproduce replicas of his world map in Rome:
Gallo (n 2) 37–38, fn 20.
6 ASVe (n 2) filza 22.
7 ibid.

Fig 3. Two sheets adhered together (detail of Mappamondo, fig 1).

The Mappamondo composition was engraved on two copperplates
and, thereby, printed on two sheets adhered together (fig 3).12
Smaller than the multi-sheet, double-hemisphere world maps
intended for framed wall display in the city and country homes of
the Venetian gentry, and subsequently featured in the backdrops
of Dutch portrait painters such as Jan Miense Molenaer and
Rembrandt van Rijn, Floriano’s Mappamondo would have been
collected and more likely bonded with other cartography into an
atlas portfolio.13 In addition, within the span of Floriano’s privilegio,
8 The privilege decree issued by the Senate of Venice is located at ASVe,
Senato Deliberazioni Terra, reg 40, fol 38r–v (103r–v nn). A secondary
copy of the privilegio bestowed on Floriano for his Mappamondo, with
two minor amendments, was included with the retained government
case file of the proceedings: ASVe (n 2) filza 22.
9 ibid reg 40, fol 38r–v (103r–v nn).
10 ibid.
11 ibid.
12 Gallo (n 2) 36; Witcombe (n 2) 237; Sotheby’s London (n 2) 15.
13 For further information on the display and social significance of world
maps see Woodward (n 3) 79–87 and 91; Peter Barber and Tom Harper,
‘The world and four continents on a wall’ and ‘The currency of culture’
in Magnificent Maps: Power, Propaganda, and Art (The British Library
2010) 122–25. Notably, certain maps incorporated into Dutch portrait
painting were manipulated in size and style from single-sheet to multisheet maps for aesthetic and symbolic reasons: ibid 118. In addition,
smaller maps did sometimes feature on collectors’ walls.
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Venetian map publishers began to curate collections for sale in prebound atlases by reprinting single maps from multiple sized plates
onto uniform paper dimensions.14 The earliest surviving example is
currently located in the Biblioteca Marciana and features maps all
dated on or before 1565.15 While numerous maps have mysteriously
disappeared from the Marciana atlas during the past half century,
Gallo and Woodward record that several of the Mappamondi known
or thought to have been published by Floriano were, until recently,
contained in the composite atlas. Their lists include Floriano’s
‘Mappamondo in due emisferi’ (‘world map in two hemispheres’),
which is easily identifiable as Floriano’s privileged world map.16
Alternatively, if the map’s frame and the negative space between the
gores were removed, the two spheres could be mounted as a threedimensional globe (fig 4).17 Printed globes constructed by pasting
gores onto a spherical, usually wooden, object were designed in
Europe from the beginning of the sixteenth century.18 The earliest
extant appears to be German cartographer Martin Waldseemüller’s
(1470–1518/21) small woodcut world map (c 1507) oriented
in the rear fold-out page of Matthias Ringmann (1482–1511)
and Waldseemüller’s publication, Cosmographiae introductio.19
This terrestrial globe features 12 gores, 30 degrees in width at
10 degrees parallel intervals.20 Meanwhile, Henricus Glarenaus’
widely known 1527 treatise on geography, D. Henrici Glareani poetæ
laureati De geographia liber unus, includes instructions on the gores’

14 Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, Rari 138.c.4. On the assembly of
individual maps into atlas form see Tooley (n 3) 12–14. Woodward
terms these publications ‘composite atlases’: Woodward (n 3) 5, 51,
64–65, 71, and 101. For further information pertaining to Venetian map
production numbers and publishing trends during the sixteenth century
see Woodward (n 3) 4–5.
15 Woodward (n 3) 51, 65, and 116 fn 52.
16 Rodolfo Gallo, Carte geografiche cinquecentesche a stampa della Biblioteca
Marciana e della Biblioteca del Museo Correr di Venezia (Presso la Sede
dell’Istituto Veneto 1954); Woodward (n 3) 116 fn 52. Woodward
specifically notes that Floriano’s Mappamondo was removed from the
Marciana atlas at some point between his visits on 21 July 1978 and 11
March 1995: Woodward (n 3) 116 fn 52.
17 While Shirley asserts that Floriano’s Mappamondo in two-dimensional
form ‘lack[s] legibility’, in practice, Floriano did not entirely comprehend
Ptolemy’s principles of projecting a sphere on a flat surface: Shirley
(n 4) 112 cat 99. From personal experience, when the negative space
between the gores is removed, a three-dimensional construction of the
Mappamondo becomes increasingly flat towards the North and South
Poles. Floriano did not exclude the negative space from his calculations
of the circle as would be done today. While possible to achieve, it
is perhaps for this reason as well as the destruction of portraits and
strapwork that the Sotheby’s London cataloguer states, ‘[the Mappamondo
is] clearly not intended to make a globe’: Sotheby’s London (n 2) 15.
However, the rarity of Floriano’s Mappamondo in its original state may
suggest otherwise.
18 Snyder briefly mentions Floriano’s Mappamondo as an example on the
same page where he discusses terrestrial globes constructed from printed
gore maps: John P Snyder, ‘Map Projections in the Renaissance’ in David
Woodward (ed), The History of Cartography: Cartography in the European
Renaissance vol 3 part 1 (University of Chicago Press 2007) 373.
19 Shirley (n 4) 28–29, no 26; Elly Dekker, ‘Globes in Renaissance Europe’
in Woodward (ed, n 18) 142 and 160, appendix 6.1, no 8; Snyder
(n 18) 369 and 373. For a complete reproduction of Ringmann and
Waldseemüller’s Cosmographiae introductio see Martin Waldseemüller,
‘The Cosmographiae Introductio of Martin Waldseemüller’ in CG
Herbermann (ed), The Cosmographiae Introductio of Martin Waldseemüller
in Facsimile (first published Saint-Dié-des-Vosges 1507, United States
Catholic Historical Society 1907). While Floriano would have occasion
to view printed terrestrial globes in Venice, it is unknown if he had
access to Waldseemüller’s map.
20 Snyder (n 18) 373.
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Fig 4. Three-dimensional model (detail of Mappamondo, fig 1).

Fig 5. Circles of latitude, Arctic and Tropic (detail of Mappamondo, fig 1).

construction process.21 Allocation of space along the periphery
of a map to ‘inventive representations’ such as decorations of
mythological imagery or illustrative figures from far-flung regions is
considered an opportunity to demonstrate an engraver’s expertise.22
It is the atypically incomplete and austere periphery of Floriano’s
Mappamondo that endorses the map’s optional reconfiguration from
two-dimensional to three-dimensional model.
Entirely devoid of ornamental motifs, in his petition letter and
resulting Mappamondo, Floriano has conversely focused on the
skill required to innovatively map the world. The globe is bisected
at the Equator into the northern and southern hemispheres with
additional subdivision into 36 gores that encompass 10 degrees of
longitude.23 Similarly, latitudinal lines extend across the gores at 10
degree intervals (shown in white on fig 5).24 Additional latitudinal
partitions represent the Arctic and Tropic Circles (shown in
red on fig 5). Hence, the longitudinal and latitudinal lines each
21 Henricus Glarenaus, D. Henrici Glareani poetæ laureati De geographia liber
unus (Basel 1527); Dekker (n 19) 143; Snyder (n 18) 142 and 373, fn
31. Writing such treatises became a fashionable enterprise in sixteenth
century Italy: Woodward (n 3) 9.
22 Barber and Harper (n 13) 124.
23 Gallo (n 2) 36; Sotheby’s London (n 2) 15.
24 Gallo (n 2) 36.
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Fig 6. Spherical Northern and Southern Hemispheres (detail of Mappamondo, fig 1).

Fig 8. Two inscribed cartouches (detail of Mappamondo, fig 1).

Fig 9. ‘CLAUDIUS PTOLOMAEUS’ (detail of Mappamondo, fig 1).

Fig 7. Hemispheric diameter (detail of Mappamondo, fig 1).

constitute 360 degrees in total, or the sum of a circle (fig 6). One
spherical hemisphere is engraved on each print sheet and measures
approximately 25.8cm in diameter (fig 7). As a polar projection, the
gores conjoin at the north and south poles and progressively separate
as they approach the Equator. Floriano’s Mappamondo is an Early
Modern representation of an azimuthal orthographic projection
of the Earth, which, since expressed by geometric perspective
constructions, represents the globe in sections no larger than a
hemispheric scale. There appears to be no precedent in Venice for
this manner of depiction of a world map in two halves.25
Meanwhile, the upper left and right corner cartouches contain two
occupied circles (fig 8). In the left corner, the inscription ‘CLAUDIUS
PTOLOMAEUS’ is accompanied by a profile portrait of the named
figure (fig 9). During the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, several
Italian illustrated translations of Claudius Ptolemy’s (90–168 AD)
Geography and Almagest were published by humanist scholars.26
25 The earliest recorded use of an azimuthal orthographic projection is
by the Greek Hipparchus in the second century BC: Angelo Cattaneo,
‘Map Projections and Perspective in the Renaissance’ in Zur Shalev
and Charles Burnett (eds), Ptolemy’s ‘Geography’ in the Renaissance (The
Warburg Institute 2011) 51–80; Claudius Ptolemy, Geography of Claudius
Ptolemy (Edward Luther Stevenson tr, first published New York 1932,
Cosimo Classics 2011) 41–46.
26 For an extensive catalogue of Early Modern editions of Ptolemy’s
Geography, refer to Adolf Erik Nordenskiold, ‘Chapter II: Editions of
Ptolemy’s geography.’ in Facsimile-Atlas to the Early History of Cartography:
With Reproductions of the Most Ancient Maps Printed in the XV and XVI
Centuries (first published Stockholm 1889, Dover Publications Inc
1973) 12–28. Known translated reproductions of Ptolemy’s Geography

While Ptolemy only examined mapping the oikoumenē (inhabited
world), the ‘scheme of describing the position of places by their
longitude and latitude’ explicated in Geography could be theoretically
expanded to instruct Early Modern readers how to map a celestial
globe on a flat surface.27 In fact, certain scholars have noted that the
derivative of geografia is the word, gē, which refers to the entire
world.28 Furthermore, the Almagest examines the theory of the
gnomon and azimuthal orthographic projections of the globe that
is pivotal to the design of Floriano’s Mappamondo.29 The two works
in combination also provided Floriano and his contemporaries
with significant data points including geographical coordinates of
locations and celestial coordinates of stars that could then be plotted
onto a terrestrial map.30
published in Venice and the Veneto date from 1511, 1548, 1561,
1562, 1564 (two editions), 1574, 1596, 1598 (two editions), and 1599
(Nordenskiold (n 26) 18–19 and 25–28, cats 10, 28, 30–34, 37, and 3941). Certain editions listed are revised versions of previous publications.
Although Floriano may have consulted a version printed outside Venice
and its territories, only the 1511 and 1548 editions of Geography listed by
Nordenskiold predate Floriano’s Mappamondo.
27 For Ptolemy’s original intention and language refer to Ptolemy (n 25)
4–5, 25–26, and 29. On the adaptions and expansions of Ptolemy’s
projection principles in sixteenth century cartography see Woodward
(n 3) 13, 15, and 39; Dekker (n 19) 138; Snyder (n 18) 365 and 368–72.
While Ptolemy’s text was certainly employed by sixteenth-century
cartographers for globe design, it has been noted that in the final
sentence of ‘Chapter XXIV’ in ‘Book 1’, Ptolemy opposed the use of
globes in favour of maps given the formers' limited scope: Ptolemy (n 25)
9 and 45; J Lennart Berggren and Alexander Jones, Ptolemy’s Geography:
An Annotated Translation of the Theoretical Chapters (Princeton University
Press 2000) 82–83; Dekker (n 19) 138.
28 Woodward (n 3) 13.
29 ibid 6. Originally called ‘analemma’, the theorem’s modern name,
‘azimuthal orthographic projection’, dates from d’Aiguillon in 1613.
30 Claudius Ptolemy, Ptolemy’s Almagest (Gerald J Toomer tr, Princeton
University Press 1998) 341–99; Dekker (n 19) 139; Ptolemy (n 25) 48-159.
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A prime example of a text accessible to Floriano that sought to
rediscover, adapt and elaborate on the statistical and cartographical
samples set forth in Ptolemy’s publications is La Geografia di
Claudio Ptolemeo Alessandrio (c 1548), an annotation of the entirety
of Ptolemy’s Geography, Books I–VIII.31 Published with a 10 year
privilege in Venice, a copy is currently located in the Fitzwilliam
Museum’s Department of Manuscripts and Printed Books.
Reprinted figures are incorporated amongst the text in the same
style as the earliest editions of Ptolemy’s Geography to illustrate the
mathematical principles to the reader. Floriano’s aforementioned
use of a flat hemispherically-bisected globe divided into 10 degrees
of longitude and latitude that together form the sum of a circle are
all concepts identifiable in Ptolemy’s reproduced figures. On this
occasion, the culture of copying has enabled Floriano to develop
world map design further. In addition to Ptolemy’s eight books
on geography, the edition contains 60 plates engraved by Jacopo
Gastaldo (around 1500–66) with accompanying commentary
appended to the end of the volume.32 The publication includes 26
maps reprinted from Ptolemy’s Geography while the remaining
34 maps are new designs.33 In the former maps, Gastaldo aims
faithfully to replicate pre-existing images, whereas, in the latter
maps, he attempts to correct errors presented in previous treatises
and cartography based on Ptolemy’s principles and supply maps of
regions largely unavailable during Ptolemy’s lifetime. Gastaldo and
Floriano similarly employ Ptolemy’s Geography as a prototype from
which to advance their own cartography. With commentary by
Sebastian Munster, detailed copperplate engravings of the empirical
and cosmographic values by Jacopo Gastaldo and translations by
Pietro Andrea Mattiolo (1501–77), La Geografia di Claudio Ptolemeo
Alessandrio, published less than one decade earlier in the same city,
represents a sample of the ease with which Floriano could learn and
implement Ptolemy’s map-projection techniques.
Floriano’s incorporation of ancient Greek knowledge is part
of a wider cartographical trend in Early Modern Europe.34 The
reference to Ptolemy’s name and idealized likeness functions as
a visual footnote to the viewer, thereby demonstrating Floriano’s
comprehension and implementation of Ptolemy’s mathematical
principles. While the portrait of Ptolemy has been identified, a
connection between Ptolemy’s works and Floriano’s map design does
not appear to have been explored previously in English. Meanwhile,
in the right corner of the composition, an imprint of ‘ANTONIUS
FLORIANUS UTIN’, translated as ‘Antonio Floriano [of] Udine’
(fig 10), is paired with a parallel profile portrait of Floriano, himself
(fig 11). Ptolemy’s and Floriano’s likenesses are mirrored, peering
into the composition as though observing each other and the world
map. Positioned within a circular frame, their portraits view the
world in the same mapped ‘spherical form’ as the print’s observer.
They demonstrate the ease with which the Mappamondo enables the
31 This edition of Ptolemy’s Geography is briefly catalogued in Nordenskiold
(n 26) 25–26, cat 28. For a more detailed examination of the publication
see Conor Fahy, ‘The Venetian Ptolemy of 1548’ in Denis V Reidy (ed),
The Italian Book 1465–1800: Studies Presented to Dennis E. Rhodes on his 70th
Birthday (The British Library 1993) 89–115. The work is also mentioned
in Tooley (n 3) 12; Woodward (n 3) 19 and 38.
32 Jacopo Gastaldo is otherwise referred to as ‘Giacomo Gastaldi’.
33 The full list of new maps by Gastaldo can be found at Nordenskiold (n 26)
26, cat 28.
34 Woodward (n 3) 15. A similar brief analysis of Abraham Ortelius (1527–
98) and Gerard de Jode’s (1509–91) amalgamation of Ptolemaic principles
with contemporaneous geographical knowledge in the world map, Nova
Totius Terrarum Orbis Juxta Neotericorum (c 1564), is located in Peter
Barber and Tom Harper, ‘A renaissance underpinning’ in Magnificent
Maps: Power, Propaganda, and Art (The British Library 2010) 88–89.
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onlooker to perceive the spherical domain within which they reside
and discover the cosmography above.35 These are the very objectives
avowed in Floriano’s privilege petition letter:
[M]y industry and ingenuity … [has] formed a round
world map … with the aid of which one can easily study
and learn cosmography and see the entire site of the world,
since it [the world] can be reduced to a spherical form.36
In the three-dimensional format of a terrestrial globe, Floriano’s
skillful ‘ingenuity’ is also displayed through the viewer’s experience.
When grasping the small globe in the palm of the hand, the
onlooker contemplates his or her physical and social position within
it.37 Floriano’s decision to use Latin rather than Italian vernacular
inscriptions further reinforces the global scope of his ambitions. A
seemingly frequent economic strategy when designing world maps,
Latin appealed more to the international market then accessible
through the highly successful Venetian mercantile trade.38
Although Floriano was the privilege holder of the Mappamondo, he
was neither an engraver, nor a cosmographer.39 As the engraver
was unnamed in the privilege petition letter, previous scholarship
has attributed the print’s execution to Giovanni Paolo Cimerlino
(1534/35–after 1609) of Verona.40 In the upper right corner cartouche
above Floriano’s portrait, a monogram, proposed to be representative
of the engraver, appears styled from a cross and the letters, ‘H’ and
‘I’ (fig 12).41 While there are considerable stylistic, compositional,
and cosmographical similarities between Floriano’s Mappamondo
and Cimerlino’s cartography dating from the 1560s to 1570s, such
as Cosmographia universalis ab Orontio olim descripta (c 1566, fig 13)
and Nocturnal and Regiomontanus Altitude Sundial (c 1568–70, fig 14),
Cimerlino usually engraved, if not his full Latin name, ‘Ioannes Paulus
Cimerlinus’, (fig 15 and fig 16) then at least the initials ‘IPc.’ into his
works (fig 17).42 According to previous ink and paper analyses, the
Cimerlino map examples presented were both manufactured within
the Venetian territories. In addition, the two maps also have initially
empty cartouches that were eventually filled with the subsequent
owners’ insignia. Perhaps, the Mappamondo was simply an early
35 For a detailed examination of sixteenth-century distinctions between
the terms ‘geography’ and ‘cosmography’, and those who perform each
activity, see Woodward (n 3) 13–20. As demonstrated in Floriano’s
petition letter, the world map during this period progressively became
known as cosmographia (Woodward (n 3) 15).
36 ASVe (n 2) filza 22.
37 The psychological concept of holding the world in one’s hands is adapted
from Peter Barber and Tom Harper, ‘The world in your hand: Globes’ in
Magnificent Maps: Power, Propaganda, and Art (The British Library 2010)
94–95.
38 Woodward (n 3) 20.
39 Antonio Floriano, like his brother Francesco, was a painter and architect.
Moreover, they and Antonio Canciano da Tolmezzo received a building
patent: ASVe, Senato Deliberazioni Terra, reg 40, fol 113v (135v nn);
Witcombe (n 2) 237, fn 4. However, Floriano’s father, Giovanni, was
an engraver and painter. For further information on Floriano’s family
background, painting career, and coverage by Vasari see Gallo (n 2)
35–36.
40 The printmaker is otherwise referred to as ‘Giovanni Paolo Cimerlini’.
For Cimerlino’s biography see Michael Bury, The Print in Italy, 1550–1620
(British Museum Press 2001) 225. The design attribution of Floriano’s
Mappamondo to Cimerlino has been noted in Shirley (n 4) 113, no 99,
plate 85; Gallo (n 2) 35–38; Nordenskiold (n 26) 94, fig 48; Sotheby’s
London (n 2) 15.
41 Gallo (n 2) 36.
42 While more recent scholarship concurs that Cimerlino’s initials appear
as ‘IPc.’ in his engravings, Gallo transcribes the monogram as ‘I.P.C.’:
Gallo (n 2) 36.
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Fig 10. ‘ANTONIUS FLORIANUS UTIN’ (detail of Mappamondo, fig 1).

Fig 11. Portrait sight lines (detail of Mappamondo, fig 1).

Fig 12. Engraver’s monogram (detail of Mappamondo, fig 1).

Fig 14. Nocturnal and Regiomontanus Altitude Sundial (Giovanni Paolo
Cimerlino c 1568–70, copperplate engraving, 16.1 x 24.5cm).
The British Museum, London; 1912,0319.44.
© The Trustees of the British Museum.

Fig 15. ‘Ioannes Paulus Cimerlinus’
(details of Cosmographia universalis ab Orontio olim descripta, fig 13).
Fig 13. Cosmographia universalis ab Orontio olim descripta (Giovanni
Paolo Cimerlino c 1566, copperplate engraving, 58 x 50.4cm).
John Carter Brown Library at Brown University, Providence; 32641.
Courtesy of the John Carter Brown Library at Brown University.
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work by Cimerlino prior to the establishment of his trademark, or,
alternatively, the map may have been engraved by another individual.
Floriano and Cimerlino have long been speculated to have
collaborated on their cartographic endeavors. A brief list was
compiled in 1891 of similar world maps to that by Fausto Rughesi
(fl 1597), ‘grande operosità dei cartografi ed intagliatori italiani del
cinquecento’.43 The compilation includes: ‘primeggiano i veronesi
paolo floriani e paolo cimerlino, autore questi di un mappamondo
43 Matteo Fiorini, ‘D. Il mappamondo di Fausto Rughesi’ (1891) 4 Bollettino
della Società geografica italiana series 3 957.

cordiforme’ and ‘l’udinese Antonio Floriani, autore di un
mappamondo a settori’.44 Although the possible connection between
Floriano and Cimerlino on the 1556 ‘mappamondo a settori’, which
Floriano authored, is not expressly mentioned, they are interestingly
recorded as collaborating on a world map described as 'cordiforme'
('heart-shaped'), which can be identified as Cimerlino’s 1566 world
map.45 Produced and circulated during the same period, the Floriano
and Cimerlino world maps were both listed in the 1573 sales
catalogue for Antonio Lafreri’s (1512–77) print shop on the via del
Parione in Rome.46 Moreover, Cimerlino’s heart-shaped world map
is recorded by Gallo and Woodward as a now missing part of the
Marciana atlas that likewise once included Floriano’s Mappamondo.47
44 Fiorini (n 43) 957.
45 ibid. While Cimerlino is not associated with Floriano’s Mappamondo
in earlier publications, the world maps attributed to Floriano and
Cimerlino are both catalogued separately in Tooley (n 3) 12 and 17, cats
19 and 23.
46 Woodward (n 3) 89. The publisher and print shop owner is otherwise
referred to as ‘Antoine Lafréry’.
47 Gallo (n 16); Woodward (n 3) 116, fn 52.

Fig 17. ‘IPc.’
(detail of Cosmographia universalis ab Orontio olim descripta, fig 13).

Fig 18. North and South America
(details of Orbis Imago, fig 2, and Mappamondo, fig 1).

Fig 16. ‘Ioannes Paulus Cimerlinus’ (detail of Nocturnal and Regiomontanus Altitude Sundial, fig 14).
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Fig 19. The Artic and Ice Bridge
(details of Orbis Imago, fig 2, and Mappamondo, fig 1).

Fig 20. The Antarctic
(details of Orbis Imago, fig 2, and Mappamondo, fig 1).

In addition to the world map’s engraver, the production date of
Floriano’s cartographic design has also been subject to debate and,
for this reason, the work’s overall connection to his 1556 (1555
mv) privilege has similarly been challenged. The geographical
references suggest that the Mappamondo may have been designed
between 1545 and 1550. The question of timing may be solved
by the probable motivation for Floriano’s appropriation of earlier
geographical information, which likely resulted from the strategic
practice of trading companies and military entities to preserve the
confidentiality of new discoveries.48 In an effort to protect economic
and tactical advantages, the most recent survey information was
purposefully recorded on manuscripts and, as such, absent from
mass circulation.49 In consequence, Floriano needed to adopt many
of the topographical features and lexicon for his world map from
earlier cartography, most notably Mercator’s Orbis Imago. Nearly
indistinguishable in its geographical features, Floriano’s map
portrays the Americas as two continents, labeled north and south
(fig 18). Also, the Americas are fully detached from East Asia. The
Arctic is depicted as a singular sheet of ice with an expansive ice
bridge connecting the region to the Asian continent (fig 19). Finally,
Antarctica is presented as a substantial landmass that touches the
southern tip of the African continent (fig 20).

the 1530s, legislation ratified by the Venetian Senate imposed a
time limit regarding the initial use of the privilegio to within one
year.50 Otherwise, the granted exclusive reproduction rights are
nullified. As such, the initial publication date of the map intended
in Floriano’s application must have occurred between January
1555 and 1556 for the privilege to remain valid. Furthermore, after
1517, privileges would be bestowed only for works containing
either entirely new content, or materials that had not previously
been published.51 Printed cartography on this scale has been noted
in other petition letters to take several years to complete from
the initial concept drawings to final engraved plates.52 Moreover,

Despite the dating of these geographical features, when examining
the Venetian print legislation and the wording of the case documents
from Floriano’s privilege in tandem, a strong argument can be made
in favor of this world map’s association with the privilegio. As of
48 For further information pertaining to the initial confidentiality of
geographical findings in Early Modern Italy see Woodward (n 3) 78–79.
49 ibid.

50 Carol M Richardson, Kim W Woods, and Michael W Franklin (eds),
Renaissance Art Reconsidered: An Anthology of Primary Sources (Blackwell
Publishing 2007) 43.
51 Concerning the paralysing effects caused by the high number of
privileges on the Venetian printing industry, and the 1517 reforms
see Rinaldo Fulin, ‘Documenti per servire alla storia della tipografia
veneziana’ (1882) 23 Nuovo archivio veneto 93; David Landau and Peter
W Parshall, The Renaissance Print, 1470–1550 (Yale University Press 1994)
301; Elizabeth Armstrong, Before Copyright: The French Book Privilege
System, 1498-1526 (Cambridge University Press 2002) 6–7; Matthias
Wivel, Colour in Line: Titian and Printmaking (unpublished dissertation,
University of Cambridge 2011) 36–37 and 53; Rosa Salzberg, ‘“Extreme
Disorder and Confusion”: Policing the Ephemeral City’ in Ephemeral
City: Cheap Print and Urban Culture in Renaissance Venice (Manchester
University Press 2014) 131.
52 For example, German merchant Cholb’s petition letter in 1500 for his
bird’s-eye view of Venice from the southwest, specifies and asks for
protection from reproduction on the basis that his map was the result
of over three years of work. Given the time constraints, postponement
of publication was a common consideration for printmakers when
deliberating the timing of privilege applications.
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Floriano notably never claimed that the geographical features
were original, only his innovative use of a ‘round world map …
reduced to a spherical form’ and his method of educating the public
in ‘cosmography’.53 Gerard Mercator did not obtain a privilegio
in Venice for his Orbis Imago because the map was not produced
there.54 The privilege decree, in fact, hints with the phrase ‘since
the work is new, and never attempted by others’ that the map was
subject to scrutiny during the review process.55 A survey appears
to have been conducted to ensure that the Mappamondo under
consideration, and no other cartographical studies of the same style,
had been previously circulated by Floriano. The Venetian judiciary
only required content previously unpublished within its territories,
not necessarily newly designed compositions. When considering
Floriano’s Mappamondo within the parameters of the legal system
in which the work circulated, the world map’s probable connection
with the privilegio becomes evident.

stampar, ne far stampar, ò altrove stampato vender sotto’l Dominio
nostro il Mapamondo dal predetto Floriano formato essendo
però opera nova, et non piu da altri posta in luce, sotto pena alli
contrafacenti di perder li stampati, et de’ducati cento appresso per
cadauno Mapamondo, et ogni fiata che contrafaranno, la qual pena
sia divisa per terzo fra l’accusator da esser tenuto secreto, la casa del
nostro Arsenà, et il magistrato, che fara l’essecutione, et sia obligato
il predetto Floriano osservar le leze nostre in materia di stampe
disponenti altrimenti la presente gratia non gli sia di alcun valor:

Without the restrictions of contemporary notions of originality,
Floriano was able to assimilate Ptolemy’s ancient mathematical
principles and Mercator’s recent representation of the mapped
world into an innovative Mappamondo. Under the Venetian privilege
system, he then requested and received protection for the cumulative
product of centuries of scholarship and artistry. While Floriano was
not the engraver of the physical print, his appeal suggests significant
intellectual input and a claim at conceptual authorship. It has been
asserted that ‘Italian map makers … were mainly adaptors and
improvers rather than originators’, yet Floriano’s refashioning of
existing knowledge produced a method of mapping and privileging
the globe unprecedented in Venice.56

Left Margin:

Transcriptions | Antonio Floriano 1556 (1555 mv)
Case Documents

18 January 1556 (1555 mv)

Document #1

57

18 January 1556 (1555 mv)
Die xviii Januarii
Che per authorita di questo consiglio sia concesso al fidel nostro
Antonio Floriano da Udene, che alcuno senza sua permissione, ò de
chi hara causa dallui per il tempo de anni vinti prossimi non possi
53 ASVe (n 2) filza 22.
54 Although Mercator’s original print run was ineligible for a privilege
given its provenance, if separately manufactured again in Venice, the
reprinted Orbis Imago would have thereby qualified for protection from
reproduction. Since unsuccessful privilege petitions were not retained
by the Venetian state, it is unknown if Mercator requested exclusive
reproduction rights for his world map. Whether a failed attempt at
a privilegio, or no attempt at all, part or the entirety of Mercator’s
intellectual inventions could thus be submitted for consideration by
alternative parties, as was the case for Floriano’s Mappamondo. The
actions of others such as Floriano may have prompted Mercator’s
eventual involvement in the Venetian privilege system with the
bestowal of a 10 year privilege in 1554 for his ‘map of Europe’: ASVe,
Senato Deliberazioni Terra, reg 39, fols 151r–v (172r–v nn); ASVe
Senato Deliberazioni Terra, filza 19; Gallo (n 2) 37, fn 16. Mercator’s
cartography privilege appears to have proven worthwhile as no other
impressions of the map are known to have been printed before a reduced
edition in 1571: Woodward (n 3) 68.
55 ASVe (n 2) filza 22.
56 Tooley (n 3) 13.
57 This primary document is transcribed and published for the first time.
The existence of the privilege decree is briefly noted in Witcombe (n 2)
237, fn 3.
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--/-- 166
----- 1
----- 0
10 Januarii 1555 lecti in
Excellentissimo Collegio

Ser Franciscus Fuscarenus
Ser Aloysius Gritti
Ser Aloysius Donatus
Ser Matheus Dandulus equus
Consiliarii
Clarissimis Emiliano, et Rhenerio absentibus
ASVe, Senato Deliberazioni Terra, reg 40, fol 38r–v (103r–v nn)
Document #258

Die 18 Januarii 1555 in Pregadi
Che per authorita di questo consiglio sia concesso al fidel nostro
Antonio Floriano da Udene, che alcuno senza sua permissione, ò de
chi hara causa dallui per il tiempo de anni vinti prossimi, non possi
stampar, ne far stampar, ò altrove stampato vender sotto’l Dominio
nostro il Mapamondo dal predetto Floriano formato: essendo
però opera nova, et non piu da altri posta in luce, sotto pena alli
contrafacenti di perder li stampati, et de ducati 100 appresso per
cadauno Mapamondo, et ogni fiata che contrafaranno, la qual pena
sia divisa per terzo fra l’accusator, da esser tenuto secreto, la casa del
nostro Arsenà, et il magistrato, che fara l’essecutione: et sia obligato
il predetto Floriano osservar le leze nostre in materia di stampe
disponenti, altrimenti la presente gratia non gli sia di alcun valor:
--/-- 166
----- 1
----- 0
10 Januarii 1555 lecti in
Excellentissimo Collegio
Left Margin:
Ser Franciscus Fuscarenus
Ser Aloysius Gritti
Ser Aloysius Donatus
Ser Matheus Dandulus equus
Consiliarii
58 This primary document has been discovered by the author at the Archivio
di Stato di Venezia, and transcribed for publication for the first time.
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Clarissimis Emiliano, et Rheniero absentibus
Left Margin: Rogatis
ASVe, Senato Deliberazioni Terra, filza 22
Document #359
ND (Before 18 January 1556 (1555 mv))
Serenissimo Principe
Havendo io Antonio Florian da Udene servitor fidelissimo della
Serenità vostra, et de questo Illustrissimo Dominio con mia
industria et inzegnò formato uno Mapamondo in tavola, che
mai più per alcuno altro è sta fatto, con il qual facilmente si puol
studiar, et imparar la Cosmographia, et veder tutto il sito del
mondo, potendosi etiam ridur in forma spherea, come occulation,
vostra Serenità se potra chiarir et haverne quella informatione gli
parera, perhò humiliter supplico vostra Serenità se degni per sua,
clementia concedermi, che alcuno altro salvo che io non possi per
anni vinti prossimi stampar ne far stampar detto Mapamondo per
me con tante assidue fatiche et sudori fabricato sotto quelle piu
strette pene che parerà al sapientissimo giudicio suo, acciò che con
questa concessione io possi sentir qualche frutte delle tante vigilie et
fattiche mie si come vostra Serenità è solita concieder à diversi altri,
et alla buona gratia sua inchinevolmente mi riccomando.
Left Margin: Rogatis
ASVe, Senato Deliberazioni Terra, filza 22

59 While a published transcription of Floriano’s petition to the Venetian
Senate does not appear to exist, excerpts of the document are published
in translation. A portion of Floriano’s petition letter has been somewhat
incorrectly translated in Gallo (n 2) 35. Rather than ‘with so much
drudgery and sweat, with more heavy toil Your enlightened judgement
can imagine’, the section should be interpreted ‘with so much assiduous
labour and sweat, under the strictest penalties that Your enlightened
judgement will see fit’. The partially erroneous translation has been
referenced in Witcombe (n 2) 237; Sotheby’s London (n 2) 15.
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I

n the digital age, the sharing of images is prevalent across a
variety of online platforms. Instagram, one of the largest of
these, can provide an up-and-coming artist with an audience of
over one billion users. Some already predict the platform’s decline.
Kenny Schachter recently commented that, given Instagram’s everchanging format, ‘it is only a matter of time before the powers that
be get too greedy and the ease and accessibility of the app decline’.1
Yet platforms like Instagram provide a space to interact with a vast
amount of material. They form what Hayleigh Bosher and Sevil
Yeşiloğlu call a ‘cultural “remix” environment’, a space for creatives
to be influenced and inspired by other works.2 This can create
tension between an artist’s legal moral rights and the creativity of
users on the platform.
In the United Kingdom, the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988
(CPDA) ss 77–89 protect moral rights. Notably, they give the author
the right to be named and the right to object to derogatory treatment
of their work.3 Both of these moral rights could be undermined in
the creative environment of Instagram if an ‘alterer’ were to digitally
change their image. An altered image could be deemed original if
it expressed a new aesthetic idea. Since current copyright law only
1 Kenny Schachter, ‘Gram today, gone tomorrow? Kenny Schachter
predicts Instagram’s future in 2021’ (The Art Newspaper, 4 January 2021)
<https://www.theartnewspaper.com/blog/gram-today-gone-tomorrowthree-predictions-for-2021> accessed 20 January 2021.
2 Hayleigh Bosher and Sevil Yeşiloğlu, ‘An analysis of the fundamental
tensions between copyright and social media: the legal implications of
sharing images on Instagram’ (2019) 33(2) International Review of Law,
Computers & Technology 164, 177.
3 Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988, ch 4.
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protects works that result from individual ‘skill and labour’, the
new image is unlikely to be afforded copyright protection. But as
copyright law begins to recognise changing artistic practices, could
the actions of an ‘alterer’ be legitimised? And would this lead to a
weakening of the moral rights of the original artist?
The high originality threshold for ‘skill and labour’ in the law of
England and Wales has thus far proved a stable groundwork for
establishing authorship. Yet this approach must keep up with the
shift in the technology used by artists, and with how apps like
Instagram offer an artistic outlet for millions of people worldwide.
One way forward could be an objective test using a ‘public’. This
notional public would have an interested, informed view that
could objectively recognise artworks. This view could be used in an
assessment of infringement of moral rights. After all, the ‘real’ public
has a vested interest in moral rights, as all artistic work created
becomes part of our cultural history, no matter its aesthetic quality.
By considering the public view in cases of moral rights, copyright
law would recognise the stake society has in knowing who is
contributing to its heritage, and in preserving that information. Any
lowering of the originality standard in copyright law must balance
the new artistic capabilities of the digital world and the importance
moral rights have for both the artist and society. In evolving from
existing standards for skill and labour, the test of a ‘public’ view could
preserve the rights an artist wishes to claim over a digital image.

Can filters make an original image?
In the UK, the test for originality remains largely the standards of
skill and labour. An author must show that they have expressed

ISSUE 1

their ideas by the application of techniques that create a fixed
work. Bingham LJ in Designer Guild Ltd v Russell Williams Ltd
defined this principle:
[A]nyone who by his or her own skill and labour
creates an original work of whatever character shall,
for a limited period, enjoy an exclusive right to copy
that work. No one else may for a season reap what the
copyright owner has sown.4
This standard has been under strain since the decision of the
Court of Justice of the European Union in Infopaq International v
Dankse Dagblades Forening (Infopaq). The Court’s decision expanded
copyright protection, defining an original work as one shown to be
the author’s own intellectual creation.5 While the UK is no longer
a member of the European Union, this European standard has been
subtly recognised in our case law.
For example, Judge Colin Birss QC in Temple Island Collections Ltd
v New English Teas Ltd assessed two similar images of a red bus.6 He
focussed on the key elements of the earlier image, stating that:
What is visually significant in an artistic work is not the
skill and labour (or intellectual creative effort) which
led up to the work, it is the product of that activity.
The fact that the artist may have used commonplace
techniques to produce his work is not the issue. What
is important is that he or she has used them under the
guidance of their own aesthetic sense to create the
visual effect in question.7
The application of digital effects to a photograph or other work of
art could be considered the result of an ‘aesthetic sense’ and therefore
original. Nevertheless, Judge Colin Birss QC held that the defendant
had infringed copyright by reproducing distinct elements created by
specialised techniques, ie the skill and labour of the original artist.
While this judgment shifted towards the ideas captured in the
image, the outcome still focused on the techniques that had been
deployed to express an original and unique work, and linked them
to the reproductions made by the copier.
An expansion to the doctrine may be necessary to keep up with new
creative approaches. Clarke DJ in Suzy Taylor v Alison Maguire held
that for an artistic work to be original, it must have been produced
by an artist’s independent skill and labour.8 Yet digital spaces let
artists collaborate with each other and incorporate elements of each
other’s work, in new and exciting ways. Truly independent creation
is becoming less and less common. Persisting with the doctrine
of skill and labour could fail to protect works created digitally
through legitimate collaboration. These might not be considered
independent applications of skill and labour.
By contrast, a more open standard, such as in Infopaq, could let
any altered image be copyrightable. Darren Hudson Hick proposes
that merely applying a filter could create a new expression.
Hick argues that in such a case an image would undergo a
4 Designer Guild Ltd v Russell Williams (Textiles) Ltd [2000] UKHL 58,
[2000] 1 WLR 2416.
5 Case C-5/08 Infopaq International A/S v Danske Dagblades Forening [2009]
ECR I-06569.
6 Temple Island Collections Ltd v New English Teas Ltd [2012] EWPCC 1.
7 ibid [34].
8 Suzy Taylor v Alison Maguire [2013] EWHC 3804 (IPEC) [8].

transformation, claiming that by ‘employing the image in service
of expressing some distinct idea, it will be, strictly, speaking, a
distinct expression. Without formally altering the original, I will
nevertheless have transformed it.’9 Hick’s theory of transformation
could classify an altered image as a new, original expression of an
idea, even if it were not independent of another’s work. By applying
Hick’s interpretation, copyright law would protect the fluid and
participative processes of the digital age.

Protecting the moral rights of the individual
through the ‘public’
If UK law were to adopt a broader definition of originality as
explored above, would this lead to a rapid erosion of moral rights?
There could be benefits to this: removal of the artist’s grip on a piece
of work could better foster creativity in the digital environment.
However, copyright law must carefully traverse the line between
ensuring creativity and genuinely protecting the rights of authors.
Filters could dilute artistic endeavour. Furthermore, they could
lead to multiple persons claiming protection for their alterations.
Creativity could become a society-wide collaboration where no
individual has control. Yet without some form of moral rights, art
has no intrinsic value. It is under constant review and change. The
digital creative environment is accelerating the need for copyright
to encompass a greater number of artistic expressions. At the
same time, concepts of authorship and integrity remain key to the
idea of artistry, and necessitate a new approach from the law to
reinforce moral rights.
One way forward could be to consider what the moral rights
of authorship and objection to derogatory treatment mean to a
notional ‘public’. An objective test of the ‘public’ could establish the
common will to recognise and perceive an individual as an author.
Jane Ginsburg stresses that recognition of an author ‘enhances the
public interest because it affords, or it should afford, the fullest
possible public information about who created a work, about the
source of the work.’10 The moral right to be named as an author does
not only protect an author’s interests. It also ensures that society as a
whole is kept informed about the origin of a work.
Jessica Lewis contends that moral rights stem from a
misconception that the wider public have a vested interest in
maintaining artistic works.11 She proposes that levels of interest
in a work can fluctuate, and that ‘it is in the public interest to
sometimes allow mutilation or modification of works, even if
it prejudices the original artist or creator. This fluidity is both a
mark and stimulus of contemporary artistic creation.’12 Lewis
would allow autonomous artistic expression to be rejected in
favour of a creative sphere without boundaries, where alteration
and augmentation are prevalent and even preferred, and where
no thought or recompense are given to original authors. Over
time, extending copyright protection to ‘altered’ expressions could
unravel the concept of authorship. Successive ‘alterers’ in digital
communities would lead to a neverending chain of deformation
that obscured the original owner.
9 Darren Hudson Hick, Artistic Licence: The Philosophical Problems of
Copyright and Appropriation (University of Chicago Press 2017) 154–55.
10 Jane Ginsburg, ‘Moral Rights in a common law system’ (1990) 1(4)
Entertainment Law Review 122.
11 Jessica Lewis, ‘With Love and Kisses: Nothing Lasts Forever: An
Examination of the Social and Artistic Antiquation of Moral Rights’
(2016) 23 International Journal of Cultural Property 267.
12 ibid 280.
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An objective test of a notional ‘public’ would break this chain by
recognising and fortifying the contribution artists make to our
culture. Judge Michael Fysh QC established in John P Harrison v John
D Harrison,13 a case of false attribution, that the court could deploy
a test from the perspective of the ‘reasonable, interested person
of reasonable intelligence’—the familiar fiction of the ‘reasonable
person’.14 A test of a notional ‘public’, based on the premise that the
public is interested in the origin of artistic works and how works of
art are treated, could establish the true author of an altered work,
even one significantly altered.
This ‘public’ test could also ensure that the moral right to object
to derogatory treatment covers digital works. In Emma DelvesBroughton v House of Harlot Ltd,15 Recorder Campbell assessed the
derogatory treatment of a photograph of Miss Delves-Broughton
that had been distorted and used on a website for leather lingerie
items. Recorder Campbell held that the efforts of the original
photographer had been altered by significant editing.16 This sets
a precedent for digital alterations creating new works. A ‘public’
test could determine if the original work was still perceivable.
It could determine whether the content of the image had been
altered to the extent that it drifted from the intention of the
original artist. Derogatory treatment could be better understood
as the consequence of an adverse and recognisable effect from a
‘public’ perspective on the work of an artist. Overall, this proposed
approach balances digital creative collaboration with the need to
stop the plausible threats ‘alterers’ and their filters pose to artistic
authorship and integrity.

Finding the balance
At their core, platforms such as Instagram encourage the sharing of
artistic works. This can threaten an individual’s moral rights under
copyright law. However, as Caroline Russ explains, ‘platforms like
Instagram and Twitter are not truly incentivized to crack down on
copyright infringers and misattributed content. Brands will not
restrict sharing images and tweets freely over the Internet when
it is part and parcel of the social media experience.’17 Images will
continue to be shared, easily accessed, and augmented. That is the
nature of these platforms.
Copyright law must adapt, but without undermining the moral
rights of artists. Society wants to know who created a work because
art is a reflection of human expression at a given point in time.
Digital creativity is the future of art, and there are powerful digital
tools that can spread artworks far and wide. This creativity would
not be halted by securing moral rights, since objections will only
occur when an artist objects through litigation. Nonetheless, an
artist should have a remedy in law to protect their work.
An objective test of a notional, informed, and interested ‘public’
would give the courts a perspective from which they could assess
and ensure the moral rights of an author. In protecting moral
rights, the test would give an artist control over their work, so
that they would feel valued as a member of society’s cultural
landscape. The test would also let copyright law recognise the
13 John P Harrison v John D Harrison & Ors [2010] EWPCC 3.
14 ibid [55].
15 Emma Delves-Broughton v House of Harlot Ltd [2012] EWPCC 29.
16 ibid [7].
17 Caroline Russ, ‘Tweet Takers & Instagram Fakers: Social Media &
Copyright Infringement’ (2020) 22 Tulane Journal of Technology and
Intellectual Property 205, 222.
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creative contributions of an ‘alterer’ who collaborated with a
consenting artist. ‘Artist’ and ‘alterer’ are becoming synonymous.
Copyright law has a duty to adapt. It must allow authors to
protect their moral rights over digital works, and thereby ensure
that the true expressions of authors’ work continue to be valued
and enjoyed by society.
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Introduction

A

rtificial intelligence (AI)-enabled prediction algorithms
create multiple challenges to existing ideas about human
agency and how the results of this agency may be governed.
Weak or absent transparency in the operation of computational
systems is changing the meaning of individual autonomy as AI
enables vast numbers of new capabilities previously designed
and implemented by humans.1 The prevailing wisdom is that
AI innovation is best driven by commercial market incentives.
Investment in refining AI-inspired commercial strategies and
techniques that are less and less susceptible to external (and even
internal) control or oversight is central to futuristic visions of
data-enabled societies. Among the many sectors entangled with AI
innovation is the art world.
Hodge SCJ defines AIs as ‘computer systems able to perform tasks
which traditionally have required human intelligence or tasks
whose completion is beyond human intelligence’.2 Computational
technologies having this ability include machine learning, neural
networks and predictive algorithms. When employed to create
artefacts perceived as art, the resulting AI-assisted and AI-generated
artworks are viewed either as a destabilising threat to the traditional
art world or as an opening up of opportunities for new forms of
expression. At present, AI art is principally the domain of computer
science expertise and its AI component is mainly being driven by
incentives in the commercial marketplace.
1 Nick Couldry and Ulises A Mejias, The Costs of Connection: How Data
Is Colonizing Human Life and Appropriating It for Capitalism (Stanford
University Press 2019); Robin Mansell and W Edward Steinmueller,
Advanced Introduction to Platform Economics (Edward Elgar Publishing
2020); Shoshana Zuboff, The Age of Surveillance Capitalism: The Fight for a
Human Future at the New Frontier of Power (Profile Books 2019).
2 Lord Hodge, ‘The Potential and Perils of Financial Technology: Can the
Law Adapt to Cope?’ (The First Edinburgh FinTech Law Lecture, 14
March 2019) <https://www.supremecourt.uk/docs/speech-190314.pdf>
accessed 8 June 2021.

The agency to produce AI art has been harnessed to a commercial
yoke. Is this an inevitable or desirable state of affairs? This paper
examines the scope for ensuring that the expansion of AI in the
art world does not lead to the enclosure of all these new forms of
artworks in the commercial realm. It explores whether and how
digitisation and computational advance can help to democratise art,
opening rather than enclosing the artistic commons.3

The (short) commercial history of AI art
Google used its DeepDream neural network to classify artworks
in 2015 and observed the potential for this AI system to be used
to remix visual images. When the system was shared feely with
artists, experimentation began. This led to a gallery showing of
DeepDream-inspired artworks in 2016 at Gray Area, a San Francisco
gallery and arts foundation. Artbreeder followed soon after as an
open collaborative platform, with users making some 127 million
AI-generated works at this writing.
Although computerisation in the artworld was not new, it has
been attracting increasing attention. AI art entered the market
with a Christie’s sale in 2018 of an AI-assisted portrait of a fictional
character, Edmond de Belamy. Obvious, a Paris-based art collective,
trained an algorithm to generate the AI artwork, but the algorithm
itself had been created by Robbie Barret and downloaded from an
open source platform. Initially valued at USD 10k, the artwork was
auctioned for USD 432k, a premium achieved by being the first time
such an artwork had entered the commercial market. It was created
using a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN)—an AI system that
uses neural networks to produce a generator and a discerner image,
the former developing new output images and the latter testing these
3 Lawrence Lessig, The Future of Ideas: The Fate of the Commons in a
Connected World (Random House 2001); James Boyle, ‘The Second
Enclosure Movement and the Construction of the Public Domain’ (2003)
1 Law and Contemporary Problems 33; David Bollier and Silke Helfrich
(eds), The Wealth of the Commons: A World Beyond Market & State (The
Commons Strategy Group 2012).
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against training data to see if they comply with patterns found in that
data. In the de Belamy case, the algorithms were trained on WikiArt
repositories of paintings. Obvious made the decisions to select, print
and market the image and the company received the proceeds with
no payment being made to the developer of the AI system.4
There has been continuing interest in AI art in the art market albeit
attracting less spectacular prices. A later Sotheby’s auction yielded
USD 20k for another portrait in the Belamy series. Obvious also
created Japanese-style landscapes and portraits using GAN. These
were then worked on by a human artist using Japanese woodblock
techniques to create African face masks which sold for USD 13k.
Obvious employees have little or no art training yet the works
have been exhibited at art museums around the world. Another
collaborative artwork—Commune with—was created by the artist
Doomin with the Imagine AI system of the startup Pulse9. This was
presented at Art Together, a purchasing platform for Korean art,
raising some USD 17k.
An exhibition of Faceless Portraits Transcending Time prints was a
collaboration between an AI-enabled algorithm system—AICAN, or
Artificial Intelligence Creative Adversarial Network—and Ahmed
Elgammal, a computer scientist at Rutgers University who directs its
Art and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory. These works were shown
at the HG Contemporary Gallery in New York with prints being
sold for between USD 6k and 18k.5 In late 2018, the Nature Morte
art gallery based in New Delhi mounted a show, Gradient Descent,
featuring artworks created entirely by AI. Numerous additional
examples of semi-autonomous (supervised) or autonomous
(unsupervised) AI-inspired works could be cited.
In many cases, the main labour involved is downloading an
algorithm, using a training data set and then, in some instances,
augmenting the outputs. The commercial orientation of AI
developments is indicated by the fact that AICAN was developed by
Elgammal’s start-up company, Artrendex. Creating art was in fact
a sidebar to the interest of the company whose principal ambition
is to succeed in the market for authenticating and cataloguing
artworks using blockchain and other technologies. It uses Instagram
data to assess prices for traditional artworks and has invested some
USD 2.4m in its AI technology attracted from Menlo Californiabased Khosla Ventures.6 From this interest came the artworks, led
by ambitions for technology innovation and for profiting from
commercial applications of the technology.
AI art can involve artists and computer scientists and it is they
who make choices about initial AI programming and about which
training datasets to use. AI can assist in artwork creation or generate
artworks, but it is still humans who decide whether to place a work
on the market.

Is art necessarily commerce?
Regardless of provenance, artefacts perceived as art garner
4 Ziv Epstein, Sydney Levine, David G Rand, and Iyad Rahwan, ‘Who
Gets Credit for AI-Generated Art?’ (2020) 23 iScience <https://www.
cell.com/iscience/pdf/S2589-0042(20)30707-0.pdf>.
5 Alexandra Oduber, ‘AICAN: Faceless Portraits Transcending Time’
(Medium, 19 October 2019) <https://medium.com/lotus-fruit/aicanfaceless-portraits-transcending-time-89ea045f3811>.
6 Ian Bogost, ‘The AI-Art Gold Rush is Here’, (The Atlantic, 6 March 2019)
<https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2019/03/ai-createdart-invades-chelsea-gallery-scene/584134/>.
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commercial value. The creation of such artefacts does not necessarily
stem from commercial motives. Art is linked to ‘expression’ of
imagination, craft and skill, each of which can be pursued for
their intrinsic reward to the practitioner.7 For example, Shaker
furniture was designed in accordance with the eighteenth-century
religious movement’s principles and then commodified as a byproduct of devotional practice, later becoming iconic museum and
collector items.8 Similarly, Buddhist ritualistic or ‘auratic mode of
existence’ imagery is created as artefacts that are materialised as
artworks for sale in the art market.9 Other artists pursue craft or
skill in representation or reflection for their own sake, only later
commodifying it to pay the rent.
The act of commodification occurs when artefacts regardless of
their provenance become property. From property, it is a short
step to commodification, but artwork creators may be motivated
to contribute their works to an open artistic commons. Thus, even
if the commercial value in the nascent AI art market is uncertain,
there is a need for a policy response to determine who should
benefit monetarily from the labour involved in the creation of these
works. The global commercial art and antiques market was valued
at USD 50.1bn in 2020, down 22 per cent on 2019 with online sales
reaching USD 12.4bn or 25 per cent of total market value because of
a pandemic-enforced shift to an online art market.10 The art market
contributes substantially to the creative industry economy and it
seems likely that, in time, new forms of AI art will acquire a more
substantial art market presence.
AI systems rely on much more than the passive use of data raising
questions about human creativity and autonomy and about who
or what should be rewarded for the fruits of digital labour. In the
1950s, the AI aspiration was to discover whether characteristics of
human intelligence such as learning, problem solving and heuristic
formation could be simulated convincingly using computer
hardware and software. With a few exceptions, ‘general AI’ had
unimpressive outcomes although some continue to be sympathetic
to the aim of reproducing human cognitive and rational capacities
or ‘intelligence’. Currently, it is ‘narrow AI’ systems which reproduce
or mimic human behaviour that are commanding attention.
Algorithms can be rules-based with finite, deterministic and
effective steps for transforming data inputs into outputs, but today’s
AI systems involve discovering rules or patterns from training data
autonomously. The outputs, in our case, artworks, may exceed or
fall short of human expectations.
Large-scale investors in the science underlying AI and its
commercial applications benefit from the availability of training
datasets because this resource flows freely to them as the result
of existing intellectual property ownership rules. This gives them
a first-mover advantage in developing AI applications and it can
reinforce their market power. Uncertainty associated with these
7 Richard Sennett, The Culture of the New Capitalism (Yale University Press
2006).
8 Stephen Bowe and Peter Richmond, Selling Shaker: The Commodification
of Shaker Design in the Twentieth Century (Liverpool University Press
2006).
9 Walter Benjamin, ‘The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical
Reproduction’ (first published 1935) in Hannah Arendt (ed),
Illuminations: Essays and Reflections - Walter Benjamin (Harry Zohn tr,
Schocken Books 1969) 224 (as cited in Trine Brox, ‘The Aura of Buddhist
Material Objects in the Age of Mass-Production’ (2019) 20 Journal of
Global Buddhism 105).
10 Clare McAndrew, The Art Market 2021 (Art Basel and UBS Report 2021).
<https://d2u3kfwd92fzu7.cloudfront.net/The_Art_Market_2021.pdf>.
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systems is raising concerns about the ‘originality’ and provenance of
artworks. As these machines and algorithms extend their reach into
the artworld, new approaches to their governance and choices about
how they are to be used will be needed. At present it is likely they
will be taken by default by those seeking to benefit commercially
from the development of AI systems. As in other sectors where AIs
are becoming ubiquitous, their use is destabilising received wisdom
about fairness. This is particularly evident in disagreements about
who should be rewarded when an artwork is principally the result
of machine ‘labour’.
Having established that the fruits of AI labour can have commercial
property value as commodities, the next question concerns the
distribution of rewards for its creation.

The fruits of AI labour
Should the rewards of AI art production flow to the artist
practitioner, the technologist, the creator, or the ‘crowd’—that is,
the users of digital art platforms who generate the data used to
create artwork valuations employing data analytics? Much of the
literature on reward is preoccupied with questions about what
constitutes creativity. As Margaret Boden and Ernest Edmonds
suggest, computer art is art ‘for which the artists use programming,
computer code, as a significant element of their work’.11 The use
of code raises the question as to whether AI art is ‘art’ at all when
aesthetic considerations are invoked.
The tendency to anthropomorphise technology-enabled artworks
is widely recognised,12 with evidence suggesting that people find
it difficult to distinguish between AI-generated art and artworks
created by humans.13 This increases the challenge of discerning
authorship, ownership or even stable assessments of the aesthetics
of AI artworks. Boden distinguishes among several types of ‘AI
creativity’ defined as ‘the ability to generate novel, and valuable,
ideas’: combinatorial—‘unfamiliar combinations of familiar ideas’;
exploratory—‘resting on some culturally accepted style of thinking’;
and transformational—‘ideas … that simply could not have been
generated before’.14 However, these distinctions do not help us
to decide whether an emergent artwork is or should be subject to
individual protective rights.
Joseph Weizenbaum suggested that ‘however intelligent machines
may be made to be, there are some acts of thought that ought to
be attempted only by humans’, but neural networks and AI systems
are rapidly rendering this an outmoded view.15 Some go so far as to
suggest that if AI-generated artworks compete in the marketplace
with those of human authors/creators, humans might cease creating.
This suggests that incentives for creation should be provided by
ensuring that intellectual property rights protect the interests of
the computer programmer and/or the individual (scientist or artist)
who instructs the AI. In opposition to this, however, it may also be
argued that ‘expanding the permissible uses of copyrighted works
in machine learning helps engineers continue making advances in
11 Margaret A Boden and Ernest A Edmonds, From Fingers to Digits (MIT
Press 2019) 3.
12 Epstein, Levine, Rand, and Rahwan (n 4).
13 Harsha Gangadharbatla, ‘The Role of AI Attribution Knowledge in the
Evaluation of Artwork’ (2021) Empirical Studies of the Arts 1.
14 Margaret A Boden, ‘Computer models of creativity’ (2009) 30(3) AI
Magazine 23, 24–25. <https://ojs.aaai.org//index.php/aimagazine/
article/view/2254>.
15 Joseph Weizenbaum, Computer Power and Human Reason: From Judgment to
Calculation (WH Freeman & Co. 1976) 76.

computer science and technology’ and to advance AI art.16 As Joanna
Zylinska puts it, ‘art is always already emergent in—and with the
world—and with the multiple technical apparatuses that shape the
world’.17 In this view, questions about art aesthetics, originality and
creativity are unlikely to be resolved easily insofar as they involve
philosophical dilemmas about human/material world boundaries.
The need for a redesign of the intellectual property laws governing
these artworks is, nevertheless, typically presented as hingeing on
whether or not computers can be understood to be creative and,
on this, there is no universal agreement.18 Zylinska asks instead, ‘in
what way can the human be creative?’19 If a data processing machine
or an algorithm is used to make an artwork, this does not necessarily
imply that ‘authorship’ must be credited to restrict access through
copyright (or patent) legislation. Foucault noted that in historical
perspective notions of ‘authorship’ and ‘creativity’ have evolved
through time.20 New disruptions are occurring in the digitalisation
age and they call for policy adjustments.21

Other inputs to the AI art production process
AI system innovation is disrupting existing intellectual property
rights regimes that are intended to protect works based on an
assessment of originality and, crucially, human creativity. In the
case of AI art, it is difficult to trace the human actors involved
in its creation. Applications of blockchain technology are being
implemented to increase the transparency of traditional art markets
by confirming the authenticity of works. Galleries and buyers can
certify authenticity and track works from creation to sale using
a digital chain of ownership receipts that confirm an artwork’s
authorship. But for AI-generated artworks ambiguity remains since
intellectual property laws (copyright and patent) insist that rights
must adhere to a human creator.22
In the United Kingdom, the United States and the European
Union, definitions vary with regard to the definition of originality.
Computer-generated works are eligible for copyright protection
if they are ‘aided’, but when a work is generated by an AI system
autonomously there is no ‘legal person’ to whom rights can adhere.23
In the United Kingdom and a few other countries, copyright
protection is available for ’computer-generated works’ without a
human creator, but because AI systems are deemed to lack creativity,
they do not warrant protection. In the European Union, sui generis
or exclusive ownership rights apply to databases, but there must be
evidence of originality.
Policy is evolving gradually. For example, the European Union’s
White Paper on AI stresses the need for a human-centric evolution
16 Jessica L Gillotte, ‘Copyright Infringement in AI-Generated Artworks’
(2020) 53(5) UC Davis Law Review 2657, 2691.
17 Joanna Zylinska, AI Art: Machine Visions and Warped Dreams (Open
Humanities Press 2020) 65.
18 ibid.
19 ibid 55.
20 Michel Foucault, ‘What is an Author?’ in James L Marsh and John D
Caputo (eds), Modernity and Its Discontents (first edn, Fordham University
Press 1992) 299.
21 Lessig (n 3).
22 Deepak Somaya and Lav R Varshney, ‘Ownership Dilemmas in an Age of
Creative Machines’ (2020) 36(2) Issues in Science and Technology 79.
23 Emir Celik, ‘How IP Struggles to Define AI-Generated Products and
the Ownership Dilemma’ (LLM in Commercial Law Dissertation, City,
University of London 2020) <https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.
cfm?abstract_id=3763885>.
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of AI with its outputs overseen by humans and with respect for
European values including a fair distribution of rewards from
innovation.24 But the situation is unsettled. A European Parliament
report on intellectual property rights and AIs argues that intellectual
property rights issues must be addressed to ensure the growth and
competitiveness of the European data economy.25 It takes the view
that such rights must be linked to the ‘natural or legal persons that
created the work’. Israel Cedillo-Lazcano suggests that AI ‘paternity
rights’ might be applied only in cases when a commercial entity
(gallery, auction house, art dealer) is involved in a transaction with
rights adhering to a company (or individual) that either developed
the AI system that created an AI artwork or to those who decided to
put it up for sale.26 The World Intellectual Property Organisation is
consulting on these issues and seems to be emphasising the need for
an intellectual property regime retaining the link to human action.27
The policy dilemma is set out this way.
If AI-generated works were excluded from eligibility
for copyright protection, the copyright system would
be seen as an instrument for encouraging and favoring
the dignity of human creativity over machine creativity.
If copyright protection were accorded to AI-generated
works, the copyright system would tend to be seen as an
instrument favoring the availability for the consumer of
the largest number of creative works and of placing an
equal value on human and machine creativity.28
As these deliberations about changes in AI artwork governance
unfold, they may be superseded by national initiatives. In January
2020, a Chinese court assigned copyright to an AI. Tencent’s
‘Dreamwriter’ generates articles and the court found that these have
a ‘certain originality’, awarding ownership to Tencent enabling it to
benefit from the outputs of its AI system.29

Enclosing or opening the commons?
In contrast to this approach to enclosing AI outputs within the
traditional copyright intellectual property regime, Aaron Hertzmann
suggests that AI-generated artworks should be treated similarly to
open source software so as to maximise open sharing.30 In this way
they can be treated as contributions to commons-based activity.31
24 European Commission, On Artificial Intelligence: A European Approach
to Excellence and Trust (White Paper) COM (2020) 65 final <https://
ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/commission-white-paper-artificialintelligence-feb2020_en.pdf>.
25 European Parliament, Report on Intellectual Property Rights for the
Development of Artificial Intelligence Technologies (2020/2015(INI))
<https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/A-9-2020-0176_
EN.html>.
26 Israel Cedillo-Lazcano, ‘AI©R’ (2020) 34(2) International Review of Law,
Computers & Technology 201.
27 WIPO, ‘WIPO Director General Opens WIPO Conversation on IP and
AI: Third Session’ (4 November 2020) <https://www.wipo.int/aboutwipo/en/dg_tang/news/2020/news_0014.html>.
28 WIPO Secretariat, Revised Issues Paper on Intellectual Property Policy and
Artificial Intelligence (WIPO/IP/AI/2/GE/20/1 REV, 2020) <https://
www.wipo.int/edocs/mdocs/mdocs/en/wipo_ip_ai_2_ge_20/wipo_ip_
ai_2_ge_20_1_rev.pdf>.
29 Andres Guadamuz, ‘Chinese Court Rules That AI Article Has Copyright’
(Justice, 22 January 2020) <http://infojustice.org/archives/41972>.
30 Aaron Hertzmann, ‘If AI is used to create art, who gets the credit?’
(World Economic Forum, 14 March 2019) <https://www.weforum.org/
agenda/2019/03/new-ai-art-has-artists-collaborators-wondering-whogets-the-credit>.
31 Rachel Breen, ‘Towards a Collective Understanding of Art as a
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Open software communities have developed rules governing
software code and how credit should be allocated with varying
protections ranging from those attached to free code distribution
and commercial sale. Websites like Artbreeder or Ganbreeder
might, therefore, create rules in a similar way for artistic authorship
and for attribution of credit as well as for how credit for a work
should be claimed and whether or not a work can be sold.
Patrick Zurth argues that any case for the enclosure of AI artworks
within an intellectual property rights regime should be based
on evidence that this is needed to generate economic benefit.32
The art market for AI-generated artworks is a nascent one. It
would seem that if the social goal is to maximise the potential for
experimentation with AI artworks as a way of augmenting the
human senses, generating new imaginings, and representing the
world in new ways, then full enclosure of this emergent artworld is
antithetical to that goal. How, for instance, would experimentation
operate if the use of pre-existing works as AI training data required
the consent of the ‘author’? In support of a varied rights regime,
Giovanni Sartor, Francesca Lagioia, and Giuseppe Contissa argue
that such works should enjoy ‘computational’ or ‘data freedom’ to
generate new works.33
These issues extend beyond the art market into automated
journalism, parodies of artworks, music and more. If AI art and
other AI-enabled works are fully enclosed, given the substantial
costs of developing AI systems, it is likely that large investors in
AI will reap a disproportionate share of the benefits. To avoid this,
there needs to be a clear delineation of ‘authorship’ and ownership
rights without a singular default to the commodification of AI art.
As in other areas of the digital ecology, larger digital companies
are likely to dominate. Small entrepreneurial companies, software
coders, and independent artists will find themselves without the
opportunity to benefit monetarily from their creations unless action
is taken to create an ownership regime that respects their interests.
This suggests the need for a tiered or differentiated system of
ownership attribution to individual humans or corporate entities
with the aim of tracking inputs and choices made by humans
to enable the generation of an artwork, but also to maximise the
space for experimentation in an open commons. This approach
requires measures to sustain AI artwork production as is done for
traditional artworks that are held in art museums relying on smaller
or larger public subsidies, donations, crowdsourced voluntary
contributions, or other forms of financial support for artists and
creative practitioners.

Conclusion
A crucial challenge in the digital space is to imagine, implement
and sustain alternatives to the private supply of digital products.
Deliberations on novel governance approaches need to acknowledge
that intensifying the competitive dynamic of the commercial AI art
market will not always be consistent with individual and collective
Commons’ (On the Commons, 26 November 2008) <http://www.
onthecommons.org/towards-collective-understanding-artcommons#sthash.jyAJiWap.dpbs>.
32 Patrick Zurth, ‘Artificial Creativity? A Case Against Copyright
Protection for AI-Generated Works’ (2021) 25(2) UCLS Journal of Law
& Technology 1 <https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_
id=3707651>.
33 Giovanni Sartor, Francesca Lagioia, and Giuseppe Contissa, ‘The Use of
Copyrighted Works by AI Systems: Art Works in the Data Mill’ (SSRN,
2018) <https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3264742>.
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aspiration. Most current proposals for change in the governance of
intellectual property in the AI art world seem to assume that nearexclusive private supply and commodification of AI-based outputs is
optimal. However, this neglects the aspirations of artists seeking to
contribute to an AI art collective commons.
If AI artworks, inspired by novel AI systems, are to yield fair
and equitable outcomes, new norms and rules will be needed.
These rules and norms need to be robust enough to decide when
commercialization is appropriate and when alternative mechanisms
are needed, acknowledging the diverse interests and motivations
of AI art creators. Attention needs to be given to how to sustain
experimentation in the public commons adjacent to the commercial
art market. In short, the key issue is what balance is needed between
private and public/collective AI art creation.
AI systems (including blockchain) are already being used to detect
forgeries, classify art works, support Virtual Reality art exhibitions
and develop art market analytics, with terms appearing such as AI
art marketing, art-crypto-mining and art-blockchain-banking.34
Without moves to create a sustainable space for experimentation
and complementary activity in the commons, it seems that the
marketisation of AI artworks will proceed rapidly, reducing the
scope for ‘creativity’ and for the democratisation of art. It is not only
new technologies that reshape our imaginings of what art is and
who has access to it. It is the decisions taken in the political sphere
of policy and in the marketplace about ownership rights and who
qualifies as deserving of rewards from both human and AI ‘labour’.
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Introduction

humanity’s imaginary space according to how fundamental human
values are expressed in a particular period.

e bster’s Dictionary defines culture as ‘the integrated
pattern of human knowledge, belief and behavior that
depends on the capacity for learning and transmitting
knowledge to succeeding generations’.1 Culture, often understood
as the sum of artistic creation, is the sum of knowledge of a society
and things other than art form an integral part of it, notably science.
To exclude the world view of science from culture is as myopic as
eliminating the artistic vision from knowledge. The need to create
reality or realities from environmental stimuli—all of which are
representations and therefore virtual products of our imagination—
is fundamental to mankind. It is a form of knowing, attempting to
understand, and art and science even in their most primitive earlier
forms codified and transmitted it from generation to generation.
This process is the same as building models, constructing some
limited form or expression of reality from received givens, and
making mental pictures from what is perceived by projecting
patterns on those givens. We interpret to survive; the need to know
is fundamental to life and an expression of it.

The role of the artist, as the scientist, is thus that of a researcher. At
least it has become so in the twentieth century. The artist is a kind
of social researcher applying his or her creative intuition to the
condition of man in order to discover, as another scientific great of
our era, Niels Bohr, described it, ‘the relations between the manifold
aspects of our experience’.3 Through their work artists comment and
critique, judge and debate, evaluate the human condition—the analysis
of man in his environment from the interior of the individual creator.
This is the artist’s role within reality as defined by another physicist,
John Wheeler, student of Niels Bohr, who said that ‘reality is the joint
product of those who communicate’,4 a view very much influenced
by the Copenhagen School of Quantum Physics, established by Niels
Bohr, and its emphasis on the important role of the observer. The
artist is an observer and art is communication and thus an important
part of that ‘joint product’, communication from the individual to
the collective, that is, the sum of individual realities—culture in its
anthropological sense as well as transmission of knowledge.

W

Artists reveal the evolution of the psychological environment of
their era, often anticipating the changes coming in society. The
psychological climate of a place or a time is a very real fact of society
and one observable by others as well as the artist, but of particular
concern to the artist because it is his or her domain. The physicist
Werner Heisenberg described it: ‘The spirit of a time is probably a
fact as objective as any fact in natural science, and this spirit brings
out certain features of the world which are even independent of time
and are in this sense eternal. The artist tries by his work to make
these features understandable … The two processes, that of science
and that of art, are not very different. Both science and art form in
the course of the centuries a human language by which we can speak
about the more remote parts of reality’.2 This again can be called
exploring and building a visual space, the continued remodeling of
1 ‘Culture’ (Merriam-Webster Dictionary) <https://www.merriam-webster.
com/dictionary/culture>.
2 Werner Heisenberg, Physics and Beyond (George Allen & Unwin Ltd
1971) 109.
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A second and closely related part of the dynamic in the movement
from art to culture is the role of the artist as educator of perception
(by Marshall McLuhan’s definition). A person relating to the new
propositions of a work of art is in fact going through a change of
perception, learning to see differently through the differing set of
relations proposed by the artist. This is particularly true in regards
to new definitions, systems, functions or technologies that will
eventually have an impact on our lives that may not be immediately
apparent. The subjectivity of perception furnishes each individual
with his own form of measurement and the communication of these
different points of view defines reality in the sense that Wheeler has
proposed, of social convention.
Marcel Duchamp seemed to be anticipating or moving parallel with
the scientific paradigm changes in almost everything he did. He
3 Niels Bohr, Atomic Theory and the Description of Nature (first published
1934, AMS Press Inc 1978) 18.
4 (1985) 37 Johns Hopkins Magazine 5.
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dealt intimately with art as process more directly than many other
artists. Art is process, first in the act of creation and then in the acts
of appreciation and interpretation. The observer forms part of the
indispensable interactivity that is art. Duchamp regarded a work of
art as having two poles, the artist and the spectator, each equally
participating in the definition of a work.
What model of reality is emerging from those points of departure,
from the artistic experimentation of the twentieth century? What is
the paradigm that art and science are proposing? What will the new
visual space of our culture look like? In response to those questions, I
think we can honestly say that the artistic and scientific revolutions of
the past century are far from finished. The model or models they will
eventually propose are still in development but becoming more evident.
When that space is finally defined it will provide the schema of how we
operate. We have already seen some of the clues coming from both art
and science as to what it might look like. That space, like the prior space
of the Italian Renaissance, will be our visual space, our communication
space, an organisational space, the space of how we imagine reality.
It has been anticipated by artists since the Impressionists, defined by
science starting with the Theories of Relativity and Quantum Physics,
and made habitable by artists again during the course of the century as
it has gradually been integrated into our cultural consciousness.

Models as visual space
If we accept the parallel between art and science as two sources of
knowlege, looking at them as an ensemble can provide us with
complementary information. The models of reality proposed are from
radically different approaches. Science is concerned with building
concepts from observed facts and artists work from individual
concepts to create new artefacts. Science strives to create a model
of reality that is all encompassing and objectively arrived at and,
eventually, socially acceptable in the sense that society agrees with the
proposition and accepts the model as real. Art is quite different in that
the reality expressed is uniquely that of the artist, and in it one hopes
to see something universal. The role of art is to construct individual
models of reality, the artist’s reality, and the symbolic language for
communicating it. Each work is like a fragment of a broken holographic
plate. Each shard of glass contains the whole object—the worldview of
the artist. Each piece of the plate is distinct in itself but each contains
the entire image and not a fragment of it. That image/object is the
artist and his or her vision, filtering, funneling, concentrating what he
or she has pulled from the surrounding world—a personal mythology
or ideology. In contrast, science appears more monolithic than art and
the scientist more anonymous than the artist. In reality, both must be
regarded as an ensemble in order to understand where the search for
understanding is taking us and what kind of model is presented by that
combined whole.
We can understand this process by imagining the worldview of a
society as a visual space, a space in which we see how things work.
All of us carry such a vision in our heads. It is a product of our culture
and, in that sense, the visual space is a shared space. We understand
the world—and by extension the universe—to be operating in a
particular fashion and know how we fit into it. This can be a very
primitive image, one based on numerous different sources of so-called
knowledge. It can be the mythology of early man formed into what we
can recognise as a religion. It can be based on scientific information
that is later proved to be false. Exchanging and accepting as correct
those pictures, those conclusions, is another way of defining culture.

concepts allowing them to live together. Each society constantly
recreates itself through communication by continually redefining
its collective reality, its culture, its shared space. The sum of our
different communication possibilities, all of the ways we converse
and exchange information—word of mouth, newspapers, radio,
television, cinema, and now the net—form a space in which we see
ourselves reflected. It is from that communication space that we learn
how to act toward others, where new members learn what society
proposes, and where the unspoken rules of society are demonstrated.
The domination of this space by the media, and now social media, is
basically a twentieth-century phenomenon which we are now finally
beginning to understand can have very negative consequences. These
are issues which need to be addressed. The communication space,
which is very real, is fundamental to how our society operates. What
creates and recreates that space is important to how we continue to
function, particularly at a time when so much change is happening.
Another way of understanding the space is to consider it as a
paradigm, a set of rules governing how things work. It is thus an
organisational space as well. We construct the communication
space, the visual expression of the paradigm, as a way of
comprehending the world around us. By pretending to understand
how it works we develop responses to the model in our own
individual or collective actions. We act according to how we think
things work. That visual, cultural, organisational space becomes a
philosophical and psychological space, a virtual representation of
what we know and how we act.
When society changes profoundly, one of the obvious manifestations
of that change is a new visual space, a new paradigm. When religion
was the means used to define the universe it was normal that art
was intimately related to religion. It was the ideology that provided
the context for the artist, his psychological and philosophical base
for interpreting sensory information. The motivation of art and
religion was the same, building a visual space to give meaning to
the chaotic mass of information received and provide society with
an operational base. This was also true for science, and in certain
societies that form of investigation was obliged to reinforce the
existing worldview of the dominant ideology rather than set out on
its own. But science explains how things work, not why. Culture
supplies the ‘why’, and when society pretends that this isn’t the case,
it usually means that science has been misappropriated.
When Western civilisation accepted science as the exclusive means
of defining the material universe, it was natural that it influenced
art to a tremendous degree. First, it was a source of new metaphors,
but also many of the artistic discoveries of our century did parallel
those of science: space-time, interactivity, observer-created reality—
art engaged with this material universe, asking the questions about
what it means to us and how we fit into it. Since science was dealing
exclusively with the ‘how’, much of that artistic production was
attempting to go beyond, looking for the ‘why’. Science may define
the world but art transmits a feeling for it, and a sense of how we
might fit into it, going well beyond science in often intangible ways.
In a society which ceded to science the right to define its reality,
the material definition of reality is often all that is asked for. In that
case, much of what art proposes can seem mysterious, puzzling,
and put-offish, yet intriguing and attractive, because of the series
of ‘whys’ it may suggest.

Just as individuals need to make sense out of perceptual information
in order to act and survive, by communication they exchange
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and, unfortunately not in the sense of culture suggested earlier—the
integrated pattern of human knowledge. The media are an expression
of the anthropological definition of culture—how people act.

Fig 1. Organisation of Graphic Motifs III (Frantisek Kupka 1912–13).
Courtesy of the Pudil Family Foundation.
Anticipating fractal geometry? Benoit Mandelbrot, the inventor of that
geometry, introduced me to this painting as an example of a fractal in art.
Coming from video, I recognised it as video feedback, the result of a camera
filming itself. What inspired Kupka to paint a discovery in maths and art
which came 60–70 years later?

Network space: Experimenting with the
paradigm
Science, and by extension technology, solves problems. Art creates
them. Science answers questions, art poses them. The two circle the
central questions of a society in different directions making them
seem as opposites when they are not. Every mode of communication
has at one of its extremes a form of expression we call art. As it
is the densest form of expression, art is often the supreme test of
any means of communication. Each work of art contains the entire
worldview of the artist and, as such, demands of any means of
expression the dimensions necessary to express that. Art questions
that communication process to find out what it can say about the
human condition in relation to the changed environment caused by
the new means of communication. Art is the procedure by which
we test a communication system, and by doing so, the reality of the
relational context it proposes.
The new technologies of the emerging visual environment have
always presented a particular challenge to the artist: to adapt these
tools to the process of artistic expression, to define their content,
to develop visual languages, to construct the new communication
space that will be virtual, international, and interactive. It is the
role of the artist to help define that space, to make it livable and a
part of contemporary culture. The traditional role of art has been to
renew the visual environment, to redefine it for each new era, and
through doing so, provide society with models of action. It is what
Marshall McLuhan and many others have meant by the education
of perception by the artist. Simply put, art is a form of questioning
and the interface between the public and art is culture. The media
may influence culture profoundly, but not in the same sense as art
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But let us step back again in an attempt to imagine what the new
visual space will look like. If we could already see it clearly and
understand how it functions, we would be through the period
of transition and living with the new visual references and the
operational schema they represent. We’re not, but it’s beginning
to take shape. We have seen many words attempting to define
its parameters: ‘space-time’, ‘duration’, ‘process’, ‘the role of the
observer’, ‘interactivity’, ‘collective worldviews’, ‘artistic synthesis’,
and ‘collaboration’. There is the unique existence of the individual
in the new space, but also the individual related to others and
finally to the whole we call society, not as a singularity but as a
singularity embedded in a network of relationships. The network
that we are building today from a synthesis of video, computer, and
telecommunication technologies is potentially the model for that
space, calling into question many of the values that have been taken
for granted in our society. The widespread use of social media has
exposed the downside of individualism: that it encourages chestpounding in the guise of communication, an egocentric exposé
rather than genuine interactivity. Many users of the web talk ‘at’
the world and not with it. The broadcast model, with its one-way
transmission, is still the predominant model, but now everyone can
reach a mass audience. This may be interesting economically, but
it is a simplistic view of interactivity and what the network model
proposes. In order for real interactivity to take place, a hard look
at what it means becomes essential. Very important or unique
individuals or institutions remain unique—alone—on the network.
The top of the pyramid is a lonely place. If real interactivity is to take
place, partnerships are essential. A network demands a minimum
of two. Vertical hierarchical organisation gives way to horizontally
connected structures.
The profound change in western thought and society that this
organisational change represents can be called a new Renaissance.
It is a rupture with the formulations of the past equal to that of the
fifteenth century, which introduced to our culture the Euclidean
space of Italian perspective and its organisational values. That visual
space has since become the dominant intuitional space of our culture.
In the twentieth century that situation changed radically, first
through a rejection of the organisational schema of the mechanical
universe, and then with the proposal of a new paradigm still being
defined. If indeed we are living in a new Renaissance, what we are
currently experiencing is the need for redefining all aspects of our
society and reinventing our social institutions. This includes the
invention of a new geometry to describe the coming visual space.
Happily, in a neat parallel with the new tools of communication,
we have a new geometry which allows us to visualise the new space
and better understand its functioning in all its complexity: the fractal
geometry of complex systems.
In a network, everyone is connected directly with everyone else, on
a one-to-one basis, without going through any other point (person).
While a signal may travel through several sites and switches to
arrive at the desired point, the psychological and sociological reality
of connection is direct one-to-one communication. This possibility
of everyone being connected to everyone multiplies the number
of potential one-to-one connections rapidly, and the addition
of any new member increases enormously the number of those
connections. As the number becomes larger, tending toward infinity,
the pattern slides away from that of a complex line on the surface
of a sphere and approaches that of a spherical plane. An infinite
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number of connections contained in a finite space. The dimension
must be spherical, between one—a line—and two—a plane—being
therefore fractal. In the network we have, in fact, two geometries
superimposed: classical spherical geometry which describes the
cabling of the network, and a fractal description of its functioning,
the geometry of its use. This may be the same as the operation of the
mind with one geometry describing the neuronal connections and
another their sum—the mind itself. And just as the human mind is
made up of the fractal form of its operation imposed on the classical
form of the circuits between its communicating centers, society may
be said to be constructed in the same manner. This is an image. By
trying to visualise the operation of the network we start to develop
an image of network space that is the beginning of what our future
visual space will look like. To make that space a part of culture and the
intellectual reflex of the individual members of society, an enormous
amount of artistic experimentation and proposition is essential.
The social space-time that seems to be emerging from the last 130
years of experimentation—what I call a new Renaissance—is not fixed
but one whose evolution is part of its definition. This examination
of the art of our lifetimes brings us to realise that both art and science
have been laboring with the notion of interactivity. The clues have
been persistent and multiple: process—moving away from the object
to the process of production; duration—existing in time; multiple
points of view; connectivity; empathy; complementarity; systems.
Art and science have in fact been defining the new space and
establishing it as a governing concept, as a paradigm for action for
several generations. The observer as actor and actor as observer. Our
cultural reality will be found in the collection and communication
of those definitions that will eventually add new dimensions to the
Euclidean geometry of the past in the western imagination.

Institutional experimentation
Individual artists have been exploring and building the new space
for many years, and not always with the full understanding of the
cultural establishment. For myself, it has been 40 years of working
with art and the telecommunications network as a new space to be
experimented with. Art history has often overlooked the relation
between art and science, reflected in a remark I heard from a French
bureacrat in the 90s when explaining the relation between the two:
‘Monsieur, we are the Ministry of Culture, science doesn’t interest
us’. When the issue is discussed at all, it is mistakenly understood as
art and technology, that is, the tools and not the deeper meaning of
parallel paradigms. It is important to see the cultural transformation
in both, side by side, in order to understand what in fact our
civilisation has been confronting and where it is going. Now that it
is clearer, an institutional mobilisation is essential to integrate this
change into our education system and cultural lives, to bring more
energy into exploring its implications and potential, and to deal
with the transformation in how we see and understand reality even
though the process is an open one. I am a network optimist from the
80s, when we saw the cultural potential of the emerging technology,
only to see it kidnapped by commerce in the 90s and transformed
into the distorting communication space it is today: one based on
advertising and identity theft.
It is essential to recognise the new world being created around us
and recuperate and redirect the tools of communication to make
them a better expression of the best of our culture. The evolution
of Western civilisation—and today we must talk rather about world
civilisation—is dependent on its communication environment. If
we are to have a genuine cultural presence in that environment,
based on real knowledge and the accumulated intelligence of

mankind, encouraging collaboration from all aspects of society to
address the problem, to explore the new communications space
together, is essential. Implicit in this is the redefinition of roles and
objectives. If we are living a new Renaissance it is normal that we
do so. Communication and commerce is what links the individual
to the whole, and all players, even in seemingly unrelated fields,
must be brought together to understand the critical importance
of addressing that change. If culture is absent from that mix, then
commerce becomes the culture.
Another parallel may exist with science and provide a key to a better
understanding of the process of artistic creativity. We can consider
art in the same light as science, with a spectrum of activity ranging
from fundamental research to applied research on a continuum
containing all the various forms of creativity and artistic practice.
Fundamental research could be considered the pure artistic creation
of an individual artist or group of artists without any outside
direction or imposed objective. It is a response to the need to create
as defined above, arising from the need to know, the need to build
models of reality. Applied research would be the applied arts, for
instance design, a principally commercial application of the creative
disciplines for specific clients and a pre-defined objective. Wherever
the pointer falls along the line connecting the two is again very
subjective for the creator but it is the same line. On the fundamental
end there is building of models of reality. On the applied arts end,
the translation of those realities into socially useable forms.
Pure artistic creativity is the means by which the language of the
applied arts is constantly renewed. The experimentation implied
in the idea of fundamental artistic research leads to renewal, to
innovation and discovery, which filters down to influence and
change other forms of creativity. For people who work in the arts,
their personal position along the spectrum is again subjective and
the divisions we know today are institutional, not personal. Many
artists spend careers sliding up and down, or across the spectrum of
creative possibilities, some through personal desire, others because
of economic necessity. Even within institutions the frontier between
the various divisions is very blurred and often counterproductive
and, too often, does not correspond to the desires of the creators
themselves. The point is that the applied arts, the commercially
viable and therefore more readily understandable aspect of creativity,
would not evolve, would not surprise, would not be effective if they
were not renewed by the experimentation that takes place in the
areas of fundamental artistic research. The changing worldview
proposed by the ensemble of artistic experimentation and production
of a particular moment is manifest in the applied arts, which help
communicate it to the general public. Again, this is one of the ways
that artistic ideas get transformed into what we understand as culture.
I created the MARCEL network 20 years ago to explore that
potential, to bring artistic experimentation permanently into the
network space to try its potential, to learn how to work artistically
in that new space, to develop the tools necessary to do so and to
learn the protocols. 5 It became very obvious very early on that we
would never have the necessary tools from industry, because they are
usually not commercially viable. This is why multipoint connectivity
was mostly invisible until the pandemic made it obligatory. But
connecting is not enough. We need to learn how to use the space
and build the tools to let us use it to its fullest. Our goal in MARCEL
has been to drive technological evolution through the demands
of art and not technological or commercial whim looking for the
5 ‘Welcome to Marcel’ (Multimedia Art Research Centres and Electronic
Laboratories) <http://www.mmmarcel.org/>.
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next fad. Many interesting efforts are being made in the network
everywhere in culture—art, science, research and education—but in
a fragmented way which needs to be brought together in a coherent
fashion. We need a part of the network to be transformed into a
non-commercial, publicly owned entity, working for the common
good of culture and developing the legal framework for governing
it. Again, people are working on this idea, and those efforts need to
be unified, the space and its objectives identified and agreed to with a
judicial framework for making it a recognised part of contemporary
society. We need an economic study of its viability, how it can
remain non-commercial while allowing artists for instance to earn a
living from it, as all other researchers do.
The spirit of the times is interactivity. There is a general sense
that trans-disciplinarity is good, that collaboration is essential,
the federation of the means of experimentation, exploration,
and production a desirable goal. Science is searching for more
interdisciplinary approaches to research, artists for more joint
collaboration across specialisations. If I am correct about our living
a new Renaissance, we must reinvent our social institutions based
on a new operational schema, which is the interactive network.
More and more people accept the network format as a structural
good. Everyone is looking for the larger picture and it is coming into
focus. The important thing is that we keep that ‘looking’ as open
as possible recognizing that the outline of the new space must be
drawn from all forms of knowledge, artistic and scientific, meaning
recognising what those forms of knowledge are and directing
resources to permit them to reach their potential.
The manipulation of time and space, process, duration, interactivity,
have all become important underlying elements in the art of our
times, art using new technologies. They have become an integral part
of art just as they had already become the very heart of twentiethcentury science. McLuhan described it thus: ‘The serious artist is
the only person able to encounter technology with impunity, just
6
because he is an expert aware of the changes in sense perception’.
Artists understood the implications of the new systems because they
saw their multi-layered application to the human environment, and
not a single-purpose tool. In working directly with the new tools of
communications they have helped create the new communications
space which is the technological representation of the visual space
we have been discussing. Because the technology continues to
evolve, the artistic experimentation must also continue to evolve.
Technology creates tools for a specific purpose, responding to a
specific demand. The artist finds other uses for those same tools by
making them do things beyond what they were constructed to do,
and in doing so, advances the human application of that technology.
Artists socialise machines and technology by discovering an aesthetic
use for them, sometimes creating new demands for machines to
which engineers must respond. This fact has been demonstrated
over and over again in the field of electronics. Artists first entered
there in a spirit of play, the safest and surest way of overcoming
our natural sense of intimidation towards a complex technology.
The second step has been the mastery of the technology through
experimentation and production. Finally we find the artist actually
inventing, or collaborating on the invention of new systems in
order to respond to his or her creative needs.
At this point, artists and their work should become meaningful to
the technological evolution of a communications system—and the
industry that created it—since, through artistic innovation, the real
6 Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media (Signet 1964) 33.
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integration of the technological system into the human environment
has begun. It is no longer a passive tool serving predetermined human
needs, but an active system evolving as man evolves, an integral
part of human culture. This interaction between the creativity of
the artist, the evolution of a technological process, and the reaction
of the public represents a new form of relationship between these
entities, providing new experimental potential for exploring the
future of these new systems as we attempt to define them.
In general, the work of many contemporary artists has led us to
understand space-time and its potential for interactivity. They have
taken us into the new communications space with which we are now
confronted and are helping us assimilate it. The synthesis between
the performing and artificial arts referred to earlier has become a
staple. Music, dance and theatre are space-time and interactive
which makes them natural candidates for an interactive network.
Dance and theatre reinvented space and pushed to the limits what
technology could add to that space and they are still doing so. The
fact that the exchanged image is digital means that all elements
can be manipulated, reworked in evolution with the performance,
and the entire physical, virtual, audio-visual experience must be
considered as a complete ensemble in total collaboration. We have
arrived at a point today where the representation of space is both
live and artificial, permitting experimentation in real time with all
the dimensions of space-time.
The emerging network paradigm will entail changing definitions, new
roles and professions, new organisational structures, and new visions
of our environment. This is the still fuzzy image that will eventually
replace the perspective of the Renaissance in which we have lived up
to now. The network as interactive space will become the metaphor
for our civilisation, much as the clockwork machine was for that
earlier era. Its geometry will be what the Euclidean geometry of the
Renaissance has been for us, the visible form of our imagination.

Fig 2. Réseau des stoppages (Marcel Duchamp 1914). Courtesy of the
Duchamp family.
Duchamp created his ‘stoppages’ by dropping a metre-long piece of string from
the height of one metre three times, tracing the lines to produce alternative
metres, alternative ways of measuring the world. In 1914 he put them in a
network (réseau) possibly suggesting collective points of view.
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A

witness walking to these shores in our time would not spy
a single war-worn and sea-tossed Ithacan sailor returning
to his homeland but rather thousands of woeful, currentday avatars of Odysseus, refugees who in the words of Homer find
themselves ‘τῆλε φίλων καὶ πατρίδος αἴης’, ‘far from friends and
home’.
The linkage of space, politics, and the humanities in the theme
of this conference is something more than a matter of mere
historical timeliness—and certainly not opportunism—but instead
an expression of the deepest roots shared by Greek and American
notions of language, literature, history, philosophy, and the arts,
that for better or worse we have come to call by the increasingly
awkward term ‘the humanities’.
‘The humanities’ has become an awkward term not only because of
a broadening definition of human beings’ reciprocal relationship
with both the animal world and the inorganic quantum universe,
but also on account of the convergence of techne and episteme
in the networked world, factors that increasingly challenge the
centrality of the human. But our humanity is also challenged on its
face as the internal politics of nation upon nation across the globe
turn misanthropic and the immigrant experience of an increasingly

exiled global population of refugees becomes brutalized, hopeless,
and dehumanized. We are all of us ‘estranged from that which is
most familiar’, as the twentieth-century American poet Charles
Olson frequently paraphrased and evoked Heraclitus.
If we gathered here have been both careful and caring during these
days, perhaps we can leave here having renewed our familiarity in
the root sense of not just our shared humanity but also what we
mean by both politics and space. I hope by these remarks to make
some suggestions toward that renewal.
‘Politics’, of course, is a fine and ancient Greek word, at first
meaning the affairs of the city, the polis, but where the meaning of
polis in time came to be understood not just as the concentrated and
fortified high place—the citadel—but the surround which the city
state encompassed and whose extent the polis gave a view to. ‘Polis
is eyes’, Olson—himself a one-time politician—declared in his fourvolume epic The Maximus Poems, whose prototypic hero is modeled
upon not Odysseus but the second-century Greek rhetorician and
philosopher, Maximus of Tyre (M I 26).1
1 Charles Olson, The Maximus Poems (University of California Press 1992).
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By ‘Polis is eyes’ Olson meant a quality of attention—a caring
attention to the what, the whom, and the when of the world—
possessed by those women and men who had eyes to see their
relation to both others and otherness. For Olson politics was a
poetics, what he called ‘the attention, and the care’ with which ‘each
of us/chooses our own/ kin and/ concentration.’ He attributed this
quality of attention not just to poets—but perhaps unsurprisingly
to a Greek audience—to fishermen, those whose eyes we might say
could discern the kinship between the ship of the returning hero on
the horizon and a raft teeming with Eritrean refugees nearing Kos.

‘the outside is not another space that resides beyond a determinate
space, but rather, it is the passage, the exteriority that gives access [to]
the experience of the limit itself, the experience of being-within an
outside.’4 It is this experience that makes us always already refugees.

Olson made consideration of the polis the center of the Maximus
poems. Writing about his coastal Massachusetts Ur-city of
Gloucester, he proclaims, ‘As the people of the earth are now,
Gloucester / is heterogeneous, and so can know polis / not a localism’.
He expanded this nascent and prophetic global consciousness in four
lines that enjamb poetics and politics and for me evoke Melville’s
floating global village, the Pequod, populated by what Melville
termed Isolatoes, ‘federated along one keel’. Olson writes: ‘Polis now
/ is a few, is a coherence not even yet new (the island of this city / is
a mainland now of who? who can say who are /citizens?’ (M II 10).

Arguably the limitless and merciless space of the networked world
is a distinctly American creation, part of what the British theorists
Richard Barbrook and Andy Cameron dubbed ‘the Californian
Ideology’.5 It seems clear that against the seamless fabric of
instantaneity and ubiquity of digitized life, what the humanities can
provide is the snag, the run, the flaw that calls attention and marks
resistance, that which gives the space its space and gives the moment
back to itself. In such a world as Charles Olson insisted ‘there are no
hierarchies, no infinite, no such many as mass, there are only / eyes
in all heads, / to be looked out of” (M I 29).

In her influential untitled essay about prosody and politics in Nillings,
the Canadian poet Lisa Robertson notes that a ‘prosodic thinking
of politics will carry Hannah Arendt’s statement concerning the
polis into the domestic sphere also’ pointing to how ‘In The Human
Condition, Arendt, following Aristotle, argues that polis is the
exchange of speech, and arises anywhere and each time this free
exchange takes place.’2

After serving the Roosevelt administration during World War
II, Olson faced the decision of whether to pursue a life as a poet
or accept the offer of the Postmastership of the United States, a
strong temptation for the son of an ordinary mailman. Rather than
choose poetry over politics, he chose to explicitly construe poetry as
politics, speaking of ‘making a Republic/in gloom on Watchhouse
Point’ in Gloucester where he lived, considering his work in terms
of ‘an actual earth of value’. In The Maximus Poems Olson proposed
a political poetics in opposition to what he termed ‘Pejorocracy’—
that is, rule by the worst—propagated by the falsifying language of
the nascent postwar media culture. His figure for the rise of this
commodified media culture was what, punning on both Muzak and
muse, he called ‘mu-sick’. In the half-century since Olson first wrote
of mu-sick, we have come to inhabit an age of pervasive background
entertainments whose ubiquitous taming and containing functions
don’t just take the place of religion as the opiate of the people but in
America distracts populations of opioid users. Mu-sick has evolved
into military-infotainment, recently reaching its perigee in the altright authoritarian regime of a reality television figure. Its controlling
force is a constant spew of low noise and punctuated flarings meant
to keep the populace in a constant present and to suppress memory.

What elements, and more importantly what actions, form the
keel of coherence for humanity let alone the humanities—and
even whether any such coherence is possible—increasingly comes
into question as space, time, and our own embodied selves seem
unsettled. Ours is a world in which the mobile phone makes every
person global and nomadic, locations unfixed, their sole abode in the
body constantly in dispersal. The ocular polis, the world in which
we can see that our actions have consequence and coherence, is
displaced by mere lulling recurrence. ‘I saw it somewhere’, becomes
the warrant of the global citizen inhabiting the dispersal (not the
disappearance) of place. A human’s passing presence is recorded in
shot after shot upon cellphone cameras whose images are either left
unconsidered in the phone’s own archive or dispatched to the cloud
in lieu of remembering, or, as with Snapchat, disappear in hours.
Suspended in Foucault’s ‘place without place’ like the wayward hero
or the refugee, unable to choose either kin or concentration, we
experience our lives as a bracketed present. We lose the embodied
memory of proprioceptive presence whose gravity grounds our
humanity in space, and instead are thrown into the Melvillean
horizon of punctuated time. It is by lingering along this horizon
that the humanities can recover, not its centrality but its own inner
weightiness, among a world of things.
By punctuated time I mean to summon both Bergson’s sense of la
durée and Deleuze’s notion of the cinematic ‘affection-image’ where
the subject ‘experiences itself from the inside’, however, endowing
both with a new liminality of the sort that, in The Coming Community,
Giorgio Agamben identifies as inherently political.3 For Agamben
2 Lisa Robertson, Nillings (Bookthug 2012) 74.
3 See Henri Bergson, Time and Free Will: An Essay on the Immediate Data
of Consciousness (first published 1913; FL Pogson tr, Dover Publications
2001); Gilles Deleuze, Cinema 1 The Movement Image (Hugh Tomlinson
and Barbara Habberjam tr, University of Minnesota Press 1986).
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Writing of Melville, Olson begins his poetic and prophetic study Call
Me Ishmael by locating the American experience in such a continual
and liminal exteriority: ‘I take SPACE to be the central fact to man
born in America, from Folsom cave to now. I spell it large because it
comes large here. Large, and without mercy.’

Politics, like poetics, is an embodied memory art. The Korean novelist
Yi Mun-yol’s celebrated historical novel The Poet begins almost
offhandedly, ‘Perhaps we ought to begin this investigation into the
deviations of his life by evoking the problem of memory.’ Yi’s novel
is intimately concerned with the relation between authorship and the
familial, cultural, and political memory of a poet whose family had
fallen into disgrace during the uprisings of the late Joseon period in
Korea. Yi’s narrator says his main concern was ‘to gain a sense of the
consciousness of the age, which undergoes various transformations
to give rise to [the poet protagonist’s] poems.’
In considering space, politics, and the humanities through these
reflections, I proceed from a belief that poetry (which here stands
as surrogate for the humanities) is, as Yi writes, ‘the product of
4 Giorgio Agamben, The Coming Community (Michael Hardt tr, University
of Minnesota Press 1993).
5 Richard Barbrook and Andy Cameron, ‘The Californian Ideology’ (1995)
1(3) Mute <http://www.metamute.org/editorial/articles/californianideology>.
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consciousness [and] so the pursuit of a poet may turn out in the
end to be the pursuit of consciousness.’ More, I mean to suggest
that even the most troublesome elements of contemporary
digital technologies offer ways forward toward a humanities
capable of provoking consciousness and embodying memory.
Under provocation conscious memory becomes viral—infecting,
inhabiting, and mimicking media culture, spoofing the forms of
what Olson called mu-sick even as it overcomes and supplants them.
It enables global communities assailed by change to track and take
charge of the transformations, which they not only undergo, but in
some fundamental sense co-author in an age of auto-amnesia.
By auto-amnesia I mean to mark the wholesale way in which the world
(or at least the networked part of it) has in recent decades precipitously
and almost unthinkingly offloaded human memory into digital forms.
The giving over of embodied memory to machine memory has taken
place in a profoundly political—if unacknowledged and even invisible—
incremental succession of seemingly passive actions, resulting in a
surrender of our record of seeing for oneself, which is how Charles
Olson translates Herodotus’s use of the Greek verb historein, the
root of history. While notions of the politics of memory have wide
currency among social scientists as the subject of active studies, the
political values of memory itself are challenged by auto-amnesia.
Almost unknowingly we have submitted communal consciousness to
a radical transformation of what it means to remember as well as the
means by which we do so. In offering a witnessing political poetics a
newly configured humanities can help us recover an awareness of not
just what we have given over but the moment of our doing so.
Olson stands as a fervent prophet of embodied memory through
proprioception, which he defines as ‘the data of depth sensibility/the
“body” of us as object which spontaneously or of its own order produces
experience of, “depth”.’ Both conservative calls for a return to a lost
golden age and the Californian Ideology’s radical summoning of new
ages each share a depthless world view flattened by the temporality
of auto-amnesia and the dispersed spatiality of networked presence.
Against such flattened presence and abstracted power Olson set actual
(in both senses of the word as ‘act’ and ‘reality’) embodied politics.
Writing from the aforementioned and fortuitously named Watchhouse
Point in Gloucester, Olson’s charge to the citizen of the polis is
an actual earth of value to
construct one, from rhythm to
image, and image is knowing
To such knowing Olson summons Confucius’ dictum that ‘nothing
is possible without doing it’, insisting upon the immediacy of
presence:
It is where the test lies, malgre
all the thought and all the pell-mell of
proposing it. Or thinking it out or living it
ahead of time. (M 3 90)
				
Knowing through actual doing is something like what the FrancoAmerican political and media theorists Don Foresta and Edwige
Armand, borrowing freely from Bergson, theorize in their
paradoxical notion of le souvenir oublié, the forgotten memory. There
‘our intelligence cannot give form to any part of the real while, in
grappling with the brutality of reality, the body shows forth what it
has seen-through.’6 Through the forgotten memory the polis, the
6 Don Foresta and Edwige Armand, ‘Le saut intuitif’ (unpublished paper,
2016).

world as experienced, is re-placed by proprioceptive presence, the
world as returned to us.
In Walter Benjamin’s famous meditation upon Paul Klee’s painting
Angelus Novus, Benjamin, too, sees a flattened world. The Angel
of History’s face is ‘turned towards the past’ and where ‘we see the
appearance of a chain of events, he sees one single catastrophe, which
unceasingly piles rubble on top of rubble and hurls it before his feet.’
The angel would like ‘to piece together what has been smashed’ but
a wind from paradise keeps him moving.7 Finding ourselves in the
face of such a whirlwind we might long for the time-reversal mirror
of quantum physicists that, rather than allowing us to piece together
the ruins of memory, would instead return us to the forgotten
memory of the intact and inhabited moment before auto-amnesia,
helping us recover and reify our motivations in our present actions.
We live in a time of compounded, prefixed posts, from the postpost-modern to what one might call the post-post-lapsarian, where
the Fall of Man gives way to the rise of the post-human in the
present era. The accompanying fall of what once constituted the
humanities has quite literally become afterthought. It is perhaps not
too facile a pun to speak of our age as a verbal-visual mash-up of
after-word and after-world: the afterwor(l)d.
David Ciccoricco writes about how immersive media ‘tests our ability
to “encode” it in working memory—that is, to actually remember
what we have managed to see.’8 Ciccoricco uses the phrase ‘what
we manage to see’ in a practical way to describe the mental task of
someone reading a rapidly changing screen. The afterwor(l)d invites
a deeper poetic and philosophical consideration of what we manage
to see, not so much looking past as—through a feat of time-reversal—
looking prior to the reality of what only seems to appear in recurrent
flashes upon a screen. To manage to see we must act, doing so by
instinct when the intellect cannot fathom what is before us, and so
undertake the witness of embodied memory in a world of things.
A contemporary version of Plato’s allegory of the cave might illustrate
our alienation from the witness of memory. In recent years passers-by
walking through any large urban US shopping mall during the holidays
might have spied a choreographic pantomime framed in the windows
of computer shops. In this midwinter’s dream lithe young figures,
product demonstrators wearing virtual reality headsets, moved through
an unseen gameworld, a version of which was projected on overhead
monitors. What passers-by viewed upon these monitors was not
what one might call by way of oxymoron the actual experience of the
virtual world, but rather its effect upon the young product evangelists
as it unfolded before their eyes as they stumbled along invisible paths
flowing through their VR headsets. Lost in the gameworld neither
could these mimers view their witnesses, nor know their number, nor
in any way imagine the paths their witnesses wander.
To the witness the movements of the enchanted mimes seemed as supple
as Tai Chi sequences, although what actual or virtual events or matters
might have snagged or enfolded them remained unseen. We would
like to think such pedestrian witnessing is of a different order than the
profundity of silent reading of a poem or novel. Yet traditional forms
hold no franchise upon registering our memories of passing through—
or, for that matter, passing from—a world of things; nor do they hold
sole franchise in registering the things or beings that pass away from
7 Walter Benjamin, ‘On the Concept of History’ (1940) <https://www.
marxists.org/reference/archive/benjamin/1940/history.htm>.
8 David Ciccoricco, Refiguring minds in narrative media (University of
Nebraska Press 2015).
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and among us. It would be presumptuous—and disserve what we
want to secure of, and for, a fluid humanities—to reserve memory to
precincts that circumscribe such virtual, enraptured, spaces. Neither
do the humanities, as traditionally configured, provide us with a
privileged perspective upon the similarly enraptured evangelists in an
online forum, nor upon rabid partisans populating a nationalist rally
or a subreddit, nor upon pseudonymous citizens avidly retweeting the
inculcated scripts of vagrant memes and post-truth narratives. What
comes and goes through these fora is as ephemeral as a walk in the mall
and as unknown as ‘seems’ are to Hamlet.
If we consider auto-amnesia as a form of voluntary cultural dementia,
it may be said to evoke the condition of those of us—young or old—
living in a world that insists upon constantly recurrent presence but
where witness seems unregistered as it passes the threshold into
cloud memory. Once again it would be the worst kind of cultural
arrogance, gross sentimentality, and self-indulgent nostalgia to
imagine that the humanities alone—and especially literature or public
life as priorly constituted—bear witness to the details of life lost.
Deleuze, in speaking of Foucault’s disguised memoir in the form of a
meditation upon Raymond Roussel, Death and the Labyrinth, writes
of experience in terms of its ‘doubling of an emergence, the phrase
of the outside’. Like Foresta and Armand after him, Deleuze locates
this phrase of the outside as body knowledge: ‘(the “snag” [l’accroc])
and the twisting and doubling from one to the other [which] is no
longer the accident of the tissue but the new rule on the basis of
which the external tissue is twisted, invaginated and doubled.’9 The
snag of the outside in the form of what the feminist philosopher and
quantum physicist Karen Barad describes as ‘entanglements in the
lively dance of mattering’, are what a newly considered humanities
can offer as witness.10 Poetics and politics can conspire to entangle
the seamless fabric of instantaneity and ubiquity of digitized life that
takes place not before our eyes but in a space of remove, disappearing
before it can be registered.
At the beginning of this essay, I spoke of the shared roots of Greek
and American notions of the humanities, but now as I near the
end I must confess that Charles Olson in his poem ‘Maximus to
Gloucester, Letter 27 [withheld]’, offers what may at first seem
a parochial and direct disavowal of that affinity. Yet I would
suggest that Olson means to claim a truer affinity between Greek
and American thought than dualistic metaphysical mind-body
distinctions allow, and surely more than the xenophobic rantings of
the orange-haired cyclops recently installed in Washington might
suggest. Instead, Olson situates the roots of Greek and American
affinity in a shared sense of both space and embodied knowledge
alike, one in which—from Herodotean historein to Heraclitian πάντα
‘ρει—everything flows. ‘No Greek’, Olson writes,
		
		

will be able
to discriminate my body.
An American
is a complex of occasions,
themselves a geometry
of spatial nature.
I have this sense,
that I am one
with my skin (M III 185)

9 Gilles Deleuze, Foucault (Seán Hand tr, University of Minnesota Press
1988).
10 Karen Barad, Meeting the Universe Halfway (Duke University Press 2007).
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For Olson, already ‘persuaded that at this [mid]point of the 20th
century it might be possible for man to cease to be estranged, as
Heraclitus said he was in 500 B.C., from that with which he is most
familiar’, the content of a world of things and others, including
everything from animals to stones to the constructs of quantum
physics was ‘the reality in whose face anyone of us has to take a stance
… which yields the possibility of acts which are allowably historic.’
To manage to see we must act, doing so by instinct when the
intellect cannot fathom what is before us. We must want to see. This
is a sort of wanting that, of course, begs the double meanings of
the word ‘want’ in English as both ‘desire’ and ‘lack’. It is a wanting
whose fulfilment requires an instinctive act in Foresta and Armand’s
Bergsonian sense, one that embodies an active recollection of
forgotten memories that the intellect, having no form for, forgets.
Witness, the act of embodied seeing, is essential to the survival of
humanities, which in poetics and politics alike provide primary
arts of seeing through in a globally networked world. For if the
humanities are to avoid slipping into irrelevancy in the face of the
immediacy of social media, virtual presence, and other participatory
and performative technologies, they must act as a shadow to lost
memory, snagging our attention in the way that instinctual memory
twists and doubles experience. That is, a refigured humanities will
not only have to lead us to what we remember, but—in the face of an
increasingly pervasive auto-amnesia—help us recover an awareness
that we do and must remember in order to be fully alive.
This will involve, and involve us in, what Karen Barad calls the way
‘the world theorizes as well as experiments with itself.’11 To be fully
alive we must stray from the path, set off in ships or rubber rafts.
‘I fear chiefly lest my expression may not be extra-vagant enough’,
Thoreau wrote, ‘may not wander far enough beyond the narrow
limits of my daily experience, so as to be adequate to the truth of
which I have been convinced.’ Outside these limits—in Karen
Barad’s punning formulation—mattering is what all of creation
does. ‘Figuring, reconfiguring’ she writes, ‘life, whether organic
or inorganic, animate or inanimate, is not an unfolding algorithm.
Electrons, molecules, brittlestars, jellyfish, coral reefs, dogs, rocks,
icebergs, plants, asteroids, snowflakes, and bees stray from all
calculable paths, making leaps here and there, or rather, making
here and there from leaps.’12
An embodied witnessing will involve us in active transmission in
which the Shannon information model is supplanted by a hydraulic,
multichanneled material presence of the sort that Alphonso Lingis
summons in his insistence that ‘to live is to echo the vibrancy of
things.’ In ‘The Murmur of the World’ he describes a world—our
actual world—in which ‘if the reception of a determinate signal is the
segregation of a sonorous field into figure and background drone,
the emission of a determinate signal forms the hum of the field.’13
This is the prospect from, and to which, we must summon a
humanities whose own long history endows it with the courage,
grace, and humility to give witness to its kinship with media
of presence and the ways in which the continuity of each are
intertwined. In English, the phrases ‘bear witness’ and ‘give witness’
are often used interchangeably but where they differ, not just in the
verbs but in their implied arenas, is critical. What we bear upon
us we often do not, or cannot, give. It weighs us down, marks us,
11 ibid.
12 ibid.
13 Alphonso Lingis, The Community of Those Who Have Nothing in Common
(Indiana University Press 1994).
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and is most often kept to ourselves. And even when we do shift our
burdens of witness toward others it is often to oppress or mark or
contain them. Giving witness lightens us of such confining burdens
and extends a light to the others to whom we give it upon whatever
shores they come to us.
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Introduction
Arendt’s account of modernity and The Human Condition (1958)1

O

pening the final section of The Human Condition (1958), ‘The
vita activa and the modern age’, Hannah Arendt references a
quote by Franz Kafka:

He found the Archimedean point, but he used it against
himself; it seems that he was permitted to find it only
under this condition.2
With the advent of space flight, humankind had decisively located
Archimedes’ point—the hypothetical vantage point from which one
can view the entire Earth, and perhaps even move it. For Arendt, this
event marked the continuation of a centuries-long trend, beginning
with Galileo’s invention of the telescope, whereby scientific
and technological progress alienated humanity from its natural,
earthbound existence. In this essay, I will explore two dimensions
of Arendt’s opposition to the Space Race: firstly, the Space Race
as antithetical to humanity’s natural, earthbound existence, as
embodied by her concept of ‘earth alienation’; and, secondly, the
Space Race as symbolic of a rejection of human political existence,
this being exemplified by the civic republicanism of Arendt’s ideal
polity. Taken together, Arendt’s writings on space illuminate
her broader theory of the relationship between technology and
modernity, for the space race ultimately serves as a metaphor for the
technicalisation of modern life, which alienates human beings from
the essential realities of the world. Her utopian vision of the modern
American republic acts as an antidote to these ills.
This discussion must be located within Arendt’s account of modernity
and the basic conditions and activities of human life, as outlined in
The Human Condition. For the purposes of this essay, two of Arendt’s
basic conditions of human existence are of particular importance.
The first of these, the condition of ‘plurality’, is at the core of her
1 Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition (first published 1958, University of
Chicago Press 1998).
2 ibid 248.
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critique of the Western tradition of political thought since Plato. In
opposition to the tendency of political philosophers to fetishise the
lone individual, she presents plurality: the fact that ‘men, not Man,
live on the earth and inhabit the world’.3 Human plurality is the
foundational condition of political life, because politics necessarily
takes place in the spaces and interactions between people.4 The
second condition, that of ‘natality’, is ‘the new beginning inherent
in birth’.5 If all politics requires plurality, political action is made
possible by natality, which reflects the human capacity to take
initiative and begin anew, the wellspring of all political acts.
These conditions, plurality and natality, have a close and coconstitutive relationship with the three basic activities of active
human life, or the vita activa, which Arendt contrasts with the vita
contemplativa, the life of contemplation. She identifies these activities
as follows. Firstly, the activity of labour, the natural, cyclical activities
undertaken by animal laborans (man as a labouring animal) to meet
physical and biological needs, for instance by farming crops for
consumption. Secondly, the activity of work, those ‘higher’ forms
of production through which homo faber (man the maker) creates
the objects that together comprise the stable, enduring world of
human ‘artifice’. Finally, the activity of action, ‘the political activity
par excellence’, those activities performed in the public realm, with
deliberate intent and in concert with others.6
Arendt does not put forth a political programme in The Human
Condition. It was neither intended to present an exhaustive list of
the activities undertaken by human beings, nor to make claims
about human nature as such. This reflects Arendt’s view that the
activities and conditions of human life are not immutable—in fact,
technological developments have the potential to fundamentally
disrupt them. She gives the example of future scientific advancements
enabling the artificial creation of human life, thereby disrupting
the condition of natality, the emergence of life itself.7 The Human
3
4
5
6
7

ibid 8.
ibid 176.
ibid 9.
ibid 7–8.
ibid 268–69.
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Condition traces the development of the human condition and its
associated activities through the lens of modernity.

Race and earth alienation must be situated within her thought on
science and technology.

Arendt’s account of modernity is structured around four key
features: world alienation, earth alienation, the rise of the social, and
the victory of animal laborans. These features reflect two stages in
the development of the modern age. The first, from the sixteenth
century to the nineteenth, ‘corresponds to world alienation and the
rise of the social’; the second, from the beginning of the twentieth
century, ‘corresponds to earth alienation and the victory of animal
laborans’.8 While ‘world alienation’ and ‘the rise of the social’ are
also linked to Arendt’s account of the Space Race, this essay will
foreground its connection to ‘earth alienation’ and ‘the triumph of
animal laborans’, as the two features of modernity which correspond
to the advent of the twentieth century, and which—in contrasting
ways—embody the phenomenon of the Space Race.

In the cultural discourse of France, West Germany, and the United
States—the countries in which Arendt ‘spent significant amounts
of time during the 1950s’—13the thorny problem of technology,
and humanity’s ability to control its growing technological powers,
was a recurring theme. In Einführung in die Metaphysik (1953), the
published version of lectures given in 1935, Heidegger praises
National Socialism for staging an ‘encounter between global
technology and modern humanity’.14 He analogises the USA and
USSR to technology, and Germany to modern humanity. Although
Arendt departs, of course, from her mentor’s invidious comparison
between the United States and Germany, she shares his concern
with technology ‘as a feature of modernity’,15 as do many other
twentieth century theorists with whom she is critically engaged,
including Max Weber and Karl Jaspers.

Philosophical context
Arendt’s understanding of alienation has its origins in the thought of
Martin Heidegger, with whom she critically reengaged throughout
the 1950s. Although this essay will not explore his philosophical
doctrine in detail, two foundational concepts are of critical
importance for understanding Arendt’s analysis of the Space Race:
alienation and disclosure. Alienation refers to Heidegger’s belief
that formal or technical modes of thought, as found in scientific
and technical disciplines, estrange human beings from the object
they seek to understand.9 This prevents them from knowing
‘Being’, understood as the unknowable source that emanates from
all beings, including human beings. Conversely, disclosure refers to
Heidegger’s belief that humans can only know Being when they stop
attempting to force knowledge of it through formal and technical
means.10 Only then will Being ‘disclose’ itself to them.
Arendt’s interpretation of alienation is particularly relevant to Part
1 of this essay; her reworking of Heidegger’s theory of disclosure
is central to Part 2. This reflects the fact that many political and
historical phenomena, including the Space Race, can become
allegories for alienation and disclosure. Within this framework,
Part 1 will analyse the Space Race as a rebellion against humanity’s
natural, earthbound existence, with particular reference to the
concepts of earth alienation and the triumph of animal laborans.

1. The Space Race as a rebellion against humanity’s
natural, earthbound existence
Situating the Space Race
Earth alienation refers to humanity’s attempts to escape from the
‘shackles of earth-bound experience’, as demonstrated by the drive
towards the conquest and exploration of space.11 Given that the
Earth ‘is the very quintessence of the human condition’, it is perhaps
unsurprising that in the prologue to The Human Condition, Arendt
calls the 1957 launch of the first artificial satellite, Sputnik I, an
event ‘second in importance to no other, not even to the splitting of
the atom’.12 Yet her account of the relationship between the Space
8 Maurizio Passerin d’Entreves, ‘Hannah Arendt’ in The Stanford
Encyclopaedia of Philosophy (Fall edn, 2019).
9 Martin Heidegger, Being and Time (John Macquarie and Edward
Robinson trs, SCM Press 1962) 91–107.
10 ibid 256–69.
11 Arendt (n 1) 265–67.
12 ibid 1–2.

Arendt’s concern with the Space Race as earth alienation therefore
reflects a broader problem with which she, with Heidegger, was
consistently preoccupied: the ‘technicalisation’ of modern life. This
term refers to the ‘growing artificiality’, driven by technological
development, which was replacing humanity’s natural environs
with man-made artifice.16 In the twentieth century, existing
debates about technicalisation were revived by key developments
of modernity:17 automation,18 space flight, and nuclear fission,
with its potential to provide a limitless energy source or ‘destroy
all organic life on earth’.19 In the post-war era of ‘Big Science’,
with vast amounts of government funding funnelled into
scientific research, a sense of technological possibility abounded.20
However, this sense of possibility was both utopian and dystopian,
as reflected in the contrasting cases of astrofuturism and Arendt’s
thought on technology.
Astrofuturism: A contrast case
Astrofuturism, a genre of science fiction writing and expression
of utopian dreaming, developed in American intellectual and
popular culture after World War II, although its historical roots
lie in nineteenth-century imperialism and the myth of the colonial
‘frontier’.21 Its central preoccupation is with ‘an escape from
terrestrial history’ by eschewing humanity’s earthly limitations for
the final frontier of space.22 As with the Space Race and the atomic
age, there exists a tension between war and peace in astrofuturism,
which encompasses visions of American space colonisation—
evident in the militaristic fantasies of authors like Robert
Heinlein—as well as the ‘utopian, socialist hopes’ of contemporary
13 Waseem Yaqoob, ‘The Archimedean point: Science and technology
in the thought of Hannah Arendt, 1951–1963’ (2014) 44(3) Journal of
European Studies 199, 204.
14 ibid 204.
15 ibid 204.
16 d’Entreves (n 8) 1.
17 Benjamin Lazier, ‘Earthrise, or the Globalization of the World Picture’
(2011) 116(3) American Historical Review 602, 604.
18 Brian Simbirski, ‘Cybernetic Muse: Hannah Arendt on Automation,
1951–1958’ (2016) 77(4) Journal of the History of Ideas 589, 590.
19 Arendt (n 1) 148–50.
20 Malisa Kurtz, ‘Utopia…: Science Fiction in the 1950s and 1960s’ in Eric
Carl Link and Gerry Canavan (eds), The Cambridge History of Science
Fiction (Cambridge University Press 2018) 201–02.
21 De Witt Douglas Kilgore, ‘Introduction: The Wonderful Dream’ in De
Witt Douglas Kilgore, Astrofuturism: Science, Race, and Visions of Utopia in
Space (University of Pennsylvania Press 2003) 1.
22 ibid 1–2.
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astrofuturists like Kim Stanley Robinson.23 Central to all
astrofuturism, however, is the ideology of ‘techno-utopianism’:
the belief that technological progress is both imminent and a
potential cure for social, political, and economic ills on Earth.24
As Imre Szeman notes, techno-utopian discourse is ‘employed by
government officials, environmentalists, and scientists from across
the political spectrum’, as well as by astrofuturists.25
Astrofuturism and techno-utopianism significantly influenced,
and were influenced by, the Space Race. Their utopian vision thus
offers a useful context and contrast case for Arendt’s more dystopian
thought on science and technology. Space, for Arendt, is far from
an astrofuturistic ‘site of renewal’.26 While she does not believe a
reversal of existing technology is possible or desirable,27 her writings,
from The Origins of Totalitarianism (1951) to The Human Condition
(1958) to ‘The Conquest of Space and the Stature of Man’ (1963),
reflect two major concerns about modern technology: firstly, that
humanity’s lack of control over its rapidly developing technological
powers may spell catastrophe, and secondly, that, in the modern
age, the natural is gradually being subordinated to the artificial and
technical, facilitating the rise of consumer society.28
The Space Race as earth alienation
Arendt understands the Space Race as the culmination of a deeply
rooted tendency within modern scientific and technical knowledge.
This view is also reflected in her treatment of nuclear power,
which supports her diagnosis of the alienating consequences of
modern technology. As Brent Ryan Bellamy writes, in contrast
to the techno-utopian discourse surrounding space flight and
nuclear energy, the militarisation of both phenomena with the
development of atomic bombs and intercontinental ballistic
missiles (ICBMs) returned ‘terror … to the technological object’.29
Arendt’s worries, however, are ontologically oriented. She is
less concerned by the destructive power of nuclear technology
than by its tendency to divorce ‘technical capability from social
understanding’.30 The inability of the general public to understand
nuclear technology makes ‘conscious’, informed decisions about
its use difficult, if not impossible.31 For Arendt, this is an example
of what happens when technical knowledge is divorced from
ordinary speaking and thinking.
Arendt’s second concern, relating to the triumph of the ‘artificial’
and the technicalisation of modernity, is embodied by the Space
Race as the pinnacle of earth alienation. She traces the origins
of earth alienation to Galileo’s invention of the telescope in
1609, which first alienated ‘man from his immediate earthly
surroundings’.32 With Galileo’s discovery of the Archimedean
point, human beings, now capable of imagining themselves at a
vast distance from Earth (see fig 1), began to feel that they were
23 ibid 1–2.
24 Kurtz (n 20) 202.
25 Imre Szeman, ‘Oil, Futurity, and the Anticipation of Disaster’ (2007)
106(4) South Atlantic Quarterly 812.
26 Kilgore (n 21) 2.
27 Yaqoob (n 13) 207.
28 Arendt (n 1) 268–69.
29 Brent Ryan Bellamy, ‘…or Bust: Science Fiction and the Bomb, 1945–
1960’ in Eric Carl Link and Gerry Canavan (eds), The Cambridge History
of Science Fiction (Cambridge University Press 2018) 220.
30 Simbirski (n 18) 594.
31 ibid 595.
32 Arendt (n 1) 251.
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Fig 1. Archimedes’ lever (unknown, Mechanics Magazine 1824).
Annenberg Rare Book and Manuscript Library, University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, USA. Wikimedia Commons. <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Lever#/media/File:Archimedes_lever_(Small).jpg> accessed 8 June 2021.

‘terrestrial not by nature’ but only by chance.33 To leave Earth
behind seemed fitting of their true nature as ‘universal beings’.34
This is the phenomenon of earth alienation.
The crucial result of the discovery of the Archimedean point, then,
was a rebellion against aspects of the human condition which
were previously ‘earthbound and subject to contingency’.35 This
event marked the beginning of earth alienation and, in fuelling the
corresponding development of the natural sciences and astrophysics,
led to the technological advances which, many centuries later, gave
birth to nuclear fission and the Space Race. The Space Race both
embodies and facilitates earth alienation, and its use of technology
to escape Earth is symbolic of the triumph of the ‘artificial’ over the
‘natural’. For Arendt, this is evident in the creation of ‘new heavenly
bodies’ in the form of satellites like Sputnik I36 and in the astrofuturist
dream of space colonisation. The central figure in Arendt’s analysis
is, of course, the astronaut. As she writes in ‘The Conquest of Space
and the Stature of Man’, which was published after the departure
of USSR probes to the Moon in 1959, and the launch of the first
American satellite in 1962:
The astronaut, shot into outer space and imprisoned in
his instrument-ridden capsule where each actual physical
encounter with his surroundings would spell immediate
death, might well be taken as the symbolic incarnation
of Heisenberg’s man — the man who will be the less
likely ever to meet anything but himself and man-made
things the more ardently he wishes to eliminate all
anthropocentric considerations from his encounter with
the non-human world around him.37
Here it is appropriate that Arendt should treat the astronaut as a
‘symbol’. Lying behind her portrait of a man cut-off from the world
by man-made instruments, we catch a glimpse of Heidegger’s
metaphysical account of how technical knowledge alienates man
33 ibid 263.
34 ibid 263.
35 Yaqoob (n 13) 211.
36 Arendt (n 1) 268–69.
37 Hannah Arendt, ‘The Conquest of Space and the Stature of Man’
(first published 1963; The New Atlantis, Fall 2007) 1 <https://www.
thenewatlantis.com/publications/the-conquest-of-space-and-thestature-of-man>.
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from ‘Being’. Arendt’s critique of the Space Race, particularly as it
relates to the supremacy of technical language and instruments over
the natural world and ordinary language (as in the above passage),
can be viewed as an allegory for Heidegger’s concepts of Being
and alienation, as outlined in the introduction to this essay. The
Space Race, as the embodiment of earth alienation, is the highest
form of Heideggerian alienation. Earth itself is a symbol of Being,
while the artificial technologies of the Space Race and the atomic
age are symbols of the alienation of knowledge from Being—and,
ultimately, of humanity’s disconnect from the primal reality of the
world, for this is how Arendt conceptualises ‘Being’.38
As the logical outcome of earth alienation, Arendt’s Space Race
marks a key event in the technicalisation of modernity: the gradual
replacement of humanity’s natural surroundings with the manmade and the artificial. Crucially, for Arendt, technicalisation is
not inherently undesirable.39 Human artifice has ‘strongly positive
connotations’ for her, as the reflection of homo faber’s capacity
for invention and in the classical tradition, which equates human
artifice with civilisation.40 The great danger of technicalisation,
however, is that it accelerates existing patterns of consumption. The
logical result of this acceleration is that society will eventually be
subsumed by ‘an enormously intensified life process’—an infinite
process of production and consumption—until a ‘true consumers’
society’ dominates.41
As a result of her deep commitment to the idea that human beings
are tethered to the Being from which they devolve, Arendt views
the conditions of human existence as fundamentally worldly, where
the world acts as a proxy for the notion of Being. It is for this reason
that Arendt argues that the colonisation of space would pose ‘the
most radical change’ imaginable to the human condition.42 As the
embodiment of earth alienation, the Space Race represents, for
Arendt, a rejection of humanity’s natural, earthbound existence—
understood as humanity’s attachment to Being—and thus a rejection
of the capacity of the human being to be at home in the world. This
is the fundamental thought that lies behind her idea that the Space
Race symbolises the triumph of the artificial over the natural, which
is itself characteristic of the technicalisation of modernity and the
rise of consumer society.
The Space Race as the triumph of animal laborans
At the same time, however, Arendt also puts forth a differing
conception of the ‘natural–artificial’ dichotomy as it relates to
modernity, and here the Space Race plays a different role. In this
account, modernity ‘has brought us too close to nature … by elevating
labor … to the highest point within the vita activa’.43 Labour is the
most natural of human activities because it exists to fulfil our base
biological needs. Its rise over work and action is the phenomenon
which Arendt labels ‘the triumph of animal laborans’, the second
defining feature of modernity since the twentieth century. Her
account of the relationship between labour, nature, and modernity
must be understood in relation to her history of modern science, as
outlined in ‘The vita activa and the modern age’, the final section of
The Human Condition.
38 Margaret Canovan, Hannah Arendt: A Reinterpretation of her Political
Thought (Cambridge University Press 1992).
39 Arendt (n 1) 132.
40 Canovan (n 38) 109.
41 Arendt (n 1) 132–33.
42 ibid 10.
43 d’Entreves (n 8) 1.

Fig 2. Earthrise (William Anders 1968). National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Washington, DC, USA. Wikimedia Commons.
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:NASA-Apollo8-Dec24-Earthrise.
jpg> accessed 8 June 2021.

Here, Arendt posits a relationship between ‘science, secularization
and the emergence of modern politics’.44 She argues that, from
the sixteenth century onward, the development of the natural
sciences supported secularisation by undermining popular faith
in the divine. Secularism and the precepts of the natural sciences
became the foundation of modern politics and philosophies
of history. She finds evidence of this in Karl Marx’s dialectical
materialism, which justifies ‘experimental interventions’ into
society guided by natural laws.45 Crucially, it is also demonstrated
by the victory of labour, the only activity within the vita activa
which is driven by an eternal, cyclical ‘process’ much like the
processes of the natural sciences.46
This account of secularisation and modernisation is pessimistic, a
fact exemplified by Arendt’s treatment of the Space Race. In this
alternative account of modernity, the Space Race represents a
rejection not of humanity’s natural, earthbound existence, but of
human consciousness as it currently exists. From the distance of the
Archimedean point, all human activity resembles a ‘large-scale
biological process’, akin to watching the operations of an ant colony
from a great height, rather than the result of deliberate human and
cultural innovation.47 With the publication of Earthrise in 1968,
a decade after Arendt’s publication of The Human Condition, the
Archimedean point became image (see fig 2). This reduction of
human life to a process signals the triumph of labour, that eternal
biological process, over work and action.
Arendt finds two repercussions following from this account of
labour and the Space Race highly concerning. The first of these
is that a species of labourers, as humanity will become, lacks the
judgment necessary to control its growing technological powers.
Her second concern—that the transcendental nature of space travel
might disrupt the human psyche—filtered into the popular culture
of the era. In his short story ‘The Dead Astronaut’, JG Ballard writes
44
45
46
47

Yaqoob (n 13) 200.
ibid 200.
Arendt (n 1) 308–16.
Arendt (n 37) 1.
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of relic hunters who collect the mummified corpses of astronauts
killed in orbit, treasuring the remains like ‘the saintly bones of
medieval shrines’.48 Yet the remains of a NASA astronaut turn out to
be radioactive—he ‘was carrying an atomic weapon!’49 Ballard’s tale
of cursed bones echoes premodern superstitions about the ‘reckless
handling of sacred objects’, rewritten for the space age.50 It is possible
to imagine an Arendtian reading of Ballard’s dead astronauts, cut off
from life by their instrumental cocoons, but Ballard’s gore seems to
owe more to Mary Shelley than Martin Heidegger.
Other writers of the period rejected Arendt and Ballard’s pessimism.
Although not explicitly, these writers are often ‘thinking with
Arendt against Arendt’.51 They deploy her categories of natality
and plurality—the miracle of life and plural human existence—to
argue that in (temporarily) leaving Earth behind, human beings’
connection to their home and one another is strengthened, rather
than disrupted. The publication of Earthrise (see fig 2) energised
these responses, as captured by a line from Archibald MacLeish’s
‘Riders on the Earth’ (1968):
To see the earth as it truly is, small and blue and beautiful in that
eternal silence where it floats, is to see ourselves as riders on the
earth together, brothers on that bright loveliness in the eternal
cold—brothers who know now they are truly brothers.52
Ambiguities in Arendt’s account of modernity
Ultimately, Arendt reconciles her contrasting accounts of modernity
by labelling them a paradox: the triumph of animal laborans over
homo faber and zoon politikon (the political animal) has transformed
human beings into ‘human animals unconscious of their capacities
and responsibilities’.53 Such a species is ill suited to exercise the
‘earth-threatening powers’ bestowed upon it by technological
development and earth alienation.54 Nevertheless, Arendt’s
assessment of modernity, the role of ‘nature’ within it, and the
relationship of the Space Race to the ‘artificial/natural’ dichotomy
retains a fundamental ambiguity. The modern era is both ‘too
natural and too artificial’—55not only in a paradoxical sense, but in a
manner which obscures the boundaries of the categories of ‘nature’
and ‘artifice’ themselves.
Arendt’s concern with the Space Race also contains a strongly
normative element. The Space Race is anathema to her ideal of
human political existence. This is because action, particularly
action as a spatially grounded phenomenon, is integral to Arendt’s
conception of ‘the good life’. In The Human Condition, she does not
explicitly link the Space Race to her account of action and the public
realm. As such, while Part 1 of this essay was drawn directly from
Arendt’s writings on the Space Race and modernity, Part 2 is my
own interpretation, and aims to elucidate the full implications of the
Space Race for Arendt’s ideal of human political existence. It might
48 JG Ballard, The Dead Astronaut: 10 Stories of Space Flight (Playboy Press
1968) 2.
49 ibid 6.
50 Umberto Rossi, ‘A Little Something about Dead Astronauts’ (2009) 36(1)
Science Fiction Studies 101, 107.
51 Patchen Markell, ‘Arendt, Hannah (1906–75)’ in The Encyclopedia of
Political Thought (2014).
52 (as quoted in Denis Cosgrove, Apollo’s Eye: A Cartographic Genealogy of the
Earth in the Western Imagination (Johns Hopkins University Press 2001)
259.
53 Margaret Canovan, ‘Introduction’ in Arendt (n 1) x–xi.
54 ibid x–xi.
55 d’Entreves (n 8) 1.
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thereby contribute to existing bodies of literature examining her
writings on technology and modern politics.56

2. The Space Race as antithetical to Arendt’s ideal
of human political existence
Action and the public realm in Arendt’s ideal polity
Kei Hiruta rejects the common narrative that Arendt is an antiutopian thinker.57 Arendt belongs to a group of émigré intellectuals
and liberal critics of totalitarianism, including Isaiah Berlin, Jacob
Talmon, and Karl Popper, who argue that the utopian impulse is
inherently totalitarian because the utopian ‘blueprint’ demands the
punishment or eradication of all that fails to meet its impossible
standards.58 While Arendt certainly rejects the blueprint narrative
of the classical utopian tradition, Hiruta argues that her writings
display another kind of utopian dreaming, which consists of ‘an
imaginative and idealized reconstruction of existing polities’.59
For Arendt, this ideal polity is the modern American republic,
reimagined in the civic republican tradition of thinkers from the
ancient Greeks to Montesquieu and Alexis de Tocqueville. America’s
primary appeal is that it enables its citizens to live ‘the good life’ in
Arendt’s understanding of the term, within which public political
participation is central.
Politics, in this account, is the process of active civic engagement
in the public realm. The public realm is the site where many
unique individuals meet and act together to begin things anew,
thus reflecting the conditions of plurality and natality. Action
in the public realm symbolises hope and possibility. This is why
the meaning of action, for Arendt, is exemplified by moments of
revolution—she often references the American Revolution and the
Hungarian Revolution of 1956—where the enactment of something
new lays the foundation for the attainment of greater freedom.
However, freedom, in Arendt’s account, is not freedom of choice
in the liberal tradition. It is the capacity to do something new or
unexpected, thereby actualising the condition of natality, the miracle
of life itself.60
Action is not without its drawbacks, and The Human Condition
should not be read as a treatise on its assets relative to labour and
work. Just as Max Weber draws attention to the irreversible and
unintended consequences which result from political action, Arendt
notes that action is ‘boundless’ and ‘unpredictable’.61 Nevertheless,
the public realm is of profound importance to Arendt because of the
benefits which accrue to the individual, political life, and to human
civilisation, from human beings acting together in the public realm.
For the individual, action in the public realm is a crucial means of
disclosing one’s identity—that which makes a person ‘who’ they
are.62 For political life, action is essential: it is the means by which
human beings constitute political communities, develop a sense of
political agency, and form opinions and judgements in concert with

56 Canovan (n 38); d’Entreves (n 8); Kei Hiruta, ‘An “Anti-Utopian
Age?” Isaiah Berlin’s England, Hannah Arendt’s America, and Utopian
Thinking in Dark Times’ (2017) 22(1) Journal of Political Ideologies 12;
Markell (n 51); Simbirski (n 18); Yaqoob (n 13).
57 Hiruta (n 56).
58 ibid 12–13.
59 ibid 12.
60 d’Entreves (n 8) 1.
61 Arendt (n 1) 192.
62 ibid 178.
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the diverse perspectives of their peers.63 For human civilisation, the
public realm enables the remembrance of great deeds, words, and
individuals long gone, and it functions as the ‘locus of a civilisation
that transcends generations’.64
Some of the themes implicit in these benefits—the ability of the
individual to shape politics through action, the centrality of political
agency, and the importance of remembrance—should be understood
in light of twentieth-century experiences of war and persecution.
These led to a revival of ‘anti-materialist, epic and tragic values’ in
many émigré intellectuals, including Arendt.65
Yet the most important characteristic of the public realm, for
Arendt, is that only in the public realm can reality disclose itself. As
Margaret Canovan notes, the critical importance of the disclosure of
reality to Arendt must be situated within two contexts.66 The first
of these is The Origins of Totalitarianism, where Arendt highlights an
open public realm as a necessary site of resistance to the ‘ideological
fictions’ of totalitarian regimes.67 The second is her intellectual
engagement with Heidegger, who claims that Being is disclosed
in those spaces that people create together, when individuals stop
thinking about Being using formal and technical instruments. The
difference between humans and animals lies in this ‘unique human
capacity for experiencing reality in its fullness’.68 Arendt’s theory
of action, then, should be read as an allegory for the suspension of
formal thought that allows Being to disclose itself to humans. With
this allegory, Arendt de-alienates humans from the world and one
another. In her account of action as it relates to politics, then, politics
is a de-alienated ‘relatedness to others’, to oneself, and to Earth.69
Specific to Arendt’s account of disclosure is her new definition of the
‘space’ in which reality discloses itself. Heidegger was uninterested
in participatory politics, but for Arendt the space of disclosure is
the public realm, formed by the discourse and action of plural
human beings. In other words, reality can only be disclosed in a
free and open political realm—‘the opposite of the regime to which
Heidegger gave his support’.70 In her chapter on ‘Action’ in The
Human Condition, Arendt focuses on the transformative importance
of disclosure to the individual. Their own reality, identity, and
sense of self as a unique individual, in contrast to the homogeneity
of animal laborans, can only be affirmed through interactions with
their fellows in the public realm.71 Without this, human beings are
‘deprived of things essential to a truly human life’.72 Seen in this
light, in treating political action as the condition of self- and worlddisclosure, Arendt locates participatory politics as the great antidote
to the technological alienation of human beings from the world that
she allegorises to the Space Race. The Space Race should be viewed
as antithetical to Arendt’s ideal polity because its technological basis
threatens to disrupt the existence of the public realm, and thus the
disclosure of reality.

technological possibility and such discourses as astrofuturism,
humanity’s colonisation of space was viable, even imminent. As late
as 1974, the front page of The New York Times declared ‘Proposal
for Human Colonies in Space is Hailed by Scientists as Feasible
Now’.73 Within this context, the Space Race disrupts the existence
of a different kind of space to the space of Being, namely the physical
space of the public realm. The public realm has two core features:
the ‘space of appearance’ and the existence of a ‘common world’. The
polis, or space of appearance, is not a physical location but a space for
action which is created and re-created by the interactions between
individuals. The polis requires, however, a physical foundation from
which this space of appearance can emerge: a ‘common world’,
involving physical and temporal proximity between people and
their shared world of artifice.74 People must meet with one another,
in physical spaces and institutions, to hear one another’s opinions,
discuss and debate political issues, and act in concert to achieve
political goals. Spatiality is central to the ‘common world’, and thus
also to the public realm, to Arendt’s conception of citizenship, and to
her ideal of political life. The Space Race, therefore, is antithetical to
Arendt’s ideal of humanity’s political existence—antithetical to her
utopia, although she would not have termed it as such.

Conclusion
This essay has explored two dimensions of Hannah Arendt’s critical
writings on the Space Race: firstly, the Space Race as a rejection
of humanity’s natural, earthbound existence, as embodied by the
concept of ‘earth alienation’; and, secondly, that the Space Race
is antithetical to her ideal polity—as exemplified by the modern
American republic—because it serves as an allegory for the
technological disruption of the public realm and the disclosure of
reality. The Archimedean point, located by the astronauts of the
Cold War Space Race, threatened to alienate human beings from
the reality of Being, the Earth, and one another—a dystopian
prospect indeed.

The Space Race as antithetical to the public realm
In the space age of the 1950s–1960s, informed by a sense of
63 d’Entreves (n 8) 1.
64 Canovan (n 38) 111.
65 ibid 139–40.
66 ibid 110–12.
67 ibid 111.
68 ibid 112.
69 Arendt (n 1) 210.
70 Canovan (n 38) 112.
71 Arendt (n 1) 208.
72 ibid 58.

73 Walter Sullivan, ‘Proposal for Human Colonies in Space is Hailed by
Scientists as Feasible Now’ The New York Times (New York, 13 May
1974) 1.
74 Arendt (n 1) 198–99.
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W

hen writing critically about the Russian avant-garde,
one finds oneself inexorably drawn towards cosmism,
as inexorably as the Earth towards the Sun. Russian
cosmism has nothing to do with the thematisation of cosmic feeling,
unity with the cosmos, or other kinds of mystical experience as
we know them in, for example, the esoteric, occultist Theosophy
that made its way through Russia at around the same time. What
concerned cosmists the most was, in fact, the natural universe, of
stars and Sun and Earth. To them, nature was an enemy. Nature,
after all, let men die. Some might even say it killed them.
Like the Marxists, the Russian cosmists practised philosophy not
as an explanation of things as they are, but as a project of their
transformation. Unlike the Marxists, they relied not on the ‘natural’
development of technology, but the envisioning of a new, radically
different kind of technology. At this point, philosophy begins to
move into the terrain of science fiction, a genre which has always
concerned itself with man’s relationship with technology. This
was also, as it happens, one of its entry points into the avant-garde
movement. This piece will not be an exhaustive appraisal of their
intersections, though it will touch on them where relevant. It will
instead be an analysis of what Russian cosmism has to say about the
human condition, about our relationship with space, and about our
relationship with time.
Science fiction has traditionally also concerned itself with time,
and with humanity’s relationship with its past and future. The
Russian avant-garde was similarly occupied with these questions.
The Russian artists who called their art Futurist, Suprematist,
Constructivist, and later Productivist understood the present time
as a point of transition from the past to the future, and so they tried
to liberate themselves from the past as far as possible. They created
their art not for the audience of the present, infested as they were
by the bacteria of the past, but for the audience of the future. This
audience, a humanity of a constructed future, was to be liberated
from the oppressive energies of the past. But a liberatory ideal on
this scale raises questions. Will mankind exist in the future at all?
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And if yes, how? There were no obvious answers. As Nietzsche
had proclaimed, God was dead: the survival of mankind lost its
ontological guarantee. The human race became subordinate to
cosmic forces which cared not whether it lived or died.
The Russian cosmists understood the cosmic order as regulated by
the force of gravity. However, gravity can also lead to a destruction
of this order, a destruction of life. We might think, for example, of an
asteroid drawn to Earth by the force of gravity, leaving devastation
in its wake. If art and culture were made for the audience of the
future, not the present, then one should take measures to guarantee
the existence of this audience. However, to protect the Earth and its
population means to liberate mankind from the ambivalent force
of gravity. This is a necessary and urgent task—not least because
gravity is a burden of the past, which the avant-garde despised—
but an implausible one. A similar construction of social liberation
was established in the mid-nineteenth century by Auguste Comte
in his book System of Positive Polity: Treatise on Sociology Instituting
the Religion of Humanity. At the beginning of the book, Comte
formulates the main principle of this new ‘religion of Humanity’:
reason must be subjected to sentiment, to feeling.1 Here Comte
redefines and expands the main principle of his philosophy, which
rejects everything spiritual and inaccessible to our feelings, not
least reason. Comte understands feeling not only as an empirical
experience, but as a principle unifying human society. Social feeling
is what binds humanity together.
Comte was, however, keenly aware of the limitations of social
feeling. He believed that the intensification of social feeling leads
to communism, which destroys a human society that, as we know,
is based not on feeling but on the power of gravity. Individual
human existence depends on the social order, and the social order
is subordinate to the cosmic order. Comte reminds us of the old
1 Auguste Comte, System of Positive Polity: General View of Positivism and
Introductory Principles (John Henry Bridges tr, Longmans, Green and
Company 1875).
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laws of Newton: that we live under the same laws of gravity as the
ever-active celestial bodies above us. Thus, it is gravity which orders
our society. The communist revolution would be a revolution
against gravity – and as such doomed to fail. Comte asserts that
the ‘religion of humanity’ is the only true religion, as it is the only
one whose object of veneration—humanity—undeniably exists. But
if the reality of humanity in the present is a fact, its existence in
the future is a matter of faith, of social myth. This social myth, or
secular religion, is necessary for our species’ actions, because failing
to believe in human perseverance would immobilise us. This faith
relies not on the facts but solely on social feeling. Of course, gravity
cannot prevent the cosmos from catastrophising humanity. The
anticipation of such a possibility, Comte believes, makes the religion
of humanity even more soberingly necessary. If we try to trace the
source of this faith, however, we arrive once more at social feeling,
which, without gravity, would become communism.
I bring up Comte because he was immensely influential, both
in prerevolutionary Russia and Western academia (not least in
sociology and positivism). He profoundly affected the thinking of
Anatoly Lunacharsky, the first People’s Commissar for Education
(whose purview included art and culture too). Lunacharsky had
explicitly elucidated the relationship between communism and
gravity in two volumes written before the revolution.2 He wrote
of Comte’s ‘religion of Humanity’ that it was the highest form of
religious thinking because it predicted some crucial elements of
materialist thought, despite being avowedly anti-communist.3
Lunacharsky writes later that the Newtonian model of gravitation
is obsolete. Referring to Nietzsche as well as to ‘new achievements
of physics’, Lunacharsky proposes that the cosmos is not ordered
but chaotic, and that the cosmic space facilitates a polysemy of
forces that oppose and fight each other. Humans are fighters in
this grand cosmic architecture, a structure which rewards the most
powerful force. In this respect, Lunacharsky professes his disbelief
in the power of gravity as defining cosmic and social order. It is
this disagreement about the relationship between cosmic order and
social order that is central to the thinking of many intellectuals and
artists before and after the Russian Revolution.
Similarly, Nikolay Fedorov, in an essay called ‘Astronomy and
Architecture’ written at the end of the nineteenth century,4 calls for
changing the trajectory of the Earth through the universe. The Earth
should cease to be a satellite of the Sun, and should instead be turned
into a cosmic ship that would travel free from gravity through the
Cosmic space. Fedorov writes about the Earth: ‘it will begin sailing
the celestial seas, with the sum total of the human race rendered as
captain, crew, and maintenance staff of this Earth Ship.’ The energy
for this free movement will come from the Sun.
Imagine now that the energy sent to the earth by the
sun, which presently scatters off into space, could
instead be conducted onto the earth, thanks to a massive
configuration of lightning rod-aerostats, implements
that will drive solar light to our planet. Imagine that this
solar energy, once directed earthward, might alter the
density of its new home, weaken the bonds of its gravity,
giving rise in turn to the possibility of manipulating
2 Anatoly Vasil’evich Lunacharsky, Religiia i sotsializm: Tom 1 (Shipovnik
1908); Lunacharsky, Religiia i sotsializm: Tom 2 (Shipovnik 1911).
3 ibid.
4 Nikolai Fedorov, ‘Astronomy and Architecture’ (first published 1906; Ian
Dreiblatt tr) in Boris Groys (ed), Russian Cosmism (e-flux and MIT Press
2018) 56f.

its celestial course through the heavens, rendering the
Planet Earth, in effect, a great electric boat.
Fedorov, we discern, sees the victory over gravity as the imposition
of a new cosmic order, where humans have emerged the strongest
fighters and are free to subjugate their universe with mighty,
inconceivable technologies. To create this new order humans must
be liberated from nature, an ambivalent power that manifests itself
in gravity, sexuality, and death. That is why Fedorov wanted to turn
the Earth into a museum of mankind in which every human being
was guaranteed immortality – an hauntological gallery of ghouls. At
first glance, the structures of the ‘ship’ and the ‘museum’ might seem
oppositional—one travels while the other is fixed. Here, though, we
might recall Foucault’s notion of heterochronic space. According to
Foucault, both museum and ship are heterochronic spaces where
we can witness the accumulation of time, where ‘time never stops
building up and topping its own summit’.5
As a result of this museumification (or heterochronification) of
humanity, one reaches not only freedom from gravity but total power
over death. The totality of this power provides a possibility—perhaps
even an obligation—to resurrect our ancestors too. This signifies
the collectivisation not only of space but also of time. In eternity,
the conflicts between individuals and society will be eliminated
where they could not be eliminated in time. The goal of immortality
and resurrection is the highest goal for every individual. For this
reason, the individual will always remain faithful to society if society
makes this individual’s own immortality a given. Only in such a
transtemporal society can one live without either spatial limitations
imposed by private property or temporal limitations. However, the
communist society of immortals must also be ‘interplanetary’—that
is, it should occupy and control the entire space of the universe. This
is the only way that the security of mankind can be guaranteed. The
theological guarantee prefigures the technological guarantee. After
all, technology so often looks like divine magic.
But who can make such a guarantee? Socialism promised social
justice, but socialism also promised progress. The latter implies that
only our genealogical successors would live in an advanced socialist
society and enjoy social justice. The generations of the past and of the
present, by contrast, are left to play the role of the passive victims of
progress. There can be no justice for them. In this hypothesis, future
generations can enjoy socialist justice only by cynically accepting
an outrageous historical injustice: the exclusion of all previous
generations from the realm of the future. Socialism thus exploits the
dead in favour of the living, as well as exploiting those alive today in
favour of those who will live later. The socialism of the future can
only be just if it artificially resurrects all those who established the
foundation for its success. The perfect socialism must be established
not only in space but also in time.
We can understand progress as the substitution of old things for new
ones. Can we find a technology that would not be subjected to this
logic? Fedorov asserts that such a technology exists in preservation,
as used in the gallery and the museum.6 Fedorov is right that the very
existence of the museum contradicts the utilitarian, pragmatic spirit
of the nineteenth century. That is because the museum preserves
with great care that which is useless or superfluous—things of the
5 Michel Foucault, ‘Des espaces autres’ (1984) 5 Architecture, Mouvement,
Continuité 46.
6 Nikolai Fedorov, ‘The Museum, 1st Meaning and Mission’ (first
published 1906) in Arseny Zhilyaev (ed), Avant-Garde Museology (e-flux
and Minnesota University Press 2015).
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past that no longer have any practical utility. The museum does
not accept death and decline of the object as they are accepted ‘in
real life’. The museum is fundamentally at odds with progress,
little more than a machine for making things last, for making them
immortal. Because each human being is also a body among other
bodies, a thing among other things, humans can also be blessed with
the immortality of the museum. For Fedorov, immortality is not a
paradise for human souls but a museum for living human bodies.
Divine grace gives way to the museum curator, to the ambivalent
technology of preservation.
From this, we see that technology as a whole must become the
technology of art. Just as the museum administration is responsible
not only for the general holdings of the museum’s collection but also
for the physical integrity of every given work of art, making certain
that the artworks are conserved when they threaten to decay, the
state should bear responsibility for the resurrection and continued
life of every individual person. The state can no longer let individuals
die privately, or let the dead rest peacefully in their graves. The
state must overcome the limits placed by death. Power over life and
death must become total. This totality is achieved by equating art
and politics, life and technology, state and museum, chronic and
heterochronic. This overcoming of the boundaries between life and
death leads not to the introduction of art into life, but to the very
transfiguration of life into art. Human history becomes art history,
after a fashion—every human being becomes a passive vessel of
aesthetic beauty. Humans will understand themselves in terms not
of biology but of the technology of art.
In their first manifesto, the representatives of the biocosmists—a
political group from the sphere of Russian anarchism—wrote: ‘We
take the essential and real right of man to be: the right to exist
(immortality, resurrection, rejuvenation) and the freedom to move
in cosmic space (and not the supposed rights announced when the
bourgeois revolution was declared in 1789)’.7 Aleksander Svyatogor,
one of the leading biocosmist theoreticians, pointed out that the
classical doctrine of anarchism requires a central power to ensure
every individual’s immortality and freedom of movement in the
cosmos. He thereby criticised the doctrine’s foundations. Svyatogor
took immortality to be at once the goal and the prerequisite for a
future communist society, since true social solidarity can only be
cultivated among immortals. Death separates people, and private
property cannot truly be eliminated if everybody owns a private
share of time.8
The first proclamation of the new cosmic humanism was made
by the radical Russian avant-garde even earlier, through the
performance of the mystery-opera Victory over the Sun (1913).9
The opera was written and staged with the participation of some
of the most prominent members of the prerevolutionary Russian
avant-garde movement: Kazimir Malevich, Velimir Khlebnikov,
Alexei Kruchenykh, and Mikhail Matyshin. At once, we encounter
the usual themes of the cosmists: capturing the Sun and liberating
the Earth from gravity, establishing revolutionary anarchy instead
of the traditional cosmic order. One can say there is no notion of
immortality in Victory over the Sun. Nonetheless, the text of the
opera begins with the words ‘everything is good that begins good
7 ‘Kreatorii Rossiiskikh i Moskovskikh Anarchistov-Biokosmistov,
Deklarativnaia rezolyutsiia’ (1922) 1 Biokosmist 1.
8 Alexander Svyatogor, ‘The Doctrine of the Fathers and AnarchismBiocosmism’ in Groys (ed, n 4).
9 Various, Victory Over the Sun, vols 1 and 2 (first published 1913; Patricia
Railing ed, Evgeny Steiner tr, Artists . Bookworks 2009).
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and never ends.’ Even if an individual is mortal, the reign of anarchy
will never end. And men, at least the four strongmen who capture
the Sun in the play, will never end, because they made the Sun their
eternal prisoner. With this, we come some way to articulating a
cosmist vision of humanism.
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1

o become an administrative official in imperial China
necessitated following a burdensome path from an early
age. To begin with, a student needed to familiarise himself
(being born male was a prerequisite) with the classical canon of
Confucian philosophy, history, and poetry, encompassing some
400,000 characters. Mastery of the source material was then to be
demonstrated during a series of increasingly selective examinations,
beginning locally and eventually reaching the imperial level before
proceeding to the final palace exam, conducted under the eyes of the
emperor himself.1 Those who succeeded became scholar-officials
and were guaranteed lives of wide-reaching influence, material
comfort, and social respect among the imperial ruling class.
One aspiring student seeking a place among the elect during the
late days of the last imperial dynasty was Hong Xiuquan. Born in
1814 as the son of a moderately prosperous farmer, he showed
enough talent that his family made the necessary financial sacrifices
to let him undertake further study. After intensive learning in
primary school, Hong took the local examination and placed first.
Enthralled by this early success, he continued studying in hopes of
a great career. Eventually the talented youth attempted the imperial
examination—and failed.
Returning to farm work, he continued to hope and study. After still
more years of toiling, he failed again. While taking the examination
for a third time, he suffered a nervous breakdown during which he
came to believe himself to be the son of God. After a fourth and final
failure, Hong finally recognised the God of his vision as the Christian
God of whom the pamphlets of Christian missionaries told. He
finally understood the degradation of idolatrous China and his own
mission to preach as a brother of Jesus Christ. Travelling the country
he gathered followers. Within ten years he had proclaimed the
‘Heavenly Kingdom’ (‘Taiping’) and begun a rebellion that would last
1 The content, number, and order of examinations of course varied
throughout history. Nonetheless, an examination system existed
continuously in its open, meritocratic form from at least from the tenthcentury Song dynasty to its abolition in 1905 under the Qing dynasty.

for years with a death toll in the millions. Before the rebellion was
violently squashed in 1846, Hong had just enough time to implement
his own version of the examination system—only with a Christian
canon instead of a Confucian one, and with himself on top.

2
Today, in another declining empire, no single exam decides the
career of aspirant youngsters. A person of the same calibre as Hong
might instead follow the arduous path of admission to selective
elementary school, boarding school, outstanding A levels and gap
year, and then dreaded university admission to inevitably wind
up at an international elite university like Cambridge, where
this journal originated. Here the ambitious fresher will seek to
distinguish themselves intellectually or socially. They might join a
well-connected club like the Cambridge Union, seek professional
openings, or join a political party. If they are more finely minded
they will try their hand at student writing. They might even found a
journal themselves, not entirely unlike this one.
It is one of the curious observations to be made at Cambridge
these days that the number of student-run journals has grown
vastly. Where once the Cambridge Quarterly ruled supreme in the
highbrow segment, a flush of ‘Review of …’s and other obscurely
titled magazines now compete for a meagre market share. This
surge does not correspond with a rise in total readership. At
any given launch event one is bound to find cheap wine and the
same artsy people encountered at the last. The new journals serve
primarily as outlet for aspiring intellectual types who are finding it
ever more difficult to place their writing in established publications.
Life is tough when even a student journal will not have you, though
this is a good primer on what awaits any wannabe writer on the
journalistic and academic job market. Most students know better
and care little. They are here not for high-minded discourse but to
achieve good grades and attend careers events.

3
The universities best known for producing the leisure class of
Brideshead Revisited fame have become hothouses of striving
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ambition. Where once a privileged few mingled fashionably, now
many toil hard. This development is apparent in the total number
of students, which has ballooned to more than 20,000 at Cambridge.
It has also left visible traces in the architectural disasters that all too
often followed the overextension of colleges previously housing
nearer 100 than 1,000 students. But complaining about aesthetic
escapades leaves a bitter taste. When the students were fewer,
they were also almost exclusively white, male, privately educated
at public schools, and exceedingly rich. Without the expansion of
higher education beginning in the post-war years, the university
would not be as open to grammar-school, female, non-white, and
international students.2
It is perhaps for this reason that it has become so difficult to talk
about having too many graduates. The meritocratic opening has
given talent at least some chance to thrive regardless of origin. Yet
with upward mobility for select poor, but no downward mobility for
the rich, it gets crowded on top. Critique so far has been reserved
for humanities students, whose degrees are more openly educational
credentials rather than signifiers of hard skills. Further tuition fee
hikes could close the gates of merit again and reduce the number of
economically useless humanities graduates burdening the national
economy by reintroducing feudal restrictions.
But that misses the point: that there has been a vast increase in
graduates of all subjects, of whom fewer than ever find appropriate
jobs.3 Deindustrialisation has left few opportunities in the
productive sector. Instead there is increased competition for the
last remaining bastions of well-paid white-collar work in Britain’s
financialised service economy: law, banking, and consulting. As a
result, even finance salaries are stagnating and there is a lawyer glut.
The meritocrats of today fail slowly: they have nowhere to go.

4
What connects a newly meritocratic Britain with imperial China?
Both share a fundamental societal defect. Acceptance rates to elite
universities and jobs are sinking today for the same reasons that the
pass rate fell below 1% in Qing-era imperial examinations: there are
too many applicants and too few places. After economic growth
has peaked and elite selection has ossified, societies produce more
aspirant elites through their established institutions than they can
accommodate in the ruling class.

émigré zoologist turned prophet of history, Turchin makes for
a curious figure. Frowned upon in academia, he has crossed the
Rubicon of the discipline: predicting historical dynamics of the
future instead of just retracing the movement of the past.
Elite overproduction is one key feature of the demographic analysis
by which Turchin wishes to quantify the challenges that mount up
as a society ages and is overcome by rivals. In books such as Historical
Dynamics: Why States Rise and Fall (2003), Secular Cycles (2006), and
more recently Ages of Discord (2016), Turchin draws an image of social
determinism. His theories of long-term patterns in demography
seek to apply the precision of the natural sciences to history. But
just like Francis Fukuyama, the last public philosopher of history,
Turchin seems more like a thinker of the big-picture history of the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. In 1992 Fukuyama proclaimed
‘the end of history’ in capitalist and democratic liberalism. Yet while
Fukuyama was reading Hegel and finding history’s eschatology in
modernity, Turchin seems rather inspired by Oswald Spengler’s The
Decline of the West. Turchin’s suggestions of cyclical development
confront us with the question—has history ended yet?

5
Already the resurgence of authoritarianism and great power
competition seems to render Fukuyama’s end of history thesis a
cruel joke. But Turchin goes further. There is a direction to our
historical movement—declining—and there are identifiable causes
for this disintegration. After a period of post-war consolidation,
Western hegemony is challenged not just from the Far East but also
increasingly by internal social unrest. Elite overproduction, for which
the late-stage Chinese imperial examination system is such a fitting
parable, correlates to social instability. In China, failed candidates
would become local teachers for a new generation of students
or retreat into ascetic hermitage. But they would remain highly
educated, having come close enough to the structures of power to
see their functioning, while remaining excluded from them.
Those with the liberty to educate themselves do not integrate
well with hierarchical orders. This is a truth well known to realist
political philosophers from Hobbes to Machiavelli. No one grasped
this better than ancient Chinese legalist thinker Lord Shang, who
in opposing the meritocratic Confucianism that would lay the
foundation for the later imperial examination system wrote that:

Such is the thesis of Peter Turchin, the historian who coined the
concept of ‘elite overproduction’. His ideas are finding keen readers
increasingly worried about decline. He has been given space in
Bloomberg and inspired a ‘long read’ in The Atlantic as well a Financial
Times piece titled ‘The real class war is within the rich’.4 A Soviet

Sophistry and cleverness are an aid to lawlessness; rites
and music are symptoms of dissipations and licence;
kindness and benevolence are the foster-mother
of transgressions; employment and promotion are
opportunities for the rapacity of the wicked.5

2 This is a Pyrrhic victory indeed. About half of undergraduates at
Cambridge and Oxford are still privately educated, and the other half
are still unrepresentatively middle- and upper-class. Leaving the EU,
meanwhile, will cause ever more international students to be outpriced,
with only the super-rich being able to afford the fees three times as high
as home fees.
3 Higher education participation rates have increased from below 5% in
the 1940s to almost 40% of each new cohort today. At the same time,
GDP growth has contracted, and the UK has slipped from being the
third-largest exporter nation, in 1970, to being the sixth-largest, in 2019.
4 Peter Turchin, ‘Blame Rich, Overeducated Elites as Society Frays’
(Bloomberg, 12 November 2016) <https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/
articles/2016-11-12/blame-rich-overeducated-elites-as-society-frays>;
Janan Ganesh, ‘The real class war is within the rich’ Financial Times (1
December 2020) <https://www.ft.com/content/0bf03db8-c61b-4222-

Is it not always members of the disaffected elite who have both the
greatest motivation and the means to challenge the existing order?
That, in any case, is the explanation most often suggested for the
Cambridge Five, the upper-middle-class spies who went on from
then-exclusive Cambridge to supply information to the Soviet
Union. Bored and ostracised, they did not fit into the ruling class—
who could take the bourgeoisie seriously again after dining at high
table in Cambridge?—but they did find elite places from which to
spy. Elite class traitors are also what the former law student Vladimir
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8c76-4fb23988ec13>; Graeme Wood, ‘The next decade could be even
worse’ (The Atlantic, December 2020) <https://www.theatlantic.com/
magazine/archive/2020/12/can-history-predict-future/616993/>.
5 Shang Yang, The Book of Lord Shang.
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Ilyich Ulyanov imagined in his pamphlet ‘What is to be done?’.
The working classes need to be instructed into revolt by bourgeois
renegades who possessed greater insight into capitalism, he insisted,
as he began leading precisely that revolt under the name of ‘Lenin’.

6
One does not need Turchin’s historical prophecies or Spengler’s
pessimism to appreciate the usefulness of the concept of elite
overproduction. In many ways it is not so very distinct from Thomas
Piketty’s empirical work on inequality. Piketty showed in Capital in
the Twenty-First Century (2013) that the rate of capital accumulation
has grown faster than even the highest wages. As a consequence, the
outpaced managerial elite, whose wealth and status stem from work,
is unable to keep up with those who happen to inherit much greater
riches. That is the ‘class war among the rich’: Magic Circle lawyers
and City bankers who struggle to keep up in London. More recently,
Capital and Ideology (2019) correlated this economic divergence with
political demography and the emergence of the ‘Brahmin left’. Losing
out economically, educated voters (read: the meritocratic elites)
throughout the Western world now tend to vote on the left, when
historically they were firmly part of the conservative establishment.

historical thinking necessary to understand such challenges. It is
a tautology that a society which produces conflict is not peaceful,
but the statement bears repeating. When even the very best have
to fear for their place, something is off. Either the Enlightenment
promise of education and opportunity for all will be fulfilled and we
build a society that accommodates for it, or feudal limitations for
the majority will return. Talking openly about our elites highlights
this urgency. Unless taken seriously, Turchin’s historical theories
may prove to be right, and we may tumble into the end of Western
civilisation as we know it, led by some disappointed meritocrat who
has failed their final examinations.6
Instead, give the young meritocratic elite opportunities to address
the challenges of our time—from stagnation and climate change to
that other great meritocratic nation in the East, we have enough
issues that deserve attention. Give the aspiring elite something to
plough their hubris into. Something good might come out of it. At
the very least, keep them busy and buy their new journal.

This should be no surprise. Revenue streams from the British Empire
have ended and the value of the UK’s exports has failed to keep up
since the 1970s. Economic growth has been sluggish as we stumble
from one economic crisis to the next. Real wages are stagnating,
while the cost of housing has risen so sharply that home ownership
is now well out of reach for all but the highest-paid percentiles or
those who can expect inheritances. Those who are forced to rent pay
an ever greater share of their income into the pockets of buy-to-let
landlords. This culminates in substantial generational inequality, so
that for the first time in recent history those in the new generation
will be materially worse off than their parents. And this does not even
take into account the havoc to be wrought by climate change, with
which the next generation will pay dearly for the lifestyle of the last.
These are easy times to be unhappy, even as a prospective member of
the meritocratic elite better off than the rest of the generation.

7
Elite overproduction is here a small part of a greater picture of
economic and industrial developments. As the economic pie
shrinks and inequality deepens, elite credentials become ever
more important while also losing out against culminated financial
interests. This is not to say that conflict broods only within the
elites—instead, elite conflict is part of an increasing rift. Intra-elite
competition is, then, not so much the canary in the coalmine as
the very last stop before chaos. The good people of Workington
have learnt to expect little. But if even the Cambridge overachievers
struggle, trouble is inbound.
Will the overproduced elites of the new generation turn to unrest,
with Oxbridge graduates leading the masses? So far, the tradition of
British schooling continues to succeed in leaving its products docile
and removed from social action. Instead, it is the establishment
upper-class scions on the right who have forged an alliance with
some of the left-behind masses: Trump, the Brexiteers, the Oxford
graduate Viktor Orbán. By themselves, surplus elites produce little
but increasingly shrill newspaper columns.
Elite overproduction and competition are but snapshots of larger
conflicts. Still, they incentivise us to reconsider the sort of bold

6 Art school rejects are of particularly dangerous character, one hears.
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In Conversation with
Michael Sandle
Alexa nde r (Sami) Kardos-Nyh e im

Michael Sandle RA is a sculptor and one of Britain’s foremost living artists. He is an outspoken critic of many facets of today’s art world, and has ruffled
feathers in Downing Street and Buckingham Palace. He left the Royal Academy of Arts in protest in 1997, but was called back and has been referred to as
‘the living soul of the RA’. His artistic focus is on war, death, and destruction.

Fig 1. Belgrano Medal—A Medal of Dishonour (Michael Sandle 1986). Courtesy of Michael Sandle.

CJLPA: Your family home was bombed during the Second
World War. Do you have any recollections of this? Has this
incident affected you throughout your childhood and has it
found its way into your work?
Michael Sandle: I remember very clearly the Second World War
blitz on Plymouth when I was aged four to five years old. I wasn’t
frightened or suffering any hardship and never saw a dead body,
but I remember picking up my mother’s panic as we ran to the
shelters. One was an Anderson shelter in a neighbour’s back yard
and the other one was a large concrete one not far up the hill from
Warleigh Avenue, where we lived. My mother claimed that we
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were machine-gunned as we were running to the larger one up the
hill—could be embroidery on her part, although there was a row of
holes in the zinc coal bin and shrapnel in our backyard. The thing
that sticks in my memory the most is that after we had moved to
the comparative safety of Bodmin (because my mother decided it
was time to get out of Plymouth—she was right as our house got
bombed) is that she had occasion to go back to Plymouth by train
and she took me with her (I’d say this was sometime in 1942). As the
train came into Plymouth station my mother pointed through the
carriage window and said, ‘Look, Michael—that is where we used
to live.’ There was hardly a building left standing and I have never
ever forgotten this scene of devastation. I am convinced that these
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memories are behind my interest in war as a theme and my interest
in aerial warfare in particular. However, as the reverberations from
the First Word War are still being felt as it was the beginning of
slaughter on an industrial scale, and the fact that the Second World
War brought about increased scientific and technical advance which
has changed the lives of so many people, you would have to be rather
dim not to recognise war’s importance and its obscenity.
CJLPA: War and destruction form a recurring theme of your
work. I am intrigued by your design of the Belgrano Medal
from 1986, showing Margaret Thatcher with the inscription
‘imperatrix impudens’, which translates as ‘shameless
empress’. The medal shows the Argentine Navy cruiser
Belgrano as it sunk, having been hit by a Royal Navy submarine
HMS Conqueror in the Falklands War, with the loss of 323 lives.
Who commissioned the medal and for what purpose?
MS: The Belgrano Medal, or ‘Medal of Dishonour’, was influenced
by the superb German medallists of the First World War, such as
Karl Goetz, in the British Museum. I saw an exhibition of these
biting and extremely powerful medals and decided to try and do
one myself. I then decided it would be a medal of dishonour. I did
not know at the time that the American sculptor David Smith
had also seen much earlier these very same German medals in
the British Museum too and had decided to make some medals
himself, which he also called Medals for Dishonor. They did not
go down too well in America. For my medal, which had been
commissioned on behalf of BAMS [the British Art Medal Society]
by the then-Curator of Coins and Medals at the British Museum,
Mark Jones (he said I could do whatever subject I liked) I decided
on the sinking of the Belgrano, which seemed dishonourable to
me—Margaret Thatcher with her arrogance was like a red rag
to a bull to someone like me. There were questions raised about
this medal, and Mark Jones could have been in a lot of trouble.
However, he went on to be the Director of the V&A and is now Sir
Mark Jones. Incidentally, a counter-medal was made against mine
by a proponent of the Falklands War.
CJLPA: I love your 1999 proposal for the ‘Animals in War’
memorial, which sadly was not chosen as the final memorial
for the location in Park Lane, London. It would have been
a powerful public monument. Has it since been built in
another location, or would you still go ahead with it in
another location if the opportunity should arise?
MS: I put my heart and soul into the ‘Animals in War’ proposal but,
like many competitions in Britain, I thought it was ‘stitched up’. The
organisers appeared to have decided that David Backhouse was going
to win as he was allowed to re-submit, which is normally unheard
of, after seeing my proposal, which had a mule carrying a screwgun going up some steps (I always do a lot of research)—so what does
the Animals in War Memorial have but a mule going up steps with
a screw-gun on its back! I have been shafted on two other occasions,
I might add. In Germany you are not allowed to put your name on
anything submitted, in order to limit favouritism, and the submissions
are judged purely on merit. If another city or country even wanted to
have my proposal realised, I would of course be delighted.
CJLPA: I remember when I first saw your sculpture at the
Royal Academy Summer Show, titled Iraq—the Sound of Your
Silence (2009, carved limewood), a Madonna-like mother
holding a bandaged baby with a bag over her head. It was
like nothing I had seen before. Can you talk a little about this
incredibly powerful work?

MS: Iraq—the Sound of your Silence is only the second wood carving I
have ever attempted. The first was as a 16-year-old studying at the
Douglas School of Art on the Isle of Man. It was a small relief in elm
wood and the subject was Pegasus. I wanted to do a more ambitious
carving in limewood because I came to admire the German medieval
masters when I was living and working in Germany. The subject—a
mother holding a bandaged, wounded child—came from an image I
saw on the internet which jumped out at me, and I had previously
drawn the Iraq Triptych, pillorying Blair, which had on the righthand panel a drawing of the British soldier Corporal Payne beating
hooded detainees, whom he called his ‘choir’ because of their cries
and to amuse his mates. He beat one of his victims to death. Anyway,
in my Iraq sculpture, I deliberately gave it a resonance with a pietà as
I find organised Christianity staggeringly hypocritical—as I do most
politics, particularly when it comes to foreign policy.
This sculpture was one of the most taxing works I have ever
attempted; it took ages to do. Originally, it was going to be something
quite different when I started it in Germany, many years before the
invasion of Iraq, as it was going to be another work based on Kali,
the Hindu goddess of love and revenge. However, I left Germany,
brought it to my studio in Devon, divorced my wife, and moved the
unfinished mass of wood to my London studio. After seeing photos
of the horror unleashed in Iraq, it suddenly became crystal clear
what I had to sculpt, and Kali was no longer my subject. I had already
made a sculpture related to her anyway, called the Queen of the Night.
CJLPA: Regarding art and social media, the huge number
of artworks out there, what can one make out of that? The
world of art has changed enormously since you taught at
Karlsruhe (1980–99). What do you make of the chaos and speed
with which the art world is moving, and its identity with the
market? When art schools now take their references from
the market, is there hope that we’ll ever come out of this?
MS: When I started off my career as an artist there weren’t as many
artists or galleries—Winston Churchill might well have said, ‘Never in
the history of mankind has so little art been made by so many!’ I was
once asked by a journalist from The Times for a quote about the work
of the German artist Thomas Schütte, which was on the Fourth Plinth
in Trafalgar Square at the time. I replied with, ‘It would look better
outside of Specsavers’, which was duly printed. I got a wonderful email
from an artist from ‘up north’ who said, ‘Thank God for you, Mike,
standing up for us mortals against the blizzard of shite masquerading
as art’—blizzard of shite indeed! Anyway, what I loathe about the
present-day art world is how the artists I grew up with have been
totally forgotten. Who talks of Frank Brangwyn or of Dame Laura
Knight or of Muirhead Bone, for example? They could all draw. Terry
Atkinson, who was a colleague of mine, said some time ago (but it is
still relevant), ‘What matters today is how well you draw badly.’
It is not all doom and gloom—there are some real artists around, who
are not part of the mainstream but don’t get much notice from the
media because they are only interested in ‘celebrity’ artists who have
come to the fore by the machinery of the taste-makers who decide
what is in—not unlike a form of cultural Stalinism, where the rules
are arbitrary but absolute. I am a dyed-in-the-wool pessimist and I
think the West is decadent. As Gore Vidal opined, we are living
through the decline of the American Empire. With advancing age,
I seem to have developed the mindset of a taxi driver when I look
at a lot of contemporary art—‘Do you call this rubbish art?’ I think
to myself, ‘My two-year-old daughter could do better.’ There are,
though, two artists who have my greatest respect. They are Giles
Walker, who is a brilliant animatronic sculptor and a scathing critic
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of post-Brexit, post-Thatcherite Britain; and Tim Shaw, who is
an equally scathing commentator on the dystopian society we live in.
CJLPA: You were obsessed with the fear of death as a child.
How does memory play into your work?
MS: My work is all about memory—in a nutshell it is about sex and
death. It is true, too, that I was very obsessed with death as a child.
CJLPA: You call yourself a pessimist, distraught over the state
of the world, yet you have a happy disposition. Is that because
in spite of the way things are going in the world, you find
yourself to be happy to be alive and in the company of people?
MS: I have already said I am a pessimist, but I do love my friends and
would not want to be a hermit. I am very lucky with friends—the
only downside is that as you get older you lose them through death,
but I have a lot of younger friends too.

CJLPA: Are you a Romantic?
MS: Am I a Romantic? I suppose so but maybe I am too conflicted to
be one—I am pathologically lazy most of the time and ridiculously
neurotic. I think real Romantics would have to be surer about
themselves.

Alexander (Sami) Kardos-Nyheim is a third-year
undergraduate in Law at Trinity College, Cambridge. He is
the Founder and Editor-in-Chief of CJLPA. He has played
an important role in efforts across London and Cambridge
to protect communities and heritage assets from luxury
redevelopment projects.

Fig 2. Animals in War (Michael Sandle 2000, maquette wood and epoxy, 75 x 75 x 75cm). Courtesy of Michael Sandle.
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Fig 3. Iraq—The Sound of your Silence (Michael Sandle 2009, limewood, 180 x 140 x 90cm). Courtesy of Michael Sandle.
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Opening the Cave:
The Necessity of Art in Society
W i llow Wi nsto n

Wide-ranging art practice, including engraving, painting, and theatre design, laid the foundations of Willow Winston’s sculpture. Her metal constructions
embody in material form the beauty and emotional power of abstract mathematical concept. With work in public collections in the USA, the UK, and Canada,
she has exhibited on both sides of the Atlantic and taught from postgraduate to primary level. Committed to collaborating on innovative educational methods,
she is developing ways of using art to teach sciences. Recently she was appointed Patron of Centrepieces Arts Project for Mental Health.

Fig 1. Venus and Mars (Sandro Botticelli c 1485, tempera and oil on poplar, 69.2 x 173.4cm). © 2021 The National Gallery, London.

If the doors of perception were cleansed then everything
would appear to man as it is, infinite.
For man has closed himself up, till he sees all things
through narrow chinks of his cavern.
—William Blake, The Marriage of Heaven and Hell
Once upon a time … … … a true story … … … I lived in a cave.
A four-day journey on a rattling bus across Europe carried me
to Greece when I left London after quitting journalism. It finally
became clear the work was imprisoned in a web of commerce, with
ideals at best an occasional flimsy afterthought. Truth and justice
were liked but not essential. Making money through pandering to
thoughtless appetites was. Murdoch’s Fox is the flower of 50 years’
evolution since then.
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What is meaningful, true and humane in this labyrinth of life? At
seven years old I fell in love with Botticelli’s painting Venus and Mars.
The peaceful dream of the gods drawn with such perfect clarity and
painted in colours balanced between subtlety and lusciousness, all
amazed me with beauty. When I reached 12, Man’s continuing
history of inhumanity through war, Holocaust, nuclear bomb,
slavery, and starvation horrified and angered me. At 15, Keats’ line
from Ode on a Grecian Urn, ‘Beauty is truth, truth beauty’, seemed the
key to understanding. Ten years later the doors to my inner life were
more fully opened in my cave.
This hidden shelter was up a cliff on a rocky island in the middle of
the myriad blues of the Aegean Sea. Big enough to house one person,
its spiral form had been carved by sun and wind from the limestone
escarpment. The sandy floor moulded comfortably to my sleeping
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body. The pale stone inner tip of the spiral swirled up in front of the
opening making a partial screen. Inside, a ledge provided storage for
my few belongings and a place for a candle at night. There, alone,
I was immersed in the fundamental essences of life—earth, fire,
air, and water. Asleep at night embraced by encircling stone, each
morning I would be woken by the sudden glare of the sun as it rose
above the hills opposite and shone hot on my face. Sparkling air all
round, turquoise sea lapped into the cove below my cliff. In such
simplicity the connection was forged between my inner being and
the great forces outside.
This experience has been coursing through my life ever since,
opening me to a Universe in which the miracle of consciousness
aligned with the wonder of imagination have evolved in us. Looking
to the night sky, its beauty balances out fear of its impossible depths.
To observe with the naked eye Saturn 800,000,000 miles away on
the other side of the Solar System, as we were able to after twilight
for the last months of 2020, is to be transfixed by the beauty of the
planet and the idea of its being. Seeing that minute, perfect circle of
pale pink light in the darkness confirms we belong here with it. We
connect in the pattern of mutual existence, the space between us
shrinks, and loneliness is assuaged. We know a little more of where
and what we are.
‘Where are we?’ ‘What are we?’ ‘Why are we?’ These questions have
been asked for thousands of years since the first enquiring gaze to a
sky filled with stars connected us to its mystery. We know some of
the answering stories, but the original words are gone along with
sound of song or movement of dance. It is visual art which leaves
its permanent mark. Stories willed to us by prehistoric ancestors
are those directly told through the beauty, energy, and intelligence
of the paintings and engravings made most often in the protective
environment of caves.
With the exception of 2,300-year-old Chinese manuscripts
concerning cave art, it is barely 150 years since prehistoric tools and
artefacts were found by us and intelligently noticed. In 1879 María
Sanz de Sautuola and her lawyer father, an amateur prehistorian,
discovered the ravishingly beautiful paintings of bison herds on
the walls of the Altamira cave in Spain. We do not need to know
precise cultural causes for their creation. Why these paintings
were made sits wordless in the works themselves. Strong sweeping
lines describe with masterful accuracy the muscular forms of
the bison. Perfect strokes lead down haunches to delicate cloven
hooves which suggest the precision and speed of the animals. Love
drove the early cave artists to constantly observe and practice—
just as it has continued to drive artists throughout the ages to
attempt to capture the mystery of the beauty of life. The Altamira
masterpieces are of similar age to the fabulous 17,000-year-old
paintings discovered on the walls of the Lascaux caves, France, in
1940. Since the invention of modern dating techniques, there has
been a speeding up of discovering further Palaeolithic art in caves
all over the world, including recently a 45,000-year-old painting of
a magnificent purple pig in Indonesia.
Striving to know when human consciousness was born, we hope
to find ourselves back there then to make more sense of being
here now. Toolmaking was for a time considered the practice that
defined humanity until we discovered that great apes, with whom
we share common ancestors, modify natural objects to make tools
for obtaining food and even as weapons.
No—the evidence we seek is not in artefacts but in art.

What is art, and from where? It comes from noticing everything
around us with our conscious mind and from noticing everything
around us with our subconscious mind. It comes from fears, desires,
and dreams, the imagination and language that emerged during the
separation between us and other animals. Fear became wonder. We
turned our experience into recorded form intentionally in rituals
of remembering, projecting, and invoking. It is love and beauty,
physical and metaphysical—the very heart of being human.
Beauty is life itself resonating with more power than usual. We feel
more intensely at the encounter whether the cause is sorrow or joy.
In his Poetics Aristotle said the experience given by the tragedies,
a heightened, transformative awareness, opens to catharsis—the
cleansing necessary to move on.
Ceremonies and rituals have used all functions of the arts to give
access to expanded consciousness so we can let go of fear and
embrace being more fully alive.
Recently the art of performance poetry was powerfully set at the
centre of much-troubled America in a highly symbolic ritual—the
Inauguration of President Biden. The ceremony took place on the
stage of the opened cave of the Capitol. The young poet Amanda
Gorman, her yellow coat the shaman’s cloak evoking the rising sun
after so many months of darkness, her slender hands moving with
grace and beauty to the rhythm of her words, entranced those who
heard and saw. Her incantation enchanted; a spell to heal us out of
sadness towards belief in the unity and goodness of our future.
It is only with principles of justice, the balance of sharing and
generosity, that we will be able to build lasting, creative civilisations.
This virtue is practiced in abstract form in art through various
polarities including symmetry–asymmetry, order–chaos, stasis–
kinesis, crystallinity–amorphism, and many others, which reflect
the constant juggling of forces as life changes over time and new
patterns emerge.
Reading about the 100,000-year-old painters’ workshop in the
Blombos Caves, South Africa, filled me with the joy of fellowship.
Adding pleasure to my sense of connection is a photo showing the
landscape to be similar to that around my cave in Greece.1 The
organised system of paint production that was in hand in Blombos
Cave suggests it was both studio and laboratory; art as the first
science. Analysis of paint on neatly stacked pallets shows that animal
fats were used as binders for the ochre pigments which were ground
there. For the past 600 years linseed oil has been used to bind oil
paint. The methods are closely allied.
Art has been the binder of human history for hundreds of millennia,
fundamental to cultures in every part of the world. It connects us
to our origins both through looking and through practice. It finds
pattern in the unpredictable so that we can feel at ease, not just
survive. It exercises human hand, eye, mind, and heart and supports
self-discovery for confident participation in the world. This is what
makes it so important in education.
The creative mind needs exercising as do all other parts of the body.
A function of art is to open up the cave in every one of us.
A major function of education is to help people discover their
innate creativity. Art revolves round the exploration that draws
1 Bruno David, Cave Art (Thames & Hudson 2017).
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these abilities out, validating imagination as well as contributing
to intellectual learning and evolving morality. Advances made by
educators during the past 40 years have focused on how to stimulate
students’ creativity to enable them to participate more actively in
their own education. Recently an unimaginative government has
reversed this approach, re-establishing old, narrow formulae which
are easier to administer and measure but disadvantage large groups
of people. Now emphasised is training—for reiteration of data, rather
than education—for expression of understanding. Two subjects
which have been cut significantly are art and music.
Art has defined us for more than 300,000 years. How can we possibly
expect to nurture civilisations if we remove from the process the
core characteristic of our humanity?
Art practice uses body as well as mind. Eyes and hands are exercised by
use which feeds neural pathways in the brain. Its combined physical,
emotional, and intellectual stimuli give people of widely differing
abilities a chance to find their way through the maze and to share their
discoveries with each other. Collaborative projects can provide a format
wherein students initially explore and express themselves individually,
then form groups to exchange and design together, reinforcing the
sense of belonging with pleasure of shared responsibility.
Academic subjects taught with art can engage students at many
levels. Shortly before the first COVID-19 lockdown I was privileged
to teach chemistry through art to a large group of 11–13-year-olds.
The project was in praise of the Periodic Table of the Elements,
which had filled me with wonder when I was their age. I wanted
these students, too, to be inspired by the beauty of the structure
of the atomic universe. Each participant chose an element to
research and create as sculpture in response. The commitment of
the group, the varied beauty of their sculptures, and the way they

Fig 2. Hexagons in Arpeggio (Willow Winston 2018, brass, variable
configuration) at the Royal Academy Summer Exhibition 2018.
One example of the innumerable possible static positions. Willow Winston.
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helped each other and discussed their methods and meanings, were
inspirational. Academic children deserve encouragement to open
and explore their inner poetic world with the practical exercises
art offers; the less obviously academic deserve opportunities to
identify with the processes of science which can be made more
accessible through art. Young, inattentive minds can open suddenly
to academic work after practicing art.
Simple exercises can open up experience in surprising ways. I often
ask classes to start drawing with eyes closed. You never know where
it will take you and that is the point. You don’t need to know where
you are going. You just need something that sets you on the journey,
that gives you confidence to dare.
Society publicly declares its relationship with art through the
environment it makes. Psychological spaces erected throughout
cities point to the quality of our shared inner life. Unfortunately,
that is becoming increasingly mechanistic. Undue profit prevails.
Buildings are the new investment bank: 3D savings accounts that
do not cater to the community visually, socially, or spiritually.
Increasingly we neglect how to integrate with nature, the principle
by which all beautiful cities of the world were built.
London City Island in the River Lea was developed recently on the
dominating monetary principle. What an opportunity missed! No
visual harmony is attempted between curving river and concrete.
There stand dull boxes, most with dull-coloured cladding, seven
to 27 storeys high, crowded top-heavy onto the slender peninsula.
Strictly identical windows divide each façade. No change in
rhythm, it is all spondee—the monotonous meter used by Virgil in
his poem the Aeneid to emphasise the brute horror of the one-eyed
cyclops in his cave.

Fig 3. Hexagons in Arpeggio (Willow Winston 2018, brass, variable
configuration) at the Royal Academy Summer Exhibition 2018. Sculpture
changed by visitors into different configurations. Willow Winston.
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Why are we building towers that resemble high prisons? If we
must build on a vast scale to make our civilisations function
economically, much higher standards of public aesthetics are
essential or we will destroy what we love. However, without laws
that loosen the grip of corporations which control most of the
building industry, without making planning processes transparent
and truly accessible, without genuinely including communities
in choices during development, and without splitting enormous
profits, currently made by the few, for fairer sharing with
communities where development takes place, our yearning for
widespread humane architecture will be unrequited.
From junior education onwards, Environmental Studies, using
both art and science, should become a core subject. By infusing art
into a critical curriculum more of the population may consciously
demand fulfilling environments, as with growing science awareness
they are demanding action to counter climate change. These go
hand in hand.

An imagined international cooperative, www.Super-Bauhaus.com,
would collate world heritage building design for study in every
architecture and engineering school. Paintbrush and pencil would be
used exclusively one day each week with some designs made with left
or non-dominant hand to banish habit and release the unexpected.
World music, too, would be included in courses to promote deeper
exploration of rhythm in every aspect of building. Dance, including
Laban’s theories on the body moving through Platonic geometries,
would open minds to how shaped space affects emotion.
Effective application of these studies for large-scale building will
require future generations of computers to incorporate organic
function and accessible personal programming. Individual creativity
could then be applied more directly than current limited, predictive
programmes allow. The human race, of infinite variety, abilities, and
potential, is a treasure of the world’s future. Dedicated to beauty and
truth through art and science, the cave and tower could integrate in
harmony.

Fig 4. Thames Tide Rising (Willow Winston 2004). John Laing Equion Head Office, London.
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The Sustaining Cosmos
Jon a t h a n Jo nes

Jonathan Jones is an international commercial lawyer. In his time in the multinational world, including at ICI and Inchcape, he specialised in developing
businesses in emerging markets, working in China, Russia, India, South-East Asia, and much of Latin America as well as doing business in Europe, the
US, Africa, and the Middle East. He contributed to the setting up of The Economist’s Emerging Markets Unit and has spoken on commercial legal issues
in many countries. Most recently, Jonathan also worked in the NGO world for seven years on numerous substantial development projects in Africa and
Asia, with Save the Children and Comic Relief. Jonathan is a keen student, writer, and speaker on history and archaeology and holds an MA in Cultural
Cosmology. He is currently writing a book on humanity’s economic connections with the cosmos from early times to the current day.

I

There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio,
Than are dreamt of in your philosophy.
—William Shakespeare, Hamlet (1.5.167–68), Hamlet to
Horatio.

t has been my good fortune during my professional and personal
life to have visited and worked in many countries around the
world and to have learned to understand and embrace their
cultures. I made it a point when conducting negotiations in a new
country not just to understand the legal and commercial situations
but to try to understand the people, customs, politics, history, and
language, including body language. When an Indian nods her head
as you are saying something, it does not mean that she agrees with
you—she is being polite. When an Englishman smiles and says he is
not entirely happy with a situation, it does not mean that it is mainly
acceptable—it probably means that he does not like it at all.
My fascination with different cultures led to a growing realisation of
the importance of two things: opening one’s mind to understand the
point of view of a person from another land; and explaining one’s
own background and position clearly. Failure to do these things
often leads to conflict that can be avoided. At a sticking point in a
negotiation in Moscow with a successful businessman brought up
in Soviet times, I asked him to listen to my explanation of how I
was thinking about the issue. I also asked him to explain how he
was thinking. By being honest and open about our goals, with me
as a representative of a Western multinational and my Russian
counterpart with his particular cultural background, suspicions
were alleviated and we resolved the problem.
Alongside my work in the law and business, I have retained a
lifelong interest in history and archaeology. I completed an MA at
the University of Wales in Cultural Cosmology a few years ago. My
fascination for the world of commerce and trade led me to write
my dissertation on the connection between trading and investing
practice—on Wall Street and the City of London—and the study
of cosmic cyclical patterns—as practised since earliest times up to
and including the current day. Since I was a teenage archaeologist
in the 1970s there has been a revolutionary improvement in the
technology available to study the past. Carbon dating, geophysics,
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DNA analysis, and many other innovations have extended our
knowledge of the longevity of human history and of the thought
processes that different cultures have used to sustain and improve
their ways of life. My own research has taken me back to a period
beyond Neolithic times to our prehistory as hunter-gatherers.
Small bands of humans roamed their section of the Earth in search
of animal prey for meat, skins, materials for weapons, and other
crops to consume, including berries and wild wheat. Gradually
individuals, or small groups of individuals—probably the tribal
shamans—began to take note of the timing of the changing seasons,
and of how the mysterious comings and goings of the Sun and the
Moon and other bright bodies in the night sky seemed to have some
connection with those seasons. Knowing the timing of the annual
migrations of herds of deer and bison, and of the fruitfulness of wild
crops, was a matter of basic survival. Shamans became key advisers
to tribal leaders and to their tribes themselves. They would have
played a key part in developing their cultures’ views of the Universe
and burgeoning religious practices.
The global population of mankind was less than one million, as
opposed to the 7.5 billion we now have, which is rising. Many
millennia would have passed as populations increased and the daily
and monthly and annual cycles of the Sun, Moon, planets, and brighter
constellations were better understood and applied to the economic
business of daily life. The farming revolution of the Neolithic period
led to greater efficiency in the production of calories, substantial
growth in populations, and concentrations into settled villages and
towns, with hierarchies of power and increased job specialisation.
Shamans became priests, and in Egypt and Babylonia combined their
religious function with observing and recording the cosmos and
advising the kings on how to deal with them.
The reappearance to ancient Egypt of the star Sirius in the heavens
meant the flooding of the Nile, which was central to the wellbeing
of all Egypt. The Babylonians instigated hundreds of years of record
keeping on heavenly movements in a long-term experiment that
linked those movements to the prices of their key six commodities.
They produced a database that priestly compilers could refer to
over centuries as they advised their rulers on the stabilisation of the
state. The project was logical and empirical. If the price of barley
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was high when certain Solar, Lunar, or planetary configurations
were in place, then that price would be recorded and checked again
when similar cosmic conditions were in place. Done over a very
long period of time, patterns and cycles may begin to emerge, with a
working predictive system of price and product availability to use in
the administration of the state.
By the time we reach Greece we have an example given by Aristotle
of the use of this kind of knowledge for financial speculation. He
tells us that the pre-Socratic philosopher Thales used knowledge of
the likely condition of the annual olive crop to purchase options on
olive oil presses for the upcoming year. When a bumper crop duly
arrived and demand for the presses rose, he profited mightily from
his prescience. Today he would be working in the global commodity
markets with Philosophy as his first degree!
As trade increased, so did travel. Long-distance travellers across the
world, especially travellers by sea, learned to navigate by the stars
to help them brave the dangers of ocean sailing. We might think
of Homer’s Bronze Age Greeks sailing to Troy, or the Polynesians
navigating vast distances in the Pacific, or Captain Cook on his
voyages to Australia. For all, the ability to navigate by the stars was
important for ocean travel and commerce.

think about our relationship with nature and the rhythms of the
cosmos and the natural world, and seek to again understand and
realign ourselves with those rhythms before it is too late.
The Dark Skies movement originated in Arizona and is now growing
rapidly worldwide, alongside such phenomena as rewilding. It aims
to reassert humanity’s birthright to observe clear night skies free
from the light pollution that damages our health and sense of being
part of a wider Universe. Observing the majesty of the cosmos at
night and imbibing the rhythms of nature will hopefully encourage
us to treat our planet with more respect as we go about our daily
business of earning a living.
At the beginning of this article, I mentioned the understanding I
developed in my work in emerging and developing markets of other
cultures—understanding of how they thought and operated—and
how important this was to my ventures. Similarly, I have come to
understand the thought systems developed by many cultures around
the world relating to cosmic cycles and the workings of nature. This
has broadened my thinking about the intelligence of our ancestors,
the hidden power in ancient systems of thought, and how we might
use this reconnection with the natural world and the workings of
the Universe to our advantage in the future life of humanity.

I have had numerous encounters with businesspeople involved in
the study of cultural and economic astronomy and its application
to business cycles and the stock markets. They have confirmed to
me that practices that first arose in antiquity in this field have been
developed substantially in the last two hundred years. Such practices
are taken seriously and used by major players in the business
world and in the markets. I am fortunate to have friendships with
consultants who advise clients across the globe in this field.
Out of the growing practice of empirical cosmology emerged
astrology. The first horoscope dates to around 410 BCE, at the
time of the Persian Empire. The idea was that individual people
could have a character and predictable destiny arising from a birth
chart reflected in the heavens. This idea was developed alongside
the more mundane activity of matching cosmic cycles to economic
activity. Astrology is maligned both by science and the Church
as nonsensical or heretical, and is confused with the newspaper
version. And yet for much of the last three millennia it has been
studied alongside astronomy, and been taken seriously in politics
and the financial world. In many of the cultures of Asia, especially
in the Indian subcontinent, it continues to thrive, and I have
encountered its use in business transactions in India and Egypt.
The Supreme Court of India has described it as a science in recent
years. I have got to know the underlying traditions and hidden
methodologies of cultures in emerging markets. This has helped
me understand that our current way of thinking in the West can be
matched by subtle and equally effective thought systems elsewhere
in the world, especially in Asia.
For the last 40 years, since the creation of the personal computer
and then of the Internet, electronic gaming, and social media,
large sections of the human race have spent their days staring
downwards, fixated on their computer screens and iPhones. We
have forgotten to look around us at nature and above us at the
skies. We have instead immersed ourselves in an artificial world of
electronic technology that can separate us from our links with the
cosmos and its cycles. As we contemplate and attempt to address
the environmental and social consequences of this way of living, the
COVID-19 pandemic has at least given us a chance to slow down,
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In Conversation with
Art Law & More
Esme e Wright

Becky Shaw is a Senior Associate at Boodle Hatfield in the firm’s art law and commercial litigation teams. She has worked on cases including The Creative
Foundation v Dreamland Leisure Limited and Others [2015], one of the first cases to look at ownership of street art and what it means for property
laws. In this interview she talks about why she and Rebecca Foden set up the Art Law & More blog, what working through the pandemic has been like for
the art world, and what emerging from it could look like.
Rebecca Foden is a Senior Associate at Boodle Hatfield. Although her practice spans many aspects of commercial litigation, she has achieved professional
recognition in her work in art law, including working on the Caravaggio case Thwaytes v Sotheby’s [2015]. In this interview, she discusses setting up the
blog Art Law & More, the changes the pandemic has wrought on the art world, and why sharing this information not only with professionals but the public
at large is important.

B

ecky Shaw and Rebecca Foden, senior associates at Boodle
Hatfield, are highly experienced art lawyers. Shaw has worked
on the return of the Banksy mural Art Buff to Folkestone.1
Foden specialises in art litigation, and was involved in the wellpublicised Caravaggio case Thwaytes v Sotheby’s.2
Boodle Hatfield was founded in 1722, but its respectable heritage
has not stopped it innovating. Shaw and Foden founded the Art
Law & More blog, and during the pandemic it has let their firm stay
in contact with the wider art scene. Shaw and Foden have both
written long-form legal pieces for their firm’s website, but when
I spoke to them on Zoom, they emphasised how the shorter, less
technical nature of blog posts lets them publish more often and
on more topics. The blog, along with its Twitter and Instagram
accounts, has let them connect not only with people looking for
legal information, but also with artists, auctioneers, collectors,
students, and casual browsers.
Shaw recalls that they were inspired by similar blogs, like the Art Law
Report blog run by American firm Sullivan & Worcester.3 However,
Art Law & More focusses on English cases and news, and features
specialist contributors from the art world. These include museum
professional Rachel Feldman and art historian Jasmine Clark.
4
Contributors write up much of the news section, but also contribute
wonderful extras. For example, the ‘Strawberry Hill Treasure Hunt’
1 Boodle Hatfield, ‘Becky Shaw’ <https://www.boodlehatfield.com/biog/
becky-shaw/>.
2 Professional Advisors to the International Art Market, ‘Rebecca Foden’
<https://www.paiam.org/find-an-advisor/member-directory/members/
rebecca-foden/>.
3 (Art Law Report) <https://blog.sullivanlaw.com/artlawreport>.
4 ‘Contributors’ (Art Law & More) <https://artlawandmore.com/home-2/
contributors/>.
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series followed art historian and provenance researcher Silvia Davoli
as she prepared the eccentric Strawberry Hill House, built by Horace
Walpole, for the ‘once-in-a-lifetime exhibition’ ‘Lost Treasures of
Strawberry Hill’.5 Walpole had a large furniture collection, but it
had not been seen since it was disassembled and sold in 1842. The
2018–19 exhibition gathered its components and reunited them
with Walpole’s house. Art Law & More provides information for any
readers who believe they own furniture from Walpole’s collection,
and the posts from the series will interest both future researchers
and casual browsers.
The blog’s Instagram page has been used to advertise Boodle
Hatfield’s arts sponsorships. For example, the firm has funded a
prize for the Woolwich Contemporary Print Fair since 2019.6
In 2020, the firm was able to present it in person, but in 2021 it
had to do so online, and its established online platform became
very useful. The Art Law & More Instagram showcased the prints,
including Maite Cascôn’s Tricksters Tree I, and the blog published
interviews with printmakers shortlisted for the prize, including
Virginia Bridge and Jake Garfield.
The COVID-19 pandemic has had a profound impact on the art
world. Rosie Adcock, another member of Boodle Hatfield’s art
law team, was seconded to the Royal Academy’s legal team and has
continued to assist them remotely with pandemic-related issues.
Shaw is a trustee to the De Morgan Foundation, an independent
charity that displays and cares for the works of husband and wife
William and Evelyn de Morgan. William De Morgan was a member
5 ‘Strawberry Hill Treasure Hunt’ (Art Law & More) <https://
artlawandmore.com/category/strawberry-hill-treasure-hunt/>.
6 Woolwich Print Fair, ‘Prizes’ <https://www.woolwichprintfair.com/
prizes>.
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of William Morris’ Arts and Crafts circle, while Evelyn is best known
for her spiritual, feminist Pre-Raphaelite paintings. Like many other
art organisations, the Foundation had money problems as a result of
the pandemic: it struggled to secure loans, and it was forced to cancel
exhibitions. However, it was helped by ticketed online talks, which
gathered speakers and viewers from all over the world.
Similarly, Art Law & More let Boodle Hatfield maintain its connections
when in-person and informal meetings became impossible in
March 2020. It did so through a series of interviews with notables
of the commercial art world, called ‘A View from the Market’.
The interviews have become a time capsule from ‘Lockdown
One’, especially from April and May 2020, and Foden has enjoyed
seeing whose predictions were the most accurate. For example,
Sarah Hardy, curator-manager of the De Morgan Foundation,
predicted that the digital art audience will remain powerful after the
pandemic.7 It is highly international, and its members have been able
to appreciate culture more in the pandemic than they would have
otherwise. Her prediction is probably accurate.

Esmee Wright is a final-year undergraduate in Modern
and Medieval Languages at Murray Edwards College,
Cambridge, specialising in medieval French and Russian.
She has written and edited for a number of student and
professional publications, focusing on the arts. She has been
an Associate Law Editor at CJLPA since the start of 2021.

Online platforms have never been more important than during
the pandemic. Jet-setters have found themselves grounded, and
interior decorating and auction houses have provided a source
of entertainment. One of Foden’s clients has had unprecedented
success selling soft furnishings and antique rugs. Online auction
technology has advanced rapidly, but smaller auction houses have
struggled, and even Christie’s has cut archive staff.8
The decrease in travel has dramatically reduced footfall in Mayfair, a
hub of small galleries. The area’s exorbitant rents had already forced
out the twenty-first-century art gallery Blain Southern in February
2020.9 How many more will go under when the furlough scheme
ends and Mayfair rents return? The market has been innovative
in response to these challenges. Many galleries have discovered
the value of online sales during the lockdowns, and many are
considering whether rent, once an assumed cost of a business, is
necessary. Yet for many people, looking at artwork on a screen or
attending an exhibition on Instagram will never match doing so in
person. Foden visited Cromwell Place,10 a stretch of townhouses in
South Kensington that offers short-term exhibition spaces to rent.
Such spaces are a compromise between the isolation of the online
experience and the high costs of a permanent physical base.
Despite these successes, we look forward to the return of in-person
exhibitions and interactions. These are foundational to the world
of art law. However, even once normality has in some form been
restored, spaces like Art Law & More will prove new necessities.

7 ‘A View From the Market—Q&A with Sarah Hardy, Curator-Manager at
the De Morgan Foundation’ (Art Law & More) <https://artlawandmore.
com/2020/04/23/a-view-from-the-market-qa-with-sarah-hardycurator-manager-at-the-de-morgan-foundation/>.
8 ‘Christie's closes access to historic archive due to staff cuts’ (The Art
Newspaper) <https://www.theartnewspaper.com/news/dealers-andacademics-mourn-suspension-of-access-to-christie-s-huge-archive>.
9 ‘Blain Southern goes into administration as artists reveal debts owed by
gallery’ (The Art Newspaper) <https://www.theartnewspaper.com/news/
blain-southern-artists-reveal-debts-owed-by-closed-gallery>.
10 Cromwell Place <https://cromwellplace.com/>.
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In Conversation with
Vittoria Mastrandrea,
Writer and Presenter of the
Christie’s Education Art Law Course
Alexa n de r (Sami) Kardos-Nyh e im

Vittoria Mastrandrea is writer and presenter of the Christie’s Education Art Law course and a PhD candidate in Law at the London School of Economics.
She was previously a UK solicitor and has worked in the Art Transport department at Christie’s. She is a member of both the Institute of Art and Law and
the Association of Critical Heritage Studies.

CJLPA: Tell us a little about your background. How did your
experiences culminate in a career in the law and teaching?
Vittoria Mastrandrea: I began my legal career as a trainee
solicitor. I studied law at university and absolutely loved it, and
also really enjoyed my Legal Practice Course. Whilst I learnt a huge
amount during my training contract, I realised quite quickly that a
life as a solicitor wasn’t for me. I enjoyed the academic side of the
law much more than its application and knew I wanted to get back
into academic study in some form.
I had also always wanted to study art history, and to keep up this
interest, I attended the evening lectures of an art history course
with the University of Buckingham whilst I was training. Shortly
after qualifying as a solicitor, I discovered the Art, Law and
Business MSc course at Christie’s Education, and realised this
would enable me to combine my interests in a further academic
degree. Following this, I worked at Christie’s auction house in
London for a year before I began teaching on the Art, Law and
Business MSc. It was in this role that I discovered my passion for
teaching as well as researching.
CJLPA: Can you tell us about what you are studying now?
VM: My current research as a PhD candidate at the London School
of Economics interrogates the construction of objects declared as
‘national treasures’ in the United Kingdom, a designation that takes
place as part of the export control process for cultural goods. I
consider how such attribution can be understood theoretically, as
well as investigating the change in status of the object as regards its
legal, social, and political meanings.
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The aim of my research is to understand more fully the implications
of a system that determines whether items are nationally significant—
both for the owner of that object, and for the public who may then
consume that object as representative of their nationhood.
CJLPA: Why have you taught Art Law? And do you intend
to go back to that?
VM: ‘Art law’ is an interesting term, because there is no specific body
of law that we can point to and say ‘that’s art law’. It encompasses
a significant range of legal practice areas, including contract, tort,
property, administrative, and criminal law (amongst others). What
I find fascinating is how the law is applied and adapted to work in
an ever-changing field that can be unpredictable and fast-moving.
Oftentimes, because of the nature of the art world, the law has to
play catch-up, which is really interesting to observe. I definitely
want to continue both teaching and researching in this field.
CJLPA: Where does your passion for law come from?
VM: My father is a quantity surveyor, but also qualified as a barrister
and dispute resolver. When I was younger, we would often discuss
legal issues at length over the dinner table. I consequently became
fascinated by the law from a young age, and when it came to choosing
university courses, my decision to study law came to me quite quickly.
The only other subject I was interested in exploring was art history,
but luckily my chosen career path now allows me to combine the two!
CJLPA: What are some career highlights for you?
VM: When I began teaching art law, it was clear to me that I had
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found what I loved to do. Deciding to apply for that position was a
big step for me, as I hadn’t taught before. I’m so glad I did it, so that’s
definitely a highlight. And, of course, writing and presenting the
Art Law course for Christie’s Education Online is a recent highlight!
CJLPA: What key aspects of art law did you want to
communicate when you were planning Christie’s Education’s
Art Law online course?
VM: I wanted the course to be quite a broad overview of the
key issues that often come up in the field. The wide scope of the
course demonstrates that the subject encompasses a wealth of
different legal practice areas, and I wanted this to come across
to the students. From the start it was clear in my mind that the
first lecture would need to cover key transactional issues. Whilst I
wanted to cover the issues people frequently seem most interested
in, such as authenticity and art crime, it was important for me to
communicate to the students that the first thing to be concerned
with is the regulation of art transactions and how important it is to
be compliant with legal regulations.
CJLPA: What tools do the students take from this course
into their professional careers? And do you have learning
outcomes in mind?
VM: I hope that students who don’t have a grounding in this
area of the law will be able to use the course as an informative
introduction. It is designed to be an overview from which students
of the law can decide a route for further study, or for those
who are involved in the art world but who do not have much
knowledge about the legal implications of transacting in this field.
The main learning outcome I want students to take from this is an
understanding of key issues, and an interest in exploring further
the topic (or topics) that interested them most.
CJLPA: What is the most rewarding part of teaching law for
you?
VM: By far, the most rewarding part of teaching is seeing passion
for a topic you are discussing ignite in students. Inspiring their
interest and encouraging their own research is wonderful, because I
find the field so interesting myself.

Alexander (Sami) Kardos-Nyheim is a third-year
undergraduate in Law at Trinity College, Cambridge.
He is the Founder and Editor-in-Chief of CJLPA. He has
played an important role in efforts across London and
Cambridge to protect communities and heritage assets
from luxury redevelopment projects.
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In Conversation with
Maggie Hoag,
Deputy General Counsel,
Americas, at Christie’s
Alexa n de r (Sami) Kardos-Nyh e im

Maggie Hoag is Deputy General Counsel, Americas, at the auction house Christie’s. She studied art law at Stanford, and was involved in the sale of Leonardo
da Vinci’s painting Salvator Mundi for a historic $450 million.

CJLPA: Tell us a little about your background. How did your
experiences culminate in a career at Christie’s, and could you
summarize your career progression there?
Maggie Hoag: I have a university background in languages (French
and Italian), art history, and architecture. After graduation, I joined
Christie’s’ Chicago office as an intern. While in that position, I
worked closely with the Trusts and Estates group, who focused on
initiating and maintaining strong relationships both with clients
and their estate planning advisors. I knew that I wanted to find a
career that focused on art, but I wasn’t interested, nor did I think
I would be successful, in being a specialist nor a curator, rather
desiring a more business-focused role. I discovered that there was
such a thing as ‘art law’ and—while I didn’t plan on ever being an
attorney—the concepts intrigued me. I applied only to law schools
that had a strong focus on art law and intellectual property law. At
Stanford, I trained under one of the pioneers of the area, Professor
John Henry Merryman, who focused heavily on cultural property
law. I went on to find externships in the industry and then start my
career at Hughes Hubbard & Reed in New York. They had a very
strong museum law practice and I helped build a roster of clients
including museums, cultural organizations, galleries, collectors, and
artists. After six years in private practice, I landed at Christie’s. And
now, it’s ten years later!
CJLPA: Could you describe your current role?
MH: My current role is Deputy General Counsel, Americas. Initially,
when I started at Christie’s, I acted as the legal liaison for a variety of
specialist departments, working as a partner though the auction and
private sale consignment process, through the sale itself, and then
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handling any post-sale issues. Now my role is both more focused
and more broad—it certainly diversified over the years. A few
particular focus points are, firstly, playing the legal lead for the 20/21
department—which includes art from the Impressionist period
to the present day—as well as spearheading the legal oversight of
cultural property issues, primarily for the Antiquities and African/
Oceanic departments. I take a lead position on identifying deal risks,
particularly with large multimillion-dollar collections of art from
trusts and estates. I handle bits of employment law and intellectual
property and—lately—have been wrapping my head around NFTs,
blockchain, and cryptocurrency!
CJLPA: Where does your passion for law come from?
MH: Honestly, I don’t know that I can definitely state that I have
a ‘passion for law’. I do have a passion for art and a passion for
making deals happen with both sides coming out as pleased as
possible. I love to solve problems and find pragmatic businesssavvy solutions. I very much enjoy getting to know our clients and
their legal representatives and figuring out how to navigate a deal
that addresses their particular concerns while keeping my client,
Christie’s as a whole, in a safe and profitable position. One fact
about being a lawyer—you really are simply bringing a certain way
of thinking logically to a situation. To me, law is more of a mindset.
There is a misconception that lawyers get in the way and that their
only role is to scare everyone about risks, but that is actually only a
type of lawyering and not a type to which I subscribe.
CJLPA: What are some career highlights for you? And what is
the most rewarding part of your role?
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MH: I would have to highlight a few stellar consignments, including
the Ebsworth Collection, the greatest privately owned collection
of American modernist art that ever came to market, which set
thirteen artist records with Edward Hopper’s Chop Suey selling for
over $91 million, the sale of Leonardo da Vinci’s Salvator Mundi,
which sold for an historic $450 million to a deep pool of bidders
and required what seemed like endless negotiation and research,
and—of course—our recent sale of STAN, a nearly complete
67-million-year-old Tyrannosaurus rex skeleton, for nearly $32
million, nearly four times its pre-sale high estimate. STAN showed
several aspects of what makes working at Christie’s so rewarding—
many different teams coming together to figure out the complex
legal and operational challenges involved with selling a dinosaur,
and a novel pairing of our head of Scientific Instruments, Globes
and Natural History department in London with our Chairman
of our now-titled 20/21 department in New York. The research
started in January 2019. The sale happened in October 2020. We
had planned to have lines around Rockefeller Center so that New
Yorkers and tourists alike could view this glorious beast. Instead,
we got hit with COVID—no visitors allowed! Our operational team
worked their magic so that STAN could face the Plaza through our
windows. The bidding went on for more than 10 minutes, which
is a lifetime in the auction world.
CJLPA: How are you involved in promoting art law to a new
generation, or future practitioners?
MH: I take mentorship very seriously, on both a formal and informal
level. I speak with law students and early law school graduates
on a weekly basis as they look to shape their own career paths.
Interestingly, I recently had the chance to hire onto my team two
of my former interns whose interest in the field continued through
their early careers until they each made their way back to Christie’s
as in-house counsel. On a separate level, I speak at a variety of
workshops and symposia, familiarizing more seasoned attorneys
who may have never heard of or practiced in the field.
CJLPA: What tools do students need to practice art law? Where
do you see most art lawyers come from: career changers or
those who join the field as soon as they’re qualified?

can take advantage of the many internships and externships that
cultural institutions offer (albeit unpaid!). Then you can see if you
like it and hone in on what you like about it. For me, I know one of
my skills is drafting contractual documents that don’t read like they
are from 250 years ago—’heretofore’, ‘whereas’—but instead make
sense to a businessperson. That said, if I were drafting contracts for
the sale of widgets that make a car engine run, I would go mad. At
the end of the day, I am working on a contract for a masterwork
of art that may have been in the same collection for generations.
I get to see and love the art when it arrives at Christie’s. I get to
participate in the excitement of someone else competitively bidding
in a packed room full of collectors and dealers for the chance to hang
that masterwork on her own wall. As far as next steps, speaking with
art law practitioners is a good step, with those who are in-house or
at a law firm, and with those in transactional and litigation practices.
CJLPA: Are there legal considerations in art law that you
don’t find in other areas?
MH: Yes, a few. There are issues of authenticity and provenance.
There are laws specific to cultural property and endangered species.
In New York City, we have auction regulations with which to abide.
No doubt we have to consider copyright laws in both the art and
our images. The art market seems to be moving to a more regulated
environment—certainly on the anti-money laundering front. Like
the legal world generally, there is a lot to know, and you have to
keep a finger on the pulse.

Alexander (Sami) Kardos-Nyheim is a third-year
undergraduate in Law at Trinity College, Cambridge.
He is the Founder and Editor-in-Chief of CJLPA. He has
played an important role in efforts across London and
Cambridge to protect communities and heritage assets
from luxury redevelopment projects.

MH: As noted earlier, I speak with many students who are interested
in the field. They want me to say that having a passion in art and art
law is enough. It’s not. The most important tool is that you need to
be a good lawyer—a true generalist with the ability to make difficult
and reasoned decisions. Other key skills are knowing when you can
make a gut decision and when you need outside specialized advice.
Having the confidence to make those decisions and being able to
communicate to your clients why you are taking the position that
you are is sacrosanct. A junior attorney has to be comfortable with
herself in order to be respected by her clients. As far as joining the
field, at least in the US, training at an established law firm is key.
Heading straight from law school to a museum or auction house is
both unlikely and impractical. An attorney practicing in-house at a
museum or auction house does not have time to provide adequate
training. While I no longer work the same immensely long hours
and weekends as I did in private practice, any in-house attorney will
tell you that there is no break to the day.
CJLPA: Why should a student study art law? What would you
hope their next steps would be?
MH: Art law is usually a semester-long course so there isn’t much
room to ‘specialize’ in it while at law school. However, a student
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I

s a judge more like an artist or a scientist? This seems to be a trick
question, and yet extreme versions of both perspectives have, at
one time or another, been advocated. For instance, James Boyd
White, often regarded as the founder of the ‘Law and Literature’
movement, considered lawyers to be artists, and the solving
of complex legal problems to be akin to high art.1 Conversely,
Christopher Columbus Langdell, once Dean of Harvard Law School,
believed that ‘law is a science, and that all the available materials of
that science are contained in printed books’,2 such that timeless and
unchangeable legal principles could be inductively reasoned from
the corpus of case law, thereafter providing definitive answers to
any legal dispute.
Neither of these viewpoints has garnered widespread support.
Nevertheless, the question is of more than purely academic
interest: in light of the increasing presence of computation
within the professional landscape of law it has a practical
application.3 If judicial decision-making is purely, or even
predominantly, a science then it is highly susceptible to
automation; on the other hand, if judicial decision-making
is closer to an art-form, then it fails to be seen how artificial
intelligence can effectively replicate it.
Instead, this article explores the alternative viewpoint that a
judge is more appropriately regarded as a craftsperson, with legal
judgments being craft-objects rather than ‘high art’ or scientific
expositions. The first half of this article defends this view, whilst
the second half applies it to the contemporary issue of AI (artificial
intelligence) judges.

1 James Boyd White, The Legal Imagination (University of Chicago Press
1985) xxv.
2 Christopher Columbus Langdell (speech in London, 1886, published
1887) 3(1) Law Quarterly Review 123.
3 Basha Rubin, ‘Is Law An Art Or A Science?: A Bit Of Both’ (Forbes, 13
January 2015).
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I. How is a judge like a carpenter?
In perhaps the most sustained comparison of law and craft,4 Brett
G. Scharffs identifies four ways in which the law overlaps with
distinctive aspects of craftsmanship.5 First, the products of craft
are not mass-produced, but are instead ‘hand-crafted’ to particular
briefs—similarly, legal judgments and advocacy are tailored
towards specific cases.6 Second, craft is medium-specific: just as
carpenters are those who work with wood, legal practitioners are
those who work with rhetoric and law.7 Third, craft-objects have
use-value which supersedes their aesthetic value; although legal
judgments may be persuasive, and even artful in their concision
and style,8 their ultimate value is in resolving legal disputes by
applying the relevant law to given fact scenarios.9 Fourth, craft, as
a practice, is defined by its strong relationship with tradition (as
opposed to pursuing novelty), a characteristic that can be observed
in common law jurisdictions, where the legal principle of stare
decisis (‘to stand by things decided’) compels courts to abide by
legal precedent.10
Collectively, these factors undermine the view that law is an artform. Art is not medium-specific, as it can be sculptural, dramatic,
visual, literary, and so on; in contrast, only a legal judgment or
statute can be considered law. Similarly, art is not function-focussed
4 This is certainly not the only exploration of this topic. See: James R
Elkins, ‘Ethics: Professionalism, Craft, and Failure’ (1985) 73(4) Kentucky
Law Journal 937; Karl N Llewellyn, The Common Law Tradition: Deciding
Appeals (Little, Brown and Company 1960) 214.
5 Brett G Scharffs, ‘Law as Craft’ (2001) 54(6) Vanderbilt Law Review
2247.
6 ibid 2284.
7 ibid 2276.
8 Austin Sarat, Matthew Anderson, and Catherine O Frank (eds), Law and
the Humanities: An Introduction (Cambridge University Press 2010) 295.
9 Scharffs (n 5) 2303.
10 ibid 2278.
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as, although certain works of art may perform certain functions
(such as social commentary or entertainment), there is no specific
or predetermined function which art, as a diverse human activity,
must fulfil. Finally, whilst there are certainly artistic traditionalists,
art is not solely a backwards-facing phenomenon, since, unlike
law, it has no preconceived ties to liberal values like certainty and
regularity, and so can permit (and celebrate) iconoclasm and radical
experimentation.11 As such, even though law-making can be seen
as a creative act, the nature of its creativity is often counterposed to
that of art-making: ‘Law tells. Art shows. Law rationalizes. Art feels.
Law renders definitude. Art explores infinity.’12
However, what is less easy to grasp from Scharffs’ account is why
law cannot be regarded as a science. Indeed, Scharffs admits that
his overall thesis is unlikely to gain its strength from analytical
reasoning, but rather from a ‘moment of recognition or insight’13
into the similarities between craft practices and law. As such, there
are two main analytical hurdles to the view that law is a craft which
deserves our attention. The first of these is that while judgmentwriting displays characteristics of craftsmanship,14 it might be
argued that it is conceptually distinct from judicial decision-making,
which remains akin to a science in its elaboration and application of
objectively verifiable rules. In effect, the form of a legal judgment
may be a product of craft—based on a need to persuade and justify—
but the substance of that judgment isn’t.
However, although this is an abstractly pleasing argument, it is
unclear how exactly the form and substance of legal judgments
can be so cleanly separated. For instance, Judge Richard Posner
has described how judicial decision-making often takes place
simultaneously with judgment writing, because the ‘silent,
incompletely verbalized thinking’ that a judge has in regards to the
outcome of a given case can easily be displaced when they have to
justify that thinking in a structured piece of prose.15 Perhaps the
most obvious example of how the manner in which a judgment is
written constrains the legal conclusions a judge is able to justify, lies
in the way that a judge editorialises the facts of a case to produce a
coherent (and convincing) narrative. Even appellate judges, who do
not engage in findings of fact, are able to ‘retell’ the facts of a case in
a manner which is ‘determinative as well as descriptive.’16
Take, for instance, the criminal law case R v Stone & Dobinson.17 There, the
Court of Appeal upheld convictions for gross negligence manslaughter
against John Stone and Gwendoline Dobinson after Fanny Stone,
John’s sister who was residing with them, succumbed to toxaemia from
infected bed sores. A core plank of the Court of Appeal’s reasoning was
11 Wendy N Duong, ‘Law is Law and Art is Art and Shall the Two Ever
Meet? Law and Literature: The Comparative Process’ (2005) 15(1)
Southern California Interdisciplinary Law Journal 2.
12 ibid 22.
13 Scharffs (n 5) 2279.
14 This is hardly a controversial point—for instance, Lord Hope regards
judgment-writing as ‘an art, not a science’, using the term ‘art’ in a way
quite compatible with this article’s understanding of craft: David Hope,
‘Writing Judgments’ (Judicial Studies Board Annual Lecture, 16 March
2005) <https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20131203083017/
http://www.judiciary.gov.uk/Resources/JCO/Documents/Speeches/
Lord_Hope_of_Craighead_Annual_Lecture.pdf> accessed 4 March 2021.
15 Richard A Posner, ‘Judges’ Writing Styles (And Do They Matter?)’
(1995) 62(4) University of Chicago Law Review 1421, 1447–48.
16 Erika Rackley, ‘The Art and Craft of Writing Judgments: Notes on the
Feminist Judgments Project’ in Rosemary Hunter, Clare McGlynn, and
Erika Rackley (eds), Feminist Judgments: From Theory to Practice (Hart
Publishing 2010) 46.
17 R v Stone and Dobinson [1977] 1 QB 354.

that the blood relationship between John and Fanny implied a duty of
care between the two. It is striking then, when Lois Bibbings repeatedly
refers to Fanny as John’s ‘lodger’, rather than his sister, in the course of
a fictitious dissenting judgment written after the case.18 With the use
of a single word, Bibbings highlights facts which were marginalised
in the Court of Appeal’s judgment—that Fanny paid rent and that
despite her geographic proximity to John, she was socially estranged
from him—to create an account which is no longer able to support the
official conclusion. Neither judgment’s narrative is necessarily ‘truer’
than the other, since both rely on subjective arguments about the social
importance of familial bonds and of paying rent. Nevertheless, part of
judicial craft is the ability to sculpt a coherent and convincing account
out of events, like these, which admit multiple interpretations. The
way in which such events are framed is inseparable both from the way
in which the overall judgment is written, and from the legal outcome it
is capable of building towards.
The second objection to the view that law is a form of craft can
be derived from HLA Hart’s distinction between so-called ‘easy
cases’, which he argued can be resolved solely by reference to
prior legal materials, and ‘hard cases’, where the law is equivocal
in its application and judges must therefore use their discretion to
determine its ‘correct’ application. The presence of ‘hard cases’, so
the argument goes, does not prove that judicial discretion is essential
to legal reasoning, because in such cases judges are applying social
policy rather than law.19
There have traditionally been two ways to counter this argument:
the first is to dispute that judges apply social policy in ‘hard cases’ by
instead arguing that they invoke the legal principles which lie behind
legal rules;20 the second, which constitutes the approach this article
will take, is to challenge the extent to which ‘easy cases’ exist in the
manner presented. If no such cases exist, or if ‘easy cases’ only halfresemble Hart’s suggestion, then the argument that only such cases
constitute true applications of the law loses much of its bite—especially
if we expect jurisprudence to shed light on the day-to-day practices
and expressions of judges, rather than postulate abstracted theories
which dismiss them.21
In an attempt to flesh out how the distinction operates in practice,
Neil MacCormick defined ‘easy cases’ as those cases whose outcome
can be fully justified according to modus ponens (if ‘p’ fact scenario,
then ‘q’ legal remedy).22 This, he argued, is a process of pure
deduction which considers only the facts of the case and any relevant
legal rules, nothing else. The problem with this definition, however,
is that in order to argue that a case can be resolved in this manner,
one must first be confident that there are no meaningful counterinterpretations of the law in question—otherwise judicial discretion
would be necessary to determine the correct interpretation.
However, this is not a logical conclusion that can be deductively
reasoned from the wording of the relevant law alone: it necessarily
involves judicial reflection on the purpose and meaning of that
18 Lois Bibbings, ‘R v Stone & Dobinson: Judgment’ in Rosemary Hunter,
Clare McGlynn, and Erika Rackley (eds), Feminist Judgments: From Theory
to Practice (Hart Publishing 2010) 234.
19 HLA Hart, The Concept of Law (Oxford University Press 1997) 153.
20 Ronald Dworkin, Law’s Empire (Fontana Press 1986) ch 7.
21 Nigel E Simmonds, Law as a Moral Idea (Oxford University Press 2015)
20–1. See also, Dworkin’s objection that Hart’s argument treats judges
as either liars or ‘simpletons’ who do not understand the ‘true’ nature of
law: Dworkin (n 20) 41.
22 Neil MacCormick, Legal Reasoning and Legal Theory (Oxford University
Press 1978) 19–23.
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law.23 In effect, whether or not a case is ‘easy’ or ‘hard’ is closer to a
value judgment than a fact.24

be delegated also. Both forms of delegation are worth discussing in
relation to craft.

In making a similar point, Lon Fuller argued that judicial reflexivity
is largely implicit in many legal judgments, not because judges are
not considering the purpose of the law, but because they are relying
on preexisting assumptions they have made regarding the purpose of
that law.25 Jonathan Crowe builds on the work of social psychologists
like Daniel Kahneman to expand this point: he argues that since
practical decision-making begins with intuitive judgments that do
not strictly involve the application of rules, but are instead ‘holistic’
in their combination of descriptive and normative considerations,26
the ‘heuristics [that judges] use to form holistic judgments will
reflect their legal training and experience in the courtroom’,27 such
that both rule-based and contextual factors will be considered at the
moment of intuition.28 ‘Easy cases’, he argues, are better defined as
those cases where a judge’s initial intuitions, after reflection, map
onto settled understandings of the purpose and application of the
relevant law.29

On the first point, few people argue that artificial intelligence should
completely replace human decision-making in judicial environments.
However, even modest proposals for AI’s place in judicial decisionmaking can become doubtful in practice, given the ‘rule-guided’ (as
opposed to ‘rule-governed’) nature of legal reasoning. For example,
when 52 programmers were asked to create a computer program
which could determine if individual drivers from a dataset had
violated the speed limit, the final programs out-put significantly
different results, ranging from no violations in the whole set to
at least one violation per driver.33 Although the traffic law was a
strict liability offence, and thus did not consider subjective factors
like the defendant’s mental state, it nevertheless resisted mechanical
enforcement: for instance, the law gave no guidance on what to do
if someone exceeded the speed limit for a minuscule amount of time,
or whether going above and then dropping below the limit multiple
times in a single driving session counted as multiple offences.

As such, on neither a logical nor a psychological level is legal
reasoning reducible to mere rule-application. All cases implicate a
judge’s ‘creativity’, both in requiring the construction of a narrative
(implicit or explicit) and in a contextual understanding of how
the law relates to that narrative—even those cases which seem, on
their face, easily resolvable. In much the same way, craft practice
‘involves both rules and theory, but cannot be completely expressed
in terms of either.’30 It requires a bounded form of creativity—
deferent to rules but sensitive to the need to adapt such rules to
unforeseen briefs. This sets law apart from both art and science,
aligning it with craft.

This study does not prove that all laws are necessarily
underdetermined, or that AI is incapable of enforcing laws—
rather, it suggests that even laws which appear conducive to binary
application34 are unlikely to have been designed with machinic
enforcement in mind.35 Many laws, especially criminal offences,
straddle a number of sometimes conflicting aims—in this case,
deterrence, retributivism and revenue generation—such that their
application across different fact scenarios necessarily invokes
judicial craft both in understanding these aims and how they
intersect, and in ascertaining which aim is appropriate to prioritise
in a given circumstance.36 The question is not whether humans
can devise a computer program to choose between these aims—the
aforementioned study proved that 52 programmers could do it—
rather, whether any computer program, even those that occasionally
produce palatable answers, could do so in a way that is responsive
to context and consistently justified.37 Although it can be countered
that human judges may also lack completely coherent theories of the
areas of law on which they adjudicate, ‘in people, bad theory can be
tempered by unarticulated knowledge … A sense of what is fair and
reasonable is [something] that programs lack.’38

II. AI judges
If a judge is a craftsperson, then they are unique in one obvious way:
a person’s liberty does not usually rest in the hands of a potter, or a
carpenter. Although comparisons between the rise of automation
within the legal profession and the demise of craft guilds may
seem pompous,31 they underline a fundamental worry that some
human practices are incapable of being adequately replicated by
machines. These worries are neatly encapsulated by the following
quote from technology scholar James Bridle: ‘computation at every
scale is a cognitive hack, offloading both the decision process and
the responsibility onto a machine.’32 Whatever the justification
proposed for greater automation within the legal world—reduction
of bias, increased courthouse efficiency, and so on—it is undeniable
that the primary function of AI judges is to delegate decision-making
processes to machines and in doing so responsibility will necessarily
23 Robert Alexy, A Theory of Legal Argumentation: The Theory of Rational
Discourse as Theory of Legal Justification (Clarendon 1989) 8.
24 Something MacCormick himself partly acknowledged: MacCormick (n
22) 230.
25 Lon L Fuller, ‘Positivism and Fidelity to Law: A Reply to Professor Hart’
(1958) 71(4) Harvard Law Review 630, 630 and 663.
26 Jonathan Crowe, ‘Not-So-Easy Cases’ (2019) 40(1) Statute Law Review
75, 75 and 78.
27 ibid 79.
28 Note the similarity to Judge Posner’s argument about the connection
between judgment writing and judicial decision-making.
29 Crowe (n 26) 79.
30 Scharffs (n 5) 2324.
31 ibid 2260.
32 James Bridle, New Dark Age: Technology and the End of the Future (Verso
2018) 43.
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This human aspect of reasoning is highly relevant when it comes to
responsibility. Although craft-objects derive much value from their
utility, historically, they have also been valued for their ability to
embody human connection.39 However, unlike with other crafts,
human input within judicial decision-making is often obscured. For
33 Lisa A Shay, Woodrow Hartzog, John Nelson, and Gregory Conti,
‘Do Robots Dream of Electric Laws? An Experiment in the Law as an
Algorithm’ in Ryan Calo, A Michael Froomkin, and Ian Kerr (eds), Robot
Law (Edward Elgar Publishing 2016) 291.
34 In other words, a defendant either did or did not break the speed limit.
35 Shay, Hartzog, Nelson, and Conti (n 33) 297.
36 Consider also Criminal Justice Act 2003 s 142, which requires criminal
judges to consider a range of purposes of sentencing, including
retributivism, deterrence, incapacitation, rehabilitation, and restorative
justice.
37 Note also that the overwhelming majority of programmers from the
study concluded that they would not want to be governed by their own
system: Shay, Hartzog, Nelson, and Conti (n 33) 292.
38 Anne von der Lieth Gardner, An Artificial Intelligence Approach to Legal
Reasoning (MIT Press 1987) 84.
39 ‘[The notion] that handcrafted objects contain some piece of the
person who made them has long been a part of how we understand
craftsmanship’: Christine Harold, Things Worth Keeping: The Value of
Attachment in a Disposable World (Minnesota University Press 2020) 172.
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instance, Robert Ferguson highlights the ‘rhetoric of inevitability’40—
the common practice of writing judgments as if their outcome is
simply the ‘correct course in history’.41 This obscurantism stems
partly from the constitutionally precarious position of judges as
non-democratically elected officials, and partly from pervasive ideas
about the nature of law as something which can be reduced, at least
in certain cases, to the observance of clear-cut rules. A danger of
AI judges, then, is that in a profession which already faces strong
pressure to assert the truth of its decisions, the use of computation
could enshrine decision-making under a veneer of objectivity.42
And yet, although the idea that legally incorrect or contestable
judgments made by AI judges may come to be seen as ‘inevitable’
is certainly worrisome (especially because AI can easily perpetuate
the same biases as humans),43 there is a deeper problem here. In
denying parties to a legal case the opportunity to have their dispute
dealt with by a human judge, AI judges also deny them the dignity of
being heard by an entity capable of both empathy and accountability.
Part of the significance of having one’s case heard by a human judge
is that humans are capable of appreciating the consequences which
flow from their decisions. This is not the same as saying that judges
should be emotionally pressured to misapply the law, but rather that
their application of the law in the face of difficult and complicated
circumstances should, in theory, humanise the process (especially
when judges craft their judgments in apologetic or sensitive ways),
thus making the process feel fair and justified. AI judges cannot
justify their decisions because they cannot think—they merely
follow their coding.
Neither of these criticisms are meant to argue that AI judges are
necessarily a doomed project.44 However, by applying a craft-based
perspective of judicial decision-making to the topic of AI judges,
certain risks make themselves clear. With the COVID-19 pandemic
exacerbating pre-existing court backlogs around the globe, there are
calls to use AI to quickly resolve cases which supposedly pose lesser
impact on defendants’ lives—such as small claims and motoring
offences.45 However, what these calls ignore is how destabilising
even a small fine can be to certain people’s lives. A human judge
would have the ability to understand such ramifications in context;
a human judge would feel (and would be) responsible for their part in
making these decisions.

40 Robert A Ferguson, ‘The Judicial Opinion as Literary Genre’ (1990) 2(1)
Yale Journal of Law and the Humanities 201, 213.
41 ibid 214.
42 Indeed, automation bias—the human tendency to over-value information
produced by computers—is an increasingly prevalent phenomenon in
modern governance: Bridle (n 32) 40.
43 Consider the now famous COMPAS algorithm, used by American judges
to assist in sentencing, and its purported replication of racial biases.
44 For instance, some of these criticisms of AI reasoning only apply to
rule-based approaches to AI judges, and not to the more contemporary
machine-learning approaches.
45 Nancy Siboe, ‘Use of Artificial Intelligence by the Judiciary in the Face of
COVID-19’ (Oxford Human Rights Hub, 9 April 2020) <https://ohrh.law.
ox.ac.uk/use-of-artificial-intelligence-by-the-judiciary-in-the-face-ofcovid-19/> accessed 27 February 2021.
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Fig 1. From the ‘Design in an Age of Crisis’ gallery. Credit: Ed Reeve 2021.
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CJLPA: You have a large ‘Design in an Age of Crisis’ gallery,
which showcases responses to a global call for submissions
issued with Chatham House. How did you decide on this
theme? And can you give us some examples of design helping
minimise or prevent crises?
Victoria Broackes: Yes! This is a special exhibition and it came
as a direct result of the pandemic. Actually, the London Design
Biennale was supposed to take place in September 2020. But
when we went into lockdown we became aware of the amazing
stories of creativity that were happening behind closed doors,
with snorkelling masks being turned into ventilators, and ways of
opening doors without touching them, things like that. It seemed,
therefore, in line with our mission for this great exhibition to do
something different.
We were talking to Chatham House about how it would be
interesting to bring together the design profession and people of the
sort they talk to more—academics, policy makers, governments, and
so on. We came up with four themes: work, society, environment,
and health. We created briefs to go out to the world with and
see what came back. In fact, we were absolutely inundated with
responses, which was exciting, but it changed the direction of the
initiative. Initially, I had thought, ‘Let’s see what these ideas are’. But
when they came back from all corners of the world—we had one
from Togo—it suggested a story that very much chimed with our
thinking: that design thinking is something which everybody can
get involved in and contribute to. So the special exhibition is really
a celebration of people thinking about things, and getting involved,
and putting their ideas forward.
In terms of design minimising or preventing crises: there are
loads of examples to see in the exhibition itself. As an example
historical starting point, though, you could consider Joseph
Bazalgette’s sewers, which addressed the cholera problem of the
time through good design and are still in use to this day. Another
example is the wind-up radio that was designed during the AIDS
crisis, literally to drop out of helicopters in remote areas of Africa
where no news was getting through because there was no power
in the villages. The wind-up radio meant you could bring news to
places that had no power.
CJLPA: Your Artistic Director Es Devlin has chosen
‘Resonance’ as this Biennale’s theme. Does this tie in with
your focus on solving global issues?
VB: It very much does. The theme was set before the pandemic, and
of course we all feel that many things have changed and become
spotlighted during the pandemic or as a result of it. ‘Resonance’ has
been really interesting. I think when Es put it forward as a theme,
her focus was on how gestures and actions and designs are not single
things, but reverberate outwards and around the world, and also
through time. When one thinks of throwing things away, or one
just puts them somewhere else—those kinds of issue, or the effect of
a butterfly flapping its wings on the other side of the world.
That kind of resonance has come through very powerfully at this
time. Our global awareness has been acutely heightened by the
basic fact that, if you read the news at all, you are forced to look
outwards and become aware of other countries, just as a result of the
pandemic, even if you hadn’t been before. That’s a key, interesting
thing to have come out of it. We’ve been viscerally reminded that we
are one world. You could say ‘We’re not all safe until everyone’s safe’
until you were blue in the face, but now we know it’s true.

CJLPA: Cambridge University’s Centre for Natural Material
Innovation has an installation at the Biennale. Could you tell
us about this, and about how you perceive the importance of
scientific innovation to design?
VB: We’re really thrilled that Cambridge is part of this year’s
Biennale. It is certainly a major part of it, partly because we have
fewer international pavilions than we would normally have, for
obvious reasons, but also because we have a lot of amazing innovation
on our doorstep. We have a number of art schools and universities
taking part in the area. The Cambridge installation presents a
method of folding wood, and encourages us to think about wood
not only as a sustainable material but also as a building material with
great strength and practicality. They will be showing that on quite
a scale—you can walk through and around the installation—and I
think it will be a wonderful showcase for it.
A lot of the international pavilions relate to environment and
sustainability. The addition of the Cambridge entry is super. One
of the things that this international Biennale does is allow people
to experience things that they might read about or see on TV. But
there’s nothing like an exhibition, because of the physicality. You
can move and touch and feel and imprint on your brain what you’ve
seen and sensed. Certainly, I find that some of those things stay with
you for years and years, in a way that just reading about them in the
news or a book does not.
CJLPA: I was going to ask you about that. This question is
particularly relevant given COVID, of course. How important
do you consider it to see objects in person, as opposed to
digitally?
VB: I consider it really important, and not just because I run a
Biennale! Actually, I think we’ve seen unbelievably amazing things
digitally over the last year. We’ve also seen things that have been a
little disappointing. I think the jury is out. We will not know for a bit
which ones stick, or which ones we never want to hear of or see again.
In terms of distanced meetings, a big American lawyer I spoke to
a few weeks ago said: ‘Gone are the days when I travelled 24 hours
to attend a meeting. I am never doing that again!’ And you just
think, ‘Well, of course! Why would we have all done that?’ I should
think he was doing it all the time, and that’s just bonkers. When
it comes to art and culture, and this kind of conceptual design and
installation, I think there’s no substitute for seeing things, and for
seeing things with other people. In terms of what it is to be human,
I think we need that.
It may be beyond the scope of this interview, but I’m really interested
in where the digital is attached to the physical, rather than in place
of the physical. I was at the Victoria and Albert Museum (V&A)
for many years, and have done quite a lot of exhibitions where
there has been a digital element. I feel that the digital is brilliant at
enhancing the physical. But sometimes, for this kind of thing, if it’s
just it on its own, it doesn’t have the same impact, even for people
who only see the digital version. The fact that the physical version
exists is important.
CJLPA: On the topic of design more broadly: how serious a
prospect do you think it is that, to some extent, design and
similar processes will be automated in the near future?
VB: That’s really interesting. Considering the automation of parts of
the design process: I suppose parts of the process of making things
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have been automated for centuries. There may be further to go
with elements of that. But overall, I’d say that design, and design
training, and creative thinking training, are areas that are less likely
to be affected by automated processes. And that’s one of the reasons
it is so important that we carry on doing them in our schools and
universities, because they can’t be automated.
CJLPA: So as with exhibitions, do you have in mind a system
where humans are aided by and working with, but not
replaced by, AI?
VB: Yes, I do. I’m no expert on that aspect, but I think it’s really
interesting. We know you can get a computer to compose like
Chopin. Perhaps you can get a computer to design like Gropius. But
computers haven’t got there yet, and one would not assume that
that would hit the spot, just as the next Chopin waltz by a computer
might not hit the spot either. So it’s fascinating. I’m all for creative
training, and creative thinking, on how important it is to address all
the things that we need to address now in the world, but also on the
future of work.
CJLPA: Staying on digital, but on a less frightening note… Does
the Biennale feature digital as well as physical design? Or at
least part-digital design?
VB: Yes, it does, in a number of ways.
Firstly, we have some fully digital pavilions. Six of our international
pavilions have gone digital because they couldn’t get here, or had
great challenges to production or travel. That’s a first for us. I
would pay tribute to them, for how tough it has been to organise an
international event this year. That is testament to how important
people consider it to be here in person.

Secondly, our whole public programme, which previously would
have been viewable in person, is going to be broadcast and streamed
digitally, much of it recorded on site. The interesting thing about
that is that we used to be concerned about whether 30,000 people
were coming to Somerset House or 40,000, but the fact is that,
whether it’s 30,000 or 40,000, there’s a much bigger audience out
there that we’ve become aware of, particularly over the past year.
However many thousand people come, we’re never going to have
all the people who are interested in this conversation. The digital
allows us to properly be international, and to have this conversation
with a much broader base.
Thirdly, a lot of our physical pavilions are in part digital, with digital
components as parts of their displays.
CJLPA: The Biennale is very international. 33 countries,
territories, and cities have pavilions, and ‘Design in an Age
of Crisis’ has 500 projects from over 50 countries. Are there
global trends in styles and preoccupations that you can see at
the Biennale, or do these vary significantly between designers
and countries?
VB: There are global trends. It sounds glib, but it’s true that this year
climate change, social inequality, migration, and so on, which were
already big subjects, have become bigger. They have become focal
points for all nations to think about. But there are countries and
designers and nations that are focussed on those in terms of the bigger
picture, but also use national examples to tell much broader stories.
For example, Venezuela’s pavilion this year is focussed on recycling
avocado stones into interesting products. On the face of it, it’s quite
a simple project. You think, ‘Oh, I didn’t know you could do that
with avocado stones.’ But actually, behind that is a fascinating story

Fig 2. POAD (Pavilion of the African Diaspora). Credit: Ed Reeve 2021.
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Fig 3. La Rentrada (Venezuela pavilion). Credit: Ed Reeve 2021.

of Venezuela’s dependence on fossil fuels, and how catastrophic
that’s been for the country’s GDP and people. The avocado stone
is a metaphor for how using something more core to the place, and
more useful, could have brought about a very different outcome.
The designer is not proposing that you make things out of avocado
stones, just saying that you could, and that you certainly shouldn’t
have put all your eggs in the fossil fuel basket. So that turns a local
story into something we can all connect with.
We also have this again and again in ‘Design in an Age of Crisis’.
Somebody will be talking in their alleyway or the social housing that
they’re living in in Asia, but you can read about it and see that it
could also be in the outskirts of Birmingham, or anywhere. So there
are specific examples that are local but may have national or even
global usefulness.
CJLPA: You have curated several notable exhibitions about
musicians, like ‘David Bowie is’ at the V&A. What made you
move to design, and how has your past experience shaped
your work on the Biennale?
VB: Music was a great passion, but I actually started at the V&A as
a design person. It was luck that I found myself in the theatre and
performance collections, where there was a great music collection that
hadn’t really been used. It had been assembled by brilliant curators who’d

seen how musicians used design to present themselves visually—design
and fashion and graphics, these kinds of thing. It had been collected
since the 1960s, but it had only been shown in a design context, so it
was an opportunity, it seemed to me, to connect something that I was
really interested in with something that everybody was really interested
in. Design, though, seemed a more closed world. That was a fantastic
coming together of interests and the brilliant work of other people. It
was a great honour and opportunity to do three big exhibitions at the
V&A. It wasn’t easy. It’s quite a competitive process there, and music
seemed to be a good focus for those years. But the V&A covers so many
subjects, and people move on.
I think the thing that ties these together is that I am quite passionate
about opening up areas of culture to more people. What I mean by
that is that I actually think more people are interested than realise
they are. You need to make it easy to get a foot in the door. I also
feel that design can sometimes be a bit up itself. A lot of people feel
that it’s a bit highfalutin and maybe not their thing. With something
like ‘Design in an Age of Crisis’, I like the idea that, if you’re
communicating well through design, you’re not looking at the
design, you’re feeling the feeling, or getting use out of the thing if it
works. The thing becomes what it does. So I hope that people will
come to this Biennale, and that there will be something interesting
for everybody, all the family. It’s important stuff that relates to us all.
It’s not just about design aficionados and imposing creative brains.
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CJLPA: I’m interested in your belief that people find design
highfalutin. You can live a life without ever seeing a painting,
but you can’t avoid design. Does that not make design easier
to engage with?
VB: I think it absolutely does. It’s not as noxious. Art history is ‘keep
out’. People might think that a design biennale is going to be about
beautiful chairs that cost a fortune. But I’m not interested in that.
This type of design is something different. It takes philosophy and
ideas, things that people care about, and puts them into a physical
space. It’s not entertainment exactly, but I want people to come and
have a great time. If design’s working, it doesn’t have to be hard
work. It may not always be jolly and happy, but I hope the Biennale
will be a great experience, and that everyone will come and see that.
CJLPA: What is London’s role in the history of design? You
gave Bazalgette’s sewers as a good example. What is distinctive
about London’s design scene today?
VB: I’d also mention the Great Exhibition out of which the V&A
came, the first great world exhibition. It launched a series of world
expos, world’s fairs, and so on, many in Paris, where people went
to see the latest innovations but also travel the world. London has
a great history in that sense, but also, in the present, it is a fantastic
place for designers and creative people to live, train, and work. It’s
a very precious thing that I don’t think we should take for granted.
We are very lucky to have that. But I do think that if we do the right
things we can hang on to it.
I was talking to a designer from New York this morning. She said,
‘London is the centre of the world for design.’ I’m not saying that’s
absolutely true, but we certainly have a place at the very top table.
We need to deserve that, and to keep working hard to make London
a great place for creative people.
CJLPA: Do you think that, if we do, we can pull through the
two shocks of Brexit and COVID-19?
VB: I certainly hope so! Otherwise we’re in desperate trouble,
because it’s something we’re really good at, and there aren’t so many
things that we’re really good at now. We need to make the most of
those things.
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Wikipedia editing, and film. He is Managing Editor of
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Fig 1. Château de Chambord, France. Benh LIEU SONG, CC BY-SA 3.0 (disclaimer of warranties included), <https://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-sa/3.0>, via Wikimedia Commons (unmodified). <https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Chambord_Castle_Northwest_facade.
jpg?fbclid=IwAR3ORG96zd-Y_1TW7aVVGm8UgzSBUG-A1dEHSgkp2Bu3OnD77_lE7tlSEvs>.

L

eonardo da Vinci is a constant of the Western cultural
tradition. We grow up with a vague sense of Leonardo’s
achievements, knowing him to be a general titan of art
and science. Our cultural attachment to Leonardo, however, has
expanded beyond the individual himself. In the mid-sixteenth
century, Giorgio Vasari writes voraciously about Leonardo in Lives
of the Most Eminent Painters, Sculptors, and Architects. This mammoth
work offers Vasari’s take on the ‘great’ artists of history and his own
time, thus marking the birth of art history as a discipline in the
West. Vasari enjoys great and lasting political, cultural, and artistic
influence. His book is dedicated to the powerful Cosimo de’ Medici,
and his Lives discuss and pay homage to well-established Florentine
and Roman artists. This political patronage solidifies a precedent
of systematic exclusion that we continue to navigate in our own
contemporary. Reading Vasari with a critical eye, we understand
that his artist biographies conceal just as much as they reveal.
History itself is a creative, authored, and imperfect account of the
past. In the essay ‘What Men Saw: Vasari’s Life of Leonardo da

Vinci and the Image of the Renaissance Artist’, art historian Patricia
Rubin supports this claim. She writes, ‘Renaissance biography was a
commemorative art. Its aim was to preserve and to exalt the names
and deeds of worthy men in order to provide examples, both of
actions and of their rewards.’1 The Leonardo that we are introduced
to and encouraged to remember is necessarily a mythologised
version of Leonardo, prompting us to ask how exactly Vasari
codifies the myth of Leonardo through biography, and how we
might continuously be rehearsing this myth.2
The career of Leonardo, the original ‘Renaissance man’, is too
polyvalent and illustrious to digest at once. In this research paper,
I will focus on Leonardo the architect, specifically in regards to
the Château de Chambord (fig 1). I will consider primary sources
1 Patricia Rubin, ‘What Men Saw: Vasari’s Life of Leonardo Da Vinci and
the Image of the Renaissance Artist’ (1990) 13(1) Art History 34.
2 Janette Vusich, ‘Leonardo: a legend in his own time’ (lecture, The
University of King’s College, Halifax, Nova Scotia, 16 January 2020).
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such as Leonardo’s own writing on and sketching of architecture,
alongside secondary sources which allege his involvement in
the design of Chambord. The central question that puzzles art
historians is the extent to which the architect Domenico da Cortona
relied on Leonardo’s original sketches in his ultimate design and
construction of the French château. My objective, however, is
not to make any final claims about design origins. Rather, it is to
consider the legitimacy of Leonardo’s association with the project,
and examine the value we attach to individual achievement. How
does the knowledge that the great ‘artist-genius’ himself may have
been the mind behind Chambord affect our appreciation of the
already awe-inspiring architecture? Does Leonardo’s relation to this
architecture necessarily change what we see? To better understand
these questions, I will engage with Vasari and Rubin, as well as
other art historians such as Anthony Blunt, Ludwig Heydenreich,
Patrick Ponsot, and Hidemichi Tanaka. In doing so, I hope more
clearly to discern the relationship between Leonardo the myth and
Leonardo the architect.
In his Lives, Vasari endeavours to elevate painting to its rightful
place as an honorable liberal art, alongside grammar, rhetoric, and
music. To do so, Vasari must distance art from its connection to
manual labour and establish it as an intellectual pursuit, associated
with divinity itself. Vasari’s affinity for melodrama comes across
from the very start of Leonardo’s biography:
The greatest gifts often rain down upon human bodies
through celestial influences as a natural process, and
sometimes in a supernatural fashion a single body is
lavishly supplied with such beauty, grace, and ability
that wherever the individual turns, each of his actions
is so divine that he leaves behind all other men and
clearly make himself known as a genius endowed by God
(which he is) rather than created by human artifice.3
In the soap opera that is Vasari’s Lives, Leonardo holds star status.
Furthermore, Leonardo is an intellectual (‘Vasari’s portrayal of
Leonardo, who is presented as a philosophizing artist.’)4 His art is
so natural that it creates reality. He is a great man who is the creator
and definer of his zeitgeist.5
Vasari explains away Leonardo’s inability to finish projects, arguing
that it is a result of the artist’s unending curiosity. Leonardo famously
only finished a handful of pieces in his career and although Vasari
would have desired more completed pieces, he writes: ‘[T]he truth
is that Leonardo’s splendid and exceptional mind was hindered by
the fact that he was too eager and that his constant search to add
excellence to excellence and perfection to perfection [is] the reason
his work was slowed by his desire.’6 As with all biography, the work
tells us as much about the author as it does the subject. Vasari and his
peers prize a certain heroic individualism and we must read his work
within this context. If nothing else, the art historical canon is a study
of imperfect practitioners who represent their imperfect realities.
History, we are told, rhymes more than it repeats. As we explore the
rhythm of the art historical canon, we unearth Vasari’s own biases
and eccentricities riddled throughout his life of Leonardo.
3 Giorgio Vasari, ‘The Life of Leonardo Da Vinci, Florentine Painter
and Sculptor (1452–1519)’ in Giorgio Vasari, Lives of the Most Eminent
Painters, Sculptors, and Architects (first published 1568, reissue edn, Oxford
University Press 2008) 285.
4 Rubin (n 1) 35.
5 Vasari (n 3) 290.
6 ibid 292.
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Notwithstanding the author’s fingerprints on the work, Rubin argues
that Vasari paints a lively picture of Leonardo, as a man we want to
know and remember. She asserts that Vasari did ‘know Leonardo
in ways that we cannot. Friends and acquaintances of Vasari’s …
had known Leonardo and could supply their reminiscences. And
there were certainly echoes of Leonardo’s words still to be caught
in Florence in the 1520s when Vasari arrived there.’7 Vasari’s
extravagant and sometimes absurd tone is distracting, but Rubin
reminds us that under the exorbitant layers lies a certain intimacy
with Leonardo. Leonardo’s notebooks offer an insight into the
artist’s perception of himself, but Vasari presents us with what
‘men’ saw when they turned their gaze towards Leonardo. Vasari’s
contemporary cultural appraisal of Leonardo ‘is a fabrication, not
a fiction’. Rubin goes on to write that ‘with Vasari’s biography,
Leonardo entered history as a charming, complex and compelling
character. He is associated with the highest goals of art and with the
marvelous powers needed to investigate them.’8 In his Lives, Vasari
sets into motion the mythical Leonardo, who then marches across
history, enchanting and engrossing us right up until the present day.
Complicating the narrative is intimidating and hard, but also
enriching and essential. In her influential essay ‘Why Have There
Been No Great Women Artists?’, Linda Nochlin writes that ‘when
we ask the right questions about the conditions for producing art
… there will no doubt have to be some discussion of the situational
concomitants of intelligence and talent generally, not merely of
artistic genius.’9 Nochlin contends that we must question norms and
deeply ponder why they seem natural and set in stone. When we do
so, Leonardo emerges from under the shrouded veil of the artistgenius, into the light of a much more complexly interesting artistic
and political network of collaboration and cooperation.
The myth of Leonardo casts its shadow across the Château de
Chambord, a formidable castle nestled in the French countryside.
Built between 1519 and 1547, Chambord is palatial. It is symmetrically
bookended by rounded corner towers, with a roof forested by
chimneys, turrets, and spires. In his 1952 article ‘Leonardo Da Vinci,
Architect of Francis I’, Heydenreich argues that ‘it is known that in
the last years of his life, on the banks of the Loire, Leonardo da Vinci
worked out for his royal master—no doubt Francis I’s request—a vast
project for the amelioration of the Sologne.’10 These improvements
were to take the form of a château named Romorantin, for the
king’s mother. In line with Vasari’s characterisation of Leonardo,
Heydenreich describes the artist-architect as ‘the most universal of
Renaissance artist-philosophers’, and continues:
This castle of Chambord as it was in fact built—enormous
and fantastic—is perhaps the only “ideal architecture” of
the renaissance ever carried out. And the singularity of
its conception can only be explained by the intellectual
cooperation of two minds gifted with similar creative
ingenuity: Francis I and Leonardo da Vinci.11
All this talk of universality and idealism is simultaneously born out
of and feeds into the myth of Leonardo. Heydenreich merges the
political and the aesthetic, contending that Chambord’s uniqueness
7 Rubin (n 1) 39–40.
8 ibid 43.
9 Linda Nochlin, ‘From 1971: Why Have There Been No Great Women
Artists?’ (ARTnews, 30 May 2015) <www.artnews.com/2015/05/30/
why-have-there-been-no-great-women-artists/> accessed 9 March 2021.
10 Ludwig Heydenreich, ‘Leonardo Da Vinci, Architect of Francis I’ The
Burlington Magazine (1952) 94(595) 277.
11 ibid 276 and 285.
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could only be the result of a collaboration between the king
(munificent patron) and Leonardo (celebrated artist-genius).
Tanaka, in ‘Leonardo Da Vinci, Architect of Chambord?’, endeavours
to determine what hand Leonardo had in the architecture of
Chambord. Much in step with Heydenreich, he writes:
None of Leonardo’s surviving architectural plans is clearly
intended for the château. And yet the initial inspiration
for Chambord—for its square keep on a central plan, with
four round corner towers and a spectacular double spiral
staircase at its heart—could hardly have come from an
ordinary architect.12
Both scholars agree that Leonardo had a hand in the design of
Chambord, but they differ in the extent to which they discern this
participation.
Heydenreich is convinced that the singularity of Leonardo’s genius
establishes his clear and substantial role in the design. By contrast,
Tanaka concludes that it is likely Leonardo drew up initial plans for
Romorantin and that, after Leonardo’s death, Cortona took them
up for Chambord and naturally modified them. Tanaka asserts that
Leonardo ‘must have prepared [the plans for Romorantin] in detail,
so it is entirely possible that his plans for that palace were closely
studied and even adopted by Cortona for the new project replacing
it.’13 Blunt echoes Tanaka’s argument—an argument that emphasizes
the layers of cooperative design that went into the ultimate design
of Chambord. Blunt, in his seminal book Art and Architecture in
France, 1500–1700, expresses skepticism of Heydenreich’s unwavering
commitment to his thesis being based on stirring yet ambiguous
evidence. Blunt asserts:
[Heydenreich] maintains that Leonardo was responsible for
the conception of Chambord, but the arguments in favor of
this view are not quite conclusive. On the other hand, it is
certain that Leonardo designed the château which Francis
intended to build for his mother at Romorantin, for which
drawings survive.14
Leonardo died on 2 May 1519, and the planning of Romorantin
stopped abruptly. It is likely, however, that Cortona dusted off these
drafts when he began his work on Chambord that same year. This
possibility of Chambord’s cooperative design does not fit within the
bounds of Vasari’s singular definition of greatness: the individual
and original genius.
Let us take as an example the attic windows at Chambord. Tanaka
postulates that the similarities between Leonardo’s drawings
for Romorantin and the actual design of Chambord’s stately
windows are no coincidence: ‘A window which Leonardo drew
for Romorantin is very similar to an attic window at Chambord,
in that both are rectangular and have scallop-shell pediments as
well as three ornamental vases.’15 Tanaka considers it feasible that
Leonardo never intended to build the château at Chambord, but that
his designs were nonetheless used as a guide to the younger Cortona
for his great architectural masterpiece.
12 Hidemichi Tanaka, ‘Leonardo Da Vinci, Architect of Chambord?’ (1992)
13(25) Artibus Et Historiae 85.
13 ibid 94.
14 Anthony Blunt, Art and Architecture in France, 1500–1700 (Yale University
Press 1999) 276.
15 Tanaka (n 12) 100.

As time passes and we move further from the spring of 1519, it
becomes increasingly difficult to completely solve this particular
Leonardo-related quandary. Over the years, the château has been
remodelled and restored, making it harder to trace the genius
of Leonardo, if it was there at all in the first place. ‘Subsequent
modifications in a more refined French style have obscured the
original Italian design … making it all the more difficult to detect
the hand of Leonardo.’16 This possible ‘Frenchification’ of original
Italian design (which would correspond with Francis’ efforts to
strengthen central power in France and expand the French empire)
may explain Blunt’s problems with Heydenreich’s claim. Blunt notes
that ‘in its general appearance Chambord is entirely French and still
largely medieval. The massive round towers with their conical tops
could be matched in any fifteenth-century château.’17 In this way,
capricious history plays games with art historians, who are certain.
In ‘Les terrasses du donjon de Chambord: un projet de Léonard de
Vinci?’, Ponsot adeptly concludes: ’D’une certaine manière, tous
ces constituants mal connus du passage du temps contribuent à
rendre plus difficile encore l’interprétation d’une œuvre hors du
commun.’18 (‘In a certain way, all of these little-known elements of
the passage of time contribute to making an extraordinary work
even more difficult to interpret.’) Because of the uncertain factors of
time and memory, it is almost impossible to demonstrate decisively
Leonardo’s connection to Chambord.
We always bring ourselves to the act of interpreting. This reality
is beautifully articulated by Peter Schjeldahl: ‘I like to say that
contemporary art consists of all art works, five thousand years or
five minutes old, that physically exist in the present. We look at
them with contemporary eyes, the only kinds of eyes that there ever
are.’19 Our attempts to discern any obvious trace of Leonardo in the
remarkable Chambord prove fruitless. Because we expect solidity
and non-change, that fact the Chambord has been formed and
reformed by history surprises us. As Rubin adeptly writes, ‘Leonardo
was not only a subject of Vasari’s history. He was subjected to
history.’20 In our desperation to loosely attribute art and architecture
to Leonardo, perhaps we are asking the wrong questions and losing
out on the much more interesting possibility of an interconnected
history. Instead of asking whether Leonardo was the architect of
Chambord and trying to conclusively trace his singular and genius
hand, we could ask how Leonardo’s work and thought contributed
to the artistry of others. How were others shaped by the legacy
of Leonardo, just like Leonardo, while undeniably talented and
remarkable, must have been shaped by the artists before him? I am
less compelled by great men than by the societies that cultivate and
receive them. Vasari provides us with an intimate, albeit veiled,
connection to Leonardo. Cortona’s connection to Leonardo is real
and significant. By investigating and acknowledging the legitimacy
of other people’s work, we begin to observe a more real image of
Leonardo: what men saw and now what people continue to see.

16 ibid 85.
17 Blunt (n 14) 15.
18 Patrick Ponsot, ‘Les Terrasses Du Donjon De Chambord: Un Projet De
Léonard De Vinci?’ (2007) 3(165) Bulletin Monumental 259.
19 Peter Schjeldahl, ‘The Art of Dying’ The New Yorker (December 2019)
<https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2019/12/23/the-art-ofdying> accessed 20 December 2020.
20 Rubin (n 1) 38.
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urrets and spires tower over rich façades and stained-glass
windows. Ornate vases sprout up from formal Versaillais
parterres made of shrubs and roses. All is reflected in a
rectangular pond surrounded by maniacally manicured grass which
would inspire envy in the most immaculate Oxbridge lawn. Instead
of a royal residence or university quad, though, these grounds host
an international court. The building is the Peace Palace, seat of the
International Court of Justice (ICJ) in The Hague. As the principal
judicial body of the United Nations, the ICJ settles disputes between
states and gives opinions on contentious points of international law.
This sumptuous courthouse is a physical manifestation of certain
abstract debates on the sources of legitimacy of the international legal
system, and on the cultural unity of different societies. International
organisations often fail to inspire the instinctive loyalty that citizens
feel for their domestic institutions.1 By manipulating our perception
of what international organisations look like, grandiose buildings can,
quite literally, construct their institutions’ legitimacy.2 Furthermore,
multiple states must cooperate to establish international legal
institutions. Therefore, their sites are designed to reflect shared
cultural elements of multiple founder nations, even though those
nations may vary greatly in social, political, and economic character.
Designers of international courthouses must therefore explore what
defines human culture and must physically immortalise it. This
article will focus on the buildings not only of the ICJ but also of the
International Criminal Court (ICC), which too is in The Hague, and of
the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU), in Luxembourg.

The ICJ: A palace for peace
The Peace Palace was originally built to host inter-state arbitrations,
which had been a popular means of dispute resolution since the late
1 See Nobuo Hayashi and Cecilia M Bailliet (eds), The Legitimacy of
International Criminal Tribunals (Cambridge University Press 2017);
Andrea Bianchi and Anne Peters (eds), Transparency in International Law
(Cambridge University Press 2013).
2 Renske Vos and Sofia Stolk, ‘Law in concrete: institutional architecture
in Brussels and The Hague’ (2020) 14(1) Law and Humanities 57.
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Fig 1. The Peace Palace, which was designed by Louis Cordonnier in 1913.
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nineteenth century. Arbitration was used in commercial disputes
but also as an alternative to war, slowing down an increasingly costly
European arms race. In 1905, 216 proposed designs for the newv
courthouse were submitted. The French architect Louis Cordonnier
and British landscapist Thomas Mawson won the contract, and the
building was inaugurated in 1913.
The court’s interior, exterior, and gardens were intended to convey
the legitimacy of its institution. Symbolism links the building to
the universal ideal of peace.3 The vaults over the vestibule and
ceremonial staircase depict Greek goddesses associated with peace
and prosperity. The stained-glass windows along the corridors and
in the Great Hall of Justice depict a series of stages in human life
and history. They thus suggest the immortality of peace and, by
extension, of the Court itself. Gifts from around the world were
used as materials, strengthening the sense of international unity:
marble from Italy, iron gates from Germany, stained glass from
Britain, granite from Norway, jasper from Russia, wood from the
Caribbean, and silk tapestry from Japan.
The gardens use symbolism to the same end. Wide terraces make
the Palace visually prominent. Religious metaphors abound. The
exedrae of the pond resemble the transept of an early Christian
basilica. The radially expanding parterres that once spread out
here recalled the apsidal chapels of Gothic cathedrals. Plants were
chosen with care. Roses, a universal symbol of love, dominate the
northern parterres. Small-leaved shrubs and trees create a sense of
spaciousness meant to foster peace and intellectual reflection.
For all its symbolism, the Palace was heavily criticised upon its
inauguration. Even in the early 1900s, when a few imperial powers
dominated the globe through a mix of military coercion and
pseudoscientific racism, critics chastised the cultural limitations of the
design. Some thought that Cordonnier had taken too much inspiration
from sixteenth-century Dutch architecture.4 Why would a palace meant
to represent the universal ideal of peace adopt such a geographically
limited style? Moreover, in the sixteenth and seventeenth century the
Netherlands had fought the Eighty Years’ War to gain independence
from Spain. Some argued that this made Dutch architecture an odd
source of inspiration for a palace of peace. Some of Cordonnier’s
contemporaries, though, believed that he was not influenced by
Dutch architecture at all. The New York Times argued that he was
inspired by the Sicilian Romanesque style, which contains elements of
Norman and Arabic origin.5 Perhaps this confusion ultimately serves
the institution’s purposes, the lack of a clear architectural inspiration
exemplifying the universal nature of the ICJ.

The ICC: Holding the fort
The sandy dunes and dry bushes between The Hague and the
North Sea are very different from the glamorous belle époque
neighbourhood surrounding the Peace Palace. However, the
International Criminal Court chose this desolate location precisely
because of its isolation. The ICC deals with persons accused of
international crimes such as genocide and crimes against humanity.
In 2010, therefore, it instructed the Danish firm Schmidt Hammer
Lassen Architects to focus on security concerns when designing the
building. The ICC also faced a crisis of legitimacy, as powerful non3 Johan Joor and Heikelina Verrijn Stuart, The Building of Peace, A Hundred
Years of Work on Peace Through Law: The Peace Palace 1913–2013 (Carnegie
Foundation Press 2013) 33–46.
4 ibid.
5 Arthur Eyffinger, Het Vredespaleis (Sijthoff 1988) 57–59.

member countries such as the US and China hampered its work.
The Court therefore wanted its new headquarters to assert its
legitimacy by visually communicating its values of transparency and
accountability.6 These instructions resulted in a building designed to
both maximise security and embody the Court’s values.
The building comprises six towers connected at ground level,
and the courtrooms are located in the central tower, which is the
tallest. The towers represent hope by ensuring good light and sea
views, but they are also surrounded by a moat, which calls to mind
a medieval castle. Glass is prominent in the exterior of five of the
towers, stressing transparency, but the glass is opaque, obscuring
the people working inside for their security. The trapezoidal
windows are positioned at differing angles to reflect sunlight. This
creates a feeling of glittering movement, but it also hinders snipers.
The building has a neutral colour palette, evoking the impartiality
of the judicial process and avoiding any colour emblematic of a
particular country. However, since extensive whites would interfere
with CCTV, the beiges and greys also aid surveillance. In addition,
the building’s desolate landscape prevents acts of terrorism: nearby
dunes expose anyone scaling them and make it impossible for cars
to get close.7 The design of the ICC building therefore manages to
‘keep one step ahead of the terrorists’8 while also communicating
values of openness and democracy.

The CJEU: Golden towers
The Court of Justice of the European Union in Luxembourg is farremoved, physically and stylistically, from the bleak dunes and muted
tones of the ICC. Unlike the ICC, the CJEU is not a criminal court. It
is the main judicial organ of the EU, and as such deals with a variety
of civil matters including intellectual property, competition, and
the single market. Dominique Perrault, the architect who oversaw
the CJEU’s major expansion between 1996 and 2019, wanted to
underline the CJEU’s twin roles: shaping the EU as a constitutional
polity, and mediating between the EU’s member states and its
institutions.9 Accordingly, all design choices were made to create
a grand building, the tallest in Luxembourg, that would reflect the
might of the EU judicial order.
The CJEU building comprises three golden towers, which dominate
the Kirchberg plateau and are easily spotted from Luxembourg’s
Old Town. They host the CJEU’s translation services, in charge
of ensuring that the CJEU’s cases and documents are interpreted
and translated into the 24 official languages of the EU. Placing the
translators in the most prominent part of the building symbolises the
CJEU’s cultural diversity as well as the access to justice it promotes.
The CJEU’s main courtroom might be the most grandiose space of
all. It is accessed via a large, lugubrious entrance hall— the French
term salle des pas perdus, ‘hall of lost steps’, is apt—and a staircase
of black corten steel. Given this, one feels awed upon entering the
courtroom. Inside, gold covers the walls, curtains, lecterns, and
6 Vos and Stolk (n 2) 61.
7 Christine Murray, ‘Transparency, democracy, high-security: Schmidt
Hammer Lassen’s International Criminal Court’ (The Architectural Review,
5 February 2016) <https://www.architectural-review.com/ buildings/
transparency-democracy-high-security-schmidt-hammer- lassensinternational-criminal-court> accessed 10 February 2021.
8 Bjarne Hammer, co-founder of Schmidt Hammer Lassen (as quoted in
Murray (n 7) para 20).
9 Jonathan Glancey, ‘Let there be light’ Guardian (2 December 2008)
<https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2008/dec/02/eu-courtof-justice-architecture> accessed 10 February 2021.
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Fig 2. The International Criminal Court, which was designed by Schmidt Hammer Lassen Architects in 2010.

chairs. Although the courtroom is partially underground, sunlight
floods in from above, filtered through a golden aluminium mesh
resembling a blossoming flower. The CJEU building can be seen
to represent a modern interpretation of the desire for prestige and
grandiosity already embodied in the Peace Palace a century earlier.

Shared gardens and shared history
The three court buildings have common elements all intended to
express legitimacy through architecture. For example, all three
carefully chose their historical precedents. This is standard practice
in architecture when it needs to send a message of authority and
prestige: consider the neoclassicism of British imperial buildings and
US federal buildings. The ICJ provides the most obvious example,
incorporating Gothic, Dutch Renaissance, and Italian Baroque
elements. The ICC also imitates the keep, gatehouse, and moat of a
medieval castle. While the ICJ’s use of history can be attributed to an
early-twentieth-century taste for revivalism, that of the ICC is best
attributed to a focus on security. The CJEU also looked to history
in its quest for prestige. Its original 1973 building is wrapped like
a Greek temple in a pronaos of 116 columns of ten metres each. As
the Athenian Acropolis dominated the Attican valley, so the CJEU
dominates Luxembourg from the Kirchberg plateau as a modernday citadel of the EU’s legal power.
Legitimacy can also be expressed through references to the cultures
of member states. After all, citizens feel closer to organisations that
are culturally familiar. This can be achieved by asking member states
to loan or donate works of art, as was done for both the ICJ and
CJEU buildings. Architects also consider the cultures of the member
states at the planning stage. The features these courthouses share
therefore embody what culturally unites disparate countries from
every corner of the world.
All three courthouses have gardens. The ICC features five courtyard
gardens and one vertical garden atop the courtroom tower.
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Plants are included from each of the ICC’s 124 member states to
emphasise interdependence. The CJEU is planting a ‘garden of
multilingualism’ to celebrate the cultural diversity of the EU. Water
is another feature the three buildings have in common. The ICJ’s
long pool represents peace and harmony. The ICC’s moat enhances
security but also creates a tranquil space between the gatehouse and
the main building.
While attending an academic conference a year ago, I sat on a
bench under a vine-covered pergola at one end of the ICJ’s pond.
I was inspired by the idyllic setting to ponder international law and
the role of the ICJ in international relations. I believe that mental
exploration is one of the reasons prestigious buildings are erected
for international legal institutions. The architecture of courthouses
helps establish the cultural and legal status of their organisations by
creating a visual and symbolic narrative which shapes interactions
with the public.
Medieval peasants were encouraged to learn biblical stories by
studying the stained-glass windows of gothic churches. Similarly,
the grand headquarters of international courts invite the modern
visitor to reflect on the role of international law in the world of
today. In light of current affairs, such reflection is urgently needed.

Ways of (Legal) Seeing:
Law and the
Interdisciplinary Imagination
E li za b e t h Hua ng

Elizabeth Huang completed her undergraduate degree in Law at Trinity College, Cambridge, before reading for the BCL at Magdalen College, Oxford,
where she was the Vinerian proxime accessit. She is particularly interested by the intersections of law, technology, society, and art (sometimes all four at
once!) and has written elsewhere on the ‘audience as jury’ in Shakespearean theatre. Outside of her academic interests, she has edited several publications,
including The Mays Anthology.
I would like to thank Anthony Julius, Peter Goodrich, and Carey Young for their unbounded generosity of time, ideas, and energy in contributing to our very
first, fledgling issue. I am also grateful to Alexander (Sami) Kardos-Nyheim for his liberality in offering me the space to explore these ideas, and I express
my admiration of his vision in bringing the Journal together.

I

n the opening essay of Ways of Seeing, John Berger writes, ‘We
only see what we look at. To look is an act of choice. As a result of
this act, what we see is brought within our reach … we are always
looking at the relation between things and ourselves.’1 Rereading
the book recently, I was struck by the urgency of Berger’s writing—
an urgency derived from his sense that art had undergone a process
of ‘mystification’, fogging the vision of those, outside the cultural
elite, who wished to see it clearly in culturally and historically legible
terms.2 Studying law, first as an undergraduate and then as a graduate
student, I had the feeling that law, too, has been similarly mystified.
If law in the world is the preserve of a professional class of solicitors,
barristers, and judges, law in the university seemed the even more
rarefied domain of an intellectual class of professors and academics.3
How, then, is the ordinary citizen to see the law and (to borrow
Berger’s words) bring it within reach, other than as its subject?

intellectual. The lack of civic education in ‘legal literacy’, and the
disciplinary narrowness of legal training, constrain, at the conceptual
level, our capacity to imagine and reimagine law. To look at law
without seeing it and to live with law without looking at it, is to
be blind to a central feature of the relations between ourselves and
each other—and the societies we live in. These concerns informed
the themes upon which I invited contributors to reflect. What do
we see when we consider law from diverse perspectives? How does
law see itself? How should we characterise the relationship between
law and the arts? How can interdisciplinarity expand or clarify our
understandings of law? Finally, then, the set-up: an artist (Carey
Young), an academic (Peter Goodrich), and a lawyer (Anthony
Julius) walk into a bar4 … this segment of the Journal draws together
their insights, ruminations, and varied voices in a fresh cocktail of
ideas for your consumption.

Our present socio-economico-political circumstances lay bare the
consequences of law’s mystification. The use and abuse of law, to
give some recent examples, in service of goals ranging from the
protection of public health to the curtailment of protest rights, go
under-scrutinised in public discourse if law and its domain remain
concealed from view. This concealment is not only physically
literal—the barred doors of the court—but, more troublingly, also

Carey Young’s piece, ‘Justice Must Be Seen to Be Done’, explores
and challenges the notion that the relationship between law and
the arts must always be one of confinement and commodification.
She proposes instead that artists approach law as a ‘medium for
them to work with, like paint’. Young draws attention to law’s
many theatrical qualities—its theatre of judgement, its symbolic

1 John Berger, Ways of Seeing (Penguin 1972) 8–9.
2 ibid 11.
3 I do not tread new ground here—a rich body of work exploring such
themes can be found in socio-legal studies, feminist legal theory, and
elsewhere, eg Erik Larson and Patrick Schmidt (eds), The Law and Society
Reader II (NYU Press 2014).

4 This is, of course, a gross oversimplification. Carey Young, whose
work is held in public collections such as the Tate Gallery and Centre
Pompidou, lectures widely and teaches as an Associate Professor at
the Slade School of Fine Art. Peter Goodrich, Professor of Law at the
Cardozo School of Law, is also an accomplished filmmaker. Anthony
Julius, Deputy Chairman at Mishcon de Reya, is concurrently Professor
of Law and the Arts at UCL.
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costumes, its ritual roles, all riddled with ‘gaps, elisions, and
silences’—that make it a paradoxical and enigmatic subject, ripe
for artistic investigation. Young’s piece, particularly her comments
on blind justice and the legal spectator, should be considered in
conjunction with her video installation Palais de Justice (2017),
from which stills are included. Filmed without permission,
Palais de Justice juxtaposes carefully composed scenes of female
judges and advocates glimpsed at work through the porthole-like
windows of the courtroom, against the vast, echoing, seemingly
empty architecture of the Palais, the material incarnation of law’s
patriarchal power. in camera—legal Latin for ‘private’ proceedings—
takes on a tantalising double meaning. In the eye of the camera
lens, the chamber is opened to a new audience. Law is presented as
suitable subject matter for an artist’s enquiry. The legal spectator
becomes (simultaneously?) an aesthetic witness. By drawing our
attention to the many tensions—openness/closure, liberation/
oppression, text/image—inherent in law, Young offers us a
fascinating and expansive artist’s account of law.
In characteristically zestful and erudite style, Peter Goodrich in
‘Remediation’ offers us a further examination of a Palais de Justice—
not the one in Brussels, but rather the new Palais de Justice on the
outskirts of Paris. Describing it as a ‘faceless mausoleum of legal acts
that effectuates the trompe-l’œil of being a window into invisible
proceedings’, he argues that its ostensibly transparent glass façade
operates in fact as an opaque reflective surface, deflecting scrutiny
and refusing visibility. Goodrich expands this into a wider critique
of ‘juridical optical desire … the rules that control looking and being
viewed’ in the courtroom. He suggests that law’s strict control of
its image reflects its anxieties about being seen and re-presented
(‘remediated’) by its own subjects, and thus becoming vulnerable to
critique and counternarratives. Using the case of Stephen Gough,
‘the Naked Rambler’, as a vivid illustration, Goodrich explores the
critical ancillary question of ‘what cannot be seen and so is blinded
from [juridical] vision’ through analysis of two courtroom sketches
of Gough by artist Isobel Williams. He addresses the irony of a blind
justice which oversteps its mandate—acts ultra vires—by refusing to
look at even that which it ought to see and consider. The wordless
eloquence of Williams’ drawings, and Goodrich’s readings of legal
symbols and spaces, open a fresh, provocative interface between law
and the visual, outside the hermetically and hermeneutically sealed
world of the legal text.
In both Carey Young’s and Peter Goodrich’s contributions, we see
the richness of the interdisciplinary imagination at work. In my
interview with Anthony Julius, we address the matter directly.
Julius discusses ‘the unnaturalness of the disciplinary’, arguing that
it is the ‘confining, not the unconfinement that needs to be justified’.
Julius’ own teaching embodies this attitude strikingly: he offers
undergraduate law students courses in Shakespeare’s sonnets and the
nineteenth-century industrial novel. In them, literature is positioned
as a pedagogical foil to the law, providing new interpretative
methodologies, genres, and forms for students to examine and
synthesise. Julius advocates interdisciplinarity as a commitment akin
to friendship: wide-ranging, non-exclusive, but also serious, carrying
with it its own duties and obligations. On the relationship between
law and the arts (to return to where we began), Julius highlights
its inherent tensions—‘art exasperates law, law oppresses art’—yet
suggests that this is simultaneously a generative relationship, which
stimulates even as it seeks to constrain. This dynamic of oppression
and exasperation is realised most palpably in the issue of censorship,
a topic on which Anthony Julius is preparing to publish a new book,
Shameless Authors. Another manifestation of law’s divisions between
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openness/closure and liberation/oppression, censorship is a form
of manufactured public blindness, a redaction that renders material
unviewable beyond the controlled sphere of politico-legal decisionmakers—we cannot see what we are prevented from looking at.
Julius makes a powerful case for interdisciplinarity as the ground
of intellectual enquiry and provides a brilliant example of how to
integrate different disciplinary perspectives in one’s life and work.
That then, is my brief, biased, and bitty summary of the pieces
that follow. I hope I have persuaded you that they are worth
reading in full, and as a dialogue. Each arriving from a unique
starting point, together they provide a diverse set of examples of
the breadth and creativity of the interdisciplinary imagination. The
texts demonstrate the myriad ways in which the creative energy
generated by the friction between law and the arts can be harnessed
to generate new frameworks and fresh perspectives with which to
understand law. A final knot remains, however. If these critiques are
to circulate more widely outside the Academy, we will also require
different ways of communicating law—methods, perhaps, that
move away from text and embrace the visual.5 The motif of seeing/
blindness which weaves through this segment shows that it matters
where the law—through its agents and servants—chooses to cast its
gaze, avert its eyes, or even block ours. Our response, in the face
of this all-seeing ocular authority, should be to look right back, to
subject the law to scrutiny, to interpret and reinterpret its symbols
and images—but to do so we need more widely spread and more
welcoming approaches to legal literacy. Taking the interdisciplinary
imagination seriously is a start.

5 Fascinating and innovative work is being done in this area by projects
such as ‘The Less Textual Legal Gallery’, ‘a showcase for legal learning
and communications focusing on alternative visual modalities’ (<https://
tldr.legal/about-us.html>), and the Stanford Legal Design Lab (<https://
www.legaltechdesign.com/our-projects/>), which seeks to ‘advance legal
innovation and access to justice’ through interdisciplinary, user-focussed
design projects.

Justice Must Be Seen to Be Done
C a r e y Young

Carey Young is a visual artist. Her practice since 2002 has addressed law as subject and material, and comprises various media including video, performance,
photography, and installation. Her works have been exhibited at Tate Britain, the New Museum (New York), Hayward Gallery (London), and many others.
She is Associate Professor in Fine Art at the Slade School of Fine Art, University College London, and Honorary Research Fellow at Birkbeck Law School,
University of London.
An earlier version of this essay was first published in the Brooklyn Rail, March 2016.

A

central image in the consideration of law is the totemic
figure of justice—Justitia—the blindfolded Roman goddess
of justice. Often appearing in statue form in many
courthouses and carrying a sword and scales, she heralds the idea of
law as impartial and unseeing, of law as a system that, theoretically
at least, is open to all—democracy as a form of blindness. The irony
of this sightlessness will not be lost on artists, who tend (with good
reason) to think of law as oafishly clunking behind them, laughably
out of touch with contemporary artistic form, ideas, and methods,
and unconversant with the light-fingered nimbleness of creative
work. Law generally confines creative freedoms, increasingly in the
interests of the gods of corporatised intellectual property. Artists
often see law as dry and administrative, as an expensive threat, or
something to be resisted (with the usual artistic-anarchic leanings),
rather than, dare I say it, a source of curiosity, or a medium for them
to work with, like paint.
Justice’s blindness is said to represent objectivity—since
postmodernism, another enemy of artists. Justice must be seen to be
done, thereby allowing public access to many trials, and the principle
of ‘open justice’, but law privileges language and the written word
over images and aesthetics. In this era of McLuhanesque visualityover-orality, in which Instagrammability has tended to trump
criticality, this seems especially absurd. Legal theorist Peter Goodrich
asserts that Justitia’s blindfold ‘marks an exclusion, an indication that
mortals should keep out’—1a class issue with which most of us can
sympathise. Nevertheless, from the perspective of visual artists, or
perhaps only us perverse ones, all this might represent temptation,
in terms of a rich subject. Law may have been termed an ‘empire’2
(and that idea in itself should act as artistic provocation) but its gaps,
elisions, and silences—and there are many—are lacunae, or a form of
social-sculptural negative space. Law has an unconscious—we just
need to analyse it.
Law’s inherent relationship to performance could be seen as further
1 Peter Goodrich, Legal Emblems and the Art of Law (Cambridge University
Press 2015).
2 Ronald Dworkin, Law’s Empire (Belknap Press 1988).

enticement. The courtroom can of course be seen as a ‘theatre’ of
judgment, centring on the performance of authority and the fragile
recall and transferral of mental images by witnesses and defendants
as well as jury, judge, and litigants. Law’s many performative
statements, in which speech becomes act—‘I sentence you’, etc—have
been termed ‘superperformatives: performatives backed by force’,3
evoking law’s complex relation to the body and the physical. Law’s
inherent violence, its state- or sovereign-backed ability to remove a
person from life, society, family, home, and possessions, is Foucault’s
‘technology of power over the body’.4 But we should not forget
that the law also includes a liberatory potential, a choreographic
circumscription of individual agency, rights, promises, and liberties.
The costumes (or uniforms) of law transform an individual into a
symbol of sovereign power, convention, and patriarchy. Bat-like,
the figure of the lawyer flits through European and postcolonial
societies in its traditional black gown, the very image of duplicity,
its vampiric fees deterring all but the wealthy in this era of
corporate feudalism and lack of access to justice. Collectively, these
black-robed lawyers become mere worker ants performing to their
red queens (we can imagine Francis Bacon’s or Velasquez’s Pope
Innocent X, or the figure of Death as depicted in much medieval
art). The win/lose binary of the law establishes legal precedents
which build a nest of traditions, the very architecture of law. The
black gown is intended to convey ritual, status, and sombre respect
for the law. The gown, with its assumed anonymity, operates as a
kind of symbolic shield, a suggestion of loss, or a potent blankness,
a further clue as to law’s caesurae.
Paradoxically, the most vital performer in the courtroom is
never physically present: the immaterial, abstract character of the
‘reasonable person’ whose morals, behaviour, and common sense
are the standards against which the errant behaviour of the accused
is judged. As feminist legal theorists have remarked, albeit without
3 Julie Stone Peters, ‘Legal Performance Good and Bad’ (2008) 4(2) Law,
Culture and the Humanities 179.
4 Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison (Vintage
Books 1979).
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Fig 1. Carey Young, Palais de Justice (still), 2017. Single-channel HD video (from 4K); 16:9, colour, quadraphonic sound; 17 mins 58 secs.
© Carey Young. Courtesy Paula Cooper Gallery, New York.

enough impact (yet) on the legal canon, the ‘reasonable person’ in
fact represents the essence of patriarchy, tacitly understood as male,
heterosexual, middle-aged, and white. It is the male gaze in penal
form. So essential is this idea of ‘reasonableness’ to the operation of
law that we must also remember it is a legal fiction, a conjuring of an
‘as if’ so as to enable the smooth running of ‘the law’.
The spectator’s role in all this, going back to the beginning of
recorded history,5 goes beyond that of court audience. Rather, the
spectator is a witness to the act of justice. This is spectatorship as
documentation, and memory as evidentiary record (ideas which
will be familiar to a contemporary arts audience from recent art
practices such as that of Tino Seghal). But spectatorship has its
imaginary dimensions. Due to the popularity of courtroom drama as
a major cultural export of Hollywood and US TV networks, fiction
ends up scripting reality: French lawyers increasingly complain that
defendants, well versed in US crime drama, expect an American
style of trial and legal representation, which is profoundly different
to the French legal system.6
We must forget assumptions that we know what law is. The
more you consider what law might be, the less clear it gets. Many
(especially in the arts) assume law is synonymous with business.
Like the institution of money, law requires mass belief. Yet law
remains our most powerful method to rein in spiralling corporate
greed. Law is an instrument of the state, and closer to politics than
5 Judith Reznik and Dennis Curtis note that public access to trials was first
recorded within Babylonian culture circa 3100 BC. Judith Reznik and
Dennis Curtis, Representing Justice (Yale University Press 2011).
6 Barbara Villez, ‘Performing the Law on Television’ (Performing the Law
symposium, London, January 2014).
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business. As some would have it, law is like a two-dimensional
plane, with well-marked boundaries, clearly defined limits and
categorical definitions.7 ‘It is always watching us’,8 a ‘living archive’,9
an ‘official version of life’,10 or a ‘museum of order’.11 Conversely,
courtroom argumentation can centre on a creative interpretation of
past precedent. Or, following Kafka (and Derrida’s interpretations),
law is a form of the sublime, full of spectres and ruins.12 Then,
as others argue, ‘law is not justice’,13 it ‘flies in the face of logic’,14
is ‘a product of, and promoter of racism’,15 and ‘written in a field
of pain and death’.16 Law is, instead, a societal ‘dumping ground’
and lawyers are its ‘janitors’ or ‘refuse collectors’,17 standing ‘at the
threshold of order and disorder at society’s edge’.18 All of these ideas
can convince, and yet, most are contradictory. And this confusion is
why law is one of the great, underexplored artistic subjects.
7 Pierre Schlag, ‘The Aesthetics of American Law’ (2002) 115 Harvard Law
Review 1049.
8 Foucault (n 4).
9 Fred Botting, The Gothic (Boydell and Brewer 2001).
10 Goodrich (n 1).
11 Foucault (n 4).
12 Botting (n 9).
13 Jacques Derrida, Before the Law (Derek Attridge ed, Acts of Literature,
Routledge 1992).
14 Colin Dayan, The Law is a White Dog (Princeton University Press 2011).
15 Mari J Matsuda, Where is Your Body (Beacon Press 1996).
16 Robert M Cover, ‘Violence and the Word’ (1986) 95 Yale Law Journal
1601.
17 Pierre Legendre, L’Empire de la vérité: Introduction aux espaces dogmatiques
industriels (Fayard 1983) 49 (as cited and translated in Peter Goodrich,
Languages of Law: From Logics of Memory to Nomadic Masks (Cambridge
University Press 2004)).
18 Gary Watt, Dress, Law and Naked Truth: A Cultural Study of Fashion and
Form (Bloomsbury 2015).
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Fig 2. Carey Young, Palais de Justice (still), 2017. Single-channel HD video (from 4K); 16:9, colour, quadraphonic sound; 17 mins 58 secs.
© Carey Young. Courtesy Paula Cooper Gallery, New York

Fig 3. Carey Young, Palais de Justice (still), 2017. Single-channel HD video (from 4K); 16:9, colour, quadraphonic sound; 17 mins 58 secs.
© Carey Young. Courtesy Paula Cooper Gallery, New York.
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Remediation
Pe t e r G ood r i ch

An ardent advocate of argute alliterations and the habile silent ‘p’, as in raspberry and rhubarb, Peter Goodrich perturbs the Panglossian portals and
protocols of paromoion legalities and other plagiarisms with the pataphysical portents of posthuman sciences and their paromion postulates. A practitioner
of widdershins in the circulus disciplinarum, he is author, recently and most compositely, of Advanced Introduction to Law and Literature (Edward
Elgar) and the forthcoming Vision and Decision: On the Judicial Uses of Images (Oxford University Press). Chef, filmmaker, and olericulturalist, he is
currently working on a project entitled Laugh and Critique.

T

he will to transparency, the scopic drive to see through, to
scrutinise naked truth, encounters a significant impediment
in the dead letters, the literae mortuae, of law. The puppet
show of juridical interpretation, the marionettes that are pulled as
heavy signifiers, gothic black-letter dogmas from the pickle jar of
precedent, perform a spectacle that is always a trope and costume,
a stage and screen away from the viewing subject. As the pop
philosopher and ‘narcotheorist’ Laurent de Sutter observes of a
prime example of this paradox—the new Palais de Justice, the judicial
city and island of law designed by Renzo Piano on the outskirts of
Paris entirely in glass façade—it is the opposite of transparent.1
The intimidating size, the insular location, the monumental aura,
and the nomothetic lines of the rectangular structure suggest, at
best, a juggernaut of justice. It appears open to the lines of sight
but closed and excluding of any miniature mortal who might wish,
in some unauthorised fashion, to enter and somehow animate
the dead letters or lost epistles of what is to all appearances
an instance of vox Dei suprema lex esto. Neither missive nor
monumental building was authored in any recognisable manner by
the populace.
The megalith that replaces the classical architecture, highly symbolic
designs, and artwork of the old Palais on Île de la Cité suggests, in
more quotidian terms, a vast office building, an indistinct corporate
structure not so dissimilar to a rectangular and stacked version
of the World Trade Center. There is nothing legal, no symbol
of jurist or justice, in the plain glass façade. The use of windows
reverses the traditional windowless spaces of judgement, the subtly
in camera character of the courthouse, and suggests the appearance
of an interior, a window into the beating heart of legality, figura
fenestris appearing in law. The glass, however, is more panopticon
and occlusion than it is, in any sensible concept of appearance, likely
to be entered by the viewing eye. The passing subject will have their
eye deflected to the building as a structure, a scalar manifestation of
forensis as a faceless leviathan, a supraterrestrial but blankly uniform
front. The other irony is that if the gaze is focussed beyond the
reflections in the panes to pierce the wall of glass, what is visible
is primarily a corporate space of passages, corridors, stairs and
1 Laurent de Sutter, Post-Tribunal: Renzo Piano Building Workshop et l’Île de
la Cité Judiciare (Éditions B2 2018).
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benches for waiting.2 The juridical interior is not open to view,
and so the eye that penetrates the windows will see only a labyrinth
of nondescript open spaces leading inexorably to the closed doors
and opaque walls of the inner sancta, the temples of judgement, the
hotwired, multiply screened, media-saturated courts. Where earlier
legal architecture, replete with columns, classical statuary, and
monumental inscriptions in archaic languages, invited attention to
the façade, to the appreciation of an illocutionary presence and civic
message, a symbolic spectacle of justice and law, the glass façade acts
more as a mirror deflecting sight to the presence and size of this
particular space station.3
The visible leviathan perhaps makes its optical case too vehemently,
a hyperbole that often signals decay and demise—but such proleptic
prognostications are for other occasions. The paradox to be pursued
here is rather the tension between the purported transparency of
the exterior, the sense of remediation from stone to glass, and the
visually desipient opacity of the interior. An installation of the
juridical in the remediated form of a monumental, quadripartite glass
structure creates an impermeable visibility, a faceless mausoleum of
legal acts that effectuates the trompe-l’œil of being a window into
invisible proceedings. The trick and trope of the design is to create
the appearance of transparency, the illusion of exposure of the
physical presence and public accessibility of the juridical, to make it
ordinary, popular, recognisably corporate, while creating a site on
the periphery of the city that discourages both viewing and visiting.
The apparent is never simply appearance, and to look into is also
always a matter of looking away, of noticing and of overlooking, as
the expression goes. Law is no different in its scopic choices, its rules
of seeing, as also in its blindspots and scotomising aspects.
2 In opposition to the legalistic truncation of ‘judgement’ to the excised
‘e’ of ‘judgment’, I have spelled the reference to the manifestations of
the mind of the judge with the additional fifth letter. For a digression
upon the hubris of excision, see Peter Goodrich, ‘Weird Judgment:
Agon, Omniscience and the Absence of an “e”’ in Ordine internazionale
e diritti umani (‘International Legal Order and Human Rights’) (2021,
forthcoming).
3 See Linda Mulcahy and Emma Rowden, The Democratic Courthouse
(Routledge 2020). Mulcahy and Rowden place commendable emphasis
on the interior of legal architecture, patterns of circulation, spaces of
interacting, but scale again renders these sites imposing sights in the Palais.
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Scopic desires
Juridical optical desire, by which I mean no more than the
institutional regulation of appearance and disappearance,
and most specifically, the rules that control looking and being
viewed, is strictly regulated. When cameras were allowed for
the first time into a terrorist trial in the new Palais, they were
prohibited from filming anyone other than the speakers.4
The lens was blinkered, the images were to be restricted
to the orators and the dialogue. Discourse governed sight.
Filming in the UK Supreme Court has similar rules, and
static cameras that relay bench and advocates. At common
law, the regimen of lines of sight, spaces of audition, and
optical scrutiny is surprisingly limited, as also are the means
of looking, the lenses, ocular and artificial, that are permitted
and those that are forbidden. This dates back to section 41 of
the Criminal Evidence Act 1925, which makes it an offence
to ‘take or attempt to take in any court any photograph, or
with a view to publication make or attempt to make in any
court any portrait or sketch, of any person’ participating in
the proceedings. This statute against visual representation of
parties was pitched against the social media of the era, the socalled ‘yellow press’, the legislation responding most directly
to popular criticism of a death penalty decision and the wide
circulation of a photograph of the judge, a black cloth over
his bewigged head.5 Thenceforth, the tableau vivant of judicial
determinations could only be seen in the minimalist sense of
attending the trial, and the viewing cannot be shown to the
public in any other form of direct visual reportage. A variety
of later criminal laws of procedure further restrain the modes
of viewing and relaying proceedings.
Despite the near universality of cameras, phones, and computers,
it is deemed a crime—contempt of court—to raise a camera in the
courthouse or look through any photographic lens. In the first case
directly concerning mobile phones to be decided by the Court of
Appeal, the defendant had taken a picture of the canteen area of the
Liverpool Crown Court. A second photo was of the court and witness
box, but the quality of the image was such as to make the subject in
it unrecognisable.6 The third photograph showed the defendant’s
brother sitting in the secure dock. The crime was not, however, in
the content of the images but in the fact of ‘illegally photographing’,
and a sentence of 12 months’ imprisonment was confirmed. What the
eye can see and record in memory, the camera lens is censored from
viewing, and although ‘the judge noted that there were no authorities
on the approach to this type of contempt of court ... he indicated that
a message should be sent out that illegal photography in court would

4 It is far from alone in this general characteristic. The relatively new
Singapore Supreme Court looks like a flying saucer. For alternative
architectural schema, see the excellent discussion of the South African
Supreme Court in Eliza Garnsey, The Justice of Visual Art (Cambridge
University Press 2020). I have commented on forensic and legal
architecture at greater length in: Peter Goodrich, ‘International Legal
Emblems’ in Max Planck Encyclopedia of International Procedural Law
(Oxford University Press 2022, forthcoming).
5 Christian Delage and Martine Sin Blima-Barru, ‘Pour la première fois,
des caméras filmeront un procés pour terrorisme en France’ Le Monde
(Paris, 2 September 2020).
6 The Seddon trial is well scrutinised in Suneel Mehmi, Law, Literature and
the Power of Reading: Literalism and Photography in the Nineteenth Century
(Routledge 2022, forthcoming). See also Lynda Nead, ‘Visual culture
of the courtroom: reflections on History, Law and the Image’ (2002) 3
Visual Culture in Britain 119.

be met by a sentence of imprisonment.’7 The draconian penalty for
remediation of the performance of justice was supported at trial by the
judge’s view that mobile phone cameras were a ‘chilling’ development,
and in the Court of Appeal by the argument that photographs could
promote harassment of witnesses and intimidation of juries. How that
is so, or why drawing a veil over the proceedings is the appropriate
response, was neither addressed nor, indeed, undressed.
The point can be made even more distinctively with reference to later
case law. In R v Ann Smith the defendant, who was a visitor to the
courthouse, was asked by four strangers who were due to appear in
court to take a photograph of them on a bench in the front lobby of the
courthouse.8 They handed her a mobile phone, and while she found
her view they made gestures of defiance. She took the photograph
and handed the phone back. Ironically, CCTV captured her taking the
photograph and the Criminal Division of the Court of Appeal upheld
a sentence of three weeks’ imprisonment. In HM Solicitor General v Cox
and Parker-Stokes, a friend and fellow gang member photographed
and took a video of the sentencing of his 17-year-old colleague for
murder. The initial pictures, taken in the morning, were of his friend
appearing in court, relayed by internal video-link. Already filmed
and relayed, it was the filming of the film that was at issue, as well
as live photographs from the public gallery taken in the afternoon.9
The court also notes that the video included part of the notices
prohibiting the use of mobile phones. The images were later posted
on Facebook along with comments the court deemed derogatory.
As the photographs were taken of the defendant in transit, on video
screen, or during the sentencing proceedings in which the Judge was
sitting alone, it was hard to argue that the photographs interfered
in any direct way with the due administration of justice. The court
overcomes this justificatory obstacle by stressing that although it
did not interfere with any proceedings, this conduct fell within the
category of ‘interfering with justice as a continuing process’.10
I will not belabour the examples. All that merits brief addition
is that the parallel and even more bizarre prohibition on audio
recording contained in section 9(1) of the Contempt of Court Act
1981 is similarly directed at the auditory sanctity of proceedings, the
closure of the walls, glass or stone, to any remediation of the in vivo
performance, the classical form of juridical theatre, and is enforced in
similarly draconian style. Sound, colour, motion, still photographs,
audio recordings, found sounds and clips, bites and nibbles, gifs
and memes cannot leave the courthouse. Even sketching in court
is prohibited, the artist being required to draw from memory, and
outside the building: before the law, but with the doors of justice
closed to any more direct medium of relay and record. As with the
symbolism of glass as a window into the Palais de Justice, so too
with the rules of contempt of court constraining any extraction of
sound or image of judicial process and courthouse activity, whether
commented or unremarked, accurate or edited, and whether or not
the relevant events and encounters are still sub judice.

‘A fertile imagination creates the case’
The juridical control over what can be seen and heard in the
networked environments and virtual relays of social media and
streaming platforms has become ever more anachronistic in the
imaginal domains of contemporary politics and law. The compelling
issue is that of the openness of the juridical and, in this instance, of
7 R v Vincent D [2004] EWCA Crim 1271.
8 ibid 1273.
9 R v Ann Smith (Amanda Ann) [2016] EWCA Crim 1562.
10 HM Solicitor General v Cox and Parker-Stokes [2016] EWHC 1241 (QB) [4].
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the role of the image in the depiction and transmission of rule and
precedent, governance, and the more subtle oikonomia—dispositif
or disposition—of administration. ‘Open justice’ is both a figure
of jurisprudential speech and itself an image, a depiction of the
performance of trial that is encountered in drama, photograph, and
film—overwhelmingly in fictional remediated forms rather than in
direct relay. The legal fiction, the ‘as if’ of the agon of trial, is mirrored
but not depicted directly in the public fictions and social media relays
of fictive—because unseen and unheard—patterns and processes of
law. Trial, precedent, encounter, and event matter but also appear
not to matter, neither immediately nor effectively for those not
actually there. Justice is open but also more and more extensively
closed—aesthetically, visually, sonically, and in public remediation.
To open, as the art historian Georges Didi-Huberman usefully and
lengthily traverses, is to allow in, to enfold, and in aesthetic concept
it involves a breaking of the skin—in biblical terms a wounding:
videbunt in quem tranfixerunt—an opening of the mouth, a raising of
the penthouse lids of the eyes as projection into, as well as response
to, that which is viewed.11 To open is to embrace the materiality and
temporality of viewer and viewed, to understand the image as alive
to the life of the subject created by the act of looking. The microontology of images is the corporeographic impact generated by the
encounter and remediation, the dialogue of visual interaction and
exchange, the metamorphosis—affective and intellective—that is
inherent, in openness, to the Dasein and transitivity of viewing.12
To open is, in sum, to change, to suspend the categories and accept
that spectral life and imaginal politics are imbricated in every
glimpse and whisper of law. The image has to be allowed to appear,
to open, a facet of apparition that in biological argot leads the imago,
the cocoon, to unfold and engage its imaginal discs and so to fly.
It is not my argument that law should fly—according to Joubert,
to fly is to escape the clutches of law—but rather that the medium
of opening the juridical, the generally windowless forums of court
and archive, is the modality of its incarnation as imaginal life,
as intellective form and social presence. That is also to say that
closure, exclusion of visual relays, retraction and restraint of sight
are potentially retinal injustices, a stilling of life and collapse of the
imaginal into the dead spaces, confined roles, and performances of the
juridical. To open is to risk, and it is that prospect of exposure, and
specifically that unveiling of law to criticism, to affective responses,
to scandal sheets, that motivated the initial ban on photographs and
continues to justify the protection of the ‘continuing process’, the
aura of justice, and the anachronic image of judgement ‘having been’
done, past-tense, dead and buried, no longer in view. Some stronger
justification than ‘we told you not to’ is needed, not only to generate
parity with the fact that CCTV films everyone in the courthouse, but
also in recognition of the now fully mediated, multiply networked
character of the courtroom, chambers, and doctrinal precincts of
legality. If the process of trial is not disrupted, and few of the instances
cited involved any actual interference, it is the phantasm of a tear, a
rend in the rendering of justice that is always the driving aggravating
factor from the judicial point of view.13 As Montaigne would have it,
fortis imaginatio generat casum—‘a fertile imagination creates the case’.
The performance and generally textual relay of the images of legal
process, the prohibition of unauthorised remediation and transmission,
restrict the relevance of law as a publicly visible presence. It is also
11 HM Solicitor General v Cox and Anor [2015] HQ15X02223 [4] (Irwin J).
12 Georges Didi-Huberman, L’Image ouverte (Gallimard 2007) 49.
13 See Georges Didi-Huberman, Confronting Images (Pennsylvania State
University Press 2005).
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Fig 1. Naked Rambler Seated (Isobel Williams). Courtesy of Isobel Williams.
<http://isobelwilliams.org.uk/>.

curiously out of synchrony with contemporary communication media.
The prohibition on painting, drawing, sketching, cartooning, as well
as photographing, filming, and audio recording, dramatically limits
encounters with law. This censorship of modes of perception and the
scotomising of public viewing suggests the extreme value placed upon
the image as bearer of a theological force—imago haec—of law, jealously
protected by the affective rules of contempt and on the reverse side,
the phantasms of calumny, harassment, interference, meddling even,
in the image of law. Rather than elaborate the arguments pro et contra
such screening of the juridical, it is the abstraction of events into
dead letters, law reports, monochrome pages of silent, colourless, and
motionless text, that is the greater aesthetic and political concern.
Refusal of visual relay and publication of pictures substitutes a
different image, an interior phantasm and fictive theatre, the
fragmentary and irreal imaginal relays of socially invented spectacles
for the persons, things, and actions that in fact appear in law. But it
gets worse: the judiciary and personnel of the courts, chambers and
chanceries, the clerks and stenographers, become an unworldly guild,
an office without any expertise or capacity to view and interpret
imagery in a critical and coherent, let alone juridically apposite and
visually focussed, fashion. They proceed ad apparentiam but, to coin
a phrase, they know not what they see. For now, to extend the basely
Christian metaphor, they see ‘through a glass darkly’, in large part
because they pose and play their role as enigmas in the viewing eye of
the public. Their image, being both elaborately staged and vigorously
protected, remains dead, the visual formula of precedential formulae.
To control how an institution is viewed, to ordain the licit and illicit
modes of looking and relaying the image, is to engage creatively in
the construction of an aesthetic. The rules of contempt open the

ISSUE 1

juridical process to a narrow and decorous perception while closing
it to depictions, visual relay, and commentary that might question
or undermine such décor. The scopic constraint also deflects from
an unmediated viewing to legal self-representation in a dual and
chronologically ordered modality. It allows cameras outside court so
that there can be reports of the spectacle of enforcement, of uniformed
officials leading the accused into the ornate portals of the law’s inner
sanctum, its cochlear openings. What emanate after that are linear
written reports, monochrome accounts of trial, and later still the
tombstone of decision—headnote as headstone—the precedential
official report, dressed up in the spectacular language, the argot of
judgement. What is at issue in this dialectic of the visual is the judicial
self-image. The control over viewing, the sanctity of the performance
and the restraint on relay, is a mode of fashioning the self-portrait
of the juridical, of its figures and personnel. It is law’s desire—that
of legislators and judges—to be seen in propria persona, as they see
themselves, that drives this tunnel vision. It also constitutes the sense
and appearance of the other, the citizen, the viewer, the gallery or
pit, that looks on the jurists’ puppet show of hierarchical roles, ritual
patterns, costumed and uniformed positions, prescripted discursive
places, and routinised dialogues. Self-image, the shadow of a reflected
shadow, determines both the subject viewing itself and how that
subject is formed, how she looks out.

‘Straunge habiliment’
The regulation of audio-visual recording, and even of live graphic
depiction, acts as a scopic frame that functions more to close than
to open the image of legality. It covers rather than exposes. By the
same token, the constraint upon looking in also indicates a limit on

how judges view not only themselves but also that which they look
upon, the other of law that enters their view in the assemblage of
subjects, appearances, and apparels that come ‘before’ the law. What
does a judge see? What do they prohibit and banish from view—what
cannot be seen and so is blinded from vision? I am asking a question
about the outer reaches of the visible juridical universe, the end of
sight itself. It has elements of a pataphysical question, but it can be
given a concrete elaboration in terms of the apparent impossibility of
a naked image and, in full complementarity, an image of nakedness.
I will start with the only image of the relevant trial scene, sketched
from memory at Winchester Crown Court by poet, author,
scholar, translator, teetotaller, and artist specialising in live drawing
(depicting things as they happen), Isobel Williams (fig 1).
The saga of the ‘Naked Rambler’, this strange window onto the
scopic world and visiocratic regime of law, has been relayed many
times. Gary Watt gracefully discusses Eureka moments requiring
dishabiliment, and also the paradox of Michelangelo’s naked David
being a very public image, much frequented and much viewed.14 He
makes the point that the nude is not the naked, but a representation
of it, an art form, an acceptable remediation. Isobel Williams, who
trained with live models—but always with warning signs outside the
doors—tends to agree.15 Stephen Peter Gough does not. For Gough,
a nude with a cause, appearing naked in public, nude in court, nude
in court behind a screen, taking tea naked in a suburban garden,
has led to multiple convictions for diverse offences, and over a
decade in prison. The shifting fog of crimes actually committed
range from breach of the peace, to ‘threatening, abusive, or insulting
behaviour’ under the Public Order Act 1986—’An Act to abolish the
common law offences of riot, rout, unlawful assembly and affray’—
and multiple counts of contempt of court. In the European Court
of Human Rights, the convictions were upheld on the grounds that
there was a pressing social need to limit his freedom of expression
under the European Convention art 10 para 2.16 He has also been
issued with an Antisocial Behaviour Order and subsequently been
imprisoned for failing to comply, a sentence upheld by the Court
of Appeal, in which case the unapparelled appellant did appear
in Court, but only by video-link, the video of the nude subject
obscured because, as remarked by Lady Justice Rafferty, his nether
self or ‘person’ was covered by a table.17 o tempora, o mores, o mensa.
Isobel Williams, an artist of considerable imaginosum—she is a
translator of Catullus—took a break, perhaps from her live drawing
of Japanese rope bondage clubs, to address the undressed and sketch
the proceedings in court.18 She has followed the case and blogs about
the comedy of court deliberations. In Winchester, the courthouse
boldly fronted by proudly phallic abstract sculptures, Gough was
prohibited from appearing after a barrister’s pupil had sat in the jury
box to see if, when the defendant rose to his feet, his lower parts
would be visible. It was determined that a standing Stephen would
be covered by the front of the dock and only the very top of his pubic
hair would be public, or vice versa. Nonetheless, he was banned from
the court and appealed the decision. This landed him in prison but
also, as adverted, in the Court of Appeal via video-link, where his
sentence to 30 months was upheld. The specific question I wish to
raise is that of the scopic regime of law, specifically and restrictively

Fig 2. Rambler Seated (Isobel Williams). Courtesy of Isobel Williams.
<http://isobelwilliams.org.uk/>.

14 Gary Watt, Dress, Law, and Naked Truth (Bloomsbury 2012).
15 Gary Watt, ‘Dress, Law and Naked Truth: Some Further Coverage’
(2016) 7(1) Critical Studies in Fashion and Beauty 109, 116–17.
16 Gough v United Kingdom [2015] 61 EHRR 8.
17 R v Stephen Gough [2015] EWCA Crim 1079.
18 Isobel Williams, ‘The Naked Rambler: AND SITTING’ (Drawing from
an uncomfortable position, 19 December 2015) <http://isobelwilliams.
blogspot.com/2015/12/the-naked-rambler-and-sitting.html>.
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in the court, at trial, away from the public eye, where it is possible
to look on accidents, victims, death, bodies, genocide, and loss, but
not on a naked man. Most of the more graphic representations of
violent crime and cataclysmic torts will be remediated in photograph
and film and yet are seen, but no such direct or, in the instant case
at Winchester Crown Court, indirect imagery is permitted. This
follows the trail of earlier cases and catapults one question to the
fore. What is the fear of seeing the body, an Edenic rustic figure, in
the highly confined and regulated space of a courtroom?
Video, photographs, and drawings of Gough walking dressed only in
socks, boots, hat, and rucksack are freely available online, and Isobel
Williams has produced many colourful sketches of our man in the buff
in court, yet she is still not allowed to sketch the sketches in vivo in
the trial chambers. Her depiction of the naked rambler seated, from
memory, from one of the many earlier trials, recreates the stark
contrast between the costumed barrister in formal attire and the
starkers defendant seated but not in visible nakedness. The artist has
rather drawn away the curtain, the architectural clothing of the front
of the witness box, to reveal what the eye will have seen only in the
substituted form of imagination. The colour and contrast, the hair and
beard, watch, and boots of the defendant, the thin wire upon which the
barrister’s extended finger rests, combine to suggest a reality, a visceral,
incarnadine presence in court, for which Gough has been campaigning.
His argument, and I have seen him make it nakedly online, is that it
was only when he got undressed, when he normalised being without
clothes, that he discovered who he was. For him his nature is naked, his
body is the opposite of shameful, a gift of a beautiful kind.
What is most intriguing is that his argument is his body, his writing
his naked passage in the world. It is that argument that the court would
not allow, that image that it could not tolerate or see. A common law
predicated upon exemplars was unwilling to view the exemplum. In
the words of Brian Gill as Lord Justice Clerk, after the extraordinary
projection of labelling Gough ‘an incorrigible exhibitionist’, he
proceeds to extrapolate that: ‘If he seeks to express the view that an
individual has the right to be naked at all times and in all places, there
is nothing to prevent his doing so orally or in writing while remaining
properly dressed.’19 Anything else, in Clerk’s view, is contemptuous
behaviour. He seems to have missed the point that Gough did get
dressed—he put on socks and shoes and stopped there, omitted to
go further in sartorial habiliment. It is not that he is partially attired
but that he is engaged in performance art, post-dramatic theatre,
and exemplification of a specific cause in a specific location. I am not
arguing that Gough should necessarily be allowed, or not allowed, to
roam unannounced and naked, but rather the more restricted point
that his genital liberality or lack of loincloth is his expression, his
cause, and his argument. Whatever view the instant Court might take
of the behaviour out of court, it is the refusal to look, the censorship of
the visual argument, that is most striking. He can say, the Judge seems
to imply, anything he wishes, but he cannot show it, not even here, in
a court, before a blindfolded justice and judges en banc. Where Phryne
won her case by throwing off her cloak and appearing naked before
the judges, Gough loses his appeal for not getting dressed.
There can be no question that dress is an addition—a covering,
tegument, carapace of clothing. Images are added to the epidermal
facia and a cloak or curtain is hung to hide the frons of being. Isobel
Williams captures this well by removing the veil and contrasting form
to sartorial costume, similarity of extended fleshy outstretched fingers
and hirsute head, to the literal sedentariam vitam of the appellant. She
reveals the image, the nude, that imagination otherwise is forced to
19 Gough v HM Advocate [2007] HCJAC [76].
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project. Rafferty LJ admits as much in the appellate judgement when
she remarks of Gough’s video-link appearance:
There was on the nursery slopes of the trial dialogue about
whether if he were in court he would sit or stand. We
are grateful to Mr Scott (who did not appear below) for
explaining to us that any point arising from it falls away.
By videolink from prison today he sat unclothed from the
torso upwards, his lower body obscured by a table. For
all we know he was clothed other than above the waist.20
Gough does not get to appear, save in remediated form, and Rafferty
LJ makes a point of noticing that he cannot be seen in full. Any point
arising falls away through being distanced by video and obscured by a
table. The ‘nursery slopes’ of dialogue and the implicit infantilisation
of the naked in cathedra appellant are legally irrelevant and yet
incorporated into the judgement by reference and by video-linked live
performance. The Court is concerned with pronouncing a verdict,
with speaking the truth, but it does not wish to look at the truth or
confront the real. To say that ‘for all we know he was clothed’ is to
mark a looking away, a stalling of vision and rejection of the image
that is condemned—imprisoned—without being seen in full or in glory.
Williams makes the point quite brilliantly in a second sketch (fig
2). Recall that this is itself a censored drawing from memory, as
she dare not sketch in Court for fear of imprisonment. She has to
remember, she has to use the interior image, the memorised imprint,
and it loses its colour and force. Now it is lines, the linearity of law’s
self-image and reports. Only Gough’s face, the Christian imago haec,
appears over the bar of the witness box that he was not allowed to
enter. He is smaller, somehow more frail, less real, and the barrister,
the amicus curiae, is in the pit, lower, distanced, having faded into
indistinction, features fallen away, an actor going through the
motions. Considering the contrast, witnessing the two images and
their difference—as if colour didn’t matter—we realise that vision
was stopped on the nursery slopes of viewing. What could be seen
was left to the indeterminacy of ‘for all we know’, the scopic drive
halted as the judge looks away from the screen in exact replication of
the trial court’s looking away from the defendant who cannot appear.
To the classical maxim and foundational principle audite et alterem
partem, the case of Stephen Peter Gough suggests that we now need to
add, in the modern tongue, the principle that one see the other side. In a
French motto, gardez un œil pour l’accusé. In court, in camera if need be,
but before the law, even if only temporarily—a screen can be provided,
the defendant can be ordered to sit after making their stand—the image
has a right to appear. Gary Watt, following the thesis of Norbert Elias
who argues that civility is measured by our distance from the animal,
argues for law as dress, a sartorial ars iuris. The armamentarium of cloth
and clothes is the image that we are used to, the fashion that governs
the manners of most public appearances, and ironically it is fashion,
clothes, that remain, that survive the body that inhabits the habits. But
that is not all. It is also necessary and lawfully desirable to see the other
side, to remember the monkey that holds our coat tails, the bare being
and vulnerability, the innocence and intransigence of being there. In
the old language, intellegere est phantasmata speculari, which means that
to think is to look, to speculate in and with images, and to perceive with
your eyes. To look away removes the embrace of justice, the eye of ius
imaginum, and substitutes the disaffection and cold unseeing gaze of
law, ius strictum, which the Palais de Justice so brilliantly instantiates
as a faceless ‘juridism’, a generic gaze overlooking the overlooked.
20 R v Gough (n 17) [7].
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H

aving finally mustered the courage to call first (to call or
to be called… an old dilemma rehashed for our pandemic
times), Anthony Julius blips into view, an impressive wall of
crowded bookcases looming up behind him. Looking past my own
screen, I am confronted by the sight of my own second-hand Ikea
bookcase squatting emptily in the corner—and am struck by a faint
premonition that this is going to be an apt visual metaphor for the
conversation to come.
After all, Anthony Julius is a man whose intellectual and professional
reputation precedes him—in deeds at least, if not in name. ‘I’m
interviewing Anthony Julius this week’, I tell my non-law friends.
‘Who?’, they ask. ‘Princess Diana’s divorce lawyer… he might be
in The Crown next season’, I tell one. ‘Andrew Scott—you know,
Hot Priest—played him in Denial’, I tell another. Sudden flashes of
recognition. ‘Oh!’, they say. I smile, just a little smugly. But we are
not here today to talk about Julius’ public profile, or the legal cases
that made his name.
Today it’s Professor Anthony Julius, Chair of Law and the Arts at
UCL, who’s in the hot seat. Bespectacled, even donnish (though I’m
not sure he’d like the term), he seems unexpectedly mild-mannered
given his reputation as a fearsome negotiator. I’m here to ask him
about his multidisciplinary teaching and research, the rumours of a
new book that have been doing the rounds, and any advice he might
have for those seeking to follow in his illustrious interdisciplinary
footsteps. Julius tells me he has been busy teaching at UCL since
2017. His courses range across such diverse topics as: the censorship
of the novel from Flaubert to Rushdie; the nineteenth-century
English industrial novel and tort law; and, in the Jurisprudence
strand, Shakespeare’s sonnets.
The last of these sounds especially enticing, but Julius is dismissive of
approaches to ‘Shakespeare and the Law’ which focus on the accuracy
of Shakespeare’s depictions of legal matters. Addressing Shakespeare
through this legalistic lens is, he explains, ‘at the level of the trivial … it is
to speak within the perspective of a lawyer’. Approaching Shakespeare
with a more consciously multidisciplinary mindset led Julius, instead,
to design a unique course for law students that juxtaposed literary

interpretation with legal interpretation, and literary form with legal
form, using the sonnets as the central reference point.
Why the sonnets in particular? ‘I have not felt in the 40-odd years
that I have been practicing that any case or statutory provision has
the same complexity and challenge as a Shakespeare sonnet’, he says.
Ruefully? A little regretfully? Anthony Julius, academic manqué?
Well, not quite—after all, he does have a PhD in English Literature,
and is the author of nearly half a dozen serious tomes. But his
comment is certainly provocative—and would make an excellent
exam question in the final paper of the fantasy ‘Law and the Arts’
undergraduate degree rapidly taking shape in my imagination.
A broader, more expansive approach to legal education is critical,
argues Julius, ‘if we are meant to take law seriously as a humanistic
discipline’. Yet law schools are notorious for their suspicion of,
and even resistance to, ‘Law and ...’ subjects. How would Julius
state the case, then, for more interdisciplinarity? Or does he think
lawyers already have enough of it? After all, legal history and legal
philosophy have been going strong for decades—even if some would
accuse these subdisciplines of starting to creak a bit. ‘I am sure they
don’t have enough of it!’, he replies, laughing. (Admittedly it was a
leading question.) ‘But’—more serious now—’in a way, the question
you are asking me is just an institutional one … understanding
intellectual endeavour in a more generous and non-institutional
way, how can one not proceed interdisciplinarily?’
For Julius, it seems, the natural state of the intellectually engaged
individual is fundamentally one of interdisciplinary curiosity and
engagement. ‘Legal and literary activities, in their own distinct ways,
represent creative engagements of the “rule-governed” and the “rulebreaking” … to consider them without [reference to each other]
is to go against the grain’. He pauses. He muses. Anthony Julius
then delivers (live on camera!) one of the characteristically pithy
summations he is famous for, neatly inverting my question in the
process. (I can see why he so impressed his Cambridge examiners,
and continues to impress the courts.) ‘It’s the unnaturalness of the
disciplinary … the confining, not the unconfinement that needs to
be justified’. He sits back, pleased.
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This theme of the contrasting, sometimes antagonistic, but everpresent relationship between law and literature threads its way
through Julius’ academic work. Returning to the Bard, Julius
explains that he is presently excavating what he calls an ‘antinomian
literary sensibility’ found in Shakespeare. I contemplate reaching
surreptitiously (if such a thing is possible on camera) for a
dictionary, but realise with despair that it is located out of reach
on the shelves of my Billy bookcase (et tu, Ikea?). Thankfully,
Anthony Julius is still in full flow: ‘[W]hat does it mean to treat
law disrespectfully?’, he continues, sketching a fascinating account
of the ways in which literature disrespects law and, in doing so,
draws the boundaries of its own domain.
What does he mean, exactly, by disrespect? First, he explains, there
is a ‘simple antinomianism’ (anti (against) plus nomos (law)), which
instrumentalises the law by treating it ‘not as an end in itself … but
instead as a set of devices or tropes to be deployed for one’s own
purposes’. I am reminded of Shakespeare’s brilliant manipulation of
trial scenes in plays such as King Lear and Measure for Measure,
and the legally inflected machinations of the characters in Jonson’s
Volpone. Second, there is a ‘Pauline antinomianism’, which, Julius
argues, offers a kind of ‘liberation from law as part of a new [literary]
dispensation … law-breaking as constitutive of the literary regime’.
Similar reflections on the relationship between law-breaking and
literature-making (and perhaps, vice versa) surface elsewhere: in the
published version of his inaugural lecture as Chair of Law and the
Arts, Julius concludes that the title of his Chair is ‘no more, then,
than a hybrid of two other titles—Union, Contest; Law with Arts,
Law vs Arts—Law and Arts United, Law and Arts in Conflict’.1
Disrespect, according to Julius, is one of the central, animating
forms of engagement between law and the arts.
Of course, this is no one-sided brawl, in which puny Law is getting
pummelled by brawny Literature. Referring to Dworkin’s famous
metaphor of law as a chain novel, Julius notes that this is a fine
example—’an idea of genius!’—of using ‘a totally instrumentalised
literary metaphor to advance an entirely jurisprudential argument’.
Two, it seems, can play at the disrespect game. Ultimately, however,
I sense Julius’ sympathies lie more with literature. Dworkin’s use
of this literary metaphor is, Julius suggests, finally ‘a kind of wry
acknowledgement of…the sovereignty of the metaphor in terms
of its power and authority to mobilise political action’. One has
the inkling that, for Julius, literature is the exciting enfant terrible,
after whom fusty Old Man Law is hobbling down the street, waving
his walking stick and issuing prohibitions. To volunteer another
pithy Julius summation (an Anthony Aphorism?) sourced from his
inaugural lecture: ‘art exasperates law, law oppresses art’.
So, at last, this is the interdisciplinarity Julius has in mind! Not
the nice, domesticated, ‘kumbaya’ variety, but something wilder
and more muscular (and potentially far more interesting). This
conflictual relationship between law and the arts is not only richly
generative, but also of immense contemporary relevance. Julius
highlights several modern flashpoints in his lecture: ‘Should artists
who abuse actors, even commit crimes against them, be banned?
... Should literary works that express sentiments implicated in
systems of oppression—documents of barbarism as well as of
civilisation—be suppressed? ... Should trigger warnings be added
to novels and plays?’2 I’m starting to feel slightly jet-lagged, given
we have just traversed several continents’ (and centuries’) worth
of theoretical material—but the show must go on! The next stop?
1 Anthony Julius, ‘Dedications’ (2018) 71 Current Legal Problems 1, 15.
2 ibid 14.
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Julius’ forthcoming book, provisionally titled Shameless Authors.
Here we arrive at a sobering example of (to translate the theme now
for a different demographic) the on-again-off-again relationship
between Law and the Arts: censorship.
‘It’s a history of the censorship of literature and the arts in liberal
democracies from 1857 to the present’, Julius explains, ‘and it’s
also a normative account of the defence of literature and the visual
arts’. The historical section is divided into two parts: 1857–1989,
and 1989–the present. Why draw lines under 1857 and 1989?
Even through the screen, I can see Anthony Julius’ eyes gleam with
enthusiasm. He first describes the prosecutions, in the name of public
decency, of Flaubert’s Madame Bovary and Baudelaire’s Les Fleurs du
mal; and the enactment of Britain’s first Obscene Publications Act,
all in 1857. Then, in 1989, there is the notorious fatwa issued against
Salman Rushdie for the publication of his novel, The Satanic Verses;
and on the global stage, the Tiananmen Square protests and the fall
of the Berlin Wall—two momentous events heralding the rise and
fall respectively of regimes deploying systems of censorship Julius
describes as fundamentally ‘Other’ to the self-understanding of
liberal democratic censorship. ‘The coincidences of events in 1857
and 1989 would almost encourage one to think that God was an
overplotting novelist’, he laughs.
But beyond the careful historical analysis, Julius is also a man with
a mission—or at least, a bone to pick with the direction taken by
Anglo-American liberalism. ‘Liberalism needs to be revised so
that literature and the arts [are] moved from the despised margins
of the [free speech] defence, right to the centre’, he argues. ‘Free
speech is liberalism’s signature doctrine, yet liberals are very bad
when it comes to defending art and literature.’ He gives a potted
history of the trajectory so far: liberalism first gave a special place
to religious free speech, before exalting political free speech in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. In this century, Julius suggests
that ‘a liberal theory of free speech now worth the name has to give
a special place to a defence of art free speech’. The book elaborates
eight defences, but in a moment of weakness, and swept into a
fascinating aside about Borat Subsequent Moviefilm (‘Borat 2’), I fail to
ask him about them. The only option left to quench your burning
curiosity will surely be to buy the book and read it yourself. (This
sentence has not been sponsored.)
‘Art matters more now’, Julius says earnestly. We are talking about
the threats posed to art free speech by our current cultural and
political climate. ‘Literature and the arts are peculiarly immune
to fake news and other news-inundation censorship techniques.
There’s something about their singularity and fictionality which
makes it very difficult for them to be drowned out.’ Julius suggests
this resistance to ‘corruption and contamination’ by fake news
emerges from the distinctive aesthetic properties of creative works,
signalling their value as potent means of confronting the insidious
effects of fake news.
This is heady stuff. Can he offer an example? ‘Take the second Borat
film—’, he begins. Borat? I am not sure if I have heard correctly. I
attempt valiantly to picture Anthony Julius, of all people, watching
Borat 2, and fail (spectacularly). Oblivious to my inner struggle, Julius
continues enthusiastically: ‘what a tremendous intervention that
was in American politics! Because of its … playful blurring of the
lines between the fictional and the real, but in a way that was open
and acknowledged, it had a kind of purity and integrity … which
ordinary political interventions, op-ed pieces and all the rest of it,
just could not claim’. I nod along, freshly persuaded of the political
value and intellectual complexity of Borat 2. ‘It had stren-gth!’ he
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exclaims, with his distinctive emphatic intonation. Unbidden, the
image of Borat in nothing but a face mask mankini (a maskini?)
enters my mind. Strength, indeed…
Whilst Julius has been talking, I have been facing off with my
relentless adversary, the clock. I am losing this stand-off, 51–9
(minutes). There is just time to squeeze in a final question:
what advice does Julius have for those hoping to cultivate
interdisciplinarity in their own intellectual and professional lives?
‘Don’t give up!’, declares Anthony Julius. Is that all? I wait, hoping
he has not selected this inopportune moment to be laconic. Anthony
Julius does not disappoint. ‘You have to make your career’, he tells
me. ‘That’s important. You can’t be a dilettante. It’s no good playing
at law because you’re too busy with your novel and playing at your
novel because you’re distracted by your legal practice. If you can’t
commit in a way that’s uncompromising to whatever you’re doing,
then you shouldn’t be doing it.’
I wait (once more). I am patient. I am poised to pounce upon
the next quotable tidbit to dart out from the warren of Anthony
Julius’ mind. ‘The thing about disciplinary career commitments
is that they’re often misunderstood as being like marriages’, he
continues, ‘whereas I think they should be better understood as
being like friendships’. Career advisors—(please) take note. ‘It is
not written into the understanding of friendship that it has to be
exclusive. Yet it’s intensely serious as a relationship. It has its own
duties and boundaries, its own intensities and obligations.’ I spot
myself nodding along furiously like a bobble-head in my little video
thumbnail. And with that final, exquisite pearl, the interview is over.
Anthony Julius gives a cheery wave, before he and his magnificent
bookcases disappear from view. I feel as if I have just emerged—
slightly stunned—from a particularly strenuous supervision, despite
having asked all the questions. Phew. That’s the Anthony Julius
effect for you, I suppose. Yet I am struck by how little I have seen of
Anthony Julius, Lawyer. Where does he live? How does he think?
Does Professor Anthony Julius take off his glasses and transform,
Clark Kent-like, into Anthony Julius, Mishcon de Reya Deputy
Chairman? Certain mysteries must remain unanswered, at least for
now. A lovely quote from Madame Bovary slips into my mind. ‘Every
lawyer’, wrote Flaubert, ‘carries within him the debris of a poet’. But
within Anthony Julius, there is no debris in sight. Instead, there is a
splendid house of many rooms, each with its own enigmatic order.
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I. The case of George Gavriel

A

recent incident in Cyprus re-ignited the debate about the
limits of artistic freedom. George Gavriel, a director and
teacher of art of a secondary education public school, who is
also an artist in his leisure time, posted on social media in September
2020 pictures of some of his latest paintings.1 Some of them have a
clear anti-Church theme, with one picture in particular showing a
naked Jesus riding a motorcycle and wearing a scarf with the symbols
of a well-known Cypriot soccer team, and yet another picturing a
dog urinating on the current Archbishop of the Orthodox Church
of Cyprus. Another picture takes a political stance, with yet another
dog defecating on a statue of former General Georgios Grivas,
who was the military leader of guerilla organisation EOKA during
Cyprus’s liberation struggle against the British during 1955–59,2 but
who later became a controversial figure when leading a paramilitary
organisation, ironically named EOKA II, in the years prior to the
military coup against former President of the Republic of Cyprus,
Archbishop Makarios, and the Turkish invasion of Cyprus in
1974.3 Some of the paintings have also been described as sexist and
misogynist due to the manner in which the female body was depicted.4

Gavriel’s dismissal, including a letter by the Archbishop himself to
the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports and Youth, effectively
asking for Gavriel’s dismissal,6 the Ministry (ie Gavriel’s employer)
launched a probe to examine whether the teacher-artist was liable for
disciplinary offences. The Ministry noted that the freedom of artistic
creation could not justify the insult of public feeling and the messages
of the paintings that cultivate a sense of contempt or possibly a climate
of intolerance within the student community, when such expression
derives from an official in the field of public education.7

The artist defended his work, which he described as ‘anti-systemic art’,
an expression reflecting his artistic creativity.5 However, following a
public uproar, and complaints by organized groups, who called for

Many defended Gavriel’s art, or at least his right to be provocative,
and accused the Ministry of arbitrarily violating freedom of artistic
expression. The debate included announcements by political parties
and statements by individual politicians, as well as heated discussion
and passionate statements by organized groups or the public at
large, either supporting or criticizing the disciplinary action against
Gavriel.8 Many accusers of Gavriel demanded his immediate
dismissal or even imprisonment, with some even calling him an
antichrist or a left-wing conspirator; on the other hand, many of
Gavriel’s defenders labeled anyone who disagreed with Gavriel’s
work as racist or fascist.9 Even the Senate of the leading public
university in Cyprus, in a rare public announcement requesting
the termination of the disciplinary action against Gavriel, could not
avoid the extreme comparison between the case of Gavriel and the
cases of Salman Rushdie and Charlie Hebdo.10 Such comparisons,

1 See eg ‘Teacher under fire for irreverent artwork’ Financial Mirror
(Nicosia, 17 September 2020); E Sizopoulou, ‘Uproar for the Paintings of
a Teacher’ Philenews (Nicosia, 16 September 2020) (in Greek).
2 See eg Robert Holland, Britain and the Revolt of Cyprus, 1954–1959
(Clarendon Press 1998).
3 For which see eg Kypros Chrysostomides, The Republic of Cyprus: A Study
in International Law (Martinus Nijhoff 2000).
4 See eg E Andreou, ‘Probe launched against head teacher for controversial
artwork’ Cyprus Mail (Nicosia, 16 September 2020).
5 See eg S Antoniou, ‘The teacher of…antisystemic art responds to the
aggrieved’ Politis (Nicosia, 16 September 2020) (in Greek); M Michaelides,
‘That’s who I am for better or worse. An open sincere discussion with G.
Gavriel’ City Sigmalive (Nicosia, 18 September 2020) (in Greek).

6 ‘Archbishop to Prodromou: Gavriel has no place in education’
Kathimerini (Nicosia, 18 September 2020) (in Greek).
7 ‘Disciplinary action for the director with the paintings’ Philenews
(Nicosia, 16 September 2020) (in Greek).
8 A Viketos, ‘Disciplinary action against the teacher for his paintings’
Ageliaforos (Nicosia, 17 September 2020) (in Greek), ‘AKEL accuses
the Ministry of Education because of the director artist probe’ Reporter,
(Nicosia, 28 September 2020) (in Greek).
9 See eg G Kallinikou, ‘The paintings, fanaticism, tolerance and the crime’
Phileleftheros (Nicosia, 18 September 2020) (in Greek), M Nomikos, ‘Your
canvas. George Gavriel did not undress Christ but your hypocrisy’ Avant
Garde (Nicosia, 18 September 2020) (in Greek).
10 ‘The Senate of the University of Cyprus requests from the MECSY to
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however, are entirely disproportionate.11 A fatwa was issued against
Salman Rushdie and the publishers of the book, convicting them to
death under Islamic law. Calling on all zealous Muslims to execute
the death sentence, it forced Rushdie to live in hiding and led to
the murder of the Japanese translator of Rushdie’s novel The Satanic
Verses, to the wound of the Norwegian publisher of the books, and
to 22 deaths in violent protests in India, Pakistan, and Egypt.12 The
violent shooting by two French Muslim brothers in the offices of
the satirical newspaper Charlie Hebdo resulted in 12 murders and
11 injured persons.13 So far there has only been a probe for potential
disciplinary offences against Gavriel, with the artist freely holding
successful unrestricted exhibitions of his paintings, and appearing in
all mainstream media discussing his work.14

II. The legal framework
Cypriot penal law has not yet abolished the law of blasphemy.15
Section 141 of the Criminal Code, Cap 154 provides that any person
who, with the deliberate intention of wounding the religious
feelings of any person, utters any word or makes any sound in the
hearing of that person, or makes any gesture in the sight of that
person, or places any object in the sight of that person, is guilty of a
misdemeanour and is liable to imprisonment not exceeding one year.
Moreover, section 142 of Cap 154 provides that any person who
publishes a book or pamphlet or any article or letter in a newspaper
or periodical which any class of persons considers as a public insult
to their religion, with intent to vilify such religion or to shock or
to insult believers of such religion, is guilty of a misdemeanour.
The good protected is public order, as well as the religious feelings
of believers, which may be offended by the publication. It could
be argued that the actus reus of the offence is to be determined
on the basis of the criteria prevailing in English law with respect
to the common law offence of blasphemy and thus the manner in
which the views are expressed are more important than the views
themselves.16 The publication should have an element of vilification,
ridicule, or irreverence that would be likely to infuriate others.17
The court must be satisfied that the offender intended to vilify such
religion, or shock or insult believers of such religion. The offence
applies to all religions. A prosecution for the offence of circulation
of defamatory publication may not be commenced except by, or with
the consent of, the Attorney General of the Republic of Cyprus.18
suspend the disciplinary prosecution of Gavriel’ Cyprus News Agency
(Nicosia, 21 September 2020).
11 Correctly on this K Demetriou, ‘Reply to the announcement of the
Senate of the University of Cyprus for Mr. G. Gavriel’ Paideia-news
(Nicosia, 21 September 2020) (in Greek).
12 See eg MM Ahsan and AR Kidwai, Sacrilege Versus Civility: Muslims
Perspectives on the Satanic Verses Affair (Islamic Foundation 1991).
13 See eg Jeroen Temperman and András Koltay (eds), Blasphemy and
Freedom of Expression: Comparative, Theoretical and Historical Reflections
after the Charlie Hebdo Massacre (Cambridge University Press 2017).
14 See eg ‘All the information on the upcoming painting exhibition of
George Gavriel’ City Sigmalive (Nicosia, 25 September 2020).
15 For a detailed history of the offence see Leonard W Levy, Blasphemy:
Verbal Offence against the Sacred from Moses to Salman Rushdie (University
of North Carolina Press 1995). See also Law Commission, Criminal Law:
Offences against Religion and Public Worship (Law Com No 145, 1985).
16 R v Ramsay and Foote [1883] 15 Cox CC 231, which was approved by the
House of Lords in Bowman v Secular Society Ltd [1917] AC 406 (HL). See
further R v Lemon [1978] 67 Cr App R 70; Whitehouse v Lemon [1979] AC
617 (HL) 662; R v Gott [1922] 16 Cr App R 87.
17 Bowman (n 16) 446.
18 See also Achilles C Emilianides, ‘Religion in the Criminal Law in Cyprus’
in Matti Kotiranta and Norman Doe (eds), Religion and Criminal Law
(Peeters 2013) 35–40.

The actual wording of section 142 and the reference to specific kinds
of publications would indicate that it is inapplicable to artistic works,
as opposed to literary works. It is also doubtful whether section 141
could be interpreted to include a painting within the definition of
an ‘object’ that might be placed in the sight of a person. There have
been no decisions of the Supreme Court of Cyprus holding that a
publication is blasphemous, or that a publication ought to be seized
because of its blasphemous content; thus, the extent to which section
142 of Cap 154 is consistent with Article 19 of the Constitution, or to
which a publication might be seized because its content is considered
to be blasphemous, has not been thoroughly considered by the
Cypriot courts. It would seem, however, that Cypriot prosecuting
authorities have been unwilling to prosecute cases of blasphemy, and
indeed, despite the protests, it would seem that neither the police,
nor the office of the Attorney General, even considered the possibility
of pressing charges against the artist. This is definitely a positive
development, as it shows that the prosecuting authorities refrain from
using criminal law as an instrument for restricting artistic expression.
The issue remains whether disciplinary action would be consistent
with freedom of expression. The Cypriot Ombudsman, who has
also been appointed as the National Authority for Human Rights,
in a controversial statement issued immediately after the probe
was announced by the Ministry, held that Gavriel had crossed the
acceptable boundaries for the exercise of his freedom of expression.
The Ombudsman noted that the manner in which the artistic work
in question was expressed had offended the rights and religious
sentiments of third persons, which is a legitimate objective for
restricting freedom of artistic expression in a democratic society.19 The
Ombudsman specifically referred to the ECtHR case of Otto-Preminger,
where it was held that the seizure and forfeiture by the Austrian State
of a film that contained trivial erotic imagery of Christianity did not
violate Article 10 of the ECHR.20 The Court reasoned that in the
absence of a uniform position in Europe on the significance of religion
in society, the national authorities were entitled to a certain margin
of appreciation in assessing the necessity of imposing restrictions
to avoid offending religious beliefs. The ECtHR further held that in
seizing the film, the authorities had acted to safeguard religious peace
in a region where Roman Catholicism was the majority religion and
to prevent Christians from feeling that their religious beliefs were
attacked in an offensive and unwarranted manner.21
It is correct that the ECtHR has in general been unwilling to accept
that the offense of blasphemy violates the ECHR.22 Applying the
principle of subsidiarity, ECtHR prioritizes the uniform application of
the standard of freedom of expression concerning political and public
speech, while at the same time it allows a wide margin of appreciation
with respect to cultural or artistic speech,23 especially taking into
account the lack of harmonisation of the laws of its member states
concerning religion.24 The general approach of the Otto-Preminger case
referred to by the Cypriot Ombudsman has been recently confirmed.
19 ‘“He crossed the limits of freedom of expression” says the Ombudsman’
Alphanews (Nicosia, 18 September 2020).
20 Otto-Preminger-Institut v Austria App no 13470/87 (ECtHR, 20 September
1994).
21 ibid.
22 See also Wingrove v United Kingdom App no 17419/90 (ECtHR, 25
November 1996).
23 See Paul Mahoney, ‘Universality Versus Subsidiarity in the Strasbourg
Case Law on Free Speech: Explaining Some Recent Judgments’ [1997]
EHRLR 364.
24 For which see Gerhard Robbers (ed), State and Church in the European
Union (third edn, Nomos 2019); Norman Doe, Law and Religion in Europe.
A Comparative Introduction (Oxford University Press 2011).
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The ECtHR held that the conviction of an applicant for disparaging
religious doctrines, through statements conveying the message that
Muhammad had pedophilic statements, did not violate Article 10 of
the ECHR safeguarding freedom of expression.25 The ECtHR held that
the conviction pursued a legitimate aim, namely to protect religious
peace and religious feelings, as well as to prevent disorder, which
corresponds to protecting the rights of others.26 It further held that the
state may legitimately consider expressions which go beyond the limits
a critical denial of other people’s religious beliefs and are likely to incite
religious intolerance, as incompatible with respect to the freedom of
thought, conscience and religion, and take proportionate restrictive
measures. States enjoy a wide margin of appreciation in this respect and
also have the positive obligation under Article 9 of the ECHR to ensure
peaceful co-existence of all religions by ensuring mutual tolerance. The
applicant was ordered to pay a moderate fine. It was accordingly held
that the domestic courts had carefully balanced the applicant’s right to
freedom of expression with the rights of others to have their religious
feelings protected and to have religious peace preserved.27
There have yet been no disciplinary proceedings taken against
Gavriel; there is merely a probe at this stage. The alleged offence
is section 48 (1) (d) and (e) of the Public Education Law 10/1969,
which provides that each educational officer must not act in a
manner which might defame the educational service in general,
or his office in particular, or which tends to hinder the trust of
the public towards the educational service.28 Article 19 of the
Constitution of Cyprus corresponds to Article 10 of the ECHR. It
safeguards to every person the freedom of speech and expression in
any form, without interference by any public authority. The exercise
of the right can only be subject to such formalities, conditions,
restrictions, or penalties as are prescribed by law and are necessary
in the interests of the security of the Republic, constitutional order,
public safety, public order, public health, public morals, for the
protection of the reputation or rights of others, for preventing the
disclosure of information received in confidence, or for maintaining
the authority and impartiality of the judiciary.29 Educational officers
enjoy freedom of expression, and disciplinary action against them
for the exercise of such freedom amounts to a restriction of it.30
It would be considered that potential disciplinary proceedings against
Gavriel would be prescribed by law and would have a legitimate
aim, pursuant to the case law of the ECtHR interpreting Article 10
of the ECHR, on which Article 19 of the Constitution is based. A
more challenging question would be whether the restriction would
be necessary in a democratic society. As already indicated, artistic
expression does not enjoy unqualified protection under the ECHR or
the Constitution of Cyprus. In Müller, the ECtHR upheld the imposition
of a fine against a group of artists for obscene paintings, holding that
it did not constitute a violation of their right to artistic expression.31 In
25 E.S. v Austria App no 38450/12 (ECtHR, 25 October 2018).
26 ibid [41].
27 ibid [42]–[58].
28 S Antoniou, ‘These are the charges against the art teacher’ Politis (Nicosia,
27 September 2020) (in Greek); idem, ‘They neglect the constitutional
rights of the art teacher’ Politis (Nicosia, 26 November 2020) (in Greek).
29 See in general Achilles C Emilianides, Constitutional Law in Cyprus (seco\
nd edn, Kluwer 2019); Criton Tornaritis, State Law of the Republic of
Cyprus (Cyprus Research Center 1982).
30 See also the Ombudsman reports dated 20 January 2010 and 24 June
2015 regarding disciplinary proceedings against educational officers
for expression of their opinions in the press, Achilles C Emilianides,
‘The Right of Educational Officers to Express their Opinions Publicly’
Dikaiosyni (Nicosia, 26 September 2020) (in Greek).
31 Müller and Others v Switzerland App no 10737/84 (ECtHR, 24 May 1988).
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this context, it should be taken into account that the Cypriot authorities
have neither prosecuted Gavriel for his paintings nor prohibited their
dissemination; Gavriel has held his painting exhibition and shown
his paintings to the public without any restrictions or problems. If
disciplinary offences are found, this would be expected, considering
prior practice of authorities in similar cases, to lead to minor sanctions
at worse. There is little doubt that the paintings have been offensive
to the religious feelings of Christians, in a country where the majority
of the population is religious.32 The paintings have also specifically
targeted the Archbishop at a personal level. On the basis of the case law
of the ECtHR, it is most likely that a potential disciplinary conviction
would be upheld, as the Ombudsman has already indicated. However,
this is hardly a satisfactory solution.

III. Assessment
The implied argument of the disciplinary probe is that the right of
artistic expression of Gavriel the teacher should not be equivalent to
the said right of Gavriel the artist. This distinction would be more
convincing if Gavriel had expressed his anti-religion, political, or other
sentiments during the exercise of his professional duties as a teacher.
There was, however, no indication that Gavriel had in this case
presented himself at any time as anything other than an artist, and there
was no report of him acting in a given way during classes. Accordingly,
the disciplinary offences, if any, referred to actions of Gavriel outside
his working hours, or work as a teacher, and in particular to his artistic
expression as an individual artist. Art should not be subject to a single
interpretation. Even if it is not accepted that works of art are open to
each specific reader’s interpretation,33 a work of art is still in search of
its ‘model reader’ and as such it is distinct of its author.34
The mere fact that a category of ‘readers’ understands art as
blasphemous or offensive should not mean that this is actually
blasphemous or offensive. The right of the single individual to express
himself artistically should be considered to be equally important as
the right of a religious group to believe in whatever religion they
want. Freedom should therefore not be curtailed merely because its
exercise is unpleasant for the majority.35 Neglecting art’s distinctive
ontology would be detrimental to both art and law.36 This might also
potentially lead the large category of public employees to become
hesitant to express themselves artistically due to fear of disciplinary
sanctions.37 It is therefore suggested that the mere fact that artistic
freedom expressed outside the school premises is offensive towards
a—potentially large—group of the public, should not lead to
disciplinary proceedings because of the artist’s parallel status as a
member of the public educational service. Neither the public’s trust
towards the educational service is hindered, nor is the educational
service defamed, simply because a teacher might be considered by
part of the public as a bad or provocative artist. And it is submitted
that no such restriction of Article 19 of the Constitution of Cyprus
is necessary in a modern democratic society, such as the Cypriot one.
32 See in general Achilles C Emilianides, Law and Religion in Cyprus (third
edn, Kluwer 2019).
33 See eg Michel Foucault, ‘What is an Author’ in Josué V Harari (ed),
Textual Strategies: Perspectives in Post–Structuralist Criticism (Cornell
University Press 1979) 144.
34 For the ‘model reader’ see eg Umberto Eco, The Role of the Reader:
Explorations in the Semiotics of Texts (Indiana University Press 1995).
35 See eg HLA Hart, Law, Liberty and Morality (Oxford University Press
1963).
36 Paul Kearns, ‘Obscene and Blasphemous Libel: Misunderstanding Art’
[2000] Criminal Law Review 652.
37 See also Anthony Bradney, Religions, Rights and Laws (Leicester
University Press 1993) 97.
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Camilla Perera-de Wit is the Secretary-General and Director-General of the Netherlands Arbitration Institute (NAI). Her previous experience in dispute
resolution includes her work at the Permanent Court of Arbitration (PCA) and at P.R.I.M.E. Finance. She is a board member of the Court for Arbitration
of Art (CAfA) in Rotterdam.
Bert Demarsin is a law professor at KU Leuven, who has conducted extensive work on art disputes. His work particularly focuses on provenance and
authenticity disputes. He is also a board member of CAfA.

I spoke in December 2020 with two of CAfA’s board members,
Camilla Perera-de Wit and Bert Demarsin. We spoke about the
nature and current state of art law, including difficulties in recent
years, and the role CAfA can play in this field, as well as arbitration
more generally.

Art law
Demarsin started by explaining that ‘there are actually four big fields
within art and cultural heritage law’. First, art has to be created—so
there can be issues with attribution and copyright. Second, art has to
be preserved—this is not so true for contemporary art perhaps, but
for cultural heritage there are a whole host of regulations, for instance
on whether it can be exported or on how it should be restored or
preserved. Third, circulation, which Demarsin describes as being
the basis of the art business. This field covers auctions, authenticity,
theft, and smuggling and other issues relating to the movement of
art. Fourth, and finally, is the field Demarsin calls valorisation—
which is how one can take advantage of ones ownership of art,
and realise its value through exhibitions or merchandising, and the
conflicts that might arise from this.
Whilst conflicts can, and do, arise in all these areas, most arise in
respect of circulation, as this is where the business of art trading is
carried out. The vast capital in this market means disputes are more
likely to arise from any disagreement, and the number of transactions
means disagreements are not uncommon. There are also circulation
issues in respect of restitution of art, and questions of looted art and
cultural heritage. Even now there are cases arising from asserting
ownership of art which was unlawfully confiscated in the Second
World War, as well as ongoing disputes in relation to cultural
heritage such as that surrounding the Elgin Marbles, and more recent

debates on the restitution of colonial heritage. Here, Demarsin refers
to his native Belgium’s colony in the Congo, but of course other
European states, such as the UK, similarly seized art in that period.
These are the disputes which feature more prominently in the public
press, and therefore also the public conscience more generally, but for
art dealers authentication is a more common and important problem.
Perera-de Wit then spoke about some of the features of art law which
present unique challenges in dispute resolution. Speaking from her
experience in dispute resolution, including at the Permanent Court
for Arbitration (PCA) and at P.R.I.M.E. Finance, she pointed to the
increasing complexity and globalisation of disputes, including in the
art world. In the art world, parties are increasingly likely to be based
in different jurisdictions, and traceable agreements documenting the
transactions are not always in place. Where disputes arise, they can
be technical in nature. They benefit from specialist legal knowledge
as well as expert factual analysis. That expertise is not always
readily available in the local courts, which makes alternative dispute
resolution an attractive option in the art world. This also led to the
founding of CAfA, to prevent such disputes being resolved by what
could be ‘a roll of the dice’, as Perera-de Wit put it, as to whether the
dispute was resolved in a time-efficient manner with an outcome
that the markets can rely upon.

The Court of Arbitration for Art
CAfA was founded in 2018, through a collaboration of the
Foundation of Authentication in Art and the NAI. Their arbitration
and mediation rules are therefore based on the standard NAI rules,
which have been developed since the NAI’s establishment in 1949.
Being in the Netherlands puts it in a unique position: although
the Netherlands does not have so large an art market as Paris or
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London, it has a certain pedigree, and it is a traditional art market.
As Demarsin describes, ‘the Netherlands is historically seen as a
great nation from an artistic point of view’. We spoke about the
Dutch Golden Era and the Dutch masters, and I told them how I had
been lucky enough to live in the Netherlands for a number of years
and visit museums such as the Mauritshuis and the Rijksmuseum.
These, and other, world-renowned art museums in the Netherlands,
show the strength of its position in the art world, as does the holding
of The European Fine Art Fair in Maastricht. The strength of this
reputation gives CAfA access to a wide range of international
experts and arbitrators. This is further helped by its being situated in
The Hague, where other well-known world courts, such as the ICJ
and the PCA, are situated. The Hague’s position as an international
city of peace and justice made it an ideal place for CAfA, and the
expertise provided by the NAI, which Perera-de Wit heads, further
cemented the decision to base CAfA in the Netherlands. Indeed, the
NAI was founded by Professor Pieter Sanders, who was one of the
principal drafters of the 1958 Convention on the Recognition and
Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards (New York Convention)
which has been adopted in the vast majority of states.
The reason for its founding, as suggested above, was the specific
needs of the art market with regard to disputes. ‘The market craves
decisions rendered by recognised art and dispute resolution experts
with credentials in relevant specialties’, as Perera-de Wit put it. She
suggests the global art market can rely on such dispute resolution
by CAfA. It offers specialist adjudication, aiming to contribute to
legal certainty and market stability. CAfA offers this expertise, with
a carefully vetted list of expert arbitrators, but also wants to develop
the rule of law more generally. In principle, CAfA arbitrations and
mediations are confidential, however where parties do not opt out,
CAfA publishes anonymised reports of arbitrations, to provide
greater legal knowledge and certainty to the art market.
Further, whilst foreign court judgments can be enforced with relative
ease within the EU under the Brussels I Recast Regulation,1 outside
the EU they can be more difficult to enforce than arbitral awards
under the New York Convention, with its 168 signatories worldwide.2
There are therefore a number of incentives which make arbitration,
particularly under CAfA’s rules, an attractive choice for parties in the
global art market. One further distinct feature is the CAfA Expert
Pool, which includes experts with proven experience in issues of
forensic science or the provenance of an art object. These experts can
give expert evidence in cases administered under the CAfA rules.
The specialisation of such markets is even a fact which is recognised
by the judiciary, as we discussed. For instance, in Halliburton v
Chubb,3 the UK Supreme Court recognised the specialist nature
of ‘maritime, sports and commodities arbitrations’4 such as under
the LMAA or GAFTA rules, or indeed Bermuda Form Insurance
arbitration as in that case.5 In the art world, CAfA offers a response
to the commercial desire for a similar specialist institute.
CAfA’s offering doesn’t end there though. It also provides mediation
services, which have two particular advantages in the art world. ‘If
you want to maintain business relationships’, Demarsin explains,
1 Regulation 1215/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council,
on jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of judgments in
civil and commercial matters (recast).
2 As of March 2021.
3 Halliburton Company v Chubb Bermuda Insurance Ltd [2020] UKSC 48.
4 ibid [87].
5 ibid [91] and [93].
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‘mediation is indeed an added value’. This is one aspect in which
mediation trumps the option of adversarial arbitration. Another is
the fact that many art disputes are not purely commercial in nature.
The sensitivities of collectors, as Demarsin phrased it, are also better
respected by mediation, as collectors will likely have attachments to
the artwork beyond financial ones. These emotional connections
can be strained by adversarial dispute resolution, and are difficult
to grapple with in those contexts. Where disputes are of this sort,
mediation can provide an excellent opportunity to deal with this
emotional value productively and so reach a mediated settlement,
saving time, money, and pain for both parties.
Having discussed quite comprehensively the work of CAfA,
we turned to the current state of the art market and art dispute
resolution, considering of course the ever-present market influence
which has defined the start of this decade.

Art and disputes in the past year
Whilst colonial art and restitution have been big themes in the art
world in recent years, even forming a specialist area of law, the
movement in the art market in the last year has been defined by the
slate of national lockdowns and travel restrictions in response to the
COVID-19 pandemic.
The obvious effects of the pandemic have been numerous: cancelled
art fairs, less access to auctions, an inability to properly see art
before purchasing. There is the added problem that in times of
economic difficulty art is an insecure market, and amongst the
first markets to suffer as art is a luxury commodity. As Demarsin
succinctly put it, ‘I don’t think we can call 2020 a great year for legal
disputes and dispute solving and not for the art market either’. Art
experts have been unable to travel, which has caused some disputes
to grind to a halt. When markets recover, there may be a boom in
the art market given this prior unavailability, particularly as many
of those purchasing art are likely not to have been as adversely
affected economically.
Yet, as Perera-de Wit highlighted, the difficulties in dispute
resolution did show the advantages of arbitration and its flexibility.
Whilst court systems seemed to struggle to cope with restrictions
and attempts to move online, leading to backlogs in certain instances,
CAfA is perfectly fit for digital/electronic filing and virtual hearings.
Perera-de Wit was responsible for organising some of the shift
online, which required establishing clear guidelines for practice
and communication in this new system. The NAI already had rules
facilitating digital communications, and so CAfA was able to adapt
better than court systems were. These changes not only represent
the norm given the continued restrictions in various countries, but
may also show the path forward. Where an art expert can appear
virtually, there may be no need to fly them in, savings costs as a
result. Demarsin also described how the new ‘webinar culture’
means that art experts can more easily contact CAfA’s neutral
experts and arbitrators. Previously it was quite difficult to bring
them all together in one place. Such advantages of the systems which
have been put in place in the last year will likely keep emerging.

Final words
Having discussed the various defining features of art law, and what
makes CAfA uniquely placed to deal with these features, I wanted
to ask what it was about art law which made Demarsin and Pererade Wit decide it was an exciting and interesting area to work in. ‘I
think the story that is behind the object makes it wonderful time and
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again to me’, was Demarsin’s eloquent response. The subjectivity in
the appreciation of art makes it fascinating, and Demarsin remarked
that the objects in some disputes he has worked on are certainly not
ones he would want in his own home. The opportunity to work
with interesting individuals, outside of the legal world, is another
draw of art law. Working with these people and being able to help
them in cases with strong emotional attachments make it uniquely
rewarding. He also described his intellectual interest in not only the
legal but factual disputes, with the ever-developing science being
able to establish more and more through laboratory tests.
Having spent time discussing these fascinating issues with Bert
Demarsin and Camilla Perera-de Wit, I came away fully supporting
this sentiment.

Elliot Wright is a third-year undergraduate in Law at St
John’s College, Cambridge. He is the Law Section Editor
of CJLPA. He has explored dispute resolution in niche
contexts, having a paper accepted to a conference on this
topic, which interest led him to conduct this interview.
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T h omas GC Hood

Professor Andreas Rahmatian is Professor of Commercial Law at the University of Glasgow School of Law. Originally from Vienna, he obtained his first
degree in law and a PhD in Private Law from the University of Vienna, and completed another degree in musicology and history there. He holds an LLM
from the University of London. He worked as an associate attorney-at-law in Vienna and qualified as a solicitor with a City firm in London before he
became a full-time academic. He has been a fellow at the Institut d’études avancées in Nantes, France. His research focuses on intellectual property law and
commercial law. His books are Copyright and Creativity: The Making of Property Rights in Creative Works (2011), Lord Kames: Legal and Social
Theorist (2015), and Credit and Creed: A Critical Legal Theory of Money (2019).

CJLPA: Do you think all forms of creativity should be
protected by the law?
Professor Andreas Rahmatian: It’s a difficult question, of course,
because it depends what you mean by creativity. Here we probably
talk about creativity in relation to copyright in particular, because
creativity can otherwise be in relation to all sorts of things. Now
the problem with copyright creativity is that it’s not necessarily
dealing with artistic creativity. Obviously, artistic creativity is also
part of copyright creativity, but the understanding of creativity in
copyright is based on a normative definition, if not a completely
clear one. Whether that is artistic creativity as an artist understands
it is actually immaterial. So the question is, when you ask, ‘Should all
forms of creativity should be protected by the law?’, it is already the
case that non-artistic creativity is protected by the law. Whenever
you have got a kind of selection or arrangement which somehow
points back to some individual, then you have got, as it were,
creativity in the sense of copyright as ‘originality’.
The judgment of Infopaq1 and the following cases of the CJEU in
the EU didn’t change very much the originality ideas in the UK, in
my opinion. In the United States the understanding of originality
is pretty much the same, but whether that original work is also
artistic in any way is rather irrelevant. It [the work] can be rather
trivial. That is actually immaterial for the protection. And this is how
copyright laws envisage creativity—even on the Continent, where
they operate with all sorts of devices to water down the (theoretically)
more personal requirement of the author’s input. In theory there is
an approach more geared towards creativity in the sense of artistic
creativity, but in reality this is much less so. There is, for example, this
nice legal concept of ‘small change’, or kleine Münze—it is really called
like that in Germany—where you have works of everyday use, really
ordinary works which can have some notional modicum of creativity
1 Case C-5/08 Infopaq International v Danske Dagblades Forening [2009]
ECDR 16.
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put in, and you still get protection. Then below that level you quite
often have neighbouring rights, for works which do not fulfil the
required creativity level or originality level, but the neighbouring
rights still protect them. Then below these, you have under certain
circumstances protection against parasitical competition in the sense
that you actually have a prohibition to copy someone else’s work.
So you have got all sorts of protection levels, both on the Continent
and in the UK (or in the common law countries), and they achieve
protection in different conceptual ways.
Now some people will say ‘creativity’ also means creative
investments, or even ‘creative’ accounting, which is usually illegal
but perhaps also creative. So it’s very hard to pin down ‘creativity’. A
typical problem is restoration work in the arts, by a picture restorer,
or a restorer of musical pieces. The classical case in that area in the
UK was the Sawkins v Hyperion case, 2005,2 which shows that for
copyright protection you need not be creative in the sense that you
are actually creating anything new. Artistic creativity, if you go
to an art school or to a conservatoire as a composer, has a tinge
of novelty, but we are not interested in novelty in copyright law.
So the restorer, who actually writes his counterpoint in the style of
the music of the late seventeenth century, as Sawkins did, in order
to restore the missing parts to produce a performing edition, did
exactly not [sic] mean to be creative but faithful to the work to be
restored. It’s meant to be in the style of the Baroque composer. And
yet it is protected as original for copyright purposes, and there’s no
doubt that this also applies on the Continent: the result in such a case
would have been, and in fact was, the same, because in France, in a
parallel case, Sawkins’ work was viewed as being original. That was
decided under French copyright law, although the French authors’
rights system is supposed to be totally different. It’s a very nice case
where we have two different legal systems with essentially the same
facts, the same claim in both cases, and the same result, based on a
different conceptual system. Although it may be quite difficult to
2 Sawkins v Hyperion [2005] 3 All ER 636.
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appreciate this from an ‘artistic’ viewpoint, the creativity or the skill
of a restorer should get protected. In fact, in France and in Italy there
are quite a few cases in relation to restoration, especially in the visual
arts, and there is no doubt that they get protection.
It’s a bit hard to say this: it is true, copyright does encompass the arts
in the ordinary sense, and the creativity which goes with it. Yet it
goes beyond that, and it is often commercially much more important
outside the really artistic sphere. The most important thing is that
we shouldn’t ask the courts to decide what is art, and therefore
creative and therefore protected, and to distinguish them from other
forms of creativity which are not meant to be protected. It’s quite
questionable to require some kind of artistic novelty. For patents,
there must be novelty. In copyright, emphatically there is not. You
could deny vis-à-vis any kind of artist novelty even in the high arts,
because you can say: you were influenced by that and that earlier
artist. A complete ex nihilo creation never happens because you are
influenced by who you learn and study with or from. The visual
artists usually learn from the Old Masters, and in music this trend
is even stronger, there is more reverence. In music the old masters
were never questioned very much by the next generations. In other
arts, artists may have said, ‘What has been done in the past was all
rubbish, give that up, produce something new.’ In music, people
would very clearly say that, for example, they have learned how to
compose a string quartet particularly from Mozart, as Schoenberg
did—and there is seemingly no similarity between Mozart’s and
Schoenberg’s music. But when you listen to one and the other, if you
are a musical person and understand the structure and ‘grammar’ of
music, you notice that there are similarities. You could then hold that
against the later composer and say: well, look here, you are actually
not creative, not novel, it’s been done 150 years before! So, in this
regard I think that the law has to step out of this because it couldn’t
cope with that and would not have the necessary expertise. The idea
of copyright protection is that it is mainly investment protection
of some sort. On the Continent, in the authors’ rights systems,
however, they have a different protection philosophy compared to
Britain, although the practical results are often very similar.
CJLPA: I agree. I feel that the law can’t cope with judgments
of aesthetic value being given to works. I think it has become
even more difficult in the modern era, where digital methods
provide creatives, to use a broad term, with so much scope. I
have written for the Journal about filters being applied to
images. How do we understand copyright in that context? Is
that a new image? I fall on the side of, ‘It can be, but we should
use a “public” perspective.’ I’m very interested in using a
‘public’ perspective to see whether an artist can still be found
and given moral rights. I think sometimes the law supposes
too much as to what an artist wants from their work, and
can limit creativity. The artist should have those rights
when necessary, but moral rights rather than economic
rights. I think that distinguishes certain legal systems from
each other. The UK has such a stance on economic rights,
which doesn’t quite understand creativity. Creativity is not
the same as physical property, with which it is more about
investment, and generally more commercial. Talking about
the two systems—moving on to the second question—what do
you think has been the most significant change in copyright
law this century so far? Most would say this was Infopaq,
which changed a lot, but in the UK it has changed very little,
and judges have continued with the old standard. That said,
there were some movements in the Temple Island case. Do
you think there has actually been a fundamental change in
copyright law this century?

AR: If you ask French copyright lawyers they may say that actually
Infopaq introduces quite a lot of the British approach to the concept of
originality. So wherever you look, the others are supposedly guilty!
You could say that Infopaq provides more of a civil law approach
to originality, with its emphasis on having a choice that indicates
the presence of ‘creativity’, authorial individuality that appears in
the work. The stamp of the author as a result of the selection or
arrangement, which goes back to an individual—that is a civil law
approach, that is, an author’s rights approach, that the author is
protected with the work because the author’s personality shines
through the work. But what does that mean really? For example, you
take a photograph from a certain angle. I take the photograph with
the same motive from a different angle. This is my ‘choice’. Look
at the CJEU case of Painer,3 a case which actually says exactly that.
The subject matter was a portrait photograph. So one can take a
photograph of you just in order to make sure that you are depicted
[in] the photograph without any kind of artistic connotations or
interests. Of course there are truly artistic photographs, also in the
form of portrait photographs. But there’s no doubt that the usual
commonplace pictures taken can still be protected by copyright. This
appears clearly from the cases of Infopaq and the following ones, such
as Painer. If you have got a bit of a choice during the making, that is
usually sufficient to confer creativity. This is exactly the approach in
the Feist Publications v Rural Telephone Service case4 in the United States,
which is obviously not influenced by EU law and jurisprudence in
any way. And this US case is really classical copyright thinking, so I
cannot see that Infopaq has changed that much.
I didn’t think of the Infopaq case really when I looked at possible
significant changes in copyright law in this century. If you look at
the twentieth century, it was actually the film being recognised as
an independent work of copyright, and not as some version of a
literary work or dramatic or artistic work. That was basically driven
by technology. And that happened in the 1930s when countries for
the first time started accepting films as copyright works in their
own right. In the twenty-first century, it’s digitisation, and gradually
the Internet. For example, the making available [of] rights which
were introduced by the WIPO copyright treaty [and] are no longer
dependent on the idea of reproduction from the era of the printing
press. That is only one example of these absolutely vital adaptations
to new technology by copyright law. However, copyright is still
behind. For example, blockchain technology may actually become
very important for smart contracts, for copyright assignments and
licences in the entertainment industry, and that is starting already as
well. That, I think, may change a lot in the whole nature of copyright
and the copyright business in general. In my opinion, Infopaq has not
made a comparable change.
CJLPA: Digitisation has certainly been the huge shift. I was
reading a book recently called The Twittering Machine about
how much data now exists on Twitter. Could we claim
copyright over our tweets? Are our tweets substantial enough
to be copyrighted?
AR: With all this new technology, you have to be quite careful
whether the new technology really changes something in a
conceptual way, or whether it’s just a different medium for the old
problems. If you read Aristotle on the Internet, it’s still Aristotle.
So it doesn’t matter how it is actually rendered, whether it’s on a
parchment roll or whether it’s on the Internet digitally. It’s a literary
work, irrespective of the technology that renders it. That doesn’t
3 Case C-145/10 Painer v Standard Verlags GmbH and Ors [2013].
4 Feist Publications v Rural Telephone Service 499 US 340 [1991].
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make any difference. However, for example, the film was a thing on
its own, which is not really the same as we have had before, and we
couldn’t just take the existing concepts. It was something new. And
I think the Internet has increased enormously the ability to actually
‘reproduce’, in a non-technical sense, but only in an electronic sense,
without the need to construct a printing press as an engineer—that
is, something physical. You visualise not through a physical act, but
through the digital media, and that is probably something which
asks for a development of further copyright concepts. The same
applies to networks and so on.
Twitter could be asking for a new concept as well. The Twitter text
itself, however, is probably just a traditional literary work. And it
is substantial enough to actually warrant protection if you have
enough individuality in your text, which you can have with your
280 characters maximum. Sometimes opening lines or opening
sentences of novels can be so characteristic that even if the novel
is 500 pages long, this snippet is still enough to actually warrant
protection. For example, the first lines of Kafka’s Metamorphosis, or
the first lines of Anna Karenina, or the first two sentences of Pride
and Prejudice would actually have been capable of being protected if
copyright had not expired already. Yet they are really a minute part
of the full texts. You could have protection as a literary work even
on Twitter, so that is not a new concept.
CJLPA: The Internet makes everything much more accessible
and opens gates to how things are shared. There is a question
of how the infringement elements of our law deal with
that, and how people utilise it—to their personal advantage,
or to the detriment of creativity in itself. That moves us on
quite usefully to question three. Do you think that copyright
benefits creatives? Do you think it’s been a system that’s
been helpful, or do you believe a different system other than
copyright as we have it now would be more beneficial?
AR: How useful would a different system be? Nobody has come
up with a really different system, as far as I know. That’s how
the debate usually ends really. Copyright is not bad per se, even
if you’ve got some sort of anarchic approach to it. Copyright is a
liberal system. In Britain the Statute of Anne contained already
a bit of the ‘language of property’, so copyright has actually been
constructed as a property right for everyone and is therefore
a right, not only a privilege. So theoretically, everyone is equal,
which is an old liberal approach. The problem with the old liberal
approach is that it assumes that everybody has the same chances,
and so everybody will be successful. But of course in reality, this
isn’t so, because—and if we stay in the arts sector—as you know, the
young artist turns up at a record company and is happy that they
take him or her at all. There’s no bargaining power whatsoever.
The artist is theoretically protected by copyright as an author. And
then the company may say, ‘Fine, we actually produce your record,
but you assign the copyright to us, please. And we pay a one-off flat
fee.’ Then the whole work becomes an instantaneous hit. But then
the company would say, ‘We do such projects with 20 others. Your
hit must now pay for our investments into projects which never
turned out as commercial successes. In this way we also support
the arts.’ So you have to decide who you ask. For some people
copyright works very well. It may work for an established artist,
but may not at all for a young artist. It certainly works quite well
for the entertainment industries. They are happy, and of course
they pay tax somewhere, which may be used as an argument to
justify their business strategies. They do somehow support the arts.
Not as much probably as they claim, but they do somehow, and for
them copyright does work.
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Then we’ve got the collecting societies, which is a good idea in
principle, but they’re not very transparent. Generally, there is a
tendency that they’re more for the benefit of the already established
artists, who actually earn a lot, and disproportionately more than
the little new ones, which is of course only indirectly a copyright
issue. It is, rather, a regulatory issue. You have the collective
management scheme as well, which makes it easier for collecting
societies to operate on your behalf. But you need to have enough
transparency for a satisfactory operation. There is a lot of art and
music going on, for example, in African countries. Do they have
collecting societies? Usually yes. Do they work? Do they actually
enforce your rights if you’ve got them?
So all these things are not things where you can blame copyright
directly. The copyright system is in a way an abstract system.
What you do with it is a sociological and political question, and
that can only indirectly correct copyright. In theory, the law says
that you’re protected, and class, social circumstances, and status are
unimportant for your rights. In some ways, copyright is an example
of this early liberalism. Yet in reality, you may have your rights but
[may not be able to] enforce them because you do not have the
money for a lawyer to represent you. You may not even know that
you have certain rights, [or] how to enforce them at all. Matters
become even more difficult if you want to introduce a paying public
domain and some kind of basic income for artists. Ultimately, you
need to decide: do you want to have free market capitalism, or a
market fundamentalism, according to the prevalent neo-liberal
approach, or do you want to have a more ordoliberal capitalism?
How [do] you then deal with the method of distribution of these
rights and the revenue? Copyright may benefit creative people, but
it depends very much on the individual situation, for which both
the law and the practice before the courts [are] totally silent, at least
in the area of copyright. All people are meant to be equal, but we
don’t actually look at the real socio-economic situation.
CJLPA: Those rights don’t necessarily map as they should
onto society. Do you think ‘property’ is the correct term
for copyrightable works? Should the courts stop trying
to commodify works in the same way as actual tangible
property? As we’ve discussed already, there is a significant
difference between the two. Could there be a better term? Or
do artworks necessarily occupy a weird middle ground, with
elements of property but also a sort of otherness?
AR: It probably has some otherness to it, but the issue is that the
law clearly says it is a property right. That is said in section 1 of
the UK Copyright Act.5 It says that in France as well: ‘Un droit de
propriété incorporelle exclusif et opposable à tous’. And this is so,
although we [the French] have the apparently antagonistic authors’
system, compared to copyright. But in reality, there is not that much
difference. There are fringe cases where there are differences, but in
reality, all people want to make money, and that doesn’t change with
the legal system. So the law has to accommodate that, whichever
way you actually construct it. Particularly in Western and Central
Europe, concepts of property go back to Roman law, which English
law theoretically has never adopted, but especially in commercial law
it has applied similar concepts. The idea is a kind of division of the
world into persons and things, so you have got subjects and objects.
And that is how property is understood really: an object in relation
to a person, or more properly, a relationship between persons in
respect of things or objects. The normative world of the law looks at
the physical world and tries to understand it. And it conceptualises
5 Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1998 s 1.
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everything it ‘sees’ as persons and things, and these things can be
physical, or they are intangible. And this is the same if you create
something, an object, and quite often it is even a physical object
because it is a sculpture. With music, it becomes tricky. But if you’ve
got a sculpture, then you’ve got something physical. But what do you
do with this creation? You would say it’s property because you’ve been
given exclusive rights, exclusively allocated to the maker, which we
call copyright. And what is that, if it’s not a property right? Of course,
the copyright—intangible property—refers to the artistic work the
sculpture embodies, not the physical, carved stone which is subjected
to a separate property right—tangible property. As an author, you
can also transfer the economic rights within the copyright, which are
instances of the property right, because transferability is in principle
an indication that there is a property right.
In Germany, the moral rights as personal rights are much intertwined
with the economic rights. And as you can’t give away your personal
moral rights, which would be contrary to personal rights, you can’t
give away your economic rights either. And therefore you have a
different conception in Germany, which they call incorporeal goods.
But these are exclusive, and evidently have got economic value. In
effect, what else is that, if not property? So we are back to the familiar
legal conceptualisation. The law says there are persons and things,
but that doesn’t actually mean that much, except for conceptualising
parts of the world for commercial law. If you make an X-ray of a
person, that does not make it a complete photograph, although it’s
that person. [It’s] not everything. It’s a very limited, reduced picture
for certain purposes. And so is the idea of property: it does not harm
as such, it depends what you do with it.
For example, if you have a house, and it belongs to you, you can’t
just burn it down, although it’s yours. So even if you’re a property
owner, you do not have totally unlimited property rights. However,
there is some difference in the Anglo-Saxon world and in the
continental European world. Continental European legal systems
generally have the idea that ownership rights are not completely
without any limitations. You have some duties as well, probably to
the general public and to the public domain, although the practical
applications of this idea are very vague. Another important
limitation, both in the copyright and the authors’ rights [worlds],
is that copyright ends at some point, while otherwise ownership
rights usually last forever—not necessarily in English law, but in
the continental European and Roman law-based systems [also in
Scotland]. Now, the problem is not a great one when you’ve got
an apple. It rots after four weeks, so you may have your ownership
right forever because the object to which it refers decays and
disappears soon anyway. However, purely legal concepts, such as
a copyright, could last forever, in theory. But the ownership right
gets extinguished and the work passes into the public domain by
law. That is also an indication that the property in copyright works
is limited. It is necessary that this concept and its limits are properly
understood, also in the context of commodification.
CJLPA: That’s helped me conceptualise it. I’d like to move
on to a question that you can’t really avoid at the moment.
Do you think that the UK courts will take Brexit as an
opportunity to reassess copyright law and perhaps take it in
a different direction? Or do you think we will continue with
the status quo, the doctrine of skill and labour?
AR: Well, the doctrine of skill and labour is actually something
which existed before Britain joined the European Union. It carried
on during Britain having been part of the European Union. And in
my opinion, as you say, it hasn’t actually been significantly changed

by Infopaq, and now it probably carries on after departure from the
European Union. Why would the British all of a sudden invent
something new if there has been a functioning British concept
all along anyway? And of course, European Union legislation has
been influenced by the UK, although this would not have been
emphasised by the official pro-Brexit propaganda. For example,
the whole idea that you can protect computer programs as literary
works is essentially a kind of borrowing from the British skill and
labour doctrine, because labour, judgment, and investment, like in
[the] form of two years’ programming, is sufficient for originality in
copyright. Therefore, in ‘EU language’, it is protected because it is
your own intellectual creation. Infopaq only gives flesh to the bones
of this statutory definition of ‘own intellectual creation’, which by
itself boils down to skill and labour with the addition of a sort of
creativity defined as choice that serves as a trace of some authorial
personality. This idea could be seen as quite copyright-based and
US American. And from this idea also follows an application of
the idea–expression dichotomy. If you ultimately have no choice
whatsoever and you can render the idea in one form of expression
only, then the idea and the expression ‘merge’, the so-called ‘merger
doctrine’. In such a case you don’t get copyright protection. That’s
also American thinking. It has moved into the European Union, for
example with the Bezpečnostní softwarová case6 of the ECJ.
I think that case law in the UK won’t change much in the near
future after Brexit. There is also the problem that not many people
have the money to sue, and you need to have a case going to the
higher courts—the Court of Appeal or the Supreme Court—to
have an authoritative pronouncement [on] what the relationship
between British originality, as skill and labour, and European
originality, as ‘own intellectual creation’, will be in the future.
But artists usually have not enough money for that. So judgments
would probably have to be prompted by record companies or the
entertainment industries, and large software companies which have
the means to pursue legal action. The subject matter of such cases
will be commercially relevant works not ‘high art’ anyway. The
Sawkins case was really an exception. Normally the cases deal with
artistically pretty trivial things, but these tend to be interesting from
a commercial point of view and are worth risking a lawsuit [for].
And the present established definition of originality is probably not
a major concern for the entertainment and copyright industries. If
people don’t go to court, they won’t trigger new precedents, and a
change of the case law won’t happen. Why would a judge depart
from established case law for no particular reason? And as far as the
copyright statute is concerned, I think the British government is
very busy with many other things now, and substantial copyright
amendments will probably not be at the forefront of their attention.
CJLPA: We are of course in a very interesting time. I’m sure
the British government is not particularly concerned with,
say, what a musician’s copyright is for a certain recording.
However, a lot of our discussion has been about politics, and
how politics and elements of economic thought have played
into our understanding of the law. What sort of dogma might
prompt a change in copyright law and statute? Is there some
sort of political thought out there that could take over and
radically change the precedent?
AR: I don’t think that there are many people who are really specialised
in the various government agencies for making an overhaul of the
copyright system. There is a very interesting opinion by Mr Justice
6 Case C-393/09 Bezpečnostní softwarová asociace—Svaz softwarové ochrany v
Ministerstvo kultury [2011] FSR 18.
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Arnold, now Arnold LJ, who proposed a new Copyright Act in a
learned article.7 He said we should pass a new Copyright Act, but
that was in 2014 before Brexit. He said that there have been so many
amendments since 1988, when the present Act was passed, also
because of the implementation of the EU directives, and all that was
not particularly well done, and so the whole Act is pretty messy.
Now the EU supposedly doesn’t bother us anymore, but of course
the current Copyright Act will linger on with the EU law embodied
in it. In the near future, not much will presumably happen. I would
not even be surprised if the UK will effectively emulate future
copyright directives of the EU for a while, without of course [saying
so], because that’s not good for the official narrative that freedom
from the EU means taking back control. In fact, the UK may selfalign in order not to build up too many barriers to the market.

that really lasts. However, at the moment there is a disincentive
for festival artists coming here. But touring artists were always a
footnote in any UK–EU negotiations. The arts are generally seen
as superfluous. They are a bit of a luxury. Of course, in London
the art scene won’t disappear. But you need to support the arts, so
that they stay. If you think, as a struggling visual artist, that you
survive somehow better elsewhere, you won’t necessarily bother
with London any more under the present circumstances. And that
means that any pressure on the government to change the copyright
law in favour of artists probably reduces as well, because there will
be fewer artists and smaller pressure groups. I think that is a quite
realistic scenario for the foreseeable future.

In order to achieve a fundamental reform of copyright, there have
to be creative people who are able to invent something new. I have
to say that Brexit was good at destroying, but the Brexiteers didn’t
actually come up with anything new. They tore down the house they
lived in but they didn’t actually say or know what else would be there
instead. And then we had this strange situation where the UK had
a free trade agreement, the most sophisticated one the UK could
possibly have in the world, which was the European Union. But that
had to be discarded. And then the UK wants to have a free trade
agreement with the EU again, somehow after having given up the
previous one. But of course, under these circumstances it becomes
quite difficult, if the UK wanted to establish a really antagonistic
copyright law in whichever way. It would make desired free trade
more difficult, and the changes would need really creative people in
politics and the legislature. And I have not seen that, neither in the
Conservative party, nor in the Labour party. And to be honest, I don’t
think that anyone thinks along the lines of significant change for the
sake of a few artists, as ultimately, as we’ve seen in the ‘corona crisis’,
assisting the arts was totally low down in the list of priorities. I don’t
think that there is much pressure from anywhere, especially from
the powerful entertainment industries, which actually would force
the government to start a reform. They may do some consolidation
of the Act or something like that. But I don’t think that a new Act
will come in the near future. Even if a new Act did come, it would
rather be a restatement, not a sea change. It would not contain a
fundamental change of copyright at all. There are also quite a lot of
external limitations by international treaties, especially the TRIPS
Agreement and the Berne Convention, which remain applicable
to the UK after Brexit. And that also gives a framework which
prevents from simply inventing something completely different. I
think in the near future the UK will just carry on quietly without any
fundamental conceptual changes.
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Of course, Brexit is not good for the arts because any kind of
nationalism is never advantageous for the arts. The same is true of
the sciences, which are international by nature. The younger artists
may well pack up and go to the US or the Continent, for example
Berlin. Berlin is much cheaper to live in than London and has a
flourishing big art scene. You can also go to Paris, although Paris
is more expensive. But there is no doubt that Paris has always been
more the European capital of the arts than even London, which
is perhaps the European capital of arts business. And Berlin and
Paris are in the European Union, and a door to the world. The
officially imposed insular British way at the moment stands against
the international development of the arts. But we’ll see how long
7 Richard Arnold, ‘The need for a new Copyright Act: a case study in law
reform: The Herchel Smith Intellectual Property Lecture 2014’ (2015)
5(2) Queen Mary Journal of Intellectual Property 110.
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1. The fish are alright

H

istorically and presently, the United Kingdom has identified
and presented itself as a maritime nation.1 2 Fisheries,
historically a significant source of employment, cultural
identity, and economic output, are a vital component of the UK’s
seafaring character. Amidst the decline of other British coastal
industries, fishing, also in a state of ‘managed decline’,3 is perhaps
the UK’s final remaining material link to this maritime heritage.

has declined (to 0.02% of the economy)4 and knowledge of fishing’s
adverse environmental impacts has become widespread, fishing
iconography remains germane to major events in contemporary
British politics.5 6 7 We use EU membership generally, and Brexit
specifically, to highlight how conceptions of national identity
influenced by the fisheries–politics–law nexus can ‘bite back’ to
shape the activities of a political class instrumental in affording
fisheries this power in the first place.8

Our article posits that the interplay of fishing, national politics, and
British international affairs over several centuries engendered a
fishing iconography rooted in place, power, and identity. Fishers,
fishing communities, and the political class gained differing utilities
from this iconography. Even as the industry’s size and productivity

Brexit is an example and an outcome of these interlocking forces.
Since the UK joined the European Union in 1973, fishing policy
challenged key British constitutional principles, and precipitated
UK–European conflicts. This fomented pro-Leave rhetoric and
ultimately directed the course of Brexit (2016–20) and the Transition
Period (January–December 2020). Yet Brexit may also prove

1 Siddiqi: Informal discussions with Professors Simon Deakin, Cameron
Hepburn, Catherine Mackenzie, and Yadvinder Malhi helped me clarify
my contributions to Sections 2 and 4 (although the views presented here
are mine alone). I am grateful for my reviewer’s comments.
2 Davies: I am grateful to Dr Pedro Ramos-Pinto, Dr William O’Reilly,
and Professor Christine Lebeau for their help in making it possible for
me to cross the channel before 1 January 2021. Without this I would not
have had the opportunity to consider many of the questions raised in this
article.
3 Phrase borrowed from Marion Gibson, who used it to describe the
British maritime sector more broadly. See Marion Gibson, ‘Vikings and
victories: sea-stories from “The Seafarer” to Skyfall and the future of
British maritime culture’ (2015) 17(1) Journal for Maritime Research 1, 1.

4 Elise Uberoi, Georgina Hutton, Matthew Ward, and Elena Ares, UK
Fisheries Statistics (House of Commons Briefing Paper SN02788, 2020).
5 Ruth H Thurstan, Simon Brockington, and Callum M Roberts, ‘The
effects of 118 years of industrial fishing on UK bottom trawl fisheries’
(2010) 1 Nature Communications art 15.
6 Ruth H Thurstan and Callum M Roberts, ‘Ecological meltdown in the
Firth of Clyde: Two centuries of change in a coastal marine ecosystem’
(2010) 5(7) PLOS ONE e11767.
7 Heidi Guille, Caitlin Gilmour, and Edward Willsteed, UK Fisheries Audit
(Macalister Elliott and Oceana 2021).
8 This link is well established elsewhere. See: Liam Campling and
Alejandro Colás, Capitalism and the Sea (Verso 2021); Carmel Finley and
Naomi Oreskes, ‘Maximum sustained yield: a policy disguised as science’
(2013) 20(2) ICES Journal of Marine Science 245.
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to be a critical juncture in fisheries policy, as it offers the UK an
opportunity to break from perversely subsidised and unsustainable
path dependencies that defined EU-era UK fishing policies.9
We proceed as follows. §2 articulates a historical and material
foundation for British fishing iconography, arguing that it arose from
the fishing communities’ socio-economic and political activities to
become part of British national identity writ large. We characterise
this as a romanticised national iconography of fishing as a noble,
distinctively British profession. In §3, we consider the implications
of this by examining how fishing iconography was effectively
deployed by sections of the British political elite to capture national
attention during the referendum campaign, before assessing how
fishing directed political events during Brexit. Having evaluated the
past and present of British fishing, §4 turns to the future. Building on
previous work by marine scientists, we highlight pathways to recast
extractivist fishing iconography as an iconography of flourishing
marine ecosystems conserved in service of public welfare interests.10

2. Tracing a British fishing iconography
Envisioning the sea as gloried separation, Britain’s island nature
and isolation from the European continent have historically been
linked to notions of utopia, exceptionalism, and nationalism.11
Others have connected Britain to its maritime frontiers. In a flawed,
ethno-nationalist reading of origins, it was inhabited by ‘the old
Scandinavian peoples—the sea-wolves, as the Roman poet said,
whose school was the sea and who lived on the pillage of the word’.12
Fishing towns have a unique sense of place which arises from the
geographical distinctiveness of coastal settlements.13 14 This is
unsurprising. As junctions of land and sea, surface and water column,
and settlements and travel hubs, their nature and purpose represents a
distinguishing melding of communities, landscapes, and biodiversity.
These interactions represent a ‘complex entanglement’ 15reminiscent
of human-earth system interactions typical of the Anthropocene.16
Coastal communities’ interplay with social values, political economy,
ecological change, and technological advancement cultivated ‘a
tapestry of social and cultural relations’ arising from fishing.17 These
attributes subsequently determined fishing activity, which affects
the well-being, economic productivity, and local ecological vitality
of these communities.
Additionally, the interactions of fisheries with power structures in
British society let fishing become an instrument of international
9 Paul S Kemp, Rainer Froese, and Daniel Pauly, ‘COVID-19 provides an
opportunity to advance a sustainable UK fisheries policy in a post-Brexit
brave new world’ (2020) 120 Marine Policy 104114.
10 ibid. See also Dieter Helm, ‘Agriculture after Brexit’ (2017) 33(supp 1)
Oxford Review of Economic Policy S124.
11 Alex Law, ‘Of Navies and Navels: Britain as a Mental Island’ (2005) 7(4)
Geografiska Annaler: Series B, Human Geography 267.
12 Thomas Wemyss Fulton, The Sovereignty of the Sea (Blackwood 1911).
13 Timothy Acott and Julie Urquhart, ‘Sense of Place and Socio-cultural
Values in Fishing Communities Along the English Channel’ in Julie
Urquhart, Timothy Acott, David Symes, and Minghua Zhao (eds), Social
Issues in Sustainable Fisheries Management (MARE Publication Series 9,
Springer 2014) 257–77.
14 Stephen Rippon, ‘Historic Landscape Character and Sense of Place’
(2011) 38(2) Landscape Research 179.
15 Acott and Urquhart (n 13).
16 Yadvinder Malhi, ‘The Concept of the Anthropocene’ (2017) 42 Annual
Review of Environment and Resources 77.
17 Acott and Urquhart (n 13).
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politics and national identity. Fishing rights in great power politics
reflected broader efforts to divide global productive capability
between imperial projects. Claiming rights to fish in order to
sustain extractive industry helped Britain demarcate its sphere
of influence on the European stage. These practices of partial
enclosure, which broke from classical Grotian conceptions of a
physically indivisible sea,18 may be traced back to monarchic claims
on European fishing grounds as expressions of national sovereignty
and maritime supremacy.19 British opposition to this classical model
lay in its objective of maintaining exclusive access to customary
fishing grounds.20 As part of this foreign policy apparatus, we can
locate an embryonic fishing iconography of fishing fleets as dogged,
self-sacrificing participants in the cause of an island nation standing
up to mainland intrusion.
Industrialism, which inaugurated the age of mechanised fishing, was
a major change for the industry. Trawling caused fish population
declines in Europe’s most productive fishing grounds, thus raising
early questions about fishing-induced environmental decline.21 22 23 24
Moreover, the deepening links between capital, fishing, and profits
boosted the political influence of prominent fishing industrialists.25 26
In the post-WWII era, the industrial fleet became part of Cold
War power projection objectives. Distant-water vessels helped
18 Surabhi Ranganathan, ‘The Law of the Sea and Natural Resources’
in Eyal Benvenisti and Georg Nolte (eds), Community Interests Across
International Law (Oxford University Press 2018). For research on the
imperial origins of the ‘Mare Liberum’ doctrine, see Campling and Colás
(n 8) 73.
19 A notable example: legitimated by John Selden’s arguments, alongside
recently uncovered and shaky legal precedents, Charles I styled himself
‘Lord of the Seas’ to signal maritime supremacy to the Dutch (see Fulton
(n 12) viii). See also the national claim made by Charles’ father James I
on British and Irish coastal fisheries, which only permitted European
nations to fish by royal license. Source: Fulton (n 12) 10.
20 David Armitage, ‘Introduction’ in Hugo Grotius, The Free Sea (first
published 1609, Liberty Fund 2004) xviii.
21 Jane Nadel-Klein, ‘Perpetual Crisis and the Making of the Fisherfolk’ in
Jane Nadel-Klein, Fishing for Heritage: Modernity and loss along the Scottish
coast (Berg 2003) 133.
22 Ruth H Thurstan, Julie P Hawkins, and Callum M Roberts, ‘Origins
of the bottom trawling controversy in the British Isles: 19th century
witness testimonies reveal evidence of early fishery declines’ (2013) 15(3)
Fish and Fisheries 506.
23 Fishing grounds in the Firth of Clyde were declared exhausted in 1888,
but are nonetheless intensively fished today. See: Thurstan and Roberts
(n 6). For a higher-order explanation of these ecological changes, see:
Daniel Pauly, Villy Christensen, Johanne Dalsgaard, Rainer Froese,
and Francisco Torres Jr, ‘Fishing Down Marine Food Webs’ (1998)
279(5352) Science 860.
24 Thurstan, Brockington, and Roberts (n 5).
25 David Symes, Emma Cardwell, and Jeremy Phillipson, ‘UK SmallScale Fisheries: Status, Devolved Responsibility and the Challenge of
Sustainability’ in José Pascual-Fernández, Cristina Pita, and Maarten
Bavinck (eds), Small-Scale Fisheries in Europe: Status, Resilience and
Governance (MARE Publication Series 23, Springer 2020) 351.
26 Nadel-Klein (n 21) ch 5 describes how, in Scotland, the ascent of
industrial fishing capitalists replaced local fishing activity premised
on community solidarity and co-management with a new regime of
capitalists and wage workers enjoying different standards of living.
Media reports indicate this has continued into the present. See:
Crispin Dowler, ‘Revealed: the millionaires hoarding UK fishing
rights’ (Unearthed, 10 October 2018) <https://unearthed.greenpeace.
org/2018/10/11/fishing-quota-uk-defra-michael-gove/>; Crispin
Dowler, ‘Privatising the seas: how the UK turned fishing rights into a
commodity’ (Unearthed, 7 March 2019) <https://unearthed.greenpeace.
org/2019/03/07/fishing-brexit-uk-fleetwood/>.
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collect intelligence information, and subsidy programmes enabled
fleets to fish more distantly in pursuit of broader foreign policy
objectives.27 28 29 The ecological theory of maximum sustainable
yield (MSY), developed in part by British scientists, was ‘abused’
to justify exploiting additional fish stocks as robust fisheries
management policy.30 In the absence of strong scientific or
precautionary limits on fishing activity, twentieth-century
overfishing soon followed. This closeness to the state, and the
utility of fishing for broader political interests, afforded the fishing
industry substantial lobbying power.
These foreign policy objectives did not go unchallenged. The Cod
Wars (1972–73 and 1975–76), a series of disputes between the UK
and Iceland over North Sea fishing rights, exemplified modern
conflicts over marine resources in increasingly territorialised and
ecologically depleted seas. Spread out over the 1970s, the Royal
Navy accompanied British fishing vessels targeting fish in waters
recently claimed by Iceland. The UK’s loss represented a death knell
for its distant-water fishing fleet.
The Cod Wars coincided with the UK’s entry into the European
Community (EC, now EU). The European Communities Act 1973
brought the UK into the common market, and made its exclusive
economic zone (EEZ, seas within 200 nautical miles of the British
mainland) open to the European fleet under the Common Fisheries
Policy (CFP). The CFP divided the European catch between
Member States through quotas and extended support to fishing
enterprises through subsidies.31 Historic state support, coupled with
CFP subsidies, abetted contemporary European fishing conflicts.
An over-capacity fleet of overcapitalised fishers competed for
diminishing commercial fish populations on a continental scale.
The Eurosceptic Thatcher Government attempted to limit CFPled fishing in British waters through the Merchant Shipping Act
1988. This inadvertently restructured the fabric of the British
constitution. In the Factortame case, the House of Lords found that
the Act contravened EC law. Out of step with the hallowed British
constitutional principle of Parliamentary sovereignty, the Lords
issued an injunction to ‘disapply’ it.32 As Mark Elliott notes, this
turned a pillar of the British constitution into a matter of political
fact: EU law represented a superior authority to Acts of Parliament,
provided the UK was an EU Member State.33 As the Factortame
judgment came many years after the UK’s accession to the European
Community, it represented a sudden recognition of the true extent
of integration. From an iconographic standpoint, Factortame is
pivotal. The judgment confirmed that the construct of the ‘liquid
27 Mason Redfearn and Richard J Aldrich, ‘The perfect cover: British
intelligence, the Soviet Fleet and distant water trawler operations,
1963–1974’ (1997) 12(3) Intelligence and National Security 166.
28 Carmel Finley, ‘The social Construction of Fishing, 1949’ (2009) 14(1)
Ecology and Society 6.
29 Carmel Finley, ‘Imperialism’ in Carmel Finley, All the Boats on the Ocean:
How Government Subsidies Led to Global Overfishing (University of Chicago
Press 2017).
30 Daniel Pauly and Rainer Froese, ‘MSY needs no epitaph – but it was
abused’ (2020) ICES Journal of Marine Science fsaa224.
31 For an extended description of the CFP, see: Daniel J Skettitt, Robert
Arthur, Naazia Ebrahim, Valérie Le Brenne, Frédéric Le Manach, Anna
Schuhbauer, Sebastián Villasante, and U Rashid Sumaila, ‘A 20-year
retrospective on the provision of fisheries subsidies in the European
Union’ (2020) 77(7–8) ICES Journal of Marine Science 2741.
32 Factortame was a series of cases. Here, we refer to R v Secretary of State for
Transport, ex p Factortame Ltd (2) [1991] 1 AC 603.
33 Mark Elliott, ‘United Kingdom: Parliamentary sovereignty under
pressure’ (2004) International Journal of Constitutional Law 2(3) 545.

frontier’, a matter of national interest for centuries, was permeable
by a decree of unelected Brussels bureaucrats. Factortame therefore
confirmed Eurosceptics’ worst fears about integration, and acted as
an antecedent to Brexit.34
The legacy of fisheries’ importance to Britain charged the
industry with a distinctive iconography. As the industry declined,
symbols of fishing were subsequently sublimated into British
collective imaginations as a ‘banal nationalism’. The maritime
past holds equal sway in popular imaginations through literature,
romanticisation, and memorialisation as it does because of any
material reality.35 Consequently, fishing iconography evolved from
a place-based culture rooted in socio-ecological and economic
experiences to a place-agnostic aspect of British national heritage
and identity. There have been ‘reductionist’ twenty-first-century
attempts to make maritime heritage more accessible by imbuing
it with notions of a glorious past. These have cemented public
appreciation of the sector as a figment of ‘nostalgia-driven heritage
[which] is in fact a version of a past which is romanticised and
distanced from the everyday experience of most people’, including
extant fishing enterprises.36 37
This is only reinforced by the present state of British fisheries.
Small-scale fishers struggle to pass on their businesses to future
generations, and fishers have increasingly become symbolic links
to a fading past as part of a coastal pastiche that tourists find
attractive.38 This reflects the dominance of fishing iconography
as a diffuse banal nationalism which substituted fishers’ ‘temporal
politics of memory’ with a nostalgic, nationalistic interpretation of
the industry’s place in British heritage and identity.39 Consequently,
fisheries have had to be reinvented through iconography in
order to remain economically viable through tourism. Ironically,
deprived fishing towns that retained most of their old fishing
infrastructure following rapid industrial decline are especially
attractive tourist destinations.40
In this manner, associations with the sea become romanticised and
abstracted as fishing becomes a quintessential part of British culture.
Struggling post-industrial fisheries are therefore torchbearers for
the construct of noble sacrifice for a greater British cause. Now,
though, they perform these functions as tourism products in the
consumer economy. They do so as signifiers of national heritage
rather than as agents of great power politics. This changed with
Brexit and the Leave Campaign.
34 The suddenness with which Factortame clarified a novel political and
legal reality to British political elites has been recognised elsewhere.
Lord Pannick, acting for the 1st Respondent in Miller* on withdrawing
from the EU, noted elsewhere that Factortame was ‘the most significant
decision of the United Kingdom courts on EU law’ as ‘it brought home
to lawyers, politicians and the public in this jurisdiction that EU law
really did have supremacy over acts of parliament.’ Source: Catherine
Baksi, ‘Landmarks in law: the 90s fishing case that stoked Euroscepticism’
Guardian (29 March 2019) <https://www.theguardian.com/law/2019/
mar/29/landmarks-in-law-the-90s-fishing-case-that-stoked-ukeuroscepticism>. *R (Miller) v Secretary of State for Exiting the European
Union [2017] UKSC 5, 2017 WLR 583.
35 Michael Billig, Banal Nationalism (Sage 1995, as cited in Law (n 11)).
36 Ann Day and Ken Lunn, ‘British maritime heritage: carried along by the
currents?’ (2003) 9(4) International Journal of Heritage Studies 289.
37 ibid 296.
38 Symes, Cardwell, and Phillipson (n 25).
39 Boyarin (1994) 2 (as cited in Jane Nadel-Klein, ‘Fisherfolk under Glass?
Memory and the Heritage Wars’ in Jane Nadel-Klein, Fishing for Heritage:
Modernity and loss along the Scottish coast (Berg 2003) 171).
40 Nadel-Klein (n 39) ch 6.
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3. Brexit and the law–politics–iconography nexus:
The bait bites back
Such was the deep and abiding sentiment with respect to
the sovereignty of the sea, when this king of that wished
to embark upon a policy or engage in a war for an object
that was secret or unpopular, there was no better method
of deceiving people than by declaring that the dominion
of the sea was in danger … The sea must be ‘kept’.
—Thomas Wemyss Fulton, 1911
The Acid Test of Brexit is territorial waters … it’s
going to take some considerable courage to say to our
European partners—I’m very sorry, I know you’ve had a
fabulous time catching 80% of our fish, but we’re actually
going to take back what is rightfully ours.
—Nigel Farage, 2016
We’ve got our fish back. They’re now British fish, and
they’re better and happier fish for it.
—Jacob Rees-Mogg, 2021
Drawing on ‘a romanticised and constructed vision of the sea …
based upon a fictionalised and distanced version of association’,41the
Leave Campaign made heavy use of fishing iconography to
substantiate the case for Brexit. Iconography rooted in this banal
maritime nationalism simplifies complex, contradictory histories
into neat, linear narratives. Contemporary political messaging
about Britain as a self-sufficient entity maintaining an inviolable
‘Sovereignty of the seas’ mythologises inconvenient historical facts.
As Fulton demonstrates, the openness of British waters ebbed and
flowed across centuries: maritime sovereignty during the Stuart era
was in truth a chimaera. In other moments of its history, Britain
maintained more open seas than mainland European Powers,
allowing ‘all people ... to come and share ... in [fisheries] ... on the
English coast ... expressly provided for in a long series of treaties
with foreign powers.’42
However, expedient iconographies can be deployed by political
campaigns to inform myth-making and emotive public messaging.43
A mythic notion of fishing, rooted in its iconography, lent
resonance to Leave’s attempts to present themselves as ‘keepers’ of
the sea while implicating culpability for British maritime decline to
distant managers across the Channel. Farage’s depiction of fish, wild
animals capable of moving across national boundaries, as ‘our fish’,
‘rightfully ours’, belonging to ‘our sea’ and ‘our territorial waters’,
exemplifies this. This united the iconography of fishers as dutiful
providers and fishers as frontiersmen engaging with foreign rivals,
to protect British strategic objectives—and Britishness itself—with
deeper utopic notions of islandic exceptionalism.
The epic of fisheries, fish, and fishers benefited the Leave Campaign.
However, fishing policy consumed energy, political capital, goodwill,
and time during subsequent withdrawal negotiations, in a manner out
of proportion with its economic importance.44 We describe this as the
process of fisheries ‘biting back’ political elites who relied on them for
41 Day and Lunn (n 36) 302.
42 Fulton (n 12) 8.
43 John Agnew, ‘Taking back control: The myth of territorial sovereignty
and the Brexit fiasco’ (2020) 8(2) Territory, Politics, Governance 259.
44 Jim Brunsden and George Parker, ‘The final, frenetic hours that broke
the Brexit deadlock’ Financial Times (24 Dec 2020) <https://www.ft.com/
content/461b466a-533e-4742-813d-596f868ca328>.
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broader ideological goals. Having made use of fishing iconography at
the campaign stage, and having pandered to fishing lobbies for decades,
the UK allocated significant political capital to the intractable issue
of dividing declining fish populations between entrenched interests,
pursuing the short-term gains of unsustainably exploiting them.45
The final deal was therefore always likely to disappoint fishing
lobbies, particularly given the no-compromise style with which
politicians promised fishers higher catch allowances (and the broader
repatriation of a glorious British past through withdrawal).46 In
truth, the weeks immediately following Brexit proved traumatic for
the industry. Because of border disruptions, businesses encountered
increased costs and reduced revenues for their catch.47 Fishing
communities, lobbies and businesses have subsequently protested
and expressed feelings of betrayal to political elites claiming to
champion their cause. Brexiteers’ responses have thus far been
superficial. As fishers protested post-Brexit border disruptions
and associated export declines, Jacob Rees-Mogg characterised the
deal as national deliverance for nonhuman life, rather than for the
pro-Leave fishing communities reliant on exploiting fish. Victoria
Prentis MP, Minister for Defra48, has admitted to not reading
the Brexit deal. It is therefore possible to appreciate how fishing
iconography was used to service a suite of political ends achieved
through Brexit, rather than as an expression of interest in reviving
the industry by leaving the EU.
Other examples of politicians using fishing iconography during
the Brexit process are readily available. Most notable among these
was the flotilla of trawlers led down the Thames by Nigel Farage’s
luxury river boat eight days in advance of the referendum, where
kippers were tossed overboard to express disapproval with the
CFP. Fishing iconography, which made the industry a constituent
of British ‘nation-ness’, let Leave depict fishers as embodying
prevailing public sentiments of feeling left behind and made
downwardly mobile by EU-era neoliberal reforms.49 50 As Brexit
negotiations during Theresa May’s premiership stalled, Farage
tweeted an image of himself with a threatened tope shark, claiming
he caught it because of ‘depress[ion] over Brexit’.51 After the
Transition Period deal had been completed, Boris Johnson marked
the press conference about it wearing a fish-emblazoned tie.52 ReesMogg’s comments about happy fish characterise nonhuman lives
(and commodities) as gleeful participants and objects of sacrifice in
the service of the British national interest.

45 Donald Ludwig, Ray Hilborn, and Carl Walters, ‘Uncertainty, Resource
Exploitation, and Conservation: Lessons from History’ (1993) 260(5104)
Science 17.
46 Sivamohan Valluvan and Virinder S Kalra, ‘Racial nationalisms: Brexit,
borders and Little Englander contradictions’ (2019) 42(14) Ethnic and
Racial Studies 2393. Catherine Barnard notes that the complex nature of
the Brexit process itself also made post-Transition Period tumult likely.
See: Catherine Barnard, ‘Law and Brexit’ (2017) 33(S1) Oxford Review of
Economic Policy S4.
47 This was perhaps inevitable given the dependence of the British fleet on
exporting its catch to the EU.
48 The Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs.
49 Catherine Palmer, ‘Tourism and the symbols of identity’ (1999) 20(3)
Tourism Management 313.
50 John Cromby, ‘The Myths of Brexit’ (2019) 29(1) Journal of Applied and
Social Psychology 56.
51 Nigel Farage, ‘Depressed over Brexit. Went fishing.’ (Twitter, 7 July 2018)
52 Harry Taylor, ‘Kipper tie: Boris Johnson sports fish symbol in Brexit
message’ Guardian (24 Dec 2020) <https://www.theguardian.com/
politics/2020/dec/24/net-gains-boris-points-up-his-ties-to-the-fishingindustries>.
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are wholly inadequate for restoring depleted ecological function and
commercial viability to British waters.60

Romanticising fishing through iconography makes it impossible
to critically evaluate it. A fair appraisal of British fishing must
acknowledge the centuries of environmental damage it has
perpetrated.53 As a result of unrelenting fishing pressure,
populations of commercial species are in freefall, while non-target
species such as angel sharks, skates, wolffish, basking sharks, and
bluefin tuna have become endangered.54 Trawls and dredges have
massively reduced the abundance of life in benthic ecosystems such
as burrowed mud, cold-water coral formations, oyster reefs, and
seagrass beds.

Accordingly, the Government-commissioned Benyon Review
recommends establishing a ‘Blue Belt’ of rigorously protected MPAs
in British inshore waters. This would better ensure social, cultural,
and commercial use, as well as recognising the intrinsic value
of healthy marine systems.61 Thus far, the Blue Belt Programme
encompasses the UK Overseas Territories (UKOTs) but not inshore
waters.62 Consequently, despite spearheading the Global Ocean
Alliance aiming to secure 30% of national waters as MPAs by 2030,
the UK’s contributions towards this target outside UKOT waters
are marginal. In advance of a landmark year—and decade—for global
environmental policy, in which the UK plays a prominent role,
expanding and improving the British marine conservation estate
must be considered a matter of priority.63

As a centuries-long enabler and beneficiary of unsustainable
fishing, the British Government is deeply implicated in this
decline. Fishing iconography has depicted seascapes as receptacles
ordained by national destiny for extractivism, commodification,
and private gain at the expense of environmental quality. It
has thereby cemented state-sponsored overexploitation as an
unavoidable facet of public policy, even before it was outsourced
to the CFP. As a result, fishers benefited from unrestrained
access to marine resources at the expense of the British public,
who shouldered the costs of the substantial environmental
externalities of fishing.55
A robust marine conservation ethos is necessary to rejuvenate British
seascapes and fish populations, and the communities dependent on
them. This will require overhauling UK fisheries management and
conservation policies. Sustainable resource governance is needed, to
stop allocating the vast majority of ocean space to an over-capacity
and overcapitalised fishing fleet and instead allocate it to public
goods.56 The CFP inflated the British fleet’s harvesting capacity
while making overfishing cheaper through subsidies. Withdrawing
from it is a step towards this.57 58
The UK must also upgrade its marine conservation estate. 98% of
British marine protected areas (MPAs) are open to intensive fishing.
Status quo efforts to forestall perilous marine biodiversity losses are
marginal, given the scale of the stressors. 59Additionally, conservation
targets in MPAs often aim to maintain, rather than improve,
biodiversity and species abundance. Having been designated in the
wake of at least two centuries of fishing pressure, these objectives
53 We fear that the romanticisation of fishing enterprises—particularly
rhetorical and historically evident links between fishing vessels and the
Navy, or subtler connections between fishing vessels and patrolling
British maritime frontiers—also trivialised exploitative and dangerous
working conditions in the industry.
54 Thurstan and Roberts (n 6).
55 Ella Cardwell, ‘Power and Performativity in the Creation of the UK
Fishing-Rights Market’ (2015) 8(6) Journal of Cultural Economy 705.
56 Daniel Pauly, Villy Christensen, Sylvie Guénette, Tony J Pitcher, U
Rashid Sumaila, Carl J Walters, R Watson, and Dirk Zeller, ‘Towards
sustainability in world fisheries’ (2002) 418 Nature 689. This is a seminal
article on the nature and importance of these fishing transitions.
57 Jessica Dempsey, Tara G Martin, and U Rashid Sumaila, ‘Subsidizing
Extinction?’ (2020) 7(1) Conservation Letters e12705.
58 See: Tim Daw and Tim Gray, ‘Fisheries science and sustainability in
international policy: a study of failure in the European Union’s Common
Fisheries Policy’ (2005) 29(3) Marine Policy s 5/189.
59 Frith Dunkley and Jean-Luc Solandt, Marine Unprotected Areas (Marine
Conservation Society 2021). See also: Manuel Dureuil, Kristina Boerder,
Kirsti A Burnett, Rainer Froese, and Boris Worm, ‘Elevated trawling
inside protected areas undermines conservation outcomes in a global
fishing hot spot’ (2018) 362(5421) Science 1403.

The material changes produced by marine conservation policy,
including changes in the appearance of the seascape and the abundance
of its biodiversity, could alter the basis of coastal communities’ sense
of place. Consequently, the benefits of conserving ecosystems may
inspire the bottom-up formation of iconographies premised on
stewarding marine resources for conservation and public welfare, in
place of a cycloptic focus on managing biodiversity for the benefits
of fishers. The South Arran MPA in west Scotland, managed by a
community trust, is a notable example of conservation policy letting
communities transform seascapes into public goods conserved for
commercial and non-commercial uses.64
Marine conservation affords the UK an opportunity to break from
the reductive determinism of an antiquated fishing iconography
rooted in exploiting, extinguishing, and commodifying marine
life. Moreover, the material seascape transformations enabled
by conservation policy offer profound opportunities for the UK
to ‘take back control’ of its seascape management. They could
inaugurate an era of marine policy servicing a suite of public
goods, ambitious conservation targets, and sustainable economic
activity. We are therefore hopeful that protecting and restoring
depleted marine systems can recast the UK’s fishing iconography
as one of vivid marine life, and one that shows extractive industry
as an accountable constituent of the seascape, rather than its
unrestrained dominator.

60Annabel A Plumeridge and Callum M Roberts, ‘Conservation targets
in marine protected area management suffer from shifting baseline
syndrome: A case study on the Dogger Bank’ (2017) 116(1–2) Marine
Pollution Bulletin 395.
61 Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs, Benyon Review Into
Highly Protected Marine Areas: Final Report.
62 Ministers have referred to UK-based MPAs and Marine Conservation
Zones (MCZs) as part of England’s Blue Belt. However, the official Blue
Belt Programme specifically addressed MPA designation in seven UK
Overseas Territories. Even if this terminological distinction is foregone,
any extension of Blue Belt policies to waters around the UK have thus far
failed to forestall extensive fishing in almost all of its MCZs and MPAs.
63 In addition to CBD COP15 in Kunming, 2021 also inaugurates the UN
Decades of Ecosystem Restoration and Ocean Science for Sustainable
Development. Moreover, the UK will host COP26 climate change
negotiations in Glasgow and the G7 Summit in Cornwall. It is expected
that environmental policy will feature prominently in G7 talks.
64 Bryce D Stewart, Leigh M Howarth, Howard Wood, Kerri Whiteside,
William Carney, Éilís Crimmins, Bethan C O’Leary, Julie P Hawkins,
and Callum M Roberts, ‘Marine Conservation Begins at Home: How a
Local Community and Protection of a Small Bay Sent Waves of Change
Around the UK and Beyond’ (2020) 7 Frontiers in Marine Science art 76.
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M

odern commerce takes place at supersonic speed. It therefore
surprises many that most of the world’s traded goods are
still, at some point, carried on a container ship. Shipping
by sea has been the primary means to move items around the planet
for much of human history. In the present, 11 billion tons of goods
are shipped each year,1 representing around 80% of trade by volume.2
Given how many items are shipped, then, it is unsurprising that many
are lost at sea. Romantic stories of shipwrecks filled with treasure and
priceless artworks persist for a reason: they are not far from the truth.
One cannot mention lost treasures in international waters without
mentioning the sinking of the RMS Titanic. While this was a
human tragedy of unprecedented scale, the amount of artwork
lost is also notable. The Titanic was a luxurious cruise liner on its
maiden voyage to New York, and carried many wealthy travellers.
It is therefore unsurprising that estimates of the value of the art
on board often exceed £200 million. There have been numerous
displays of recovered items. Even the most mundane items are now
considered precious records of the tragedy.

The Mary Rose, another famous wreck, was also carrying a good deal of
art. The Tudor carrack was lost in the Solent in 1545. Its salvaging was
one of the most expensive projects of maritime archaeology. The Mary
Rose it was one of the first wrecks to be protected under the Protection
of Wrecks Act 1983. It was finally raised in 1982, and was found to
contain many artefacts providing valuable insight into Tudor life.3
The Spanish frigate Nuestra Señora de las Mercedes is another wreck
noted for its salvage. It was sunk by the British off the coast of Portugal
in 1804. It was recovered in 2007, and contained 600,000 silver and

1 International Chamber of Shipping, ‘Shipping and world trade: driving
prosperity’ <https://www.ics-shipping.org/shipping-fact/shipping-andworld-trade-driving-prosperity/>.
2 United Nations, UNCTAD Review of Maritime Transport 2020 20.
3 See David Childs, The Warship Mary Rose: The Life and Times of King
Henry VIII’s Flagship (Chatham Publishing 2007).

gold coins. The salvors quietly brought these to the US.4 However,
the Kingdom of Spain took the case to court, and the salvors were
ordered to return the coins.5 This decision was upheld at appeal.
Sculptures generally preserve better than other artworks under
the sea. Many sculptures are recovered from shallower waters,
especially the Mediterranean.6 It is enjoyable simply to list such
stories, but the purpose of this article is to summarise how the law
treats shipwrecks and their valuable cargo. Who owns treasures
found at sea, particularly under UK law?

International salvage
To begin with, it is worth considering how salvage and lost artworks
are treated in international law.
The concept of ‘maritime salvage’ is pervasive. Maritime salvage is
the right of a volunteer to a reward if they assist a ship in danger.
By contrast, it is trite law that a person who voluntarily saves the
property of another on land is not entitled to reward or compensation.
The right to maritime salvage is upheld by English admiralty law.
However, it has also been enshrined in international law through
customary law, commonly accepted contracts,7 and international
treaties.8 After all, it is politically expedient to have different rules
govern this scenario on sea from on land. The sea is hazardous, and
financial incentives encourage people to help vessels in need.
Maritime salvage only covers property, including cargo, if it is
4 Kimberley Alderman, ‘Federal Court Orders Treasure Hunters Return
Coin Trove to Spain’ (Cultural Property & Archaeology Law, 20 February
2012) <https://culturalpropertylaw.wordpress.com/2012/02/20/federalcourt-orders-treasure-hunters-return-coin-trove-to-spain/>.
5 Odyssey Marine Exploration, Inc v The Unidentified Shipwrecked Vessel et al
(Odyssey II), 657 F3d 1159 (2011).
6 The Antikythera wreck is an example. Lost off the Greek coast in the
first century BC, it was discovered in 1900 with many sculptures.
7 Notably the Lloyd’s Open Form (LOF).
8 The 1989 Salvage Convention is the most important of the recent treaties.
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in danger. Therefore, it does not generally extend to historical
wrecks. Wrecks may be dealt with by treaty where they pose a risk
to navigation or the environment, but this is rare for historical
wrecks.9 Under English law, the wreck remains the property of her
owner at the time of sinking, and under the jurisdiction of her flag
state. However, not all jurisdictions agree.
Some wrecks are protected by individual treaties. In the case of the
Titanic, the UK and US governments have agreed by treaty they
will each protect the wreck and preserve it as a memorial. The
treaty was signed by the UK in 2003, but only came into force in
2019 following ratification by the US.10 Whether it has adequate
‘teeth’ remains to be seen.
The arrangements made for the Titanic are unusual. International
law retains a varied and complex arrangement of treaty, customary
law, and rewards offered to salvors. The United Nations Convention
on the Law of the Sea 1982 places a duty on states to protect
archaeological and historic objects. However, it explicitly excludes
objects with identifiable owners. The UNESCO Convention on the
Protection of the Underwater Cultural Heritage 2001 represents a
more recent effort to ‘enable states to better protect their submerged
cultural heritage’. It is intended to provide an internationally agreed
basis for dealing with historical wrecks, and it states that they are
not subject to maritime salvage. Unfortunately, this Convention
was heavily criticised for its broad language and has not gained
international acceptance.11

Wrecks in the UK
I turn now to home waters. Some of the world’s busiest shipping lanes
pass through the UK’s territorial waters. It is therefore unsurprising
that there are thousands of wrecked ships and aircraft around the UK
coast. The UK has passed statutes intended to protect wrecks and deal
with the complexities of ownership. How, then, are lost treasures and
artworks dealt with when recovered in the UK’s territorial waters?12

The Merchant Shipping Act 1995
The main piece of legislation concerning UK wrecks is the Merchant
Shipping Act 1995, especially Part IX. The Act defines the role of
the ‘Receiver of Wreck’, an official in the Maritime and Coastguard
Agency who administers the law of wrecks and salvage. The Act
prescribes that any finder of ‘wreck material’ in the UK report their
find to the Receiver of Wreck. The Act states:
Duties of finder etc. of wreck.
(1) If any person finds or takes possession of any wreck
in United Kingdom waters or finds or takes possession
9 See the Nairobi Wreck Removal Convention 2007.
10 Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs, Agreement
concerning the Shipwrecked Vessel RMS Titanic (Treaty Series 8, 2019).
11 See Hayley Roberts, ‘The British Ratification of the Underwater Heritage
Convention: Problems and Prospects’ (2018) 67(4) International and
Commercial Law Quarterly 833.
12 I use ‘territorial waters’ to denote an area of sea over which a state
has jurisdiction. This includes ‘territorial sea’, ‘contiguous zones’, and
‘exclusive economic area’. These terms are defined in the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea 1982. A state’s territorial sea extends
12 nautical miles from its ‘baseline’. A state’s exclusive economic zone
extends up to 200 nautical miles from its ‘baseline’. See Marine Regions
<https://www.marineregions.org/eezmapper.php> for a useful map of
these zones.
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of any wreck outside United Kingdom waters and brings
it within those waters he shall—
(a)if he is the owner of it, give notice to the receiver
stating that he has found or taken possession of
it and describing the marks by which it may be
recognised;
(b)if he is not the owner of it, give notice to the
receiver that he has found or taken possession of
it and, as directed by the receiver, either hold it to
the receiver’s order or deliver it to the receiver.13
Subsection (2) criminalises the failure to report a wreck without
reasonable excuse.
It should be noted that ‘wreck’ is not limited to shipwrecks. It
includes ‘jetsam, flotsam, lagan and derelict found in or on the
shores of the sea or any tidal water’.14 These terms have clear
meaning in maritime law. ‘Jetsam’ denotes goods cast overboard
to lighten a vessel, even if the vessel is lost. ‘Flotsam’ denotes
goods that remain afloat after their ship has sunk. ‘Lagan’ is
similar to jetsam: it denotes goods, cast overboard from a ship that
perishes, which have been buoyed that they be recovered later.
Finally, ‘derelict’ denotes all property, ship or cargo, that has been
abandoned without hope of recovery. Derelict is the most relevant
to historical shipwrecks and their cargo.
Under English law, the owner of a ship that is wrecked also owns the
wreck. Therefore, the Receiver of Wreck will track down the owner
of the wrecked ship and its cargo and ensure that they receive a fair
salvage award, if one is applicable. If the wreck remains unclaimed
for one year, it becomes Crown property.15

The Protection of Wrecks Act 1973 and The
Protection of Military Remains Act 1986
The Protection of Wrecks Act 1973 lets the UK designate specific
wrecks as ‘protected wrecks’ if they have historical, archaeological,
or artistic value. Diving is prohibited around such wrecks unless a
special licence is obtained.16 The Act contains a separate mechanism
prohibiting access to dangerous wrecks.17 It also requires that the
exact location of a wreck become a matter of public record. However,
this encourages treasure hunters. Perhaps the best protection for
famous wrecks would be to keep their locations mysterious.
The military remains of British persons, or of those operating from
British ships, are now protected under the Protection of Military
Remains Act 1986. The Act applies even if they lie outside of UK
territorial waters. This highlights a key issue.
Both Acts create legal regimes of protection and regulation.
However, they are in practice very difficult to enforce, since wrecks
are often in isolated locations.

Closing remarks
The law encompassing maritime wrecks and historical artefacts is
complex. By its very nature it raises difficult jurisdictional issues,
13 Merchant Shipping Act 1995 s 236.
14 ibid s 255.
15 ibid s 241.
16 Protection of Wrecks Act 1973 s 1.
17 ibid s 2.
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since shipwrecks do not conveniently conform to the international
boundaries of their flag state.
States are increasingly taking steps to protect their cultural heritage.
Many, including the UK, have passed legislation to protect culturally
significant shipwrecks. However, approaches to such legislation
have varied around the world, and to date, attempts to harmonise
the international law have been without significant success.
The good news is that many states have passed domestic measures to
protect important shipwrecks and ensure that their cultural heritage
is preserved.
Whatever the jurisdiction and the legal issues, it is clear that
historical wrecks present significant cultural value to the world and
must be preserved and protected as much as possible.
The sea is a vast and wondrous place, filled with mystery, danger,
and hardship. The romantic notion of treasures on and under the
high seas is far from a historical fiction, and seems destined to persist
far into the future.
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he Jamaican Jerk seasoning. Halloween. Kendall Jenner’s new
Tequila brand. The mascot of the Washington Redskins.
Rugby. Victoria’s Secret Fashion Shows. Yoga. Mickey
Rooney in Breakfast at Tiffany’s. These things seem to have little
in common apart from being perceived to be part of our Western
culture. Yet, another feature unites them: they have all been subject
to allegations of cultural appropriation.
This article explores the issue of cultural appropriation and the
harm it can cause to indigenous communities in particular. It will
explain how this problem exposes a gap in intellectual property law
and set out the two main approaches to fill this gap. A comparative
analysis of different jurisdictions’ attempts to resolve the issue will
reveal the complexities of finding a satisfactory solution. The article
will conclude with the argument that despite these difficulties a legal
solution is desirable. Reliance on extra-judicial initiatives should
no longer be the only way this area is regulated. Instead, legislative
action by the world community is needed.

Cultural appropriation? Cultural borrowing?
Cultural appreciation? Defining ‘cultural
appropriation’
An effective legal framework requires a clear definition of the
issue that it seeks to regulate. This is where the problem starts.
It is difficult to draw a line between ‘cultural borrowing’ and
‘cultural appreciation’ on one hand and ‘cultural appropriation’ on
the other.
Countless definitions of ‘cultural appropriation’ have been put
forward by scholars, artists, and political activists. Defining the
concept goes back to the fundamental questions of ‘What is art?’
and ‘How far can art go?’. Opinions as to the correct description
are formed by individuals’ experiences and socio-economic
environment as well as personal conceptions of art and culture.
Resolving it would go far beyond the parameters of this article.
Therefore, the definition set out by Brigitte Vézina will be used
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henceforth: cultural appropriation is the taking by a member of
a dominant culture of a cultural element from a minority culture
without consent, attribution, or compensation.1

The harm caused by cultural appropriation
The harm cultural appropriation can cause is best understood when
illustrated with an example. In 2012, Urban Outfitters launched
a Navajo-branded clothing and accessories line.2 Amongst other
items, the line included so-called ‘Navajo panties’ as well as a liquor
flask, all imprinted with patterns distinctive of the Navajo Nation,
a tribe of Native Americans located across parts of Arizona, Utah,
and New Mexico. Urban Outfitters had not sought permission for
the use of the patterns or the name, nor had it attributed them to
the culture from which they originated. The Navajo-branded flask
was particularly controversial as alcohol was prohibited in the
Navajo reservation. Urban Outfitters’ use was thus seen as making a
mockery of the Nation’s cultural traditions. Similarly, the underwear
was considered as an affront to the historical and spiritual origin
of the patterns. The tribe filed a lawsuit against the fashion brand,
claiming, amongst other things, compensation for what it described
as ‘derogatory and scandalous’ use of the Navajo name and patterns.
The case of the ‘Navajo panties’ encapsulates the wider issue of
cultural appropriation and how harmful it can be. As George
Nicholas, Professor of Archaeology at Simon Fraser University,
Canada, explains, indigenous peoples like the Navajo tribe have
historically had little control over their heritage. As a result of
colonialism and Western missionary work, many of these peoples
were forced to leave behind their lands, languages, and religions,
along with their cultural traditions and lifestyles.3 The cultural
heritage that still exists may be a community’s last remaining
1 Brigitte Vézina, ‘Curbing Cultural Appropriation in the Fashion
Industry’ CIGI Paper 213 (April 2019).
2 ‘Navajo Nation sues Urban Outfitters for trademark infringement’
Guardian (London, 1 March 2012).
3 George Nicholas, ‘Confronting the Specter of Cultural Appropriation’
SAPIENS Anthropology Magazine (5 October 2018).
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connection to its origin. Taking it without permission and putting
it out of context disrespects the values that often underlie this
heritage, which is often considered sacred or connected to ideas of
morality and spirituality.
Western companies who commercialise indigenous culture
without granting the communities a share of the profit generated
by their involuntary contributions exacerbate the problem. This is
particularly harmful for groups that live at the margins of society,
struggling to fit into the modern Westernised world and routinely
subject to overt and systemic discrimination and racism. Many
indigenous societies share this bitter fate, whose severity was
recognised by the UN in describing indigenous groups as one of the
world’s most vulnerable groups of people.4
By denying those groups to benefit from their own cultural
heritage, companies profit off the back of the most vulnerable. This
further marginalises groups for whom the commercialisation of
cultural heritage might be their only way to escape the dwindling
spiral into poverty.

A gap in the law? Obstacles in intellectual property
law
Whenever we find out about an injustice, our natural response is
to look to the law to regulate it. Here, similarly, problems arise.
Our current intellectual property law system, with its concepts of
copyright, trademarks, and patents (amongst other mechanisms),
offers protection to artists and inventors. Broadly speaking, it
prevents use of creations and inventions without permission and
offers compensation in the event of misuse. Each concept exhibits
flaws and loopholes, as with most legal frameworks developed over
time. Overall, however, the system succeeds in many cases to offer
at least some form of protection to artists and creators who are
operating in the Western commercialised world. On its face, one
may think this to be an ideal system for solving the issue of ‘cultural
appropriation’ and protecting indigenous culture. But a closer look
reveals a sobering reality.
Intellectual property law is informed by a range of fundamental
principles, on the basis of which it protects creations of the human
mind. Almost all of them are based on Western ideas of creativity
and ownership, and an underlying purpose of facilitating the
commercialisation of creations. Three foundational concepts of
intellectual property law illustrate this.
Originality
A key prerequisite of copyright protection is the requirement of
originality. Across most jurisdictions, a musician needs to show
that their piece of music is ‘original’; the same goes for an artist’s
painting and a writer’s writing.5 Definitions of ‘originality’ vary, but
generally it requires authors to prove that their works are their own
intellectual creation,6 expressing their individual creativity,7 and are
not copied.8
4 ‘Indigenous Peoples at the United Nations’ United Nations, Department
of Economic and Social Affairs, Indigenous Peoples <www.un.org/
development/desa/indigenouspeoples/about-us.html>.
5 eg Copyrights, Designs and Patents Act 1988 (UK) s 1(1).
6 Case C–5/08 Infopaq International A/S v Danske Dagblades Forening [2009]
ECR I-6569, para 37.
7 ibid, paras 45–46.
8 University of London Press v University Tutorial Press [1916] 2 Ch 601,

It will be a rare case that indigenous peoples’ heritage is able to
satisfy this requirement. Most cultural traditions have been passed
down from generation to generation. Their purpose is to keep alive
what was created centuries ago, to preserve rather than create; for
the community, not for an individual.9 Because of its very nature,
indigenous culture will fall outside of what the law considers
‘original’ and thereby fail to qualify for protection offered by
intellectual property law.
Ownership
A further key principle of intellectual property law is the concept
of ownership, which entitles the holder of an intellectual property
right to a number of actions and remedies. Generally, such rights are
for the owner’s personal benefit, to reward their efforts put into the
creation, to incentivise future innovation, and to protect their work
from derogatory and unauthorised use.
Again, indigenous cultural heritage will rarely fit this framework.
Indigenous groups are often organised around a clan or a wider
community; this sits at odds with the idea that only individuals can
own intellectual property rights and benefit from them.10 So far,
intellectual property law rejects the idea of communal ownership
in any form that would enable groups such as the Navajo Nation to
hold the benefit of intellectual property rights communally.11
Time limits
Finally, most intellectual property rights offer protection for a
limited period of time only. For example, in the UK and the EU
copyright for most types of work ceases 70 years after the death
of the author.12 This is so that the creation can become part of the
‘public domain’, wherein it may become freely available for artists
to copy, alter, and commercially exploit, and hence facilitate future
innovation and creation. A framework built around time limits
is of little help to indigenous people who are seeking indefinite
protection of their cultural heritage that is rooted in thousands of
years of history.13
The above examples are but illustrations of the inherent inaptitude
of the system of intellectual property law to regulate issues of cultural
appropriation. Consequently, a different approach is needed.

Filling the gap: Amending what is, or creating a
sui generis system?
Academic opinion is divided on the best way to address the concerns
of indigenous people. Governments, too, have differed in attempts to
offer at least some form of protection. Two approaches have emerged.
One seeks to make space within the current intellectual property law
system to accommodate for concerns of cultural heritage (I will refer
to this as the ‘amendment approach’). Alternatively, proposals have
608–609.
9 Brigitte Vézina, ‘Ensuring Respect for Indigenous Cultures: A Moral
Rights Approach’ CIGI Paper 243 (March 2020) 11.
10 RL Gana, ‘Has Creativity Died in the Third World? Some Implications of
the Internationalization of Intellectual Property’ (1995–96) 24(1) Denver
Journal of International Law & Policy 109, 132.
11 Vézina (n 9) 12; Yumbulul v Reserve Bank of Australia (1991) 21 IPR 481.
12 See Copyrights, Designs and Patents Act 1988 (UK) ss 12–15A, and
Directive 2006/116/EC.
13 RL Okediji, ‘Traditional Knowledge and the Public Domain’ CIGI Paper
176 (15 June 2018).
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been made to create a separate legal system from scratch that operates
outside intellectual property law—a so-called ‘sui generis regime’.
Comparing attempts made by different jurisdictions to implement
either of the two approaches shows the great difficulties of
resolving the issue of appropriation of indigenous culture. A look at
amendments of the existing system suggests that finding a solution
within the existing IP framework is likely only ever to provide a
makeshift solution—one that falls short of providing satisfactory
protection to cultural heritage. Likewise, whilst promising attempts
have been made to create a new system, such systems, too, are
inevitably flawed because of the great complexity of the underlying
issue. It is therefore unclear whether a large-scale, universal sui
generis system could work.
The amendment approach: Australia and South Africa
The Australian Indigenous Communal Moral Rights Bill (2003) opted
for the amendment approach. Motivated by a number of cases
involving cultural appropriation of Aboriginal art,14 the Australian
government aspired to alter the existing copyright system to
accommodate the concerns of indigenous people. Although the
Bill was never passed into law because of a change in government,
the draft legislation is nevertheless an interesting illustration of
the hurdles that legislators have to overcome when amending the
existing system to regulate issues of cultural appropriation.
Amongst other changes, the Bill sought to overcome the individual
ownership hurdle by incorporating community ownership. Groups
of people would be allowed to hold ownership jointly to their
cultural heritage. Despite this, the Bill’s introduction of community
ownership received strong criticism. To overcome issues such
as ownership, the Bill contained a series of requirements that
indigenous communities needed to fulfil before their works of
art, literature, or music could receive any protection. Copyright
protection was thus not automatic, as opposed to the traditional
copyright in Western systems, but tied to additional hurdles.15 While
this facilitated certainty and prevented an ‘overkill of rights’, which
it was feared would lead to a decrease in value of individual rights,
the requirements received strong criticism for being too onerous. In
many cases, they rendered the new framework wholly impractical
for indigenous communities to rely on.16
South Africa, too, took the amendment approach and over the
years passed a number of legislative Acts seeking to make space for
the concerns of indigenous communities.17 Unlike the stringent
requirements contained in the Australian Bill, South Africa
incorporated wide-sweeping definitions and a system with low
thresholds for copyright protection. On its face, this seemed like
a welcome development, paving the way for the generous rights
protection for which the communities had pleaded for decades.
Nevertheless, the amendments were strongly criticised by lawyers
who were concerned that the imprecise definitions and generous
14 See Yumbulul v Reserve Bank of Australia (1991) 21 IPR 481; Bulun Bulun
v R&T Textiles (1998) 41 IPR 5; Milpurrurru v Indofurn Pty Ltd (1995) 30
IPR 209.
15 Patricia Adjei, ‘IP Australia and Traditional knowledge consultation
process’ <www.ipaustralia.gov.au/sites/g/files/net856/f/ submission_-_
patricia_adjei.pdf>.
16 Samantha Joseph and Erin Mackay, ‘Moral Rights and Indigenous
Communities’ Arts and Law Centre Australia (30 September 2006).
17 See Intellectual Property Laws Amendments Act 28 of 2013 (SA).
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requirements caused significant uncertainty.18 It was argued that
whilst such a system may restrict Western companies in their use
of indigenous culture, its overly generous approach could end up
working against the very people it sought to protect. Absent clear
requirements that helped to establish which group was the rightful
creator or community of origin of a relevant work, disputes amongst
indigenous communities did not seem far off. This was a reason
for concern particularly where the true place or group of origin is
difficult to ascertain, as for example is the case for folklore passed
down generations by word of mouth. A wide-sweeping copyright
system that fuels tribal disputes can hardly be seen as a satisfactory
answer to the century-old problem of cultural appropriation.
The Australian and South African attempts illustrate the difficulties
of altering the existing system in a way that achieves sufficient
protection without risking certainty, the value of individual rights
and other undesirable side effects.
A sui generis approach: New Zealand
New Zealand attempted to create a new, sui generis system when it
passed the Haka Ka Mate Attribution Act 2014.19 The Act created
a legal regime for the protection of the haka Ka Mate, a particular
form of the traditional haka dance which is central to Māori culture.
It gave the tribe of the Māori community who had invented this
version of the dance a right to attribution. This means that (most)
use of the dance requires prominent attribution of its origin. For
example, filmmakers who wish to include this haka in their films
are obliged to include a statement that identifies the chief and the
tribe that invented it; failure to do so entitles the chief to an action
of enforcement.20
The Act was welcomed by the legal and artist community and seen
as a demonstration of how a sui generis regime is well-suited to
tackle the issue of appropriation of indigenous culture.21 However,
as with the amendment approach, this solution is not without flaws.
The new regime only concerns one specified Māori tribe and only
for one particular part of its cultural heritage. It remains to be seen
whether New Zealand’s pilot Act will be as effective when extended
to indigenous communities at large.
Further, attribution alone does not protect against disrespectful
use which continues to be unregulated. Although it may have this
effect indirectly by deterring companies who wish to avoid public
outcry after mocking indigenous culture while attributing it to its
community of origin, this is highly speculative and less likely to
apply to small companies with little media attention.
Finally, this form of a sui generis system anticipates a piecemeal
approach by which only clearly identifiable works and sources of
origin are applicable for protection. As mentioned earlier with
reference to folklore, such clear identification is not always possible,
and many cultural assets will not fit the frame.
The advantages of this solution are that it avoids confusion of the
existing IP law system as well as any side-effects of removing the
18 Wim Alberts and Rachel Sikwane, ‘South Africa: Intellectual Property
Laws Amendments Bill for Indigenous Rights’ (Mondaq, 21 November
2001).
19 Haka Ka Mate Attribution Act 2014 (NZ), 2014 No 18.
20 New Zealand Ministry of Business, Innovation & Employment, Haka Ka
Mate Attribution Act 2014 Guidelines (NZ) 2014
21 Earl Gray, ‘How Indigenous Rights and Intellectual Property Can Work
Together’ INTA Bulletin (15 April 2019).
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obstacles inherent in the current regime. And whilst the approach’s
piecemeal fashion may appear unattractive at first, any aspiration to
offer protection to all and any cultural heritage—even that which did
not originate from one single, identifiable source—will inevitably
risk an overly generous system, entailing similar problems like the
South African amendments.
International community
The examples of Australia, South Africa, and New Zealand show
that states have recognised the need for protection of indigenous
culture. Despite such efforts, however, national legislatures continue
to struggle to find satisfactory solutions.
In light of this, the World Intellectual Property Organisation
(WIPO), an agency of the UN and the global forum for intellectual
property policy, has long recognised the need for an international
solution. Discussions by the Intergovernmental Committee on
Intellectual Property and Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge
and Folklore (IGC) about an appropriate framework first started 40
years ago.22 Despite many years in deliberation, the Committee is yet
to put forward its solution.
From the IGC’s discussions, which led to the Draft Articles on
the Protection of Traditional Cultural Expressions, one can infer
that the Committee is pursuing a solution within the existing
IP framework—the amendment approach. Commentators have
suggested that it is unlikely that the Committee will introduce
a sui generis regime. Brigitte Vézina argues that this is because a
new system would dramatically change the way the Western world
is able to interact with indigenous cultural heritage. A sui generis
regime that offers strong protection could curtail many common
practices across various different sectors of the economy and in
society as a whole.23
This is an important point. We, as Western society, have become
accustomed to borrowing and taking inspiration from other
cultures—zombie Halloween costumes, yoga, and the Jamaican Jerk
seasoning are but a few examples. An entirely new regime comes
with the risk of compromising cultural exchange for the sake of
protection. The question is whether we are ready to recognise the
harm that this cultural exchange can do to indigenous societies and
how far we are willing to let that risk curtail our freedoms in order
to protect their heritage.

accomplish is further testament to how far the law is lagging behind.
The IPinCH research project educates those involved in the
intellectual property system about the issue of appropriation of
indigenous culture.25 A wide range of resources and information
factsheets are available with information for creators, artists, and
companies on the issue and advice on how to think about it. George
Nicholas, who is also leader of the IPinCH project, suggests that such
education efforts and as well as consumer responsibility are the best
ways to tackle the issue of cultural appropriation. He pleads for a
change in consumer behaviour with greater awareness of cultural
origin, similar to the recent shift towards locally grown foods and
sustainably produced products.26
It is certainly true that education and greater consumer awareness
are key to tackling cultural appropriation. However, this is no
excuse for national and international legislative bodies to abandon
efforts to provide a legal solution. If anything, initiatives like Local
Contexts and IPinCH emphasise the need for the law to finally
catch up, either by amending the existing system in a satisfactory
manner or by introducing a new system. They should be treated as
starting signals of what needs to be a wide-sweeping reform of the
international intellectual property law regime.

Conclusion
As this article has shown, cultural appropriation is a phenomenon
that reveals a gap in the law, one that legislators around the world
have so far struggled to close. It may be one of the most complex
problems the intellectual property system has to grapple with.
Resolution is urgently needed, especially in light of ever-increasing
intercultural exchange fuelled by globalisation and social media.
The Navajo Nation was lucky. 15 years after Urban Outfitters first
launched its ‘Navajo line’ the two parties settled and entered into an
agreement for future collaboration.27 But indigenous communities
should not have to engage in decades of legal fighting to establish
whether they have any claims to what is their very own cultural
heritage—a fight that only few communities are able to engage in,
with others being left uninformed about their rights and options of
enforcement. It remains to be seen at what point the international
community will finally step up and provide satisfactory legal
protection. One can only hope that it is sooner rather than later.

For now: Education and consumer responsibility
Whilst the law has been struggling to deal with the issue, others have
taken action. An example of an initiative seeking to put control over
cultural heritage back into the hands of indigenous people is Local
Contexts, an organisation which offers customisable labels that can
be attached to cultural heritage.24 The labels allow each community
to express specific conditions and guidance for using their cultural
traditions. Local Contexts is currently in the early stages of developing
an extra-legal licensing concept that will enable communities to
commercialise their cultural heritage where intellectual property
law fails to do so. The fact that a non-governmental organisation is
developing what international legislative bodies have so far failed to
22 UNESCO & WIPO, Model Provisions for National Laws on the Protection of
Expressions of Folklore Against Illicit Exploitation and Other Prejudicial Action
(1982).
23 Vézina (n 9) 20.
24 <https://localcontexts.org>.

25 <http://www.sfu.ca/ipinch/>.
26 Nicholas (n 3).
27 Nicky Woolf, ‘Urban Outfitters settles with Navajo Nation after illegally
using tribe’s name’ Guardian (London, 19 November 2016).
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any significant cultural objects have found uncomfortable
homes in museums across the world.1 They have been
trapped behind glass, victims of looting, ‘scientific’ collection,
and other damaging colonial acts. After many years, museums
have come to recognise how important it is that they engage with
repatriation and culturally sensitive forms of display. Repatriation has
been the subject of intense debate. I focus in this article specifically on
the issue of display. I will do so through the lens of one object, a Māori
pouhaki. This taonga was made by the master carver Tene Waitere.
Waitere was born in Mangamuka in Northern New Zealand in 1854
and is of Te Arawa and Ngāpuhi ancestry. His links to Te Arawa also
connect him to a strong carving tradition. I argue that sensitive display
has contributed to the restoration of the pouhaki’s mana.2

In its current home within the main gallery of the Cambridge University
Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology (MAA), the pouhaki is one
of the most striking objects on display. An eight-meter carved flagpole,
it is, according to Nicholas Thomas, the only one of its kind outside
New Zealand, as well as the oldest extant.3 It is carved on three sides
with manaia, supernatural figures that guard against evil.4 The fourth
side is incomplete, potentially indicating the rush to prepare it for its
original purpose, as a gift to the Prince of Wales on his 1920 visit to
New Zealand. Splits in the timber also suggest the totara wood was not
1 Māori terms are defined in the glossary.
2 Deirdre Brown, ‘Colonial Styles: Architecture and Indigenous
Modernity’ in Peter Brunt and Nicholas Thomas (eds), Art in Oceania: A
New History (Thames and Hudson 2012) 318.
3 Nicholas Thomas, ‘A Māori Flagpole Arrives in Cambridge’ (2011) 24
Journal of Museum Ethnography 187, 193.
4 Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, ‘Accession No. 2010.672’
<https://collections.maa.cam.ac.uk/objects/552750> accessed 29 January
2021.
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fully seasoned when it was carved, another indication of being made
in haste.5 The pouhaki has suffered damage in its lifetime, and although
some of this may have been due to transport between Aotearoa New
Zealand and the United Kingdom, much of it was undoubtedly the
result of inappropriate display over 85 years in a garden at the HMS
Excellent Navy Training Centre.6 Earlier in its life, the currently eightmeter post would have had an additional pole on top and a crossbar, but
these have been lost. In its initial presentation, ceremonial flags would
have been connected to guyline-like ropes from the crossbar or the top
of the pole, mimicking the effect of a ship’s mast. 7
As this history suggests, the progress of the pouhaki from Rotorua
to Cambridge is an unusual one. It was first presented as a gift to
Edward, Prince of Wales, on the tour he made of the Dominions to
thank them for their support in the First World War. On 19 April
1920, it made its first official appearance during a powhiri in Rotorua
at Arawa Park, where it displayed around 14 tribal flags.8 When
Edward returned to the United Kingdom two years later, he brought
the flagpole with him, and gave it to the captain of the HMS Excellent,
a training facility on Whale Island, Portsmouth. It was then placed
in a rose garden, which at the time was something of a menagerie for
the exotic animals acquired by naval captains.9
Leaving the pouhaki stranded in a garden in Portsmouth undercuts its
cultural significance. The very fact that it is a flagpole is significant. As
Nicholas Thomas (Director of the MAA) notes, ‘It is a striking feature
5 Nicholas Thomas, Rauru: Tene Waitere, Māori Carving, Colonial History
(Otago University Press 2009) 25.
6 Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology (n 4).
7 Thomas (n 5) 25.
8 ibid 190.
9 ibid 25.
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Figs 1 and 2. Kauri-wood pouhaki (flagpole) carved by Tene Waitere and restored in 2008 by James Schuster, Tene’s great-grandson. Rotorua, New Zealand.
Donated by the Ministry of Defence Art Collection. This image is copyright. Reproduced by permission of the University of Cambridge,
Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology (2010.672).

of Aotearoa New Zealand’s history that Māori have consistently and
effectively embraced signs of European power and sovereignty, and
made them serve their own ends.’10 Indeed it is almost impossible to
interpret the pouhaki outside the context of colonisation and disputed
sovereignty. The very idea of a flag, and the pole that supports it, is tied
to concepts of ruling powers. As easily as Māori had taken up metal
carving tools, during the nineteenth century they adopted symbols of
European dominance and used them for their own purposes. Flags
and flagpoles were part of this process, and in some cases Māori
resistance movements harnessed their symbolic power. In its original
state this pouhaki would have strongly resembled the mast of a sailing
ship, a crucial tool of economic dominance and colonisation.11

the 1860s. By the 1920s the settler government had a poor track record
of upholding its obligations to the Māori community. The Treaty had
promised Māori they would retain rangatiratanga (chieftainship),
while the Crown received kawanatanga (governorship). However, in
the course of its colonial rule the Crown often did not respect Māori
sovereignty, even for groups like Te Arawa which had previously
supported its aims. Māori would often remind the government of
its broken promises in symbolic ways. For example, just a few years
later, in 1940, Nga Puhi wore red blankets to a Treaty of Waitangi
commemorative celebration as a protest against land loss.14 Similarly,
whilst the pouhaki remained a gesture of friendship, it was also an
ornate reminder of government failure to respect Māori sovereignty.

Though a gift to the British royalty, the pouhaki did not connote
servility. It has significance beyond symbolising the distinguished
service of Māori during World War I. Arawa oral tradition
maintains that taonga were most commonly gifted in order to settle
differences between hostile groups.12 Thomas interprets the pouhaki
as an affirmation of friendship on equal footing, and a subtle way of
highlighting the Crown’s neglect of the reciprocal obligations set out
in the Treaty of Waitangi, which was signed in 1840.13 Te Arawa had
supported the Crown during the New Zealand Wars which followed in

The pouhaki’s initial placement in an environment close to a zoo
speaks to a conception of it as an exotic souvenir, a far cry from a
taonga created by a highly skilled and respected artist. Few would
have been aware of the pouhaki’s origin or meaning, or indeed, with
the exception of those working at the base, of its very existence.
During this time the accompanying plaque also inaccurately
identified the flagpole as a sort of totem pole used to mark tribal
boundaries. Thomas describes this as ‘a piece of information that
somehow typifies the vaguely plausible but commonly erroneous
captioning of historic native objects.’15 It certainly demonstrates the

10 ibid.
11 Thomas (n 3) 189.
12 Paul Tapsell, ‘The Flight of Pareraututu: an investigation of taonga from
a tribal perspective’ (1997) 106(4)The Journal of Polynesian Society 323,
338.
13 Thomas (n 3) 190.

14 Jock Philips, ‘Anniversaries – New Zealand’s Centennial, 1940’, Te
Ara: The Encyclopedia of New Zealand <https://teara.govt.nz/en/
photograph/43020/apirana-ngata-at-waitangi-1940> accessed 21
March 2021.
15 Thomas (n 5) 25.
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lack of attention that had been paid to the pouhaki since it arrived in
Portsmouth. It was not until the 1990s that the curator of the HMS
Excellent’s museum contacted Auckland Museum about the pouhaki,
which led Jim Schuster, Tene Waitere’s great-great-grandson
and a heritage advisor to Heritage New Zealand, and Dean Sully,
a conservationist, to come and view it in 2006. Nicholas Thomas
made a follow-up visit in 2007. Finding the pouhaki to be in good but
imperfect condition after its years outdoors, Thomas proposed, with
Schuster’s support, to have it moved to the MAA.16 It was at this
point unclear who legally owned the pouhaki, so it was accessioned
to the Ministry of Defence’s art collection. The Ministry, however,
came to support the proposal for the pole’s removal in October 2007.
The removal of the pouhaki from Portsmouth was a first step, but
more was needed to display the object in accordance with Māori
gifting practices. Paul Tapsell describes three essential elements of
taonga. The first is mana, instilled in the object by the ancestors as
it passes through their hands over generations.17 The second is tapu,
which marks an object as sacred and protects it from transgression,
preserving its mana for the future. This would usually entail care
by senior elders of a tribe. The third element is kōrero, the orally
transmitted knowledge and ritual surrounding an object. This would
usually take the form of a karakia.18 Accordingly, Schuster performed
a karakia when the pouhaki was removed, which both recognised and
restored its mana and resituated it within its kōrero. Significantly, the
pouhaki was reconnected with its carving whakapapa as he carried
another Waitere object, a tokotoko, with him during the ceremony.
Respecting such practices is key to appropriate display.
Tapsell also compares the journey of Arawa taonga, gifted outside its
tribe, to that of a comet.19 He first notes that the gifting of a taonga
raises the mana of both parties—the receiver’s as a result of gaining
a powerful object, and the giver’s as a result of their generosity. This
obligates the receiver to reciprocate in some form, so the pouhaki
was intended not only to remind Europeans of their duties but also
to reaffirm them.20 Utu, the idea of repayment or reciprocity, is key
in Māori culture.21 When a taonga is given it is most often expected
that it will be returned, that ‘one day [taonga] suddenly reappear,
charged with the spiritual energy of past ancestors, returning home
to their descendants in a blaze of rediscovery’, creating even greater
mana for all parties involved.22 Such gifts were typically given
between different Māori tribal groups, which understood their
obligations to the object and the power surrounding it.23
When an object is passed into foreign hands, however, as in the
case of the pouhaki, there is no longer a guarantee of reciprocity or
maintenance. Customs surrounding the object are often ignored
or forgotten. For these objects, display is more than visual. It
incorporates a more extensive and temporal process—its kōrero
must be understood. While the tribe most likely did not expect
the pouhaki itself to be returned, it would be viewed as part of a
cycle of obligations—beginning with the tribe’s service in the war,
reciprocated by the visit of the Prince of Wales, and ending with
the pouhaki itself. The most probable expectation of reciprocation
would have been the general fulfilment of European obligations
towards Māori, an issue that remains contentious to this day.
16 ibid.
17 Tapsell (n 12) 327.
18 ibid 328.
19 ibid.
20 ibid 337.
21 ibid 338.
22 ibid 339.
23 ibid 338.
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I would argue that ignorance, rather than malice, is the cause of the
neglect around the pouhaki. A pouhaki displayed in a rose garden
under an inaccurate plaque is not being intentionally violated. But it
is fundamentally separated from the layers of knowledge which give
an object its mana. It is divorced from the genealogy of its maker, its
tribe, the practice of carving itself, and even from the reasons why
it was gifted in the first place. Some from outside of Māori culture
may not understand why this manner of display was disrespectful.
In a culture which prioritises preservation of treasured objects,
the declining physical state of the pouhaki might have seemed the
only real problem at hand. However, the removal from context was
a greater loss than physical neglect. Mana and tapu are essentially
threatened by the loss of kōrero. As Tapsell describes, ‘such taonga,
which can be found in their thousands in archives, upon the
countryside, or in museums, remain recognisably Māori because
of the patterns embedded in them … but because they have lost all
associate knowledge, they are consigned to museum-like roles of
representing an obscure and irretrievable past.’24 The object clearly
does not fit into the narrative of theft, violence, or coercion that
entangles many objects held by British museums. But in any case,
objects should be displayed appropriately to their cultural context.25
The restoration process is a good example of how an acceptable
compromise can be found between European curatorial practice
and Māori custom. Present-day Western curatorial practice tends
to preserve an object in the condition in which it arrives, whereas
Te Arawa customs would be much more hands-on, to the point of
painting the object red.26 The restoration of the pouhaki, which was
carried out by James and Cathy Schuster, Dean Sully, and a group
of Sully’s students, ended up being much more responsive to the
unique position of the pouhaki within the MAA.27 While replicating
a traditional mud-based stain was considered, technical analysis
showed the existing stain on the pouhaki was shellac, probably from
the 1920s, as by then Māori had adopted commercial paints and
varnishes.28 With that context in mind, it was clearly unnecessary to
pursue the most traditional route possible, and indeed more suitable
to take one that was adaptive to the environment, just as Waitere
had adapted to the use of modern materials. James Schuster felt that
the pouhaki should be visually consistent with the rest of the gallery,
particularly the Haida Totem Pole.29 He decided instead to use
linseed oil, which was very visually effective despite being unusual
both for Māori and European custom.30
The restoration process also went further than re-staining the wood
to restore the pouhaki to its former glory. In sections near the top
of the pole, where carvings had been damaged by a woodpecker,
Schuster used Waitere’s own tools to repair the damage.31 This not
only returned the pouhaki to its original liveliness but also restored
some of the object’s mana, by reconnecting it with the tapu tools
and its own living history. The pāua-shell eyes were also replaced
during the restoration as the originals had been lost over time.32
The glittering shells now ensure the pouhaki is as communicative
and lively as originally it would have been. These alterations are
compatible with Te Arawa customs because, as mentioned above,
when a taonga becomes too delicate for use its power is often
24 ibid 332.
25 Nicholas Thomas, ‘Introduction’ in Brunt and Thomas (eds, n 2) 19.
26 Thomas (n 3) 191.
27 Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology (n 4).
28 Thomas (n 3)192.
29 ibid 191.
30 ibid 192.
31 Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology (n 4).
32 ibid.
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transferred to a replica. The significance lies not so much in the
particular object as in the power surrounding it.33
Museum display contexts are tricky territory when it comes to
Māori objects. Not only are there the history of stolen objects and
inaccurate display to contend with, but the very idea of a ‘museum’
is also at odds with Māori treatment of taonga. Tapsell speaks about
this in relation to his own research into taonga:
I could easily understand why many Māori people feel
alienated from their taonga held in large city institutions.
Apart from the physical barriers of distance and glass
cases, the visiting tribes also have to cope with foreign
labels and bureaucratic hierarchies. These not only
separate taonga from their descendants and ancestral
lands, but also recontextualise them in Western culture as
objects assigned monetary valuations and institutionally
defined in terms of legal possession.34
This passage shows how displaying taonga can prevent them from
fulfilling their cultural function, especially as Māori consider them
living objects. Even if an object is displayed in a local museum that
Māori could easily access, it can create a sense of alienation.
I would argue that the pouhaki is an exception to this rule. There
were a number of factors which led the Schusters to decide that
the Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology in Cambridge
was an appropriate home for the pouhaki. It was decided that the
pouhaki should remain in the UK as it was a legitimate gift with no
expectation of return, as detailed above.35 They also felt the museum
allowed the pouhaki to be placed within the context of other Pacific
objects and Indigenous carvings like the Haida Totem pole, as well
as other gifts that were presented to British royalty. Importantly, the
museum already held a tokotoko that Waitere carved.36 It also helped
that the Department of Archaeology and Anthropology retained a
royal connection, as the Prince of Wales had graduated from it, and
that Cambridge University had a history of visits from prominent
Māori figures such as Hongi Hika.37 Finally, the Schusters’ consent
and involvement with the placement is itself a vital legitimising
factor, reinvigorating the relationship between the descendants
of Waitere and their ancestral taonga.38 The pouhaki is still legally
owned by the Ministry of Defence, but the physical connection
with the object, and acknowledgement of Waitere’s descendants, is
more significant to appropriate display than legal technicalities of
ownership.39 Though the pouhaki is not expected to be returned, it is
nonetheless reconnected with its whakapapa.
In December 2008 a formal ceremony of dedication took place.40 The
event was reported in the New Zealand Herald, and the very title of the
article, ‘Historic flagpole recovers its mana’, indicates how the object’s
new placement was the very opposite of what is usually entailed by
museum display. In this article Schuster talked about the great sense
of emotion that rediscovering the pouhaki had brought him.
Just to see it, knowing it was made by his hands, it brings
great pride. There’s lots of our things over there [and]
33 Tapsell (n 12) 331.
34 ibid 341.
35 Thomas (n 5) 26.
36 ibid.
37 Thomas (n 3) 190.
38 ibid 193.
39 Thomas (n 5) 26.
40 Thomas (n 3) 193.

you always feel a lot of aroha for them—being away from
home. But there’s also a sense of pride knowing that your
great-great-grandfather’s work is being appreciated on
the other side of the world.41
The improvements also showed off the prestige of the tribe and
Māoridom at large to any visiting the museum. Similarly powerful
reactions have been recorded by those encountering other taonga.
This demonstrates the immense emotional value these objects have
for Māori people. In the face of such connections, it is clear that
European museums must do better to bring together objects in
their care with those who made them, when such objects are put on
display. In many cases, the appropriate action will be to repatriate
the object, but the story of the pouhaki shows that new kōrero can
be developed. An open dialogue between institutions and families
can result in arrangements where specific objects can remain in
museums while retaining their mana.

Glossary
Hapū:

A kinship group. Section or subtribe of a larger
kinship group.
An extended kinship group, such as a tribe.
Iwi:
Highly ritualised form of prayer.
Karakia:
Orally transmitted knowledge and ritual surrounding
Kōrero:
an object. Often in the form of a karakia.
A kind of spiritual power, instilled in an object by
Mana:
the ancestors as it passes through their hands over
generations.
Iwi based in the Northland region.
Ngāpuhi:
Abalone. The shell has an iridescent interior often
Paua:
used for decorative purposes.
Flagpole.
Pouhaki:
The sacredness of a taonga. Tapu protects a taonga
Tapu:
from transgression so that its mana is preserved for
the future.
Broad and complex term often roughly translated
Taonga:
into English as ‘treasure’. Can refer to anything from
man-made objects like carvings to natural treasures
such as waterways. The three essential elements are
mana, tapu, and kōrero. See Tapsell (n 12) for
further explanation.
Te Arawa: A collective of Māori tribes (iwi and hapū) that
trace ancestry to the Arawa canoe. Based in the
Rotorua and Bay of Plenty area.
The Māori language.
Te Reo:
Master carver. There is no Te Reo word which
Tohunga
whakairo: translates to ‘artist’ directly.
Tokotoko: Walking stick.
Loosely, repayment, reciprocity, or balancing of
Utu:
obligations. Closely related to mana.
Whakapapa: Genealogy or ancestry. A highly significant concept
in Māori institutions.
Definitions are sourced from <https://maoridictionary.co.nz/>.

41 Vaimoana Tapaleao, ‘Historic flagpole recovers its mana’ New Zealand
Herald (Auckland, 27 November 2008) <https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/
historic-flagpole-recovers-its-mana/4UOKET3HXOWV4RUX4AEPNE
SENE/> accessed 29 January 2021.
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Who Am I?
E dw ard Luci e-Sm i th

Edward Lucie-Smith has been called ‘the world’s most legendary and prolific art critic’. He has published over 100 books, many of which form the basis of
university art history programmes around the world.
CJLPA invited him to boil down his knowledge and experience to a concise set of propositions.

O

ne of the problems of having lived a long life is that it brings
home to one the many different identities one has occupied
in the course of it.

My own case, I think (but this may be vanity), is particularly
complex. For example, genetic analysis tells me I am only marginally
white European Caucasian. The rest is 18 percent Jewish—a Jewish
grandmother—and just over 30 percent Finnish or Estonian. That is
to say, I am a descendant of the Central European tribes who settled
on the shores of the Baltic before the Slavs got there. The ‘Lucie’
part of my surname is recorded as being London Dutch, but Dutch
friends tell me that it cannot possibly be native to the Netherlands.
It most likely comes from Huguenots, exiled from France by the
Edict of Nantes, who transited from the Low Countries to London,
and thence to the West Indies. My father’s family are recorded in
Barbados, as plantation owners, from around 1630. My doublesurname seems to have come into use in the mid-eighteenth century.
The family did not remain in Barbados. Having lost money, they
translated in the early nineteenth century to Demerara, now Guyana,
where they became lawyers. In this period an ancestor on my paternal
grandmother’s side is recorded as having been a Jewish sea-captain
from a Jewish family based in Curaçao, who had migrated there from
Venezuela, after an episode of anti-Semitic persecution.
My great-grandfather arrived in Jamaica from Guyana in the early
1860s, having been appointed Lord Chief Justice. He brought with
him his already adult son, my grandfather, who joined the Jamaican
colonial civil service, a profession into which he was followed by my
father. My father was the first member of my family to be born there.
I was not, however, the second. My father had a younger brother,
a member of the Jamaica Militia, who went to Flanders to fight in
the First World War. Soon he was ‘missing, presumed killed’. My
father took leave from his civil service job to join the British army in
Europe as a volunteer. He became a junior officer and arrived at the
front in time to be gassed in the final, desperate German assault in
the spring of 1918. Considered unfit for further service at the front,
he was sent across the Channel to be the aide-de-camp of an elderly
home-front general, a post for which his civil service training would
come in useful. That was how he met my mother, an orphan who
was the general’s niece.
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This was not quite the end of the story. My father was not back in
Jamaica until September 1919, a year after the war ended. He returned
to resume his civil service job and was only then demobilised. Very
soon afterwards he formed a relationship with a woman of colour,
with whom he had a son, born in 1920. This son, my elder halfbrother, not only used our unusual surname, but also was given my
father’s almost equally unusual Christian name, which was Dudley.
He is now dead—I never met him, and did not even know of his
existence until quite recently—but his descendants believe that their
parents were legitimately married. The barrier to this, however,
is that, in the colonial Jamaica of that time, it would have been
impossible for a member of the civil service administration to have a
wife of African origin. If a marriage took place, it was a clandestine
one. I believe, however, that my father went right on seeing his
alternative family, long after he got married to my mother.
In the summer of 1922, he returned to the UK, on leave from his
civil service job, linked up with my mother again, and proposed to
her. She came out to Jamaica and married him in the spring of 1923.
I did not appear until ten years later.
Both of them got something. My mother came from quite a
distinguished family. Her great-grandfather had been prominent
in the British East India Company, at a time when the Company,
not the British government, ruled India. He was rewarded with a
baronetcy. His younger son, my great-grandfather, was a Member
of Parliament and a close ally of Wilberforce in opposition to the
slave trade. My great-grandfather’s children were closely linked to
the Pre-Raphaelites. One of them was responsible for introducing
Edward Burne-Jones, not yet an artist, to Dante Gabriel Rossetti,
thus setting in motion the second phase of Pre-Raphaelitism.
Curiously enough, the Lushingtons (that was their surname) were
also Logical Positivists—that is to say, Victorian atheists.
My mother was a neglected orphan, brought up by governesses in
various seaside resorts, and lamed by polio when in her teens. In the
years immediately following the First World War, when so many
of the young men of her class and generation had been killed, her
marriage prospects were not good. Both parties needed something.
They had a deal. I am the product of that deal.

How to Be an Art Critic
E dw ard Luci e-Sm i th

Edward Lucie-Smith has been called ‘the world’s most legendary and prolific art critic’. He has published over 100 books, many of which form the basis of
university art history programmes around the world.
CJLPA invited him to boil down his knowledge and experience to a concise set of propositions.

S

ince I am now 87 years old, I have inevitably formed certain
views about what I do, or try to do, both about writing
in general, and more specifically about writing about the
visual arts.
The first and most important of these is that the audience is king.
If they don’t understand what you’re trying to say, you’ve lost the
game. This applies even if they disagree with what you are trying to
tell them. In art criticism, perhaps even more so than in most other
forms of critical writing, there’s a constant temptation to lapse into
gobbledegook. Pundits all too often try to make themselves look
important, superior to the audience they are addressing, by using
grandiose formulations. I try to resist this temptation.
More insidious is the related temptation, which is to treat the
collective consciousness of the audience as a blank sheet, upon
which the critic is entitled to scribble what they like. Nothing
could be less true. Every member of the audience whom the critic
addresses is an individual consciousness, different, even if only
in small ways, from every other member. To a large extent, this
audience may share a common culture, which leads them to react
in—almost—the same way to the images and ideas that the critic
presents to them. However, there is always a residue, in each of
them, of purely personal experience, which affects how they will
react to what is being offered. This means that successful criticism,
like all successful writing, is essentially a conversation. It’s not
going too far to say that you have to begin in the middle, not at
what seems to you to be the beginning.
This attitude of mine is affected by the history of art commentary
during my lifetime. Both the Late Modern and what we now call
the Contemporary epochs have been much influenced by rival belief
systems. First by Marxism then, as orthodox Marxism declined, by
the rival credo of Structuralism.
A critic inspired by any faith of this kind naturally tends to put the
belief system to which they adhere at the very centre of what they
do. The system supplies a framework, upon which they can hang
their observations about the art works and art enterprises they
encounter. In addition to providing a useful framework, it also
supplies a security blanket, reassuring them that what they say about
the art they encounter must in essence be right. Any apparent errors

or discrepancies can be refined away by further reference to the
belief system they have embraced.
A further gloss upon this, where recent Western art is concerned, has
been supplied by post-World War II politics. From the end of the war to
the collapse of the Soviet Union at the beginning of the 1990s, there was
a cultural rivalry that expressed itself through the competition between
Western capitalist individualism and Eastern Bloc collectivism—art as
an expression of the idealised socialist state. What this left out was the
fact that the United States in particular promoted certain forms of art as
a direct political response to Socialist Realism. Abstract Expressionism
was a celebration of the power of the individual psyche, free to express
itself without any form of governmental control. Not for nothing were
some of the leading exponents of the style first-generation Americans.
Abstract Expressionism, though it met with some resistance from
McCarthyites in Washington, was skilfully publicised in Europe, and
also here in Britain, by patrons connected to the Museum of Modern
Art in New York.
Later, American art modulated itself, and Pop Art conquered most
of the Western-affiliated art world, with a little help from a group
of post-war British artists who had fallen in love with American
popular culture, as compared to the dreariness of their own post-war
circumstances. Pop was capitalist, but it was also visibly democratic.
Later still, American art began to choke on the purity of its own
non-political idealism. Hence the Minimal Art (though he hated
the term) of Donald Judd. It tried to remove itself entirely from
the political arena. The effort did not succeed. To support art that
seemed to wish to detach itself entirely from society became a
political gesture in itself.
What changed the situation was the collapse of the Soviet Union.
This seemed to remove the main antagonist of now triumphant
capitalist art from the arena. However, what one seems to see
now, nearly 30 years later, is a triumphant re-emergence of
political and social art, as typified, for example, by the work of
the anonymous British graffitist Banksy. This fetches huge sums
when sold at auction, often for charitable causes. Or simply when
detached by others from the walls where the still unknown artist
has chosen to place it. At the same time there can be no doubt
about its efficiency as propaganda.
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Simultaneously, there was an even greater change—the
contemporary art world became increasingly plural. This change
had been preparing itself for a long time, but after the millennium
it became fully visible. What I mean by ‘plural’ is that a number
of separate art worlds emerged, quite separate from the world of
Europe-plus-the-USA.
There was already a flourishing art world, with its own mechanisms,
in Latin America. Now there were visibly separate art worlds in
China, Russia, Japan, South Korea, India, Pakistan, Bangladesh,
Iran, Turkey, the Gulf states, Australia, and New Zealand. I’ve
been personally to all of these, with the exception of Pakistan
and Bangladesh, often more than once. I was in Cuba in the late
1960s, in Mexico in the 1970s, and again later, and visited much
of South America in the 1980s, with repeat visits to a number of
countries. I’d guess that I may possibly be the most travelled British
art critic. These non-European art worlds are often diversified
within themselves. In Russia, it is no longer simply Moscow and
St Petersburg that count, as was the case under the aegis of official
communism. There are major art-producing centres in Siberia and
in Kazan, to name but two. In China there is not only the Central
Academy in Beijing but also the China Academy in Hongshan, plus
art hubs in Shanghai and Hong Kong.
The dialogue between these various centres and what we call the
West is often complex. They admire the West, but they also criticise
it. One can, for example, find examples of Pop Art today in Russia,
visibly influenced by what happened in America in the now longago 1960s. There is also art that refers to and memorialises World
War II, which retains its hold on the Russian imagination far more
powerfully than it does here in the West. Plus, art that romanticises
the now ruined space stations, from which the Soviet Union sent
cosmonauts into orbit. These are both peculiar to Russia.
In China, the two major academies, Beijing and Hongshan, dominate
the art world. Ai Weiwei received almost all his early education in
art in the USA, and is now again, after a fairly brief period in China
during and after the Beijing Olympics in 2008, living in exile. He
figures hardly at all in the ongoing history of contemporary art in
China, though he is undoubtedly a major figure here in the West.
Meanwhile in the West itself there are manifestations that are
changing the character of the art world. There is a great push
for greater recognition of women artists, though those chosen
for this are often either very senior or actually dead. There is an
even stronger push for recognising artists from what are described
as ‘ethnic minorities’—that is, minorities within society, and
therefore til very recently disadvantaged within Western cultural
organisations and opportunities. To be more specific still, this tends
to mean artists who are wholly or partly of African origin. The
recent Black Lives Matter movement has had a powerful impact not
only in the United States, where it began, but also here in Britain.
The impulse to apologise for the insult of slavery has done much
to re-politicise art in the countries where the Black Lives Matter
movement has manifested itself.
What it has not done yet is to create much interest in the art of
contemporary sub-Saharan Africa. The Dark Continent remains
largely dark where contemporary art is concerned, in contrast to the
other regions I have mentioned above. The one exception is perhaps
South Africa.
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Rouen Address
Si r Ni c h ola s Penny

Sir Nicholas Penny is an art historian and former Director of the National Gallery. He was Slade Professor of Fine Art at Oxford, and was keeper of the
department of Western art at Oxford’s Ashmolean Museum. He is an alumnus of St Catharine's College, Cambridge.
This is the text of the Introductory Address read at the conference on temporary exhibitions held at the Musée des Beaux-Arts de Rouen on 22 November 2017
and organised by Sylvain Amic, Director of the Musées métropolitaines de Rouen.

I

am pleased to have been asked to give an address on the topic
of loan exhibitions, because I edited The Ephemeral Museum, the
book which Francis Haskell was working on during the last
year of his life, and I shared his concern—his alarm—at the way in
which the priorities of European and North American galleries and
museums have altered.
At the same time, I am somewhat ashamed to admit that, as a
senior member of the curatorial staff of several major museums—in
Oxford, in London, and in Washington DC—and as the Director of
the National Gallery in London between 2008 and 2015, I have not
been able to do anything to halt the steadily increasing dominance of
the temporary loan exhibition over the older ideal of the ‘permanent
collection’, of the ideal of the collection as a sort of public treasury
of art, which was certainly the idea behind the foundation of the
National Gallery, as also the British Museum and many such
institutions worldwide.
‘Steadily increasing dominance’ is no hyperbole. The clouds in the sky
provide the best example of something moving so constantly that it
is hard to mark the successive stages and therefore difficult to notice
how much has actually altered. The changes that Francis Haskell had
noticed have in fact continued steadily since the publication of his
book. Here are some examples from my own experience.
25 years ago, if you were visiting a major museum, whether in San
Francisco, Copenhagen, or Budapest, you would not normally have
bothered to check whether a famous work of art in that collection
was on display. You would have assumed that it would be. 15 years
ago, it would have been prudent to check. Today, it would be mad
not to do so.
And here is another test: 25 years ago, if you announced to friends
in London that you were proposing to visit the Victoria and Albert
Museum, or told friends in Washington that you were hoping to
spend some time in the National Gallery of Art, it would not have
elicited the response ‘What’s on?’, or ‘Oh, are you going to see the
show of so and so’, which is what you will almost always hear today.
And then again, and most significantly, 25 years ago it would
have been considered very extraordinary for a National Gallery

to clear out a large number of its rooms to make space for a
temporary exhibition, but, over the last 15 years or so, this has
been quite common. It happens regularly in the National Gallery
in Washington, and it has happened several times in the National
Gallery in London: with the big Velazquez exhibition shortly before
I became director, with the Veronese exhibition while I was director,
and with the Michelangelo and Sebastiano exhibition since I retired.
There are other ways in which one can monitor the increase in the
importance attached to loan exhibitions. Many institutions smaller
than those I have mentioned so far, such as the Frick Collection in
New York, the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum in Boston, the
Wallace Collection in London, and the Poldi Pezzoli Museum in
Milan, were founded with the idea that they would remain the same
or much the same, and also often with an injunction against any
work being lent. But, despite this, almost all of these institutions
have found a way to accommodate loan exhibitions.
And it is no exaggeration to claim that, if any museum is now
thought to be ‘moribund’ or ‘sleepy’, the first remedy to be prescribed
is to introduce or greatly enlarge a program of loan exhibitions.
The trend is not inhibited by the obvious unsuitability of the space
available. The most extraordinary example of this is the Villa
Borghese in Rome, where our ability to appreciate some of the most
beautiful interiors in Europe has often been sacrificed for the display
of temporary loans.
I want to analyse here what has been happening in the UK, and
chiefly in London, not only because it is what I have observed most
closely but also because it is influential on the practice elsewhere in
Europe.
In London, the most remarkable change is to be observed in the
Tate—as the Tate Gallery is now known. For many years the works
on exhibition in Tate Britain were rotated on an annual basis so
that there was no ‘permanent’ collection at all. This was not popular
and there has been something of a reaction against it, but in Tate
Modern today everything is either a ‘display’ or a loan exhibition. It
may be that this development has been encouraged by the large gaps
in Tate’s holdings of modern art, when those holdings are compared
with those to be found in Paris, Berlin, or New York. These gaps
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would be immediately apparent were a chronological arrangement
of the permanent collection to be attempted.
What may have originated in a pragmatic solution to a British
problem has come to be considered as an exemplary curatorial
solution for the display not only of modern but of nineteenthcentury art. The most recent imitator is the National Gallery of
Modern Art in Rome, which is abandoning its previous lucid
chronological arrangements in favour of a series of short-lived
displays with startling juxtapositions.
I am dwelling on institutions devoted to the presentation of
modern art deliberately, because one of the biggest changes since
the publication of The Ephemeral Museum has been the increasing
popularity and institutional enthusiasm for contemporary art. In
the United Kingdom you cannot easily obtain a grant for improving
the display of Old Masters or ancient art unless you do something
to demonstrate its contemporary relevance—which is most easily
achieved by ensuring that a living artist add something to the display.
The prestige attached to the contemporary can only encourage the
tendencies which Francis Haskell most feared.
In the UK there is of course a long tradition of museums and galleries
being open to the public free of charge—a concept not entirely
unknown in France, as I have found on recent visits to Dijon.
Fundamental to this tradition is the idea that these institutions
belong to the public rather than to the state. This is not the place
to explore the complicated question of museum governance and the
British distrust of state control which resulted in the establishment
of trustees. But it explains why there was a public outcry when some
of London’s institutions decided to impose entry charges—so much
so that all political parties now regularly declare themselves to be
opposed to those charges.
However, since the publication of The Ephemeral Museum, there has
been a massive change in museum funding, perhaps especially in the
UK where the government grant has been drastically reduced almost
every year for nearly a decade. Commercial activity to compensate
for this has greatly increased. Finding sponsorship had already
become a large part of a director’s job towards the end of the 1990s,
and it has become steadily more important ever since. Sponsors
understandably require publicity, and reliable major publicity can
only be obtained by a museum with a temporary exhibition or a new
building. (The press notice obtained by acquiring one of the greatest
paintings of the sixteenth century—Titian’s Diana and Actaeon—was
minute beside the coverage devoted to the Leonardo exhibition.)
Once the National Gallery has entered into a partnership with Credit
Suisse, has secured Shell’s support for the Rembrandt exhibition,
has persuaded private foundations to pay for a new roof and new
curator, and has increased its revenues by enlarging its shops, by
mounting small paying exhibitions, and by hiring out galleries for
parties, then no Government—even a Labour government with a
strong belief in funding public services which have been starved by
the Conservatives—would seek to revert to former arrangements.
Once institutions have learned to help themselves, they will have to
live with the unanticipated consequences.
One needs to put this in the context of public amenities generally—at
least in the United Kingdom. In front of the National Gallery there
is Trafalgar Square which was created as a breathing space and, as
it were, an assembly room for the use of the general public. The
Mayor’s office, in collusion with Westminster’s local government
officials, uses it as a space which can be hired. Much the same
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attitude is taken to London’s parks and commons. Across the river
there is London’s largest concert hall, the Royal Festival Hall, built
with public funds for the public, but now so full of shops and cafés
that it resembles the retail labyrinths of the modern airport and the
quality of its architecture is completely invisible. There has been
very little protest at this ugly commercialisation.
What is happening may perhaps be best described as a shift from
the Museum and Gallery as Library to the Museum and Gallery as
Theatre. No one ever expected theatres to provide performances free
of charge, but such remains the case with libraries, even in countries
where you normally pay to enter a museum. One might expect the
director of a great library to be a person of great learning, but the
director of a theatre is expected to be an impresario—if possible one
with ‘charisma’.
The British Museum, the Victoria and Albert Museum, and the
National Gallery are still thought of by many of us as something
akin to a National Library (indeed, the British Library was not so
very long ago embedded in the British Museum). Of course, they
remain places where you may go to educate yourself and where
you can usually find the unique or rare work which you wished to
consult. You can drop into the National Gallery to see a familiar
masterpiece; the very definition of a masterpiece must surely be
something that you revisit. But these museums are now gradually
becoming more and more like theatres where something new
and exciting will be found. Indeed, in the case of the Victoria and
Albert Museum, a large amount of the gallery’s energy appears to be
devoted to the most popular elements in the performing arts. You
enter the National Gallery without charge, but you may find that
a great work by Raphael or by Van Eyck has been inserted into a
paying exhibition or lent abroad as a reciprocal loan (as was the case
sadly when I was Director), or indeed to raise money.
I do not wish to be alarmist. If the modern museum directors are no
longer likely to be scholars, that does not mean that they will not be
sympathetic to scholarship. If the modern museum director is going
to be a modernist, that need not mean that they will always be averse
to older art. The curator who prefers organising loan exhibitions to
cataloguing the permanent collection may still be making a major
contribution to art history. I do not regret the Barocci exhibition,
nor indeed ‘Sacred made Real’ (devoted to Spanish polychrome
sculpture), mounted during my Directorship at the National
Gallery, both of which, I believe, altered the way that the history of
European art is understood. The Ephemeral Museum was entirely fair
on this point. One could even read parts of it as an exposition of the
huge contribution to art history made by the loan exhibitions held
in Italy and France in the first half of the twentieth century. But it
is not only getting harder to mount really worthwhile exhibitions
designed to alter, rather than to meet, popular taste; there is also
more and more pressure to mount exhibitions which are primarily
mercenary in motive.
Francis Haskell certainly would have liked to put the clock back.
In private he even allowed himself to wonder whether, if a terrible
accident were to occur, it might not have the beneficial consequence
of forcing institutions to reconsider current loan policies. I have listed
many reasons why the likelihood of a return to the situation that
prevailed in the 1970s or 1980s is now improbable: the increase in
institutions hoping to mount exhibitions and thus demanding ‘loanbacks’; the decline in government funding, stimulating dependence
on sponsorship, which in turn requires the publicity achieved by
popular exhibitions; the priority given to modern and contemporary
art. But suppose there was a terrible accident to a great work when
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on loan. Damage to the works of art that has been occasioned by
loan exhibitions has been very successfully suppressed, but a really
large accident might affect the way that works of art are insured.
Without Government indemnity, most large loan exhibitions in
the UK would not be possible, especially so-called blockbusters
with extensive international exhibitions. The threat on the part
of the current [as of 2017] Republican administration in North
America to abolish the National Foundation for the Arts, which
supplies indemnity, is a real one. In Europe there could be a similar
reaction, and indeed in the UK there have long been officials in the
Treasury who have worried about indemnity. These worries could
lead to a sharp reduction in loan exhibitions and conceivably to a
supervisory board deciding on which exhibitions were most eligible
for government support.
Who knows who would be appointed to such a board! Perhaps there
would be someone there who would propose that it was desirable to
identify those works which any member of the British public and
every British schoolchild should normally be able to see. But given
the political pressure to do more for the regions, touring exhibitions
of such works might well be high on the list of those exhibitions
which would be encouraged. In addition, political support might
be given to the idea of global ‘soft power’, following the French
example. This is of course conjecture. But any forecast of the future
should take into account the fact that loan exhibitions can support
more explicit political agendas than those that have prevailed until
now in the United Kingdom.
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unding for the arts is quite frequently commended by
political philosophers and political pundits—whom I shall
call ‘edificatory perfectionists’—as a policy that can incline
people to improve their ways of life by taking advantage of cultural
opportunities.1 By contrast, this article advocates such funding
because it can promote the occurrence of outstanding achievements
and thereby help to bring about the conditions under which every
citizen can be warranted in feeling a strong sense of self-respect. Such
a rationale will be designated here as ‘aspirational perfectionism’.
Naturally, the tenor of aspirational perfectionism would be especially
plain in policies that establish competitions and prizes for excellence
in the arts. However, for the purpose of sharpening the contrast
between aspirational perfectionism and edificatory perfectionism,
let us continue to focus on subventions disbursed by a system of
governance to enable the producers or organizers of artistic events to
price their tickets at affordable levels. Subsidies so aimed can indeed
sensibly figure among the techniques plied by a system of governance
in pursuit of the objectives of aspirational perfectionism.
Whereas edificatory perfectionists favour such subsidies as means
Whereas edificatory perfectionists favor such subsidies as means of
steering members of the public toward more sophisticated pastimes
and lifestyles, aspirational perfectionists favor them principally as
means of sustaining the sundry aesthetic ventures through which great
accomplishments can emerge. In the absence of those subventions
and in the absence of any private-sector subventions that would be
of approximately the same scale and efficacy, the number of people
in attendance at high-art events (with staggeringly expensive tickets)
would dwindle to the point where most such events might lose their
viability altogether. As a result, there would be a sharp diminution
in the abundance of the fora wherein painters and composers and
playwrights and authors and musicians and other practitioners of the
high arts are able to present their endeavors to the public. Those
endeavors would consequently be set back, as practitioners of the
1 This article is a modified version of a portion of Chapter 8 from my book
Liberalism with Excellence (Oxford University Press 2017). I am grateful
to Oxford University Press for permission to republish this version
of several sections from that chapter, which have been considerably
modified and abridged.
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high arts would struggle to come up with their livelihoods and
with the audiences on whom they could try out their ideas. If public
subsidies for events in the arts can avert such setbacks by keeping the
events affordable and by thus providing the practitioners of the high
arts with ample opportunities to gain attention for their offerings,
the subsidies can encourage the aesthetic striving that is necessary for
the attainment of excellence in the high arts. They can also promote a
rich cultural tapestry that is itself a mode of societal excellence.
Of course, the scenario sketched in the preceding paragraph adverts
to a number of empirical contingencies that might or might not
obtain in any given society. For one thing, as has already been
suggested, the likelihood or unlikelihood of adequate private-sector
subventions for the arts in the absence of public subventions is
obviously a matter that can vary from one society to another. That
matter and the other contingencies recounted in the aforementioned
scenario would have to be explored by the relevant officials in any
system of governance before they could legitimately go ahead with
disbursals of funding for the arts. Still, although the legitimacy of
such disbursals will hinge partly on those contingencies, a situation
in which the facts do militate in favor of public funding is not at all
implausible. On the contrary, the facts can align in favor of some
public subventions in many credibly possible societies.
Under the aspirational-perfectionist rationale for public financial
support of the arts, any enhancement of the aesthetic sensibilities of
the citizenry is a byproduct rather than a justificatory factor. Welcome
though such a byproduct undoubtedly is, it does not contribute to
the justificatory basis for the policy of public subventions. To invoke
it as an element of that justificatory basis would be to evince the
meddlesome mentality of edificatory perfectionism. That is, if a system
of governance adopts a policy of funding the arts, and if one of its aims
in doing so is to increase the urbanity of its citizens, its policy is tainted
by the officiousness of a busybody. Its policy is a product of edificatory
perfectionism rather than solely of aspirational perfectionism.
Nonetheless, although an aspirational-perfectionist system of
governance that provides subsidies for the arts is not thereby
endeavoring to refine the sentiments and outlooks of citizens, it is
endeavoring to improve their lives in quite a different fashion. Its
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immediate aim in supplying the subsidies is to nurture excellence
in the arts by helping to ensure that audiences and livelihoods will
be available to the practitioners thereof, but its underlying objective
through the promotion of excellence is to enable every citizen to
be warranted in harboring a robust sense of self-respect. Given the
centrality of warranted self-respect to a good life (not only by the
reckoning of aspirational perfectionists, but also by the reckoning
of Rawlsians), aspirational perfectionism does indeed aim to make
each person’s life better. However, instead of trying in the manner
of a busybody to elevate the lifestyle or sensibilities of each person, it
tries to endow a society with estimableness on which the warranted
self-respect of every member of the society can be partly based.
Thus, the aspirational-perfectionist rationale for the subventions
envisioned here is considerably more complex than the edificatoryperfectionist rationale. Under either of those justifications, the
immediate effect sought through the subventions is on the members of
the public whose inclinations to attend high-art events will be triggered
by the affordability of the tickets for the events. However, edificatory
perfectionists seek that effect in the hope that the members of the
public will be uplifted through their engagement with aesthetically
sophisticated performances or exhibitions. By contrast, although
an aspirational perfectionist can of course applaud the edification of
members of the public and can perceive that it is a likely consequence
of the policies which she commends, her prescriptions are not oriented
toward it. Rather, aspirational perfectionists seek the attendance of
members of the public at high-art events to sustain the flourishing
cultural conditions in which the occurrence of outstanding feats of
creativity is encouraged. In other words, the effect on the members
of the public is sought for the sake of the resultant effect on the
practitioners of the arts—composers, authors, playwrights, painters,
sculptors, musicians, actors, and so forth—whose creative striving
will be vitalized. In turn, that effect on the practitioners of the arts is
pursued by aspirational perfectionists for the sake of the resultant effect
on the warrantedness of everyone’s sense of self-respect. Insofar as the
vitalization of the creative striving undertaken by the practitioners of
the arts does fruitfully lead to top-notch achievements, it will have
imbued their society with a mode of excellence. If the society is likewise
excellent in some other ways and is governed as a liberal democracy, it
comprises the conditions under which every citizen can be warranted
in feeling a high level of self-respect. (Of course, as this chapter will
remark, the excellence of a society is only a necessary condition rather
than a sufficient condition for the warrantedness of a strong sense
of self-respect on the part of each citizen. Numerous specificities of
the conduct of any particular individual will bear on whether she is
warranted in harboring a strong sense of self-respect, and those
specificities along with numerous specificities of her temperament will
bear on whether she actually feels such a sense of self-respect.)
Naturally, some aspirational-perfectionist policies—for example,
some prizes or fellowships or other such awards—will be more
straightforwardly aimed at promoting the occurrence of outstanding
achievements than are the subventions for the arts that have been
pondered here. Public support for the arts and for other endeavors
can be channeled by sundry routes. However, subsidies of the type
contemplated here are important not only because they are familiar
and because their immediate beneficiaries are quite numerous,
but also because they can help to shape a rich medley of cultural
offerings that will cumulatively constitute a form of excellence with
which a society can be endued. Thus, my outline of the aspirationalperfectionist rationale for such subsidies is an apt point of departure
for my elaboration of aspirational perfectionism as an alternative
both to edificatory perfectionism and to any position that opposes
subsidies for the arts.

1. Societal excellence and warranted self-respect
Perhaps the aspect of aspirational perfectionism most in need of
clarification and defense is the connection which it postulates
between the excellence of a society and the warranted self-respect
of the individuals who belong to that society. Why would the
warrantedness of anyone’s sense of self-respect depend partly on
the occurrence of great accomplishments by other people in his
society? If somebody has not been at least tenuously involved in
any of those accomplishments, why would the occurrence of them
make any difference to the warrantedness or unwarrantedness of his
feeling a high level of self-respect? Are aspirational perfectionists
preposterously suggesting that individuals should take credit for
the feats of others in whose exploits they have not participated at
all? Are aspirational perfectionists suggesting that warranted selfrespect is partly a vicarious property?
These and related questions may seem to pose serious difficulties for
aspirational perfectionism. They manifestly have to be addressed.
One thing to be noted straightaway is that these questions are ethical
rather than psychological. They are about the warrantedness of
certain attitudes rather than about the likelihood that such attitudes
will be held. Aspirational perfectionism is premised on ethical
claims about warranted self-respect rather than on empirical claims
about self-respect. (John Rawls did not sufficiently differentiate
the former claims from the latter in his famous discussions of selfrespect in Part Three of A Theory of Justice.)2 Nonetheless, despite the
crucial differences between ethical assertions about warranted selfrespect and empirical assertions about self-respect, we can fruitfully
approach the ethical matters by briefly mulling over some empirical
matters. My empirical observations will be at an elementary
level and are meant to be suggestive as a transition to my ethical
argumentation; they are decidedly not presented as the premises of
an argument from which some ethical conclusions would be derived
in defiance of the ‘is’/’ought’ divide.
1.1. Pride in the accomplishments of others
Although the notion of taking pride in the accomplishments of other
people can initially seem outlandish, it is in fact instantiated in many
commonplace settings. Some of the most resounding instances arise
from the fervor felt and exhibited by the followers of teams in various
sports. Across many societies, people tend to identify themselves with
teams on the basis of numerous different factors: current residence,
past residence, institutional affiliation (often determinative in
relation to collegiate sports, for example), national affiliation (often
determinative in relation to Olympic sports and other international
tournaments), and so forth. Myriads of people take great pride in their
cherished teams, and they tend to feel better about themselves and
their lives when their teams are faring especially well. Of course, such
pride is not always entirely vicarious. Spectators who attend some
sporting event can contribute quite significantly to the flow of play by
cheering vociferously for their favored team and by showing disfavor
for the rival team. Still, the principal responsibility for victories by a
successful team belongs to the athletes who make up the team, and
no direct responsibility at all for those victories is attributable to
followers of the team who have not attended any of the games or
matches. All the same, countless devotees of teams who do fall into
the not-having-attended category take pride in their teams’ triumphs.
Their doing so is an everyday feature of life in most countries.

2 John Rawls, A Theory of Justice (Harvard University Press 1971).
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As has been noted, one of the factors that can lead people to associate
themselves enthusiastically with a team is national affiliation. That
factor, like each of the other factors mentioned above, extends far
beyond the confines of sports. Patriotic sentiments, whether in
perniciously chauvinistic forms or in more salutary forms, typically
involve the taking of pride in others’ achievements as well as in
one’s own achievements. Many people in Finland take pride in the
musical accomplishments of Jean Sibelius, who was himself ardently
patriotic; many people in England take pride in the magnificent plays
and poetry of their countryman William Shakespeare; many people
in the United States take pride in the ethical and oratorical greatness
of their compatriot Abraham Lincoln; many people in South Africa
take pride in the towering stature of Nelson Mandela as a statesman;
many people in the Netherlands take pride in the formidable roster of
superb painters among their countrymen, ranging from Rembrandt to
Vincent van Gogh; and so forth. Patriotism is a pervasively felt attitude
or set of attitudes whereby people feel better about their lives because
they perceive themselves as belonging to a country that is admirable.
Patriotism does not always involve hearty support for the currently
reigning government in one’s country; indeed, one’s resistance to a
government’s policies or demands can be impelled by one’s sense that
the ruling officials have deviated from some commendable values or
traditions of one’s country. Still, although patriotism does not always
translate into support for the system of governance that currently
prevails in one’s country, it leads people to feel lifted above their
solitary lives by dint of their being linked to a nation whose institutions
or traditions or fellow citizens are perceived by them as laudable.
Numerous people who enter major universities—whether to study
or to teach—quite rapidly come to feel proud about the intellectual
feats of their predecessors or contemporaries. Universities and
many of their members brag about Nobel Prizes and other highprofile awards and achievements attained by those predecessors
or contemporaries. They do so partly because the institutions gain
prestige from the amassing of such awards and achievements, and
because the members materially benefit from belonging to prestigious
institutions. However, more generally, a lot of the people who study
or teach at a major university derive pride and gratification from
their connections to such a center of learning with its illustrious
exploits. Their awareness of those exploits can invigorate them
in their own striving for academic excellence. (Of course, as has
already been observed, some of the non-academic accomplishments
attributable to universities—most notably their sporting triumphs—
can also engender great pride in many of the members thereof.)
Like national allegiances and institutional affiliations, regional
and local ties are often operative in inclining people to experience
greater esteem for themselves by reference to the achievements of
others. A host of examples could be adduced here, but three literary
instances from England will suffice to illustrate the point. The
county of Dorset promotes itself as ‘Hardy country’; the county of
Hampshire and the city of Bath compete to promote themselves
as ‘Austen country’; and the county of Warwickshire around the
town of Stratford-upon-Avon promotes itself as ‘Shakespeare
country.’ Doubtless, the promotional ventures of these regions and
municipalities are undertaken principally in order to encourage
potential tourists to visit. However, anyone who visits these places
can quickly discern that many of the people who have been brought
up in them—not just the tour guides—genuinely harbor feelings of
pride from residing where such eminent writers worked.
Heretofore my examples of vicarious pride have pertained chiefly
to some outstanding accomplishments attained by individuals or
by small sets of individuals. However, people also take pride in
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great collective accomplishments of others and in glorious features
of the natural environment. For instance, many inhabitants of the
English city of York (or Ely or Canterbury) experience a somewhat
heightened sense of self-esteem as a result of living in the proximity
of one of the grandest cathedrals in the world. People who are not
religious at all and who do not participate in the maintenance of
the York Minster (or Ely Cathedral or Canterbury Cathedral) can
nonetheless feel better about themselves as they daily savor its
magnificent architecture in their midst.
Similarly, numerous residents of the states in the upper Midwestern
portion of the USA have long taken pride in the flagship public
universities which their legislatures have established. When
describing this phenomenon, the sociologists Christopher Jencks
and David Riesman directly analogized the outlooks of citizens in
the Midwestern states to those of people who dwell in European
cathedral cities: ‘Like medieval cathedrals, public universities in these
states seem to have become symbols of communal solidarity, a focus
of civic pride, and a tribute to faith in ideas that transcend the here
and now’ (1977, 173). Even citizens who have not studied or taught
at the flagship university in their state can look upon its excellence
as a source of gratification accruing to everyone who abides there.
Elements of the natural environment can elicit cognate attitudes. For
many people who live in places with spectacular natural scenery, the
breathtakingness of the environment serves to reinforce their selfesteem. This role of the natural topography was poignantly captured
in June 2014 by Nashreem Ghori, who hails from Pakistan. Speaking
to a Washington Post reporter one year after a massacre perpetrated
by Taliban terrorists against foreigners who were climbing in the
northern mountains of Pakistan, Ghori lamented the precipitous
decline in the flow of tourists and climbers to his country. Inhabitants
of northern Pakistan were of course suffering financially from that
decline, but they were more profoundly undergoing a collapse in
their morale. As Ghori explained: ‘We have so little to be proud of, so
if there is something as impressive as this [namely, the mountainous
terrain of northern Pakistan], and foreigners come praise it, it’s a
psychological lift.’3 Because people so often identify themselves
with the locations in which their lives unfold, the prepossessing
features of those locations combine with individuals’ own doings as
determinants of their levels of self-esteem.
In short, although the idea of vicarious pride might at first seem
queer when it is broached in abstracto, a bit of reflection indicates that
vicarious pride is manifested ubiquitously in everyday life. Of course,
the pervasiveness of the practice of taking pride in the accomplishments
of other people (and in the grandeur of natural environments) is
consistent with the proposition that every instantiation of that
practice is unwarranted. My empirical observations in this subsection
are consistent with that proposition. Even more obviously, those
observations are consistent with the proposition that some instances
of the aforementioned practice are unwarranted; indeed, that latter
proposition is plainly true. Nevertheless, what the observations in
this subsection help to underscore is that the bolstering of people’s
self-esteem through the achievements of others is not something
opaque to us as if it were occurrent only in possible worlds that are
highly remote from actuality. It is such a widespread phenomenon
that we largely take it for granted.
3 Tim Craig, ‘One Year after Shocking Terrorist Attack, Pakistan’s Peaks
Bereft of Foreign Climbers’ Washington Post (29 June 2014) <https://
www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/one-year-after-shockingterrorist-attack-pakistans-peaks-bereft-of-foreign-climbers/2014/06/29/
b72beaa8-f7b6-11e3-a606-946fd632f9f1_story.html>.
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1.2. Is vicarious pride ever warranted?
As has already been remarked, the discussion in the preceding
subsection is not a set of premises from which some ethical conclusions
can validly be derived. The ‘is’/’ought’ gap precludes such a derivation
from empirical claims. Still, although no ethical conclusions directly
follow from those claims, the role of the preceding subsection in
drawing attention to the familiarity of vicarious pride is of relevance
here. Notwithstanding that some instances of vicarious pride are
unwarranted—sometimes egregiously unwarranted—the pervasiveness
of such pride and the benignity of many of its manifestations should
incline us to be surprised if no solid arguments could be advanced to
support the warrantedness of some of its instances.
Unlike the instinct for revenge, which is probably as widespread as
the tendency to take pride in the achievements of one’s fellows, the
latter tendency is not inherently oriented toward the harming of
others. Indeed, it is frequently not so oriented. As the comment by
Nashreem Ghori makes clear, the experience of feeling good about
oneself by reference to the accomplishments of one’s fellows or to the
beauty of nature does not have to involve any denigration of other
people. It does not have to involve any nasty gloating or sneering—
types of conduct that are indicative of insecurity rather than of
warranted self-respect. When an individual has reinforced his sense
of self-respect by associating himself with some modes of excellence
achieved by others, he can become more appreciative of excellence in
its diverse forms. Such an effect is not inevitable in each particular
case, but it is always possible and is not at all fanciful. As Rawls
contended: ‘When men are secure in the enjoyment of the exercise
of their own powers, they are disposed to appreciate the perfections
of others.’4 Rawls characteristically presented his readers with an
excessively sweeping empirical assertion, but his thesis becomes
much stronger if the disposition to which he referred is understood
as a credible possibility rather than as something that always obtains.
Vicarious pride, then, is separable (though not always separate) from
any malign attitudes toward others. Important though that point is,
however, it does not per se suffice to establish that some instances of
such pride are warranted. We still need to address the further ethical
question whether the strengthening of one’s self-esteem through one’s
association of oneself with the outstanding achievements of others
is ever tenable. That question can be sharpened into two concerns.
First, would the enhancement of one’s self-respect amount to taking
credit for the exploits of others? Second, would it amount to a display
of a person’s inadequacy, where the person relies on those exploits to
compensate for the insufficiency of her own doings as a basis for her
sense of her own worth? Let us designate the first of these queries
as the ‘Credit Concern’ and the second as the ‘Inadequacy Concern’.
1.2.1. A first concern addressed
A response to the Credit Concern is quite straightforward. Although
some instances of vicarious pride are doubtless impelled by delusions
on the part of people who have hoodwinked themselves into thinking
that they deserve credit for achievements to which they have not
contributed, there are no grounds for thinking that all or even most
instances are of that kind. In countless credibly possible situations
in which the self-esteem of individuals is reinforced through the
splendid exploits of other people or through the captivatingness
of natural beauty, the individuals in question are not under any
illusions that they are personally responsible for the greatness with
which they associate themselves. Worth noting also is that not all
4 Rawls (n 2) 523.

instances of vicarious pride are purely vicarious. As has already
been mentioned, some of the devotees of teams in various sports
do contribute in certain ways to their teams’ victories by attending
games or matches with clamorous ebullience. When the devotees
feel better about themselves with reference to those victories, they
are taking pride in triumphs for which they can accurately claim
some small shares of the credit. Much the same is true of quite a few
of the stonemasons who make repairs in the magnificent edifices of
Cambridge and Oxford colleges.5 They take pride not only in the
results of their own labors, but also in the overall exquisiteness of
the architecture which they have helped to preserve.
1.2.2. A second concern addressed
Somewhat more complicated is the second of the two queries
broached above, the Inadequacy Concern. Like the Credit Concern,
the Inadequacy Concern is accurate in relation to certain instances
of vicarious pride. Some individuals who experience such pride are
undoubtedly seeking to offset and obscure their own failures by
absorbing themselves with the successes of other people. However,
such self-deception is scarcely the only possible factor that can
prompt a person P to feel a heightened sense of self-esteem through
the accomplishments of other people. Instead of unworthily
trying to play down any of his own shortcomings, P can simply be
recognizing that the trajectory of his life comprises far more than
solely his own doings. It also comprehends many of the doings of
people who stand in sundry relationships to P. Any satisfactory
assessment of the estimableness of P’s life will need to advert to the
fortunes of those people, even though such an assessment will of
course be focused primarily on P’s own endeavors.
Because P is positioned in the relationships just mentioned, P himself
and other people aptly identify his fortunes partly with the fortunes
of his contemporaries and predecessors and successors who are linked
to him through those relationships. Gauging the goodness of P’s life
partly by reference to the activities of some of his contemporaries
and predecessors and successors is apt inasmuch as his relationships
with them augment the luster of his life through their successes and
detract from the luster of his life through their failures. Perhaps the
most obvious examples of relationships that produce such effects by
intertwining people’s lives are those of typical families. If P as a member
of a typical family generally fares well in his undertakings, and if the
other members of his family fare badly, the goodness of his life will have
been lessened by the dismalness of their lives. Of course, the quality
of P’s life is primarily determined by his own accomplishments and
setbacks; but its estimableness is diminished by the lackluster fortunes
of people with whom P is significantly associated. Conversely, if P
generally fares well and if the members of his family also fare well, the
goodness of his life will have been augmented by their flourishing. As
Rawls affirmed, ‘[w]e need one another as partners in ways of life that
are engaged in for their own sake, and the successes and enjoyments of
others are necessary for and complementary to our own good.6 (1971,
522–23). To be sure, the term ‘partners’ in this statement by Rawls
should be construed loosely. Even in some families—and a fortiori in
larger and more diffuse groups—the members might seldom come
into contact with one another and might not collaborate with one
another in any structured fashion. Still, in a typical family and in any
of the sundry other groups that Rawls designated as ‘social unions’7
(1971, §79), the members are partners at least in the sense that their
5 This empirical claim is based on my conversations with several such
masons in Cambridge.
6 Rawls (n 2) 522–23.
7 ibid §79.
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diverse activities cumulatively determine the character of their group
to which they all are linked.
In a typical family, the members interact frequently and intimately.
In any typical larger group, the members interact less frequently; in a
group on the scale of a nation, most of the members will not encounter
one another directly at all. Still, despite the limitedness of any direct
or intimate interaction among most of the citizens of a sizeable
nation, they are partners in the expansive sense that has just been
specified. Their conduct cumulatively shapes the ethical character of
their society, and that ethical character is a determinant—usually an
ancillary determinant, though sometimes a central determinant—of
the overall ethical quality of each citizen’s life. Even when somebody
fiercely dissociates himself from the society to which he belongs, the
trajectory of his life (including his dissociation of himself from his
society and his perception of the need to dissociate himself therefrom)
will have been inflected in its ethical bearings by the collectivity
which he now ferociously excoriates. His very denunciation of that
collectivity is expressive of the stake which he has had in its fortunes.
Given the importance of a society in affecting the overall course of
the life of each individual who belongs thereto, its members have
good reasons to feel better about themselves when other members
enhance the society’s stature through their accomplishments. On
suitable occasions, they have good reasons to partake in the practice
of experiencing vicarious pride. So widespread throughout the world,
that practice is often solidly justifiable. This point is particularly
pertinent at the level of ideal theory, as Rawls recognized: ‘In a fully
just society persons seek their good in ways peculiar to themselves,
and they rely upon their associates to do things they could not have
done, as well as things they might have done but did not … It is a
feature of human sociability that we are by ourselves but parts of
what we might be. We must look to others to attain the excellences
that we must leave aside, or lack altogether … Yet the good attained
from the common culture far exceeds our work in the sense that we
cease to be mere fragments.’8 As Rawls’s meditations on social unions
serve to accentuate, the fundamental misconception underlying the
Inadequacy Concern is the notion that all limitations on a person’s
abilities and achievements are a cause for consternation. Some such
limitations are indeed a cause for dismay, but the sheer finitude of each
person is not. Instead of compensating for ignominious inadequacies,
the outstanding feats that warrantedly elicit vicarious pride are such as
to complement and enrich the contributions made by other citizens to
the overall luster of their society from which every citizen can benefit.
1.2.3. An apparent objection

have substantially impaired their self-esteem. Whether or not such
reactions are as common as the practice of taking pride in the great
achievements of others, they certainly are familiar.
Any objection to aspirational perfectionism along these lines would
be misconceived. As has been emphasized, the empirical observations
advanced in §1.1 are not premises from which this chapter has
sought to derive ethical conclusions. Rather, in arriving at ethical
conclusions, this chapter has inquired whether any of the patterns of
behavior recounted in those empirical observations are warranted or
not. My ethical conclusions, reached through ethical reasoning, are
an answer (an affirmative answer) to that ethical inquiry.
Now, the empirical observations in the penultimate paragraph above—
which of course are consistent with the observations in §1.1, even
though their tenor is markedly different—are likewise not premises
from which any ethical conclusions can validly be derived. If they
are to be parlayed into a challenge to aspirational perfectionism, they
will have to be subjected to ethical scrutiny like the scrutiny to which
the observations in §1.1 have been subjected. That is, we have to ask
whether people are ever warranted in responding to the outstanding
achievements of others by feeling daunted and demoralized or envious
and embittered. Such attitudes do indeed detract from people’s selfesteem, but are the reductions in self-esteem ever warranted?
On the one hand, if the self-esteem of some person Q is currently
at an inordinately high level, his exposure to some sterling
accomplishments by other people might salutarily decrease his
self-esteem to an appropriate level. He might come to be accurately
attuned to his own limitations and merits. If so, the diminution in
his self-esteem is warranted. Of course, any such diminution could
easily go too far. If Q does become demoralized because of his
shedding of his illusions about his abilities, he will unwarrantedly
have gone from one excess to another. Nonetheless, if his exaggerated
estimation of his own talents is lowered to an apt level without
plummeting further to a level of despondency—and without leading
to a sour-grapes sense of resignation or sullenness—the reduction in
his self-respect will have been warranted.
On the other hand, if the self-respect of Q is currently at an apt level
(or even if it is not), and if he becomes dispirited or seethingly envious
in response to somebody else’s towering achievements, his reaction is
unwarranted. A reaction of either type may be humanly understandable,
but it is ethically unworthy. If Q does indeed fall prey to dejected torpor
or to envy, he is exhibiting his own ethical weakness by focusing his
appraisal of himself largely on the fact that he is not someone else.

By pointing to facts that markedly contrast with those which I have
highlighted in §1.1, a wary reader might impugn my effort to ground
aspirational perfectionism on the warrantedness of some instances
of vicarious pride. Such a reader would submit that, although the
attainment of excellence by certain people can heighten the selfesteem of many of their fellow citizens, it can also produce much
more deleterious effects. In response to the great achievements of
illustrious predecessors or contemporaries, some people can feel
daunted and demoralized because their own talents seem to them
paltry in comparison. Alternatively, or additionally, some people
can feel envious and embittered as they sense that their own exploits
have been overshadowed by the remarkable accomplishments
of certain predecessors or contemporaries or successors. Far
from enhancing the self-esteem of the people who develop these
negative attitudes, the remarkable accomplishments in question

Somebody with a warranted sense of self-respect focuses her
appraisal of herself on what she is and does: on her abilities, on her
accomplishments, and on her relationships with other people and
her surroundings. (Of course, if her accomplishments fall well short
of what could reasonably be expected on the basis of her abilities, she
is warranted in lowering her sense of self-esteem commensurately.)
Given that her level of self-respect is pegged accurately to her own
abilities and accomplishments and relationships, that level is not
degradingly centered on the fact that she lacks someone else’s abilities
or on the fact that she has not performed someone else’s deeds.
Unlike Q in the preceding paragraph, a person with a warranted
sense of self-respect will have attained that sense positively by
reference to what she does and is—including her relationships with
other people—rather than negatively by reference to her not having
done what somebody else has done.

8 ibid 529.

In sum, although the empirical observations at the outset of this
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subsection are true, they cannot be parlayed into any conclusions that
are problematic for aspirational perfectionism. It is quite likely that some
people will become demoralized or bitterly envious in response to the
outstanding achievements of others, but such self-abasing reactions are
always unwarranted as an ethical matter (even if they are psychologically
understandable). Any curtailment of someone’s self-esteem that is
attributable to such reactions is unwarranted. When a person harbors
a proper level of self-respect, that level will have been bolstered rather
than sapped by the sterling exploits of others in her society.
1.2.4. Another apparent objection
Wary readers might thus press forth with a different objection to
my grounding of aspirational perfectionism on the warrantedness
of some instances of vicarious pride. Such readers might point out
that, when somebody has grown up in disadvantaged circumstances
and has risen above those circumstances to achieve success in
some field(s) of endeavor, he will be warranted in harboring an
especially high sense of self-esteem. He can rightly pride himself
on his fortitude and talents that have enabled him to overcome the
obstacles which he would not have encountered if he had grown up
in more auspicious circumstances. Wary readers might also point
out that somebody who campaigns effectively against injustices can
aptly take satisfaction in what he has done to rectify wrongs. An
ancient Hebrew prophet such as Amos or Jeremiah, or a modernday prophet such as Martin Luther King or Václav Havel or Dietrich
Bonhoeffer, could quite properly take pride in his forthright
condemnation of iniquity under conditions of grievous peril and
persecution. Had such a prophet lived in a better society with
much less severe injustice, there would probably have been fewer
occasions for him to display his courage and eloquence.
Unlike the riposte to my theorizing that has been plumbed in §1.2.3,
this new riposte—which I will henceforth designate as the ‘Struggling
Against Adversities Objection’—presents some empirical claims that are
already subsumed into ethical propositions about the warrantedness of
enhanced levels of self-respect under certain kinds of circumstances.
Still, the purport of the Struggling Against Adversities Objection is
not entirely clear. It appears to be directed against my thesis that the
warrantedness of a high level of self-respect for each person in any
society depends partly on the occurrence of outstanding achievements
within the society. That thesis does stand in need of further defense,
which it will receive in §1.3 of this chapter. By contrast, the arguments
in §1.2 have been marshaled not in support of that thesis but in support
of an anterior proposition: namely, the proposition that people can
sometimes warrantedly take pride in the great accomplishments of
others who belong to their society. At any rate, although the Struggling
Against Adversities Objection is somewhat premature, three rejoinders
to it are pertinent even at this stage.
1.2.4.1. Illegitimate measures
First, this article is primarily a work of political philosophy. Its
argument about the warrantedness of some instances of vicarious pride
is ultimately in the service of conclusions about the proper role of any
system of governance. More specifically, those conclusions pertain to
the ways in which any system of governance is both morally obligated
and morally permitted to bring about the conditions under which every
citizen can be warranted in harboring a strong sense of self-respect.
Even if the Struggling Against Adversities Objection were correct in
suggesting that every citizen could be so warranted as a result of coming
to grips with obstacles posed by injustices or by natural hardships such
as disabilities, no system of governance would ever be morally permitted
to inflict injustices on citizens for the sake of providing them with

opportunities to meet the ensuing challenges. No system of governance
can ever legitimately perpetrate injustices for any purpose—not even
the purpose of promoting the incidence of warranted self-respect.
The dialectical situation here is somewhat akin to that which
confronted the apostle Paul in his Letter to the Romans. Quite early
in that letter, Paul noted that some of his opponents had accused
him of propagating the message that sinful behavior is permissible
and even commendable because it gives rise to occasions for the
working of God’s redemptive grace: ‘And why not do evil that good
[in the form of God’s forgiveness and salvation] may come?—as
some people slanderously charge us with saying’ (3:8). When Paul
returned to this matter subsequently in the letter, he emphatically
affirmed that sinful behavior is never permissible even when it is
undertaken in pursuit of benign ends (6:1–2): ‘What shall we say
then? Are we to continue in sin that grace may abound? By no
means! How can we who died to sin still live in it?’
In short, even if the Struggling Against Adversities Objection
were unproblematic in all other ways, it would not be broaching
a prospect on the basis of which any system of governance could
ever legitimately act. Aspirational perfectionism is located within an
array of deontological constraints. Each such constraint is absolute
in that it is always and everywhere morally binding. Contraventions
of a deontological constraint are never morally permissible even
if they are somehow promotive of good consequences such as the
strengthening of a person’s warranted self-respect. Yet a system
of governance would blatantly violate deontological constraints if
it were deliberately to afflict people with poverty or disabilities or
other serious hardships in order to furnish them with opportunities
to surmount those hardships. Hence, the Struggling Against
Adversities Objection does not cast any doubt on the proposition
that every system of governance is morally obligated and morally
permitted to avert or remedy injustices rather than to generate them.
1.2.4.2. Warranted self-respect impaired
In any event, the Struggling Against Adversities Objection errs
in suggesting that a country where prophets need to rail against
iniquities is a land in which a system of governance has secured
the conditions under which every citizen can be fully warranted
in harboring a strong sense of self-respect. Specifically, what is
missing is the mode of excellence that consists in the realization
of the requirements of justice. Of course, a society can attain that
mode of excellence without being perfectly just; however, a society
debased by injustices on a scale that elicits well-founded prophetic
remonstrations is not a community whose members can warrantedly
take pride in their status as members. It is not surprising that what
suffuses the declamations of the Hebrew prophets, in addition to
a sense of truculent indignation, is a sense of shame. Although
the prophets were not personally responsible for the depravity
against which they inveighed, they were warranted in feeling
ashamed of belonging to a community that had succumbed to such
depravity.9 A prophet could recognize that the trajectory of his life
included his membership in a deeply unjust society, and he could
warrantedly conclude that that trajectory was tarnished pro tanto.
Notwithstanding that he could warrantedly derive satisfaction from
his own indefatigability in condemning and countering the heinous
9 Having encountered Dietrich Bonhoeffer in 1942, Bishop George
KA Bell wrote that Bonhoeffer was ‘completely candid, completely
regardless of personal safety, while deeply moved by the shame of the
country [Germany] he loved.’ George KA Bell, ‘Foreword’ in Dietrich
Bonhoeffer, The Cost of Discipleship (SCM Press 1959) 7.
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wrongs committed by his fellow citizens, the conditions for the full
warrantedness of a robust sense of self-respect on his part (or on the
part of any of his fellow citizens) were not in place.
1.2.4.3. Insusceptibility to generalisation
Even if the other shortcomings in the Struggling Against Adversities
Objection were to be pretermitted, the objection would fail because
the conditions which it recounts as potentially underpinning the
warrantedness of a strong sense of self-respect are not susceptible
to being universalized. A society S in which every member acts as a
prophet who aptly fulminates against injustices is not possible—partly
because the basic life-sustaining functions of a society would not
be adequately fulfilled in S if every member were devoting his time
and energy to prophetic denunciations,10 but even more importantly
because S would no longer be properly subject to such denunciations
if everyone within it were firmly and appositely opposed to injustice.
In a situation where every member of S is endowed with the moral
uprightness of Amos or Havel or King or Bonhoeffer, there would
not be any suitable targets for prophetic reproaches. (Throughout this
discussion I have been assuming that prophetic rebukes are grounded
on correct principles of morality. Such an assumption is safe in
application to the rebukes uttered by the four men just named, but it
fails in application to some other prophets. For example, the Hebrew
reformer Nehemiah trained his ire on his countrymen partly because
of their inter-ethnic marriages. Insofar as his tirades were benightedly
rooted in a xenophobic moral outlook, he could not warrantedly feel a
heightened sense of self-esteem by dint of his having engaged in them.)
Likewise insusceptible to being universalized are the conditions
under which a person can warrantedly feel a strong sense of selfesteem as a result of having overcome special hardships on the way
to a successful life. If everyone were subject to some limitation or
adversity, then no one could correctly claim to have transcended any
special disadvantage by virtue of succeeding in the presence of that
limitation or adversity. A disadvantage is not special or distinctive
if everyone shares it; to assign oneself special kudos for flourishing
in spite of it would be akin to assigning oneself special kudos for
flourishing in spite of one’s inability to fly by flapping one’s arms.
In sum, although the Struggling Against Adversities Objection
purports to highlight certain conditions under which everyone could
be warranted in harboring a high level of self-esteem, those conditions
cannot be extended to everyone—either because they cannot be
extended to everyone tout court or because they cannot be extended
to everyone while still performing the role ascribed to them by the
Struggling Against Adversities Objection. By contrast, feeling proud
about the great achievements that occur in a society is something that
everybody within the society can warrantedly do. In other words,
when aspirational perfectionism specifies certain conditions that are
necessary for the warrantedness of a strong sense of self-esteem on the
part of everyone in a society, it is adverting to conditions that can be
applicable to everyone simultaneously. Thus, far from undermining the
tenets of aspirational perfectionism, the Struggling Against Adversities
Objection helps to reveal one of the strengths of those tenets.

2. Why is societal excellence necessary?
In the preceding paragraph, I have again referred to the aspirationalperfectionist proposition that the warrantedness of a high level
10 Note that, when Amos took up his calling to be a prophet, he had to
leave behind his occupation as a herdsman and a dresser of sycamore
trees (Amos 7:14–15).
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of self-respect for each person in a society depends partly on the
occurrence of outstanding accomplishments which endow the
society with excellence. Let us designate that proposition as the
‘Societal Warrant Thesis.’ In §1.2, I have argued in favor of one of
the presuppositions of the Societal Warrant Thesis: that is, I have
argued that each person in a society can warrantedly take pride in any
splendid feats of human endeavor by others who belong to the society.
Let us designate that presupposition as the ‘Taking Pride Premise.’
However, although the vindication of that premise is necessary for
the vindication of the Societal Warrant Thesis, it is not sufficient.
Some further argumentation is needed, since the warrantedness of
each person’s taking pride in any sterling achievements by members
of her society does not per se establish that the occurrence of such
achievements by members of her society is necessary for the full
warrantedness of her harboring a strong sense of self-respect.
To see why the occurrence of great exploits by oneself or by other
members of one’s society is necessary for the warrantedness of one’s
maintaining a high level of self-respect, we should note that the
considerations in favor of the Taking Pride Premise also militate in
favor of a converse proposition. If some person P would be warranted
in feeling better about herself by virtue of belonging to a society that
is endued with excellence, then conversely she would be warranted in
feeling worse about herself by virtue of belonging to a society that is
devoid of excellence. Suppose that the country to which P belongs is
drably mediocre, or suppose that it is worse than mediocre (perhaps
because it has long been convulsed by a civil war with atrocities on
all sides). In that event, given that the connection between P and her
country is an important constituent of the overall trajectory of her life—
even if, or perhaps especially if, she views her country with disdain—she
will be warranted in lowering her sense of how well her life has gone.
Of course, if P has managed to attain success in many of her
endeavors, any warranted lowering of her self-esteem in response
to the mediocrity or depravity of her country will most likely leave
her warranted self-esteem at quite a high level. Nevertheless, the
level would have been even higher and more solid if it had not been
held down by the failings of the society to which P belongs. Had her
country been a place of excellence in which she could warrantedly
have taken pride instead of warrantedly feeling abashed or dismayed
about her connection to it, her warrantedness in feeling good about
herself and in pursuing her projects with gusto would have been
strengthened. Thus, even for a successful person like P, the full
warrantedness of her experiencing a strong sense of self-respect
depends partly on the flourishing of her society.
Naturally, if P had been a towering genius such as Shakespeare or
Beethoven or Albert Einstein, the warrantedness of her harboring an
extremely high level of self-esteem would not have been perceptibly
impaired by her belonging to an otherwise unaccomplished society.
Had P been of that caliber in her achievements, those achievements
alone would have endowed her society with excellence. However,
the vast majority of people are not even close to the rank of
towering geniuses (or toweringly great athletes). For them as for
P, more modest degrees of success are their personal bases for the
warrantedness of their self-respect. For them, then, the excellence of
their society is necessary for the full warrantedness of their feeling
robustly good about their lives.11 Here we can see that, although
11 A somewhat similar observation has been made by Robert Yanal:
‘Spinoza, exiled and excommunicated, could have had good self-esteem.
Yet such instances strike us as heroic (or perhaps a little mad), but in
any event beyond the pale of how normal people operate.’ (emphasis in
original) (Robert Yanal, ‘Self-Esteem’ (1987) 21(3) Noûs 363, 368).
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aspirational perfectionism might initially seem to be an elitist
doctrine, its concern with enabling everyone to be warranted in
feeling a solid sense of self-respect is quite strongly egalitarian.
2.1. A focus on warrantedness
As in §1.2, the focus throughout the present discussion has been on
the warrantedness of individuals’ feelings of self-respect rather than
on those feelings themselves or on individuals’ judgments about the
quality of their society. That is, in two principal ways the focus of the
present discussion has been objective rather than subjective. First, I
have not been addressing any array of empirical questions about the
conditions under which people will tend to experience high levels of
self-respect. Such questions, which fall within the domain of social
psychology, are of some interest here—as can be inferred from my
observations in §1.1—but they do not have any determinative bearing
on the ethical matters into which I am enquiring. As this article has
sought to make clear, the property under investigation here is not the
psychological property of self-respect; rather, it is the ethical-cumpsychological property of warranted self-respect. Hence, the present
discussion has not been seeking to support the proposition that the
endowment of a society with excellence through the occurrence of
outstanding accomplishments is necessary for the experiencing of
a high level of self-respect on the part of each person who belongs
to the society. Instead, the present discussion has been seeking
to support the proposition that the endowment of a society with
excellence through the occurrence of outstanding accomplishments is
necessary for the warrantedness of a high level of self-respect on the
part of each person who belongs to the society. Whereas the former
proposition is an empirical claim, the latter is an ethical thesis.
Second, the nexus between a society’s excellence and the
warrantedness of a strong sense of self-respect for each member
of the society is objective in that the decisive property on the
former side of that nexus is actual excellence rather than perceived
excellence. What matters for the warrantedness of a strong sense
of self-respect on the part of any particular person in a society S
is not whether the person perceives S as endowed with excellence,
but whether S actually is endowed with excellence. Of course, as my
reflections in §1.1 suggest, actual excellence and perceived excellence
frequently coincide. There are no grounds for thinking that there
is always or usually a discrepancy between the two. Nonetheless,
some sterling feats might long be ignored or contemned, even
while some mediocre achievements or evil deeds are erroneously
regarded as wonderful. More broadly, a country might be lauded
by many of its citizens as estimable notwithstanding that it is in
fact bleakly mediocre or viciously corrupt, and a country might
be despised by many of its citizens as paltry even though it in fact
comprises an array of outstanding accomplishments and instances of
natural beauty. Such incongruities between actuality and perception
might not arise very often, but they are always possible. When
discrepancies do arise, actuality takes priority over perception in
determining whether a heightened degree of self-respect on the
basis of societal excellence is warranted for each person in S or not—
and in determining whether a lowered degree of self-respect on the
basis of societal shabbiness is warranted for each person in S or not.
2.2. A first role of justice
As has been underscored in §1.2.4.1 above, the prescriptions issued by
aspirational perfectionists are located within a matrix of deontological
constraints. Hence, one way in which the value of justice bears on
the promotion of excellence for aspirational-perfectionist purposes

is that it imposes a set of restrictions on the routes by which those
purposes can legitimately be pursued. Injustices can never permissibly
be perpetrated for the sake of endowing a society with excellence that
will help to constitute the conditions under which every member of the
society can warrantedly feel a robust sense of self-respect. Indeed, were
injustices to be perpetrated in furtherance of such an aim, they would be
counterproductive; the warrantedness of any heightening of everyone’s
self-respect is an ethical property that cannot be realized through
unethical means. Such an upshot is a corollary of the general resistance
of deontological principles to any end-justifies-the-means rationale.
2.3. A second role of justice: Rawls on social unions
To discern another way in which the value of justice bears on the
promotion of excellence for aspirational-perfectionist purposes, we
can turn to A Theory of Justice. Although Rawls of course did not have
in mind aspirational perfectionism as such, and although he naturally
centered his discussion of justice and excellence on his own principles
of justice (whereas I am prescinding here from questions about the
specific contents of the correct principles of justice), his ruminations
on the implementation of justice as a mode of excellence are valuable
for aspirational perfectionism conjoined with any credible liberaldemocratic account of justice. His ruminations are set within the
contractualism of his theorizing, but—suitably construed—they can
be incorporated into a resolutely non-contractualist approach to
matters of justice and political legitimacy.
The final chapter of A Theory of Justice is entitled ‘The Good of Justice’,
and it contains numerous piquant and perceptive lines of thought
that could fruitfully be explored at this juncture. However, the only
line of thought that will be highlighted here is from Rawls’s account
of social unions. Rawls applied the designation ‘social union’ to any
group in which the members share some fundamental end(s) and in
which the activities of the group are valued for their own sake. He
made clear that the sharing of a fundamental end is consistent with a
high degree of competitiveness among the members of a social union.
For example, although the teams in a sporting league such as the
National Basketball Association all strive to outperform one another,
they are united by the aim of engaging in strenuously contested games
wherein their sport is played with commendable proficiency.
Having expounded the nature of social unions in general, Rawls
proceeded to characterize a well-ordered society as a social union of
social unions: ‘The main idea is simply that a well-ordered society
(corresponding to justice as fairness) is itself a form of social union.
Indeed, it is a social union of social unions. Both characteristic features
are present: the successful carrying out of just institutions is the
shared final end of all the members of society, and these institutional
forms are prized as good in themselves.’ Because every person in a
well-ordered society is possessed of a motivationally efficacious sense
of justice, ‘the members of a well-ordered society have the common
aim of cooperating together to realize their own and another’s
nature in ways allowed by the principles of justice … Each citizen
wants everyone (including himself) to act from principles to which
all would agree in an initial situation of equality.’12
The first aspect of a well-ordered society as a social union—the fact
that its members share the end of sustaining the operations of just
institutions—is a corollary of Rawls’s general conception of a wellordered society. Slightly more complicated is the second aspect,
the fact that the operations of just institutions in such a society are
inherently good. Rawls set out to explain why ‘the fundamental
12 Rawls (n 2) 527.
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institutions of society, the just constitution and the main parts
of the legal order, can be found good in themselves once the idea
of social union is applied to the basic structure as a whole.’13 He
began his explanation by adverting to the propensity of citizens
in a well-ordered society ‘to express their nature as free and equal
moral persons, and this they do most adequately by acting from the
principles that they would acknowledge in the original position.’
Because citizens in a well-ordered society act in accordance with the
basic status attributed to them by any liberal-democratic reckoning—
namely, their status as free and equal persons—they endow their
society with the mode of excellence that consists in instantiating
the ideals of liberal democracy. ‘When all strive to comply with
[correct principles of justice] and each succeeds, then individually
and collectively their nature as moral persons is most fully realized,
and with it their individual and collective good.’14
Continuing his explanation of the inherent goodness of the just
institutions that prevail in a well-ordered society, Rawls submitted
that ‘a just constitutional order, when adjoined to the smaller social
unions of everyday life, provides a framework for these many
[smaller] associations and sets up the most complex and diverse
activity of all.’ Subsumed within such a framework, the projects of
private individuals and associations are harmonized in relation
to one another through their common subjection to principles of
justice that are administered by the officials of the constitutional
order: ‘Thus the plan of each person is given a more ample and rich
structure than it would otherwise have; it is adjusted to the plans of
others by mutually acceptable principles. Everyone’s more private
life is so to speak a plan within a plan, this superordinate plan being
realized in the public institutions of society.’ Rawls emphasized that
the overarching institutional framework of a well-ordered society,
with its coordination of the activities of individuals and associations,
does not impose any comprehensive doctrine such as Roman
Catholicism. Instead, it is guided only by the end of giving effect to
the requirements of justice. Its superordinate plan consists in that
very end: ‘The regulative public intention is … that the constitutional
order should realize the principles of justice.’15 In much the same way
that the diverse individuals who belong to a well-ordered society
share only the end of sustaining the operations of the society’s just
institutions, the workings of those institutions are all oriented toward
the end of implementing the correct principles of justice.

is capable. At the same time just institutions allow for and
encourage the diverse internal life of associations in which
individuals realize their more particular aims. Thus the public
realization of justice is a value of community.16
2.4. A second role of justice: Summing up
As has already been remarked, several aspects of Rawls’s meditations
on the goodness of justice—such as his contractualist appeals to the
selection of principles of justice in the Original Position—should
be set aside. One problematic aspect not mentioned in the opening
paragraph of §2.3 above is that his pronouncements on the nature
and goodness of any well-ordered society are pitched entirely at
the level of ideal theory. Still, the insights to be gathered from his
pronouncements can be extended beyond the confines of wellordered societies where every citizen is unfailingly supportive of just
institutions and their requirements.

As Rawls reached the culmination of his reflections on the inherent
goodness of the realization of justice in a well-ordered society,
he drew connections between the moral virtues of the governing
institutions in such a society and the moral virtues of the citizens
who support those institutions:

Most prominent among those insights is that the operations of the
institutions which implement the requirements of justice in a liberal
democracy are an outstanding collective accomplishment. Both on
the part of legal-governmental officials and on the part of ordinary
citizens, the patterns of self-restraint involved in the workings of
just institutions are prodigious. Every generally law-abiding person
who belongs to a society governed by a liberal-democratic regime can
warrantedly take pride in those workings. Of course, in any actual
liberal democracy—as opposed to a well-ordered Rawlsian society—the
operations of the prevailing institutions are imperfectly just, and the
compliance of citizens with the just requirements of those institutions
is likewise imperfect. Nevertheless, in any society whose system of
governance is liberal-democratic to a high degree and whose citizens
are largely faithful to the values of liberal democracy, the realization of
those values through the system of governance is a mode of excellence
in which every generally law-abiding citizen can warrantedly take
pride. It is a mode of excellence that pro tanto enhances the life of every
generally law-abiding person who belongs to the society. In any actual
liberal democracy, where citizens naturally tend to concentrate on the
shortcomings of the regnant institutions, many of them sometimes
lose sight of the magnitude and preciousness of the achievement that
consists in the sustainment of those institutions. All the same, they can
warrantedly derive satisfaction from that achievement—as the overall
trajectory of the life of each generally law-abiding person P is made
better by it. Because the course of P’s life is inevitably affected (for
better or for worse) by the tenor of the system of governance that
presides over the society with which P is associated, the adherence
of such a system to the values of liberal democracy is something that
bolsters the level of self-respect which P can warrantedly feel.

We have seen that the moral virtues are excellences, attributes
of the person that it is rational for persons to want in
themselves and in one another as things appreciated for their
own sake, or else as exhibited in activities so enjoyed … Now
it is clear that these excellences are displayed in the public life
of a well-ordered society … [M]en appreciate and enjoy these
attributes in one another as they are manifested in cooperating
to affirm just institutions. It follows that the collective activity
of justice is the preeminent form of human flourishing.
For given favorable conditions, it is by maintaining these
public arrangements that persons best express their nature
and achieve the widest regulative excellences of which each

As should be evident from earlier portions of this article, my claim
here about the bolstering of each person’s warranted self-respect is
not an empirical conjecture about the likelihood that each person
will be materially better off as a result of the sway of a liberaldemocratic system of governance in his or her society. On the one
hand, there are quite strong and familiar correlations between
liberal-democratic systems of governance and material prosperity.
On the other hand, such correlations—important though they are—
are not directly to the point here. My claim about the bolstering
of each person’s warranted self-respect is focused on the inherent
moral quality of liberal-democratic governance rather than on the
beneficial consequences that are likely to ensue causally therefrom.

13 ibid 527–28.
14 ibid 528.
15 ibid.
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Rawls well captured two of the ways in which the inherent moral
16 ibid 528–29.
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quality of liberal-democratic governance raises the level of self-respect
which each generally law-abiding person in a society can warrantedly
feel. In the passages quoted in §2.3 above, he frequently declared
that a liberal-democratic system of governance enables its citizens
to realize their nature as free and equal persons. His contentions to
that effect should be construed as making two main points. First, each
person under a liberal-democratic system of governance is treated
with the respect due to somebody who is a rationally deliberative
agent possessed of the two Rawlsian moral powers. Second, each
person under such a system of governance is morally and legally
required to exercise the self-restraint that is due to other rationally
deliberative agents. Being required to exercise such self-restraint
is a hallmark of one’s status as a free and equal person, as is being
treated with commensurate forbearance by everybody else. Patterns
of reciprocal forbearance among citizens, and patterns of forbearance
in a government’s interaction with citizens, give expression to the
status of every sane adult as a free and equal person. Rawls grasped
and indeed emphasized that those patterns of forbearance increase
the level of self-respect which every generally law-abiding person
is warranted in experiencing. Having reminded his readers that his
‘account of self-respect as perhaps the main primary good has stressed
the great significance of how we think others value us’, he proclaimed
that a key ‘basis for [warranted] self-esteem in a just society is … the
publicly affirmed distribution of fundamental rights and liberties.’17
He elaborated: ‘In a well-ordered society then self-respect is secured
[partly] by the public affirmation of the status of equal citizenship
for all.’18 Of course, in addition to referring to the fundamental rights
and liberties of citizenship, Rawls should have referred here to the
fundamental responsibilities thereof. Each citizen’s status as a free and
equal person—along with the quantum of warranted self-respect that
is appurtenant to that status—is upheld not only through her being
endowed with the fundamental rights and liberties, but also through
her being expected and required to accept that each of her fellow
citizens is endowed with those rights and liberties.
For a further regard in which the sway of a liberal-democratic system
of governance elevates the level of self-respect which everyone in
a society can warrantedly harbor, we need to go somewhat beyond
Rawls in the direction of aspirational perfectionism. As has already
been remarked, the sway of such a system—notwithstanding its
imperfections—is a sterling collective achievement that should elicit
feelings of pride in every generally law-abiding member of the society
over which the system presides. Because the trajectory of the life of
each such member includes her association with a country in which
that great achievement has occurred and been sustained, each such
member can warrantedly conclude that her life has gone better by dint
of the association (quite apart from any material benefits that have
causally accrued to her as a result of it). Pro tanto, she can warrantedly
feel better about herself and her projects than she otherwise could.
Conversely, of course, somebody who belongs to a society governed
by a repressively illiberal regime can warrantedly conclude that
her life has gone worse by dint of her links to that society (quite
apart from any material hardships that have beset her as a result
of the regime’s grim oppression). Because the overall course
of her life includes her connection to the country ruled by that
regime, it is marred by the collective failure of the citizens of that
country—among them, most notably, the regime’s officials—to
uphold the values of a liberal democracy. As has been underscored
in §1.2.4.2, this point about the ethical worsening of a person’s
life is independent of her supportiveness or unsupportiveness of
17 ibid 544.
18 ibid 545.

the tyrannical regime. On the one hand, the trajectory of her life
will be substantially worse ethically if she has been complicit in
maintaining the regime’s grip on power. On the other hand, my
point here has not been about her personal responsibility for the
regime’s persistence or any of its iniquities; rather, this paragraph
is about the collective responsibility of her fellow citizens with
whom she is associated as a member of their community. Even if
she has been like one of the prophets discussed earlier (King or
Havel or Bonhoeffer) in struggling gamely against the despotism
of the system of governance in her country, her life that has been
elevated by her struggling is worsened ethically by the need for her
struggling—because the need for her struggling is a product of a
collective failure on the part of a community to which she belongs.
2.5. Concluding remarks on multiplicity
As can be gathered from the foregoing reflections on any just system of
governance as a mode of excellence, the outstanding achievements and
features that can imbue a society with estimableness are multifarious.
Perfectionists of all stripes have mostly concentrated on aesthetic and
intellectual modes of excellence, but, hugely important though those
modes of excellence are, they are only some of the possibilities that
are serviceable for the purposes of aspirational perfectionism. The
realization of the values of liberal democracy through a system of
governance that treats its citizens as free and equal persons is another
mode of excellence. It is a precious collective accomplishment.
Athletic feats and ventures of exploration can be still further modes
of excellence, and sundry other areas of human endeavor—such as
mountaineering or chess or restaurateurship or tailoring—might
likewise produce great achievements in which all the members of a
society can warrantedly take pride. Moreover, the diversity of ethnic/
religious communities and practices sought by multiculturalists
can constitute an entrancing medley that is itself a mode of societal
excellence. Much the same can be said about a rich tapestry of
cultural offerings in a society whose citizens can warrantedly look
upon that tapestry as a source of pride (on top of its lucrativeness
as a cynosure for tourists). Furthermore, mountains or mighty rivers
or other magnificent topographical features can warrantedly bolster the
self-esteem of the people who live in countries that are graced by such
features. People can similarly feel proud about wonderful gardens and
other places of great beauty in their society. All these modes of excellence
can serve the ends of aspirational perfectionism.
Though Rawls never quite invoked the notion of vicarious pride that is
central to aspirational perfectionism, he highlighted the multiplicity of
modes of excellence and the synergetic interaction among them when
they occur alongside one another in any society. As he wrote in the
final paragraph of his ruminations on social unions, which I have partly
quoted earlier:
[W]e cannot overcome, nor should we wish to, our dependence
on others. In a fully just society persons seek their good in ways
peculiar to themselves, and they rely upon their associates to do
things they could not have done, as well as things they might
have done but did not … It is a feature of human sociability that
we are by ourselves but parts of what we might be. We must
look to others to attain the excellences that we must leave aside,
or lack altogether. The collective activity of society, the many
associations and the public life of the largest community that
regulates them, sustains our efforts and elicits our contribution.
Yet the good attained from the common culture far exceeds our
work in the sense that we cease to be mere fragments.19

19 ibid 529.
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I

n Indianapolis in 1984, an unusual political alliance was formed.
On one side was the staunchly conservative city council and
on the other were two of America’s foremost radical feminists,
Catharine MacKinnon and Andrea Dworkin. The issue at stake
was pornography—the council saw it as an obscene offence against
Christian morality, whilst MacKinnon and Dworkin argued that
pornography was responsible for violence against women and their
subordination to men. At the invitation of the council, MacKinnon
and Dworkin drafted an ordinance banning ‘the production, sale,
exhibition, or distribution of pornographic materials’. Critics assailed
the ordinance as an attack on freedom of speech and a little more
than a year after the ordinance was passed in Indianapolis, it was
struck down in federal court on First Amendment grounds. But that
was not the end of the argument. MacKinnon1 did not just argue that
pornography subordinated women, but that it silenced them too, a
claim developed by Rae Langton2 and Jennifer Hornsby.3 Langton,
on whose work this essay focuses, suggests that pornography itself
might plausibly violate the free speech of women. Therefore,
invoking free speech does not provide a straightforward defence
of pornography—rather, pornography presents a clash between the
free speech rights of pornographers and those of women.
At first glance, the claim that pornography silences women might
seem confused. Pornography does not seem to stop women
speaking, so how can it silence them? Langton disagrees. Drawing
on JL Austin’s4 notion of speech acts, she argues that pornography
literally silences women. I elaborate Langton’s argument below and
then offer some objections.

Langton’s account
Langton draws heavily from Austin’s notion of speech acts. A
speech act is an utterance which performs an action. This action
can be further split into three components: a locutionary act,
a perlocutionary act, and an illocutionary act. The locutionary
act refers to the very uttering of a meaningful utterance. The
perlocutionary act refers to the production of certain effects in the
1 Catharine A MacKinnon, Only Words (Harvard University Press 1993).
2 Rae Langton, ‘Speech Acts and Unspeakable Acts’ (1993) 22(4)
Philosophy and Public Affairs 293.
3 Jennifer Hornsby and Rae Langton, ‘Free Speech and Illocution’ (1998)
4(1) Legal Theory 21.
4 JL Austin, How to Do Things with Words. (Oxford University Press 1975).
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listener by the utterance. The illocutionary act refers to the action
performed in making some utterance, the action the utterance
constitutes. Take the utterance ‘I do’, said by the bride to the groom
during a marriage ceremony. The locutionary act comprises saying
‘I do’, meaning she takes this man to be her husband. By saying
that, the bride may delight the groom—this is the perlocutionary
act. In saying it she marries the groom—this is the illocutionary act.
Speech acts are ubiquitous and varied, reflecting the diverse uses of
language. Illocutionary acts, for example, range from warning, to
predicting, to questioning, to boasting, and so on. It is this category
Langton primarily focusses on. She argues pornography silences
women by preventing their illocutions.
What illocution some utterance performs, if any, is determined by
certain conditions set by convention. Some illocutions, eg sexual
consent, require that the speaker intend to perform that illocution.
Others require that certain authority perform—only a judge can
sentence a criminal. Langton5 (as well as Hornsby6 and Austin7)
notably holds that, excepting illocutions bound up with formal
institutions (eg sentencing), ‘uptake’ is a necessary condition for the
performance of an illocution. That is, the listener must recognise
the intention of the speaker to make some illocution, for the speaker
to successfully do so.8 Donald Davidson9 gives a famous example of
where uptake is not secured. An actor in a play might intend to
warn the audience of a fire by shouting, ‘Get out! Fire!’, but the
audience might not recognise this intention, rather believing the
utterance to be part of the actor’s performance. Davidson suggests
that here the actor tries to warn the audience, but fails, because
uptake is not secured.
Langton argues that speech acts can silence other speech acts, and
notably silence persons’ illocutions. One is illocutionarily silenced or
‘disabled’ when one can make some utterance, but it not only fails to
have its intended effect, but also fails to perform the very action it
was intended to. The foreperson of the jury might intend to sentence
the defendant (having got confused about court procedure), but their
5
6
7
8

Langton (n 2)
Hornsby and Langton (n 3).
Austin (n 4).
The defendant need not recognise the judge’s intention to sentence them
with some utterance, for the judge to do so.
9 Donald Davidson, ‘Communication and Convention’ (1984) 59(1)
Synthese 3.
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utterance, ‘I sentence you to three months imprisonment’, does not
perform the illocution of sentencing as they lack the authority to
sentence in the first place. Only the presiding judge has the requisite
authority to perform the illocution of sentencing a defendant.
Plausibly, a party’s speech acts can silence another’s illocutions, if
they set the conditions for an illocution, such that the other party’s
utterances fail those conditions. This is the case in the foreperson
example. The speech act constituting the law governing courtroom
proceedings, sets the conditions for an utterance to perform the
illocution of sentencing someone, such that a foreperson cannot
perform that illocution.
Accordingly, pornography will illocutionarily silence women if it
sets the conditions on certain illocutions, such that women cannot
perform them. Legal speech sets very clear conditions on certain
illocutions, such as sentencing. But speakers can set conditions
by their utterances more informally, by gradually building up
precedents and conventions. This is what Langton suggests happens
in the case of pornography. In the sexual context, pornographic
speech sets the conditions of refusal. Pornography portrays women
as always sexually available, or as incapable of agency. It thereby
teaches some men simply not to recognise that women’s utterances
such as ‘no’ are intended to perform illocutions of refusal. It is not
that they recognise women’s refusals but ignore them. Instead,
they quite literally do not take women to intend to refuse sex by
saying ‘no’, thinking they are instead being ‘coquettish’, for example.
Given successful illocution typically requires uptake, the influence
of pornography thus prevents women’s utterances in the sexual
context from counting as refusals.
Importantly, Langton also argues that pornography perlocutionarily
silences women. Pornography frequently presents sexual violence as
titillating and woman as sex objects. It thereby inculcates in certain
men desires to rape women, and induces them to see women as
mere things, undeserving of respect. These attitudes influence how
men treat the women they encounter in sexual contexts. In these
cases, although men recognise that women’s utterances such as
‘no’ are intended to refuse sex, and so women successfully perform
illocutions of refusal, men ignore these refusals. The intended effect
of women’s utterances, to prevent men having sex with them, is not
realised, and so they are perlocutionarily disabled, ie raped.

Objections to Langton
An initial worry for Langton’s argument is that if, by failing to
recognise their intentions, men prevent women’s utterances during
sex from counting as refusals, then women do not refuse sex with
men who rape them and so are not ‘genuinely’ raped. I believe
this worry is misplaced. Firstly, simply not refusing sex may be
insufficient for sex to be consensual—that may require an active
act of consent by each partner. But more importantly, in these
situations, women do not refuse sex with men only insofar as their
utterances cannot constitute refusals. They still obviously intend to
refuse sex by such utterances, intend not to consent, and I suggest
that is clearly enough to establish that they have been raped.
A second worry is that there is tension between the claims that
pornography both perlocutionarily and illocutionarily silences
women. In the first instance, pornography teaches men to
override the refusals of women, (ie to ignore what they recognise
as women’s refusals), whilst in the second case pornography
teaches men not to recognise women as refusing at all. It might
be unclear how pornography can do both, albeit one may argue
that pornography can teach men different attitudes, depending on

the sort of pornography they consume or on the sexual context in
which they find themselves.
But the contention that pornography illocutionarily disables women
relies on a further empirical claim we may doubt—that rapists do,
at least sometimes, sincerely and consciously believe that women’s
utterances during rape are not intended to refuse sex. Perhaps
the closest documented example of this is the UK court case DPP
v Morgan,10 where the defendants claimed that they believed their
victim wanted to have sex with them, as they had been assured by
her husband that she was ‘kinky’ and would merely feign refusal.
Even here, however, the judge notably ruled that the men could not
have genuinely believed her protestations were insincere. So, one
may think that women do secure uptake on their intentions to refuse
sex, and so do genuinely refuse – it is just that men disregard such
refusals. The rape of women is then an instance of perlocutionary
not illocutionary disablement. This might seem irrelevant; after all,
whether women are perlocutionarily or illocutionarily silenced by
pornography, they are still silenced. But as noted, anti-pornography
feminists often want to argue that the pornographic silencing
of women violates their rights to free speech. Literally being
rendered incapable of refusing, ordering, advising, etc, as in cases
of illocutionary silencing, plausibly violates free speech. But as
Alexander Bird11 argues, it might appear perlocutionary frustration
is not a free speech infringement. A right to free speech would
imply one’s arguments, intended to persuade, can never permissibly
be found uncompelling, for example. Therefore, if pornographic
speech perlocutionarily silences women, but not illocutionarily,
then it plausibly does not violate their free speech.
But one might argue that given massive underreporting of sex
crimes, it is unsurprising that there is little documented evidence
of men failing to recognise the refusals of women. Indeed, victims
may be especially unlikely to report their rape when the rapist did
not apparently realise their crime, for fear that such ignorance
would be deemed to exonerate their attacker, or from rationalising
their rapist’s actions as ‘not really meant’ or less serious for being
unintended. Langton12 draws on surveys of British adolescents to
argue that rape may well occur where the rapist does not realise the
woman intends to refuse. These surveys suggest that pornography
is, to some extent, taken as epistemically authoritative in the sexual
domain, ie taken to accurately depict sexual desires and dynamics.
Multiple respondents said that porn ‘gives you the idea that girls are
easy’, or that ‘all girls want sex’. This may suggest pornography does
propagate the notion that women never refuse sex.
Leaving this empirical question aside, there is a further objection
to Langton’s claim that pornography silences women. Following
Bird13 and Peter Strawson,14 one can deny uptake is necessary to
produce illocutions. Accordingly, even if pornography teaches
men not to recognise women’s intentions to refuse sex, this does
not illocutionarily silence women. We have already seen uptake
is not necessary for institutional illocutions such as sentencing,
which Langton and Hornsby argue are an exception. But consider
whining and rejoicing, both of which are non-institutional
10 DPP v Morgan [1975] UKHL 3.
11 Alexander Bird, ‘Illocutionary Silencing’ (2002) 83(1) Pacific
Philosophical Quarterly 1.
12 Rae Langton, ‘Is Pornography like the Law?’ in Mari Mikkola (ed),
Beyond Speech: Pornography and Analytic Feminist Philosophy (Oxford
University Press 2017).
13 Bird (n 11)
14 Peter F Strawson, ‘Intention and Convention in Speech Acts’ (1964)
73(4) The Philosophical Review 439.
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illocutions and neither of which require uptake. One can whine
without intending to, and one can rejoice without any audience
present. In neither case does any listener recognise one’s intentions
to perform these illocutions.
Even considering the classic example of warning, it is unclear that
uptake is necessary. Recall Davidson’s actor—Davidson maintains
that the actor is illocutionarily disabled, and so fails to warn the
crowd of the fire. As Bird15 argues, however, this plausibly runs
contrary to our intuitive assignments of moral responsibility. If
the audience eventually sees the smoke and flees, they could not
afterwards reasonably complain that they were not warned of the
fire, precisely because they were warned. But perhaps this point is
not decisive. One could maintain that the audience was not warned,
and that they cannot complain about this, simply because no third
party was responsible for their not being warned. Rather it was the
audience itself, by obtusely failing to take up the actor’s intention to
warn, that caused themselves not to be warned. I think the point is
brought out by a comparison between two cases: the original case
where the actor exclaims ‘Get out! Fire!’, intending to warn the
audience but uptake is not secured, and a case where the actor intends
to warn with their utterance, but uptake is not secured as they only
utter terrified gibberish. Langton deems both cases equivalent;
neither actor warns because neither secures uptake. But I suggest
that, intuitively, the cases are different. The former actor succeeds in
doing something, whereas the latter does not—namely, they manage
to utter a genuine warning. That warning is not heeded, and so they
are perlocutionarily disabled, but they are not illocutionarily silenced.
As there are not obvious examples of illocution requiring uptake, we
should perhaps doubt uptake is necessary for refusal. An arrogant
chef who cannot even conceive of someone disliking their food,
might never recognise a person’s intentions to refuse more food
from them. But if one says ‘No, thank you’ in response to such an
offer, as Bird argues, it is intuitive that one has still refused, even if
this refusal is not registered. Analogously, even if a man does not
recognise that a woman intends to refuse sex by her utterance, and
so rapes her, she still performs the illocution of refusing sex. Again,
she is perlocutionarily disabled, not illocutionarily. As established,
perlocutionary disablement cannot constitute the sort of silencing
Langton attributes to pornography.

Conclusions
Given free speech defences of pornography, it might seem
politically advantageous for feminists to claim that pornography
silences women in some near-literal sense, and so unambiguously
violates their free speech. But given the above problems, perhaps
the claim should be taken less literally. As Finlayson16 suggests, we
can understand the claim simply to emphasise the intimate and
powerful way in which pornography prevents women from making
themselves understood and determining how they are perceived.
I suggest it is in this sense, not a strict illocutionary sense, that
pornography silences women in inducing men not to recognise their
refusals of sex. This recasting need not close off politically powerful
arguments for regulating pornography. By silencing women in
Finlayson’s sense, pornography plausibly leads to sexual violence.
And opponents of pornography can still invoke free speech—perhaps
the most influential justification of free speech is that it is conducive
to the spread of truth. That is surely not true of pornography, which
15 Bird (n 11)
16 Lorna Finlayson, ‘How to Screw Things with Words’ (2014) 29(4)
Hypatia 774.
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perpetuates myths about female sexuality, and so plausibly merits
less protection under a right to free speech. I suggest that although
the claim that pornography silences women cannot be understood
in illocutionary terms, there are other philosophically and politically
powerful ways of construing it, which offer more promising results.
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Eliot’s work is filled—especially the poetry—with masks,
role-playing, and multiple voices. Yet it is saturated
everywhere, too, with displaced personal pain, regret,
sexual desire, and emotional and spiritual yearning.1

T

S Eliot’s The Waste Land is vested with both narratorial
distance and, ironically, sympathetic investment. The poem
reads like a narrative and an anti-narrative in that it lets
one journey in many a stranger’s shoes through Eliot’s seamless, at
times inconspicuous, weaving of several voices into the fabric. The
glued voices in this cacophony, a ‘heap of broken images’, appear
indistinguishable from one another at times, piled on top of and
underneath one another, fluidly weaving through and getting lost
in one another like entangled limbs. Through employing such a
collagic interplay of voices, endless allusions, and decontextualised
intertextuality, Eliot deliberately drowns the reader in uncertainty
as to who the speaker of the poem is and which voice, if any, is a
reflection of his own. The innately challenging and elusive nature of
the piece, which features six foreign languages and various allusions,
distances the reader from the poet’s voice and authorial intent.
However, these facets of the poem also draw the reader into a more
intimate and rigorous collaborative process with the poet, and into
investigative and performative interaction with the poem.
Despite Eliot’s insistence on authorial impersonality, the
prioritisation of the execution of the creative task itself over selfexpression as a bedrock of ‘great art’, his ‘displaced personal pain’
seeps into The Waste Land. As a result of the waste and sterility of
World War I, in addition to Eliot’s own deeply troubled marriage
to Vivienne Haigh-Wood, the poem has a strong sense of lack, loss,
and yearning for defiantly resolute human connection developed
1 Vincent B Leitch, William E Cain, Laurie A Finke, Barbara E Johnson,
and John McGowan (eds), The Norton Anthology of Theory and Criticism
(second edn, WW Norton 2010).

beyond materialism, pretence, and sexual desire. This essay asserts
that such ideal connectivity is depicted as intangible and irretrievable
in the poem’s landscapes, as a result of the almost prelapsarian prewar past Eliot nostalgically yearns for throughout the poem. The
creation of the poem itself can be interpreted as a symptom of Eliot’s
desire for connection to that irretrievable past. Hence, the desire for
authentic connection in The Waste Land can only lead to ‘frustration,
ennui, and violence’.2
Eliot exploits the multiplicity of nature’s elements and forms in
order to examine the idiosyncrasies inherent to human connection.
The first stanza of Eliot’s poem is littered with oxymorons and
paradoxical metaphors. Eliot utilises the semantic field of nature
to establish a strong sense of lack, loss, and sociopolitical fracture
representative of that suffered by people in post-war Britain.
With ‘April is the cruellest month’ (I.1), Eliot uses the superlative,
‘cruellest’, when personifying April, a month often associated with
birth, fecundity, and creativity. This immediately establishes the
month as a metaphorical tormentor of the speaker which ‘[breeds]
lilacs out of the dead land and [mixes] memory with desire’ (I.2–3).
Active verbs such as ‘stirring’, ‘breeding’, and ‘mixing’ suggest a
vigorous and intentionally painful intermingling of memory with
desire. The personified month of April’s ‘stirring’ of the brewing
mixture ultimately intensifies and fixes desire further onto such
memories of a seemingly prelapsarian past—one that is painfully
intangible in the speaker’s present moment. Rather than invoking
an expected sense of hopefulness and joy at the world’s pastoral
regeneration, the month of April serves only as a reminder of the
unsalvageable practical, spiritual, and emotional crippling the
world has undergone. Eliot compounds this motif of decay and
degeneration through subversive symbolism and deliberately
discombobulating oxymorons. Although lilacs conventionally serve
2 ibid 127.
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as literary symbols of sensuality and romance, as in The Portrait Of A
Lady3 and Ash Wednesday,4 Eliot here subversively employs the image
to represent anguish and mourning at the loss of a type of love, a
type of connectivity, that cannot exist in a world so utterly fractured
by the war. Hence, April breeds a morbid reminder of mutilated
sexuality, arising from post-war spiritual sterility, ‘dead land’, and
bleak hopelessness. Such perverse sexuality, implicitly represented
by the image of the lilac, sharply contrasts with the almost presocial
innocence represented by Marie towards the end of the passage.
For Eliot, only ‘winter’ (I.5) can provide ‘warm’ (I.5) respite from
such painful truth, as the ‘forgetful snow’ (I.6) provides emotional
numbing, literally and metaphorically blanketing over the dark past
but unable to bury or evade it even within the literary landscapes
of The Waste Land. Approximant alliteration subversively conflates
warmth with winter, suggesting that any echo of birth is a haunting
reminder of the obscene deaths witnessed as a result of World War
I. Hence, aesthetic transformation provides welcome transient
distraction but cannot alter the pain of reality.
Eliot depicts the quest for connection as a fool’s errand, an
inaccessible dream—mirage-like in its intangibility. Hence, Eliot
conjures up the dream of connectivity through his exploration of
nature’s interdependence, in order to deliberately dispel the illusion
and forcefully undermine the possibility of such connection in a
post-war era.
What are the roots that clutch, what branches grow
Out of this stony rubbish? Son of man,
You cannot say, or guess, for you know only
A heap of broken images, where the sun beats,
And the dead tree gives no shelter, the cricket no relief,
And the dry stone no sound of water. (I.19–24)
The active verb ‘clutch’ suggests intimacy and closeness as well as the
persistence and permanence of life, as roots clinging to soil for lifegiving water emphasise the interconnectivity and interdependence
necessary for survival. Moreover, the image of ‘branches’ resiliently
‘growing out of stony rubbish’ compounds this symbolic persistence
of new life, emerging against all odds. This holds particularly true
as the natural imagery is reminiscent of Gospel passages depicting
Christ as the ‘true vine’: ‘Yes, I am the vine; you are the branches.
Those who remain in me, and I in them, will produce much fruit.
For apart from me you can do nothing.’5 This Biblical allusion clearly
delineates the need for interconnectivity and remembrance of one’s
origins and history, one’s roots. The poet’s symbolic use of natural
imagery ultimately tethers struggle and connectivity inextricably,
as indivisible strands of thread, depicting struggle as almost a
prerequisite for growth and genuine interrelation. The struggle
nature undergoes for survival perhaps mirrors Christ’s own struggle
to connect with his people. Just as roots ‘clutch’ and branches
emerge out of ‘stony rubbish’, perhaps representing the residue of
hardships suffered as a result of war, Christ eternally binds himself
to his people through his willing suffering and death on the cross.
Hence, irrespective of difficulty and hardships suffered, connection
persists and heals. Such a notion is compounded as Eliot’s poem
appears to reinforce the Gospel passage’s warning that ‘apart… you
can do nothing’. However, such truth is realised in tandem with the
disconnect and fragmentation permeating The Waste Land.

3 Henry James, The Portrait of a Lady (first published 1881).
4 TS Eliot, Ash Wednesday (first published 1930).
5 The King James Bible (first published 1611).
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Eliot’s rhetorical questioning of nature’s mechanisms is, in
part, a criticism of man’s naïve understanding of, and belief in,
connectivity. Eliot’s use of rhetorical questions coupled with
infantilising diction belittles the ‘son of man’, the reader, as it imbues
the speaker’s tone with condescending indignation and tauntingly
foregrounds the reader’s ignorance about the nature of connectivity
and growth—‘you cannot say, or guess’. Starkly contrasting with
previous images of fecundity and synergy—‘in the mountains, there
you feel free’ (I.17)—Eliot’s subversive use of biblical allusion, and
motifs of dryness and apathy, depict the setting of The Waste Land
as a faithless, cruel, and hollow land where the seeds of connectivity
are rendered sterile and fruitless. Moreover, the poet’s insistence
on silence and sterility—‘no sound of water’—perhaps emphasises
the unquenchable spiritual thirst saturating The Waste Land.
Eliot’s auditory symbolism ensures that not even a trace of hope of
spiritual fertilisation, let alone salvation, remains in sight. His use of
mesodiplosis—‘no shelter, the cricket no relief, and the dry stone no
sound of water’—creates an atmosphere of hostility and harshness,
as it suggests the impossibility of survival in such an unfeeling and
detached environment, in addition to its reinforcement of the overall
strong sense of lack exhibited throughout the poem. Additionally,
such repeated negations, coupled with motifs of death, dryness, and
sterility, emphasise the disparity and discord between humanity
and nature. As opposed to the intimacy and closeness suggested by
the myth of ‘roots that clutch’, the active verb, ‘beats’, subversively
evokes an aggrieved image of perpetual aggression and endured
pain unlike the connotations of warmth and illumination one would
generally associate with sunlight. Eliot’s use of the present tense
places the verb, ‘beats’, in everlasting perpetual motion, emphasising
the permanence of pain inherent to human existence and experience.
This severance between nature and mankind is perhaps symbolic
of the utter sense of isolation and sterility felt as a result of the
cataclysmic, unprecedented horror of a war that claimed the lives of
over eight million soldiers and 13 million civilians.6
Eliot’s subversive Biblical allusions reductively transpose the image
of Christ from a unifying ‘true vine’ into scattered ‘stony rubbish’.
Such degradation may be suggestive of man’s spiritual descent as
a result of his divergence from God, particularly as ‘rubbish’ has
connotations of pollution, worthlessness, and contamination.
Moreover, connotations of impenetrability and lifelessness, vested
in the adjective ‘stony’, are perhaps suggestive of the numbing
desensitisation and spiritual fracture brought about as a result of the
war. Eliot’s evocation of Ezekiel in the following line compounds
this sense of isolation and disparity as the speaker’s form of address,
‘son of man’,7 is the form of address God uses for Ezekiel throughout
the King James Bible. Hence, it emphasises the distance between
God and Ezekiel, and by extension between God and mankind, as
the phrase recalls the Old Testament notion that God alone has
no progenitors. To be human is, fundamentally, to belong. Such
belonging often comes in the form of the familial ties, but these
are notably missing in The Waste Land. Additionally, ‘son of man’
unfavourably interlaces the modern man with Christ himself, the
purest son. Hence, it perpetuates the notion that modern man
cannot reach this purified state—cannot ‘bridge the gap’, so to
speak—as his external and internal worlds have been diminished to a
barren ‘waste land’ of both intellectual and sexual exhaustion, a ‘heap
of broken images’ (I.22), of past and present painfully colliding.
Such a derogatory metaphor, ‘heap of broken images’, suggests the
disorder inherent to human experience and memory, as it reduces
6 Leitch, Cain, Finke, Johnson, and McGowan (n 1).
7 The King James Bible (n 5).
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humanity’s entire life span to a pile of unconnected scattered
incomprehensible memories. This is perhaps representative of
the death of a unifying epistemology. The mirror previously
held up to reality is shattered; the self is fractured. Everything is a
shattered image—a heap of broken images—of a fragmented world.
Extrapolating from this notion, it is evident that prior social and
political institutions are no longer capable of holding society together.
As represented by the multitude of voices, languages, allusions,
and confusing footnotes within the text, unification is no longer
possible in such a post-war world where we know only separation
and multiplicity. We have an epistemology that jumps from image
to image, each time only seeing a part of the whole. The whole has
been destroyed, and all that remains is ‘fear in a handful of dust’ (I.30).
Eliot’s depiction of love and connection within this poem is
one wracked with anxiety, disappointment, and bitterness as
exemplified in A Game Of Chess. The poet’s financial lexis, his
employment of luxurious and decadent visual imagery, emphasises
the superficiality and hollowness of a society which prioritises
commercial objects above emotion. The ‘Held up … standards’
(II.80) delineated by the speaker are met exclusively by the ‘glitter
of her jewels which rose to meet’ them (II.84). Although unnamed,
the ‘her’ in question is depicted as a mutilated Cleopatra of sorts: a
burnt-out ‘shadow’ of a regal yet vilified ‘prostitute queen’, at once
exalted and suspicious in her sexuality. Eliot’s unnamed figure
serves as a diminished woman, fit for a fallen, depleted post-war
world. Despite Eliot’s explicit allusion to Shakespeare’s Antony and
Cleopatra, the poet offers no substantial description of the woman’s
character or likeness, focussing exclusively on the material
possessions surrounding her. Given Eliot’s allusion to Cleopatra, a
woman demonised by ancient Romans as a loathsome manipulator
and ‘prostitute queen’,8 one can interpret the proliferation of
noxious and disorienting concoctions as representative of the
woman’s dangerous and perverse sexuality. Eliot depicts the
unnamed woman’s sexuality as feral: ‘Unstoppered, lurked her
strange synthetic perfumes’ (II.87). The adjective ‘unstoppered’,
coupled with the active verb ‘lurked’, suggests an untameable,
almost animalistic force. The active verb ‘lurked’, combined with
Eliot’s use of sibilance, evokes an atmosphere of suspicion and
eeriness, suggesting something almost scheming or sly about the
woman’s beautification items, rituals, and sexuality by extension.
This image of female sexuality as a predatory force is compounded
as Cleopatra’s ‘perfumed sails’ are metamorphosed into ‘strange
synthetic perfumes’ that ‘troubled, confused and drowned the
sense in odours’ (II.88–89). The active verb ‘drowned’, vested
with peculiarly aggressive and murderously malicious intent,
equips female sexuality with dangerous, devious, almost sinful
connotations as ‘her hair spread out at fiery points’ (II.110).
Hence, in The Waste Land, sexuality is portrayed as degenerative
rather than productive or procreational, entirely ostracised from
the concept of connection whether it be to the other or to the
self. Rather, sexuality is depicted to be an entirely sinister and
destructive force.
Eliot, through his depiction of characters such as Lil and the
‘indifferent’ typist, demonstrates how society commodifies and lays
claim to the female body, perversely estranging women from their
own bodies.

8 Jacquelyn Williamson, ‘Cleopatra and Fake News: How ancient Roman
political needs created a mythic temptress’ (Shakespeare & Beyond, 20
October 2017) <https://shakespeareandbeyond.folger.edu/2017/10/20/
cleopatra-mythic-temptress/>.

Her drying combinations (III.225)
Out of the window (III.224)
Hardly aware of her departed lover;
Her brain allows one half-formed thought to pass:
‘Well now that’s done: and I’m glad it’s over’ (III.250–52)
The typist’s ambivalence at her bodily exposure, coupled with Eliot’s
choice of diction in ‘her brain allows’, suggests a divorce of the mind
from the body. The distinction between her brain assenting to
thought, rather than her entire being assenting, reinforces both the
fracture of the mind and body torn apart by societal expectation and
the non-consensual nature of the act. This metaphor of allowing
thought to enter, consciously consenting, is perhaps suggestive of
the figurative mental barriers the typist must employ as an emotional
defence mechanism against the brutality of reality. The brain
then acts as a guard of sorts, permitting and disallowing ‘thought
to pass’, but pass into where? Into the body, the mind, the soul?
Regardless, such dissociation and compartmentalisation, suggestive
of societal fracture and desensitisation, is clearly symptomatic of
the trauma of having to physically adhere to societal expectations
and predetermined gender constructs whilst being mentally and
emotionally unwilling.
Moreover, Eliot depicts the female body as exploitatively
mechanised and commodified to the extent that it results in the
erosure of female autonomy, male empathy, and the understanding
that females have an intrinsic value divorced from profits they can
bring. Defined by their bodily output, whether it be their capacity for
labour or their fertility, women such as Lil and the nameless typist
‘polemically depict a metonymized society in which individuals are
both dismembered and standardized’.9 The typist, blatantly defined
by her job, is perhaps representative of the way in which modern
labour, through its focus on productivity maximisation and phatic
repetition, dehumanises people as it robs them of their individuality
and humanity. Moreover, the typist puts up ‘no defence’ (III.240)
against the ‘young carbuncular man’s … assaults’ (III.231–39).
Apathetic to her desires, he ‘makes a welcome of indifference’
(III.242) and ‘bestows one final patronising kiss’ (III.247). The
carbuncular young man’s clear disregard for the other’s emotions,
his prioritisation of his own pleasure irrespective of the other,
clearly delineates his view of the nameless woman’s body as a vehicle
for pleasure. Eliot’s revelatory hierarchical rhetoric in ‘bestows …
patronising’ clearly indicates the male’s strong sense of agency
over, and entitlement to, the typist’s body. Such a notion is further
perpetuated through Eliot’s strategic use of diction, as ‘patronising’
perhaps refers to the man’s commodification of the female body
in addition to his condescension towards the lady. In both cases,
it is evident that there is no place for emotional connection in the
sterility of Eliot’s ‘waste land’.
Eliot’s strategic grating of this motif of sterility and infertility
against the expectation that relationships must be generative and
profitable in some way, tenuously fuels the seething fire of anxiety
underlying most heterosexual relationships in The Waste Land. Eliot
depicts how the issue of fertility, its conflation with intrinsic value
of a female, transcends class. His exploration and intertwinement
of a conglomeration of upper-class and working-class voices and
experiences delineate the ironic universality of fragmentation and
isolation: ‘I didn’t mince my words, I said to her myself ... think of
9 Michael North, The Political Aesthetic of Yeats, Eliot, and Pound (Cambridge
University Press 1991).
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poor Albert ... HURRY UP PLEASE ITS TIME’ (II.140–52). The
repeated intrusion of this ushering voice immediately establishes a
strong sense of urgency ‘as it serves to make the more general point
that “we” are in crisis’.10 Like a ticking time bomb, a timer about to
run out, the bartender’s call is seemingly symbolic of the societal
pressure on women to conform to particular gender constructs and
bear children in adherence to society’s deadlines. Eliot’s purposive
capitalisation of the phrase intensifies the strong sense of urgency,
as if the voice were a shout from afar, a call from the void. It
ultimately emphasises how loud, aggressive, and pressurising
society’s expectations of the female body can be. ‘Lil’, representative
of all women at this point in the poem, doesn’t get to decide when
her time is, society dictates that. Moreover, the speaker’s repetition
of the personal pronoun ‘I’—‘I swear, I can’t bear to look at you. /
And no more can’t I, I said’ (II.146–47)—establishes a strong sense
of singularity which, through drawing the reader away from Lil’s
lived experience into the speaker’s biased narration of it, ultimately
denotes the lack of sophisticated empathetic faculties available to
members of such an emotionally depleted, now inept, society.
Vivien Haigh-Wood’s addition of the pointed question ‘What
you get married for if you dont want children?’ (II.164)11 is
perhaps reflective of her own marital troubles as Eliot’s refusal
to have children would likely have been perceived as a refusal to
carry out expected marital duties at the time. This notion that
connection should only exist, relationships should only be forged, if
quantifiably profitable and generative is linked to recurring motifs
of transactionality, sterility, and desensitisation within The Waste
Land. Obsession with the tangible and the financial, and with the
commodification of all sacred things, such as bodies and language
itself, is perhaps symptomatic of the utter loss and devastation
collectively suffered at the hands of death that has undone ‘so many’
(I.62). ‘The rich profusion’ (II.85) of wealth is thus futilely utilised in
an attempt to fill the void loss has created.
Such fixation on quantifiability manifests itself both subtly and
explicitly in Eliot’s appropriation of monetary diction in Death by
Water. Eliot’s use of oxymoron (‘deep sea swell’ (IV.313)) establishes
motifs of increase and decrease, inflation and depreciation, indicative
perhaps of the ‘profit and loss’ (IV.314) he goes on to mention in
the following line. Financial motivation, this ‘rich profusion’ of
monetary madness, manifests itself subtly in Eliot’s witty wordplay,
‘A current under sea / Picked his bones in whispers’ (II.315–16).
Eliot’s intertwinement of the semantic fields of nature and finance
covertly sows the seeds of monetary diction throughout the section,
perhaps symbolising how capital is consciously and subconsciously
valorised in such a society. Eliot’s omission of ‘the’ covertly hints
to currency, perhaps metaphorically symbolising the way in which
superficiality and the prioritisation of the tangible slowly wears
one’s soul and sincerity away. Such financial preoccupation perhaps
stemmed from Eliot’s own personal concern about economic life
after the war. He worked at Lloyd’s Bank for a time, and read several
publications in several languages regarding post-war economic
affairs. John Maynard Keynes, for example, confessed a lack of hope
for a healthy global climate should the Versailles Treaty, which
imposed an immense amount of global debt onto Germany, not
be revised. Hence, Eliot’s private concern with the economic peril
10 Raymond Southall, ‘The Poetry and Culture of T. S. Eliot’ (1983) 1
Sydney Studies in Society and Culture 146.
11Dalya Alberge, ‘Diaries of TS Eliot’s first wife reveal her torment at the
end of their marriage’ Guardian (London, 2 June 2017) <https://www.
theguardian.com/books/2017/jun/02/diaries-of-ts-eliots-first-wifereveal-her-torment-at-end-of-their-marriage>.
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facing Europe, in addition to his understanding of cooperation and
interaction as prerequisites for survival, may spill both consciously
and subconsciously into the entirety of The Waste Land.
Moreover, one of the rare instances in which Eliot chooses to employ
direct speech comes in the form of a nameless woman’s erratic plea:
“Stay with me. / Speak to me. Why do you never speak. Speak’’
(II.111–12). Eliot’s purposive implementation of speech marks, in
tandem with his omission of question marks, proves particularly
intriguing as it simultaneously facilitates and restricts the speaker’s
scope for self-expression and connectivity. By virtue of Eliot’s rare
attribution of direct speech—the privilege of self-narration—to
female characters in his poem, this delegation seemingly bestows a
unique sense of agency upon this nameless speaker. This, coupled
with the repeated imperative ‘Speak’, would likely create the illusion
of authority were it not for Eliot’s utilisation of such techniques
exclusively in order to counteract and undermine them at a later
point. One may perceive Eliot’s omission of question marks, ‘Why do
you never speak’ as a reinforcement of the increasing forcefulness and
frustration with which the nameless speaker commands the other,
though it is perhaps more indicative of the other’s disengagement.
As the tissues of her speech disintegrate from dialogue into the
fibres of a neurotic stream of consciousness, it is evident that the
speaker’s proliferation of imperatives are indicative of desperate
supplication, symptomatic of intense loneliness, as opposed to
frustration. Moreover, it is important to note that the speaker’s
dialogue is ultimately being expressed and mediated through Eliot
himself, thus adding another layer of distance between the reader
and the nameless female. Perhaps inspired by Vivien Haigh-Wood,
one assumes similitude between this decaying female character and
Eliot’s former spouse as a result of her infamous struggles with
mental health and her inability to cope with the loss of Eliot’s love
and presence: ‘The only thing I yearn for & bleed for is the day when
Tom calmly returns.’12 The speaker’s strong sense of isolation and
loneliness is thus illuminated through Eliot’s juxtaposition between
the agency associated with the privilege of self-narration and the
lack of reciprocity and acknowledgement indicated through Eliot’s
omission of question marks.
The desire for connection and true understanding of the other is
compounded through the speaker’s repetitive questioning, ‘‘What
are you thinking of? What thinking? What … Think’’ (II.113–4).
Through its emphasis on inquisitive and contemplative diction,
Eliot’s symploce elucidates the speaker’s attempt at linguistic
infiltration of the other’s internal landscapes. However, once more,
the hope for reciprocity and acceptance dissipates as the coherence
and sentence length of her speech dwindles, increasingly revealing
the impossibility of connection. In place of such lack lies bleak
numbness, monotony and sterility:
‘What is that noise?’
The wind under the door.
‘What is that noise now? What is the wind doing?’
Nothing again nothing. (II.117–21)
Ultimately, Eliot summarises his stance on the possibility, or lack
thereof, of all forms of connection in The Fire Sermon: ‘On Margate
Sands / I can connect / Nothing with nothing’ (III.300–03).

12 ibid.
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E

lizabeth Susan Wahl suggests that during the eighteenth
century, homosexual relations between women became an
‘open secret’ that was ‘embedded and even coded within a
multiplicity of … medical, literary, and pornographic discourses’.1
In Coleridge’s Christabel, the homosexual relations between
Geraldine and Christabel are ‘embedded’ within the literal ‘bed’ of
consummation. It is in this ‘bed’ that the ‘secret’ of homoerotic desire
becomes ‘open’ to the reader. However, whilst Coleridge allows the
reader inclusion to the ‘open secret’ of homosexual relations, it
remains just that, a secret.
Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick in her essay ‘Epistemology of the closet’2
names this idea of ‘secret’ homosexuality ‘the closet’. The concept
of ‘the closet’ delineates a social construct of homosexual repression
which subjugates and conceals homosexual instincts. The image of a
‘closet’ is an apt metaphor as a literal closet conceals items of clothing,
removing them from sight with a physical surrounding structure.
Sedgwick applies this literal structure to the social structure of
homosexual repression, stating: ‘The closet is the defining structure
for gay oppression in this century.’3 However, examining Coleridge’s
eighteenth-century poem Christabel and its homoerotic undertones
suggests that the figurative ‘closet’ is applicable not only ‘in this
century’. In Christabel, Coleridge presents an alternative item of
furniture, the ‘bed’, that ironically serves to produce an antithetical
effect. Whilst Sedgwick’s ‘closet’ serves to repress homosexual
1 Elizabeth Susan Wahl, Invisible Relations: Representations of Female
Intimacy in the Age of Enlightenment (Stanford University Press 1999) 14
(as cited in Catherine Craft-Fairchild, ‘Sexual and Textual Indeterminacy:
Eighteenth-Century English Representations of Sapphism’ (2006) 15(3)
Journal of the History of Sexuality 408, 409).
2 Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, ‘Epistemology of the Closet’ in Daniel Boyarin,
Daniel Itzkovitz, and Ann Pelegrini (eds), Queer Theory and the Jewish
Question (Columbia University Press 2003).
3 ibid.

transgressions, the ‘bed’ Christabel shares with Geraldine actively
brings these repressive and subconscious impulses to fruition.
The ‘bed’ is therefore the ‘closet’ Christabel enters unknowingly.
Entering the bed sparks her sexual awakening and acts as a catalyst
for her homoerotic desires, juxtaposing the function of the ‘closet’
in which an individual knowledgeable of their homoerotic desires
must repress them.
And thus the lofty lady spake—
‘All they who live in the upper sky,
Do love you, holy Christabel!
And you love them, and for their sake
And for the good which me befel,
Even I in my degree will try,
Fair maiden, to requite you well.
But now unrobe yourself; for I
Must pray, ere yet in bed I lie.’
Quoth Christabel, So let it be!
And as the lady bade, did she.
Her gentle limbs did she undress,
And lay down in her loveliness.4
The rhyming couplet of ‘I’ and ‘lie’ at the conclusion of the stanza
disrupts the ABCACBC rhyme scheme and attracts the reader’s
attention to the rhyming relation between the personal pronoun ‘I’
and the intransitive verb ‘lie’. (‘But now unrobe yourself; for I / Must
pray, ere yet in bed I lie.’)5 The stanza takes the form of Geraldine’s
direct speech, meaning the ‘I’ is in reference to herself and the ‘lie’ is
in reference to the ‘bed’ in which she will ‘lie’. The syntax ensures
that the word ‘I’ visually surrounds ‘lie’ both atop and preceding,
4 Samuel Taylor Coleridge, ‘Christabel’ (first published 1816) in Samuel
Taylor Coleridge, Christabel & Kubla Khan (e-artnow 2019).
5 ibid.
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forcing the reader to associate the ‘bed’ with the image of Geraldine
lying on it. This image of Geraldine following her imperative speech
‘But now unrobe yourself’6 gives the bed sexual connotations, as the
reader becomes aware that the ‘unrobe(d)’ Christabel and Geraldine
will ‘lie’ in ‘bed’ together. The imperative but flattering rhetoric
of Geraldine ‘Fair maiden, to requite you well. / But now unrobe
yourself’,7 where ‘fair maiden’ and ‘unrobe yourself’ are in close
conjunction, leads the reader to suspect that the impending relations
within the ‘bed’ may not be platonic. Whether Christabel herself is
aware of the suggestive nature of Geraldine’s rhetoric is unclear, but
her exclamatory ‘So let it be!’8 implies her eager responsiveness and
unchallenging coercion to Geraldine’s commands.
Sedgwick notes the conceptual inseparability between knowledge
and sex, suggesting that ‘ignorance’ becomes ‘sexual ignorance’.
The ‘wide eye’ trope the poem associates with Christabel within
the narrative ‘her fair large eyes ‘gan glitter bright’9 and ‘raised to
heaven her eyes so blue’10 implies her innocence and thus lack of
‘sexual knowledge’ to the reader. The reader, according to Sedgwick,
is therefore placed in a position of power. ‘The position of those
who think they know something about one that one may not
know oneself is an excited and empowered one.’11 The combining
suggestive factors of Geraldine’s rhetoric forewarn homosexual
relations within the ‘bed’ that Christabel seems ‘sexually ignorant’
to. If the now sexually charged ‘bed’ acts as a symbol for Christabel’s
homoerotic sexual awakening, the ease of her coercion to ‘undress’
and ‘lay down in her loveliness’12 by an unknown woman advocates
an already present but subconscious sexually transgressive desire,
meaning despite her ‘sexual ignorance’ the ‘bed’ is able to awaken
this desire within her.
But through her brain of weal and woe
So many thoughts moved to and fro,
That vain it were her lids to close;
So half-way from the bed she rose,
And on her elbow did recline
To look at the lady Geraldine.
Beneath the lamp the lady bowed,
And slowly rolled her eyes around;
Then drawing in her breath aloud,
Like one that shuddered, she unbound
The cincture from beneath her breast:
Her silken robe, and inner vest,
Dropt to her feet, and full in view,
Behold! her bosom and half her side—
A sight to dream of, not to tell!
O shield her! shield sweet Christabel!13

disrupts the readers iambic meter and focuses on the observational
quality of the rhetoric. This volta, Christabel’s interest in observing
Geraldine’s form, occurs once she physically places herself on the
bed: ‘So half-way from the bed she rose’.15 The ‘bed’ thus acts as a
catalytic symbol for the emergence of sexual awakening, bringing
forth the sexual desires of Christabel, not repressing them as
Sedgwick’s ‘closet’. The effect is not immediate however, with
the compound ‘half-way’ suggesting a transition between ‘sexual
ignorance’ and ‘sexual knowledge’.
Sedgwick’s ‘closet’ does become relevant however once Christabel’s
homosexual yearnings are brought to fruition. The final stanza
deconstructs the female anatomical form—‘eyes’, ‘breast’, ‘feet’,
‘bosom’—16whilst employing plosive alliterative ‘b’s, rhyming
couplets, and the continuing bounding iambic tetrameter to
accelerate the readerly experience of the stanza. The repeated
female anatomical language and hastening readerly tempo mimics
Christabel’s visual digestion of the female form and subsequent
overwhelming sexual desire. The consequent acceleration bounds
the reader towards the poetic climax, mimicking in the prosody the
acceleration towards Christabel’s sexual climax. The deconstruction
of the female form insists that the female body is viewed through
the male gaze, despite the lack of any male presence. The newly
discovered ‘sexual knowledge’ of Christabel as a result of the sexually
charged ‘bed’ insists an entry into patriarchal attitudes towards
the female body as a sex object. Coleridge’s text further suggests
that this sexualised attitude of the male gaze is corrupting to the
feminine and virginal ‘sweet Christabel’, who must be ‘shield(ed)’
from sexual discovery.
Despite this, Christabel’s sexual desire becomes evident through
exclamatory language: ‘Behold! her bosom and half her side’.17 This
connotes exuberance, and the plosive alliterative ‘B’ of ‘Behold’
couples this exuberance with the ‘bosom’ of Christabel’s female
counterpart. Now that Christabel’s sexual desires are plain, being
brought to the forefront by the catalytic ‘bed’, Sedgwick’s social
‘closet’ becomes relevant. Christabel now must ‘not to tell!’18 of
her sexual transgressions, ‘shield(ing)’ and repressing them socially
in order to uphold her socio-normative ‘sweet’ and heterosexual
appearance. Therefore, although the ‘bed’ brings Christabel’s
repressed sexual desires to the forefront, the realisation of these
desires ultimately forces her into Sedgwick’s inevitable ‘closet’.

A volta occurs when Christabel becomes active in the sexual
exchange, warning the reader to her sexual awakening: ‘So halfway from the bed she rose, / and on her elbow did recline, / To
look at the lady Geraldine.’14 Christabel begins to observe Geraldine
through the male gaze in place of being the one observed, the
disruption of the poem’s prosody by the spondaic foot ‘To look’
6 ibid.
7 ibid.
8 ibid.
9 ibid.
10 ibid.
11 Sedgwick (n 2).
12 Coleridge (n 4).
13 ibid.
14 ibid.
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‘W

hat is it that makes you tremble?’1 Jacques Derrida
poses this question to discuss the vulnerability that we
fear. We see vulnerability as a form of powerlessness,
but this fear itself shows our desire to be alive. As Laurence Simmons
writes, ‘life entails an openness to alterity and event, which is also
an openness to the possibility of an instant death and destruction.’2
The answer to Derrida’s question seems to be on the tip of every
person’s tongue today. It is in the look of the person sat opposite you
on the tube line. It is in the barista’s eye when they hand you your
coffee. It is in the flicker of your own eyes on yet another Zoom
call. The human body, contact, and touch all seem so far away from
our present, a present that keeps continuing. The year 2020 played
out as a much less comical version of Murray’s Groundhog Day. I
have found myself ‘Walking round Tavistock Square’, as Woolf did,
with only the changing of leaves to tell me the time. But Derrida
writes that trembling itself is an example of catachresis, or using
language against itself. ‘Death too, is an image of catachresis, a term
embodying what is unnameable because we cannot experience it as
such, and fiction, in turn is a way of figuring that void.’3 Therefore,
I have turned to literature as the future appears to be on standby
whereas the past seems wider and deeper than ever. Through
literature I have found that the theme of contagion exists not only
in much of our reality today, but also in the reality of centuries ago.
The similarity that connects experiences over time is how we use
language to describe it or evade it.
Language has always been a means of contact but now it is our only
means. Although I cannot touch you, through words I can feel you.
As Roland Barthes said, ‘Language is a skin: I rub my language against
the other. It is as if I had words instead of fingers, or fingers at the tip
of my words. My language trembles with desire.’4 Language holds
meaning that make us tremble: the verbs ‘to isolate’, ‘to distance’, ‘to
quarantine’, ‘to live’, and ‘to die’ now each hold a different meaning,
perhaps one of more personal significance. Our language describes
our experience, it describes our distance from one another. Barthes
1 Jacques Derrida, The Gift of Death and Literature in Secret (second edn,
David Willis tr, University of Chicago Press) 54
2 Laurence Simmons, ‘“Comment Ne Pas Trembler?” Derrida’s
Earthquake.’ (2013) 42(3) SubStance 28, 32.
3 ibid 35.
4 Roland Barthes, A Lover’s Discourse: Fragments (first published 1977,
Richard Howard tr, Vintage 2002) 73.

suggests that we touch the world through language. We desire to
touch each other and therefore literature is a way to summon the
body from the untouchable. To read a text is to read a body. It is a
body of words but, nonetheless, it is a body. It has a spine, a front
and a back. Both a text and a body are inscribed with memories of
a past, a past that is desired to be touched and to be returned to.
Nostalgia is the greatest contagion of them all.
If language structures our existence, it poses an obstacle for where
we desire to travel to, both in memory and in reality. The word
remains a mark on the page, both literally and metaphorically a
mark we cannot get past. Language is, then, both a barrier and a
stepping stone in the boundaries of time, between past and present,
present and future. The history of literature proves that the century
we inhabit is not the first to experience this kind of distancing.
The sixteenth century, for example, experienced a plague; in 1593,
15,000 people died in the city of London, which was one tenth of the
English population at the time. As a result, Renaissance literature
dwells on the themes of the body, touch and contact. Christopher
Marlowe’s poem Hero and Leander is a clear representation of this.
The poem relays the Greek myth of two lovers living in cities divided
by the Hellespont river. Leander swims across the river each night
to catch a glimpse of the one he desires most. But the journey brings
up obstacles which interrupt the meeting. The poem attempts to
reach a climax, a climax both plot-driven and sexual, between the
two lovers, but it does not and cannot succeed.
The tension between the fear of and need for touch was therefore
topical then as it is now. The poem revolves around the transition
of desire to touch. The narrative strives towards the meeting of two
bodies, at a time when touch made the general public tremble with
fear. But in any poetic narrative, there must be a struggle, an obstacle,
or a wall in between the two lovers in order to create tension. In
A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Pyramus and Thisbe erotically speak
through a ‘kink’ in the wall, and in Baz Luhrmann’s Romeo and Juliet, the
lovers speak through the glass of a fish tank. In Hero and Leander, the
lovers are separated by the depths of water, in an extended instance of
the Greek motif paraclausithyron. Paraclausithyron is usually translated
as ‘lament beside a door’, meaning that it places a lover outside the
door of his mistress. The lover remains trapped outside, unable to
reach what he desires. Hero and Leander, then, narrates the hopeless
aspiration to immediacy, the desire to bring oneself into close contact.
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Marlowe narrates that Leander is pushing through the water,
through the paraclausithyron, to reach what he yearns for: ‘Wide
open stood the door … / And she herself … had spread the board
with roses …’5 Hero is there and waiting, but he cannot reach her.
He can see that which he desires, but the act of describing it fails
to bring it any closer towards him. The poetry itself is pushing
through the boundary. Marlowe therefore displays language as the
paraclausithyron. The words ‘herself’, ‘almost’, and ‘but’ are mere
reminders of what Leander cannot achieve because of his own
failings and, ultimately, his own condition of isolation. There are
dreams of ‘he’ and ‘she’ ‘touch(ing)’, but ultimately the poem leads us
back to self-referential pronouns, such as ‘she herself’. Back to selfenclosure, to self-isolation. Leander even asserts, ‘My words shall be
as spotless as my youth, / Full of simplicity and naked truth’.6 But
they are anything but. We desire a language that is not artificial, but
we cannot escape its boundaries. The ‘roses’, symbolic of the female
genitalia, offer a glimpse of Leander’s own desires. The door is wide
open, but he cannot move. Language paralyses him.
Marlowe implies not only that we use language to gain closer contact
with one another, but also that language comes directly from our
inward desires—our thoughts become manifest in our speech. The
lines ‘Therefore even as an index to a book, / So to his mind was young
Leander’s look’, allegorise the idea that what Leander thinks becomes
what he sees.7 The two are inseparable, like an index and a book.
Thus, what he thinks becomes the language that he speaks. Likewise,
Hero becomes an object of his language. She becomes the object of his
very thoughts, as of the reader’s. In a sense, then, language precedes
their real consummation. Leander’s language and gaze has penetrated
Hero’s body. Additionally, in the lines ‘immortal fingers did imprint /
That heavenly path’, the reader is provided with the image of Leander’s
fingers ‘imprint[ing]’ the ‘path’ he desires to take—both literally
across the wide expanse of water, and more metaphorically to Hero’s
genitalia.8 It is interesting to note the verb ‘imprint’, and in particular
the prefix ‘im-’, which calls us back to other verbs, such as ‘impress’,
synonymous with ‘to influence.’ It is also possible that language not
only describes Hero but inscribes itself onto her. Language comes to
define her identity. In this sense, the poem becomes a tragedy on her
behalf, where touch was fatal to a woman’s status and value.
Today, language can be fatal to anyone’s status. Language internalises
external government regulation and engenders a collective
governmentality. We come to internalise this language and it thus
becomes the very thing we fear. It is the matter which stands in
between the subject and object, between the signified and signifier.
Language, then, not only describes our social distance but also
distances us from one another. It seeps into culture, society, and
politics. For example, our current Prime Minister, Boris Johnson,
constantly evades the ongoing pandemic in his words. Through
language, we attempt to find the truth, but there is no centre, there is
no truth to uncover. Johnson says of lockdown that ‘it is like a nuclear
deterrent.’ Hero and Leander surrender to their own lustful desires
and thus destroy themselves. Johnson’s simile seems to suggest that
we assure our own destruction if we too surrender. But, according
to Johnson, it is also ‘the narrow path (that) we have to tread’. This
metaphor suggests how we are teetering on a boundary, for very few
mistakes can be made. Language itself verges on the boundary, as
5 Christopher Marlowe, ‘Hero and Leander’ (first published 1598) in
Margaret Ferguson, Tim Kendall, and Mary Jo Slater (eds), The Norton
Anthology of Poetry (sixth edn, 2018) First Sestiad 207–08.
6 ibid Second Sestiad 129–30.
7 ibid First Sestiad 67–68.
8 ibid First Sestiad 54.
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our very words tremble with our fear. Johnson told us ‘that we can
turn the tide’—that like Leander, we can attempt to push through
this stasis, through this stagnant time, and create some dynamism
and move toward contact. But language lies in the way, the double
entendre displaying language’s duality. It is both an aid and an
impediment. The conjunction ‘like’ itself suggests that we cannot
know, that we cannot describe or ascribe meaning to our current
state. Instead, we are stuck in a limbo state of mere wandering.
Even Marlowe deploys these literary obstacles for the reader. Jones
asserts that, although Marlowe does not use the word in Hero and
Leander, ‘plague hovers menacingly in its margins’.9 The structure
of the poem prevents the very meeting Leander desires. Marlowe
repeatedly refers to classical and Greek mythology, as in ‘The way to
new Elysium’,10 ‘Than for the fire filched by Prometheus’,11 and ‘Yet
there with Sisyphus he toiled in vain’.12 Literary allusions throughout
obstruct the relation between the reader and text. They become
objects rather than words. ‘Elysium’ is a place of ideal happiness
inhabited by the blessed dead in Greek mythology.13 It is therefore
interesting that Marlowe chooses to create a ‘new’ one. Leander is
striving for a place of perfect happiness, a place he believes is with,
or perhaps even inside, Hero. Our utopia is intertwined with the
body. However, the allusion to ‘Sisyphus’ is significant as he ‘was
condemned to Hades and made to roll a stone uphill forever’.14 We
are Sisyphus, unable to reach the climax of the poem, and unable to
reach the end of this pandemic. Uncertainty is like a disease bleeding
into our language. Marlowe prevents progress of chronological
time through this back-and-forth motion, mirroring the very waves
Leander fights against. Our reading experience then becomes that of
our reality. Language makes us tremble, because it reminds us of our
present. Marlowe evades the topic of the plague and yet, in doing so,
he discusses it. In using language, one cannot escape its plague. Its
transmission is just as deadly, for its speechlessness is given a voice.
Adam Islip, the printer of the original published poem, stated that
Marlowe’s version is an ‘unfinished tragedy’. It may seem ‘unfinished’,
or at least to cut off abruptly, if one agrees with the interpretation
that Leander prematurely ejaculates. The finishing point that both
Leander and the reader crave is not permitted by the poet. Dreams
of intimacy and touch are cut short both literally and metaphorically.
The last line inscribed in Latin, ‘Desunt Nonnulla’, translates to
‘something is missing’ or ‘something is lacking’, summarising this
incapability of touching what one desires the most.15 The poem
then informs us how time is a continuum. Like the ‘tide’, we cannot
control it. It rushes on, moving forward and backward, creating some
kind of whirlpool around us. Meanwhile, we find ourselves stuck in
stasis. The year 2020 was left unfinished. Relationships lacked touch,
intimacy was missed, maybe life was abruptly stopped.
Language, then, defines our experience. It is how we interact with
the world and reality and how we describe change. But, since there is
no change, no future proposing itself, are we forced to go back to the
past? Not only does our language describe social distancing, its very
words also distance us from each other. The government imposes
guilt, responsibility, and conformity on the individual, urging us
9 ibid First Sestiad 411; Katherine Duncan-Jones, Ungentle Shakespeare:
Scenes from His Life (The Arden Shakespeare 2001).
10 Marlowe (n 5) First Sestiad 439.
11 ibid Second Sestiad 277.
12 ibid Second Sestiad 259.
13 ibid Second Sestiad 266.
14 Christopher Marlowe, The Complete Poems and Translations (Stephen
Orgel ed, Penguin Classics 2007).
15 ibid.
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to ‘Act like you have it’ and proposing that if we ‘Stay home’ we
can ‘Save lives’. But the pronoun ‘it’ again separates us by its very
meaning. The sibilance between ‘stay’ and ‘save’ propels us further
into a condition of stasis. It places emphasis on our own moral
responsibility. The words follow one each other, leaving us behind
in the past. The phrases exemplify how language communicates and
perhaps even structures our social distance. Therefore, beneath this
simple affirmation is a realm of complexity and questionability. It
holds as much ambiguity as Descartes’ phrase ‘cogito ergo sum’ (‘I
think, therefore I am’). It asks us to seal off from the external and
move to the internal. But where do we go? Where do we go when
we cannot move forward? The answer is literature.
Literature provides momentum, it provides perspective. It is no
‘narrow path’ but a broad spectrum of experiences. The present
is a mere echo of the past. The present is born out of the past. Like
Marlowe’s allusions, echo is like a stark figure on the page. It is a
shadow across the lines. But the next page is blank—unwritten and
uncertain. So, we look to literature, to language, to our past for
answers. We desire to move back to a time where things were more
certain, back to a time when language made us tremble not with fear
but with feeling, with desire, and with love. Because language—the
word on the page, the whisper between two bodies—is all we have left.
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A

rt historians and psychologists alike have long been fascinated
by the tentative relationship between art and mental illness.
A number of well-known artists have grappled with severe
mental health issues, which has led others to question whether there
is a link between psychopathology and creativity.1 The emergence
of Expressionism, a movement characterised by an externalisation
of the artist’s inner psyche, in the late nineteenth century seemed
to crystallise this concept of a ‘mad genius’.2 It was decided that
those who suffer from psychological illnesses are inherently more
creative than those who do not. Whilst commonly accepted as
fact rather than theory, relatively few studies have evaluated this
relationship.3 The most cited studies to this effect were conducted
by Nancy Coover Andreasen4 and Kay Redfield Jamison5 in the late
1980s. Both identified significant overlap between creativity and
mental illness in their participants, and therefore imputed causality.
However, Judith Schlesinger’s extensive review confirms that both
studies lack the sample size and scientific rigour necessary to prove
a causal link.6 Despite this, Schlesinger acknowledges that a large
number of creative people have suffered from mental illnesses, citing
Albert Rothenberg’s three-decade investigation into the ‘Creative
Process’.7 In such cases, the mental illness of an artist can be seen
1 Anna Abraham, ‘Editorial: Madness and creativity—yes, no or maybe?’
(2015) 6 Frontiers in Psychology 5.
2 Anthony White, ‘Art and Mental Illness: An Art Historical Perspective’
in unknown (ed), Art and Mental Illness: Myths, Stereotypes and Realities
(Neami Splash Art 2007) 24-29.
3 Judith Schlesinger, ‘Creative mythconceptions: A closer look at the
evidence for the “mad genius” hypothesis’ (2009) 3(2) Psychology of
Aesthetics, Creativity, and the Arts 62.
4 Nancy Coover Andreasen, ‘Creativity and mental illness: prevalence
rates in writers and their first-degree relatives’ (1987) 144(10) American
Journal of Psychiatry 1288.
5 Schlesinger (n 3).
6 ibid.
7 Albert Rothenberg, Creativity and Madness: New Findings and Old
Stereotypes (Johns Hopkins University Press 1990).
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to have a considerable influence on their art. We will examine the
work of Tracey Emin (1963–) and Edvard Munch (1863–1944) in
this light to better understand the symbiotic relationship between
art and mental health.
Despite being separated by a century, Emin and Munch are united
by their contributions to Expressionism. This relationship was
recently laid bare in the ‘The Loneliness of the Soul’ exhibition
at the Royal Academy of Arts. Both artists demonstrate a ‘shared
commitment’ to revealing unfiltered emotion in every piece.8
To do so, many of their works draw on their own experiences of
mental suffering. Emin has spoken openly about her experience
with alcoholism, depression, anorexia, and insomnia.9 In 1998,
she had a major depressive episode that would later inspire one of
her most famous installations. By contrast, Munch’s account of his
mental health issues uses less explicit diagnoses. However, extensive
analysis of Munch’s diary entries indicates that his ‘nervous crisis’
and subsequent hospitalisation in 1908, was brought on by anxiety,
alcoholism, and agoraphobia. Munch was intensely agoraphobic,
particularly in situations where he saw no means of escape.10 He
is also thought to have suffered from Bipolar Affective Disorder,
evidenced by his turbulent mood swings, paranoid delusions, and
intermittent hallucinations.11 Ultimately, both artists’ mental health
issues can be attributed in part to their childhood trauma. At a young
age, Munch lost both his mother and sister to tuberculosis. He was
only 15 when his sister begged him to save her from a slow death by
8 Rosemary Waugh, ‘The enduring connection between art and mental
health’ (Art UK, 4 November 2020) <https://artuk.org/discover/stories/
the-enduring-connection-between-art-and-mental-health> accessed 24
March 2021.
9 Tracey Emin, Strangeland (first edn, Sceptre 2005) 200.
10 Anne McElroy Bowen, ‘Munch and Agoraphobia: His Art and His Illness’
(1988) 15(1) RACAR: Revue D’art Canadienne/Canadian Art Review 23.
11 VY Skryabin, AA Skryabina, MV Torrado, and EA Gritchina, ‘Edvard
Munch: the collision of art and mental disorder’ (2020) 23(7) Mental
Health, Religion & Culture 570.
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Fig 1. The Scream (Edvard Munch 1893, oil, tempera, and pastel, 91 x 73.5cm)
Nasjonalmuseet. Wikimedia Commons. <https://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Edvard_Munch-_The_Scream_(1895,_signed_1896)_(8477718108).
jpg>.

Fig 2. The Scream (Edvard Munch 1895, lithoprint, 44 x 25cm ).
Munchmuseet. Maurizio Pesce, Wikimedia Commons. <https://commons.
wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Edvard_Munch-_The_Scream_(1895,_signed_1896)_
(8477718108).jpg>.

fever.12 Similarly, Emin was 13 when she was raped,13 and only 19
when she underwent a deeply traumatic abortion.14

pastels. Furthermore, he emphasised the heightened sensitivity to
his surroundings through the stark contrast between the muted
central figure and the vivid, oversaturated primary colours of the
sunset. The painting thereby indicates Munch’s mental turmoil
during the late nineteenth century.

The artwork of Munch and Emin often reflects these traumatic
experiences of mental suffering, and thus highlights the significant
influence psychopathology can have on creative output. In Munch’s
case, perhaps the best example of this is The Scream (1893, fig 1).15
This painting is not simply viewed, but experienced. The distorted
contours of a bleeding sky drag the viewer into a place of unease,
so that they too feel as though they’re spiralling out of control. In
this way, the piece communicates Munch’s own experience of a
‘psychotic break’, detailed in his diary:
I was walking along the road with two of my friends.
Then the sun set. The sky suddenly turned into blood,
and I felt something akin to a touch of melancholy. I
stood still, leaned against the railing, dead tired. Above
the blue black fjord and city hung clouds of dripping,
rippling blood. My friends went on and again I stood,
frightened with an open wound in my breast. A great
scream pierced through nature.16
In his attempt to embody such an anxiety-provoking hallucination,
Munch used expressive, frenzied brushwork and scribbles of oil
12 ibid.
13 Emin (n 9) 24.
14 ibid 153.
15 Skryabin, Skryabina, Torrado, and Gritchina (n 11).
16 Reinhold H Heller, Edvard Munch: The Scream (first edn, Viking Press
1972).

Contrary to popular belief, Munch’s diary entry suggests that it is
not the figure screaming, but nature itself. This personification of
the environment is best illustrated through Munch’s bold lithograph
print of the same scene (fig 2). The absence of colour spotlights the
swirling lines of the background, thought to represent ‘the waves
of sound he heard in nature’.17 The unsteady quality of the lines
also gives us the impression nature’s scream is vibrating through
the print. Turning to the central figure, we can see its amorphous
body is bent over, as if recoiling from the surroundings. And yet,
this shape echoes the oscillating lines of the background, which in
turn suggest the figure is ‘inextricably bound to his environment’.18
Munch stresses this through his use of a vertiginous perspective.
Our attention is directed to the bridge, which seems to stretch
out indefinitely and offers no route to safety.19 Furthermore, the
homologous depiction of the figure and its surroundings seems to

17 Giulia Bartrum (as quoted in Alexander Smart, ‘The radical prints of
Edvard Munch: New ways to express moods and emotions’ (Christie’s,
9 April 2019) <https://www.christies.com/features/The-prints-ofEdvard-Munch-9795-1.?fbclid=IwAR1i8iqhX0IDjAo2aASc7OJm972A6
pOQffwbIsX0V1wYBtarW0zVIt4gbgg> accessed 25 February 2021).
18 Campbell Crockett, ‘Psychoanalysis in Art Criticism’ (1958) 17(1) The
Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism 34.
19 McElroy Bowen (n 10).
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Fig 3. My Bed (Tracey Emin 1998, mattress, linens, pillows, and objects, 79 x 211 x 234cm) at Tate Britain. Karen Bryan, Europe a la Carte (<http://www.europealacarte.
co.uk/blog/>). <https://www.flickr.com/photos/europealacarte/20538244693?fbclid=IwAR0HIGY6lO-aL8OEgvkL0YZnvNrDa1_EnNxcC0AFNXm33U6vieqDQ-1vQhg>.

encapsulate Munch’s fear of dissolving into the sky.20 In this respect,
we would agree with Anne McElroy Bowen that the painting
was predominantly influenced by Munch’s own agoraphobia.21
However, the viewer does not need to share in Munch’s specific
anxieties to engage with the piece. Instead, they can identify their
own concerns in the figure. In this way, Munch demonstrates how
an artist’s personal experiences of mental illness can be distilled into
a universal symbol of inner turmoil.

meaningful through its interaction with Emin’s depression. In this
way, My Bed is an exemplary readymade: it simply redefines ‘found
objects’ with intrinsic value to the artist and presents them as art.
Because of the conceptual nature of this style, we would argue that
understanding Emin’s experience is valuable for appreciating her
bed as art. Like The Scream, what is most compelling about the
unguarded exhibition of My Bed is its ability to connect the viewer
to the universality of suffering.

Tracey Emin’s autobiographical My Bed (1998, fig 3) exemplifies
how an artist’s own suffering can be transformed into a captivating
piece of conceptual art. Despite facing significant controversy
when first exhibited for the 1999 Turner Prize, the readymade
quickly became one of the most iconic works of contemporary
art. The installation preserves the entirety of Emin’s dishevelled
bed after her four-day long depressive episode that same year.22
The depiction of her surroundings is candid, littered with empty
vodka bottles, used condoms, tissues, dirty clothes, and an
overflow of cigarette butts. Devoid of context, this collection of
objects could be misconstrued as a vulgar shock tactic. However,
as Jonathan Jones explains, the contents were not ‘contrived to
shock but really were what surrounded her bed. She was putting
a personal crisis on display, as manifested by her most immediate
and intimate physical surroundings’.23 Each object was made

However, the compelling nature of suffering as a subject matter
can often distract the viewer from the contextual influences that
contribute to a piece’s ingenuity. In his historical analysis of ‘Art and
Mental Illness’, Anthony White identifies a tendency in literature
to overemphasise the ‘internal worlds’ of artists, and consequently
isolate their work from ‘the wider artistic, historical and cultural
context in which it was produced’.24 It is paramount that our analyses
of The Scream and My Bed consider the contexts within which the
artists worked. Munch was not living and working in a vacuum,
and a range of influences are present in his artwork. For example,
aspects of The Scream that are thought to be symptomatic of his
fragile mental state, such as the pulsating perpetual motion of his
brushwork, or the bird’s eye viewpoint, build on the Impressionist
tendencies of the time.25 Similarly, My Bed is in keeping with both
the introspection of Expressionism and the conceptual innovation
of the Young British Artists. Emin and her contemporaries were
challenging the notion of ‘fine art’ through their shocking use of
alternative media.26 Emin’s My Bed uses this novel approach to

20 Stanley Steinberg and Joseph Weiss, ‘The Art of Edvard Munch and its
Function in his Mental Life’ (1954) 23(3) The Psychoanalytic Quarterly
409.
21 McElroy Bowen (n 10).
22 Tate Britain, Tracey Emin's My Bed at Tate Britain (Youtube, 30 March
2015).
23 Jonathan Jones, Tracey Emin: Works 2007–2017 (first edn, Rizzoli 2017)
8–33.
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24 White (n 2).
25 Rachel Sloane, ‘Edvard Munch. Chicago’ The Burlington Magazine
(London 2009) 151(1274) 347.
26 Tate, ‘Young British Artists (YBAs)’ <https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artterms/y/young-british-artists-ybas> accessed 25 March 2021.
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Fig 4. The Sick Child (Edvard Munch 1907, oil paint on canvas, 118.7 x
121cm). Tate Britain. Wikimedia Commons. <https://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Edvard_Munch_-_The_sick_child_(1907)_-_Tate_Modern.jpg>.

Fig 5. Sleepless Night. Self-Portrait in Inner Turmoil (Edvard Munch
1920, oil on canvas, 150 x 129 cm). Munchmuseet. Wikimedia Commons.
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Edvard_Munch_-_Sleepless_Night._
Self-Portrait_in_Inner_Turmoil_-_MM.M.00076_-_Munch_Museum.jpg>.

breathe new life into the twentieth-century Expressionism that
first inspired her. Therefore, Emin and Munch are not simply
disturbed geniuses, but creators who responded to and influenced
contemporary movements in art.

Similarly, we would argue that the physical act of painting offered
Munch some relief from his anxieties. Like Emin, Munch returned
to the scene of personal trauma: he depicted his sister’s death at
least six times. Interestingly, the first and fifth versions of the The
Sick Child series (1907, fig 4) have scratch marks on the surface of
the canvas, which Munch attributed to scraping and repainting the
scene ‘countless times’.31 It is likely that this physical process was
necessary to work through his residual feelings of anger and guilt
surrounding the subject matter. The painting itself shows a frail girl
clasping the hands of her grieving companion. Contrary to many
of his other pieces of an autobiographical nature, Munch does not
include himself in this scene. Instead, he paints what he remembers.
Michelle Facos argues that Munch’s vertical brushstrokes let the
viewer see the scene as he once did, through ‘tears or the veil of
memory’.32 Perhaps Munch’s absence from the painting is also
symbolic of the powerlessness he felt when his sister begged for
him to save her life. That said, in the same way Emin used her
art to castrate her attacker, Munch seems to have given his sister
the inner peace he could not offer her on her deathbed. However,
unlike Emin, Munch almost obsessively repeated the exact same
composition each time he revisited the scene. While it is likely
the act of painting provided Munch with temporary relief, his
rigid depiction of the memory seems indicative of his inability or
unwillingness to fully process his trauma.

Additionally, the relationship between mental illness and art is
made more complex when we consider how an artist’s creative
output might enable their recovery. Both Emin and Munch, albeit
to different extents, used their art as a therapeutic mechanism for
processing their childhood trauma.27 Emin in particular, has been
incredibly vocal about the ‘purgative and healing’ power of making
art.28 Throughout her career, she has returned to scenes of her
sexual assault to let the adolescent girl within her scream.29 Perhaps
the most poignant example of this can be seen in her monoprint
Beautiful Child (2009). The simple print consists of a young naked
girl, representative of Emin at the time of her assault, and a bodiless
penis. The expansive white background seems to emphasise the
isolation of her childhood self. However, what is most striking about
the piece is the rough castration of her attacker. It seems that the
physical act of pressing paper onto the ink surface and sketching let
Emin take back control over her experience. In this way, Beautiful
Child supports Christine Fanthome’s argument that the immediate
and inalterable quality of the monoprint made it an ideal medium
for Emin to process the emotions associated with her trauma.30
27 Christina Blomdahl, Birgitta Gunnarsson, Suzanne Guregård, and Anita
Björklund, ‘A realist review of art therapy for clients with depression’
(2013) 40(3)The Arts in Psychotherapy 322.
28 Miguel Medina, ‘Tracey Emin: Life Made Art, Art Made from Life’
(2014) 3(1) Arts 54.
29 Turner Contemporary, ‘BBC HARDTalk with Tracey Emin’ (2012)
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=og5FqDxPUKg&t=116s> accessed
23 March 2021.
30 Christine Fanthome, ‘Articulating authenticity through artifice: the
contemporary relevance of Tracey Emin’s confessional art’ (2008) 18(2)
Social Semiotics 223.

The prevailing narrative of the ‘mad genius’ in the late nineteenth
century is likely to have shaped Munch’s sense of identity as an artist
and influenced his willingness to engage in recovery. He once said:
‘Without anxiety and illness I am a ship without a rudder … My
31 Mille Stein, ‘Patterns in Munch’s painting technique’ in Gary Garrels,
Jon-Ove Steihaug, and Sheena Wagstaff (eds), Edvard Munch: Between the
clock and the bed (first edn, Yale University Press 2017).
32 Michelle Facos, An Introduction to Nineteenth-Century Art (first edn,
Routledge 2011) 339.
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sufferings are part of myself and my art. They are indistinguishable
from me, and their destruction would destroy my art. I want to
keep those sufferings.’33 This suggests that Munch’s fear of losing
his creativity, spurred on by the ‘mad genius’ trope, outweighed his
desire to recover. In this way, Munch seems to exemplify Perpetua
Neo’s argument that the relationship between art and mental
illness is often self-fulfilled.34 While Munch is known to have
experienced some form of recovery,35 he never fully overcame his
nervous disposition.36 His continued struggle with mental illness
is reflected in the subject matter of some of his later self-portraits,
like Sleepless Night. Self-Portrait in Inner Turmoil (1920, fig 5). The
scene depicts Munch in old age, his fists raised, as if at odds with
himself. In contrast, Emin’s more recent explorations of mental
suffering are inspired by an image of herself that is ‘out of date’.37
Emin has recovered from her mental struggles, whilst still drawing
creative inspiration from the memory of how she once felt.38 This
engagement with recovery suggests that Emin does not consider her
creativity to be contingent on her suffering. In this way, Emin has
likely benefited from the dismantling of the antiquated ‘mad genius’
trope that inhibited Munch’s own recovery.
The lives of Edvard Munch and Tracey Emin exemplify the symbiotic
relationship between art and psychopathology. Their experience of
mental illness has clearly inspired their subject matter and enriched
their creative output. This in turn has let them evoke feelings
with which the viewer can identify. Furthermore, both Emin and
Munch demonstrate how the creative process can help an artist
work through and recover from their mental health issues. While
Munch’s art alleviated some of his symptoms, he was ultimately held
captive by the concept of the ‘mad genius’, and thus never able to
fully break free from his sufferings. In contrast, Emin’s own account
of her recovery suggests that she has not fallen into the same cycle.
Moreover, the undiminished relatability of her recent work proves
that this distance from her lowest emotional state has not inhibited
her creativity. Emin demonstrates that the recovered artist can still
access the intensity of feeling required to convey the most troubling
aspects of the human experience.

33 C Marcelo Miranda, C Eva Miranda, and D Matías Molina, ‘Edvard
Munch: disease and genius of the great norwegian artist’ (2013) 141(6)
Revista médica de Chile 774.
34 Lindsay Dodgson, ‘Creativity and depression don’t go hand in hand,
but it can seem like they do — here’s why’ (Insider, 27 July 2018)
<https://www.insider.com/the-link-between-creativity-and-mentalhealth-2018-7> accessed 21 February 2021.
35 Russell R Monroe, Creative Brainstorms: The Relationship Between Madness
and Genius (first edn, Irvington Publishers Inc 1992) 73.
36 Garrels, Steinhaug, and Wagstaff (n 31) 17–19.
37 Jones (n 23) 8–33.
38 ibid.
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he purpose of the Human Rights Act 1998 (HRA) was
to ‘bring rights home’, allowing people to protect their
fundamental human rights under the European Convention
on Human Rights (ECHR) in domestic courts.1 For present purposes,
the relevant rights are the right to autonomy and dignity, and their
control over their body and future (based on Articles 2, 3, and 8).
However, the idea that people are able to protect these rights is
anathema to the tenor of the salient and contentious judgments in
the NI Abortion Case2 and Nicklinson—3cases which restrict these
rights—as well as subsequent case law. Such a conclusion can only
be reached by a fundamental misconstruction of what the cases stand
for. Instead, excessive and overzealous judicial conservatism has failed
to demonstrate and realise the potential of the HRA. The damage
done to the rights in question by this conservative approach conflicts
with the very mandate provided in the HRA. For this potential to
be realised, a more ‘radical’ (yet legally and constitutionally sound)
approach is necessary, and the apparent fear of issuing an s 4
Declaration of Incompatibility (DOI)—a declaration by the Court
that the relevant legislation is incompatible with ECHR rights—must
be dispensed with. Such action is not inappropriate, nor radical, but
merely performance of the proper constitutional role of the court.
1 I would like to thank Dr Stevie Martin for her helpful advice in
writing this article and reading over my drafts. The considerations and
viewpoints she raised were greatly helpful.
2 Re an application by the Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission for
Judicial Review (Northern Ireland) [2018] UKSC 27.
3 R v Nicklinson [2014] UKSC 38.

The Northern Ireland Abortion Case
Ducking the issue?
The NI Abortion Case cannot be posited as a reinforcement of either
the autonomy and dignity of citizens, nor the protection of their
control over their body and future. The court refuses, by a majority,
to even substantively engage with these issues in any consequential
way. Instead, Lords Mance, Reed, and Lloyd-Jones and Lady Black
duck the issue by judging that the Northern Ireland Human Rights
Commission (NIHRC) did not have standing under HRA s 7 to
bring s 4 proceedings, thus allowing them to dispense with any
meaningful discussion surrounding Articles 2, 3, 8, and 14. The
reasoning used to arrive at this conclusion is self-contradictory and
illogical because, as Lords Kerr and Wilson and Lady Hale highlight,
the English Equality Commission (the NIHRC’s equivalent) is able
to bring proceedings of the same nature. Such is the reticence to
engage with fundamental human rights, the majority would rather
raise antecedent issues of unfair devolution arrangements and the
differing treatment of the UK’s four nations.
The Court dodges a politically contentious, yet still fundamentally
legal, question for fear of it being ‘institutionally inappropriate’
(as Lord Sumption describes it in Nicklinson). One cannot assert,
therefore, that the case demonstrates the protective potential of
the HRA, as the Court only hypothetically engages with the rights
in question on the terms of the HRA. In fact, the opposite result
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is achieved—the rights under the HRA lose their efficacy as they
are rendered unenforceable by a frankly cowardly interpretation
of human rights standing. More damning still, the majority
decision in this case regarding standing has been superseded by the
European Union (Withdrawal) Act 2018 (EUWA), which explicitly
established that the NIHRC has standing to bring such cases,
proving the minority right. Following this judgment, it seems even
more apparent that ducking the issue on the grounds of standing
was a conscious choice.
Engaging (superficially) the substantive rights
Nonetheless, the judges do engage in some discussion around the
Article 3 and 8 rights engaged by the NI abortion laws, though
this discussion is all obiter dicta.4 This discussion largely fails to
properly protect these rights, and instead offers a confined scope of
application that pales in comparison to the comparative application
of those rights within other nations of the UK. While the majority
(5:2) judge that the law is incompatible, on the basis that it is
disproportionate in aiming to protect morals and excessively fetters
the autonomy and self-determination of individuals, this is still true
in a very qualified sense, with division amongst the majority. Only
four of the judges rule that there is a violation of Article 8 regarding
abortion in cases of rape, incest, and fatal foetal abnormalities (FFAs).
Only Lady Black rules that there is a violation in regard to FFAs but
not rape or incest. This does very little to protect a Northern Irish
woman’s right to autonomy, dignity, and control over her body and
future. As far as Lady Black is concerned, her human rights only
allow her to seek abortion where she is carrying a child with an FFA,
and she should be made to carry the child to birth if it is the product
of rape or incest. Lords Reed and Lloyd-Jones in the minority share
this position but extend it to FFAs also. Lady Black’s proposition
is frankly astonishing, especially when compared to the rights she
would have if she lived in a different region of the same country!
The position of the five judges regarding FFAs was cited in Ewart5
and subsequently approved in the High Court, which would have
issued a s 4 DOI in relation to Article 8 had it not been rendered
nugatory by a previous change in legislation. This validated the
view of the five judges. However, it still cannot be said that the NI
Abortion Case shows the potential of the HRA to protect the rights in
question. Instead, it is Ewart that did so, though in a highly confined
and qualified sense.
Even the position of the four majority judges in the NI Abortion Case
is insufficient. The NIHRC itself only sought validation on these
terms, but it is not out of the remit for the Court in such a case to
issue a general s 4 DOI on anti-abortion laws in relation to relevant
rights. As Lady Hale and Lord Kerr highlight in Nicklinson, and
Horner J highlights in the NIHC decision of this case (citing Lord
Bingham in A v Secretary of State for the Home Department (Belmarsh)),6
the idea that this is institutionally inappropriate is anathema to the
powers granted by Parliament to the judiciary in s 4 of the HRA
itself. The issuing of a DOI does not in itself force a change in the
law. It instead forces Parliament to consider the issue, at which point
it is an issue of Parliamentary sovereignty as to whether Parliament
chooses to amend the law. The notion that citizens living in the same
country, but in different nations, should enjoy substantially different
rights offends the supposedly universal nature of those rights.

4 A comment in obiter dicta is a non-binding part of the judgment.
5 Re Ewart [2019] NIQB 88.
6 A v Secretary of State for the Home Department [2004] UKHL 56.
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As far as dignity is concerned, only Lords Kerr and Wilson were
prepared to say that forcing a woman to travel from NI to England,
Wales, or Scotland to obtain an abortion was a violation of Article
3. They also held, more broadly, that forcing a person to carry to
term a foetus that has an FFA, or was conceived through rape or
incest, constitutes inhuman or degrading treatment. While Lady
Hale expresses sympathy with this view, she does not reach the
same conclusion in relation to Article 3. She uses this factor to
demonstrate the law’s disproportionality in regards to Article 8.
However, this should not be a reason why it cannot also constitute
an Article 3 violation too. This case fails to respect the dignity of
the women concerned by failing to properly enforce their human
rights and provide parity with the rights enjoyed by the women of
England, Wales, and Scotland.
Though the NI law has been changed since the case to a position
that is more acceptable, the position following the NI Abortion Case
did not sufficiently provide for this in respect to either their right to
autonomy (Article 8), dignity (Article 3), or choice as to their body
and future (Article 8).

Nicklinson (as developed in Conway and Newby)
Nicklinson, taken with Conway and Newby, also cannot properly
be said to demonstrate the potential of the HRA in protecting
the rights in question, given that all of these cases flatly refuse the
applications made.
Ducking the issue (again)?
The European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) in Pretty says that
the Suicide Act 1961 (SA) s 2 ban on assisted suicide (AS) engages
Article 8. Nicklinson, however, sought to argue that the SA violated
his Article 8 right to avoid an undignified and distressing death and
his right to choose the manner and timing of his death. Once again,
the Court ducks the issue in question and thus does not provide any
demonstration that the HRA is a useful mechanism to protect a person’s
rights. Seven of the nine judges ruled that it would be ‘institutionally
inappropriate’ to make a consideration as to the compatibility of the
SA with Article 8, though there is a 4:3 split in reasoning.
The most conservative approach is taken by Lords Clarke, Sumption,
Reed, and Hughes, who refuse to engage in any meaningful
discussion of whether the SA was incompatible with Article 8. They
refuse on the basis that, while the court has jurisdiction to do so,
such an analysis turns on issues that Parliament was better suited to
decide, meaning it would be ‘institutionally inappropriate’ to make
a decision. Once again, the reasoning of Lady Hale and Lord Kerr
in the present case, and Lord Bingham in Belmarsh, is prescient.
HRA s 4 explicitly invites courts to decide on these issues. It is
paradoxical and oxymoronic for the court to say that they cannot
use the power that Parliament has given them to declare Parliament’s
legislation incompatible, on the grounds of it being ‘institutionally
inappropriate’. This is a total abdication of responsibility and is a
misguided, cowardly retreat from a contentious issue which has still
not been decided on by Parliament over six years later. By not even
engaging with the issue of compatibility, the judges neuter the HRA’s
ability to protect these rights. It is more inappropriate for them to
abstain from this consideration than it is for them to engage in it. The
justification given is insufficient and debases the HRA significantly.
A less conservative approach is taken by Lords Neuberger, Mance,
and Wilson. They instead judge that it is not institutionally
inappropriate, per se, to make a decision on incompatibility.
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However, they decide that it was in this case because Parliament was
currently discussing the issue, essentially giving Parliament one last
chance to try and sort the issue. This is also an insufficient analysis,
as it relies on another case making it to the Supreme Court. As we
can see, with Conway and Newby, this has not yet happened. Conway’s
permission to appeal was refused, thus rejecting the opportunity to
make an authoritative ruling on the matter. Once again, there is a
misplaced and illogical deference to Parliament, which ignores the
powers bestowed by Parliament.
The better approach by far is that of Lady Hale and Lord Kerr,
who do not deem it to be institutionally inappropriate to make a
consideration on the compatibility of the SA with Article 8. They
are the only justices who claim this. This is the only way that the
HRA can be used to protect these rights. The court must actually
engage in a compatibility analysis for the HRA to even have a chance
of protecting rights. As Lady Hale says in Paragraph 300:
I see little to be gained, and much to be lost, by refraining
from making a declaration of incompatibility. Parliament
is then free to cure that incompatibility, either by a
remedial order under section 10 of the Act or (more
probably in a case of this importance and sensitivity) by
Act of Parliament, or to do nothing. It may do nothing,
either because it does not share our view that the
present law is incompatible, or because, as a sovereign
Parliament, it considers an incompatible law preferable
to any alternative.7
This is exactly the point. A declaration of incompatibility is just
that—a declaration. It has no binding force and does not compel
Parliament to do anything if it does not want to. It has no effect on
the law other than to highlight its incompatibility with the relevant
Convention Rights. Therefore, pontifications on institutional
propriety serve no purpose other than to dilute the rights afforded
under the Convention.
Engaging the rights
Lady Hale and Lord Kerr judge the SA to be incompatible with
Article 8, and state that they would have issued a s 4 DOI. They
consider that the blanket ban imposed is disproportionate under
Huang. While accepting that protecting the rights of the vulnerable
is a legitimate aim, they consider that the blanket ban was more than
what was necessary to achieve that objective and did not strike a
fair balance. They also reject Lord Sumption’s obiter proposition
that protecting morals may be another objective (manifested in the
sanctity of life), on the basis that morals are not universally shared
in this context and are too complex, with respect being needed for
autonomy and dignity too. Hence, on the construction of Lady Hale
and Lord Kerr, the HRA could well serve to protect these rights.
However, the majority, and therefore binding, view in Nicklinson
fails to achieve this.
Post-Nicklinson: Conway (Article 8) and Newby (Article 2)
After Nicklinson, Conway reflects Lady Hale and Lord Kerr’s
observation on the lack of strength in the objective of protecting
the vulnerable regarding Article 8 infringement. More objectives
are imported to the ban such as protecting morals and protecting
the doctor–patient relationship. These too are weak. The protection
of morals is easily dismissible on the same grounds as Lady Hale and
7 Nicklinson [300] Lady Hale.

Lord Kerr provide in tackling Lord Sumption on this in Nicklinson,
as well as the fact that it simply does not reflect a uniform public
consensus, nor reflect the approach taken to other end-of-life
contexts such as the capacitous refusal of treatment. Lord Kerr in
Nicklinson also questions whether the sanctity of life can really be
preserved where terrible suffering is being forced on the claimant.
It is not wholly clear that the doctor–patient relationship is a strong
objective either. Doctors can already withdraw treatment, even
where the patient is incapacitated (see Bland and Re Y), and often
administer palliative sedation knowing that double effect is certain.
This puts the law in a rather perverse situation where, under Bland,
a person in a persistent vegetative state (PVS) who may well wish to
continue living, but cannot express that, can be subjected to what is
essentially involuntary euthanasia. By contrast, where a person gives
their fully informed, unvitiated consent, they are unable to access
assisted dying. As for palliative sedation, Re B is authoritative on
the fact that where a capacitous person, on the basis of informed
consent, wishes to end their life-sustaining treatment, that wish
is to be respected, even where death is inevitable. Therefore, the
distinction between that and AS seems superficial. Is it really, then,
such a Rubicon to cross? Furthermore, polling among the Royal
College of Physicians and British Medical Association shows a
majority opinion which is at least neutral towards AS. Even the
profession does not see a threat to the patient–doctor relationship.
The homogeneity that the Court in Conway implies simply does
not exist. Permissive jurisdictions have shown that the discussions
involved in arranging AS are actually conducive to building good
relationships, and empower patients in the decision-making process.
Therefore, it is not entirely clear that the additional objectives posited
in Conway are valid and legitimate objectives rationally connected
with such aims, or fairly balanced where cases such as Conway,
Nicklinson, Pretty, and Newby are concerned. More egregious still is
the fact that Conway disposes of the analysis in the Canadian case,
Carter, on the basis of false distinctions. Supporting this is the fact
that in Pretty, the ECtHR says that Carter s 7 concerned autonomy,
which is parallel to Article 8. Yet again, Conway fails to allow the
HRA to be used to protect the right to autonomy and dignity and
control over the body.
Newby argues that the SA and subsequent jurisprudence was a
breach of the positive obligation to protect life under Article 2, on
the basis that there was not an effective legal system that protects
life. The SA did not deter threats and was in itself a threat. The
argument relies on the evidence that the blanket ban on AS resulted
in the premature suicide of people before they become incapacitated
to avoid the implications of the SA. This is a point illuminated by:
Carter; the first-hand account in Omid T; and perhaps put best by
Lord Neuberger in Paragraphs 96 of his judgment, saying ‘Section 2
therefore not merely impinges adversely on the personal autonomy
of some people with degenerative diseases, but actually, albeit
indirectly, may serve to cut short their lives’.
The High Court is dismissive of this argument, dealing with it in one
paragraph, which is questionable at best. No material consideration
is given to the argument, and the conservative Nicklinson-type
approach is taken to avoid discussion of the sanctity of life etc.
While they do say that Article 2 engagements in this context would
deal with the same considerations as Article 8, they consider these
Article 8 issues heavily reliant on Conway, which itself was heavily
reliant on Lord Sumption’s reasoning in Nicklinson. Therefore, this
Article 2 argument is yet to be properly examined in a court and
judged. However, the current line of jurisprudence suggests that an
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unfavourable approach would be taken to this argument. Therefore,
Newby, as with every other case, fails to demonstrate the HRA’s
potential to protect the rights of the individual to autonomy and
dignity, and control over their body and future.

Conclusion
The overly conservative approach of the courts in relation to
assisted dying and abortion results in a failure to properly uphold
the rights of claimants under the ECHR. Therefore, one cannot
assert that the current state of the law protects a person’s right to
autonomy and dignity, and their control over their body and future.
Nothing binding in the Northern Ireland Abortion Case, Nicklinson, or
any of the subsequent litigation supports the assertion. The only
saving graces of these cases, that may possibly be relied on to try and
support this proposition, are the minority judgments.
Time and time again, claimants have sought to rely on the HRA to
protect their rights to autonomy and dignity under Articles 8 and 3,
and their control over their body and future under Articles 2 and 8.
However, time and time again, courts have failed to give effect to
this. Instead, cowardly and overly conservative judicial approaches
have given way to an over-reliance on a de facto decriminalisation
based on Crown Prosecution Service discretion that is by no means
a watertight guarantee of immunity, and still forces families to
endure police investigation.
Courts should embrace the powers they have been conferred
by Parliament in the HRA and make s 4 DOIs where that would
be appropriate, as it is in the cases considered above. The
considerations of the cases above clearly show that where courts
duck this on grounds of ‘institutional inappropriateness’, rights are
not vindicated, and people are left to suffer. Engagement with these
issues would not be an improper judicial power grab but merely a
fulfilment of the role and responsibilities given by Parliament in the
HRA to declare legislation incompatible where it is. By not fulfilling
this role, the checks and balances inherent in our constitution are
jeopardised. For as long as the judiciary adopts this unnecessarily
conservative jurisdictional approach, the cases that come before
them will never demonstrate the true potential of the HRA to
protect a person’s right to autonomy and dignity, and control over
their body and future.
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onventional wisdom tells us that the first civilisation to be
governed in a manner comparable to our own was Ancient
Greece—the world’s first democracy.1 Such discourse has
contributed to popular belief that earlier civilisations, of which
Egypt is probably the best-known example, might be interesting
in myriad ways but surely have little to offer scholars of modern
government. Egypt, according to established narrative, was an
absolute monarchy, where Pharaoh did as he pleased and all else fell
into place around this.2 Yet was this really so? In this article, it will
be demonstrated that the reality was not so simple, with the Ancient
Egyptian framework for government and justice being based on
far more than the will of one man. This argument for Ancient
Egypt having what may be termed an early constitution—however
embryonic it may have been—rests on four key premises: evidence
for the distinction between the notion of ‘State’ and ‘Government’;
the rule of law; the right of appeal; and the separation of executive
and judicial power. Each of these shall now be briefly discussed
in turn, with the article then concluding with a discussion of the
1 For Greece as the ‘first democracy’, see for instance: Jóhann P
Árnason, Kurt A Raaflaub, and Peter Wagner (eds), The Greek Polis
and the Invention of Democracy: A politico-cultural Transformation and its
Interpretations (Wiley-Blackwell 2013); Kurt A Raaflaub, Josiah Ober, and
Robert W Wallace, Origins of Democracy in Ancient Greece (University of
California Press 2007).
2 A typical illustration of this established narrative, as adopted by a popular
news source, is available on the website of the Independent (<https://
www.independent.co.uk/news/world/world-history/power-pharaohshow-mighty-civilisation-arose-egypt-1607595.html>). For other
examples, see public education resources such as the webpages of the
History Channel (<https://www.history.com/topics/ancient-history/
ancient-egypt>) and the Canadian History Museum (<https://www.
historymuseum.ca/cmc/exhibitions/civil/egypt/egcr03e.html>).

implications of such observations for studies in constitutional
history going forward.

The distinction between state (Pharaoh) and
government (Vizier)
Almost everybody knows that Ancient Egypt was reigned over by
Pharaohs, but to what extent was it actually governed by them? In
theological terms, the monarchy was indeed absolute—Pharaoh was
a living incarnation of the god of kingship, Horus, seen by his subjects
as the ‘good god’ (ntr nfr) occupying the middle ground between this
world and the next and ex officio serving as the high priest of every
cult in the land.3 He was the supreme guarantor of right order (M3c.t),
tasked with defending Egypt from all enemies foreign and domestic.
And yet, the practical task of overseeing the daily running of the
country in fact fell to a different individual: the Vizier.4 This high
official was appointed by Pharaoh as a de facto head of government,
not unlike the appointment of a Prime Minister by a modern-day
head of state. According to the Installation of the Vizier, a text of the
fifteenth century BCE setting out royal expectations at the time of
a new vizieral appointment, a Vizier could expect to be told the
following by his sovereign:5
3 For more on Ancient Egyptian kingship, see David P Silverman,
‘The Nature of Egyptian Kingship’ in David D O’Connor and David
P Silverman (eds), Ancient Egyptian Kingship (Brill 2007). For further
references on Pharaonic divinity, see Andrew Collins, ‘The Divinity of
the Pharaoh in Greek Sources’ (2014) 64(2) Classical Quarterly 841.
4 Christopher Eyre, The Use of Documents in Pharaonic Egypt (Oxford
University Press 2013) 55–77.
5 Raymond O Faulkner, ‘The Installation of the Vizier’ (1955) 41 The
Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 18.
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Look to the office of the Vizier, be vigilant concerning
all that is done in it, for it is the mainstay of the entire
land. Now as for the Vizierate, it certainly is not pleasant;
indeed it is as bitter as gall. See, he is copper enclosing
the gold of his master’s house.

considered a symptom of societal chaos and indeed a manifestation
of the collapse of the state itself: for instance, in the Admonitions of
Ipuwer, a text of the mid-second millennium BCE which paints a
fictitious picture of what the collapse of Egyptian civilisation might
look like, the following lines can be found:10

Thus, this text paints a picture where Pharaoh appreciates the
unpleasantness of the job of governing the country, and offloads it
onto his Vizier—the metaphorical ‘copper’ which serves to protect
the ‘gold’ which is Pharaoh himself. In so doing, Pharaoh presumably
freed up time which could be spent on his other prerogatives, such
as foreign conquest, building work, and religious observances.
However, this did not mean that the work of Pharaoh and Vizier
became disjointed, with the latter being duty-bound to regularly
report to the former. Clear evidence for this can be found in another
text of the same period, the Duties of the Vizier, which states that a
Vizier was obliged to act as follows:6

The laws of the state bureau are thrown out; verily one
passes over them in the public places and wretches are
destroying [them] therein, in the middle of the streets.

He shall enter to greet the Lord [Pharaoh] each day
when the affairs of the Two Lands [all Egypt—Upper
and Lower Egypt] have been reported to him in
his residence. He shall enter the Great House [royal
residence] when the Overseer of the Treasury has drawn
up at his position.
Here, one sees not only that the head of state was supposed to meet
the head of government every day, but that this was done in the
presence of the chief financial official too. Therefore, although
Pharaoh was not running the government himself, he was
effectively at arm’s length from it and could presumably move to
replace it if he so wished. While one must naturally highlight that
the reality may not have been as strictly regimented as the text might
suggest, the significance of this finding is nonetheless profound. It
points to the Egyptians already distinguishing between the notion of
state (and its head) and government (and its head): government was
subordinate to state, but not synonymous with it. This observation
is of profound importance, given that this distinction serves as a
cornerstone of most constitutional regimes today.

The rule of law
The idea of the ‘rule of law’—society governed by strictly defined
concepts rather than the arbitrary wishes of individuals—is often
put forward as a bulwark of modern governmental principles.7 An
early form of this appears to have existed in Ancient Egypt, with the
Egyptian language possessing a specific word, hp, denoting law as an
abstract notion.8 By the early second millennium BCE, this word was
mentioned in numerous texts, with papyri exhorting litigants to act
‘in accordance with the law’ and stelae of royal officials emphasising
how their owners upheld the law.9 Breakdown of the law was
6 After Guido PF van den Boorn, The Duties of the Vizier: Civil
Administration in the Early New Kingdom (Kegan Paul International 1988)
55. The translation has been edited for clarity by the present writer.
7 See for instance José M Maravall (ed), Democracy and the Rule of Law
(Cambridge University Press 2009) and Jean Hampton, ‘Democracy and
the Rule of Law’ (1994) 36 Nomos 13.
8 For hp in earlier periods of Egyptian history, see Adeline Bats, ‘La Loi-hp
au Moyen Empire’ (2014) 1 Nehet 95. For later periods, see Charles F
Nims, ‘The Term Hp, “Law, Right” in Demotic’ (1948) 7(4) Journal of
Near Eastern Studies 243.
9 Alexandre A Loktionov, ‘The Development of the Justice System in
Ancient Egypt from the Old to the Middle Kingdom’ (PhD dissertation,
University of Cambridge 2019) <https://doi.org/10.17863/CAM.39378>
121–124.
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Moreover, there is ample evidence to suggest that such laws were not
simply ill-defined traditions or customs based wholly on precedent,
but rather—at least in certain contexts—concrete provisions set
down in writing. Particularly notable compendia of these are the
decree stelae of Horemheb and Seti I, Pharaohs of the thirteenth
century BCE who released sets of legislation that are preserved to
this day, and which would have been accessible for reading by any
literate Egyptian in antiquity.11 These surviving examples are mostly
associated with regulating the activities of state officials, and with
curbing abuse of office. A representative example of a law found in
these texts might be:12
As for any soldier regarding whom it is heard that he
still continues to confiscate animal hides right up to the
present day [ie after the promulgation of the decree], law
will be enforced against him by smiting him with 100
blows and five open wounds, together with taking away
the animal hide which he seized for himself by theft.
Here, one can see punishment prescribed in meticulous detail,
and designed to combat a very specific offense—in this case,
misappropriation of animal hides by the military—which leaves little
room for informal interpretation. It should be noted also that there
are numerous less sanguinary examples, for instance in relation
to land apportionment, and these too are characterised by a high
degree of prescriptiveness. They might be typified by this passage
from the Duties of the Vizier:13
As for anyone who will make petition to the Vizier
regarding fields, he will order him to him[self], in
addition to listening to the overseer of farmlands and
the judicial council. He should allow a delay for him
consisting of two months for his fields in Upper and
Lower Egypt. However, as for his fields which are
near to the Southern City [Thebes] and to the royal
residence, he should allow a delay for him consisting of
three days, as that which is in the law. He should hear
every petitioner in accordance with this law, which is
in his hand.
Texts of this sort point to the presence of a sophisticated body
of law, available for consultation when required, and even the
highest officials were apparently required to act in accordance
with it. These laws, even if not well-known today for reasons of
10 Translation based on Wolfgang Helck, Die „Admonitions“ Pap. Leiden I
344 recto (Harrassowitz Verlag 1995) 29, B53.
11 For the Horemheb text, see Jean-Marie Kruchten, Le Décret d’Horemheb
(Éditions de l’Université de Bruxelles 1981). For the Seti I text, see
William F Edgerton, ‘The Nauri Decree of Seti I: A Translation and
Analysis of the Legal Portion’ (1947) 6(4) Journal of Near Eastern Studies
219.
12 Translation based on Kruchten (n 11) 83.
13 After van den Boorn (n 6) 146–47, R17–R19. The translation has been
edited for clarity by the present writer.
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limited preservation, seem to have covered a very wide variety
of situations and provided a framework both for the consistent
operation of the justice system as a whole and for accountability
of holders of public offices specifically. While Egyptian society
undoubtedly had mechanisms of informal conflict resolution too,
it nonetheless seems clear that an early sense of the rule of law
did exist.

The right of appeal
Another important element of most modern judicial systems is
the right to appeal,14 and this too existed in Ancient Egypt, if in a
somewhat basic form. If a plaintiff was dissatisfied with the justice
dispensed at initial hearing, there was scope for going to higher
authority. The most detailed recorded case is that found on the walls
of the thirteenth-century-BCE tomb chapel of Mose at Memphis.
The narrative tells of the tomb owner’s family being dispossessed
of their rightful land by judicial error at local level, with the case
then being heard on appeal in a more senior ‘great court’ and
ultimately taken up to the Vizier himself.15 However, while the most
detailed, that is not the best-known example of Ancient Egyptian
judicial appeal. That distinction falls to the storyline of the Tale of
the Eloquent Peasant. In this fictional account of the early second
millennium BCE, widely accepted as one of the masterpieces of
Ancient Egyptian literature, a righteous peasant is subjected to a
quasi-judicial act of robbery by Nemtynakht, a corrupt official of the
local governor.16 After Nemtynakht impounds the peasant’s donkey
caravan of goods on a false pretext, the text describes subsequent
events as follows:17
And so this peasant spent ten days making petition to
this Nemtynakht, but he ignored it. This peasant then
proceeded to go to Heracleopolis [the local capital] to
petition to the Great Steward [local governor] Meru’s
son Rensi, and he found him emerging from the door
of his house.
Thus, the peasant is allowed to appeal to higher judicial authority
after his initial complaint is thrown out, and it appears that he is
able to locate that higher authority with relative ease. While the
composition is a work of fiction, an analysis of its content, work
and terminology has demonstrated that it is highly likely to reflect
genuine judicial practice at the time, thereby bolstering the evidence
for appeals being an important part of the legal landscape.18 In the
story, the peasant ultimately wins his appeal—which may perhaps
be taken as a literary highlighting of the importance of cases being
reviewed for redress of grievance.

14 See for instance: Marc M Arkin, ‘Rethinking the Constitutional Right to
a Criminal Appeal’ (1992) 503 UCLA Law Review 503; Alex S Ellerson,
‘The Right to Appeal and Appellate Procedural Reform’ (1991) 91(2)
Columbia Law Review 373.
15 Gaballa A Gaballa, The Memphite Tomb-Chapel of Mose (Aris & Phillips
1977) 22–25.
16 For an edition of the Egyptian text, complete with variants, see Richard
B Parkinson, The Tale of the Eloquent Peasant (Griffith Institute 1991). For
a convenient translation, see Vincent A Tobin, ‘The Tale of the Eloquent
Peasant’ in William K Simpson (ed), The Literature of Ancient Egypt (third
edn, Yale University Press 2003) 25–44.
17 Translation by present writer after transcription in Parkinson (n 16) 14,
B1(62)–B1(66).
18 Nili Shupak, ‘A New Source for the Study of the Judiciary and Law of
Ancient Egypt: “The Tale of the Eloquent Peasant”’ (1992) 51(1) Journal
of Near Eastern Studies 1.

Moreover, there is evidence to suggest that the stakes could rise far
higher in the appellate setting, addressing the right to life itself. In
Papyrus Amherst, a twelfth-century-BCE summary of the trials of
tomb robbers accused of desecrating royal and elite burials in the
Theban necropolis, allusion is made to:19
Thieves of the pyramid of the god [ie royal tomb] who
are missing, whom the chief priest … is to transport as
detainees in the great detention pen … together with
their fellow thieves until Pharaoh our lord determines
their punishment.
Here, the missing thieves have already been found guilty and
sentenced earlier in the trial, and they are to be rounded up and
placed on what may be termed remand alongside other convicts.
However, although there can be no doubt that these individuals
have already been sentenced to death,20 the case has now gone to
Pharaoh for final review. The implication is therefore that Pharaoh
had the power to commute sentence on appeal, effectively meaning
that the Egyptians had a parole mechanism as early as the second
millennium BCE. This adds further nuance to our understanding of
the right to appeal in this ancient society, cementing its place in legal
history as a pioneer in a form of judicial practice that is still clearly
recognisable today.

Separation of executive and judicial power
The last of the four strands of modern constitutional thought
explored in this article is the weighty matter of the separation
between judicial power and the executive branch, including law
enforcement.21 In Ancient Egypt, it appears that such a notion
already existed, with the Duties of the Vizier addressing the issue
as follows:22
It is not permissible that any official have power over
dispensing justice in his own administrative office. If a
major accusation emerges against one of the subordinate
officials in his office, he [the chief official] will make sure
that the accused is taken to court, it being the Vizier who
will punish him in line with his transgression.
Thus, at least based on this text, it would appear that there was a
clear separation between subordination at work based on obedience
to executive authority, and due legal process. Simply belonging to
the executive authority was not a valid reason to be a judge. Indeed,
a similar view is attributed to Pharaoh himself in the Turin Judicial
Papyrus of the twelfth century BCE, with Ramesses III expressly
stepping back from involvement in a trial of conspirators who

19 Translation by present writer after transcription in Jean Capart, Alan
H Gardiner, and Baudoin van de Walle, ‘New Light on the Ramesside
Tomb-Robberies’ (1936) 22(2) Journal of Egyptian Archaeology pl XVI,
4(10)–4(11). The translation given in the present article is abridged for
clarity, with lengthy titles and location designations removed.
20 David Lorton, ‘The Treatment of Criminals in Ancient Egypt: Through
the New Kingdom’ (1977) 20(1) Journal of the Economic and Social
History of the Orient 2, 31–32.
21 For scholarship stressing the importance of this in modern societies,
see for instance: Jeremy Waldron, ‘Separation of Powers in Thought
and Practice’ (2013) 54 Boston College Law Review 433 and Eli M
Salzberger, ‘A Positive Analysis of the Doctrine of Separation of Powers’
(1993) 13(4) International Review of Law and Economics 349.
22 After van den Boorn (n 6) 77–78, R8–R9. The translation has been
edited for clarity by the present writer.
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had attempted to overthrow his government.23 Describing the
proceedings, Pharaoh says:24
They [the judges] interrogated them [the conspirators]
and put them to death by their own hands—but I do not
know them. And they punished others too—and I do not
know them either.
Here, the supreme executive authority—Pharaoh—is again shown to
be separated from the judicial process. Clearly, this separation was
not absolute, considering that—as shown earlier—Pharaoh could be
involved in final reviews of cases in his capacity as head of state, but
it does nonetheless lend further strength to the overall argument
that in normal circumstances executive and judicial power were
kept apart. Moreover, this interpretation is also backed up by an
earlier text, from a somewhat lower social stratum that likely fell
outside the immediate surroundings of the Pharaoh and Vizier.
This text is a private letter dating from the nineteenth century BCE
now known as Papyrus El-Lahun 32200, wherein the writer appears
to be outraged at the mishandling of a legal matter. The core of the
complaint is as follows:25
Look, what is being done in the Interior [ie at the royal
court] is worse than anything. Is it not decreed that a thief
is judged by all people except an overseer of disputes?
While the exact nature of the proceedings is unclear, what is
apparent is that the unhappiness stems from a law enforcement
official (an ‘overseer of disputes’) playing a part in judging a
thief, even though such officials were expressly forbidden to do
so.26 Instead, thieves could apparently be judged by anyone—
presumably a reference to local courts, which could indeed consist
of a very wide range of individuals from the communities they
served.27 This example therefore demonstrates that evidence for
separation of executive and judicial power exists in a lower-level
context, as well as in relation to royalty and the Vizier. This can be
interpreted as a sign of this principle percolating through the legal
landscape of Ancient Egypt more broadly, it being respected in a
variety of circumstances.

Concluding comments: Ancient Egypt as a cradle
of early constitutionalism?
This article has shown that Ancient Egyptian ideas of government
and justice could, at least on occasion, resemble those of much later
societies, including our own. While there was certainly no written
constitution, this does not mean that society was not run along
23 For a convenient English translation of the full document, see Alexander
J Peden, Egyptian Historical Inscriptions of the Twentieth Dynasty (Paul
Åströms Förlag 1994).
24 Translation by the present writer based on Isidor M Lurye, Ocherki
Drevneegipetskogo Prava (State Hermitage 1960) 299.
25 See Loktionov (n 9) 124 for this papyrus and further references to its
editions.
26 For more on the ‘overseer of disputes’ title, see William A Ward, Index
of Egyptian Administrative and Religious Titles of the Middle Kingdom
(American University of Beirut 1982) 50. Based on attestations
elsewhere, it is proposed that this title represents a law enforcement
figure akin to a ‘chief of police’.
27 For more on the composition of such law courts, see: Sandra Lippert,
‘Law Courts’, UCLA Encyclopedia of Egyptology <http://digital2.library.
ucla.edu/viewItem.do?ark=21198/zz002djg21>; Schafik Allam, ‘Egyptian
Law Courts in Pharaonic and Hellenistic Times’ (1991) 77 Journal of
Egyptian Archaeology 110.
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lines which may be termed ‘constitutional’. Such a conclusion is
supported by the evidence for the apparent distinction between the
state itself and the government, an emerging conceptualisation of
the rule of law, a right of appeal, and a separation of judicial and
executive powers.
It is important not to rush from here to a conclusion that modern
systems of government are evolutionary descendants of the Egyptian
model: from a perspective of historical events, they are not. Once
Egypt had been subsumed into the Roman Empire in 30BCE, the
country lost all trace of constitutional and judicial independence, and
these would not be restored for two millennia. It therefore cannot
claim to have shaped the political systems which subsequently
emerged in Europe, and indeed worldwide. In this regard modern
constitutional scholars are quite justified in apportioning primacy
to the Graeco-Roman tradition of democracy, law and government.
The fact that Egyptian constitutionalism may have existed far
earlier does not necessarily change the ontological origin of modern
constitutional thought.
And yet, the possibility of Ancient Egyptian society and state
having significant constitutional undertones matters profoundly,
and its historical disconnection from what eventually transpired in
Europe cannot be a valid excuse for not studying the phenomenon.
Looking at Ancient Egyptian material brings to life the very realistic
possibility of extending the chronological scope of constitutional
studies by at least an additional two millennia, while at the same
time demonstrating that such modes of thinking were not unique to
the classical Mediterranean world. Observations of this sort might
in turn spark further constitutional studies relating to other early
literate civilisations, including Mesopotamia and China. They might
also trigger a re-evaluation of current understandings of power
in early antiquity, with greater emphasis on legal process rather
than the status and executive capabilities of particular magnates.
In short, by developing the Egyptological example—itself a vast
iceberg of which this work is but the tip—one might hope to one day
profoundly reshape the entire discipline of constitutional history,
diversifying it via forays in hitherto unprecedented directions.

In Conversation with
Dr Mostafa El Feki
Asse e l Dar wish

Dr Mostafa El Feki is Director of the New Library of Alexandria. He has been a Professor of Political Science at the American University in Cairo, and has
held numerous posts in the Egyptian government, including Ambassador to Austria.
I spoke to Dr El Feki about the importance of Egypt's global artistic and cultural contributions, the infamous 2011 Egyptian Revolution, and Egypt’s outlook
on, and role in, the ongoing Israel–Palestine conflict.

D

r Mostafa El Feki has witnessed five Egyptian presidencies
and been prominent in the political sphere for the last
four and a half decades. He is well placed to reflect on
the strengths and weaknesses of each Egyptian President to have
served over the last 50 years. He outlines in detail how each
President has helped or hindered Egypt’s status as a major Middle
Eastern state, in addition to how the Egyptian populace have felt
about each President.
I have to be honest and say that if I answered this
question based on my own personal emotions, I would
favour President Nasser’s legacy above all else. However,
objectively speaking, with regard to stratagem and
policy-making, I am compelled to highlight President
El Sadat’s policies for their success. At first glance, this
may feel like a contradiction. However, I don’t feel
it is so. To offer you just a snapshot of my thought
process regarding your question, President Nasser’s
charisma and leadership were extremely attractive to my
generation. For us, and many after us, he was a national
hero. However, President El Sadat’s wisdom and political
initiatives were also well received by the majority
of the Egyptian people, especially in relation to the
breakthrough he accomplished towards securing peace
between Egypt and Israel in 1978, an accomplishment
for which he was rightfully recognised by virtue of his
ascertainment of a Nobel Peace Prize.
Having ‘worked most closely with [Hosni Mubarak] during [his] time
as Political Secretary’ (July 1985–October 1992), Dr El Feki speaks
candidly of this highly controversial President, whose 30-year reign
incited the 2011 Egyptian revolution. Acknowledging that ‘Mubarak
was a highly nationalistic leader and had a great career in the military
service within the Egyptian Air Force’, Dr El Feki also expresses his
reservations.‘His problem was that he didn’t take full advantage of
the “time factor” despite his extensive presidency, hence losing out on
several valuable opportunities for the country during his term in office.’

With respect to the 2011 Egyptian revolution, Dr El Feki identifies
‘the main goal of the revolution’ as ‘the call for social justice and
equality in Egypt. This is the reason you could see signs reading “A
loaf of bread and justice” at the heart of the mobilisation in Tahrir
Square … This is also why many raised the picture of Nasser, as
he was considered the symbol of social justice during his period
of leadership.’ Dr El Feki insists, ‘[i]t is also important to note that
none of the slogans of the Egyptian revolution made an indication
towards foreign policy or propaganda against Israel.’
When asked about Mohammed Morsi, a President yet more
controversial whose term was cut short after one year and one
month, Dr El Feki keeps his response brief and forthright. ‘With
respect to President Morsi, he had no remarkable achievements
during his tenure and his policies were widely considered to be a
reflection of those the Muslim Brotherhood adopted.’ When pressed
on why Morsi’s tenure proved fruitless, Dr El Feki insists that ‘he
made no progress whatsoever in any field of development. In fact, I
believe his entire presidency was an immense failure.’
Dr El Feki passionately praises Egypt’s current President Al Sisi as ‘a
practical leader, who prefers field work and a hands-on approach’,
whose ‘aim is to modernise all fields of Egyptian life—especially with
respect to education, health, and infrastructure.’ Moreover, with
regards to foreign policy, President Al Sisi ‘has adopted a balanced
approach which continues to strengthen Egypt’s prosperous
relations with other nations.’
Depicting him as a true reformer, Dr El Feki believes that President Al
Sisi ‘is one of the most active leaders we have ever had in spite of the
many challenges facing our country, particularly the waves of terrorism
haunting Egypt, economic reform challenges, and the responsibility of
realising the hopes and dreams of the Egyptian layman.’
Turning to foreign affairs, locked in paralysis, the Israel–Palestine
conflict is a human rights crisis with seemingly no end in sight. The
issue has divided much of the Arab and Western worlds, and there
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have been many different proposals for mitigation. However, Dr
El Feki makes Egypt’s stance abundantly clear. ‘Egypt has no other
goals than lifting the burden on the Palestinian people.’
Dr El Feki was initially hopeful about a ‘two-state solution’. He
noted in 2003:
Despite all the mistakes committed by the administration
of George W. Bush, the announcement through the
Security Council of a state of Israel and a state of Palestine
is a step forward. It was never mentioned in Clinton’s
time or by any other previous President. It implies
that Israel and Palestine can have clearly defined, fixed
borders, and if we can build on such a breakthrough it
will improve the image of the Americans and the British.
However, Dr El Feki recognises that, in the current climate, ‘the regional
and international circumstances have completely changed, and we are
facing a new American administration. Therefore, the Palestinian
factions must stand together in solidarity in order to present their case.
We are in the stage of exploring the new US administration.’
Fascinated by Dr El Feki’s proclamation that ‘The “deal of the century”
is buried with the departure of Donald Trump’, I could not resist
enquiring further into the layers of such an emboldened statement. Dr El
Feki obliges me. ‘While the package of the deal itself is considered new,
the truth is that it is an extension of all the ideas and initiatives under
the banner of what we call “the economic solution to the Palestinian
problem.”’ Finding such stratagems inadequate and complacent, Dr El
Feki notes that ‘[n]o achievements were realised through this kind of
initiative, and it was completely rejected by the Palestinian and Arab
hardliners, who viewed it as an attempt to liquidate the issue at large
and negate the rights and aspirations of the Palestinian people.’
The mind of Dr El Feki, a diplomat, political scientist, historian, and
renowned writer, is a cornucopia of expertise. He has also worked
with and befriended countless influential and inspirational figures
over his extensive career. They inspired several of his memoirs,
infusing his writing with humorous, invigorating, and intellectually
stimulating tones. El Feki tells me how his memoirs developed.
What I was trying to do when I was writing these profiles
was to share my personal thoughts on some of the most
prominent and influential people I have met during my
life. I was not trying to write the history of the past 60
years, not intentionally anyway, but obviously I met very
many people who had a direct impact on the history of
the past six decades in very many ways.
Fervently emphasising the importance of Egyptian artistic, cultural,
and scientific contributions on the world stage, Dr El Feki stresses
that such contributions are embedded in the fabric of Egypt’s history
and progress. To divorce one from the other is to tell a false and
incomplete narrative. ‘A good part of the story of [the] nation
during the last six decades has to be attributed to leading figures
in art, science, and education.’ El Feki cites such leading figures
as the ‘greatest soft power reserve of the country’. He has ‘always
been a believer in a nation’s ability to exert influence through art
and culture, and these things have certainly been an asset to Egypt
during the twentieth and twenty-first [centuries].’
Dr El Feki reveals that his original aspirations for his memoirs
revolved around ‘writing these profiles that were to be published
in the newspapers before [he] settled on covering a selection in
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the three books’. He says his core intent was ‘[t]o share images of
achievement and integrity that I have come across with the younger
generation, in a sense offering possible role models for a younger
generation complaining about the lack of inspiring figures.’
According to Dr El Feki, his memoirs were meant not to adjudicate or
criticise, but to uplift and motivate younger generations by reminding
them of the many inspiring and impactful achievements that Egypt has
contributed to the world. In his own words, Dr El Feki was ‘deliberately
reflecting on people who could inspire traits worthy of respect’. He
insists: ‘My intention was not to judge anyone or any particular era,
but instead to tell the story as I had seen it unfolding. In the history of
the past six decades, contrary to some assumptions today, there were
many positive, not just unfortunate, things to reflect on.’
When reflecting on his youth, Dr El Feki expresses a deep love for
London. ‘London is my favourite city in the world’, he says simply.
‘It is where I got my academic degrees and where my two daughters
were born. In fact, I still have a house in the centre of London,
where I come whenever possible to reconnect with my British
and international friends and colleagues.’ El Feki’s degrees were
a master’s and PhD (1977) in Political Science from the School of
Oriental and African Studies (SOAS). Of all the stages of his life, Dr
El Feki says his time at SOAS was his ‘favourite experience’.
Dr El Feki has held numerous government positions. He was
Secretary of Information and Follow-Up to the President. He was
made Ambassador at the Egyptian Ministry of Foreign Affairs in
1995, and Senior First Assistant Foreign Minister in 2000. He is now
Director of the New Library of Alexandria. Does he have any dreams
left to accomplish? Dr El Feki says that he is ‘currently fulfilling [a
life] that combines all of [his] experiences and accomplishments.’
He adds: ‘I am completing my memoirs, which have surprisingly
been very well received across Egypt and the Arab world … I have
just recently completed four editions in two weeks, which gives me
plenty of time to create new dreams.’
Apart from his professional dreams however, his private aspirations
consist of self-care and service to others. ‘I am mainly looking forward
to a peaceful life and better health, while at the same time helping the
younger generation to fulfil their aspirations as much as I can.’ Dr El
Feki concludes our discussion with sentiments of hope and ambition.
I would like to tell my sons and daughters that life in
itself is a constant challenge. This is why it is important
to be fully supported by modern education, to adopt
the best manners, and to embrace the new tools of our
contemporary life. I hope that they will seize on all the
chances and opportunities that emerge in their path, and
that they will work together to protect and enhance the
wellbeing of their respective countries.

Asseel Darwish is a first-year undergraduate in English at
University College London, interested in foreign diplomacy
and commercial law. She is a Senior Politics Editor at CJLPA.
She has worked in mental health advocacy and course
development within UCL’s Student–Staff Consultative
Committees, and is part of the new ‘Student Voice Project’.
In 2021 she will begin working for Ashbourne College
as a content writer, and for the not-for-profit GoodWill
Caravan, which gives vulnerable refugees emergency care.

Capturing the Truth
Ja m e s Hi ll

James Hill is a contract photographer for The New York Times. After studying History at Oriel College, Oxford, and Photojournalism at the London
College of Printing, he began his career in the Soviet Union in 1991. His work, much of it spent in conflict zones across the Middle East and the former Soviet
Union, has garnered multiple awards, including the Pulitzer Prize, the World Press Photo, and the Visa d’Or. He is currently based in Paris.

O

n 11 September 2001, as I walked to the Rome bureau of
The New York Times, I stopped in a café on the Campo di
Fiori to see why a crowd had gathered to watch CNN. Just
as I edged towards the bar, the second plane crashed into the World
Trade Center.
In the silence that engulfed the room, everyone understood that the
world had suddenly become a different place. A torrent of thoughts
rushed through my head as I imagined seismic geopolitical upheaval,
but mostly I stood there, overwhelmed by the enormous and
symbolic violence of the attack. Certainly, I did not understand how
this moment would, in tandem with the digital charge of the internet,
be the catalyst that would change my life as a photojournalist.
Shaking me from numbness, an editor called a few hours later and
asked me to depart to Gaza as soon as possible. And so, I duly left
for the Middle East the next morning. I saw daily violence between
Palestinian youths and Israeli forces, but nothing out of the ordinary
happened. After two weeks yo-yoing between Gaza and Jerusalem,
the paper called again and asked if I would be prepared to head to
Afghanistan. To convince me, they dangled a carrot: a digital camera.
I had never seen a physical digital camera, even though there had
been models available for over a year. When I had been in Kosovo
in 1999, The New York Times had sent one with a photographer
who had arrived from the United States, but the day before he was
supposed to hand it over to me, he somehow managed to drop
it into a river. The editors were almost as unhappy as I was—the
camera had cost them $12,000.
Unpacking the box, I looked with equal wonder at the small screen
on the back of the camera and the sizeable instruction manual that
came with it. I took a plane the next morning to Moscow, and
another the day after to Tajikistan. This was the jump-off point for
reporters heading into northern Afghanistan, where the base of the
Northern Alliance was located. I remember still trying to decipher
the manual when I arrived in Dushanbe.
Taking the camera in my hands, I was surprised by two things.
Firstly, that the operation was almost the same as using a film
camera—though why I had been expecting something different, I
am not sure—and secondly, that the camera was so big, and heavy. It
felt robust, which was a relief, since I had to take it to Afghanistan.

We have become so accustomed to digital cameras and photographs,
that it is hard to imagine what a change this signified for
photographers like myself working under deadlines in the field.
Starting work as a photographer in 1991 in the Soviet Union, I had
left the UK with a couple of cameras and a few boxes of film given
to me by The Times. Most of the work that I shot in the early years
of my career was for slow-burning feature stories or projects—it was
also not particularly good, but that is another story—and the few
times that I photographed news events were usually when I had been
hired by the Reuters Moscow bureau. Travelling on assignment for
them was a technologically complicated business. In addition to my
camera equipment, I would depart with a big suitcase that contained
a Hasselblad film scanner as well as chemicals and canisters for
processing film. Since colour film needed to be developed at
38 degrees Celsius, usually in some cramped Soviet-style hotel
bathroom, I also had to take a hand-sized electrical heating coil
which, happily, also served for making cups of tea. At the time, it
all felt like a perfectly normal way to go about sending photographs
from the road but, looking back, it seems nothing other than a huge
palaver. So when I could see this image appear immediately on the
back of the camera, it was naturally an enormous revelation. I ended
up spending three months in Afghanistan in late 2001, starting from
the town of Khwaja Bahauddin in the north-east, where Ahmad
Shah Massoud, the Northern Alliance commander had been killed,
before moving through Kunduz, Mazar-i-Sharif, Herat, and finally
flying to Kabul. Without that digital camera, it would have been all
but impossible to have worked there for a daily newspaper.
Of course, every war is covered in a different way, depending on
access to the battlefield and the country where it is taking place. A
close friend of mine and neighbour from London, Horst Faas, was
the legendary head of the Associated Press photo operation during
the Vietnam War, and both a great photographer and a great editor.
He recounted how photographers like himself could head to the
military airport in Saigon and hitch a ride to the front on almost any
helicopter. Because the roads outside of the city were under constant
attack, it was the safest as well as the fastest way to travel. This was
a time when the US military was still very open with the press—a
legacy of goodwill that remained from positive coverage during
World War II and the Korean War—and not at all comparable to the
controlled access of today’s embedded journalists. Generally, after a
day or two outside of Saigon, he would come back to the city, have
his films processed, edited and the photographs sent on the wire.
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Afghanistan was a very different proposition, and being digitally
connected was not always so simple. At that time most villages in
Afghanistan were off the grid, meaning that the only way to have
electricity was to possess a generator. But to have a generator work
for six hours or more a day required good petrol that wasn’t watered
down with water (as it often was to make an easy profit). Not only
did one need to power up the camera batteries and computer, one
also needed to maintain a constant charge to a satellite modem and
telephone in order to transmit the digital images. To complicate
matters, the speed with which it was possible to send images
depended enormously on the specifications of your satellite phone. I
had one rated at 2,400 baud per minute, which was slow even by 2001
standards and laughable by today’s. On average it took 20 minutes
to send a 300-kilobyte image—one that is only a fraction of the size
of those taken on a modern mobile phone. To the frustration of my
editors in New York, on any given day I was rarely able to send more
than five photographs.
Then there were the unexpected technical problems that arrived
with a digital camera. Specks of fine dust would constantly and
infuriatingly find their way onto the receptors of the camera’s
matrix, causing the photographs to appear as though they had drops
of water on their surface. I remember looking at the instruction
manual to figure out how to lift up the shutter to access the matrix,
attempting to remove the particles with a soft brush and the delicacy
of a Renaissance painter. I had to repeat the process every couple
of days, knowing that one false move could damage the matrix and
effectively mark the end of my assignment.
On a far deeper and more fundamental level, there came all the
ethical issues that evolved from the digital source itself, in particular
the temptations that Photoshop, the primary software tool used
by photographers to edit images, could offer. Mercifully or not, I
have never been very adept at the post-production of images. In
my student days ,when I used to print photographs in a darkroom,
the results were always very simple, without much toning or
dodging and burning. I never had the patience to learn the delicate
techniques that the darkroom demanded, but I also understood
that whenever I gave a negative to a printer the photograph was
transformed. The style might have been darker or lighter, or simply
more sophisticated, but it nonetheless appeared, to my eye, to have
a different feeling. In most cases this was probably little more than
a question of nuance and taste, and a far cry from the intentional
manipulation that had existed in places like the Soviet Union, where
commissars and generals, who had fallen out of favour or worse
with the Kremlin, would be airbrushed out of official images. Those
kinds of change required serious know-how and technique. The
troubling brilliance of Photoshop lay in the fact that adjustments,
such as cloning pixels, could be done with ease.
These concerns weighed on me from the very beginning.
Previously, I had worked with digital images that had been
scanned from negatives, but when I started dealing with ones
created by a digital camera in Afghanistan, I set myself a limit
of not spending more than a minute on a single photograph. I
would make sure that the image was correctly exposed and the
colour precisely rendered if the camera’s white balance had
gone haywire, as often happened with the early digital cameras.
My discipline was aided by the fact that I was, and still am,
digitally incapable of moving heads from one person to another.
Nonetheless, I understood that even dedicated and experienced
photojournalists could, in the heat of the moment, yield to the
temptation. Two years later, when I was travelling to Baghdad
with the Allied invasion force, I heard of a photographer from
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the Los Angeles Times, Brian Walski, who combined two images
showing British troops directing Iraqi civilians outside of Basra
in order to make a stronger picture. As soon as the photograph
was recognised as being manipulated, he was unceremoniously
fired. Today, it is rare that a serious newspaper will encounter
such a blatant attempt to change a journalistic image, but the
prevalence of minor manipulation remains a problem within
the photographic community. When my former Director of
Photography at The New York Times, Michelle McNally, was
chairwoman of the jury for the 2015 World Press Photo contest,
the most important competition for photojournalists worldwide,
she stated that ‘20 percent of the photographers entering the
penultimate round—where images are considered for the top
three awards—were disqualified after technicians compared the
entries against the unprocessed RAW files.’
This debate arising at the core of photojournalism stems, in many
ways, from the lack of a formal code of conduct and ethics. The
manner in which a photojournalist behaves both in the field and
afterwards during the editorial process remains, very much, a
question of personal choice. On the ground, photojournalists have
always had to carefully weigh the issues of proximity to a subject
and bearing witness to them against being intrusive. Robert Capa’s
mantra, that if a photograph wasn’t good enough one wasn’t
close enough, has remained a constant whisper in every war
photographer’s ear. The intrinsic choices of how to frame a scene
demand rigourous visual, journalistic, and ethical judgments. While
for most photojournalists it is a process that is generally instinctive,
it is nonetheless one that needs to be permanently engaged.
The move to digital cameras also altered traditional photojournalistic
practices in other ways, and one significant change was the way in
which the editorial process shifted and became increasingly a role for
the photographer. Previously, nearly all the important work I had
done for The New York Times and other news magazines had been
sent unseen to the photo-editor in charge of the shoot. I remember
being based in Kiev and then Moscow, and constantly searching for
friends to carry bags of unprocessed films to Paris, London, or New
York, which were then picked up by couriers at the airport. Both the
initial selection of images and those intended for publication were
left entirely in the hands of the editors. In the digital age, it became
up to the photographer to edit his or her own work, leaving only
the final choice of images for publication to the photo-editor. It was
an empowering but weighty responsibility. Editing images is a far
more complex process than might be imagined. Not only does one
need to judge the journalistic and artistic merits of a photograph, but
the process requires enough emotional distance to let one be sure of
one’s decisions. Often, at the end of a long, hard day on the frontline,
I was very far from being in the right frame of mind to be balanced
and dispassionate about the photographs I had just taken and the
scenes that I had witnessed.
The digital camera also changed the manner of the creative process.
Using films, it was self-evident that there were only 36 frames for
a 35mm camera or 12 for a medium format one, but that was,
nonetheless, a natural brake on the way that I photographed. This
gave a more measured manner to shooting, and one could almost
visualise the images taking their place on the contact sheet. Each
frame had to show a noticeable, if incremental, difference, rather
than the imperceptible ones that occur with the endless space
that a digital camera offers. Of course, in the early days, the first
versions of digital cameras did have some technical limitations:
the cameras themselves were less powerful, the writing speed
of the images to the compact flash cards was slow, and the files
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were small and of poor quality. A little less than ten years later, I
would photograph the royal marriage of William and Kate, and in
the 15 minutes or so that they stood alongside the Royal Family
on the balcony of Buckingham Palace I took over 1,000 frames.
The idea of shooting 25 rolls of film during that length of time
seems absurd, but the arrival of the digital camera fundamentally
changed the way in which photojournalists looked at and captured
what was in front of them.
Above all—and the revolution that I had not foreseen that day in
Rome—was the freedom that a digital camera gave me to work in the
most remote places imaginable. Once the Northern Alliance began
their attack on the Taliban and the front began to move, often on a
daily basis, my colleague Dexter Filkins—now a journalist with The
New Yorker—and I had to move with it. Creating a mobile bureau
was not so much a choice as a necessity. So we hired a driver with a
Toyota pick-up truck, and bought a set of mattresses, a generator,
and jerry cans to carry petrol. Whenever we arrived in a new village
or town, we would rent a hut in someone’s yard to work from
and sleep in. To have used analogue cameras and met a daily news
deadline would have been unimaginable, so the Nikon D1H camera
in my hands was nothing less than a liberation.
In the 20 years since, digital technology has continued its visual
revolution for the public at large. As the cost of cameras has gone
down, and the quality of photographs taken on mobile phones
has continued to improve, so every one of us has effectively
become a photographer. The manner in which we document our
daily lives has rarely been so incessant and ubiquitous. We live in
a world increasingly saturated with images and so, perhaps, we
question their place and value. As the power and capabilities of
digital photography become ever greater, so with them grow the
boundaries of its possibilities both for creation and manipulation.
Soon, wars will be photographed by drone cameras, with deepfake
images impossible to distinguish from real ones. Just as, 20 years
ago, I sat unwittingly on the cusp of a change that would bring a
new era for war reporting in particular and for photojournalism in
general, so today the incessant march of technology has brought us
to the edge again. More than ever, it will be dependent on the desire
of each individual photographer to capture the truth with honesty
and courage to show and explain the world that we live in.
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n his seminal 1961 work The Destruction of the European Jews, Raul
Hilberg proposed a thesis that sought to explain a perceived lack
of Jewish resistance. Jews in the ghettos of Europe, he suggested,
‘hoped somehow that the German drive would expend itself. This
hope was founded on a 2000-year old experience. In exile the Jews
had always been a minority, always in danger, but they learned
they could avert or survive destruction by placating and appeasing
their enemies.’1 In the case of the Nazis, this, for Hilberg, became
a fatal assumption. It was, however, an uncomfortable argument,
one which undermined suggestions of Jewish defiance and appeared
to install an image of almost supine historical passivity in its place.
Two responses in particular can be said to have emerged. One was
to emphasise the immense difficulty involved in open resistance,
particularly when armed. Weapons were nearly impossible to source
in ghettos and camps, German forces were fully capable of destroying
any rebels, and it was far from clear what the Nazis intended until
for many it was too late. The second was to broaden the meaning of
‘resistance’ beyond narrower definitions. A process undertaken by
scholars such as Meir Dworzecki and Nachman Blumental through
the 1960s, it was often encapsulated by the Hebrew term amidah
(roughly, ‘stand’). Defiance, it was argued, could in fact be ‘spiritual’.2
Now, it seemed, Jewish victims had claim to resistance after all.
Predictably, the bounds of ‘spiritual resistance’ have since then
remained amorphous, relying less on a set inventory of actions, and
more on perceived intent. Shirli Gilbert’s description of the concept’s
historiographical usage, though focussed on music, is essentially
1 Karel C Berkhoff, Harvest of Despair (Harvard University Press 2004) 69.
2 Or Rogovin, ‘Between Meir Dworzecki and Yehiel Dinur: amidah
in the writing of Ka-Tzetnik 135633’ (2018) 24(2) Holocaust Studies
203, 203–05; Robert Rozett, ‘Jewish Resistance’ in Dan Stone (ed), The
Historiography of the Holocaust (Palgrave Macmillan 2004) 345.
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valid for all activities which are said to comprise it, namely anything
that serves as ‘a life affirming survival mechanism through which
they [victims] asserted solidarity in the face of persecution, the will
to live, and the power of the human spirit’. Acts which supposedly
expressed this range from clandestine education and the creation of
art and music, to the writing of diaries or chronicles and the splitting
of rations.3 Though it could be as simple as a general resolution to
live with dignity, it is particularly these cultural and intellectual
activities, so well studied in the context of the ghettos, that have
dominated discussion of spiritual resistance and which appear more
in redemptive post-war narratives from survivors—as Yiddish poet
Leivick Halpern declared, ‘In mines, in bunkers, in sewage pipes, on
the threshold of the gas chambers Jews sought strength in prayer, in
poetry, in song.’4 Central too to the idea, therefore, is its status as a
collective phenomenon, enacted on behalf of all Jewry. For Nechama
Tec, ‘what they [Jews] shared was a belief that no one was alone and
that, with the help of others, resilience could turn into resistance—
acting not just on behalf of oneself to survive, but on behalf of an
entire community of people.’5 Spiritual resistance by extension
takes on an almost indestructible quality, which transcends the
death of any one victim or the destruction of the body, and which
characterises at the very least a broad swathe of Jewish victims’ lives
under National Socialism.
In some respects, this has marked a welcome shift. Unlike unrealistic
expectations of armed rebellion, spiritual resistance allows a more
varied appreciation of how Jews might present defiance in the
3 Shirli Gilbert, Music in the Holocaust (Oxford University Press 2008) 2 and
7.
4 ibid 11.
5 Nechama Tec, Resistance: Jews and Christians who Defied the Nazi Terror
(Oxford University Press 2013) 15.
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face of enormous persecution. There remains, however, much to
criticise in the concept. By moving away from the often redemptive,
expurgated accounts of post-war testimonies, whose narratives are
perhaps inherently exceptional by virtue of their tellers’ survival,
we can instead consider material written during the period in
question. These sources contain an immediacy, uncertainty, and
even banality of experience which better characterises the lives of
most Jews in Nazi ghettos. This shifted focus can then let us identify
the concept’s various flaws. Central among them is its tendency to
overlook the physical reality of the ghettos and camps, assuming
a sort of immortality to spiritual resistance which ignores how
bodily exhaustion and degradations severely limited one’s capacity
to engage in its practice. In turn, this extreme scarcity produced
nearly inescapable divisions and hierarchies, precluding any simply
collective face to resistance. Not only did this limit access to acts which
might constitute spiritual resistance, such as cultural performance,
it also affected their content. While statements from the likes of
Halpern assume these activities were somehow innately dignifying,
they could in fact reflect the grim, despairing reality of the ghetto.
When what little remained of spiritual resistance is placed in this
holistic context, it emerges as a fleeting, uncharacteristic experience
in lives defined instead by hunger, division, and degradation.

*
Jacob Clemenski, member of the socialist Jewish Labour Bund,
described post-war a particularly striking visit to a Warsaw Ghetto
cabaret.
When we reached the nightclub the street was dark. My
escort suddenly said to me: ‘Be careful not to step on a
corpse.’ When I opened the door the light blinded me
… Every table was covered by a white tablecloth. Fat
characters sat at them eating chicken, duck, or fowl …
The audience crowding the tables was made up of the
aristocracy of the ghetto – big-time smugglers, high
Polish officers, and all sorts of big shots … The audience
ate, drank, and laughed as if it had no worries.6
Though likely an embellished account, it approximates the truth—in
the ghetto, spaces to escape its realities were often exclusive to the
point of the grotesque. While a majority starved, a select caste could
at least momentarily enjoy comforts that staved off the spiritual
degradation others experienced. Indeed, by April 1941, Emmanuel
Ringelblum, organiser of the secret Warsaw Ghetto archive Oneg
Shabbat (‘Sabbath Delight’), could list 61 different cafés which
provided food and music to a privileged clientele, often dependent
on authorities in the Judenrat or even the Gestapo.7 Nor was this
unique to Warsaw. The Łódź Ghetto Chronicle, which documented
life in the second largest of the Nazi ghettos, noted on 24 November
1943 how ‘small centres for the cultivation of music have sprung up
over time; to be sure, only for a certain upper stratum.’8
Even more open performances tended to be marred by reminders of
these inequalities. Dawid Sierakowiak, a young communist whose
diaries provide invaluable insight into Łódź, recorded his attendance
on 27 May of a Krawiecka Street concert. ‘The whole of select
society gathered, bloated and dressed up. The gap between various
classes of people in the ghetto grows wider and wider. Some steal to
feed themselves, others feed themselves officially, while the rest are
6 Saul Friedländer, The Years of Extermination (HarperCollins 2008) 149.
7 Gilbert (n 3) 28.
8 ibid 12.

swelling up and dying of hunger.’9 Hierarchy of a more formalised
sort was also used to intrude upon cultural and educational efforts
in the ghettos, often rendering them exercises in self-promotion.
The Łódź Chronicle, which was almost certainly vetted by Judenrat
head Chaim Rumkowksi, provides numerous examples of this. A
September 1941 entry reporting on a children’s play ended by noting
that, ‘After the Chairman’s speech, the little children made a ring
around him on the stage and danced joyously accompanied by the
sound of music and cheers for the ghetto’s first citizen.’10 For Łódź
diarist Leon Hurwitz, the motivation behind cultural programming
was clear—‘the dictator [Rumkowski] organises concerts so that he
can deliver speeches’.11 Such divisions, however, were not solely
the impositions of a ghetto elite upon a silently resentful majority.
Indeed, what could morally constitute spiritual resistance was often
disputed at the time. This would also refute any monolithic image
of Jewry as presenting solely unified defiance, and it complicates
easy assumptions that certain acts are necessarily resistive. For
Hermann Kruk, a conservative Bundist in Vilna, proposals to open
a ghetto theatre amidst such suffering appeared outrageous, and he
resolved to boycott the event alongside the local Bund—‘the streets
of the ghetto are to be strewn with leaflets: “About today’s concert.
You don’t make a theatre in a graveyard!” The police and the artists
will amuse themselves, and the Vilna ghetto will mourn.’12 Riven
by internal acrimony and inequality, spiritual resistance almost
never presented the straightforwardly collective defiance that its
historiographical proponents demand.
Under these pressures, it is perhaps unsurprising that the content
of such cultural performance rarely tallied with a model of
spiritual resistance. Shirli Gilbert’s powerful study of music in the
Holocaust moves beyond Romantic notions of art as an inherently
pure expression of high emotion. Though some concerts would
play Beethoven and Mahler (in the Warsaw orchestra’s case, only
to earn extra money for food), many of the most widespread and
inescapable forms of ghetto music were far from uplifting or
affirmatory of human dignity.13 One song particularly popular
in Warsaw, titled ‘Money, money’, focussed on the squalor and
materialism of the ghetto, with lines such as ‘Money, money, money
is the best thing, / Back home I ate oranges / Today I am eaten by
lice and bedbugs … / The Jewish policeman is just a scoundrel, / Puts
you on the train and sends you away to a camp.’14 Though perhaps
tinged with gallows humour, its basis remained a sense of grief
and desperation. Indeed, in a survey of original songs composed in
the Warsaw Ghetto, Gilbert concludes that ‘their spirit was most
often one of sadness, despair, and cynicism.’15 Their performance
by street beggars and children in many case only compounded their
depressed tone, and the activity was evidently one motivated by
desperation for some sustenance rather than any desire to display
spiritual defiance. The Łódź Chronicle documents a similar episode
in an entry of 5 December 5 1941 on ‘the ghetto’s latest hit song’,
the content of which ‘tells of the yekes [recently arrived German
Jews], forever hungry and searching for food, and the “locals” who
make fun of them and quite often take advantage of their naïveté
and unfamiliarity with local customs.’16 Cultural performance here,
9 Dawid Sierakowiak, The Diary of Dawid Sierakowiak (first published
1960; Kamil Turowski tr, Oxford University Press 1998) 174.
10 Lucjan Dobroszycki, The Chronicle of the Łódź Ghetto 1941–1944 (Yale
University Press 1984) 75.
11 Gustavo Corni, Hitler’s Ghettos (Arnold 2003) 154.
12 Friedländer (n 6) 383.
13 ibid 151.
14 Gilbert (n 3) 21–23.
15 ibid 39.
16 Dobroszycki (n 10) 92.
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far from being innately defiant, could in fact express contempt for
the ghetto’s outgroups.
Moving beyond artistic creations to the practice of prayer furthers
this picture of how content often became divorced from spiritual
resistance. While prayer might appear an exemplary case of the
phenomenon, the exhortation involved often tended more towards
pleading for salvation than towards any pledge to resist Nazi
oppression. Many of the best-preserved sources on the ghettos are
from socialists and intellectuals less likely to be fervently religious,
but indications nonetheless exist of a primary focus upon salvation
rather than resistance. As Chaim Kaplan, a Warsaw Ghetto diarist
and educator, recorded, the city’s Jews ‘poured its supplications
before its Father in Heaven in accordance with the ancient custom
of Israel’ following the announcement of the ghetto’s creation.17 The
rabbi of Grabow’s letter to the Łódź ghetto, warning inhabitants of
the existence of the Chelmno death camp, finishes meanwhile with
the lines ‘O Man, throw off your rags, sprinkle your head with ashes,
or run through the streets and dance with madness. I am so wearied
by the sufferings of Israel, my pen can write no more. My heart
is breaking. But perhaps the Almighty will take pity and save the
“last remnants of our People.” Help us, O Creator of the World!’18
Characterised by supplication more than defiance, even prayer
eschews easy identification with spiritual resistance.
An examination of the act of writing can bring together these two
criticisms of spiritual resistance—that of compromised collectivity
and that of compromised content. Often construed as a form of
witnessing that promoted solidarity in the face of Nazi erasure, it
is generally exemplified by the creation of Oneg Shabbat or by the
likes of Kaplan, who declared in his diary his undying duty to ‘write
a scroll of agony in order to remember the past in the future.’19 It is
in this context that historians such as Zoë Waxman can refer to ‘the
collective response of other ghetto diarists’ as compared to those
embedded in ghetto hierarchy, whose morally compromised roles
ensure, according to Waxman, that they ‘“write not of a shared
sense of suffering, but of isolation and disconnection.’20 It would,
however, appear that many Jews unconnected to ghetto hierarchy
felt no particular impulse to express a sense of collective solidarity
or dignified resistance. Sierakowiak’s diary is a case in point. His
entries castigate ‘the rotten, bourgeois-bureaucratic basis on which
the ghetto exists, and on which it will perish’, though he himself
is quick to take advantage of it where possible. Entries range from
angry documentation of popular abuses of the ghetto’s coupon
system, to decrying Rumkowski’s creation of an exclusive and wellsupplied ‘rest home’ for ghetto officials as ‘a disgraceful blotch on
the carcass of the administration’.21 Already possessing little faith
in ‘native’ Łódź Jews, his initial consideration of new Western
arrivals as ‘all Christians and Nazis’ is hardly indicative of common
feeling either.22 Yet perhaps his most startling repudiation of
solidarity comes with his frail mother’s deportation, upon which his
loyalties narrowed to her, and his misanthropy broadened to almost
everyone remaining. His blame immediately fell upon foreign Jews
as well as the Nazis. Her fate had been sealed ‘solely because of the
evil hearts of two Czech Jews, the doctors who came to examine us’.
His grief was compounded by the fact that others, even the dozens
17 Zoë Vania Waxman, Writing the Holocaust (Oxford University Press
2008) 11.
18 Dobroszycki (n 10) xxi.
19 Corni (n 11) 8.
20 Waxman (n 17) 9 and 25.
21 Sierakowiak (n 9) 79; Corni (n 11) 174.
22 Corni (n 11) 182.
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of children elsewhere in their apartment block, were not seized in
her place. Wishing for a pogrom if the confusion might release her,
he noted, ‘What do I care about another mother’s cry when my own
mother has been taken from me!? I don’t think there can be ample
revenge for this.’23
Sierakowiak’s increasing disregard for any collective empathy was
something observed and acted out by many other diarists. Two
other diaries from Łódź, written respectively by an unknown boy
and unknown girl, come to similar conclusions. As the anonymous
girl wrote, ‘You may fall and nobody will pick you up. A human
being is worthless, dozens of them are not important. People are
disgusting. Everybody cares only for himself.’24 The anonymous
boy, who wrote his entries in four languages in the margins of a
French novel, saw events as a general condemnation of mankind.
Though he sensed at points a ‘collective suffering’ among the Jews,
his outlook was grim. ‘I am already unfortunately convinced’, he
remarked, ‘that humanity (without exception, I believe, and the rest
of it could behave in similar circumstances much like the Germans)
is a sordid rabble of greedy beasts devoid of any pity or mercy.’25
Perhaps particularly telling, however, is the fact that even projects
such as Oneg Shabbat, which Waxman identifies as an exemplar of
collective testimony, denounce the Jewish community for cowardice
and division. In an entry for the archive entitled ‘The destruction
of Warsaw’ documenting the massive deportations of later 1942,
Yiddish novelist Yehoshua Perle declared, ‘Three times, 100,000
people lacked the courage to say: No. Each of them was out to
save his own skin. Each one was ready to sacrifice even his own
father, his own mother, his own wife and children.’26 Though the
Ghetto Uprising of April 1943 did substantially change subsequent
narratives, it is a passage that illustrates well how collective form
did not necessarily imply content to match. Instead, it could speak
exactly of that ‘isolation and dislocation’ which Waxman attributes
solely to compromised, hierarchical voices.
Given the unromanticised content which written sources tended to
record, it follows that their motivation was rarely as simple as bearing
collective testimony. Instead, the reason for keeping a diary was often
an attempt to ensure one’s own emotional survival. This approaches
an individualised, introspective sort of spiritual resistance. As Jeffrey
Shandler notes in his study of the autobiographies of Jewish youth
before the Holocaust, contemporary literary culture often impelled
the opposite of a collective response—‘the act of reading almost
invariably correlates with a marked turn toward introspection’ and
‘the discovery of a language with which to depict the inner self’,
a development which in turned spurred the keeping of diaries.27
For the anonymous girl, the idea of writing on behalf of Jewish
community was evidently foreign; as she noted on 10 March 1942,
‘I talked to Mrs. Robard for a long while and quite involuntarily I
let slip that I was writing a diary. She said she would like to read
it. I’d made a silly mistake. I don’t want anybody to know about it
and nobody is going to read it.’28 Sierakowiak, meanwhile, dismissed
the idea of leaving the ghetto for ‘work in Poznan’ partly because
of his weakened strength, and partly because of the literary life he
sporadically sustained: ‘I would miss my books and “letters”, notes
and copybooks. Especially this diary.’29 Even Kaplan, significantly
23 Sierakowiak (n 9) 218–26
24 Alexandra Zapruder, Salvaged Pages (Yale University Press 2002) 236.
25 ibid 375.
26 Friedländer (n 6) 528.
27 Jeffrey Shandler, Awakening Lives (Yale University Press 2002) xxix–xxx.
28 Zapruder (n 24) 236.
29 Sierakowiak (n 9) 174.
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older and self-consciously a historical witness, found at points a
similar role for his diary, noting, ‘This journal is my life, my friend
and ally. I would be lost without it. I pour my innermost thoughts and
feelings into it, and this brings relief.’30 Oneg Shabbat, meanwhile,
again presents an unexpectedly mixed picture. For Ringelblum, his
group’s exposure of Nazi exterminations to the foreign press was far
from a universally redeeming achievement. It only meant that their
deaths would not ‘be meaningless like the deaths of tens of thousands
of Jews.’31 Israel Liechtenstein, a contributor to Oneg Shabbat,
reasserted its collective creed, asking in his last will and testament
amid the Summer 1942 deportations, “May we be the redeemers of
all the rest of the Jews in the whole world”. However, his conflicted
sentiments are revealed in a reversion to a model of testimony as
an individualised, exclusive act later in the document. He declares,
‘I only want remembrance, so that my family, brother and sister
abroad, may know what has become of my remains. I want my wife
to be remembered … Now together with me, we are preparing to
receive death.’32 Motivation for writing was never, therefore, as
clear-cut as a simple desire to represent and immortalise all Jewry.
Instead, its basis was often deeply and exclusively personal.
Moving beyond the psychology of the individual to consider that
of the ghetto as whole further indicates why spiritual resistance
foundered. The ephemerality of hopeful moods, dissipated by
constant panics or disasters, posed particular challenges. Indeed,
Jews within the ghetto often lacked what might be termed emotional
autonomy—that is to say, a capacity for self-constructed, selective
‘spiritual’ development independent of terrible events which forced
a response, often of grief or despair. For all Sierakowiak’s attempts to
use literature and learning to provide comfort and find purpose, the
final anguished lines of his entry on his mother’s deportation testify
to its limits: ‘even the greatest rainfall can’t wash away a completely
broken heart, and nothing will fill up the eternal emptiness in
the soul, brain, mind, and heart that is created by the loss of one’s
most beloved person’.33 Josef Zelkowicz’s account of Łódź ghetto
deportations in September 1942 demonstrates on a broader basis
how quickly collective hopes and efforts might be raised and then
dashed. Following news that the ill were to be deported, Zelkowicz
records a strange, unified energy as the ghetto inhabitants set out
to warn the rest of the community: ‘No one walked through the
streets—everyone ran. And who had the strength or the time to
run—No one at all!—So we took to the air ... Our wings were clipped
at their roots, and yet we flew.’ The endeavour was, however, quickly
spoiled, in large part by the actions of the Jewish Police. ‘Hundreds of
Jewish policemen stand guard; the executioners can do their work in
peace. No one will hinder them … Now all who come running find
their wings truly clipped … their throats issue such strange, crude,
entirely non-human sounds ... It is incomprehensible how so many
tears can come from weakened and exhausted people who haven’t
the strength to breathe.’34 Zelkowicz’s metaphor of wings collapses
as the futility of the effort is revealed, and almost animalistic grief
and helplessness returns. It was a reaction similar to that which
the anonymous boy in Łódź recorded in more muted tones on
15 July 1944. Having been relieved at the end of deportations, his
happiness was dashed by reports of a letter which described the mass
execution of Jews. ‘I was overcome with joy but a few hours later’,

30 Corni (n 11) 8.
31 Waxman (n 17) 16.
32 ibid 32.
33 Sierakowiak (n 9) 226.
34 Alan Adelson and Robert Lapides (eds), Lodz Ghetto (Viking 1989)
322–23.

he noted, ‘this joy of mine was spoilt’.35 If spiritual resistance had to
be sustained to truly characterise Jewish life in the ghetto, then it
was this emotional fragility and shifting mood which often hindered
it. As the Łódź Chronicle remarked, ‘The ghetto… lost the habit of
thinking more than a few hours ahead’.36
What, therefore, was left of spiritual resistance in the ghettos?
The admission that its practice was never remotely as collective,
straightforward, or characteristic of ghetto life as historiography
often suggests, does not demand its existence be entirely discounted.
For certain individuals, such as Yitshok Rudashevski, it was a
genuine and central mode of thought. Engaged deeply in Vilna
communist youth clubs, he spoke with an optimism very rare in
other diaries. As he noted on 11 December 1942, ‘We sat at meagre
tables and ate baked pudding and coffee and were so happy, so happy.
Song after song resounded… We have proved that from the ghetto
there will not emerge a youth broken in spirit.’37 Indeed, it appears
that those involved in such groups were perhaps most likely to feel
a sense of solidarity and defiance. It was in similar circumstances
that Sierakowiak could lecture on Lenin to his young comrades or
contemplate active resistance, even if he eventually rejected it.38
Another strong case for spiritual resistance is made by charities such
as ZTOS (Jewish Society for Social Welfare), CENTOS (Federation
of Associations for the Care of Jewish Orphans in Poland), and TOZ
(‘Safeguarding the Health of the Jewish Population’), which continued
to operate in the ghettos, with German permission.39 CENTOS, to
take one example, was by the summer of 1941 serving 30,000 hot
meals a day, with hot milk for 1,000 undernourished children.40
Judging from Kaunas ghetto’s charitable sanitary organisation, the
motivation may well have been consciously resistive. As one of
its volunteer doctors put it, their activities aimed to ensure ‘that
the young people should emerge from the ghetto in the glorious
future, not sick, broken or weakened, but healthy, both physically
and spiritually.’41 It is also important to recognise the remarkable
extent of reading and learning in the ghettos. Sierakowiak could
devour Schopenhauer and learn several languages at once, while the
anonymous girl from Łódź recorded how her friend, before being
deported, passed her ‘many scientific books’ along with ‘the diaries
of her friend and her friend’s brother’.42 For some, this could present
a method of mental escape, just as how certain inhabitants might
find imperfect solace in the flawed cultural events of the ghetto. To
discount such ghetto cultures in an effort to present an exclusively
‘dark’ reading of events tends towards the ahistorical.
Such admissions, however, should not prevent considering these
phenomena in careful context. While Jewish charity efforts were
impressive, they were rarely prohibited and could do little to prevent
extreme hunger and desperation for a vast number. In Łódź, the
Chronicle could baldly state by May 1942 that ‘the great majority
of the ghetto is starving’, while Corni estimates that by the year’s
close 760,000 had already died of ‘natural causes’ in Polish ghettos
alone.43 Moreover, whether many of these activities, particularly
reading and schooling, were genuinely conceived of as spiritual
resistance by those who engaged in them, can seem dubious. This
suggests the term is better understood as a retrospective label
35 Zapruder (n 24) 383.
36 Dobroszycki (n 10) xxix.
37 Zapruder (n 24) 217.
38 Sierakowiak (n 9) 107.
39 Dan Michman, ‘Jewish Leadership in Extremis’ in Stone (ed, n 2) 333.
40 Corni (n 11) 213.
41 ibid 215.
42 Sierakowiak (n 9) 9; Zapruder (n 24) 232.
43 Dobroszycki (n 10) 169; Corni (n 11) 218.
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applied by historians, but comparatively unrecognised by those in
the ghettos. Indeed, it is very hard to find more than one or two
authors who explicitly employ terms such as ‘resistance’ or ‘defiance’
in this context. For both Sierakowiak and Rudashevski, these
activities were often simply a way to pass the day. As the former
noted in typical fashion on 19 April 1941, ‘There is no work, only
rain. I’m wandering around, idling all day long. Together with a
group of friends, Communists, we’ve started to learn Esperanto.’44
For Rudasehvski, meanwhile, writing on 17 September 1942, ‘It
is a terrible time when you cannot settle down to some kind of
work and you waste days on nothing.’45 While defiance did enter
the latter’s rhetoric as his involvement in communist youth clubs
continued, it appears that those elements of ghetto life which
might seem to survive as spiritual resistance, were often the least
conscious or articulated. To categorise them as resistive, therefore,
may simply divorce them from the reality in which they were
actually understood.
Even had reading and learning always constituted defiance, however,
they were still restricted. Attempts at schooling, for example, often
cited as spiritually resistive, still constituted a severely limited
enterprise undertaken in totally unfit classrooms. In Łódź, the
proportion of children in elementary education was slightly higher
than the fifth or so taught in Warsaw, but schools were banned
by Rumkowski by the summer of 1942 amid massive deportations
and fear they reduced the number available to work.46 For the high
school classes of 1939–41, only 700 students registered in the ghetto
‘gymnasium’. In a population of 160,000 or so, these were not
significant figures.47 Ghetto writing was, similarly, almost certainly
a minority activity. As Waxman admits, ‘no study of testimony can
be comprehensive, as the vast majority of victims perished without
ever writing down their experiences’.48 The fact, moreover, that
some attempted to represent all Jewry in their accounts had little
relevance to the experience of the vast majority to which they laid
claim, unaware as it was of activities such as Oneg Shabbat. Even
more formalised events only constituted at most a few hours a month
for the majority of inhabitants, marred by unwelcome reminders
of reality. Sierakowiak’s remark that the Krawiecka Street concert
‘was just better background for meditation on the theme “what I
would be eating now if there were no war…”’ is but one example
which belies the Chronicle’s more hopeful assessments.49 Ultimately,
spiritual resistance could do little in its limited expressions to cure
the ghetto’s iniquities. As Adam Czerniakow wrote on 8 July 1942, ‘I
am reminded of a film: a ship is sinking and the captain, to raise the
spirits of the passengers, orders the orchestra to play a jazz piece. I
have made up my mind to emulate the captain.’50

all ghettos (with the partial exception of Theresienstadt), which
induced many of these communities’ worst dysfunctions. It is
not therefore surprising that food became the central, endlessly
recorded preoccupation of almost all ghetto sources. As Kaplan
remarked, ‘Our constant song—potatoes! ... It is our whole life.
When I am alone in my room for a few moments of quiet, the
echo of that word continues in my ears. Even in my dreams it visits
me.’51 The desperate tactics to obtain more rations were grimly
noted by Adam Czerniakow, head of the Warsaw Judenrat. ‘In
the public assistance shelters’, he wrote, ‘mothers are hiding dead
children under beds for 8 days’.52 Indeed, such were the pressures
created by extreme shortage that resentment within the ghetto
fractured the family unit, extending beyond the usual targets of
foreign Jews and the Judenrat. The Chronicle’s very first entry, for
example, recorded an eight-year-old boy informing on his parents
to the Jewish Police, demanding they be punished for stealing his
food.53 It was an experience shared by the anonymous boy too,
consumed by guilt over eating his younger sister’s food, and one
which Seriakowiak recorded with increasing anger towards his
father, whose greed he blamed for ‘pushing mum into her grave’.54
Division did not, it must be noted, imply ‘atomisation’—that
is to say, a total breakdown of all networks. Vital connections
remained which sustained Polish Jews and excluded their Western
peers, ensuring that the former were at points literally half as
likely to die of hunger.55 Yet these networks were hardly likely to
lead to sustained armed resistance, which characterised ghetto life
even less than its spiritual counterpart. Undertaken at desperate
moments where the choice was liquidation or a last-stand fight,
it generally involved small numbers. Of the 50,000–60,000 Jews
still living in Warsaw’s ghetto in April 1943, between 250 and 800
took up arms.56

In this vein, it is worth briefly exploring what did characterise Jewish
lives in the ghettos. This will further demonstrate the minimal
salience of ‘spiritual resistance’ to the large majority of inhabitants.
While it is perhaps dangerous to identify any experiences of too
specific a sort, the most common on a general level appear to
be hunger, division, and degradation. It was the first of these,
hunger, and especially the murderous scarcity that emerged in

It is in this context therefore, that common feeling and compassion
tended to dissolve. The general reaction to the ending of
deportations provides a particularly striking case of this. Rather
than prolonged grief for those taken, the typical response was
happiness at survival and delight at the greater amounts of food to
go around. As Zelkowicz noted in the Łódź Chronicle following
giant actions in September 1942, ‘There is not the slightest doubt
that this was a profound and terrible shock, and yet one must
wonder at the indifference shown by those … from whom loved
ones had been taken. It would seem that the events of recent
days would have immersed the entire population of the ghetto in
mourning for a long time to come and yet, right after the incidents,
and even during the resettlement action, the populace was obsessed
with everyday concerns—getting bread, rations, and so forth—and
often went from immediate personal tragedy right back into daily
life.’57 Writing privately, he remarked that ‘nearly three years in the
ghetto have schooled the people well. They have learned to feel so
at home with death that death has become more obvious and more
ordinary than life.’58 Even Sierakowiak, admittedly grief-stricken at
his mother’s deportation, was soon forced to return in his diary to
his preoccupations of work, food, and reading. The anonymous boy
from Łódź remarked that ‘It is the best indicator of our unbelievable
psychological degradation that in the ghetto people are equally
upset by the disappearance of a few bites of bread and by the death

44 Sierakowiak (n 9) 81.
45 Zapruder (n 24) 206.
46 Corni (n 11) 211.
47 Adelson and Lapides (n 34) xiv.
48 Waxman (n 17) 2.
49 Sierakowiak (n 9) 164–65.
50 Friedländer (n 6) 395.

51 Waxman (n 17) 26.
52 Corni (n 11) 137.
53 Friedländer (n 6) 146.
54 Sierakowiak (n 9) 219.
55 Corni (n 11) 182.
56 Waxman (n 17) 46.
57 Dobroszycki (n 10) 255.
58 Adelson and Lapides (n 34) 325.
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of their own father’. While this may have been an exaggeration, it
certainly caught some of the truth.59
The extent to which communal feeling might collapse even beyond
the context of food is demonstrated by the case of Jacob Gens, head of
the Vilna Ghetto. When his Jewish police participated in the Nazis’
extermination of fellow Jews in October 1942, having bargained the
number to be killed down, many responded with weary sympathy.
As the Bundist Herman Kruk remarked, ‘The tragedy is that the …
public mostly approves of Gens’s attitude. The public figures that
perhaps this may really help.’60 A sense of humiliation was therefore
to be expected among many ghetto inhabitants. Again and again,
the language of bestialisation arises in witnesses’ accounts. The
anonymous girl in Łódź declared, ‘Our life is so tragic, so degraded.
They treat us worse than pigs.’61 Sierakowiak wrote, ‘We are
not considered humans at all; cattle for work or slaughter.’ The
anonymous boy noted, ‘We are slaves devoid of free will, who are
happy when trodden upon and beg only that ignore not be trodden
to death.’62 Even Rudashevski found pessimism hard to escape
in holistic assessments of the ghetto: ‘Our life is a life of helpless
terror. Our day has no future.’63 All four, moreover, are presumed
to have been eventually exterminated along with their relations.
As even Robert Rozzet, an advocate of an enormously broad
view of resistance, will admit, no optimistic account can hope to
‘overshadow our understanding of the heart of the Holocaust, which
is comprised of terrible suffering, impossible dilemmas and death’.64

to preserve the self. It is typified by the introspective writers of the
ghetto, rather than the collective, consciously defiant framework
often used. What was needed in such an environment was not
resistance but a brutal process of adjustment—the narrowing of
compassion, the repression of the emotional damage wrought by
the personal tragedies almost all underwent in the ghettos, and a
doomed focus on survival. Trapped between such impulses, spiritual
resistance was for most a tainted and fleeting experience.

Spiritual resistance is therefore of limited utility in understanding life
in the Nazi ghettos. In particular it underestimates the suffocating
pressures which tended to break efforts at collective defiance, foster
internal divisions, and irreparably colour all activities which are
assumed to have constituted its practice. Within the broader context
of the vast majority of inmates’ lives, it was at most an ephemeral
phenomenon, subordinated to greater concerns. Indeed, perhaps
most troubling of all is the concept’s tendency to ignore the physical
pressures upon ghetto inhabitants. The march of starvation, disease,
and fatigue disintegrated attempts at spiritual resistance, if they
were even recognised as such by those who performed them. Whilst
Warsaw’s Rabbi Nissenbaum may have declared that ‘[t]he enemy
wants the soul but the Jews offer their bodies instead’, most found
the two to be fatally interlinked.65 Sierakowiak constantly noted his
failing capacity to write and learn as his body degraded—on 29 April
1942, he wrote, ‘I don’t have any will, or rather any strength, for
studying … Time is passing, my youth is passing, my school years, my
power and enthusiasm are all passing.’ Eight days later, he remarked,
‘we are in such a state of exhaustion that now I understand what
it means not even to have enough strength to complain, let alone
protest.’66 Oneg Shabbat, meanwhile, records volunteer teachers
despairing at the difficulty of teaching to the starved. As one put it,
‘How do you make an apathetic, hungry child, who is all the time
thinking about a piece of bread, interested in something else?’67 No
dichotomy existed between ‘body’ and ‘soul’—as the former failed,
so did the latter. If spiritual resistance can be salvaged, therefore,
it must be placed within a context of physical suffering and applied
sparingly, conceived more as an individual and often failed attempt
59 Zapruder (n 24) 376–77.
60 Friedländer (n 6) 436–37.
61 Zapruder (n 24) 241.
62 ibid 375.
63 ibid 198.
64 Rozett (n 2) 358.
65 Corni (n 11) 146.
66 Sierakowiak (n 9) 160–64.
67 Friedländer (n 6) 150.
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I

magine Boris Johnson ordering the bombing of Edinburgh
because the Scots voted for independence in a referendum, or
the British Government declaring war against Northern Ireland
because it wished to join the Republic of Ireland. Unlike the political
dialogue and the search for legal remedies that dissatisfied nations of
the United Kingdom utilise to resolve their conflicts, the Armenians
of Nagorno-Karabakh, who have been natives of the territory
for centuries, have been the target of years of demonisation in
Azerbaijan for voting for independence in 1991 as the Soviet Union
was collapsing. Karabakh was a ‘devolved statelet’ within the Soviet
legal system. Ilham Aliyev, President of Azerbaijan, has on numerous
occasions declared that ‘Karabakh is Azerbaijan’.1 But one wonders:
why would a leader of a country bomb its own people, a region of
its own territory? The simple answer is that from a legal perspective
Karabakh has never been part of the Republic of Azerbaijan.
On 27 September 2020, Azerbaijan—with substantial Turkish
military involvement and thousands of mercenaries from Syria—
attacked the disputed territory of Nagorno-Karabakh to ‘liberate’ it
from the control of the self-declared Republic of Artsakh. By the end
of a 44-day devastating war, the Armenians not only lost control
of significant parts of Karabakh, but also the seven regions around
Karabakh, which they had controlled since the first Karabakh war in
the early 1990s, as a security buffer zone and as a bargaining chip in
the negotiations process for final status.
After the recent ‘historic victory’, President Ilham Aliyev declared
that ‘there is no Nagorno-Karabakh conflict anymore’. It was
resolved militarily. Nevertheless, the conflict—the core of which
has been Azerbaijan’s territorial integrity and the Karabakh
Armenians right of self-determination—remains unresolved. A
ceasefire agreement was signed on 9 November 2020 with Russian
mediation (2,000 Russian peacekeepers have been deployed in
Karabakh), but the absence of a final settlement or a peace treaty
keeps this oldest conflict in the former Soviet Union unresolved for
the foreseeable future.
1 Ilham Aliyev, ‘Speech at Plenary Session’ (Sixteenth Annual Meeting of
Valdai International Discussion Club, Sochi, 3 October 2019) <https://
en.president.az/articles/34358>.
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Baku has portrayed the war as a ‘last resort’ response to decades-long
Armenian intransigence to negotiate a settlement. Yet, since 1994,
the only ‘status’ the Azerbaijani leadership was willing to grant to
the Karabakh Armenians was ‘highest form of autonomy’—more or
less similar to the status Karabakh had during Soviet times. Neither
self-determination nor independence were ever on Baku’s agenda.
Yet the legal and political developments that occurred towards the
end of the Soviet Union are still relevant to the final political and
legal solution of the Karabakh conflict.
On 30 August 1991, the Supreme Council of the Azerbaijan Soviet
Socialist Republic (Azerbaijan SSR) declared independence by
restoring the independent Republic of Azerbaijan that existed
between 1918 and 1920, and declared the establishment of
Soviet power in Baku as illegal. Two articles formulated in the
Constitutional Act were significant: Article 2 stated that ‘The
Azerbaijani Republic is the successor of the Azerbaijani Republic
which existed from 28 May 1918 to 28 April 1920’; and Article 3
declared that ‘The treaty on the establishment of the USSR on
20 December 1922 is considered not valid in the part related to
Azerbaijan from the moment of signing it’.2 Furthermore, the
law previously proclaimed the Azerbaijani nation’s sovereignty
over the republic. Azeri was confirmed as the state language, and
the republic’s land and natural resources were defined as ‘national
wealth’ belonging to ‘the Azerbaijani people’.
By refusing to become the legal successor of Azerbaijan SSR, Baku
freed itself from recognizing Nagorno-Karabakh as an Autonomous
Region, a semi-state within the legal framework of the Soviet
Union. Back in 1923, the Armenians of Nagorno-Karabakh were
recognized as a legal entity within Azerbaijan SSR by becoming a
state unit within a state, ie the Nagorno-Karabakh Autonomous
Oblast. As such, legally speaking, in 1991 the ‘Mountainous
Karabakh Republic’ was declared over territories that the Republic
of Azerbaijan had no sovereignty over—in view of the fact that it
had rejected the Soviet legal system, the very legal basis of its claim
over Karabakh. The Armenians argue that Nagorno-Karabakh was
2 The Constitutional Act on the State Independence of the Republic of
Azerbaijan 1991.
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not part of the first republic of Azerbaijan between 1918 and 1920.
Indeed, on 26 August 1919, the government of Azerbaijan and
the Karabakh National Council had signed an interim agreement
whereby the sides had agreed that the Paris Peace Conference
would settle ‘the problem’ of Karabakh. This implied Azerbaijan’s
recognition of Karabakh as a distinct ‘legal entity’.
Furthermore, from an international legal point of view, the League
of Nations not only did not recognise the sovereignty of Azerbaijan
over Karabakh in 1919–20, but also did not recognise Azerbaijan
as a state—by rejecting its application (1 November 1920) for
admission into the League—because its ‘frontiers appeared to be illdefined’ and Azerbaijan ‘did not appear to fulfil all the conditions
laid down in the Covenant [of the League of Nations], in particular,
those concerning stability and territorial sovereignty’. In reviewing
Azerbaijan’s application, the Fifth Sub-Committee of the League
recommended not to admit Azerbaijan:
There are frontier disputes with Georgia and Armenia.
Some agreements have been reached concerning the
future settlements of the same, but they do not appear
to be so far-reaching and definite as to justify the
affirmation that the boundaries of the country have been
definitely fixed.3
Sovietisation of the region had started just as the League was
discussing the membership of Azerbaijan, Georgia, and Armenia.
It is an historical irony that, over a century later, the international
boundaries of the three Republics in the South Caucasus are yet to
be ‘definitely fixed’ through bilateral or multilateral agreements.
In the early Soviet period, the sovietised government of Azerbaijan
had announced in an official declaration, in November 1920, that
Karabakh (along with Nakhichevan and Zangezur) were to be part
of the Soviet Republic of Armenia.4 This was reaffirmed on 4 July
1921 by the Caucasian Bureau (Kavbureau) of the Revolutionary
Committee of the Party at its plenary session in Tbilisi, which
decided that Karabakh should remain part of Armenia SSR.
However, on 5 July, Joseph Stalin reversed the decision of the
Bureau and dictated otherwise. From a legal standpoint, it is
argued that Stalin’s decision was illegal (at least on procedural
grounds) as his decision was neither discussed nor voted on by the
Bureau. Moreover, the legality of the decision of a ‘third party’—ie
the Bolshevik Party, which had no jurisdiction to determine the
status of a disputed territory at the time—remains questionable.
Nevertheless, on 7 July 1923, Soviet Azerbaijan’s Central Executive
Revolutionary Committee decided to incorporate Karabakh into
3 League of Nations, The Records of the First Assembly. Meetings of the
Committees 2 (Geneva, 1920) 219. See also League of Nations, ‘The
Request of Azerbaidjan for Admission’ in The Record of the First Assembly.
Plenary Meetings (Meetings held form the 15th of November to the 18th of
December 1920) (Geneva, 1920) 642. Azerbaijan’s request for admission
was rejected by 28 votes (28 against and 14 abstentions). None voted in
favour. As for Georgia: 10 for, 13 against, 19 abstentions; Armenia: 8 for,
21 against, 13 abstentions (ibid 651, 633, and 579).
4 The declaration, signed by Nariman Narimanov, President of the
Revolutionary Committee of Azerbaijan, was published in Pravda.
Stalin himself called it ‘a historic act of world significance’ (2 Komunist,
2 December 1920; also published in Komunist (Yerevan), 7 December
1920). Earlier, on 11 January 1918, a ‘Decree of the Soviet Council of
People’s Commissars on Self-Determination and Independence for
“Turkish Armenia”’ was signed by Lenin, Stalin, and Bonch-Bruevich.
See text in Basil Dmytryshyn and Frederick Cox, The Soviet Union and
the Middle East. A Documentary Record of Afghanistan, Iran and Turkey
1917–1985 (Kingston Press 1987) 463–464.

Azerbaijan. As such, the forced incorporation of Karabakh into
Azerbaijan during the Soviet period remains a disputed legal issue
in the negotiations for a peaceful settlement of the conflict.
While Azerbaijan takes the incorporation of Karabakh for granted,
the Armenians dispute Azerbaijan’s legal claims vis a vis the political
decision and its legal implications in the early Soviet era, and the
legal procedures followed before the end of the Soviet Union in
the late 1980s and early 1990s. When still under Soviet rule, on 20
February 1988 the Assembly (parliament) of the Nagorno-Karabakh
Autonomous Oblast (NKAO) had passed a resolution for the
transfer of Karabakh from Soviet Azerbaijan to Soviet Armenia, and
appealed to the Supreme Soviet of the USSR, the highest legislative
body in the ‘empire’, for confirmation. Armenians ‘believed their
demand to uphold the Karabakh Armenians’ democratic choice and
undo the territorial injustice inflicted by Stalin was in full harmony
with the aims of glasnost’ and perestroika, and Gorbachev’s rejection
of the Stalinist heritage’.
Azerbaijan SSR rejected the resolution, arguing that the ‘application
jeopardises the mutual benefits of the republic’s Armenians and
Azerbaijanis alike and contradicts the efforts made to enhance
restructuring and strengthen friendship between nations’. In order
to prevent further escalation of hostilities between the Azerbaijanis
and Karabakh Armenians, on 20 January 1989, the Supreme Soviet
of the USSR established a special authority in Karabakh—headed
by Arkady Volsky—under the direct supervision of the Soviet
government in Moscow, in effect removing Azerbaijan SSR’s
political control over Karabakh. The special authority was abolished
on 28 November by the USSR Supreme Soviet and replaced by the
Baku-controlled ‘Republic Organisational Committee’ (Orgkom) on
15 January 1990. Subsequently, the Supreme Soviet of Azerbaijan, on
23 November 1991, passed a law abolishing the Nagorno-Karabakh
Autonomous Oblast. This decision was deemed unconstitutional—
along with Armenia SSR’s decision (1 December 1989) to reunify
Karabakh with Armenia—by the USSR Constitutional Oversight
Committee on 28 November.5
The first attempt made by Karabakh Armenians for legal ‘divorce’
from Azerbaijan SSR and ‘reunion’ with Armenia SSR had failed.
A second attempt for legal remedy, this time for independence, was
based on an all-Union law passed in 1990, which granted rights
to autonomous entities and national settlements to independently
decide their legal and administrative status in case the host (titular)
republic exits the USSR.6 Thus, Karabakh declared independence
from Azerbaijan on 2 September 1991 based on the same operative
laws of the Soviet Union upon which Azerbaijan declared its
own independence from the USSR. Significantly, the USSR
Constitutional Oversight Committee did not annul or revoke
NKAO’s declaration establishing the ‘Nagorno-Karabakh Republic’,
as the decision was in compliance with USSR’s law (passed on 3
April 1990) on procedures of secession. Based on this law, Karabakh
organised a referendum on 10 December 1991, in the presence of
5 For legal purposes, it should be noted that Azerbaijan’s law on abolishing
NKAO was based on the 1978 Soviet-era Constitution (Principal Law)
of Azerbaijan, art 10 para 2. But the 1978 Constitution had lost its force
by the adoption (through referendum in November 1995) of a new
Constitution of the Republic of Azerbaijan, which came into force on 27
November 1995, as well as on the basis of Article 4 of the Constitutional
Act on the State Independence of the Republic of Azerbaijan (n 2).
6 Law of the USSR Concerning the Procedure of Secession of a Soviet Republic
from the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (Register of the Congress of
the People’s Deputies of USSR and Supreme Soviet of USSR 13, 3 April
1990) 252.
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international observers, by which the people of Karabakh expressed
their will for independence. This provided legitimacy to Karabakh’s
independence in the legal context of the USSR, which was still in
existence and internationally recognized. Some Azerbaijani scholars
argue that ‘the Autonomous Region of Nagorno-Karabakh did not
have the right of secession on the basis of the Constitution of the
former USSR and Azerbaijan’, based on Article 78 of the 1977 USSR
Constitution, which stipulates that ‘the territory of Union Republics
may be altered by mutual agreement of the Republics concerned’ (ie
Azerbaijan SSR and Armenia SSR). However, they do not mention
that this was legally the case only until 1990—before the passing of
the all-Union law on self-determination—and as long as a Union
Republic remained within the USSR.
Following the collapse of the USSR, when in 1991 the international
community recognised the three republics in the South Caucasus, the
legal status of Karabakh was unresolved, just as it was unresolved in
1920. The crux of the conflict—even now after the second Karabakh
war—is still the right to self-determination of Karabakh Armenians
and Azerbaijan’s territorial integrity. President Aliyev has declared
that the conflict is ‘resolved’ once and for all by a ‘victorious war’.
Nevertheless, it remains to be seen whether peaceful coexistence with
the Armenians will be possible without a lasting peace agreement.
During fieldwork research in 1995, I asked an elderly man what
the most important aspect of Karabakh’s independence was. He
explained:
The most important thing for me today, even if I go
hungry, is the fact that today I do not feel Armenian, I feel
human. The Azerbaijanis used to constantly remind us
that we are Armenian… ‘You are Armenian, Armenian,
Armenian’... and used to see us as second-class citizens. I
am free of this heavy burden. I am a human being. I am
an Armenian human being who is concerned about daily
bread, about government, about borders, and how I can
help the situation.
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I

have not read all the tributes that have been made to John Hume
since his death in 2020, but I doubt if many—perhaps any—of
them have got to the heart of his real achievement, which was
twofold. On the one hand, he prevented a settlement of Northern
Ireland’s constitutional status that seemed to be a real possibility
in the late seventies and early eighties on what might have been
called ‘Unionist’ principles (though it could have resulted in the
end, or radical decline, of ‘Unionism’ as a force in Northern Ireland
politics). On the other hand, along with Gerry Adams, Charles
Haughey, and Father Alec Reid of the Clonard monastery in
Belfast, he found a means by which the IRA could lay down its arms
without the appearance of having been defeated—an appearance
of defeat that would have had very damaging consequences for
the cultural and political coherence of the Catholic community in
Northern Ireland.
It needs to be said straightaway that the IRA were not defeated. Their
achievement in maintaining the war and driving their enemies—
the British army, with all the resources, both overt and covert, it
possessed, together with the array of Ulster Protestant paramilitary
forces—to a stalemate is very impressive. Pat Walsh, in Resurgence,
his remarkable study of the resurgence of the Catholic community
starting in the 1960s, suggests that, even as early as the late 1970s,
elements in the IRA leadership had recognised that they could not
‘win’, if ‘winning’ meant ‘securing a united Ireland’.1 But by that time
1 Pat Walsh, Catastrophe and Resurgence: The Catholic Predicament in
‘Northern Ireland’, vol 2 (Resurgence, 1969–2016, Belfast Historical and
Educational Society 2016) 287. ‘In 1977 Jimmy Drumm dropped a
bombshell at Bodenstown when he gave formal recognition that the
war was not being won by the Provos ... There was little doubt that the
Army Council had countenanced the Bodenstown Address and it had
fundamental consequences for the War. From then on the problem was
how to end the war in a functional settlement. If the British Government

so much energy, skill, and determination had been invested in the
campaign that it had become the emblem of Catholic—especially
Catholic working-class—resolve never to return to the near-50
years of humiliation they had suffered since the Westminster
government imposed a separate, necessarily Protestant-dominated,
government on them. An appearance of defeat would have had a
severely demoralising effect on the community as a whole, the
more so because so many young people were joining (with all the
dangers—and excitement—that that implied), not because of any
great longing for a united Ireland, but simply out of outrage at the
presence of army soldiers in their streets and army helicopters in
their skies.

A disruptive system of government
In the early 1980s, it was possible to believe (I certainly believed) that
Northern Ireland was headed, on autopilot so to speak, towards what
could have been a stable and permanent settlement. In principle, the
political problem had been solved in 1972, with the ‘suspension’ of
Stormont. Precisely because of the Catholic/Protestant division,
Northern Ireland was the part of the United Kingdom least suitable
for the establishment of a devolved government. In Northern Ireland,
devolved government could only mean a permanent Unionist
(Protestant) majority lording it over a permanent Nationalist
(Catholic) minority. This was obviously not what the Catholic
minority wanted. But the Catholic position wasn’t a simple matter
of Republican sentiment. Catholic Ulster had been a redoubt of the
old Home Rule movement against the new, determinedly separatist,
Sinn Fein. The leading Ulster Catholic politician, Joseph Devlin, was
did not facilitate an ending of the War on reasonable terms, it would
undoubtedly have to be prolonged until it did, and it would have to be
enhanced with politics to make up for the declining military position.’
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well connected in Westminster and particularly well placed with
regard to the emergence after the First World War of the Labour
Party. He had been very much looking forward to continuing his
Westminster career under the new circumstances that would have
been created by Home Rule (a relatively minor devolution of power
analogous to the present arrangements for Scotland and Wales).
Even after partition, if Northern Ireland had continued to be
governed directly by Westminster he would have made a formidable
tribune for the Ulster Catholics. As it was, with effective power in
the hands of his lifelong enemies, and all the political parties in
Westminster washing their hands of responsibility for the place, it
was as if he had the legs cut out from under him.
But nor did the Ulster Unionists want a devolved government
for their part of Ireland. When, in May 1920, the Government of
Ireland Act came to the House of Lords, the Unionist leader, Sir
Edward Carson, abstained and protested powerfully, saying:
It has been said over and over again, ‘you want to oppress
the Catholic minority, you want to get a Protestant
Ascendancy over there’. We have never asked to govern
any Catholic. We are perfectly satisfied that all of them,
Protestant and Catholic, should be governed from this
Parliament and we have always said that it was the fact
that this Parliament was aloof entirely from these racial
distinctions and religious distinctions, which was the
strongest foundation for the Government of Ulster.2
Alas, though, it is one of the properties of power that once one has
possessed it one is very reluctant to renounce it. The Unionists were
outraged at the suspension of Stormont and desperately anxious to
get it back again. In fact, had they possessed rather more political
intelligence than they did, they might have noticed that, as a result
of the suspension of Stormont (and the conviction that it would
never be restored on a simple majority rule basis) something was
happening that was very much in their interests—or at least in the
interest of the ‘Union’ they claimed they wanted to preserve.
So long as Northern Ireland continued under the domination of
the Stormont government, Catholics were largely (not entirely)
absent from its administrative structures. The extent to which
this was a product of Protestant discrimination or of Catholic
boycott might be a matter of controversy but the fact was certain.
Catholics found it very difficult, if not impossible, to work under
the direction of people they had long experienced as being deeply
anti-Catholic. It is enough in this context to mention the power of
the Orange Order. Even if they were opposed in principle to rule by
Westminster, however, their feelings about it were very different. It
wasn’t by definition an anti-Catholic government. Catholics began
in large numbers to enter the civil service and other administrative
structures. In the nature of things they began in the lower ranks but
as time progressed they began increasingly to assume positions of
responsibility. They were developing an interest in the wellbeing
of Northern Ireland as a political entity. The Protestants, lacking
political wisdom, looked on this development with bitterness. But
they should have welcomed it.

A stable system of government?
So the Catholic ‘resurgence’ took two apparently contradictory
forms. On the one hand they were advancing in positions of power
and responsibility within Northern Ireland. On the other hand
2 Quoted in Walsh (n 1) 126–27.
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they were successfully defying a professional army that boasted
(justifiably or not, that is another matter) of being among the
most capable military forces in the world. One could see in this a
division of class—middle-class ‘careerism’, working-class militancy.
And one could see it reflected in the two main political parties—
middle-class SDLP, more working-class Sinn Fein. But it is more
accurate and useful to see it as two sides of a single movement, a
single resurgence.
It may have been the genius of John Hume that, despite being the
leader of the SDLP, whose political representatives for the most
part genuinely hated the IRA, he knew that the two sides of the
resurgence were complementary, not contradictory. But he was
faced with a problem. Left to its own devices the Northern Ireland
problem risked finding a resolution that would certainly suit the
‘careerist’ side of the equation but would not solve the problem
posed by the military side.
I must stress that I am not using the word ‘careerist’ in a derogatory
sense. It was a merit of direct rule that career paths were opening
for Catholics which had previously been closed. And this raised the
question as to whether or not there was any need for a devolved
legislature in Northern Ireland. A poll conducted in 1978 (the
‘Northern Ireland attitude survey’ by EP Moxon Browne and B
Boyle) found that 96.6% of Protestants and 92.2% of Catholics felt
that ‘Northern Ireland should have the same laws as the rest of
the United Kingdom.’ A series of National Opinion Poll surveys
conducted between 1974 and 1982 had posed the question of
whether ‘integration’—direct rule from Westminster as a stable and
permanent constitutional settlement—was an acceptable option.
Large majorities of Protestants, fluctuating between 78% (1974) and
91% (1981) found it acceptable. That might seem unsurprising given
that this was obviously the most ‘Unionist’ option, but we should
bear in mind that it would have meant renouncing for good all the
power and patronage that went with their most favoured option:
majority rule devolution.
The figure among Catholics fluctuated between the lowest at 35%
(1981) to the highest, 55% (1976). The figure in 1982 was 45%.
Although of course much lower than the Protestant percentages,
these figures are still remarkable given that this was the most
‘Unionist’ option and that all sections of the Catholic political
establishment regarded it with the deepest hostility. Had equivalent
percentages among the Protestant population regarded a united
Ireland as an acceptable option the figures would have been
recognised as significant.
What would have been necessary to bring it about? When Stormont
was suspended, Northern Ireland was in the middle of a radical
reorganisation of local government. According to an obituary for
Sir Patrick Macrory, the architect of this reorganisation:
Under the report, urban district, rural district and
county councils were all abolished, their responsibilities
for health care, education and planning transferred to
Stormont and their remaining powers over things like
dustbins and burial of the dead vested in 26 district
councils. The removal of Stormont, never envisaged
under the report, produced the famous Macrory Gap,
eventually filled with largely nominated quangos to
handle those important local government functions
administered by councils in the rest of the UK.3
3 The Independent (London, 13 May 1993).
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In the early 1980s, the Unionist Party, under the leadership of
James Molyneaux, argued for the reestablishment of Stormont,
without legislative powers, as a top tier of local government that
would fill the ‘Macrory gap’. To satisfy the natural devolutionist
desires of almost all professional politicians in Northern Ireland
the policy was called ‘administrative devolution’, but it would
have provided Northern Ireland with a perfectly adequate and
democratic system of government. Arrangements could have
been made for a division of responsibilities among the different
parties, Catholic and Protestant and, given the engagement of all
parties, including Sinn Fein, in the still available lower level of local
government, it would have been difficult to refuse engagement
in the exercise of the more substantial powers (over education,
health, and planning) that would have been available in the upper
tier. This could easily have evolved into a legislature at some future
date if that was thought to be desirable.

The interim arrangement would have to reflect the two national
allegiances existing in Northern Ireland, giving them each an equal
value:

Interestingly, such a closing of the Macrory gap had been envisaged
in the Conservative Party’s 1979 manifesto, which read: ‘In the
absence of devolved government, we will seek to establish one or
more elected regional councils with a wide range of powers over
local services.’ It was widely believed that this apparently modest
suggestion had been included on the initiative of Airey Neave, the
Tory Shadow Secretary of State for Northern Ireland and a close
friend and associate of Margaret Thatcher’s. He had been killed by
a bomb fixed under his car only a couple of days after the vote
of no confidence that brought down the Labour government and
brought Margaret Thatcher into power. His Northern Ireland
policy was almost immediately abandoned. When, in 1982, James
Prior, as Secretary of State for Northern Ireland, established yet
another powerless Northern Ireland assembly as part of a process
he called ‘rolling devolution’, the possibility of it becoming an
upper tier of local government was deliberately excluded. The
devolution to be rolled out could only be legislative devolution,
granted when suitable agreement could be found (it never was)
department by department.

These quotations are from Towards a New Ireland, the proposals
submitted by the SDLP in 1972 to the negotiations that eventually
produced the Sunningdale Agreement of 1974.4 The practical
proposals were for a legislative assembly in which the position
of minority parties would be enhanced through proportional
representation, both in the elections to the assembly and in
the election by the assembly of an executive committee. Any
legislation passed in the assembly would require the signature
of two ‘commissioners’, one appointed by the British sovereign
government, the other by the Irish sovereign government.
The sovereign governments between themselves would have
responsibility for security. Flags of both sovereign states would
have equal status. The people of Northern Ireland would not send
representatives either to Westminster or to the Dail.

Two sovereign governments
I have elaborated on this possibility of ‘administrative devolution’ at
some length because I think it helps us to understand the enormity
of John Hume’s achievement in bringing about the ‘Anglo-Irish
Agreement’ of 1985. It would be difficult to argue that this did
anything to improve the conditions of life for Catholics or to bring
the war to an end. In driving the Unionists into a state of near
madness it had the opposite effect. The level of violence, which
had been on the decline prior to the Agreement, rose again. But in
effectively giving the Republic’s government a veto over legislative
proposals for Northern Ireland it put an end to the possibility of
establishing constitutional stability on the basis of direct rule.
For John Hume, the advance or otherwise of Catholic interests
in Northern Ireland was not the primary issue. The primary
issue was sovereignty. The partition of 1920 had been a wrong
done to the Irish people as a whole. The only eventual solution
was Irish unity. But this could not be achieved straightaway.
What was required therefore was an interim arrangement that
would contain within it an impetus towards Irish unity. That
impetus would be provided in the first instance by ‘an immediate
declaration by Britain that she believes that it would be in the
best interest of all sections of the Communities in both Islands,
if Ireland were to become united on terms which would be
acceptable to all the people of Ireland and that she will positively
encourage the prosecution of this view point.’

In the absence of a settlement which they will regard as
better than their present position Protestant loyalty in
general will remain partly to Britain, partly to themselves
as a people, to their way of life and to a British link as a
safeguard of that way of life. On the other hand Catholics
in general will continue to give their loyalty to Ireland.
Immediate unity therefore means defeat of Protestants
and victory for Catholics, and the continuation of the
present constitutional relationship with Britain means
victory for Protestants and defeat for Catholics. Either
would mean the continued existence of political violence
by dissident minorities.

This was broadly the framework that determined Hume’s whole
political career, at least prior to his involvement in the ‘peace process’
which, I shall argue, had quite different roots. The power-sharing
devolved government established through the Sunningdale agreement
fell, as we know, through a massive strike by the Protestant working
class which, among much else, had control of the country’s electricity
supply. But this strike was not, at least at first, directed against the
principle of power sharing. It was a protest against the ‘Council of
Ireland’ which was to be set up as part of the Sunningdale arrangements.
The success of the agreement depended massively on the personal
popularity of Brian Faulkner, leader of the Unionist Party at the time of
the negotiations. But Faulkner had lost the leadership of the Unionist
Party. His position as head of the executive was extremely fragile. The
Council of Ireland gave the Republic’s government a consultative role
in the government of Northern Ireland. Faulkner had agreed to this
on the understanding that the Republic’s government had renounced
its claim to rightful sovereignty over Northern Ireland. But that claim
was built into the Republic’s constitution. When the renunciation
of sovereignty was challenged in the courts the government said
in its defence that its recognition of Northern Ireland was a mere
acknowledgement of existing political realities and in no way binding
on future Irish governments. In those circumstances the strikers
demanded that the Council of Ireland be abandoned. Faulkner and
many others appealed to the SDLP to renounce the Council of Ireland
at least temporarily but they refused. For them the involvement of
the Republic in the government of Northern Ireland was an essential
principle. Indeed, in the few months of the executive’s existence they
had made it clear that they regarded Dublin, not Westminster, as their
own sovereign government. As a result of this—and of the insistence
4 The submissions of all the parties are given in Northern Ireland Office,
The Future of Northern Ireland: A Paper for Discussion (HMSO 1972) 72–82.
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of both the SDLP and the Westminster government on treating
the strikers as if they were engaged in a Fascist putsch—support for
the strike grew massively and the whole promising power sharing
experiment came to an end.
It was of course very fragile and might have come to an end anyway
but that cannot be known for certain. What is certain is that, in
that moment of truth, the SDLP regarded the principle of Irish
government involvement in the governance of Northern Ireland as
more important than the maintenance of power sharing.

Charles Haughey and the dangers for the Southern
government
Looked at from the point of view of the Southern government,
however, this was a very dangerous principle. Towards a New Ireland
had recognised the right of the Ulster Protestants to maintain the
link with Britain ‘in the absence of a settlement which they will
regard as better than their present position.’ It had argued that
the Catholic sectarian nature of the Republic was a product of the
fact that the Protestant element had been abstracted from it by
partition. The Republic of Ireland would have been a very different
country, culturally and economically, had the Ulster Protestants
been a part of it. This was putting a responsibility on the Republic
to change in such a way as to satisfy the desires of a people—the
Ulster Protestants—traditionally hostile to its Catholic and Gaelic
culture. It implied a considerable infringement of the right of the
people of the Republic to order their own affairs. It would also—had
the full SDLP programme been implemented—have implicated their
government in the messy business of maintaining order in Northern
Ireland—‘the provision of a firm basis for concerted governmental
and community action against terrorist organisations’, to quote the
document prepared by the British government to introduce the
Sunningdale principles.5
The person who seems to have understood this most clearly was
Charles Haughey. Haughey could hardly be accused of indifference to
the wellbeing of the Northern Catholics. At the time when the IRA
had lost its military capacity, having committed itself fully to the civil
rights struggle as the way forward, Haughey was instrumental in the
then-Irish government policy of helping the Catholic community arm
itself against the intense and murderous assault it was enduring at the
hands of the Protestants. His political career was nearly ruined when
the government of Jack Lynch backtracked and tried to pretend that
this was an individual and illegal initiative on the part of the ministers
and army personnel involved.6 But Haughey never supported Hume’s
idea that the Irish government should share responsibility with the
British government for running Northern Ireland. Nor that the
Republic, having fought hard to secure its independence, should
bend its own culture and mores into a shape designed to attract the
population of Northern Ireland that considered itself to be British.
Haughey’s disagreement with Hume was evident in the 1980s when
Hume persuaded the government of Garret FitzGerald (who had been
Irish Foreign Secretary at the time of the Sunningdale Agreement)
5 Northern Ireland Office, Northern Ireland constitutional proposals (Cmnd
5259, 1973) 30.
6 For this understanding of the ‘arms crisis’ see: Angela Clifford, The Arms
Conspiracy Trial, Ireland 1970: The Prosecution of Charles Haughey, Captain
Kelly and Others (A Belfast Magazine 3, Arms Crisis Series 3, 2009);
Michael Heney, The Arms Crisis of 1970: The Plot that Never Was (Apollo
2020); David Burke, Deception and Lies: The Hidden History of the Arms
Crisis (Mercier Press 2020).
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to launch the ‘New Ireland Forum’. The Forum’s report published in
May 1984 bears a marked resemblance to the SDLP’s document of
1972, Towards a New Ireland. It amounts to an argument for what it
calls ‘joint authority’, joint rule by the two sovereign governments in
which the role of a devolved assembly is more marginal than it is in
Towards a New Ireland: ‘Joint authority would involve shared rule by
the British and Irish governments. Although this could be exercised
directly, there would be enabling provision for the exercise of
major powers by a locally-elected Assembly and Executive.’ In other
words, it could operate quite happily in the absence of any locally
elected assembly, given the apparent impossibility at the time of
bringing one into existence. Nothing was said about the Macrory
gap and the simple objective need for a reform of local government
structures. Nor was anything said for or against Northern Ireland
sending representatives to Westminster or the Dail.
‘Joint authority’, however, is only one of three options put forward in
the Forum report. There was also a ‘unitary state’ and—apparently on
the principle that all good things come in threes—a federal/confederal
state—essentially Northern Ireland remaining as a separate state
within an Irish confederation, a proposal I think from the Irish
Labour Party that was never pursued with any vigour. Effectively
there were two proposals: unitary state or joint authority. John
Hume had clearly hoped to secure the support of parties representing
‘over 90% of the nationalist population and almost three quarters of
the entire population of Ireland’ for joint authority. He was willing to
concede unanimous support for any of the three options, including
joint authority. But in the event Haughey, as leader of Fianna Fail,
then in opposition, insisted that the only proposal that had secured
unanimous support was ‘unitary state.’
Although he had initiated discussions with the British government
when he was Taoiseach, Haughey was also very reticent with regard
to the Anglo-Irish Agreement. To take up Pat Walsh’s account in
Resurgence:7
Haughey opposed the Hillsborough Treaty, despite
considerable pressure even from within his own party,
on the basis that it was a purely inter-Governmental
arrangement that excluded the internal political forces of
the North. He pointed out to the Irish negotiators of the
Hillsborough Treaty that any recognition made of British
sovereignty in the North would be unconstitutional.
The Agreement they signed could not override the
Constitution. [In the event, in 1998, as part of the Good
Friday Agreement, Articles 2 and 3 of the Constitution
which claimed sovereignty over Northern Ireland, were
changed through a referendum.] He described the North
as a ‘failed entity’ that should not be meddled with. In
this way he made a grand Republican gesture against the
Treaty that helped him disengage from the North on the
basis that to do so [ie to engage with the North] would
be futile and simply create antagonism ... Haughey’s view
of the Hillsborough Treaty, and his refusal to fish in
troubled waters was proved to be fully justified by the
extent of Unionist opposition to the Treaty. Later, taking
it to be an established fact, he moved towards lukewarm
support of it. And, when he returned as Taoiseach, he
kept its apparatus in being, but operated it in the most
minimal forms possible in co-operation with Tom King,
the new British Secretary of State, who also saw it as an
antagonising influence on the North.
7 Walsh (n 1) 338.
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The ‘peace process’
Following Walsh’s account, the ‘peace process’ began with discussions
between Gerry Adams on behalf of the Republican movement,
and the Redemptorist priest Father Alec Reid. Beginning in 1985,
Fr Reid began discussions with Haughey. Walsh quotes Kevin
Rafter’s biography of Martin Mansergh, Haughey’s go-between for
discussions with Adams, describing a meeting with Reid:
The Fianna Fail leader listened to Reid outline a scenario
detailing how the IRA could be persuaded to call a
ceasefire ... Reid argued that the Adams-led Republican
leadership could be convinced to lay down their arms,
but that this could only come about through face-to-face
discussion. Talk had to be aimed, in the first instance,
at ending the isolation of the Republican movement.
Adams and his supporters had to be shown that a broad
constitutional and nationalist family existed which they
could join to pursue the objective of a united Ireland. But
this would only come about when the IRA no longer felt
that it was out on its own.8
Hume joined the process when he met Adams...
... in January 1988, when hostility toward Republicanism
in the aftermath of Enniskillen was at a very high level.9
When this was revealed, Haughey made a point of
publicly backing the ‘integrity and judgement’ of Hume
in engaging in talks with Sinn Fein, against the SDLP
leader’s critics, without saying anything about his own
earlier initiative. Hume then informed and instructed
the SDLP to hold a series of talks with Sinn Fein at
Clonard monastery in March 1988.
In 1989, my namesake, Peter Brooke, arrived in Northern Ireland
as Secretary of State. I myself had left for France in 1987. Without
wishing to follow the course of the ‘peace process’ in detail, Hume’s
principal intellectual contribution was his argument that any
settlement had to take account of the ‘totality of the relationships’—
again, a matter of good things coming in threes. There were the
relations between Catholics and Protestants in Northern Ireland,
between Northern Ireland and the Irish Republic, and between
the Irish Republic and Britain as a whole. This provided the basis
for the ‘three strands’ of the final Good Friday Agreement. ‘Strand
One’ covered Democratic institutions in Northern Ireland (relations
between Catholics and Protestants); ‘Strand Two’ covered North/
South ministerial council (relations between Northern Ireland and
the Irish Republic); and ‘Strand Three’ covered the British–Irish
Council/British–Irish intergovernmental conference (relations
between the Irish Republic and Britain as a whole).
There was, however, one relationship that was missing from this
analysis—the relationship between Northern Ireland and Great
Britain, meaning the relationship between the people of Northern
Ireland and what, despite everything, is still their sovereign
government in Westminster. It was not much to the credit of the
Unionists that they somehow failed to notice this. But whether they
noticed it or not, it remains much more crucial to any understanding
8 Kevin Rafter, Martin Mansergh: A Biography (New Island Books 2002) 182
(as cited in Walsh (n 1) 339–40). Walsh incorrectly gives Mansergh’s
first name as ‘Nicholas’.
9 A bomb set off by the IRA at a Remembrance Day event in Enniskillen
in 1987 killed 11 people.

of the present condition of Northern Ireland than the arrangements
for either North/South or British/Irish Republic cooperation.
Although on paper the Good Friday Agreement was a triumph
for John Hume, looked at from his original perspective of ‘joint
sovereignty’ it could indeed be seen as a failure. Hume saw the Irish
government as the legitimate sovereign government of Catholics
in Northern Ireland, and the British government as the perhaps
somewhat less legitimate sovereign government of the Protestants
in Northern Ireland. In fact it is doubtful if either side felt any
particular confidence in their respective sovereign governments.10
The normal process by which legitimacy is established in a
democratic society is through elections. Owing to the refusal of the
British and Irish political parties to organise and contest elections
in Northern Ireland neither Protestant nor Catholic could actually
vote for a party capable of forming their sovereign government.
It is extremely doubtful if many Catholics ever felt any great sense
of national solidarity with the government in Dublin. It is only
recently that Sinn Fein, the principal beneficiary of the Good
Friday Agreement, have recognised the Dail even as the legitimate
government of the Republic, never mind the North. The principal
achievement of the Good Friday Agreement has probably been to
reconcile Sinn Fein to the continued existence of Northern Ireland,
which was most certainly not John Hume’s original project.
I earlier outlined two sides to the Catholic ‘resurgence’ in Northern
Ireland since the end of Unionist majority rule in 1972—a side I
called, with no derogatory intention, ‘careerist’, and a military side,
an assertion of the dignity of a people who had suffered 50 years
of systematic humiliation on account of the system of government
imposed on Northern Ireland since 1920. I have seen devolution,
not partition as such, as the root of the problem. It may be that had
James Molyneaux succeeded in his project of establishing an upper
tier of local government, closing the Macrory gap, Northern Ireland
would have acquired a perfectly adequate system of government that
would not have had the effect any devolved legislature (including
the present one) would have had, of exacerbating Catholic/
Protestant tensions. This may well have suited the careerist side of
the equation, but it would have left the military side unsatisfied. To
that extent perhaps the skill that John Hume showed in preventing
such a settlement served a useful purpose in enabling the Catholic
community as a whole to rejoice in the achievement of its military
wing and enabling Sinn Fein, with all the political energy it had
mobilised, to assume the role of guardian and promoter of the
advance of the Catholic community within the Northern Ireland
framework. But Northern Ireland still lacks a stable, democratic
system of government. Given the difficulties of maintaining a
devolved legislature in which the roles are divided between Sinn
Fein and the DUP, Stormont is continually going into suspension.
If this does not produce chaos it is because the functions of
government continue to be exercised—by Westminster. Sinn Fein
in Northern Ireland, while continually winning seats and refusing
to take them up in Westminster, do not seem to be unduly upset by
this. But it leaves one feeling that the problem—the basic problem of
finding a stable system of governance—is still very far from having
been solved.
10 This statement must be modified since the Conservative Party does
now take members and contest elections though without putting into
it the effort one would expect of a party that believed it had something
radically important to contribute to a resolution of our problems. Sinn
Fein of course is organised on an all-Ireland basis, though with the
interesting twist that it is capable of forming a government in Northern
Ireland but not yet in the Republic.
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Abstract

I

n the wake of successive disappointing election performances
by the UK Labour Party, commentators on the party’s centreright have argued that it can only be electorally successful if it is
perceived as closer to the political centre than it was under leaders
such as Jeremy Corbyn and Ed Miliband. These comments reiterate
the received wisdom that, for a political party to be successful, it
must be perceived as occupying an ideological centre ground. This
political wisdom is derived from Anthony Downs’ ‘median voter
theorem’,1 which states that ‘a majority rule voting system will
result in the outcome most preferred by the median voter’.2 The
following study tests this argument empirically by comparing voter
estimations of the ideological positions of the Labour, Conservative,
Green, and Liberal Democrat parties on the left–right ideological
scale before the 2017 and 2019 General Elections and during polling
carried out in June 2020.

Introduction
Discourse within the political commentariat, and the general
public, often involves discussion of whether parties have moved
towards the left or right because of leaders, political philosophies,
or significant events such as Brexit or the 2008 financial crisis.
Failure at the polls—such as the Labour Party’s failure to win a
1 Anthony Downs, An Economic Theory of Democracy. (Harper and Row
1957).
2 Ed Fieldhouse, ‘Is Labour really too left-wing to win an election?’
(British Election Study, 2015) <https://www.britishelectionstudy.com/
bes-findings/blog-update-is-labour-really-too-left-wing-to-win-anelection/#.YKz_Q42Sk2x> accessed 28 May 2021.
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majority in 2015 and 2019—is often attributed to a party shifting
its position on this scale so that it is out of sync with the electorate.
The UK Labour Party was accused of moving ‘too far to the left’
under Corbyn,3 while Joe Biden was attacked on the campaign
trail in the US as being not left-wing enough.4 However, studies
have suggested that it is actually quite rare for parties to shift
significantly on the left–right ideological spectrum.5 This raises the
question: is there actually a correlation between a party’s position
on the left–right axis, as perceived by the mean voter, and electoral
success? Do voters ignore ideological shifts when making electoral
decisions—and is electoral perception of such shifts even accurate
enough to allow informed decision making? The following study
seeks to answer these questions by using a number of simple
statistical tests and linear models to investigate the link between
voter estimation of British parties’ ideological positions on the
Anthony Downs’ scale,6 and the electoral success of these parties. As
a precursor to this analysis, the study also considers the conclusions
of two previous studies on voter estimation of ideological position
in Europe and Britain, and the influence these have on this study’s
3 Tony Blair, ‘If your heart is with Corbyn, get a transplant’ The Telegraph
(22 March 2016); Rajeev Syal, ‘Ditch Corbyn’s “misguided ideology”
Tony Blair urges Labour’ Guardian (18 December 2019).
4 ‘Why Progressives Think Joe Biden Is Not ‘Electable’ (NPR, 17 July
2019).
5 James Adams, ‘A theory of spatial competition with biased voters: party
policies viewed temporally and comparatively’ (2001) 31(1) British
Journal of Political Science 121; Ian Budge and Hans-Dieter Klingemann,
‘Finally! Comparative over-time mapping of a party policy movement’
in Ian Budge, Hans-Dieter Klingemann, and Andrea Volkens (eds),
Mapping Policy Preferences: Estimates for Parties, Electors and Governments
1945–1988 (Oxford University Press 2001).
6 Downs (n 1).
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results. Ultimately this study finds that—based on the results of two
previous general elections, pre-election surveys from these polls,
and survey results after one year of Sir Keir Starmer’s leadership of
the Labour Party—the proximity of a party’s perceived ideological
position to that of the median, centrist voter, is a poor indicator
of electoral success. The study also highlights that, in order to
better understand the relationship between voter estimation of the
ideological position of a party and electoral success, more data from
smaller-scale electoral contests is required.

Theoretical background and previous studies
Before testing the hypothesis that, in the UK, the party which is
perceived as being closest to the ideological centre ground does the
best, it is necessary to consider some of the assumptions within
this hypothesis.
The first of these is the assumption of a level of ‘political knowledge’
or ‘political sophistication’ within the electorate. Parties in Britain
and many other Western democracies tend to be characterised as
‘left’, ‘right’, or ‘centrist’ on the two-dimensional scale described by
Downs.7 In Down’s model, these labels describe, with broad strokes,
the ideological positions held by parties which determine their
stance on a range of policy issues. They let members of the electorate
identify the party they are most closely aligned with without having
to analyse the party’s stance on individual issues.8 Busch9 points
out that this model assumes voters can understand the ideological
content of a party’s positions and compare it with their own, rather
than comparing the label itself, which may disguise significant
differences between party and voter priorities. The same assumption
is present within the argument made by centrist politicians such as
Tony Blair10 and Peter Mandelson11 that the Labour Party can only
win elections if it is perceived by the median voter as being closest
to the median (centre) ideological position. This argument, like
Downs’ model of electoral decision making, relies on voters being
able to understand the congruence between their own ideological
stances, and their political parties’. However, research on voter
perceptions of European parties and electoral decision making
has suggested that the average voter does not notice when a party
changes the ideological content of its manifesto.12
Similarly, several studies13 have found that if individuals have strong
7 ibid.
8 Kathrin Barbara Busch, ‘Estimating parties’ left–right positions:
Determinants of voters’ perceptions’ proximity to party ideology’ (2016)
41 Electoral Studies 159.
9 ibid.
10 Blair (n 3).
11 Peter Mandelson, ‘It’s simply a myth that Labour can win from the left’
The Independent (3 April 2021).
12 James Adams, Lawrence Ezrow, and Zeynep Somer-Topcu, ‘Is anybody
listening? Evidence that voters do not respond to European parties’ policy
statements during elections’ (2011) 55(2) American Journal of Political
Science 370; James Adams, Lawrence Ezrow, and Zeynep Somer-Topcu,
‘Do voters respond to party manifestos or to a wider information
environment? An analysis of mass-elite linkages on European integration’
(2014) 58(4) American Journal of Political Science 967.
13 Andrew Drummond, ‘Assimilation, contrast and voter projections of
parties in the left–right space: does the electoral system matter?’ (2010)
17(6) Party Politics 711; Donald Granberg and Soren Holmberg, The
Political System Matters: Social Psychology and Voting Behaviour in Sweden
and the United States (Cambridge University Press 1988); Samuel Merrill,
Bernard Groffman, and James Adams, ‘Assimilation and contrast effects
in voter projections of party locations: evidence from Norway, France
and the USA’ (2001) 40(9) European Journal of Political Research 1999.

positive or negative emotional predispositions to specific parties
they tend to exaggerate the ideological similarity or difference
between themselves and said party.14 This undermines the core
assumption of informed electoral decision-making of Downs’
model and the arguments of Mandelson and Blair. Busch tests the
hypothesis that voters are able to accurately perceive and compare
the ideological position of a party with their own using multi-level
linear modelling, identifying the individual-, party-, and systemlevel factors that influence the accuracy of voter estimations
of ideological position.15 Busch finds that voter estimation of a
party’s ideological position, and shifts in this position, is generally
accurate. Changes in a party’s political ideology around economic
policy actually appear to improve accuracy. The greatest source of
confusion to voter estimation was multiple parties significantly
shifting ideological position simultaneously, which caused a decrease
in estimation accuracy. Dahlberg suggests that if parties want to
avoid voter confusion about their ideological position they should
take distinctive positions, since the further from other parties they
are, the clearer voter estimation is.16 However, successful parties
tend to try to have ‘broad appeal’ amongst the electorate by operating
under as wide an ideological umbrella as possible,17 which makes
them harder to locate accurately on the left–right scale as ideological
positions will inevitably overlap.
The second assumption made by commentators such as Blair and
Mandelson is that the distance between the perceived ideological
position of the Labour Party and the electoral median position, is
greater than the distance between the same median position and
the perceived ideological positions of other parties. Ed Fieldhouse
considers this claim in a widely republished blog post for the
British Electoral Survey.18 Fieldhouse argues that the overall mean
ideological position of the British Labour Party is less important
than the difference between its position and that of the electoral
median, or whether competing parties position themselves closer
to this median. Fieldhouse uses data from the British Electoral
Survey—the source from which this study’s data is also drawn—to
interrogate the claim made by Tony Blair that the Labour Party
moved too far left under Ed Miliband and Jeremy Corbyn,19 in the
wake of the 2015 General Election, where Labour won 232 seats to
the Conservatives’ 330. His study is therefore a useful precursor to
this paper. Fieldhouse’s comparison of mean voter position on the
ideological scale and mean voter estimation of Labour’s position on
the same scale showed that in 2015 Labour moved further away
from the median voter than any time during the more electorally
successful Blair years. This suggests that the received wisdom of
Downs’ model—and the arguments of Blair, Mandelson, and other
centrists—may be correct. As Labour has moved further from
the median, its electoral success has declined. However, Labour’s
perceived ideological position was actually 0.6 points to the right of
its own voters’.20 This is a good position for a party attempting to have
a ‘broad appeal’ across the electorate.21 Additionally, Fieldhouse’s
study showed that despite the Liberal Democrats being perceived
14 Busch (n 8).
15 ibid.
16 Stefan Dahlberg, ‘Does context matter - the impact of electoral systems,
political parties and the individual characteristics on voters’ perceptions
of party positions’ (2013) 32(4) Electoral Studies 670.
17 Zeynep Somer-Topcu, ‘Everything to Everyone: The Electoral
Consequences of the Broad-Appeal Strategy in Europe’ (2014) 59(4)
American Journal of Political Science 841.
18 Fieldhouse (n 2).
19 Blair (n 3).
20 ibid fig 4.
21 Fieldhouse (n 2); Somer-Topcu (n 17).
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as the party ideologically closest to the median voter’s position,22
they still suffered an electoral collapse, losing 49 of their 57 seats
in 2015. Additionally, while the Labour party was considered leftof-centre, they were still perceived as closer to the centre than the
Conservative Party. The modal score of the Conservative Party was
8, compared to Labour’s 3.23 The Conservative Party’s ideological
position was also further to the right of Conservative supporters
(0.9 points) than the Labour Party was from Labour supporters.24
Fieldhouse concludes that there are more important factors in
electoral success in Britain than perceived ideological position. This
suggests that Labour’s main challenge will be increasing its support
by implementing new policies associated with conservative fiscal
responsibility, whilst also keeping its established electoral base.

position to both vote share and seat count, this study can resolve the
effects of the first-past-the-post electoral system in the UK, whereby
a party with a lower national vote than another may win more seats if
its votes are concentrated in a smaller number of constituencies. The
raw data was aggregated into a dataframe showing each respondent’s
answer to the question, ‘In politics people sometimes talk of left and
right. Where would you place the following parties on this scale?’, for
each of the political parties listed above, as well as the respondent’s
response when asked to give an estimation of their personal
ideological position. Scores were given on a scale of 1–10, with 0
being the most left-wing and 10 the most right-wing position.27

A brief overview of previous studies on voter estimation of ideological
positions in the UK and Europe upholds the core assumption of the
Downs model—that the average voter can accurately estimate the
ideological position of a political party. However, it appears that, in
the UK, the ability of voters to accurately estimate party positions
does not necessarily mean they set great store by them when
making electoral decisions. As Fieldhouse concludes, the proximity
of a party’s perceived ideological position to the median is a poor
indicator of electoral success.

The analysis of the resultant dataset was structured around three
questions. Did voter perceptions of the ideological position of each
party change significantly over time? Is there a correlation between
a particular voter estimation score and electoral success? And finally:
If such a relationship exists, could it be adequately modelled using a
simple linear model? Having established a set of guiding research
questions, the first step in the analysis was to check the distribution of
the data using a Shapiro-Wilk test. This found that the data was not
normally distributed (see Appendix I), and so non-parametric tests
were used throughout this study. A Kruskal-Wallis test was used to
test whether voter estimations of party ideological positions varied
significantly over time, followed by a post hoc Wilcox rank sum
test to identify where these specific differences lay. The Benjamini
and Hochberg method28 was used as the adjustment. It controls the
false discovery rate rather than the more stringent family-wise error
rate, which makes it a more powerful method than alternatives.29
Following the Kruskal-Wallis test a Kendall’s Tau correlation test
was used to identify any cases of significant correlation between
ideological position and electoral success amongst each party.
Significance level was set at 0.05. Kendall’s Tau was selected as
the test, rather than Spearman’s Rho, because it is less sensitive
to error and the p-values it produces are more accurate at smaller
sample sizes. A power analysis was carried out for each correlation
test. Finally, a simple linear model with a fitted regression line was
used to model the relationship between vote share or seat count,
and voter estimation of a party’s ideological position. A post hoc
goodness of fit test was run to check the residuals of this model, with
the effect size and test power also calculated.30

Method
The following section will lay out the steps taken in the treatment
and analysis of data during this study. While the techniques used are
simple, they can still reveal significant phenomena concerning voter
estimation and electoral success.
Data
This study focuses exclusively on voter estimation in the United
Kingdom. While restricting the applicability of the study’s results, this
also brings several benefits. The presence of multiple parties within
the UK electoral system has been proven to make voter estimations
of ideological position more accurate.25 So has the presence of several
established parties which have traditionally been associated with a
specific area on the left–right axis.26 The time frame studied (2017–20)
was selected because, within it, multiple parties changed either their
ideological position or party leader, and because it largely predates the
confounding effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on electoral decision
making. The raw data from the study was obtained from three waves
of the British Electoral Study 2014–23: Wave 11 (April–May 2017),
Wave 17 (November 2019), and Wave 20 (June 2020). The results of
each survey were compared to the percentage vote share and number
of seats won by four major parties (Labour, Conservative, Green,
and Liberal Democrat) in the General Elections they preceded. Data
from the Wave 20 survey was compared to YouGov polling on voter
preferences carried out between 11 and 12 June 2020. Vote share
was taken directly from polling, and the seat count this vote share
would translate into was calculated using the online calculation tool at
<electoralcalculus.co.uk>. By comparing mean estimated ideological
22 Fieldhouse (n 2) fig 2.
23 ibid.
24 ibid.
25 Busch (n 8); Stacy B Gordon and Gary M Segura, ‘Cross-national
variation in the political sophistication of individuals: capability or
choice?’ (1997) 59(1) Journal of Politics 126; Giovanni Sartori, Parties
and Party Systems: A Framework for Analysis (Cambridge University Press
1976).
26 Busch (n 8).
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Results
Results in the first set were from the Kruskal-Wallis test for
significant difference between voter estimations of ideological
position in 2017, 2019, and 2020. The results are summarised in fig
1. We can see that, in the majority of cases, the perceived ideological
position of each party has shifted in between each round of polling.
The exception to this is voter estimation of the Liberal Democrats’
position between 2017 and 2019. Respondents’ self-estimations also
appear to have shifted significantly, but only between 2017 and 2020.
These results allow us to make several statements about shifting
27 British Election Study 2014-2023: Waves 1-20 Internet Panel Codebook s l
(2020) 303.
28 Yoav Benjamini and Yosef Hochberg, ‘Controlling the False Discovery
Rate: A Practical and Powerful Approach to Multiple Testing’ (1995) 57(1)
Journal of the Royal Statistical Society: Series B (Methodological) 289.
29 RDocumentation, p.adjust: Adjust P-Values for multiple comparisons (no
date) <https://www.rdocumentation.org/packages/stats/versions/3.6.2/
topics/p.adjust> accessed 29 May 2021.
30 fig 14.
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ideological positions within different parties between 2017 and
2020. The Labour Party was perceived by the electorate as moving
significantly to the left after the 2017 elections, at which it prevented
the Conservative Party from winning a majority. However, it was
perceived as having shifted further to the right than it was in 2017
after one year of Sir Keir Starmer’s leadership. The replacement
of Teresa May with Boris Johnson as Conservative leader and
Prime Minister appears to have resulted in a small but significant
shift to the right, followed by a sudden shift to the left by around
2.6 points between November 2019 and June 2020. This dramatic
shift is probably the result of increased public spending and of the
expansion of government regulation and policy into more sectors
of public life as a result of the coronavirus pandemic. Other notable
shifts include the leftward shift of the Liberal Democrats between
2017–20 (4.19–3.88), and the leftward shift of respondents over the
same period (4.93–4.57). In summary, voters perceived a significant
ideological shift in all four parties between 2017 and 2019, while
shifting to the left by almost half a point themselves over the same
period. These shifts are visualised in figs 3–6.
Having established that there were significant shifts in perceived
ideological positions between 2017 and 2020, we can look to the
results of our correlation tests to see if this change was significantly
correlated to electoral outcomes.

power analysis of both sets of Kendall’s Tau tests showed them
to be very underpowered (fig 7), with scores well below 0.8,
probably being a result of the small sample size (n=12) for the
overall tests. The chance of these results being a false negative
is therefore relatively high. The p-values returned by Kendall’s
Tau correlation tests for specific parties were all non-significant
(see Appendix II). While their sample sizes (n=3) prevented
power tests from being run, it can be assumed that small sample
sizes will also have influenced these results. Despite the lack of a
significant relationship, plotting our variables by political party
still produces an interesting graphic (fig 8).
Even if we cannot confirm a significant relationship between
perceived ideological position and electoral success, the coefficients
from a linear model are informative. Fig 9 shows the coefficients
and p-values for each linear relationship modelled.
While the p-values for our linear models show only four significant
relationships, the coefficients indicate several interesting trends.
For the overall linear model, the coefficients for both seats and

The overall correlation tests between mean perceived ideological
position and vote share or seat/MP count returned p-values of
0.2496 for Mean Score vs Vote Share and 0.1116 for seats won.
This indicates that there is no significant correlation between the
average perceived ideological position of a party and electoral
success. However, a significant caveat to this result is that a

Fig 1. Summary table showing p-value for changes between estimated
ideological position of parties in 2017, 2019, and 2020.

Fig 2. Summary table of estimated ideological scores for political parties in
2017, 2019, and 2020.

Fig 3. Boxplot of perceived position on the ideological spectrum for the Labour Party, 2017–20.
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Fig 4. Boxplot of perceived position on the ideological spectrum for the Conservative Party, 2017–20.

Fig 5. Boxplot of perceived position on the ideological spectrum for the Green Party, 2017–20.

Fig 6. Boxplot of perceived position on the ideological spectrum for the Liberal Democrats, 2017–20.
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Fig 7. Summary statistics for the Kendall's Tau
correlation test of the overall dataset.

vote share were positive, with every point shift towards the
right gaining a party 3.8% of the national vote share, or 38 seats
within the UK-wide electoral system. For the Labour Party this
trend was more pronounced, with a single point shift towards
the right modelled to net the party an extra 52 seats, or 13% of
the vote. The Conservative Party, however, was not modelled to
profit from any shifts to the right, with a one point shift costing
them 4.7 seats and 0.7% of the vote. A heavy caveat to these
figures, however, is that neither the Labour, Conservative, nor
overall model had a p-value indicating a significant relationship.
The coefficients for the Green Party Seats~MeanIDScore model
suggest a flat regression line, but the Green Party would only ever

Fig 8. Scatter plot of mean estimated ideological position of political parties (L0–R10) vs percentage vote share
in the 2017 and 2019 UK general elections, and projected vote share in June 2020.

win 1 seat, no matter what its mean estimated ideological position
was. While this model produced significant p-values, common
sense tells us it is implausible. The model for Green Party Vote
Share~MeanIDScore appears to be better, indicating that Green
Party vote share decreases by 5.9% for each perceived point further
to the right. The linear model for Seats~MeanIDScore for the
Liberal Democrats was the only model with a non-flat regression
line to produce two significant p-values. It suggests the Liberal
Democrats would gain 25.8 seats for every perceived point shift to
the right, while the model for vote share (p-value:0.585) suggests
such a shift would increase the party’s share of the vote by 10.29%.

Fig 9. Summary table of coefficients and p-values for linear models of mean
estimated ideological score vs seats won and mean estimated ideological score
vs vote share for individual political parties and for the overall dataset.

While the trends outlined above all suggested plausible
relationships, even if most were statistically insignificant, there
were some coefficient and p-value outputs which indicated that a
linear modelling method was not always appropriate for modelling
the relationship between estimated ideological position and
electoral success. For example, the intercept coefficient for a linear
model of Seats~MeanIDScore for the Conservative Party indicates
that, if the Conservative Party had a mean estimated ideological
score of 0 (as left-wing as possible), they would win 380 seats. This
is clearly incorrect. Furthermore, post hoc goodness of fit testing
suggests that the relationships suggested by the linear models do
not encompass enough explanatory factors. Figs 12 and 13 show
the residuals for the overall model plotted against fitted values.
The value of the residuals for each model can clearly be predicted
based on the fitted values, indicating that the model is missing
explanatory information. However, power analysis of the overall
models returned values of 0.94 for the Seats~MeanIDScore model
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Fig 10. Linear model of vote share vs mean estimated ideological score for overall dataset.
Vote share attained by political parties in 2017, 2019, and 2020 plotted as individual points.

Fig 11. Linear model of total MPs elected (seats won) vs mean estimated ideological score for overall dataset.
Seats attained by political parties in 2017, 2019, and 2020 plotted as individual points.

and 0.95 for the VoteShare~MeanIDScore model (fig 14), indicating
the tests had sufficient explanatory power. This may be because,
despite the small sample size and the absence of other explanatory
variables, the effect size, calculated as Hedge’s G (see fig 14), was
large for both models. Goodness of fit tests, power analyses, and
effect size calculation present a contradictory picture of how well
linear models can describe the relationship between electoral
outcomes and voter estimation of ideological position. Nonetheless,
the R-squared and F-statistics (fig 14) indicate more clearly that
linear regression modelling with only the mean voter estimated
ideological score and an electoral outcome does not sufficiently
explain our data. The R-squared statistic for the Seats~MeanIDScore
model was 0.286 and 0.192 for the VoteShare~MeanIDScore model.
This indicates that the linear models explain only 29 and 19 percent
of the variability in electoral outcomes. The F-test p-value was
greater than 0.05 for both overall models (fig 14), indicating that
neither linear regression modelled a significant relationship. The
only party-specific model with a significant F-test p-values was the
Liberal Democrat Seats~MeanIDScore model. Therefore, although
examining the coefficients of linear models provides us with a
number of hypothetical relationships, linear regression modelling
suggests these relationships are significant in only a small number
of cases. The clearest result from linear modelling is that, in order
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to improve the effectiveness of this method, more data is needed. It
could be gathered either by increasing the longitude of the study,
or the granularity of the data—potentially looking at results at a
constituency level.

Discussion and conclusion
Following the above analysis of data from the British Election Study
2014–23, we can draw several conclusions about the relationship
between a party’s perceived ideological position and its electoral
success. The first key finding was that voter estimations of the
ideological positioning of the four major political parties of the UK
have shifted significantly between 2017 and 2020, and in most cases
(Liberal Democrats excluded) shifted significantly between each set
of surveys. This finding runs contrary to Adams31 and Budge and
Klingemann,32 who suggest that significant shifts are rare. While the
applicability of this trend outside the UK is not proven, it does confirm
that the electorate perceives ideological repositioning amongst
political parties as something that occurs relatively often in the UK.

31 Adams (n 5).
32 Budge and Klingemann (n 5).
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Fig 12. Plot of residuals vs fitted values for a linear model of seats won vs mean estimated ideological score derived from the overall dataset.

Fig 13. Plot of residuals vs fitted values for a linear model of vote share vs mean estimated ideological score derived from the overall dataset.

The following findings, the most important, concern the relationship
between these shifts and the electoral fortunes of the parties in
question. Correlation testing on the level of both the electoral
system and the individual parties found no significant correlation
between a party’s perceived ideological position and electoral
outcomes. This suggests that, while commentators such as Blair and
Mandelson might link the decline of Labour’s electoral fortunes to a
perceived leftward shift, there is no evidence in the data to support
this. The same was true for the linear modelling approach, which
found no statistically significant relationship between mean voter
estimation of ideological position and electoral outcomes, except
in one case (see fig 9). This study’s most statistically robust results
were associated with modelling of the Liberal Democrat party (figs
9 and 14), which suggested that shifting a point to the right could
increase the party’s seat count by 25.8 seats. This directly contradicts
the centrist mantra that parties should strive to be perceived as
closest to the median voter. The Liberal Democrats scored 4.43 on
average between 2017 and 2020, by far the closest average score to
the average self-estimation by respondents across the same period
(4.82) (see fig 2). This trend may illustrate Dahlberg’s argument that
parties which adopt more distinctive ideological positions are easier
for voters to recognise ideologically, and hence easier to identify
with.33 Further evidence can be found in the modelled results for
33 Dahlberg (n 16).

Fig 14. Summary table of post hoc test outputs for linear models.
* Model was a perfect fit because of flat regression line.
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the Green Party, which lost 5.9% of its national vote share for every
point it moved away from its clear left-wing position (2.82 across all
three years) towards the centre, where its position would overlap
with Labour and potentially the Liberal Democrats.
A methodological issue which prevented more conclusions being
drawn from the correlation analysis and linear modelling was the
lack of statistical power when testing and modelling at the level
of individual parties. This was probably down to two factors: the
simplicity of the models, which used only one independent variable,
and the small sample size of the data. These factors led to some results
being clearly inappropriate, such as the linear model suggesting a
far-left Conservative Party would win 380 seats. Similarly, the linear
model describing the relationship between the Green Party’s seat
count and ideological position was clearly impacted by the Greens’
consistent score of 1 seat regardless of vote share, leading to a flat
regression line and a meaningless model. However, as always with
hypothesis testing, the failure of our models also points us towards
useful conclusions. There are two notable failure-driven conclusions.
1) Perceived ideological position alone is not a sufficient predictor
variable of electoral success. 2) Research in this area would benefit
from using data on the relative electoral success of parties, either a
greater number of administrative levels (council, mayoralty etc) or
from a greater breadth of electoral contests (local council elections,
mayoral races, devolved-administration elections).
The key finding of this study is as follows: there is no evidence
to support the centrist mantra that the party perceived as being
ideologically closest to the median voter will have the best electoral
outcomes. There is no significant correlation or relationship
between how the electorate perceives a party’s ideological position
and how well it does at the polls. This confirms what Fieldhouse34
suggested when investigating the issues facing the Labour party
after the loss of the 2015 general election. Instead, it appears that
other explanatory factors are of greater importance in determining
which parties individuals vote for. These factors account for the
70–80% of variability in electoral outcomes that is not explained
by the impact of perceived ideological positions within the linear
models (fig 14). These other ‘explanatory factors’ may be valence
issues, such as which party has the best leader or is the most
charismatic, which are often primed as being significant by the
media during election campaigns.35 While focus by the media on
leadership and personality issues does not detract from voters’
abilities to accurately estimate the ideological position of parties,36
it could very well alter their priorities when it comes to the issues
which bear heavily on electoral decision making. In summary, this
study’s conclusions suggest that politicians who advocate recreating
a party’s ideological position in line with the mythical ‘median
voter’ are sacrificing the useful asset of ideological recognisability
for little to no electoral gain.
34 Fieldhouse (n 2).
35 Busch (n 8); Elisabeth Gidengil, Andre Blais, Neil Nevitte, and Richard
Nadeau, ‘Priming and campaign context: evidence from recent Canadian
elections’ in David M Farrell and Rudiger Schmitt-Beck (eds), Do
Political Campaigns Matter? Campaign Effects in Elections and Referendums
(Routledge 2002).
36 Busch (n 8); Danny Hayes, ‘Has television personalised voting
behaviour?’ (2008) 31 Political Behaviour 231; Max Kaase, ‘Is there
personalization in politics? Candidates and voting behaviour in
Germany’ (1994) 15 International Political Science Review 211; Klaus
Schoenbach, ‘The “Americanization” of German election campaigns: any
impact on the voters?’ in David L Swanson and Paolo Mancini (eds),
Politics, Media and Modern Democracy (Praeger Publishers 1996).
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Appendix I: Shapiro-Wilk normality test results
Shapiro-Wilk normality test
data: NormalTest2017Lab
W = 0.88669, p-value < 2.2e-16
shapiro.test(NormalTest2017Con)
Shapiro-Wilk normality test
data: NormalTest2017Con
W = 0.85698, p-value < 2.2e-16
shapiro.test(NormalTest2017Greens)
Shapiro-Wilk normality test
data: NormalTest2017Greens
W = 0.93257, p-value < 2.2e-16
Shapiro-Wilk normality test
data: NormalTest2017LD
W = 0.94439, p-value < 2.2e-16
Shapiro-Wilk normality test
data: NormalTest2017Self
W = 0.96415, p-value < 2.2e-16
shapiro.test(NormalTest2019Lab)
Shapiro-Wilk normality test
data: NormalTest2019Lab
W = 0.83963, p-value < 2.2e-16
Shapiro-Wilk normality test
data: NormalTest2019Con
W = 0.84651, p-value < 2.2e-16
Shapiro-Wilk normality test
data: NormalTest2019greens
W = 0.94, p-value < 2.2e-16
Shapiro-Wilk normality test
data: NormalTest2019LD
W = 0.94829, p-value < 2.2e-16
Shapiro-Wilk normality test
data: NormalTest2019Self
W = 0.97034, p-value < 2.2e-16
Shapiro-Wilk normality test
data: NormalTest2020Lab
W = 0.91648, p-value < 2.2e-16
Shapiro-Wilk normality test
data: NormalTest2020Con
W = 0.75904, p-value < 2.2e-16
Shapiro-Wilk normality test
data: NormalTest2020greens
W = 0.93417, p-value < 2.2e-16
Shapiro-Wilk normality test
data: NormalTest2020LD
W = 0.93274, p-value < 2.2e-16
Shapiro-Wilk normality test
data: NormalTest2020Self
W = 0.96252, p-value < 2.2e-16
#Overall Datasets
shapiro.test(ElectoralScore$Seats)
Shapiro-Wilk normality test
data: ElectoralScore$Seats
W = 0.79694, p-value = 0.008648
shapiro.test(ElectoralScore$Vote.Share)
Shapiro-Wilk normality test
data: ElectoralScore$Vote.Share
W = 0.81068, p-value = 0.01242
shapiro.test(ElectoralScore$MeanIDScore)
Shapiro-Wilk normality test
data: ElectoralScore$MeanIDScore
W = 0.83635, p-value = 0.025

Appendix II: Kendall's Tau correlation test results
#Kendall’s Tau Mean IDScore and Vote Share
cor.test(LabourVotes$MeanIDScore,LabourVotes$Vote.Share,method=”kendall”)
Kendalls rank correlation tau
data: LabourVotes$MeanIDScore and LabourVotes$Vote.Share
T = 2, p-value = 1
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alternative hypothesis: true tau is not equal to 0
sample estimates:
tau
0.3333333
-----Kendalls rank correlation tau

#Eliminate ‘Don’t Know’s’ from the data

data: ConservativeVotes$MeanIDScore and ConservativeVotes$Vote.Share
T = 1, p-value = 1
alternative hypothesis: true tau is not equal to 0
sample estimates:
tau
-0.3333333
-----Kendalls rank correlation tau

#Replace the levels “Left” and “Right” with “0” and “10” respectively using the ‘revalue’
function from ‘plyr’ package.

data: LibDemVotes$MeanIDScore and LibDemVotes$Vote.Share
T = 2, p-value = 1
alternative hypothesis: true tau is not equal to 0
sample estimates:
tau
0.3333333
-----------Kendalls rank correlation tau
data: GreenVotes$MeanIDScore and GreenVotes$Vote.Share
T = 1, p-value = 1
alternative hypothesis: true tau is not equal to 0
sample estimates:
tau
-0.3333333
#Kendall’s Tau MeanID Score and Seats
cor.test(LabourVotes$MeanIDScore,LabourVotes$Seats,method=”kendall”)
Kendalls rank correlation tau
data: LabourVotes$MeanIDScore and LabourVotes$Seats
T = 2, p-value = 1
alternative hypothesis: true tau is not equal to 0
sample estimates:
tau
0.3333333
----Kendalls rank correlation tau
data: ConservativeVotes$MeanIDScore and ConservativeVotes$Seats
T = 2, p-value = 1
alternative hypothesis: true tau is not equal to 0
sample estimates:
tau
0.3333333
---------Kendalls rank correlation tau
data: LibDemVotes$MeanIDScore and LibDemVotes$Seats
T = 3, p-value = 0.3333
alternative hypothesis: true tau is not equal to 0
sample estimates:
tau
1
------N/A for Green Party as SD for Seats = 0
--------#Overall dataset
cor.test(ElectoralScore$MeanIDScore,ElectoralScore$Vote.Share,method=”kendall”)
Kendalls rank correlation tau
data: ElectoralScore$MeanIDScore and ElectoralScore$Vote.Share
T = 42, p-value = 0.2496
alternative hypothesis: true tau is not equal to 0
sample estimates:
tau
0.2727273
cor.test(ElectoralScore$MeanIDScore,ElectoralScore$Seats,method=”kendall”)
Kendalls rank correlation tau
data: ElectoralScore$MeanIDScore and ElectoralScore$Seats
z = 1.5909, p-value = 0.1116
alternative hypothesis: true tau is not equal to 0
sample estimates:
tau
0.3566856

Appendix III: R code for replicating results
#Import data from SPSS
Nov2019PrePoll<-read.spss(“Nov2019PrePoll.sav”,use.value.label=TRUE)
#Create dataset of estimation of part placement on spectrum
Nov2019LeftRight<-data.frame(Nov2019PrePoll$lrLab,Nov2019PrePoll$lrCon,Nov2019PrePoll$lrgreens,Nov2019PrePoll$lrLD,Nov2019PrePoll$leftRight)

Nov2019LeftRight<-subset(Nov2019LeftRight,Nov2019LeftRight$Nov2019PrePoll.lrLab!=”Don’t know”&Nov2019LeftRight$Nov2019PrePoll.lrCon!=”Don’t know”&Nov2019LeftRight$Nov2019PrePoll.lrgreens!=”Don’t know”&Nov2019LeftRight$Nov2019PrePoll.lrLD!=”Don’t
know”&Nov2019LeftRight$Nov2019PrePoll.leftRight!=”Don’t know”)

install.packages(“plyr”)
library(plyr)
#Example code
Nov2019LeftRight$Nov2019PrePoll.lrLab<-revalue(Nov2019LeftRight$Nov2019PrePoll.
lrLab,c(“Left”=”0”,”Right”=”10”))
#We can check that revaluing the levels does not eliminate them from the data
ConRight2019=subset(Nov2019LeftRight,Nov2019LeftRight$Nov2019PrePoll.lrCon==”Right”)
nrow(ConRight2019)
[1] 5548
Nov2019LeftRight$Nov2019PrePoll.lrCon<-revalue(Nov2019LeftRight$Nov2019PrePoll.
lrCon,c(“Left”=”0”,”Right”=”10”))
ConRight20192=subset(Nov2019LeftRight,Nov2019LeftRight$Nov2019PrePoll.lrCon==”10”)
nrow(ConRight20192)
[1] 5548
#Once levels for all columns are revalued we need to ensure that the levels are read as
numeric
Nov2019LeftRight$Nov2019PrePoll.lrLab<-as.numeric(as.character(Nov2019LeftRight$Nov2019PrePoll.lrLab))
#Repeat for all columns (factors)
#Format data in this way for 2017, 2019 and 2021 elections
#Next step is to check whether data is normal or non-normal
#See Appendix I for Normality Test results
#All of our data is non-normally distributed, so we will use non-parametric tests.
#Create a data frame with results from each party across all 3 polls.
nrow(Election2017LeftRight)
[1] 19628
> nrow(Nov2019LeftRight)
[1] 20835
> nrow(June2020LeftRight)
[1] 19789
LabScores<-c(Election2017LeftRight$Election2017.lrLab,Nov2019LeftRight$Nov2019PrePoll.
lrLab,June2020LeftRight$June2020.lrLab)
Year<-rep(c(“2017”,”2019”,”2020”),times=c(19628,20835,19789))
Labour<-data.frame(LabScores,Year)
#Install ‘dplyr’ package
install.packages(“dplyr”)
library(dplyr)
#Get summary statistics by group (year)
group_by(Labour,Year) %>%
summarise(
count = n(),
mean = mean(LabScores, na.rm = TRUE),
sd = sd(LabScores, na.rm = TRUE),
median = median(LabScores, na.rm = TRUE),
IQR = IQR(LabScores, na.rm = TRUE)
)
Year count mean sd median IQR
<ord> <int> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl>
1 2017 19628 2.21 2.03 2 3
2 2019 20835 1.88 2.02 2 3
3 2020 19789 2.34 1.91 2 3
---Conservatives
Year count mean sd median IQR
<chr> <int> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl>
1 2017 19628 8.02 1.75 8 2
2 2019 20835 8.09 1.82 8 3
3 2020 19789 5.41 3.56 7 8
---Green
Year count mean sd median IQR
<chr> <int> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl>
1 2017 19628 2.82 2.09 3 4
2 2019 20835 2.93 2.06 3 4
3 2020 19789 2.72 1.98 3 3
----LibDem
Year count mean sd median IQR
<chr> <int> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl>
1 2017 19628 4.19 1.99 5 2
2 2019 20835 4.15 2.12 5 2
3 2020 19789 3.88 2.04 4 2
---
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Individual
Year count mean sd median IQR
<chr> <int> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl>
1 2017 19628 4.93 2.60 5 4
2 2019 20835 4.95 2.48 5 4
3 2020 19789 4.57 2.34 5 3
#Install ggpubr and viridis packages for nice box plots
install.packages(“ggpubr”)
install.packages(“curl”)
library(curl)
library(ggpubr)
library(viridis)
library(colorspace)
#Create boxplot by year
col.vir=viridis(6)
col.div<-diverge_hcl(6)
col.terr<-terrain_hcl(6)
col.seq<-sequential_hcl(6)
col.rain<-rainbow_hcl(6)
ggboxplot(Labour, x =”Year”, y =”LabScores”,color = “Year”, palette=col.vir,,order = c(“2017”, “2019”,
“2020”),ylab = “Perception of Labour Party(Left=0, Right=10)”, xlab = “Year”,main= “Perceived
Position on Ideological Spectrum - Labour Party 2017-2020”)
#Now we can perform our Kruskal-Wallis test
kruskal.test(LabScores~Year,data=Labour)
Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test
data: LabScores by Year
Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 884.87, df = 2, p-value < 2.2e-16
------kruskal.test(Conscores~Year,data=Conservative)
Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test
data: Conscores by Year
Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 8461.6, df = 2, p-value < 2.2e-16
---kruskal.test(GreenScores~Year,data=Green)
Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test
data: GreenScores by Year
Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 89.121, df = 2, p-value < 2.2e-16
--kruskal.test(LibDemScores~Year,data=LibDem)
Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test
data: LibDemScores by Year
Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 174.61, df = 2, p-value < 2.2e-16
---kruskal.test(IndividualScores~Year,data=Individual)
Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test
data: IndividualScores by Year
Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 210.98, df = 2, p-value < 2.2e-16
#If P-Value indicates significance follow up with a Wicox sum rank test
pairwise.wilcox.test(Labour$LabScores,Labour$Year,p.adjust.method = “BH”)
Pairwise comparisons using Wilcoxon rank sum test with continuity correction
data: Labour$LabScores and Labour$Year
2017 2019
2019 <2e-16 2020 <2e-16 <2e-16
----data: Conservative$Conscores and Conservative$Year
2017 2019
2019 2.9e-11 2020 < 2e-16 < 2e-16
P value adjustment method: BH
---data: Green$GreenScores and Green$Year
2017 2019
2019 7.2e-08 2020 0.00017 < 2e-16
P value adjustment method: BH
----data: LibDem$LibDemScores and LibDem$Year
2017 2019
2019 0.044 2020 <2e-16 <2e-16
P value adjustment method: BH
---data: Individual$IndividualScores and Individual$Year
2017 2019
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2019 0.52 2020 <2e-16 <2e-16
P value adjustment method: BH
#Having now completed a non-parametric ANOVA to see if there is a significant change in
ideological perception of parties and self over time we can move on to correlation.
#Load new data
ElectoralScore<-read.csv(“ElectoralScores.csv”)
#Shapiro-Wilk test for normality (See Appendix I, ‘Overall Dataset’ results).
#We’ll use a non-parametric Kendall’s Tau test, as at least 1 variable will always be
non-normally distributed.
#Lets check the method works by seeing if it can detect the strong positive correlation
between Vote share and seats won
cor.test(ElectoralScore$Seats,ElectoralScore$Vote.Share,method=”kendall”)
Kendalls rank correlation tau
data: ElectoralScore$Seats and ElectoralScore$Vote.Share
z = 4.0811, p-value = 4.482e-05
alternative hypothesis: true tau is not equal to 0
sample estimates:
tau
0.9149761
#Huzzah. Now we create subsets
LabourVotes<-subset(ElectoralScore,ElectoralScore$Party==”Labour”)
ConservativeVotes<-subset(ElectoralScore,ElectoralScore$Party==”Conservative”)
LibDemVotes<-subset(ElectoralScore,ElectoralScore$Party==”LibDem”)
GreenVotes<-subset(ElectoralScore,ElectoralScore$Party==”Green”)
#Kendall’s Tau for perception vs vote share
cor.test(LabourVotes$MeanIDScore,LabourVotes$Vote.Share,method=”kendall”)
Kendalls rank correlation tau
data: LabourVotes$MeanIDScore and LabourVotes$Vote.Share
T = 2, p-value = 1
alternative hypothesis: true tau is not equal to 0
sample estimates:
tau
0.3333333
-----Kendalls rank correlation tau
data: ConservativeVotes$MeanIDScore and ConservativeVotes$Vote.Share
T = 1, p-value = 1
alternative hypothesis: true tau is not equal to 0
sample estimates:
tau
-0.3333333
-----Kendalls rank correlation tau
data: LibDemVotes$MeanIDScore and LibDemVotes$Vote.Share
T = 2, p-value = 1
alternative hypothesis: true tau is not equal to 0
sample estimates:
tau
0.3333333
-----------Kendalls rank correlation tau
data: GreenVotes$MeanIDScore and GreenVotes$Vote.Share
T = 1, p-value = 1
alternative hypothesis: true tau is not equal to 0
sample estimates:
tau
-0.3333333
#All correlation tests suggest no significant correlation between ID Score and Vote Share.
#Kendall’s Tau ID Score and Seats
cor.test(LabourVotes$MeanIDScore,LabourVotes$Seats,method=”kendall”)
Kendalls rank correlation tau
data: LabourVotes$MeanIDScore and LabourVotes$Seats
T = 2, p-value = 1
alternative hypothesis: true tau is not equal to 0
sample estimates:
tau
0.3333333
----Kendalls rank correlation tau
data: ConservativeVotes$MeanIDScore and ConservativeVotes$Seats
T = 2, p-value = 1
alternative hypothesis: true tau is not equal to 0
sample estimates:

ISSUE 1

tau
0.3333333
---------Kendalls rank correlation tau
data: LibDemVotes$MeanIDScore and LibDemVotes$Seats
T = 3, p-value = 0.3333
alternative hypothesis: true tau is not equal to 0
sample estimates:
tau
1
------N/A for Green Party as SD for Seats = 0
--------#If we look at the overall dataset there is also no significant correlation between ID Score
and vote share or seats
cor.test(ElectoralScore$MeanIDScore,ElectoralScore$Vote.Share,method=”kendall”)
Kendalls rank correlation tau
data: ElectoralScore$MeanIDScore and ElectoralScore$Vote.Share
T = 42, p-value = 0.2496
alternative hypothesis: true tau is not equal to 0
sample estimates:
tau
0.2727273
cor.test(ElectoralScore$MeanIDScore,ElectoralScore$Seats,method=”kendall”)
Kendalls rank correlation tau
data: ElectoralScore$MeanIDScore and ElectoralScore$Seats
z = 1.5909, p-value = 0.1116
alternative hypothesis: true tau is not equal to 0
sample estimates:
tau
0.3566856
-------# We can plot our overall data correlation between ID Score and seats/vote share as a
scatterplots
ggscatter(ElectoralScore, x = “MeanIDScore”, y = “Vote.Share”,add = “reg.line”, conf.int = TRUE,cor.
coef = TRUE, cor.method = “kendall”, xlab = “Mean ID Score”, ylab = “Vote Share (%)”,title=”Perception of Party Position on Ideological Scale (L0-R10)vs Vote Share in UK Elections”)
#And grouped by party
ggscatter(ElectoralScore, x = “MeanIDScore”, y = “Vote.Share”,
+
add = “reg.line”, conf.int = TRUE,
+
cor.coef = TRUE, cor.method = “kendall”,color=”Party”,palette = c(“blue”,”limegreen”,”red”,”darkorange”),xlab = “Mean ID Score”, ylab = “Vote Share (%)”,main=”Perception of
Party Position on Ideological Scale (L0-R10)vs Vote Share in UK Elections”)
#We can also perform a power analysis of our correlation tests, using the effect sizes
calculated below.
install.packages(“pwr”)
library(pwr)
-----------VoteShareCorrPower<-pwr.r.test(n=12,r=0.2727273,sig.level=0.05)
approximate correlation power calculation (arctangh transformation)
n = 12
r = 0.2727273
sig.level = 0.05
power = 0.139482
SeatsCorrPower$power
[1] 0.2123021
alternative = two.sided
#Unfortunately, sample size for subsets is too small (<4) but we can assume they will be
underpowered.
# Now, lets create some linear models with seats/vote share as the DEPENDENT variable
(LEFT of tilde), and ID Score as the INDEPENDENT VARIABLE (RIGHT of tilde)
OverallmodelVoteShare<-lm(Vote.Share~MeanIDScore,data=ElectoralScore)
#Get confidence intervals
confint(OverallmodelVoteShare)
2.5 % 97.5 %
(Intercept) -17.64976 32.313140
MeanIDScore -1.69757 9.321735
confint(OverallmodelSeats)
2.5 % 97.5 %
(Intercept) -208.305773 184.22983
MeanIDScore -4.420539 82.15309
#Get R-Squared stats etc...
summary(OverallmodelVoteShare)

Call:
lm(formula = Vote.Share ~ MeanIDScore, data = ElectoralScore)
Residuals:
Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
-16.482 -15.827 -3.578 17.209 24.244
Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 7.332 11.212 0.654 0.528
MeanIDScore 3.812 2.473 1.542 0.154
Residual standard error: 17.41 on 10 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.192, Adjusted R-squared: 0.1112
F-statistic: 2.377 on 1 and 10 DF, p-value: 0.1542
summary(OverallmodelSeats)
Call:
lm(formula = Seats ~ MeanIDScore, data = ElectoralScore)
Residuals:
Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
-138.81 -109.32 -37.17 136.06 188.14
Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) -12.04 88.09 -0.137 0.8940
MeanIDScore 38.87 19.43 2.001 0.0733 .
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Residual standard error: 136.7 on 10 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.2858, Adjusted R-squared: 0.2144
F-statistic: 4.002 on 1 and 10 DF, p-value: 0.07332
-----------#Now model subsets
LabourmodelSeats<-lm(Seats~MeanIDScore,data=LabourVotes)
LabourmodelVoteShare<-lm(Vote.Share~MeanIDScore,data=LabourVotes)
ConservativemodelSeats<-lm(Seats~MeanIDScore,data=ConservativeVotes)
ConservativemodelVoteShare<-lm(Vote.Share~MeanIDScore,data=ConservativeVotes)
LibDemmodelVoteShare<-lm(Vote.Share~MeanIDScore,data=LibDemVotes)
LibDemmodelSeats<-lm(Seats~MeanIDScore,data=LibDemVotes)
GreenmodelVoteShare<-lm(Vote.Share~MeanIDScore,data=GreenVotes)
GreenmodelSeats<-lm(Seats~MeanIDScore,data=GreenVotes)
OverallmodelSeats<-lm(Seats~MeanIDScore,data=ElectoralScore)
#Plot overall model
plot(ElectoralScore$MeanIDScore,ElectoralScore$Vote.Share,ylab=”Vote Share(%)”,xlab=”Location
of parties on ideological scale (L=0,R=10)”)
title(main=”Linear Regression of Vote Share vs Mean Placement on Ideological Scale”)
legend(“bottomright”,legend=c(“Labour Party 2017”,”Labour Party 2019”,”Labour Party
2020”,”Conservative Party 2017”,”Conservative Party 2019”,”Conservative Party 2020”,”Green Party
2017”,”Green Party 2019”,”Green Party 2020”,”LibDem Party 2017”,”LibDem Party 2019”,”LibDem Party 2020”),col=c(“firebrick1”,”firebrick”,”firebrick4”,”dodgerblue”,”dodgerblue2”,”dodgerblue4”,”chartreuse”,”chartreuse3”,”chartreuse4”,”goldenrod”,”goldenrod2”,”goldenrod4”),pch=16)
points(LabourVotes$MeanIDScore[1],LabourVotes$Vote.Share[1],col=”firebrick1”,pch=16)
points(LabourVotes$MeanIDScore[2],LabourVotes$Vote.Share[2],col=”firebrick”,pch=16)
points(LabourVotes$MeanIDScore[3],LabourVotes$Vote.Share[3],col=”firebrick4”,pch=16)
points(ConservativeVotes$MeanIDScore[1],ConservativeVotes$Vote.Share[1],col=”dodgerblue”,pch=16)
points(ConservativeVotes$MeanIDScore[2],ConservativeVotes$Vote.Share[2],col=”dodgerblue2”,pch=16)
points(ConservativeVotes$MeanIDScore[3],ConservativeVotes$Vote.Share[3],col=”dodgerblue4”,pch=16)
points(GreenVotes$MeanIDScore[1],GreenVotes$Vote.Share[1],col=”chartreuse”,pch=16)
points(GreenVotes$MeanIDScore[2],GreenVotes$Vote.Share[2],col=”chartreuse3”,pch=16)
points(GreenVotes$MeanIDScore[3],GreenVotes$Vote.Share[3],col=”chartreuse4”,pch=16)
points(LibDemVotes$MeanIDScore[1],LibDemVotes$Vote.Share[1],col=”goldenrod”,pch=16)
points(LibDemVotes$MeanIDScore[2],LibDemVotes$Vote.Share[2],col=”goldenrod2”,pch=16)
points(LibDemVotes$MeanIDScore[3],LibDemVotes$Vote.Share[3],col=”goldenrod4”,pch=16)
abline(OverallmodelVoteShare)
#Now we have our models we want to check their power, and residual distributions
#Get Power level, R Squared and effect size (Hedge’s G - Cohen’s d for small sample sizes)
nstall.packages(“effsize”)
library(effsize)
cohen.d(d=ElectoralScore$Vote.Share,f=ElectoralScore$MeanIDScore,hedges.correction=TRUE,data=ElectoralScore)
Hedges g
g estimate: 1.376177 (large)
95 percent confidence interval:
lower upper
0.4670922 2.2852624
-----------cohen.d(d=ElectoralScore$Seats,f=ElectoralScore$MeanIDScore,hedges.correction=TRUE,data=ElectoralScore)
Hedges g
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g estimate: 1.251721 (large)
95 percent confidence interval:
lower upper
0.3577877 2.1456541
--------cohen.d(d=LabourVotes$Vote.Share,f=LabourVotes$MeanIDScore,hedges.correction=TRUE,data=ElectoralScore)
Hedges g
g estimate: 9.8328 (large)
95 percent confidence interval:
lower upper
3.272427 16.393173
---------cohen.d(d=LabourVotes$Seats,f=LabourVotes$MeanIDScore,hedges.correction=TRUE,data=ElectoralScore)
Hedges g
g estimate: 8.020754 (large)
95 percent confidence interval:
lower upper
2.567507 13.474001
---cohen.d(d=ConservativeVotes$Vote.Share,f=ConservativeVotes$MeanIDScore,hedges.correction=TRUE,data=ElectoralScore)
Hedges g
g estimate: 20.57553 (large)
95 percent confidence interval:
lower upper
7.258586 33.892477
----cohen.d(d=ConservativeVotes$Seats,f=ConservativeVotes$MeanIDScore,hedges.correction=TRUE,data=ElectoralScore)
Hedges g
g estimate: 15.45352 (large)
95 percent confidence interval:
lower upper
5.380238 25.526799
-----cohen.d(d=GreenVotes$Vote.Share,f=GreenVotes$MeanIDScore,hedges.correction=TRUE,data=ElectoralScore)
Hedges g
g estimate: -0.05316131 (negligible)
95 percent confidence interval:
lower upper
-1.867048 1.760725
-----cohen.d(d=GreenVotes$Seats,f=GreenVotes$MeanIDScore,hedges.correction=TRUE,data=ElectoralScore)
Hedges g
g estimate: -19.63892 (large)
95 percent confidence interval:
lower upper
-32.361181 -6.916667
--------------cohen.d(d=LibDemVotes$Vote.Share,f=LibDemVotes$MeanIDScore,hedges.correction=TRUE,data=ElectoralScore)
Hedges g
g estimate: 1.670081 (large)
95 percent confidence interval:
lower upper
-0.4360359 3.7761980
-------cohen.d(d=LibDemVotes$Seats,f=LibDemVotes$MeanIDScore,hedges.correction=TRUE,data=ElectoralScore)
Hedges g
g estimate: 1.277782 (large)
95 percent confidence interval:
lower upper
-0.7122641 3.2678274
------------# Power analysis
OverallVoteSharepwr<-pwr.f2.test(u=1,v=10,f2=1.376177,sig.level=0.05)
OverallVoteSharepwr$power
[1] 0.9545093
OverallSeatspwr<-pwr.f2.test(u=1,v=10,f2= 1.251721,sig.level=0.05)
OverallSeatspwr$power
[1] 0.9361521
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#Example of subset
LabourVoteSharepwr<-pwr.f2.test(u=1,v=1,f2=9.8328 ,sig.level=0.05)
LabourVoteSharepwr$power
[1] 0.3299872
LabourSeatspwr<-pwr.f2.test(u=1,v=1,f2=8.020754 ,sig.level=0.05)
LabourSeatspwr$power
[1] 0.2996646
#Subsets clearly underpowered
#Plot residuals for both overall models
plot(OverallmodelVoteShare$residuals)
title(main=”Residuals for Linear Model Vote Share~Mean Ideological Position”)
abline(h=0)

In Conversation with
Yanis Varoufakis
Te re sa Tu rkh e ime r

As a theorist, economist, politician, author, and co-founder of two transnational democratic and progressive movements, Yanis Varoufakis is a political
Renaissance man who has captured some of the main social, political, and economic movements of our times. He catapulted to fame as Greek finance
minister in 2015 where he displayed a strong opposing voice to European powers in a time of turbulent financial crisis. Varoufakis has continued to be a
leading voice for change. In 2016, Varoufakis co-founded the Democracy in Europe Movement 2025 (DiEM25), and in 2020 he co-founded the international
organisation Progressive International. Currently, Varoufakis is a member of the Hellenic Parliament in Greece representing MeRA25, The European
Realistic Disobedience Front, an electoral branch of the DiEM25 movement.

In this interview, Yanis Varoufakis provides an honest and enlightening
account of the shortcomings of today’s politics, the rise of technofeudalism, and the challenges and achievements that he has encountered
while leading and participating in new democratic movements.
CJLPA: Could you perhaps talk a bit about your personal
trajectory, and how you got to where you are today?
Yanis Varoufakis: I moved to England when I was 17 to study
mathematics and economics. I tried to abandon economics for
mathematics, but then eventually ended up doing a PhD in Economics,
so I was dragged back into the mire of the dismal science. I taught
for decades in Britain, in Australia, in the United States. You would
never have heard of me—unless you wanted to read esoteric stuff on
game theory and political philosophy—if it wasn’t for the fact that
the 2008 global crisis spearheaded the bankruptcy of the Greek state
and the sequence of bankruptcies across the Eurozone, because as a
commentator, I kept saying that all the European Union was doing
was extending the bankruptcy into the future, reproducing it and
magnifying it. At some point, my counterproposals were sought out
by a young man who was going to become Greece’s Prime Minister
[Alexis Tsipras], who then said, ‘You’ve got to put your money where
your mouth is and you’ve got to be finance minister’. Thus, I spent six
months being the finance minister of the most bankrupt European
country, saying no to more loans, the purpose of which was, again,
to extend and pretend the crisis.
CJLPA: What would you say is the main motivation behind
your work, or has it changed across your career paths?
YV: Curiosity. Not taking epiphenomena for granted. Not accepting
that the way things look is how they are. As the Royal Society’s
motto has instructed us, not to take anybody’s word for it, to keep
searching for deeper causes and to discover that those in power have
a vested interest in creating a narrative that obfuscates rather than
enlightens us regarding the circumstances in which we live.

CJLPA: Do you think there was a moment when this became
clear to you, or is it something you have had since the very
beginning?
YV: It was something I had since the very beginning. I was blessed
and cursed by a highly political life from a very young age, because
I grew up in a tempestuous period for Greece’s history. Mind you,
Greece has this capacity of stirring up a lot of tempests. But, I was
only six when the secret police broke down our front door to abduct
my father. And then I was nine when my mother’s brother was
sentenced three times to death by a military court during the military
dictatorship. If you have that kind of environment, it doesn’t take
too much to start querying power, sources of authority, and what
constitutes the difference between democracy and oligarchy. At the
same time, it wasn’t that terrible. It was, as a boy—I think it would
have been different for a girl because of patriarchy—all very exciting,
never a dull moment.
CJLPA: You have commented a lot on the happenings of the
twentieth and twenty-first centuries. What is the biggest
misconception that political commentators, observers, even
some of your followers, have of you and your perspectives?
YV: It depends on who you are talking about. The misconception on
the right wing of politics is that I am an unreconstructed Marxistcommunist who wants to see the transition to a state-run system.
I consider myself to be a liberal, even libertarian, who is as scared
of the state as I am of Google, Microsoft, and ExxonMobil. The
misconception on the left is that I’m a stooge of the establishment
who is peddling left-wing ideas only in order to ensure that the
status quo is reproduced.
CJLPA: Have you attempted to mediate or address these
misconceptions through dialogue, or do you continue to
progress and express your views?
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YV: I think dialogue is everything. This is constantly what I’ve
been doing, and I never say no to an opportunity to have a vigorous
debate with my worst critics, whether they come from the right or
the left or the centre or wherever. I’m very proud of one thing
that I’ve managed to maintain: a very civilised, even friendly
exchange with people both from the left and the right. There aren’t
that many politicians, economists and so on, who count amongst
their friends both Lord Norman Lamont, former finance minister,
Chancellor of the Exchequer of the Tory government under [John]
Major—he’s a friend of mine and we have wonderful debates about
everything—and Julian Assange, and Rafael Correa, the former
president of Ecuador, the left-winger. It’s wonderful to be able
to have these relationships and not to allow them to fall prey to
differences of opinion.
CJLPA: You wrote in your book The Global Minotaur that
politicians can’t be theorists for three reasons: they are rarely
thinkers; their frenetic lifestyle does not allow them to give
them time to think big ideas; and because theorists have to
admit the possibility of being wrong. How have you been able
to translate these features of a thinker and a theorist into
your role as a politician?
YV: By being a bad politician. I think it’s important to be a bad
politician. I take pride in being an awful politician. And what do
I mean by this? The beauty of an academic environment is that
what you do, whether you’re writing an essay, or presenting a talk
in a conference, is you are putting forward a hypothesis and your
audience has a job to shoot it down, to find its weak spots. That’s
what you do in a lab as a physicist: you have a hypothesis and you
allow nature to take shots at it. If nature does not bring it down,
it means that there is something to this theory that it is useful. So
similarly, whether it is anthropology, literature, or whatever, you
put forward a hypothesis, you have the best minds in the audience
(you hope), and they try to bring it down. If they don’t completely
destroy it, it means that there is some merit to it. But if they bring it
down, it’s also very pleasing to say, ‘See I was wrong. My hypothesis
was interesting, but it wasn’t up to it.’
In politics, by definition, you’re not allowed to do that. Think of
BBC Question Time. I’ve been in that environment or similar
environments many, many times, whether it’s in parliament or in a
studio. So you’re representing the Labour Party or the Tory Party
or the Libs, whoever, and you have the opposite side, and you put
forward a hypothesis: your theory, your position, is a hypothesis.
Could be right, could be wrong. Now, imagine for a moment that
your opponents this week think, ‘Oh my God! They’re right.’ If you
say so on air before the programme is over, you’ve been thrown
out of the party. You have to resign as minister or shadow cabinet.
This is what really suffocates me in politics: that whenever I am
sitting around the table with political opponents, I know that
even if I convince them, they cannot say so. As Upton Sinclair
once said, it’s very hard to convince people whose salary depends
on not being convinced. How do I manage that? By admitting it
when somebody says, ‘by the way, this is a bad point’ and they can
prove it. I constantly struggle not to fall into the trap of defending
a position just because it is our party’s position, which means that
I’m a terrible politician, because there have been many times when
I confessed to the other side having a point.
CJLPA: What can be enforced so that politicians who are
perhaps afraid to admit that they are wrong can do so without
their livelihood depending on it?
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YV: That’s up to you. It’s up to the vote. To vote out anyone who
wants to be a minister. This is, of course, highly utopic. What we’re
trying to do in DiEM25 and MeRA25, my party here in Greece, we
have this saying that if you want the position, you’re disqualified from
having it. If somebody really wants to be a Member of Parliament, it
means that there’s something wrong with them, because nobody in
their right mind should want to be a Member of Parliament. There’s
nothing more boring, believe me. It’s mind-crushingly boring. So,
anybody who really wants to do it—they have a screw loose. There’s
a problem. But of course, it’s a dirty job and somebody has to do it.
I keep using the awful analogy of taking the rubbish out at night. If
a friend of yours really loves taking the rubbish out, you should ask
them to go and see a psychiatrist, a psychologist, to reconsider their
ways, because there’s something wrong with them. But of course,
they have to do it. So you’ve got to treat politics, electoral politics, as
a chore. It’s up to voters to ensure that they do not vote for people
who are keenly eager to be politicians. It should be public service. It
should be something that you do as a sacrifice.
CJLPA: You mentioned the DiEM25 movement that you
founded in 2016. First of all, what is the main motivation
behind the movement?
YV: Beginning with the realisation that the crisis we have in Europe
is not a crisis of Greece, of Germany, of France, of Italy, but it is a
pan-European crisis. It’s got to do with the architecture of the EU.
So, if the problem is EU-wide, the solution must be EU-wide. The
problem with our governments is that they are all elected on the basis
of nation-state-specific parties, who go to the voters with an agenda
that is completely pie in the sky because they are all nation-centric
agendas that can never be realised by a nation-state government. We
don’t have the levers, at the level even for Germany, to do that which
German political parties are proposing. So you have fake politics in a
sense, you have democracies at the nation-state level that do not have
the power to do that which they promise, and you’ve got EU-wide
political decision making which is not democratic.
Once we had that analysis, the obvious thing to do was to create a
pan-European political movement, a unitary transnational political
movement. We’re not talking about an alliance of a Greek party,
a Polish party, a Dutch party, and so on, because those alliances
really don’t work like confederacies. They don’t have a common
programme. They just share jobs in Brussels, and that’s neither
here nor there. We’re the first movement that doesn’t have a
Greek chapter or a German chapter, and on our Coordinating
Committee we don’t have the Greek representative, or the German
representative, or the Dutch representative. We are all elected by
all of the members, independently of our nationalities. Some of us
happen to be Greek, German, and Italian, but we’re not representing
Greece, Germany, and Italy on the Committee. We’re representing
the whole membership across Europe. To run electorally, for
example, we created the Party in Greece. But all the decisions
regarding the Party, the manifesto—ie what is our policy regarding
refugees in Greece? What is our policy regarding VAT in Greece?—
are voted for by everyone, including the Germans and the Dutch,
not just the Greek members. That’s never been tried before.
CJLPA: What does it take to create such a political movement?
How does one go about it? What are its challenges?
YV: It’s very hard. It’s very hard work, let’s face it, because of the
geography as well. Europe is vast, so before COVID-19 we were
always in an airplane running around, having meetings and so on.
But the way we did it was, when we started the movement in 2016,
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we booked a very nice theatre in central Berlin, the Volksbühne
theatre, and we invited people who come from all over the place.
We had the website, and we said: join. From that moment on,
we decided the process of policy-making: on the one hand, at a
pan-European level, a lot of which was digital of course; the local
campaigns; and then the setting up of local committees—we call
them DSCs, ‘DiEM25 Spontaneous Collectives’—in Poland, in
Greece, and so on and so forth. It’s been hellish trying to organise
that and then running the elections. In the European Parliament
elections in May 2019, we ran in eight countries, which was hard,
especially for a movement that had no money. We had five euros
here and five euros there from our members, and that’s why you
don’t see us in the European Parliament. We got very close to getting
MEPs (Members of the European Parliament) elected in Greece, in
Germany, and in Denmark, but we just missed out by very little.
But still, we got one and a half million votes across Europe—which
is not that much, but at the same time it’s not negligible—and we’ve
influenced many other people. It’s a constant struggle. We have not
succeeded, but we have not withered. The fact that we are alive and
kicking is a great success for us.
CJLPA: What would you say is DiEM25’s biggest achievement?
Would you say it was the electoral prominence that it had?
YV: No. The biggest achievement is the Green New Deal for
Europe—our policy agenda—which fills us with a great deal of
pride, because we all talk about the green transition and green
politics, how to combine the social with the environmental, and
about green new deals, but we were the first ones to actually come
up with one, and one that is comprehensive, radical, and realistic
at the same time. And also the way we did it. Back starting in 2016,
we had a committee of about 20 economists, environmentalists, and
experts who put together a questionnaire, just questions, which we
distributed across Europe and beyond Europe, amongst our friends
in America and elsewhere, which were very specific. Key questions
like: how much should we spend on green energy? Figures, not piein-the-sky stuff. Where is this money going to come from? Which
part of it will be public finance, which part of it will be taxes? How
will it be distributed? What will it be spent on? What about public
debt, which is a huge issue especially the European Union and the
Eurozone? What about private debt? What are we going to do with
the banks? How do we regulate the banks? What about universal
basic income? Do we want it? And if we want it, how do we pay
for it? I’m just giving some examples. These were all questions,
and it was a logistical nightmare because we’ve got, as you can
imagine, thousands of answers, and had to sift through all of them.
From all of those answers, that committee of 20 people had to put
together a draft Green New Deal proposal, which then went out for
consultation. More answers came, we fixed it again and we brought
it back together, and then we put it up for an all-member vote across
Europe. That was voted in. Then we formed the alliance with which
we stood in the May 2019 European Parliament elections, so we
brought in other parties that had not been party to this European
Green New Deal and they had to contribute themselves, so that
changed the game. Now we have a document which, if you compare
it to what comes out of the European Commission—the Green Deal
of Mrs Von der Leyen—I’m very proud of, because what they have is
really not worth the paper that it is written on, I think, compared to
ours. I mean, of course, there are things that could be improved and
will be improved and are being improved because we are constantly
adapting it to the post-COVID-19 era.
That’s a major success in the sense that the worst enemy of
progressive politics is the belief deep down, even of progressives,

that [Margaret] Thatcher was right, that there is no alternative
to what is being carried out. Even progressives, even people who
demonstrate on the streets, deep down they worry that maybe the
adults in the room know what’s best, that maybe we don’t like what
we see but maybe we don’t have an alternative to what’s going on.
This Green New Deal for Europe is the alternative. You read it
and you think, ‘OK, now we could implement this tomorrow.’ It’s
not like, ‘In another world, in a better world, we could do this’, no,
because part of our blueprint is what you can do this week, in six
months’ time, in 12 months’ time, in five years, and ten years. Maybe
we’re wrong, but at least we thought, ‘OK, we put this on the table’,
and we say to others, ‘Come and tell us where we’re wrong’, in an
academic kind of fashion. ‘Come and shoot it down, tell us what
your ideas are.’ Whenever we had political parties from Italy, from
France, and so on saying, ‘Let’s collaborate’, and we say, ‘OK, let’s
collaborate, but look, we have a program here for Europe, tell us
where we’re wrong’, at that point we realised that most political
parties, if not all, said, ‘No, let’s agree on how we’re going to stand
together and who’s going to become a Member of Parliament.’ But
we are not interested in that. We want to agree on what needs to
be done. If we are in office, then we discuss who will be in office.
We are trying to change the direction of movement from talking
about who is going to get what position to, say, what needs to be
done if we get the position. This is not very appealing to the existing
political system. Not even to the left, or even to the Greens.
CJLPA: You mentioned this inevitability that Thatcher was
right. You recently said that we’re entering a post-capitalist
world—what you termed ‘techno-feudalism’. Could you
perhaps elaborate on, firstly, how we finally reached this
post-capitalist society, and then on this new concept of
‘techno-feudalism’?
YV: When I was your age or even younger, I remember being
schooled into the great schools of thought that were clashing with
one another. And the main two at the time—it was, of course, the
Cold War back then—were the liberal democratic capitalist school,
harking back to Adam Smith, with elements of Friedman and
von Hayek, who were representing capitalism as the ideal system,
on the basis that you have a minimal state providing security and
everything else is left to individuals. These individuals are free,
through the market, to pursue their own private interests, with
the market operating as if by an invisible hand behind our backs—a
kind of divine providence—synthesising our greedy individual selfinterests into the good of society. As nobody can know what people
want or what people are capable of, certainly not the state, allowing
this decentralised decision-making process to progress is the best
way of combining private liberty with the public good. That was
one view. According to that view: the state is there, it is minimal;
investment is private, and comes out of savings; households save;
firms borrow and invest; and you let a Darwinian process decide
who survives and who dies with a state playing a minimal, safety-net
kind of role. That was one view.
The other view, which was the socialist view, the left-wing view,
even the communist view—from the side of those who were
in favour of central planning Soviet-style—the view was that
capitalism and the market fails, it creates inequality and injustice,
and you need a state representing the public will to coordinate both
incentives and constraints so that you achieve the public good.
That was a big clash, and I was very interested in this clash. The
pro-capitalist view versus a kind of socialist view. This is irrelevant
now, and it has definitely become irrelevant after 2008. In 1991,
the socialist tradition collapsed because the Soviet Union collapsed
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and with it social democracy collapsed as well, even though the
Social Democrats were very anti-Soviet. The left lost its mojo, so
to speak, in 1991.
In 2008, the Thatcherite School, the liberal, libertarian tradition,
had its comeuppance because the private capital combusted
and dissolved. Since then, what we have had is the state keeping
capitalism alive. So the central bank—the Bank of England, the
European Central Bank, the Federal Reserve—keeps on pumping
money, giving it to the private bankers who are completely
bankrupt otherwise, who are giving it to companies that would be
completely bankrupt otherwise. So you have the zombification of
the private sector by the states. It’s no longer the clash between the
private and the public. The public is keeping the private zombified,
in a state of being undead—not alive, but not dead either—because
if the Bank of England pulls the plug, the whole thing collapses. If
the Fed pulls the plug, it’s all gone. It’s no longer this juxtaposition
between the state and the private sector. The state is producing the
fuel that keeps corporates alive. At the same time, the old story that
households save and corporations borrow to invest has died as well.
Now you have a situation where corporations are saving. Apple
has $220 billion of savings. Every large corporation is saving. Why
do they have savings? Because they are too scared to invest. They
are scared to invest because they look at you and say, ‘She will not
be able to buy stuff from me at a price that will give me profits, so
I’m not going to invest.’ They don’t invest, they don’t create good
quality jobs, and they instead create crap jobs. Crap jobs means that
people like you then don’t have enough money to buy their stuff,
so that confirms their decision not to invest. But how do they keep
themselves alive? They get huge loans from the private banks that
get the money from the central bank. What do the large corporations
do with the huge loans they get from the private banks? They go to
the stock exchange and buy their own shares. Share prices are very
high, bonuses to the members of the board of directors are very high
because they are linked to the share price, so they are doing really
very well. Financial markets are booming, but profits are zero. This
is a complete disconnect between the financial world and capitalism.
That’s not capitalism. The model of capitalism, and the heads of
those who supported capitalism when I was growing up, has gone.
Now what you have is certain companies like Tesla, Google, Facebook,
Amazon, and so on, based on remarkable new technologies—and
they are remarkable, I love them—that creates huge power for
them. Those companies are no longer operating within a capitalist
framework: the moment you go into amazon.com, you are outside
capitalism, and you are inside a platform that provides everything for
you. It’s equivalent of walking down the high street only to discover
that every shop is owned by the same man, every product sold is
distributed by the same company that owns the shops. The tarmac is
owned by the same company, the air you breathe is owned by the same
company, and what your eyes see is directed by the same company.
This is what happens on Amazon. What you see on Amazon right
now is directed by the company. That’s not a competitive market.
That’s not a market at all. This reminds me of feudal times, because
if you were a peasant and you lived in some estate, in a Downton
Abbey-like estate, you lived in a place which belonged to one family.
You had a dwelling, you ploughed the land, you went to festivals,
but it was all within a fiefdom owned by one person. That’s more or
less where we’re moving now, where we already are. If you combine
that with the fact that all the money comes from the state, from state
printing presses—the Bank of England, or the Federal Reserve—and
it’s all technologically kept together and promoted, I think that we
can’t talk about capitalism anymore. ‘Techno-feudalism’ is a better
term for it.
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CJLPA: Seeing as the state essentially funds this technofeudalism, how can we maintain democracy and accountability
when it is already tough to maintain it between the public and
the state, let alone the public and the corporations?
YV: Through a series of steps. The first thing we need to do is to cut
out the middleman, and I’ll be very specific here. I already described
how the central bank prints money, gives it to Barclays, or the
Royal Bank of Scotland, or to Deutsche Bank. They then pick up the
phone. They don’t call you. If you go and ask for a loan, you won’t
get it because they don’t trust you to pay it back. So what they do is
they pick up the phone and they call a large company and say, ‘I’ve
got these millions here. Zero interest rate. Do you want it?’, and they
give it to them for zero interest rate because they themselves pay
negative interest rates. In other words, the central bank pays them
to take the money, so even if they give it away for free to the large
corporations, as long as they take it back, they’re laughing. So the
large corporation which is too scared to invest because little people
do not have the money to buy stuff, then take this money and goes
to the stock exchange and buys back its own shares. Their shares
go up. But this is wasted money. It’s not feeding economic activity,
especially the green transition, investment in renewables, and so
on. So we need to cut out the middleman. Imagine if whenever
the Bank of England printed £100 billion, instead of giving it to
Barclays and the Royal Bank of Scotland, imagine if they credited
every bank account in Britain with £5,000. Then you would go out
there and buy stuff, and suddenly there would be economic activity.
Businesses would start saying, ‘Hang on a second, she can buy stuff
now. I’ll produce things. I will employ people.’ So this is one step.
It’s not the only one, but it would be a significant step to cut out the
middleman. That’s the summary.
The second step is that we need public investment in the green
transition, because the market cannot be relied upon to do that
which is necessary in order to save the planet, because the market can
never price things that don’t have prices. The air we breathe doesn’t
have a price, so it can never be rationed through the market. It has
to be done by us, by a political process. For that, we need a public
investment bank that soaks up excess liquidity in the financial sector
and presses it into the service of the green transition. Britain used to
have one when I lived in Britain a long, long time ago. It was called
the Post Office Savings Bank. Jeremy Corbyn had this programme
in his manifesto in 2019, for creating a national investment bank.
Boris Johnson talked about it again recently, but I haven’t seen what
they’ve done or whether they’ve done it. The Germans have it: it’s
called KFW, and it’s a very good investment bank. Imagine you have
a national investment bank. They issue bonds—in other words, they
borrow—they soak up liquidity from the financial sector, the Bank
of England can guarantee those bonds and say, ‘If their price goes
down, I’ll buy them’, so suddenly everybody who has money will
want to buy those bonds because the Bank of England is standing
behind them, and then you create a kitty from which you pay for
the Green Industrial Revolution. I’m using those terms because they
were first used by Jeremy Corbyn, but Boris Johnson has taken it now
and he talks about the Green Industrial Revolution. So, go spend the
money, go and create the green technologies. And what are they?
We need to invest in hydrogen, to take over diesel. We need more
renewable energy, from windmills and so on in the North Sea. We
need batteries, because the Chinese are completely monopolising
the battery technology. I’m not against them. Good on them,
except Europe is not doing it, and we’re going to increasingly rely
on battery technology coming from China. Other technologies are
already being experimented with elsewhere, like compressed air, so
you use renewable energy to compress air so its decompression can
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be used during peak times when other renewables are not available.
There’s some artificial intelligence. These are some things that you
can direct the investment to.
Those two steps, they’re not even that radical, they’re just using
existing institutions and existing tools and weapons against
the common problem. So you create good quality jobs. People
have more money to spend. You’ll be able to end the constant
humiliation of needy people who have to go through the wringer
of Universal Credit and all those mechanisms that crush their soul
to give them a penny. If everybody gets it, the Bank of England
credits everybody with £5,000, and then the rich people can be
taxed on this money at the end of the year anyway, so their money
goes back to the state.
But finally, if you really want to democratise the economy, you
have to rethink the whole notion of tradable shares. My view is that
that’s a very bad idea. It started in 1599 in London with the British
East India Company, where you had the notion that you take the
ownership of a company and you break it down into little shares
that are anonymous and that can be traded like confetti. We need to
rethink that, because in the end what we’re saying is that somebody
who has money can effectively own all the power of the large
corporations. We would not tolerate that when it comes to politics.
We would not have tradable votes in politics. Why do we have them
in the general assembly of shareholders? But this is a much longerterm and a more radical rethink that I am proposing.
CJLPA: You mention that these two steps are not that radical.
Do people in influence or in power know this? And if they do,
why is it so hard for them to implement it?
YV: Of course they know. It’s not hard for them. They don’t want
it because they make a lot of money at the moment due to the fact
that it’s not being implemented. When I say cut out the middleman,
I’m effectively saying cut out the commercial banks. Commercial
bankers understand the importance of that, but they would rather
die than see it happen. They will do anything. They will kick and
scream and threaten us with blue murder if we dare do it. So the
question is: who is running the show? Is it the bankers, or society?
At the moment, it is the bankers.
CJLPA: I was wondering if we could turn just for a brief
moment to your home country, Greece. You are a politician in
the electoral branch of DiEM25, MeRA25. What do you think
we—as Europeans or just as world citizens—should know
about Greece at the moment, and are there any opportunities
or challenges that you think Greece will face in the future?
YV: The challenge is never-ending. We are now in the eleventh
year of our long winter of discontent, our Great Depression.
Greece went bankrupt in 2010 and is more bankrupt today than
it ever was. What I think is quite instructive, especially for young
students of political economy and politics more generally, is: why
don’t you hear about this anymore? Because up until a few years
ago, Greece was front-page news. Its bankruptcy was almost on a
daily basis on the front page of every newspaper around the world.
Everybody considered it to be insolvent and a threat to the global
financial system. That is no longer the case. It’s no longer appearing
on the front page. Does this mean that it has been mended, as the
powers that be claimed the case to be? No. We are even worse now
than we were in 2010. You can ascertain this very easily. When we
went bankrupt, we had a debt of, say, 300—forget the zeros. Now we
have a debt of 380. Our income then was 240, now it’s 165. We are

far more bankrupt today than we were in 2010, which proves that
politics determines who is considered insolvent and who not, that
insolvency is a political issue in the end, especially when it comes to
countries. When I was finance minister, we were being discussed
left, right and centre every day—on the BBC, everywhere—because I
was putting up a struggle against our official lenders, the European
Union in particular, who wanted us to take another credit card to
pretend that we were repaying the previous credit cards. And I was
saying no to that. They shut down our banks in order to force us to
do it, and that was big news. It’s like a riot in an awful prison camp:
when prisoners have had enough of awful conditions and they stage
a riot, that becomes big news. Television vans arrive and you’ve got
all the shots of the fracas in the prison. When the riot is put down
by riot police, the television cameras leave, but that doesn’t mean
that the situation in the prison is good. It means that it is no longer
newsworthy. This is the same thing.
The lesson, I think, is that it’s not a technical question, the bankruptcy
of a state. It’s a political question, and that has repercussions for
Britain, it has implications for the United States. In the 1970s,
Britain had to go to the IMF (International Monetary Fund) for a
loan, and everybody said Britain was bankrupt. But Britain was not
bankrupt. It was a political decision to go to the IMF. Britain had
no reason to go to the IMF. There was no obligation to go to the
IMF. The government at the time was a Labour government, the
James Callaghan government, and they decided that they wanted to
keep the exchange rate between the pound and the dollar steady.
If you have an outflow of money, you can’t keep it steady unless
there is an inflow. If you put, above all else, the maintenance of the
exchange rate between the pound and the dollar, then you go to
the IMF and you declare yourself bankrupt. But that was a political
choice. There were losers and there were winners as a result of
that. Those who had reason to be able to convert their pounds into
dollars and not to lose money, especially large companies or Brits
that had investments in the United States or outside Britain—they
benefited from the declaration that Britain was bankrupt. Workers
and weaker people suffered immensely without getting any of the
benefits of having declared Britain to be bankrupt. These are, I
think, especially talking to students in an academic environment, the
lessons from Greece. When it comes to a corner store, bankruptcy
is more or less a technical problem. If the corner store’s revenues are
not up to it, then of course at some point you have to close down.
It’s an inevitability. It’s a technical point. But when it comes to the
bankruptcy of a nation, and therefore the questions about public
debt, and deficits, and austerity, and whether Rishi Sunak is right
to say that we will have to start repaying now because otherwise
we will be in trouble—none of that is a technical issue. All of it is
political. It is a question of which social groups’ interests those in
authority are prioritising.
CJLPA: Are we already seeing this sort of politicisation with
the pandemic at the moment?
YV: Absolutely, we already see it. You already see that, including the
pandemic, as a result of the process of creating money that I described
before—where the central bank prints money for the banks and the
banks give money to the corporations—you have a gigantic increase
in inequality because little people suffering from COVID-19 or
COVID-19-related ill effects on their economic circumstances are
absolutely desperate. They’ve lost their livelihood. Their revenues
have gone down by 80%. They’re worried about furlough: is it going
to end? When will it end? But those who are in receipt of wealth
injections, as a result of the Bank of England’s money printing,
they’ve seen their income and their wealth multiply at ridiculous
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levels. The Swiss bank UBS came out with a report that, only in the
United States, since the beginning, between March and December
of 2020, during the first nine or ten months of the pandemic, the
richest Americans increased their income and wealth combined by
$1 trillion as a result of doing nothing. Just by sitting there, in their
sleep. So yes, we’ve already seen that. Now that Britain, due to a
rather decent vaccination process, is facing exit from the pandemic
and the opening up of the economy and so on, austerity is coming
back as the chosen policy of the Conservative Party. And austerity
is just another form of class war, and it is more plundering of the
victims of a crisis on behalf of those who benefited from it.
There will be a post-pandemic. Maybe we’ll have another one later
on, but this one is going to die. The Spanish flu died after 1918 even
though there were no vaccines. Now we have vaccines as well, so
it will go. But what will be left behind? If you think about it, we
do have some recent evidence. 2008 was a catastrophe for global
capitalism, especially Western capitalism, and it got its effects. Those
who caused the crisis, the bankers, exited the crisis with more power
than what they had before the crisis, and the little people were even
weaker than they were before.
CJLPA: I wanted to quickly ask you about Progressive
International. I wanted to specifically ask: why does
Progressive International believe that the time is now to
create a collective, international, progressive front?
YV: I think the time was in 2008. We are late, and the reason
why I think that is because, as I mentioned before, 2008 was our
generation’s 1929. It ended capitalism as we know it, or as we knew
it, and created a new regime which I call techno-feudalism. This is
the result of regressive international coming together. This is, if
you want, the G20 decision of April 2009 under the chairmanship
of Gordon Brown, when all the bankers, central bankers, finance
ministers, prime ministers, and presidents got together and decided
to save capitalism. The way they did it—I’m not criticising it, just
describing it—was to create huge solidarity between bankers.
The bankers of the world got together and saved each other by
transferring their losses onto the public ledger. That was a clear
demonstration that internationalism works for the bankers, and then
once this was combined with austerity for everybody else, you had
discontent. And discontent breeds populism, racism, xenophobia,
misogyny, all those things that come out of humiliation and deepseated discontent, just like it happened in the 1930s. We saw that
with the success of Brexit, of Donald Trump, of Bolsonaro, of Modi,
of Le Pen, of Salvini, of the Alternative für Deutschland, and so on.
The bankers got together, created their international, and worked.
Then the fascists got together and internationalised, and they’re a
huge power around the world, even if they lost the White House.
Trump is gaining strength, as far as I’m concerned, in America.
Fascism is solidifying, if anything, under Biden even more than it
did under Trump. The bankers and the fascists internationalised.
It’s time for progressives to internationalise. That’s what Bernie
Sanders and I thought in November 2018. We met in Vermont and
asked, ‘Will anyone join us?’ So we started.
CJLPA: Have there been any challenges or any achievements
thus far with Progressive International?
YV: The problem was that we had the American presidential
campaign intervene between November 2019 and now, which meant
that Bernie could not be part of it for legal reasons. Senators cannot
participate in international [organisations], especially candidates for
the presidency, so that went into abeyance for a while. Then Bernie’s
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involvement with Joe Biden—and he was running his economic
policy through the Senate—meant that he could not be part of it.
So we were delayed by this. Then we launched about a year ago
properly, and we did this on the basis of bringing together people.
The organisations that are part of the Progressive International
have about 200 million members around the world. Our first major
campaign was called ‘Make Amazon Pay’. It started on the day of
Black Friday last December. It’s a beginning. I’m very proud of what
we did. We had a rolling strike in warehouses of Amazon pushing
for better wages and conditions for workers around the world, and
it started in Bangladesh, it moved to India, shifting time zones, then
to Germany, then to New Jersey, then to Seattle, then to Australia.
This was the first attempt to do anything like that. It had never been
done before, and we’re very heartened by that. Now, we need to
bring in consumers with boycotts, not just against Amazon. The
philosophy is this: we need local action in support of communities
that need it, with a global perspective and global solidarity. This
combination is hard and essential at the same time.
And also, we have gone from the model of campaigns and collective
actions of the nineteenth century, where you combined maximum
private personal sacrifice by participants with minimal personal
benefits, [to a system where you have minimal private personal
sacrifice and maximum personal benefits]. If you think about it, a
gold mine going on strike back in the nineteenth century was a
maximum sacrifice because it meant no food on the table, no wages.
It meant that some of them were victimised, some of them were
beaten up, arrested. It is like asking people to sacrifice themselves.
What was the benefit to themselves individually? On average, very
low. Even if they got a wage rise, everybody got it, including those
who didn’t strike and those who broke the strike. This cost-benefit
analysis at the private level of early reforms of action has been very
detrimental to the common cause. Maybe we need to do things
differently. So we have minimal personal sacrifice, especially if it’s
a global campaign like, for example, don’t visit amazon.com for a
day—it’s a tiny sacrifice for you, I don’t want to say never buy from
Amazon, but, for a day or a week—with maximum impact. As well
as campaigns, we were represented in Bolivia during the election
campaign, now in Ecuador. We are running a campaign in Turkey
against the banning of the third-largest party and the torture of
Members of Parliament. We are being active everywhere, as far
as we can.
CJLPA: In the introduction you wrote for the Communist
Manifesto, you poignantly wrote that a dilemma faces
young people today, similarly to that faced in the time of
Marx and Engels. The question is: conform to an established
order that is crumbling and incapable of reproducing itself,
or oppose it, at considerable personal cost, in search of new
ways of working, playing, and living together? In light of
this, what piece of advice would you give to young people
today who will likely set foot in positions of influence or
who seek change?
YV: Make this choice with a clear understanding that you are making
this choice. Don’t allow yourself to drift into a kind of lifestyle by
default. I’m not a moralising kind of guy. [George] Bernard Shaw, I
believe, put it like this: there are people who try to adapt themselves
to the world, and there are other people who try to adapt the world
to their view of what the world should be like. The latter, of course,
means sacrifice. It means that the world is not going to take kindly to
being told by you that it should be different. But you’ve got to make
this choice consciously, you’ve got to weigh up the pros and cons
and know what kind of deal you are ending up with. If you choose
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to go against the grain, you are probably not going to make a lot
of money, you are probably going to have quite a lot of heartache,
maybe threats and so on, if you go against the insiders as I say. But at
the same time, you will have the immense satisfaction that you are
autonomous, that you are not simply reflecting the terrain around
you like a chameleon. On the other hand, I’m not going to be sitting
in judgment of somebody who says, ‘There’s only one life, I’m not
going to be struggling all the time, I want to get a cushy nice job and
I want to have the money and the time to go travelling or go skiing.’
I highly respect that too. But make that choice consciously. Don’t
simply drift into the default position.
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SCENE. Manhattan. Street with jazz club and apartment
building on a muggy late summer evening.

CLAUDE: Exactly. So, think about the groove on the LP, which is a
spiral you could unroll into a long line. What defines it?

The tired leaves on the trees are damp with rain. Yellow cabs whoosh by,
nearly drowned out by a thrum of cicadas. A door swings open from the
jazz club, releasing a bubble of music into the street and ALAN, CLAUDE,
and JOHNNY, three young men engaged in animated conversation.

JOHNNY: Its depth at each point.

ALAN: [To CLAUDE.] Brilliant. Thanks for bringing us. We couldn’t
have heard this in London.
CLAUDE: You’re welcome. Should we walk over to my place for a
drink? It’s only a block away. [To JOHNNY.] OK, Johnny?
JOHNNY: Sure!
They saunter down the street and enter CLAUDE’s apartment building.
It is a mess, with papers, books, magazines, empty beer bottles, sheet
music, and electronic gear strewn everywhere. CLAUDE sweeps the
papers off two chairs and onto the floor and gestures to ALAN and
JOHNNY to sit.
CLAUDE: Don’t mind the mess. I’ll get to it one of these days.
JOHNNY: So, what did you mean when you said in the jazz club
that ‘It’s all the same thing’? What’s all the same thing?
CLAUDE: Well, let’s see. Did you like the jazz performance?
[JOHNNY nods.] OK, so what you heard was a series of notes, right?
JOHNNY: Yes.
CLAUDE: So if I had a way to write every note down, then the
concert could be replayed just as you heard it?
JOHNNY: Yes, of course. That’s like cutting an LP record.
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CLAUDE: What if I made a table of depths and represented each
possible depth by a symbol? Like so. [He grabs a sheet of paper off the
floor and writes ‘0.001 inch: 1; 0.002 inch: 2; …’, saying the measurements
as he writes. He shows it to JOHNNY.]
JOHNNY: Yes, I see that.
CLAUDE: So, you agree that the jazz performance can be
represented by a groove and now you see that the groove depth is
represented by a symbol.
JOHNNY: Yes, so I see that the performance can be represented by
a series of symbols. Got it.
CLAUDE: Now, let me show you something else. See this
magazine here? Let’s find a black-and-white picture. [JOHNNY
picks out an ad for a car.] Give that to me and hand me a pen.
[JOHNNY does so. CLAUDE draws a fine grid on the ad and labels
the columns ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’, and so on, and the rows ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’, and so on,
narrating this as he does so. He holds it out to JOHNNY.] Now, if you
look at each grid cell, say B17, you’ll see that there is only one
shade of grey in that cell.
JOHNNY: Yes.
CLAUDE: Well, not really, but I could make the grid fine enough
and that would be true.
JOHNNY: OK.
CLAUDE: Now I can play the same trick as before. I’ll create a
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symbol to represent each shade of grey and then I can represent the
image as a series of symbols.
JOHNNY: I get it. So, what you’re saying is that you can represent
music and images as strings of symbols.
CLAUDE: Yes! And more. A movie is a series of images, so that’s
also a string of symbols. I claim that any information you hear, see,
or read can be reduced to such a string.
JOHNNY: Oh, very interesting.
CLAUDE: [Spinning around, suddenly intense.] It’s all the same, all
strings of symbols!
JOHNNY: Claude, this is very good. But I have a question.
CLAUDE: OK.
JOHNNY: What’s the smallest unit of information? What would be
an ‘atom’ of information?
CLAUDE: [He pauses for a moment.] Hmmm… perhaps the choice
between yes and no? 0 and 1?
JOHNNY: Exactly. And if I were to encode each of your symbols
as a string of 0s and 1s, then all information would be reduced to
strings of 0s and 1s!
ALAN: Well, with a string of, say, 5 0s and 1s, we can represent up
to 2x2x2x2x2 = 32 different symbols. And adding just one to the
length of the string lets you represent twice as many strings, 64.
CLAUDE: Yes. So, even if we have many types of symbols, we can
represent them with fairly short strings of 0s and 1s. This means you
can represent all information as 0s and 1s, which are binary digits, or
‘bits’. [ALAN and JOHNNY nod.] It’s all bits!
ALAN: There’s a problem here. I agree that bits can represent
symbols, but how best should we assign bits to symbols? It doesn’t
make sense to use many bits when only a few are needed.
CLAUDE: True, but now that you told me about bits, I think I
know how to solve that. Say you had a picture with 975 shades of
grey, but the most common colour was black. If you assigned all
shades equal length strings, you would need to encode at least 975
values, which would need all shades to be represented by 10 bits
(since 2x2x...x2 10 times is 1024). But I could be clever about it, and
assign 0 to black, so that most of the time I used only one bit for
that. The less common the shade, the longer the bit string assigned
to it, and we’d still come out ahead!
ALAN: Yes, I see that. What’s going on is that a picture that is
mostly black doesn’t have much information content.
CLAUDE: Yes, and what I’ve been thinking of is a way to exploit this
intuition to find the smallest string of symbols needed to represent
anything. Indeed, what I can prove is that given a set of images, or,
indeed, for any body of information, it is possible to encode each
message in the set using the shortest possible string of symbols.
ALAN: That sounds very interesting! Let me tell you about what
I’ve been working on. You’ve talked about symbols representing
information, but what if we use symbols to represent actions?

CLAUDE: Hmm... give me an example.
ALAN: OK, let’s say ‘00’ means walk one step east, ‘01’ means walk
one step north, ‘10’ means walk one step west, and ‘11’ means walk
one step south. Then, an army’s marching orders would be a series
of bits.
CLAUDE: Right.
ALAN: So, we could build a machine that reads a magnetic tape
containing marching orders using a playback or read head, and then
tells the army what to do.
CLAUDE: OK.
ALAN: But now I’ll make it more interesting. Suppose I had some
tape and a head that can both read and write symbols. I’ll also need
an operator who can read what’s on the tape and has an instruction
manual and a blackboard to keep track of the current ‘state’. By this
I mean some private information about the status of the machine,
which can be represented by a number like 1, 2, 3, and so on. The
idea is that the action taken by the operator, which is printed in
the instruction manual, depends not only on what is read from the
tape but also on the current state. The state is initially set to 0 and
the state changes as a result of the prior state and what is read from
the tape, because of the carrying out of an instruction. For example,
here is an instruction. ‘If you are in state 1 and you see the symbol 0,
then write a 1, move left one step, and change to state 2; if you are in
state 1 and you see the symbol 1, write a 0 and move right one step,
and change to state 2; if you are in state 2, no matter what you read,
move left one step, and stay in state 2.’ You can see that at the end
of each instruction, we learn the new state and where the head has
moved to, and if the tape has been changed.
CLAUDE: Ah, since you know the state at the start and you know
the new state at each step, it’s possible to keep track of the state quite
easily. But this does seem more complicated than what you had
before. What does that buy you?
ALAN: [Grinning.] This machine can calculate anything you’d like!
More precisely, it can perform any calculation that can be specified
as the outcome of a deterministic set of instructions (also called an
algorithm). My thesis advisor, Alonzo Church, and I have proved
this mathematically. That’s why some people call this machine a
‘Turing Machine’.
CLAUDE: Really! But how could such a simple machine do anything
interesting. Can you use it to add two numbers, say two and three?
ALAN: Yes, let me tell you how. First, we need to represent the
numbers as strings of, say, 1’s. So, ‘11’ would be 2 and ‘111’ would
be 3. We’ll need a way to separate them on a tape, say with a 0.
When the machine starts, it reads the first 1 from the first number,
replaces it with a blank, and changes to a state that causes it to move
all to the right end and write a 1. Then it changes to a state that will
move it all the way back, until it hits a blank space, when it moves
right and repeats the process. I’ll spare you the details, but when the
machine stops, there will be 5 1’s on the tape, and the two inputs
will be erased.
CLAUDE: Fascinating. Could you do something more complex?
ALAN: Yes, here’s another example. Suppose you had a picture in
shades of grey and you wanted to make it black and white. You could
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write instructions to move the head in such a way that all values of
grey closer to black would be overwritten by the string for black,
and all other values would be overwritten by the string for white.
CLAUDE: So your machine can deal not only with numbers but
also with images!
ALAN: Yes, and as you just showed us, since all information can
be represented as bits, my machine can manipulate all types of
information!
CLAUDE: Amazing. But this solution is not elegant, in that you
have this complicated instruction manual to be consulted by an
operator at each step.
ALAN: Yes, but there’s a way around that. Suppose I could
represent the instructions themselves as bits on another tape, call
it the instruction tape. Then, a more complicated machine could
read the instructions it was supposed to carry out from this tape
and carry them out. Admittedly, this machine would be more
complex than the one before, since it would need to keep track of
not just the state, but also the instruction manual. But this machine
would be a universal machine, a machine that could emulate any
other Turing Machine, just by putting the right instructions on the
instruction tape.
JOHNNY: [Excited.] Did you know the US military has been building
special-purpose machines that they use to calculate missile trajectories,
taking into account wind direction and weather conditions? I have
been consulting with them. So I know exactly how to build a machine
that does one computation well. This is like the first machine Alan
described. But this conversation has solved a problem I’ve been
grappling with for a while. The trajectory-computing machines (we
call them ‘computers’) can only compute one thing at a time. If we
need to change what they compute, we have to go in and rearrange
the wiring. But if we use Alan’s idea of a universal machine, we could
store the wiring diagram, so to speak, on the instruction tape, and the
computer would automatically rewire itself.
ALAN: Fascinating. So perhaps my thought experiments were not
all a waste of time. I agree that you could store the instructions for
the trajectory computer as a ‘program’ to tell the computer what to
do. Feed this as the instruction tape, and your trajectory computer
would never need rewiring!
CLAUDE: [Suddenly.] Johnny, you said the trajectory computer
prints out trajectories, right? Where does it print them to?
JOHNNY: Well, to punched cards, actually, which we then feed to
a printer.
CLAUDE: Instead of punching cards, could the trajectory computer
make sounds instead? A different sound for each symbol it wanted
to print?
ALAN: In theory, yes, why not?
CLAUDE: But then you could have the computer send these sounds
on a telephone line. And if another computer were listening, it
would allow the two to ‘talk’ to each other.
ALAN: Yes, that could be arranged.
CLAUDE: And if one computer that received messages were to
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act like a telephone operator, it could relay messages to yet other
computers.
ALAN: Yes, again, in theory, this could be done. But why bother?
There aren’t many computers in the world today—maybe 6 or 7.
And telephone lines can be really noisy, so the sounds could get
corrupted, changing the symbols being exchanged.
CLAUDE: [He shifts and looks down, before speaking softly.] I’ve been
thinking about that, too. I’ve figured out how fast you can send
information symbols on a noisy line. It turns out that it is possible
to send symbols with perfect recognition even on a noisy channel,
such as a telephone line, if they’re properly encoded. For example,
you could send a sound corresponding to a symbol for a long time,
longer than any noise would last, and this way the recipient could
decode the symbol despite the noise, albeit at a slower rate. I’d been
thinking of sending military codes over telegraph wires, but I think
you could do the same for computer sounds, too.
ALAN: So, you’d get a network of computers that could talk to each
other. But does that matter?
CLAUDE: Don’t you see? If we can represent any information
as bits, and computers can manipulate these bits with arbitrary
precision and can talk to each other, then all information can be
processed and communicated. [Sweeping his hand across the mess in
the room.] Look at all this! All these papers, books, magazines. You
could send them all from the creator’s computer to a central store
computer, and from the store to anyone who wanted to read it
anywhere, on demand. The world’s encyclopaedias, every film ever
made, every song ever sung, they could all be in memory stores and
someone with a computer could access them!
JOHNNY: Pipe dreams! A computer takes up half a building! And it
costs millions of dollars.
CLAUDE: Have you heard of John Bardeen at Bell Labs? He’s one
of the solid-state physicists in Building 1, who works with Walter
Brattain and William Shockley. He’s working on a ‘transfer resistor’
or ‘transistor’ that can replace vacuum tubes. He says that a computer
made from transistors would not be much larger than a refrigerator!
Can you imagine that? And would only cost about $200,000.
JOHNNY: Still too expensive.
CLAUDE: OK, but transistors are made from silica, which is
just sand. There’s no reason you couldn’t make them smaller and
cheaper. Someday, computers may be small enough to carry in your
pocket.
JOHNNY: And pigs will fly!
CLAUDE: No, really, I imagine that by 2020 nearly everyone will
carry a pocket computer and communicator that can talk to any
other computer in the world and access all the world’s information
and entertainment.
ALAN: What if it were true? That wouldn’t change human nature.
Will the power of technology change that?
JOHNNY: What do you think?
ALAN: Well, we have electricity, aircraft, and telephones today.
None of these existed a century ago. But human nature hasn’t
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evolved in that time. We are still driven by ego, greed, and passions,
as were our ancestors. Just as high explosives have made military
generals more powerful, these new technologies will empower
politicians and charlatans, leaders and rogues. Someone with access
to the world’s information may use it to build more powerful bombs
or breed a virus more dangerous than smallpox. Who is to say what
might happen? And who can police that?
CLAUDE: Another problem is that I think that humans suffer
from a paradox of choice. When given too many choices, they pick
one and stick to it, no matter what, because the sheer mental effort
in making a choice is unpleasant. For example, when I go to the
grocery store and have a choice of 30 types of bread, I pick one that
looks reasonable, then get the same one every time after. In the
same way, when given access to the world’s information, I think
people will filter out all but a few things that they like, and live
inside an information bubble. A Republican bubble. A Democrat
bubble. A Christian bubble. An atheist bubble. Then, they will
ignore all else. This might result in a loss of societal consensus on
issues that matter.

Further reading
Shannon CE, ‘A mathematical theory of communication’ (1948)
27(3) The Bell System Technical Journal 379.
Turing AM, ‘On computable numbers, with an application to the
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Mathematical Society 230.
Burks AW, Goldstine HH, and von Neumann J, Preliminary discussion
of the logical design of an electronic computer instrument (1946).

JOHNNY: Yes, there is a danger that each person will create their
own reality and be reachable only by gifted influencers who can
break through the people’s bubbles. Politicians of the future will
need to be communicators, not makers of policy, yet could exercise
vast powers. A dangerous mix!
ALAN: I admit this does look rather bad, but surely there are some
benefits arising from our work! I can think of at least one: the spread
of education. No one need be deprived of access to education by
accident of geography.
JOHNNY: There’s much more. Doctors around the world can learn
from each other. And by allowing anyone to share their ideas without
intervention by editors and censors, creativity might flourish.
CLAUDE: Like-minded people around the world could find each
other and perhaps offer mutual support. This might counteract the
heavy hand of prejudice over time.
ALAN: As always, we seem to be on the brink of a world that could
either tip into cataclysm or grow into glory. It has ever been thus.
Perhaps the power we enable will cure the very ills our work creates!
The three look at each other, with half-bemused smiles.
NARRATOR: One of these young men has figured out how to
represent all information as bits and how to communicate those
bits. The second has dreamt up machines that could manipulate bits
in arbitrary ways. And the third knows how to actually build these
machines. Each has an inkling that their work would give rise to a new
world that they might not much like, but they could not help but create.
CLAUDE: [He shrugs, walks over to the phonograph, and puts on a jazz
LP.] True. We can only warn, work, and wait. Let’s drink to that!
NARRATOR: We are the inheritors of Claude, Alan, and Johnny’s
work. They are Shannon, Turing, and von Neumann, who gave rise
to the digital world. Where next? I wonder!
The scientific ideas in this work are factual and the characters are real, but
the meeting and the conversation are, of course, fiction.
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Introduction

T

his article sets out the case for taking future generations
seriously through our political institutions. We make three
central claims. First, future people matter, and political
institutions ought to reflect this. We make this case by appealing
to the importance of broad political enfranchisement, and then
to the more general moral significance of future people. Second,
our political institutions do not yet take the interests of future
generations sufficiently seriously across a range of issues, especially
relating to managing risks—and considerations from economics
and psychology explain why she should expect this to be the case.
Third, institutional reform toward representing future people is
both promising and feasible. To this end, we describe four kinds of
reform which we hope will broaden the discussion. Throughout, we
draw on work by Tyler John.1

Future generations matter for politics
Representation matters for politics
A core part of today’s Western understanding of democracy is that
governments derive their legitimacy from adequately including
the people they affect in their decision-making processes.2 The
1 Tyler John, ‘Longtermist Institutional Design and Policy: A Literature
Review’ (forthcoming).
2 Allen Buchanan, ‘Political Legitimacy and Democracy’ (2002) 112(4)
Ethics 689–719 <https://doi.org/10.1086/340313>; John Rawls, A
Theory of Justice (first published 1971, Harvard University Press 2009).
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American Revolution led with the slogan ‘no taxation without
representation’,3 and the subsequent Declaration of Independence
affirmed that ‘governments are instituted among men, deriving
their just powers from the consent of the governed’.4
Yet, a government being democratic in name does not imply it
represents everyone it ought to represent. Indeed, the history of
Western democracy is a history of subjugated groups struggling
for political enfranchisement.5 Women were not granted the vote
until well into the twentieth century; US Congress only passed
the Civil Rights Act in 1967; and today fierce discussion continues
on how constitutional issues like gerrymandering discriminate in
practice against certain groups.6
We may care about representation because we value equality, diversity,
or fairness, and believe broader representation is necessary for these
abstract ideals. But we should also care about representation because
of its practical effects—because it shapes laws and policies. When
groups are underrepresented in democratic systems, politicians have
3 Charles Camden, ‘Speech on the Declaratory Bill of the Sovereignty of
Great Britain over the Colonies’ London Magazine (February 1768)
<http://www.notaxationwithoutrepresentation.com/>.
4 US Congress, Declaration of independence (1776) <http://memory. loc.
gov/cgi-bin/ampage_>.
5 Howard Zinn, A People’s History of the United States: 1492–Present
(Routledge 2015).
6 Alex Keena, Michael Latner, Anthony J McGann, and Charles Anthony
Smith, ‘Gill v. Whitford on Partisan Gerrymandering’ in David Klein and
Morgan Marietta (eds), SCOTUS 2018: Major Decisions and Developments of
the US Supreme Court (Springer International Publishing 2019) <https://
doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-11255-4\_3>.
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weaker incentives to consider their interests in constructing policy,
and are exposed to a narrower range of perspectives. When groups
are not represented at all, governments do not have to internalise the
externalities imposed by this policy.
Consider the ‘median voter theorem’.7 Given some basic
assumptions,8 the optimal strategy for a political party seeking to
win power in a two-party system is to always cater to the median
voter. Extending suffrage will shift the median voter, and by
extension the voters politicians will cater to. There is large empirical
literature documenting this phenomenon. For example, John R Lott
and Lawrence W Kenny showed that US states that gave women
the right to vote before the Nineteenth Amendment saw immediate
increases in government expenditures and progressive divorce
laws.9 Likewise, Toke S Aidt, Jayasri Dutta, and Elena Loukoianova
showed that the gradual lifting of class restrictions on the voting
franchise in Europe between 1830 and 1938 caused more spending
on infrastructure and internal security.10
While suffrage is a very direct way to represent the interests of a
group, we should not confuse it as being equivalent to representation.
The US Congress did not cease to be sexist in 1920, nor cease to be
racist in 1967. Therefore, more recent calls for reform have stressed
the importance of demographics being represented amongst
elected politicians themselves. In their seminal study, Raghabendra
Chattopadhyay and Esther Duflo showed that randomly allocating
local council seats to female candidates significantly increased
expenditure on health public goods in India, despite the fact that
women were theoretically allowed to vote in both cases.11
To summarise, we can think of electoral laws greatly determining
which individual preferences are counted, and then political
institutions determining how these preferences are aggregated.
The output is a collective decision with the potential to affect
everyone, represented or not.
The voicelessness problem
However, there are cases where traditional means of political
participation are not even possible. Consider the examples of
animals, children, and people in foreign countries. All these groups
are affected by government policies, so we should want policies
that are sensitive to their interests. Yet, they are simply unable to
participate in politics. They are ‘voiceless’, but they still deserve
moral status. They can still be seriously harmed by political decisions.
We could rely on voters to incorporate the interests of nonvoting groups into their own voting preferences, but it is hard
7 Duncan Black, ‘On the Rationale of Group Decision-Making’
(1948) 56(1) Journal of Political Economy 23 <https://doi.
org/10.1086/256633>.
8 Namely, that voters and policies are distributed along a one-dimensional
spectrum and we have a voting method that satisfies the Condorcet
criterion.
9 John R Lott Jr and Lawrence W Kenny, ‘Did Women’s Suffrage Change
the Size and Scope of Government?’ (1999) 107(6) Journal of Political
Economy 1163 <https://doi.org/10.1086/250093>.
10 Toke S Aidt, Jayasri Dutta, and Elena Loukoianova, ‘Democracy Comes
to Europe: Franchise Extension and Fiscal Outcomes 1830–1938’ (2006)
50(2) European Economic Review 249 <https://doi.org/10.1016/j.
euroecorev.2004.07.004>.
11 Raghabendra Chattopadhyay and Esther Duflo, ‘Women as Policy
Makers: Evidence from a Randomized Policy Experiment in
India’ (2004) 72(5) Econometrica 1409 <https://doi.org/10.1111
/j.1468-0262.2004.00539.x>.

to imagine voters adequately representing the interests of other
groups whenever this conflicts with self-interest. In such cases, we
require more creative solutions. A first attempt may be to look for
mechanisms that indirectly affect government—mechanisms outside
of voting, such as lobbying, public advocacy, and direct action.
Yet such efforts can face serious limitations. For example, evidence
shows that the success of advocacy efforts crucially depends on how
well funded12 and well connected13 a lobbying group is. Therefore,
if the point of advocacy is to induce a socially optimal outcome, we
would have to assume that ‘voiceless’ groups have access to resources
in line with their total moral status. However, if a one-person-onevote system is already falling short, it’s hard to imagine a one-dollarone-vote system doing much to correct this failure.
Yet, advocacy and direct action also face a deeper shortcoming in the
context of this article. We are not concerned here with particular
policy outcomes, but rather with the incentives that induce better
outcomes in the first place. Especially when we consider which
changes pay off over the long run, changing the rules of the game
plausibly beats having to play the game anew every time.
As we will argue, future people make up an essential and neglected
‘voiceless’ group. Correspondingly, the failure of modern political
institutions to take seriously the interests of future generations
represents a moral oversight—severe, but solvable.
Future people deserve representation
In the previous section, we considered the general significance of
representation in politics, and suggested that institutional reform
may be the best or only way to represent certain ‘voiceless’ groups.
Since future people are affected by present-day political decisions,
often directly and significantly, we might think that governments
are illegitimate to the extent that they are not meaningfully
sensitive to the interests of future citizens, in addition to current
citizens. In this section, we argue that this is the case: that future
people matter morally, and (thus) deserve some meaningful
amount of political representation.
Consider the pains parents-to-be will take ahead of time to make
sure their child lives a comfortable life, before conception. It makes
sense to ensure that money is set aside and a home is in order, and to
learn parenting advice, all before the child is born. If governments
should consider the interests of young children, they should
presumably also consider the interests of infants soon to be born,
even though they do not yet exist. But how far should this concern
for future people extend?
There are two questions here. First, how should we compare the
intrinsic moral worth of future generations with that of living
people? Second, to what extent can we reliably influence the lives
of future generations?

12 Gene M Grossman and Elhanan Helpman, ‘Protection For Sale’ (National
Bureau of Economic Research 1992) <https://doi.org/10.3386/w4149>;
Pinelopi Koujianou Goldberg and Giovanni Maggi, ‘Protection for sale:
An empirical investigation’ (1999) 89(5) American Economic Review
1135-1155.
13 Jordi Blanes i Vidal, Mirko Draca, and Christian Fons-Rosen, ‘Revolving
Door Lobbyists’ (2012) 102(7) American Economic Review 3731
<http://dx.doi.org/10.1257/aer.102.7.3731>.
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Future people have intrinsic moral worth
It is commonplace in government policy to ‘discount’ the intrinsic
worth of welfare over time, such that a year of happy life for a
denizen of the twenty-second century matters, but less than a
year of equivalently happy life a year from now. This is known as
the ‘social discount rate’.
For example, HM Treasury uses the Green Book14 to decide whether
or not to invest in projects. The Green Book has an explicit discount
rate of 3.5% per annum (ie £1 of value created in 2051 is worth only
£0.35 today), which then decreases somewhat after 30 years (£1 of
value created in 2121 is worth £0.05 today). And we should note that
the UK is relatively sympathetic to future generations compared to
other countries, because its discount rate moderates over time.15 In
fact, many governments set discount rates on an ad hoc basis.16
To be clear, there can be good reasons for discounting future benefits
in general—irrespective of moral considerations.17 According to the
‘Ramsey formula’, we can distinguish several reasons:
Pure time preference: This is the ethical judgement that this
article will focus on. The Green Book assumes 0.5%-points.
Wealth effect: Future generations may be richer than us, so their
marginal utility from extra consumption is smaller. The Green Book
estimates this to be 2%-points.
Catastrophic risk: Investments may be destroyed before they
can be utilised in the future. The Green Book estimates this to be
1%-point.
Social discount rates also have very real implications for policy.
When a government considers proposals that may only ‘pay off’
in a century, these cost–benefit analyses matter a great deal.18 For
example, Social Discount Rates were at the heart of the debate
between two leading figures in climate policy. William D Nordhaus
used a ‘descriptive’ SDR of 5.5%, based on observed market interest
rates,19 whilst Nicholas H Stern used a ‘prescriptive’ SDR of 1.4%,
based on ethical judgements.20 Because Nordhaus’ discount rate was
much higher, it recommended a slow ramped-up response to climate
change and an ‘optimal’ 3.5 degrees of warming, whilst Stern’s called
for much more drastic action now.
Our focus in this article is on the ‘pure time preference’ component
of social discount rates. We suggest that no non-negligible pure
time preference is philosophically tenable.21 Our main argument
14 HMTreasury, The green book. Appraisal and evaluation in central government
(2021).
15 Kenneth J Arrow et al, Should a Declining Discount Rate Be Used in Project
Analysis? (2013) <http://idei.fr/sites/default/files/medias/doc/by/
gollier/reep_sept_13.pdf>.
16 David J Evans and Haluk Sezer, ‘Social Discount Rates for Six Major
Countries’ (2004) 11(9) Applied Economics Letters 557 <https://doi.org/
10.1080/135048504200028007>.
17 Edmund Tweedy Flanigan, On Discount Rates in the Cost-Benefit Analysis of
Climate Change (unpublished manuscript, 2011).
18 Partha Dasgupta, Karl-Göran Mäler, and Scott Barrett, ‘Intergenerational
equity, social discount rates, and global warming’ (Beijer International
Institute of Ecological Economics, 2000).
19 William D Nordhaus, A Question of Balance (Yale University Press 2008).
20 Nicholas Herbert Stern, The Economics of Climate Change: The Stern Review
(Cambridge University Press 2007).
21 Frank P Ramsey, ‘A mathematical theory of saving’ (1928) 38(152) The
Economic Journal 543.
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is very simple: even apparently modest rates compound over long
stretches of time to yield wildly implausible conclusions about how
benefits to earlier generations should be compared to benefits to
later generations.
The philosopher Derek Parfit provides a relevant example. Suppose
you bury some glass in a forest. In one case, a child steps on the glass
in ten years’ time and hurts themselves. In the other case, a child
steps on the glass in 110 years’ time and hurts themselves just as
much. If we discounted welfare by 5% every year, we would have
to say that the second case is over 100 times less bad than the first,
such that we might prefer to injure ten children in the same way 110
years from now rather than a single child ten years from now. This
cannot be right. From the moral perspective, harms and benefits
matter in proportion to how good or bad they are, but not how early
or late they occur. After all, Parfit notes, ‘[w]hen the future comes,
these benefits and costs will be no less real’.22
We can give positive arguments for rejecting pure time preferences,
too. Geographic proximity—distance in space—does not affect
someone’s intrinsic worth, or the value of influencing their life in
the same way. Suppose you can improve the lives of two strangers
by sending each of them money remotely. Suppose one lived 100km
away from your location, and the other 1,000km away. Would this
difference alone make helping the first stranger morally better?
But in an important sense, time extends space: it adds a fourth
dimension (temporal) to the three dimensions (spatial). So why
think that a harm or benefit occurring ten years from now is more
intrinsically valuable than an equivalent harm or benefit occurring
1,000 years from now? The moral philosopher Peter Singer frames
a similar thought with his image of an ‘expanding moral circle’.
Singer notes that human society has come to recognise the interests
of progressively widening circles—from families, through tribes,
nations, and ethnic groups, to strangers on different continents, and
even nonhuman animals. This is an observation about the past, but
it’s also a guiding principle for the future: that we should continue
to grow our circle of concern as people remain outside of it. Time
is a natural frontier for this expanding circle—as long as we can
influence the lives of people in the future whose interests we do not
take correspondingly seriously.
Our actions reliably affect future generations
Above, we argued that future people deserve moral consideration.
Therefore, if political decisions have an appreciable effect on the
lives of even a fraction of all the people yet to live, we suggest
that decision-making processes should feel the weight of this
responsibility—especially by representing future people in
political institutions. But this leads to the obvious question: can we
significantly and reliably influence the lives of future generations?
As it happens, there are compelling reasons for believing we can.
Below, we consider some key examples where we can expect efforts
today to influence the long-run future.
Climate change
Once species become extinct and ecosystems collapse, there may
be little hope of recovering them, irrespective of how wealthy
our successors become. Polluting our oceans with plastic waste,
or our atmosphere with greenhouse gases, is difficult to reverse:
our grandchildren will feel their negative effects, and so will all
generations hence. Yet, it is possible to mitigate the extent of this
22 Derek Parfit, Reasons and Persons (Oxford University Press 1984).
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damage through political choices—by taxing emissions, subsiding
green energy technologies, and perhaps eventually investing in
large-scale geoengineering projects. To the extent that the harms
of neglecting to act now will persist into the future, the benefits
of acting now will last just as long. With respect to the long-run
future, the question is whether decisions today could avoid or
amplify ‘feedback loops’ which grow in importance over time, or
whether their effects are more likely to fade with time, for natural
or anthropogenic reasons. We suggest that wherever the truth lies
precisely, we know enough to expect the effects of prudent climate
policy to survive long into the lives of people not yet born.
Catastrophic risks
We are already familiar with salient bad news (extreme weather,
forest fires) attributed to anthropogenic climate change, and these
readily available examples motivate us to avoid worse and more
frequent effects tomorrow. While even our best climate models
leave room for uncertainty, we can be quite confident about how
and when those worst effects will be felt on different emissions
scenarios—and that many of us will still be alive to experience them.
By contrast, some potentially catastrophic risks to humanity are
likely to occur (if they do) with less advance warning, and with fewer
salient precedents. Though the precise odds are often difficult to
pin down, the likelihood of a global catastrophic risk materialising
in a given year or decade is low. Yet, as we consider increasingly
long timescales (as we have argued is appropriate), ignoring these
risks turns from imprudent to reckless. We don’t know when
such events will occur, but it does look like the cumulative risk of
catastrophe over our lifetimes and those of future generations is
unacceptably high. Neither unpredictability nor low year-on-year
probability imply that we should disregard the importance of
preparing for these risks.
Consider that nobody could have predicted the exact timing of
COVID-19, nor the form it ended up taking. But experts had
warned (with good reason) that we were underprepared for the
next worldwide pandemic.23 If governments had taken some
of their practical suggestions seriously, they could have saved
hundreds of thousands of lives, not to mention the setbacks
to other measures of human progress. But the lesson to draw
from COVID-19 should be not just to protect against another
respiratory pandemic, but to better protect against all plausibly
extreme risks—with or without precedent.
Some of these risks are natural in origin: an asteroid collision, a
supervolcano eruption, runaway climate change, or a biological
pandemic even worse than COVID-19. Others are anthropogenic,
such as the risk of nuclear fallout. If every incumbent government
reasoned simply that the cost of preparing for catastrophic risks
exceeded the benefits for the current political cycle, then with high
likelihood one such risk will materialise, and our descendants will
meet it unprepared, and they can blame every previous generation
for failing to act.
As with the example of COVID-19, we know of several plausible
ways in which additional resources could be spent to mitigate this
wider range of risks. An obvious first step is to better understand
the risks in order to prioritise between them. For instance, plausible
causes of extreme climate change—outcomes involving more than
23 <https://www.ted.com/talks/bill_gates_the_next_outbreak_we_re_not_
ready>.

six degrees of warming—have received little research attention
relative to the overall body of climate change research. Further,
since 1991 there have been only two published climate models on
the effects of a full-scale nuclear war.
None of this precludes the importance of soberly assessing the likely
costs and benefits of preparing for low-probability ‘tail’ risks. We
are not advocating for alarmism, or suggesting that the risks are
significantly higher than most people think. It’s often just as easy
to overestimate risks as to underestimate them. The point is that
the ‘true’ or ‘total’ social benefits of mitigating and preparing for
risks extend far beyond the lifetime of the government, or even
generation, that led the way.
Existential risks
The risks we have been considering are severe but likely recoverable.
But some of these risks threaten to permanently curtail humanity’s
entire potential. These are called ‘existential risks’. Experts on these
suggest that by far the most serious might be posed by rapidly
developing technology. One example is the threat of an engineered
pandemic escaping through an accidental lab leak or an intended act
of aggression, estimated to be more than 100 times more likely to lead
to an existential catastrophe than naturally occuring pandemics.24
Further, some existential risk experts have raised special concern
about the possibility of a powerful artificial intelligence system
irreversibly set on pursuing some end which is unaligned with
human values.25 Existential catastrophes would be even worse than
catastrophic but recoverable risks: affecting not just one generation,
but the thousands of generations that otherwise could have lived
valuable lives. For a sense of importance, the philosopher Toby Ord
estimates that the chance of an existential catastrophe occurring this
century is around 1 in 6—26Russian roulette. Yet he is hopeful about
our level of influence, suggesting that serious and widespread efforts
to mitigate existential risks could halve the total risk compared to
the scenario in which they are entirely neglected.
Unlike with risks from nature, it may be the case that this century
matters overwhelmingly more than others for mitigating risks from
human-made technology. The world has never changed so fast as
it has been changing for the past century, and simply extrapolating
this progress suggests we will soon accumulate so much power to
transform our surroundings and ourselves that this century could
prove to be our most dangerous and decisive yet.27 This seems to
suggest a simple argument for expecting that political interventions
designed to mitigate technological risk can influence the long-run
future: we have reason to believe we are living in an unusually
influential time, owing to the pace of technological progress. Since
technologies are developed by humans, and their development is
significantly influenced by government as well as private initiative,
we should expect that governments are equivalently able to steward
their safe development, and that they have unusual potential
influence over the long-run future.

24 Toby Ord, The Precipice (Bloomsbury Books 2020) 197 Table 6.1, ‘The
Risk Landscape’.
25 Nick Bostrom, Superintelligence: Paths, Dangers, Strategies (Oxford
University Press 2014); Stuart Russell, Human Compatible: AI and the
Problem of Control (Allen Lane 2019).
26 Ord (n 24).
27 See Will MacAskill, ‘Are we living at the hinge of history?’ (Global
Priorities Institute working paper, 2020).
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It is worth emphasizing just how neglected some of the problems
are. For instance, the Biological Weapons Convention28 is the
international body responsible for the continued prohibition of
bioweapons, which experts suggest could pose a risk to human life at
least as great as that from nuclear war.29 The BWC currently has just
four employees, and an annual budget less than that of the average
McDonald’s branch.30 On the national level, the UK simply does not
yet have a dedicated centre for biosecurity.31
In sum, the examples of climate change and extreme risks strongly
suggest ways in which political decisions can reliably influence the
long-run future. A third example is institutional reform: in part
because well-designed political institutions can last centuries, and
in part because those institutions can more effectively generate
decisions which positively influence the long-run future.
The current and preceding sections have argued that future
generations deserve moral consideration, and that both their quality
of life and their very existence can depend on political decisions
made today—combining to suggest the importance of institutions
for representing future generations.
A final point: readers might object that our conclusion here cannot
be right, because it would be too demanding in practice. They
might further object that we made a mistake when we claimed that
governments derive their legitimacy from adequately representing
(all) the people their decisions affect, since this would involve
representing too many people, including non-citizens. Our response
is to point out that governments of high-income countries already
spend around 1% of their budgets on non-citizens through foreign
aid, and that opinion polls indicate that people think this figure
should be higher.32 Spending less than half this amount could go a
significant way to addressing the issues discussed above,33 and the
example of foreign aid suggests this is politically tractable. Beyond
issues of fairness or legitimacy, mostly people simply want their
political representatives to meet some minimum threshold of ethical
responsibility by intervening when the moral stakes are sufficiently
high, for example by giving humanitarian assistance. In some cases,
the status quo might so badly imperil the lives of future people that
we should consider ourselves to have this simpler duty of assistance.

The causes of institutional short-sightedness
In this section, we will further explore why future generations
are insufficiently represented in politics, considering both
the psychological reasons that motivate voters to care, and
institutional reasons for why decision-makers are often biased
toward the short term.34
Of course, by far the most obvious reason that future generations are
not represented in politics is that they cannot represent themselves.
28 <https://www.un.org/disarmament/biological-weapons/>.
29 Ord (n 24).
30 ibid 135.
31 Angus Mercer, Sophie Dannreuther, and Toby Ord, ‘Future Proof: the
Opportunity to Transform the UK’s Resilience to Extreme Risks’ (2021)
<https://www.longtermresilience.org/futureproof>.
32 Council on Foreign Relations, ‘Public Opinion on Global Issues’ ch
15, U.S. Opinion on Development and Humanitarian Aid <https://
worldpublicopinion.net/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Development_
Humanitarian_Aid_US.pdf>.
33 Specifically concerning extreme risks. See the budget estimates from
Mercer, Dannreuther, and Ord (n 31).
34 We draw here from John (n 1).
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But voters do not vote out of pure self-interest—35their preferences
extend to the welfare of other groups all the time, including voiceless
groups like children and animals. If living voters cared sufficiently
about the welfare of future generations then we would expect both
political decisions and (eventually) institutions to reflect this. Yet,
voters do not often consider the interests of future people, and few
political institutions exist with the express purpose of representing
their interests. Can we point to special features of the long-run
future that explain this motivational failure?
Psychological factors
To the extent voters are altruistic, they are not uniformly so: various
psychological factors skew and warp the people and things we care
about, and these distortions carry through to the voting booth.
Less discussed, but comparably significant, are the effects of
‘relational partiality’: the obvious fact that we value the interests
of those close to us to a far greater degree than the interests of
strangers. For instance, Yan Chen and Sherry Xin Li have shown
that when matched with in-group members, people are significantly
more likely to show charitable concern.36 This is relevant because
all the people we are partial to currently exist (assuming partiality
is always at least partly reciprocal). In general, the fact that people
may give special weight to the interests of their friends and family,
and that this is reflected in people’s voting behaviour, is not an issue.
This is because, among presently living people, there is no serious
systematic bias in who people choose to care about. But nobody has
yet met future people, so nobody is partial to them.
We might also consider how familiar cognitive biases influence
how we value interventions which influence future generations.
First, the ‘identifiable victim effect’ is a well-corroborated finding
whereby people are more likely to feel sympathy for, and donate
to, causes that most prominently feature a single identified person,
versus impersonal statistics.37 Relatedly, people react more strongly
to tangible (but incidental) details in the framing of some issue.
As Thomas C Schelling puts it, ‘the more we know, the more we
care’.38 Since future people do not presently exist, we cannot point to
identifiable future people, nor can we fill in details about their lives.
We are forced to speak in statistical generalisations that hardly pull
at the heartstrings.
Further, in assessing which causes should be prioritised, most
people exhibit ‘scope neglect’,39 whereby the monetary amount
people are prepared to pay scales less than linearly with the size
of the problem. As discussed, the number of people living in the
very long-run future of humanity, or even the descendents of some
specific citizenry, could be almost unfathomably large. Therefore,
we might expect a psychological barrier to fully appreciating the
35 Bryan Caplan, The Myth of the Rational Voter (Princeton University Press
2007).
36 Yan Chen and Sherry Xin Li, ‘Group Identity and Social Preferences’
(2019) American Economic Review.
37 Deborah A Small, George Loewenstein, and Paul Slovic, ‘Sympathy
and callousness: The impact of deliberative thought on donations to
identifiable and statistical victims’ (2007) 102(2) Organizational Behavior
and Human Decision Processes 143.
38 Thomas C Schelling, ‘The life you save may be your own’ in Samuel
B Chase (ed), Problems in Public Expenditure Analysis (The Brookings
Institution 1968).
39 William H Desvousges, Measuring nonuse damages using contingent
valuation: An experimental evaluation of accuracy (Research Triangle
Institute 1992).
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difference that future-oriented policy could make.

discount rates or preferences for short-termist policy.44

Institutional incentives

Likewise, there is no clear evidence that longer election cycles or
term limits would significantly benefit future generations. Alexander
Fouirnaies and Andrew B Hall examine how term-limited legislators
behave and find that, without a re-election incentive, there is no
significant change in their platforms nor an increase in fiscal
responsibility.45 If anything, re-election is an important incentive
for politicians to exert effort, as politicians will want to do a good
job to stay in power.46

However, even if the electorate and politicians were fully aligned
with the interests of future generations, systemic problems could
still prevent long-term oriented policy from being implemented
in practice.
Election incentives are perhaps the most widely discussed reason
for political short-termism. Kenneth Rogoff highlights evidence
of the political budget cycle, whereby government spending booms
occur before a general election.40 This can be explained by ‘imperfect
information’: voters can easily scrutinise politicians’ prior records,
but not their promises for the future.
A low-ability incumbent will ‘pretend’ to be high-ability by
overspending today, giving the impression that they have more
capital than they actually do, when really they are just borrowing
from the future. This forces high-ability politicians to also
overspend in order to win votes, up to a point where low-ability
types cannot keep up anymore. The result is that short-termism
persists even when actors are rational and voters care about future
generations. Indeed, empirical evidence shows that the size of
political budget cycles is closely related to how much information
voters likely have available.41
Outside of elections, several institutional features can also induce
short-termism. There is a vast literature on how lack of commitment
devices creates problems for monetary policy and inflation to the
detriment of long-term outcomes.42

Four proposals
In this section, we propose four institutional reforms aimed at better
representing the interests of future generations, drawing on work
by Tyler John.43 The proposals we mention are preliminary ideas
that seek to expand the feasible set of solutions currently being
considered in mainstream debate.
It is worth briefly noting what commonly proposed solutions
we believe would fall drastically short in representing future
generations. Lowering the voting age received a lot of attention
after the Brexit referendum, and has also been cited in reference
to climate change. However, it is dubious whether this will
significantly extend representation to future generations, since
there appears to be surprisingly little relationship between age and

40 Kenneth Rogoff, ‘Equilibrium Political Budget Cycles’ (National Bureau
of Economic Research 1987) <https://doi.org/10.3386/w2428>.
41 Min Shi and Jakob Svensson, ‘Political budget cycles: Do they differ
across countries and why?’ (2006) 90(8–9) Journal of Public Economics
1367; Adi Brender and Allan Drazen, ‘Political Budget Cycles in New
versus Established Democracies’ (2005) 52(7) Journal of Monetary
Economics | Political economy and macroeconomics 1271 <https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.jmoneco.2005.04.004>.
42 John B Taylor, ‘Discretion versus Policy Rules in Practice’ (1993) 39
Carnegie-Rochester Conference Series on Public Policy 195 <https://
doi.org/10.1016/0167-2231(93)90009-L>; Robert J Barro and David
B Gordon, ‘Rules, Discretion and Reputation in a Model of Monetary
Policy’ (1983) 12(1) Journal of Monetary Economics 101 <https://doi.
org/10.1016/0304-3932(83)90051-X>.
43 John (n 1). For more details we recommend Inigo González-Ricoy and
Axel Gosseries (eds), Institutions for Future Generations (Oxford University
Press 2016).

1. Demeny voting
As noted, the fundamental issue for representing future generations
in politics is that they cannot engage in politics themselves. Perhaps
the easiest substitute would be to simply ask present voters to vote
on behalf of future generations.
This solution is known as ‘demeny voting’ and has already been
proposed in the context of parents casting additional votes on
behalf of their children. Though never implemented, this idea was
discussed by legislatures in Germany, Japan, and Hungary. Indeed,
Reiko Aoki and Rhema Vaithianathan find that when voters are
asked to vote a second time on behalf of a particular group, they will
cast this vote significantly differently from their first.47
Of course, there are reasons to doubt whether this same result will
hold when demeny voting is extended to future generations. As
noted, voters feel less partial to future generations in the abstract
than to their children. Likewise, we should remain sceptical that
behaviours shown in lab experiments will persist when demeny
voting is applied to real-world elections. Nonetheless, demeny
voting is appealingly simple, and may deserve further exploration.
2. Guardian protectors
If we do not believe that ordinary voters can represent future
generations, even with additional votes, perhaps the solution is to
create entirely new institutions with an explicit mandate.
Such new institutions could take a variety of forms. On the more
extreme end, there have been proposals to create new legislative
chambers, such as a ‘Futures Congress’.48 Such institutions could also
look similar to the House of Lords, having substantially less power
than other legislative chambers but still putting an essential check on
44 Achim Goerres and Markus Tepe, ‘Age-Based Self-Interest,
Intergenerational Solidarity and the Welfare State: A Comparative
Analysis of Older People’s Attitudes towards Public Childcare in 12
OECD Countries’ (2010) 49(6) European Journal of Political Research
818 <https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1475-6765.2010.01920.x>; Michael B
Berkman and Eric Plutzer, ‘Gray Peril or Loyal Support? The Effects of
the Elderly on Educational Expenditures’ (2004) 85(5) Social Science
Quarterly 1178 <https://doi.org/10.1111/j.0038-4941.2004.00270.x>.
45 Alexander Fouirnaies and Andrew B Hall, ‘How Do Electoral Incentives
Affect Legislator Behavior?’ (unpublished manuscript, 2018) <http://
www.andrewbenjaminhall.com/Fouirnaies\_Hall\_Electoral\_
Incentives. pdf> accessed 8 June 2021.
46 James Alt, Ethan Bueno de Mesquita, and Shanna Rose, ‘Disentangling
Accountability and Competence in Elections: Evidence from U.S.
Term Limits’ (2011) 73(1) The Journal of Politics 171 <https://doi.
org/10.1017/S0022381610000940>.
47 Reiko Aoki and Rhema Vaithianathan, ‘Intergenerational Voter
Preference Survey-Preliminary Results’ (2012).
48 Bruce Tonn, ‘A Design for Future-Oriented Government’ (1996) 28(5)
Futures 413 <https://doi.org/10.1016/0016-3287(96)00017-1>.
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government and diminishing the influence of partisan divisions.49 A
more modest suggestion would be allocating a fixed proportion of
seats in existing institutions to guardians of future generations, or
organisations acting on their behalf.50
Another alternative is to establish the position of ‘ombudsperson’, ‘an
official who is charged with representing the interests of the public’.51
Although ostensibly a soft power institution, ombudspersons could
conduct investigations, propose legislation, and run information
campaigns.52 Several governments—including Sweden, New
Zealand, Israel, and Hungary—have tested ombudspersons to help
commit to environmental protections, with varying degrees of
success.53 This ombudsperson model might straightforwardly be
extended to represent future generations as a whole.
3. Committees and offices
The above proposals may take decades to accrue the popular support
required to be implemented. Other reforms appear more feasible in
the near term.
For example, select committees wield a surprising degree of influence.
Meghan Benton and Meg Russell found that about 40% of Select
Committee recommendations are accepted and implemented by the
government, over half of them mandating substantial changes.54 We
have already seen moves in this direction, such as the creation of an
All-Party Parliamentary Group on Future Generations in the UK,
the Welfare of Future Generations Act in Wales, and the Finnish
Parliamentary Committee for the Future.
More technocratic bodies can also offer valuable insights to
decision-makers and carry a large amount of soft power. For
example, before being dismantled in 1995 by Newt Gingrich,
the US Office of Technology Assessment conducted over 750
independent studies on a wide range of emerging topics, such
as climate change, nuclear war, and artificial intelligence. Many
prominent politicians, including Andrew Yang,55 have called for
the reestablishment of such an office to provide unbiased scientific
advice to politicians.
Such internal solutions can perhaps also better address some of
the technical procedures concerning future generations, such as
internal discount rates and auditing processes. In the UK context,
key elements include the Intergenerational Impact Assessment,
the ONS’ Natural Capital Accounting, and Environmental Impact
Assessments. A critical piece of upcoming legislation here is the UK
Wellbeing of Future Generations Bill.
49 Bruce Tonn and Michael Hogan, ‘The House of Lords: Guardians of
Future Generations’ (2006) 38 Futures 115 <https://doi.org/10.1016/j.
futures.2005.04.007>.
50 Thomas Wells, ‘Votes for the Future’ (Aeon Magazine, 8 May 2014)
<https://aeon.co/essays/we-need-to-listen-to-our-future-citizens-heres-how-to-tune-in> accessed 8 June 2021.
51 <https://oppz.gov.zm/investigations/>.
52 Ludvig Beckman and Fredrik Uggla, ‘An ombudsman for future
generations’ (2016) in González-Ricoy and Gosseries (eds, n 43).
53 Natalie Jones, Mark O’Brien, and Thomas Ryan, ‘Representation of
Future Generations in United Kingdom Policy-Making’ (2018) 102
Futures 153 <https://doi.org/10.1016/j.futures.2018.01.007>.
54 Meghan Benton and Meg Russell, ‘Assessing the Impact of Parliamentary
Oversight Committees: The Select Committees in the British House
of Commons’ (2013) 66(4) Parliamentary Affairs 772–97 <https://doi.
org/10.1093/pa/gss009>.
55 Andrew Yang, ‘Revive the Office of Technology Assessment’ (Yang2020 Andrew Yang for President) accessed 8 June 2021.
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4. International panels and frameworks
Many of the ways we can most reliably influence the very long-run
future involve mitigating speculative but severe risks to our continued
survival. By their nature, these issues are typically international in
scope—as we know, highly contagious diseases originating from one
country can soon become the entire world’s problem.
So it makes sense to address these problems on a global scale.
Consider the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC), which was established to provide policymakers with
credible scientific assessments relating to climate change:
warming projections on different emissions scenarios, potential
novel climate risks, and proposals for adaptation and mitigation.
The IPCC does not conduct its own research. Instead, it collects
and reviews research from the worldwide scientific community,
and underlines where there is widespread consensus on issues
for which reliable evidence might otherwise be difficult for
policymakers to locate.
It is possible to imagine similar panels for other issues which
bear on the long-run future. Especially promising would be an
intergovernmental panel on existential risks. A major barrier that
remains to taking such large-scale risks seriously is a problem of
credibility: it is easier to take popular action on the national level
where that action is backed by internationally recognised and
credible research.
International frameworks may also be necessary for adequately
addressing issues that bear on the long-run future. The most
severe global risks may require some amount of multilateral action,
whereby every relevant actor commits to the same plan. Suppose
most countries decide to closely control DNA synthesis,56 but one
major country defects, allowing cheaper and easier DNA synthesis.
This coordination problem sees users flock to that deviating country
and undermine the effort of other nations. 90 out of 100 countries
imposing national regulation does not mean a reduction in total
risk of 90%. In such instances, an international community can
use sanctions and incentives to build stable coalitions, solving the
coordination problem.
International frameworks have the added benefits of symbolic
power and the ability to establish soft norms and precedents, as well
as to help translate global goals into actionable national ones.

Conclusion
In this article, we argued that future people deserve moral
consideration, and that political institutions should represent their
interests. We then outlined suggestions for institutional reform in
this direction.
But perhaps this is naively high-minded, and too impatient for
overnight change. Institutions are like traditions: they cannot be
spun out of idealistic words. Instead, they are grown over time, and
the tests of time often mean they grow apart from the original visions
that seeded them. We acknowledge this. Some of the reforms we
proposed may not be right, and, even if they are, they could well fail
in the forms we suggest. The route to progress here is a frustratingly
incremental one, involving corrections of course and concessions,
but keeping the long-term ideal in mind.
56 Technology allowing anyone to synthesise novel and potentially
dangerous genetic code.
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Although concern for the long-run future is not a new idea, only
recently has a serious intellectual project emerged around it, called
‘longtermism’. There are many talented people working on these
problems, and we encourage readers interested in the ideas we
discussed to further engage with them. We would recommend
The Precipice by Toby Ord,57 along with posts published by 80,000
Hours58 and on the Effective Altruism Forum.59 We are glad that an
increasing number of people are thinking and talking about taking
future generations seriously, in politics and beyond.

57 Ord (n 24).
58 80,000 Hours is a non-profit that provides research and support
to help people switch into careers that effectively tackle the
world’s most pressing problems, with a focus on longtermism. See
<https://80000hours.org/key-ideas/>.
59 <https://forum.effectivealtruism.org/tag/longtermism>.
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Professor Lord Rees introduces ideas presented to the American Philosophical Society on the risks posed by climate change and technology. He also outlines
how governments can mitigate them.

Introduction

C

OVID-19 should not have struck us so unawares: similar
viruses, SARS and MERS, had emerged within the last 20
years, and global pandemics had been widely discussed. So
why were even rich countries so unprepared? It’s because politicians
and the public have a local focus. They downplay the long-term and
the global. They ignore Nate Silver’s maxim: ‘The unfamiliar is not
the same as the improbable.’
Indeed, we’re in denial about a whole raft of newly emergent threats
to our interconnected world, that could be devastating. Pandemics
and massive cyberattacks, for instance, are immediately destructive.
Their probability may seem low, but they could happen at any time.
The worst of them could be so devastating that one occurrence
would be too many. And their probability and potential severity is
increasing. Indeed, I fear we are guaranteed a bumpy ride through
this century. COVID-19 must be a wake-up call, reminding us—and
our governments—that we’re vulnerable.
Humans are now so numerous, and have now such a heavy collective
‘footprint’, that they can transform, or even ravage, the entire
biosphere. The world is growing, and a more demanding population
puts the natural environment under strain. Our collective actions
could trigger dangerous climate change and mass extinctions if
‘tipping points’ are crossed—outcomes that would bequeath a
depleted and impoverished world to future generations. We’re
familiar with these threats, but fail to prioritise countermeasures,
because their worst impact stretches beyond the time horizon of
political and investment decisions. It’s like the proverbial boiling
frog—contented in a warming tank until it’s too late to save itself.
We have endured a ‘plague year’, and it remains unclear when, or
indeed if, the world will revert to anything close to its ‘old normal’.
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The ‘global spasm’ that we have collectively experienced—a spasm
that is, at the time of this writing, far from over—shows clearly
that the ability to make wise decisions based on science has a direct
impact on survival—not just personally, but collectively. Because
our entire world is so interconnected, a catastrophe in any region
can cascade globally, making our society vulnerable to breakdowns.
But well-directed, internationally deployed science and technology
can offer salvation.
The potentials of biotech and the cyberworld are exhilarating—but
they’re frightening too. We are already, individually and collectively,
so greatly empowered by rapidly changing technology that we can—
by design, or as unintended consequences—engender global changes
that will resonate for centuries.

Climate and environment
There are some things we can confidently predict. For instance,
there’s firm evidence for climate change. Even within the
next 20 years, regional shifts in climatic patterns, and more
extreme weather, will aggravate pressures on food and water,
and enhance migration pressure. Moreover, under ‘business
as usual’ scenarios we can’t rule out, later in the century, really
catastrophic global warming, and tipping points triggering longterm trends like the melting of Greenland’s ice sheet. But even
those who accept these statements have diverse views on the
best policy response. These divergences stem from differences
in economics and ethics—in particular, in how much obligation
we should feel towards future generations.
The Danish campaigner Bjørn Lomborg has bogeyman status
among environmentalists—somewhat unfairly, as he doesn’t
contest the science. But his ‘Copenhagen Consensus’ of economists
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downplays the priority of addressing climate change in comparison
with shorter-term efforts to help the world’s poor. That’s because
he applies a ‘standard’ discount rate—and in effect writes off what
happens beyond 2050. But if you care about those who’ll live into the
twenty-second century and beyond, then, as economists like Lord
Stern and Professor Martin Weitzman argue, it is worth paying an
insurance premium now, to protect those generations against the
worst-case longer-term scenarios.1
So, even those who agree that there’s a significant risk of climate
catastrophe a century hence, will differ in how urgently they advocate
action today. Their assessment will depend on expectations of future
growth, and optimism about technological fixes. But, above all, it
depends on an ethical issue—in optimising people’s life-chances,
should we discriminate on grounds of date of birth?
That the world will get warmer is a confident prediction. And with
similar confidence we expect that it will get more crowded during
this century. 50 years ago, world population was about 3.5 billion.
It’s now about 7.7 billion. The growth has been mainly in Asia and
Africa. The number of births per year, worldwide, peaked a few
years ago and is going down. Nonetheless, world population is
forecast to rise to around nine billion by 2050. That’s partly because
most people in the developing world are young. They are yet to
have children, and they will live longer. The age histogram in the
developing world will become more like it is in Europe. By midcentury, Africa will have five times Europe’s population. Lagos and
other megacities could have populations of around 40 million.
Population growth seems under-discussed. That’s partly, perhaps,
because doom-laden forecasts in the late 1960s—for instance, by the
Club of Rome and by Paul Ehrlich—proved off the mark. Also, some
deem population growth to be a taboo subject—tainted by association
with eugenics in the 1920s and 1930s, with Indian policies under
Indira Gandhi, and more recently with China’s hard-line one-child
policy. As it’s turned out, food production and resource extraction
have kept pace with the rising population. Famines still occur, but
they’re due to conflict or maldistribution, not overall scarcity.
To feed nine billion in 2050 will require further-improved
agriculture—low-till, water-conserving, and GM crops. It may also
require dietary innovations—converting insects, highly nutritious
and rich in proteins, into palatable food; and making artificial
meat. To quote Gandhi—enough for everyone’s need but not for
everyone’s greed.
Demographics beyond 2050 are uncertain. It’s not even clear whether
there’ll be a continuing global rise, or a fall. Urbanisation, declining
infant mortality, and women’s education trigger the transition
towards lower birthrates—but there could be countervailing cultural
influences.
If, for whatever reason, families in Africa remain large, then
according to the UN that continent’s population could double again
by 2100, to four billion, thereby raising the global population to
11 billion. Nigeria alone would by then have as big a population as
Europe and North America combined.
Optimists may note that each extra mouth brings two hands and a
1 I’d note that there’s one policy context when an essentially zero discount
rate is applied: radioactive waste disposal, where the depositories are
required to prevent leakage for at least 10,000 years. This is somewhat
ironic, since we can’t plan the rest of energy policy even 30 years ahead.

brain. But the potential geopolitical stresses of runaway population
growth are deeply worrying. As compared to the fatalism of earlier
generations, those in poor countries now know, via the Internet
etc, what they’re missing. And migration is easier. Moreover, the
advent of robots, and ‘reshoring’ of manufacturing, mean that stillpoor countries won’t be able to grow their economies by offering
cheap skilled labour, as the Asian tiger economies did. It’s a portent
for disaffection and instability—multiple megaversions of the tragic
loads of boat people crossing the Mediterranean today. Wealthy
nations, especially those in Europe, should urgently promote
prosperity in Africa, and not just for altruistic reasons.
And another thing: if humanity’s collective impact on land use and
climate is too deep, the resultant ‘ecological shock’ could cause mass
extinctions. We’d be destroying the book of life before we’d read it.
Already, there’s more biomass in chickens and turkeys than in all the
world’s wild birds. And the biomass in humans, cows, and domestic
animals is 20 times that in wild mammals.
Biodiversity is a crucial component of human wellbeing. We’re
clearly harmed if fish stocks dwindle to extinction. There are plants
in the rain forest whose gene pool might be useful to us. And
insects are crucial for the food chain and fertilisation. But for many
environmentalists, preserving the richness of our biosphere has
value in its own right, over and above what it means to us humans.
To quote the great ecologist EO Wilson, ‘mass extinction is the sin
that future generations will least forgive us for’.

Prospects for technology
It would be hard to think of a more inspiring challenge for young
scientists and engineers than devising clean and economical energy
systems—and sustainable, humane agriculture—for the entire world.
Nations should accelerate R&D into all forms of low-carbon energy
generation, and into other technologies where parallel progress
is crucial—especially storage (batteries, compressed air, pumped
storage, flywheels, etc) and smart grids. If carbon-free energy gets
cheap enough, then India, for instance, can leapfrog to it. The health
of the poor is jeopardised by smoky stoves burning wood or dung,
and there would otherwise be pressure to build coal-fired power
stations. Likewise, public health should be a global priority.
But we need wisely directed technology. Indeed, many are anxious
that innovation is proceeding so fast that we may not properly cope
with it—and that we’ll have a bumpy ride through this century.
We’re ever more dependent on elaborate networks: electric
power grids, air traffic control, international finance, just-in-time
delivery, globally dispersed manufacturing, and so forth. Unless
these networks are highly resilient, their manifest benefits could be
outweighed by catastrophic (albeit rare) breakdowns that cascade
globally—real-world analogues of what happened in 2008 to the
financial system. Air travel can spread a pandemic worldwide within
days.2 And social media can spread panic and rumour, and psychic
and economic contagion, literally at the speed of light.
Biotech offers huge prospects for enhancing health and food
2 Pandemics also cause far more societal breakdown than in earlier
centuries. English villages in the fourteenth century continued to
function even when the black death halved their populations. In contrast,
our societies would be vulnerable to serious unrest as soon as hospitals
were overwhelmed– which would occur before the fatality rate was even
one percent. (And there’s likewise huge societal risk from cyberattacks
on infrastructure, etc.)
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production. But there are downsides, from both ethical and
prudential perspectives. It offers, for instance, the ability to modify
viruses. In 2012, experiments done in Wisconsin and in Holland
showed that it was surprisingly easy to make the influenza virus
more virulent and more transmissible. This seemed a portent, and
in 2014 the US federal government ceased funding these ‘gain of
function’ experiments. Similar manipulations can be carried out on
coronaviruses. There is of course no suggestion that COVID-19 was
malevolently engineered, though there is an ongoing debate about
the possibility that it could have been an accidental release from
the Wuhan Institute of Virology, where it is known that gain of
function experiments were being done.
The new CRISPR-Cas9 technique for gene editing is hugely
promising, but there are already ethical concerns—for instance,
about Chinese experiments modifying embryos—and anxiety
about possible runaway ecological consequences of ‘gene drive’
programmes to wipe out species as diverse as mosquitos or grey
squirrels.
Governments will surely adopt a stringent and precautionary
attitude to the applications of biotech—and even to the kinds of
experiment that can be legally pursued. But I’d worry that whatever
regulations are imposed can’t be enforced worldwide, any more than
the drug laws or tax laws. Whatever can be done will be done by
someone, somewhere.
An atomic bomb can’t be built without large-scale special-purpose
facilities. But biotech involves small-scale dual-use equipment.
Indeed, biohacking is burgeoning even as a hobby. The rising
empowerment of tech-savvy groups (or even individuals), by bioas well as cyber-technology, will pose an intractable challenge to
governments and aggravate the tension between freedom, privacy,
and security. The global village will have its village idiots, and they’ll
have global range. These concerns are relatively near-term—within
ten or 15 years.
By mid-century we might expect two things: a better understanding
of the combinations of genes that determine key characteristics of
humans and animals; and the ability to synthesise genomes that
match these features. If it becomes possible to ‘play God on a kitchen
table’, our ecology (and even our species) may not long survive
unscathed.
And what about another transformative technology: robotics and
artificial intelligence (AI)? DeepMind’s ‘AlphaGo Zero’ computer
famously achieved world championship level in the games of Go
and chess in just a few hours—it was given just the rules, and learnt
by playing against itself over and over again. Its processing speed
allowed it to complete several games every second.
Already AI can cope better than humans with complex fast-changing
networks—traffic flow, or electric grids. It could let the Chinese
gather and process all the information needed to run an efficient
planned economy that Marx could only dream of. And in science,
its capacity to explore millions of options could allow it to discover
recipes for better drugs, or a material that conducts electricity with
zero resistance at room temperature. Computers learn to identify
dogs, cats, and human faces by ‘crunching’ through millions of
images—not the way babies learn. They learn to translate by reading
millions of pages of multilingual text—EU documents, for instance
(their boredom threshold is infinite!).
The implications for our society are already ambivalent. If there is
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a ‘bug’ in the software of an AI system, it is not always possible to
track it down. This is likely to create public concern if the system’s
‘decisions’ have potentially grave consequences for individuals. If
we are sentenced to a term in prison, recommended for surgery,
or even given a poor credit rating, we would expect the reasons
to be accessible to us, and contestable by us. If such decisions were
delegated to an algorithm, we would be entitled to feel uneasy,
even if presented with compelling evidence that, on average, the
machines make better decisions than the humans they have usurped.
AI systems will become more intrusive and pervasive. Records of
all our movements, our health, and our financial transactions, will
be in the ‘cloud’, managed by a multinational quasi-monopoly.
The data may be used for benign reasons (for instance, for medical
research, or to warn us of incipient health risks), but its availability
to internet companies is already shifting the balance of power from
governments to globe-spanning conglomerates.
There will be other privacy concerns. Are you happy if a random
stranger sitting near you in a restaurant or on public transportation
can, via facial recognition, identify you and invade your privacy?
Or if fake videos of you become so convincing that visual evidence
can no longer be trusted? Or if a machine knows enough about you
to compose emails that seem to come from you? The ‘arms race’
between cybercriminals and those trying to defend against them will
become still more expensive and vexatious when drones, driverless
cars, etc proliferate.
Many experts think that AI, like synthetic biotech, already needs
guidelines for ‘responsible innovation’. But others, like the roboticist
Rodney Brooks (creator of the Baxter robot and the Roomba vacuum
cleaner), think that for many decades artificial intelligence will be
less of a concern than real stupidity. And machines are still clumsy
compared to children in sensing and interacting with the real world.
The incipient shifts in the nature of work have been addressed in
several excellent books by economists and social scientists. Clearly,
machines will take over much of the work of manufacturing and
retail distribution. They can supplement, if not replace, many whitecollar jobs: routine legal work, accountancy, computer coding,
medical diagnostics, and even surgery. Many ‘professionals’ will find
their hard-earned skills in less demand. In contrast, some skilled
service-sector jobs—plumbing and gardening, for instance—require
non-routine interactions with the external world and will be among
the hardest jobs to automate.
The digital revolution generates enormous wealth for innovators
and global companies, but preserving a healthy society will surely
require redistribution of that wealth. There is talk of using it to
provide a universal income. It is better when all who are capable
of doing so can perform socially useful work rather than receive
a handout.
Indeed, to create a humane society, governments will need to vastly
enhance the number and status of those who care for the old, the
young, and the sick. There are currently far too few, and they’re
poorly paid, inadequately esteemed, and insecure in their positions.
Such work is more fulfilling than a job in a call centre or Amazon
warehouse. I can foresee this benign redeployment happening in
Scandinavia, though there might be ideological barriers in some
other nations. We surely hope, when old, to be cared for by someone
with real, not synthetic, empathy. We want young children to be told
stories by real people who can share and understand their emotions.
It is likely that society will be transformed by autonomous robots,
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even though the jury is out on whether they will be idiots savants or
display superhuman capabilities.
If robots become less clumsy in interacting with the world, would
they truly be perceived as intelligent beings? Would we then
have obligations towards them? Should we feel guilty if they are
underemployed or bored?
Ray Kurzweil, author of The Age of Spiritual Machines, even
foresees that humans could transcend biology by merging with
computers. In old-style spiritualist parlance, they would ‘go over
to the other side’. We then confront the classic philosophical
problem of personal identity. If your brain were downloaded into
a machine, in what sense would it still be ‘you’? Or are the input
into our sense organs, and our physical interactions with the real
external world, so essential to our being that this transition would
be not only abhorrent but also impossible? These are ancient
conundrums for philosophers, but practical ethicists may soon
need to address them.
Not even Kurzweil thinks this will happen in his lifetime, so he
wants his body frozen until immortality’s on offer, and he can be
resurrected into some posthuman world.3 But of course research
on ageing is being seriously prioritised. Some think it’s a ‘disease’
that can be cured. Dramatic life extension would plainly have huge
ramifications, for society and population projections.
It’s certainly credible that human beings—in their mentality and
their physique—may become malleable through genetic and
cybernetic technologies. Moreover, this future evolution—a
kind of secular ‘intelligent design’—would take only centuries,
in contrast to the thousands of centuries needed for Darwinian
evolution. This is a game changer. When we admire the literature
and artefacts that have survived from antiquity, we feel an affinity,
across a time gulf of thousands of years, with those ancient artists
and their civilisations. But we can have zero confidence that
the dominant intelligences a few centuries hence will have any
emotional resonance with us, even though they may have an
algorithmic understanding of how we behaved.

Prospects in space
And now I turn briefly to another technology: space. This is where
robots surely have a future, and where I‘d argue that these changes
will happen fastest and should worry us less.
We depend every day on space for satnav, environmental
monitoring, communication, and so forth. These are in large part
now commercially funded, though projects with a focus on scientific
research and planetary exploration are bankrolled by national or
international agencies.
During this century the whole solar system will be explored by
swarms of miniature probes, far more advanced than the probes
that have beamed back pictures of Saturn’s moons, of Pluto, and
beyond—20,000 times further away than the Moon. Think back to
the computers and phones of the 1990s, when these probes were
designed, and realise how much better we can do today. The next
3 I was surprised to find that three academics back in England had gone
in for these ‘cryonics’. Two had paid the full whack; the third had taken
the cut-price option of wanting just his head frozen. I was glad they were
from Oxford, not from my university. For my part, I’d rather end my
days in an English churchyard than an American refrigerator.

step will be deployment in space of robotic fabricators, which can
build large structures under zero gravity—for instance, solar energy
collectors, or giant telescopes with huge gossamer-thin mirrors
What about manned spaceflight? The practical case gets weaker
with each advance in robots and miniaturisation. Were I an
American, I would only support NASA’s unmanned programme.
And I certainly wouldn’t support a manned programme done by
the European Space Agency. I would argue that private ventures
like Elon Musk’s SpaceX or Jeff Bezos’ Blue Origin—bringing a
Silicon Valley culture into a domain long dominated by NASA and
a few aerospace conglomerates—should ‘front’ all manned missions.
They can impose higher risks than can a Western country on
publicly funded civilian astronauts, and thereby slash costs. There
would still be many volunteers—some willing to accept the risk of
‘one-way tickets’—driven by the same motives as early explorers,
mountaineers, and the like.
By 2100, courageous thrill-seekers may have established ‘bases’
independent from the Earth—on Mars, or maybe on asteroids. Elon
Musk says he wants to die on Mars (though not on impact). But
don’t ever expect mass emigration from Earth. Nowhere in our solar
system offers an environment as clement as even the Antarctic or
the top of Everest. Here I disagree with Musk and my late colleague
Stephen Hawking. It’s a dangerous delusion to think that space
offers an escape from Earth’s problems. Dealing with climate change
on Earth is a doddle compared to terraforming Mars. There’s no
‘planet B’ for ordinary risk-averse people.
But those pioneer adventurers who escape the Earth could be
cosmically important. This is why. They’ll be ill-adapted to their new
environment, and beyond the clutches of our terrestrial regulators.
They will use all the resources of genetics and cybernetics to adapt.
They will change faster and could within a few centuries become a
new species. Moreover, if they make the transition to fully inorganic
intelligences, they won’t need an atmosphere. They may prefer
zero-G. They’ll also be nearly immortal. So it’s in deep space—not on
Earth, nor even on Mars—that non-biological ‘brains’ may develop
powers that humans can’t even imagine.
This raises the question that astronomers are asked most often:
is there life out there already? Or is a sterile cosmos awaiting our
progeny? We know too little about how life began on Earth to lay
confident odds. We don’t know what triggered the transition from
complex molecules to entities that can metabolise and reproduce.
Moreover, even if simple life is common, it is not clear whether it’s
likely to evolve into anything intelligent or complex.
Maybe we’ll one day find ET. On the other hand, Earth’s intricate
biosphere could be unique. But it’s important that this wouldn’t
render life a cosmic sideshow. That’s because there’s abundant time
ahead for posthuman life seeded from Earth to pervade the Galaxy.
We’re the outcome of four billion years of Darwinian evolution, but
the Sun is less than half way through its life. And the universe may
continue for ever. To quote Woody Allen, eternity is very long,
especially towards the end.
But even in this ‘concertina’ed’ timeline, extending billions of years
into the future as well as into the past, we’re living in a special
century. The century when humans could jump-start the transition
to entities that far transcend our limitations, and eventually spread
their influence far beyond the Earth. Or—to take a darker view—
the century where our follies could foreclose the immense future
potential and leave an anarchic and depleted planet.
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On our future, this century
Zooming back closer to the here and now, one can offer some
tentative hopes, fears, and recipes.
Technologies offer huge promise. But our society is brittle,
interconnected, and vulnerable. We fret unduly about small risks—
air crashes, carcinogens in food, low radiation doses, etc. But we’re
in denial about some newly emergent threats that could be globally
devastating. Some of these are environmental—the pressures of a
growing and more demanding population. Others are the potential
downsides of novel technologies.
And, of course, most of the challenges are global. Coping with
potential shortage of food, water, and resources—and transitioning
to low-carbon energy—can’t be achieved by each nation separately.
Nor can regulation of potentially threatening innovations. Indeed,
a key issue is whether nations need to give up more sovereignty
to new organisations along the lines of the International Atomic
Energy Agency, the World Health Organization, etc.
Scientists have an obligation to promote beneficial applications
of their work and warn against the downsides. Universities and
academies need to assess which scary scenarios—eco-threats, or risks
from misapplied technology—can be dismissed as science fiction,
and how best to avoid the hazards that cannot be so dismissed.
The trouble is that even the best politicians focus mainly on the
urgent and parochial. They do not focus on long-term global issues,
or on averting possible catastrophes that haven’t yet happened,
unless such policies feature sufficiently prominently in the press
and in their inboxes that they are confident they won’t lose votes by
endorsing them.
So concerned scientists must enhance their leverage—by
involvement with NGOs, via blogging and journalism, and by
enlisting charismatic individuals and the media to amplify their
voices. Here are two recent instances:
The Papal encyclical Laudato Si’ had a worldwide influence in
the lead-up to the Paris climate conference in 2015. There’s no
gainsaying the Catholic Church’s global reach, long-term vision, and
concern for the world’s poor.
And I doubt that we in the UK would have legislated against nonbiodegradable plastic waste had it not been for the BBC’s Blue
Planet II television programmes fronted by our secular pope, David
Attenborough. The images of albatrosses returning to their nests
and regurgitating plastic debris are as iconic as the polar bear on the
melting ice floe was in the climate debate.
It’s encouraging to witness more activists among the young, who
can hope to live to the end of the century. Their vocal commitment
is welcome. It gives grounds for hope.
I’ll end with a flashback, right back to the Middle Ages. For medieval
people, the entire cosmology—from creation to apocalypse—spanned
only a few thousand years. They were bewildered and helpless in the
face of floods and pestilences, and prone to irrational dread. Large
parts of the Earth were terra incognita.
But they built cathedrals, constructed with primitive technology by
masons who knew they wouldn’t live to see them finished—vast and
glorious buildings, that still inspire us centuries later.
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In contrast, our horizons in space and time are now vastly extended, as
are our resources and knowledge. But we don’t plan centuries ahead.
This seems a paradox. But there is a reason. Medieval lives played
out against a ‘backdrop’ that changed little from one generation to
the next. They were confident that they’d have grandchildren who
would appreciate the finished cathedral. But for us, unlike for them,
the next century will be drastically different from the present. We
can’t foresee it, so it’s harder to plan for it. There is now a huge
disjunction between the ever-shortening timescales of social and
technological change and the billion-year time spans of biology,
geology, and cosmology.
‘Spaceship Earth’ is hurtling through the void. Its passengers are
anxious and fractious. Their life-support system is vulnerable to
disruption and breakdowns. But there is too little planning—too
little horizon-scanning. This ‘pale blue dot’ in the cosmos is a special
place. It may be a unique place. And we’re its stewards at a specially
crucial era. That’s an important message for us all, whether or not
we’re astronomers.
We need to think globally, we need to think rationally, we need to
think long-term. We need to be ’good ancestors’, empowered by
twenty-first-century technology but guided by values that science
alone can’t provide.
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